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Translated for this Journal.

From Felix Mendelssohn's "Travelling-

Letters."

(Continued from Vol. XX. page 410).

Isola Bella, July 24, 1831.

You will smell orange blossoms, see blue sky,

fine sunshine, sparkling lake, the moment you
read the date. But no, it is dismal weather, it

rains like mad, and thunders too from time to

time
; in the mountains it looks as dreary, as if

the world were nailed up with clouds ; the lake
IS grey, the sky murky, I smell no oranges

;

the island might as well be called Isola bruita.

So it has been now for three days,—my poor
cloak !—And in spite of the outrageous weather
I find myself very comfortable here. You know I

am the spirit who constantly denies (ask mother),
and as it is now the fashion with all the world to

find the Borromean islands " not so beautiful,"

and rather stifle, and as the weather also seems
disposed to slander them to me, I out of sheer
defiance find them altogether splendid. The
trip to these islands, with the green terraces,

and the gay statues over them, and the many
antiquated ornaments along with the fresh foliage,

and all the Southern vegetation crowded together
in full view, was very charming to me, and had
also something touching, something serious about
it. For what I had seen the year before in its

fullness, in its luxurious wildness everywhere,and
had got really accustomed to, is now transplanted
artificially here once more, as if about to take its

leave. Here are lemon hedges and orange
bushes

; from the walls grow sharp-toothed aloes

;

it seems to me as if at the end of the piece the

beginning had come back once more, and that

you know I always like. Then too I saw on the

steamer the first peasant women in Swiss cos-

tume; the people speak a bad, half French
Italian

; it is the last letter from Italy. But
believe me, the Italian lakes are not the most
insignificant thing in the land ; anz!,—anything
finer I have not yet seen. You wanted to per-

suade me, that the huge forms of the Swiss Alps,

which floated before me from childhood,* had
expanded in my imagination, and that a snow
mountain was not really so great as I had imag-
ined. I was almost afraid of being undeceived

;

but when I saw from lake Como only the first

outposts of the Alps, veiled in their clouds, here
and there bright snow and sharp, black peaks
peeping out, and sinking steep down to the lake,

covered first with trees and villages, then with
moss, then bald and desolate, and full of snow
rifts, then for the first time I felt as I used to

then, and I saw that I had not exaggerated it.

In the Alps all is much freer, sharper, more
uncouth, if you will , but I feel better and more
wholesome there. I have just returned from the

garden of the castle, which I viewed in the rain.

I wanted to do like Albano,* and had a barber
come to open me a vein ; but he understood me
wrong and shaved me ; the mistake was very

* In the year 1821 the whole family had been in Switzerland.
* In Jean Paul's " Titan."

pardonable. From all sides gondolas are landing

at the island, because to-day is the after-piece

of yesterday's great festival, to which Cardinal

Borromeo has engaged singers and musicians

from Milan, who have performed before the

islanders. The gardener asked me, whether I

knew what a wind instrument was ? I said yes,

with a good conscience, and now, he said, con-

ceive for once of thirty such instruments, with

violins and basses to boot ! Or rather, I could

not conceive of it, for one must have heard such

a thing, before he could believe it; the sound is as

if it came down from heaven, and it all arises

only through Filharmonia. What he meant by

that, I do not know ; but it had made more im-

pression upon him, than the best orchestra does

upon many a musical connoisseur. Just now
somebody is beginning to play the organ in the

church over there, for service, after the following

fashion

:

Moderato

E=JilSs^f=sf

UUa U.^ b.Ui-J kU.' Ui^ biU.

The Bass with full organ, 16-foot Bourdon and

drone stops, sounds wonderfully. The fellow

came express from Milan, to show off his nonsense

here in church. I will go over there a little

while, so farewell for a moment.

This evening I remain here, instead of crossing

the lake ; I am too well pleased upon the little

island. True, I have not slept now regularly for

two nights, one on account of innumerable

thunder-claps, the other on account of innumer-

able fleas; and probably to-night I shall have to

encounter both together ; but as day after to-

morrow I shall already be speaking French, shall

have lefl Italy and have pa.ssed the Simplon, I

mean for to-day and to-morrow to drive round

once more in right Italian stjle.

I have now to relate historically how I came

here. The Ertmann's called on me the last

moment in Milan, at my room, and we took such

hearty leave of one another, as I have not expe-

rienced for a long time with anybody. I had to

promise them to greet you many times in un-

known ways, and to b t them hear from me
sometimes. Another verj' dear acquaintance,

which I made there, is that of Herr Mozart, who
holds an office there, but is really heart and soul

a musician. He must bear the greatest resem-

blance to his father, especially in nature ; for

you hear quantities of just such things from him,

as touch you in the letters of the father, with

their naivete and frankness, and from the first

moment you must like him. For example, I find

it very beautiful, that he is as jealous for the

fame and praise of his father, as if he wore a

young musician just beginning ; and one evening

at Ertmann's, when a good deal of Beethoven s

music had been played, the Baroness said to me I

softly, that I might now play something of

Mozart's too ; the son had not been as cheerful

as usual ; and when I had played the overture to

Don Juan, he brightened up for the first time,

and desired also the overture to the Zauherfloie,

by his " Valter," and took a childlike delight in

it ; one could not but become fond of him. He
gave me letters to acquaintances upon lake Como,

and there I have peeped for once into an Italian

town life, and entertained myself quite well for

a few days with the doctor, the apothecary, the

judge and other people of the place. There

were particularly lively discussions about Sand,

and many were disposed to admire him very

much. It was strange to me, because it is rather

an old story, and people scarcely quarrel any

more about it. They talked also about the pieces

of Skakspeare, which are now being translated

into the Italian. The doctor said : the tragedies

are good ; but there are certain witchcrafl pieces

there, which are too absurd and childish ; espec-

ially one : II Sonno d'una nolle di mezza state

(Midsummer Night's Dream). Then came the

old story, that a piece was rehearsed on the stage

and that it swarmed with anachronisms and child-

ish ideas. They all agreed, that it was very silly

and that I could not read it.* I was silent and

dejected, and made no defense !

Then I bathed frequently in the lake, sketched,

sailed yesterday over lake Lugano, which made

a bad face with its waterfalls and its black cloudy

mountains,—then over the mountains to Luvino
;

and to-day I have arrived here by steam.

Evening. I have just come back from the

Isola madre, where it was altogether glorious. It

is broad, and full of terraces, lemon hedges and

evergreen bushes.—The weather has at last

grown somewhat human, and so the gi-eat white

house upon it, with the ruins above, and the

terraces in front, looked lovely. But it is a

unique land, and I wish I could bring to you at

Berlin a mouthful of such air as I just now had
upon the boat ; there is none like it, and I would
rather have you breathe it, than all the people

who consume it here.—There was a very mus-

tachioed German in the boat with me ; he looked

at the beautiful nature, as if he had come to buy
it, and found it too dear. Then occurred to me
a story of Jean Paul's, verbatim. That is, when
we went to walk upon the island through the

green, an Italian who was with us said, here was

the place to go with one's beloved and enjoy

nature. Ah yes ! sighed I tenderly. " On that

account," he added, " have I separated from my
wife ten years ago, and set up a little tobacco

shop for her in Venice, and now I live as I please.

You must try it also some day ! "—The old boat-

man told how he had taken General Buonaparte

upon the lake, and knew many stories of him and

JIurat. Blurat, he said, was altogether strange.

During the whole trip he kept singing on all to

himself, and once when he was on the journey,

he had given him his brandy flask and said, he

* The Overture to the Mi'hmnnicr Nighrs Drmtn had
already been composed by Mendelssohn in the year 1826.
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would buy himself another in Milan. I know

not why these little anecdotes, especially the

singing, recalle<l the whole man more to me,than

many a historical book.

The '• Walpiirgis Night " is finished, and

trimmed out; the overture will soon be done

too. The only man, who knows it yet, is Mozart,

and he was so much delighted with it, tliat the

familiar things adbrded me new fun; he urged

me to have it printed imnieiliatidy. God forgive

this student-like letter. You see by it, that I

liave worn no neck-tie for a week. But I wanted

to write to you once, to tell you, how bright and

well I have been during these <Iays in the moun-

tains, and how I enjoy those that lie before

me ! Your Felix.

A V Union, prieuri ilu Cliamnunix.

End nf July, 1831.

Dear Parents

!

From time to lime I must write you a letter of

thanks for this wonderfully beautiful journey ; and

if I have ever done it, I must do it again now,

for never yet have I experienced more glorious

days than I have had on the whole of the way

here, and since I have been here. Fortunately

you know the valley here, so that I need not des-

cribe it ; and how would that be possible ! So

much only let me say, that nowhere yet has

nature come before my eyes so clear in all her

splendor, as she has here, both when I saw it for

the first time with you, and now. And if every

one, who sees it, must thank God for giving him

the sense to comprehend and feel this grandeur,

so must I ton thank you, who give me all this

joy ! Y'ou wanted to persuade me that the

forms of the mountains had become magnified in

my imagination ; but yesterday at sunset I walk-

ed up and down before the house here, and tried,

everytime that I turned my back upon the moun-

tains, to form a vivid conception of their masses;

but everytime, when I turned round again, they

far exceeded my idea.

It was morning, you remember, when we
started oil from here, and the sun was rising.*

Just so bright and clear have the mountains been

since I have been here : just so pure, and sharp,

and near, the snow against tho'dark, blue atmos-

phere ; the glaciers thunder continually, because

the ice is melting : if clouds come, they rest

lightly against the sides of the mountains, while

the summits stand out clear above them. O that

we could see it together I I have spent this

whole day here quietly and all alone. I wanted

to sketch the appearance of the mountains, went

out, found a splendid point, but the moment I

opened the portfolio, the page seemed to me so

very small, that I could hardly persuade myself

to begin. I have brought out the forms perhaps

what one would call correctly; but yet every

line looks so stiff, compared to the grace and

freedom everywhere here in natui-e. And then

the glories of color 1 In short it is the bright

point of my travels; and the whole of the jour-

ney on foot, so alone, so free and easy, is some-

thing new, and an unknown enjoyment for me.

But I must tell you how I came here, else there

will be nothing in the letter, after all, but ejacula-

tions.

On Lago Maggiore and the islands I had, as I

have written you, the worst weather. It contin-

ued so persistently dreary, wetandstormy.that in

the evening I took a place in the diligence consid-

• In the year 1821.

crably out of humor, and drove toward the

Simplon. Scarcely had we proceeded half an

hour, when the moon came out,the clouds parted,

and on the next morning it was the brightest

and most splendid weather. I was really shamed

by such good fortune, and now I could enjoy the

whole godlike way, to my heart's content, as it

wound along, first through the high green valleys,

then tlirniigh the narrow rocky passes, then

through the meadows, and finally past the gla-

ciers and snow mountains. I had with me a litlle

French book about the Simplon road, which

pleased me much, and also touched me ; for it

contains some correspondence between Napoleon

and the Directory about the projected work, and

the first report of the general, who passed the

mountain. As I wheeled up the even, finished

road with the Austrian postilions, I was much

struck by the way in which his letters are writ-

ten,—with what inspiration and boldne.'s,—not

without a bit of brag too,—but with what a glow

of enthusiasm ;—and when I compai-e the fjre,

and the poesy, which speak from that description

in the letter (I mean always that of the subaltern

general), with the eloquence of to-day, which

leaves one so frightfully cold, and which in all its

philanthropic views is so confoundedly prosaic,

and limps so awkwardly, and in which I see

fanfaronades perhaps, but no youth,—I cannot

help feeling as it a great perioil had passed away !

I have not been able to get it out of my head,

that Napoleon never saw this work, one of his

favorite ideas ; for he never passed over the fin-

ished Simplon road, and did not taste the joy of

it. Up in the village of Simplon it is bleak

enough, for a year and a half I have not felt so

cold. A neat, polite French woman keeps a

hotel up there; and that too is a hard thing to,

describe ; how pleasantly such needy cleanliness,

never found in Italy, affects one. Then we de-

scended into the Valais as far as Brieg, where I

passed the night; happy to live once more among
tlie honest, natural, German-speaking people,

who nevertheless have cheated and deceived me
infamously.

The ne.xt day I went on down the Valais,—

a

most lovely route. The whole way is as you

know it in Switzerland,—between two high rows

of mountains, over which the snow peaks peep

out here and there, in alleys of stout green nut

trees, which stand near the pretty brown houses;

down the wild, grey Rhone, and over it at Leuk,

every quarter of an hour a village with a little

church. From Martigny I travelled for the first

time in my life actually on foot, and in fact

—

since the guides were too dear for me—for the

first time quite alone, with my cloak and pack

upon my shoulders. In a few hours I found a

stout young peasant, who became both guide and

carrier to me, and so we went on past Forclas to

Trient, a little herdsmens' village, where I break-

fasted on milk and honey ; from there upon the

Col de Ralme. There lay the wdiole vale of

Clinmouni, with l\Iont Blanc, and all the glaciers

sinking down into it, before me in the sunshine.

A party of gentlemen and ladies (one very pret-

ty one among them) came up upon the other side,

on mules, with many guides ; and scarcely were

we all together under a roof, when a soft mist

came, and veiled first the mountain, then the

valley, then enveloped all so thickly that there

was nothing further to be seen. The ladies were

afraid to go into the fog, as if they were not al-

ready in it up there ; finally they started off, and

I viewed from the window the odd spectacle, as

the caravan left the house, laughing, talking

loudly, French, English, Patois ; then the voices

became undistinguishable ; then presently the

forms also ; last of all went the handsome lady

with her wide Scotch mantle ;
then you still saw

only grey shadows here and there,—then they

were wholly gone. A few minutes afterward I

sprang down the mountain in the opposite direc-

tion with my guide ; we soon came into the sun-

shine again, then into the green Chamouni valley

with its glaciers ; finally here to the hotel

Union.

I have just come from an excursion on the

Montanvert, the Mer de Glace, and to the source

of the Arveiron. Y'"ou know these splendors,

and so you will pardon me if, instead of going on

to-morrow to Geneva, I first make the tour

around Mont Blanc, so as to become acquainted

with the gentleman upon the South side also,

which is said to be still more grand. Till we

meet happily again, dear parents

!

Your Felix.

(To be continued.)

Translated for tbis Journal.

Franz Schubert.

A BIOGEAPniCAL SKETCH.

From tbe German of Dr. IlEisRicff ton Kreissle.

(Continued from Vol. XX
,
page 412 )

Schubert was a thoroughly musical nature. Of

him it might be said that he felt things only mus-

ically, and only so could he express himself. To

be sure, this peculiarity had also its shady side.

It cut him off too much from all other mental in-

tercourse, and placed him necessarily upon a

one-sided stand point. He lacked those media-

tory ways, by which other artists, aided by en-

larged views of the world and by the power of

higher culture, would, with his talent, achieve

greater things. Schubert was, like all men of

genius, a naive character. Unconcerned about

praise or blame, never separating anil rounding

off with a critical eye, he kept on in his musical

bllssfulness creating, and if he rested in the even-

ing, it was only to begin again the next morning,

as if nothing so far had been done.

Only in this way can we explain it, that he

has given us, with his finished works,so much that

is half-done and incomplete ; and that we do not

perceive in his works, so unmistakably as in those

of most composers, a steady, gradual unfolding of

his talent. Many of his compositions, some of

his songs especially, should we consider the period

of their origin, would furnish surprising proofs of

this.

One consequence of his innate aversion to any

critical probe was, that he ventured upon the

composition of poems, which are anything but

suitable for musical treatment. Such is the case

with a portion of Schiller's poems; their ideal,

reflective lyricism rather resists than favors musi-

cal expression. That Schubert pushed his way
through triumphantl)', without breaking down, is

proof of his astonishing talent, and is to be ex-

plained again by that verj' peculiarity, which

makes his character so attractive to us,—his

habit of reproducing anything, even the most

dry and brittle stuff, musically.

In the class of poems not to be composed be-

long the great Schiller ballads, of which Schu-

bert set to music "i)/e Biirgschfifl," "The Diver "
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and "Eitter Togsenbur;;." Even tliis poetry

is too idealistic and tendenliStt, to be directly

cfFeetive ; and if, as one would of course expect

of Schubert, some fine and beautiful single traits

occur in the music, still it is spun out to a fatig-

uing length. Moreover in the field of ballads,

since his time, Cari. Loewe, of Stettin, has ac-

complished such important things, that he takes

precedence in that field undisputably before all

other composers.

Although Schubert's songs, taken collectively,

are so unique and individual in comparison with

all other musical productions of the same kind,

yet they offer such varieties of character, as to

justify a division of them into certain groups.

Some of them, especially those of the earliest

period, still adhere to the old song form ("Shep-

herd's Lament," " Little heath rose," " Hunter's

evening song," &c.) ; in them the purely lyrical

element still predominates. But presently comes

out sharp characterization, impulsive life, rising

of feeling to the situation. The lyrical songs are

followed by the didactic ; these by the songs from

Ossian and from Walter Scott ; and finally come

the antique. But through them all, the last class

not excepted, breathes more or less that breath

of the romantic, which is peculiar to Schubert's

tone-pictures, and which enables us to distinguish

their creator among thousands. Perhaps this

romantic element has detracted somewhat from

the perfected plastic rounding off of the antique

songs ; but certainly not from their worth ; for

it is in precisely these that Schubert's genius ap-

pears in its full greatness. It is also a peculiari-

ty in Schubert, that, in his songs at least, there

is no echo of popular melodies to be found. The

explanation of this may be found again in his

astonishing reproductive power, which urged him

always to an artistic working up of the material

under his hand.

Schubert's songs are a world in themselves
;

there is scarcely a shade of human life, that does

not find its expression in them. Love and hate,

joy and sadness, defiance and resignation, gentle-

ness and anger, all feelings and passions, as they

find vent in men, appear there in wondrously

multiform alternation ; and the deepest mys-

teries of the human heart press, now in softly

soothing, then again in thrilling tones, to the

light of day. With some single bits of worthless

dross they contain a shaft of glistening gold, and

while they are an inexhaustible source of enjoy-

ment to the friend of Art, they are to the pro-

ducing artist a perpetual stimulus to further

creation.

The name of Vogl is most intimately interwov-

en with Schubert's songs. To him Schubert

owed their rapid spread in wider circles and the

recognition of their high worth. A nature so

averse to all that is common in life and Art, as

Vogl's was, could only exercise a furthering

power over Schubert, who was not wholly inac-

cessible to opposite influences. But the reverse

side of this relation consisted in the fact, that

Schubert under Vogl's influence wrote many

son^s for a register of voice, which is seldom to

be found ; whereas Vogl, to whose voice they

were admirably adapted, knew how to produce

the most powerful effects by certain departures

from theonly natural and artistic singing, such as

a word spoken without tone, a cry, or a falsetto

sound.

Another not quite satisfactory consequence of

that relation was, that Schubert gave himself up

too exclusively to the composition of songs, many

of them of the smaller kind, instead of trying

his hand more in larger musical forms, in which,

to judge from what he has done, he was also

called to do great things.

Vogl, to whom a second period of fame as a

song-singer was allotted after his retirement from

the stage, passed in fact for the first dramatic

singer of Germany ; and some of his performan-

ces, such as Orestes, Telasco, his Oculist and

Jacob Friburg were models ; but he had by no

means acquired a thorough school in singing

;

proper vocal culture with him was out of the

question, and he was as much a singer by nature,

as Schubert was a composer. Vogl outlived his

friend about twelve years, and although already

much advanced in age, he kept on singing,

making the most of all his routine and of the

last remnants of his voice, and thereby surren-

dering himself to an affectation and a self-com-

placency, which seemed to increase in the same

ratio that his vocal powers diminished. He died

on the 20th of November, 1840, at the age of 72.

As to the manner in which Schubert's songs

ounht to be sung, there always wa and will be

great difference of opinion. After all it must be

left to the insiffht and taste of the singer, by

what mode of delivery he will best secure their

true effect. But it will be interesting to know,

that Schubert, when he sat at the piano to accom-

pany, always kept the strictest time, with the

exception of course of those passages in which a

change was expressly indicated. And so Vogl

always sang in strict time, although in his later

years he exaggerated the expression in his sing-

ing to a ludicrous degree. The best proof, that

Schubert's songs, by their wealth of melody and

their significantly rich accompaniment, bear

their whole value in themselves, lies in the fact,

that several singers, neither distinguished by

deep culture, nor by any especial art in sing-

ing, produced the best effect solely by rendering

the songs naturally and simply.

iTo be continued.)

For Dwight's Journal of Music

On Robert Schumann's Overture to Byron's

"Manfred."

Letter No. VIII.

(Translated from Louis Ehlert's "Breifauber Musib," by

Fanny M. Raymond.

Manfred, fearful shadow ! who has called thee up,

thou restless ghost, whose questionable shape, awak-

ening awful surprise, now gazes on me 1 Who has

burst the bars of thy tomb, so that thus, in a won-

drous language, thou canst relate to me the passion-

ate history of thy crucified gods, thine eternal woes 1

What sounds of complaint enchain mine ear. What
a Bea of tone-waves overflows my soul ? And hark,

the cry of frenzy ! Fettered humanity lies in the

sickness of despair, and destiny sits in judgment. As

the chords storm together, as the violins thrust out

t'lcir serpent-like tongues of tone, hark to the synco-

pated broken foundation in the basses, as though the

ground were opening beneath the feet of this "dark

glow of a boundless, rich dispair." In many places

the harmonies hurry in battle tumult upon each

other, as though they would strangle one another ;

amid the Titanic struggle of the feelings that seem

to burn through this orchestra, the human heart

would bo annihilated, were it not that .amid the

deepest darkness, the recollection of Astarto, that

mysterious love, tenderly, designedly veiled by the

poet, steps forth, and restores the shattered soul to a

comparative equilibrium.

" Manfred" is beyond the reach of ordinary judg-

ment. Far more than by tliat peculiar crime, which

the poet only permits us to divine, we are fettered

by the features of a general consciousness of crime,

which stands bare before us, one with an ideally

fallen, monstrous personality. Whether this figure

is or is not a torso, which we cannot restore to its

own full individuality, yet we find in the tragedy, as

Goethe once said, " the quintessence of the mind aud

passions of a wondcrfid talent, bom to be its own

torment." " Manfred " is Byron's " Faust." Goethe

understood this well :
" This rare, richly endowed

poet," said he, " has taken my Faust to himself, and,

like a hypochondriac, has drawn a strange nourish-

ment from it. He has used the principal motive,

which was contrary to his own aim, so that it is no

longer the same, and in such a way, that I cannot

sufficiently admire his intellect on this account. This

transformation is so remarkable, that many interest-

ing arguments might be given upon the resemblance

and dissemblance of it with the model," &c.

People have been inclined to regard Robert Schu-

mann as a seer who turns his light within. With-

drawn from the light of the outer world, an eccentric

inclination towards lyrical life unfolds itself in this

exclusively subjective nature. In this reserved being,

the rarest forms thrive, under the pressure of an at-

mosphere, whose tropical temperature reminds us of

our hothouses.

This connection with life is circumscribed to the

utmost, every entrance darkened obstinately, in order

to remain true to an inflexible inclination to entangle-

ment and dispairing. Here the mind flutters on the

extreme borders of perception, like a night-moth'

and not ev n ihe knowledge of certain impossibility

can restrain it from destructive endeavors. The

wh 'le circle of Faust-like reflections and moods is

inexorably laid aside, without any consolation being

derived from a self-proposed circumscription, or the

satisfaction of having employed inward powers to

their utmost extent. In such an hour of discon-

tented existence. Manfred's own soul appears to

him. With what dramatic freedom his inward being

then stands objectively before him ! This life-giving

deliverance drives him involuntarily to set every

means of his art in motion, in order to fetter the

apparition.

The indescribable, incomprehensible mood of mind,

to express which, in this painful trope, brought with

difficulty to the light of day, the poet has vainly ex-

erted the speech of vowels and consonants, is here

measured by the probe of tone, and, with the help of

a sister art, in a manner explained and elevated.

The frightful secret of Manfred, which shrinks from

the touch of words, how far more tragically it reposes

in this gloom, only marked by the feverish pulsations

of the conscious basses ! Yet this, although but a

galvanic sign of life, is so sufficient, that we have no

opportunity to forget it, on whatever ground we may

find ourselves. Manfred storms on his restless

course, imploring death, longing for forjretfulness,

ever despairingly abandoning the spirits that he calls

up to answer his needs and questions ; the picture of

a ruined soul, insufficient to itself Only that recol-

lection of love, that wanders through his whole life,

that melody.wreathed of ivy, struggles on to the close

of the overture against the decree of the gods ; but

even th.it is interrupted by sentence of death, and

soon nothing more remains save the awful right of

this E minor third, the trumpet voices of the three

fates with tlicir brazen stro|ihes :

" Our hands contain tlie hearts of men,

Our footsteps are tlieir graves;

\Ve only give to talve again

The spirits of our slaves I"

Although the nature of such material as this ex-

cludes simplicity in the handlinp;, yet the pathos

with which these portentous feelings are expressed

,
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has a natural freedom, and does not display any of

that weakness of phrase, that paradoxical existence,

which necessitates in tlie hearer a contused state of

mind. The way to the understanding of Schumann's

spirit goes through the leaves of this fiery overture.

It is a pliotographically true picture of the painful

efforts of a wrestler, whose darkened exit yet weighs

heavily on every soul. Let such a requiem mass bo

held for me, when my heart breaks. But first con-

vince yourself that I am really dead ; for were there

but a sparkle of life left in me, it would start up be-

neath the world-touch of tliese " sounding flames."

The Great Triennial Handel Festival at

the Crystal Palace, m 1862.

(From the Pamphlet Programme of the Directors.)

First Extract.

It has therefore been determined that the entire

Orchestra, and tlie space beyond it as far as the in-

tersection of the Great Transept witli the Naves,

shall be solidly roofed in.

It may be useful again to repeat that the Orchestra

at the Crystal Palace—216 feet wide— is doul)le the

diameter of the dome of St. Paul's, or nearly equal

to that of the great dome of the 1862 Exhihlilon

Building and Exeter Ilall combined ; while it is nearly

as deep from front to back as Exeter Hall is long.

It will thus be seen what scope there is, under proper

provisions, for great effects with Handel's Choral

Music. Apart from the superlative grandeur pro-

duced by the hosts of players and singers, the charm
of hearing one part after another taken u]i in different

nnd distant portions of this immense Orchestra, is a

new feature in Festival mnsic. Catliedral musicians

know the advantages derived from the antiphonal

character of anthems and services. But what in

cathedral music could equal the sublime effect at the

1859 Festival, in the chorus " Lift ttp your heads,"

with the inquiry, " Who is the King of Glory 'i
" res-

ponded to by, " The Lord strong and miijhtij ! " The
effect of the trebles and altos in the centre of the

Chorus, answered by the tenors and basses, so widely

apart as to appear distinct choral forces, was some-
thing without parallel in the history of music. Again
from similar reasons of number and great space
between each part, what could compare with the

violins in the Amen fiiyiie ; the giving out of the

subject by the first violins, and its repetition by the

seconds from the opposite side of the Orchestra,

created a new sensation.

It was this combination of numbers and distance

that made " Israel in Egypt" so sujierlativcly grand.
The tenors and basses in " He spake the irord," re-

plied to by the trebles and altos with "And tliere came
all manner ofJiies*'—the hurling and tossing of mas-
ses of sound in the Hailstone Chorus, as the words
" Fire !

" " Hail !
" burst from side to side of that

immense Orchestra, cannot be forgotten, any more
than the solemn, unearthly lament of a people in the
" thick darkness, which might be felt." The broad
massive grandeur of " He rebidced the Red Sea," with

its attendant miracle, fearfully whispered, " And it

was dried up," followed by the defiant march, " He
led them through the deep," again followed by the over-

powering jubilance of " The waters overwhelmed," the

whole Oratorio wound up by that gnmd chain of

Choruses, commencing with " The Lord shall reit/n
"

—produced a succession of stupendous musical effects

which, at this distance of time, leaves the writer (who
from upwards of thirty years' experience of great
musical celebrations, is liot easily led into undue
excitement) amazed and overpowered by the sublim-
ity and force, both of concejtiion and execution,
reached in this delineation of the wonders which ac-
companied the triumph of the Israelites.

Volumes might be written de.'criptivo of the new
interest with which the " Messiah " and " Israel

"

were invested at the 1859 Festival, did space permit:
a word or two, however, must be said on the cflects

produced by some of the less known works, as, for

instance, the opening of the Te Dcum, " We praise
Thee, God;" the Sanctus, "Holy, Holt, HOLY,
Lord God of Sabbaoth." The execution of these
Choruses afforded amazing examples of choral force.
Perhaps, however, one the most remakable instances
of the masterly union of conception and execution
was in the Chorus fi-om Saul, " Envy, eldest horn of
Hell!" the passage in which, "Hide thee in the
blackest night," produced an immense impression,
the more to lie noticed, as this Chorus was probably
unknown to nine-tenths of the audience.

That the great Choruses in " Samson," " Kr'c/ m
Eis eoerlasting Seat," and " Let their celestial Con-
certs," with the pathetic " To dust hisglory Ihri/ would
tread," as also that wondrously powerful Chorus from,

"Judas Maccaba;ns," " We worship God," should

produce astounding effects, can readily be conceived ;

imt for the general audience the culminating point

was undoubtedly reached in "See the eonquerring

Hero comes." "The prodigious power of the entire

Chorus and Band, aided and reinforced by every

combination of modern instrumentation so skilfully

added to Handel's original score by Mr. Costa.caused

this popular composition to stand out beyond belief.

The marvellous effect produced hy it can only be ap-

preciated by those who heard it. The rapturous

applause of the assembled thousands was a proof of

the extent to wrich their feeling had been excited.

Such critical disquisitions may at first sight seem
out of place here. As, however, one of the objects

for consideration was the propriety of confining the

coming Festival to Handel's music, it was considered

that some slight reference to the marked points and
pecuiiarilies of the 1859 Handel Festival would
afford the best introduction to the subject.

Since the 1859 Festival, opportunities have offered

for testing, on a large scale, two of the most popular

Oratorio.s—"The Creation," .and " Elijah," in May
1860 and 1861. As these were siven as single day's

performance, it was not practicable to make the same
extensive arrangements for Band and Chorus as

could be done for a longer festival ; the Orchestra

comprised, however, nearl}' 2,500 performers, and
enough was accomplished to enable a correct esti-

mate to he formed for future guidance. This may he

summed up in a few words, viz : That although very

many clioral points of Haydn's and Mendelssohn's
Oratorios were rendered with a force and vigor which
imparted additional novelty and grandeur to them

;

and although some passages of more subdued char-

acter acquired a charm and pathos without precedent

—yet on the whole, the general success was by far

the greatest with Handel's music. This is only what
might have been anticipated ; Handel's Oratorios are

broad ann massive, producing nearly all their great

choral effects through the medium of the four voice

parts only ; Haydn's and Mendelssohn's works de-

pend more upon minute detail and nicety of expres-

sion. With the former, the Orchestral force may be

added to and piled up to any extent, with increasing-

ly grand I'esults ; hut with the latter it becomes a

matter of impossibility to do so without risk of losing

that clearness and distinct execution so essential to

their full appreciation-

What modification of these opinions may result

from the intended additions to the great Orchestra, it

is needless here to speculate upon : for present pur-

poses, it is enough to state, that for the reasons herein

adduced, it has been determined to select the music
for the 1862 Festival entirely from the works of

Handel.

The True Academy op Music.—In Euro])ean
countries the Arts are nourished by the liberality of

the Government; in this country they are dependent
upon the appreciation of the people. In monarchies
the revenue of nations is enjoyed and distributed by
few ; and it is probable that the fame of Michael
Angelo would have been les.sened had he depended
upon the patronage of the many. It was not the

Athenians, but Pericles the ruler of Athens, who
employed Phidias to build the Parthenon. The great

Cliurcii of Rome has for centuries given groat artists

definite ambition and fitting employment: it was for

Rome that Michael Angelo created the dome of St.

Peters, for Rome that Raffeale painted the Transfig-

uration, for Rome that Palestrina, Mozart and Haydn
imagined tlio,se divine harmonies that are now the

property of the world.

It is questionable if a Republican government can
properly employ its revenue in direct encouragement
of the iirts. A bill to appropriate $300,000 for the

support of a Grand Opera would earn its author the

contempt of millions. In this country Art must
stand upon popular appreciation, and it is possible

that its ultimate interests are better served by natural

dependence than hy artificial encouragement.
If our artists would achieve the position they de-

serve, they must combine their efforts, iln Painting
this has been done ; the Academy of the Fine Arts
is rapidly becoming all that we could ask. But,
Music can claim no such institution.

There are no musicians in America better than
those resident in Philadelphia ; there is no musical
public more thoroughly appreciative than our own ;

—

what building in the country compares with our grand
Academy of Music ? Yet the artists are without
that organization essential to to their prosperity, the
public is denied the education it needs, and the Aca-
demy is used chiefly as a lecture room.

Tlierc is a grand " Opera House " in our city,but
the " Academy of Music " is a misnomer. It is

used for no educational purposes, and is indeed
closed more than half of the year. Even as a build-

ing for musical cxliibitions it is neglected ; it is but

occasionally opened for a concert, or when an opera-

tic manager thinks lie can make a jirofitable specula-

tion. It is a pecuniary loss to its stockholders, and

there is no prospect that it will become what it was

meant to be, unless new enterprise inspires our

people.

Much can be done for the interests of music in this

country, nnd in Philadelphia the beginning must be

made. " The talent and opportunity we have,—is it

possible that the energy is wanting 1

We suggest that immediate steps he taken to make
the Academy of Music truly th.at noWe institution

which its name implies. Our leading musical artists

should orgnnize an Academy, in which all the higher

elements of mu.'iic shall be taught by competent Pro-

fessors. The directors of the Academy of Mnsie
will no doubt gliidly aid such a movement, by giving

the use of the building, at a rent so low that loss will

be prevented, and the terms of admission to the

clas.ses should be equally liberal. These classes

should receive instruction in all branches of vocalism

and instrumentation.

The results of such an Academy would speedily

be evident. Musical talent, now obscure, would hi!vo

expression. The ability now confined to our Church

choirs, would have fitting opportunity. In one year

Concerts might be given ; hundreds of voices might

sing the great masters, as grandly as they are now
sung in Germany and England. In a few years we
should have native singers able to sing the best oper-

as, nnd would no longer depend upon foreign artists

for the privilege of hearing Don Giovanni or William

Tell. Great works, never given in this country,

would then be frequently produced. In time we
should have our own composers, and our own operas

would be sung by our artists. The profit of such

entertainments would in two years more than com-

pensate the Managers of the Academy for their

trouble, even if no nobler reward were certain. Is

there any doubt that Artists would gain higher dignity

from the profounder appreciation of Art, which such

an institution would develope in the people 1

To such an enterprise every newspaper in tho city

would lend its hearty co-operation ; a Public Meeting

should be called at once, and the proper steps taken

to establish what will really be, " An Academy of

Music."

—

Fitzgerald's City Item, Philadelphia.

Music in England.

Historical Piano-foete Concerts. — The

London TTmcs continues its notices of HerrPAnER's

Piano-forte Concerts, as follows :

—

Ilerr Pauer is steadily accomplishing the task

which, with bonor.alile ambition, he has set himself.

Already five concerts out of the projected six have

been held ; and now that they are drawing to a close,

Willis's music-room is scarcely capacious enough to

accommodate the amateurs desirous of attending

them. Probably this unexpected overflow may lead

to a second scr"ies ; and if so, hy entirely changing

his programme, Herr Pauer will be able to convey a

more satisfactory becausea more comprehensive idea

of his plan. Ho will be able, in addition, to give a

fairer notion of certain composers, safliciently distin-

guished in their way, to whom, in an abstract sense,

the arts of piano-forte playing and of piano-forte

composition are perhaps even more indebted than to

the men of original and independent musical genius.

Beethoven, for example, the chief and centre of these,

very frequently treated the piano as a slave, fit only

to obey his despotic will, and to communicate his

thoughts to the world, whether suited or not to the

powers of utterance most natural and individualto

the instrument. The specimen of this composer in-

troduced by Herr Pauer at his third concert—the

Thiny-two Variations on an Original Theme {in

minor)—is certainly indicjitive of" his wayward and

fitful genius, but hardly calculated to show off to ad-

vantage the idiosyncratic peculiarities of the " key-

bo.ard." One of the earlier sonatas (instance Op. 13,

22, 26, or 28), whore not only the brilliant effects de-

pending upon the application of a crisp and ready

touch to an accommodating " action " on the part of

the instrument (exemplified more or less emphatical-

ly since the piano-forte first set aside the harpsichord),

but also the singing power from wdiieh is derived

what musicians term •' legato "—a saWent character-

istic of the modern pinno,' and the principal source of

grace and variety of expression—are equally brought

into request, would, we think, have better served the

purpose. To combine freedom of action with full,

and what may he designated "plastic " tone, in tho

greatest possible perfection, is now the first aim of

the most eminent manufacturers, who would willing-

ly have their instruments yield with uniform com-

placency to the spreading " arpeggio " of Thalberg,
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the elaborate counterpoint of J. S. Bacli, the fluent

melody of Mozart, tlie deep ami expressive harmony
of Beethoven, anfl the supple " scherzo " of Mendels-

sohn. Much has been obtained, if somethinji; still be

wanting. Could Handel and Bach hear their "Suites"

on a piano-forte of the present day, they would un-

questionably feel astonished ; but that they would,

without a moment's hesitation, set aside, thenceforth

and for ever, the harpsichord, in favor of its richer

and more ductile successor, scarcely admits of a

doubt. In his specimen of Dussek (at the fourth

concert) Herr Pauer wa.s decidedly happy. The
sonata in F minor (Op. 77) not merely exhibits all

the peculiarities of that remarkable composer, in his

full maturity {L'Invocation was his last important

work), but serves to display the various capabilities

of the piano-forte, upon which Dussek was the most

eminent performer of his day, to perfection. So with

dementi's sonata in T> (which has been compared

with Beethoven's Sonata Pastorale in the same key)

—a vigorous example of his manner ; and tlie Presto

Scherzando in P sharp, one of the most imaginative

of the numerous family of Mendelssohn's " scherzi"

—introduced respectively at the second and fourth

concerts. In almost every instance the earlier speci-

mens pi-esented by Herr i?auer, every school includ-

ed, have been fortunate. The sonatas of Galuppi

and Paradisi (at the second concert) merit especial

notice. Such music, although emanating from com-

posers of the second rank, is assuredly worth re-

vival.

At the fifth concert (on Saturday), Herr Pauer
gave some interesting examples of the English

school. John Bull, Orlando Gibbons, and Purcell

may be passed over—inasmuch as, though their

names look very tempting in a programme, they

really had, substantially, nothing to do with the mat-

ter which the eager and well-informed German pian-

ist has under consideration. If not one of the three

had existed the piano forte would have been, at this

precise epoch, exactly where it stands. Dr. Arne,

too—while his sonata in G major is not without in-

terest, as emanating from the composer of " Where
the bee sucks," the music of Midas, and, last not

least, our incomparable " Rule Britannia," might be

dispensed with unceremoniously, as having exercised

little or no influence on the progress of the piano-

forte, theoretically or practically. Handel, whose
delicious "suite " in F sharp mmor, with its masterly

fugue, must always be heard with pleasure; John
Christian Bach, the least worthy of the "Bach" fam-
ily, whose almost puerile sonata in D might, without

loss, be condemned to the ninsician's itide^ expurga-

torms ; and Woelfi, the excerpt from whose sonata,

entitled (Woelfl only knew why) Le Diahle a Quaire

—a rather poor specimen, by the way, of the com-
poser who wrote the magnificent sonata in C minor,
to say nothing of the brilliant Ne Plus Ultra ; being
all Germans, were more or less out of place in a pro-

gramme which might, and indeed should, have been

exclusively English. The "modern" examples

—

with one exception (Mr. Litollf's very meagre paro-

dy of the Thalbergian pattern, in the shape of a
Spinnlied)—were remarkably felicitous. These com-
prised a saltarello by Mr. Charles Salaraan, full of

life and vivacity, an andante, entitled La Placidity,

by Mr. Cipriani Potter (the honored patriarch of our
English classical school, and the educator of some of

our foremost players and composers)—a composition
no less elegant than mastei'ly ; the Barcarole from
Professor Sterndale Bennett's Fourth Concerto (in

F minor), to praise which—all Europe having ac-

knowledged its merit—would be superfluous ; and an
allegro schei-zando, not inaptly, its extreme grace and
beauty taken into consideration, entitled "Ariel "

—

by Mr. Lindsey Sloper. Each and all of these (al-

though Professor Bennett's Barcarole was taken de-

cidedly too fAst) were rendered by Herr Pauer con
amore—a well-timed compliment to the country which
he has for so many years adopted as his own ; each
and all were appreciated and applauded with the ut-

most warmth by the audience ; and to one of them

—

the Barcarole of Professor Bennett, was extended the
especial distinction of a loud and unanimous "en-
core "—to which the player as a matter of course re-

sponded.

Monday Popui^ar Concerts.—At the concert
on Monday night (the 77th) Herr Joseph Joachim
made his first appearance since 18.59. When the
Monday Popular Concerts were originated (in the
spring of that year) the quartet playing of this dis-

tinguished violinist was a never-failing attraction. If

at that time it was pronounced, and .justly so, "un-
rivalled," it is difficult to find terms for it now. Herr
Joachim is one of those earnest and conscientious
artists who, uniting enthusiasm with the severest

judgment, never know what it is to stand still, but,

aiming at an ideal standard, are continually ap]iroach-

ing nearer and nearer to perfection. That ho is be-

yond comparison, in every sense, the most admirable

performer on his instrument to whom that country

has given birth, which reckons the greatest of great

masters among her children, must be unanimously
admitted. A musical prodigy as a boy,—which those

in England who heard him play Beethoven's violin

concerto at the Philharmonic Concerts when only

thirteen years of age (in 1844) can attest,—he has

made Fuch excellent use of his natural gifts, has

looked at his art from a point of view so serious, and
with so fixed a conviction that it is a thing to be re-

vered, and never for any considcrntion to be trifled

with, that now, as a man, thouirh still young, he holds

by general consent, the very higliest place his ambi-

tion could, under any circumstances, have urged him
to covet. Comparisons may be instituted between
other eminent artists, one excelling in this, one in

that particular ; but Herr Joachim stands apart from
the rest, and the advocates, however warm, of his

contemporaries would never for an instant think of

questioning his supremacy. A thorough proficient

in every style, it is, however, as an interpreter of

Beethoven that he especially excels—indeed, sets

competition at defiance. Nobody in our time has

played Beethoven's music like him ; and as the two
great schools of Paganini and Spohr—the character-

istics of which, though the antipodes of each other,

are happily and advantageously combined in modern
art—have created a class of players equal to the

achievement of what before these schools existed

would have been deemed impracticable, it is more
than probable that no one at any period has express-

ed Beethoven's thoughts with such irreproachable

mastery and skill. That he should, therefore, come
forward, after three years' absence, with one of the

quartets of "the immeasurably rich musician," was
natural and to be expected. To his honor, also he

it said, Herr Joachim accepted for the occasion one
of those later compositions which, owing to their pro-

found and recondite character, are, even in the pre-

sent day, least understood, and in consequence, by
the majority, least appreciated—the fifteenth quartet

(Op. 132), in C sharp minor. He must, at the same
time, have had no little confidence, German as he is,

in the English public before whom he was about to

appear, and to whose gratification he was about to

administer. He possibly remembered that this much
under-estimated public had invariably appreciated his

own talent, and that, years gone by, even the violin

fugues of John Sebastian Bach, under his surprising-

ly dexterous manipulation, had created an impression

not easily forgotten. Whatever the influence, how-
ever, his performance last night surpassed everything

we have listened to in the shape of quartet playing at

the Monday Popular Concerts or elsewhere. It was
intellectual, vigorous, subtle, brilliant, graceful, and
instinct with varied and poetical expression. Even
the grave fugue with which the quartet begins seemed
tuneful and capable of ths warmest sentiment. The
deliciously melodious and playful allegro that follows

was of course at once appreciated ; the andante, per-

haps the noblest^cample in music of the variation

form, long and eBBorate as it is, and so entirely orig-

inal as to resemble in no single instance any preced-

ing model, was heard from end to end with breathless

interest ; the presto, a movement in the " scherzo
"

fashion, capricious, wild, and wayward, yet sparkling

and piquant—such, indeed, as one composer only

could have imagined, more and more moved the au-

dience ; while the ,finale—ushered in so mysteriously

by the short adagio, every note of which breathes the

spirit of Beethoven—was given throughout with the

fire and impetuosity indispensable to its appropriate

and effective rendering, and roused every hearer to

enthusiasm. The applause at the termination of the

quartet was so unanimous, hearty, and prolonged

that Herr Joachim and his associates were compelled

to return to the orchestra. The truth is, that the au-

dience would willingly have listened to the last and

most energetic movement of this very abstruse and

very wonderful work again, but that the length of

the programme rendered it impossible. No praise

can be too high for Herr L. Pies, Mr. H. Webb, and

Signer Piatti (never more emphatically the "Empe-
ror" ofhis instrument), who, as second violin, viola,

and violoncello, took part with Herr Joachim in this

singularly fine performance—a performance which

made as clear as daylight what has been persistently

set down as rugged and obscure, and which, in short,

did honor to Beethoven.

After such a quartet, by the side of which no work
of similar character could stand a chance, the solo

piano-forte sonata of the evening (Woelfl's Ne Plus

Ultra—repeated in consequence of its remarkable

success at the previous concert) came in as a charm-

ing and grateful relief. Miss Arabella Goddard, who
played it oven better than before, was frequently in-

terrupted by applause in the course of her pcrfoi-m-

ance, and at the conclusion of the "Variations," which

created an extraordinary sensation, was enthusiastic-

ally summoned forward. The same success awaited

Dussek's brilliant and spirited Sonata in B flat for

piano-forte and violin—one of the most interesting

"revivals" at the Monday Popular Concerts. The
final Rondo (which alone would stamp its composer
a musician not less genial than gifted) as usual raised

a "furore," and both performers (Miss Goddard and
Herr Joachim) were unanimously recalled. The last

instrumental piece—Hummel's trio in E flat, Op. 9.3,

for piano-forte, violin, and violoncello (Miss God-
dard, Herr Joachim, and Signer Piatti)—was no less

favorably received than the one in E which Mr. HalM
introduced with such genuine success some weeks
since. Hummel's music is liked better and better at

St. James's Hall; and nothing could be found to wind
up a concert more cheerfully and pleasantly than one

of his admiably written pieces.

The vocalist was Miss Poole, an expressive ballad

singer, as all the world knows, whose pure and un-

affected style was agreeably manifested in a new song

by Mr. Vincent AVallace ("The Lady's Wish"), and
a setting (by J. W. DavLson) of the beautiful verses

of Keats, beginning "In a drear-nighted December."
Mr. Benedict was, as usual, the accompanist.

At the next concert Herr Joachim is to lead Beeth-

oven's 11th quartet (in F minor), and play, with Mr.
Halle', one of the same composer's sonatas for piano-

forte and violin.

—

Mus. World.

Manchester, England.—The Guardian sums

up Mr. Chakles Halle's concerts, which have

come to a successful close with Mendelssohn's <S(.

Paid, as follows :

Beginning with the orchestral performances, and

these, notwithstanding the excellency of the vocal

element, have, along with the pianoforte performan-

ces, constituted the real strength of the concerts, nine

grand symphonies have been performed, viz : Beet-

hoven's Pa.s;ora/(twice),the C minor and the eighth
;

Mozart's in C major, G minor, and E flat ; Mendels-

sohn's Scotch and Italian, and Haydn's Surprise, in

addition to several selections from symphonies which

need not be enumerated. Then a large collection of

overtures, comprising twelve that may be termed

classical, viz : Der Freischiitz, Guillaume Tell (twice),

Euryanthe, Oheron (twice), Leonora, liuij Bias, Die

Zaiilejjiote, Jessonda, Anaa-eon, Figaro, La Chasse

du jeune Henri, and Les Ahenccrrages; six of the

modern Italian, viz.: Semiramide, Objmpia (twice),

II Barhiei, Otello, Siege of Corinth, and Femaud
Cortes; eight French,' viz.: /'"ro Diavolo (twice),

Zanetta (twice). The Si/ren, Le Domino Noir, Zampa
(twice), Le Lac des Fees, Le Dieu et la Baj/adere and

Masaniello ; to which must be added Tannhduser,

which must be classed by itself. In addition to these

Mendelssohn's beautiful music to A- Midsummer

Night's Dream has been introduced, and many smal-

ler orchestral arrangements that need not be enum-

erated. The following in.strumental concerted pieces

may be mentioned :—Beethoven's quintet for piano

and wind instruments, Mozart's Ottetlo for wind in-

struments alone, and a selection from Hummel's
Septet. The pianofoite performances of Mr. HalM
have been numerous and of a high character viz.,

Weber's Concertstiich, Mendelssohn's Concerto in G
minor, Beethoven's in E flat and C minor, also his

Choral Fantasia, Mozart's sonata for two pianos

(twice) and one for piano and violin. Besides these,

numerous small pianoforte solos have been introduc-

ed, drawn from the works of Mendelssohn, Schubert,

Weber, Chopin, Heller, Thalberg, Liszt, Bach and

Scarlatti. 'The other instrumental soloists have

been M. Lavigne (oboe), Lazarus (clarinet), Piatti

(violoncello), Blagrove (violin),Vieuxtemps (violin),

De Jong (flute). Miss Arabella Goddard (piano),

Otto Goldschmidt (piano), and Herr Heller (piano).

Coming to the vocal element of the concert, thiee

complete oratorios have been given, viz :

—

Judas

Maccabanis, The 3Jessiah, and Si. Paul, in addition

to one miscellaneous choral concert, and one intro-

ducing Mr. Henry Leslie's celebrated choir. Gluck's

opera with full chorus has been twice recited, and

Weber's Der Freischiitz once, and for these, and for

the concerts generally, the very best vocal artists of

the day have been engaged, as the following names

show, 'viz.,—Mad. Lind Goldschmidt, Mile. Parepa,

Mad. Sherrington, Mile. Titiens, Mad. Rndersdorft',

Mad. Sainton-Dolbv, Mrs. Sunderland, Mad. Guer-

raholla. Miss Armstrong, Mile. Cosselli. Mile. Agnes

Bury, Miss Palmer, Miss Banks, Mr. Sims Reeves,

Signor Belletti, Mr. Wilbye Cooper, Mr. Weiss, Mr.

Montom Smith, Mr. Irving, and Mr. Thomas.

Her Ma.testy's Ttie.vtre will open on the 2C)th

of April, under the management of Mr. J. II.

Mapleson. Arrangements have been made u|i to the

present moment with Mile. Titiens, Signers Giuglini,

Vialetti, Graziani, Ciaiupi, M. Gassier, Mile. Kcllog,
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Mile. Trcbclli, &c. The names of the first six

artists speak for themselves. Mile. Kellog comes

from America,—of her anteceilents we know nothinir.

We are told she is extremely handsome, talented and

nineteen. She is reported to be a singer of the Patti

class. If she can only approximate in talent and

accomplishments to that popular and delightful artist,

the subscrihers and the pnlilic will have no reason to

be dissatisfied. Mile. Trebelli has a high continental

reputation as a contralto singer. It has been whis-

pered to us—so delicately indeed that we are scarcely

authorised in giving it breath—that Mr. Sims Keeves

has been offered an engairement, with the view of his

appearing in Oberon with Mile. Tlticns and Signor

Giuglini, our great tenor, as a matter of course,

taking the part of Sir Iluon.

—

Musical World.

Philharmonic Society.—The first concert of

the 5uth (the "Jubilee ") season took place on Mon-
day evening, in the Hanover Square Rooms. The
attendance was crowded and brilliant. The s^'mpho-

ny (only one on this occasion) was Beethoven's

Eroica. The overtures were Weber's Jubilee, Schu-

mann's Genovrva, and Cherubini's Faniska. Herr
Joachim played Viotti's concerto in A minor, and a

Saraba7ide and bonrree (with "doubles") of J. S.

Bach. Mile. Guerabella and Miss Lascelles were
the singers Profes.sor Sterndaie Bennett conducted.

The band was admirable.

MusicAi. Society or London.—The first con'

cert of this young and already ilUntrious society was
held on Wednesday evening in St. James's Hall,

which was thronged to the door. The symphony
was Mendelssohn's in A mnjor (the " Italian "); the

concerto (violin) Hcrr Joachim's in D minor, " in

the Hungarian manner," the composer himself being

also the performer. The overtures were Mozai-t's

Vie Zauberflote, Beethoven's Leonora (No. 1), and
Berlioz's Carnival Romain. Mad. Sainton-Dolby
and Mile. Guerabella were the singers. Mr. Alfred

Mellon conducted. The concert was altogether mag-
nificent.

W\^\U lonrnal of ffiusk.

BOSTON, APRIL 5, 1869.

Music in tuis Nd.muee. — Continuation of Handel's

Messiah.

Concerts.

Philharmonic.—The seconrl concert of the

new series attracted an audience of about nine

hundred people ; by no means so large as so rich

an entertainment deserved, or as such concerts

need to enable them to go on. We should be

glad to be able to believe that the absence of a

regular Symphony in the programme would ac-

count for the falling oif ; but there was no lack

of sterling and most interresting matter :

1. Les Preludes : A Symphonic Poem F. Liszt

2. ''Di Tanti Palpiti-—Erom "Tancredi." Rossini

Miss Washburn.

3. Concerto for the 'Violin Beethoven

Herr Mollenhauer.

4. Overture to Byron's " Manfred," R. Schumann
5. '' Mio Fernando," from "Favorita" Donizetti

[With the Allegretto by Bottesini.]

Mi.ss Washburn.

6. Marcia Fuuebre—Arranged for the Orchestra. . .Chopin

7. Dreamy sound.s of Wigwam Life—A characteristic Fan-

tasie for tho violin, composed and performed by

Herr Mollenhauer.

8. Overture, ''Leonora," (No, 3) Beethoven

Liszt's " Preludes" was first brought out here

by Mr. Zerrahn in December 1859; the im-

pression which it then produced on us, and on

musical persons generally, we think, was record-

ed in terms which we venture to recall now
;

since they serve precisely to describe the new
Impression of last Saturday evening :

Liszt has now written, it is said, his nine—not

Symphonies, but " Symphonic Poems"— so called

(and in this sense pertaining to the Wagner or "Music

of the Future " direction) because they have not arr

exclasivcly and purely musical reference, and do not

therefore cling to the usual symphonic form,but take

their texts from and propose to illustrate some poem,

or passage from a poem, or some poet's life, or some

picture, or what not. Among tlic titles and the sub-

jects, which he has thus treated, we have seen named :

"Orpheus"; " Tasso "
; "The Ideals," of Schiller;

" Vest-Klancje "
\ "Faust"; Kaulbach's painting,

" The Battle of the Huns "
;

" Dante " (if wc
remember rightly), ar.d these "Preludes," designed

as a tone-translation and expansion of the following

passage in Laraartine's Meditations Poetiques :

" What is our life but a series of Preludes to that

unknown song whose initial solemn note is tolled by
Death? The enchanted dawn of every life is love

;

but where is the destiny on whose first delicious joys

some storm breaks uot—some storm whose deadly
blast disperses youth's illusions, whose fatal holt con-

sumes its altar ! And what soul thus cruelly bruised,

when the tempest rolls away, seeks not to rest its

memories in the pleasant calm of rural life? Yet
man allows himself not long to taste the kindly quiet
which first attracted him to nature's lap ; but when
the trumpet the signal gives,he runs to danger's post,

whatever be the fight which calls him to its lists ; that

in the strife he may once more regain full knowledge
of himself and all his strength."

These themss came up one by one in a moving

panorama, as it were, of tone-pictures, painted on a

great breadth of orchestral canvass, with a richer

scale than usual of colors ; thus there were three

flutes; four horns; a huge ophicleid, thundering

throngh the other storm of brass ; and a harp part.

You heard first the tolling, and mysterious solemn

harmonies, vague yearning questionings, &c., as at

thought of the great hereafter; here were some

strange and large effects, more physically imposing

than beautiful sometimes. Next, a really lovely piece

of rich, soft, subdued harmony, from the heart tones

of violas, 'cellos, &e., which we suppose stood for the

" dawn of love." Then the storm, which might

have satisfied our friend Fry, who thinks Beethoven

failed to raise much of a storm ; there was a wild,

shrill, chill rushing of the whole mass of strings up

and down chromatic scales, which was certainly a

palpable enough suggestion of the whistling of the

wind :—a startling effect, although we can imagine it

a rather cheap one. The pastoral music of " rural

life," in cheerful six-eight measure, drew its tones

happily and skilfully from the wai4(Sst instruments,

as horns and clarinets, and was indeed quite charm-

ing. Finally the march-like finale had a breadth and

energy of on-sweep, and a bold, unsparing wealth of

instrumentation, which sounded for all the world like

Wagner. The real merit of the work appeared to us

to lie in the remarkable talent shown for instrumen-

tation. It is full of striking, original, sometimes

exquisite effects : there were chord-phrases and blend-

ings of instruments in it which almost opened a new
sense. But these seem rather the accumulations of

separate efforts, than the spontaneous, and at the

same time logically necessitated outgrowth from one

central and all-vitalizing thought, as in the real imag-

inative works of genius. It has a certain outward

and well managed unity, we own ; but not that sort

of unity which great works of Art have, where the

whole is implied and felt in each successive part, or

rather each unfolding phase. A more instructive

contrast between these two modes of production

could not well be offered, than we had that night in

Liszt's " Symphonic Poem," and Beethoven's less

pretending, but most imaginative and genial eight

Symphony. The latter music haunts you, mingles

with your life, your love, forever after you have heard

it : will the former ?

The Preludes were quite well rendered this

time, and generally well enjoyed ; although the

work would seem to have more interest to

the musician for its curious and often happy

effects in instrumentation, than to the common

listener wlio seeks edification in the poetry and

genius ot the thing. It hardly makes good the

place of a Symphony by a great master. But

tlien the Concerto and the two noble overtures

were no mean compensation.

Of the Leonore overture, which is now an es-

tablished favorite, and deservedly as being one of

the grandest and most beautiful of all overtures,

nothing need be said, except that it was quite

well rendered, (even the great crescendo of vio-

lins being eflfective for so small a number of them),

and that it left a good impression for the last one

of the concert ; it was putting the best last.

—

Schumann's "Manfred" Overture is a work which

grows upon us. When first presented here, some

four or five years since, it was not clear to us,

not so positive and striking in its effects as Wag-

ner's " Faust," to which it is allied in subject.

Perhaps the want of clearness then was in the

execution, which again left much to be desired in

that respect last Saturday. Meanwhile repeated

hearing of it in Berlin and Leipzig, once in con-

nection with the entire "Manfred" music, had

made us aware of its uncommon depth, signifi-

cance and beauty ; and beautiful and powerful

it was to us again on Saturday, although some

important phrases in the middle and lower parts

of the crowded score were not always distinctly

audible. It is far more purely musical than

Wagner's overture ; its inspiration is from within,

and all develops naturally. Over the dark ab-

byss of discontent and conscious doom which it

portrays, there pass heavenly rainbow passages

of love and tenderness—some of the finest bits of

harmony we know. And the growth and climax

of the whole, and the way in which the passion-

ate, proud life burns out gently at the end, form

a whole of admirable proportion and unity. Let

this overture be played often enough, and we are

sure it will become one of the cherished treasures

of the music-lover. On another page will be

found some reflexions on it by a German critic.

The Allegretto from the 8th Symphony of Beet-

hoven wae played, instead of the arrangement

of Chopin's funeral march.

Beethoven's Violin Concerto is almost a Sym-

phony in itself; but it requires more than con-

summate skill and grace of execution, it requires

a certain manlj sort of inspiration, a certain deep

fire and strong magnetism in the player, to make

its power felt. Mr. Mollenhauer executed it

with wonderful fineness, with most finished ele-

gance ; but he has not the large heroic tone ;
his

tone is somewhat thin ; a rare external gloss and

polish on it, which does not go straight to the

heart; while we admire, it leaves us cold. And
so many found the Concerto very long, in spite of

its originality and beauty, which no one could do

who should hear Joachim, for instance, play it.

Mr. MoUenhauer's codenzas, one in each of the

three movements, were very long, as well as very

curiously contrived and marvellously executed.

We are only accounting for the apparent dullness

of the general audience to the Concerto ; for

ourselves we are always thankful to hear so fine

a work so ably rendered as it was. Mr. MoUen-

hauer's " AVigwam " Fantasia was ingenious and

pretty in the main ; with some very euphonious

orchestration, and some droll imitations, making

his fiddle pipe and whistle, and so forth ; but

this is too much like child's play to find place in

a Philharmonic concert.
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Miss Washburn, with her superbly larfie and

rich mezzo-soprano tones, made a very good im-

pression in her two pieces. Impassive as she

looks, there was no lack of feeling and expres-

sion in her song ; and she has acquired consider-

able execution, although there is much room yet

for schooling.

It was on the whole a very interesting concert

;

and we only regret that more people were not

there to profit by it, and to supply fresh encour-

agement to Mr. Zerrahn's zealous efforts to keep

the sound of grand orchestral music within hear-

ing, when we need it.

"Gade's "Comala."— This beautiful Cantata

was sung at Chickering's Hall on Monday even-

ing, before an invited audience, by a Club of

Amateurs, consisting of about thirty ladies and

gentlemen, who have been practising this and

other interesting musie new to Boston, such as

Mendelssohn's " Walpurgis Night," during the

winter. A more select, fresh, musical and telling

set of voices of that number could hardly be got

together ; and under Mr. Parker's excellent dril-

ling they sing with fine precision, unity and

spirit.

The concert opened with " The Flight into

-'^r.^'P^" a Bible Legend, by Berlioz, a piece of

quiet.pastoral simplicity, almost as severely sim-

ple as the imitations of very early Pre-Raphael

puintings. We wondered to find Berlioz, wielder

of monster orchestras, capable of such abstinence.

It consists of an overture, played on the piano

by Messrs. Parker and Lang, which has a very

innocent and pastoral expression, and which we
found not uninteresting, although long for its

small amount of material ; of a chorus of shep-

herds at the departure of the holy family, which

is sweet and natural; a tenor solo (Repose of the

holy family),ending with a short chorus of angels :

HaUelujak, sung by the boys of the Church of

the Advent in an adjoining room. The whole

thing was enjoyable, and certainly curious.

The " Hear ye Israel," from Elijah, was sung

with much spirit by a fresh and telling young

soprano, followed hj' the inspiring chorus :
" Be

not afraid." Then a couple of beautiful four-

part songs :
" (iood Night," by Schumann, and

''Love in Spring-time" by Hauptmann, were

sung to a charm ; the latter had to be repeated-

" Comala " takes its subject from Ossian

'

Gade's genius has afhnity with the wild, sad,

shadowy grandeur, and the rich monotony of

that poetry, which is among the best of all for

musical composition. The theme he has selected

is the following

:

Comala, the daughter of Sarno, king of Innis-
tore, so says trailition, entertained a violent pas-
sion for Fingal, king of Morven. Fingal returned
her love ; and Comala, clad as a warrior, followed
him in an expedition against Caracul, king of

Lochlin. On the day of the battle, on the shores of
the Carun, Fingal leaves her on a height whence
she can overlook the fight, and promises if victo-

rious to return at evening. Comala, full of anx-
ious foreboding, awaits Fingal's return. Amid
the howling of the storm, the spirits of the
fathers appear to her, as they move toward the
battle-field to conduct to their home the souls of

the fallen ; she imagines the battle lost, and Fin-
gal slain. Overcome with grief, Comala dies.

—

Finaal returns victorious, with songs of triumph,
and learns from her weeping maidens the death
of his beloved ; lamenting, he bids the Bards
praise her in song, and with her attendants to

waft her departing soul with hymns to the abodes
of the fathers.

Here is poetic material enough for a grand

composition. Choruses of bards and warriois,

choruses of virgins, parting duetbetween Comala

and Fingal, chorus of spirits of the slain rising

from the battle-field ; songs, ballads &c., by

Comala and her maids ; the triumphal return and

the despair of Fingal , and finally the grand

chorus in which bards and virgins waft Comala's

soul "to the fathers' dwelling,"—all are full of

beauty and of pathos, and some parts exceeding-

ly impressive and grand. It is a wild, rich, deep-

liued music like the sea, such as every listener

would like much to hear so finely sung again.

There is a charm about such a musical enjoy-

ment, which is scarcely to be found in public

concerts.

Italian Opeka. — Jlr. Grau's Company have

returned to us, and opened at die Boston Theatre

("Academy ") on Monday. We were not able to be

present that night, to hear Lucia, which was perform-

ed to a rather small audience, with Miss Kellogg
in the principal part.

On Tuesday evening Kossini's "Barber of Seville"

attracted quite a good house. The charm of the

music is infallilile. The orchestra sounded thin, and

lacked the fresh, bright, sensuous color with which

every phrase and tone of th.it delicious music ought

to speak to us ; this might be partly owing to the

place in which we sat. Upon the stage the perform-

ance had not a few fine points, but as a whole lacked

life and inspu'ation ; they did not seem to fro into it

so cnn nmore as the artists sometimes do. Mme. D'-

Angri .almost destroyed the identity of Una voce

pom fm, hy leaving scarcely a phrase unaltered by way

of embellishment. Of course she executed the music

ofRosina jreneraliy with rare ease and flnency and

grace ; but rich and warm as her tones are, it needs

the charm of freshness to make Rosina speak to us.

Her finest sinjjing was in the two introduced pieces ;

the " Elena waltz " for the musie lesson, and Non

pill mesia for the finale. Sig. Brignoli is no Mario

in the exquisite and florid melody of Almaviva.

Passajjes were sunjr beautifully, suitinp; the best tones

of his line tenor voice; odier passafjes, almost in the

same breath, were nasal, lifeless and uninteresting:.

His acting was as if he had no will or motive. Su-

siNi made a C8,ai||l Br. Bartolo, always true to the

requirements of action, .and using his grand bass

voice like an artist. Sig. Bartli was an acceptable

Don Basilio, overacting not quite so much as most

do. The part of Figaro, the life and soul of all the

fun, was sadly far from being filled out, Sig. Mancusi

having neither voice nor presence for it
;
yet he made

up for it in many instances by very animated endea-

vor.

lilasaiiiello was announced for Wednesday, ]\lnrllui

for Thursday evening
; but the occurrence of Fast

Day this week compels us to go to press too early to

speak of them.

To the regret of hosts of music lovers, Mr. Carl
Zbrraun, finding that his new series of Philharmon-

ic Concerts thus far has entailed serious loss upon

him, feels obliged to suspend them. He will give,

however, one grand Benefit Concert this evening,

when it is to be hoped that the musical public will

rush en'masse to the rescue, and encourage his going

on, or at all events make good to him his loss. Miss

Lizzie D. Chapman, one of our own singers, fresh

from her studies in Florence, will make her debut

before her towns-people ; and there will naturally he

much desire to hear a new soprano of acknowledged

talent.

For orchestral pieces Liszt's "Preludes" will be re-

peated ; the Scherzo from the "Scotch" Symphony,
and the overtures to " Egmont " and the " Merry

Wives of Windsor," by Nicolai, will be played.

There will also be a Serenade for four violoncellos,

by Lachncr.

The Orchestral Union played on Wednesday
Afternoon the charming E flat Symphony by Mozart,

Kreutzer's Overture : "A night at Granada," Schu-

bert's "Elogy of Tears," ic, to a good house, but

not crowded. Next Wednesday they will give us

Jlendelssohn's 4th Symphony; Auher's overture to

Gustave; a horn solo by Mr. Hamann, a waltz, &c.

Uliistt SbruaK
Germany.

Leipzig.—In the 17tli Gewandhaus concert anew
concert overture by Ferdinand Hiller was performed.

The second part of the 18di concert was devoted to

the Berlin Kapellmeister Taubcrt's music to Shak-

speare's "Tempest ;" overture, eutr' actes, choruses,

solos, with an explanatory text by Herr Eggers. It

is said to be a remarkalde composition ; and at the

end of the concert Herr Taubert was covered with

prolonged applause.

Stdttoart.—Great activity has reigned here at

the Royal Opera, since Carl Eckert has become di-

rector. The repertoire has been varied ; Mozart's

Titus, Benedict's " Old man of the mountain," Au-

ber's Mucon, Gounod's Faust, and Verdi's ".Masked

Ball," have been represented.

Vienna, March 11.—The repertoire of the Court

Opera for this week is composed of Die Zaiiherflote,

Norma, the Propliete and L' Etolle du Nord.—At a

smaller theatre Offenbach has been directing the per-

formance of two of his operettas : Le Mart a la

porte, and La Chanson de Fortunio. Thegav Viennese

receive him warmly.—The Philharmonic Society has

produced Schumann's "Paradise and the Peri ;'' and

at the Sing-akademie the same composer's "Pilgrim-

age of the Rose" has been twice given. The Quar-

tet soirees of Hellmesberger and a.ssociatcs have

been enriched by two unpublislied works of Schubert,

a quintet and an octet. In the second bistorica]

soire'e of Chamber music, under the direction of Ilerr

Zellner, fragments of an unpublished Quintet by

Beethoven, for oboe, three horns and bassoon, \\ere

played.

Cologne.—The eighth Gescllschafts Concert, un-

der the direction of Herr Ferrtinand Hiller,took place

on the 25th nit , when tlie following was the pro-

gramme :

Part I.— 1 . Symphony in D major, Haydn ; 2.

Elegischer Gesong, for chorus and stringcil quartet,

Beethoven ; .3. Violin Concerto in the Hungarian
manner, composed and played bv Herr J. JoMchim.
Part TI.—4 Cantata, .1.' S. Bacli, "Gotts Zeit ist

die allerliebste Zeit ;" 5. AiIaLin, for violin, Spohr;
"Abeudlied," Schumann, arranged for violin and
orchestra, by J. Joachim ; 6. Overture to Der Freij-

scliiilz, von Weber.

The Committee of the Gr.and Musical Festival of

the Lower Rhine, which will take place on Whitsun

week, at Cologne, have selected for pei formance tiie

following works :

—

On the first day; Handel's oratorio of Solomon,

accordinq to ihc oritjinal score, and wiih the organ ac-

companiment written by Mendelssohn, for the per-

formance in 1S.'J5, wiiich was also Iield in Colr)gne.

On the soconii rlay Overture and Scenes from
GInck's Ipliii]('niit in Aulis :

" Sanctns" and "llosan-

na," from Jolm Sebastian Bach's Mass in B minor;
Beethoi en's Ninth Syinphnny with Chorus.

On the third day : Symplionyby Haydn ; "Hymne
an ilie Nacht," for solos, chorus and Orchestra, by
Ferdir.and Miller ; Mendelssohn's overture to Rui/

B/as. Several vocal pieces.

The solo parts will be sustained bv Mad. Louise
Dustmann-Meyer, from Vienna (sopr.'ino) ; Mile.

Fi'aucisca Si'hreck, from Bonn frontra'to) ; Herr
Schnorr von Karolsfehl, from Dresden (tenor) ; and
Herr Becker from Darmstadt (hass).
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Director of the Festival Performances, Ilerr Fer-

dinand Hiller. Leaders of the orchestra, Herr J.

Grunwald, and von Konifjslovv.

Paris.

Grand Opeea.—Gounod's new opera, " The

Queen of Sheba," seems to have been a failure.

Critics pronounce it dull ; and some say that Gounod

manifests a leaning of late towards "Wagner, and

succeeds in imitating his formlessness, without his

dramatic coloring and poetic feeling. Perhaps it had

originally some treason in it, some sympathy with

Wagner, the political, as well as with Wagner the

musical reformer; for it appears that on its first re-

hearsal the Minister of State cut out an entire act.

The plot is thus described :

As the name indicates, the story was taken from

that of the Queen of Shcba and Solomon, with some
slight liberties tal<en with the sacred text. The Queen
comes to Jerusalem and is there dazzled with the

splendor of the court of the Jewish King. She ex-

presses a wish to see the master genius under whose
eye all these splendors were produced, and whose
mind planned them all. This genius is Adoniram,
who seems to be a mysterious sort of a personage,

and who is not at all pleased with being summoned
into the presence of the Queen, as he is busily en-

gaged at the time upon a piece of sculpture. He goes,

however, and is struck with her beauty. She is

struck witli his talent, and although Solomon has

placed the nuptial ring upon her finger, and they are

to be married in a few days, she manages to have
private interviews with Adoniram, and at last, after

the usual Je ivus aiine, she agrees to elope with him.

The story now becomes rather ridiculous. Some
workmen of Adoniram, who are on a strike, " blow
on him" out of revenge, and Solomon summons him
to his presence, and, charging him with his perfidy,

banislies him from bis court. He has a hasty inter-

view with the Queen, and she agrees to follow him.
After seeing Solomon again, and drugging bis liquor
and placing him in a profound sleep, during which
she takes the nuptial ring from her finger and places
it on his, thus freeing herself from her engagement,
she takes her departure from the premises and goes
in search of Adoniram. AVe next see this gay de-
ceiver in a blasted heath at the foot of Mount Tabor,
where the vengeance of his infuriated workmen still

pursue him.and finally one of them kills him by .stab-^

bing him to the heart, just as the Queen arrives.

—

.She of cour.ie falls into tears and wrings her hands,
when the curtain judiciously drops on the heart-rend-
ing scene. The opera is produced in splendid style,

and there is some good music in it. It is not of a
popular character, however, and the libretto is insuf-

ferably stupid.

Classical Concerts por the People.—M.
Pasdelonp's popular experiment, still thrives; and

the vast space of the Cirque Napoleon, which holds

four or five thousand people, has every seat occupied

—men in blouses mingled with the most elegant

ladies. The prices are very low, and the multitude

of equipages at the entrance (says a correspondent

of the Vienna musical journal) has occasioned the

satirical remark : that the great success of the popu-

lar concerts only proves, that hii/h society likes music

at low prices ! A capital idea of the way in which

the French, and the French alone, appreciate classi-

cal music, and especially Beethoven's Symphonies,

may be formed from the following programme which

M. Pasdeloup attached to the Symphony in A major

(No. 7) : "1st movement: Arrival of the people of

the country. 2nd movement: Wedding March (!) 3d

movement ; Dance of the country people ; bridal pro-

cession, ith movement : TbcBanquet; the Orgy"(!)

This programme was actually offered as coming from

Beethoven himself!

Conservatoire.—The concerts this season have

been distinguished by greater variety of programmes.

More attention has been paid to the works of Cheru-

bini (whom some of the French writers declare to be

a man of inferior talent !) The pieces given in the

first concert were: Cheruhini's Overture to Anac-

reon ; a chorus from Boieldieu's Phammond ; the 7th

Symphony of Beethoven
; the chorus of prisoners,

from Fidelio ; and the overture to Eurijanthe. In the

second concert : Symphony (No. 25), by Haydn ; an

Salutaris, by Cherubini ; Beethoven's Piano Con-

certo in G, played by TlieodoreRitter, with great ap-

plause ; the first Finale from Eurijanthe (disfigured,

to be sure with many sorts of ornaments, says the

German reporter) ; and Overture of Ruy Bias, by

Mendelssohn. In the third concert: Overture to

Fidelio (E major) ; Benedictus from Beethoven's

Missa sokmiis in V> ; the E flat Symphony of Mo-

zart ("played unsurpassably well") ; fragments from

Gluck's Iphigenia in Tauris ; and Jubilee Overture

by Weber. In the fourth concert : Beethoven's 2nd

Symphony (in D) ; a motet by Bach—not Sebastian

—which was encored ; a flute solo ; Beethoven's

" Ruins of Athens;" Overture to Fret/scliutz.

Rossini.— The same correspondent (Vienna

Musih Zeitung) adds :

"They intend soon to repeat JRossini's 'Titans,'

which is net an oratorio, but only a single piece. He
composed it originally with only a piano accompani-

ment, and so we have heard it at his dwelling, with

several other new and charming vocal pieces. But

he is chiefly busied just now with piano-forte compo-

sitions, and he jokingly declares it is whole ambition

to pass for a pianist. We know perhaps fifty piano

pieces by him, some among them of great beauty.

—

He calls them Preludes, although they are written in

rounded Allegro form. Most of them bear droll

names, and he divides them into : 1 . Album for

babes in swaddling clothes [album des enfants em-

mailloMs ; 2. Album for wideawake children (des

enfants ddgourdis) ; 3. Album for cottages ; 4. Al-

bum for palaces. In spite of their odd names, they

will find many admirers during his day in musical

circles. The Dream and Sleep (prdnde ftigassd) are

full of feeling ; the Tarantelle, the Pesorgse are rich

in luxurious melodies. A prdude de I'uvenir (pre-

lude of the Future) occurs among them. He takes

care also to keep fresh his old fame as an epicure,

by naming several pieces which open the collection,

' hors d'cenvre,' and giving them more special desig-

nations, sueh as: butter, radish, cucumbers, &c.

Perhaps he means to intimate that he attaches no

value to these late fruits ot his labor ; but they are in

fact full of youthful freshness."

Mme. Clara Schumann had accepted an invita-

tion to give concerts at Paris in Erard's Hall, to com-

mence March 20th. Every plao^Bas taken for four

There have been several revolutions in the thea-

tres. The Opera Comique is once more confided to

the management of Mons. Emile Perrin, the most
successful manager it ever possessed. He is busy
forming a company, for the last manager destroyed

the old company. Faure is at Berlin, Mme. Miolan
at Brussels.MUe. Lefcbre at London, where they seem
to receive such excellent pay they are loth to content
themselves with even double the amount of money
formerly paid them. Whether Mons. Perrin will be
as successful as he was is problematical. Composers
and playwrights seem exhausted and no successors

appear above the musical horizon. The singers them-
selves have decayed. Mme. Ugalde is but a vestiffo

of her former self. Mons. Roger has ruined his

voice. Mme. Marie Cahel is becoming a little un-

wieldy for the stage. The taste of the public, too,

exercises a depressing influence on dramatic art.

—

Nothing is cared for except splendid dresses and de-

corations ; the accessory has absorbed the principal.

The provincial theatres complain with great bitter-

ness of this state of things, for they live upon the

Paris theatres and when the latter send nothing to

the provinces except pretexts for the display of bril-

liant costumes and beautiful scenery, and the jierson-

al advantages of pretty girls, the provinces starve.

Their shallow purses cannot command these sights,

for they require an immense outlay of money and
must run several nights to bo profitable. A piece in

the provinces is scarcely ever played twice, and the

audiences there are tired of old pieces. A great deal

of pecuniary distress prevails among the provincial

companies, and many towns have been obliged to go
without theatrical performances the last season.

—

Corr. Eve. Gazette.

•petial lUtitts.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Publishcfl by Oliver DUf^oii & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

All hail to the stars and stripes. Song and Chorus

L. 0. Emerson 25

Founded on an Incident famous in the early history

of the war. They are the dying words of a young

Federal volunteer who was mortally wounded in the

Baltimore Riot.

Marnquita. Portuguese Love Song, Hon. Mrs.

Norton 25

A companion to the popular Spanish Ballad "Juan-

ita " and just as quaint and pretty.

The Picket Guard. Quartet for male voices

W. H. Goodwin 25

A simple, but extremely well written Quartet, high-

ly recommended to Glee Clubs.

Bear them home tenderly. T. H. Howe 25

Baaed on Gov. Andrew's famous telegram to the

Mayor of Baltimore after the memorable riot. April

19th, 1861. Poetry and music are very good and ther«

can be no doubt but this song will have a large sale.

I pray thee give rae back my love.. Ballad
Pietro Centemeri 25

Written with that fluency of style and richness of

melody for which this composer is distinguished.

Instrumental Music.

Darling Nelly Gray. Transcription. B.Richards 35

As might be surmised, Mr. Richards makes a very

pretty piece out of this taking and familiar air, not at

all difficult.

Farewell. Nocturne. /. B. Riche 25

A sentimental melody with elegant embellishments.

Gungl 25Styrian Home Sickness March.

A very pretty March which used to be one of the

strongest pieces in the light selections of the old Ger-

mania Society.

Pastorelld e Cavngliere. Caprice. L.M.Gottschalk GO

This is a charming rural scene, full of those delicate

traits for which all of this author's compositions are

distinguished. Among the new compositions which

Gottfichalk has brought out at his recent Soirees in

New York, this one had the largest share of applause.

If our amateurs need any encouragement to get a

copy of this piece they may find it in the assurance

that it is only moderately difficult.

Ericsson Galop. V. Tinans 25

A dashing Galop, easy of execution. The title-page

is made interesting by a very faithful drawing of the

little iron-clad monster " Monitor," as she appeared

when leaving the harbor of New York.

Books.

Thalberg's L'art du Chant.

Singing applied to the piano,

bound in cloth.

(The Art of

Handsomely

3,00

The piano cannot render that which is most perfect

In the beautiful art of singing, namely, the faculty of

prolonging sounds, but the player may overcome this

imperfection with address and pkill. How this may
be done, the great Player has shown in twelve Trans-

criptions of melodies from the masterworks of great

composers. The melody is engraved in large notes,

so as to stand out and be recognized easily. They are

all figured, and are as invaluable to the accomplished

pianist as to the student, who wonld get at the root

of the marvellous effects which Thalberg produces In

his playing.

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this Journal.

From Felix Mendelssohn's "Travelling-

Letters."

(Continued from page 2).

Charncy, August 6, 1831.

My dear Sisters !

You have read the whole of Ritter's Africa, it

isr true, but yet where Charney lies you do not

know. So take out for once the old travellinn;

map by Keller, for you must now be able to ac-

company me in my wanderings. Go with your

finger from Vevay to Clarens, and then toward

the Dent de Jaman, following a stroke. The
stroke indicates a foot-path ; and where you go

with your finger, I have come this morning with

my legs, for it is now only half-past seven o'clock,

and I have eaten nothing yet. Here I will

breakfast, and write in a neat wooden room until

the milk is warm Out there the bright blue

lake peeps in ; herewith I begin my journal, and
will continue it, as well as may be, on my foot

journey.

After breakfast. Good heavens, imagine the

malheur ! Just now the landlady tells me, with

the most mournful face, there is not another man
in the village, to show me the way over the Dent,

and carry my bundle, except a young girl ! the

men are all engaged. So I must set out to-mor-

row morning alone, with bag and great coat on

my back, because the guides from the hotels are

too dear and too tedious for me. After a few

hours I hire the first honest looking lad, and so

go on much more comfortably on foot. I will

not say, bow charming the lake and the way here

have been. Think of all the beauty you enjoy-

ed that time. The footpath is always shady,

under nut trees, winding up the hill,—past coun-

try houses and chateaux, along the lake, which

gleams through the foliage ; everywhere villages

;

in the villages a strong rushing sound of springs

and fountains in all corners; then the pretty

houses—it is really too beautiful, and makes one

feel too free and well ' Then comes the girl

with her bottle-shaped hat; she is extremely

pretty too, and is named Pauline. Now she takes

my things into her grape basket ; and so we will

go on up the mountain. A dies !

Evening in the Chateau d'Oex, by candle-

light.

I have made the most charming journey.

—

What would I not give to procure you such a

day ! But you would first have to become two
young men, and be able to climb well, to drink

milk upon occasion, and make nothing of much
heat, many stones, many holes in the way, and
still more holes in your boots ; for this you are

much too nice, I think. But it was beautiful !

My journey with Pauline shall never be forgot-

ten ; she was one of the neatest lasses 1 have
ever met in my life, so pretty and healthy and
full of mother wit. She told me stories of her

village, and I told her some of Italy ; but I

know which amused the other most. On the

preceding Sunday all the young people of dis-

tinction in her village had gone out in procession

to a spot far over the mountains, for an afternoon

dance. They set out soon after midnight, came

upon the mountains while it was yet dark, made

a big fire and boiled coffee ; towards morning the

men leaped for a wager before the ladies (we

passed a broken hedge which testified of it) ;

then they danced, and were all at home again

on Sunday evening. Early on Monday morning

the work went on again in the vineyards. I vow,

I felt a great desire to become a peasant of the

Vaud, as I listened to her so, and as she showed

me from above the villages, where they dance

when the cherries are ripe ; others, where they

dance when the cows go to pasture, and they

have milk.

To-morrow indeed they are to dance in St.

Gingoulph ; they go by water, over the lake, and

whoever can make music takes his instrument

along ; but she is not to go over with them, be-

cause her mother does not permit it, out of fear

of the broad lake ; and so many other maidens

do not go, because they keep together. Then

she asked leave of me, to say good day to her

cousin, and went down into the pretty house

upon the meadow
;
presently the two girls came

out sat down upon the bench, and talked.

—

Above on the Col de Jaman I saw her relations,

mowing, and pasturing the cows ; what a halloo-

ing and screaming there was ! added to which the

humming and tooting of those above ; then they

laughed ; I could not understand a word of this

Patois, except the beginning, which went Adieu

Pierrot ! Besides all this there was a merry,

crazy echo, screaming, laughing, tooting with

them ; and so we came about midday to Alliere.

After I had rested, I took my pack upon my own

back again ; for a thick old servant, who wanted

to carry it for me, annoyed me ; we shook hands

and parted. I went down the meadows, and it

you are not pleased with Pauline, or have found

her tedious, it is not my fault, but the fault of

the description ; the reality was nice. And so

the continuation of the journey.

I came to a cherry tree, where the people were

gathering fruit, lay down beside them in the

grass, and ate with them awhile ; then I took my
nooning in Latine, in a cleanly wooden house.

—

The joiner, who had made it, kept me company

over some roast lamb, and pointed with pride to

every table, to the cupboard and the chairs.

—

Finally this evening I have arrived here, through

the dazzling green meadows, with houses stand-

ing round on them, amid fir trees and springs.

—

The church here lies upon a little velvety green

hill ; far beyond there are houses still, and fur-

ther, cottages and rocks, and in a ravine still a

little snow over the meadows. It is one of the

most idyllic spots, somewhat such as we saw to-

gether in Wattwyle, but the village is smaller,

and the mountains broader and greener.

But I must conclude the present day with a

eulogium upon the Canton de Vaud. Of all the

lands I know, this is the most beautiful, and the

one in which I should best love to live, if I should

get to be quite old. The people are so contented

and look so well; the country likewise. One

coming out of Italy often feels quite lachrymose

here over the honesty there still is in the world ;

over the happy faces ; over the want of beggars,

and of surly oflicials ; over this utter contrast

among men. I would thank God, that he has

made much that is so beautiful ; and may he

grant us all, in Berlin, England and the Chateau

d'Oex, a happy evening, and good night.

(To be continued.)

Translated for this Journal.

Franz Sclmbert.

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

From the German of Dr. HEINRiCff von Kkiissie.

{Continued from page 3.)

By no means all of Schubert's compositions, and

particularly of his songs, are known and published.

It would be a laborious task, yet one that would be

hailed with many thanks, to find out and bring to-

gether the original manuscripts or copies which exist

in different hands. Apart from the interest which

many of these unknown pieces would have in them-

selves, we should gain by a farther insight into the

astonishing productiveness of Schubert.

Of the songs of his earliest period the originals

are very much injured, and in part wholly lost.

One of the most complete and valuable collections

of his printed and unprinted songs, jriviner the dates

of their origin, was in the possession of Counsellor

Wittaczek. With the help of this, and of the man-

uscripts of church and instrumental music in the

hands of the music dealers. Spina & Hasliager ; to-

gether with the exceedingly valuable original manu-

scripts and copies (oontainins; operas, symphonies

and church music) left with the estate of Ferdinand

Schubert,—a chronological catalogue of Schubert's

works might perhaps be arranged, such as would

afford the only true and solid bnsis tor a right appre-

ciation of his artistic development.

An extended catalogue of Schubert's songs (now

in possession of Spina's music publishing house) had

been composed by his friend and adviser, Pinterios.

It contains 505 of them, but is not exhaustive. The

opus, number found upon the printed works is too

arbitrary and accidental, to he taken into account

when the question is about the time of a song's origin

.

Schubert has also composed a considerable number

of songs for several voices. Some of these {as the

Duet between Mignon and the Harper, Collin's

" Light and Love," a two-part song for tenor and

soprano, the dialogues in the Ossian Songs, and in

Mayrhofer's Antigone and CEdipus,—which last are

also often sung by one voice) may be fitly classed

with the songs, and are also published with them.

The other part-songs are in part purely vocal ; but

to the most of them an ohbliijato accompaniment is

attached, for piano, or guitar, or physharmonica and

organ. They are in three, four, five and eight parts

;

also for double chorus, for male and female voices

alone, but generally composed for n mixed choir,

with and without solo. Among the purely vocal

pieces are the Quartets for male voices :
" Junglings-

wonne " (youth's delight), " Love," " Zmn Runde-

tanz." and "Night" (to poems by Mathison) ; "Die

Fhicht von Lappe," "Robbers' Song," "To Spring,"

"Fisher Song," "To the Distant One," the "Winter
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Day," and the song, which was first sung at the un-

covering of the memorial tablet on the house of

Scluibert's birtli : ''Es rieselt klar unci wehend," a splen-

did composition in the genuine vein of Schubert. To

these purely vocal songs may be added : the Canons

aire, composed in 1813, the "Grave-Digger's Song,"

"Elysium," by Schiller (for two tenors and a bass),

HiiUz's "May Song " (for two sopranos and a bass),

chorus of Angels from iHiiist (composed in 181C),

Terzetto for his father's name-day (two tenors and

bass), "Das Ahendrolh " by Kosegarten and "Lament

for Aly Bey " (lioth for three voices), "Prayer" by

La Motte Fanque', and "the Dance," Quartet for

mixed voices, the 92nd Psalm in the Hebrew lan-

guage (for two baritones, soprano, alto and bass,

composed in 1828), "Song in the Open Air," by

Salis, .Male Quartet (composed in 1817), "Wer Le-

tienslust fulikt," Quartet for two sopranos, tenor and

bass (1818) ; then the choruses: "The Grave," by

Salis ; "Miners' Song "
; "Drinking Song before

battle"; "Sword Song"; "Punch Song to ho sung

in the North" (two part) ; "Hunting Song," by

Zacharias Werner; "Liitzow's Wild Hunt" (1815) ;

the "Morning Star," and "Hunter's Song," by Kor-

ner (for two vocal parts, or two horns) ; "Battle

Song," by Klopstock (three-part) ; and the superb

double chorus for men's voices, Klopstock's "Battle

Song" (composed in 1827).

Of those with ohhlirjato piano accompaniment may

bo mentioned the well known male Quartets : "The

Little Village"; "The Nightingale"; "Spirit of

Love "
; "Contradiction "

; "The Gondolier "
; "Past

in Present " ; "Night Song in the Woods "
; "Spring

Song"; "Enjoyment of Nature," "Night music"

(by Saekendorf
)

; "Drinking Song of the fourteenth

century," from Rittgraff's Historical Antiquities;

and the "Boat Song," from Scott's "Lady of the

Lake "
;—furthermore the two Comic Terzets : "The

Advocates " ('for two tenors and bass), and the

^' Hochzeitshraten" (wedding roast meat) by Schober

(for soprano, tenor and bass) ; "To the Sun," a quar-

tet for mixed voices (1816) ; "Dcr Schicksalslenher"

(the swayer of destiny) ; "God in the Storm "
; "God

the world-creator "
; "Hymn to the Infinite"; and

"God in Nature," likewise for mixed choir ;—the

Psalm, "God is my Shepherd," * for four female

voice parts ; "Nachthelle " and Serenade for soli and

female chorus; "Moonlight," Iiy Schober (a male

quintet, for two tenors and three basses) ; "Coro-

nach "
; "Dirge " from Scott's "Lady of the Lake "

(two sopranos and an alto) ; "Miriam's Song of Tri-

umph," t for soprano and alto solo, and mixed cho-

rus; finally, the eight-part male chorus, "Battle

Song," by Korner, and the eight-part "Hymn," the

latter also with accompaniment of brass instruments.

Among the vocal pieces in several parts composed

with instrumental or full orchestral accompaniment,

belong : the chorus "For the Victory of the Ger-

mans," with accompaniment of violins and 'cellos
;

"Song of Spirits over the Waters,"} by Goethe, an

eight part chorus with accompaniment of violins, 'cel-

los and double basses (composed in 1817) ; and the

Cantatas : "The Spring Morning "
; "Faith, Hope

and Charity "
; for the Consecration of a church bell,

for male and mixed chorus, with brass accompani-

ment; the unfortunately lost "Prometheus" (1816),

which we have already mentioned ; the "Resurrec-

tion of Lazarus "
; "Easter Cantata for voices and

orchestra (1820), &c. *****
Although these pieces for several voices, taken as

a whole, cannot claim so high an interest as Schu-

bert's Songs, yet they bear more or less the stamp of

his genius ; indeed, as if it could not be otherwise,

he has achieved in some of them things that are su-

perb and unsui-passed. It would scarcely be possi-

ble to wise one joy in a more lovely and poetic man-
ner, than he has done it in the Serenade (by GriU-

• Printed in Bwi'ghVs Journal of Music, Way, 1858.
t Printod in Dwlght^s Journal of Music, October, 1858.
t Sung by the "Orpheus," in Boston, March, 1862.

parzer). "Night Song in the Woods," "Nachthelle,"

aud above all "Miriam's Song of Triumph," and the

"Chorus of Spirits over the Waters," are composi-

tions of imperishable beauty ; we scarcely find their

equals in this kind of composition. The noblest

melodies alternate in them with passages full of en-

ergy and fire ; and the first parts of the "Night

Song," and "Nachthelle," and still more the "Miri-

am " and the "Spirits " Song, show what admira-

ble power of characterization Schubert possessed,

and with wliat a romantic charm he could invest his

tone-pictures.

Miriam's praise of the Most High after the passage

of the Israelites over the Red Sea, and the people's

Song of Jubilee over their deliverance from slavery,

and the downfall of their enemies,—a lofty theme in

any case—seems to have inspired both poet and com-

poser ; since the former has produced a very success-

ful poem, and the latter one of his noblest composi-

tions.

The first strophe : "Strike the cymbals," is in

broad rhythm, and in a style reminding one of Han-

del ; which then in the second strophe, at the im-

age of the Lord as a shepherd, with his staff, going

before his people out of Egypt, assumes a tone of

tender and trustful emotion. In the third strophe

the awful sense of the miraculous, during the passage

through the upheaved sea, is magnificcntlj' expressed

in music. Here begins the description of the ap-

proach of the enemy, of threatening danger and the

destruction of Pharaoh with his host, composed

throughout in a manner as peculiar as it is finely

iinaginative ; and after the sea has become calm

again, the opening chorus returns, and a powerful

Fugue concludes the wonderful tone-picture.

One of the most remarkable, perhaps the most

deeply conceived of Schubert's compositions, is his

"Song of Spirits over the Waters." Here again

each strophe is musically reproduced by itself in an

extremely individual and characteristic manner, and

the Last comes round again, with slight change, to

the first. Instantly the spirit-like, mysterious pre-

lude of the stringed instruments transports the hear-

er to the right mood, and prepares him in the wor-

thiest manner for the song that follows. Here too

there is no mistaking the difficulty of setting to music

Goethe's words, which, sublime as they are and full

of significance, do not at all invite to musical treat-

ment. It was reserved to Schubert's genius, to make
of it a tone-painting so conspicuous for melody, de-

clamation and harmony, that there is scarcely a se-

cond of the same kind to be pl.iced beside it.

Among the choruses and part-!5ongs already enum-
erated, there are some of fascinating beauty, as :

—

"The Contradiction," "The Gondolier," "Spring
Song," the " Battle Song " for double chorus ; and
especially the Psalms, Hymns, &c., composed for

female and for mixed voices. Of the sublime chorus

of spirits in the drama "Rosamund" we shall speak,

when we come to Schubert's- operas. Less pleasure

will be found in the two canon-like conclusions to the

otherwise charming male quartets: "The Nightin-

gale and the Village." These may have been effec-

tive once; but now they seem, especially that of the

"Nightingale," in dance rhythm, rather trivial.

The greater part of these compositions have be-

come known to the musical public through repeated

performances in concerts. It was first the Mdnncr-
gesamjverin, which, soon after its formation, devoted
itself to Schubert's chorus compositions, and perform-

ed the most of them with the greatest success, espe-

cially: "Contradiction," "Night Song in the Woods,"
" The Gondolier." " Serenade," " Nachthelle," the

Psalm " God is my Shepherd " (the last three trans-

posed for men's voices'), and finally (in 1858) the

"Song of Spirits over the Waters."

Among the Singing Clubs of more recent origin,

for mixed voices, the "Singverein " has been partial

to the muse of Schubert, and thus far has brought

out chiefly in its concerts the choruses of a religious

character ("Hymn to the Infinite," "God in the

Storm), the song of the "Fe.5tival of All Souls," and

finally " Miriam's Song of Triumph" (with instru-

mentation by Franz Lachner.)

Some of these vocal pieces, evidently calculated

for a large choir, were commonly performed in Schu-

bert's lifetime, and still later, by a single, or at the

most a double or triple Quartet : but they arc now
presented by imposing choral masses, and of course

with incomparably grander effect. The solo airs,

too, interwoven here and there, gain essentially in

significance with a powerful chorus at their side, out

of which they lift themselves, and which, corning in

at fitting places, carries on the song with mighty

voices.

Schubert's chief strength, which lay in inexhausti-

ble richness and originality of molodies, is also un-

mistakably prominent in this form of music; the

melodic part maintaining its ascendancy. But here

too, as in much the greater part of his compositions,

the instrumental not excepted, there is an unmistak-

able inclination to that form of music, with which he

started on the race for immortality,—the Song.

It is very evident that many a vocal composition

in several parts by Schubert lies still buried in the

dust, and awaits the hour, when it (like Goethe's

Spirit Chorus) shall be summoned to the daylight,

to the honor of the composer and the joy of all

friends of music.

(To be continueri.)

The Great Triennial Handel Festival at

the Crystal Palace, in 1862.

(From the Pamphlet Programme of the Directors.)

Second Extract.

A short description of the arched roof, with which

it is intended to cover the great Orchestra.will doubt-

less prove interesting, as a roof of this enormous span

is a novelty in construction of no common order.

The sides of the Orchestra are about sixty feet

high, or nearly the same as the Birmingham Town
Hall—one of the very best buildings for music in

this country. Wooden cross-tie girders being carried

across, in the form of an arch, rising about 40 feet in

a clear span of 216 feet, the underside will be filled

in with tie-bracin>;s, lined with well-seasoned match-

hoarding, bound closely together by ingenious appli-

ances, uutil the whole surface becomes as hard and as

resonant as a drumhead. It need scarcely be pointed

out, that to carry over a roof of this character is no
small or inexpensive undertaking ; but as it is so

unquestionable that this addition to the great Orches-

tra will render it as niiricalled for its resonance, as it

will be uneqnaled for its capacifi/—and thus make the

Centre Trunsept of the Crystal Palace unapproach-

able as a locale for a Great Choral Festival—it has

been determined to carry it out

This addition to the Orchestra is no mere experi-

ment. When the roof of Exeter Hall was altered a

few years hack, under the advice ami opinion of the

best acoustical authorities, the old plaster ceiling was
removed, and a roof similar to that now proposed

was substituted with the most marked succes. Similar

results have also followed the same kind of ceiling

in the present Concert Room at the Crystal Palace.

.So far as it went, the enclosure of the sides of the

great Orchestra, for the 1859 Festival, produced
equally satisfactory results, .and proved conclusively

that the work only required to he fully carried out, as

now proposed, for the Handel Festival Orchestra to

be perfect.

It may be remarked, that too great height is by no

means desirable for successful musical results. The
central point of the arch over the Orchestra has

therefore been limited to exactly one hundred feet

high. As this will give a clear space above the heads

of the upper rows of Chorus Singers, similar in pro-

portion to that at some of the best Music Halls, it is

believed that a proper height has been preserved for

the due transmission of sound downwards upon the

audience. It was found at the last Festival that too

much space overhead caused the sounds to travel

irregularly, so that complex passages in the Choral

pieces occasionally became confused. A similar

result was observed at St. Paul's Cathedral, at the

performance of the " Messiah " there last January.

Although in a few situations the music was effective,

in the greater portion it was so uncertain from the
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tone wandering about tlie lofty Dome and beinp: re-

echoed below, that great ditfieulty was experienced in

keeping tlie Orchestra togetlier, the experience of the

performers lieinjr that tliey had rarely felt so niiieh

difficulty in falling iii with tlie " swing" of the Or-
chestra. This was, no doubt, partly owing to the

Orchestra being placed nearly under the great Dome,
a position obviously bad for the dent development of

intricate music. Tlie performance, however, was an

intercstinir experiment, tlioiiLrh it fully bore out the

opinion expressed by the writer in IS.tG, in reference

to the Centenary Handel Commemoration, namely,
—that, ncitlier a.s regards Audience nor Orchestra,
could anything approaching an ader|uate commemo-
ration of Handel be held in St. Paul's.

The accommodation required at Festivals so vast

as those of the Crystal Palace is best measured by
comparison. The following table, compiled from
the books of Choral Festivals elsewhere, hitherto

regarded as " great," will prove interesting. When
it is observed how immensely the numbers of exccu
tants in 18C2 will exceed tbese, and when it is

remembered thai tbe four days (including the rehear-

sal) at the 1859 Festival were attended by Eighty-
one Thousand Three Hcndhed and Nineteen
Persons, some idea will be gained of the magnitude
of the undertaking and of the amount of musical
enjoyment of the very highest order afforded by these

great music meetings. The axiom stated in the pre-

ceding pages, that the Great Handel Festival at the
Crystal Palace is a " something apart from ordinary
attempts," is beyond doubt establislied by these sta-

tistical facts.

COMPARATIVE STRENGTH OF ORCHESTRAS AT VARIOUS MUSICAL FESTIVALS, ETC.

Torlt Musical Festival, 1823
Westminster Abbey do. , 17S4
Westminster Abbey do , 1834
Birmingham Town Uall Opening, 1834
Leeds do. dO. 1858
Liverpool do. do. 1S54
Bradford do. do. 1853
Gloucester Cathedral Festival, 1859
Worcester Cathedral Festival. 1860
Hereford Cathedial Festival, 1861
Norwich Festival. 1860
."Messiah, St. Paul's, 1861
Birmingham Festival. 1861
Sacred Harmonic Society Concerts, Exeter Hall .

Opening of 1851 Exhibition
Opening of Crystal Palace, 1854
Triennial Handel Festival, 1862

STRINGED INSTRUMENTS.

1st

Violin

2nd
I

Violin,

32
4:
40
24
18
24
16
14
12
12
12
14
26
24
18
50
93

122
157
143
100
74
80
62
52
54
44
55
52

106
98
66

190
419

57
93
75
45
22
19
22
22
22
19
20
17
33
23
19

210t

Total
Band.

179
250
223
145
96
99
84
74
76
63
75
69

1.39

121
85

400
605

CHORUS.

64
63
124
67
65
85
64
64
56
40
76

125
89

1.30

130
312
810

55
45

57
60
55
48
42
22
60

125
89
130
120
312
310

76
80
64
62
59
71
69
58
52
23
59
135
88
130
175
312
760

79
79

100
59
60
85
69
64
68
25
66

138
90
130
176
312
750

273
257
3.56

216
241
301
227
234
208
110
251
521
356
620
601

1.248

3,120

Conductor,
Princip.al

Vocalists,

&c.

16
18
53
19
25
11
16
12
17
13
12
10
13
10
3
2

10

468
525
632
380
362
411
327
320
301
186
338
600*
608
651
689

1.650

3,635+

* Numbers stated iu Books of Words ; choru.$ estimated only. 1 This includes 150 .Military Band Performers,

i Exclusive of Librarians, Stewards, and other officers; including these, the number will exceed 4,000.

By musicians it will probably be noticed that in

the composition of the Chorus for the coining Festi-

val the Trebles and Altos outnumber the Tenors and
Basses. This has been done advisedly ; the experi-

ence of the former Festivals having shown that for

the Orchestra in which tliey are assembled, the due
proportion of Chorus has thus been reached.

Another point to which great importance is attach-

sd for the coming Festival, is the employment of a

sufficient force of Violas and Violoncellos, with their

correspondiui: wind instruments, as well as a comple-
ment of good, full, round-toned Bass instruments.

Those who where present at the Birmingham Fes-
tival in August last, must have been much struck

with the quantity and quality of middle tone produced
by the supcrh band then assembled. There was a
fulness and satisfying effi'ct produced by this combi-
nation of instruments, in the highest degree successful.

It was one of those specialities of hiippy Orchestral

selection in which .Mozart, Beethoven, or Mendelssohn
would have revelled.

One of the diHiculties of an unusually great Or-
chestra is, undoubtedly, to secure a sufficient body of

full, deep, and middle tone. It will, however, be

met in the coming Festival by an increase of the

larger stringed instruments, and also by the use of a

number of Serpents, and large-tubed brass instru-

ments, which give the lower notes in a round, full

manner. The large Kettle-drums, as well as the great

Bass Drum, made for the Handel Festivals, are found
of great service. Handel, in his own performances
of his Oratorios, was evidently very anxious to

employ drums as resonant and powerful as possible.

A curious fact corroborative of this has lately trans-

pired, in documents signed by him acknowledging
the loan from the Master-General of the Ordnance of
tbe day of the Tower Drums, and entering into en-

gagements for their safe reuirn. These "Tower
Drums," which are still preserved in the Ordnance
stores at Woolwich, were taken by the Duke of Marl-
borough at the battle of Malplaquet, in 1709, and
long after Handel's death were in frequent request at

Festivals and Slate ceremonials. They were, how-
ever, outstripped in size by the ** Double Kettle
Drums" provided for the Handel Commemoration
Festival at Westminster Abbey, in 1784 ; a full de-

scription of which is given by Dr. Burr.ey, in his

neeount of the Commemoration, published in 1785.

The dimensions of these are again considerably

exceeded by the drums made expressly for the Handel
Festival, which are by far the largest ever made.

History of the Opera.

From its oricjin in Itoly to the Present Time: with

Anecdotes of the most celebrated Composers and
Vocalists of Europe.

When a joke, said Scribe, has been nsetJ for

fifty years people may begin to laugh at it. " If

you want to make gingerbread sweeter," says a

character in Miss Bremer's charming " Home,"

" you keep it a year in a paste-board box." One
recalls the witty Frenchman and the Swedish
heroine whenever one reflects on the way in

which our public thinks and feels towards new
music. We like our music as we like our wine,

of a certain age. The national curiosity with

regard to a new composer or a new work is sur-

prisingly small, the national appreciation surpris-

ingly slow. Still we make some slight advances.

M. Meyerbeer has established his name amongst
us, and in time M. Gounod will do the same, in

spite of the Aristarchi of the day. It is instruc-

tive (to cite an example) to refer to the tone

used by Mr. Hogarth in regard to the operas of

M. Meyerbeer, which were, when he wrote, as

good as they are now. Mr. Edwards is in pro-

portion welcome, as showing the degree to wdiich

English appreciation has been quickened. More
remains to be done, v?ithout bringing our artists

and audiences into the undesirable company of

the modern image-breakers, who, unable them-
selves to produce any form of beauty, have tried

to set up Deformity on a pedestal, as the model
and the divinity in Art of the nineteenth cen-

tury.

Our author, however, has in some degree fall-

en short of what might have been accomplished.

His book does not show that care in collection of

materials which in every modern history is as es-

sential as liberality of view. There are many
modern German monographs and biographies

with which we fancy him to be imperfectly ac-

quainted, it at all. We cannot accredit all his

French authorities. M. Castil Blaze, who is an
especial favorite with him, is to be little trusted.

This is the gentleman who, while Bishop ; was
hashing up foreign operas to suit the musical vews
of London managers, lent himself to a similar

task, for the public in Paris. This is the gentle-

man wlio outvied the worst transactions of the

frivolous Italian ecclesiastics in transfer of the

Bellini or the Verdi of the hour from the foot-

lights to the organ-loft, by arranging a Mass (as

M. d'Ortigue has just been reminding us) in

wdiic'h passages from " La Cenerentola" and " II

Barbiere" were employed during the most solemn
anrl pompous portions of the rite ! Such an ar-

tificer is even less to be relied on as authority

than a Touchard-Lafosse, who rakes together

all the temporary scandals from the French Opera
chronicles ; or a Charles Maurice, who has the

kindest words to publish concerning the artists

most liberal in their contributions to the "black
mail," from which himself and Madame Maurice
(serviceably put forward on such oocasion) deriv-

ed so much luxury and profit. One would not

consult De Morlifcre, the Chevalier who establish-

ed the company of paid applauders in the Paris
theatres as a brancli of French enterprise, had
he written a book on the success of artists ! To
change the ground for one example more,—we
own that tribute is due to Lord Mount-Edge-
cumbe, as to one having written such agreeable

recollections as an amateur given to dowagerism
will jot down. But the bewilderment of that

nobleman, cradled among Lydian measures and
the "pretty music" (to borrow Lord Thurlow's
plirase) of Italy, whose old age drifted him into

times of Art, in which sensations of greater vigor

replaced the lighter emotions of his young days
of enjoyment,—is truly real,—and amounts to a

discredit of his powers.

Another qualification must be offered. This
concerns the third chapter of our author's first

volume, in which he enters with some ingenuity

into the construction of opera-books. We cannot
for a moment admit his proposition, that because
the words are sometimes repeated twice, thrice,

or more in an opera, and because singers too

often speak unintelligibly, the difference betwixt

sense and nonsense goes for little, provided the

story be well cut out. "Though I have seen

'Norma'fifty times," says he, "I have never exam-
ined the libreUo and of the whole piece know
scarcely more than the two words which I have
already paraded before the public, ^' Casta Diva."

What do the writer's ears make of the exclama-
tion, " rimembranza" in the duet betwixt

Adalgisa and the priestess, where the former

tells the latter her own story ? What of the

burst, "jVo, non Iremar," where the infuriate

woman menaces her false lover by threatening

the life of the children of their guilty love i"

What of the war-cry, "Giwrra! Guerra !" m the

second act ? What of Nnrma's advance on
Pollione, " In mio man alfin iu sci," made by her
sinister vengeance when she has him within her

grasp ? Vi'e remember "Norma" by these words

as much as by the musical phrases to which they

are set—from their oflering scope to the singer's

declamatory power and iudividuality of reading.

They are of as much consequence to the scene

as '^Wefail" followed by ''And we'll not fail " to

the part of Lad;/ Machelh. To replace these

English phrases, simple as they seem, by "IW
don't succeed," and " We will succeed," would be

a hazardous experiment. A pure and poetical

text in this very book of "Norma" carries off

Bellini's feebleness and triteness as a musician,

and enables the Pasta, or Grisi, or Adelaide

Kemble who plays the part, to enhance the efiects

of situation and of song by that of declamatory
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force. Till' |iriii(i|i1e U\i{I down is furllier provpd
by tlie int^vitabie loss- caused to all music bv
translation of tlie original words, let it be ever
so adroitly niana^ed. Try the best English or

French version of "Erl Konig," and much of its

northern horror passes away from it. In Italian,

it would be simply impossible. "Ah, man Jils,"

in "Le Prophete'" becomes sadly weakened when
it is presented as '' Ah, mio fylio," m " II Pro-
feta."

It is not our intention connectedly to follow

the story of Opera from the days when Caccini

and Peri gave it something like its present form
in Italy.—when Kciser Germanized it at Wo!f-
enbiittel,— and the Abbe Mailly exhibited in

the Bishop's Palace at Carpentras in France,
down to our own period ; but to extract what is

least known and the most amusing from these

pages. To begin : in the times of LuUi—times
coarse and primitive, as regarded the theatre,

though there were also times when the Grand
Monarque danced in his own court ballets—we
find a sketch of a librettist, which will be new to

my readers :

—

"Many curious stories are told of La Fontaine's
want of success as a librettist ; Lulli refused three of
his operas, one after the other, 'Daphne',' 'Astre,'

and 'Acis et Galathe'e'— the 'Acis et Galathfe' set to

music by Lulli being the work of Campistron. At
the first representation of 'Astre'e.'of which the
music had been written by Colasse, (a composer who
imitated and often plagiarized from Lulli,) La Fon-
taine was present in a box behind some ladies who
did not know him. He kept exclaiming everv mo-
ment, 'detestable I detestable !' Tired of hearing
the same thing repeated so many times, the ladies
at last turned round and S!iid, 'It is really not so bad.
The author is a man of considerable wit ; it is writ-
ten by M. de La Fontaine.'—'Cela ne vaut pas le

diable,' replied the librettist ; 'and this La Fontaine
of whom you speak is an ass. I am La Fontaine,
and ought to know.' After the first act he left the
theatre and went into the Cafe Marion, where he fell

asleep. One of his friends came in, and surprised
to see him, said, 'M. de la Fontaine ! How is tliis ?

Ought you not to be at the performance of your
opera V The author awoke, and said with a yawn,
'I've been ; and the first act was so dull that I had
not the courage to wait for the other. I admire the
patience of these Parisians !'

"

Opera was naturalized in this country, as
everywhere else, by aid of Italian talent. Who
has forgotten the singing " gentlewoman," from
the South, commemorated by Pepys, who would
not "be kissed, which Mr. Kelligrew, who brought
her in, did acquaint us with "? Here, too, as in

every other land, we have to remark how largely
dances, machinery, pageantry of mad costliness,

(the value of money considered), entered into
the young life of musical drama. It has been
dinned into our ears again and again, till we
have been in danger of believing it, that such
men as Spontini and M. Meyerbeer have demor-
alized and destroyed the purity of Opera, by
their vast combinations, and the splendor of scenic
accessories demanded by their works. Nothing
of the kind is the case. Our ancestors, be-
longing to all the four cotmtries in which Opera
has most flourished, were fifty times more lavish
than any of their offspring ; as references to the
doings at the courts of Tuscany, Saxony and
France could show—or to our own masks of Jon-
son and Jones. The best of the best artists then
felt delighted to work as stage decorators, and
this could not altogether be because the enter-
tainment was confined to royalty and the noble
and the wealthy ; for we read of some of the
theatres in which it was represented capable of
holding audiences of ten thousand persons.

"I have already spoken (says Mr. Edwards) of the
magnificence and perfection of the scenic pictures
exhibited at the Italian theatres in the very first days
of the Opera. In the early part of the seventeenth
century, immense theatres were constructed so as to
admit of the most elaborate spectacular displays.
The Farnesino Theatre, at Parma, built for dramas,
tournaments and spectacles of all kinds, and which
is now a ruin, contained at least fifty thousand spec-
tators."

The habitual gathering of a fifty-thousand
power audience at Parma is a fact or a fiction, as

may be. But it is clear that, then, the orchestra
hail no weight ; that tlie chorus in its modern
predominance, was undreamed of; that coinpos-
ers were timid and monotonous in their produc-
tions. It was, therefore, necessary to regale the
eye with shows—no matter how tasteless oi ab-
surd their splendor. "After the opera," says Mr.
Edwards, " comes the hallet." Surely this must
be a slip of the pen. "Before" shoidd have been
his word. Dance was earlier in the field ; more
accomplished, better attired than Song. To Dance
we owe rhythm, which is one of the two cardinal
pillars of Opera—the other being harmony.

—

From the combination of the two, melody, as we
understand the word, originated ; the chant or
recitative, to which poetical thoughts or pictur-

esque fancies could be declaimed, having retain-
ed its primitive and formless rudeness, long after

feet had moved on the floor in sprightly or stately

order, to whose motion, periodicity, or recur-
rence (discipline to put it otherwise) was neces-
sary.

Here is a paragraph reminding us that there
is nothing old under the sun :

—

"Italian Opera was introduced into England at
the beginning of the eighteenth century, the first work
performed entirely in the Italian language being
'Almnhide,' of which the music is attributed to Buo-
noncini, and wdiich was produced in 1710, with Val-
entmi, Nicolini,Margarita del'Epine,(^assani,and Sig-
nora Isabella,' in the principal parts. Previously, for
about three years, it had been the custom for Italian
and English vocalists to sing each in their own lan-
guage. 'The king, or hero of the play,' says Addi-
son, 'generally spoke in Italian, and his slaves an-
swered liim in English ; the lover frequently made
his court, and gained the heart, of his princess in a
language which she did not understand. One would
have thought it very diffic-dt to have carried on dia-
logues in this manner without an interpreter between
the persons that conversed together ; but this was
the state of the English stage for about three years."

Why, the same thing happened yesterday

—

happens to-day. When Miss Adelaide Kenible
sang in "Norma" at Frankfort, her voluininous
Ada/gisn, Friiulein Kortky, her wicked PoUio,
Ilerr Chrudlmsky,and the rest of the corpx great
and small, discoursed the opera in German to her
Italian. At the moment of writing, news comes
from Berlin that precisely the same pleasant
pasticcio of two languages in one opera has been
presented on the occasion of the appearance
there of the new-est "sensation" singer, Mile.
Adelina Patti.

Passing forward a page or two, we come to an-
other illustration of Opera curiosities in a happy
imitation by our author of Panard's well-known
song. Mr. Edwards manages rhyme and lan-
guage so easily that he had no right'to have made
so light of the one and the other, in connection
with music.

_
The paraphraser of the four verses

which are given here should be able to write
"good words" for an opera book.

WHAT MAT BB SEEN AT THE OPEKA.

I've seen Semiramis, the queen
;

I've seen the Mysteries of Isis;

A lady full of health I've seen
Die in her dressing-gown of phthisis.

I've seen a wretched lover sigh,

"Fra poco " he a corpse woidd be,

Transfi.x himself, and then—not die,

But cooly sing an air in D.

I've seen a father lose his child.

Nor seek the robber's flight to stay
;

But, in a voice extremely mild.
Kneel down upon the stage and pray.
* * * * "^ -^^

I've seen a churchyard yield its dead,
And lifeless nuns in life rejoice

;

I've seen a statue bow its head,
And listened to its trombone voice.

The mixture of prodigality and folly which,
from its first birth, has distinguished Opera, is

neither new nor old. Operatic sparrows flew
about the stage in Handel's "Rinaldo," (1710),
and were lashed out of life by the very Specta-
tor, Addison, who wrote a dreary opera-book of
his own containing such lines as

—

Widow Trusty, wdiy so fine 1

During Mr. Macready's management in Lon-
don, real birds were engaged to chirp and to
warble, by way of giving " local color" to the
wood scenes of "As You Like It."

Here are extracts from other of Mr. Edward's
pages,which take us into another worhl of Opera,
yet bear out the argument which we have been
playing with rather than enforcing:

"The Itidian Opera was psiablisbed in Vienna
under the Emperor Leojiold I., with great magnifi-
cence, .=0 much so indeed, that for many years after-

ward.s it was far more celebrated as a spectacle than
as a musical entertainment. * * We have seen
a French maid of honor die to the fiddling of her
page; the Emperor of Germany expired to the ac-
companiment of a full orchestra. Feeling that his
end was approaching, he sent for his musicians, and
ordered them to commence a .symphony, which they
went on playing until he died. * * Several of
Zeno's and a great number of Metastasio's works have
been set to music over and over again, but when they
were first brought out at Vienna, many of them ap-
pear to have obtained success more .as grand dra-
matic spectacles than as operas. * * When
Handel was in England directing the King's Theatre
in the Hayniarket, and when the Dresden Opera was
in full musical glory, (before as well as after the ar-

rival of Hasse), the Court theatre of Vienna was
above all remarkakle for its immense size, for the
splendor of its decorations, and for the general cost-

liness and magnificence of its spsctacles. Lady
Mary Wortley Montague visited the Opera, at

Vienna, in 1716, and sent the following account of
it to Pope: ' I have been last Sunday at the Opera,
which was performed in the garden of the Favorita :

and I w.as so much pleased with it, I have not yet
repented my seeing it. Nothing of the kind was
ever more magnificent, and I can easily believe what
I am told, that the decorations and habits cost the

Emperor thirty thousand pounil sterling. The stage

was built over a very large canal, and at the begin-
ning of the second act divided into two parts, discov-

ering the water, on which there immediately came,
from difi'erent parts, two fleets of little gilded vessels,

that gave the representation of a naval fight. It is

not ea.-^y to imagine the beauty of this scene, which
I took particular notice of. But all the rest were
perfectly fine in their kind. The story of the opera
is the enchantment of Alcina, which gives opportu-
nities for a great variety of machines and changes of
scenes which are performed with surprising swiftness.

The theatre is so large that it is hard to carry the

eye to the end of it, and the habits in the utinost

magnificence to the number of one himdred and
eight. No bouse couM hold such large decorations

;

but the ladies all sitting in the open air exposes them
to great inconveniences, for there is hut one canopy
for the Imperial Family, and the first night it was
represented, a shower of rain happening, the opera
was broken off, and the company crowded away in

such confusion, that I was almost squeezed to death.'

One of these open-air theatres, though doubtless on
a much smaller scale than that of A''ienna, stood in

the garden of the Tuileries, at Paris, at the beginning
of the eighteenth century. It was embowered in

trees and covered with creeping plants, and the per-

formances took place there in the day time. * *
I mvself saw a little theatre of the kind, in 18.^6,

at Flensburg, in Denmark. There was a pleasure-

ground in fi'ont, with benches and chairs for the au-

dience. The stage-door at the back opened into

a cabbage garden. The performances, which con
sisted of a comedy and farce, took place in the after

noon, and ended at dusk."

There was a few years ago another of these

garden opera-hou.ses, at Herrenhausen, close to

Hanover, reminding one of Shakespeare's disposi-

tion of the theatre for his Athenian play. "This
green plot shall be our stage, this hawthorn
brake our tiring house." The most recent of

these out of-door theatres was the one in the Pre
Catalan, close to Paris, the proprietors of which,

thoughtasteful and delicate in no ordinary degree,

had not sufficiently estimated the caprices of

cliiTiate when planning a nightly speculation. The
court caprices referred to were occasional—be-

longing to the fairy world of royal commands.—

-

The audiences paid no money to see the show,

and the artists (let it be hoped) were provided

with shelter and escape, supposing rain fell on,

or wind withered their rouge and their thinly

clad legs, and that all the machinery of the

actor's art was protected from moth and mildew.

We are disposed to indorse Mr. Edwards's
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judgment on operas and singers, especially of the

former. His appreciation of Signor Rossini,

Donizetti, and Bellini seems to us just. In fair-

ness to an elder composer, however, more stress

might have been laid on the obliaations derived

from Paer by the author of "II Barbiere." The
overture to "Tancredi"is almost a parody on that

of "Sargino." It may be submitted, too, that the

slenderness of Bellini's science and the limited

nature of bis resources have been here too much
overlooked in favor of his expressive suavity and
delicacy. His strong point was delicacy and
and poetry of taste in the selection of his stories

—in this how superior to that ot the more bril-

liantjcomposer whom he misplaced ! What mifiht

not Siguor Rossini have made of " Norma"

—

what could Bellini have done with " Moise V"

The last opera (the French version of " Mose")
does not receive its full justice from our agreea-
ble writer. Yet the music added for Paris con-
tains some of its composer's grandest and most
individual inspirations. Thejinale of the second
or third act, into which " mi manca la voce" is

imbedded, will long remain unparagoned as a

specimen of florid art and as an example of mu-
sical excitement.

The composer with whom Mr. Edward's book
closes is Hoffmann, of whose "Undine" bespeaks
—from hearing or from hearsay ? It is an opera
concerning which the world has been naturally

interested, from its acquaintance with the liter-

ary efforts of its writer. Some hearsay impres-

sious concerning it were set down in Mr.Chorley's
"Modern German Music ;" and, from a contribu-

tion by lierr Truhn there quoted, curiosity was
allaj'ed by assurance that Hoffmann's faery

music had none of the freaks and eccentricities

which might have been expected from the author
of the ' Golden Pot" and " The Princess Bram-
billa." It was stated that, apart from certain or-

chestral devices, employed in ticketing the char-

acters by phrases or combinations, as AVeberand
Herren Meyerbeer and Wagner have since done,
the work was tame, regular, and unimaginative.
During the paliriv days of Dr. Liszt's enterpris-

ing and experimental administration of the Opera
house at Weimar, (that stronghold of experiment
in German drama), the score of "Undine"
was sent for, with a view to the revival of the

opera. The music proved so utterly vapid, that

all notion of producing a woi'k demanding much
expenditure in scenery, greenery, and machinery
was laid aside. It has not, for many years, been
met with in any German opera-house.

As to singers, Mr. Edwards shall tell something
not generally known about Rubini. The story

is not a bad story :

"At the age of twelve he made his debut at the

theatre of Romano, his native town, in a woman's
part. Tiiis Q\\r\oy\% prima donna afterwards sat down
at the door of the theatre, between two candles, and
behind a plate, in which the admiring public deposit-

ed their offerings to the fair hen'Jiciare. She is said

to have been perfectly satisfied with the praise ac-

corded to her for her first performance. Hubini af-

terwards went to Bergamo, where he was engaged
to play the violin in the orchestra between the acts

of comedies, and to sing in the choruses during the

operatic season. A drama was to be brought out in

which a certain cavatina was introduced. The mnn-
ager was in great trouble to find a singer to whom
this air could be entrnsted. Kubirii was mentioned

;

the manager offered him a few shillings to sing it,

the bargain was made, and the new vocalist was im-
mensely applauded. This air was the production of
Lamberti. Kubini kept it, and jnany years after-

wards, when he was at the height of his reputation,
was fond of singing it in memory of his first com-
poser. * * In 1814, he was engaged at Pavia as
tenor, where he received about thirty-six shillings a
month. Sixteen years afterwards, Rubini and his

wife were offered nn engagement of six thousand
pounds, and at last the services of Rubini alone were
retained at the Italian Opera of St. Petersburgh, at

the rate ot twenty thousand pounds a year. [Quiere ?

Ed.] * * I must mention a sort of duel he once
had with a rebellious B fiat, the history of which
has been related at length by M. Castil Blaze, in the
Revile de Paris. Pacini's 'Talisniano' had just been
produced with great success at La Scala. Rubini
made his entry in this opera with an accompanied
recitative, which the public always applauded en-
thusiastically. One phrase in particular, which the

singer commenced by attacking the high B flat witli-
|

out preparation, and, holding it for a considerable

period, excited their admiralion to the highest point.

Since Farinelli's celebrated trumpet song, no one

note had ever obtained such a success as this won-
derful B flat of Kubini's. The public of Milan went
in crowds to hear it, and having heard it, never failed

to encore it. Uv' allra volta 1 rcsoimded thrttugli the

house almost before the ningic note itself had ceased

to ring. The great singer had already distributed

fourteen B flats among his admiring audiences, when,

eager for the tifieenth and sixteenth, the Milane e

thronged to their magnificent tlieatre to be present

at the eighth performance of 'II Talismano.' The
orchestr.a executed the hricd prelude which announc-

ed the entry of the tenor. Pvubini appeared, raised

his eyes to heaven, extended his arms, planted him-

self firmly on his calves, inflated his breast, opened
his mouth, and sought, by the usual means, to prn-

noinice the wished for B flat. But no B flat would
come. Os hahi'i, ei non clamahli . Rubini was duudi

;

the public did their best to encourage the disconsol-

ate singer, applauded him, cheered him, and gave
him courage to attack the nrdinppy B fiat a second

time. On this occasion, Rubini was victorious. De-
termined to catch the fuguive note, which for a mo-
ment had escaped him, the singer brought all the

muscular force of his immense lungs into play, struck

the B flat, and threw it out among the audience with

a vigor wbich surprised and delighted them. In the

meanwhile the tenor was by no means ennally pleas-

ed with the triumph he had jtist g:iined. He felt, that

in exerting himself to the almost, he had injured

hintsclf in a manner wbich migbr prove very serious.

Something in the mechanism of his voice had given

way. He had felt the fracture at the time. He had,

indeed, conquered the B flat,hnt at what an expense
;

that of a broken clavicle ! However, he eoutinin'd

his scene. He wus wounded, but triumphant, and
in his artistic elation he forgot the positive "physical

injury he had sustained. On leaving the stage, he

sent for the surgeon of the theatre, who, by inspect-

ing and feeling Rubini's clavicle, convinced himself

that it was indeed fractured. The hone had been
unable to resist the tension of the singer's lungs.

—

Rubini may have been said to have swelled his voice

until it burst one of its natural barriers. * It seems
to me,' said the wounded tenor, ' that a man can go
on singing with a broken clavicle.'— Certainly,' re-

plied the doctor, *you have just proved it.' *How
long wonld it take to mend \tV he enriuired. 'Two
months, if you remained perfectly quiet during the

whole time.' 'Two months! and I have only sung
seven times. I should have to give up my engage-

ment. Can a person live comfortably wdth a broken
clavicle?' 'Very comfortably, indeed. If you take

care not to lift any weight, you will experience no
di'^agreeable effects.' 'Ah ! there is my cue,' exclaim-
ed Rubini ; 'I shall go on singing.'—'Rubini went on
singing,' saj's M. Castil Blaze, 'and I do not think

any one who heard him in 18.')1, could tell that he
was listening to a wounded singer—wounded glori-

ously on the field of battle. As a musical doctor I

, was allowed to touch his wound, and I remarked on

the left side of the clavicle a solution of continuity,

three or four lines in extent, between the two parts of

the fractured bone. I related the adventure in the

Rue de Paris, and three hundred persons went to

Rubini's house to touch the wound, and verify my
statement.' Two other vocalists are mentioned in

the history of music, who not only injured them-
selves in singing, but actually died of their injuries."

Mr. Edwards has, perhaps, forgotten that

Madame Scio, the original Medea of Cherubini's

grand opera, based on the Colchian story of

magic, and to whom he dedicated the score of

that noble but impossible musical tragedy, died

of illness brought on by the exertion of singing

that which no one should be required to sing.

In the chapters concerning the Italian Opera
in London during the elder times, which are live-

ly enough. Da Ponte's Memoirs might have help-

ed our author. That luckless creature, who as-

sisted Mozart to a book, was here retained by
Taylor as Pneia, and drivelled out his old age in

America (as Mrs. Jameson has told us), with a

sheet thrown over his head—asking every stran-

ger " whether he remeinbereil the Emperor
Joseph." But Da Ponte's recollections, strange-

1)' edited by a person no less solemn than M. de
Lamartine, are worth sifting by anyone occnjiied

with the subject. When the talk is of dramatic

singers, there is no forgiving such an oversight in

a chronicle like the one here parted from, as that

of the extraordinary claims of Madame Pasta

on Italian opera. What Siddons was to English

tragedy, what Mars and Rachel were to French
drama, what Madame Ristori is to the Italian

theatre—she was to the Italian musical drama

:

first among the first, best among the best.

The book, to sum up, is a pleasant one ; if not

so complete as it might have been made, in no
instance false as to facts, and in some respects,

an advance on former English books of the kind.
—London Athenaium.

A Symphony out West. — A Chicago paper

(die Railroad Gazelle} thus deals with the C minor

Symphony and its interpreters in that quarter :

Mdsical.—The last concert of the Philharmonic
Society was given to a crowded house. The princi-

pal feature was Beethoven's Symphony No. 5 in four

grand divisions, termed in mu.«ical nomenclature the

Allegro, Amlante, Scherzo, and Allegro Huale, like

a very prolix four-headed sermon with numberless

horns. There was much professional skill evinced,

and remarkable contrasts of heavy and light tones,

vigorous wind blowing, and desperate fiddling all

through this performance. By the time the finale

was reached, we never saw an orchestra worked up
into such a lather of profuse perspiration. The au-

dience hore it like martyrs, vainly trying to compre-

hend the grand ideas, and beauties of this wonderful

"tone creation" so called, by the diligent study of its

analysis as written by some triinscendcntal spiritual-

istic Bedlamite, and printed on the hack of the pro-

gramme. There we found it characterized as the

"struggle of a human soul to escape pain and sor-

row—nnd attain inward joy and cheerfulness." The
"soul" finds itself in a sort of psychological purga-

!orv. and moans, grunts, squeals, kicks, cries and

thriishcs around gcnernlly, much (we suppose) as a

very raw infant in its first entrance into the material

world. Pirst, said "soul" gets very wretched—is the

"prey of anguish and dismay"—"succumbs to noc-

turnal demons approaching the goal of absolute des-

pair." Its snffci-ings we are ready to admit as hor-

rid and excruciating. In the second movement, the

"soul" (the same one) finds a gleam of comfort.—

Though bnttcrcil and shattered, it is inspired by a

"JDYful presentiment of success" (the writer here pa-

rcnrl eHc.ailv and parheiically exclaims) iind adds :

"Let me simply allude to the transporting and ce-

lestial passage where the key of A flat minor enters
;

on the swelling gush of sweetest feelings near llie

close, to the impetuous fervor of the 22d and 23d

bars before the end."

Did anyhodv notice it I Wc didn't. Did any-

body gush 1 Not as we know of We are neverthe-

less' complaisant enough to cry out Bully for the

"22d and 2.'?d biirs before the end !" It's all right,

no doubt. Though if the painter hndn't written

"This is a horse," underncaih his work, no one

would have known what it was.

Next comes the tbird crisis in the history of the

poor bedeviled "soul." Confound that scherzo!

"Soul" tumbles into the dumps again. Once more,

miserv and discontent tear at it. It tries to escipe.

It succeeds, (represented bv a twitter on the fiddles

tid-dle-de-tid-'lede, &c.) Then it don't- (Here the

sounds rush down from the fiddles, jump on to the

flules and clnriucts, skip on and over the violoncello,

rush belter skelter to the wind instruments then, rat-

tle down deep into the bowels of the double bass like

numerous frightened rats into an unfathomable rat

hole) It was a hard scramble. Soon "soul" gets

over its scare and comes out again. Foolish venture,

for again the inevitalile cat-hauling process goes on.

Again it is racked and thnmb-screwcd until at last

in'the "Allegro," it breathes easier— is pestered no

longer beo-ins to feel good— feels better—^jollity in-

creases—is quite jubilant— is at last eniviptured— or

as our crazy friend expresses it in a burst of fine

phrenzv ; "ihe 'soul' seems to swim in the indisturh-

able fullness of enjoyment and revels in ever swelling

floods of dithvranihic inspiration."

Cock-a-doodle-doo ! We never felt so delighted at

a " soul's " success. If ever Peri

—

'* EarneiJ its title rlenr

To 77jansions in the skies^^—

by virtue of long suffering, this same "soul " did.

We unceasingly pray, it may enjoy itself " up there
"

and sincerely hope it will henceforth—

" Birlfaretoell to errry fenr

Ami ivipe its weeping er/fS.^'

" To return to our muttons" or Programme. Jli.ss

— Terious (don't know her name, was'nt down) sang

an Aria from " Jerusalem." It was very well done,

and for the first time, the audience applauded. The
only objection to it was the fact that she sing in Chi-

nese, with which language but few here (besides our-

sclf) are familiar.
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Dii Passio then sanp an Aria wliicli carried us hack

to the good old timesof the 17ih century—souiediins

or other ahout "a piuus Si^rnor " (.Siirnora vvoiihl

have been better) who had been woniidcd at Bull

Run, retired to a convent—turned monk—and spent

tlie rest of his days in Ijewailing the loss of a lar^c

family of sixteen children, and a pension he had iicen

promised, but did'nt fret. It was very affectinp;. We
noticed three ladies almost in tears, but as the enamel

on their faces would have suffered, they refraineil.

" Sicilian Vespers " was certainly an instrumental

improvement—full of rich, slroufr melody. We are

ashamed to confess it, but we actually preferred

" Balatka " to ** Beethoven."
In the "Overture to William Tell" there was

more variety, fire, {genuine mu-ic, expression, &c.,

than in all the rest put tojrether. It was ph'.yed too,

finely—from bc<rinnina to end ihorouahly enjoyable,

and left the audience to di-persc in the Iicstot humor,

while the hist of the " Winter Scries" of Philhar-

monic concerts also went out in a blaze of glory.

Jtotglfs lounml of IPusix.
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Music in tuis Number. — Contiouation of Chopin's

Mazurkas.

Concerts.

Last of the Philharmonic.—We fear

that Mr. Zerr.^hn did not find the losses, wliich

have compelled him to wind up his extra series

so suddenly, to any considerable extent made

pood to him by the attendance last Saturday

evenincr. A stormy night and most forbidding

atmosphere during the whole day only confirmed

the musical indifference of many. The Music

Hall was by no means full, although the audience

was decidedly larger than on the two previous

occasions. Those who were there enjoyed the

concert greatly ;—only disturbed by the thought

that such pleasures may not, probably will not,

be renewed until another season. The pro-

gramme was not the best that Mr. Zerralin has

civen us, nor did it on the other hand lack inter-

est.

1. Le.q Preludes : A Symphonic Poem F. Liszfc

2. Scren;ide, for four Viotoncellos F. Lachner

Messrs. Wulf Fries, Wichtendahl, Verron, and Moor-

house.

3. Cavalina—From Attila—"Allor che i forti corono,". . .

.

Verdi

Miss Chapman.

4 Overture—To Goetbe^s " Egmont," Beethoven

5 Uomania—From " Adrienne Lecouvreur," — "Cari

fior,'' Vera

Miss Chapman.

6. Scherzo—From the '-Scotch Symphony,".Mendelssohn

7. llondto—From ''La Nina pazza per Amore,". .Coppola

Mi.-^s Chapman.

8 Overture—To "The Merry Wives of Windsor,". Nicolai

yVe were unfortunately compelled to lose the

first part. The three instrumental pieces in the

second part are old favorites, and sounded as

as fresh as new. The piquant Scherzo from the

"Scotch Symphony," especially, was rendered

with admirable point and delicacy, and a repeti-

tion was demanded. Nicolai's " Merry Wives of

Windsor" Overture is a light, sparkling, grace-

ful work, which one can hear now and then with

pleasure ; not a great work, but a happy one.

The opera itself is full of enjoyable and pretty

music, and like everything which the unfortunate

composer wrote, shows a natural gift of melody.

One could not get over the absurdity, though, of

having Sir John FalstafF set to music.

The vocal debutante of the evening made a

very agreeable impression, and warmly enlisted

the sympathies of her audience, by her unpre-

tending, honest manner, as well as by her good

qualities of voice and execution. Her compass

is large, the higher soprano notes very clear and

true, the lower tones rich and suited to dramatic

expression, while the middle tones, although not

really weak, seem comparatively to lack charac-

ter. Slie delivers her melody simply and large-

ly, with true power of expression, and vocalizes

skillfully and evenly in the more florid and bra-

vura parts. No false ornament or unnecessary

trill marred the even beauty of the performance.

The singer seemed a little ill at ease before her

audience ; we doubt not she would sooner find

herself at home upon the operatie stage. Such

power of voice, combined with such enthusiasm

and enterprise, and with commanding and attrac-

tive person, seem to fit her for the Normas and

Lucrezias of the lyric drrama ; and it is a dis-

appointment to many that the arrangements of

the Opera company now here did not allow of

her appearance. For the rest, it must be remem-

bered that Miss Chapman is but a young singer,

and that her period of real vocal training has

been but short. She has yet much to learn, and,

it would seem, the will and energy to learn it.

It is painful indeed to think that Symphony

Concerts are not yet established as a stated, per-

manent provision for the musii'al enjoyment and

education of Boston. It seems really strange,

considering how much deep and sincere love there

is for music of Beethoven and Mendelssohn and

Mozart. We must be thankful to Mr. Zerrahn

for risking so much year after year, and giving us

so much. But such concerts should, by good

rights, come to us not half a dozen times only in

a year, but constantly throughout most of the

months of the whole year. We are sure tliat, if

they could be relied upon thus steadily and fre-

quently, they would be n-ell supported in the

long run. Would it not be safer, if the risk were

borne as a joint operation by the whole orchestra,

or by some permanent society, instead of falling

so heavily upon one man ?

Orchestral Uuion.—For the eleventh time,

this season, the Music Hall was nearly filled with

eager audience to the Afternoon Concert on

Wednesday. The programme was uncommonly

inviting to the lover of the significant and real

things in music, while if was well relished by the

general company of old and young, thoughtful

and light-hearted.

1. Overture—"Leonora." No 3 Beethoven
2. Concert Waltz—KroM'sBalkllanEe Lnmbve
3 Symphony No. .3. (Scofchl Ops. ,^6 Mendels.sohn

1. Andante con Moto 2. Alio, poco Atrit.ito. 3. Vivace
non (roppo 4. .\d;igio. 5. Alio. Vivacissimo.

4. Polka—" La Favorita." St.rau<!R

5. Bridal Prore.^.'^ion—from ''Lohengrin." U. Wagner
6. Overture—" *Ierry Wives of Windsor " Nicolai

The attention with which Beethoven's Over-

ture and Mendelssohn's Symphony were followed

by the great mass of the audience, proved that

such sterling works have only to be heard often to

become ever welcome friends to hundreds,who at

first mistrusted them as quite beyond their depth,

too " transcendental " for their sympathies, too

" scientific " for their understanding, too loaded

with thought, too earnestly appealing and exact-

ing for their brief, light hour of leisure and

amusement. But now many, who found a Sym-

phony as disappointing as a lecture where one

seeks a farce, are forced to feel the magnetism of

genius in this great form of Art ; and begin to

learn,that that variety,v/h\^h they demand of a con-

cert, is afforded in the perfection of artistic

contrast and proportion, like the well-ordered

courses of a table d' hnte. in the successive move-

ments of a single Symphony ; at the same time

securing that connection and unity from the

beginning to the end, which makes it like a

drama.

The " Leonora " overture—the great one in

C, the third—could not of course sound quite as

well as in the evening concerts with the larger

orchestra; but it was good to hear it, and it can

hardly be heard too often. Few overtures em-

body so much beauty, power and pathos, and lift

the soul into so elevated a moral sphere. AVould

that the opera (Flrlelln) could be heard here as

often as the works of Verdi, Donizetti, and the

rest!

The " Scotch Symphony " takes a deeper hold

on the imagination and the feelings with every

hearing. It is the greatest instrumental work of

Mendelssohn, exceedingly close to nature in the

wild, northern, misty seashore suggestions of its

subject, most poetically conceived, and wrought

out with consummate art. What contrast here,

between the religious, melancholy musing of the

Adagio, and the smart, pujuvnt brightness of the

Scherzo (Vhmcennn troppn) I The rendering

by the orchestra was worthy of no small praise.

The " Merry Wives " was a good thing to

repeat for a light overture. The " Bridal Pro-

ccs.sion " is one of the best specimens of Lnhen-

f/rin and of Wagner. The concert waltz trans-

ports any one, who knows Berlin, back to Kroll's

magical palace of entertainment in the Thiergar-

ten, and is one of our orchestra's happiest

achievements always in this line.

H'ew Opera Boulfe.

It gives us real giatification to record the complete

success of the la<!t novelty at the Boston Mu.seum,

and the first original production of the kind in Bos-

ton, the comic Operetta " The Doctor of Alcantara,"

which has been sung and acted to delighted audiences

every evening this week. The musical facilities of

that very popular place of entertainment, it is true,

never have been great. Drama, especially light

comedy, and spectacle, have been its specialities. A
more admirable company for those things, than it has

presented for years, with Warren " the only " at

the head, is scarcely anywhere surpassed. No popu-

larity has kept on for years—decades we might say

—

so unfailing. A great public benefactor has the Mu-

seum been, a great cheerer of care-worn minds, a great

minister of innocent excitements, and nurse of the

imaginative instinct in child en. But the players have

not (except incidentally) been singers, and the or-

chestra has been necessarily kept within very econ-

omical limits, to keep the pleasures of the place with-

in the means of everybody. Still the idea has fre-

quently suggested itself—especially since an accom-

plished musician and composer, Mr. Jdlius EicH-

BERG, has occupied the~ place of musical director

—

that something lyrical and light miglit be adapted

even to those small musical means, and serve to de-

velope them, while it would furnish a new and very

amusing .and refined pleasure to the public. The

light buffo operas, musical farces, &c., of the Opei-if

Comique in Paris, of so many smaller theatres in

Italy and Germany, miglit thrive well here—wdiy

not '! Only they would have to bo specially adapted,

perhaps .specially compo.sed, tor our publics and our

theatres. The Museum has happily taken the lead,

and given out of its own resources, without borrow-

ing from abroad, a fresh and sparkling operetta, the

nuisic of which is written by Mr. Eichberg, the

Director, and the libretto by Mr.BsNjAMiN Edward
WooLF, a member of the orchestra.
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The plot abounds in most amusing situations,ancl is

very clever, except for the abrupt conclusion. The

dialogue, as in most such things in Europe, is in

large part musical, but partly spoken. The transi-

tions from one to the other are naturally effected in

this case. Of Mr. Eichberg's music it is some praise

to say, that it is best wherever the situations are most

complicated. The single songs or airs, which occur

chiefly in the first part, are the least striking and orig-

inal pieces in the work, although they all liave charm

and fitness. Some of them sound rather English and

Museum-like, .'ifter the Balfe pattern ;—good ones of

their kiad though. But in the concerted pieces, where

divided melody and orchestral hints have play, the

music becomes quite felicitous and charming, and

completely interpenetrated with the comedy, so that

the two seem as if born together, as they should.

—

The ear is taken with not a few fine points in these

parts of the woi'k, and one can enjoy them as he

does such things in the standard comic operas. Of

course the composer had to have constant regard to

the limited means, vocal and instrumental, at his dis-

posal ; ai d the wonder is that with them he could

do so much. Besides producing a nice little work,

quite palatable to the musical sense, and creditable lo

his productive talent, he seems really to have dcvel

oped a certain serviceable amount of musical faculty

in the Museum company, for which they have not

hitherto had credit. It is moderate to be sure, but it

suffices to make such light oper:is enjoyable.

The piece has a short ovej;tiire, beginning with a

march, which is promising enough. The scene

throughout is in the house of Dr. Paracelsus, the

famous quack, in Alcantara. Eirst we hear a tenor

serenade from a boat witbont, sung by Carlos, the

lover (Mr. W. J. Hill), which is pretty enough,

after a common type. It is meant for Is.abella, the

daughter (Miss Oriana Marshall), who prefers

the unknown lover to the husband selected by her par-

ents. Three ladies creep out from opposire corners

of the stage, to claim the serenade—Isabella, Donna
Lncrezia, the vain old mother (Miss AIestater),

and Inez,the smart maid, contralto, (Miss Josephine
Orton.) They surprise each other at t'e window,

and the Quarrel Trio which ensues, " You saucy

jade," is very spirited. Young mistress and maid

each have an aria about their unhappy loves, which

we have called Balfe i.sh. The Doctor (Mestater)
enters,heralding the arrival of a huge basket for Inez,

"confections'* from the candy-making lover whose

neglect she has just complained of. The mysterious

duettino of the lackeys, who bring it, is highly comi-

cal, music and gesture well reflected in each other.

The basket contains—Don Carlos, who siezes the

first chance, when alone, to step out, meets the old

lady and pours out his love to her (which she sup-

poses for her) in an ardent and impatient melody,

"I love, I love," which is quite effective. But per-

haps the happiest solo Jn the piece is the romanza,

which has just before been sung by Donna Lncrezia,

"The Knight of Alcantara ;" it is charmingly Span-

ish and characteristic. The attempt of Inez and the

the Doctor to remove the basket to the balcony, that

they may examine the present, and their terror at

having dropped it over into the river, when they

learn that there was a-man in it, makes a comical

crescendo of the interest, which reaches its climax in

the entrance of the Alguazil (Mr. H. Peakes), and
posse, who delivers a telling pompous bass solo, and

the act ends with a grand finale by the whole, whic ,

is worked up with no mean effect.

Comical complications increase in the second act,

when to the terror of one involuntary murder on the

part of Inez and the Doctor is added another: the

offering by mistake, for wine, one of the Doctor's

poisoned draughts to Carlos, who is still about the

house, and whom they fear to be a spy of the police,

and would conciliate. They hide the body in a sofa,

and then, to make bad worse, in comes Senor Bal-

tbnzzar (Ketciium), the father of the youtli, whom
Isabella supposes she is to be forced to marry, hut

who turns out to be no other than her own Carlos.

Papa will pass the night here ; but in the confusion

tliey can offer no hospitalities ; scarcely a bed ;
he

must sleep there on the sofa—over the corpse of his

own son ! The Quartet : "Good night, Senor Bal-

thazar " is the most capital piece of music in the

whole—a strange grotesque mixture of broad day-

light humor with mysterious ghostlike terrors. It

puts the ]ioor man into a fearfully nervous state on

going to bed, the scene of which is indescribuhly

comic, the orchestra (ontributing as much as the ad-

mirable acting. The happy denouement follows

rather abruptly, and the second finale: "Hope ever

smiling," though brilliant, is hardly equal to that of

the first act.

Italian Opera.—Auber's Masniiiello—that is, a

very unsparing abridgement of it, whicli is all that

is ever vouclisafed to us of it by the Opera companies

that come here—was twice presented at the Academy

last week, on Wednesday evening and Saturday after-

noon. The latter was considerably the best perform-

ancr, and had the largest audience of the season.

The well-known acts and choruses of the famous

opera (itself so little known to us), were as fresh and

beautiful as ever. But on the first night much of the

chorus-singing was very careless, coarse and out Of

tune ; it was much better done on Saturday. Two
parts in it were finely taken ; that of Masaniello by

Brignolt, who was in good voice and exerted him-

self to sing the music manfully, and that of Pietro,

which Susini made decidedly imposing. Miss

HiNKLET showed earnestness and good dramatic

promise in the part of Elvira. Of the other charac-

ters the less said the better, except the silent music

of the pretty part of the dumb gi:-l Fenella, which

was danced and gesticulated in very graceful and

expressive pantomime by the dark-eyed Senorita

CUBAS.

On Thursday, and again on Tuesday of this week,

the popular " Martha " was very satisfactorily pre-

sented, with Miss Kellogg, Mme. D'Angri,

Brignoli and Susini in the chief parts. It could

hardly fail to be well done. On Friday a new tenor,

f cm the Havana troupe, Sig. Errani, made a fair

impression. On Snnday evening the usual style of

Italian Opera Sacred Concert was given in the Music

Hall—tlie Stiibat Mater being the dish which they

keep always ready cooked.

Bellini's Sonnawhula was the first opera we ever

heard (in the time of the Woods), and it still does us

good to hear it as least once a year. That music i.9

so fresh, spontaneous and full of real melodic

thoughts, that pathos so genuine and true, that the

charm does not wear out. The performance as a

whole was good. Miss Kellogg was very winning

as Amina ; in action natural and s-imple, while her

fresh, penetrating and expressive voice,though limited

in volume, rendered the music very sympathetically

and with a high degree of execution. Brignoli is

always admirable in the Sonnambula music, and gave
us bis best voice and style. But the part of the

Count Cbaritone) lacked all weight and dignity in

Sig. Mancusi's rendering.

The Fuvonta and Figlin del Ite(/fjimpiifo were an-

nounced for Thursday and Friday evenings, and this

afternoon the season will close with a "Grand Com-
bination Matine'e," consisting of an entire opera and
an act of La Troviatu, in which Mrs. Varian will

sing.

We regret to learn that Mr. Jansei^, one of the

most valuable members of the Orpheus Glee Club, is

about to remove to California. The loss of his rich

basso will be deeply felt. A Complimentary Concert

will be given to him by the "Orpheus," next Satur-

day evening, in the Melodeon, when Schubert's

"Song of Spirits over the Waters " will probably be

sung once more.

Foreign papers announce the death of Halevt,
the eminent composer of ••La Juive " and oi;her

operas.

Jwsical Cffrrcspniiente.

For Dwight^s Journal of Music

Mr. Editor.—Will not Mr. Zerrahn or our

Quintett Club, provide us with one or all of the

following deliirhtful works, never yet heard here, as

I believe. They were admirably performeil by the

" Tonkiinstler Vcrcin " of Dresden in the winter

of 1856-7, where I heard them and where they crea-

ted a " furor" of enthusiasm.

1. Septett mililaire— (C. dur. Op. 114) for Piano-

forte, Flute, Violin, Clarinette, V'cello, Trumpet and

Contrabass. By Hummel.

2. Ociett—C moll, for 2 Oboes, 2 Clarinetts, 2

Bassoons and 2 Horns. By Mozart.

3. Or.tefl—i'E!'. dur, op. 103,) (or 2 Clarii.etts, 2

Oboes, 2 Horns and 2 Bassoons. By Beethoven.

Yours ever.—A.

Pittsfield, Mass., April 10.—I send you with

this the programme of a Chamber Concert given by

the pupils of the Mendelssohn Musical Institute, in

this place last evening.

1. Rondo Britliant Kuhlan
2. Song—"Now the dancing punbeams play," Haydn
3. Prelude and Fogue in E major, B.ach

4. Vocal Trio—-'La Serenade dep Anges." Concone

5. Lied ohne Worte. I.eiv. 3, No. 3, Blendelspotin

6 Song—"-\ve Maria," Schubert

7. Sonata in D miijor. Op 28, Reethoveu

8. Grand Bno Concertaute CM. von \yeber
Movements—Alleirro— Adagio—Minuetto

—

Trio and Presto Leirgiero.

The selection of pieces was not made "for popular

effect," but is "a specimen of their usual studies."

Bc'nu' given entirely by the pupils, also it was a dis

piny of their proficiency ratlier than an exhibition of

skill in the mechanical performance of the teachers ;

which I think, by the way, is no evidence of ability

to impart skill to others.

In the vocal performances last evening the most

noticeable features were accuracy of intonation, puri-

ty and sweetness of portamento, and a strict rendering

of the author's musical idea.

The vocal trio by Concone, in the style of Cathe-

dral mnsic, requiring firmness of voice and exactness

of tone, was well sustained, the voices well balanced

and harmonious. Schubert's unsurpassed song Are
Maria was rendered by a remarkably sweet and rich

voice, which promises much from farther cultivation,

and from which we may expect future pleasure. The
Lied ohne Worte by Mendelssohn, though one of the

most difficult of execution, was so well rendered as to

be creditable to both teacher and pupil ; as the melo-

dy was made predominant, yet smooth .and flowing
;

while the .accompaniment was really such, subdued

and gracefully swelling and yielding to the expres-

sion of the song. Beethoven's (Op. 28) Sonata Pas-

torale is one of his best and a favorite Sonata. It

was given with skill and expression by the performer,

and listened to with the interest which it alw.ays in-

spires. The grand piece of the whole however was

the Duo by Weber, which may well take its place by

the side of Beethoven's creations. The Adagio, so

grand and solemn, breathing over the spirit a holy

calmness—the Allegro, hopeful and invigorating, in-

spiring to energetic action, and the Presto, full of

animation, sp.irkling and brilliant, making the heart

and pulses leap with gladness. The influence of such

mnsic cannot be otherwise than elevating ; and culti-

vation of a love for it a worthy object for such an In-

stitution as the Mendelssohn. It labors persevcring-

ly in this cause, avoiding any style of music, either

for study or pleasure, that is trifling or unworthy,

and endeavors to create in its pupils an ambition for

that only which is pure and elevated.

Acanthus.
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Snsifiil Intelligence.

St. Louis, Mo.—A gentleman named "Lento,"

sends us "the first Correspondence 1 ever wrote,"

complaining of another gentleman named "Presto,"

for not writing to this Journal an account of a Com-

plimentary Concert given on the 6th ult. to Edward
SOBOLEWSKY, Director of the St. Louis Philhar-

monic Society,—a gentleman, who has done much,

it seems, "to elevate the taste and ton " of that musi-

cal community. "Lento " is not slow in "passing

quickly over " tlie first three numbers of the concert

("Midsummer Night's Dream " overture, a Baritone

Song by "Verdy," and a Flute Solo) and coming at

once and enthusiastically to "the event of the even-

ing," the debut of Hiss Malvine Sobolewsky—

a

young lady "gifted with every attribute which St.

Cecilia bestows on her favorites." Having "master-

ed " the art by "solid study," it is no wonder that

the "perfection " and "the graceful style," with

which she sang Handel's : "Hark, 't is the Linnet,"

won the enthusiasm of every connoisseur. She also

sang the "Venzano Waltz," and for an encore,

"Home, sweet home," and "Lento " never can for-

get "the noble simplicity, the soul-comforting holi.

ness, with which this adorable young lady sung this

American popular song ; many were touched to

tears ; truly it was like an act of devotion." "Len-

to " wishes he could stop here, but is forced to add

how well a Quartet for male voices, Krentzer's

"Chapel," was sung ; after which brief modulation

he must of course return once more to his key-note

and inform us that "to hear Miss Sobolewsky was

happiness and a foretaste of the coming Spring."

—

Other pieces given in the concert were : a Fantasia

and variations, for piano, by Dohler, played by Pro-

fessor Bode, who (according to "Lento ") is a better

interpreter of Beethoven and the classics, and played

the Concerto in C major with great effect on a for-

mer occasion ;—a Duet from // Barbiere

;

—the An-

dante from Beethoven's 2nd Symphony,—enjoyed

very much (which we are glad to hear "is a matter

of course with a St. Louis audience") ; a chorus :

"Who does awake you, ye flowers," composed by

the Director ; a'^Violin Solo, by De Berciot, played

"in most artist-like manner," by Dr. Fellerer. But

Miss Sobolewsky! "Presto " has certaiuly been nap-

ping (like the hare that raced with the turtle), to let

"Lento " bring us this first "foretaste of the coming

Spring "
!

Milwaukee, Wis.—A correspondent informs us

that the Musical Society gave their first concert for

members on Friday evening, March 28.

"Unfortunately, owing to the burning of Albany

Hall, this concert had to be performed at the (so

called) Academy of Music, a large and convenient

hall, but built without reference to the principles of

acoustics. W. V. Wallace's overture to ' Lorely,'

was performed for the first time in this city. It

pleased very much. No. 2, the duet from " Belisa-

rio," was sung by Messrs. Jacobs (tenor), and Ros-

enthal (baritone). They deserved ati encore, which

was not demanded by the audience, owing undoubt-

edly to the above-mentioned defect of the hall. The

"Dedication" Song by Schumann, was sung by Mrs.

Geisbekg, a favorite here, but who has been silent

for some time. She was called out, and favored the

audience with a light song. " The Ocean at Rest

and Happy Voyage," by Beethoven, was given by

the full force of the Society Mendelssohn's overture,

" Fingal's Cave," was received quietly by the audi-

ence, as are nearly all pieces by the orchestra. Abt's

male chorus, " Farewell to the Fatherland," was en-

thusiastically received, and had to be repeated. The

best piece of the evening, however "[what better than

''Fingal's Cave," or t!ie piece by Beethoven
?J'* was

the Grand Duo lor two violins, by Kalliwoda, per-

formed by Mr. Weinberg, and a pupil. They were

interrupted by frequent bursts of applause ; and at

the close, received an encore. The young man who

made his first appearance on this occasion, is a dili-

gent member of the orchestra, and bids fiir to he-

come a credit to his teacher. The spirited finale

from Weber's "Freischiitz" closed the evening's en-

tertainment. Mr. Jacobs as Mar, and Mrs. Geis-

berg as Agathe, added fresh laurels to their fame."

Taunton, Mass.—The Bristol Co. Republican

says :

—

"The exhibition of Mr. Soule's Singing School on

Tuesday evening, was a very pleasant and successful

entertainment. So large a chorus is seldom heard in

Taunton, and one so well trained and so finely bal-

anced is rarely heard anywhere. There is a strength

and sublimity in a multitude of voices which cannot

be .approached l>y a small number, be they ever so

powerful and cultivated. A great chorus can be soft

without l>ecoming weak,—it can be loud without de-

generating into mere noise and screaming. We were
particularly impressed with this on Tuesday evening.

The effects of light and shade, of piano, crescendo and
forte were produced with great beauty. There was a
precision of movement, a toning down of individual

voices so that none were over-prominent, aud a spirit

and enthusiasm pervading the whole body of perfor-

mers, which showed that their leader had a 'gift ' for

his work. Our only regret was, that there was not

more chorus singing. It was the feature of the en-

tertainment. And in so saying we would by no
means underrate the miscellaneous performances
They did much credit to the performers. Mr. Dun-
bar and Miss Dean received an encore which was
well deserved."

Worcester, Mass.—"Stella" (PaUaditmi) tells

of a Charity Concert, given at Rev. Dr. Hill's church,

on the 1st inst,

Mr. Thayer, organist of the church, played an
overture on themes from Roberto ; also Bach's Fngue
No. 7, G minor, to which he gave admirable render-

ing. In devoting himself to the study of Bach, Mr.
Thayer is placing himself in a high rank in his pro-

fession ; for the organist who neglects the works of

this great tone-poet must remain unacquainted with
the highest capacities ot the organ. Mr. Lawrence
sang the air from the Messiah, "Thus saith the

Lord ;" Mr. Stocking, with good expression, the

Creation air, "In Native Worth ;" Miss Lizzie Eaton
a beautiful air from Mozart's Idomeneo, which suited

well-iier girlish, flute-like voice. Miss Whitinc: sang
a recitative and air from Engedi, a difficult task for a

singer of more experience ; but she gave it, for the

most part, very well. Miss Whiting's example com-
mends itself to a large class of public singers, who,
content witii the easily-won praises of an audience,
limit their selections to a few hackneyed, popular airs,

never rising higher in their art than these first steps,

never knowing what wealth of song lies above them,
out of their reach because they will not take the trou-

ble to attain it.

The leading feature of the evening was De Monti's
Mass in B fl.at, sung by the choir with excellent

effect. It had evidently received diligent rehearsal,

aud we are glad to learn that it will soon be repe.ated.

It was heard in appreciative silence, receiving finally

a burst of applause that told of the interest excited.

It is Italian throughout ; its melodies pleasing, many
of them beautiful ; its harmonies simple, fresh, and
not intricate. Compared with such a work as Mo-
z.art's Twelfth Mass, it lacks depth. Judged by itself

alone, it is beautiful, varied with artistic gradation of

light and shade. Portions of it are familiar through
the service of the Episcopal church. The day is

certainly drawing near when the best church music
will be sung in onr Protestant as well as Catholic
churches.

Philadelphia.—The programme ofthe Saturday

afternoon Rehearsal of the Germania Orchestra,

March 29, was as follows :

1. March—Homage Lumbye
2. Overture—Pretendent (lat time). . : Kuecken
3. Air—Don Giovanni '. Mozart

4. Waltz—Talisman Lanuer

5. Andantino Grazioso of Symphony Op. 5 Gade
6. Overture—Midsummer' Night's Dream . . . .MeDdelssohn

7. Duett—Tannhauser Wagner
8. Carnival of Venice—burlesque Gung'l

'ptial S^otires.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PiibliMlied by Oliver DiiHoii & Co.

Vocal, with Piano AcGompaniment.

There's a word wliosc solemn tone.

Miss M. L. Garcia. 25

A pleasing Song in the Italian style ; rather easy.

Our famil}^ of States. National Hj^mn. Quartet. 15

A fine Anthem for festival occasions or patriotic

gatherings.

Why then for such loving care. From
"Ruij Bias.*' 25

As sung by Louisa Pyne in Howard Glover's new
and succe^ful Opera. IC is an animated and melodi-

ous little strain, written by one who evidently knows

what is pleasing to the generality of listeners in

Opera-houses.

The dying Volunteer, Song. Andrew Boyd. 25

A touching ballad easy of execution .

All hail to the stars and stripes. Song and Chorus

L. 0. Emerson 25

Founded on an incident famous in the early history

of the war. They are the dying words of a young

Federal volunteer who was mortally wounded in the

Baltimore Riot.

Maraquita. Portuguese Love Song. Hon. Mrs.

Norton 25

A companion to the popular Spanish Ballad "Juan-

ita '* aud just as quaint and pretty.

Instrumental Music.

The Battle of Winchester. Chos. Grobe. 25

A musical memorial of this brilliant victory of

the Union arms. The main incidents of the fight are

related in connection with the music.

Dreams ot Childhood Waltzes.

W. H. Montgomery. 30

These Waltzes are much played in England, both

by bands and amateur Pianists. They are fluently

written, have good melodies snd do excellent service

in the ball-room.

Pleyel's German Hymn. Transcription.

A. Baumhach. 35

An arrangement for somewhat advanced players.

The treatment of the theme is modern and brilliant,

and the piece interesting from beginning to end.

Whirligig Galop. J. Tenzler. 25

A good Galop, written by a band-leader who shows

himself perfectly at home in this kind of dance.

Books.

Thalberg's L'art ©u Chant. (The Art of

Singing applied to the piano.) Handsomely

bound in cloth. 3,00

The piano cannot render that which is most perfect

in the beautiful art of singing, namely, the faculty of

prolonging sounds, but the player may overcome this

imperfection with address and pkilL How this may

be done, the great Player has shown in twelve Trans-

criptions of melodies from the maeterworks of great

composers. The melody is engraved in large notes,

BO as to stand out and be recognized easily. They are

all figured, and are as invaluable to the accomplished

pianist as to the student, who wonld get at the root

of the marvellous effects which Thalberg produces in

his playing.

BIdsic by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being

about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rnte of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand

miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this Journal.

From Eelix Mendelssohn's "Travelling-

Letters."

(Continued from page 9).

Boltigen, August 7, 1831.

Evening. Out there it lightens and tliunders

terribly, and moreover rains hard ; in the moun-

tains one learns to respect the weather. I have

come no farther, because it would have been a

pity to walk tlirough the lovely Simmenthal

under an umbrella. It was a grey day, but the

forenoon was beautifully cool for walking ; the

valley at Saanen, and the whole route is inde-

scribably fresh and delightful. I cannot satiate

myself with looking at green ; I believe if I

looked all my life long at such a hilly meadow,
with a few reddish brown houses on it, I should

always find the same delight in it. And the

whole road winds along between such meadows
;

up and down by the side of brooks. At noon in

Zweisimmen I was in one of those immense
Bernese houses, where every thing shines, full of

neatness and cleanliness, all complete and pretty

to the smallest detail. There I sent my bundle

by the post to Interlaken, and now I shall set

out on a regular walk through the country ; my
night shirt in my pouch, together with brush,

comb and sketch-book. More I do not need.

But I am very tired,— if it only will be fine

weather to-morrow !

Wimmis, the 8th,

Wish me joy of meal times ! For the third

time it is so stupid. I must give up my plan of

going to Interlaken to-day, for it is not possible

to get through. For four hours the water has

been falling straight down, as if the clouds above

had beeu squeezed out. The roads are as soft

as feather beds ; of the mountains you see only

single shreds, and those but seldom. It seemed

to me sometimes, as if I were in the Markgraviate

of Brandenburg ; the Simmenthal looked alto-

gether flat. I had to button my sketch-book

under my waistcoat, for the umbrella soon ceased

to be any help ; and so I arrived here at dinner

about one o'clock. I took my breakfast in the

following place

:

[Pen sketch, dated Weissenburg, Aug. 8.]

I drew it on the spot for you with a pen, so do

not joke me about the genial weather. In Bolti-

gen I had a wretched night. There was no room
in the hotel, on account of the fair. So I had to

go into a neighboring house. There were ver-

min as in Italy, a ticking clock upon the wall,

which struck all the hours with a great noise, and

a small child that cried all the night long. I

was actually compelled to observe the child for

a while ; it cried in all keys ; all passions were

expressed in it ; it was angry, then furious, then

whining, and when it could cry no more, it

grunted very deeply. Now tell me, anybody,

that one ought to wish the years of childhood

back, because children are happy ; I am con-

vinced, that such a brat worries itself just as

much as one of us ; has its sleepless nights too,

its passions, and so on. This jihilosophioal re-

flection occurred to me this morning, while I was

sketching Weissenburg, and I wished to impart it

to you boiling hot; but there lava Constitufiond,

in which I read, that Casimir Perier will have

his discharge, and much more to set one thinking;

among other things a remarkable article about

the cholera, which should be copied off, it is so

absurd. The cholera is denied point blank in it;

only a Jew has had it in Dantzig, and he got

well. Right on top of that, a lot of Hegelianisms

in French ; then the elections of Deputies,— O
world ! As soon as I had read it through, I had

to go out into the rain again, and on through the

meadows. Really in no dream is such charming

country to be seen, as this; even in the vilest

weather the little churches, the multitudes of

houses and bushes and springs look too lovely.

And then the green, to-day it was truly in its

element. It is still pouring out of doors, and yet

it is long after dinner. This evening I shall not get

farther than Spiez. I am sorrythat I shall neither

be able to see this here,which seems to be charm-

ingly situated, nor Spiez, which I know through

Rosel's drawings. Here is the grand point of

the whole Simmenthal, and hence it runs in the

old song

:

Hintern, Nie-sen, vorn am Nie-sen,

iisind die be-sten AI - pen -in Sie- be-thal,
/T^f-

:d=a:

Sie-bethal, Siebe-thal, Sie-bethal, Siebethal.

I have sung that all this day upon the road.

But the Siebethal has not thanked me for the

compliment, but has kept on raining.

Wyler.

Evening. In Spiez we were not received

;

there is no inn there where one can pass the

night. So I had to come back here. I had my
delight in the situation of Spiez ; built quite out

into the lake upon a rock, with many little

towers, gables and pinnacles; a palace yard with

its orangerie ; a surly nobleman with two hunt-

ing hounds behind him; a little church ; terraces

with variegated flowers; it has a most lovely

appearance.

To-morrow I shall see it again from the other

side, if the weather admits of seeing. To-day it

has ponred three hours in succession ; I have got

pretty wet on the way here. The forest streams

are splendid in such weather; they rave and

rage. I came over such a devil, the Kander ; it

was utterly beside itself, leaped, and thundered,

and foamed ; moreover it looked entirely brown,

and the foam yellowish, and it sprinkled far and

wide. Of the mountains only a black peak here

and there came out of the light rain clouds

;

they hang deeper down into the valley to-day,

than I have ever seen them,

beautiful

!

Yet the day was

Wyler, the 9th, morning.

To-day it is still madder. It has poured all

night, and still pours all the morning. But I

have sent word that I shall not go on in such

weather, and if it does not hold up, I shall still

write this evening from Wyler. Meanwhile I

have an opportunity to make acquaintance

with my Swiss landlord. How naive they are ! I

could not draw my shoes on, they were so soaked

by the rain ; the landlady asked if I would have

a shoeing-horn ; and when I said yes, she brought

me a table spoon. But that will answer. And
then they are strong politicians. Over my bed

hangs a frightful grimace, under which stands :

Prince Baniadofsgi. If he had not a sort of

Polish costume, it would be difiicult to make out

whether it was meant for a man or a woman

;

neither from the picture nor the inscription is it

quite clear.

Evening, in Unterseen.

The joke has become bitter earnest, as may
easily happen at such a time. The storm has

raged fearfully, done great damage, and spread

desolation ; the people can remember no worse

storm and rain for many years. And it all comes

with such inconceivable rapidity. This morning

it was merely disagreeable bad weather, and at

noon all the bridges were gone, the passages ob-

structed for the time ; there are land-slides on the

the lake of Brienz, everything in uproar. I have

just learned below, that war has been declared in

Europe ; it looks wild and gloomy in the world

indeed, and one must think himself happy, if he

only has for the next moment a warm room and

a comfortable shelter, as I have here. Early to-

day the rain held in a moment, and I thought

that the clouds had exhausted themselves. So I

came away from Wyler, and at once found the

road already much destroyed ; but it would soon

be otherwise. The rain began again softly, and

suddenly by nine o'clock beat down with such<

violence, and so in a moment, that one soon per-

ceived there must be something more than usual

at work. I crept into a cottage which had been

begun, in which there lay a great heap of hay,

and made myself quite a convenient bed in the

fragrant hay ; a soldier of the Canton, who
wanted to go to Thun, also crept in from the

other side, and after an hour, as it grew no bet-

ter, we both went on in opposite directions ; I

had to go under a roof once more in Leisingen,

and waited a long time ; but as my things were

in Interlaken, only two hours journey, I thought

I would strain a point to get there, and so set out

toward one o'clock for Interlaken. There was

positively nothing to be seen, except the grey

mirror of the lake ;
no mountain,— seldom the

lines of the opposite shore. The springs, which,

as you remember, oflen run in the footpaths, had

become streams, in which one was obliged to

wade ; when the road ascended, the water stood
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still and formed a lake. Then I had to jump

over the wet hedges, into the boggy meadows

;

the little boughs of trees, on which one walks

over the brooks, lay underneath the water. Once

I came between two such brooks, which poured

into one another,and had to walk a long while up

to my ankles against the stream. Moreover all

the water is black or of chocolate brown ;
it looks

as if mere earth were flowing and leaping along

there. From above it rained in torrents; the

wind sometimes shook the water down from the

wet walnut trees; the waterfalls, which go into

the lake, thundered terribly from both shores ;

—

you could follow in the distance the brown

streaks as they ran into the bright water of the

lake; and, added to all that, the lake was per-

fectly still, and scarcely moved, and quietly re-

ceived all the roaring tumult that passed into it.

Here a man met me, who had pulled off his

shoes and stockings and stripped up his panta-

loons. Then I felt rather uneasy. Presently I

met a couple of women, who said I could not get

through the village, the bridges were all gone.

I asked, how far I had yet to go to reach Interla-

ken ? A good three miles, they answered. It

would not do to turn about ; so I went forward

into the village. There the people cried out to

me from the windows, that I could not go any

farther, that the water came down too strong

from the mountains, and actually there was al-

ready in the middle of the village but a savage

hospitality. The muddy stream had carried all

away with it, ran around the houses, into the

meadows, up the footpaths, and thundered below

in the lake. Fortunately there was a little boat

there ; in that I got myself taken over to Neu-

haus, although the trip in the open boat, in the

sharpest rain, was not sweet. My situation in

Neuhaus was pretty miserable ;
— I looked as if

I wore top-boots over my light pantaloons : shoes,

stockings and all were dark brown up to the

knees; then came the real white color; then a

soft, blue overcoat; indeed the sketch-book,

which I had buttoned under my waistcoat, was

wet. In such a plight I arrived at Interlaken,

and was received unfriendilly ; the people could

not or would not give me any place, and so I had

to come back here to Unterseen, where I am

lodged and feel excellent well. But it is singu-

lar ; I had rejoiced all the way in the thought of

coming once more into the hotel at Interlaken,

where I could have many reminiscences ; and I

actually drove up in my little Neuhaus wagon to

the place of the walnut trees, and saw the well-

known glass gallery ; the pretty landlady came

to the door too, somewhat altered and grown

older to be sore ;
— all the bad weather and the

inconveniences have not vexed me so much, as

to find that I could not stay there. For the first

time since leaving Vevay I was put out of tune

by it for half an hour, and I had to sing Beet-

hoven's A flat major Adagio

-•-^•Bi»-
f-tf
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three or four times, before I was all right

again. Here I first learned, how much damage
the storm had done, and may yet do, for it keeps

on pouring.

Evening, half-past nine. The bridge at Zwei-

liitschinen is carried away ; the carriers fi'om

Brienz and Grindelwald would not go home, for

fear of some stones coming down upon their

heads. The water here stands but a foot and a

halfbelow the Aar bridge ; it is indiscribable, how

mournful the sky looks. Here I can wait the

end of it ; and I need no environments, to call

up recollections. In fact they have shown me
into a chamber, where a piano stands, one made

in the year 1794, which has in tone much resem-

blance with the little, old Silbermann in my room,

and so I have become fond of it with the first

chord, and can also think of you well on it. It has

lived through a good deal,this piano,and probably

never dreamed that I should some day compose

upon it, I who was only born in 1809 ; no%v that

was a good two and twenty years ago, while the

piano is already thirty-seven years old, and still

bids fair long to remain fresh ! There are new

songs under way again, dear sisters! You do

not know my principal song in E major, " On
the Journey ;" it is very sentimental. I am now

making one, which will not be good, I fear ; but

it must suit us three, for it is very well meant

;

the text is by Goethe, but I do not say what ; it

is too absurd to compose just that; nor is it suit-

able for music ; but I found it so heavenly beau-

tiful, that I could not help singing it to myself.

For to-day I have done. Good night, you dear

ones

!

The 10th.

To-day it has been the clearest weather, and

the storm is past. Would that it might end so

quickly with all storms, and clear up ! I have

passed a glorious day, have sketched, composed,

and drunk air. In the afternoon I was on horse-

back in Interlaken ; — no man can go there now
on foot ; the whole way now stands under water,

eo that even on horseback one gets very wet.

Here in this place too the streets are overflooded

and shut up ; but it is too beautiful at Interlak-

en ! One really feels too small when he sees

how glorious the,good God has made the world;

and more glorious than it is here, one cannot see

it.

I drew for father one of the walnut trees, of

which he is so fond
; and some day I mean to

make a faithful drawing of a regular Bernese

house for him. A troop of people, men, women
and children, walked by, and gazed at me ; I

thought they had it now, as I had yesterday, and

I should have liked to call out and remind them

of it ! In the evening the snow mountains glow-

ed in the clearest outline and most beautiful

colors. When I came back, I wanted some music

paper ; they referred me to the pastor,— he to

the ranger, and from his daughter I have obtain-

ed two very fine, handsome sheets. The song,

of which I wrote yesterday, is already finished

;

it breaks my heart though,to tell you what it is

—

but do not laugh at me too much— it is nothing

else than— but don't suspect me of hydrophobia

— the sonnet " Die Liehende schreibl."* I fear,

however, it is good for nothing ; there is more
feeling put into it, I fear, than there comes out

of it
;
yet there are a few good passages in it,

and to-morrow I shall make another little one

from Uhland. Also one or two things for the

piano are progressing again. Unfortunately I

am quite unable to judge of my new thinirs,

—

don't know whether they are good or bad
; and

that comes from the fact, that for a year past

everybody to whom I play anything of mine,

*In the set of songs Op. 36 ; among the posthumous works
op. 15.

roundly declares it wonderfully fine, and that

amounts to nothing ! I wish there was some one

who could cut me up intelligently, or, what

were still finer, who could praise me intelligently

;

then I should not always want to do it myself,

and be mistrustful of myself. Meanwhile one

must still keep writing on.

Of the ranger I have just learned, that the

whole land is desolated ; sad reports come in

from all sides. The bridges in the Hasli-thal are

all gone; houses and cottages too; a man arriv-

ed here to-day from Lauterbrunnen, who had to

walk up to his breast in water; the carriage

road is ruined, and, what to me was very omin-

ous, the report is, that the Kander has washed

down a mass of furniture and house utensils,

from no one knows where. Fortunately the

water is already sinking again, but the mischief

will not be so speedily repaired. It has made

my travelling plan again uncertain ; for if there

is danger, I shall not go into the mountains.

The nth.

And herewith I close my first batch of diary

to you, and send it olf. To-morrow I begin a

new one, for to-morrow I think of going to

Lauterbrunner. The way is practicable for

foot passengers ; there is no talk of danger

;

travellers have already come from there to-day
;

but for carriages the road will not be passable

again this year. Then I will go over the little

Scheideck to Grindelwald ; over the great Schei-

deck to Jleiringen ; over the Furca and the

Grimsel to Altorf ; and so on to Lucerne, storm,

rain and all the rest, i. e., God willing. Early

this morning I was on the Harder, and saw the

mountains in all their glory ; never yet have I

seen the Jungfrau glowing so clear, as last

evening and this morning. Then I rode again

to Interlaken, where I finished drawing ray nut

tree ; then 1 have composed a little ; then three

waltzes were written on the rest of the music

paper for the ranger's daughtei-, and courteously

presented ; and just now I come from a water

excursion, which I have made to an inundated

reading room, to see what the Poles are about.

But unfortunately there is not a word about them

in the newspapers. Now I will pack until even-

ing ; but it is really hard for me to leave this room

here ; it is so cozy, and my dear little piano I

shall miss very much. I will paint you the view

from my window with my pen on the other side

of the sheet, and write down my second song

then Unterseen too will pass into the world of

memory. Ah, how rapidly ! I quote myself;

that is not very modest, but the thought occurs

to one only too often now, when the days are

shortening, when one opens the travelling map at

one page and another, and when first Weimar,

then Blunich, then Vienna falls a year behind !

Well here is my window !

[Pen sketch.]

An hnvr later. The plan is changed, and I

remain till day after to-morrow. The people

think the roads will then be decidedly better, and

there is still enough here to see and to draw.

The Aar has not stood so high for 70 years.

To-day they watched upon the bridge with poles

and hooks, to fish up single pieces of bridges

that have been carried away. It was a strange

sight, when such a black looking thing came

floating out from the distant mountains, and was

finally recognized as a piece of railing, or a
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crossbeam, or something of the sort, to s^e how

they all ran together and hooked away at it,

until they drasjued the monster out of the water.

But enough of water, i. e., enough of diary. It

is now evening and has grown dark,—I write by

candle-light, and should like right well to knock

at your door and seat myself at the round table

with you. It is the old story again : wherever it

is most bright and beautiful, and where I feel

right well and comfortable, there I fir.st feel the

want of you, and there I would best like to be

with you. But who knows, if we shall not come

here together one of these years, and then think

of to-day, as we now think of that former time I

But since no one knows that, T will not muse

upon it any longer, but will write out my song,

gaze a little more at the mountains, wish you all

joy and happiness, and shut up my journal.

Felix.
(To be contiDued.)

For Dwight's Journal of Music.

A Genealogical Disquisition,

WHICH LEAVES EVERYTHING AT LOOSE ENDS.

It would be a poor compliment to any reader

of the musical journals, to suppose him ignorant

of the name of Bondini— the operatic director

for whom Mozart wrote Don Juan, and whose

daughter, Teresa, was the original Zerlina. So

much we find in Holmes' Life of Mozart. This

Bondini was a native of Bologna, " a sharp sight-

ed man, rich in knowledge of theatrical affairs,"

who opened the " small court theatre " in Dres-

den with an Italian operatic company in Septem-

ber, 1776,—according to another authority. How
Bondini extended his operations until he was sup-

plying Dresden, Leipsic and Prague alternately

with some months of opera annually, and spar-

ing no expense to obtain the best of singers and

instrumental performers— what he effected in

Prague, Holmes tells us — and the best actors

for his German theatre, and much more to the

same effect is not necessary for our present gen-

ealogical purpose. At Easter, 1791, Count

Thun's theatre in Prague, in which Mozart's

masterpieces were played and where Don Juan

first saw the light (of the foot lamps), was de-

stroyed by fire, "ruined by which," says Fetis,

(in his notice of Bondini's daughter in the new
edition of his " Musiciens") " he determined to

return to Italy, where he hoped to find resources

to re-establish his afiEairs ; but he died on the

journey, and his family, reduced to a most pain-

ful condition, was hardly able to reach Bologna."

All this may be very true, but unfortunately,

Fetis is so sadly untrustworthj' on all matters be-

longing beyond the "natural boundary," that the

following remark in the " Allgemeines Theater

Lexicon" (article Leipzig) has in my mind equal

authority: "On the death of Bondini in 1796,

Franz Seconda obtained the license" (of the

Leipzig theatre). The only importance the mat-

ter has, is in its effect upon the question where

an^ when his second daughter obtained her early

musical education.

Terese Bondini's name appears in the list of

Court-singers at Dresden as early as 1782. She

may therefore have been some twenty years of

age, when she sang Zerlina at Prague,and Mozart

taught her how to shriek.

Marie Anne, the other daughter referred to,

was born at Dresden, Oct. 18, 1780, and accord-

ing to Fetis was, at the age of ten years, already

a line pianist and residing in Bologna, where she

was taught singing by Sartorini ; — but this con-

flicts with the " Theater Lexicon." A plague o'

both their houses ! However, the Bondinis dis-

appear from my books until 1805, in which year

Marie Anne comes to light again, in Paris, as the

wife of Luigi Barilli.

This man, says Fetis, was born at Modena in

176 7, (ir at Naples in 1764, which latter date he

thinks the more probable ; but the Paris corres-

pondents of the Tjcip. Allq. Zeitunfj always speak

of him as a native of Bologna, and the notice of

his death implies, at least, that 1768 was the date

of his birth. Barili's first appearance in Paris

was at the theatre Louvais, Aug. 19,1805. His

voice was feeble and not very pleasing; but his

method was excellent and his comic powers ex-

traordinary. Fetis says :
" Pendant phis de dix-

huit ans Barilli eut le privilege de /aire rire les

dilettanti Parhiens, quoique son organ eut perdu

de sonorile dans les dernieres annees." In 1809

he became one of the four directors of the Italian

Opera at the Odeon, but sustained such heavy

losses as to be glad to accept a humbler position,

when that theatre was taken by Mad. Catalani.

He lost his wife (in 1813) and three sons, -whom

she had borne him (Fetis) ; became Regisseur of

the Italian Opera in 1820, broke his leg early in

1824 and died of appoplexy, May 26, the same

year.

"The probity and disinterestedness of this ex-

cellent actor had gained him many friends, who
were obliged to contribute to pay the expenses

of his funeral and who erected a tomb for him

near that of his wife in the East Cemetery."

—

(Fetis).

" On the 26th May last died Herr Barilli of

Bologna, Regisseur of the Italian theatre, in his

56th year. An excellent man ! During the 19

years of his residence here he appeared in 98

different operas and always with credit. His

parts were Figaro, Leporello, Geronimo in the

Matrimonio Segreto, and the like. In the last of

these he was, to perfection, the right man in the

right place. His essential excellence was his cor-

rect declamation, so much the more praiseworthy

because now so seldom heard."

—

(^Paris Corr. of

the Leip. Allg. Zeilung, 1824.)

Upon arriving in Paris (1805^ Marie Anne
(Bondini) Barili sang with great applause in

concerts, and it was not until Jan. 14, 1807, that

the directors of the theatre Louvais could per-

suade her to overcome her timidity and venture

upon the stage. The opera was Guglielmi's

"Due Gemelli." She was struck with stage fright

and broke down; but on the 13th of May, she

tried a second time, in Paer's ^'Griselda" and

with complete success. From this time to her

death she was the idol of the Paris Italian Opera

public, as well as chamber singer to Napoleon

—

a distinction, which she owed entirely to her art,

her virtue being incorruptible.

A contemporary notice or two of her may be

of interest. Here is one dated Oct. 1809,

contained in a notice of the Paris Italian Opera

of the preceding summer. A Madame Festa

had been singing on the stage as prima donna in

Paisiello's "Motlinara," alternately with Mad.

Barilli in Sarti's "Nozze di Dorina.''

"Mad. Festa first appeared as the Mollinara

and with great success, her skill gaining her a

multitude of admirers. Mad. Barilli,* who had

withdrawn for a time to give her rival and her

rival's admirers free play and then to re-appear

with all the more success, made the fortune of

Sarti's opera. There followed something of a

rivalry, by which, however, the public was a

gainer." After criticizing Sarti's work severely,

the writer goes on :
" the duet in the first act is

usually repeated, in which Mad. Barilli has a

grand opportunity to exhibit all her force, espe-

cially her power of execution. This songstress,

then, possesses—it is true, not a grand all-per-

vading voice— but one of remarkable compass.

She sings with ease up to

and

I
lEL

"It is impossible to convey to you an idea of the

perfection with which she executes whatever she

bestows pains upon. She can go on for a quarter

of an hour, executing the most difficult passages

and divisions, with never a note false, nay, with

never one indistinct or faltering. Hence her

special triumph is in bravura singing. Her runs

up and down are as neat as if executed upon a

flute. All the more pity therefore that Mad. B.

sings with neither warmth nor expression. The
color is always the same, and her soul has not the

slightest sympathy with any words she sings.

Hence a feeling of monotony when one hears her

much and often. She will always gain applause,

but never excite enthusiasm. She, howevor,

soars so far above all the French songstresses, that

it would be nonsense to cempare her with any

one of them. She has also the advantage of be-

ing the wife of the best actor in this theatre and

can therefore devote any amount of care to

securing a perfect ensemble. Herr Barilli has

a fair tenor voice, not very sympathetic, but by

his good method and by the drollery of his al-

most extravagant buffoonery—allowed however

in comic opera— he has an important share in

keeping up and giving life to the theatre."

Mad. Barilli's great parts were in Mozart's

operas. Was this owing to the influence of her

early life in Dresden and Prague ? Doubtless
;

and the daughter of a man, who had sense

enough to order Don Juan from Mozart, may
well be supposed to have learned to sing that

music as it should be sung. Her greatest triumph

was the Countess in Figaro's Hochzeit, and for

many years after her death, no songstress ven-

tured to brave the public of the Odeon, by at-

tempting any innovation upon her style of per-

formance, or even in her exquisitely tasteful

toilette for the part—as it was then considered.

This part was held to be especially adapted to

her powers, because of that very boldness for

which she was criticized in some others. As late

as 1820, a writer describes this as being the most

laborious soprano part—i. e. as she sang it—then

known. Besides the two grand airs written by

Mozart for the Countess, she introduced a third

(by Simon Mayr ?) and adopted the romance
" Voi chi sapele ;" the duet with Susanna was not

so much sung, as executed in nightingale tones.

This in addition to the great compass of voice,

and the great amount of vocalization in the

second and fourth Finales—justifies that writer's

opinion.

In 1813, after a long and severe illness, she ap-

peared three times in an opera of Portogallo, was

then siezed by a malignant fever and died Oct.

24th.
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The Hannonicon (II. p. 73) has the foUowino;

in its Paris news, dated March 13, 1824.

"A sort of fatality attends poor Barilli. an

excellent man and much esteemed by the public.

He lost his wife in the flower of her youth and

beauty. Mad. Barilli was known to all Europe

for the true and enchanting manner in which she

sang the principal parts in Mozart's divine operas-

His son was ravished from him by a cruel mala-

dy ; some months ago a fraudulent bankrupt (now

in London) [Bochsa?] robbed him of all the

fruits of his industry and economy, and very re-

cently he has had the misfortune to break his lea;.

[This was by a fall in the theatre]. The admin-

istration of the Theatre Italien, as a proof of

their esteem and of their gratitude -for bis past

services, have determined to give him a free

benefit on the 21st of this month."

Here is a very " loose end " in my genealogi-

cal web. For I have no means of determining

what, if any, family connection there was be-

tween the Barillis and a certain Caterina Barili

—the name has lost an /— who sang Romeo in

Bellini's ' CapuleUi" to Virginia Wanderer's

Juliet, in Crema in 1833 and was called out by

the audience. I trace her afterwards as prima

donna, appearing successively at Crema, Odessa,

Florence, Rome, Naples, Milan, Lisbon, Cadiz,

Seville, Madrid, and in 1842 in Piaoenza, where

during the Carnival, as we read in the Leipzig

Allr/. Zeitung" "For her benefit the Barili

(Caterina) gave Norma, in which her daughter

Clothilde sang the Adalgisa."

Now from 1834 on, you will find that wher-

ever the Barili is prima donna, the tenor Palti

is sure to be included in the company, and from

1842 she assumes the name Barili-Patti.

Notices of her at Cremona,Vincenza, Vercelli,

Como and Crema bring us down to the Carnival

of 1846, when she disappears from the musical

journals which I have at hand.

In 1844 the prima donna, in the Carnival

operas at Cremona, was a songstress, very much

praised, especially as Lucia and Alice (in "Robert

the Devil") by the name of Truffi. Very soon

after, she appears as Barili-Truffi and sings suc-

cessively in Bergamo, Trieste, Rome and Turin,

•which brings us to 1847.

And now why this long story made up out of

old journals and about persons of no interest to

us V Because they may perhaps be ot interest

to us— and for the reason — that according to

the best of my knowledge and belief, the Cater-

ina Barili-Patti, above named, was the mother of

Adelina Patti. I cannot prove this from any

authorities at hand, nor can I show that she has

the hereditary right — so to speak— to be a great

artist as the descendent of the Paris Barillis and

the Dresden and Prague Bondinis. But the pro-

babilities are in favor of the hypothesis, and the

young songstress has already taken a place in

the world of art, which renders it an interesting

question, whether she is not another instance of

family talent descending through several genera-

tions and at length culminating in genius. If the

surmises be correct, " Trovator," in his letter to

Dwight's Journal., published Dec. 3, 1859, would

seem to be mistaken in placing the date of the

advent of the then infant Adelina at New York

in 1844. If the Madrid prima donna of April

8, 1843, was the mother, this is conclusive on that

point—for the following syllogism. Feb. 1, 1843,

the theatre del Circo in Madrid opened its spring

"stagione " with Donizetti's Marino Fnliero,

Caterina Barili-Patti as prima donna^ with

great applause. (L. M. ZeiUing. XLV., p. 483.)

In the Carnival of 184G, she sang at Crema.

L. M. Z., XLVII., p. 880.] Therefore she could

not have been in New York.— Q. E. D.

" Trovator," you are called upon to gather up

the family traditions, to search the Italian chroni-

cles, to write the book of Genesis (of Patti), to

give us the true history of the Exodus from Eu-

rope, the Advent in Ameri(^a, and the Acts of

those singing apostles who have played as im-

portant a part in spreading in the United States,

what you, it .is true, place rather higher as the

true musical gospel than I do.

I suppose any file of New York papers from

1844 to 1847 will decide some of the questions

at issue. A. AV. T.

* By a typographical error the Barillis in the letter from
which I quote are called Basilli.

The Great Triennial Handel Festival at

the Crystal Palace, in 1862.

(From the Pamphlet Programme of the Directors.)

Third Extract.

In connection with the subject of the proper di.'itri-

bution of the several parts of this great Orchestra,
must he placed foremof.t, as a matter of importance,
the ah.solute neces.sity for employing those artditional

winrl instruments of various timbre which are wantina;
in Handel's scores, but are so imperatively demanrlod
hy ears accustomed to modern instrumentation. This
Mr. Costa has thoroughly accomplished hy the addi-
tional accompaniments written expresslv for these
Festivals. It would be a work of sunerero^.ttion here
to dilate upon the ffeueral value of Mr. Costa's as.so-

ciation with the Handel Festivals. It has been ex-
perienced and acknowledged hy the thousands who
have had the Eood fortune to profit by his trainine
and guidance ; by many tens of thousands of delight-

ed auditors. Mr. Costa's services in executive mu-
sical aft, Avhich, durins; the last quarter of a century,
have made "Costa's Orchestra " the irreat Orchestra
of Europe, are cheerfully and nngrudgingly acknow-
ledffcd by every musician and critic. To say one
word here on these subjects would be wholly out of
place. Not so, however, as retrards the importance
of Mr. Costa's labors in placing Handel's crand con-
ceptions before the public at these great Festivals
with all the modern .advantages and improvements in

orchestr.al arrangement; with all those additional
means and appliances which become so indispensable
with the largely increased Orchestras of the present
day. Those only who watch closely the progress
and the workings of these undertakings, can fully

appreciate his arduous hut unobtrusive labors ; and
if the name of Mozart has become indis.soluhly asso-

ciated with the performances of the "Messiah," so

assuredly in all future great musical celebrations will

the additional accompaniments of Mr. Costa to "Is-
rael," "Judas," "Samson," "Solomon," "Deborah,"
the "Te Deum," and other great works of Handel,
bo as honorably associated and sought after.

It is hardly requisite upon the piesent occasion to

enter at length upon the mode to be adopted for se-

lecting the large mass of performers required for the
Festival. It is sufficient to state, that with a very
large body of Amateur Choralists in regular training
in the Metropolis, and with applications beyond pre-

cedent for admission thereto ; with a great numerical
increase in the number of duly qualified Provincial
Chorus Singers, and with a much wider range for

selection from this and other countries, for Instru-

mental as well as Choral Performers, than on previ-

ous occasions, the general class of performers must,
tvith even ordinary care, be much more effective than
heretofore.

But when to this we add the knowdcdge which the

Superintendents of the Orchestra have already gained
of those under their control, and the advantages
which will arise from the information acquired in the

selection and practice of the performers at the open-
ing of the International Exhibition—the whole of
whom, under Mr. Costa's direction, will be managed
by the same Superintendents—and when we further
couple with this the large choice of performers now
available from both town and country, affording in-

creased opportunity for insisting upon the most regu-

lar and exact attendances at rehearsals, there can be

no question that a marked advance will be ajDpareut

in the musical efficiency of the performers genera lly.

It need scarcely he said, that the system of number-
ing the place of each person in the Orchestra will he
adopted. Another great advantage arises from the
atnple supply of music hooks, provided expressly and
solely for tiicse Festivals, and which, imder the watch-
ful eye of the Conductor, are constantly receiving
fi'csh marks of expression and correction. Stress

may with reason belaid on this last-named advan-
tage ; on no occasion of even a moderate Festival

has this requirement been so well studied as at the

Himdel Festivals : and although it has only been ac-

complished by great outlay and die most minute
watclifniucss, both the money and the time have been
well expended.
These apparently minor points are dwelt upon be-

cause it hut too often happens that large numbers of

persons are assembled for musical displays without
that complete organization winch is to the full as ne-

cessary in an Orchestra as in an army. Under such
circumstances, increased numbers can only produce
increased confusion. From the first projection of the

Handel Festival, the extreme of regularity has been
insisted upon : unless that regularity had been ad-

hered to, it is well known these Festivals would not
have enjoyed the advantage of Mr. Costa's co-ope-

ration. "The Committee of the Sacred Harmonic
Society have practised this order and regularity

through a long series of years in all their musical

undertakings, and to their experience and co-opera-

tion much of the superiority of the Handel Festivals

is to be .ascribed ; and the public may have every
confidence that the co-operation hetween the Crystal

Palace Company, the Society, and Mr. Costa, which
produced such triumphs in 1857 and 1859, will not

fail to make the Triennial Handel Festiv.al of 1862
worthy in all respects of the occasion on which it is

held, and a fit successor of its great precursors.

It has been considered that it would prove interest-

ing to the public, and he a valuable record of the

great advance of musical executive art, if an exact

model—to scale—of the Great Orchestra, as it will he

arranged for the 1862 Festival, with tlie performers

in their places, were prepared for exhibition at the

International Exhibition of 1862. For this model

—

which is being prepared at a cost of several hundred
pounds—the Commissioners have granted a promi-

nent situation, and it will he on exhibition from and
after the 1st of May. As before stated, the period of

a London International Exhibition is one during

which it is imperative that Choral Music should

he represented in its most complete form. It is

felt to be a specialty in which England excels ; there-

fore it is most desirable that at such a time its best

efforts should be put forward. The desire of the

Royal Commissioners of 1862 to associate music
with the other Fine Arts, at the Exhibition, was ex-

pressed at an early date. Sulisequent consideration,

however, led to the wise conclusion, that, except on
ceremonial occasions, the Musical Art was more like-

ly to be well represented hy private enterprise than

through any efforts of the Commissioners themselves
at the Exhibition.

It remains only to state the arrangements of the

forthcoming Festival. There will be

three DATS performances.

Monday, June 23rd—Messiah.
Wednesday, June 25th—Selection.

Friday, June 27th—Israel in Egypt.

The selection for the .second day has not been fin-

ally arranged, but opportunity will be taken to intro-

duce some of the most massive of Handel's Chorus-
es, as well as others of a lighter character, m addition

to a variety of the most celebrated Solo and Concert-

ed Pieces. It may he stated generally that it will

comprise portions of the "Dettingen Te Deum "

(which produced such great effect in 1859), short se-

lections from "Saul," "Judas Maccahteus," "Sam-
son," &c. It has also been decided that in the second
part of this day's performance, the arrangement of '

the Chorus shall he changed, so as to admit of the
|

performance of a few of Handel's great Double Cho- '

ruses, such, for instance, as '^Immortal Lord,^^ from '

"Deborah ;" "From the Censer," and the fine drama-
tic scries known as "The Passions," from "Solomon." I

In this manner a very great variety and interest will

be imparted to the "Selection " day.
y

The performance of the "Messiah " and "Israel
1

in Egypt " must be looked for as a matter of course.

Even if the Directors of the Festival had the incli-

nation to substitute other works of Handel, the pub- I

lie voice would be against them, for no Festival can

he complete in England without "Messiah "—while
(

no such opportunity as the present can offer itself for '

displaying the magnificence of "Israel in Egypt."

With such limitations of selection, this Festival,

therefore, must be regarded, notwithstanding those
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which have preceded it, as aiminj^ at the most com-
plete AND EFFICIENT PERFOKMANCE OX' HaN-
del's Master works, which has ever been
witnessed.

Death of Halevy, the Composer.

(Prom the Evening Post, N. Y.)

Among the foieif;n intelligence broiin;ht l)y the last

steamer is the annonncement of the death at Nice,
where lio had lieen spending the winter, of Jaques
Francois Fromental Elie Hale'vy, the celebrated

composer. He was born in Paris in May, 1799, and
studied music under the illustrious Clierubini. His
first opera was "L'Artisan," but his greatest, and
that on which his reputation will chiefly rest, is "La
Juive," which was produced at Paris in 1835, has
been played in that city over four hundred times, and
is one of the standard operas of the lyrical repertoire.

It was given in English in this country many years
ago, but made familiar to the present generation of
New York opera-goers by the performance, a few
seasons since, of Stigelli, Madame Fabbri and Carl
Formes at the Academy of Music and Winter Gar-
den, and later by Stigelli and Colson at the Academy.
Replete with dramatic combinations, and by no
means destitute of delicious melody, it is acknowl-
edged by amateurs here as elsewhere to be a work
worthy of its high place in the list of truly grand
operas.

Hale'vy has been a prolific composer, and among
the operas he has written for the French stage, are
"La Eeine de Chypre," "Charles A''!.," "Mousque-
taires de la Eeine," (the next in popularity to "La
Juive,") "La Fee aux Roses," "La Terapesta," (on
Shakspeare's Tempest,) "Le Juif Errant," and
"Valentine I)' Aubigne." His latest work was "La
Magicienne," produced at the Grand Opera, in 1858.
At the time of his death he was a Professor of com-
position at the Conservatoire, and Secretary of the
Academy of Fine Arts.

Halevy's operas may be termed heavy. They
need spectacular elTect of the most elaborate order to

please the public, but the musical student on exam-
ining and studying the score will discover beauties of
melody and treasures of harmony which cannot fail

to delight. As a march, there are few grander than
that in the first act of "La Juive," and few tenor
scenas equal lo that in the fourth act.

Hale'vy belongs to the grand school of composers
of the la.st generation, who find as yet no rival in the
atfections of the music lover, excepting to a limited
degree in Verdi. Of his old contemporaries, Doni-
zetti and Bellini are long since dead : Pacini has so
outlived his fame as to he dead to ail out of Italy

;

Mer a lan;e still lives at Naples, and the octogenarian
Auher even yet writes charming operas at Paris;
Meyerbeer busies himself .it Berlin, and Rossini en-
joys a quiet old age in the French capital, where, by
the way, the loss of Halevy will be the most severely
felt.

(From the London Musical 'World.)

Jacques Elie Fromental Hale'vy, the celebrated
composer, has just died at Nice, after a brief but se-

vere illness. He was born at Paris, May 27, 1799,
of Israelitish parents, whose name was originally
Levy. In 1809, he entered the Conservatoire, and
received from Cazot lessons in solfeggio, and in 1810
made rapid progress on the piano under Charles
Lambert. In 1811 he became a pupil of Berton,
and studied counterpoint for five years under Clieru-
bini. He obtained, in 1819, the great composition
prize for his cantata of Hermione ; and the next year
he was charged with writing the music of a "De Pro-
fundis" on the death of the Duke de Berri. He
passed two' years in Italy at the expense of the Gov-
firnment, and wrote Les Doherniennes, Pi/c/iimlioii, and
Les Deux Pavilions (which did not a|ipear), about this
time. Five years later, in 1827, he published Phidi-
as, and subsequently L'Artisan, a comic opera in one
act; and the next year he first became known by the
piece de circonstance which he wrote, in conjunction
with RiflFant, for the fete of Charles X., called Le
Boi et le Batelier. In 1829 appeared Claris, a five-
act opera, with a part for Malibran

; and subsequent-
ly, with alternations of success and failure, Le Uilet-
latited'Avignon (very popular), M/non I^escimt (bal-
let in three acts). La Lain/ue Musieale (in conjunction
with M. C. Gide), La tentation, and Les Souvenirs
de Lafleur, which latter was written for the return of
Martin to the Opcjra Comique. Halevy's great work.
La Juive, appeared in 1835. This opera, combining
his finest style, his best talent, and all the richness of
his instrumentation, has been played in all the thea-
tres of Europe. He receiied the Legion of Honor
for this work. His subsequent compositions are too
numerous to be alluded to at length. Among them

may be mentioned Guido et Givevra. ; on, la Pesfe de

Florence (1838); L'Eclair (comic), very favorably

received on its appearance in 1838; Le Guitarero,

comic opera in three acts (1841); Cliarles VI.

(1842); La Reine de Chi/pre {\Si2) ;
Les ilousque-

taires de la Reine (1846) ; ie Vcd d'Andorre (1848) ;

Le Nabob (1853) ; La Tempele, gorgeously produced
in London, and written expressly for Her Mjijesty's

Theatre; Le Juif Errant (1855); Valentine d'Aii-

bir/ne {\^^G) ; Tai Maf/icienne (1858); La /Ve aux
lioses, &c. Halevy is author of a great quantity of

fugitive jjieces of all sorts. He has been extolled by
his admirers as "most skilful in musical science, in-

timately versed in fngue, in counterpoint, choral and
orchestral writing." Whether this be exactly true

or not, all his works are conscientiously executed, his

style combining the peculiarities of the French and
German schools. He had been professor at the Con-
servatoire since 1833, member of the Academie dos

Beaux Arts since 1836 (succeeding to Reicha), and
perpetual Secretary of the Academy since the death
of Raoul Rochette in 1854. In his capacity of Se-
cretary he delivered funeral orations for Onslow
(1855), Blouet (1856), and David d'Angers (1857).
In 1845 he was promoted to be an ofiicer in the Le-
gion of Honor. More recently he was elected a mem-
ber of the Institute. In private life M. Hale'vy was
universally esteemed.

The Sum paid to Rossini for his Opera "II

Barbiere."

The following is a curious document, not without
interest for the liistory of music. It is the agreement
between Rossini and the manager of the Argentina
Theatre at Rome, for composing and superintending
the production of II Barbiere. We translate it liter-

ally.

"Nobil Teatro di Torre Argentina.

"25th December, 1815.

"By the present deed, drawn up by private indi-

viduals, but not the less valid on that account, and
in conformity with the terms agreed on by the con-
tracting parties, it has been stipulated as follows :

—

"The Signor Puca Sforza Cesarini, manager of the

above theatre, engages the maestro Giaochino Rossini

for the coming carnival season of 1816; the said

Rossini promises and hinds himself to compose and
place upon the stage the second buffo drama repre-

sented during the aforesaid season at the theatre al-

ready mentioned, and to suit it to the libretto which
shall be given him by the same manager ; whether
this libretto be new or old, the maestro Kossini under-

takes to send in his score by the miildle of the month
of January, and to adapt it to the voices of the sing

ers ; he hinds himself, moreover, if called upon, to

make all the alteratioi'S which shall be necessary,

both for the good execution of the music, and the

convenience and requirements of the singers.

"The maestro Rossini pro;nises and hinds himself,

also, to be at Rome, for the purpose of fulfilling his

engagement, not later than the end of December of

the present year, and to deliver to the co]>yist the

first act of his opera, completely finished, on the 20th

January, 1816 ; the 20th January is selected, in order

that the rehearsals and concerted music may he

promptly proceeded with, and the opera placed on
the stage on the day desired by the manager, the first

performance heine fixed, from this time, at about the

5th February. The maestro Ixossini is bound, also,

to deliver to the copyist, on the day required, his se-

cond act, in order that there tnay be time tj practice

and rehearse, so as to produce the opera on the even-

ing previously mentioned, otherwise the jnaestro Ros-

sini will he liable for all losses, since it mnst be thus

and not otherwise.

"Furthermore, the maestro Rossini will be bonnd
to superintend the getting-up of his opera, according

to custom, and to be present at all the rehearsals of

the vocalists and orchestra, whenever this shall be

requisite, cither in the theatre or elsewhere, at the

desire of the manager ; he undertakes, also, to be

present at the first three performances, which will be
given consecutively, and to conduct at the piano, be-

cause it must be so and not otherwise. In consider-

ation of his trouble, the manager binds himself to

pay the maestro Rossini the sum and quantity rf(' scudi

qnatro cento romoni (of four hundred Roman crowns),

immediately after the first three performances which
he shall conduct at the piano.

"It is further agreed that, in the case of an inter-

diction, or of the theatre being closed, either by the

authorities, or from any other unforeseen cause, the

same course shall be taken which is usually pursued
in the theatres of Rome, or in any other country, un-
der similar circumstances.

"And, as a guarantee for the complete execution
.of this agreement, the latter shall he signed by the

manager, and also by. the maestro Giaochino Rossini

;

moreover, the said manager provides the maestro Ros-
sini with lodgings, for the duration of the agreement,
in the house assigned to Sig. Luigi Zamboni."

This agreement, by which Rossini obtained about
eighty-nine pounds, applied simply to II Barbiere di

•Sivi(/lia. —London jV?f,s. \]'o}-ld.

For Dwight's Journal of Mn5ic.

Composers of " Stabat Mater."

I
Having formerly sought in vain for a list of the

composers of the Stchat Hater, I have been in the

habit for some two or three years of writing the

names of such as have set it to music, which I come

upon in the course of my reading and study. It is

not to be supposed that a list from the notes already

made can lay a claim to any great degree of com-

pleteness ; but even- an imperfect catalogue is better

than none, and at all events lays a foundation for

something better in process of lime.

The text, and doubtless a melody for it, was the

work of Jacob Benedictoli or Jacopone da Todi, a

descendant of the Benedict flrmily, a native of Todi,

who died a minorite friar in 1306. For an account

of Jacopone, an article by Fink, in the Ljeipziyer Allg.

ifusik Zeitunri, August 17 and 24, 1825, may be con-

sulted,—an article,which might at least be the basis of

an interesting one for Dwir/lii's Journal. Fink draws

upon the Monkish historians of the order of which

Jacopone, after losing his wife, became a member,

and shows conclusively enough the error of Johann

t'. Miiller and other writers is .ascribing the poem to

Pope John, XXII. and others.—A. W. T.]

1. Jacobo Benedictoli, died 1306.

2. Josquiu de Pres, born about 1440, at St. Quen-

tin. (See /.. il/. Z., Vol. XXXVII. No. 24).

3. Vito. There is (or was) a score of S'^nf«(i!fo<;rs

under this name in the Library of the Sacred Har-

monic Societj' in London. Who was this Vito?

Was he the church-music director Vito, who died in

Prague in 1551 ?

4. Angelo Inzenga, or Inz. Angelo, (which ?) An-

other Stabat Hater under this name is also in the

Library of the Lond. Sac. Har. Soc. Is this An-

gelo, perhaps the monk, Angelo de Picitone, the or-

ganist and author of " Fior Angelica di Musica,^-c,"

published at Venice, 1547 ?

5. Palestrina— 1524—1594.

6. Nanini. There were two Naninis contempora-

ries of Palestrina ; which was the author of the St.

M. I cannot make out, probably Giovanni Maria,

who,with Palestrina, opened the famous music school

at Rome. He died 1607, as one of the Pope's

choir.

7. Giov.anni Paolo Colonna, church chapclinaster

at Bologna, died 1695. He wrote one St. M. in 5

parts with instrumental accompaniment, and another

in 8 parts, or for two choirs.

8. Agostino StcfTani— 1655 — 1730—the chapel-

master at Hannover, who befriended the youth,

Handel, and caused his office to be conferred upon

the rising genius, in 1708.

9. Antonio Caldara, born about 1674, vice-chapel-

master to the Court at Vienna, from 1714 to his

neath in 1763. Some of his works are in the reper-

tory of the Dom Chor at Berlin.

10. Emanuel d'Astorga, born in Sicily about 1680,

where his father was executed by the Spanish con-

querors of the island, and educated in a convent at

Storga, whence the name. He seems to have com-

posed his St. M. for London about 1720.

11. Gian. Carlo Maria Clari, chnrch chapelmaster

at Pistoja, flourished about 1700, — his St. M. is in

Novello's Fitzwilliam music.

12. Giov. Batlista Pergolese (Giamhattista Jesi)

born at Pergoli, whence the name by which he is

known, 1707—1739.

13. Pasquale Caff'aro, 1708—1787. Chapelmaster
at Naples.

14. Christopher Ghick, 1714—1787,
15. Orazio Mei,cathedral chapelmaster at Leghorn,

died 1795.
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16. Joseph Aloys Sclimittbauer, 1718 — 1809.

Chapelmaster at Carlsrulie.

17. Joseph Lederer, 1733—1796, a monk at Ulm.

18. Joseph Hajdii. 1732—1809.

19. LuiY'i Boechei-ini, born 1730? 1735? 1740?

(Fe'tis <jivcs this last date) died 1805.

20. Carl Josepli Rodcwald, 1735—1809, concert-

master at Cassel.

21. JIarqnis of LiKnivillc, a noble Amaten'.

Music director at the Court of Tuscany about 1765.

22. Franz Seydolmann, 1748—1806, director of

tlie Italian Opera at Dresden.

23. Peter Winter, 1755— 1825. Chapelmaster at

Munich. Composed St. M. three times with the

Latin, once with the German text.

24. W. A. Mozart, 17^6-1791. (See Holmes's

Life of Mozart, N. Y. Ed., p. 368. This may bo a

mistake, for Jahn, I believe, has nothing about a St.

M. by him.)

25. Franz Danzi, 1760— 1826. Chapelmaster suc-

cessively at Munich, Stuttgart and Carlsruhe.

26. Johann Simon Mayr, 1763—1845 ; a Bavar-

ian by birth, church chapelmaster at Bergamo. He
set the St. M. to music 4 times.

27. Antonio Peregrini Benelli. 1771—1830. Sing-

er in London, 1798-1800, then long in Dresden, and

died as teacher of singing in Berlin.

28. Carl Fried, liungenliagen, 1778—1851, died

director of the Singakademio at Berlin. In the Ilar-

moincon. Vol. IV., p. 235, is a notice of a Stahat

Mater, posthumous work by C. M. v. Weber. The
wrfter of that note mistook the work of Rungenha-

gen for Weber's, owing to misinterpreting the adver-

tisement in which it was offered for sale for the bene-

fit of Weber's widow and children.

29. Sigismond Neukomm, 1778—185—

?

30. August Ferdinand Haser, 1779—1844, chorus

and church music director at Weimar.

31. Franz Paul Grua, one of tlie chapelmasters at

Munich, early in this century.

32. Joseph Zyka, a musician at Berlin, sent a St.

M. to St. Petersburg in 1797, and received a ring set

with jewels from the Tsar.

33. Ignaz von Seyfricd, 1776—1841, chapelmaster

at the Theatre an der Wien in Vienna.

34. Pietro Raimondi, music director in Naples,

produced his St. M. in 1822.

35. Jacob Meyerbeer

—

tlie Meyerbeer.

36. Johann Hartmann Stunz, successor of Winter

as chapelma.ster at Munich

37. Joachim Rossini.

38. Franz Schubert wrote a St. M. to a German
text.

39. Amandus Leopold Leidgebel, 1816, still living

in Berlin.

40. Robert Eitner, a youngish musician in Berlin,

St. M. for men's voices.

41. Max Keller, still, I suppose, organist at Alt-

toting in Bavaria.

42. Wm. H. Fry, well known as the musical

writer of the N. Y. Tribune.

43. J. M. V. Bush, (of New York ?)

44. Besides, I see a Prince Corca mentioned as

having set the St. M., but find out nothing about

him.

Stoigljt's loiirnitl of Pusk.
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JIosio IN THIS NOMBER. — Continuntion of Chopin's

Mazurkas.

Concerts and Operas.

Our " season" is substantially over. Our
sprin<;s of musical delight, whicli flowed so full,

have one by one, like Clierith's brook, " dried

up." No Philharmonic Concerts, no Quartets

and Quintets, no Oratorios have we to report of.

The only public concert of the week has been

the twelfth of the Wednesday afternoon affairs

of the Orchestral Union. These still share

the empire of minds restless with the sun-

shine and vague prophecies impulses of

Spring. The Music Hall last Wednesday may
have been two-thirds full, and rarely has it held

a more attentive audience—at least in the day
time. An uncommonly good programme, for a

popular one, deserved this. First was played

the " Midsummer Night's Dream " overture,

—

played for the inost part with great delicacy ; the

fineness of the violin tones, both in the tiny fairy

flutter, and in the singing, long-drawn die-away-

to-s!eep passage, held the listening soul entranc-

ed. There was real pianissimo here. What a

dream indeed, and what a performance for a

hoy (well named Felix) of fifteen ! This was
fine poetry ; then came small talk, eager and

vivacious, airs from the ball room, in the shape

of a clever Strauss waltz, which he calls " his

Farewell to Berlin,"—full of odd surprises in the

way of instrumental coloring.

Beethoven's second Symphony, in D, was list-

ened to with close attention and delight through

all four movements. There are not many in our

audiences now, who would vote a Symphony
—certainly not one of Beethoven's—a bore.

You overhear less talk about their being " scien-

tific," " classical," well enough for the connois-

seurs and all that, and more about their beajjt^y

and their grandeur. Y'oung people discuss their

favorites among the Symphonies as among their

friends, ond yet love them all. So much for the

frequent opportunities of hearing ; and hence,

at the risk of its seeming an old story, would we
continually renew our recognition of the Orches-

tral Union, CAitL Zkrrahn, and all who take

care to provide these good things for us.

The Miserere from Verdi's Trovatore sounded

lugubrious and tragical enough to satisfy the most

intensely romantic of young ladies, and so met

a want which older people have found more than

enough provided for in actual life. But candidly,

did there not seem to be a good deal of melo-dra-

matic blue-light about the affair, after the genial,

real daylight of the Symphony ! Strauss again

contributed a luxurious set of Quadrilles out of

Meyerbeer's Etoile du Nord; and then the con-

cert closed with a good honest, genial overture

—

one of his most spirited and best—by Rossini, to

the " Siege of Corinth." Very apropos in name

at present ! May the real siege, awaited now so

anxiously in Mississippi, be as successfully per-

formed as this was

!

Mr. Otto Dresel completed last Saturday even-

ing the four—properly speaking eight—delightful

Piano-Forte Soir&s, which he has been giving in the

picture room of the Studio Building. As we have

said before, in briefly alluding to the first of them,

he gave them in spite of himself; the usual order

was reversed, and, instead of artist inviting audience,
it was audience inviting (commanding) artist.

A circle formed itself to hear him play in a small
room, almost as in a parlor, so that the thing could
not be very public ; and yet, liy doubling the con-
certs, at least two hundred persons first and last be-

came partakers of the pleasure. We venture to de-

clare (or all of them, that never were concerts found
so short— long as they must prove in the remem-
brance. Further than this we have no right to criti-

cize, or even praise, the performance, for it would
rob the soirees of their free and social character.
But of the pieces played we make a note, to show
what some of our musical circles love and are so

happy as to get— albeit not so often as they would.

The fourth (eighth) programme was as follows :

1. Larghetto from 24 Symphony 'BeethOTeii
2. Two Romancefl, I c. i.

Intermezzo. (
Schumann

3 Reverie,
)

Phanta,«iestUck,
J

Otto Dresel
Intermezzo, )

4. Scherzo. (Bb minor) Chopin
5. Funeral March Chopin
fi. Fugue, (C sharp major Bach
7. Presto Scherzando Mendelssohn

Gavotte Bach
."chorzo Mendelssohn

8. Etude Thalberg
Polka otto Dresel

9 Adagio from 2d Concerto, and I ^. .

Polonaise, op. 22, }
Chopin

The Symphony Larghetto was an admirable ar-

rangement hy Mr. Dresel himself. For the inter-

vening concerts, between the first and last, he had no

printed programme, nor did the Saturday division

of the subscribers always get a fac-simile of the

Thursday's feast ; the artist leaving himself open

somewhat to the moods and inspirations of the mo-
ment. We cannot remember all the pieces. But
among them was another Beethoven Symphony
movement, the Andante of the C minor, wonderful-

ly arranged hy Liszt, so as to clearly indicate even

the contrasted characters of the different sets of the

orchestral instruments. One evening he played two

of Beethoven's Sonatas : that in G, op. 31, and that

in Ah, with the variations and the Marcia fanebre.

Sebastian Bach was further represented by one of

his grandest Organ Fugues (in A minor), even the

grand pedal effects being given (twice played) ; and

by a most exhilarating Garotte, arranged from one of

liis orchestral Suites. Of Mendelssohn we had

(twice) his noblest Piano-forte work, the "Variations

Serimses," and several poetic " Songs without

Words." Of Schumann, a Fantasia, deep and rich

in feeling, and several smaller pieces. Taubert's
"Campanella," something very nice by Hiller, an

Etude by Thalbeeg, and some impassioned, splen-

did Fantasie-Stiicke by Saran, the gifted pupil of

Robert Franz. But it was of Chopin that he

dispensed the most copious and frequent draughts,

hr'ngn'j; out treasures new and old, as only he can

do, and to most willing and insatiable audience.

Fantasia, Polonaises, Scherzos, Etudes, Impromptus,

Mazurkas, Waltzes, Nocturnes, enough to put one in

a bewildering too happy reverie in trying to recall

them individually.

The Italian Opera closed with two full houses

on Friday evening and Saturday afternoon of last

week. Donizetti's "Daughter of the Regiment" was

very charming in the person of Miss Kellogg,
whose natural, vivacious acting, fresh, pure voice,

and pointed execution, filled out the pretty part to

good advantage, and won continual applause. Brig-

NOLi spared not his golden tones in Tonio, but did

his best; and Sig. SnsiNi was the brusque old ser-

geant to the life. The choruses were fair in parts,

the military evolutions not marked by the greatest

unity, and La figlia drummed too, with considera-

ble eclat.

The afternoon performance (Matine'e) commenced
with the first act of the Traviata, in which Mme.
Varian, while she sang some parts eliarmingly, and

appeared always graceful, lacked either power of

voice, or confidence, to make the whole scene telling ;'

while Sig. Errani. the new tenor, gave a pleasant

touch of his quality, though but a little. La Faoor-

ita followed, Mme. D'Angri modulating her rich

voice artistically, as she alw ays docs, but having

neither the right voice nor feeling for the part.

Brignoli sang superbly. The King's part (bari-

tone) was wooden; and Sig. Barili supplied the

place of SnsiNi (indisposed) quite well as the old

monk Balthazar. A miscellaneous " Sacred" con-

cert employed all the artists Sund.ay evening.

" Old Hundred" After Victory.—There

is sense in the following suggestion from a son of

the Puritans, now in Europe.
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Why do I not read in the reports of the victories

of our troops, especially of those from New England,

descendants of the Puritans, that, after the action is

over and the victory secure, all unite in singing the

Old Hundredth psalm tune," "Be thou, O God,"

fee.?

When we consider that this old psalm tune was

prepared for the Calvii.ist psalm hook in 1553 (or

about that time), that it was adopted by Ainsworth,

in his book prepared for exiled Puritans in Holland

soon after, that it was brought to our American

shores, by the first settlers of Massachusetts, and has

become the American "Te Deum," with all the As-

sociations now of tlirft Iniiwlred years clustering

about it, wliat could so grandly close a victorious

day of strife, as to hear it swelling from the multi-

tude of manly voices ? If I was in the army, I

should wish to enter the battle with " Hail Colum-

bia" and " Yankee Poodle," and close it with the

grand strains of the "Old Hundredth." Just think

of the effect! With what a will would our New
England troops have joined in the familiar melody,

at Roanoke, Port Royal and Ship Island !

Another patriotic Concert next week ! The Bos-

Tox Mozaut CLtrn give an Orchestral Concert on

Thursday evening, at the Melodeon, in aid of the

Sanitary Commission. Zerraiix will conduct, and

the Amateur Orchestra will play Mozart's Symphony
in D, a Concert Overture by Kalliwoda, the Scherzo

(Minuet and Trio) from Mozart's Efc Symphony,

Schnbert'a Serenade (arranged), Beethoven's "Turk-

ish March," a Schuliert song transcribed with horn

ohlif/ato, and the Zintherfiofe ovavtuie. A programme
worthy of so good an object

!

The Orchestral Uniox will play next Wednes-

day Afternoon Mendelssohn's " Italian Symphony."

Owing to the illness of Mr. Kreissmann the Con-

cert of the Orpheus Society, advertised to take place

this evening, is postponed till further notice.

AVe are ]-equestcd to state that the Orchestral

Union will continue their Concerts three or four

weeks longer, and due notice will be given of the

last concert.

To-morrow (Sunday) evening the Handel and
Haydn Society will give a performance of Haydn's
" Creation,"—a work which they all thoroughly

know at all events. Mr. Zerraiin will conduct, and

the solos will be sung by Miss Lizzie Chapman
Miss GiLSON, Mr. G. W. Hazlewood, (a tenor

much admired in Philadelphia), and Mr. W. M.
Whitney.

Unfortunately the absence of Mme. Varian, who
was to have taken part, postpones to next week the

execution of the patriotic project thus announced in

Wednesday's Transcript :

Musical Celebration of a Memorable Anniversary.—An
informal meeting was lield la^t evening at the "Studio Build-
ing " to make arrangement-s for a Promenade Concert on Sat-
urday evening, in conunemoratiou of tliat memorable day
(tile 19th of April) and in aid of the fund.cof the New England
Sanitary Commission. A few brief and earne.it resolutions
were pa.«.'?ed, commending the enterprise to the generous pat-
ronage of the public, appoinlinffaCoramitteeof Arrangements
of 160 persons, taken from the citizens of Boston and the a> j l-

cent cities, and invoking the co-operation of the Mayors of
those cities. It was unanimously resolved that Mrs. Harrison
Gray Otis should be respectfully urged to act as Liidy Patrjii-
(-8^ of the enterprise. A letter was read from Dr. S. Gr. Howe,
regrettiDg his inability to be present at the meeting, cordially
welcoming the mnviiiciit. and eloquently urging the cl ims
of the object and its present needs. It was announoeil that
several well known soci, ties and individual artists were either
engaged or had volunteered their services for the occa.^iou, and
the Music Hall having been secured, the meeting adjourned.
Tickets at the usual places.

We have before ns the programme of a Soiree

Musicale to be given next Wednesday evenin"- at

the Pianoforte Rooms of Messrs. Hallet and Cum-
ston. The performers will have the interest of

novelty, being as yet little known in the concert room

.

Miss Addie Ryan, a pupil of Si' . Bendelari, will

sing the "Tell" Romanza and other pieces. Mr.

Hermann Datjm, a pianist of artistic feeling and an
esteemed teacher, will plav Beethoven's O minor
Trio, with Messrs. Ernkst and Chas. Verron,
who will ato perform a Duet by Mozart, for violin

and 'cello. Mr. C. J. Dorn will piny the guitar
part in a Trio with those brothers, as well as a solo;
and Mr. L. W. H. Isenbeck is to appear as pianist,

S'llo, and in a Trio by Hiiiiten with the brolhers
Verron.

Mr. B. ,1. Lang has fixed upon Saturday evening.

May, 3, for the first bringing out of Mendelssohn's
" Walpnrgis Night" in the Boston Music Hall.

He is now zealously eniraged in traitiing the chorus,

IJiO strong
;

picked voices ; an'ljhe will givcit with

the full on'hestral aeconi]>aniinents. It shoiiltl be

the musical event of the present spring.

Operatic Overtures.

A London journal reports a couple of interesting

historical lectures on this subject, as follows :

Mr. Henry Lincoln's Lectcres.—Mr. Henry
.Tohn Lincoln delivered the first of two lectures at

the Marylehone Institution, on Operatic Overture,
before an audience who appeared tboronghly grati-

fied by his treatment of tlie siihject. The musical
illustrations were played by the lecturer and Mr.
Adolphi Ries, on two grand pianofortes ; commenc-
ing with Lulli (or Lully), who, although the father

of French dramatic music, was a Florentine by birth,

beginning his career as a scullion, and ending it as

secretary to the King (Louis XIV.). The overture

to Phmton was given as the earliest example. To
this sncceeded Htmdel's Riimlflo, an opera originally

produced In 1711. Reverting to the French school,

the next instance was Ke Temple cle la Ghire of Ra-
meau (174.5) who at fifty years of age produced his

first opera fjippolijte el Aricie, to which succeeded
man}' others, amongst which Castor and Pollux was
represented one hundred times. Here again wa.s the

divine art duly honored by royalty, letters of nobility

and the tlile of Chevalier de Saint Michael being
granted to the fortunate composer—for whom by the

way the French claim the discover}^ of the fiasse fon-

rfamen^a/c.although it was known long before Rameau
entered on the subject. Till the tidvcnt of Gluck,
the overture appears comptiriitlvely uninteresting,and
devoid of dramatic truth. Such was the fimeof the

Bohemian musician, that he was engaged as compo-
ser to the King's Theatre, wliere his Cathifa ilri Gi-
qa- 1'

first Introduced him to the British public. The
turning point from the constructive to the iiloal being
achieved, Mozart is next Introduced, and the over-

tures to F'garo and Die Ztnherfldte adduced to iilu-;-

trnte his mastery of that, as he wa.s indeed, of every
other form of composition. The lecturer observed,
that, although the last of them dated some tlirce

quarters of a century back, Mozart's works were
stamped with that freshness that tliey might have
b^en written l.ast week,— ind so they migh , bu',

unfortunately, neither last nor next week, It.ive wc
any Mozart again to deliglit his own age, and poster-

itv to hoot. Cumjng to the close of the last centurv,
Mehiil 1= next presented. La. lihasse da jeiine. Ihirl
exemplifvinz the composer who founded the French
schfo', of which Auber is the latest and le-t repre-

sentative. Cherubini was to France what Handel
was to England, stamping his mode upon the music
of his adopted country, and tlie overture to Anerreon
was next introduced as a specimen of his powers.
Beethoven's Leonora overtui'e, on which it woidd be
idle to dilate, bring'ng to a conclusion a very interest-

ing lecture.

The second lecture was given on Thursday even-
ing. So favorable had been the Impression produced
on the first, that, notwithstanding the excessive In-

clemency of the weather, there was an audience even
more numerons than on the previous night. In his

former lecture, it will he remembered, Mr. Lincoln
traced the progress of the operatic overture, from the
first esf^ays of the Italian composers of the seventeenth
century to the labors of Lulli in France, who first

cave to these preludes interest and importance; and
then followed the successive steps of this progress
throngh the dramatic works of Glnck, Mozart, Me'hul,
Cherubini, and Beethoven, with whose overture to

Leonora, performed as an Illustration, the lecture end-
ed. On Thursday night Mr. Lincoln, starting from
this point, brought forward another overture of Beet-
hoven—that which he wrote for the same opera when
it was revived In 1814 under its present title of Fide-
lio. This overture is not so grand and elaborate as

its precursor, from which, too, it diflS;rs in spirit as

well as in stvie, having reference to the hrishter rath-
er than the more gloomy features of the drama. It

shows, moreover, Beethoven's emancipation from the

conventional forms established by Mozart. Admir-
ably played by Mr. Lincoln and Mr. RIes, it was ex-
ceedingly effective, and was warmly applauded. The

lecturer then proceeded to Weber, the peculiarities of
whose genius he analyzed with great happiness of
thought and langnnge, characterizing hini as the
greatest of all dramatic composers in the romantic
style. One of Weber's peeuliantles, the local color-

ing which he introduced into his works, Mr. Lincoln
illustrated by meaus of his charming overture to Pre-
ciosa. The drama being a tale of gypsy life in Spain,
the overture, wiih Its S)>anish bolero jmd original

L'vpsy melodies, Is in Iieantifiil harmony with Its sub-
ject. Weber's pcciiHarlties were further developed
in the FreisrJiiifz. In the overture to that opera he
showed his wonderful skill in introdui-ing the most
.striking passages of the piece, and fining them Into a

movement of the most perfect symmetry of form.

Passing on to Weber's contemporary. .Spobr, Mr.
Lincoln pointed out the beanties and defects of that

great artist—his exquisite feeling for form and pro-

|)oriiou. the richness of bis orchestral coloring, enti-

tling h"m to he called the Titian of Music, and on the

other band his excessive pronencss to full and cltro-

matic harmonies, and a certain manneri-m which is

apt to be fatiguing. Mr. Lincoln illustrated Ills re-

marks by the performance of the overture to ./esson-

dtf, Spohr's best opera. Turning then to the moilern

Italian composers, he noticed their general incapacity,

from the ilefectlve nattu'e of their studies, to produce
soliil and masterly instrumental music—excepting,

however, from this censure the greatest among thetn,

Rossini, to whose genius he did ample justice. As
an illustration he gave Rossini's gorgeous overture

to Seiniramlde, which was so spletnlidly executed

that it was followed by reiterated rounds of applause,

evidently intended to express a desire for its repeti-

tion ; and, judtring from our own feeling, we think

the audience were disappointed that their demonstra-
tion was not so interpreted. Turning, finally, to the

modern French school, Mr. Lincoln discussed at some
length, and in a very interesting manner, the merits

of the present representatives of that school, Anber
and Meyerbeer, giving as Illustrations Anber's over-

tures to Masnniello and the Clieval de Bronze^ and
Meyerbeer's overture to Le Pardon de Ploermel, called

In this conntrv Dinorak. With this the lecture con-

cluded. Mr. Lincoln explained wb}- he had not giv-

en any of the overtures of Haydn or Mendelssohn
;

those of the former belonging to operas which are

now of no Interest, and those of the latter not being

operatic. He however, contemplated a course of lec-

tures in which these great musicians would find their

proper places.

Vienna.—Tiie Philharmonic Concert, March 13,

had for its principal number Beethoven's C minor
Symphony. The Mnsih-ZfitHnfi complains that the

first movement was taken too fist, antl thinks the

Adagio might have been treated with a finer feelinc:,

but says the didicnlt rllardtindo passages in the third

movemenl^were eminently successful. (In these old

musical cities, good orchestras ami eminent conduc-
tors do not get mere praise, with never anv variation

or exception !). (')ther pieces were Gade's "High-
land" overture (not much npplandedl; Mozart's
piano Concerto in C minor, played "with his usual

elegance" by Herr Epstein ; Beethoven's "^'lA/w;/!-

do,'* sung by Friiulein Krauss.

At an extra concert of the Siug-Akademie, the first

part consisted of single choruses : Mentlelssohn's

Morning Prayer," Grailener's " Waldeszauher,'*

Cherubini's "SInmber-Song " from his "Blanche of
I'rovence," &c. Part second consisted of Schumann's
"Pllgrimaire of the Rose."

Hellmesherger's last "Quartet Production" offered

the foUowinsr pieces : Mozart's Quartet in D minor;
Schumann's D minor Trio (played by Herr Dacbs).
and Beethoven's Quintet in C. Half of the proeeds
of the concert were given to Moznrt's grand-niece,

the only surviving member of the family, who lives

in great poverty.

Berlin.—Marie Wiet'k, the sister of Mme. Clara
Schumann, won »^i-eat applause ;it the third concert

of Robert Radecke on the 14tli February. She pl.ayed

the F minor Concerto of Chopin, and the Choral
Fantasia of Beethoven. Her playing is s.iid to lie

of the most genuinely feminine character, ns con-

trasted with the manly, eneriretic accent of her sister.

" In alternation with the orchestra she lacks strength

sometimes, but renders the softer elegiac passages

with the neatness and fine coloring of a charming
miniature. She was particularly successful in the

Chopin Andante ; but for the Finale we could have
wished a holder siczing of the poetic motive-:." A
new tenor, Ilerr Ferenczy, from the theatre at Riga,
was to appear at the royal opera house in " William
Tell."—Verdi was here on his way back from St.

Petersburg.
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Dresden.—Alfred Jaell, the pianist, and Laab,

the Berlin violinist, have given two eoncerts together

in the Hotel de Saxe. In the fourth concert of the

"Tonkiinstler-vercin," a Sonata (Op. 49) for piano

and viola, by Anton Rubinstein, was performed and

excited much interest. On Ash Wednesday Han-

del's "Alexander's Feast " was performed, with Mo-

zart's accompaniments.

Wiesbaden.—A new opera by Ferdinand Hiller,

"The Catacombs," was performed for the first time

ou the l.'ith Feb., and with the most brilliant success.

The composer was twice called out. The perform-

ance, under the direction of Cnpell-meister Hagen,

was excellent. The Court were present.

London.

The fourth season of the Musicai, Society or

London — famous for its concerts and its cheerful

"conversazioni,^' and numbering nearly all the lead-

ing musical people among its fellow.s and associates

—opened about the middle of March with a grand

concert in St. James's Hall, with the following pro-

gramme :

Part I.

Overture (Die Zauberflote) Mozart
Aria, "Dolce corde amato" Mozart
Coucerto in D minor—violin Joachim
Scena, "Hail, liappy morn'" (Robin Hood) Macfarren
Overture, No. 1, (Leonora—Op. 138 Posthumous).

Beethoven
Part II.

Svmphony in A (Op. 90) Mendelssohn
Duet. "Xanti strali'" Handel
Overture (Le Caruaval Romain) Berlioz

From the extended notice in the Musical World

we cull a few sentences :

The band, 86 in number, consisting, without ex-

ception, of professors of recognized ability, and di-

rected by Mr. Alfred Mellon, is at the present mo-
ment (some valuable reinforcements in the stringed
department having been made since last year) equal
to any body of instrumental players in the world.
Their obedience to the "baton" is like machinery

;

and, as happily the gentleman who holds it is any-
thing rather than a mere mechanical conductor, his

intelligence and sensibility being equal to his firm-

ness, the result in the majority of instances is a com-
bination of technical precision with energetic and
appropriate expression.

The soloist—the " virtuoso," as the phra.se is—of
the evening was Herr Joachim, who bids fair to he-

come the " lion " of the musical season of 1862.
This time the accomplished violinist came forwanl
in the dual capacity of composer and performer.

—

The "Hungarian concerto" (in D minor) has only
once before been heard in England—in 18.')9, at the

Philharmonic concerts. On that occasion, though
Herr Joacirun himself "held the fiddle," it was little

understood, and at best achieved wliat is ordinarily

termed a succes d'cslime. On Wednesday night it met
with a very different reception, and the rapturous
applause that followed one of the most extraordinary
performances in all probability ever listened to was
as much a tribute to the merits of the work as to the
brilliant ability of the executant. The allegro—an
extremely long movement, elaborately designed and
ambitiously wrought out—into the recondite beauties
of which only practised musicians would be likely

to enter without hesitation, must be beard again to

be thoroughly appreciated ; but the romance and the
finale n//a Zinrjara at once made themselves clear to

the intelligence of all present, the refined and
exquisite melody of ^he first, the strongly mark-
ed character and never flagging vigor of the last,

carrying with them, from end to end, a charm
that was fairly irresistible. The concerto is

aptly entitled Concerto in the Ilunijarian style, inas-

much as it is everywhere instinct with the sentiment
of Hungarian melody, which the composer has hap-
pily caught, and idealized in a genuine spirit of poe-
try. While every phrase is as new as the plan and its

development arc original, the feeling of Hungarian
tune—a conspicuous element of which is that species
of wild melancholy which poets and minstrels time
out of mind have attributed to the popular songs and
melodies of oppressed nations—is kept uppermost
from the beginning to the end with remarkable feli-

city. In short, the whole piece is as interesting as

it is masterly, and as genial as it is both. Herr Joa-
chim's execution of his own music stands in no need
of laudatory epithets ; but a word of unqualified
praise must in justice be awarded to the members of
the orchestra, and Mr. Alfred Mellon, their conduc-

tor, for the nnifoimly correct and admirable manner
in which they accompanied a concerto of such un-

paralleled difficulty. The ultimate popularity of a

work like this is a problem only to be solved by an
uninterrupted series of "Joachims ;" for any average

player to attempt it would be simply ridiculous.

Sacred Harmonic Society.—The very fine

performance of Israel in Eqypt, which took place on
Friday se'ennight in Exeter Hall was a foretaste of
what the lovers of Handel's music are entitled

expect at the forthcoming Handel Festival.

—

The extraordinary improvement observable in the

choruses must in some measure be attributed to those

careful "practices" of the so-styled "London contin-

gent" which since 1847, have been held at various

intervals.

Israel in Ef/ypt has from the first been a pet orato-

rio with the Sacred Harmonic Society ; and it affords

us sincere pleasure to note the gradual advance which,

season after season, is effected by the members in the

execution of its varied and astonishing choruses.

The improvement of late years has been, not so much
"slow and sure," as quick and sure. Obstacle after

obstacle has vanished, until the most recondite and
ineffable beauties of the music became clearer and
clearer to ordinary apprehensions. At present the

stumbling-blocks in the way of a thoroughly efficient

choral performance are "few and far between."
"They loathed to drink of the river," "He spake the

word," "He sent a thick darkness," "He smote all

the first-born," "And with the blastof Thy nostrils,"

&c., have, one by one, been vanquished, and their

diflSculties for the most part smoothed away. It was
a treat at the last performance to hear tliese elaborate

choruses going off, with very rare exceptions, as

smoothly and at the same time as vigorously as "He
gave them hailstones," ''The horse and his rider,"

and other familiar pieces. The intonation of the

singers in that formerly most perplexing of choral

recitatives, "He sent a thick darkness," exhibited

scarcely a single instance of unsteadiness or hesita-

tion ; and when the critical unison, "A darkness
which might be felt," attained its impressive climax,

the choir was found exactly in the same "pitch " as

the organ and orchestra,—an achievement which in

the good old times would literally have been cried up
as "a miracle." "The people shall hear," the long-

est and most intricate chorus in th<? oratorio, the

most remarkable for its modulations and progressions

of harmony (which seem to anticipate almost all the

inventions of more recent .art), has still to be worked
up to the desired ideal, more particularly in the epis-

ode "Shall melt away," introduced by the solemn
phrase, "All the inhabitants of Canaan," and in what
may be styled the coda, beginning at the wonderfully

developed passage ""Till thy people pass over,

Lord." But where so much has been accomplished

there can be no snch thing as "stopping short."

The solo vocal parts were adequately sustained.

Miss Parepa was admirable in the principal soprano

music, ancl—to say nothing of the air "Thou didst

blow " (with its quaint and curious "ground-bass "),

or of the duet "The Lord is my strength " (in which

she was most efficiently supported by that young and
very rising singer. Miss Banks)—delivered the reci-

tatives of Miriam with really splendid energy. The
two contralto airs

—"Their land brought forth frogs
"

and "Thou shall bring them in,"—were sung by
Mad. Sainton-Dolby—to whom the music of Handel,

in all its many phases, seems a natural language—in

a manner wholly beyond reproach ; Signor Belletti

and Mr. Lewis Thomas declaimed the vigorous duet,

"The Lord is a man of war," with exemplary energy

(obtaining the "encore " never withheld from this

extremely effective piece) ; and Mr. Montem Smith
gave the whole of the tenor music—including the

trying air, "The enemy said, 'I will pursue'"—so

carefully and with such artistic correctness as to win

unreserved commendation.
Handel's Solomon is announced for the next con-

cert (April 4). Some of the choruses in this orato-

rio, to be performed on the second day of the Handel

Festival, were rehearsed at the practice of the 1,600

members of the "Handel Festival Choir," in Exeter

Hall, yesterday evening.—il/«s. World.

Monday Popular CoNCEitis.—The programme

for March 17th included two Quartets : Beethoven's

Op. 130, in A minor, and Mendelssohn's Op. 44, in

E b— both played by Joachim, Ries, Webb and Pi-

att!— the first and last named gentlemen being the

first violinist and first 'cellist in Europe ;
Dussek's

"Plus Ultra " Sonata, played by Arabella Goddard
;

and Mozart's Sonata Duo in A, played by Miss God-

dard and Joachim. Also vocal pieces, sung by Miss

Martin and Mr. Weiss, " the best of our English

basses."

Special |totites.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PubliHliCf] by Oliver DitHOii Sc Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment,

Echo Song. Jules Benedict 55

This Song is perhaps not so well adapted for the

Concert room as some others of the same name, with

which the public has become familiar, but it is an ex-

quisite Parlor Song, original in its conception and full

of pleasing traits. It lies well for a medium voice.

RobeH Bell 25

A. Reichardt 25

There's music in thy heart.

Melodious and simple.

Are they meant but to deceive.

A ballad in Mazurka time, evidently written for

Concert use. It is so strikingly pretty that it will

nowhere fail of a good reception. Although not diffi-

cult of execution, it wants ease and finish in its deliv-

ery to render it effective.

Charming Sue. Song and Chorus. Chas. Sloman 25

A light trifle ; one of the successful Songs of the

Christy's in London.

God save the grand old stars and stripes.

Mrs. S. C. Knight 25

A fine composition for Solo Quartet and Chorus,

which was sung last Sunday in many churches in this

vicinity. It is grand and solemn, and nothing better

could be chosen on similar occasions.

Instrumental Music.

The voice of Liberty. Grand March. Eben Wood 25

Brilliant and effective, yet not difficult.

West End Polka. (Illustrated.) C. D*Albert 50

A good stirring Polka, which takes its name from

the aristocratit: and fashionable quarter of London.

The colored vignette represents a young lady in full

dresa entering her carriage to drive to a ball. Carriage,

footmen, servants &c , are done to life.

Home, sweet home. Transcription. C. Voss 35

Easier than Voss' arrangements generally are. This

piece can be given to scholars of a year's practice.

The BiUtle of Winchester. Ckas, Grobe. 25

A musical memorial of this brilliant victory of

the Union arms. The main incidents of the fight are

related in connection with the music.

Dreams ot Childhood Waltzes.

W. II. Montgomery. 30

These Waltzes are much played in England, both

by bands and amateur Pianists. They are fluently

written, have good melodies snd do excellent service

in the ball-room.

Books.

Thalberg's L'art du Chant. (The Art of

Singing applied to the piano.) Handsomely

bound in cloth. 3,00

The piano cannot render that which is most perfect

in the beautiful art of singing, namely, the faculty of

prolonging sounds, but the player may overcome this

imperfection with addresR and skill. How this may

be done, the great Player has shown in twelve Trans-

criptions of melodies from the masterworks of great

composers, The melody is engraved in large notes,

80 as to stand out and be recognized easily. They are

all figured, and are as invaluable to the accomplished

pianist as to the student, who wonld get at the root

of the marvellous effects which Thalberg produces in

his playing.

Music by MAn.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being

about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand

miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this Journal.

From Felix Mendelssohn's ' Travelling-

letters."

(Coutinued from page 19).

Lauterbrunnen, August 13, 1831.

I have just come from a walk towards the

Schmadri brook and the Breithorn. All that

one imagines to himself of the sweep and gran-
deur of the mountains, is pett}' in comparison
with nature. That Goethe should have found it

in him to write nothing from Switzerland but a
couple of weak poems, and the still weaker
letters, is just as incomprehensible to me, as much
else in the world. The way here was outrageous
again. Where six days ago there was the

finest carriage road, it is now a wild jumble of
rocks, huge blocks in abundance, pebbles, sand,

— not a trace of human labor to be seen. The
waters to be sure have wholly gone down, but
they cannot keep quiet ; from time to time you
hear how the stones are hurled about in them;
the waterfalls too roll down black stones, in the

midst of their white spray, into the valley. My
guide showed me a pretty new house, that stood

in the middle of the wild brook ; it belonged, he
said, to his brother-in-law, and around it there

had been a fine meadow, which had brought in a
large income

; the man had been obliged to leave

the house in the night, the meadow had vanished
for all time, and stones and pebbles were left in

its place. " He never was rich, but now he has

become poor," was the conclusion of his serious

story.

It is singular, that in the midst of this frightful

desolation (the Liitsohine has taken possession of

the whole width of the valley), in the midst of

the boggy meadows, and the blocks of stone,

where no idea of a road remains,—that there

should stand a char-a-banc, and probably it is the

first thing to stay fi.\ed there. The people under-

took to drive through during the storm ; then

came the flood,—they had to leave carraige and
all in the lurch, and there it stands now waiting.

It was really awful to me, when we came to the

spot, where the whole valley, with its roads and
dams, has become a wide sea of stones, and when
my guide, who went before me, kept murmuring
to himself: 'sisch furcMhar ! ('tish fearful). Into

the middle of the brook the water has dragged a
couple of great trunks of trees, set them on end
and rolled a couple of rocks against them, wedg-
ing them in in such a way, that the bald trees

stand half upright in the bed of the river. I

should never leave off, if I should try to relate to

you all the forms of desolation, which one sees

between here and Unterseen. But the beauty

of the valley has made a greater impression on

me thereby, than I can tell ; it is an infinite pity,

that you came no deeper into it that time, than

to the Staubbach ; from there the Lauterbrunner

valley properly begins ; the black Monch, with

all the snow mountains behind him, grows more
and more grand and mighty ; on all sides bright,

sprayey waterfalls come into the valley i you get

continually nearer to the snow mountains and the

glaciers in the background, through the firforestsi

and the oaks and maples. The moist meadows

were covered with an endless multitude of varie-

gated flowers,—adder's-tongue, wild Scablosa,

blue-bells, and many other kinds. On the side

the Lutschine had piled its blocks one upon

another, and had brought down rocks, as my
guide said, " bigger than an oven ;

" then the

carved brown houses, the hedges,—it is beautiful

beyond everything,—Unluckily we could not

reach the Schmadri brook, since bridges, roads

and paths are gone ; but I shall never forget the

walk ; I have also attempted to sketch the

Monch ; but what can one expect to do with

the little lead pencil ? Hegel says, to be sure,

that every human thought is more sublime, than

the whole of Nature : but here I find that far

from modest. The sentence is very fine, bnt

cursedly paradoxical ; I will hold on for one while

to all Nature ; one gets on much more safely so.

You know the situation of the inn here ; if

you cannot remember it, take my old Swiss

sketch book ; in that I have executed it (in every

sense), and have invented a footpath into it in

front, about which I laughed much in my thoughts

today. I look now out of the same window, and

gaze at the dark mountains ; for it is evening,and

late, that is to say a quarter before eight, and I

have an idea, which is sublimer than all Nature

:

I will go *o bed. So good night, my dears !

The lith. 10 o'clock in the morning. In the

cow-keeper's cottage on the Wengern Alp; my
greeting merely in the heavenly weather I

—

Grindelwald, evening. I could not write you

more this morning ; it was hard to come away

from the Jungfrau. But what a day this has

been for me ! Ever since we were here together,

I have wished to see the little Scheideck once

more. So I awoke early this morning, almost

fearful ; so much might happen to prevent : bad

weather, clouds, rain, mist. But there was noth-

ing of the sort. It was a day, such as might

have been expressly made for my going over the

Wengern Alp ; the sky streaked with white

clouds, which floated high above the highest snow

peaks; no mist below any mountain, and all the

peaks gleaming so in the air,—every bend and

every waU so clear and distinguishable—why
shall I describe it ? The Wengern Alp you know
indeed ; only we saw it in bad weather then ; but

to-day all the mountains were in festal arraj ;

there was nothing wanting, from the thundering

avalanches to the Sunday, and the sprucely

dressed people on their way down to church,

—

to-day as then. The mountains had remained in

my memory only as great teeth ; mere height

had taken too much hold of me at that time.

To-day what struck me especially was this im-

measurable breadth, the thick, wide masses, the

grouping together of all these immense towers,

as they reach the hand to one another and era-

brace. Then think of all the glaciers, all the

snow fields, all the rocky peaks so dazzling bright

and flashing,—then the distant summits upon

other chains, which seem to stretch over and peep

in—that, I believe, is the way the thoughts of

the good God look. He who does not know Him,

can see Him and his Nature clearly here before

his eyes. And, added to all that, the dear fresh

air, which quickens one when he is weary, and

cools one off when he is hot; and the abundance

of springs.—About the nature of springs I will

write you a special treatise some day ; but there

it no time for it today, for I have something alto-

gether apart to tell of.

There now, you say, he has simply gone down,

and found Switzerland beautiful again.—No,

that is not it ; but when I came up to the Snen-

^fiJten (cow-keepers' cottages), that is, high up on

the Alps, upon a meadow, there was a great festi-

val to-day, and from time to time you could see

people climbing up in the distance. I was not

at all tired ; an Alpine festival is not to be seen

everj' day ; the weather said yes ; the guide was

greatly pleased ;
" let us go then to Itramen,"

said I. The old herdsman (Senner) went before,

and so we had to take to climbing again vigor-

ously ; for Itramen is still more than a thousand

feet higher than the little Scheideck. The Sen-

ner was a barbarous fellow ; he ran ahead all the

time, like a cat ; presently my guide complained

to him, and he relieved him of cloak and bundle ;

these be carried, and still ran on before with

them, so that we could not catch up with him.

The way was terribly steep; but he praised it,

because otherwise he would go by a shorter and

steeper one. He was about 60 years old, and

when my young guide and I had reached with

difficulty the top of one hill, we always saw him

disappearing down the farther side of a second

one. We walked two hours now, over the most

toilsome way I ever travelled, high up, then all

down again, over rolling stones, and brooks and

ditches, through a couple of snow fields, in the

greatest solitude, without a footpath, without a

trace of human hands ; at times we heard still

the avalanches from the Jungfrau ; otherwise it

was silent ; trees quite out of the question.

Now after the stillness and the loneliness had

lasted all the way, and we had clambered once

more up a little grassy hill, we suddenly saw

many, many people standing in a circle, talking,

laughing, shouting. All were in the motley cos-

tume, with flowers on their hats ; many young

girls ; a couple of drinking tables with wine

casks ; and, around, the great silence and the

awful mountains.— It was strange : while I was

climbing in tha wiy,|I thought of absolutely

nothing but the rocks and stones, and the snow,

and the way ; but the moment I saw men there,

all that was forgotten, and I thought only of the

men, and their sports, aud their merry feast. It

was indeed splendid ; on a great green meadow,

for above the clouds, was the theatre ; opposite

loomed the snowy mountains heaven-high, espec-

ially the dome of the great Eiger, the Schreck-

horn, and the Wetterhorns, and all the rest as far

as the Bliimlis Alp. In the misty depth, quite

small, lay the Lauterbrunner valley and our
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yesterday's route before us, with all the little

waterfalls like silver threads, the houses like

points, the trees like grass. Far beyond, too,

out of the haziness came the lake of Thun occa-

sionally. And now there was wj-estling, singing,

drinking, laughing,—all healthy, vigorous people.

I looked with great delight upon the wrestling,

which I had never seen before ; then the girls

regaled the men with Kii-schwa.iser and schnaps;

the bottles passed from hand to hand, and I drank

with the rest ; then I presented the little chil-

dren with cakes, which made them happy ; then

an old and very drunken peasant sang me some

songs ; then they all sang ; then my guide too

volunteered a modern song ; then two young fel-

lows boxed. On the Alp everything pleased me.

Until near evening 1 remained lying up there,

aad acted as if I were at home. Then we sprang

swiftly down into the Malten, saw soon the well-

known inn with the windows glittering in the

evening sun ; a fresh wind from the glaciers arose,

-—that made us cool ; now it is already late ; we

still hear avalanches from time to time,—and this

has been my Sunday ! It was indeed a festival

!

On the FaulUorn, August 15.

Whew, how cold I am ! It is snowing hard out

there, and storms and rages. We are more than

8000 feet above the sea, had to come far over the

snow, and now here I sit. One can see absolute-

ly nothing ; the weather all day has been fright-

ful. When I think of it, how cheerful it was

yesterday, and how I wish that it may again be

fine tomorrow, I feel that it is just so with one's

whole life ; always hovering between wishing and

regretting. Yesterday lies already so far off, so

lived out and put behind me, as if I knew it only

fi'om old recollection, and had almost not been

present in it ; for since we have had to battle it

five hours long to-day with rain-storm and mist,

have stuck in mire, have seen nothing before us

but grey vapors,—I have been unable to realize

that it ever has been, or ever can be fine weath-

er, and that I ever stretched myself upon that

wet and marshy grass. Then everything here is

so wintry ; heated room, thick snow, great coats,

cold and frostj' people ;—I am in the highest inn

in Europe, and as one in St. Peter's looks down

upon all churches, and on the Simplon upon all

roads, so I from here look down upon all taverns.

But not figuratively , for there is little here in fact

but a couple of boarded rooms. Never mind (in

English) ; we will go to bed, and I will not watch

my own breath any longer. Good night. Tom's

a-cold.

Hospital, Aug. 18.

My diary has had to lie still for a couple of

days, because I have time for nothing in the

evening, but to dry my clothes and myself at the

fire, and to warm myself, to sleep a great deal, to

sigh over the weather, like the stove, behind

which I lurked, and because I did not wish to

weary you with everlasting repetitions, how deep

I stuck in the mud, how incessantly it rained, and
so on. Really I have in these days travelled

through the most beautiful regions, and seen

nothing but dull clouds, apd water, in the sky.

from the sky, and on the ground.

The places, which I had long wished to see,

are passed by, without my being able to enjoy

them. That gave me little appetite for writing,

since I actually had to fight against the weather;

and if it goes on so, I shall only write occasion-

ally, since there is nothing to say, except " grey

sky, mist and rain." I have been on the Faul-

horn, on the great Scheideck, in the Grimsel-

spital ; to-day I have come over the Grimsel and

the Furca, and the most that I have seen has been

the shabby corners of my umbrella,—the great

mountains almost not at all. Once to-day tlie

Finsteraarhorn came out, but it looked as mali-

cious as if it wanted to eat one. And yet, when

there was a half hour without rain, it was too

beautiful. A foot journey through this country is

really, even in such unfavorable weather, the

most charming thing one can conceive of; with

a clear sky the satisfaction must be more than

one can bear. Therefore I must not complain

of the weather, for there is still joy in abundance ;

only in those last days one folt like Tantalus ; on

the Scheideck the beginning of the Wetterhorn

came out of the clouds sometimes ; this beginning

alone was mighty and sublime beyond comparison,

but more than the foot of the mountain I have

not seen. On the Faulhorn I could not distin-

guish objects fifty paces ofT, although I staid until

ten in the morning. We had to descend upon

the Scheideck in a violent snow storm, through

a very wet and difficult way, made still more

fatiguing by the incessant rain. At the Grimsel

hospice we arrived again in rain and storm ; to-

day I wanted to ascend the Seidelhorn, but had

to give it up on account of the fog ; the Mayen-

wand was shrouded in grey clouds, and only on

the Furca did the Finsteraarhorn peep out for

once. To make up for it, we have come here

again in dreary rain and deep water. But all that

is no matter. My guide is a nice fellow : if

it is wet, we sing and yodle ; if it is dry, so much

the better ; and although we have missed the

principal things, still there has been enough to

see.

I pledge this time a quite especial friendship

with the glaciers ; they are really the mightiest

monsters one can see. How it is all tumbled one

over the other ; here a row of pinnacles, there a

multitude of boxes ; above, towers and walls;

between, hollows and crevasses in all directions
;

and all of this wonderfully pure ice, which will

endure no earth ; which throws up instantly

again upon the surface all thestones,sand,pcbbles,

which the mountains have thrown down. Then

the glorious color, when the sun shines on them,

and the mysterious moving forward—(sometimes

they have advanced a foot and a half in a day,

so as to cause serious apprehensions among the

people in the village, as the glacier came on so

quietly, and so irresistibly ; for at such times it

crushes stones and rocks in pieces, if they lie in

its way)—then its wicked creaking and thunder-

ing, and the rustling of all the little streams in

it and around it—these are splendid wonders.

I went inside the Rosenlaui glacier, which

forms a sort of cavern, through which one can

creep ; there it is all built as it were of emeralds,

only more transparent. Above you, around you

everywhere, you see the brooks circulating be-

tween the masses of clear ice. In the middle of

the narrow passage the ice has left a great round

window, through which you look down into the

valley ; then you go out again through an arch

of ice, and high above there stand forever the

black horns, from which the masses roll them-

selves down with the boldest oscillations. The
Rhone glacier is the most imposing one I know.

and the sun shone just this morning as we were

passing it. One can have liisown thoughts about

things there ; and then too one still sees here and

there a rock-horn, a snow field or two, waterfalls

and bridges over them, wild stone precipices ; in

short, however little one may see in Switzerland,

it is always more than in the other countries.

1 draw very industriously, and think I have

made progress in it. Indeed, I have attempted

to draw the Jungfrau ; one can refresh his mem-

ory by it, and at least enjoy the thought of having

made the sketch upon the \CTy spot. But when

I see how people run through Switzerland, and

find nothing especial in it, or in anything else,

except themselves ; how they are not at all moved

or thrilled by what they see; how cold and Phil-

ister-like they stand before the mountains— I

often want to beat them. Here are two English-

men sitting by me, and an English lady on top

of the stove, — they arc more wooden than sticks.

I have travelled now for a day or two the same

route with them ; if they had only spoken an-

other word, except to find fault that there are no

fire-places either here or at the Grimsel ! That

there are mountains here, they have never men-

tioned ; but their whole journey consists in scold-

ing the guide, who laughs at them, disputing with

the landlord, and yawning at one another. Eve-

rything about them here is commonplace, because

it looks commonplace in them ; hence they are no

better off in Switzerland, than they would be in

Bernasu.* I hold to this; happiness is relative.

Another man would thank his God, that he could

see all this. And so I will be that other !

Fluelcn, Aug. 19.

A first-rate day of travel, beautiful and full and

strong. When we wanted to set out at six o'clock

this morning, it snowed and rained so furiously,

that we were obliged to wait till nine. Then the

sun came out, the clouds had to disperse, and we

had bright, lovely weather all the way here.

But now again already the heaviest rain clouds

have gathered over the lake, so that certainly to-

morrow the old mischief will break loose. But

how heavenly it has been to-day ! so clear and

sunny,— we have had the chcerfullest journey.

You know tlie Gotthard road in its beauty ; one

loses much, if he comes down from above, instead

of ascending it from here ; for the grand surprise

of the Urner-hch is wholly lost, and the new road,

which is laid out with the splendor and conven-

ience of the Simplon road, has destroyed the ef-

fect of the Devil's Bridge; since a new, much

bolder and bigger arch is built close by it, making

the old bridge quite invisible, whereas the old

crumbling ruins look far more wild and romantic.

But if one loses the view toward Andermatt, and

if the new Devil's Bridge is not very poetic, he

goes merrily down hill all day long over the

smoothest road,— actually flies past the scenery,

and instead of being sprinkled as formerly by the

waterfall, or endangered by the wind upon the

bridge, he goes now liigh above the storm, secure-

ly over between solid walls. We came by Gosch-

enen and Wasen ; then appeared the mighty

pines and beeches before Amsteg; then the glo-

rious valley of Altorf, with the cottages, meadows,

woods, rocks and snowy mountains. In Altorf

we rested up at the old Capuchin cloister; and

finally this evening here I sit on the shore of the

Lake of the Four Cantons. To-morrow I intend

to go over the lake to Lucerne, and to find letters

» A small town in the flat country about Berlin.—Te.
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from you. I have just got clear of a party of

young Berlin people, who have made almost the

same tour with m3self, met one another over the

whole ground again, and bored me terribly. Es-

pecially repulsive to me was the patriotism of a

lieutenant, a dyer, and a young carpenter, who
all three wanted to upset France.

Sarnen, the 20th.

Early this morning I sailed, during continual

rain, across the Lake of the Four Cantons, and
found in Lucerne your dear letter of the 5th.

As it contained the desired intelligence, I have

at once concluded to make a three day's tour fo

Unterwalden and the Briinig. Then I will get

your latest letter in Lucerne, and then the way
lies westerly, and out of Switzerland. But it

will be hard for me to take leave. The land is

beyond all conception beautiful, and although

the weather is terrible again,— rain and storm

all day long, and all night— yet the TeUsplaUe,

Griitli, Brunnen and Schwyz, and this evening

the dazzling green meadows in Unterwalden,
were too beautiful to be forgotten. This green

is something unique
; it refreshes the eyes, and

the whole man. Your loving, prudent ma.'iims I

will certainly follow, dear mother; but do not be
anxious about me. I am not careless of my
health, and I have not felt so well for a long time,

as I have here in Switzerland, upon my foot jour-

ney. If eating and drinking and sleeping and
having music in one's head make a well man,

then I, thank God, can call myself so; for my
guide and I, we eat, and drink, and sing too, alas !

upon a wager. Only in sleeping do I still outdo

him, and if I sometimes disturb his singing, by

trumpet or oboe tones, he disturbs me in the

morning for it in my sleeping. God willing, we
will find ourselves together again glad and happy.

Until then many a piece of diary must still wan-

der off to you ; but that time too will quickly

pass away, as all things quickly pass, except the

best. And so we remain true and near to one

another. Felix.
(To be continued.)

For Dwight's Journal of Music

Church. Music and School Music.

By J. H. Kappes, Prof, of Music, Shelbi/ville, Ky.

" Wliich is to bo changed ? It is plain that one or

tlie other must bo changed—we would say reformed, if

we were certain wiiich way things were moving as to

this. We speak chiefly concerning the music taught

in our Female Colleges and Schools. When our

young ladies are finislicd otf at one of our fashion-

able High Schools, and returns home, the old Church

music is decidedly. dull to her; she takes no part in

it, and pines for sympathy. A neighboring church

of some other order has introduced the fasliionable

instrumental Music of the times ; she calls to hear

their choir, becomes interested, is invited to join in

the performance, and tlienceforth she is a regular

sitter ; her admirers follow her, and then farewell to

the Church of her simple-hearted parents.

" We merely throw out the above for considera-

tion, and invite its discussion."

We were glad to notice the above paragraph

in a recent number of the Educational liepository.

You are right, Mr Editor
; it is by consideration

and repeated discussion alone, that truth will

eventually be elicited on the all-important sub-

ject of Music as taught in our schools, compre-

hending, as it does, attention to Church music in

its strictest sense. This being a topic of personal

and special interest, we shall venture the expres-

sion of a few thoughts in answer to your question,

" which is to be changed." It is plain, in our

judgment, that reformation is impi ratively called

for, both in the Church and in the School. First,

our youth of bcth sexes are not properly instruct-

ed in the nature and style of true Church music

—and if they were, where could they attend

cluirch and their musical taste and religious feel-

ing not be constantly offended by the introduc-

tion of airs into the public worship of God, the

original design of which was to awaken far differ-

ent emotions from those which belong to His holy

service. Surely, if any young person possesses

a correct musical taste, he or she can never enjoy

much of the " fashionable instrumental music of

the times." The performance of a choir rarely

satisfies the truly pious congregation. Every

devotional heart feels inclined to unite his voice

in the praise of God—then why not take the

necessary pains to become qualified for this im-

portant duty ? There is no reason why any

person, who possesses natural abilities—for there

are few who do not possess sufBcient voice—may
not learn to sing appropriate, well selected melo-

dies in Church in a manner so correct as not to

offend the nicest ear. It may be, that in the

cases you have supposed, the aforesaid educated

young ladies may be pardoned for preferring the

" fashionable instrumental mnsic," if correctly

performed, to the miserably drawledout " penny-

royal " hymns which have gained favor in in some

of the churches with which their " simple-hearted

parents" may be couneoted—and yet, both the

one and the other may be decidedly wrong, and,

for aught we know, the young ladies themselves

may be wrong, and thus all may n:!ed reforming

together. This, we apprehend, is most likely the

true state of the case.

It is a matter of sincere congratulation, that so

much attention is paid to the musical education

of females. We only regret that the other sex

do not share equally in their advantages. A
large number of well qualified professors are ex-

erting their utmost ability to elevate and im-

prove the taste of the people in all the various

branches of music. But in most of our schools,

an attention to Church Music proper is woefully

neglected. True, the young ladies may be daily

assembled around the family altar—they may
perhaps sing indifferently, never dreaming that

music, as an art, has any higher claim upon their

attention than mei-ely to afford them the means

of making a brilliant impression at the social

gathering, the musical soiree, or the school exhibi-

tion.

As a source of recreation and refined pleasure,

music, perhaps, has no equal among her sister

arts ; but it is as the handmaid of religion— as an

aid to devotion, that she is to be chiefly prized.

The refined, the highly educated, and especially

the pious, then, should aim to lend their influence

in the right direction. They should recognize

the fact, that the highest style of music is Church

music. Religion, with her exhaustless variety of

topics, affords amplest scope for the most sublime

eloquence; and do not the same glorious, sublime

themes become a source of exalted inspiration

to the pious and gifted musical composer ? Sup-

pose there are those who cannot distinguish the

difference between a secular air and a melody

appropriate for the worship of God and the ex-

pression of religious feeling. This does not prove

that such difference does not exist. A blind man
cannot perceive colors, j-et colors exist. By
careful attention to the instruction of the rising

generation, they may be taught the necessary

distinction ; they may be taught to admire what
is good because of its intrinsic merit. Secular

and Church Music are designed to give exercise

to an entirely different class of emotions; for in-

stance, sentiments of praise and thanksgiving can

not find suitable expression in the convivial shout

or merry glee ; the martial tread of the stately

march can not rouse chri.«tian courage ; nor the

lively strains of patriotic ardor awaken spiritual

zeal. Much less does the holy love of a pious

heart toward the great benevolent Supreme bear

any relation to that sensuous— yea, sensual love

which enters so largely into many of those oper-

atic airs, from which our compilers of sacred

music have largely borrowed. Neither is true

penitence for sin to be confounded with romantic

sorrow and languishing melancholy. The voice

of religion, when expressed by music, is replete

with dignified joy, with manly tenderness; it

breathes in tones of deep contrition and heart-

felt love, while a spirit of awe for the great Un-

seen subdues and chastens the whole. Some
very good persons seem to think, because the

Almighty is their friend, He may be approach-

ed on the most familiar terms. Hence the lan-

guage employed in religious gatherings, and

the music selected to express religious emo-

tions is such as would be appropriate only to the

most ordinary intercourse between man and man
;

it recognizes none of those lofty attributes which

belong to the great Infinite.

The young, while pursuing a course of educa-

tion, should be taught to distinguish the different

styles of the music and allow to each its charac-

teristic place. There is one strict style of music,

the so-called contrapuntal, where different melo-

dies are subject to strict laws of combination and

succession. The .style is dignified and solemn,

well adapted for the exercises of the Church. It

can be applied to the simplest air as well as the

most complicated chorus. It is too dignified for

the field of battle or the ball-room ; it suits not

the sentimental lover in the expression of his

tender passion ; it belongs only to the Church

and can be most effectively used by choir singers.

But we are decidedly in favor of congregational

singing in Church, where none are excluded, not

even the youngest, from participating. In order

to unite all voices in the praise of God, the music

selected should not be too difficult or compli-

cated. The clioral is undoubtedly the very best

style for this purpose. Tunes like " Old Hun-
dred," "Dundee," " Mear," &c., are of this char-

acter—compositions which, though simple in their

structure, will never grow old. Melodies suited

to congregational singing should be pleasing, such

as a multitude, when convened, delight to sine
;

not manufactured to order to fill some compilers

pocket, but Tioly melodies, which spring into exis-

tence, as it were, in some happy moment of in-

spiration, from the heart and brain of a religious

composer. Let us never forget, that the secular

eifect should be sedulously excluded from the e.x-

ercises of the Church. In the sanctuary of God
ought to be worshippers, not warriors, not pleas-

ure-seekers, not lovers ; they should endeavor,

so far as possible, to ascend on the wings of mel-

ody and devotion to the throne of the Most

High. Anything in the language or in the music
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employed for worship, which by its associations or

sujrfiestions links the mind with other scenes, par-

ticularly of a trifling character, ought never to

be allowed. Young persons should be early ac-

customed to hear suitable melodies used in the

worship of God, whether around the domestic

altar, in the Sabbath School or in the Church.

Association is a power of the mind here to be re-

garded of primary importance.

How often is it that music, possessing but little

intrinsic value, becomes beautiful to us by mere

association. Can we not all recall many a rude

air, to which in childhood we listened, among the

fondly remembered scenes of home—airs breath-

ed, perhaps, bj- lips and voices now cold and

silent in death ? Rude as these compositions

were, in an artistic sense, they possess, even now,

to ns a beauty and pathos, for which we can ac-

count on no other principle. Often, when alone,

especially during the quiet hours of the holy

Sabbath, we find ourselves insensibly gliding

into the simple pathetic chorals ot the Church.

Strains, heard long ago, come floating back

from the hallowed past and invite the low tones

of our slumbering instrument. It is not newer

music, nor music of the week day, which charms

us then—it is a sacred association with former

Sabbath hours. Who, that has music in his soul,

has not felt this ? Who has not fancied he re-

cognized, with the returning echoes of early child-

hood, the flitting pinions of the loved departed,

and the thronging forms, that insensibly gather

around him ? The associations of our Church

music should be invariably of the Church.

—

Thoughts of the opera, the social gathering and

of the pay saloon, should not be permitted to en-

ter there. On this point, many of our preachers,

though anxious to do good, are really doing harm.

They are musical sinners, and should immediate-

ly exercise repentance and reformation.

Enter almost any one of our churches, Sunday
Schools, or Prayer Meetings, and it is very pro-

bable you will hear the preacher start a hymn to

the tune of "Lilly Dale," "Home, Sweet Home,"
" Happy Land," or any other song which maj'

happen to please his fancy. These are well

enough in their place, but were never intended

to express the sentiment of worship, or any reli-

gious sentiment whatever. Compilers of Sacred

Music, some of them men, who ought to act

from a higher principal, seem to be influenced

by no other motive, than to prepare a book,

which shall sell well, by catering to the love

of novelty and excitement, which too often per-

vades the public mind. The God of this world

has blinded their eyes, and a mere love of ^ain

has been allowed to invade even the sacred pre-

cincts of the Church, making her holy services a

means of advancing their temporal interests.

—

Notice, if you please, the constantly increasing

number of compilations of music, designed for

use in the Church of God — compilations con-

taining tunes of every variety of merit, selected

from the musical storehouses of all Europe, from
the dignified choral to the recruiting march, and
jovial student song, or the enticing love ditty

of the opera. These, then, are arranged and
adapted to most excellent hymns, fitting, some of

them, like a theatrical robe on a clergyman. It

may seem strange, that such books should attain

so speedy and wide-spread a popularity
; yet not

strange when we regard the means employed to

effect large sales. Influential music papers are

immediately engaged to introduce immense pufls.

Normal schools. Conventions, Singing Societies,

&c., where these books are to be used exclusive-

ly, are gotten up by those interested, until the

public become thoroughly humbugged, Rarnum-

ized on the subject of good church music. The

choir must perform, the congregation listen and

applaud, and then, farewell to all spiritual wor-

ship.

A short time since we received from the pub-

lishers a work called " Wesleyan Sacred Harp,"

the very title of which is a misnomer. John

AVesley was a cultivated and conscientious musi-

cian, and would never, we fully believe, have

given his sanction to much of the trash this

book contains. There are, it is true, a sufHcient

number of good tunes in the work, and for what

reason the authors have introduced so many
merely secular songs of inferior merit, and adapt-

ed them to religious words, we are at a loss to

conceive. The hymns, too, have been selected

with the same want of correct taste. Side by

side with some of the best hj-mns of the Hymn
Book, we find the veriest doggerel rhymes, bj' no

means deserving the name of poetry, worse, if

possible, than the vile, trashy tunes that accom-

pany them.

But even the so-called popular collections,

issued by the diflerent publishing houses, are not

free from objection, since they can never serve

the purpose of good congregational singing. The
arrangements are mostly defective and the tunes

too numerous, to say nothing of a large number
which are entirely unworthy of their exalted

companionship and ought, on that account alone,

to be expelled. A congregation require but few

tunes, certainly not more than fifty or seventy-

five. These should be well learned, and sung in

unison or in parts, and that education is wrong,

no matter where or how acquired, which counte-

nances or enjoys in any degree even the artistic

performance of secular music in church. At the

same time a miserable drawling out of miserable

tunes, or even of good tunes, by a congregation,

is equally to be deprecated. The education of

our youth ought strictly to anticipate this object.

Sacred music should be incorporated among the

exercises of the school as a regular and daily

study. Principals of Seminaries and musical in-

stitutions should be thoroughly awake to the im-

portance of this point. A musical education is

by no means complete, because a young lady can

play a few waltzes, polkas, &c., on the piano.

—

She may nevertheless possess a very incorrect

taste regarding music, both secular and sacred.

Her highest ambition doubtless is to please, and
those who listen to her performances are rarely

able to appreciate anything of value ; hence the

temptation for both teachers and pupils to aim at

nothing higher than what is demanded by a de-

praved or uncultivated public taste ; consequent-

ly, at the exhibitions of our Seminaries, pupils

frequently receive extravagant praise for that,

which is simply shoiv, possessing but little merit.

The delighted public are not aware that it is com-
paratively an easy thing for four young ladies

to play on one piano, particularly if each plays

with one hand. They do not, perhaps, discover

that the charming strains of the violin, so skil-

fully interwoven or superadded by the teacher,

may cover serious deficiencies on the part of the

performer on the piano. I refer here the reader

to the last number in June, 1861, of DwigU's

Journal, which contains, a very graphic descrip-

tion of a musical exhibition by the teacher and

pupils of one of the popular Kentucky female

seminaries.

A musical training of far greater value would

probably be regarded much loss favorably by

those who seek for mere display ; yet the fortun-

ate possessor of such training might be able to

make use of her talents for all the various pur-

poses to which they ought to be applied.

Any young lady, in whose education science

and art have gone hand in hand, whose taste and

intellect have been alike cultivated, will never

degrade her acquisitions to purposes of vain

ostentation
;
yet, will she delight most sincerely

in contributing to the happiness of her friends

in the exercise of her voice or instrument in the

domestic circle or at the social gathering ; but

Inore especially will she be prepared to sing the

praises of God in his sanctuary with heart and

understanding. To accomplish these noble re-

sults time and money should be freely expended ;

and in accordance with these views,no pupil should

be permitted to graduate from our female school

without being able to sing correctly, at least fifty

good chorals, selected with special reference to

their use in the Church of which her parents are

supposed to be members.

The various religious denominations should

unite in the preparation and adoption of a small

tune book, containing an adequate number of

tunes, the quintessence of chorals (say from fifty

to seventy-five) to meet the wants of the Church,

to be used as a companion of the hymn book.

Let such a little book receive the sanction of the

church ; especially let all preachers learn to sing

those tunes well ; let the congregations, the fam-

ilies and the Schools use them ; then shall we

have uniformity, and uniformity of the right kind
;

then will young and old unite their voices to-

gether in hymning the songs of Zion and both

receive alike pleasure and profit.

It is gratifying to observe that some of

our best minds seem to be thoroughly active

on this subject, and active in the right direction.

It is possible to prepare just such a little tune-

book as we have recommended, and there can be

no reasonable doubt but the experiment of its

introduction would succeed ; and then how glor-

ious the result ! Our congregations all over the

land singing the same time-honored, highly ap-

proved compositions of gifted and pious men ;

compositions too, which possess an added value

fiom their long association with the church and

her holy ordinances. Then will there be no

longer temptation for young ladies, "finished ofT'

in our fashionable high schools, to leave the

" Church of their simple-hearted parents " in

search of something better in the way of church

music.

(From Novello's Musical Times.)

Life and Labors of Vincent ITovello.

,BT MART COWDEN CLAKKE.

(Continued from Vol. XX. page 391.)

The difficulty of publishing such works as were
the early compositions and arrangements of Vincent

Novello, can hardly be appreciated at the present

day. Publishers could not then be found to run the

risk ; and the expenses of enj^raving and printing

had to be provided for by himself out of his hard

earnings. At the same time he had almost to create

the taste for such music among the public, by the

production and execution of them in his own choir

kt South Street.

The separate accompaniments for the organ or
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pianoforte, which ai-e so familiar in the present day,

were quite the exception in the early part of this

century. Vincent Novello's works were among the

first where a definite part was printed for the accom-
panyist. Previously, vocal scores had only a line

with the bass part, having the addition of figures to

indicate the harmonies ; and the melodies of the var-

ious parts had to bo gathered and adapted to the in-

strument as the performance proceeded.

Vincent Novello's first work, " Sacred Music in

two volumes," dedicated to the Rev. Victor Frver,
was received with very great favor. It was compiled
from the music which had been most appreciated

among that which had been collected in manuscript
for the use of the choir at South Street ; and com-
prised several long compositions of his own, includ-

ing the "Salve Regina," "Alma Redemptoris," and
other complete pieces, as well as the portions which he

added to what is called "The Selected Mass." The
Sanctus and Benedictus for five voices, and Hosan-
na fugue—a composition which he had completed
before his eighteenth year—may be pointed out as a

specimen of remarkal)le beauty in five-part vocal

composition.
"Twelve Easy Masses" for small cHoirs were pub-

lished shortly after ; of which three are original com-
positions by himself; and the rest by Spanish, Por-
tuguese and other authors.

Two more works were commenced in books, ap-

pearing from time to time over a considerable period,

entitled "Motetts for the Morning Service," and
"The Evening Service." These contain many of
Vincent Novello's original compositions, which have
remained constant favorites in the choirs of the

Catholic Church, for whose services they were com-
posed.
The compositions of Vincent Novello are numer-

ous, and many are of important length ; but they

are much dispersed amid his various Collections, and
they have Ijcen to a certain degree overshadowed by
his still more abundant arrangements. His reputa-

tion as a composer would probably have been greater

than it is, had ho confined himself to the publication

of his own compositions alone; but all his works
were produced for special utility: and, bearing that

object more in view than personal renown, he sup-
plied the composition most adapted to the service re-

quire !,without regard to whether it were composed by
himself or another. Perhaps the secret of the suc-

cess of his early publications, was not only their

musical merit ; but that being compiled from the

books of his own choir, they were all pieces which
liad had the previous sanction of successful perform-
ance.

The chief of his musical compositions are to sa-

cred words ; but he has also produced some very ap-
proved compositions to secular words—songs, canzo-
nets, glees, and choruses. In 18-33 the Manchester
Prize for the best cheerful glee was awarded to his

glee, " Old May Morning ;" at the same time that

Sir Henry Bishop obtained the prize for the best

serious glee.

"The Infant's Prayer," a recitative and air, enjoy-
ed a very extended popularity ; there having been
sold of it upwards of seventy thousand copies ; and
it is still in demand for school teaching from its pleas-

ing and sterling merits.

The Philharmonic Society having requested Vin-
cent Novello to supply their concerts with an original

cantata of his composition, he wrote for them the

"Rosalba;" which contains soprano and contralto
solos, a quartet and chorus, with full orchestral ac-

companiments.
The attention which Vincent Novello gave to

psalmody, during some years of his life, tended very
greatly to improve that simple branch of devotional
music. Various denominations of Christians appli-
ed to him to revise and renew their collections ; and
how well he accomplished their requests by the har-
monization of their tunes—avoiding extreme chords,
yet ever maintaining a solid ecclesiastical harmony,
flowing and melodious inner parts, combined with
the utmost simplicity—is proved by the steadfast use
made of them in the multitude of churches and chap-
els where the various collections edited by him have
been adopted. He was often desired by professional
friends to contribute original psalm tunes to their
collections ; and those he wrote for them are among
the continued favorites of the congregations. In his
latter days he made a manuscript assemblage of all

these contributed psalm tunes, with a view to their
being brought out in a collected form ; but the work
has not yet been published. They are a hundred
and fifty original psalm tunes ; two hundred and
fifty adaptations of melodies by others ; and a hun-
dred single and double chants. It is hoped that the
publication of the original psalm tunes and chants
may .still take place at an early period, if it should
be found desirable.

A simple enmueration of the various works of

Vincent Novello would imply the reprinting almost

the whole of the large catalogue of the Dean Street

House, extending to two hundred pages; and,

in addition to these, he editeil several important

works for other publishers. It must therefore suf-

fice to make a brief mention of some of those whose
appearance had an influential effect upon the music
of the period.

Among these must certainly rank the edition of

Mozart's and Haydn's Masses. When this was com-
menced, the published Masses of Mozart were eight,

including the Requiem ; and of Haydn, seven. These
works were to be had only in full orchestral score,

without separate accompaniment for the organ ; and

these full scores were printed only abroad. Prom
great research, and by the kind aid of those who
possessed manuscript scores, Vincent Novello was
enabled to publish eighteen Masses of Mozart and

si.xteen of Haydn. These are not only printed in

vocal score, with separate accompaniment, but also

the separate orchestral and vocal parts are printed

for the use of orchestras. Nothing has contributed

more to the diffusion of good music than the printing

of parts for orchestras ; and those who revel in the

abundance of the present day (who may be supplied

by the publisher, at the last moment.for a few pence),

are not aware what were the previous difficulties of

getting up even a small performance of classical

music with accompaniment : when manuscript parts

had to be made with much labor, uncertainty, and
delay, from scores to be procured only by favor from
a few amateur libraries.

About the year 1824 Vincent Novello was request-

ed by the authorities of the Fitzwilliam Museum, at

Cambridge, to examine and report on the large col-

lection of musical manuscripts which were in their

librarv : and he spent considerable time in doing so
;

making several visits to Cambridge, at his Own ex-

pense, for that purpose. The ancient Italian school

had his chief attention ; and a portion of the result

of his researches he published, consisting of selec-

tions from Bonno, Bononcini, Cafaro, Carissimi,

Clari, Colonna, Conti, Durante, Fcroce, Jomelli,

Leo, Lupi, L. Da Vittoria, Martini, Orlando di

Lasso, Palestrina, Pergolesi, Perti. Stradella, &.o.

Only about one-third of the extracts he thus made
were published ; but fine specimens, calculated to fill

ten volumes more, were copied from the library, and
still remain in manuscript.

The commercial difficulties and uncertainties of

success, which had to be encountered in the earlier

publications, having given place about 1825 to a

steady demand for every new work that had the ail-

vantage of bearing the name of Vincent Novello as

editor, made the continuous flow of important works
to be limited only bv his industry ; and the brief enu-

meration of the titles of the more valuable works
which appeared up to 1840, will show how great that

industry must have been.

"Purcell's S.acred Works" was a labor of much
research and collation ; as the larger portion had
remained in manuscript, dispersed in the choir-books

of different cathedrals, or rare copies in the collec-

tions of individuals. Vincent Novello presented the

original manuscript copy he made of this work to

the British Museum ; for, contrary to wont, it was
in beautifully preservable form. The majority of

his manuscripts (especially latterly), though most
neatly and legibly written, were jotted down upon
such mere odds and ends of music paper, and gen-

erally stitched together (or rather threaded together,

like a'file of papers), that they served but to be used
by the printer, and then were thrown away or de-

stroyed.

To Boyce's celebrated Collection of Cathedral
Music in three volumes, was not only added a separ-

ate organ part, but the same was reprinted in separ-

ate vocal parts. Similar organ parts were added by
him to the four volumes of Boyce's own anthems, to

the anthems and services of Greene, Croft, Kent,

Clarke, Whitfield, and Nares ; and all these were
likewise edited by him in single vocal parts.

The "Cathedral Choir Book," a collection of

music (in cheap and varied forms) selected from var-

ious sources by himself, was another contribution to

the large library of that branch of music which he
edited.

A careful revision of the fourteen principal orato-

rios "by Handel included a separate accompaniment
to each oratorio ; editing the oricinal orchestral and
choral parts ; adding to Judas Maccaha:iis additional

wind parts ; and superintending the cheap octavo
additions of the scores.

Similar editions of Haydn's Creation, Seasons,

Passiojic, Tcntpesta ; and other oratorios by Rom-
berg, iSpohr, Himmel, Biery, Graun, &c., he produc-
ed in a variety of forms. Masses, cantatas, litanies,

&c., by Beethoven, Hummel, Cherubini, Weber,

Spohr, Biihler, Penoglio, Rossini and j?ingarelli,

comprise limg works for which he arranged separate

accompaniments, and which he edited in various
forms.

In the -shape of pianoforte arrangements for four

hands, Vincent Novello familiarized several favorite

operatic pieces of classical authors. His pianoforte

duets from Mozart's Figaro, Idomeneo, and Cosi fan
tutte ; and from Spohr's Faust, .hssonda. and ZeJitire

and ylror, obtained favor; while the latter may bo
said to have served first to introduce Spohr's opera
music to English knowledge.

Three extensive works for the use of organists,

as voluntaries, or where voices are not at command,
have been found of special utility ; if we may es-

timate by the very great sale they have obtain-

ed. They are : — The "Select Organ Pieces,"

three large volumes ; the " Cathedral Voluntaries,"

in two volumes ; and the " Short Melodies," in one
volume.

Vincent Novello had the rare privilege of com-
pleting and giving to the public during his lifetime

most of the more important works wliich he had un-
dertaken ; among the exceptions to this rule, how-
ever, was one of considerable volume, of which no
part has yet licen published. He proposed to set to

original or selected music the words appointed to be
sung at the "Offertory " (a portion of the Roman
Catholic Service) for every Festival contained in the

Missal during the ecclesiastical year. Of the several

series therein contained, about eighty have been com-
pleted for those festivals distinguished as "Pro Tem-
pore ;" and these were engraved and corrected ready

for press. It is intended to give what are completed

to the public at an early period.

No man was more successful than Vincent Novel-

lo in producing music in forms that placed it within

reach of the least wealthy. He may be said to have
created both demand aiid supply ; for, by his early

efforts he introduced little-known works of great

masters, thereby originating a taste and desire for

them ; and, by his persevering toil, continued to

bring them forth in such abundance and usable shape,

that they bec.ime necessities not only to musicians,

but aspirants in musical cultivation. Out of this

abundance and usablcness grew the requisite cheap-

ness which should place these sterling works within

command of the large class of users that had been

rendered so extensive ; and thus, numerous demand
and numerous supply alike arose from Vincent No-
vello's earnest devotion to his art.

He had no bigotry in music. His wide embrac-
ing appreciation had love for all really good music,

whatever its peculiar character. From the ancient

stores of Palestrina or old Gregorian music, to the

modern opera or glee,— from each and all, the indus-

try of Vincent Novello would in itself comprise a

very varied collection of all the best styles of music.

Vincent Novello's personal appearance is well in-

dicated by the portrait given at the commencement of

the present biographical sketch. The original pic-

ture was one of his son Edward's first attempts in

oil paintinsr ; and is a beautiful specimen of taste in

coloring (the young artist had never had a single les-

son in coloring), with fidelity in feature, figure, and
expression. "The position of the head, the attitude,

the shape and look of the hand, are all true ; and
Mr. G. De Wilde's engraving has preserved these

particulars of resemblance. Vincent Novello's

stature was about middle height ; his person some-

what stout ; his carriage and walk wonderfully ener-

getic and purposeful ; his hands and feet remarkably

small and white. On a certain occasion, the shape-

liness and delicacy of these latter were made obvious
;

when, going down to the shore to meet her father re-

turning from a morning plunge in the sea, one of his

daughters saw him take off bis shoo and shake out

the sand that had drifted in, leaving his fair stocking-

less foot revealed to view. No one seeing his hoots

or shoes would have guessed the small size of his

foot ; for he wore them to a magnitude more suited

to a slipper-bath than to human ditnensions. He
said he liked to have them eas;/ ; and the consequence

was that they might have accommodated any amount
of sea-sand in addition to the foot they shod, giving

ready admission to whatever quantity chose to lodge

there. His clothes were of an equally (what he call-

ed) commodious make; and his cravat was always

tied loosely enough to allow of his chin, as well as

his throat, reposing roomily therein. He was early

bald ; losing the chief portion of his hair when he

was no older than sixand-twcnty. It preserved its

brown color for many years ; and only latterly turned

grev.

His manners, when in good health, were social,

gay and lively. Fond of conversation, he talkeil

well and freely, when with those he intimately knew

;

but be was retiring—nay, shy—with strangers. lie

had a good deal of English reserve in bis bearing
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towards tiio^e whom he met for the first time ;
thono-h

it wore oty on arqiuunftinoe, and vanished aItoji;etlier

wiien he took a likinp; to them. He had a certain

quiet pride, common to very modi.-st men ;
conscious

of innate merit, jet averse from self assertion. With
his chosen friends he was easy, penial, cordial. With
them lie trave way to mirth and good-Ccllowship ;

laLij:;hed, hantercd, punned. He was a c^'sat punster ;

and vied lionorahly with Charles Lamh, Lei^^h Himt,

and Henry Rohertson,—those masters in the art of

punning.
Vincent Novello was no vocalist ; but once he was

heard to sinn;. He was trying!- over some concerted

piece from the score of "Don Giovanni ;" the part of

Leporello was un^upplied, and he murmured the

notes required. Tiiere was not much voice; hut the

intervals taken truly, the phrases well phrased, the

spirit of the music exquisitely given—bore witness

to the musician's singinn;.

His care in arranp:in^—either the separate accom-

paniment for ortran and pianoforte, or for four-hand

duets—was manifested hy (amono; other things) the

minute pains he took to make the passai;es "lie well

under the hand." Often would the pen he placed

between the lips, while tho finirers were spread and
moved over the table as if in the act of playinj,^ ; so

that he mi;i;ht mechanically test the most facile and
best m.ode of arraufrino- the phrase under considera-

tion. In "laying out'* works for pHntinsr, also, he

spared no trouhle in devisinfj favorable turniniis, with

well spaced bars, lines, and pasres ; and frequently,

wiien dividinji: his manuscripts for this purpose, he

would count up, with sliqlit rap'^ of his pencil on the

paper, asking: half aloud :
— '* How many sevens in

fifty ?" And when the reply came from some one of

those sitting: quietly near lorn, he would reply : ''Ay,

it must he so-and-so.

Vincent Novello was what is called shortsifichted
;

that is, he used a p;hiss to dictimruish far-off ohjects

But his sitrht was so naturally strnnp;, that he cnuld

see to read a small print with a very slender allow-

ance of li,sj;ht in the room, even at an advanced ap;e
;

and durinir the twelvemonth preceding; the last year

of his life, ho wrote some autoirraphs at the request

of his eldest daughter, which were as clearly and
steadily penned as his signature had ever been.

She had the inestimable privilctre of beinc with

him nii^ht and day tlironfrh his final illness at Nice.

It was without pain ; he was patient, g:entle, affec-

tionate, lon^inp; for rest. This was trr'mtcd to him
on the eveniiiLT of the Pth of Au^rust, 1861. Had he
lived until the 6th of the following: month, Septem-
ber, he would have been eig;htv years of aire. After

a life of unsparing: indu'^try, with the blessing of be-

holding; his labors achieve honorable success in ad-

vancinjr tlie art he loved so devotedly, his end was
crowned hy pence.

The most proper monument to a useful man's
memory is that which he h:»s himself erected in the

works he leaves behind him. But if ever a ceno-

taph he erected in Engrland to the memory of Vin-
cent Novello, the most appropriate site for it would
be in Westminster Abbey ; an edifice he loved so

well, and which he at one time made the termination

of his daily walk, to *' g;o in and hear the anthem."
His well-known place was a scat in the aisle, where
Poet's Corner abuts upon the door to the cloister,

—

The old verg:ers called it
'* Mr. Novello's seat;" and

pointed it out to his Italian grandchildren when they

came to En£;iand and visited the Abbey in I860'

—

There could hardly be a more fitting f^pot than the

neig;liborhood of this seat for placing; a tablet-record

of how mucli this eminent musician and estimable

man contributed to the improvement of cathedral

nnisic.

Jlwtgljfs lourital of Sliisk.
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MusTC IV THIS NusiDER. — Continuation of Chopin's

MiiKurkas.

Haydn's "Creation."

This time.honored and lime-worn Oratorio, with

the new singers engaf^od in it, attracted a large au-

dienee to the Music Hall last Sunday even inpr, and

the performance proved a very satisfactory one. Yet

we cannot help thinking that the attendance would

have been larficr and tho appetite lieener if the Han-
del AND Haydn Society, instead of a worl:

grown over-familiar with so many musical people,

had announced say the " Hymn of Praise" by Men-

delssohn, or the "Elijah" or " St. Paul," or any of

those strong works of Handel, some of which are

comparatively unfamiliar here, and few of which

ever lose their freshness. Time-worn we have call-

ed the " Creation," not as denying that it is full of

beauties, that it has all the exquisite art and elegance

and childlike naturalness of good old " father

Haydn," or that it will live—but as intimating a

rather common experience annong music-lovers, wlio

have found that all its melody and beauty,all its felic-

ities in the way of description, do not save it from a

certain cloying and monotonous effect, hy tlie time

one has listened to the first half of it ; and this pro-

bably because its strength and depth bear so little

proportion to its elegance and beauty ; because the

infallible grace and fluency of style, and even the

fine genial tone of feeling that pervades everything

of Haydn, cannot make good the want of a more

positive vitality of genius ; it all runs from one

spring, hut there is no repeated smiting of the rock

(in the strong way of Beethoven or Handel) causing

new ones to gush forth. Yet we would not willingly

let many years pass without a hearing of the " Crea-

tion," if we can have it well performed. Every one

has moods and periods to which its clear and sooth-

ing harmony is very welcome ; and there is a large

class of our older singers and music-lovers, wlio are

of course especially gratified by every revival (so

easy as it comes too'!}of this musical first love of their

youth. Besides it is now several years—tour, we
believe—since the "Creation" was last given here in

Boston.

The cliorus scats were quite well filled, and the

choruses for the most part finely rendered; all know
this old music so well, that the usual flooding of the

stage with singers who first come in at the pulilic

pei'formance, after evading the rehearsals (a sorry

feature in most of our American societies) did not

mar instead of making. The effective Alto force,

however, is too feeble for the rest. The accompani-

ments were nicely rendered by the orchestra under

Mr. Zerrabn (conductor of the whole) ; and Mr.

Lang did good service, as usual, at the organ and in

piano accompaniment of recitatives. Of course a

much larger orchestra, on the Birmingham or Lon-

don scale, would have' made more imposing that

introductory "Chaos" Symphony, which used to be

thought such a miracle of graphic and sublime tone-

painting (chiefly on the authority of English Gardi-

ner's "Music of Nature"). That was before we
knew Beethoven Symphonies and Mendelssohn

Overtures !

Of the solo performances the first honors must be

awarded to Miss Chapman, who, although in her

Italian training untaught in this stylo of music, hav-

ing learned the part in the six days before the con-

cert, sang by far the largest part of the soprano airs

in a style not hitherto surpassed, if equalled, by any

of our native singers. Her fine, clear, powerful

voice, although not naturally of the most sympa-

thetic quality, proved fully equal to the task. There

was style, spirit, character in it, even to the making
of the rather weak and sentimental melody of the

Adam and Eve part unusually interesting. The ar-

tistic finish and ecstasy of Jenny Lind in " On
mighty pens," " The marvellous works," &c., was

not reached by a long way of course ; it would be

rash to say it had tho quality of genius ; but it was

extremely creditalile to the youug singer ; and there

was a life in her appeal that always went home to the

audience.

Miss Gilson's small, sweet, pure voice was very

pleasing in " With verdure clad " and a couple of

the Trios ; but her delivery was tame,—timid per-

haps—lacked life. Life too was the chief thing want-

ing with the new tenor. Mr.. Hazelwood, who has a

fine true voice, well cultivated, and sings in a certain

quiet, even, tasteful style—but sleepily, with eyes

fiistened to his book. The round, deep, manly bass

of Mr. Whitney is a real acquisition to our Ora-

torios. He has yet much to learn, but he made all

the bass airs very telling and effective, descending in

such large and stately manner to the lowest depths,

as only Formes has done here before him.

Concerts.

Orchestral Union. — The thirteenth Afternoon

Concert (Wednesday) gave us two sterling instru-

mental works, of the kind one always listens to with

a fresh interest. The first was Mozart's Don Gio-

vciiini overture— a good thing to recall one's best

hours at the Opera. Tho rendering was good too.

The other, Mendelssohn's "Italian Symphony," was

just the fresh, delicious tiling to answer to the feeling

of those almost Italian spring days, which melted our

Northern snows and tempted out the grass and young

buds during the week past, and suddenly took us so

far out of the heart and memory of winter, only to

let Mephistopheles East Wind plunge us back again'

We think the audience (a somewhat reduced one, al-

though still quite large) enjo3'ed it with a sincere zest.

Between these two classics, attention was relieved

and senses tickled by a lusciously compounded

Strau.ss waltz, " Wien mcin Slim" — whatever that

may mean. — Then came an orchestral arrangement

of Schubert's "Serenade," in which the melody was

divided between the ohoe of De Eibas and the cor-

net of Heinicke, both too long known as skilful

players, to need to be more than named.

The remainder of the programme consisted of a

Potpowrri, from Robert le Diahk, and "Major General

Burnside's Victory March."

AVo go to press too early to notice this week the

Orchestral Concert of the Boston Mozart Club,

in aid of the Sanitary Commission, on Thursday

evening.

Another, a Promenade Concert, we would

remind our readers, for the same patriotic object,

will take place in the Music Hall this evening. Mme.
Varian will sing ; the Germania Band will play,

the Governor and his staiT will be present, and there

will be patriotic speeches and other appropriate enter-

tainments.

Mr. Eioheerg's comic operetta, " The Doctor

of Alcantara," is by general request to be repeated

at the Boston Museum this evening. Its great success

during the whole of last week will ensure a crowded
house.

Owing to the continued illness of Mr. Kreiss-

MANN (who, we are glad to hear, however, is improv-

ing) the Farewell Concert to Mr. Jansen, by the

Orpheus Musical Society, remains indefinitely

postponed. Doubtless the evening will soon be

announced.

The most interesting musical event now in pros-

pect is the first production in this city of Mendels-

sohn's Cantata to Goethe's poem " The First Wal-

purgis Night," which Mr. B. J. Lang announces for

next Saturday evening (May 3), at the Boston Music

Hall. Everywhere in Germany, and in England, it

is esteemed one of the most original and striking

works of Mendelssohn. The hearty joy he had in

composing it, as shown by his letters from Home
(translated in recent numbers of this Journal), must

help to interest us all in it beforehand. The "Wal-
purgis Night" is not long, occupying only from

twenty to thirty minutes ; and quite a novel feature

in Mr. Lang's programme well the repetition of the

whole work tlie same evening. We strongly incline

to believe that this will prove a good plan. Every

work of such importance, while it is new to us,

requires to be heard twice, to give a clear idea of It,

and fix the impressions in the mind. After once

hearing the whole, from Iieginning to end, one first

appreciates the full significance of each part in itsel

and in its relation to the whole. There will be a fall
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orchestra to give effect to the spirited and gm]ihic

overture and accompaniments, and a select ciiorus of

1 50 voices. The solos will be sung by Mrs. Kemp-

TON', Mr. J. Q. Wetiiebbee, Mr. S. W. Langmaid,

Mr. W. H. Wadleigh and Mr. Etdek. The sub-

ject of the poem and Cantata is suggested in the

following note :

[The German legend, that witclies and evil spirits

assembled the night of the tirst of May on the sum-

mit of the Harz mountains, is said to have originated

in the heathen time, wlien the Christians tried to

prevent the Druids from observing their accustomed

rites of sacrifice. The Druiils placed watches round

tlieir mountains, who, with their dreadful appearance

hovering round the fires, and clashing their weapons,

frightened away the enemy.]

Between the two performances of the " Walpnrgis

Night," a Grand Duo for two piano-fortes will be

played by Mi.ss Maky Fay and Mr. Lang, and the

orchestra will give Mendelssohn's " Midsummer

Night's Dream " overture.

Three American prima donnc are engaged at the

two Italian Operas in London : Mile. Parti at Cov-
ent Garden, and Miss Kellogg and Mme. Guerra-

bella at Her Majesty's Theatre. Miss Kellogg is to

make her debut in Linda early in May. She is al.so

announced for the part of " Susanna," in the Mar-
1 lai/e of Fii/aro

This is not so certain as regards Miss Kellogg.

It is true, she is announced in London, and the Musi-

cal World is speculating as to whether the Kellogg

will prove another Patti ; but if that clever young

lady knew her own mind while in Boston lately,and

has not changed it, she has dismissed all thought of

going to Europe this year.

One Signor Vallo, in Philadelphia, impressed

with the idea that there are scores of singers in that

city full of unemployed vocal and dramatic talent,

proposes to organize an Opera Company, chiefly

from Philadelphia musicians, to give operas in Ital

ian, French, German and English. To this end he

invites artists there and elsewhere to confer with him.

Address 532 North Fourth Street.

American piano-forte making is to be represented

in the Great Exhibition in London by specimens of

New York manufacture, doubtless with credit. But

it must be a disappointment to many, wdio have felt

a just pride for our country, and especially for Bos-

ton, in this branch of art and industry, that the so

long unrivalled house of Chickering & Sons have

sent no instruments. The omission is explained by

the following paragraph in the New York Some Jour-

nal of tlie 19th :

—

Chickering and Qottsch.\lk.—Mr. Gottschalk i.s giving a
series of concerts in the principa,! cities of the West, and the
date of his return to tliis city is quite uncertain His popu-
larity and success have not been surpa.'ssed by any artist who
has visited this country. The pianos used by BIr. Gottschalk
at his concerts, both in this city and the West, are from the
manufactory of Messrs. Chickering & Sons, Boston ; and in

order to prevent any disappointment, chey are obliged to keep
several instruments en route, and in advance of him. Mr.
Thalberg. in giving concerts throughout the countr3% was
supplied in the same manner by this firm; and in a letter to

them, remarked, "that their instruments gave universal sat-
isfaction." Gustave Satter, Arthur Napoieon. Goldbeck, and
other eminent pianists, have expressed themselves in the same
terms of commendation. It was the intention of Messrs.
Chickering & Sons to have sent samples of their manufitcture
to the Great Exhibition in London this year. The iiianos were
ready for shipment, but Mr. Gottschalk's movements being so
rapid and numerous, and their de.-^ire to furuish him being
paiamount to the exhibition, they have given up tlie idea of
entering the tield ot competition

; and Gottschalk is now using
the .same instruments that would otherwise have represented
this house at the coming world's fair.

5lMs.itaI (IDorrespnWnte.

Philadelphia, Aepil 22.—The most important

musical event here for sometime, was Mr. Mark
Hassler's Complimentary Concert, given last night

at the Academy of Music. Mr. Ilassler is a brother

of our Violinist, whose concert in January last was

duly chronicled in your columns. He is quite an

artist, and very popular in this city. ^The Programme
was as remarkable for the quantity of the music

as for the quality ; although I would not be under-

stood to disparage the latter. Judge of the state o"'

your correspondent's mind afterhcaring a programme

containing 14 respectably sized items, and half that

number of Encores, withal ; concluding with the

Conjuration and Benediction from the Huguenots at

the hour of 11.30 P.M !—

The concert was an eminent success, instrnmental-

ly. With regard to Mad. Charlotte Varian, a

lady hailing Boston-wards, who was paraded on the

placards as as the vocal attraction, I choose to pre-

serve a charitabla silence ; and the vocal quartette

" This is the Lord's day," by C. Kredtzer, was not

sung with the profound feeling and vigorous expres-

sion, which I have hitherto found in the same singers.

The orchestra was remarkable for a defect, character-

istic, so far as my observation has extended, of Phil-

adelphia orchestras, to wit, a lack of violins ; this

has always maired the eflect of the Germania

Kehearsals, and was noticeable particularly at this

concert, where the strings were not increased propor-

tionally to the other instruments, so tiiat in ihe forte

pass.iges the horns and trombones had a dis.agreeable

predominance, that interfered sadly with the just

rendering of the music. There is no reason why

this fault may not be remedied, since we have the

material therefor close at hand, in abundance. Mr.

Hassler was assisted by Messrs. Theo. Thomas,

Theo. Ahreno, Violoncellist, William Mason,

and Chas. Scmmitz;.

The most prominent feature of the entertainment

was the violoncello playing of Mr. Abrend, whose

marvellous execution has, probably, no equal in this

country, and none, it is fair to presume, either in

England, or upon the Continent (!?) His performance

of the " Souvenir de Suisse " of Servais was a mar-

vel of musical possibilites. It was Mr. Ahrend's first

appearance on the Concert stage for a number of

years. We were all greatly delighted to hear Mr.

Mason, who has not performed here for over five

years ; his elegant performance of his two aharming

hijoir, the "S)»w/Dawn," and the "Silver Spring,"

and the Schubert fantasia, symphonicallj' arranged

for Piano and Orchestra by Liszt, was the very per-

fection of piano playing. Mr. Thomas played

Vieuxtemps' "Lucia," and De Beriot's " Tremolo,*'

and the Andante from the Kreutzer Sonata; it were

superfluous to refer to the many excellencies of this

accomplished artist. 1 must not omit to mention the

verv uniisual feature of a double Concerto for two

'cellos by Dorzanner, performed by Messrs. Ahrend

and Schmitz in splendid style, and to which I regret

that I was prevented from paying close attention, by

reason of the incessant gossiping of two fair damsels

in unfortunate contiguity to my ears.

The Overtures were our old friends the " William

Tell " and the " Midsummer night's Dream ;
" the

one,the last and artistically labored effort of an expe-

rienced and successful artist ; the other the first effort

of a boy of si.xteen, the first expression of a mighty

genius then unknown to fame. How widely different

tliese two productions, and yet how great is each !

And yet is not Mendelssohn's the greatest ? Both
are efl^orts at musical description ; but the Italian's is

but a representation of the visible in nature; the Ger-

man pictures to the fancy the invisible, the etherial.

The Italian takes you an every day's journey—into

Switzerland ; in the midst of her mountains and her

lakes, you hear the storm in all its awful sublimity,

you hear the tumult of the elemental war suhsiile

into the placid calm of exhausted nature ircposing
;

the echoing of the Alpine horns contribute to finish

the picture ; it is a picture of every day life, the expe-
rience of flesh and blood in the familiar manifesta-

tions of nature. The German takes you farther than

this
;
you are transported into the magic country of

the Poet's creation, Fairyland itself; there are "the

tricksy spirits tripping it nimbly on the green, " the

horns of Elf-land faintly blowing," the domain of

the imagination as boundless as eternity itself, where
fancy holds high revel, and to portray which the

Italian bred up in the strict foruuilities of a " school"
must, perforce, be inadequate.

Last Saturday the Germania performed the entire

"Jupiter " Symphony, in superior style ; the defici-

ency in violins as above referred to, marred some of
the efl'ects.

Mr. A. UoLTgcnburger, a rising young violinist,

and pupil of Carl Gaertner, starts for Europe in the
next steamer : his intention is to enter the Paris Con-
servatoire. Mr. R. is a young gentleman of great
talent and energy, and is destined, I think, to become
one of our first artists.

Thursdav of this week, a concert will be given at

tlie JMusical Fund Hall by Miss Henrietta Schmidt,
quire a creditable performer on the violin, aiied ten
years. This youthful artist is a pupil of Mr. Carl
Weber, and has, undoubtedly, irreat talent. I heard
her play, quite reccnlly, in private, and was aston-

ished to hear so mu>-h execution from a child of her

ye.-irs. She plaved amontr other pieces, a very diffi-

cult "Souvenir de Bidlini." by Manrer.
Among the musical on dits tliere is one to the effect

that Mr. Seutz is soon to irive a concert, the chief

atfi-action of wdiich will be the production of the

"Scottish Symphony." Mercutio.

iSIme. Clara Schu.iians was most enthusiastical-

ly received at her first concert in Paris. She played

Bach, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and Schumann ; and

there was no end of applause and calling out. On
all sides she received the most distinguished atten-

tions and the heartiest greetings from the musical

world, with old Rossini at the head. The direction

of the concerts of the Conservatoire have invited her

to play at one of them.

Vienna.—Mllc.Tiljens, the noblest fresh soprano

of the last London Opera season, has entered into a

contract with the direction of the Court Opera in

Vienna, and will be attached to that after the present

season.—About the beginning of this month the

Viennese were rich in great musical expectations,

having before them performances of Beethoven's

great Missn Solennis in D, Bach's Passion music, and

Schubert's opera "Fierahras."

At the last Philharmonic concert the princip.al

pieces were Beethoven's Corioian overture, Weber's

•Ruler of Spirits " overture, and a fantastic Sym-

phony, by Berlioz, " Episode from the life of an

Artist," the music of which one of the critics finds

to be " the opposite of all that is holy, noble and

beautiful."

The Euterpe have performed a sj'mphonyby their

director, Herr Langwara. "Overladen with brass,

and on the whole an imitation of the C minoi' Sym-
phony of Schumann."

London.
Philharmonic Concerts.—The programme of

the second concert (March 24th) was as follows:

Paet I.

Sinfouia "Die Weihe derToiie" Spohr
Recitative and Aria, "Non mi dir" (Don Giovanni).Moziirt
Caprice in E, Pianoforte W. S. Bennett
Recitative and Aria, "Our hearts in childhood's morn"

Gluck
Overture ( Athalie) Mendelssohn

Part II.

Rinfonia in F. No. 8 Beethoven
Duet, "Tornami a dir" Donizetti

Prelude and Fugue alia Tarentella J. S. Bach
Overture (Obercn) Weber

Conductor— Professor Sterndale Bennett, Mus. D.

Of the piano-forte pieces, played by Miss Arabella

Goddat'd, the Musical World remarks :

Among the compositions of Professor Sterndale

Bennett, a more chastely conceived and cxqnisitoly

finished movement than his Caprice for pianoforte,

with orchestral acc(»mpanimenls, cannot he named.
Miss Arabella Goddard has frequently int;oiIu<'ed

this genial and charming work in pnlilic, and now, as

on every previous occasion, gave it con amore. Her
second piece— the "Prelude and Fugue nlla Tarantel-

la" of .John Sebastian Bach, created a "furore."

That such a work—so replete with fancy and vivaci-

tv, as fresh and spirited, ,is tuneful, rhythmical, and
full of strongly-markcil character as the famous Nea-
|ioIitan dance in Masanicllo, or "La Danza" of Ros-

sini (the two capital tarantellas of modern times),

while immeasurably surpassing anything of tlie kind

that has since appeared in varied effect and elaborate

contrivance — should have preceded from a (>en the

holder of wdiich has for upwards of a century ceased

to live, is not less perplexinij: than the fact that the

mechanical difficulties it contains are snflicient to
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deter the most expert performers of the present day
from attempting its performance in public. It is said

by Forkel, his biographer, that Bach composed
this Prelude and Fugue "as an exorcise to keep his

fingers in order." if this be true, what sort of a

player the " Leipsic Cantor" must have been may
easilj' be imagined. This age, however, is indisput-

ably an age of " Bach revivals," so far as music is

concerned ; and as at the Philharmonic Concert of a

fortnight previous the old musician, represented by
the magic bow of Herr Joachim, bore awav the palm
from Weber, Viotti, Beethoven, and Cherubini, so on
Monday night he fairly earned the laurel-crown with

Spohr. Mendelssohn, Beethoven, Weber, and Stern-

dale Bennett as competitors. The Prelude and
Fugue of Miss Goddard, like the "Gavotte and
Bourree" of Herr Joachim, won the honors and the

most enthusiastic applause of the concert.

CovENT Gakden Theatre.—The Koyal Italian

Opera season for 1862 was to commence on the 8th

of this month. The Director's prospectus offers

only one novelty, Donizetti's Don Sebastien. The
The principal revival will be Meyerbeer's Robert le

Diahle, which has not been heard at Covent Garden

for nine years. Other revivals will he La Flglia del

Reggimenlo and L'Elisir d' Amore, with Mile. Patti,

and Don Pasquale with Mile. Maria Battu (her first

appearance in England) in the principal roles. Of
Rossini's oper.as "William Tell" alone is mentioned,

for the opening night. Mario is to appear in Fra
Diavolo. The World says :

From a general glance at the prospectus and the
artists, we think we may fairly conclude that the
season will be more of an Opera Comiqne than a
"Grand" season. The operas appertaining to the
repertories of Miles. Patti and Battu, and Mad. Mio-
lan-Carvalho all belong to the lighter school of com-
position

; and no doubt the three accomplished ladies

will obtain their .share. Mile. Patti, by the way, is

announced to perform Dinorah in Meyerbeer's opera.
Although no single person is engaged ostensibly

to fill up the vacuum left by Mad. Grisi, seeing that
Mad. Penco is announced to appear as Donna Anna
in Don Giovanni and Mad. Rosa Csillag as Valentine
in the Huguenots, we may infer that the absence of

the "Diva" will be compensated for in some partic-

ulars. Mad. Csillag's Valentine will be a phenome-
non. In addition to Mile. Marie Battu, Mile. Gor-
dosa appears as a novelty in the list of ladies. Of
this artist we know nothing. The tenors, with Sig.
Mario, comprise Signers Taniberlik, Neri Baraldi.
Rossi, Lucchesi and Gardoni. The engagement of
Signor Gardoni cannot fail to gratify in the highest
degree the subscribers and the public. Wonderful
to relate, the tenors are all Italians. There is hope
yet for Italian song ! And yet how weak the hope
when it is shown that, in such a theatre as the Royal
Italian Opera, among ten female artists only three
are Italian, and among eleven basses, four. We beg
pardon of the new basses, Signor Natmi and Cappo-
ni, whose names are too Ausonian to admit a doubt
of the country whence they are derived. Mt'sdames
Rudersdorff, Tagliatico and Anese are at their posts
as seconde donne—the first-named lady ready to do
good service on occasions as prima donna. Mad.
Nantier-Dide'e is again the contralto. The basses
include all the names of last year, with the addition
of Signor Delle-Sedie, who made so favorable an
impression last year at the Lyceum Theatre, as Re-
nato, in the Ballo in Maschera, and has been singing
with distinguished success during the past season at

the Italian Opera in Paris. The list of names now
is unusually strong, comprising Signers, Messrs. and
Heri;en, Ronconi, Graziani, Delle Sedie, Tagliafico,

Faure, Ze]ger, Patriossi, Fellar, Nanni, Capponi and
Formes.
The director lays great stress upon the accomplish-

ments and popularity of Mile. Adelina Patti.

Paris.

The new opera comique, by M. Albert Grisar, long
talked about, has at length made its appearance. It
was played for the first time the 18th March. The
libretto by MM. Dumanoir and D'Ennery is a graft-

ing of the story of Puss in Boots on the fable ot
La Chatte metamorphosie en Femme, by Lafontaine,
dramatized as early as 1827, by Scribe and M(Sles-
ville. Having assumed the form feminine, the ere-
while eat in the second act disguises herself as a page,
and plays the part of the hooted cat in Perrault's
tale, and in the third act marries her master. The
subject is treated very smartly and pleasantly by
the authors, who have inspired the composer
with a great deal of light, pleasant and mirth-

ful music, such as best fits his natural vein, and
when it is said that Mad. Marie Cabel is the heroine,

everything will have been told that can account for

the very complete success of the work.
Mad. Clara Schumann, the celebrated pianist, has

returned to Paris, and given a concert, which was
attended by an eager crowd of artists, and pure dile-

tanli,whom she enthralled as only an artist of her com-
manding talent can enthrall an audience so composed.
Among the numbers of the programme was Robert
Schumann's quintet, and it was wonderful to note
how Mad. Schumann's masterly interpretation of the

pianoforte part impressed her listcnei"s. Only the
most gifted artists have this power of immediately
seizing and retaining the attention ; and it is derived

from a source far difl^erent from mere mechanical
dexterity ; otherwise what an army of great artists

would the world possess.

The distinguished and unextingtiishable cantnfrice,

Madame Viardot, sang last Sunday the part of Fides
in the Prop/iete at the Grand Opera, although she
was supposed to have performed for the last time
during lier engagement the Friday previous. Mile.
Marie Sax is fast taking her place as a star of prim-
ary importance. Her Alice in liohert. le Diahle is a

perform.ance of high merit, and she wins in it where-
ever she plays it the most warm and genuine ap-

plause. But honor and glory must be paid for, and
every good has its drawback ; so if, on one hand, she

has the honor of replacing Mad. Gueymard in the

Heine de Saba, she must put up with a less welcome
greatness being thurst upon her by being assigned
the part of Laura in Pierre de Medicis.

The Italian Opera has produced Olello with Tam-
berlik as the Moor and Mad. Charton Demeur as

Desdemona.
Here is the programme of the last Concert at the

Conservatoire:— 1. Symphony, Mozart; 2. Chorus
of Spirits, Oheron, Weber ; 3. Concerto, violin,

Beethoven, executed by M. Maurine; i. Scena and
blessing of flags. Siege of Corinth, Rossini ("solo sung
by M. Belval) ; 5. Overture to 2^nipa, He'rold.

—

Now for another programme. That of the seventh
Popular Concert, on the model of tlie London Mon-
day Popular Concerts (with Orchestra instead of

quartet) was on the same day :—1. Symphony in A
major, Mendelssohn ; 2. Egmont, a tragedy by
Goethe, music, Beethoven ; 3. Adagio of a quintet

of Mozart, executed by M. Auroux (clarinet) with

all the stringed instruments.

—

Cmt. London Musical
World.

Cologne.—The ninth Gesellschafts Concert took

place under the direction of Herr Ferdinand Hiller,

on the 18th inst., in the Giirzenich, when the follow-

ing was the progiamme: First Part.—Symphony
No. 1, in C major, Beethoven. " TenebriE facta;

sunt," for chorus without aecomnaniment, Michael
Haydn. Concerto (violin Gesangscene), Spohr,
Herr Otto von Konigslow. Overture to Medea,
Woldemar Bargiel (new). Second Part.—Concerto
in G minor, pianoforte and orchestra, Mendelssohn,
Herr Ferdinand Breuning. The Forty-Second
Psalm, for solo, chorus and orchestra, Mendelssohn
(soprano solo:) Mile. Julia Rothenberger). The
symphony by Beethoven, which had not been heard
for so long, that it was unknown to the majority of

the audience, and once more extremely welcome to

those who were already acquainted with it, was per-

formed in excellent style The sacred composition
of Michael Haydn—the learned contrapuntist, and
author of more than a hundred pieces of music for

the Church, the contented orchestral director and
cathedral organist in Salzburg, whence the most en-

ticing offers of Prince Esterhazy, and the aristocratic

admirers of music in Vienna, as well as the wishes

of his elder brother Joseph, could not turn him

—

was very well sung and produced a favorable im-
pression. By his excellent rendering, in his own
style, of Spohr's Concerto, Herr von Konigslow
reaped a plenteous harvest of applause, and obtained

the honor of being recalled. We cannot refrain

from stating, however, that for our own part, we
should have been better pleased with a less sentiment-

al, and more energetic reading. By his overture,

an imposing orchestral production, Herr Woldemar
Bargiel achieved a gratifying success, evidenced by
the loud and long continued applause of the audience.

Herr Ferdinand Breuning's rendering of Mendels-
sohn's Concerto was a masterly one. It excited the

most lively applause, and a call for the artist who
thus united the brilliancy of the virtuoso with the

qualities of the sterling player. The execution of

the well-known forty-.second Psalm, was far from up
to the mark. Mile. Rothenberger sang the soprano
solos in a satisfactory manner. There will be a per-

formance of Beethoven's "Missa Solennis," on Palm
Sunday, the 13th of April.

—

Niederrheinische Musik-

Zeiiung.

Special %^\xtt%,

DESCUIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PiibliHlieil br Oliver Ditson & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Where art thou, wandering little bird. F. Mon 25

An effective Song by a distinguished English ballad-

ist. It has often figured in London Concert Pro-

grammes and seems an established favorite with the

public there.

If our fondest prayer. Ballad. Pietro Centemeri 25

Mr. Centemeri has admirably succeeded in invent-

ing a well fitting and singable melody to Byron's

celebrated poem. It is written for the singing world

at large, and is in all respects a good Parlor Song.

Clear the track. Song and Chorus. W.H.Doane 25

A patriotic Song for the million. The air is of that

kind which, once started, spreads rapidly in all direc-

tions.

There's music in thy heart. Robert Bell 25

Melodious and simple.

Instrumental Music.

Within a mile of Edinboro*. Transcribed.

A Baumhack 25

An elegant arrangement of medium difficulty.

Cujus animam. Transcribed. Brinley Richards 40

In this author's usual brilliant style.

Almeda Quadrille. Robert Bell 35

A rather simple Quadrille, well adapted for the

Drawing-room.

In memoriam of His R. H. the Prince Consort.

An Elegy. Br'nley Richards 35

A mournful, well measured air, o much beauty,

and a fit musical tribute to the memory of one who
was a musician of no mean ability.

Musings by the Seashore. Komanza. J. von Joel 30

A highly suggestive title,which, however, the music

seems fully to bear out. The piece classes with such

popular " Songs without words" as Richards' *'warb-

liogsateve," Oesten's "Alpinebeils," &c.

Capture of Island No. 10. Chas. Ch'obe 25

A rather easy Rondo, somewhat descriptive, with a

short narrative of this important event in the war for

the Union.

La Chapelle du foret. {The Chapel in the Forest)

Idylle. Alb. Jungmann 40

A very pretty Nocturne by this favorite writer,

sparkling with the tinkle of the chapel-bell. A choral

or slow chant introduced is of a peculiar and altogeher

charming effect. It is but moderately difficult.

Books.

Thalberg's L'art du Chant.

Singing applied to the piano.J

bound in cloth.

(The Art of

Handsomely

3,00

The piano cannot render that which is most perfect

in the beautiful art of singing, namely, the faculty of

prolonging sounds, but the player may overcome this

imperfection with address and skill. How this may

be done, the great Player has shown in twelve Trans-

criptions of melodies from the masterworks of great

composers. The melody is engraved in large notes,

BO as to stand out and be recognized easily. They are

all figured, and are as invaluable to the accomplished

pianist as to the student, who wonld get at the root

of the marvellous effects which Thalberg produces in

his playing.

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on eaoh piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving^ of time and expense In obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this Journal.

From Felix Mendelssohn's "Travelling-

Letters."

(Continued from page 271-

Engclberi:. August 23, 1831.

My lieart is so full, I must tell it to you. I

have just now, here in a most eharminir vallev,

taken up Schiller's " William Tell " again, and
have only read the first half scene ;—after all

there is no Art like our German ! God knows,

how it comes; but I think, that no other people

can understand such a besrinnintr, to say nothing

of making it. That is what T call a poem, and a

beginning; first the clear, lucid verses, in which

the mirrorlike, smooth lake and all chime to-

gether ; and then the unimportant, prolix chat

of the Swiss, and then Baumgarten's sudden

appearance in the midst of them—it is indeed

too divinely beautiful ! What is there not fresh,

not vigorous, not transporting ? But in music

there is as yet no such work ; and yet something

as perfect mu.st some day he made. Then again

it is really too good, that Schiller has created his

whole Switzerland for himself; that everything

is so faithfully portrayed, so strikingly true : the

life, the people, nature, landscape, although he

never saw the country himself. I felt at once

very glad, when the old landlord here, in the

high, lonely village, brought me from the cloister

the book with the well-known characters and the

familiar name; but the beginning has again sur-

passed all my expectations. It is more than four

years, too, since I have read it ; I will go over

afterwards to the cloister, and vent my feelings

somehow on the organ.

Afternoon. Do not think it strange, but just

read the first scene through once more, and then

you will understand me. Such passages as that

where all the shepherds and hunters cry out

:

save him, save him, save him ! , or the end of the

Griitli scene, where the sun is about to rise, really

could have occurred only to a German, in fact

only to Herr von Schiller; and the whole piece

swarms with such passages. Let me only men-
tion that, at the end of the second scene, where
Tell comes to the house of Staufl^acher with the

rescued Baumgarten, and closes the excited scene

so calmly and securely ; that is, besides the

beauty of the thought, so thoroughly and truly

Swiss. Then the beginning of the Griitli scene.

The Symphony, which the orchestra should play

at the end, I have composed this morning in my
thoughts, because I could not do much on the

little organ. A multitude of things and plans

have occurred to me.—There is a monstrous deal

to do in the world, and I will be industrious

What Goethe said to me :
" Schiller could have

turned out two great tragedies a year," had always

inspired me with particular respect, in spite of

its tradesman-like expression. But this morning
for the first time it became quite clear to me, how
much the observation meant, and I have seen

that one must gather up his faculties.—Even the

errors in the play are amiable, and there is some-

thing great in them : and while Bertha, and Ru.

denz, and the old Attinghausen seem tome great

weaknesses, one can still see how he had his objec

jn all that, and how he had to make it just so
;

and it is consoling, that so great a man has made

for once so great a failure. I have had a very

happy morning by the means, and it has put mc
in that mood, in which one wishes such a man back

to life again, so that he may express his thankful-

ness to him ; and in which one longs to make

something himself some day, which may trans-

port another into such a mood hereafter.

You will hardly comprehend how I came to

settle down here regularly in Engelberg. It

happened thus. Since I was in Unterseen I have

not had a day of rest, and so I wished to stay a

day in Meiringen, but let the lovely weather of

the morning entice me on as far as here. On
the mountains the usual rain and storm overtook

me again, so that I arrived considerably fatigued.

Now there is here the neatest inn one can imag-

ine, clean, orderly, very small and rustic ; an old

white-haired landlord ; the wooden house stands

back from the road alone upon a meadow ; the

people are as friendly and good-natured, as if one

were at home.—This sort of charm too one finds

only with people who speak German, I believe
;

at least I have never met with it anywhere else

;

and if people of other countries do not miss that,

or hardly like it, I am just from Hamburg, and

find it very homelike and agreeable. So that it

is no wonder, that I have made my day of rest

here to-day, with these honest old people. My
room is full of windows on all sides, looking out

upon the valley ; wainscoated with handsome

wood from top to bottom ; divers moral maxims

and a crucifix hang upon the wall ; a stout green

stove, with a bench all round it ; two high beds.

As I lie in my bed, I have the following pros-

pect

:

[Pen sketch.]

Here again I have failed to get the buildings

right, or the mountains either; but I think I can

show it to you better in my book, if the weather

is tolerable to-morrow. The valley, I suspect,

will become one of the dearest tome in all Swit-

zerland ; as yet I have not seen the mighty

mountains, by which it is enclosed ; they were

covered with mist all day ; but the wondrous

lovely meadows, the many brooks, the houses and

foot of the mountains, so much of them as comes

in sight, are beautiful above all things. The

green especially in Unterwalden is more splendid

than in any other Canton, and it is famous even

among the Swiss for its matlen. The journey

from Sarnen, to begin with, was charming,|and

finer, larger trees or a more fruitful land I never

saw, than there. Besides the way is as little

difficult, as if one only went to walk in a great

garden ; the slopes are overgrown with tall,

slender beech trees ; the stones all covered with

moss and weeds ; springs, brooks, little lakes,

houses,—on one side the view toward Unterwal-

den with its green meadows; then in a few

minutes the entire Hasli-thal, with the snow

mountains, and the cascades from the rock walls

;

and all along the way is shaded by thick, power-

ful trees. Now yesterday morning, as I have said,

I let the sunshine mislead me into coming thiough

the Genthel-thal upon the ridge ; but on the ridge

the frightfulest weather overtook us again ; we had

to come through the snow, and the excursion be-

came once or twice unpleasant. But presently

we came out of the rain and snow, and then

there was a heavenly moment, when the clouds

lifled, and we still stood in them, and far below

us, as if throush a black veil, saw the green

Engelberg valley appear through the mists.

Then we came swiftly down
;
presently we heard

the clear convent bell ring Ave Maria, and then

saw the white building lying in the meadows,

and after a nine hours' journey arrived here.

How good it feels then to be in such a friendly

inn, and how the rice cooked in milk tastes, and

how long one sleeps into the next morning, let

me be silent.

To-day it has been gloomy weather again all

day. They brought me " William Tell" from

the convent library, and the rest you know. It

strikes me still, how great a failure Schiller has

made of Rudenz ; for the whole character is too

weak, and without any motive, and it is just as

if he purposely meant to represent him badly.

The words, which he speaks in the scene with

the apple, would raise him ; but then the scene

with Bertha came before, so that must pass for

nothing. When he joins the Swiss afler the

death of Altinghausen, you think he is entirely

changed ; but instantly he pops out with the in-

formation that his Bertha has been snatched from

him ; and so again it is no merit of his. It has

occurred to me, that if he should speak the brave

words against Gessler precisely so, without the

scene with Bertha preceding, and if such a scene

should spring out of it in the following act, the

character would certainly be much better, and

the declaration scene less purely theatrical, than

it is now. But that may be killing the hen to

get the egg, and I should like to hear your opin-

ion about it. One cannot speak of such things

to a learned man ; the gentlemen are too shrewd.

But if I chance to meet in these days one of the

newer young poets, who look down upon Schiller,

and only partially approve him, it will be his mis-

fortune, for I will trample him to death.—Now
good night ; to-morrow I must get up early ; it is

a great festival day in the convent, and solemn

service, and I have got to play the organ for

them. The monks listened this morning, as I

improvised a little ; it pleased them, and so they

have invited me to play the feast day in and out

to-morrow. The Pater organist has also given

me a theme, to improvise upon ; it is a bettor one

than ever could occur to any organist in Italy :

f Adagio.

Now I will see, what I will make of it to-mor-

row. I have also played this afternoon in the
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church there a couple of new organ pieces by

myself; they sounded pretty well. When I

passed the cloister in the evening, the church

was closed, and scarcely were the doors shut,

when the monks began to sing aloud the Noc-

turnes in the dark church. They intoned the

deep B natural. It sounded superbly, and

one could hear it still far down the valley.

August 24.

This -was a day again ! The most splendid,

brightest weather, blue sky such as I have not

seen since Chamouni ; festival in the village, and

on all the mountains. When one after long mist

and misfortune sees again some morning from the

window the entire, pure mountain chain, with

all the peaks, it does him a deal of good. You
know they are most beautiful after rain ; but to-

day they looked as clear as the egg just out of

the shell. The valley is second to none in Swit-

zerland ; if I ever come this way again, it shall

be my chief point; it is even lovelier, and broad-

er and freer than Chamouni, and airier than In-

terlaken. The Spannorter are incredible jags,

and the round Titlis, laden with snow, with his

foot in the meadows, and the Urner rocks in the

distance, are not bad either. Now we have full

moon besides ; the valley is dressed up, I have

done nothing but draw and play the organ all

day long. This morning I discharued my duty

as organist ; it was splendid then. The organ is

close by the high altar, near the choir stalls for

the pab-ea. So I took my place in the midst of

the monks, a true Saul among the prophets ; by

my side an ugly Benedictine scraped the double-

bass, some others fiddles ; one of the Tionoratiores

played the leading fiddle. The pater prceceptor

stood before me, sang solo, and directed with a

long stick as thick as your arm ; the pupils of

the convent in their black cowls formed the

chorus ; an old, reduced countryman played with

them on an old, reduced oboe ; and quite in the

distance sat two, quietly tooting away into great

trumpets with green tassels. And for all that

the thing was very edifying ; one could not help

liking the people, for they had zeal, and all worl -

ed as well as they could. A Mass by Emmerich

was given ; every note had its cue and its pow-

der ; I played the general bass faithfully from my
figured part

;
put in wind instruments from time

to time, when it grew tedious to me, made also

the Responsnria, improvised upon the given

theme, was finally obliged, at the desire of the

prelate, to play a march, hard as it came to me
upon the organ, and was dismissed with honor.

This afternoon I had to play before the monks

again alone ; they gave me the nicest themes in

the world, among othc rs the Credo. I made a

successful fantasia on it ; it is the first in my life,

which I would like to have written down ; but I

only recall the general drift of it, and beg per-

mission to insert a passage of it here, which I

shonld not like to forget, for Fanny. By degrees

there came in more and more counter-themes

against the Canto fermo, first pointed notes, then

triplets, at last rapid sixteenths, out of which the

Credo had to work itself again continually ; but

quite at the end the sixteenths went mad, and

there came arpeggios over the whole organ in G
minor ; then in long notes (the arpeggios still

continuing) I took the theme in the pedal, so

that it closed with A ; on the A now I made an

organ-point in arpeggios, and then it suddenly

occurred to me to make the arpeggios with the

left hand alone, so that the right could set in far

above with the Credo again, somewhat in this

manner :

#
^'?«<i »r^^—

-

"^•W^.% '^^^^[
Then came a hold upon the last note, and a

pause, and then it closed. I wish you could have

heard it ; I believe it would have pleased you.

—

Then the monks had to go in to Complel, and we

took right hearty leave of one another. They

wanted to give me letters of introduction for

some other places in Unterwalden, but I forbade

it, because I intend to go to-morrow morning to

Lucerne; and then in five or six days I shall be

out of Switzerland. Your Felix.

(To be continued.)

Translated for this Journal.

Franz Schubert.

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

From the German of Dr. riEiNUlCff von Kheissie.

(Continued from page 9.)

We now leave SchnViert's vocal works, to turn to

his compositions for instruments and cursorily glance

over the most Important ot them.

Let us tnke up then first his conipopitions for the

Piano. We mpntionecl ahovc that he composed for

this instrument in his early youth. In 1810 he wrote

a Fantasia for four hands, which was followed in

1811 by a second and in 1813 by a third. In 181.5

he composed the Sonatas in F and and in 1816 a

Sonata in F. They were succeeded in the years 1817

and 1818 hy no less than six Sonatas (in E flat, F
minor, A minor, A flat major, C and F) ; and those

again by others in the next years, uutil their long

series was closed hy the three grand Sonatas in C
minor, A and B flat, composed in the last year of his

life. These last. three Sonatas, Schuhert intended to

dedicate to Hummel, whom he esteemed very hic-hly ;

his deatli intervening, the publishers dedicated them

to Robert Schumann. Besides these Sonatas, the

following have been published :

Grand Sonata in A minor, op. 42, dedicated to the

Arch-Duke Eudolph.

Grand Sonata in D major, op 53, dedicated to Mr.

Bokle.

Grand Sonata in E flat major.

Grand Sonata in A minor, op. 143, hy the publish-

ers dedicated to Mendelssohn.

Grand Sonata in B major, op. 147, dedicated to

Thalberg by the publishers.

Grand Sonata in A minor, op. 164.

Grand Sonata in A major, op. 120 ; the Fantasie

op. 78, (Andante, Menuetto, Allegretto); and the

Fragment,op. 145.

There are not wanting some among these Piano-

forte pieces, that do great honor to their composer;

indeed several of these Sonatas, to which in a less

strict sense the Fantasia,op. 78, belongs, have hardly

been surpassed by other compositions of the same

class for the Piano in the time after Beethoven.

The Sonata in A minor op. 42, those in D op. 53,

in A major op. 120, and the Fantasia op. 78 are

especially interesting and charming compositions. It

was a strange accident that just those Sonatas were

dedicated to Rob. Schumann, the enthnsiastic admir-

er of Schubert's genius and especially of his compo-

sitions for the Piano, which seemed to him somewhat
strange " on accouht of the simplicity of invention."

" The Sonatas," Schumann writes of them in his

musical paper (A'fM? Zeilschrifi fur Ulusik) "have
been designated (by the publishers) as the last work

of Sehnbert, and strangely enough. A person, who
knew nothing of the time when they were composed,

might jjerhaps judge differently—as X myself would

have placed them in an earlier period of the artist.

As for me the Trio in E flat major always appeared

to me as Schubert's last work, as his most individual

and original work. It would he superhuman, to bo

sure, that e man, composing as much and as much
daily as Schubert did, should constantly write better

and in every new eflTort surpass himself; and thns

these Sonatas may really be the last works by him.

Whether be wrote them on the sickbed, or not, I

could not leai'n ; the music seems to warrant the first

conclusion. Be that as it may, these Sonatas seem

to nie strikingly different from his others. This

appears especially in the much greater simplicity of

invention, in giving up voluntarily brilliant novelty,

wiiile in other works lie demands so much of himself,

in the lengthy treatment of certain general mu^ic&l

ideas, instead of twining in new threads from period

to period. As if it never would come to an end,

never troubled for a continuation, ever musical and

melodious the piece runs on from page to page,

now and tiien interrupted by stronger uphcavings,

which however soon subside atiain. This is the

impression they made on me. Cheerfully and grace-

fully and kindly he comes to a cIo.se, as if he might

begin the next day anew."

Scbumadn has excellently characterized in this

passage the amiability and unceasing creative impulse

of his favorite, and one remark be makes"in speaking

of these three Sonotos, may he applied to about all

Schubert's Piano music. The " stronger upheiiv-

ing " namely, the energetic chords anil powerful pas-

sages, generally very soon give way in the most

gracefiil manner to melodious, qideting ones, as it so

frequently happens in the first movements of the

Sonatas. Swiftly on the contrary and with fire,

sometimes in the rhythm of Hungarian dance, the

last movement often hastens over far-stretching dis-

tances to the close ; the Scherzi .are full of originality

and somewhat in Beethoven's manner ; in the An-

dante we generally hear a simple, beautiful song^

sometimes carried on in charming variations.

The most significant and largest piece for the

Piano, next to the Sonatas, written hy Schuhert, is

the grand Fantasia in C, op. 1 5. It is likewise full

of melodic beauties and original traits, but refuses to

come within the bounds of strict form, being a free

play of his imagination still more decidedly than is

the ease in other instrumental pieces by Schubert.

On the other hand the whole plan and treatment of

this piece so invites orchestral treatment, with the

exception of the melodious passage in the middle of

the piece, that Franz Liszt, correctly recognizing its

symphonic character, composed an orchestral accom-

paniment for it, with his peculiar mastery for just

such arrangements. In this form the Fantasia has

been performed several times in Vienna.

Besides the Piano pieces just mentioned, Schubert

composed many others, in smaller forms, among
which are the ten Variations (composed in 1815), a

Scherzo and Trio (composed in 1817), an Allegretto

(for Herr Waleher as a memento, composed in 1827)

an Adagio, a March with Trio, the well known
Impromptus and Moments musicals, for the greater part

very charming compositions full of genius, and lastly

a considerable number of dances. Among the latter

the greater number are AUemandes and Laendlerl

owing their origin mostly to Schubert's improvisaj.

tions at famtly-balls, and published afterwards undeiy

the title of " First Waltzes, Original Dances " (conj-

taining the well-known Waltz of mourning, or Le
Desire*) "Laendler and Waltzes" (two books)!

" German dances," known under the name Of
" Homage to the beautiful Viennese ladies," " Valsert

nobles and sentimentales," " Gratzerf Waltze3,'f

* Jlroneouely ascribed to Beethoven.
J

t Gratz is the capital of Styria. Tr.
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and " Last Waltzes." Berides these he also com-

posed Galopps avd E:oi^mses.

He also composed a great numher of fonr-hand

pieces for the Piano. Prominent among them are :

the Fantasia in F minor, dedicated to the Countess

Caroline Esterhazy, a piece of music well known

and mnch pUiyed on account of its noble beauty;

the Variations on a French song, dedicated to Beet-

hoven and the " Divprtissemmt en forme d'line mnrche

hrillante e raisonn€e." There are to be mentioned

besides these, the eight Variations on a tlieme from

Herold's opera " Marie," and eight Variations on an

original theme ; an Avdant/'no vari^ et Rondeau hril-

lant on French original motives a grand ; Rondo in A
(op. 107) ; a Sonata dedicated to Count Pal ffy ; a

second one (op. 30) ; the grand Duo composed in

June, 1824, (op. 140) ; the Fague in F minor, com-

posed in 1823 in Baden, the Overture in A flat (op.

34) ; and the " Storms of life," composed in May,

1828. With these compositions may be classed : the

Divertissement a hi Bonqroise^ an extended piece of

music (composed in 1818 in Zele'z) in which Hun-

garian motives appear, treated in a charming and

fine manner
;
* six Polon;\ises and Trios ; also four

Polonaises with Trios ; and finally the various

Marche=, as : Military and Heroic Marches ; six

marches and 'six Trios ; the "Marches charncleris-

ti(pies ;" the Dirge for the funeral of the emperor

Alexander of Russia, and Mnrche heroiqne for the

coronation of the emperor Nicholas ; in the latter

Russian popular melodies are used.

Already from this enumeration of Schubert's

piano-forte works, which makes as little claim to

completeness as that of his songs, or that of his other

instrumental works, his activity and fruitfulness in

this department may lie inferred. A fullness of beau-

tiful melodies, surprising transitions, and single fine

traits come cnntinually to light also in these four-

hand pieces ; althongli it cannot be denied, tliat some

of them, as for example " The Storms of Life," the

Sonatas op. 30 and 140, by the too broad spinning

out of the thoughts, become monotonous and make
the hearer long for the end. In the latter Duo
(dedicated by the publishers to Clara Wieck) Robert

Schumann recognized rather an orchestral than a

piano work (as Liszt did afterwards in the Fantasia

inC.)

" The Duo," Schumann writes, ' appears to me to

have originated under Beethoven's influence ; and I

took it for a Symphony, transferred to the piano,

until the original manuscript, in which it is designa-

ted by his own hand as a four-hand Sonata, tried to

convince me otherwise. Tried, I say, for still I can-

not get rid of my thought, that one, who writes as

much as Schubert, uses little ceremony about titles
;

and so perhaps in baste he superscribed his work

Sonata, while it stood finished in his head as a Sym-
phony. Familiar with his style, with his way of

treating the piano, comparing this work with his other

Sonatas, in which the purest piano-forte character is

expressed, I can only explain it to myself as an or-

chestral piece. You hear stringed and wind instru-

ments, tiitti passages, single soli, roll of kettle drums

;

the great broad symphonic form, even the allusions

to the Beethoven Symphonies, likewise support my
view. At the same time I would defend the Duo
against the charge, that it is not always rightly con-

ceived for a piano-forte piece, while as an arranged

Symphony it would have to be regarded with other

eyes. If we take it so, we are one Symphony the

richer."

Schumann does not stand alone in his opinion.

Other competent musicians say, that this Sonata was

undoubtedly designed to become an orchestral piece.

So too in regard to the first two Impromptus, op. 142,

Schumann is of the opinion, that Schubert did not

* Allusions to Hungarian melodies occur also in the *' Mo-
ments Mifsicats,^^ in some movements of his Sonatas, and in
the Sympliony in C.

t Franz Liszt haa arranged some of the marches for orches-
tra.

superscribe them so, and that the first is doubtless the

fii'st movement of a Sonata, of which the other is the

second movement ; while the concluding movements

either were not composed or have got lost ; the

f lurth Impromptu, although not decidedly belonging

to it, might then be added as Finale.

(To be continued.)

Ferdinand Killer's New Opera.

[From the Niederrheinische Musik-Zeitung. Trans-
lated for the London Musical World.]

On Saturday, February 1.5th, the new four-

act opera, entitled Die Katahnnhen, the words
by Rerr M. Hartmann, and the music by Ferdi-
nand Hiller, was produced for the first time at

the Ducal theatre, Wiesbaden. It is really quite

an event for the mananement of a German
Court theatre to decide on producinji the un-

known wo 'k of a German composer, and to do
everything in its power to render the perfor-

mance and the mise-en scene worthy of the work.
N)t only the composer, but German music itself,

owes a deep debt of gratitude to the Baron von
Bose, Intendant of the Wiesbaden theatre, for

having; opened apa'h for a German opera, which,
doubtless, will continue to enjoy the same suc-

cess which has hitherto distingtuished it.

This work requires, it is true, an audience still

capable, in every respect, of a serious frame of

mind, that is, with respect to the purport of the

drama, and especially the music, and whose ap-

preciation of sterling beauty has not yet been
deadened by modern Italian eflect-music, and
French spectacle opera. The subject of the

story is a serious, not to say religious, one, since

it aims at exhibiting the martyrdom of the first

Christian community, and the contrast between
the new and inward world rising in the minds of

men, and the empty nothingne'ss of the Roman
world sunk in sensuality. Although the poet
may have sketched too sharply the two principal

representatives of this contrast, namely, the

Roman lady Lavirii and th5 slave Lucius, the

leader of the Christian band, the tone of the

drama is, on the whole, well preserved, and not
obscured or spoilt by aught that is out of place.

Without criticizing the details, we will give

enough of the story to characterize the music,

and furnish the reader with an intelligible sum-
mary of the whole.

After a short instrumental introduction, the
action commences with a Bacchanal in the apart-

ments of Lavinia, a noble Roman lady, of the

family of the Caesars. The music is wildly char-

acteristic ; the female chorus forms a gentle mid-
dle movement, which celebrates, with graceful

melody, the Goddess of Love. The wild joy
produces no impression on Lavinia. Claudius,

the prefect of Rome (barytone), orders the Ion-

ian singer, the slave Clythia, to sing a song ; the

fair Ionian, who is secretly a Christian, sings how
the Lord, " who walked as God upon the earth,

forgave the sinning woman who had deeply lov-

ed." This song, charmingly composed as a bal-

lad, and received with great applause, causes

Lavinia to start; but Claudius recognizes in it the

"Slave-god of the Nazarenes" and inveighs against

the "Devoted race which threatens the Gods of

Rome." The whole forms, with the chorus, an
introduction full of life and character. The
guests disperse. The following duet of Lavinia,

who, in the "Desert of the Heart," laments a
a suffering " which even Gods cannot alleviate,"

and of Claudius, who in vain endeavors to gain

her love, is especially distinguished by the beauti-

ful melodic flow in the part of Claudius, and was
received with lively marks of approbation.

Tumultuous sounds are heard approaching
from without ; Timotheus, a Christian, is being
pursued by the mob, who follow him into the

halls of Lavinia. He falls at her feet. In order
to clear himself from his crime, he is ordered by
the Prefect to light the sacrificial flame before
the statue of Venus. The slave Lucius brings the

torch, and admonishes him, in a low voice, " not
to deny the Lord." Timotheus, strengthened by
Lucius's looks, refuses compliance ; the people
want to drag him off' to death,despite the endeav-

ors of the Senator Cornelius (bass), who is him-
self at heart a Christian, to prevent them from
so doing ; but Lavinia protects the fugitive, and
haughtily opposes the wishes of the rude crowd.

We have now a fine musical situation, skilful-

ly introduced by the author, and admirably
worked out by the composer in a sestet (two so-

pranos, two tenors, baritone and bass) ; a vocal

piece with full orchestra, and the chorus gradu-

ally introduced, such as we should in vain seek

in the operatic works of the last ten years, as far

as regards the beautiful melodic fancy, the deep
and yet clear way in which the harmonic flow is

worked out, and the grandeur of the form and
general effect. The impression produced was so

great that the house burst forth in two rounds of

applause. The only thing which could improve
it would be to make the part of Corneliu.s, which,

in extent, is somewhat unimportant, superior to

the first bass ; but this alteration would be attend-

ed with some difficulty, considering the common
notions of singers about th« rank of the respec-

tive parts and their own in particular.

Af^ter Timotheus has been led off, through

Lavinia's interposition, the first act is brought to

a close by an energetic chorus of the Romans:
'^ Erioacld, ihr Gotlei; zum Tag der Bach

''

("Awake, ye Gods, for the day of vengeance!")

through which the solo voices are distinctly heard;

so that the whole scene, from the entrance of

Timotheus, pursued by the mob, forms a grand
and magnificent fina.Ie, which can never fail to

produce the same powerful effect which it pro-

duced on the first night. The audience, in a
state of great excitement, would not cease ap-

plauding and calling for Hiller and the artists,

until the latter appeared, and received the thanks

they had so well merited ; for the first act was
quite sufficient to convince every one, capable of

appreciating such performances, that the opera
had been most carefully rehearsed under the di-

rection of Herr Hagen, equally well placed upon
the stage by Herr Jaskewitz, and studied hi'

every one concerned with real love for the task

—a fact which became more and more apparent
throughout the whole representation down to the

very last note.

The first act is well arranged by its author, and
conducts us immediately into the midst of the

conflict, which is to be unrolled before our eyes.

With regard, however, to the personages of the

drama, it leads us into error, since by the course

pursued, Lucius, who is really the exponent of
the principal idea, in no way attracts our atten-

tion, while Timotheus is placed in the foreground,

and monopolizes all our interest. But he does
not reappear. He dies of his wounds, as we are

informed, at the commencement of the second
act.

In the second act we behold the interior of the

Catacombs, those subterranean stone quarries and
excavations around Rome, in which the first

bands of Romish Christians held their religious

meetings, and which were subsequentU' employ-
ed as burial grounds. Lucius now appears as the

leader of the pious sufferers, as the enthusiastic

priest of the new religion. The recitative and
air: " Wie lange nnch, o Herr, wiUst du auf
Erden in Elend schmachten lassen deiiie Herders ?"

("How much longer. O, Lord, wilt thou allow

thy flocks to languish in misery here on earth ?")

are very fine ; their simple style may be com-
pared to that of Mehul in Joseph. The song
was greeted with loud applause. The following

duet between Clythia and Lucius is one of the

best pieces in the second act, it is really a pity

that its conclusion, or rather, its non-conclusion,

hinders the outburst of applause in which the

audience feel inclined to indulge. It merges
into a soft prelude, in which Clythia takes her
lyre, and endeavors, by playing, to alleviate the

sorrow she feels because Lucius rejects her loving

heart. But the strict Presbyter, who already

anticipates in his own person the subsequent

oaths of chastity, poverty, and the renunciation

of all worldly joys, orders her to part at once
with her " sounding companion." The poet must
answer for this, but, speaking in a musical sense,

the scene furnishes an opportunity for a wonder-
fully beautiful and very touching song on the
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part of the poor girl, when she lays her lyre on

a grave, never to touch it more. Repeated
rounds of applause and a call rewarded the efforts

of the fair artist (Mad. Deetz) and of the com-
poser.

The stage is empty.—Lavinia appears.—She
has spied out the meeting-place of the Nazarenes,

and has made her way to it. Suddenly there

echoes behind the scenes the chorus of Christians

singing the praises of Him who arose from the

dead. This simple strain in unison, resolving it-

self at the conclusion only into a harmonic chord

on the words :
" He has risen again !" when con-

sidered in connection with the situation in which

the woman, satiated with a sensual and luxurious

life, stands alone as though annihilated before an

an unknown power in the sepulchral and subter-

ranean vaults, produces a remarkable effect,

which, despite its awing influence, compelled the

audience, after a breathless pause, to break out

in a storm of applause. The soul of Lavinia is

greatly moved ; she feels a presentiment of a new
God, who perhaps, may be able to arouse her

"withered heart from the cold bonds of weariness

to new life."

She steps behind a piece of rock, for a proces-

sion of Christians is advancing : they are bury-

ing the body of Timotheus. A funeral proces-

sion is always a dangerous thing on the stage.

We ourselves would have made it pass over quite

in the background, by which arrangement the

chorus of Christians and the song of Lucius, on

account of the religious feeling which they

breathe, would produce a greater effect. Not
until the bier had been removed, woidd Lucius

then advance and call upon the pious band to

prepare the sacred meal. Lavinia now suddenly

advances, fearlessly and proudly ; Lucius protects

her against the rage of his companions, who are

apprehensive of treachery. She {acknowledges
freely that she is seeking the now God. in whose
power she hopes to find other passions and a re-

lief from her disgust for life. The Christians

exclaim indignantly against her blasphemy, and
wish to prevent her escaping ; but Lucius re-

minds them of the commandments of the Lord,
the commandment to love their fellow creatures.

He shows himself in all his worth, which enchains
and entrances the sinner, Lavinia. He breaks
out into a fiery prayer to the Lord to enlighten

the proud woman. This prayer, thanks to the

co-operation of the chorus, becomes a magnifi-

cent hymn, which concludes this act, as the for-

mer one was concluded, in a grandiose style.

This finale—which, beginning with the funer-

al procession, and being of a very diflerent char-

acter to that which forms the finale of the first

act, offers far greater difficulties to the composer
—excited still more enthusiasm. Lavinia (Mile.

Lehmann) and Lucius (Herr Schneider) were
called on, while Hiller himself, unable a second
time to avoid satisfying the stormy wish of the

public, also appeared in the midst of long sus-

tained applause, upon the stage.

The third act commences with a pleasing

chorus of Lavinia's female attendants, who are

adorning their mistress for the reception of the

victorious Cfesar, about to make his triumphal
entry into Rome. What follows is somewhat
long, and has not sufficient action. The princi-

pal scene—the grand duet between Lavinia and
Lucius ,in a musical sense one of the most bril-

liant hits in the opera, with splendidly beautiful

points, especially in the part of Lucius (except
that, at the conclusion, the instrumentation
overpowers the vocal portion, which is never or

seldom the case elsewhere in the score)—this

scene, we think, does not achieve its dramatic
object, since the rejection of Lavinia by Lucius
does not elevate him, while Lavinia, by her hu-
miliation before the man whom she so earnestly
beseeches to love her, fritters away rather than
excites our sympathy.
The scene now changes to a large open square.

Senators and Roman warriors form a procession,
under the guidance of the Prefect, Claudius, with
standards and eagles, to the strains of a pompous
march, the spirited character of which is enhanc-
ed by the chorus. Lavinia appears. With rage
and indignation against Lucius in her heart, she

calls upon Claudius to suppress the Christians,

and discloses to him the entrance to the cata-

combs. Claudius hastens to the Emperor, for the

purpose of obtaining from hira the order for the

destruction of the Nazarenes. An heroic air of

the latter, and a chorus of warriors in praise of

the approaching victor terminate this act, also, in

a magnificent manner. It brought down thun-
ders of applause, the grand duet, also, being
loudly applauded.

In the last act, the stage represents the ruins

of a temple of Vesta, at the side of which is the

entrance to the Catacombs.
Lucius appears. He has received information

of Lavinia's treachery. lie summons the breth-

ren out of the Catacombs, in order to save them,
and deliver himself up alone to death for the
sake of his faith. The Christians depart from
him and their place of refuge. We think the
whole scene is superfluous, since the Christians

return, and thus only make up their mind to

sacrifice themselves as they come aloncf, which
does not produce a good impression. Musically
speaking, too, it is not important, and, perhaps,
hardly ought to be so. The more striking is the
following grand scene for the tenor, a magnifi-
cent recitative, an andante with violoncello solo

:

"Mein Durst wird bald gestilt—iims ich erfeht, es

naht mh Himmehglnnz " (" My thirst will shortly

be assuaged—what I have prayed for approaches
with heavenly glory") ; and, lastly, a fiery alle-

gro : "Herbei, ilir Henkemchaare .'" (" Come on,

ye hordes of Headsmen !

') with an unusually

beautiful melodic turn on the words: "Mein
GeiM ixt Held von IT'wrmelsstralden, In Flammen
steht mein Herz" ( 'My soul is light with heavenly

rays, my heart is in flame,") the composer goes

back to the tempo of the beginning, rising at last

to a high pitch of enthusiasm, with a more lively

rhythm on the words : "Befrei, mich, o Ilerr, aus

meiner Haft, Ver.fcJimaJi' mein Offer nichl."

("Free me, O Lord, from my captivity, and do
not despise my sacrifice"). The whole scene is

truly magnificent. It was excellently rendered

by Herr Schneider, and greeted with long-sus-

tained applause.

Claudius appears, and despatches his military

followers to drag out of the subterranean retreat

the Christians, who are destined to be ofTered up
on the arena to the wild beasts. The soldiers re-

turn ; the catacombs are empty. Claudius is

furious ; Lucius comes forward to him and ex-

claims : "Die Beiite. die du sueh.it, steht hier
!"

("The prey you seek stands before you !") At
the same time, Clythia, who has concealed her-

self in the ruins, oflFers herself as a victim. At
this moment, Lavinia, lashed by the Furies,

rushes in. In vain she begs Lucius from the

Prefect, who is the more immovable, because she

confides to him her love for the slave. A quartet
(Lavinia, Clythia, Lucius, and Claudius) expres-

ses the e.xciting nature of the situation, and was
received with applause.

The Christians, who have previously lefl, now
rush in, in order to die with their shepherd and
master. The Senator, Cornelius, follows, and
acknowledges his belief in the only true God

;

while even Lavinia herself exclaims :
" Mich

ouch juh.rt in den Tod, Ich auch bin von Ihrer

Schaor !" (" Lead me, also, to death, for I, too,

am one of your band !") But the Christians re-

ject and avoid her. She stands deserted and
alone. Claudius approaches her. " Sei mein !"

he says. But she proudly rejects him, and kills

herself. Claudius rises scornfully before the

dying woman, and hurls forth the order for the

destruction of the Christians ; the latter, how-
ever, gathered round their leader, sink upon their

knees, and sing with him the following hymn of

Victory !

" Uns ist der Sieg,

Die ihr bekrieget

:

Mit uns ist Gott,

Und ihr erlieget

!

Hallelujah !"

" To us, on whom you war, is the victory ; God
is with us, and you are vanished ! Hallelujah \"

In this hymn, the composer once more cpncen-
trates the whole force of his genius and the trea-

sures of his musical resources, in order to place

most conspicuously before the andience the moral
importance of the entire drama, and the spirit in

which he has striven to idealize it by the power
of tone. He has been successful. The impres-

sion produced was of an elevating nature, and
Ilillcr was again compelled to appear in obedi-

ence to the uproariously expressed wish of the

public. Their Highnesses the Duke and Duchess
were present, and gave unmistakeable signs of

their satisfaction from beginning to end. The
performance, as we have already mentioned, was
altogether admirable. The chorus and orchestra

vied with the representatives of the principal

parts ill their devotion to their task, and, if we
take into consideration the state of things at a
small theatre, it must be owned that the result

was something extraordinary. We cannot close

this notice without expressing in the name of

German musical art, our warmest thanks to the

conducter, Herr Hagen, for his successful exer-

tions to render the first performance of a great

and diflicult work, by a German brother in art,

most effective. We trust the great Royal oper-

atic establishments in Germany will also devote,

with zeal and love, to this most important work
of a German author ami of a German composer
resources they so frequently lavish on French
and Italian operas.

Beethoven at Gneixendorf.

Under the title of Beethnven at Gneirendorf, a cer-

tain Dr. L. relates, in No. 10 of tlie iJeutsche iJusik-

Zeilmg, some reminiscences of one or two trust-

worthy contemporaries of Beethoven, in and ahout

Gneixendorf, the cstnte belonging to tlie composer's
unworthy brother, Johann (Schindlcr's Biugraphie,

vol. ii. p. 131). Those derived riva wee from Mi-
chael Krenn, who waited on Beetlioven, and is still

alive, are bv far t!ie most interesting. Beethoven, it

appears, was only once in Gneixendorf, namely, in

the year 1S26, during about tliree months, from reap-

ing time till after the vintnge (that is to say, in tfie

mondis of August, September and October). Michael
Krenn was engaged by the mistress of the house to

attend upon the great musician. At first, however,
the cook had to make the hitter's bed. On one occa-

sion Beethoven, seated at his table, was waving his

hands about, marking tiine with his feet, and singing

or humming. The cook laughed at this. Beethoven
siuldenly turning ronnd, perceived her thus laughing,

andgiminediately drove her out of the roon. Michael
wished to run away with her, but Beethoven, palling

him hack, gave him three zwanzigers, and told him
he had nothing to fear, hut that he must now make
his (Beethoven's) bed everyday, and put the room to

rights. Michael had to go "to the room tolerably

early, but was gcnei-idly oblic;ed to knock for a long

time at the door before Beethoven opened it. Beet-

hoven was in the habit of rising at halfpast five

o'clock, sitting down at his table, marking time with

his feet and hands, and writing, as he sang or

hummed. At first, Michael, whenever he felt inclined

to laugh at this, used to steal out of the door, but he
gradually got accustomed to it. At half-past seven

the general breakfast was served ; after this Beet-

hoven always hastened out into the open air, and
wandered in the fields, hallooing, tinging his hands
about, walking at one time very slowly, and at

another very quickly, or suddenly standing stilt to

write in a kind of pocket-book. On one occasion,

when he had returned home, he discovered he had

lost it. " Michiicl," he said, " run and look for my
writings : I must recover them at any price." They
were found. At half-past twelve, he used to return

home to dinner ; after dinner, he used to go into his

room and remain till about three o'clock, when he

would again roam about the fields up to sunset, for

later than that he never went out. At half-past seven,

supper was served. He then returned to his room,

and, after writing till ten o'clock, retired to bed. He
woidd sometimes play the piano ; the latter, however
did not stand in his bedroom, but in the sitting-room.

The sitting and bedroom, which no one except Mi-

chael was allowed to enter, were situated at the end

which looks towards the garden and courtyard,where

the billiard-table now stands. While Beethoven

was out walking in the morning, Michael had to set

the room to rights. While so doing, he would fre-

quently find money upon the floor. When he gave

it back to Beethoven, the latter would enquire where

he had found it. Michael had to show him the spot

from which he had picked it up, when Beethoven

would make him a present of it. This happened

two or three times, after which Michael found no

more money. In the evening he always had to sit
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next to Beethoven, and write down the answers to

the questions the latter put to him. As a rule he
used to he interrogated as to what had been said about
him (Beethoven) at dinner and supper.

One day his mistress sent Michael with five florins

to purchase some wine and a fish at Stein. Michael
was careless. He lost the money, and retuved about
twelve o'clock in a state of great agitation to Gneix-
endorf. His mistress immediately asked where the

fish was, and, when he told her about his losing the

money, drove him from the place. On coming to

diuner, Beethoven at once inquired for his Michael,
and the lady related what had occurred. Thereupon
Beethoven was fearfully incensed ; he gave tlie lady
her five florins back, and insisted that Michael should
instantly return. Thenceforth he no longer took his

place at the table, but had his meals brought up into

his own room, where Michael hadjalso to prepare his

breakfast. According to Michael's account, even
before this scene, Beethoven hardly ever spoke to his

sister-in-law, and but very little to his brother. Mi-
chael stated, also, that Beethoven wanted to take
him to Vienna, but that the project was abandomed,
on the arrival of a cook, who came to bring away
the composer.

wsxt Jhoab.
London.

The othek Opera.—We gave last week the

prospectus of the Royal Italian Opera at Covent

Garden, which last year had the whole field to itself.

This time its old rival. Her Majesty's Theatre, comes

forward with its prospectus, on which the JiJusical

Woild remarks :

Mr. J. H. Mapleson, the new director, evinced so

large an amount of energy in his brief .'ieason of
Italian Opera at the Lyceum Theatre last year, as to

give us every reason to expect a company perfected,

if possible, in every branch. At present the sopranos
are by far the strongest, and show, in fact, o power-
ful array of talent. They are as follows :— Miles.

Titiens, Carlotta Marchisio, Louise Michal, Drusilla
I'iorio, Dario, Clara Kellogg and Mad. Guerrahella.
Of Mile. Titiens it is unnecessary to say a word ; her
fame is world-wide, and she is the accepted successor
of Mad. Grisi in the grand tragic line. Mile. Car-
lotta Marchisio has spoken for herself in the concert-
room. She appeared this year in England for the
first time. The sensation created by herself and her
sister in singing Rossini's duets cannot be soon
effaced. Their worth, however, as dramatic singers
has yet to be established with us. It must not be
forgotten that Rossini's Semiramide was brouglit out
expressly at the Grand Opera of Paris for the
" Sisters," and was performed for many nights,
according to the press, with immense success. We
English critics, nevertheless, are somewhat chary of
endorsing the opinions of continental scribes, for rea-

sons not necessary to be stated in this place. They
are announced to make their first appearance on
Thursday, May 1st, in Semiramide, Mile. Carlotta as
Semiramis, and Mile. Barbara as Arsace ; but who
is the Assur the prospectus saith not. What a pity
when Tamburini quitted the stage he should have
carried off so many impersonations with him into his

retirement ! Shall we never have a successor to that
great and versatile artist? After Mile. Carlotta
Marchisio comes Mile. Dario, of whom we know so
little that we shall say next to nothing. Mile. Dario
(orDoria?) is to appear in the part of Oscar in
Verdi's Ballo in Maschera ; which, by the way, was
produced for the first time in this country by Mr.
Mapleson, at the Lyceum, last year. Mile. Louise
Michal—a countrywoman of Jenny Lind, and strong-
ly recommended by her to Mr. E. T. Smith—made
a highly favorable impression in 1860, at Her Majes-
ty's Theatre, as Marguerite in the /?«(/ueno(s, exhibit-
ing a voice of great brilliancy and power, and
considerable art as a vocalist. As Mad. Lind- Gold-
schmidt, it is rumored, has pronounced Mile. Louisa
Michal her legitimate successor, we may anticipate
even greater things from her than her performance
of the Queen of NBvarre in Meyerbeer's opera.
Mad. Guerrahella created so favorable an impression
as Maid Marian in Mr. Macfarren's Rohin Hood at
the Royal English Opera, last winter, that she is sure
to become a favorite in Italian Opera, to which it

would appear her education has been more immedi-
ately directed. She will come out as Elvira in the
Purilani, with, no doubt, Sig. Giuglini as Arluro,
perhaps Sig. Giraldoni as Riccardo : but who is

intended for Giorgio we cannot even surmise. What
a pity when Lablache quitted the stage he should
have carried off so many impersonations with him
into his retirement I Mile. Drusilla Florio is an

utter stranger, to whose talents, in our ignorance, we
take off our hat. Mile. Kellogg, the last name in

the list, would be as entire a stranger, but that we
have learned something of her antecedents from the

Mew York correspondent of Dwight's Boston Joimud
of Music, in which we are informed that the young
lady made a hiixhly interesting debut at New York,
in 1861, as Linda in Linda di Chamouni. Mile.

Kellogg will make her first appear.ance early in May
in Linda di Chamouni, with Mile Trebelli as Pierotto,

Sig. Giuglini, Carlo, Sig. Giraldoni, Antonio, and
the Marquis, Sig. Zucchini.

There are throe contraltos. Mile. Barbara Mar-
chisio, Mad. Lcmaire, and Mile. Trebelli. The first

has been already alluded to, and her representation.s,

no doubt, will be restricted to operas in which she
and her sisters will appear. Mad. Lemaire is an
extremely useful artist. Mile. Trebelli comes to

England with a high reputation. She made her first

appearance in Madrid as Rosina in the Darhiere. in

ihe winter of 1859, with Sig, Mario. From Madrid
she went back to Paris, where she resumed her
studies, and was engaged by Sig. Merelli for his
Berlin troupe, in July, 1860.

'

The tenors compri.se Sigs. Armandi, Capello, Soldi
and Giufrlini. The last alone is noteworthy. Sig.
Armandi may, or may not, be remembered as singing
at the Royal Italian Opera some seasons since. Of
Sig. Cappcllo we know nothing, and of Sig. Soldi a
great deal, as do also ihe subscribers to both operas
If the list of tenors be not reinforced, poor Signor
Giuglini will have his hands full.

The barytones are Sigs. Giraldoni and Casnboni,
and M. Gassier; the basses, Sigs. La Tcrza. Bossi,
Castelli and Zucchini. Sig. Giraldoni would seem
to be an artist of mark, seeing that Verdi wrote the

part of Renafo in the Ballo in ,.l/nsc/(«-o expressly for

him. M. Gassier is an artist in the truest sense of
the word, an honest, straightforward singer, capable
of undertaking the highest parts without discredit.

The first bass, Sig. 'La Tcrza, is unknown to us;
Sig. Zucchini lias enjoyed for some years in Paris no
inconsiderable reputation as a bnffo singer.

The orchesira, the prospectus tells us, "with the
most especial care to secure thorough efficiency in

every department, has been selected from the magnifi-
cent hand of the Philharmonic Society." Signor
Arditi is to be the conductor. The choral force "has
been selected with great care and discrimination,
with numerous additions from the Italian operas of

Paris, Berlin and Barcelona, and the direction confi-

ded to Signor Chiaramonte, chorus master of the
The'fitre Italien, Paris." From the ballet alone

—

once the chief spell of attraction at Her Majesty's
Theatre—has the glory departed. However, grand
operas necessitate Dirertissements, and so we have
Miles. Lamoureaux, Morlacchi, and Bioletta for the
leading danseuses, and Signor Garbagnati, from the
Scala, Milan, as principal danseur.
The repertory for the season is highly attractive.

In addition to the operas already named, we are
promised Oberon—brought out with so much splendor
and completeness by Mr. E. T. Smith in I860;
Meyerbeer's Robert le Diable, got up expressly for

Mile. Titiens. Mozart's Noz^e di Figaro, with Mile.
Titiens, as the Countess, Mile. Trebelli, the Page,
and Mile. Kellogg, Susanna; and, "should time
permit," Der Freischiitz.

Monday Popular Concerts.—The eighty-first

concert (March 31) was for the benefit and last ap-

pearance this season of Miss Arabella Goddard. Of
this event the Morning Post writes as follows :

—

" The concert on Monday last, given for the bene-
fit of Miss Arabella Goddard, attracted an immense
audience. The great English pianist, who has con-
tributed so larsrely to the reputation which the Mon-
day Popular Concerts now enjoy, as the very best
entertainment of their kind in existence, was most
enthusiastically cheered on entering the orchestra.

She performed on this occasion Beethoven's solo son-
ata, No. Ill

;
Sebastian Bach's 'Tarantella; and,

with Herr Joachim, Beethoven's ' Kreutzer ' sonata
;

and in all was triumphantly successful. In other re-

spects, too, the fame of the Monday Popular Concerts
was fully sustained. Herr Joachim played his very
best throughout, and was most ably supported by
Messrs. Piatti, H. Webb, and L. Ries. The vocalists
were Miss Clara Eraser and Mr. Tennant ; the ac-

companist, as usual, Mr. Beriedict."

Philharmonic Concerts.— The third concert
was equal in excellence to either of its predecessors,
and was attended by such an audience as made the
old Hanover Square Rooms (now so pleasantly re-

decorated) look as gay and brilliant as at any period
of their long and musically interesting career. The
symphonies were by Haydn and Beethoven. It was
delightful to hear the ever fresh and melodious work

of Haydn (known to amateurs as " Letter T ")—the
first of three grand symphonies in the key of IE flat,

the best of which seems always the one to which we
are immediately listening—and more especially to

hear it played con amore, so thoroughly in the spirit

of the composer, as was the case on Monday night,
when the fine orchestra, over which Professor Stern-
dale Bennett presides with such ability, exhibited a
vigor, precision, and unanimity that reflected honor
alike on themselves and their conductor. The Beet-
hoven symphony was the colossal " No. 7 " (in A
major), a work which its second movement—that
mysterious "reverie" in the minor mode, with such
seeming inconsistency marked "allegretto"—would
alone have ;mmortalized, if happily each of its other
parts had not been equally a chefd'onwre. The over-

tures were Mendelssohn's passionate Rriy Bias, and
Auber's stirring and splendid Masaniello (both given
to perfection). The "lion " of the evening was Herr
Joachim, who played twice, and in each instance cre-

ated a sensation almost without parallel. The first

performance of this " Emperor of Fiddlers" was Herr
Molique's admirable concerto in D minor, a work
that will, in all probability, survive as long as the in-

strument for which it was composed. Every move-
ment of this concerto—as nil amateurs of the violin

are aware— is masterly ; hut the last—a rondo full of
capricious traits, piquant, fanciful, and (despite the
affinity of ils rhythm to that of the first allegro in

Beethoven's 7th Symphony) entirely original—is not
merely faultless in construction and development,
but a genuine inspiration. Still more "marvellous"
a feat was the solo in the .second part—an andante
from one of the sonatas of ,John Sebastian Bach, suc-

ceeded by the renowned Fugue in C major, one of
those seeming impraetieahilities which, though Bach
produced ttiem for his own amusement, neither he

nor any of his contemporaries could pos.?ihly have
executed. Here there is no orchestral accompani-
ment to sustain the player Melody, harmony, ac-

companiment and all, must be supplied by his unaid-

ed fingers ; and this, too, in a fugue, and the fugue,

moreover, on a fiddle I Herr Joachim's realization

of tills dream of the venerable and venerated Canter
of St. Thomas's School at Leipsic, in a word, as far

surpassed any of the boasted achievements of Paga-
nini (who scarcely ever played other music than his

own) as the achievements of Paganini can have sur-

passed those of his predecessors—including Tartini,

who wrote " The Devil's own Sonata." It fairly elec-

trified his hearers.

Miss Louisa Pyne and Mr. Santley were the sing-

ers.

New Philharmonic Concerts.—On Monday
night Dr. Wylde commenced the 11th season of the

New Philharmonic Concerts with one of the best pro-

grammes he has ever given, and before one of the

largest audiences ever assembled in St. James's Hall.

His band, upwards of eighty strong, is now an instru-

mental force not easy to match in this or any other

country. Nearly all the chief performers are from
the Royal Italian Opera, and with these are associated

others (Herr Molique and Mr. H. Blagrove—"prin-
cipal violins " — for example) whose co-operation

would be invaluable to any orchestra. Dr. Wylde
yearly gains experience as a conductor, and with ex-
perience that self-reliance which enables the wielder

of the " baton " to inspire his followers with confi-

dence, and thus insure a vigorous and efflcicnt exe-

cution. The grand orchestral pieces selected for his

opening concert night, were Mendelssohn's synipho-

nv in A minor, played at the end of the first part,

Beethoven's overture to Goethe's Egmont, with which
the concert began, and Weber's to Oberon, with which
it was brought to a close.

To Miss Arabella Goddard—who a week since

bade a temporary " farewell " to the patrons of the

Monday Popular Concerts, and now made her last

appearance in London for the present season—were
allotted a concerto and njantasia, each in its way in-

comparable, the first by Mozart, the last by Beet-

hoven, both with orchestral accompaniments.
Tha "solo" vocal music was unusually attractive,

the singer being Mile. Titiens, who, in three of her

pet pieces— Alice's romance in the first part of

Rober le Diable ;
" Bel raggio" {Scniiramid<;] ; and

"Com 4 hello" {Lucrezia Borvm)— delighted the au-

dience beyond measure. Altogether, the entertain-

ment was calculated to enhance the already high re-

putation of Dr. Wylde's concerts. At the next
(May 7tli) Herr Joachim is to play, the sisters

Marchisio to sing, and Mr. J. F. Barnctt Dr. Wylde's
most brilliant pupil) to conlribute a piano-forte con-

ccrlo.

Sacred Harmonic Society.—The magnificent
performance of Solomon at the last concert of this

society was not only directly intere.fting on its own
account, but indirectly with relation to the appro.ach-

ing Handel Festival, at which— on the second day.
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when there is to he (as on the last occnsion) a mis-

celh\neoiis ]iiTi;;mmme—some of the choruses are to

be introduced. The nuniliers cliosen fortliis purpose

are amoni; the most splendid and picttiresqiie in a

work which abounds in masterpieces of clioral writ-

inff^viz., "From the Censer" ( Part II.), " Music,

spread thv voice around," "Shal;e tlie dome," "Draw
the tear from hopeless love," and " Thus rollingr

surges rise" (Part IIL) We are disposed to sugirest

the addition of " Praise the Lord " (Part III.), and

"May no rash intruder" (Part I.— the so-called

" Niehtinfiale " chorus)—the former one of the

jrraudest, the latter one of the most melo<lious and

beautiful in Solomon, which. h_v rendering still more
complete, would render still more attractive the al-

ready rich selection. These, as well as the others we
have named, were given to perfection on Friday ni^ht,

and thorouirhlv enchanted the audience (one of tlie

most crowded we remember). A repetition of "May
no rash intruder" was insisted on, and A[r. Costa,

findinjx the opinion so unanimous, without hesitation

com|)lipd. Ill this vast arena of the Crystal Palace

—unless the new arrane:ements in the orchestra sur

pass all expectation—the pianissimo, so ably sustain-

ed in this last mentioned chorus at Exeter Hall, will

have to be very considerably modified. The solo

sintfcrs were Misses Banks and Louisa Pyne, Mad.
Sainton-Dolby. Messrs. Mnntem Smith and Lewis
Thomas. The P.ission week performance of The
Messiah is announced for Wednesday, the 16th.

Germany.
BEBLty.—The Bach-Yerein (which has recently

passed from its former director, Geortre Vierlin^,

into the hands of Herr W. Rust) has <riven a private

concert, at which three of J. S. Bach's Cantatas were

]ierformed, viz : 1. Sleih hei uns , chnn cs will Ahevd

ivenlen ("Stay with us, for it will soon be eveninjz;);"

2. The Easter C.antata :
" Thou wilt not leave my

soul in hell ;" 3. " Break thy bread to the hnnary."

In the .soprano and alto solos two young sin^iers from

the school of Gustave EnscI, member of the Dom-
chor and critic, presented themselves with great sue"

cess.

Haydn's Oratorio " The T\eturn of Tobias " has

been brought out by Stern's Society, but did no)

m^ike a great impression ; as a whole it was found

tedious.

Among the yet unprinted works of Beethoven has

been found an Operetta, in the original manuscript.

The Landsberg Beethoven collection has been ob-

tained for the Royal Library in Berlin.

The programme for the third Festival of the Cen-

tral Rhine shows, for the first day ; Handel's Judas

Miircnbrpvs ; second day : Mozart's " Jnjnter " Sym-
phony ; a motive from Bach ; two unaccompanied

choruses by Palestrina and Vittoria ; Overture and

chorus from Faniska, by Chorubini ; Hymn by Men-

delssohn.

Leipzig.—Riedel's Sing-Verein, always busy in

such difficult good works, performed Bach's great

Mass in B minor, on the 21st of March.—Beetho-

ven's Ninth or Choral Symphony was given in the

last (twentieth) concert of the season at the Gewand-

haus.

Halle.—This is not much of a musical capital

;

but here lives one of the truest and most original

musicians of the day, Robert Franz ; who, though

he has limited himself chiefly to composing those

wonderful songs of his, and to arranging anfl editing

works of Sebastian Bach, is more and more looked

up to as a man of mark in Germany. He has lately

published two more sets of songs, the last being num-

bered op. 37. Also he has arranged and published

(in the same admirable manner with the Arias for

Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass) the Arias from

Bach's "Passion" music (according to St. Matthew);

Duets from various Masses and Cantatas by Bach,

and three entire Bach Cantatas, with choruses, airs,

recitatives, symphonies and all,—all with pianoforte

accompaniment. The University of Halle have re-

cently conferred on Franz the degree of Doctor,
partly in acknowledgment of his great services to the
world in promoting a better knowledge and appreci-
ation of I3ach.

Vienna. — Bach's Passion music, Beethoven's

great Mass in D. Haydn's " Creation, Schubert's

opera " Fierahrns'' are some of the works brought

out here about Easter time.—An orchestra of pupils

gave a concert, in which Beethoven's 8th Symphany
and Gluck's Jphigeiue overture were played to great

acceptance.—Of the Court Opera (Kiirnthnerthor

Theatre) the musical Zeitnnr; complains tliat the

repertoire lately has been pitiable indeed—chiefly

Italian and Meyerbeer.

A number of the local artists have arranged a se-

ries of G subscription concerts, of which the pro-

grammes hold out a prospect of much that is novel,

or at leastjnot hacknied. The pieces are thus classed.

1. Chamhir Music. Mozart: Sextet for strings

and two horns.—Beethoven : Andante with varia-

tions and Finale from Sonata in A for piano and

violin
; Quintet for oboe, 3 horns and fagotto (MS.).

Schubert : Fant.asia in F minor, piano, four hands
;

Andante and Var. for piano and flute.—Weber :

Piano Quartet.—Spohr: Piano Trio in E minor.

—

Mendelssohn : B flat major Sonata, piano and 'cello.

Schumann ;
" Pictures from the East," for piano'

four hands ; And mte and var. for two pianos —
Reinicke : Impromptu on a theme from " Manfred."

Dopplcr : Serenade for violin, flute, horn and pi.ano.

Briill : Sonata for piano and violin (MS. work of a

boy).

2. Choruses ^-c. Cherubini : "Sleep darling child"

(female voices).—Schubert; "The Gondolier";
" Hunting Song," arranged from the Ossian songs

;

Widerspruch : "Night song in the woods" (male

choruses).—Laehner : "Warrior's Prayer."—Men-

delssohn: ''Farewell to the Forest ;" "The Voyage."

Schumann: " Gipsey life."—Gade : "Gondola trip."

Otto : Reitcrlied,—Rubinstein :
" War Song,"

—

Pichler Bod ig Quintet for female voices.

3. Songs by Schubert, Schumann, Beethoven, Carl

Lowe, Tauhert, Meyerbee;', Brahms, and others iu

great variety.—4. Tnstj'wnenfal Solos and Virtuoso

pieces.

gtoigljfs lournal of Ulusk.
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Music in this Nujiber. — Continuation of Chopin's

Mazurkas.

Mendelssohn's '"Walpurgis Night."

After a musical dearth of some weeks, we are

to have the privilecte to-night (thanks to the en-

terprise of Mr. B. J. Lang) of listening to an

important work by a great master, which is new

to us. It is indeed somewhat singular that so

unique and famous a creation of the youth nam-

ed Felix—a genial product of his happiest days,

those days which he describes so charmingly in

his letters from Home, which we have all been

reading lately—should have remained so long

unknown anil unattempted in a place of so much

mu.sical aspiration and enterprise as Boston. But

it comes in good time, and it is pleasant to know

that there are such good things left; if contem-

porary Art is barren, save in vague and ques-

tionable Liszt-Wagner-Berlioz strivings rather

than creations, it is a comfort that we have not

yet by a long wa)' exhausted the sterling trea-

sures of the days when there was genius and

when there were giants. Mendelssohn's " Wal-

purgis-Nacht " is not one of the greatest works

which we thus far only know by hearsay ; it is

not equal in importance to his own greatest works,

with which we have become more or less familiar

as his Symphonies, his "St. Paul" and "Elijah,"

&c.; but it is a thoroughly genial, original, de-

lightful composition, full of charming, of start-

ling and of grand effects ; a most successful musi-

cal translation of Goethe's curious poem.
The subject is easily stated. Walpurgis fig-

ures in the German calender as the female Saint

who converted the Saxons from their Druidical

faith to Christianity. The deities of the heathen
worship became the devils and witches of the

Middle Age tradition ; and aa Venus was still

fabled and believed to hold her court in the

heart of a mountain in Thuringia. so the

witches and evil spirits of the Northern mytholo-

gy were supposed to hold their infernal " Sab-
bath" on the night of the first of May,on the sum-
mit of the Harz mountains. With what wild

imaginative art Goethe has conjured all its

elements together in the famous scene in ' 'Faust !"

(Shelley's free '^ranslation admirably preserves

the spirit of it). Goethe made a poem out of

every thing that interested him ; it was his way
of solving intellectual and moral problems, of

reaping and laying up the fruits of his inquiries.

So besides the scene in "Faust," he has embodied
in a separate little poem, " The First Walpurgis

Night," his idea of the manner in which the tra-

dition of the "Witches' Sabbath " may have orig-

inated. May Day Eve is dedicated to St. Wal-
purgis, and naturally the mob of outcast evil

spirits choose her night to make a great stir. The
idea is, that the Druids fled to the mountains to

pursue their ancient rites, unmolested by their

Christian presecutors. To avoid detection, which

would be death, they took advantage of the sup-

erstition of their enemies, and set guards about

all the approaches to the place, who dressed

themselves up like demons, and ran through the

woods with blazing torches and hideous noises,

frightening the Christians away.

The poem, as sung, is cleverly translated by
Mr. Bartholomew of London, and preserves the

spirit of the whole, although it is impossible to

transfer to another language the suggestive

sound of many of the verses. But that again is

more than made good in the music of Mendels-

sohn. The contents of the Cantata are in brief

as follows

:

First an Overture, consisting of two move-

ments: Allegro confuoco, representing stormy

weather; followed hy Allegro vivace, in whose

lifesome, delicate, fresh harmonies you feel the

transition to Spring. This naturally preludes to

the Spring song (tenor) and chorus with which

the poem opens :

Druid Solo, and Chorus of Druids and People.

Now May again
Breaks Winter's chain.

The Bud and Bloom are springing
;

No snow is seen.

The vales are green,
The woodland choirs are singing I

Yon mountain height
Is wint'ry white

;

Upon it we wili gather,

—

Begin the ancient holy rite,

—

Praise our Almighty Father;
In sacritice.

The flame shall rise
;

Thus blend our hearts together I

Away, away !

A more exquisite, inspiring May Day chorus

could not be imagined. Sting, as it will be, by

150 fresh voices, it will be too good to lose. The

concluding strain, exhorting to the praise of the

All-Fallier, is dignified and solemn.— Then

comes a warning voice from " an aged woman of

the people" (contralto, Mrs. Kempton)—Goethe

has it: "one of the people"— masculine—which

instantly raises the dark and earnest background

of the situation in strong contrast against those
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blithe voices ot the Spring :

Know ye not, a deed po daring

D' oinH us all to di<^ ilespairing ?

Know ye not it is forbidden

By tlie edicts of our foemen ?

Know ye. spies and snares are hidden,
For the sinners called ''the heathen" ?

On their ramperts they will slaughter

Mother, Father. Son, and Daughter !

If detected.

Naught hut death can be expected.

On their raoiparts, &c,

A fhorus of women re-echo the warnings, anfl

then comes the exhortation of tlie Druid priest

("bass, Mr. Wetiierbee,) with chorus of Druiils,

noble and majestic :

The man who flieg

Our sacrifice

Deserves the tyrant's tether.

The woods are free

!

Disbranch the tree.

And pile the steins together.

Tn yonder shades.

Till davliirht fades.

We shall not be detected

:

Our trusty guards shall tarry here,
And ye will be protected.
With courage conquer slavi.'ih fear,—
Show duty's claim respected.

The low, whispered chorus of the Druid guards,

taking up their position in the passes, and of the

rest exhorting them, is very effective :

Disperse, disperse. 3'e g.illant men,
Secure the passes round the gtea I

Tn silence there protect them.
Whos-» duties here direct them.

A deep bass voice, one of the Druid guards

(Mr. RyderJ, suggests the scheme for frighten-

ing the enemy

:

Should our Christian foes a.ssail us.

Aid a scheme that may avail us

!

Feigning Demons, whom they fable.

We will scare the bigot rabble !

And now follows the capital number of the

work, in which IMendelssohn has given full reins

to his fantastical invention, and employed all the

sonorous means at his command.

Chorus of Guards and People.

Oome with torches brightly flashing;
Rush along with billets clashing

;

Thro' the night gloom, lead and follow,

In and out each rocky hollow.
Owls and ravens,

Howl with us and scare the cravens I

He has composed it con amore and with infinite

glee, entering into the full spirit of the fun and

noisy, wild diablerie. What with gong, and

drums, and all the croaking, piercing sounds

which reeds and piccolo afford, he works up the

orchestra to the most wildly graphic accompani-

ment—not ceasing to be musical even when it

reaches a pitch that is almost stunning— while

the voices seem all the more vividly witch-like

for their harmonious rhythm.

To this witch sabbath succeeds its opposite, a

dignified, sincere, religious strain, led ofl[ in bass

solo by the priest, and joined in by all the

people

:

Restrained by might,
We now by night.

In secret, here adore thee 1

Still it is day.
Whene'er we pray,

And humbly bow before Thee !

Thou can'st assuage
Our foemen 's rage.

And shield us from their terrors

—

The flame aspires

!

The smoke retires !

Thus, clear our faith from errors!
Our custom.s quell'd
Our rights withheld.

Thy light shall shine forever.

Goethe gives the persecuted the benefit of the

greater reality and sincerity of faith which wrong

and suffering impart. It is the Druids here who
have the courage and the comfort of the " inner

light " at least, and of a trust in the All-Father,

while their Christian persecutors are the poor

frightened fools of superstition. The next piece

ja the breathless warning, recitative-like, of a

Christian guard (Mr. Wadleigh) to his com-

rades:

Help, my comrades! see a legion.

Yonfler comes from S:i tan's region !

See yon group of witclies gliding

To and fro. in flarnes advancing;
Some on wolves and drjigons riding.

See, ah. see them hither prancing!
What a clattering troupe of evil!

Let US. let us quickly fly them !

Imp and Devil,

f.ead the revel;

See them caper.

Wrapt in clouds of lurid vapor!

Chorus of Guards.

See the horrid hnggards gliding.

Let us fly them, let us fly, &c.

The trick being crownt'd with full success, the

Druids pursue their .solemn rites in peace, and

the Cantata concludes with solo of the priest and

chorus to the words

:

Unclouded now, the flame is bright!

Thus faith from error sever!

Though foes may cloud or quell our light.

Yet thine, thy light shall shine forever!

The musical conclusion will hardly be found

equal to the dignity and grandeur of this text.

Indeed the closing chorus is about the least im-

pressive portion of the work—judging from one

rehearsal.

Here then is material enough from which to

anticipate a rare musical sensation. And Mr_

Lantr does not mean to allow us to come away

without a clear impression of it ; but, in view of

the novelty and the shortness of the " Walpur-

gis Night," he will let us hear it twice in the

same evening—a bold experiment, but we believe

a good one. No pains have been spared to en-

sure a good performance.

Music of the Past Week.

There has not been mucli worth chronicling, in an

artistic pomt of view, during the last ten days ; al-

though musical occasions, large and small, have been

more than usually frequent. Music there always is,

as the embarrassed guest said to the man who dined

him :
" Veiy good, what there is of it

;
plenty of it,

sucli as it is."

The Orchestral Union, Wednesday afternoon,

instead of a Symphony, gave Liszt's ".Preludes,"

—

the third time it has been heard in tlie Music Hall

this se.ison. Its fine traits and contrasts of sonority

make it attentively listened to ; and we must own that

the orchestra, on this occasion, acquitted themselves

wonderfully well with it; it was capitally rendered,

for the number of instruments ; the storm passage

especially, was made unmistakeably graphic and vi-

vid. Here is the whole ProEramme, which could not

this time be called "heavy music for light listeners,"

as our new-born, bright-faced, clear-voiced friend,

"The Monitor " (printed at Concord, Mass.,) has it.

(By the way, do you not often find it heavy listening

to light music ?) :
—

1. Overture—To "Alessanrtro Stradella," .Flotow
(First time in ten years.)

2. Concert Waltz—" Schwangrader." Strauss
.3. Les Preludes—A Spmphonic Poem F.Liszt
4. Transcription—''Napolitain, 1 am dreaming of

thee," with Solos for French Horn and Cor-
net, arranged by P. Suck. Messrs. Hamann
and Heinicke.

5. Polka—" Pauliuen." Gung'l
6. Song —(arranged for Orchestra) "When the

swallows homeward fly," Carl Bergmann
7. Quadrille—From the Grand Opera, " Sicilian

Vespers," by G. Verdi, arranged by Carl Zerrahn.

Mr. Eichberg's clever little Operetta, or musical

farce, " The Doctor of Alcantara," still grows in po-

pularity at the Boston Museum, where it was per-

formed last Saturday night, and again on Thursday,

and still wins good opinions among really musical

people.

The Promenade Concert in aid of the patriotic ob-

jects of the " Sanitary Commission," drew a large

company to the Music Hall last Saturday evening,

and was not without a fair amount of success materi-

ally, as well as highly entertaining for the time being.

The Germania Band played (with violins, too, as

well as brass) good things and plenty of them ; Mad-

ame Varian sang most acceptably some light and
laughing, some sentimental and some stirring patri-

otic songs
; the little Warren Street hoys drummed

;

the little Zouaves paraded
; the little girls in white

waved their American flags, and tliere was a good
time generally, in token of " a good time coming."

Musically, however, some of the best things have
been done rather in a private way. Mr. Parker
and his well-trained Singing Club of amateurs have

repeated at Cliickcring's, to an invited audience,

Gade's Ossianic Cantata " Comala," which seemed

to us even more beautiful and true to the characters

and feeling of the poem, than it did on the first hear-

ing. The chorus of spirits, and the final chorus of

bards w^afting the soul of Comala to heaven, are very

grand. Yet with all its dignity and beauty, there is

a certain monotony in the music, as there is in Os-

sian. Solos and chornses were remarkably well ren-

dered. The first part of the programme was chang-

ed ; it consisted of a " Prayer : Da nnhis Pacem," by

Mendelssohn; a Bass Song and Quartet from "Eli-

jah"; a Batedictus, for Soprano solo and chorus,

from a Mass bv Wehcr ; and two four-part Songs :

" Vale of rest," by Mcudels'^ohn, and " Love in

Spring-time," by Hanptmann ;
— .all choice, and

henntifully sung, especially the part-songs.

The BosTOM Mozart Ci.cn (Amateur Orches-

tra), bcsiilcs their successful C3ncert for the soldiers,

of which we gave the firogramme last week, gave the

foru'th !ind last of their regular " social orchestral

entertainments " on Monday evening, with a good
selection as usual :

1. Symphony in D major Mozrirt

2. "Soave Imagine" Aria from 11 Oiuramento Mercadante
Sung by a Ladj' Amateur.

3. Overture ''Prometheus'' Reethoven
4 Andante from Symphony No. 4(UalIai) .Mendelssohn
5. "La Separazione" from ''Les Soirees Musicales

''

Rossini

Sung by a Lady Amateur.
6 Transcription of -'Serenade'' Schubert
7. Overture "Le Nozze di Figaro'' Mozart

The Soire'e Miisicale by several young artists, of

which we gave the programme two weeks since, took

place as announced at Hallett & Cumston's pianoforte

warerooms, and we hear good report of it. There
has been also a Choir performance of Handel's
" Messiah " at the Harvard Street Church, which is

said to have been creditable to those engaged' in it.

And—to pass from grave to gay—we understand

that amateur burlesques of Italian Opera—libretto

funnily conceived in full-blown Italian operatic style,

wi th music cunningly selected and dove tailed to-

gether out of wel'-known operas— in short a species

of lyrical " quodlibets," or " pasticcio.s" (as Handel

called them) — are quite rife in this neighborhood.

One, in the classic shades of Cambridge, has the

pathetic legend of the " One fish-ball " for its mo-
tive, and the sanitiis of " our army " for its justifica-

tion ; another, more publicly exploited, flourishes in

Chelsea.

Owing to the Music Hall being otherwise engaged

for a week, the next Wednesday Afternoon Concert

is postponed to May 14th, when the Orchestral
Union will play the " Pastoral Symphony," Reis-

siger's Overture' to " Yelva," a Strauss waltz, &c.,

and Mr. Meisel will play a violin solo. This will

he the l.'ith concert and the last but one.

mml Intelliiffiia.

New York.—The Tribune, April 23, speaks of a

new Mass on Easter Sunday :

The performance of the new Mass on Easter Sun-

day, at the Sixteenth street Catholic Church, com-^

posed by Mr. Berge', its organist, was a complete

success—admirable as regards composition and exe-

cution. We were much struck with the beauty of

the Credo, especially the Et resmrexil. The Hosanna

in excehis was singularly beautiful. The author de-

serves much credit for the equal manner in which he

has divided his solos between the difterent voices.

The ensemble was so good that, except by the in-

crease of volume in the sound, it would he difticult

to tell which were the solos and which the chorus.

—

We must compliment the bass in particular on the

clear m.anner in which he enunciated the words, a

rare beauty in the present style of singing. In con-

clusion, we may lie permitted to remark that it is a

pity all church-singers do not (like this choir) use the

ftiano occasionally as well as the forte.
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Mr. U. C. Burnap, a pupil of Edward Batiste,

professor at the French Conservatoire, and one of

the most eminent of French organists, gave an

Organ Concert on the 24th ult., at the South Con-

gregational Church, with this programme :

Overture, "La Barcarolle," Auber
Communion in G, (by request) Batiste

Grand Offertorio in D minor Schmidt
Meditation Ileligieuse \Ve\y

Grand Organ Fugue Hesse
Grand Caprice de Concert Batiste

( a Pastorale. . Kullak
1 b Verset Batiste

Grand Marche Militaire \Vely

Communion in E minor Lemmens
Fantasia on " God save the King."

New Stab.a.t Mater.—At Irving Hall, corner

Fifteenth street and Irving pl.ace, Mr. J. M. V..

Busch will give, Thursday, April 24, a new, origina

Stahat Mater at his Grand Vocal and Instrumental

Concert. The Solo parts will be sung by Madame
Clara M. Brinkerhoff, soprano ; Mile. Octavie

Gomien, alto ; Mons. Jul. G. Durant, tenore, and
Sr. R. Gonzalez, basso. Messrs. Dodworth's Or-

chestra has been engaged. J. M. V. Busch, Con-
ductor.

Overture from the Opera II Don Giovanni Mozart
Introduction, and the five first numbers of the Stabat
Mater Dolorosa J. M. V. Busch

Ave Maria, hymn for the Orchestra, arranged by J. M
V. Busch Franz Schubert

Dirge, conipo.sed at Copenhagen in 1349, in memory of a
deceased warrior J. M. V. Busch

Steuben Niitional March, composed and dedicated to the

7th Regimcdt N. Y. S. M , by Krueger— Tribune, April 2-3.

Mr. Busch 's " Stahat Mater " was not performed,

owing to some difficulty with tlie orchestra. Tliere

ought to be an Academy of Music, beside the dead
walls which falsify that name, to produce works.

The composer can only reach the public through such
means.

—

Ibid. April 23.

The fifth and last concert of the Philharmonic So-

ciety was given last Saturday evening, the Sym-

phony being Scliubert's in C, in which one of the

critics finds no melody ! There were instrumental

solos by Mr. WoUenhaupt, Hoffmann and Letch.

Theodore Thomas, the popular orchestral conduc-

tor and violinist, announces a grand vocal and instru-

mental concert for May 13th. "Among other attrac-

tions, it will contain the whole of Meyerbeer's music

for his brother's tragedy of ' Struensee.' This

popular and dramatic composition for grand orches.

tra, with harp obligato and chorus, which enjoys so

immense a reputation in Europe, has never yet been

produced in this country. He will also bring, for the

first time, before an American audience, Wagner's

original and descriptive overture, ' I)er Fliegende

Hollander,' one of the most successful works of the

celelu-ated composer. Another novelty will be the

performance, for the first time, of Moscheles's grand

pianoforte composition, ' Les Contrastes,' the only

one originally written for four pianists, the rendering

of which has been entrusted to four of the leading

ajtists in the country." (The " Fliegende Hollander,"

and " Les Contrastes" have been performed in

Boston.)

The Academy of Music was re-opened during last

week with a performance of Rigoletto, La Figlio, La
Favorita, &c. The Musical Review says :

The new tenor, Signor Tombesi, is a lively little

man, who sings with spirit, fire and intelligence, acts

well, and would be in all respects a very good ac-

quisition, were his voice as fresh and unfailing, as is

his desire to please. He has one of those dark-

colored voices which can bear a good deal of strain-

ing, and we must say he profits largely of this quali-

ty. That his sudden hoarseness in the second act

proceeded from this cause, we have not the slightest

doubt.

Miss Kellogg was a charming Gilda. We earnest-

ly hope, however, that her present success wil not in-

terfere with her studies, for her singing requires still

more finish. It is not enough, to attack the high
tones correctly ; they must also sound melodiously,
else they are better not sung.

Brooklyn, n. t.—"The Easter Morning."—
One of the best of the 743 musical works of Sigis-

mund Neukomm, a cantata for soprano, tenor, and

basso, solo and chorns, was performed last night by
the Choral Society, under the lead of Mr. Edward
Wiebe, of this city. The building (Orinnnd Place
Church, Rev. Mr. French's) was crowded, the audi-
ence attending by invitation. The exercises embrac-
ed selections from eminent American and German
composers and the above mentioned composition,
which, for the first time, was performed in its adap-
tation to Mr. W.'s own English version of the poetry.

The affair was quite a success. The solos and cho-
ruses were rendered in such a manner that none
would have thought that so young a society ever
could perform with such precision. If some of the

solos showed a slight degree of nervousness on the

part of any performer, all were nevertheless done in

pood taste and some had to be repeated. The final

chorus, containing a splendidly composed fugue,

perhaps not so palatable for the larger part of the

audience, was performed with a spirit peculiarly

adopted to that style of composition. All the sing-

ers seemed to do their part with a right good will,

and this, together with the very commendable accom-
paniment and the efficient load of Mr. W., made the

whole of the evening's exercises a very pleasant

entertainment to all who had the good fortune to be
present.

—

Brookli/n Earjle.

Philadet.phia.—The fifth Classical Soirfe of

Messrs. Wolfsohn and Thomas took place in the

Foyer of the Academy of Music, April 24th.

A trio of Mendelssohn, a Sonata of Beethoven,
(for piano and violoncello) and a quartet of Haydn
were the concerted pieces. Mr. Wolfsohn and Mr.
Thomas each played a solo and Mme. .Johannsen
sane: two German songs.

Miss CiiRiSTTANE SciiMiDT.whosc age. itappears,

is only ten, instead of eleven, made her debut as a
violinist on Saturday evening, at the Musical Fund
Hall, before an audience much smaller than was to

have been expected on such an occasion. She is a

handsome, interesting child, and her violin playing
is astonishintr. Rode's variations were playerl in a

manner worthy of a mature artist. The Carnival of
Venice, arranged by Ernst for two violins, was bril-

liantly executed by her and her perceptor. Air. Carl
Weber. Manrer's arrangement from 11 Pirnta was
also elegantly performed. The little virtuosa has a
brilliant career before her. Mr. Wolfsohn, Mrs.
Behrens, Mr. Birgfeld and Mr. Droughman assist-

ed.

—

Bulletin.

Stracuse, N. Y.—One of the local journals no-

tices an event " as worthy of the annals " of this

classically named city

:

It is well known to many of your readers that on
Easter Pay no pains are spared to make the services

in the Catholic Church as interesting as possible, and
to this end much time and labor are devoted to the

music. At St. Mary's Church a new Mass by the

organist, Mr. Wm. O. Fiske, was performed yester-

day morning. The Mass is full of melody through-
out, and by no means deficient in that for which
classicists are such sticklers,viz : harmony. Did space
permit we would like to mention the special beauties

of the Sanctus, portions of the Credo and the Agnus

Worcester, Mass.—The following is from a

journal two or three weeks old :

The Mendelssohn Quintette Club gave their

second concert of the .season, on Tuesday evening
last, at Brinley Hall. The programme was a good
one, though of a lighter character than many had
hoped for. They were assisted by Miss D. P. Pear-
son, who sang the Scene and air from Semiramide :

"Bel Raqgio" " The Angel's Whisper," and the Ro-
manza from Preciosa " Se Contano," with flute obli-

gato ; the latter piece being best adapted to her voice
;

it was beautiful. Though the Irish Ballad was some-
what too hackneyed for such a concert.she sang it well,

and received an encore, in answer to which she gave
a new patriotic song, with appropriate feeling. The
concert opened with the Overture to Der Dichter and
Bauer, by Suppe, and closed with the Grand Scena
and Air from Der Freischiitz, introducing the beauti-

ful Prayer; both pieces were well rendered. "Sou-
venir du Tyrol," Fantasia for the Violoncello, per-

formed by Wulf Fries, was a gem. His rendering
was perfect, and his instrument spoke in such rich,

eflFective tones, as to leave its deep impression on
his hearers. The Quintet in Bflat, Op. 87, by Men-
delssohn, was the principal feature of the programme

;

it was thoroughly enjoyable. Schultze and Ryan
both gave a solo. They give another concert in

about a fortnight,when we trust the hall will be filled.

Why may we not then have a programme strictly

classical ? L.

'perial Satites.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PubliMhed by Oliver Ditsoii &. Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment,

Alice where art thou. Romance. J. Ascker 25

It is not often that we meet with the name of this

favorite composer of Pianoforte music on the title

page of a Song. It may be aurmised that the source

whence flowed so many pleasing melodies for the Piano,

will not be found less yielding of good things for the

Singer.

The Starry night. For three female voices.

J. Concone 30

An airangement for Class-singiog by the well-known

excellent teacher of Singing whose lessons and Solfeg-

gios have become so indispensable to the training of

the singer. The original Freneh words are added.

The leaving of the oM home. C. W. Glover 25

A song, so well made, and laying so well for the voice

that it will surely become popular, touching, as it

does, a theme, which is dear to every heart.

Loudon's bonnie woods and braes. Scotch song. 25

A famous old Song which the many admirers of the

Scotch lyric muse will he glad to see in print again.

Where art thou, wandering little bird, F. Mon 25

An effective Song by a diRtinguished English ballad-

ist. It has often figured in Loudon Concert Pro-

grammes and spems an established favorite with the

public there.

There's music in thy heart.

Melodious and simple.

Robert Bell 25

Instrumental Music.

Magdalena. Transcription. T. BadarzewsJci 40

An elegant Fantasia on an old Church-air In the

usual happy style of the author.

Juniata Quadrille, on favorite airs, P. Laroche 60

The airs are well selected, and well arranged. No
dancer will find fault with the music. There is avery

pretty Vignette on the title page which makes the

pieces aa attractive to tha eye as it is to the ear.

Within a mile of Edinboro'. Transcribed.

A Baiimhach 25

An elegant arrangement of medium difficulty.

Cujus animam. Transcribed. Brinley Richards 40

In this author^s usual brilliant style.

Almeda Quadrille. Roh(nt Bell 35

A rather simple Quadrille, well adapted for the

Drawing-room.

Books.

Thalbebg*& L'art du Chant. (The Art of

Singing applied to the piano.) Handsomely

bound in cloth. 3,00

The piano cannot render that which is most perfect

in the beautiful art of singing, namely, the faculty of

prolonging sounds, but the player may overcome this

imperfection with address and skill. How this may
be done, the great Player has shown in twelve Trans-

criptions of melodies from the maaterworks of great

composers. The melody is engraved in large notes,

so as to stand out and be recognized easily. They are

all figured, and are as invaluable to the accomplished

pianist as to the student, who wonld get at the root

of the marvellous effects which Thalberg produces in

his playing.

Music bv Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance witl find

the conveyance a saving of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this Journal.

From Felix Mendelssohn's "Travelling-

Letters."

(Continued from page 34).

To WiLHELJI TaUBERT.

Lucerne, August 27, 1831.

* * * * I hardly know for which to thank
you first

: whether for the pleasure which you
gave me while in Milan by your sonps, or for your
kind letter, which I received yesterday. But
both belong together, and so I think we have
already made acquaintance.lt is quite as well to

be introduced to one another through the medium
of music pages, as to have it brought about in

company by a third person ; indeed it is a shorter

way to become nearer and more intimate. Be-
sides, the people, who introduce one, commonly
pronounce the name so indistinctly, that you
seldom know whom you have before you ; and
they never tell you whether the man is friendly

and good-humored, or dark and gloomy. We
are more fortunate. Your songs have expressed
your name with perfect clearness and distinct-

ness
;

in them it stands written how you think
and what you are, that you love mnsic and wish
to make progress; and so perhaps I already know
you better, than if we had seen each other often.

How pleasant, and how good it is, to know of one
musician more in the world, with the same aim
and aspiration, and pursuing the same 'path, is

something of which perhaps you cannot conceive,
as I now feel it coming from the land where
music is no more alive among the people. Until
now I could not have thought this of any coun-
try, least of all of Italy, amid such rich and
blooming nature, and such inspirations of the

past ; but my last experiences there, alas ! have
shown me, that more has died out there than
merely music

; it were indeed a wonder, if there

could be a music anywhere, where there are no
principles. It quite bewildered me at last, and I

fancied that I had become a hypochondriac ; for

I was not at all pleased with all that buffoonery,

and yet I saw a multitude of serious people and
staid citizens entering into it. When they played
to me anything of their own, and afterwards
praised and extolled my things, it was more
revolting to me than I can tell;—in short I

wanted to turn hermit, with beard and cowl, and
the world seemed wrong to me. In Italy one first

learns to value a musician, that is to sayi

one who thinks of music, and not of money'
or decorations, or the ladies, or renown. There
it is doubly delightful to perceive that elsewhere
too the same ideas live and develop themselves,

unawares to one. Therefore your songs delighted

me especially, because I could read from them
that you must be a musician

; and so we will

shake hands across the mountains

!

But now I beg you also to consider me a more
near acquaintance, and not write so formally of

my " giving advice " and " instruction." It is

almost painful to me in this letter, and I do not

exactly know what I can say to it. The best

about it is though, that you have promised to send

me something at Munich, and to write to me
again. There I will speak right out to you from

my heart, just as it impresses me, and you shall

say the same to me about my more recent things,

and so we will give each other mutual counsel.

I am really very eager to see the new composi-

tions which you promise me ; for certainly I shall

have great delight in them ; and much, that is

everywhere forshadowed in the earlier songs,

will surely come out clearly and distinctly there.

Therefore I cannot say a word to you to-day

about the impression, which your songs have

made upon me, because it may easily be, that

any question or objection I might make, would

be answered beforehand in what you are about to

send me. I would only beg you to write to me a

great deal and fully about yourself, so that we

may become more and more nearly acquainted

with each other ; I on the other hand will write

to you my plans and thoughts, and so we will

keep constantly related. Let me know what

new things you have composed and are compos-

ing, how you live in Berlin, what your plans are

for the future,—in short all that concerns your

musical life—it will be of the greatest interest to

me. To be sure I shall already have that in the

notes,which you have so kindly promised me ; but

fortunately the two things go together.

Have you then as yet composed nothing larger ?

a real wild symphony ? or opera ? or something

of the sort. I for my part have now an irrepres-

sible desire to write an opera, and have scarcely

patience to begin anything else or smaller ; I

believe, if I had the libretto to-day, the opera

would be ready tomorrow, for I feel so strong

an impulse to it. Formerly the mere thought

of a Symphony was something so transporting,

that I could think of nothing else whatever, with

one in my head ; there is something so solemn, so

heavenly in the sound of instruments; and yet I

have let a Symphony, which I had begun, lie un-

touched for a long time, in order to compose a

Cantata by Goethe, merely because there I had

voices and choruses besides. I will now finish

the Symphony, to be sure ; but there is nothing

I wish more, than a good Opera. But where the

text is to come from, I am more at a loss than

ever since last evening, when, for the first time

for more than a year, I came across a German
sesthetic journal again. It really looks as chaotic

on the German Parnassas, as in European poli-

ties. God be with us! I had to digest the

supercilious Menzel, who modestly comes out in it,

to disparage Goethe, and the supercilious Grabbe,

who modestly disparages Shakespeare, and the

philosphers, who find Schiller after all too trivial

!

Is this modern high-flown and discomfortable

spirit, this cross-grained cynicism as disagreeable

to you, as it is to me, I wonder ? And are you

of my opinion, that it is the very first condition

for an aftist, that he have respect for what is

great, and bow before it, and recognize it, and

not try to blow out the great flames, to make the
small "tallow candle shine a little brighter. If a

man does not feel what is great, how, I should

like to know, will he make me feel it ? And if

all these fellows, with their lofty contempt, are

only able after all to bring out imitations of this

or that mere superficiality themselves, with no

conception of that free, fresh creative mood, all

nnconcerned about what people say, and about

Aesthetics, and critical judgments, and all the

rest of the world,—is one not to abuse them ?—

I

abuse them. But do not take it ill of me
;

per-

haps this is out of place ; it is only that I had not

read anything of the sort for a long time, and it

put me out of humor, that this nonsense should

be still going on, and that the philosopher, who

maintains that Art is now dead, should still keep

maintaining. Art is dead, as if it could ever really

die!—

But these are strange, wild, thoroughly excited

times, and whoever feels that Art is dead, should

let it rest in peace for God's sake. But however

wildly the storm may rage without, it will not

pull our houses down about our ears at once

;

and if one stays in and works calmly on, and

only thinks of his powers and his object, and not

of those of other people, it often passes over, and

one cannot realize it to himself afterwards under

so wild an aspect as it wore to him at the time.

That is wliat I propose to do, as long as I am
able, and go quietly along in my own way ; for

no one will dispute me, that there is such a thing

as Music, and that is the main thing. How
delightful it is now to find some one, who chooses

for himself the same end and the same means,

and how refreshing every new assurance of it is,

— is what I should like to tell you, but I don't

know exactly how to do it. You will imagine it

for yourself, as indeed you will have to supply

the best part of this letter out of your own mind

;

and so farewell, and let me hear from you speed-

ily and fully. Pray give my best greetings to

our dear Berger ;* I have always wished to write

to him, but have not accomplished it; but it shall

be done soon. Pardon this long, dry letter ; the

next one shall be better ; and once more farewell,

your

Felix Mendelssohn Baktholdt.

Rigi Culm, Aug. 30, 1831.

I am on the Kigi ; more I need not say, for

you know the mountain. If it only were not all

so inconceivably beautiful

!

This morning I came away from Lucerne ; all

the mountains were overhung ; the weather-wise

ones prophesied bad weather ; but as I have always

found that it turned out just the opposite of what

these wise ones say, I have looked out for

my own symptons, and so far have prophesied as

felsely as the rest. But this morning's weather

did not suit me badly, and as I did not wish to

go right up, while all was overhung with clouds,

(for one grows prudent after such an experience

on the Faulhorn), I crept about the foot of the

Rigi all the morning, and looked up, to see if it

would not clear off. Finally about twelve o'clock,

* Ludwig Berger, Mendelssohn's pianoforte teacher.
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in Kiissnacbt, I stood at the parting of the ways,

on the right to the Rigi, on the left to Immensee,

decided not to see the Rigi this time, took leave

•with some emofionjivent through the Hohle Gasse

to the lake of Zug, along the water, by a lovely

path, to Arth, but still kept squinting up toward

the Rigi Culm, to see whether it was not coming

out clearer. And while I dined in Arth, it grew

clear ; the wind was very good ; the clouds were

lifted on all sides ; I decided, and went up. But

there was no time to lose, if I would see the sun-

set ; so I went at a sturdy mountain pace, and in

two hours was at the well-known house upon the

Culm.

There I saw about 40 men standing above

with upraised hands, admiring, pointing, with the

liveliest excitement. I ran up ; another new

and wondrous spectacle ! In the valleys all was

full of mist and clouds, while above high snowy

mountain chains, and glaciers with the black

rocks, looked out pure and clear. The mists

moved onward,—covered a portion of the sceie;

then came out the Bernese mountains, Jungfrau,

Mbnch and Finsteraarhorn ; then Titlis and the

Unterwalder mountains ; at last the whole chain

stood distinctly out ; and now the clouds began

to break up also in the valleys
;

you saw the

lakes, Lucerne and Zug, and towards sunset only

thin, bright streaks of vapor lay upon the land-

scape. Coming out of the mountains as I did,

and then looking toward the Rigi. it is as if the

overture and other pieces came back at the end

of the opera : all the places where you had seen

such heavenly views: the Wengern Alp, the

Wetterhorns, the Engclberg valley, you now see

lying close beside each other, and can take your

leave of them. I imagined that the effect could

only be so great the first time, through surprise,

before one knows the glaciers ; but it is almost

greater at the last.

Schwyz, Aug. 31.

To-day and yesterday I have gratefully recog-

nized, under what fortunate auspices I made

my first acquaintance with this part of the

world ; and how much it contributed to open, or

sharpen my sense for it, to see you at that time

in the highest state of admiration, forgetting in

your wonder all that is every-day and common.

To-day I have frequently remembered your de-

light, and how it made an impression on me at

the time. Evidently the Rigi has become at-

tached to our family, and in its loyalty has grant-

ed me again to-day as pure and glorious a

sunrise, as it did then. The waning moon,

the merry Alpine horn, the long protracted rosy

hue of morning, which first lay about the cold,

shadowy snow mountains, the little white clouds

over the lake of Zug, the clearness and sharp-

ness of the jagged peaks, leaning towards one

another in all directions, the light, which gradu-

ally showed itself upon the heights, the people

tripping about and shivering in their bed blan-

kets, the monks from Maria Zum Schnee, — no-

thing was wanting. I could not tear myself

away from the sight, and remained there sLk

hours longer on the summit, gazing at the moun-

tains. I thought that much must become chang-

ed before we should meet again, and wanted to

impress the scene upon my mind as firmly as pos-

sible. People went and came too, and they

talked about the dark and anxious times, abont

politics, and the bright mountains over there. So

the morning passed away ; and finally at about

half-past ten I had to go. It was high time, for

I wished to go on to-day to Einsiedeln, over the

Hacken. But on the way over the steep path

to Lowerz my faithful umbrella, which had also

served me as a mountain stafl, broke into many
pieces ; that detained me, so that I preferred to

remain here, and start fresh in the morning.

Wallenstadt, Sept. 2.

(Year of rain and storm.) Blotto of the

drowned coppersmith :
•' He that can't sing an-

other strain, must begin the old one over again 1"

Here I sit again in the midst of fog and clouds,

can neither go forward nor go back, and, fortune

favoring, we may have another little inundation.

As I sailed over the lake, the boatmen prophesi-

ed capital weather; consequently it began in

half an hour to rain, and is not likely to hold up

so very soon ; for the clouds hang gloomily and

heavily again, as you only see them in the moun-

tains. Three days hence it might be as bad, and

I should care nothing about it ; but it would be a

pity, if Switzerland should make up such an

ugly face at me as I am taking leave. I have

just come from the church, where I have been

playing the organ for three hours long, deep into

twih'ght. An old, lame man blew the bellows
;

besides him there was no one in the church. The

only registers that could be used, were a very

weak, hollow sounding flute in the Manual, and

a quavering 16-foot Sub-bass in the Pedal ; with

these I extemporized the whole time, and came

at last into a Choral melody in E minor, and was

unable to recall where it came from. I could

not get rid of it, and suddenly it occurred to me,

that it was the Litany, the music of which lay

in my head, because the words lay in my
heart ; so now I had a wide field, and plenty

to extemporize. At last came the consumptive

Sub-Bass, deep down, all alone:

1 . .. ,
etc.

mmwmmmmm
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in E minor ; and then came in the Flute again

far above with the Choral in E minor, and so the

organ gradually hummed itself out, and I was

obliged to stop, because it had grown so dark in

the church.

Meanwhile it rained and stormed terribly out-

side ; of the grand high rock walls not a trace

was to be seen ; the dreariest weather ! Tben

too I read dreary newspapers,— and so all was

gray. Tell me, Fanny, do you know Auber's

" Parisienne ?" That I regard as the worst thing

he has made
;
perhaps because the subject was

really a high one, but also for other reasons. To
compose for a great people, in the grandest state

of excitement, a little, cold, common, trifling

piece—Auber alone could do such a thing. The

refrain enrages me, as often as I think of it ; it

is like children playing with a drum, and singing

to it,—only worse. The words too are good for

nothing ; little antitheses and points ai-e out of

place in such a thing. But the music with its

emptiness I A march for rope-dancers, and after

all a mere miserable copy of the Marseillaise

!

That is not the thing for the times ; or woe unto

us, if that is the thing for the times,—ifr it had

to be a mere copy of the Marseilles Hymn !

What in the Hymn is free, bold, full of inspira-

tion, is here ostentatious, cold,—calculated, arti-

ficial in its make. The Marseillaise stands as far

above the Parisienne, as everything, that springs

out of true enthusiasm, stands above that which

is made for something, even if it be for enthusi-

asm. It will never go to the heart, because it

does not come from the heart. By the way, no-

where do I find so striking a resemblance between

musician and poet, as between Auber and

Clauren. Auber translates faithfully, note for

note, what the other says word for word : the

bragadoccio, the infamous sensuality, the pedant-

ry, the dainty bits, the coquetry with foreign na-

tionalities. But how will you expunge Clauren

from the history of literature ? And does it do

anybody any harm, that he holds a place in it?

Does it make you any the less glad to read some-

thing good ? A young poet cannot have got far,

if he does not heartily despise and hate such stuff.

But then the people like it, it is true ; it is all

very well, only it is the people's loss. But write

me your opinion about the Parisienne. I sing it

to myself for fun sometimes as I walk along ;

you can imagine yourself a chorister marching

in procession.

Sargans, Sept. 3.

Noon.

Clieerless weather. It has rained again all

night and through this morning, and moreover it

is cutting cold as in winter ; deep snow lies al-

ready on the nearest hills. In Appenzell a

fearful inundation has occurred again, doing the

greatest damage, and desolating all the streets;

on the lake of Zurich there are plenty of [>il-

grimages and processions on account of the

weather. I was obliged to drive here this morn-

ing, because the roads stand full of mud and

water ; and now I shall remain here till to-mor-

row, since the diVu/ence comes through here very

early, in which I think of going up the valley of

the Rhine as far as Altstetten. Probably to-

morrow evening I shall be already on or over

the border of Switzerland, for the pleasure jour-,

ney is now ended. Autumn is here, nor need I

complain, if I do have a couple of tedious days,

after so much that is beautiful and never to be

forgotten. On the contrary I almost like it

;

there is always enough to do here, even in such

a nest as Sargans, and even in such a deluge as

to-day, for fortunately no place here is unpro-

vided with an organ. They are small to be sure

—the lower octave both in Manual and Pedal

broken, or as I call it, crippled ; still they are or-

gans and that is enough for me. To-day I have

played all the morning, and have begun to study,

since it is really a shame that I cannot play the

principal things of Sebastian Bach. In Munich,

if it is practicable, I mean to practice an hour

every day ; for I have to-day, after a few hours,

made some progress with my feet (noia bene, sit-

ting). Ritz had told me that Schneider in Dres-

den had played to him the D major Fugue in the

"Well-tempered Clavichord,"

-^-i^' - . -

,

upon the organ, taking the basses with the

Pedal; that always seemed to me so fabulous,

that I never fairly comprehended it. This

morning it occurred to me again at the organ ; I

set about it without delay, and have at last got!

so far as to see, that it is not at all impossible,)

and that I will learn to do it. The theme wentj
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pretty well Rlready ; and in this way I have also

practised the passases from the D major Fugue

for orjran, from the F major Toecata, and the G
minor Fugne, which I knew by heart. If I find

a regular and not imperfect organ in Munich, I

will learn it, I will take a childish delight in

playing these things on the organ. The Toccata

in F major with the modulation at the close sounds

as it the church would tumble down. That was

a terrible fellow for a Cantor !

Besides the organ playing I have also much to

e.\ecute in my new sketch book (one was finish-

ed full of sketches at Engelberg). Then I must

eat like 600 fighters,— after dinner practise the

organ again, and so passes the rainy day at Sar-

gans. It seems to be beautifully situated, with

the castle on the hill ; but one cannot set his foot

out of doors.

Eoening. Yesterday at this time I still had

pedestrian projects, and wanted at least to go

through the whole of Appenzell ; it was strange

enough to me to learn, that the mountain travel

was probably all over for this year. All the

heights are thickly <'0vered with snow ; for as it

has rained here in the valley for the last 36 hours,

so it has snowed above ; the herds must come

down froni the Alps, where they should have re-

mained for a month more 3'et, so that of course

a footpath is out of the question. "Yesterday I

was still on the mountains, and to-day for the

next half year it is impossible. The foot jour-

ney is finished, and was wonderfully beautiful ; I

shall never forget it. Now we will apply our-

s 'Ives industriously again to making music. It

is high time for it.

I have just been practising the organ again

until twilight, and was treading about furiously

upon the Pedals, when we suddenly remarked

that the deep C sharp in the Sub-bass kept hum-

ming on quite softly, but incessantly. All my
pressing, rattling and pushing of the keys was of

no use ; we had to climb up into the organ, among

the big pipes ; still the C sharp hummed softly on
;

the fault lay in the wind-chext ; the organist was

in great tribulation, because to-morrow is a festi-

val day; so finally I had to stuff my pocket hand-

kerchief into the pipe, and then it made no

further humming, but also no C sharp. I kept

continually playing this instead :

'.-jHI; z^Jl^i - -

it goes very well. Now I will finish my drawing

of the Rhone glacier, and then the day belongs

to me, i.e. I go to bed. On the next page I will

write where I shall be to-morrow evening ; but

as yet I do not know. Good night ; it is striking

eight in F minor, and it rains and storms in F
I sharp minor, or G sharp minor,—in all possible

I keys with sharps.

M^fiisfi^i i
St. Qallen, the 4th.

Motto: Vous pensez que je suis VAbbe de St.

Gall (Citoyen). For I feel so comfortably here

now, after braving storm and tempest. The four

hours over the mountains from Altstetten to this

place were a regular battle against the weather.

When I say, that I never experienced anything

like it, or supposed it possible, it is saying no-

thing ; but the oldest people of the Canton say

the same. A large manufactory has been de-

molished and several lives lost. To-morrow, in

my letter from the last place in Switzerland, I

will tell you how I had to go on foot once more,

and how I reached heie, having come across

through Appenzell, looking like Egypt after the

seven plagues ; for now the dinner bell is ring-

ing, and I shall feast like an abbot.

(To be continued.)

Original MSS. of Great Composers.

" A. W. T.," (our " Diarist ") calls the atten-

tion of the Editor of the Muftlcal World (Lon-

don) to the very great value which mere descrip-

tions of original MSS. of works by the great

composers can have for the collector of biogra-

phical materials. He says

:

Especially is this the case with Handel, who so

carefully dated his MSS.,— an ex.nmple followed,

thouffh not always, hy Beethoven. How it was with

Haydn I do not know. But, besides the value of a
manuscript in a critical revision of a work for publi-

cntion, there arc often points about it, even if undat-
ed, whicli may render a description certainly worth
putting upon record in some periodical pulVlication.

There must ho many of Haydn's MSS. scattered

about in Knt^land : why not have descriptions of
them put into the possession of the public through
the medium of your press ? Personally I am at

present more interested in Beethoven's MSS., and
would hcnrtily tiiank any person who would aid in

niakinp: known what there is from Ids pen in Ens-
land, and wiictlier any peculiarities are presented
worthy of note. As specimens of such desci'iptions

aid to show what interest such MSS. may have, I

ropy from my notes the following, in relation to two
MSS. kindly offered me for inspection by Horr
Johnnn Nepomuk Kafka, a teacher and composer of

this citv. I translate the remarks of Beethoven on
the MS., as the original German would have few
charms for most of your readers.

The first of these MSS. has. in Beethoven's own
hand, the following title, in which, it will be noticed,

the first word wants a letter or two :

—

"Gran Sonate, Op. 28, 1801, da L. T. Beethoven."

Pifty-one pages, oh. 4to. In the rondo, in two cases,

a new p.ige is sewed over the original, and very dif-

ferent music written. The corrections and altera-

tions in the first movement are very numerous ; in

the nndavif and scherzo comparativelv few, the prin-

cipal ones in the latter bcina: an erasure of seven
bars in the srhirzo, and of eight in the trio. The
rondo ao^.nin is much cut up.
On the blank page, after the close of the sonata,

Beethoven has written part of a canon (?) to the
word.5 "Hoi' dich der Teufel," after which is a short
piece for two voices .and chorus, in which the violin-

ist Schuppanzigh is called an "ass," a "sc.imp," a
" Swine-stomach," &e., and the chorus sings

—

"We all ne:ree to this, thou art the greatest
Ass! soamp I he, he, haw "

Herr Kafka is of opinion that this was written
upon occasion of some quarrel. On the other hand,
I put it with the broad jests of that day, which were
not wholly unknown in other cities besides Vienna,
as the anecdotes of artists, actors, dramatists, &c.,
very abundantly show.
The second of the MSS. is the " Waldstein Sona-

ta," Op. .'i.S. You no doubt remember what Ries
says of this (see Schindler's Life of Beethoven, edited

By Moscheles, vol. ii. p. 297) :
—" The Sonata in C

major (Op. f>5), dedicated to his first patron. Count
Waklstein, had originally a long umlnnte. A friend

of Beethoven's pronounced this sonata to be too
long, which brought him a volley of abuse in return.

Upon quietly weighing the matter, however, my
master convinced himself of the truth of this asser-

tion. He then published the grand Andante in F
major, three-eighth time, separately, abd afterwards
composed the highly interesting introduction to the
rondo such as it now stands." See now how the

MS. confirms Ries, as appears from my notes.

This MS. has no title other than "Sonata Grande,"
in very small letters, and is without date ; thirty-two
leaves, ob. 4to. On the margin of the first page of
the alleqro is written, in Beethoven's own hand, "N.
B. Where Ped. stands all the dampers are to be
raised, both bass and descant. '0' signifies that they
are allowed to fall again." The first movement fills

thirteen le.avcs, and has few corrections—for Beet-
hoven. Then follow three and a halt pages of " In-

troduzione" adagio, of which half a page has been
crossed out. This is in a lotnlhi different ink. Half
a leaf is sewed to the lowsr half of the fourth page
of tliis " Introduzione," and contains the beginning
of the rondo, and thenceforth the ink is the same as

that of the first movement. On the last page Beet-
hoven has written, " For those to whom the shake,
where the theme and the shake occur together, is too
ditficult, the passage may be made easier thus :

—

2
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or, according to their powers, double this, as

:rc'?'?^?=c'^&^J
'

I .

.

Of these sixes two will be struck to each quarter
note in the bass ; besides, it is of no consequence if

this trill loses somewhat of its usual rapidity."

Such short notices of MSS. have for the his-

torian a value of whicli most readers have little con-
ception. A. W. T.

Vienna , .Tanum-y 27, 1862.

Managerial Puffing. — The London Opera
Season.

[From " The Illustrated Times."]

The system of "every theatrical manager his own
critic" has of late been gaining ground immensely.
Mr. "Webster's opinion of Mr. Bourcicault's dramas,
Mr. Buckstone's opinion of Mr. Sothern's acting,

are now proclaimed daily in the playbills as a matter
of course. Thus the public arc told not onlj' what
they m.iy have for their money, but also why what
they are invited to have is particularly and pre-

eminently worth having. C:in anything be more
rensonaliie ? The cheap tailors do precisely the same
thing; and were it not for its advertisements, the

firm of Moses & Son would be unknown beyond the

precincts of the Minories, instead of enjoying, as

it actually does, a well-earned notoriety in every part

of the civilized world where the British journal pene-
trates.

Hitherto, from some mistaken notion of dignity,

our leading operatic managers have usually abstain-

ed from the following in the steps of the most emin-
ent ,Tew clothiers and slopsellers. We do not blame
them for it. We only mention the fact, and have
endeavored to some extent to explain it. It must be
remembered, that in many countries, and occasional-

Iv even in England, operatic managers have been
men of considerable literary and artistic attainments

(more than one author of distinction and some of the

best composers of the day have directed operas dur-

ing the last fifty years), and, not being mere speculat-

ors, or at all first rate men of business in the Min-
ories sense of the word, they have not understood

the great advantage of addressing themselves ex-

pressly to the ignorant and vulgar, who, in all com-
munities form the immense majority, and who, there-

fore, ought especially to be studied. The competi-

tion of the music halls, however, seems at last to

have convinced our operatic impresarios of the ne-

cessity of abandoning the antiquated system of an-

nouncing only the names of the singers engaged and
the works which they meditate bringing out. To be

sure the vocalists whose services are retained at the

various "music-balls" are usually quite unknown to

the public ; so that there is more necessity far vio-

lently calling attention to (/lei'r merits than to those

of Mario and Titiens, or of Patti and Giuglini.

But both systems have been tried—the quiet and
the loud ; .and just now it is evident that the loud is

everywhere found the best. Let us go with the times,

and in a spirit of becoming impartiality, let us net

impute to Mr. Gye and Mr. Mapleson faults with

which we should never have thought of charging Mr.
Morton or Mr. Weston.
The only thing we have really to complain of in

this novel plan (as .applied to the opera) of "every
manager his own critic" is that the critic, who is not

a manager, has his bands tied by it. What is he to

say to the public about the merits of Mad. Chan-
terelle or of Signer Squallinalto, when the public

has been already informed, through the medium of a

dozen advertiseraents,that the former is "a true artist

in every sense of the word," and that the latter is

"decidedly the first tenor of the day V The point

is settled at once by such statements as these, and all

that is lelt to the unhappy journalist is to para-
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phrase, adorn, elaborate (to intensify would be im-

possible) the praise so liberally accorded by the di-

rector to the sintjer he has thought (it to enjage, and
with whose merits he musl naturally have made him-

self acquainted before signing the contract. To
question the impresario's opinion wonld ho unbe-

coming ; to contradict it—wonld be impossible. Here
and there we may be allowed to offer a remark in

corroboration of what has already been advanced b}'

the director ; but, generally speaking, the modest
part we have henceforth to play is that of echo to

the managerial thunder. The directors of the two
rival Operas appear to be equally impressed with

the importance of the coming International Exhibi-

tion. " It will naturally be a source of pride and

gratification to the musical amateurs of this country

to know," says Mr. Gye, "that among the wonders
and sights of London the Opera will not suffer by
comparison with that of other great capitals ; but,

on tlie contrary, that the general and received opin-

ion will be confirmed by our guests that, whether the

individual talent of its different members or the per-

fection of its general ensemble be considered, the

Royal Italian Opera stands pre-eminent among all

similar establishments. To maintain, therefore, the

reputation of the Koyal Italian Opera, every effort

will assuredly be directed, and such arrangements
made as will tend to secure a most brilliant season."

As for Mr. Mapleson, he appears to have resolved

to open Her Jlajcsty's Theatre simply and solely he-

cause he imagined that if, diu'ing tlie International

Exhibition, it remained shut, all England would be

disgraced. This is kind of Mr. Mapleson, and
proves that he has a good heart. But let him speak
in his own words: — "Called upon unexpectedly
(name of the person or persons calling upon him not
mentioned) at a moment when the metropolis was
about to he deprived of the pcrformnnces of Italian

opera in this great and renowned Temple of tlie

Muses, and at a time when a vast influx of

visitors from all parts of the world ai-e expected to

visit London during the International Exhibition,

rendering it almost a national disgrace if Her Mnjes-

ty's Theatre should remain closed on such an occa-

sion, Mr. Mapleson is deeply impressed with the re-

sponsibility of his undertaking." More than that,

Mr. Mapleson has engaged a company which includes

many well-known and admirable singers, such as the

incomparable Mile. Titiens and Madame Guerrabella
among the sopranos, the sisters Marchisio of duet
celebrity, Signor Giuglini among the tenors, and Sig.

Gassier among the barytones. Of course, a num-
ber of foreigners and not a few British provincials

will continue to think for many years to come that

Her Majesty's Theatre is still, and has never ceased

to be, the Italian Opera par excellence of London.

—

"Its august appellation," says Mr. Maplesone, grave-

ly, "identifies it in the idea of many as the Govei'n-

ment theatre." For the benefit of strangers, it would
perhaps have been more ingenuous not to have pub-
lished this last remark. We observe that Mr. Ma-
pleson is determined to make as much as possdjie

out of the ancient reputation of "Opera House ;"

and, moreover, do great things in order to keep it up;
for he informs us that, " to retain the old prestige of
Her Majesty's Theatre, the nights of the performance
in future will be Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Satur-
days !"

To increase the amount of subscriptions at the

Royal Italian Opera, the nights of performance at

that theatre in future will be Mondays, Tuesdays
Thursdays, and Saturdays, and there will be a double
subscription list. Mr. Gye, abso, (like Mr. Mapleson)
looks back with some solemnity to the past, and tells

us that he cannot but be gratified still to find around
him so many of those artists who have long assisted

to sustain the reputation of his theatre"—meaning,
we presume, those veterans, Mario, Ronconi, and
Taiuberlik ; as well as Mad. Didee. who, though
she has been many years at the Royal Italian Opera,
is still quiet and eminently in her prime. Nor can
the veterans—veterans as they are, and though they
have scarcely two voices between the three—possibly

be replaced with advantage. These singers of a past
or passing generation have genius, minus a certain

amount of singing power. Many of the younger
tenors and barytones have more singing power, but
no genius.

But to return to the new and improved system of
advertising adopted by the rival operatic managers,
let us invite the notice of our readers to the following
curiously elaborate eulogium on Mile. Titiens :

" It is seldom that Nature lavishes on one person all the
varied gifts which are needed to form a great soprano. A
voice whose register entitles it to claim this rank is of the
r.arest order. Melodious quality and power, which are not
less essential than an extended register, are equally scarce.

—

musical knowledge, executive finish, and perfect intonation
are indispensable : and to these the prima donna should add
di'umatic force and adaptability, and a large measure of per-
EODal grace. Even these rare endowments will not suffice un-

less they are illumined by the fire of genius. By one alone,
of living artists, haa this high ideal been reached—by Mile.

Titiens."

The manager of Her Majesty's writes with a big-

ger and broader nibbed pen, and is a greater hand at

a flourish than we can pretend to be ; but he does

not go beyond us in admiration of Mile. Titiens,

who is certainly by far the greatest dramatic singer

of the day. She can prove f/iat, however, at any
time, and therefore does not require to be praised by
the director of the theatre where she is engaged, and
who, in accordance with directorial custom would
praise her almost as much if she were only a vocal

ist of ordinary merit, like so many others who, with-

out deserving it, have been lauded to the skies. May
we here be allowed to take the liberty of hazarding
one small objection to the sti/le of the two operatic

programmes just issued 1 Or rather without mak-
ing any direct complaint, may we be permitted to

venture to suggest that the sort of puff adopted by
the proprietor of a place called " The Pavilion," is

more attractive and more amusing (while it is, at the

same time, couched in more elegant phraseology)
than anything in the same line that has yet been hit

upon by Mr. Mapleson or Mr. Gye ? In calling at-

tention to the approaching termination of the engage-
ment of " Miss Constance," the chief of the Pavil-

ion quietly expresses a hope that, ere this engage-
ment finally expire, " the opportunity (i.e., of hear-

ing Miss Constance) may not be lost by those who
have not yet participated in the delight occasioned
by her sweet melodies."
Now, what can be pretty if ihat isn't 1 We never

heard Miss Constance, and probably never shall
;

whereas we have often heard Mile. Titiens, and shall

hear her again ,as often as possible. Bnt the plain

neat little appeal—almost touching in its simplicity
and innocence—with which Miss Constance has in-

spired her director goes to the heart. The elaborate
commendation of which Mile. Titiens is made the
subject dazzles for a moment, and is then forgotten.

One cannot help feeling a liking for Constance ; but,

in spite of the managerial praise, we are still con-
vinced that Mile. Titiens is the greatest singer.

Gustave Dore.

The genius that is expressed at the point of a pen-
cil is not so readily or so universally recognized as
that which finds expression in writing, But when it

does make its mark and secure the recognition of the
highest tribunals of taste, it takes rank with the most
exalted literary genius. Great painters live forever
in their works, just as great authors do. The eye
and the intelligence are alike gratified. Designers
for engravings, whose works are monochromes, are
less fortunate than painters, inasmuch as the latter

can often produce their best effects from variety of

colors.

Without citing instances from past history, as proof
of the necessity for positive genius in order to exe-
cute works which shall be great simply as drawings
or engravings, we proceed at once to the considera-
tion of the artist whose name is at the head of this

article, and who is, indisputably, the greatest genius
of this age, in his particular line of art. Paul-Gus-
tave Dore' was born in Strasburg in January 1833,
and came to Paris, to study at the Charlemagne
Lyceum, in 1845. In 184S he began to make designs
for the Journal pour Rire, and published various other
things, mostly of a comic character. He also pro-
duced a number of paintings, and several of his works
in 18.5.'5-57, relating to the war in the Crimea, had a
certain success.

But it is as a designer for engravings that Dore
has become distinguished, and the American public
know him only through his illustrations of various
hooks. His designs for an edition of Rabelais, pub-
lished in 1854, first brought him to the notice of the
admirers of the famous French humorist. The won-
derful humor of Rabelais and the amazing extrava
gances of Gargantua, Pantagruel and Hanugre have
never been so felicitously represented. The designs
express the very spirit of the author. The satire and
wit receive new point from the illustrations. Dore"s
genius fairly luxuriates in the rich fields of Rabelais.
In the same year was published, apropos of the war
with Russia, a burlesque History of Russia, with
numerous illustrations by Dore, in which the very
height of the extravagant and the grotesque was
attained. In the year 1856 Dor^ found other conge-
nial work in the illustration of Balzac's extraordinary
Contes Drolatiques, the humor and tone of which
were essentially Rabelaie. He also gave to the world
in that year the remarkable illustrations of Le Juif
Errant, which were his first great efforts at a line of
art of a serious character. They were bold, even
extravagant in conception, but they showed a degree
of originality that was astonishing, and a maturity of

ideas very rarely found in a youth of twenty-three.

In 1857 appeared the Kssnt/s of ifoiitaiffne, fine]y

illustrated by Dore, and a superb edition of Lcs Con-
tes de Perrault, in which the illustrations ennoble the

fairy tales ; the picturesque, the beautiful, the comic
and the grotesque being charmingly blendid, to give

dignity to the simple stories of the nursery.

For a long time Dore has been eng.aged on a more
ambitious work than any that he had previously

undertaken—the illustration of Dante's Inferno. This
was completed hast autumn, and we do not hesitate to

say that it shows more genius than any work of the

kind ever published. The form is folio, the paper is

fine and strong, and the typography is equal to any-
thing ever issued by a French publishing house. The
designs, seventy-five in number, are engraved on
wood, but with the fineness and delicacy of steel en-

graving, and with an efi'ect that could not be excelled
on any material. In these noble works there is no
trace to be discovered of the comic genius that rev-

elled in Caricature and absurdity. All is serious,

stately and exalted. The awful sublimity of the

poet's conceptions fills the soul of the artist. The
designs tell the marvellous story as vividly as the
verse. Dante illustrated by Dore becomes more
intelligible. The work of the artist seems, indeed,

to complete the poem.

The frontispiece of the work is a portrait head of
Dante, nearly of life-size. The face, wliilu bearing
the characteristic lines and expression that arc so

familiar in all the representations of the poet, is highly

idealized. It has an exalted, earnest, rapt air that

fully expresses the character of tlie author of the

Divina 6'oniineclia. As each one of the illustrations

is a fine study, it is difiicult to make selections for

special notice. The earlier ones represent Dante
wandering in the dark forest and his encounters with

the panther, the lion and the slie-wolf. The scene

with the lion is particularly fine. The meeting with

"Virgil is illustrated by several exquisite scenes, and
there is one lovely one, where the beatified spirit of

Beatrice appears. The descent through the awful
gate of Hell is well portrayed, and then we have a
view of Charon, followed by another in which he

appears driving the dammed into the boat. The first

Circle of Hell is then reached, where lie the souls of

the unbaptised. There is next an exquisite sylvan

scene, in which the poets encounter the ancient bards
Homer, Horace, Ovid and Lucan. In the next circle

appears the monster Minos, condemning the sinners

as they pass before him. Then there is a representa-

tion of the whirlwind of condemned spirits—the bufe-

ra infernal—out of which are summoned the shades

of Francesea and Paul of Rimini. There are four

magnificent plates relating to this episode.

The horrors of Hell increase as the story is ad-

vanced into the successive circles, and the artist,

however awful his conceptions in the past, seems
always to have a reserve of power to express the new
horrors. Physical suft'eiing is portrayed in every
conceivable way. The variety, as well as the power
of the drawings, is amazing. The scenes in the

Stygean Lake, in the 7th and 8th cantos, are especi-

ally remarkable, and one is at a loss which most to

admire, the exquisite scenic effects, or the pictures of
torment involved in them. In the ninth canto there

is a representation of the three Furies, in full flight,

that is astonishing as a representation of motion.
Several other views, in which flying figures appear,
are equally vigorous representations of action and
flight. The fiery tombs of the arch-hereties, and
particularly that of Farinata, are as awful and
sublime as was the conception of the poet. The
encounter with the Minotaur, and that with the Cen-
taurs, are illnstraled by several very vigorous designs.

We are then brought to the abode ol^ the Harpies,
and the views in this part, where the condemned are

transformed into gnarled trees, whose contortions

express hnman agony in a fearful way, are full of

power.
Language is soon exhausted in speaking of these

wonderful illustrations, and we forbear further

attempts to describe them. There is, however, a
series of four, relating to the tragedy of Ugolino and
his sons, that deserve especial mention. In the first

Ugolifto is seen gnawing at the head of Ruggieri in

the frozen gulf, while heads and figures in all expres-

sions and attitudes of agony fill the surrounding ice.

The prison-story, with IJgolino and his sons in succes-

sive stages of starvation, is represented in three mar-
vellous illustrations, any one of which would be worth
framing and preserving separately.

The last view relating to Hell is one in which, on
the frozen surface of the lake of the ninth circle, rests

an awful image of Lucifer. From this frightful scene

we turn with relief to a view of the poets approach-

ing the upper world, and the last illustration of all

where they appear under the placid light of the stars,

with a lovely moon sinking beneath the radiant
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waters, is soothing and delicious, after so great a
display of tlie terrific.

This work is enough to immortalize Dore, and join

his name and fame forever with that of Dante.

—

Phil.

Eve. Bulletin.

The Doctor of Alc.^ntaka.—The little comic
opera which we have been expecting: for some months
has been at length brought out at the Museum with
unqualified success. Mr. Eichberg has produced a
most sprightly, agreeable work

;
particularly when

we remember that it was written with special refer-

ence to the limited musical abilities of the Museum
company. The music is pleasing without being pre-

tentious, and is marked throughout by a musician-
like grace and freshness. In fact it is just the pre-

cise thing for the object intended. The opening sere-

nade, with the interjectional accompaniment of the
three ladies, is very neatly arranged.
The little duet of the basket carriers, of a few bars

only, has a humorous piquancy which is decidedly
original. The "Knight of Alcantara," very cleverly

sung by Miss Mestayer, is really a capital song, well
written, and with nice adaptation of the music to the

words. The best piece of the work, however, is the
quartet "Good night, Senor Balthazar." The serio-

comic character of the music is admirably suited to

the scene. The melody is, in itself, quaint and char-
acteristic, and the orchestral accompaniment is

wrought up with capit."il dramatic effect. The tenor
music is, perhaps the least attractive, and the concert-

ed music lacks effect mainly from the want of vocal
power and compass on the part of the singers. The
work does not please by any remarkable salient

points, but from the general cleverness and pleasant-
ness of the whole. The author has shown real abili-

ty in so adapting his music to the company as to

produce that which they can accomplish creditably
and interestingly. We honestly confess to an agree-
able surprise. Not that we did not know Mr. Eich-
berg to be a thorough musician ; hut wo did not
really suppose that he could take an English libretto

and marry it to music so skilfully. The orchestral
portion is very gracefully written throughout, a pleas-
ant vein of the melody running through it constant-
ly. We believe that tliis is the first American comie
opera, and certainly the beginning is so agreeable
that we hope it may be continued.
The performance was quite spirited on the part of

the ladies. We should not look for any special ex-
cellence in the way of vocal acquirements from those
who are not vocalists professedly. But the singing
was prompt and correct, though the intonation suf-

fered considerably. Mr. Hill's voice seemed to be
worn, and he is scarcely sprightly and easy enough
for a gallant, adventurous lover. Mr. Mestayer
acted well, but his voice lacked sonority. Mr. Peaker
has a fine, sonorous bass voice and bore off his short
scene with good spirit. Altogether, in spite of the
drawbacks, the performance was a very agreeable
one, and Mr. Eichberg may congratulate himself on
having produced a work which is in every way wor-
thy of him as a musician.

—

Musical Times.

ulul dTorr^spitbente.

New Yokk Mat 3.—Wall Street and Irving

Place are two grand political and social indices, and

very sensitive are they to the least shock or revulsion.

The little ticking of the magnetic wire, whispering

a victory for our arms, will set forty thousand "bulls"

and "bears" capering and kicking,advance "Govern-

ment Sixes," and start the opera. An " official des-

patch " of rather gloomy nature, will " decline " the

paper, " depress " the market and jerk to the doors

of the Academy with a portentous slam. Grau has

been testing a little. Like an experienced aeronaut,

he has safely fastened his cable to the ground and,

after an observation of three nights of opera, he has

concluded to come down, and is now safely laid aside

waiting for " something to turn up." New Orleans

may have caused him to prick up his ears a little,

Fort Macon may have opened his eyes, but he is

probably waiting the grand climax at Corinth,

Memphis and Yorktown. Grau is sharp and no one

is better adapted to successful campaigning than he.

We have just had the opera in tantalizing tit-bits.

Just enough to make us crave for more, "lligoletto,"

" Favorita " and " Fille du Eegimcnt," the debut of

Tombesi a new tenor, and a possible rival of Brig-

noli, theren^r^c of Ferri, and Kellogg as a dashing

vivandiere with a rub-a-dub that would shame a drum-

major ! Surely, is'nt this a charming bait t We
wait the movements of McClellan and Grau with

equal solicitude. Grau has gone to Washington with

his whole troupe, including Francesco Araodio, bro-

ther of the rotund Amodio, whose sad decease was so

universally regretted. It is said his voice is almost

equal to his brother's in quality and quantity. Miss

Kellogg is the only prima donna upon whom Grau
can rely. The husband of Mme. Baseggio informed

him that his wife's illness would prevent her re ap"

pearance on the stage. This is a great loss, as Mme.
Susini has withdrawn temporarily from the troupe,

and of course one soprano can hardly bear the fa

tigue consequent upon a rapid production of operas

These things will all be remedied before another

season is announced. We shall have to bide our

time.

The Philharmonic Society closed the present seas-

on on Saturday night. Irving Hall was crowded

to excess. It always is on the occasion of the Phil-

harmonic concerts, and always should be. The pro-

gramme at the last concert w.is very good, if we can

pardon the persistent omission of vocal music. This

is one respect in which we New Yorkers are inferior

to our Brooklyn neighbors. While the latter engage

and present the best artists that can be found none

but an occasional volunteer is ever announced in the

New York concerts. The opening Symphony was

Schubert's in C. There is in it but little of that

captivating sweetness that characterizes so many of

Schubert's works. The second movement, the ^Ih-

dante ron molo, is a most delicious strain and its quiet

beauty is douhly appreciated, sandwiched as it is, be-

tween the commonplace themes and instrumentation

of the other movements. [Our friend should hear it

again. Ed.] A concerto of Mozart with Rich.

Hoffman at the piano was a happy relief. Fertil

imaginations could ti'ace through it some unique

little melody of "Die Zauberflote," but it was none

the less successful on that account. Hoffman played

with bis usual grace and ease, and an encore won
from him a modest little Sonata f?] short and sweet.

The " Orph^e," Poeme Sijw.phonique, by Liszt is one

of these sympathetic compositions with exquisite

strains for wind instruments woven through it.

Bruno Wollenhaupt played a Concerto Militaire by

Lipinsky, and Lestch played a solo on the trombone

by Felicien David. Theo. Eisfeld wielded the baton

at this agreeable concert, which, to the regret of

many, was the last of the season.

Mason and Thomas gave their last concert on

Tuesday evening at Dodworth's Hall with the fol-

lowing programme :— 1. Quartet, in G minor, Mo-
zart, No. 1, for piano, violin, viola and 'cello

—

Mason, Thomas, Matzka and Bergner. 2. Quintet

in C major, Schubert, for two violins, viola and two

violoncellos—Thomas, Mosenthal, Matzka, Bergner

and Luhde. 3. Quintet in E flat major, Schumann,

op. 44, for piano, first and second violin, viola and

'cello. Mason, Thomas, Mosenthal, Matzka and

Bergner.

Gottschalk gave two concerts, one on Wednesdaj'

and one on Friday evening at Niblo's. He was as-

sisted by Carlotta Patti, Tombesi, Ferri, Mollenhauer,

Sanderson, and Muzio as musical director and con-

ductor. He advertised a Sonata (for piano and

'cello) in B flat by Mendelssohn, hut played a duet

for those instruments composed by himself. Patti

sang superbly, a polka " L'Amour," composed for

her by Muzio, and with Tombesi, the duetto in the

Ballo. Gottschalk played " Lucrezia," and " Trova-

tore" fantasias, and a number of his latest and finest

works.

J. M. V. Busch announced a performance of his

"Stabat Mater" about a week since, but he was un-

able to raise the requisite funds to pay his orchestra

in advance and so the affair failed. Miss Clara M.

Brinkerhoff was to have taken the soprano part and

Mr. Durant the tenor.

The fifth and last concert of the Brooklyn Phil-

harmonic takes place to-night. The soloists will be

Tombesi, the new tenor, and Master Willie Barnes-

more Pape, the youthful pianist, whose performance

at Madame Anna Bishop's parlor concerts was so

eminently successful. He is but ten or eleven years

of age and plays Thalherg's and Gottschalk's most

difficult pieces with an ease and precision that is

wonderful.

Theo. Thomas announces a monster concert on

the 14th, at Irving Hall. Among other novelties he

will present the whole of the music for his brother's

tragedy of " Slruens€e :" AVagner's descriptive Over-

ture, " Der Fliegende Hollander," and Moscheles'

piano-forte composition, " Les Contrastes." Mme.
de Lussan is the principal lady vocalist engaged.

—

Thomas has secured the services of quite a number

of first-class artists and also the Philharmonic So-

ciety.

Geo. F. Bristow had a complimentary concert

given him on Wednesday evening last by his pupils,

at the Cooper Institute. It was largely attended

and gave evidence of the rapid advancement made

—

especially in chorus singing— by Mr. Bristow's

pupils.

Miss Caroline Richings has been creating quite a

furore in the " operatic drama," the Enchantress.

—

She sings very nicely indeed and her acting is very

attractive. The Pirate's Chorus, " Ever be happy,"

is sharing equal favor with " Glory Hallelujah ;"

street whistlers are in ccstacies, and the result is that

the Enchantress is popular.

Trusting that this rough medley of occurrences,

strung rudely together without any adornments or

polish, will be acceptable, I am yours truly,

T. W. M.

Cincinnati, April 28.—Last week we had the

long promised German Opera by our musical Socie-

ty, the " Maennerchor," which embraces a mixed

chorus as well as a male chorus. The "Freischiitz,"

by Weber, has been performed four times and " A
night in Grenada," by Kreutzer, twice, always to

large audiences of 1000 to 1500 persons in the spa-

cious and elegant opera house. Mad. Schroeder-

Dummler, from New York, was the prima donna
;

all the other parts were filled by amateurs, members

of the Society. The chorus was very good, and

rather the main feature of the whole. It consisted

of about fifty members, who, on the fine large stage,

with its tasteful scenery, appeared very pretty in

their handsome costumes. They made a very strik-

ing contrast to the common little band of indifferent

and oddly looking choristers of the regular opera

companies. In this instance the gay hunters and

bridal girls and the lively country people moved as

easily and naturally, as in real life, and while giving

pleasure to others, seemed to enjoy themselves huge-

ly-

Very great praise is due to their most efficient

leader, Mr. Carl Barns, to whose persistent and inde-

fatigable labor we principally owe these operatic

performances. They have been preparing all winter,

and a great deal of time has been spent in rehearsing,

but the time has been well spent, as we have seen

such handsome results.

The prima donna. Mad. Schroedcr-Dnmmlcr, has

not pleased very much, and it has been rather a mat-

ter of surprise, that she has been praised so highly

in New York papers. She is, no doubt, a cultivated

and accomplished singer ; her voice, although not

powerful, is pleasant, and she appears and acts well

enough ; but she has the unfortunate habit of drag-

ging the time, and thereby her performances,—with

very few exceptions, such ns the prayer in the

" Freischiitz," which was finely rendered,—suffer so

much, that they are tame and weary the listener.
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Also her voice lacks in timbre, and it may be partly

owlnp; to this, that Iier dramatic expressions, which

also are true and good and free from those miserable

exaggerations, so much in rogue now-a-days, are

riot piquant enough. In this respect Mad. Johann.sen,

the prima donna of last year, is much her superior.

To criticize as sharply the other performers, who

were all amateurs, some of whom have fine voices, a

correct musical ear and show dramatical talent,

would neither be fair, nor of general interest.

In these operatic performances the common order

has been rather reversed ; the choruses and finales

were of more importance, than the solos, and the

orchestra was so well drilled, as to claim a fair

share of attention. It is principally owing (o this

tliat the operas have been really enjoyable and made

one wish for more performances of the kind. X.

Jbigljfs Iffiu'iral of Slnsk.

BOSTON, MAY lO, 1869.

Music in this Number. — Continuation of Chopin's

Mazurkas.

Concerts.

The "First Walpurgis Night."— The

success of Mr. Lang's undertaking, last Satur-

day evening, was cotnple.tc. The Music Hall

appeared filled, and with such an audience as

only the expectation of something really fresh

and good could have called out—those who re-

spond only to the best appeals. Mendelssohn's

delightful music, so full of fresh and vivid fancy,

so well conceived in its connection with Goethe's

poena, so true to nature in its spring-like opening,

so equal to its high religious themes, so full of

Cjuaint surprises and so graphic in the more fan-

tastic parts, was thoroughly enjoyed from first to

last. And, what was the best evidence of the sin-

cerity of the interest shown in it, it was quite as

attentively and generally listened to, and still

more enjoyed, upon the repetition. The second

performance naturally was the best, the singers

having become more at home in it. The solo

singers, especially, improved upon their first trial

of their voices in the large hall and in a position

rather new to several of them. The chorus of

150 voices, all young, fresh, telling, (with no

dummies), and finely balanced, sounded remark-

ably well throughout, and was always up to the

mark. We have seldom heard so fine a body of

soprani and contralti in any of our Oratorio or

choral performances. It shows that counting up

voices by hundreds is not of much use unless they

are effective; 150 effective ones are more to the

purpose than twice their number as we some-

times hear them. The orchestra did its work

well in the exceedingly ingenious, descriptive,

difficult accompaniments ; and Mr. Lang himself,

the youthful conductor, appeared very well at

ease and master of his position, new to him as

the position was. There was unity of design,

rightly conceived, and carried through with

energy, in this somewhat bold enterprise of his

;

and the result was in the highest degree credita-

ble to him.

But let us take things in their order. We have

already given a brief synopsis, with the words of

the Cantata, so that we need not repeat^them

now.

First the Overture, describing the incoming of

Spring, and preparing the way, spreading around

the atmosphere as it were for the opening Sprinir

Chorus, seemed to take pos.session of all minds

as it was intended. The first half, Allegro con

fuoco, suggesting stormy weather, the wintry

background, was perhaps not so fully appreciated,

as the transition to Spring, Allegro vivace—

a

more lifesome, but not so swift an Allegro as the

first ; this is so full of fresh, warm, delicate

Spring airs, so redolent of " bud and bloom," so

sweet with promise, that it could not fail to steal

the listener's soul away, as an ideal May day

should. The Druid solo (tenor) was tastefully

sung, with a voice of purity and sweetness, by

Mr. Langmaid, but with hardly power enough
;

it was much more effective in the second per-

formance. Then the chorus, taking up the same

words : "Now May again breaks Winter's chain,"

&c., sung first in two parts, soprano and contral-

to, sounded deliciously fresh and spring-like ; it

resembles one or two of Mendelssohn's part-

songs on the same subject ; the male voices come
in at the exhortation :

" Begin the ancient holy

rite," and the simple strain grows to full, complex

harmony, reaching a splendid climax. Compare
all this with Haydn, in the " Creation" and the

"Seasons":—it is certainly very difl^erent music,

quite as true to nature, and with a deeper poetry

in it.

Mrs. Kempton" suffered from hoarseness, so

that her rich voice was not quite itself in the

warning solo of "An aged woman of the people:"

" Know je not a deed so daring dooms us all to

die despairing ?" But her good dramatic decla-

mation triumphed somewhat over this infirmity.

Mr. AVetherbee delivered the majestic

solos of the Druid Priest :n artistic, dignified,

firm style, making the most of his evenly devel-

oped, although somewhat dry bass voice. The
music which falls to his share, with that of the

chorus responding and re-affirming, is of truly

noble quality, and did not sufi'er much in the ex-

ecution.

The very graphic chorus of Druid guards set-

ting the watch :
" Disperse, disperse, ye gallant

men," well as it was done otherwise, did suffer

from being given with that uniform loudness,

which was too characteristic of the whole ren-

dering of the Cantata. Sung pianissimo, as the

words suggest, it would have been thrice as ef-

fective ; it seems designed to be almost a whis-

pered chorus.—The Druid guard, who suggests

the plan of frightening the Christians away by

dressing up as demons, found " large utterance"

indeed in the grandly voluminous bass of Mr.

Kyder. But certain peculiarities of pronuncia-

tion marred the dignity of the thing considera-

bly; as: "We v/\\\ skee-are the bee-gol rahhle ."

This gentleman surely has capacities for a grand

basso profondo.

The most successful piece in the rendering, as

well as the most original and wildly effective in

the music, was the chorus in which the scheme is

put in execution

:

Come with torches brightly flashing
Rush along with hillets clashing

;

Thro' the night gloom, lead and follow.
In and out each rocky hollow.
Owls and ravens,

Howl with UH and scare the cravens !

How much lies in the apt selection of the word
sung sometimes ! How splendidly that word
" flashing" sounds in such a place, and really

flashes out the image by its sound ! While on

the other hand, how meanly and out of keeping

with the music the word "rabble" sounded in the

preceding solo I Orchestra and chorus did their

best here, and, considering the great difficulties

of the piece, made it very effective and exciting.

Having thus scared away their persecutors, the

Druids go on with their solemn rites. Twice we
hear them, our attention being diverted for a

while from the grand religious .strain of the high

priest and people, to the cries of a frightened

Christian Guard, (Mr. Wadleigh, tenor, sang it

as if too truly frightened), and the chorus of his

comrades, possessed with fear of witches, imps

and devils. Fortunate that (liit should be the

weakest part of the performance. After the

interruption, we hear the solemn sound of Druid

worship going on again ; the final priest solo and

chorus being in fact but a resumption of the strain

we heard before. The conclusion is solemn and

grand, and perhaps the composer did wisely to

keep it in the uniformly free style of the whole

composition ; but one almost wonders that he

resisted the temptation of such noble words to

work up this finale, with all the power of fugue

and counterpoint, in oratorio style. He chose

however to write a romantic composition, as the

poem required, and not an Oratorio. His object

is to let us see the Druids at their worship, not to

work lis up into it, and carry our rapt souls

away on wings of Fugue, as is the aim always wi h
an Oratorio. And so we find the answer to the

question which we raised last week, after hearing

the first rehearsal, and own that this closing

chorus is not the least impressive portion of the

work.

The novel experiment of repeating the " Wa'-

purgis Night " at the end of the~ concert, as we
have said, worked admirably. No one. who was

not doubly interested in it on this second hearing.

Riper audience, as well as riper rendering, was

secured by it. Between the two performances

some alternation was afforded by two pieces.

First, a Duo for two piano fortes, Thalberg's fan-

tasia on Norma themes, showed very brilliant and

nice execution on the part of Miss Mary Fay
and Mr. Lang. The young lady has a remark-

able touch, and such a hand as few pianists for

her instrument. But the piece was trivial, much

of it consisting of mere scales, and not worth the

bringing together of two grand pianos to produce

it. Secondly, the " Midsummer Night's Dream
Overture " was nicely rendered on the whole

but we must question the sense of the unusually

long pauses which Mr. Lang made between the

aerial chords which open and close the overture.

His conductorship, however, was remarkable for

a beginning. Practice will bring more self-pos-

session, and more liberty to pay regard to light

and shade. Everybody came away thanking Mr.

Lang, for a rich evening and a fresh experience.

Orpheus Musical Society.— The Farewell

Concert given by this long united " Liederkranz" to

their comrade Mr. Jansen, after several postpone-

ments, took place on Wednesday evening at the

Melodeon. Mr. Kreissmann, having happily re-

covered, was at his post as the Conductor. The au-

dience was large and responsive to the music. The

programme, as printed, was as follows :

Part I.

1. Chorus: "Vineta" Aht

2. Aria : "Die Entfuehrung ans dem Serail" Mozart
R. Jansen.

3. Chorus and Solo : "Schlaft in Ruh," Moering.

4. Piano-Solo: Andante and Blenwetto from op. 78.

F. Schubsrt
Hugo Leonhard.

5. Chorus: "Auf dem Rhein" Kuecken

6. Song: "Der Wanderer" Schuhert
R. Langerfeldt.

7 Chorus: "Italienischer Salat," (MusicalJest). . .Genee
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Part n.

1. Chorus: '"Die Jungeu Musikanten" Kuecken

2. Violin solo, Roudo Papageno Ernst

William Schultze.

3. Song: "Der Brl-Konig" Schubert

A Kreijisniann.

4. Gesan!5derGeisteraber deuVVassern. EiGfllfc-part Cborua

with string accompaniment (words by Goethe). Schubert

6. Song: ''Im Traum sab ich die Geliebte" Gumbert

Carl Scbraubstiidter.

6. Deutschnationalpatriotisches Quoilibet Kunze

Greiit was the tlisappointmont, howevei-, at the

omission of the most important item, the eight-part

chorus by Schnhert; this was necessitated bj' the

eneaijement elsewhere on that evening- of the pla3'ers

of violins, violas and basses required for accomjiani-

ment. The chasm was but poorly filled by dropping

into it a " trifle light as air," a waltz, which a portion

of the Club sin;/ with a certain gusto. This only

added to the triviality of the second part, already

mostly either trivial or sentimental in the selections

composing it. The first part was by far the most

satisfying. The chorus "Vineta," embodying the

tradition of a ruined city beneath a lake, the bells

whereof may be heard ringing from below the water,

has a rich, dreamy, tranquil breadth of harwony, and

was beautifully rendered, the voices Iilending finely.

(But throughout the evening the hall did not seem to

favor the resonance of eitlier voice or instrument).

—

" Schlaft in Ruh" (sleep in peace) is a charming

serenade, in which the baritone solo was sung by Mr.

ScHRAUBSTABDTER with great unction ; it had to be

repeated. Kiicken's "Rhine" chorus, has a careless

jovial tramp as of travelling students, who pause on

the way to give a serenade, the music growing senti-

mental at the mention of Madchen, in which tenor

(Kreissmann) and itarirone figure in solo and duet,

and then on they tramp again, with tossing up of hats

and ringing lauffhtcr. We like >t better than the ''Jiin-

gen Musihanten" in the second part. Mr. Jansen's

humorous bass Aria, truly Mozartish, was sung with

fine style and spirit ; and Mr. Langerfeldt was suc-

cessful with "The Wanderer ;" but both this and the

"Erl King," so beautifully sung by Mr. Kreissmann,

capital songs as they are, have grown somewhat too

familiar to strike with all their original force at all

times. Mr. Sehraubstadter's song, a weak one in

itself, was sung with singularly fine expression, and

musical, warm quality of tone.

Mr. Leonuaed played the Ballade by Chopin, in-

stead of the piece set down, and played it in a very

genial and artistic style, as he did all the accompani-

ments. Mr. ScHnLTZE's " Papageno " solo was

popular and pretty—no more—but very neatly exe-

cuted. Of the two " Quodlibet" pieces, or bur-

lesques on the Italian opera, the first, or " Italian

Salad," was much the happiest ; the ingredients as

to words being such terms as forte, fortissimo, a

piacere,morendo, and so on,mixed up with la vendetta,

rahbia, fehcila, and the like ; while the music was

composed of imitations of, not borrowed from, the

commonplaces of Italian Opera. The second one

had lost its interest for us with one hearing : —in-

genious, bat somewhat too coarse and childish.

On the whole, the concert gave a great deal of

pleasure ; but we shall all be sorry to miss Mr.

Jansen in those which may come hereafter. How
much his brothers of the " Orpheus " will miss him,

they have shown us by this musical "Farewell."

Schubert's Symphony in C. — Our New
York correspondent, in the letter which we print

to-day, dismisses this great work so summarily,

after a single hearing,(the admiration of Mendels

sohn and SchumaDn, and all the foremost musical

minds of Germany, to the contrary), that we are

tempted to recall here part of the record of our

own first impression of it some ten years ago.

" The success attending the bold experiment by Mr
Suck's little orchestra, of producing this very long.

very difficult, very novel, complex aud profound

composition, for the first time in Boston, may be

counted among the good signs of the times.

" Some, no doubt, even of our most thoroughly

baptized classical music-lovers, missed the clear, con-

cise, well rounded and at once intelligible form of

those perfect models of stj'le, the symphonies of

Haydn and Mozart. To such this gigantic effort of

Schubert naturally seemed over-labored, forced, am-

bitious. Such too was the first impression of a sym-

phony of Beethoven upon minds of tlic same class

and culture ; yet he has slowly won his way into their

hearts. Schubert belongs to the new era, which

Beethoven opened. Both were mighty geniuses,

creative minds, true spirits of this age, and it was not

possible for them, like lesser minds, to imitate and

simply continue the ways of Haydn and Mozart,

however admirable. We shall not be so rash as to

pronounce upon a great symphony, after a single

hearing. But we can truly say that it impressed us

deeply. It was most exciting music,—exciting to

the end, although it was almost an hour in length.

The multitude of exquisite themes, strikingly con-

trasted, beautifully distributed among the different

instruments ; the depth of sentiment, often impas-

sioned ; the gigantic vigor with which every thought

seemed carried out ; the utter absence of anything

in the least degree commonplace or hacknied ; and

the evident fervor into which it kindled the musicians

themselves,—were strong assurances, in addition to

our own intense interest ami emotion, that this was

really great and uncommon music,— that there was a

great deal /n it, whether it were all clear or not. Cer-

tainly no listener, at all sympathetic, could fail to rec-

ognize the genuine heavings and aspirings of a large

and earnest soul in those strange, — beautifully

strange, harmonies.

We liked the first movement best, perhaps only

because we came to it fresher and understood it more.

The slow introduction, the all-pervading theme of

which, a solemn and religious canto fermo strain, is

first intoned, as it were, by an unaccompanied French

horn, is of the most grand and impressive character,

and the Allegro full of fire and dignity. The second

movement (Andante con nwto) is the only piece of

music we have ever heard that seemed to us in some

sense analogous to the mysterious second movement

in Beethoven's seventh symphony. This was very

long, as were the Scherzo and the Finale, though

both rioting in a splendid originality and liberty of

fancy. These are only first impressions and very

vague and general, of course."

(iSS mm\ |iitel%ente.

Worcester, Mass.—The Mendelssohn Quintette

Club gave the last of their series of concerts, at

Brinley Hall on Tuesday evenmg, 28th ult. Every

seat was taken, and the concert was in all respects

successful. The programme was good ; better than

we have had before this season. Most of the selections

have been given here before, but they were such as

bear frequent repetition. The Club brought with

them additional performers ; adding to their strings,

horn, bassoon, and contra-bass, a pleasing combina-

tion of instruments, especially in such master hands.

The concert opened with Flotow's Overture to Stra-

della, given with broad orchestral eflTect which would

have been lost in a larger hall than " old Brinley."

Pleyel's Hymn with variations followed, recalling

some of the Club's earlier concerts. Next came the

beautiful andante and variations from the Beethoven

Septet, op. 20, with its calm and placid opening,

upon which soon enters the first violin with its me-

lodious call answered by the other instruments

which follow itjWeaving a wreath of musical beauties;

the horn then taking up the theme, all joining finally

in a grand union of harmony. Then followed a

flute fantasia on airs from Macbeth, in which Goer-

ing's flute spoke unutterable things, as dainty and

delicate as the flutter of fairy wings ; next, a

solo for horn. The Dream, played with skill and taste

by August Hamann
; then two very acceptable selec-

tions from Mendelssohn—the exquisite canzonetta

from the quartet in E flat, op. 12, in light, tripping

measure—a midnight, elfin dance, pervaded with a

fragrance delicate as that of spring-flowers ; and the

familiar Song without Woi-ds, No. 4, Fifth Book. The
leading performance of the evening c'lme last upon
the programme — Schubert's Octet in F. The
opening of the work is rather the promise than the

realization of excellence ; but if it wearies the listener

a little, he forgets it ivhen the larghitto opens with

that beautiful, self-sustaining melody on the clarinet,

with its richly-toned ground-work of accompaniment,

the horn at times taking up the theme. The solemn,

stately larghetto changes to the scherzo with its quaint

fancies ; this, in time, giving place to the deep, wild

earnestness of the andante, ending at Last in a bril-

liant a?fe9ro, a triumphal close to a work full of the

romantic genius of Franz Schubert, who composed
for the love of music, and of whom the inscription

upon his monument says with truth, " The art of

music buried here a rich possession, but yet fairer

hopes."

—

Palladium.

Philadelphia.—There was a fashionable assem

bhige last evening, at the Musical Fund Hall, when

a com]ilimentary concert was given bv the pnpils of

Signor Perelli to their instructor. The concert was

conducted on the plan of the French Benevolent

Society's ('oncert, the performers being screened

from tlie audience by a gauze curtain. The singing

was very good, in some cases quite worthy of profes-

sional artists. The duettos from Norma, Favorita,

Rigoletto, The Crown Diamonds, &c., gave great satis-

faction. The cavatina from La Sonnambula, " Come
per me Isereno," was 'artistically sung by a favorite

Sopnano. The young lady evidently possesses musi-

cal talents of the first order—reminding us of little

Patti, particularly her Staccato notes. The perform-

ance received the approbation it deserved. The
same lady rendered es.sential service in duettos. The
concerted pieces of the programme were well adapted

to the style .and voices of the singers.

" Kathleen Mavourneen " was charmingly snng

hya distinguished Contralto, and was rapturously

encored,' as also a Swiss ballad by another lady.

The duetto from II Barbiere, " Dunque lo son," was

particularly fine, and was received with a storm of

applause.

—

Everting Bulletin.

Mr. Bigfeld's Concert, given last evening at

the Musical Fund Hall, drew together a large audi-

ence, in spite of the rain. The performance was ex-
cellent. Bigfeld's Brigade band played several

pieces very well, but the brass instruments are too

loud for the hall, and the return to the wood and
striniied instruments was grateful. This concert in-

troduced to us Mr.Theodore Eisfeld. the distinguish-

ed conductor of the New York Philharmonic Socie-
ty's Concerts, and after last night's experience, we
are not surprisedjthat he should have won so high a
reputation. The Overture to Enrijatdhe and tlie ex-

quisite Allegretto Scherzando movement of Beet-

hoven's 8th Symphony were splendidly played, the

latter receiving a hearty encore. A Polacca, written

by Mr. Eisfeld, shows that he has genius for compo-
sition as well as for direction, and it, too, was warm-
ly applauded. A curious and interesting piece for

two pianos (eight hands) by Moscheles in four move-
ments, illustrating four distinct styles, was well play-

ed by Messrs. Wolfsohn, Charles Jarvis, Michael
Cross and Kammerer. Madame Johannsen sang
the Bolero from the Sicilian Vespers and a quaint

cuckoo song by Satter, very acceptably, being encor-

ed in each. "The most astonishing performance of

the evening was Mr. Koppitz's flute playing. Be-
sides doing all that other performers can do on the

flute, he has a way of playing duets that is marvel-
lous, and he does other things that arc quite inde-

scribable. The Mannerchor assisted with their voices

in the opening march, .i spirited composition by Mr.
Birgfeld. They also sang "The Warrior's Night
Song," by.Blum, with fine effect.

—

lb. J/ay 6.
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Vienna.—The Musik Zeitung speaks warmly of

the annual concert (April 13) of Julius Epstein, one

of the most classical and genial pianists. " His pro-

gramme contained almost too much of good and

beautiful. The first number, a MS. piano-forte Con-

certo, with orchestra, composed by his very young

pupil, Ignaz Briill" [we remember well the handsome

boy, with face full ot genius, like a young MozartJ

" confirmed the good opinion, which we had already

gained in several occasions, of his talent. The mo-

tives are altogether noble and fitted for symphonic

treatment ; the treatment, too, in many respects really

interesting. In build and plan, however, there is

much vagueness, and the youthful composer has yet

serious studies to make before he will acquire the

plastic mastery of form. May he not be fondled into

vanity !—Herr Epstein played, with Erau Amalie

Rawack-Mauthner, Mozart's Sonata in D for two

pianos. The lady's playing is sound, facile and

graceful ; the playing together of the two artists was

superb, and Mozart's piece had full effect, except

that the tempi of the first and last Allegros were a

little too fast. The Largo from Beethoven's first

Concerto, finely as Epstein played it, had better have

been omitted ; for we hold it unartistic to tear Beef
hoven's compositions into fragments. With Bach's

Concerto in D major for piano, violin, flute and

stringed Quartet, which Epstein had played once

before this season, lie again carried the whole audi-

ence away in enthusiastic applause (especially the

first movement with the splendid cadence). Erau
Peschka s.ang songs by Schubert and Schumann with

her peculiar correctness and grace.

The Society of Friends of Music gave their second

social evening April loth. The programme con-

tained two overtures : Spohr's to the " Mountain

Spirit," and Beethoven's to " Eidelio "
; one of the

smaller and less known Symphonies of Mozart (D
major 4-4) ;

" The division of the earth " by Haydn
(very powerfully and effectively delivered by Herr

Mayerhofer)
; and " a piano Concerto by Mendels-

sohn in D minor, a very lovely and fresh composi-

tion, which (the Zeitung saj's) we do not remember
ever to have heard in public "

(!).

A music festival for the erection of a statue of

Beethoven at Heiligenstadt, the master's favorite

residence, was to be given by the society of ,artists

called the " Green Isle " (is there an Ireland in Vi-

enna ?).

The Mannergesang-Verein has renounced the

project af visiting London during the Great Exhibl.

tion.

Halle.—The Singakademic, under the direction

of Robert Franz, have given a successful performance

of Handel's " Israel in Egypt." The same society

has devoted itself with especial interest to the music

of Sebastian Bach ; having sung thus far not less

than 21 of his Cantatas.

Berlin.—While the Royal Orchestra in its Sym-
phony Concerts, and Liebig, in his popular cafe

concerts, are constantly performing the great classical

masters, Robert Radeeke is bringing out new works.

At his third concert he gave an overture to Schiller's

" Tell," by Schlottman, a composer who resides in

Berlin—an orchestral piece from the " Romeo and
Juliet " of Berlioz ; a Hymn for Alto and chorus :

" Song of Heloise," by Ferd. Hiller ; an Ave Maria,

and " Song from Fingal," by Brahms ; and Fraulein

Marie Wieck played Chopin's F minor Concerto,

and Beethoven's Fantasia with orchestra and chorus'

meeting with a warm reception.

Mile. Artot has been creating the same sensation

at the Royal Opera House, that she has for a couple

of years past at the Victoria Theatre. The whole

court have been constant in their attendance ; and the

queen has desired her to sing in the four concerts

given at the palace under Meyerbeer's direction.—

A

new opera, " Acta;a, or the Maid of Corinth," com

posed by A. Bott, has been brought out at the Royal

Opera. It is said to be a work of real talent.—The

Italian troupe at KroU's theatre, under tlie manage-

ment of Sig. Grasigna, have given Linda di Clia-

moujiix.

Graun's oratorio, " The Death of Jesus," was

given at the Garrison church during Passion Week.

Mdnich.—The third and fourth subscription con-

certs of the Musical Academy gave Beethoven's

Eroica ; an air from Jessonda ; Prelude and Fugue

by Bach, instrumented ; Terzet from " William

Tell"; Overture to Goethe's Z/jSiV/enin in Taur's, hy

B. Scholz; Suite for orchestra in D minor, by Lach-

ner : aria from Handel's Semele ; Introduction to

third act of Cherubini's Medea ; Fest-overture by

Beethoven, op. 124.

Herr Mortier de Fontaine has given the first two of

a series of concerts. The pieces have been : Trio,

by Emanuel Bach , Sonata, piano and violin, in A,

by Fiorillo ; Beethoven's 'cello Sonata, op. 69 ; Schu-

mann's Trio in D minor ; J. S. Bach's Violin Sonata

'n A major ; Trio hy Haydn, in D; Sonata by. F.

Schubert, in D minor ; and Beethoven's great B fiat

Trio. The wife of the concert-giver sang songs by

Schubert, Schumann and Reichardt.

Heidelbeeg.—The Society for Instrumental

Music has performed during the past season : Schu-

mann's B flat and Beethoven's Choral Symphony,

and Handel's " Alexander's Feast." Herr Boch,

director.

Mayence.—The " Liedertafel," under Riihl's

direction, gave at their last concert Beethoven's 7th

Symphony, and a Mass in C by Cherubini.

Dresden.—^Richard Wagner has leave to return

with impunity to Saxony.

London.

From the full and regular reports of the Musiea,

World we take the following.

RoTAL Italiah Opera.— Gtiiltaume Tell was
given for the third time on Saturday. In the second

act, M. 2e!ger, taken suddenly ill, was led off the

stage by Sig. Tamberlik, and the trio for Arnold,

Tell and Walter was ommitted in consequence, one
of the chorus taking place of M. Zelger in the grand
finale.

The performance of II Trovatm-e on Tuesday
attracted an audience at onee curious and interested,

there being two first appearances. Mile. Gordosa as

Leonora and Mr. Santley as the Count di Luna.
The lady, notwithstanding her name, is an English-

woman, by name Botibol. She was a pupil of the

Royal Academy of Music, and went to Italy to finish

her education, where, we believe, she obtained some
stage experience, baviug performed in some of the

minor theatres. She is still young, and must not be

judged by a first essay before such an audience as

that of the Royal Italian Opera—enough indeed to

to dash the courage of veteran artists. Mile. Gor-

dosa has a " soprano " voice of legitimate compass,

with good notes in the middle, and the upper notes

somewhat worn, and we doubt not that it may at one
period have boasted an " agreealile quality." Her
timidity was extreme however, and we are thus

debarred from forming a decided opipion as to her

capabilities. Mr. Santley, on the other hand, made
an unmistakeable " hit," as indeed had been gener-

ally anticipated. His reception was uproarious, so

much so, that it seemed wholly to unnerve him.

Of Signer Tamberlik's Manrico nothing more
need be said than that it was as powerful and impres-

sive as ever ; unless it be, indeed, that he gave the

graceful cantilena, " Ah si ben raai " with more than

ordinary sentiment, and that the cabaletta " Di quolla

pira," by the unanticipated introduction of a magnifi-

cent ut depoitrine is quite a new place, electrified the

audience, who applauded and recalled him with en-

thusiasm. Mad. Nantier-Didie'e (her first appearance

this year) was Azucena; Sig, Tagliafico, Ferrando.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PubliHliecl br Oliver Ditaon & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

I mourn thine absence. Ballad. George Linley 25

A charming soug by this favorite author.

Gentle ray of sunlight. Song. W. T. Wrighton 25

Every one recollects the sweet song iutroduced to

the American public by Miss Adelaide Phillips entitled

" The dearest spot on earth to me is home." Here ia

another song by the same composer, and as far as the

music is concerned, quite as good.

By a flowery path, (Par un cherain fieuri).

Concone 30

Another of those agreeable arrangements for three

female voices, which under the general title of " Har-

moniennes," have been so much sought for in Young

Ladies' Schools. Having French as well as English

words, their value is much enhanced. Their introduc-

tion in Conveuts has been quite general.

Canticles. " Have mercy upon me Lord."

" Lord my heart is ready.'*

Mrs. Louise A. Denton 35

A, composition of decided merit, and deserves the

attention of every lover of a high order of sacred song.

The author is. we are informed, an accomplished sing-

er, and teacher of the Piano and Voice in Buffalo,

where her husband is also favorably known as the

organist of Trinity Church.

Instrumental Music.

Prairie flower schottisch.

Foxglove March.

Somervillo Polka.

G. R. Lampard 25

Ck. Grebe 25

J. W. Uhoades 25

Pleasant compositions, easily arranged.

Livinia Waltz. PP. Wiik€:rs, Jr 25

Emma Waltz. " " 25

Two uncommonly agreeable waltzes by a young

composer whose name is seen too seldom.

II Balen. Trovatore. A, Baumhach 35

A transcription for Piano of this best of Baritore

songs. To those familiar with the'graceful and spark-

ling arrangements of Mr. Baumbach, it is unnecessary

to speak. If there are any so unfortunate as not to be

acquainted with his works, we advise them to procure

at once some numbers of the *' Crown Jewels "— cer-

tainly his crowning work.

Books.

Arion : a collection of four-part songs for male

voices, in separate vocal parts, with score. 5

Vols, bound in cloth. $3,00

The want of a good collection of four part songs for

men's voices has long been felt, and has been amply

supplied in this work. Many ofthe finest gems that have

hitherto remained exhausted, and therefore known

only to the German societies, are now produced for

the benefit of the many quartette clubs that exist in

this country, who will be glad to add so many good

things to their stock. Care has been taken to give a

large variety from grave to gay, and to include noth-

ing that is not really good. It is published in a most

convenient form with each part separate, and a score

for the use of the leader in rehearsal. The style in

which it is published, the excellence of the music,

and the low price all combine to render it most worthy

of the attention of all amateur quartette clubs.

Mdsic by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Tennyson's New Poem.

The following are the words written by
Alfred Tennyson for the Cantata, composed

by Prof. William Stehndale Bennett, for

the opening of the great International E.\hibi-

tion, May 1.

Uplift a thousand voices full and sweet,

In this wide hall with eixrth's inventions stored,

And praise the invisible universal Lord,

Who lets once more in peace the nations meet,

Where Science, Art and labor have ontpour'd

Their myriad horns of plenty at our feet.

O silent father of our Kinps to be

Mourn'd in this golden hour of jubilee,

For this, for all, wo weep our thanks to thee !

The world-compelling plan was thine.

And, lo ! the long laliorious miles

Of Palace; lo ! the giant aisles.

Rich in model and design
;

Harvest-tool and husbandry.

Loom and wheel and engin'ry,

Secrets of the sullen mine,

Steel and gold, and corn and wine.

Fabric rough or. Fairy fine,

Sunny tokens of the Line,

Polar marvels, and a feast

Of wonder, out of West or East,

And shapes and hues of Part divine !

All of beauty, all of use,

Th.at one fair planet can produce.

Brought from under every star.

Blown from over every main.

And mixt, as life is mixt with pain.

The works of peace with works of war

O ye, the wise who think, the wise who reign.

From growing commerce loose her latest chain,

And let the fair white-winged peacemaker fly

To happy heavens under all the sky.

And mix the seasons and the golden hours.

Till each man finds his own in all men's good.

And all men work in noble brotherhood.

Breaking their mailed fleets and armed towers.

And ruling by obeying Nature's powers.

And gathering all the fruits of peace and crown'd

with all her flowers.

Translated for this Journal.

From Felix Mendelssohn's "Travelling-
Letters."

(Continued from page 43.)

Lindan, Sept 5, 1831.

Opposite me lies Switzerland, with its dark
blue mountains, with the foot journey, the

storms, the beloved heights and valleys ; here
again is the end of a great part of the journey,
and of the diary besides. This noon I was fer-

ried across the wild grey Rhine, above Rheineck,

and now I am already in Bavaria. The project

of a pedestrian tour through the Bavarian moun-
tains is of course given up ; it were madness to

undertake anything of the kind this year. For
four days long it has rained incessantly, only
more or less heavily ; it seemed as if the good
God were out of humor. I came to-day through
wide orchards, which stood, not under water, but

under mud and clay ; all looks mournful and dis-

heartening
;
pardon me therefore the litany tone

of the preceding page ; I never have seen any-

thing more melancholy in the landscape, than the

green overgrown hills full of snow, while the

fruit trees below stood and mirrored themselves

with their ripe fruit in the water. This dirty,

thin snow, which had deposited itself upon the

firwoods and the meadows, looked like desolation

incarnate ; and when a townsman of Sargans re-

lated, that in 1811 the little town was entirely

burned out, and was just now built up again with

difKculty ; that they lived chiefly by the cultiva-

tion of the vine, which this year had been utterly

cut oflT by hail ; and that now in fact for this

time the Alps were unavailable for vine-growing,

I could not wonder that they felt serious appre-

hensions about this year.

But now this is singular : if I have to go on

foot in such weather, facing it outright, it does

not put nie out of tune, but on the contrary I

alwavs enjoy the feeling that it cannot get the

better of me. Yesterday when I arrived by the

mail-coach, in a true December cold, at Alstet-

ten, I found that there was no carriage road to

Torgen, where I unluckily sent my cloak and

bundle on the last fine day. I should need it in

the evening, for the cold was savage ; so I did

not stop long to consider, climbed once more, for

the last time, over the mountains, and came into

the Canton of Appenzell. It is impossible to

describe how the paths looked there in the woods,

and hills and meadows ; a guide was not to be

had, because it was Sunday and church time; on

the whole route I did not meet a man ; they had

all crept into the houses, and so I tramped off all

alone for Torgen. You have no idea what a

strange sense of independence one has, going

through such a forest, in such weather, and over

such a path. Besides I can now do the Swiss

crowing and yodling to perfection ; so I screamed

away at at the top o' my lungs, and sang several

yodling compositions to myself, and arrived in a

very exalted state of mind at Torgen. There

the people in the inn were rude and uncivil ; so

I politely said : Be hanged to you, I shall go on

farther ; and I took out the map and found that

St. Gallen was the nearest regular place, and

that no other road was practicable. But not a

man was willing to go with me in such fearful

weather ; so I resolved to be my own carrier, and

came railed at all Swi.ss heartiness. But instantly

the counterpart, as it so often happens. I found

the messenger, from whom I had to fetch away

my things, in his wonderfully neat, newly carpen-

tered house, and there was the real, genuine

Swiss hospitality, as one imagines it. He sat

with all his family around the table ; the whole

house was so tidy and warm ; the room heated
;

the old messenger came toward me and gave me
his hand, compelled me to sit down, sent out

over the whole place for a carrier, or a wagon
for me, and as no one wanted to drive or walk,

he gave me finally his son. For carrying my
bundle two hours, he asked two balzen (four

sous) ; a charmingly handsome, blonde little

daughter sat at the table and worked,—the old

mother read in a thick book ; the messenger

himself in the latest newspapers— it was splen-

did.

When I went on, it was as if the weather would

say: " If you mean to defy me, I can do the

same," for it began to rage with redoubled fury.

It seemed sometimes as if a fist seized the um-

brella, and shook it, and crushed it together

;

with my stiff fingers I could scarcely hold it ; the

paths were dreadfully slippery, so that my guide

fell full length before me in the mud ;—but that

was nothing ; we cursed and yoclled heartily,

came at last to the Nunnery, sang them a sere-

nade, and reached St. Gallen.

So the journey was accomplished, and yester-

day I drove from there to this place, found in the

evening a wonderful organ, and could play

" Schmilcke dich, o liehe Seele" to my heart's con-

tent. To-day I go to Memniingen, to mon-ow to

Augsburg, the day after, God willing, to Munich,

—and so I have been in Switzerland. You have

found it tedious perhaps, that I have written all

these insignificant minutiEB ; but the times are so

gloomy; no reason why loe should be so ! And
if I sent you my diary, it was merely to tell you,

how I must fain think of you, and how I am with

you everywhere, where it goes well with me, and

where I feel happy. The muddy, wet foot-trav-

eller takes his leave, and will write again as citi-

zen with cartes de visile, clean linen and dress

coat. Farewell, Felix.

Munich, Oi-t. 6, 1831.

MUNICH BURGHER LETTER.

It is a splendid feeling, to wake up in the

morning with a great piece of Allegro to instru-

ment, with various oboes and trumpets, and the

brightest weather too outside, which promises a

fresh, long walk in the afternoon. So I have had

it now for a week past ; the friendly impression,

which Munich made on me the first time, is this

time greatly heightened. I scarcely know an-

other place where I feel so comfortable and citizen-

like as here. Especially it is too pleasant, to live

among merely cheerful faces, to make one of

them yourself, and to know everybody in the

street. I have now my concert before me, which

keeps my hands full; my acquaintances, who dis-

turb me every moment in my work ; the fine

weather, enticing one to go out; the copyists,

compelling one again to stay at home,—all this

makes the most agreeable and active life. My
concert had to be postponed, on account of the

Oct)ber festival, which begins next Sunday, and

lasts all next week. There will be theatre and

ball every evening, and no orchestra or hall to

be thought of.

On Monday evening, though, the 1 7th, at half

past six, think of me ; then away we go with 80

violins and doubled wind instruments. The C
minor Symphony makes the beginning of the

first part, and the " Midsummer Night's Dream "

of the second. The first part closes with my
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new G minor Concerto, and at the close of the

second I shall unfortunately have to improvise.

Believe me, I do this unwillinjrly, but the people

insist upon it. Barmann has decided to play

again ; Breiting the Vial, Loehle, Bayer and

Pellegrini are the names of the singers, who are

to execute an ensemble piece ; scene, the great

Odeon hall ; concert for the benefit of the poor

of Munich ; the magistrate invites the orchestra

and the burgomaster the singers individually.

Exery morning now I have to write, to correct,

to score for it ; so it gets to be one o'clock ; then

I go to the Kaufinger Gasse, to Scheidel's coffee

house, where I already know all the faces by

heart, and find every one of them every day in

the same place : two playing chess, three looking

on, five reading the newspaper, six dining, and I

am the seventh. After dinner Barmann usually

comes, takes me away, and we arrange concert

matters together, or we take a walk to a beer

and cheese place ; then I go home again and

work.

This time I have declined all evening in-

vitations; but I have so many pleasant houses,

where I go uninvited, that I seldom light a can-

dle in my parterre room until after eight. I live

on the ground floor, in a room which was former-

ly a shop, so that with one step I am in the mid-

dle of thestreet, if I unbar the window shutters

boforo my glass door. Whoever passes by, can

peep into the window and say good morning.

Next to me lives a Greek, who is learning the

piano, who is hideous ; so much the prettier is

the landlord's daughter, who is very slender, and

wears a little silver cap. Three times every

week, at four in the afternoon, there is music at

my room. Then Barmann, Breiting, Staudacher,

the young Poissl, and many others, come to me,

and make a musical picnic. In this way I learn to

know the operas, which heretofore unpardonably

I have neither heard nor seen : as "Lodoiska,"

" Faniska," " Medea ;" also " Preciosa," " Abou
Hassan," &o.; — the scores are lent to us by the

theatre.

But on Wednesday evening we had groat fun.

Several wagers had been lost, in which we were

all to enjoy the treat, and from one proposition

to another we came at last to that of giving a

musical soirde in my room, and inviting all the

honoratiores to it. So it became a list of about

thirty persons ; several came also uninvited

and got themselves introduced. There was great

want of room ; we thought at first of seating

some people on the bed, but many patient sheep

went into my little chamber ; the thing was in-

credibly animated and successful. E too

was there,— sweeter than ever, melting with

ecstacy, poetic glow and gray stockings, in short

inimitably tedious. First I played my old B
minor Quartet; then Breiting sang Adelaide;

then Herr S. played violin variations (but dis-

graced himself very much) ; then Barmann play-

ed the first Quartet of Beethoven CF major),

which he had arranged for two clarinets, basset

horn and bassoon; then came an aria from
Euryanthe, which was furiously encored

; and at

the close I had to extemporize,—was unwilling

—

but they made such a fearful uproar, that Inolens

was forced to come forward, although I had no-

thing in my head, but wine-glasses, chairs, cold

roast meats and ham. The Cornelius ladies sat

in the next room with my landlord's family to

listen ; in the first story the Schauroths were

making a visit for the same purpose, and people

stood too in the street and in the entry. Then

too the heat in the crowded room, the stunning

noise, the mixed assembly,—and when it came at

last to bread and butter and drinking, it was wild

enough ; all sorts of fraternizations were drank,

and healths were toasted ; the formal persons sat

in the midst of the confusion, and took it patient-

ly with their grave faces; we did not break up

until an hour and a halt after midnight.

The next evening came the real counterpart

;

then I had to play before the queen and the court.

There all was smooth and trim and proper; at

every step your elbow touched an Excellency
;

the prettiest, most flattering speeches flew around

the room, and I, the roturier, in the midst of all,

with my citizen heart, and aching head {Kaizen-

Jammer) ! I gnawed my way out, however, as

well as I could, was obliged at last to improvise

upon royal themes, and was praised prodigiously.

But I was most pleased, when the Queen said to

me after the improvisation : "It is really strange
;

you carry one right away, and one can think of

nothing else during the music ;" whereupon I

begged pardon for the carrying away.

You see, so pass my days in Munich. But I

have forgotten to say, that every day at 12

o'clock I give a lesson to tlie little L in

Double Counterpoint, four-part composition, and

the like, which makes me realize again how con-

fusedly and stupidly most of the books and

teachers talk upon the subject, and how clear

the whole thing is, when clearl}- stated.

She is one of the most charming creatures I

have ever seen. Imagine a delicate, pale little

girl, with noble, but not handsome features, so

interesting and unusual, that it is hard to look

away from her ; and all her movements, every

word full of geniality. Now she has a gift- of

composing songs, and of singing them, the hke of

which I never heard ; it is the most perfect

musical pleasure,' that ever yet fell to my lot.

When she seats herself at the piano, and begins

such a song, the tones have a different sound,

—

the entire music sways so strangely back and

forth, and in every note there is the deepest, fin-

est feeling. Then when she sings the first tone

with her tender voice, every person becomes still

and pensive, each in his way is thrilled through

and through. Could you but hear the voice !

So innocent, and unconsciously beautiful, so from

the inmost soul, and yet so very calm ! A year

ago the genius was all there ; she had written

no song, in which there was not some trait of

talent as clear as the sun ; and then M and

I made a noise about it among the musicians in

the town ; but no one would believe us. Since

then she has made the most remarkable progress.

He whom the present songs do not take hold of,

can have no feeling at all ; and now it has be-

cqpie unfortunately the fashion, to ask the little

maiden for songs, and then remove the lights

from the piano, in order to enjoy their melan-

choly in companionship. This makes an unpleas-

ant contrast, and several times, when I was ex-

pected to play something after her, I was not in

the right state to do it, and allowed the people to

go ofi^. For it is possible she may be spoiled by
all the talk, since nobody stands by her who can
understand and guide her, and since she herself,

strange to say, is as yet wholly without musical

culture, knows little, can scarcely distinguish

good music from bad, and really, with the excep-

tion of her own things, finds everything wonder-

fully beautiful. If she should come to a sort of

satisfaction with herself, it would soon be all

over with her. I have done my part, and have

begged her parents and herself most earnestly,

that she should avoid society, and not suffer so

divine a gift to come to nothing. Heaven grant

it may avail ! Perhaps I will .send you soon,

sisters, .some of her songs, which she has written

off for mo out of gratitude, becau.se I teach her

what she already knows by nature, and have

held her somewhat to good and earnest music.

I also play an hour every day upon the organ
;

but unluckily I cannot j)ractice as I would, be-

cause the Pedal is five tones short, so that Sebas-

tian Bach's passages cannot be made on it. But

there are exquisite registers in it, with which one

can vary Chorals. Then I am delighted with

the heavenly flowing tone of the instrument;

especially, dear Funny. I have found here the

registers, with which one must play Seb. Bach's

" Schmuclce dicli, o liehe Seele." They seem to

have been made for it, and sound so touching,

that a thrill goes through me every time that I

begin it. For the parts in motion I have an

8-feet flute, and a very soft one of 4 feet, which

floats all the time above the Choral. You know

the thing already in Berlin. But for the Choral

here is a key-board, which has only reed stops,

and so I take a soft oboe, a very light dairon, of 4

feet, and a viola. This draws the Choral out in

such tranquil, penetrating tones, as if it were

distant human voices, singing it from the bottom

of their hearts.

On Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, if you have

received this letter, I shall be on the Theresien

Wiesc with 80,000 other people , think of me
there, and so farewell. Felix.

Munich, Oct. 18, 1831.

Dear Father

!

Pardon me, that I have not written for so long

;

hut the last days before the concert passed in

such busy hurry and confusion, that I could get

no rest; besides, I preferred to write you after

the concert, so as to tell you all, and thus the

long pause has arisen between this and the pre-

ceding letter. I write expressly to you, because

it is so very long since I had a line from your

hand ; I wanted to ask you to send me soon

again a few words, if only to say that you are

well, and that you greet me. You surely know,

how much it always refreshes me and makes me
happy. So do not take it ill of me, that I ad-

dress to you the letter with the little concert de-

tails. My mother and sister have desired them,

and I only wish to-day to say to you, how much

I long for a few lines from you once more. Please,

do let them come ; it is indeed a long time !

Yesterday, then, my concert came oflT, and

more brilliantly and satisfactorily, than I had ex-

pected. The whole thing was animated and suc-

cessful ; the orchestra played admirably, and a

large sum will go to the benefit of the poor. A
couple ot days after my last letter I went to a

general rehearsal where all the persons were

assembled, and, although the orchestra had come

by official invitation, I had to invite them again

orally in a handsome speech from the stage. That

was the hardest thing I had to do in the whole

concert ; but I did not object, for I wanted to

learn how a concert-giver feels, and this belongs

to the experience. So I took my position at the
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prompter's box, and spolce very politely ; the or-

chestra took off their hats, and murmured assent

at the end of my address. On the following day

there were already more than 70 signatures upon

the circular. Immediately afterwards I had the

pleasure of a call from one of the leaders of the

chorus, who was sent to ask me, if I had not

also composed a chorus, which I would like to

give ; they would be glad to sing it without com-

pensation. Now although I did not wish to give

more than three pieces of my own composition,

the offer was very gratifying, and what most de-

lighted me was the great sympathy expressed in

that way; for even the oboists, whom I was

obliged to take for English horn, trumpets, &c.,

would not accept a single kreutzer, and we had

above 80 players in the orchestra.

Now came all the little disagreeable cares of

announcements, tickets, preliminary rehearsals,

&c., and moreover it was the week of the Octo-

ber festival. In Munich the days hurry away
so rapidly at all times, that one may well doubt

whether they ever actually were present; but it

is especially the case during the October fes-

tival. Then every afternoon at 3 o'clock you go

out upon the wide, green Theresien Wiese, where

it swarms with people, and do not come away till

evening ; for everywhere you meet acquaintances,

and there is something to say, or something to

be seen : a wonderful ox, a tamet shooting, a

race, pretty gold an<I silver cajis, &c. Any busi-

ness which one maj- have with anybod)', can be

transacted there, for the whole city is out on the

meadow, and only when the mist begins to rise

do they begin to swarm back again towards the

Frauenthiiraie. Then all the people are in mo-

tion, running to and fro,—the snowy mountains

in the distance looking soolear and peaceful, that

they always promised another glad day for the

next, and kept the promise;— and what is the

main thing : onlj' cheerful and careless faces,

with the exception of two or three Deputies who
take their coffee in the open air by themselves,

and talk at length about the sad state of the

country, while the country stands around them

and looks bright and happy. When the king

himself distributes the prizes on the first day,

takes off his hat before every winner, gives his

hand to the peasants, or takes them by the arm

and shakes them, I find it all very good in itself,

as societj' here externally is less separated ; but

whether it goes deep, and is from the heart, of

that we will talk together some day. I stand by

my first opinion; it is at least good, that the ridi-

culous constraint of etiquette is not outwardly

respected ; that at all events is something.

Saturday morning was my first rehearsal. We
had some 32 violins, 6 double basses, doubled

wind instruments, &c. But, God knows why, the

rehearsal went badly
; I had to rehearse my C

minor Symphony alone for two hours. My Con-

certo did not go at all ; we could only play the

" Midsummer Night's Dream " once through very

hastily, so that I wanted to withdraw it from the

bills ; but Barmann positively would not consent,

and assured me they would make it go better.

—

Of course I awaited the second rehearsal with

anxiety ; but meanwhile luckily there was a

great ball on Sunday evening, where it was very

nice, and I grew lively again, so that on the next

morning I came to the general rehearsal in an

extremely pleasant mood, felt perfectly at ease,

and began at once with the Overture,—rehears-

ed it incessantly until it went, and did the same

with my Concerto, so that the whole rehearsal

passed off V3ry well.

On my way to the concert in the evening,

when I heard the noise of the carriages, I felt a

real pleasure in the whole affair ; at half-past six

the court came, I took my little English baton,

and directed my Symphony. The orchestra

played splendidly, with a love and a fire, such as

I had never heard in any performance under

me ; they all crashed in at the fortes, and the

Scherzo was very fine and delicate. It pleased

the people very much too, and the king always

led off in the applause. Then my stout friend

Breiting sang the Aria in A flat major from

Euri/antJie, and the public cried dacnpo, became

livelv, and showed a good taste. Breiting was

happy, sang with inspiration, and most beautiful-

ly. Then I came to my Concerto, was received

with very loud and long applause, the orchestra

accompanied well, and the composition too was

wild enough ; it gave great satisfaction to the

people ; they wanted to clap me out, as it is the

fashion here, but I was modest and did not come.

Between the parts the king got hold of me,

praised me very much, and asked all sorts of

questions ; among others, whether I was related

to Bartholdy, to whose residence he always goes

in Rome,becau!:e that is the cradle of the modern

Art,"* &c. The second part began with the

" Midsummer Night's Dream," went capitally,

and made much impression. Then Barmann

played, and then came the Finale in A major

from Lodobika ; but I did not hear either of them,

because I had to cool off a while in the anteroom.

When I came to the Fantasia, I was again very

warmly received ; the king had given me Non
piu andrai as a theme, and on that I had to im-

provise. I am only strengthened in my opinion,

that it is nonsense to extemporize in public.

Seldom have I felt so foolishly, as when I sat

down there to produce my Fantasia before the

public. The people were very much pleased

;

there was no end of clapping— called me out,

—

the Queen paid me all sorts of compliments

;

but I was angry and disgusted with it, and I will

not do it publicly again ; it is a false practice,

and an absurdity at the same time.

So that was my concert on the 17th, and it

now lies behind me. There were about 1100

persons present ; so the poor may be contented.

But now enough of that. Farewell all, and be

happy

!

Felix.
(To be continued.)

* See the letter from Rome of feb. 1, 1831.

History of the Opera.

A Review.

' The new history of the lyrical drama, with which
Mr. Sutherland Edwards favors the puhlic, has three

qualities to recommend it. In the first place it con-

tains, for its size, a very complete account of the

progress of an art which now heyond all others occu-

pies the attention of the civilized world ; in the

second place it is one of those treasures of amusiug
anecdote that may be taken up and laid down ot a
moment's notice; in the third place it ahounds with

the ohservations of a shrewd and independent thinker,

who has seen much, read much, and travelled much,
and who approaches his subject less as a professed

musician than as one of those cultivated men who
take a position between the artist and the multitude,

and who, after all, constitute the body upon whom
the general appreciation of evei'y art depends.
That the anecdotes occupy a very large portion of

the work will he naturally surmised from the nature of

the suhject. Theatres, whether used for lyrical pur-

poses or not, are so many wellin;;; fountiiius of histo-

riettes, witty, scandalous, comical, and tragical, and
when they are operatic they so completely identify

themselves with the aristocratic life of a nation, that

their records take place among the most striking

illustrations of a period. Opera, dated from its ear-

liest beginning, in anything like a complete form, is

scarcely 250 years old, ami this age takes us into a
state of things that may almost be regarded as myth-
ical. Handel's first opera was procuced at the
Haymarkct in 1711, and, immortal through his ora-

torios, he is all but forgotten as a composer for the

lyrical stage. It was in the latter half of the last

century that Gluck brought out the first work in

which his peculiarities were exhibited
;
yet when a

revival of Gluck's master-pieces is suggested, the

suggestion, though heard with respect, is regarded as

a direction towards the remotest antiquity. "What is

new with respect to every other art is ancient with

respect to music, yet what a long and detailed history

of petty warfare may he written in connexion with

opera ! Who is ignorant of the onslaught made by
the English wits upon the lyrical drama when Italian

singers were new to the stage, and it seemed as

though the sil'.erhoofl of poetry and music strongly

resembled the brotherhood of Cain and Abel ?

By the way, the oft-told tale, as given hy Mr. Ed-
wards, is well worth reading, for he takes an original

view of the memotahle squabble, considering that

Addison liked opera at the bottom of his heart, and
merely indulged in pleasant banter, whereas Steele

was not only a hitter, but a base enemy of musical

art. " Poor Dickey " has been so often patted on the

b.ack and fondled of late that, when Mr. Edwards im-

putes to him an "Anti-Christian and cowardly spirit,"

one feels a pleasure akin to that of the Athenian who
ostracized Aristiiles. Memorable, too, are the cora-

h;its that arose within the limits of the musical world

itself The fiercer war between the Cuzzoni party,

headed by the Countess of Pembroke, and the Faus-

tina party, headed by the Countess of Burlington and
Lady Delaware, when catcalls were used as weapons
of offense, stands high among the conspicucus follies

of the early Georgian era. The silly epigram of

Swift remains an ineffaceable monument of the con-

test between the partisans of Handel and those of

Buononcini, and all the world has heard of the Gluck
and Piccini factions, which only 15 years before the

French Revolution divided Paris into two hostile

camps. Indeed, were it not for (he history of musical

polemics, the names of Buononcini and Piccini would

not he remembered at all. Strnggles between Marists

and Todists, and a still more insignificant war
between Ramists and Lullists, fill up the stormy his-

tory, and one arrives at the conclusion that music,

like theology, has more frequently been the suhject of

fierce battle than of serious study. When the parti-

sans of Cuzzoni rendered Faustina inaudible hy their

hisses, and the partisans of Faustina fully returned

the compliment, the notion of liearinci an opera must
have been altogether Utopian. Mr. Edwards's

remark that these musical squabbles chiefly raged in

London and Paris, where opera was an exotic, where-

as they were comparatively unknown in Italy, the

birthplace of the lyrical drama, is worth reflection.

The connexion between music and the spirit of

faction more than anything else tempts the historian

of the former to indulge largely in amusing stories.

For the few who can appreciiite an sesthetic or scien-

tific discussion, there are hundreds who can laugh at

a repartee, and thousands who can enjoy a " row."

Mr. Edwards, as we have said, is most liberal in his

allowance of anecdotes, and he must not he blamed
if some of his stories have been often told already,

for jests tliat are "Joes" to a particular class are

frequently new to the gener.al reader. Down to a

certain period the ground he has traversed has often

been traversed already, and he is to be commended
for proceeding all the way from Monteverde to Doni-
zetti, and remaining thoroughly amusing through-

out.

If we set aside the illustrious name of Gluck, the

Opera of France, measured hy the extent of its influ-

ence on foreign nations, is the least important in

Europe till we come to a very modern time. No one

everdreams ofreviving the works of Lulli or Rameau,
or of inquiring into their peculiarities, and the obliv-

ion to which these quondam idols of Paris are con-

signed is not merely the work of time. In the middle

of the eighteenth century the French were completely

isolated in mnsical matters, and, more proud of their

Opera than of any other institution, worshipped gods

utterly disregarded beyond their frontiers. While
the Parisian journals were extolling the greatness of

Rameau, as the first musician in Europe, Grimm
made the quiet remark that " Eurojie scarcely knew
the name of her first musician, knew none of his

operas, and could not have tolerated them on her

stages." England, though she had lost that high

musical character which, as Mr. William Chappell
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proves, belonged to her in the days of the Tudors, is

slill interesting in the eitrhteenth century as a home
nf the Italian Opera. But no such glory belongs to

France ; she will not shine by a foreign light, though
her own refuses to twinkle in foreign eyes. While
there were Italian operas at Naples, Turin, Dresden,

Vienna, London, Madrid, aud even Algiers, there

were none in Paris, where, as Mr. Edwards observes,

it seemed '• to form part of the national honor to

despise Italian music."
Nevertheless, that Grand Opera, which bad so little

influence on the music of the world in general, always

stands as a prominent institution in musical history,

when regarded in connexion with the history of the

world. No one cares for the music of Lulli and Ra-
meau, but they are nevertheless familiar figures to all

who take interest in the life of the eighteenth century,

when, if France could not set the fashion in music,

she was in every other respect the leader of thought

and of taste in Europe. The French opera, too, is

the cradle of the ballet, and so constant has been

the respect paid .at Paris to an art regarded as but
secondary elsewhere, that from the days of Lulli to

those of Auber, a " grand " lyrical drama has not

been deemed complete without a diverthsciitent. Here
is a new connexion with that rer/ime that fell with the

olden Bourbon dynasty. Who that is familiar with

France on the eve of the Revolution ignores Madel-
eine Guimard and Vestris, the " Dieu de la Danse."

With the Italian campaigns of the First Napoleon
a taste for Italian music began to prevail in France,
but nothing very great was achieved at the Opei'a in

the time of the Republic, the Consulate, or the Em-
pire. Of the ghastly state ot things during the

Republic Mr. Sutherland Edwards, on the authority

of M. Castel Blaze, gives a striking picture. The
opera was first managed by the four leading sanscu-

loltfs Henriot, Chaumette, Le Koux, and Hebert, and
these, even after they were deposed from their mana-
gerial throne, were in the habit of supping with the

aciors behind the scenes, not on the principle of tlie

old nobility, who paid liberally on such occasions,

but at the expense of the unfortunate person who
presided over the refreshments. The method of self-

invitation was simple and easy. Henriot or Danton
would say to the favored artist, " We are going to

your room, see that we are entertained properly." A
splendid repast was prepared and duly devoured, and
the patriotic guests took their departure without

hinting at payment. As the actors themselves did

not receive a sous of salary, even in the shape of

paper money, the expense fell, as we have said, on

the keeper of the refreshment-room. To decline the

intrusive honor would have been highly perilous in

the days of liberty, equality, and the guillotine.

A strange state of things is revealed by this Repub-
lican episode in the history of French opera. The
Government was not satisfied with decapitating a real

King and Queen, and treating the people with a per-

formance at the opera gratis, on the anniversary of

the execution of Louis XVI., " in joyful commemo-
ration of the death of the tyrant," but even player-

kings and player-queens were excluded from the

boards. When the satisculottes school of drama had
become insufferably dull under this prohibition, the

dethroned sovereigns were allowed to sneak back

again, degraded into "chiefs" or "mayors, while on
one occasion a concrete "roi" was replaced by an

abstract " loi," and one of the lines of an opera,

modified to meet this alteration, declared that " La
loi passait et le tambour battait Aux Champs." An
artist who was endowed with something like oommon
sense, and with an uncommon rapidity of articulation

improved the line by saying, " Le pouvoir execntif

passait et le tambour battait Aux Champs."
One contumacious prima donna nearly lost her head

by refusing to appear as the Goddess of Reason in

one of the celebrated rational processions of the time,

as she learned, through a gloomy joke uttered by
Chaumette,—" Well, ciloi/enne, since you refuse to be

a divinity, you must not be astonished if we treat you
as a mortal." Fortunately, a zealous sansculotte was
anxious to obtain the honor for his wife, who, sorely

against her will, represented the Goddess in proper
non-costume while the thermometer was below freez-

ing point, and the head of the prima donna remained
on her shoulders. Possibly the menace of Leonard
(playfujly called Leopard) Bourdon, poet and mem-
ber of the ''mountain," may lead some unfortunate

dramatic author who cannot prevail on a manager to

read his play to surmise that the days of the Republic
were not so bad after all. Bourdon wrote a most
revolting opera against the Church, which directors

and artists refused to produce, till at last this extreme
specimen of the genus irritabite vatum declared that if

his work was not quickly performed, he would have a
guillotine erected on the stage—a real guillotine, be
it understood, not an imitation of the murderous ma-
chine like that which is mounted by Mr. Benjamin

Webster in the drama of the " Dead Heart." The
actors, however, hud the be<t of it in the long run,

and Bourdon's piece, though printed at the expense
of the Republic, was never brought out at .all.

The anecdotes which we have given in illustration

of an extremely short and inglorious period of opera-

tic history occupy bnt very few pages in Mr. Edwards's
book, and when we inform our re.iders that his two
volumes are replete with matter of the same kind,

they will easily judge of the amount of entertainment
to he derived from his labors. So abundant is his

material, tluit he might, if he had pleased, have filleil

a dozen quartos, and, as he himself confesses, he
found the task of omission heavier than that of col-

lection. Let us add that he has omitted well, and
that he has scasonc<l a pleasant and instructive history

with the very concentrated essence of agreeable
gossip.

Love Songs for Lcnatics.—The Bedlamitish
bosh that nowadays is publislied in the way of ballad

literature is I'eally of such .senseless and lunatic a

character, that one would think the scribes who write

it were not clothed and in their right mind, but were
one and all invested with straight waistcoats. Any
stuff that has a metre, and occasionally rhymes, no
matter how devoid of reason it may be, is deemed
worthy to he dubhed a sentimental ballad ; and we
are sure the samples following, if onljf set to music
by some popul.^r composer, and sung at a fi3w con-

certs by some of our first singers, would soon be

warbled in our drawing-rooms and whistled in our
streets ;—

I.

Gaily the tiger-cat tuned his guitar.

Serenading the magpie with feathers and tar
;

Sweetly he sneezed at her, sourly he sighed,
" Lady bini, lady bird, wilt be my bride V
She for the elephant sadly had pined.

Ate but an ox, and then vowed she had dined
;

Carried a photograph close to her heart,

Wrapped up in lobsters, bank-notes, and plumtart.
At midnight the rivals they met in the whale.
And foU!;ht by the light of the grasshopper's tail

;

The elephant stood on bis trunk to take breath,

And the tiger-cat cosily hugged him to death.

Then with a cabbage stalk boldly he wrote :

" Come, love, and tread on the tail of my coat

;

See thy own Crocodile whistling for thee,"

He groaned—gave a gurgle—a cold corse was he !

II-

Lively, lovely Isaline,

Dancing o'er the moon so green,

Freckled is thy snow-black hair.

Sparkling through the spangled air.

While their harps the dolphins play,

Lo ! thou skimm'st the milky whey
;

Wilt then be the mackerel's queen?
Lively, lovely Isaline !

Blighted, plighted Isaline!

Mournful croak the cats serene

;

Howl the gold-fish, mew the frogs,

Weep the shrimps, and purr the dogs.
All thy pets with rapture say

:

'• Our lady will be wed to-day."

But canst thou love a fish so green ?

Blighted, plighted Isaline.

Twinkle, twinkle, little girl,

How thy nose is out of curl

!

Up above thy chin so high.

Like a lamp-post in the sky.

When the verdant sun has gone,
And the stars their hair have done,
AVe will hire a lawyer's dray,
And gallop o'er the sea so gay.

Then we'll feast on codlin chops,

Peagreen prawns, and lollipops;

Hunt the skipper, catch the croup,
And fill our shoes with myrtle soup.

-Punch.

Willielm Taubert.

[TraDFlated for this Jouroal from the Leipzig Signale.]

Born at Berlin on the 23d of March, 1811, Carl
Gottfried Wilhelm Taubert manifested talents

for music at an early age, and consequently received

his first piano-forte instruction from Neithardt, the

recently deceased director Of the Dom-chor. Through

the mediation of General von Witzleben he was then

put under the tuition of Ludwig Berger on the piano,

and of Bombard Klein in composition. At the age

of thirteen ho appeared for the first time in public

;

and in his sixteenth year be attended the Berlin Uni-

versity on account of philosophical studies, and then

labored as a music teacher, raising himself in that

capacity in the course of several _\ears to the first and

most esteemed position. In 18.31 he was selected to

conduct the Berlin Court Concerts, and in the same
year his first Symphony (in C major) was performed;

which w.is followed in .January, 1832, by his opera

"Die Kinnes" (the Fair), the text by Edward
Devricnt. In 1833 he made an artistic tour to

Leipzig and Dresden, and was particularly success-

ful with his piano-forte Concerto (engraved as Op.

18). He also brought out in the hall of the Gewand-

haus his overtures to " Othello," to " The Gipsy '

and to the " Little Man in Grey."

Here wc must bear in mind, that Taubert was the

first, who at a time when the virtuoso composers

reigned alone in piano-forte music, came forward in

the Leipzig Gewandhaus as the bold fiioneer of Men-

delssohn with a Piano Concerto by Beethoven (Oct.

1833) and a Piano Sonata by Beethoven (Nov. 1833).

The year 1834 is marked by the music to Edw.

Devrient's play, " 7jas qrnne Mannlein" (little man
in grey), by the opera " The Gypsy " ftext also by

Devrient), by Taubert's nomination as a regular

member of the Berlin Academy of Arts, and finally

by his marringe with Wilhelmina Schechner, the

sister of the celebrated singer, Nanette Schechner.

In the year 1836 he made a longer tonr to Eng-

land, Scotland, Hdriand, the Rhine, &c. ; and after

his return appeared his first Trio (Op. 32), his

" Souvenirs d'Ecosse, and the 12 Concert £(!(rfes (Op.

40). In 1839 ho was successful in Munich as a

piano-player, particularly with his " Campanella ;"

and on his return he superintended the publication

of Berger's remains.

In 1840 appeared the first of his very popular and

indeed exquisitely charming " Kimlerlieder " (Songs

of Childhood), which have since grown to the num-

ber of 84 (in 7 sets). In February, 1842, his one-

act Opera "The Marquis and the Thief" was

brought out ; and on the 1st of June of the same

year Tanbert was appointed to the place, left vacant

by the death of Miiser, of Kapellmeister at the Royal

Opera in Berlin. In that year also he composed a

festival Cantata for the king's birth day, and a festi-

val play for the centennial anniversary of the open-

ing of the Berlin opera house.

In the. winter of 1842-3 he called into life the

"Symphony Soir&s" of the Royal Kapelte, which

in time became for Berlin what the Gewandhaus

concerts are for Leipzig, and which justly stand in

great favor with the Berlin public as their concerts

par excellence. The years 1843, 1845 and 1846 pro-

duced the following larger works : the music to the

Medea of Euripides, to Tieck's " Blue Beard " (the

overture was already composed in 1837), and the

Symphony in F major (Op. 69), which, at Mendels-

sohn's suggestion, was performed under the compos-

er's own direction in 1846 in the Gewandhaus. In

the last named year he went with Jenny Lind to

Vienna, where he appeared as composer, virtuoso

and director. In 1847 and 1848 he had orders con-

ferred on him by the Duke of Coburg and the King

of Prussia.

In 1850 appeared the Symphony in E minor, Op.

80, (performed in Leipzig in 1851); in 18.52 the

Pater noster of Klopstock ; in 1853 (Oct. 9) the

opera " Joggele" (words by Hans Koster) was per-

formed ; and in 1854 an overture and festival play

for the silver wedding of the present royal pair. In

the year 1855 come the Symphony in C minor (Op.

113), performed afterwards under Taubert's direc-

tion in Leipzig, and the music to Shakspeare's

"Tempest," which was played according to Dingel-

stedt's scenic arrangement, and with this music in

November, 1855, at Munich, where the king of Ba-

varia conferred upon the somposer the first class of

the order of St. Michael.
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Of Taiibert's productions since 1857 we have yet

to mention : the Opera "Macbeth" (text by Egs:ers,

first produced in November 1857 at Berlin) ; a Can-

tata for the commemoration of Eauclt (March 30,

1858) ; a festival Ode for the semi-centennial jubilee

of the Berlin University (Oct. 16, 1860) ; a concert

Overture, entitled "From a thousand and one nights"

(the last of Taubert's larj^er works).

One hundred and thirty-seven works of Taubcrt

have been printed : over 70 for the piano-forte with

and without accompaniment ; among which there is

much, in the department of so-called character and

genre pictures, which are of new invention and at the

same time v.iluable, (Impromptus, Op. 14, " Miniie-

liedei;" "Miniatures," " Tutti fratti," " Camera ob-

scura," " Jugend paradies" (Paradise of Youth),

" Bilderbuch" {T[)\ct\ire book), " Aschejibrddel"{ {Cin-

derella), " KiiiderstikJce" (children's pieces), &c.; so

that he must be counted among the real founders of

this kind of music. Also 3 Symphonies in score, 3

string Quartets, more than 300 songs (in 50 or 60

sets), and about 10 pianoforte arrangements from

operas and Symphonies.

As pianist, not less than as composer, Taubert is

one of the most fine and most thoroughly cultivated

artists of our century. His forte lies in the graceful,

the finely spun, the tender and naive, and therefore

he has done the most admirable things in the smaller

genre (character-pieces, songs without words, &c.)

and in song ; although he has also shown a gift for

soaring and pathetic styles of expression in the

choruses to Medea, in several instrumental works,

but especially in the opera "Jlacbeth."

By his very successful direction of the concert for

the Prussian fleet, on the 2Gth of January of this

present year, in the Berlin Opera house, in which

his " TImrmer-und Matrosenlied " (Warders' and

Sailors' Song) was received wiih jubilation, Taubert

won the sympathies of the Mannergesang-vereins of

Berlin (1500 singers), and has thereby gained an

important influence for the ennobling of part-singing

by men's voices. His characteristic music to Shake-

speare's "Tempest" has just had a brilliant success

in Leipzig. Among his pupils the most notable are :

Theodore KuUak, Alexander Fesca, Gustave Schu-

mann and Louis Schlottmann.

Bach's Passion Music-

John Sebastian Bach's Grosse Passions-musik

nach dem Evangelium Matthdi* will shortly be per-

formed, for the first time (1), in Vienna, by the

Sing-academie. " The custom," says Die Recensio-

nenj " of representing in a musical and epico-dramat-

ic form the sufferings of the Saviour, during Passion

week, is a very ancient one. In the Eoman Catholic

Church the plan pursued ha.s, according to all tradi-

tion, invariably been for one singer to sing the narra-

tive of the Evangelist, for another to deliver the

words of Christ, and for others to give the dialogue

of the remaining personages introduced ; the people
are represented independently by the choir. This
plan throws the dramatic element far into the hack-

ground, and places the music in a very subordinate

position, since everyone taking part in the perfrom-
anee gives all that is entrusted to him in the simple,

strongly marked choral tone, while, in conformity
with a decree of the Church, all instrumental accom-
paniment is wanting. The ' Passion ' is connected
with the ceremonies of the liturgy, and hence any
dramatization or musical development of the subject

is impossible."

A very different course is adopted in the Protestant
Church, in which the composer, hampered by no
consideration imposed by the ritual, has a much wi-

der field for his exertion. Protestant composers
availed themselves, at a very early date, of the oppor-
tunity. But, however admirable were the works of
Heinrich Schiitz (1585-1672,), Sebastiani (1672),
Kaiser and others, not one of them at all approaches
the Passion nach dem Evangelium Matthdi, by John
Sebastian Bach, the first performance of which
magnificent production took place on Good Friday,

1729, in St. Thomas's Church, Leipsic. That the

works published by Bach, under the title of Passjons-

musik, were subsequently allowed to slumber, for

years and years, amid the dust of libraries is attribn-

* " Pa66ion-mu8ic." according to the GoBpel of St. Matthew.

table to the wars and politictl troubles -which burst

out after his ilecease, and by the sad condition of

musical matters tor a (ime in Germany. We must
designate as the real reviver of tha Matllidus- Passion,

Mendelssohn, who caused it to be performed on the

11th March, 1829, at the Berlin Sing-academie.

Since then, the most celebrated vocal associations in

Germanv have vied with each other in performing it

annually, with constantly increasing success. Vienna
alone was left behind, even by many small towns as

well as by the larger ones, and will not have atoned—
let us hope in a nianner worthy of her rank—("or this

piece of neglect till next Friday, the 18th April, 1862

at the concert of the Singacadernie.

Very shortly, we hope to be able to present our

readers with a musical analysis of the Passion accord-

ing to St. Matthew, from the pen of a dislinguislied

critic. As Professor Sterndale Bennett is likely to

give the London public another opportunity of hear-

ing tliis great work in the course of the ensuing

summer, such an analysis will doubtless be perused

with more than ordinarv interest.

—

London Musical

World.

Psalmody as it Is.

From Art. " Congregational Psalmody." in April

'' British Quarterly."

To observe for ourselves the practical result of the

increased aggregate of skill and taste in music, wo
may now enter the congregation. We speak here of

an averaf>'e assembly ; not of such as are exceptional

in attainment, or in the want of it. The first iioiice-

able circumstance is the choice of a tune ; and in

this, notwithstanding occasional flagrtint mistakes,

there is usually little room for criticism. Two out

of the three tunes arc probably in the sterlinjz ehuicli

mode, while the third, bv concession to a Ifiigeriiig

prejudice of other times in favor of "somcthinjr con-

gregational " (so called), proves to be some piece of

lively prettiness, of secular origin or character. The
fitting of the tune to the hymn usually shows care

and thought, hut a still more thoughtful attention to

the ichole hymn would frequently modify the selections

made. In the mind of an organist or choir-leader

accustomed to study sense as well as sound there are

few hymns in our later voluminous and beautiful col-

lections that do not seem, by elective afiinity, to mate
themselves with some special tune. Till this half-

spiritual branch of musicianship is more generally

studied there is much to be said for the old custom of

fixing the relation of certain hymns to certain tunes,

so that the words should flow into the music by a

recognized prescription which becomes " second na-

ture." The hymn, however, has now been read, and
the people stand and sing. Stand and sing, we said

—bnt the very first thing that strikes us is the small

proportion of the people who sing at all, and the still

smaller numbers of those who sing heartily. The
latter feature is perhaps consequent on the former

;

for amidst so many silent or decorously murmuring
worshippers, any vigorous projection of the voice

draws the attention which is due to an isolated and
abnormal fact. This abstinence from audible acts of

praise certainly does not arise from a too modest esti-

mate of ability, for facts prove that the degree of

musical cultivation does not determine the public use

of the voice. While there are several congregations

in the metropolis, and two or three in the provinces,

where the people are the only and universal choir,

and where the printed notation lies close by the open
hymn-book in every pew, there are many assemblies

of unlettered Christians, equally independent of pro-

fessional help in singing, but to whom the notation

of their songs would be about as intelligible as the

musical relics of ancient Greece. The fact is, that

where the worshipper has a hearty conviction of the

duty of vocal praise, he may commit many errors, hut

silence wdl certainly not be one of them. There
are singers even here, however : children, who have

not arrived at the age of self-consciousness, and a

Paterfamilias, who has outlived it, raise their voices

cheerfully. Even the gentler utterances tell in the

aggregate, and these, combined with the voices of the

Snnday-school contingent, and sustained by the more
methodical and harmonized choir, produce .something

of that effect which always results from the mixture

of many tones in octaves and harmonies, and which,
notwithstanding all irregularities and variations, is, to

a " true-touched ear," nobler than the most correct

declamation of a single voice. This is, however,
comparatively but a crude .and metigro jpdication of

the choral possibilities of such a congregation. No-
tice the uncertain and scattered way in which the

majority of voices drop into the lines, instead of seiz-

ing promptly and simultaneously the first note of

each ; then, the drawling way in which too often the

tune " drags its slow length along," in spite of the

exertions of the •rganist or leader to quicken it by

bodily motion, and exaggeration of the accents ; and,

finally, the level, undistinguishing lone in which are

sung all the verses of a hymn marked by strongly

contrasted phases of feeling. It is while noticing

these things (by no choice ol^ our own) that we feel

—

however great may be the advance of which the signs

arc visible in many directions—what has yet to be

done before \\\e practice of this department of public

worship shall attain to the full dignity of its mran-
inij.

We were lately present at a service in a certain

chapel on the south side of the Thames, where space

is found for enormous masses of the people, drawn
together by a great ministerial reputation. It might
safely be assumed that a large proportion of this

assembly would consist of persons who ordinarily

worshipped at other places, the singing habits of

which tliey woulil carry with them representatively.

They, atanyrate, lUustraied on this grandest of scales

the features we ha\ e noted in our average congrega-

tion, with the OTie exception of timid reticence. Thai
evil was effectually exorcized by the inspiration of

the scene. The tunes selected were the Old Hun-
dredth, and a well-known piece of fugual see-saw,

Cranbiook. Upon these so vast a mass of tone was
brought to boar, that each note made wonderful reso-

nance, and the air of the tune, in the male and
female octaves, so predominated over the discord of

iricompatilile " parts," that the effect was virtually

one of uidson : but tlie inertness of movement, the

dragging frorn note to note, destroyed all melodic

character, and eft'ectuaily deadened the feeling of

joyful praise indicated hy the hymns. Doubtless

there was enjoyment, of its kind, in holding those

lonir, full notes in such multitudinous fellowsliip ;

—

as little do we doubt tliat the praise was sincere, and

the offering accepted
;
yet was it strange that we left

tlie place much musing on what that gigantic instru-

ment of praise might be and do, if musical intelli-

gence were blended with religious zeal, and on what
service mi^'ht be rendered toward that end, if the

trumpet-voiced preacher would hut essay to smite the

common conscience with the perception of a slighted

gift, and of a flawed offering to the Givcrl

Mendelssohn and Clara Novello.

The following letter, addressed by Mendelssohn to

Mr. J. Alfred Novello, the music publisher aud

brother of the singer, has appeared in London. It

was written in English.

Leipzig, 18th Nov. 1837.

Mt dear Sik: It is now a fortnight since your

sister first appeared here in public, & directly after it

I wanted to write to you & give you a full account

of it & only to day I have leisure enough to do it.

Excuse it, but although it is late & I m^iy tiiiTlk that

you have heard already from other sides of all the

details of her great success here, I cannot help wri-

tiiiff you also on the subject, & before all I shout
" triumph " because you know that you were my
enemy* & that my opinion prevailed only with great

difficulty (letters included) & that it comes now out

how well I knew my own countrymen, how well they

appreciate what is really good <St beautiful, & what a

service to all the lovers of music has been done by

your sister's coming over to this country. I do not

know whether she thinks the same of my opinion

now. I am sometimes afraid she must find the place

so very small & dull, & miss her splendid Philhar-

monic band & all those Marchionesses & nuchesses

& Lady Patronesses who looked so beautifully, aris-

tocratically, in your Concert Uoonis, & of whom we
have a great want. But if being really and heartily

liked & loved by a public, & being looked on as a

most distinguished & eminent talent must also convey

a feeling of pleasure to those that are the object of it,

I am sure that your sister cannot repent her resolu-

tion of .accepting the invitation to this place, & must

be glad to think of the delight she gave & the many
friends she made in so short time & in a foreign coun-

try. Indeed I never heard such an unanimous

expression of delight as after her first Recitative, &
it was a pleasure to see people at once agreeing & the

difference of opinion (which must always prevail)

consisting only in the more or less praise to be be-

stowed on her. It was capital that not one hand's

applause received her when she first appeared to sing
" Non piu di fieri," because the triumph after the

Recitative was the greater; the room rung of applause,

& after it there was such a noise of conversations,

people expressing their delight to each other, that

not a note of the whole ritornelle could be heard
;

then silence was again restored, & after the air, which

she really sang better & with more expression than I

* In allusion to Mr. .T. A. Novello's do.«ire that his sister,

Miss Clara, should proceed directly to Ituly, and not visit

Germany.
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ever heard from her, my goorl Loipsic public became

like mail, & made a most tremendous noise. Since

that moment slie was the declared favorite of them.

Tliey are equally delii.'lited with Iier clear cfcyoutliful

voice & with the purity & jjood taste wilh which she

sings everything- The Polacca of the Piiritaiii was
encored, wliich is a rare tliint; in our concerts hero, &
I am quite sure the lonjier slie stays & the more she

is heard the more slie will become a favorite ;
because

she possesses just those two qualities of whicli the

pulilie IS particularly foiul here—purity of intonation

& a thorough bred musical fcelinn;. I must also add

that I never heard her to frreator advantase than at

these two concerts, & tliat I liked her siTiginj; inflnitc-

ly better than ever I did before: whether it might he

that the smaller room suits her better or perhaps the

foreign air, or whether it is that I am partial to every

thing in this ( ntry (which is also not unlikely), but

I really thirdv her much superior to what I have beard

her before. And therefore I am once more glad that

I conquered you, my enemy.
'I'hey arc now in correspondence with the court of

Pessnu & with Berlin, wheitjto they intend to go
during the intervals of the concerts here; I bojie

however that their st:iy will be prolonged as much ns

jiossible. We had Vieuxtemps here, who delighted

the jMiblic ; we also expect Blagrove in the beginning

of January. Charles Keniblo witii bis dangbter

Adelaide passed also by this place, but she did not

sing in public, only at a party at my bouse. Has
l\[r. Covcnlry received my letter, and the one for

Bennett I sent him ^ And have you received the

parcel with my Concerto, which Breitkopf and Hiir-

tel promised to send in great haste ? l^o you see

Mr. Klingemann sometimes ? And how is music
going on in England ? Or had you no time to think

now of anything else than the Guildhall-puddings &
pies & the 200 pineapples which the Queen ate there,

as a French paper has it? If you see Mr. Attwood
will you tell him my best compliments & wishes, &
that a very great cause of regret to me is my not
having been able to meet him at my last stay iu Eng-
hind. And now the paper is over & consequently
the letter also. Kxtuse the style, which is probably
very German. My kindest rej:ard to Mr. & Mrs.
Clarke, & my best thanks for the kind letter & the

papers they sent mc by Mrs. Novello. And now
good bye & he as well & happy as I always wish you
to be. Very truly yours,

Felix Mendislssohn Bartiioldt.

Jtoig|)fs loiinral of Slwsit.
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Music in this Number. — Continuation of Chopin'a

Jlazurkaa.

Church Music.

The music of our public worship is as much a

problem and a theme of general complaint as

ever. AVe speak of the Protestant, and more

especially the Congregational churches. We
have indeed but one kind, and that is Psalmody.

The complaint is that it is dull, humdrum, me-

chanical ; or else, that it is trivial, feebly senti-

mental, full of borrowed suggestion from the

theatre, the ballad singer, the street organ, or

what not. In short that it is neither artistic, nor

religious, that it neither charms nor edifies. And
then again there is so much of it which has ac-

quired no hallo\;ed, old associations; such hun-

dreds, thousands of tunes, which are tried on us

continually, but wliich have in no way taken root,

have not grown dear to us, have not grown with

our inward growth, entwining themselves with

either the private soul's e,\perience, or with the

religious life of generations.

In the multifarious attempts to reform this, it

has been commonly taken for granted that read-

ing hymns and singing them to psalm-tunes was
the essential, the indispensable, almost the only

true and practicable way of making Music serve

Devotion in the churches. Relief has therefore

been chieHy sought in continually new psalm

tunes ; in perpetual variation of the type (short

and limited as it is) ; in endless multiplication of

tunes, some mechanically shaped to the

pattern and the metre, without sense or inspira-

tion ; some borrowed from sentimental songs,

from scraps of opera, or tit-bits carved off from

an instrumental Symphony, Sonata, Quartet, or

even Overture, and spoiled of course in the new

setting ; some made from national airs misnamed,

and so on — until the " Collections " or psalm-

books in use, or piled up in music shops, actually

outnumber all the wholesome tunes that ever yet

took root. So psalmody long since became a

trade, and a great nuisance ; new books were

made to stimulate demand for more, and, with

the ignorant choirs all over our great land, eager

for novelty, and getting it in name and not in

substance, in book and not in music, the appetite

still grew wilh what it fed upon, and psalm-book

makers still grew rich, while pampered Zion

(musically viewed), on all this thin cake and con-

fectionery, with or without sweetening, grew

lean. Multiplication of psalm-tunes has not

helped the matter. Stealing " the Devil's tunes"

and dressing them in psalm shape has not helped

it either. Clipping a lock from Beethoven's rich

held, or Mozart's, has not availed to hide the

baldness of this poor old worn-out wooden man-

nikin.

Other reform has been sought in the mode of

arranging, harmonizing, or in the mode of sing-

ing the psalm-tune. Singing by the whole con-

gregation, mere melody in unison, or in parts;

singing by a select choir, of chorus size ; singing

by a quartet choir,— all have their advocates,

their turns of trial,—and not much has come of

it. The congregations cannot sing ; will not try

hard enough to learn ; or the bent should have

been given in the young sapling; the children

should have grown up singing and knowing a

good round of tunes by heart, as they do in Ger-

many. The Quartet may make exquisite music,

on which the listening |soul may float up heaven-

ward ; and it offers the advantage, that societies,

by paying well, can perhaps secure four tuneful

voices which have some pretention to the title of

artistic. It depends on circumstances, on the

" music committee," the musical director, who is

commonly the organist, on there being some

inspiring and controlling head of the right sort.

But then what waste of art it often seems, to bring

together such choice forces merely to sing the

contents of the everlasting although ever-varying

psalm-book ! Will all the polish make a diamond

of the old thing ?

So the people get uneasy. They have a cer-

tain pleasure and a pride perhaps in a favorite

voice or two : admire that ; think more of the

singer personally, and forget why she is supposed

to sing—(which is not exactly religious^, but

they are not satisfied. Having strayed into a

Catholic church upon a feast day, they have

been delighted and transported by the sensuous

splendors of a mass, with its soaring Gloria, its

solemn Crucijixus, its deep and tender Agnus

Dei, its lovely Benedictus, its florid Amens and

liosannas, and perhaps with orchestra, and return

sicker than ever with their own homely, hum-

drum psalm tunes. Why cannot we have some-

thing of th^ sort ? they ask ; or at least some

stirring anthems, full of solos and of contrasts, or

air episcopal Te Deum, or a qnartet or chorus

now and then out of a Mass or Oratorio ?—any-

thing to relieve the everlastiag " penny-royal

"

long, short, common and particular ?

There is at least some musical aspiration in all

this uneasiness, although it knows not what it

wants. If it only wants to be amused, to find a

new ffisthetic gratification, in place of emptiness

and dullness under pretext of sanctity,—why

even that were better than the dullness, because

more alive and real, and therefore containing

some religious possibilities. And no doubt much

of this coveted fine music, allowing for much also

which is secular and showy, does spring from and

appeal to really spiritual instincts, is religious in

its tendency. But it requires a true taste, a wise

leader to distinguish and select. And then comes

the consideration of means, or practicability. A
few random experiments only light lamps which

refuse to burn. One by one the little move-

ments die out. The old habits and traditions of

the meeting house, the elders' love of psalmody

because it was the whole of music to their young

days; the choristers' love of singing it, an idle

love, simply because they can sing it—books

being cheap, parts easy, and a new book every

year, demanding no new skill or knowledge—

•

after all prevail, just as they always have pre-

vailed, and the thing goes on in the same hope-

less humdrum wa}'.

Now there are psalm tunes which are dear to

all Protestant hearts, through generations ; there

are tunes which have taken root in the religious

instincts and experiences that do not change ;

tunes which are sacred, solemn, joyful, full of

humanity and full of heaven, and in which the

soul comes nearer God, and all souls nearer to

each other. But these are few in number, com-

pared with the great ma.ss in our " collections."

Those which fulfill these conditions could be con-

tained in a small book, and printed very large

and plain at that
;
perhaps they could even be

counted on the fingers :—those, we mean, which

have actually taken hold of the general religious

heart or want, which have become part of the

religious life of the people, as the national songs

have become part of the patriotic life. Banish

all the tunes that are maudlin and sentimental,

or tainted with secular associations, or mechani-

cally manufactured with no touch of inspiration,

or borrowed from strange sources (opera, ballad)

symphony, or what not) and spoiled in the bor-

rowing, like a tree trimmed to a window and a

flower pot, or merely prompted by a foolish vani-

ty of composition on the part of some one who

does not know how to write two bars grammati-

cally, or only turned out for the market by some

labor-saving mill, or altered not for the better

from old ones,—and shall we not be astonished

at the small number lefl ! These few, under cer-

tain conditions,psalm-tunes as they are,might form

a sound and satisfactory basis for a live, progres-

sive, sacred, beautiful church music ; so that, in

the want of greater means, this little should be

loveable and to the purpose. Loveable we say,

for the music which is only admired, not loved, is

not yet religious. The conditions are, either: 1.

that these tunes be so fully in the heads, and

hearts and voices of the whole people, young and

old, that all can join in singing them in simple

unison, leaving all harmony and other illustration,

interlude, &e., to the organ, which demands skill

and musicianship in au inverse ratio to this

simple function of the people ; or, 2. that, if sung

by a choir or quartet, they shall be so purely

harmonized in parts, with such vital, easy indi-

vidual movement in each part, that they shall
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acquire a certain inexhaustible beauty; the plain

tune being as it were transfigured and set in the

high heaven of poesy and Art, so that it can

never become common-place and hacknied (take

for a model the Chorals harmonized by Bach).

Either of these two things, or better still the two

combined, or rather alternated, would be worth a

tliousand ambitious attempts striking out blindly

ill all directions.

But the trouble is, tliat the congregations are

not trained to sing, and the tunes sung by choirs

are in most cases miserably harmonized, so that

the thing is tame and characterless ; we turn for

comfort from the thing sung to the voice that,

sings it.

Now is there not a music, simple, pi'acticable,

real in its origin, essentially sacred, born with

the birth of Protestant worship, and one with its

whole spirit, just as essentially as the Anbrosian

and Gregorian " tones " are with the Catholic
;

alreadj- existing both in the simple tune form

and in such polyphonic Art-transfiguration, as we
have described ; out of which too our own live

" psalm-tunes " have derived their root ; and

which may profitably be made the basis of an

experiment of better music in our churches, the

staple of the musical service, yet capable of in-

definite development into more rich and complex

forms, as means and culture warrant ?

We think there is ; that it exists already in

the German Choral, and the inspired illustration

of its intrinsic power and beauty by Skbastian
Bach. How these may be applied, it shall be

our task in another article to show.

On Criticising Classical Music.

New York, May 14, 1862.

Your slricturcs upon our views of Schubert's Sym-
phony in C call for a few words in extenuation. A
fair and impartial criticism now-a-days, of classical

music is diflRcult in the extreme, and one who can-

didly expresses an opinion averse to that of master

minds of the Old World is looked upon as an impla-

cable enemy, and is caviled and sneered at by all

"true lovers" of classie.«il music.

While we have no desire to deride or underrate

(pardon the egotism) the mature and well-bahinced

opinions of those whose own works are living monu-
ments of their genius and greatness, and around

whose names cluster memories of triumphs and

honors, yet we believe in, and advocate the justice

and propriety of, a free expression of opinion, even

if it be a dissenting one.

Classical music—and by this we mean the works of

Mendelssohn, Schumann, Schubert, Beethoven and
the like—is with us in a great measure an experiment,

and our views ifzusJ differ from those of persons whose
minds and tastes have been formed and cultivated in

the schools of the great masters. The beauties and
charms of this description of music are often imbed-

ded in the intricacies and puzzling labyrinths of bril-

liant instiumentation and require a very keen per-

ception, combined with a unity of taste and an op-

portunity for a frequent hearing, to discover and ap-

preciate them.

To criticize a great work like Schubert's Sym-
phony in C, with the mere superficial knowledge de-

rived from a first hearing,would be simply ridiculous,

were it not tliat its very rare performance requires

the expression of " first impressions."

Is it not natural then that a movement carrying

the theme smoothly along without twisting and wind-
ing it, as if to drown it in the gnand clash and uproar
of a hundred instruments,should be more appreciated
than those compositions, grand and meritorious
though they be, that require skilful tracing—a sort
of musical surgery ?

We can give no scientific reason why the Andante

con moto of Schubert's C Symphony w.as so electric

in its effects, save that its melody and theme were of

that sympathetic nature that always charms and cap-

tivates the hearer.

Do not think us as throwing down the gauntlet

and inviting a tilt, as to the merits of a composition

that is quite new to us. A very limited knowledge

of the matter now in dispute is our first plea, and

our second and strongest, the strength and ability of

our antagonist, who is the ackuowledeed champion

of classical music in America. With such odds

against us we would find ourselves unhorsed and dis-

armed before we had poised our lance.

Our " first impression " and that of many of the

habitutfs of tlic Philharmonic (for the topic has been

oft mooted) were coincident with yours. " Over-

labored, forced, ambitious," Schubert's Symphony m
C seems to be after the first hearing. T. W. M.

Our correspondent of course has a right to the free

expi'ession of his opinions and impressions ;
and ire

have the right to enter our i)rotest together with

whatever we print that stems to us mistaken, or

to convey a false impression of the tone and spirit of

this journal.

The last paragraph but one of the above is quite

too flattering. The last shows that the writer has

entirely n>isrcad our meaninir; "over-labored, forced,

ambitious," were not given as our own impressions
;

we expressed quite the contrary.

—

Ed.

For Male Part-Singers.

Ario7i : a collection of four-part Songs for male voices, &c.
Compiled by .ToHN D. Willard.

Here is a good want well met. Our German

fellow citizens (have they not made us all proud to

call them so of late 1) have by their singing clubs,

"Liedertafel," " Miinnergesangvereins," &c., opened

to our people a new and beautiful resource for leis-

ure hours, if we will imitate them. The part-songs

of the " Orpheus," in club-room, concert-hall, sere-

nade, or picnic in the grove, are a sure delight to all

listeners. And how simple the whole thing seems !

Why cannot our own young men,our students in col-

leges, our 3'oung merchants, clerks, mechanics, onr

soldiers in the camp, even onr do-nothings, learn to

sing part-songs, and taste the pleasure and the soul

refreshment of such refined and innocent conviviali-

ty ? We believe they can, and are already doing it

;

that there already is a wide demand for good part-

songs to practice among speakers of the English
tongue.
For such Mr. Willard's little set of books comes

timely and will be very serviceable. Imitating the

plan of the convenient little pocket volumes, which
have appeared in Germany and England, he has
given us, in much cheaper form, in five neat little

volumes (one for each of the four parts, and one col-

lecting the four under the two hands of the pianist,

or the eye of the conductor) the cream of various

collections. The 60 or 70 pieces embrace about all

the favorites sung by our " Orpheus," besides many
more, and cover a wide variety of composers, styles

and subjects. Mendelssohn is well represented, but

less largely than he would be, because we have al-

ready a complete American edition of his part-songs.

Weber's thrilling " Sword Song," " Battle Hymn,"
his lovely "Slumber Song," and his mellow quartet

of horns from Frei/schiitz, set to sunset verses, are

found here. The best things by Kreutzer, Otto, Aht,
Kiieken, Zollner, Marschner, &c., are given. The
fine easy Latin things for students : Integer vitif

;

Gaudeamus igitur, &c., are not neglected. 'There are

also some from Enghsh, French, and Italian compos-
ers ; one from Macfarren's " liobin Hood," one from
Ilossini's Compte Ory, &c. In short a choice and
rich variety, from grave to gay, and from easy to

quite difficult. There is food enough for many a
sweet winterer summer evening in these little books.

Orchestral TJnion.

The fifteenth Afternoon Concert took place on
Wednesday, with a large audience, if we count in

the talkers, gadders and new bonnet showers, which
which would be a misnomer. The programme was
as follows :

1 Concerto OTerture—to "Yelva," Iteissiper

2. \\n\t7.— '' Promotionen'' Strauss
3 ^3-niphniiy, No, 6—"Pastorale.'" Beethoveu

1. Allegro ina non troppo. 2. Andante molto moto.
3 Allef^ro a la Minuetto. 4. And Allegro Finale.

4 Violiu Solo—''Souvenh-s de Mozart," Alard
Mr. C. Meisel.

5 Terzetto and Finale, from Lucretia Borgia
6. Gypsey Quadrille Strauss

Tile Overture to I's/yrr .quite a dramatic and impas-
sioned prelude to what dark history we know not, has
a good deal of beauty, which was well brouglit out.'

The " Pastoral Symphony" was much enjoyed, no
doubt, by those so fortunate as not to sit amid a nest

of rufle, ill-mannered talkers, who set up the right of
talking and laughing as airainst the right of listen-

ing, and who thiidc it spirited, genteel, or what not,

to resent any remin'ler ttiat. ihcy are distuibinu: others.

But the Sympliony still makes way into the he.Trts of
inoie and more. in spite of these butterflv Philistines.

Mr. Meiskl's solo, in which snuvcnii's of .Mozart

emerged from a background anything hut Mozarlish,
was very skillfully performed. The principal souv-
enirs were the first Allegro theme from tlie G minor
Symphony, then La ci darem, bedevilled, Frenchified,

witli variations.

The last of these pleasant concerts is postponed to

Wednesday, May 28, on account of the hall being
occupied for the School festival next week.

A Musical Service will l)e given in St. Paul's

CInirch next Monday evenino-, uuflcr the direction of

Dr. S. P. TucKEi!M,\N, in which specimens of church
music from the fonrih to the nineteenth century will

be presented. Dnrini; the evening the famous
" Miserere " of Allcgri will he suuir. The pro-

grammes will contain full descriptions of the differ-

ent pieces. Music to commence at 8 o'clock.

The stnjyjng which had sprung up around the

orclicsti-a, at the Music Hfdl on Wednesday afternoon,

creeping up above the highest gallery, gave signs of

the approaciiino; annual musical Festival of the

Boston Public Schools, which takes place a couple

of months earlier this year than it it did fijrmevly,

namclv next Wednesday, tlie 21st of May. Happy
will they be who get tickets of admission.

Miss Lizzie Chapman announces a concert for

next Saturday evening, with the assistance of Mr.
B. J. Lang, Mr. Whitney, and the Mendelssohn
Quintette Cldb. At Mr. Zerrahn's concert,

and still more in the airs of the " Creation,"

Miss Ch.apman created a favorable im|)ression, and
showed evidence of careful training. She is deserv-

ing and shoidd receive the encouragement of a full

house.

liiiiit^ ^ ^ ^ •

London.
IJoYAL Italian Opera.— Ln Favorita, without

i\tnrio and Grisi, loses much of its charm for the

English public, who have been so long accustomed

to associate them with the hero and heroine of Doni-
zetti's best French work. Nevertheless, the perform-

ance at the Royal Italian Opera which actual condi-

tions render possible is by no means destitute of at-

tractions. Mile. Csillag's Leonora is one of the

most thoughtful and carefully finished of that very
clever ladv's assumptions. Like all she attempts, it

is marked throughout by earnestness and strong dra-

matic feeling ; and if it does not at all times go so

directly to the hearts of the audience as to induce

them, at the conclusion, to absolve the repentant

"Favorite," and endorse the forgiveness of the

wronged and unhappy Fernando, this must be laid

to over-anxiety on the part of the Teutonic song-

stress, who, by studiously elaborating every scene,

leaves a certain impression of artificiality, rather than

to any shortcoming in her musical delineation of the

part. The interest she creates is vivid, if not pro-

found ; and we quit the theatre under the persuasion

of having witnessed a remarkable exhibition of artis-

tic skill, if not precisely one calculated to raise those

emotions which it is only in the province of genuine

sensibdity to inspire. Sig. Neri Baraldi might reas-

onably lay claim to indulgence as having undertaken

the character of Fernando at an unusually short

notice, in consequence of Sig.Gardoni's indisposition.

Happily, however, he stands in need of no apology,

the manner in which he acquitted himself entitling

him to the most favorable consideration. M. Faure's

Alphonso is in the truest sense a kingly impersona-

tion ; nor could the beautiful air " A tanio Amor"
("Pour tant d'amour"), in which the hypocritical

monarch beguiles the unsuspecting hero whom he
dearades while feiirning to honor, be more admirably

delivered, or more thoroughly have justified the
" encore" that usually awaits it, and which, though

declined by the singer on the present occasion, was
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Tiaturally not withheld. Sig. Nanni, a new comer,

has at least one requisite for the part of Baklasare,

the priest—that of a deep and sonorous bass voice
;

but he must be judored of definitivei}' in a part where

there is something besides mere declamation to test

his capabilities.

On Saturday night Mr. Santley made his second

appearance as Conte di Luna, and fully established

his success.

The present week at the Italian Opera has been a

busy one. On Monday ffirst "extra" ni^ht) CnU-
lanme Tell (fourth time) was represented, Mr. Gye's

"Easter-piece." The " great temple of the lyric

dram.a" (contrary to precedent) opened its door-i at

the very commencement of the Easter hnlydnys.

That the ma<;niHeent Opera of Guillaume Tell, with

its picturesque incidents, still more pictnresque scen-

ery, and, most of all, picturesque music, superbly

placed upon the stage, and sung and played as the

puiilic have been taught to expect at Covcrit Garden,
would suffice to enchant without the adventitious aid

of fairv tale, burlesque, or melodrama, might have

been taken for granted. Happily, not alone the

chorus and orchestra—which have rarely shown to

greater ailvantage in the opera, so full of varied

choral effect and bright orchestral coloring—but the

principal singers before the lamps were in the best

possible mood; and thus the Easter audience enjoy-

ed such a musical treat as it is not on every occasion

vouchsafed to those who attend on ordinary Opera
nights. The great second act, in which the repre-

sentatives of the four Cantons assemble on the banks
of the lake, to swear the oath of patriotism and lib-

erty, has, perhaps, never been more striking. Mad.
Miolaa Carvalbo gave the music of iMathilde better

even than usual. In the ti'io for Arnold, Tell, and
Walter—the finest piece of concerted music in the

opera— Siir. Tamberlik almost surpassed his previous

efforts, imparting a force and pathos to the slow
movement, and a liery vigor to the alleqro, which
made every note and every accent tell with thrilling

effect. He was supported admirably by M. Faure
and M. Zelner, who in the swearing of the Cantons
were as dignified and imposing as ever. The
whole scene was what it rarely fails to be at this

theatre—a scenic and musical triumph ; and the cur-

tain fell amid loud and unanimous plaudits. Mr.
Costa presided in the orchestra. On Tuesday, La
Fuvorita was repeated ; and on Thursday the Pro-
phele was given for the first time this season, with

Mad. Csillag as Fides and Sig. Tamberlik as Jean
of Leyden. The "spectacle" presented all the gran-
deur of former years, and the magnificent music was
listened to throughout, by a crowded audience, with
unabated mterest.

Inteknation.1L Exhibition.—The musical ar-

rangements for tlie opening seem to be on the same

grand scale with those for the Handel Festival at the

Crj-stal Palace. The correspondent of a Montreal

paper writes

:

The great orchestra erecting under the eastern

dome is by far the largest ever built in this country.

It will accommodate upwards of 2000 performers.

Projecting 60 feet under the dome, it extends the

whole width thereof, rising above the gallery to a
considerable height in front of the under part of the

round stained-glass window over the eastern entrance.

The lower 13 rows of this great staging will be oc-

cupied by the instrumental portion of the orchestra,

the upper 26 rows by the chorus. Exclusive of the

side portions in the galleries the width of the orches-

tra is 135 feet. The instrumentalists employed on
this occasion will be about 400 in number, including
all the leading professors and many amateurs of

talent. There will be 196 violins and violas, 90
violoncellos and double basses, with about 112 wind
instruments, drums, &c. The lists of performers
have been carefully revised by Mr. Costa, and there

is no question that it will be one of the finest bands
ever brought together. The chorus will comprise
about .500 voices to each of the four parts. Besides
the chorus of the Sacred Harmonic Society, a con-
siderable number will brought from various provin-

cial choral societies, cathedral choirs, &c., through-
out the country ; Birmingham and the midland dis-

tricts, Bradford and the Yorkshire districts, Liver-
pool, Manchester, Canterbury, Ely, Norwich, Ox-
ford, Gloucester, Lincoln, Nottingham, Bristol,

Hereford, Chester, Edinburgh, Exeter, Wells, Wind-
sor, Newcastle, Glasgow, Peterborough, Winchester,
Aberdeen, Dublin, &c.. will all contribute their quota,

it having been an object of special interest to the

commissioners to give a fair representation at this

great musical concourse to the various provincial

towns. The remainder of the chorus will be .selected

by ballet from the members of the Handel Festival

Choir, their complete organization and constant prac-

tice under Mr. Costa rendering them a most efEcient

body of choralists ready to hand.

PoSEN.—Herr Hans von Biilow and Br. Leopold
Damrosch gave a concert on the 5th inst. The lat-

ter gentleman, although a native of the town, and
formerly a pupil of Herr Fiohlich. once a fashiona-

ble local teacher, was professionally unknown, and
great curiosity was manifested to hear him. The
concert opened with Beethoven's Kreutzer Sonata.

Herr von Biilow and Dr. I)amrosch then j^Iayed

Franz Schubert's magnificent duct in B minor,

which was wai'mly applauded. Herr von Biilow

f )llowed with a series of dances, nrransred in cliron-

ologicnl order, and ending with Chopin's " Taran-
tella " and Liszt's " Valse impromptu." There were

various other instrumental pieces of more or less

importance. Mile. Marie Holland, of the opera, was
the vocalist. A course of four conceits was laNdy

given, in the large room of the Bazaar, by Herr
Bilse, from Leignitz, with his own orchestra. The
attendauce was extremely good.

KoENiGsnERG.—Herr Kuster's oratorio, Uieewlrje

Heimntli, was performed by the Gesangverein, under
the direction of Herr Weigers, on the 8th inst.

Baden-Badkn.—The subject of Berlioz's opera,

composed for the opening of the new theatre, is

taken from Shakespeare's comedy of Miteh Ado about

Nothhiq. The second noveltywill.be the opera of

ErostrrUes, by Herr M. E. Reyer.

Dresden.—On Palm Sunday, Chernbini's 7?c-

riniem and Beethoven's Ninth Symphony were per-

formed at the Theatre Royal, "fhere were, daring

the past theatrical year, 339 performances at this

establishment, and they consisted of—172 oper.atic

re[>resentations, including II given by the Italian

company, under Sig. Morelli ; 26 representations of

farces and pieces interspersed with songs ; 209 of

dramas and 13 of ballets. There were 24 novelties,

of which 5 were operas, vaudevilles and firces ; 19

dramas ; and 2 ballets. In the way of revivals,

there were 9 operas, 11 dramas, and 1 ballet.

Stuttgart.—At the Seventh Subscription Con-
cert, in the Kiinigsbau, Schumann's Parudies nnd
Peri, which is a novelty here, was performed with

success. M. Molique's Oratorio of Abraham was
given on Palm Sunday.

Munich.—Sophocles' Antic/one, with Mendels-

sohn's music, has been revived. The house was
crowded in every part, and the applause both loud

and frequent.

Rome.—After working on them many years, M.
Mathiii, one of Thorwaldsen's best pupMs, has just

completed the busts of Beethoven, Gluck, Mozart
.and Palcstrina, together with the appropriate con-

soleSj for the Grand Princess Helena of Russia. The
bust of Beethoven is supported by Zeus ; that of

Gluck, by a figure of Psyche ; that of Mozart by
the three Graces ; and that of Palestrina, by singing

angels.

Florence.—A correspondent of the Athenaeum

writes :

" Our Lent season opened with one of the best

concerts which Florence has seen for many a year

past, given at the Philharmonic Rooms, by Mr. M.
Jacques Bluraenthal, who has made this city his

home during the last two winters. Somehow or

other, the taste of the Florentine public does not

greatly incline to concerts, and even in Lent they

seldom obtain much success, especially now that

three or four theatres are nightly open, even though

the Carnival season has ended — a change which
dates only from the fusion of Tuscany with the other

Italian provinces. The concert opened with Beet-

hoven's Sonata dedicated to Kreutzer, performed by
M. Blumenthal and the Florentine violinist, Signor

Giovacchini. With this one exception, the piano-

forte pieces executed by M. Blumenthal were all of

his own composition. Among the morceaux perform-

ed by him were two musical novelties as yet un-

known on the other side of the Alps : 'Le Parfuni,'

an elegant notturno, full of that dreamy Sehnsucht

der Liebe which is one of its composer's most success-

ful moods, and ' Fuqgianio nel deserto," a charming
paraphrase of a fresh Capriote ditty. Madame Al-

bertini Baucardd and Mdlle. Anna Regan, a dSu-
tante who has studied under the artistic training of

Madame Ungher-Sabatier, took part in the concei't.

A good buffo singer, Signor Matioli, also contribut-

ed to the musical bill of fare, and was especially ap-

plauded for the finished comic verve with which he
gave a composition of his own, ' Un fatale Giovedi."

'ptial Retires.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

L -A. T E S T 3VE TX S I O
Publialied br Oliver DitMOii Sc Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment,

The Cruiskeen Lawn. Song and Chorus. 25

This sweet old Irish ballad has heeo introduced by

Benedict into his new Opera of the "Lily of Killar-

ney;" thus imitating the example of Flotow, who
introduced " -Tis the last rose of summer," into his

opera of Martha. The Chorus may be sung by four

voices, or the melody of the Chorus continued as a

part of the song.

Idle fanes Sonjr. 77. .7. Wiesel. 25

A song of unusual merit, and eyincing on the part

of the composer genius of no common order.

Instrumental Music.

The Battle of Shiloh or Pittsburg Landing.

Ch. Grobe 60

The talented author has here represented two Pho-

tographs—one for the eye, and another for the ear.

Upon the outside is a representation of the second

day's battle, at the point of time when that terrific

onset by the combined divisions of the Federal army
occurred. The perfectly gallant, but pomewhat reck-

less, General Grant is conspicuously seen urging with

voire and gesture the movements ofour brave soldiers.

The musical photograph is equally spirited and inspir-

ing. To represent by a Piano an actual battle, seems

almost ridiculous, but it has been asserted that many
who were at the battle of Prague recognized in the

musical description so admirably rendered by Kots-

wava, many strains and passages familiarized to their

ears in the actual encounter. Mr. Grobe seems to

have been inspired in the composition of this descrip-

tive piece, and if any fair lady desires to know what a

battle really is, we recommend her to preserve and

study this remarkable composition.

Thou art so near and yet so far. Transcription.

B. Richards. 35

Another Piano gem by the author of the fascinat-

ing " Warblings at eve."

La Maltaise Pplka. A. WoUenstdn. 25

A brilliant and refreshing Polka, and one sure to

please.

On this day of joy delicious. Barcarole from

the " Sicilian Vespers." A. Bawnbach, 35

Then you'll remember me. From " Sonnam-

bula." Do. 35

Two well known opeiatic airs, transcribed for the

Piano by this eminent teaxsher and composer.

Books.

Arion : a collection of four-part songs for male

voices, in separate vocal parts, with score. 5

Vols, bound in cloth. $3,00

The want of a good collection of four-part songs for

men's voices has long been felt, and has been amply

supplied in this work. Many ofthe finest gems that have

hitherto remained untranslated, and therefore known

only to the German societies, are now produced for

the benefit of the many quartette cluha that exist in

this country, who will be glad to add so many good

things to their stock. Care has been taken to give a

large variety from grave to gay, and to include noth-

ing that is not really good. It is published in a moat

convenient form with each part separate, and a score

for the use of the leader in rehearsal. The style in

which it is published, the excellence of the music,

and the low price, all combine to render it most worthy

of the attention of all amateur quartette clubs.

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a savins' of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books «an also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this JournaJ.

From Felix Mendelssohn's "Travelling-

Letters."

fContinued from page 51.)

Paris, Dec. 19, 1831.

Dear Father !

Accept my heartiest thanks for your letter of

the 7th. Although in some points I do not so

entirely understand your meaning, or think dif-

ferently, yet I hope that that will all come right

of itself, when we talk more about it, and that

you will allow me, as heretofore, to express my
views frankly. I allude to the idea, which you

suggest to me, of getting a libretto made by a

French poet, and of composing a translation of

it for the Munich stage. *

First of all I must tell you, how heartily sorry

I am, that you have not opened your views to me
on this point until now. I was in Dusseldorf, as

you know, to talk with Immermann about the

matter ; he was quite willing, undertook it, and

has promised me the poem at the latest by the

end of May ; .so I do not see how it is possible

for me to draw back ; nor do I desire it, since I

have confidence in him. I could not possibly

imagine what you meant in your last letter about

Immermann and his incapacity to write an opera.

Although I cannot thus far share your opinion,

yet it would have been my duty to do nothing,

until you had expressly shown yourself to be of

one mind with me ; I could have ai-ranged the

thing by letter from here, &c. But I believed

that I was acting to your entire satisfaction, when
I made known my wish to him. Besides, I had

convinced myself, by some of his new things,

which he read to me, that he really was a poet

;

then again, other things being equal, I should

always decide rather for the German, than for

the French text ; and finally, he has taken a

subject, which had long been in my mind, and

which (if I am not mistaken) mother wanted for

an opera : Shakespeare's " Tempest." So I was
very glad about it, and I should doubly regret it

now, should you not sanction what I have done.

At all events I beg you, not to be displeased with

me for this ; especially not to become mistrustful

of the work, or lose your pleasure in it upon this

account. From all I know of Immermann, I

have reason to expect an excellent libretto.

What I said of his solitariness, refers only to his

inner life and occupation ; for the rest he knows
very well how it goes in the world, what the

people want, how much it will do to give them

—

but above all he is an artist ; that is the main
thing. I need not say, though, that I neither can
nor will compose to any text, which I do not con-

sider good, and which does not warm me up. But
to this it is very essential, that you should be

agreed with me. I shall think it over carefully,

before I begin upon the music ; and of course I

shall at once communicate to you the dramatically,

interesting, or (in a good sense^ the theatrical

* During his stay in Municlj Felix Mendelssohn had been
commissioned by the director, to compose an opera for the
Munich theatre!

part of it ; in short shall treat the thing as seri-

ously, as it deserves. But the first step is taken,

and I cannot tell you how sorry I should be, not

to have your approval.

But one thing consoles me, namely, that .so far

I must say to myself, that I should act just so

again, if it depended freely on myself, although

I have now learned to know much of the French

poems, and in the best light. Pardon me if I

speak just as I think about it. To conjpose a

French text translated, seems to me on several

accounts impracticable. In the first place it

seems to me as if you approved them more ac-

cording to the success they have, than according

to their real ivnrtli. I remember too how dissatis-

fied you were with the subject of Masaniello, a

mute led astray, of the WiUiam Tell, which is

made elaborately tedious, &o. But the success,

which they have throughout Germany, certainly

does not depend on the fact that they are good,

or dramatic, for " Tell " is neither of the two,

but upon the fact that they came from Paris and

have pleased there. Decidedly one way to re-

cognition in Germany, is that which lies through

Paris and London ; but it is not the only way

;

this is proved not only by the whole of Weber,

but also by Spohr, whose Faust is now counted

here as classical music, and is to be given the

next season at the Grand Opera in London.

Nor could I take that way in any case, since my
grand opera is bespoken for Munich, and I have

accepted the commission. So I will try it in

Germany, and there stay and work, so long as 1

can work and maintain myself there, for that in-

deed is the first dutj'. If I cannot do that, then

I must off again, to London or to Paris, where it

goes easier. But if I can do it in Germany, I

see to be sure how much better one gets paid,

how much more honored elsewhere, and how

much more freely and gaily he may live, where-

as in Germany he must continually labor and

make progress, and must never rest. And I

hold to the last. Not one of the new librettos

here, brought out upon the stage for the first

time in Germany, would according to my convic-

tion have had the slightest success. Besides, the

main point with them all is just one of these

which, although the times demand it,and although

I perfectly well see, that on the whole one must

go ^vith the times, and not against them,—one

ought directly to oppose : it is that of immorali-

ty. When in Robert le diable the nuns come one

after the other and try to seduce the hero, until

the abbess finally succeeds ; when the hero comes

by magic into the chamber of his beloved, and

throws her upon the ground, forming a tableau,

at which the public here claps, and will perhaps

clap in imitation through all Germany, and then

when she entreats him for mercy ; when in an-

other place the maiden undresses herself, while

she sings a song about how she is to be married

about the same time on the morrow — it makes

an effect, but I have no music for that sort of

thing. For it is vulgar, and if the times desire

it and find it necessary, I will write church

music. Besides, another reason occurs to me,

why it is impracticable, namely : no French poet

will be found to undertake it. It is not easy to

obtain a libretto from one of them for the stage

here ; for all the better ones are overloaded with

orders. Yet I think that I might at some rate

procure me one. But to write a libretto for a

German theatre, is a thing that never would occur

to them. In the first place it would be so much,

nearer, to give the opera here, and would also

be so much more rational; in the second place,

they would be unwilling to write for any other

theatre than the French, because they can hardly

conceive of any other. But principally it would

be impos.sible to procure for them such a remun-

eration, as they draw from the theatres, and from

the part d'auteur.

But now pardon me for having expressed my
opinion in so outright a manner. You have al-

ways allowed me to do so in our other conversa-

tions ; so I hope you will not take it ill of me
this time, and will correct my view by imparting

to me your own. Your Felix.

Paris, Dec. 20, 1831.

Dear Rebecca

!

Yesterday I was in the Chamber of Deputies

,

and I must tell you about it. But what is the

Chamber of Deputies to you ? It is a political

song, and you would rather know whether I have

made any love songs, or bridal songs, or wedding

songs. But this is indeed bad ; none but political

songs are composed here ; I do not believe that I

ever in ray life have passed two such unmusical

weeks, as these ; it has seemed to me, as if I

never should think again of composing ; this all

comes of iX^e juste milieu ; but it is only when one

is with musicians, that it becomes really bad, for

they do not wrangle about politics, they wail

over it. One has had his place taken from him,

another his title, a third his money ; and this all

comes, as they say, of the milieu. So yesterday

I saw the ^'milieu" ; it wore a light grey overcoat

looked noble, and sat at the head of the Ministe-

rial bench. But it was very sharply attacked by

M. Mauguin, who has a long nose. Seriously

you care nothing for that, it cannot help you at

all. I must chat with you for once, and if I was

lazy in Italy, wild student-like in Switzerland,

a putter away of beer and cheese in Munich, so

in Paris I must be a politician. I wanted to

make many Symphonies, and songs for all sorts

of ladies in Frankfort, DUsseldorf and Berlin.

But so far it is out of the question. Paris crowds

upon me, and since before all things I must now
see Paris, I just see it, and am dumb.

Besides, I am cold ; that too is a pity. The

little room cannot be heated, and not until new
year's day can I get another, which is warm. In

such a little, dark hole on the ground floor, look-

ing upon a small, damp garden, where one's feet

are cold, who can make music ? It is bitter cold
;

an Italian, like me, is doubly sensitive to it, and

out there some one is singing a political song to
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the guitar. |For the rest I live like a heathen

at noon and evening out ; to-day at Baillot's,

to-morrow at a familvwho are friends of the Bigots,

day after to-morrow Valentin, on Monday Fould,

Tuesday Hiller, Wednesday Gerard, and so it

was all last week. In the forenoon I run to the

Louvre, and look at the Raphaels, and my Titian
;

one would like a dozen more eyes for such a pic-

ture.

Yesterday I was in the Chamber of Peers.who

were passing judgment on their own hereditary

rights, and I saw ]\I. Pasquier's wig ; day before

yesterday I made mu.sical calls upon the queru-

lous Cherubini, and the friendly Herz. There is

a great sign on the house : Manufacture de pia-

nos par Henri Herz, marcJiand de modes et. de

nouveautes. I thought it all belonged together,

but overlooked the fact that there were two

different signs. I went in below, where I came

upon gauze and laces in the entry, and somewhat

confused I asked for the pianos. A multitude

of fair pupils were waiting above, with industrious

faces ; I sat down by the fire-side and read your

dear account of father's birthday, and so on

;

then came Herz {das Herxclien) and gave audi-

ence to his scholars. We were very loving,

thought of old times, and mutually sprinkled one

another with great praise. On his pianos stands :

MedaiUe d'or, Exposition de 1827 ; that was im-

posing to me. From there I went to Erard's,

tried the instruments, and remarked that it stood

upon them in great letters : MedaiUe d'nr, Expo-

silinn de 1827. Then I felt less re.'^pect. At

home I immediately opened my own Pleyel instru-

ment, and sure enough, there it stood too in great

letters: MedaiUe d'or, Exposition de l^i^T. The
thing is like the title of Hofralh; but it is signifi-

cant. They say the Chamber will for the next

thing discuss the following proposition : Tons les

Franfais du sexe masculin ont des tenr naissance

le droit de porter I'ordre de la legion d'honneur

;

and only by especial merit can one obtain per-

mission to appear witbout the order. You
actually see no man on the street without some

sort of gay ribbon ; it puts an end to all distinc-

tion.

Apropos ! Shall I have myself lithographed

full length ? You may answer what you will, I

shall not do it. For one afternoon as I stood

unter den Linden before Schenk's shop,and looked

at H . . 's and W . . 's lithograph, I swore a fear-

ful oath, which God ouly heard, that I would

never suffer myself to be hung up, before I had

become a great man. In Munich the temptation

was strong ; there they wanted to drape me in a

Carbonari cloak, with a facsimile beneath, and a

stormy sky for background ; but I have happily

escaped with my principle undamaged. Here

again it is seductive, and really they make them

altogether too like ; but I adhere to my resolu-

tion, and if I do not finally become a great man,

then posterity will be the poorer by one portrait,

but also poorer by one piece of folly.

It is now the 24th, and it was fine last evening

at Baillot's. The man plays wonderfully well

;

he had invited together a very musical company

of attentive ladies and enthusiastic gentlemen,

and I have seldom amused myself so well and

received so much honor in a soiree ; for really it

gave me the greatest pleasure to hear my E flat

majoi Quartet, dedicated to B. P., played in

Paris by Baillot and his party ; he filled it ful

of fire and spirit. They began with a Quintet

by Boccherini, a perruque, but with a very amia-

ble old gentleman under it ; then the people

called for a Sonata by Bach. We took the one

in A major. Very old tones dawned upon my
mind, of the time when Baillot played it with

Mine. Bigot ;* we urged one another forward ;

the thing grew lively, and amused us and the

people so much, that we immediately played the

Sonata in E major on the top of it, and mean to

produce the other four the next time. Then I

had to play alone ; I thought that I should suc-

ceed in an extempore Fantasia, and it did actually

succeed very well. Now the people were fairly

in earnest ; so I could take three themes out of

the aforesaid Sonatas, and knead them together

to my heart's content ; the people were incredi-

bly delighted ; they screamed and clapped like

mad after it.

Then Baillot came and laid my Quartet on

the desks ; his whole manner had something so

uncommonly friendly, that I was doubly happy,

especially as he seemed on the first meeting, and

generally, rather cold, and somewhat depressed

by the loss of his positions. A crowd of old

amiliar forms appeared again, asked after all

of you, and related many anecdotes of that

time.

When I came through Louvain in the winter

two 3'ears ago, with the " Liederspiel " in my
head, and my lame knee,f I held on to a brass

pump handle in the court, to keep myself from

falling ; and this year when I arrived in the same

uncomfortable diligence, with just such cued pos-

tilions, I had " Liederspiel," and knee, and all

Italy behind me, and there hung the pump-han-

dle, as bright and clean as ever ; it had survived

1830 and all the revolutionary storms of the

place, and was not changed at all. This is senti-

mental. Father must not read it, for it is the

old story of past and present, about which we

contended one fine evening, and which occurs to

me here again at every step amid the crowd of

people ; at the Madeleine, on the way to aunt

J— 's, at the Hotel des Princes, at the Gallery,

which father showed me 15 years ago, at the

sight of the gay signs, which made an impression

on me then, and have now become shabby and

brown, and so on. Besides, this evening will be

Christmas Eve ; but I shall be indifferent to it,

and to New Years Night too.—But, God willing,

it shall look differently next year, and I will not

go again on Christmas Eve to the opera, as I do

to-day, to hear Lablache and Eubini for the first

time. Ah me ! I feel but little interest in it.

"Nut-cracker" and apples would be nearer to me

to-day ; and I much question, whether the orches-

tra will play as fine a Symphony as my " Child-

ren's Symphony.''^ One must be contented for

to-day. But this is modulating into the minor, a

reproach continually brought against the ecole

Allemande, and as I do not profess to belong to it,

the French think I am cosmopolite. God for-

bid !

And now farewell ; a thousand greetings from

Bertin de Vaux, Giron de I'Ain, Dupont de

I'Eure, Tracy, Sacy, Passy and other good ac-

quaintances. I wanted to tell you in this letter,

how Salverte attacked the Ministers, while there

* Mendelssohn's piano teacher in Paris when the family

lived there for a time in 1816.

t In 1829 Mendelssohn had been overturned in a cabriolet

In London and seriously injured in the knee.

t A so-called Kinder- Sinfoni'' composed by Mendlessohn for

the family Christmas festival in the year 1820.

was a little emeute on the Pont Ne.uf ; how I sat

with Franck in the Chamber in the midst of St.

Simonians ; how witty Dupin was ; but I can go

no furtlier. Another time.—Be happy and glad

this evening, and think also of the brothers.

Felix.

P.iris, Bee. 23, 1831.

Dear Madam Fannj-

!

Forthree months I have been meaning to write

you a musical letter, but my procrastination

revenges itself; for now, that I have been hero

a fortnight, I really do not know if I can do it.

I have been in the mood here for all possible

things : for a traveller full of curiosity and won-

der ; for a dandy ; for a Frenchman
;
yesterday

indeed for a peer of France,—but not yet for a

musician. Perhaps I must let it go altogether,

for music seems to wear a miserable aspect here.

The concerts of the Conservatoire, in which I

was particularly interested, will probably not

take place, because the Commission of the Minis-

try wished to give to the Commis.sion of the

Society a commission to curtail a part of the

income of a Commission of Professors ; where-

upon the Commission of the Conservatoire replied

to the Commission of the Ministry, that they

might go and be hanged (suspended), and they

would not consent to it. The journals make bit-

ter comments on it, which yon need not read,

because with you they are forbidden,—you lose

nothing by that. The Opera Comique is bank-

rupt and has had reldche since I have been here
;

in the Grand Opera only little ones are given

which amuse me, but otherwise neither disturb

me nor excite me. " Armida " was the last

grand opera, but they give it in three acts, and

that was two years auo. Choron's Institute has

closed (lit. gone in') ; the lloyal Chapel has gone

out like a candle ; on Sundays tlicre is no IMass

to be heard now in all Paris, unless accompanied

by Serpents. The Malibran appears next week

for the last time.

Well, you say, then withdraw into yourself, and

write your music upon '' Ach Gott vom ILimmel"

or a Symphony, or your new violin Quartet, of

which you tell me in your letter of the 28th, or

something else that is serious. But that is still

more impossible ; for what passes outside is all

too interesting, draws one out, gives food for

thought and recollection, consumes all the time.

So yesterday I was in the Chamber of Peers,

and counted with them the votes, which rent

asunder a very ancient privilege. But immedi.

ately afterward I had to run into the Theatre

Fran9ais, where Madame Mars appeared again

for the first time for more than a year
;
(she is

beyond all conception lovely ; a voice, of such

beauty as will never come again, brings you to

weeping, and yet you enjoy it) ; to-day I must

see the Taglloni once more, who with the Mars

makes out two Graces
;

(if I find the third dur-

ing my travels, I will marry her
!) ; after that I

must go to Gerard's classical salon. So too I

heard recently Lablache and Rubini, after Odilon

Barrot had quarrelled with the Blinistry ; and so

I was at Baillot's, after I had seen the pictures in

the Louvre in the morning,—how is one to with-

draw into himself? It is altogether too fine

without.

But there come moments, as on Christmas Eve
i

in the Opera, where Lablache sang finely ; or as

on Christmas day, when there were no bells and
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no festal gaiety ; or as when Paul's letter came

from London, inviting me for next Spring to

England, to visit him and the aforesaid Sjiring;

then one looks deep down into himself, remarks

that all this properly is but external, that one is

neither a politician, nor a dancer, nor an actor,

nor a bel-e^pril, but a musician, and gains courage

to write a professional letter to his dear little

sister. My conscience smote me, when I read of

your now music, which you conducted so carefully

on father's birthday, and when I was obliged to

reproach myself, for having not yet said a single

word to you about your former music, for I cannot

let you off without that, my colleague ! How
the deuce can you undertake to set your G horns

so high ? Did you ever hear a G horn take the

high G without quavering ? I ask you that 1

And where the wind instruments come in, at the

end oftheintroduction,must not the q^-- II

stand right before you in the same horns, and

the deep oboes in the same place growl all pasto-

ral air and bloom away ? Do you not know that

you must take out a license, in order to write the

deep B in the oboes, and that it is only allowed on

certain occasions, as, for example, witches, or

some great grief? Has not the composer in tlie

A major Aria evidently covered his voice part

with too many other parts, so that the delicate

intention, and the lovely melody of this other-

wise successful composition, with its many great

beauties, is obscured, or at least impaired '? Se-

riously though : this Aria is very beautiful, and

particular!)' lovely. But I have .something to

say against your two choruses, which to be sure

is more directed against the text, than against

yourself. For me the two choruses are not origi-

nal enough. This sounds absurd ; but I mean,

it is the fault of the text, which expresses noth-

ing original ; a single word might perhaps have

bettered all that ; but as it now stands, it might

serve for anything else : for church music, a Can-

tata, an Offertory, &c. Bvt where it is anything

else than general, as the sobbing at the end, it

seems to me sentimental, or not natural. The

words of the last chorus appear to me too mate-

rial : Mit dem kraftlosen Mund, und der sick

regenden Zunge : only in the Aria are the words

in the beginning fresh and spirited, and from

them arose your whole beautiful piece of music.

Of course there is beautiful music always in the

choruses, for it is by you,—but I feel in the first

jilace, as if it might be also bj some other good

master, and in the second place, as if it were not

necessarily so-, as if it might have been composed

oilierwise. The reason of that is, that the words

do not require any particular music. This is

very often the case too in my music, I am well

aware ; nevertheless if I do feel the beam in my
own eye, I would make all haste to draw the

mote out of your eye, so that it should not pain

you.

This then is my resume. I would have you

more considerate in the choice of the text; for

after all, not everything that stands in the Bible,

though it may suit the subject, contains music.

But you have probably in your new Cantata ob-

viated my objections, unawares, and I need not

make them. So much the better if it be so, and

then yon can enter complaint against me for

defamation. But so far as your music and com-

position are concerned, they are very good to

my taste ; the young lady's cloven foot nowhere

peeps out, and if I should know a kapellmeister,

who could have made such music, I should give

him an appointment in my court. But luckily I

know of none, and I need not place you at my
right hand in the court, for you are there al-

ready.*

When will you send me something new, and

warm me up again ? O do it soon ! As for my-

self, I had shortly after my arrival one of those

musical spleens, in which one growls at all music

most of all his own. I felt .so unmusical, that I

did nothing but eat and sleep ; and that did me
real good. F., to whom I complained of my
distress, immediately built a theory of music

upon it, and thought that so it must be; but I am
of the opposite opinion, and although we are so

unlike, and have as many differences as a Bush-

man and a Caflre, still we are fond of each other.

I get on splendidly with L., too. He is a very

amiable man, and the most dilettante-ish dilet-

tante that I ever met. He knows everything by

heart
;
plays false basses to it, and only lacks the

quality of arrogance, for with some actual talent

he is altogether modest and retiring. I often go

to him, because he is an obliging and kind-hearted

man ; we should be quite agreed on all points, if

he did not take me for a docirinaire, and want to

talk politics with me (a theme which I avoid for

120 reasons; 1st. because I understand nothing

about it), and if he did not indulge in hits at

Germany, and depreciate London as compared

with Paris. Both are injurious to my cnnslituiinn,

and whoever assails tliis, with him must I dispute

and defend it.

Yesterday I was sitting down at your music,

and enjoying it, when Kalkbrenner came and

played me some new compositions. The man is

grown thoroughly romantic,rob3 Hiller of themes,

ideas, and such little trifles, writes pieces in F
sharp minor, practises several hours every day,

and is, as he always was, a knowing fellow. But

he always inquires after " the dear little sister,

whom he is so fond of, with the fine talent for

composition and playiug," and I always answer,

that she has not given it up, but is industrious,

and that I love her much, which is the truth.

And now. farewell, my dear lady sister ; be well,

be happy, and may we meet at New Year !

Felix.
(To be continued.

1

* An alltision to Fanny Hensel's residence in a court, Leip

ziger-strasse No. 3.

The Music for the International Exhibition,

(From the London Times, April .30)

The adrairahle and universally popular composer

of Masaniclh, Fra Diavolo, Gvstave, Le Domino Noir

and so mnny other chef<l'muvres, has sent, under the

title of Marclie, composge povr I'Exposition Universelle

de Londres, an overture, spiirkling, brillinnt, and ex-

hilarating as any of his most renowned dnimatic pre

ludes, the key E mnjor, the brightest of orchestral

tones. It commences with a very brief preamble

{andante mai'sloso). which leads to a delicious niidnnte

(in C), instrumented for trombones and Porne(s-a pis-

tons—a movement that for timefnl frraoe may rank

with a similar passaee in bis celebrated overture to

Masaniello. This is succeeded by a spirited allenro,

which, prefaced by an introduction in the minor key

of E, culminates in a vigorous motino a/la marcia in

the ni.ajor. Hc-e is the lendins theme, and anything;

more inspiritinff could hardly be wished. Its con-

duct is marked throughout by all the skill and happy
invention of the composer, who, as a master of

orchestration, occupies a place apart among modern
composer^; to whom the full resources of the orches-

tra are fiimiliar. The si-coml theme (in B major) is

an elegant and charmiue: cantilena., a French " Souji

without Words," a melody that speaks for itself.

This is " capped " by a ritornelle, just such as Mehitl

might have written "(but did not) in his C/iasse da
Jeune Henri. The two motivi are developed with the

accustomed facility of M. Auber, who—writing (for

the first time)la piece expressly for the country where,

sixty years ago, he spent what he himself recalled as
" a pleasant time "—seems to have put on renewed
youth, as though he wished to produce something for

tite occasion which the Viy^gt Ans immortalized by
Bernnger might, under agreeable circumstances,

have suggested. The overture wdnds up, in the most
animated style, with a movement (im pen phis vite)

which conveys the idea of a quick march, just as the

principal theme docs that of a march of triumph.

Nothing, in short, can be more piquant, nothing more
engaging, noddng more completely Auber in his

happiest mood, and therefore, from so eminent a

Frenchman, nothing more flattering to ourselves on
so special an occasion, than what, under the modest
nomenclatnre of Marche, has been furnished by this

truly great musician for our International Exhibi-

tion.

M. Meyerbeer, too, has done his work for us con

amove. Instead of the march that was expected from
his practised pen, he has given three marches in one,

with " Rule Britannia " in the bargain. He has

shown, in fict, the liigh importance he attached to

the task he was invited to perform, by producing an

ingenious and elaliorate masterpiece, the composition

of which nnist have cost no little time and no litde

thought. We will in as few words as possible en-

deavor to describe the plan of M.Meyerbeer's overture

—for overture it is, and " grand overture" to boot.

Its title is as follows :

—

Ouverture en forme de Marche
pour FInauguration de ^Exposition Universelle d Lon-

dres en 1862. The first movement (allegretto ynodera-

ta), in the open and conventionally martial key of C,

is entitled Marche Triomphule. It commences with

an introduction, -whicii, through a crescendo, leads

gradually up to the subject-proper, the orchestra

gathering force as it proceeds, until the climax, when
the familiar rhythm uninistakealdy tells that the veri-

table " March" has begun. The introduction is built

upon a prominent feature of the leading subject,which

with measured pomp and resonant instrumentation,

amply bears out its denomination of " Triumphal."

This grandiose strain, to wdiich the entire band gives

tongue, is answered by the trumpets, fintes, olioes,

and clarinets, in a sort of fanfare, the whole orches-

tra counter-retorting in fortissimo ; and thus, by de-

grees, we are brought to the second part of the sub-

ject, in which some new and striking transitions will

not pass unobserved by musicians. The "trio " (as

the second theme of a march is traditionally styled—
although seldom now allotted to the antiquated
" three wind instruments") begins with a strain of

graceful melody, allotted to the first violins aud bas-

soons, so delicately accom'panied by "wind" and
"string," that (although to the basses is assigned a

pizzicato, which might pass itself for a melody) it is

always well defined, and stands out with conspicuous

clearness from the rest. The development of this

"trio" is marked by successive beauties that will

speak for themselves, and of which, indeed, we can-

not attempt a description. Enough that the interest

never ceases during its progress, and we feel almost

sorry when the old crescendo (from the introduction),

with its stirring imitadons and responses, brings us

back to the leading theme, now assuming increased

magnificence by reason of its contrast with the melo-

dious phrases of the "trio." The curtailment of the

subject on repeti'ion is managed with admirable skill,

just so much of it being repeated as the laws of sym-

metry demand. The Marche Triompliale is followed

by n Marche Religieuse (in the key of E), in which

the most important part is allotted to tlie wind instru-

ments. The time of that is andantino quasi allegretto.

It is announced, with appropriate solemnity, by some
mvsterious notes on the drum, reiterated, at intervals,

during the course of die march. The soft and tran-

quil character of this andantino—which, not less

original than beautiful, is arranged for the orchestra

with consummate art, and abounds in combinations

as delicate as ingenious—has an incNpressibly south-

ing effect after the sonornus splendor of the move !

ment that precedes it. A |ioint that can hanlly c-.-ape

the admiration of connoisseurs is the new acc.iinpiiii-

ment allotted to the stringed iusrruniems, wlieii the

leading theme is repeated, ami the fresh device of

modulation to which its renurronce gives rise. Here

is one of those fine touches that reveal the master's

instinctive abhorrence of monotony, Meyeilieer's

music is full of such points—occi'.sionally, perhaps,

almost to excess. The only sin witli which the

Marche Reliqiense can fidrly be charged is its In-evity.

If should be played pianissimo, almost ihrougbcuit

—

a feat, we apprehend, however, as impracticable as it

would be dangerous to attempt in the vast arena of

the International Exhibition. To the Marche />'</«;(-

eiise succeeds a Pas Redouble [tn C), a lengthy and
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Iiiglily elahorated movement, which, while preserving

from end to end the life and spirit of the military

" Quick Step," exliibits the musician's art and the

musician's contrivance with a felicity rartly paralleled.

The theme is as vif and rhythmical as the finale of

Rossini's overture to Guillaume Tell (which, itshonld

he added, it in no other way resemhles), and is con-

ducted throughout with singular felicity. After it

lias been fully worked out we come to what, in the

language of musicians, is termed a " pedal point"

—

that is, where a variety of changes of harmony, con-

structed upon a chosen theme, may take place, while

tlie bass, or lowest note, remains fixed and unalter-

able. Here the second violins and the bassoon alter-

nately give snatches of the first bars of •' Rule

Britannia," which energetic and familiar tune at

length forces its way into prominence, and is thun-

dered out by the united orchestra, in extenso, inter-

rupted after each section of tlie melody by an orches-

tral figure, borrowed from the theme of an episode

in the Quick March—after the manner adopted by

Bach, more than a century since,and by Mendelssohn,

of our own time, in their treatment of tlie accompa-

nied corale. Not content with tliis ingenious artifice,

Ilerr Mej'erbeer treats our great naval song as a

fugue, with wliich he combines the most striking

plirases of his Pas i?e(/o!(6/e'; and thus, at intervals,

witli extraordinary skill, works as many as three, and
sometimes even four, subjects simultaneously. The
movement ends with a coda, which, gathering power
and intensity bar after bar, attains a climax rarely

paralleled in brilliancy. We have merely hinted at

the most prominent features of this remarkable piece,

wliich does equal lienor to the musician who imagined,

jilanned, and constructed it, and to the occasion in

lionor of which it was produced. The first ever

composed by ilerr Meyerbeer (whose name, never-

theless, is a " household word " among us) for this

country, let us hope it may not be the last.

I'rofessor Sterndale Bennett has shown himself

worthy of setting the poetry of the Laureate to

music. His Ode is divided into three parts, with in-

tervening recitatives and preamble—all choral. The
words iif the Ode having already appeared in Tlte.

'J'imeSj it is only necessary to refer to them as guides

by which the design of the composer may be explain-

ed. The first strophe, "Uplilt a thousand voices full

and sweet,"—the short hymn of praise addressed to

the Deity, with which it commences, is very appro-

priately presented as a four-part corale. The style

of this corale (in the key of F major) is precisely

what it ought to be—wdiat, indeed, the words natur-

ally suggest—jubilant while impressive, simple and
severe while richly and nobly harmonized. The
brief but eloquent reference to the late Prince Con-
sort —

"0 silent father of our Kings to be"

is wedded to music with a felicity that can hardly be

too much admired. Here, while the four-part har-

mony is preserved, the strict form of the corale, with

measured phrases and periodical stops, is judiciously

abandoned. By this expedient a larger field is al-

lowed for variety of treatment and tor the employ-
ment of modulation as a medium of expression ; and
of this Professor Bennett has availed himself with

equal skill and feeling. The minor key of F (wdiich

Mendelssohn, in the finest corale of St. Paul, has

used with such deep sentiment) is justly adapted to

a theme so solemn ; and the whole passage is as

touching and pathetic as it is masterly. The descrip-

tive catalogue of human industries (which has en-
gendered one of the most stirring passages of the

Ode,) announced by a short and emphatic choral
prelude to the words

—

''The world-compelling plan was thine,"

is conveyed with admirable eflJect, through a measur-
ed recitative (accompanied), the voices at first alter-

nating with each other in naming particulars, and
then uniting to signalize generalities. "Rich in

model and design," exclaim the tenors ; "Harvest
too! and husbandry," respond the sopranos ;

" Loom
and wheel and engin'ry," ejaculate thejjbasses

;

"Secrets of the sullen mine," the altos ; and so on.
The whole of this is most effectively contrived, and
carried out in the orchestra harmony with such in-

genuity that a sense of (ragmentariness is never onee
experienced. The last three lines of this strophe,

—

" And is the goal so far away ?

Far—how far, no man can say !

Let ua have our dream to day"

are well expressed, the women's voices asking the
quc3tion,the men's voices answering it, and the whole
choir giving tongue to the final aspiration. A short
introductory passage, in full harmony, conveys the
admonitory couplet,

"Oh ye, the wise who think, the wise who reign.
From growing commerce loose her latest chain ;"

the remaining lines, beginning,

—

"And let the fair white wing'd peece-maker fly,"

and ending,

—

"And gathering all the fruits of peace, and crowned with all

her flowers,"

being set to a flowing and rhythmical movement (in

F major—the key of the opening), equally noiicea-

ble for pure melodious beauty and musician like con-

struction—a movement, indeed, to be compared with

the concluding portion of Jlendelssohn's " Lauda

Sion," the peculiar character of which it successful-

ly emulates,without borrowing fiom it a solitary idea.

The passage, for all the voices in unison, to the

words,

"Breaking their mailed fleets and armored towers,

"And ruling by obeying nature's powers"

is strikingly new and wonderfully expressive. In

short. Professor Bennett has represented England in

his musical capacity, as we expected from him.
Sig. A'erdi's canlata—but why speak of that which,

after having been written in such good faith, and
with a feeling not loss honorable to its distinguished

composer than complimentary to ourselves —has

been unceremoniously rejected ? 'We should only
be too happy to place on record how worthily Italy,

the "Land of Song," the cradle and nursery of

music, had done her part in the great festival. But
that pleasing task has been denied us, not by Sig.

Verdi (to his credit be it said), but by Her Majesty's

Commissioners.

Jacques-Fromenthal Halevy,
(From the London Athenicuni.)

It is hut as it were yesterday that we were speak-

ing of the literary writings of this accomplished mu-
sician as meritorious, and to be studied as an exam-
ple by those who too indolently conceive the practice

of Art to atone for the absence of general culture.

Wo have now to regret the close of his career of ac-

tivity hv death.

Ji. Hale'vy was born at Paris, in the year 1799.

He was of Hebrew extraction. When he was ten

years of age, he was placed in the Conservatoire

—

studied there under Berton and Cheruliini, and, ten

years later, carried oiT the grand prize, which entitl-

ed its owner to the privilege of completing his studies

in Rome—a privilege in 1819 not so valueless as we
have lived to see it become. Ten years later, after

many smaller and less successful essays at opera and
ballet, he has had so far asserted his reputation as a

composer of promise as to receive a commission from
the Italian Opera at Paris to compose " Clari," for

no less redoubtable an artist than Malihran. But
this great singer (perhaps owing to the singularity of

her genius) was not fortunate in the operas compos-
ed for her ; and M. Halevy, as his subsequent setting

of "La Tempesia" clearly proved, was, from first

to last, too indefeasibly and unmistakably national

to be able to Italianize himself. After writing a
ballet or two (among which the portion contributed

by him to that strange nightmare dream " La Ten-
tation " must not be forgotten), and thereby showing
his extreme ingenuity in instrumentation, he finally

took the place never since lost by him, by the pro-

duction of "La Juive," in 1835, at the Grand Opera.
The acceptance of this musical tragedy was, no
doubt, in part due to the powerful nature of the

story, which, as a fiercely tragical libretto, is a mas-
terpiece (it has been said, rejected by Signor Rossini

in favor of " Guillaume Tell,") due in part to the

stage pageantry, which was magnificent beyond all

precedent. No doubt, that which is good in M.
Ilale'vy's music is not generally of a quality to seize

the ear at a first hearing ; but that the work is a solid

and characteristic work, time has proved. It estab-

lished that the composer had a style, as well as

science. The two in combination are not to be re-

sisted.

Subsequently, M. HaMvy contributed six other
serious works to the Grand Op^ra—" Guido et

Ginevra " (of which only the Romance lives, thanks
to Signor Mario's delicious singing),—"Le Drapier,"
" La Reine de Chypre" and " Charles the Sixth,"
with the defying chorus, that so delighted the Aiu/lo-

phohia of our neighbors at the period of its produc-
tion (these two written during the reign of that tur-

bulent Sultana, Madame Stoltz),—"Le Juif Errant,"
and "La Magicienne." None of the half-dozen bore
out the lasting good fortune of " La Juive,"— for

causes presently to be touched on.
M. Halgvy was more 'generally successful in his

productions at the Opera Comique. "L'Eclair"
holds its place by the cleverness with which an opera
containing four characters only can be sustained,
without chorns,—"Les Mousquetaires" (which we
are inclined to consider its writer's masterpiece) by

its old French tone of the Court-world. "Le Val
d'Andorrc" won a third success aseribable to its mix-
ed, mountain character. In must be told of the last-

named opera, "Le Val," that it kept the theatre from
ruin during those troulilesome times which will make
'48 as well remembered in Paris as was a certain '4.5

in England. A long list of operas, composed for

the same theatre by M. Halevy, conld be named
;

hut these last have had a more chequered fortune.

It remains, therefore, to mention a certain "Jaguar-

ita," written for Madame Marie Cabel, at the The'atre

Lyrique, and asrain to refer to "La Ten»pest'a," pro-

duced for Her Majesty's Theatre in London—an un-

gracious task, if there was ever such a thing, since

M. Hale'vy, who has never made a footing or had a

home here ("La Juive'' was played under Mr. Bunn's
management icilhout the music), had here to replace

no less an established favorite of ours than Mendels-
sohn, advertised without permission.

In truth, M. Hale'vy was a musician more remark-
able for craft than for fancy or for melody. He had
a shrewd intelligence, which atoned for the restricted

geniality of his nature. He had, moreover, the real

resolution of a true artist. If fancies did not "come
to the call," there was never a detail slighted by
him. He was French (as we interpret the term in

music) ; as such, making his effects by disappoint-

ments and surprises and small points, and not so

much unwilling as unable to trust himself to that

feeling for the moment which has irresistibly driven

forward the musical creators of other countries. But
after this has been said, it must be added, that head
in the musician was not called on to make up for

want of heart in the man. On the contrary, with

all his own strongly-pronounced individualities, he

was honest, cordial, kindly—fair and friendly in his

intercourse with his brother artists and his apprecia-

tion of their powers, however different from his own.
This may be seen in the book of collected discourses

which, as Secretary of the Academy of Fine Arts, it

was his duty to deliver—discourses on architects,

painters. Academicians, men of letters. In brief, he

Avas a noticeable, intelligent, honorable man, if not

a man of genius ; and his name as such, and (to

hoot) as the name of one who has made a mark on

his own world, that of music, should, and will live in

the archives of French Art. He was buried with

the honors that the French delight to bestow on their

celebrities. A " De Profundis" was sung on the

occasion, composed by four of his pupils—MM.
Gounod, Masse', Bazin and Cohen, each of wliom
set a strophe. His bust is to be placed in the In-

stitut.

Halevt's Recollections.—Recollections—[Sou-

i:enirs et Portraits, Etudes sur Ics Beaux Arts, par F.

Halevy]. (Paris, Levy.)—These "Recollections"

are in every respect worthy of notice, and onght to

be in the bands of all musicians who take a pride in

their art as one of universal poetry, not of inspired

idiocy. Though general accomplishment among
them he much less rare than the foolish world has

chosen to believe,—by themselves, in the formation
of their studies, and in contradiction of certain pecu-

liarities inevitable to their position, its importance
has not been sufficiently prized. Tliey have too lit-

tle remembered such names as Herschel, Philidor,

Burney, Mendelssohn,—they have too little adverted

to the fact that an artist does not live and last mere-

ly by his special works, still less by his currency in

courtly society under the protection of a graceful

and pleasing demeanor, but somewhat also by his

power of mind and character— by his capacity to

take part, if not in the great scheme of Life, in all

that concerns the manifestations of imagination

under any of its many forms. Viewed from this

point, the appearances of Dr. Liszt in print, how-
ever inflated the style, however erroneous the deduc-

tions, must be largely placed to his credit whenever
his position as a " man of mark" comes to be dis-

cussed. Viewed from this point, the Italian and
Swiss letters of Mendelssohn are so many precious

records written by a man of genius, quick as equable,

with a pen of gold. Viewed from this point, this

unpretending volume by M. Haldvy has, according

to its order, no common significance and value. M.
HaMvy, whose musical labors might been thought

arduous and extensive enough to occupy any one

man's life, having accepted the Secretaryship of the

French "Academy of Fine Arts" (as they will con-

tinue to call it, pertinacious to their derived Italian

phraseology), and the duty having devolved on him
of pronouncing the annual funeral discourse, or eu-

logy, or character—as may be—over the Members of

the" Academy who have died within the year, has

fulfilled his task thoroughly. His notices of Fon-

taine, Blouet, David d'Angers (an artist whose ad-

mission to English sympathies is difiicult), and De-
larocho, are as highly finished and appreciative

—
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withal as concise—as any such obituary notices can
be made. The musical papers show a just and lib-

eral appreciation of tlie subjects treated. These are—" Oriffin of the Opera in France," "Thomas Brit-

ton, the Small-coal Man," "Allepri and tlie Sistine

Music," "Frohherger the Organist," "A Letter from
Abbe' Bourdelot" (describing the ridiculous perform-
ances of the pedant Meibomins at the Court of

Sweden), "Onslow" (too much forgotten in the

country to which he belonged by blood, though, be-

sides JTield, he is the only British instrumentalist
who has a European celebrity), and "Adolphe
Adam," a man who seems to have inspired great re-

gard among all his contemporaries. These are all

treated with thorough knowledge, as was to be ex-
pected, but with an absence of mannerism which we
were less prepared to meet in one whoso own music,
however skilfully wrought, falls short of the highest
merit, because of a certain dryness and affectation

which bespeak the ingenuity of its writer to bo more
predominant than his inspiration.

The Pyrrhic Dance and the Irish Jig.

At 9 o'clock, when the service «as concluded, or
nearly so, we heard the report of ship guns, and the
clergymen formed a procession, carrying; a large
volume to meet the Queen on landing. Her Majes-
ty proceeded to the church, one or two men like

soldiers, running bore and there to keep at a distance
the bare-legged nrchhis, who would not be kept off,

and who, with all tlie humor of two-legged sc.i-

urchins, every now and then ran into tlie shallow
water of the bay, and thus, in defiance of their pur-
suers were enabled to have a near view of her Ma-
jesty as she walked up a narrow causeway. The
crowd were respectrul and well-behaved. They
cheered occasionally

; but neither pressed too near,
nor incommoded her Majestv. The church had been
so vci-y hot, from the great number of wax candles
in it, that I did not return to it. After a sliort time
her Majesty stood on a little balconv overlooking tlie

paved yard of the convent, which was filled with the
country people to see the "Eouiaika," said to be the
Pyrrhic dance of the ancient Greeks. The music
was a wretched guitar and violin, which the fiddler
played with the bow in his left hand. A circle beins
formed, sixteen young women joined hands in a half
circle ; and a man taking the hand of the first com-
menced slowly leading them round and round, all
with the most serious expression of face ; and occas-
ally varying this circumgvration by making a step
forwards and then backwards. The dance did not
put on the most distant approach to merriment ; and
it appeared a very dull affair. Indeed I could com-
pare It to nothing so truly as to a very lazy dog
going round and round after his own tail. " This last-
ed a very long time; and then the two musicians
advanced to the centre of the circle, and the fiddler
shook his elbow a little faster

; and I saw a smile on
one or two of the women's faces, and 1 thought we
were to have a merry dance ; hut the man, the leader,
never relaxed a muscle, he looked all through like
grim death. To the music the women quickened
their pace just so much as now and then to lift a foot;
for in the first part it was all shovelling along with
slippers down at the heels ; but the jollity never went
farther, — and this, as I saw it, is the far-famed
"Romaika." There still is tliis Oriental barbarism
among them—the men and women do not dance to-
gether.

I went out on the side of the hill, and so grave
and fair a fete—for it was both—I never saw. No
laughter, no sports, no toys for children. There they
stood round a gambling table, or sat to eat melons
and bread under the trees. The only exception was
in two or three groups of men dancing in parties of
four,—the men resting their hands on one another's
shoulders, and going slowly, recline round like half-
dead teetotums

; and after this had lasted for a long
time they would separate and dance oppsite to one
another for a few minutes in a little more rapid stylo.
In one group a boy, who had probably learned the
trick at Corfu from some of our fellows, introduced
the turning the coach-wheel into his performance;
that is, putting his two hands on the ground and
turning heels over; but this was done and looked at
with as much gravity as all the rest. The musicians
that played before the Queen would not, I suppose,
condescend to perform for oi polloi ; and all the
music the dancing groups had, was a tin pipe, such
as we see played upon in London and Dublin by
a blind man, who gets money to go awiiy ; and a
horrid melancholy drum, hit now and then with one
stick. The women were apart on little eminences,
looking at the men dancing ; and I must say, with
all my admiriition for Greece, that on this occasion
the Island race, the deseendents of heroes, looked to
my eyes to disadvantage, dancing only among them-

selves in their white petticoats, puffed out to the

largest crinoline dimensions ; while women, lank in

figure and dress, and nearly enveloped from head to

foot, with exception of face, in long veils, stood

around merely as spectators. I saw no women
dancing. Oh ! for an Irish fair. Joyous shouts,

merry laughs—fiddles playing—bagpijies droning

—

pigs squenking—crakes going— horses kicking

—

donkeys braying—sheep bleating—do<;s barking

—

cocks crowing—eeese gabbling—cattle lowing—tents

shaking—flags flying—the jie on tlie door—the fire

on the sod, and the corn beef in the pot—this i-i .an

Irish fair ; and in this I must award to my own dear

country the choragic tripod, even against the isles of

Greece and the Pyrrhic dance."— Dr. Corrigan's
" Ten Days in Athens.'^

Muscular Christianity in the Sistine
Chapel.—The form of Christianity desirable in

l?ome during Holy Week has been specified justly

by an experienced resident as " Muscular Christiani-

ty," and that onlv. More solemn feelings would be

considerably "mortified" (to use the correct term)
by the various scenes wherein tlie precept " Strive to

enter in at the strait gate." is practised without any
metaphor whatever, in the Sistine Chapel and the

Capella Chorale. Let not the reader imagine he is

to be troubled by the repetition of the well-worn

story ill the columns of tlie Daili/ jS^nvs, how some
resolute ladies sit .all day in these holy places, bring-

ins provision for the flesh and the spirit, in the shape

of camp stools, lunch and crochet, picknicking under
the solemn gloom of Michael Angelo's "Last Judg-
ment," with uttermost cheerfulness ; how others

rush in where (one might well suppose) angels

would fear to tread, in a tremendous jostle at the

final crush, wherein men and women, hats, veils, and
crinolines, are j»,1I united in one destiny of destruc-

tion : and again how, when service has begun, there

is an alteration of the Lamentation of .Jeremiah with

exclamations of a totally difl^erent character :
—"Je-

rusalem, Jerusalem, converterc ad Dominum ;"

"Monsieur ce Suisse m'a insulte'e, II m'a pouse'e

d'lin manibre aftVeuse ;" "Tristis anima mea ;"

"This lady's crinoline is quite suffocatins me;"
"Ecce appropinquat bora." " Here is the Queen of

Naples
;
get up and let her pass." Finally, when

every ear is wearied, and every back broken, the

"Miserere" itself peals out, and how. if it were not

a proof of execrable taste, it would be confessed

that it is simply and solely a sort of glorified Irfsh

howl—all these things and all the histories of their

holy fiiminni, are they not written in the tales of

all travellers ? Rome is excessively full this year,

and the old accounts of suffocations and struggles

may be taken as true, with a slight degree of aggra-

vation.

—

Letter from Rome.

Music in Battle.—"Heintzelman flew every-

where among the New Jersey and other troops, who
gave indications of backing out of the fight. He
bawled himself hoarse, and stiffened the arm wound-
ed at Bull Run, in ordering, coaxing, encouraging,

beckoning and waving the outnumbered men into

their ranks again. To infuse enthusiasm into them,

he wandered around to find a hand of music. He
saw three in a group, and ordered them to play

Yankee Doodle in force I The men, professional in

the face of defeat and death, said they had not the

requisite number of instruments to do justice to all

the notes of the tune ! The General then hurried

around for more—found a part of another band

—

united them to the professional three, and electrified

the worn-out infantry with the "Star Spangled Ban-
ner,' 'Yankee Doodle,' and 'Gem of the Ocean.'

The effect was that of war magic. It is in the am.all

things as well as the great that the true commander
is known."

—

Tribune letterfrom Williamsburf/.

mxml Infelltgem.

Organ Exhibition.—In accordance with pre-

vious announcements, the new Organ just completed
by Messrs. E. & G. G. Hook of this city, for the

First Congregational Church (Rev. Wm. J.Potter's),

at New Bedford, was exhibited at their factory on
Tremont street, Friday afternoon. The small but
appreci.itive audience who attended had an opportu-
nity of hearing it to the best advantage under the

skillful hands of Messrs. Willcox of this city, A. T.
Thorup, organist to the society for whom it was bnilt

(and formerly of Rev. Dr. Gannett's in Federal
street,) Joseph Hastings of the Universalist Church,
Roxhiiry, and Thos. Hodges, formerly of the Catho-
lic Cathedral, Lowell. It is a first class instrument
of the largest size—in fact the largest Church Organ

in New England, and has, besides the usual pedal
scale, three complete manuals, all extending from C
C to G in alt—56 notes—and 48 Registers, viz : 12
in the Great Organ, 11 in the choir, II in the swell,

a remarakbly effective Pedid of 5 stops, two compo-.i-
tion pedtils for the Great Organ, and 8 accessories
and couplers. Onr space to-day will not permit us
to enumerate the many merits "of this noble instru-

ment, but we cannot foriiear to mention one improve-
ment which has been introduced for the first time in

this city, and which we believe has been used but in

two other organs in this country. It consists in an
extension of the notes forming the Key board, which
causes them to project an inch or more over the line

they usually occupy, thus bringing the manuals much
nearer together, ;and adding greatly to the facility

and ease of the orgiinist in execution. This is such
a manifest improvement tliat it can hardly fail to be-

come generally adopted. Tlie Messrs. Hook have
been engaged about four months upon this organ,
and it is a work in every wav creditable to them. It

will be immediately taken down, packed, and sent

forward to its destination, to make room for another,
still larger, which is to be built fiir the Blind Asylum
at South Boston.

—

'Traveller, 19M.

Mr. Geobge E. Whiting, an organist of our
citj', sailed from New York for Europe on the 16lh.

He proposes spending some time in London, as a

student of Best, the celebrated English organist

;

after which he will proceed to Germany, visitin^r all

the principal musical conservatories of the country.

AVoitCESTER, Mass.—The Mendelssohn Quintette

Club gave their last concert of the season on Monday
evening, to a large audience at Brinlcy Hall. They
were assisted by Mt^ssrs. Ribas, Hamann, Nitz, and

Stein, and thus enabled to produce a lYonf/to—that

of Spohr, an ititeicsting and in some respects brilliant

work ; at nil events, one for which our thanks are

due the Club for an opportunity to hear it entire.

They also played the fine overture to Don Giovanni,

with excellent effect ; also a beautiful nonetto

arrangement of Schubert's exquisite Klegi/ of Tears
;

and the brilliant first finale from / Piiritani. In ad-

dition to these, were solos by Messrs. Schultze, Goeh-

ring, and Wulf Fries, which were of course

enthusiastically received. We are glad to record the

fact that the Club have but to announce a concert

here to be sure of a hearty and substantial welcome.

Each concert 'nrings forward the old and constant

friends of the Club, and always some new faces. The
butterflies and whisperers stay away, leaving the

audience a moilel (me in giving the intelligent atten-

tion which establishes that bond of sympathy between

performer and audience, without which the finest

music flails flat, stale, and unprofitable. Season after

season the Club have visited us, giving refreshing

draughts from the musical inspirations of the great-

est composers ; .at once gratifying and creating a

love for that which is of highest worth. In these

thirteen seasons a good work has been done, as any

one must see who remembers the mnsical treasures

they hare laid before us.

—

Palladium.

New York.—On Tuesday night, an Amateur
Operatic entertainment drew together a brilliant dis-

play of our fashionable society. The occasion was

a benefit for the Women's Hospital ; the Opera was

"The Gipsy's Warning," by Dr. Ward, made known
to the public (and to our readers) in a similar way,

three or four years ago ; the place was the splendid

mansion in Forty-Seventh street lately built and

now occupied by Dr. Ward. The novelty and most

brilliant success of the evening was the singing of

Mile. M., a young lady from the West|Indies, whose

beautiful mezzo-soprano voice possesses extraordin-

ary compass, and decidedly made a sensation.

—

Albiort.

Brooklyn.—On Saturday nisht, the fifth and

last concert of The Brooklyn Philharmonic Society

was given at the Academy of Music, with an attrac-

tive programme, inclnding orchestral selections fi-ora

Spohr, Liszt and Mendelssohn, and two operatic airs

hy Tombesi, with piano-forte compositions by

Thalberg and Wollenhanpt for Master Willie Pape.

The season has been an unusually prosperous one,

and everybody turned out to do honor to the last

concert. The house was crowded to excess, and so

fiir as public countenance was concerned the affair

was a grand success. The "Seasons" was rendered

with great skill, the various combinations of the

master mind being elaborated and translated, under

the accustomed guidance of Eisfeld, to the instruc-

tion and edification of the audience. The final

overture was the orchestral success of the perform-

ance, and was 60 beautifully given as to merit the
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attempt which the Philliarmonic made, and always
make to secure a second hearing.

Tomhesi was entliusiastically applauded for very

meagre woi'k ; his Aoice could not possibly have
stood the wear of half an hour's operatic labor, and
in the encore exhibited uiimistakahle signs of weak-
ness. In manner and self-esteem, he was all that the

public expect from a first-rate tenor, while in voice,

quality and quantity, he Avas miserably deficient.

Master Pape's piano-forte playing was very fine.

He is well called a prodigy, although we are happy
to say he has none of the disagreealtle airishness or

sickliness of most young performers. His manipu-
lation is singularly free and his style very pleasing.

His memory is quite wonderful, ard is best illustrat-

ed by the fact that he will play without the aid of

notes, any of thirty named pieces of twenty or thirty

pages in length.

—

Times.

Philadelphia.—The performance of the Barber

of Sex'itle, at tbc Academy of Music, last evening,

was one of the best ever heard in Philadelphia. Cer-
tainly there has been no one who has sung the florid

music of the role of /loss/ni with more astonishing

brilliancy than Mad. U'Angri. She sang superbly

throughout the opera, and in the Singing Lesson
scene iiitroduecd the Elena Wallz, composed by her

husband, the introductory andante movement of

which is very graceful, and was sung by her with ex-
quisite expression. The waltz movement was beau-
tiful and bewildering in its nia/.e of difficulties* and
was perfectly sung- Brignoli, IManensi, Susini and
F. Amodio were each excellent in their respective

parts. All but the last named arc well known here.

He has a good, well-trained barytone voice, made an
excellent "-Basilio," and bids fair to become very
popular.

To-morrow evening the superb serious opera of

I-M Famrita will he produced.

—

Bulletin, 16th.

The Germania Rehearsals will conclude next
week. This was the last Saturday's programme :

1. Marcti Strauss
S. Overture—Faust (1st time) Spobr
3- Komance— William Tfll Kossini
4- H^iitz— Aiironi Lanner
6- A'liifiio of Srotti.-^ii Syoiphooy Mendelssohn
C Overture — Egmotit Beetlioveo
7- Seeiies anU Oavatioe

—

Attila Venli
8. Teszetto aud Kinale—Luerezia Borffia Donizetti

Jtoigljfs lournal of '^hm.
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Music in this Numbed-. — Continuation of Chopin's

Mazurkas.

Musical Festival of the Public Schools.

The " fTrst annual exhibition of the musical

department " ("purely) " of the public schools of

Boston" took place at the Music Hall on Wednes-

day afternoon. Hitherto, from the successful

initiation of these festivals in the summer of 1858,

they have been held in the hot month of July,

and in connection with the general examination

of the schools and festival of tlie medal scholars,

coupled with fatiguing length of presentation

ceremony and speeches. It was a great improve-

ment to make the musical exhibition, or festival,

an occasion complete in itself, and to put it in this

fresh and pleasant month of blossoms. So- on

Wednesday we had the beautiful and unique

spectacle of fourteen hundred boys and girls,

with their bright,iuteresling faces, all so neat and

well dressed, full of happy life, full of the sense

of order, piled rank upon rank before us on the

amphitheatre-like stage, which rose high up
against the organ screen and above the upper

balconies on either side. The girls, in the front

sections, with their white and many-colored dres-

ses, seemed a living correspondence or incarnation

of the bloom now breathed miraculously over

woods and fields; while the boys in sober grey,

in the background and centre, shone chiefly by

their bright faces, and in their hushed and regu-

lar array looked all on the qui vive. The statue

of Beethoven, wreathed, looked out from the

bottom of the central opening, presiding blandly

over a scene which might have formed one of the

visions in bis " Hymn to Joy." (Over what vari-

ous scenes the Master is here called upon post-

humously to preside ! Rarey'shorse-tamings, for

instance; not so bad that, for was not he too

hippnrlamns in a certain sense, subduer of the

discords?) Not the least interesting part of the

whole was to see the marshalling of the various

companies of girls and boys into their high and

dizzy seats ; with what beautiful order the con-

fluent streams flowed in in all directions, charming

the eye with fugue-like maze ! And, look ! far

up there on the topmost side heights, the slender

white-robed maidens, walk cautiou.sly along like

a row of white Sonnambulas over the well-known

bridge.—AVe hasten to the music.

After a solid organ voluntary, a few words of

welcome in behalf of the Music Committee were

addressed to the audience (the fortunate repre-

sentatives of thousands who would have been too

glad to be there), and then the following pro-

gramme was sung in order :

1. Voluntary on the organ, by J. C. D. Parker.
2. The Lord's Prayer, a Gregorian Chant, sung

in unison by fourteen hundred children.

.3. Choral, Seb. Bach, with organ accompani-
ment.

4. Prayer from Ber Freischufz, Weher, sung hy
pupils of Girl's High and Normal School

5. Choral—Anno Domini IB?.')—sung by the
children, with organ and orchestral accompani-

ment.
6. Chorus from II Giur,iraento,Mercadante,snng
hy pupils of the Girls' High and Normal
School.

7. Choral, Sch. Bach.
8. Chorus—The Heavens are telling—from the

Creation, Haydn.
9. The Old Hundreth Psalm :

, From all ttiat dwell below the skies,

Let the Creator's praise arise
;

Let the Itedeemer's name he sung
Through every land, bj every tongue.

[The audience were requested to rise and join
in singing the last verse.]

Eternal are thy mercies. Lord
,

Eternal truth attends thy word;
Thy praise shall sound from shore to shore,
Till snns shall rise and set no more.

The singers, we should state, had been select-

ed from the various public schools, where all are

taught to sing, an hour or two each week, and

had been drilled for the occasion by Mr.

Charles Butler and Mr. Carl Zerrahn,
the latter being the conductor of the Festival.

There was something startling and unique in

the first sound of the 1400 voices in unison. The
sound is unlike anything else, and has a charm

peculiarly its own. It is not the most refined

kind of tone ; but it is open, fresh, clear, lustly,

penetrating, to a degree which nothing but so

many birds' throats, brought into equal unison,

might exceed. What must have struck every

one was the entire predominance of hoy tone
;

shut your eyes, and you would hear only boys

;

and this the more in the Lord's Prayer chant,

since it is all confined to the range of three com-
paratively low tones. But the same thing was
more or less observable in all the solid unison

pieces. The precision and purity with which
the chant was rendered, was worthy of all praise.

It was all given mezxo forte, with a fine swell on

the closing Amen.
The Chorals were all very impressive, espec-

ally the second one ascribed to Bach (No. 7).

This, in D minor, is one of the most beautiful

and solemn of all the chorals. Many persons

doubtless thought these selections rather dull and

sombre, monotonous and unexciting. But tho

Choral has its great advantages, entitling it to be

made the staple and foundation in the mass sing-

ing of so many children. It brings onttone, full,

pure, sustained and even,—which is the art of

arts in singing. 2. It is about the only kind of

music which has ranch effect when sung in unison

by a large mass, and for a length of time ; music
with more motion in if, requires parts, that the

white ray be broken into the prismatic colors,

besides imitations and responses, makjng it too

complicated. 3. The choral is dignified, grand,

broad, boundless like the sea ; restless nerves,

distracted thoughts, fatigue of commonplace, are

calmed, and the soul lifted antl made strong by
it ; whereas light and lively tunes, sung by so

many, would sound infinitely trivial and hum-
drum. 4. There is possibly a basis being laid,

in all this practice of the rising generation, for

choral singing by the people in our religious con-

gregations,—a thing so often called for, and
found so far impracticable. We have only hinted

some of the arguments for the large space

allowed to chorals in the programme.—Of the

effect of the performance we would only suggest,

that, unique and interesting and grand as the

effect of this child unison was, it is not the kind

of tone which the ear can endure longest. Riper
voices, the blending of men and women, with the

octave, supposing the execution ctpially precise

and pure, would sonnil more satisfying. This is

the bright, equal, glaring green of Spring; the

subdued and varied shades of August foliage are

richer.—One further art, too, the children have

yet to learn ; one of the most difficult essentials

of good singing : and that is the art of carrying

one tone smoothly over into another ; there was
too much mechanical setting apart of the tones.

But all this will come in time, precision, unity,

po-sitiveness being of course the first les,sons.

But the programme by no means lacked varie-

ty and contrast. In the chorus :
" The Heavens

are telling" we had the contrast of sex in tlie

voices, and the charm of harmony, which,

although limited to two parts,was a great refresh-

ment. It was sung with surprising spirit and
precision, the answering phrases being taken up
with the certainty of practiced oratorio choirs.

How much softer, sweeter were the passages sung

by girls alone! and how like a thousand crack-

ling trumpets the boy tones broke in on the for-

iissimos ! To be sure, two-part harmony was very

thin ; tenors and basses were much needed ; but

the want was measurably supplied by the excel-

lent orchestral and organ accompaniment, which
was also of great service in the Chorals.

In the prayer from Der Freischiitz, a piece ad-

mirably suited for the purpose, sung in two parts

by the young ladies of the two advanced schools,

tiiere was a much more cultivated and really

musical quality of tone, and a charm of refine-

ment in the singing. So too in the chorus from

II Giuramenio— when did it ever sound so well

upon the operatic stage ?

In the middle of the exercises an intermission

of five minutes was proclaimed, when suddenly

there burst forth from all those young voices a
babbling sound as of a hundred mountain brooks

leapinjj over stones, a perfect Lauterhrwmen
of lively young talk. It was refreshing as a

right-down rain in a hot summer afternoon.

—

Another episode was the surprising us, before

"Old Hundred," with the " Star Spangled Ban-
ner," sung with wonderful spirit by the fourteen

hundred, and followed with three ringing boy
hurrahs, as the Stars and Stripes were produced,

while the girls waved their handkerchiefs. '-Old

Hundred" was as grand as ever, and so ended

such an exhibition as older people could scarcely

witness with dry eyes; a typical representation of

youth, of hopeful education, groi\'Ing patriotism,

as well as a most creditable manifestation of the

wisdom and fidelity of the Committee and the

teachers in our schools.

Musical Service at St. Paul's.

This church was crowded to overflowing on Mon-

day evening, by eager listeners to specimens of the
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church music of various ages, arranged and con-

ducted by Dr. S. P. Tdckerman, tlie organist of

the church, and sung admirably well, we may say

once for all, by the Double Quartet choir of the

church, assisted by a select clioir of eight voices. It

was a more developed repetition of a similar feast

given by Dr. Tuckerman in the same place six

years ago, and many of the pieces were the same.

Part I. consisted of an organ voluntary ; a portion

of the Choral service, as performed in the English

Cathedrals, by Tallis, A.D., 1556, in which after an

almost interminable monotone upon an "intoned
"

sentence, the two simple chords upon Amen are won-

derfully refreshing and sound even strange, ending

with the Venite, sung to the 8th Gregorian Tune.

Mendelssohn's Trio "Lift thine eyes" followed ; and

then a Te Demn and Denedictiis in Eh, and a beauti-

ful Quartet for two trebles and two altos, composed

by Dr. Tuckerman.

With Part II. commenced the historical scries of

specimens, from the fourth to the present century
;

and these were so significant, that we copy the pro-

gramme with its comments nearly entire.

Part II.

Specimens of Church Music from the Fourth to the

Nineteenth Century.
1. Ameko.?ian Chant. Fourth Century. St.

Ambrose. "St. Ambrose was Bishop of Milan, and
a great lover of tlie clmrch service. He instituted

that method of singing known by the name of Cant-

us Ambrosianus, or Anibrosian Chant. His design

was to introduce a kitid of melody, founded on the

then existing rules of art, and yet, so plain and sim-

ple in its n.uure, that not only those whose immedi-
ate duty it was 10 pei form the divine service, but

even the ^vhole congregation, migtu sing it. The
distinguished simplicity of the Ambrosian Chant is

even at tliis day to lie remarked in the service of the

church of Milan, Avherc it w;is first instituted, A.D.
SSi.—Uaickins' Hist. Mtis. Vol. Ist, p. 287.

2. Plain Chant. Eleventh Century. Aretinus
(Guido), a Benedictine Monk of Arezzo.
Guido is said to have been the real restorer of

music, since he gave it a fi.\ed system, till then un-

known and neglected. He was the inventor of the

six monosyllables of the solfeggio, iit, re, wi, fri,sol,

la, which were derived from the words of the hymn
of St. John, "Ut qucant laxis, Resonare fibris."

3. DiAPUONiA OR Organuji. Eleventh Cen-
tury Guido

In this very curious specimen, we have one of the

first attempts at part writing. The plain song or
melody is sung by the treble and bass in unison,

while the tenor and alto parts are singing also in

uiMson, but a fourth below the treble part, thus, of

course, making a series of consecutive ^fifths with the
hass. Dr. Burney says that the singers were proba-
bly accompanied upon the organ by some compound
stop, not unlike the "Sesquialter" of our own day.

4. Two Part Harmony. Eleventh Century,
(latter part) Franco
This compo.ser was a distinguished ecclesiastic of

the Cathedral at Liege, A.D. 1088.

5. Te Dedm Laudamhs. Sixteenth Century.
John Marlieck

This composition is taken from "A Boke of Com-
mon Praier, noted,'* and is the earliest musical service

prepared for the Church of England subsequent to

the Reformation. The singers were accompanied by
the Rec/al, a portable organ, having one row of pipes,

which was used td give out and sustain the melody
of the plain song.

6. "Lamentatio in Parasceve." Sixteenth
Century. (Four voices.) Palestrina

"Sanctcs." Chorus Palestrina
This eminent musician may be considered not only

as the most learned contrapuntist of his time, but as
the founder of the purest school of church harmony
that ever existed. His Motets are, for the most part,

in the fugue style, the subjects in general consisting
of only a few bars, but always remarkable for a cer-

tain grandeur in their construction and movement.
In the choice of the progression of his harmonies,
he followed strictly the laws and prohibitions laid

down by the theorists of his time. No part of the
vocal score was allowed to be extended above or be-
low the five leger lines forming the staff, the com-
bination of chords must never be broken by moving
to an unrelative harmony, and the intervals of the
sharp seventh, sharp fourth, imperfect fifth, sharp
second and the major sixth, were prohibited. Pales-
trina died in the year 1594.

7. "Lord, for Tht Tender Mercy's Sake."
Full Anthem. Sixteenth Century Farrant

(This composer was Organist of St. George's
Cluipel, Windsor, in the year 1564. His composi-
tions are remarkable for their devout and solemn
style. The specimen given, is a great favorite in the

English Cathedral Choirs.)

8. Anthem. (Four voices) ; Seventeenth Cen-
tury R. Creyghton. D.D.

"I will arise and go to my Father, and will say.

Father, I have sinned against heaven and before

Thee, and am no more worthy to be called thy Son."
(This Anthem is considered one of the finest spe-

cimens of church music ; learned in its construction,

and highlv devotional in its character.)

(Dr. Burney says of the Author. " His composi-
tions for the church entitle liim to high rank among
reverenil dillettanti.")

9. "Miserere." Seventeenth Century.
Gregorio Alleirri

(The verses are snuir hv two Choirs, alternately.

The first choir consists of two sopr;ini. alto, tenor

and hass ; and the second Choir,two soprani,alto and
bass.)

Allegri was a native of Rome, and a singer in the

Pontificial Cliapel. The preceding composition has
gained for him a world-wide celebrity. The music
consists of onlv a tew simple harmonics, often re-

peated to the different words of the verses ; but the

Papal Choir, having obtained from tradition certain

maiks of expression, .ire enabled to p'-oduce the most
striking and solemn effects, increased in a wonderful
degree by the solemn ceremonies attendant upon its

performance. The Miserere is siiul' in the Sistine

Chapel on the Evening of Good Friday.

Part III.

1. "GnAND Of.fertotre." for the Orcrnn. Le-
fehnre Wcly, Organist of the Church of the Made-
leine, Paris.

Continuation of Part Second.

2. "Praise the Lord." Verse Anthem ; Eigh-
teenth Century Croft

(Dr. Crnfl: may vprv jnptiy be considereii .ts one of the mnst
eminent Clmrch Musicinns that EnElanii ha.s pro'tacer]; the
preceding .specimen is a great favorite in the English Cathedral
Choirs.)

3. Chorale. From Fifth Molet ; Fishteenth
Century. J. Sebastian Bach

{Dr. Piirney psvs of Bacli, "His Oratorios, Masses. Chorales,
.and unrivalled fufrues. are living evidences of his wonderful
ganins. and so long as ths world lasts, these works ivili stand
as imperishable models of art.")

4. Three Movements from the 15tii Mass.
Eicrhteenth Centnrv Haydn
The above specimens fnrni.sh good examples of th" errace

and elegance of style so conspicuous in the compositions of
this very eminent musician.

5. Trio. "Amplins lava me." Eighteenth
Centnrv . , Snrti
This composer was Chapel Master nf the Cathedral at Milan,

in 1782 The specimen given of his style has been greatly

admired

7. Treble Solo. Ave Maria. Nineteen Century.

Cbernbini

7. Chorale. "To God on High." From "Saint
Paul." Nineteenth Century Mendelssohn

8. "QuANDO CoRpns." Quartet from vStabat

Mater." Nineteenth Century Rossini

DoxoLOGT. fThe Old Hundredth .J

From the old Ambrosian Choral, to the Quando

Corpus of Sig. Rossini, here was entirely a wide

range and full of interest and instruction. Those

old things sung in unison, hardly tunes, mere cad-

ences, sounded just like what the traveller hears

droned out or shouted by the priests and monks in

every church and convent in the old Catholic coun-

tries. It is more ritual than music. And who can

credit it that pieces were ever suns" in bare sequences

of fourths and fifths, like that " Diaphonia"1 That
was music made hv theory, without poetry or feeling.

Arriving at the Snnctus by Palestrina we have some-
thing for the first time that sounds like full-blown,

rich and glorious music. (A specimen of Orlando
Lasso also would have been interesting). The
iVi'sereri? of Allegri was impressive, although it shows
a plentiful poverty of musical ideas. Several of the

English compositions too were striking, althoueh

we cannot feel the presence of much genial inspira-

tion in that whole school, reared essentially on Pal-

estrina. The Choral by Bach, with its wonderful

four-part harmony, enriched to five parts in the

second verse, was to our taste worth all the rest as

sac7'f^c/ music.

The Organ pieces and accompaniments by Dr.
Tuckerman showed much skill and knowledge. The
chief fault of the programme was its great length

;

several of the more familiar pieces, finely as they
were sung, might well have been omitted in favor of

the things from which one hoped to gather some new
knowledge.
But we shall have another opportunity to speak

more fully of this music, since, as we are glad to

learn, the Service tvill he repeated, the following notice

having just been handed to us :

D:^=The musical Service given by the Choir of St.

Paul's Church on Monday evening last, will be re-

peated next Monday evening. Some slight altera-

tions will be made in the programme, and the exer-

cises will commence at eight o'clock. All persons
interested in Church Music are invited to attend.

Programmes may he procured at Messrs. Ditson &
Go's on Saturday and Monday.

JIiss Lizzie Chapman's Concert will take place

this evening at the Mclodeon, and she has establish-

ed re.al claims upon a generous attendance of the

musical public. She is a Boston lady, with a voice

of uncommon power and beauty, with musical talent

and intelligence, ladj-dike manners ami a high de-

gree of vocal culture, acquired in spite of many ob-
stacles in Italy, wiiiiher she is desirou.s of returning

tf) make that culture more complete ; and on the

success of this concert somewhat will depend her

abilily to do this. Surely she deserves success. She
will be assisted by the Mendelssohn Quintette Club

;

by Mr. B. J. Lang, who will play some ])iano pieces

bv Mendelssohn ; ami by Mr. Whitney', the bass

singer. Her own powers will besho'.vn in a Rondo by
Coppola: "La Ninet pnzzii ;" a Ronmnza with viol-

oncello nhhltr/ato, hv Robamli : a duet (with Mr.
Whitney) t'?'oin Mercadante's Nonnanni a Pariiji,

and a Romanza fiom II Giuramento.

The complimentary concert given to Signer Ben-

DELARI, by his friends and pupils, last Saturday

evening, at l\rercantilc Hall, was altogether success-

ful and full of interest. There were very fine voices,

and much fine siniring ; both by well known singers,

and by pupils, whose fame has not gone beyond
private circles. Several composiiions by Mr. Bende-
iari gave not a little pleasure, especially an arch,

quaint little biiUad : "Do you really think he did ?"

Chit-Chat.

Fry, of the Trihune, after hearing Wagner's Over-

ture to "The Flying Dutchuiiin," says: "It was

ingeniously destitute of melody. Ghastly rumpus

was its main feature." In Meyerbeer's Struensee, on

the other hand, " haimony and tnelody were not

abolished, and there was reference to the beautiful."

A San Francisco paper speaks of " the snhlime

opera of Sonnamhula."

Master Willie Barnesmore Pare is the name

of a very young pianist, who is now exciting attention

in New York and Brooklyn, and who, to judge from

the accounts, makes Gottschalk his ideal. The
World of May 8th says of him :

His name is pretty well known in private fashion-

able circles, where the young gentleman has been

listened to with wonder and delight for some months-

past.

Master Pape is a native of the Somh, hardly
twelve years of age. His countenance is frank and
pleasing, his manners agreeable. He is a singularly

gifted lad, having already acquired a proficiency in

piano playing that enables him to perform accurately

and with great good taste, several test pieces by Liszt,

Thalberg, Chopin, Beethoven, Gottschalk and other

masters. He will appear before long in a series of
soirees, at which either Madam D'Angri or Carlotta

Patti will probably sing, together with other artists

of distinction. .Master Pape played on Saturday
last, at the Brooklyn Philharmonic concert, two or

three extretnely difficult compositions, and elicited

thereby tlie warmest applause from the critical audi-

ence present.

San Francisco.—Italian Opera was flourishing

"in superb stylo" last month, at the Metropolitan

Theatre. Sonnamhula, Farori'a, Trovalore, and so

on. The prime donne were Madame Biscaccianti,

Miss Lizzie Parker ("of Boston, prima donna of the

Handel and Haydn Society"! O.and Mme. Schcne-
gerle

;
principal tenor, Mr. Wni. Schraubsiiidter,

formerlv of the "Orpheus" in Boston
; baritones, &c.

Mens. Charles, Mons. De Haga, Roneoveri, &c.
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A London music publisher announces, among liis

new and popular publications, " The Dream of St.

Jerome, by Beethoven, price 2s. 6d." This looks

decidedly posthumous ; has that great soul stooped to

" spirit-rappings " ?

A letter from Leipzig speaks in high praise of the

remarkable piano-forte playing of Mr. Dannreuther

(from Ohio, if we mistake notj, a pupil^at the Con-

servatory there.

Mr. Tennyson corrects two errors in his Exliibi-

tion Ode, as it appeared in the Times. As we quoted

the Ode from the Times, we append the correction.

—

In the second line " invention " should he read, not

" inventions ,
" and, further on, " Art divine," not

" Part divine."

uin\ Corrtspithitte.

Philadelphia Mat 19.—After two nights of

opera the Italians have left us. Their performances

drew fair audiences and were satisfactory. Except-

ing Mancusi's weak^voice, the inevitable Avogrado,

and a careless chorus, there was naught to complain

of. The orchestra might have been fuller without

marring the ensemble, but, with pious resignation,

Philadelphians have become so used to the standard

number of twenty-five, deemed alike sufficient for a

Germania rehearsal, a dance-band, or a Symphony,

that when some venturesome musical entrepreneur

advertises a monster orchestra, the boldest imagina-

tion might revel in the anticipation of listening to

a band of forty, but would deem the bringing to-

gether of an orchestra of sixty as a scheme too vis-

ionary to admit of practical demonstration.

From a lack of the feeling that sometimes induces

the musicians of large cities to co-o]3erate in order to

give with the greatest possible effect some chosen

master-work, all attempts in that direction have, with

ns, been failures. So apathetic are our instrumental-

ists, that two rehearsals are thought sufficient for the

preparation of a difficult Symphony, and the careful

leader wlio should desire a greater number would be

considered exacting.

The Musical Fond Society, possessing a fine

hall and the nucleus of a good orchestra, ought to do

much for the advancement of the divine art. It has

not given a concert for years and is a very sleepy

concern ; well managed financially, but either dead

or comatose musically.

The season now ending has, thus far, been prolific

of concerts, good, bad, or worse. So rapidly have

these entertainments followed one another, that it is

yet a matter of conjecture with me whether the ma-

jority of them did more for their projectors than to

enable them to provide for rent and printing ex-

penses. From the character of the programme and

artists announced in many instances, it would have

been rashness of a degree not yet raine to have at-

tempted to attend the entire series.

There were but few musical events worthy of re-

cord. The concerts of the brothers Hasslee, the

playing of Gottschalk, the "Wolfsohn soir&s,

some of the Peeelli nights, and one soiree of

Gaebtner's are, perhaps, all that will afford pleas-

ant recollections to critical concert-goers.

Of the improving influence of the Germania re-

hearsals and the Wolfsohn and Thomas classical

soirees every year gives new proofs. Both are doing

their good work in different ways and yet both are

eminently successful.

I give you the following programme of Mrs.

Behrens' concert announced for this evening. It

promises to prove a pleasant affair :

Part I.

1. Overture—"Le Pardon de Ploermel" Meyerbeer
Grand Orchestra and Invisible Chorus.

2. Romance, "Thou art so near and yet so far." Keichardt
Mr. George Simpson.

3. Aria, "Una voce poco fa," " II Barbiere di Siviglia.".

.

Rossini
Mrs. Henrietta Behrens.

i. Ticlin Solo, ' La Sylphide" MoUenhauer
Mr. Edward MoUenhauer.

5. Aria, "Oil ! mio Fernando." "La Favorita". . .Donizetti

Mile. Octavio Gomien.

Part II.

1. Grand Choral Fantasie, Op. SO Beethoven
Mr. Carl Wolfsohn, Grand Orchestra and Choru.s

2' Scena and Aria. "Judith" Concone
Miss Josephine O'Connell.

3. Song—"The Wanderer" Schubert
Mr. A. R. Taylor.

4. Violin Solo, " Dreamy Sounds of WigTam Life," " The
Flight of the Indian Warrior." Fantasia Characteris-
tic MoUenhauer

Mr. Edward MoUenhauer.
5- M.ale Chorns—" The Young Musicians" Kiicken
The Miennerchor Vocal Society, under the direction

of Mr. P. Wolsieffer.

Part III.

Rossini's great masterwork " Stabat Mater I"

To conclude^with, by general request " Glorious America."
National Hymn—Words by J. E. McCalla. Music by

Henry G. Thunder, under the direction of the Composer.
Solo by Miss Blackburn.

Conductors: Mr. Carl Anschutz, Mr. P. Wolsieffer, Mr.
S. Behrens, Mr. H. G. Thunder.
Mr. H. G. Thunder will preside at the piano.

Mr. Wm. A. Newland will preside at the Organ Harmonium.
—Chanteeelle .

New York, Mat 19.—At the concert of Theo-

dore Thomas, which took place at Irving Hall, on

May 13th, the music composed by Meyerbeer for his

brother's tragedy of " Struensec" was played for the

first time, the announcements claimed, in New York.

Some of the believers in the Trinity of the Future,

(i.e., Liszt, Wagner, Berlioz) as unrivalled masters

of instrumentation, occasionally overlook Meyerbeer.

Ho, too, has it at his fingers's ends ! The charming

effect of the harp ohhllgato, created some surprise as

to why Mr. Tonlonin has been " unseen, unheard,"

at the Philharmonic concerts ? In our modern or-

chestra, the harp plays no insignificant p.art, and the

pianoforte is but an inharmonious substitute for it.

This highly effective " Struensec " music (Overture,

Military Music with Danish National Song, and Pol-

onaise) was the most important number on Mr.

Thomas' programme, and very successful with the

audience. Wagner's "Fliegende Holldnde}-" overture,

suggestive at least,—was played " as well as could

be expected." Query : are insufficient rehearsals a

sufficient excuse for imperfect execution ? Mos-

cheles' pianoforte quartet " Les Contrastes," was a

little old-fashioned and tedious ; the eminent pianists

engaged in it, appeared to think so too ! Mr. Mason

played Schubert's Fantasia, opus 15, symphonically

arranged for pianoforte and orchestra by Liszt, with

the admirable conscientiousness and finish th.at make

him the genuine and dependable (a rarer quality than

people think !) artist he is. Madame de Lussan sang

a Rossini and a Verdi aria. There was a violin solo

by Mr. Bruno WoUenhaupt, and some chorus sing-

ing by the Teutonia Society. This concert was, on

the whole, one of the most interesting of the season,

and spoke well for the aim and endeavors of Mr.

Thomas.

Messrs. Mills and Mollenhauee gave their

last "Classical Soirfe" on the evening of May 17th.

Beethoven's fine F minor (opus 95) quartet, was not

played with the unity of expression and equality of

tone, the light and shade, always demanded by the

quartet, and by such a quartet in particular. Mr. E.

MoUenhauer's Concert Etude, an excellent see-what-

can-he-done-with-the-violin ! was a little out of place.

Either Beethoven or MoUenhauer must suffer by such

close comparison ! Mendelssohn's piano-forte and

violin variations were charmingly played, and are

pleasing as a relief to more earnest music. Mr.

Mills gave the Beethoven Sonata, opus 10, No. 3,

with fine execution and expression. The novelty of

the programme was Eubinstein's Trio for piano,

violin, and violoncello, opus 52, No. 3. Experience

has taught us the tolly of criticizing any work of im-

portance after a first hearing only ; so let it suffice

here, to say that the Trio struck us as most interest-

ing, but of unequal merit; the beautiful, somewhat

weakened by an infusion of the mediocre. It was

played well, e con amore. Alma.

>prisl Uotites.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Xj.A-TESa? 3VETJSIO-
Piiblii4lic(1 by Oliver Dit^ou Sl Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

The minstrel's last song. J. McNanghton. 25

Very sweet and plaintiTe.

Little Willie. Ballad. Mrs. S. G, Knight. 22

A sad, yet charming pong, full of pathos and calling

tears into the eyes. It chants the death of a dear

little boy.

The Cruiskeen Lawn. Song, "Lily of KiUarney" 25

The Colleen Bawn. Song. 25

The Bachelor's Life. Song. 25

Lullaby. Ballad. 25

The Moon has raised the lamp above. Duet. 35

The above are from Jules Benedict's new and suc-

cessful opera of the "Lily of Killarney." recently

brought out in London. Tt is in ehort the popular

melo-drama of the "Colleen Bawn," which made so

nice a hit at the Boston Museum, with the addition

of music. One of the songa named above was intro-

duced here, and will be well remembered. We allude

to the Cruiskeen Lawn.

Instrumental Music.

Bombardnient of Fort Pulaski. Ch. Grohe. 25

Another of Grebe's dashing battle pieces Young
hidies at their Pianos have an opportunity of sympa-

thising with those heroic fouIs who are periling their

lives for their country's sake.

Leadmine Regiment Quickstep. F. A. Hoppe. 25

A spirited military movement, nicely set for the

Piano -forte.

Delhi Galop. For Guitar. W. L. Hayden. 25

The Rover's Grave. Song for Guitar, Cw-tis. 25

Two well known compositions adapted to the Gui-

tar. We can heartily recommend them to all Guitar

players.

Thou art so near and yet so far. Transcription.

B. Richards. 35

Another Piano gem by the author of the fascinat-

ing " Warblings at eve."

La Maltaise Polka. A. WoUenstein. 25

A brilliant and refreshing Polka, and one sure to

please.

On this day of joy delicious. Barcarole from

the "Sicilian Vespers." A. Baumhach. 35

Then you'll ren:iember me. From *' Sonnam-

bula." Do, 35

Two well known opeiatic airs, transcribed for the

Piano by this eminent teacher and composer.

Books.

Winner's Perfect Guide for the Piano
Forte. Containing a Full Course of Instruc-

tion and a Collection of Choice Music, compris-

ing upwards of One Hundred and Fifty Pieces

arranged for the Piano Forte. 50

As a low-priced instructor for the Piano there has

none been published equal to this in conciseness of

matter and in its general method of study. The les-

sons are admirably suited to the wants of young

pupils and indeed those of older growth may find

considerable in it both instructive, useful and enter-

taining. The selection of music includes the latest

compositions, and is not, as such collections are too

apt to be, a hodge-podge of hacknied melodies.
;

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being I

about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find \

the conveyance a saving' of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand'
miles; beyond that it is double- '
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The O'Lincon Family.

BY WILSON FLAGG.

A flock of merry singing birds were sporting in the

grove

;

Some were warbling cheerily, and some were making
love;

These were Eobolincon, Wadolincon, Winterseeble,

Conquedle
;

A livelier set were never led by taber, pipe, or fiddle

;

Crying, " Pew, shew, AVadoIincon, see, see, Eobo-

lincon,

Down among the tickle-tops, hiding in the butter-

cups !

I know the sanc}' chap, I see his shining cap,

Bobbing in the clover there ; see, see, see !"

Up flies Bobolincon, perching on an apple-tree,

Startled by his rival's song, quickened by his rail,

lery.

Soon he spies the rogue afloat, curveting in the air,

And merrily he turns about and warns him to be-

ware !

" 'Tis you that would a wooing go, down among the

rushes !

But wait a week, till flowers are cheerv ; wait a week
and ere you marry.

Be sure of a house wlierein to tarry !

Wadolink, Whiskodink, Tom Denny, wait, wait,

wait."

Every one's a funny fellow ; every one's a little mel-

low
;

Follow, follow, follow, o'er the hill and in the hol-

low !

Merrily, merrily, there they hie ; now they rise and
now they fly

;

They cross and turn, and in and out, and down in

the middle and wheel about.

With a " Phew, shew, Wadolincon ! listen to me
Bobolincon !

Happy's the wooing that's speedily doing, that's

speedily doing.

That's merry and over, with the bloom of the clover!

Bobolincon, Wadolincon, Winterseeble, follow, fol-

low me!"

Oh what a happy life they lead, over the hill and in

the mead

!

How they sing, and how they play ! See, they fly,

away, away !

Now they gambol o'er the clearing ; ofi^ again and
then appearing

;

Poised aloft on quivering wing, now they soar, and
now they sing :

—

" Oh let us be merry and moving ; Oh let us be hap-
py and loving

;

For when the mid-summer has come, and the grain
has ripened its ear.

The haymakers scatter our young, and we mourn for
the rest of the year !

Then Bobolincon, Wadolincon, Winterseeble, haste,
haste, away \"

—Atlantic Monthly.
i»

Translated for this Journal.

From Felix Mendelssohn's "Travelling-
Letters."

(Continued from page 59.)

To Carl Immkkmann in fDussELDORF.
Paria, Jan. 11, 1832.

You have given me leave to report myself to

you from time to time, and since I have been

here I have daily intended it ; but one lives in

so little quiet, that I can only come to it to-day.

When I compare this busy life here, with all the

whirl and thousand-fold distractions, among a

foreign people, with your house in the garden

and the warm winter room, I cannot help think-

ing how you wanted to exchange with me and

travel hither in my place, and then I wish that I

had taken you at your word. But then to be

sure you would have had to remain in your

winter room, and I should have come out to you

in the snowy weather, seated myself in my
corner, and listened to the " Sehwanenritter "

;

after all there is more life in that, than in all the

tumult here. In a word, I enjoy the thought of

my returu to Germany ; there everything indeed

is small and homely, if you will, but there are

men living there, men who know what Art is,

who do not admire, do not praise, above all do

not criticize, but who create. You are not wil-

ling to admit this, but that is only because you

are yourself one of them.

But do not believe, that I go about homesick,

like a young German with long hair, finding the

French superficial, and Paris frivolous; I say all

this only because I thoroughly enjoy and admire

Paris, and am becoming acquainted with it, and

I say it just because I wish to write to you in

Diisseldorf. On the contrary, I have plunged

right into the whirlpool, do nothing all day long

but look at novelties, Chambers of Deputies and

Peers,pictures and theatres, cosmo-dio-, neo-, and

panoramas, parties, &c. Besides there are musi-

cians here as many as the sands upon the sea-

shore ; they all hate one another, so that you

must see each one singly, and practice fine diplo-

macy ; for they are all like people in small towns,

and what one says to another is known the next

morning to the whole corps. And so my days

have fled thus far, as if they were not half so

long, and I have not yet been able to compose.

But in a few days this foreign life shall cease !

my head whirls with all that I have seen and been

astonished at ; and now I will collect myself again

somewhat and go to work ; then I shall feel well

and at home again.

I like best to go in the evening to the little

theatres, because in them the whole French life

and people are mirrored
;
particularly am I fond

of the Gymnase Dramatique, where they give

only little Vaudevilles. It is lemarkable what a

thorough bitterness, what a deep satiety lies in

all these farces ; it is cloaked with the pretti-

est turns and the liveliest acting,but therefore all

the more strongly prominent. Politics plays

always the chief part, and that might disgust me
with the theatre, since we have enough of it with-

out that ; but it is a light-hearted,ironical politics

in the Gymnase, which uses all the events of the

day and all the newspapers, to provoke laughter

and applause, and one must laugh and clap with

them in the end. Politics and licentiousness are

the two leading interests, upon which it all turns,

and, as many pieces as I have yet witnessed, a

scene of seduction, or an attack on the Ministers

has never failed. The whole manner of the

Vaudeville, where certain conventional music

comes in in every piece at the end of the scene,

to which the actors half sing, half speak some

couplets with a witty point, is so very French i

this is something which we neither can nor wil 1

learn, for this way of connecting a standing re"

frain with new wit is wanting in our conversation

and our ideas ; I can imagine nothing more strik-

ing and effective, and nothing more prosaic.

A great sensation is produced just now by a

new piece at the Gymnase :
" Le Luthier de Lis-

honne" ; this is the delight of the public. On the

bill an anonymous person stands announced ; but

,carcely does he make his appearance, when all

(he people clap and laugh, and you learn that

(he player, in gesture, dress and mien, is a decep-

tive imitation of Don Miguel ; he makes himself

abundantly recognized as king, and now the

piece is made. The more barbarously, foolishly

and basely the Unknown behaves, the greater is

the delight of the public, who do not let a single

gestui-e or expression pass unheeded. He has

fled from a riot into the house of this instrument-

maker, who is the most faithful royalist in the

world, but unfortunately the husband of a very

handsome woman : one of Don Miguel's favorites

has obtained a rendezvous from her for the fol-

lowing night, and begs the king, who comes in

just then, to help him by having the husband be-

headed. Don Miguel answers : Tres volontiers,

and while the Luthier recognizes him, falls at his

feet, and is beside himself with joy, he signs his

death warrant,but at the same time signs another

for his favorite, in whose place he means to come

to the pretty wife. At every enormity, which

he undertakes, we clap and laugh, and are infi-

nitely delighted with the stupid Don Miguel on

the stage. So ends the first act. In the second

it is midnight ; the pretty wife alone, and agita-

ted ; Don Miguel climbs in through the window,

takes all possible pains to win her love upon the

stage, makes her dance and sing before him , but

she cannot endure him, falls at his feet and en-

treats him to spare her ; whereupon he siezes her,

drags her and carries her several times across the

stage', and if she did not snatch a knife,and some

one knock at the door at the same time, it might

end tragically. At the close the worthy Luthier

rescues the king from the hands of the French

soldiers, who have just arrived, and of whose

bravery and love of liberty he is dreadfully

afraid ; so the piece ends satisfactorilj'.

Then comes a little comedy, where the wife is

faithless to the husband, and has a paramour;

then another, where the husband is unfaithful to

the wife, and is supported by a mistress ; then a

satire on the new buildings in the Tuileries, and

on the entire Ministry, and so it goes on. How
it is with the French Opera, I do not know ; it

has become bankrupt, and nothing has been

played in it since I have been here. At the

Academie Royale they give Meyerbeer's Eoherl
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le Diable continually with very great success :

the house is always full, and the music has pleased

universally. Such an outlay of all possible

means of representation, I have never seen upon

the stage ; everyone in Paris that can sin<r or

dance or play, sings,plays and dances in it. The

sujet is romantic : i. e. the Devil appears in it

(that suffices with the Parisians for romance and

imagination). But it is very poor, and if two

brilliant scenes of seduction did not occur in it,

it would produce no effect. The devil is a poor

devil, appears in knightly dress, to tempt astray

his son Kobert, a Norman knight, who loves a

Sicilian princess. He actually brings him to the

point of gambling away all his money and his

personal property (i. e. his sword) at dice ; then

he induces him to commit a sacrilege, gives him

a magic branch, which transports him into the

bed chamber of the aforesaid princess and makes

him irresistible. The son does all this very wil-

lingly; but when at the end he has to sign him-

self away to his father, who declares that he

loves him and cannot live without him, suddenly

the devil, or rather the poet Scribe brings in a

peasant girl, who possesses a will of Robert's

deceased mother, reads it to him, and makes him

so full of doubt, that the devil has to sink through

the trap-door at midnight with his business unac-

complished. Thereupon Kobert marries the

princess, and the peasant girl has been the good

principle. The devil's name is Bertram.—Now
I cannot conceive of any music to such a cold,

calculated piece of fantastical manufacture as

that, and so the opera does not satisfy me ; it is

always cold and heartless, and in that case I feel

no eflect. The people praise the music ; but

where warmth and truth are wanting, I have no

test to apply.

Michael Beer set out to-day for Havre ; it

seems he means to write poetry there, and that

reminds me that, on the first evening that I saw

you at Schadow's, I maintained he was no poet,

and you answered : That is a matter of taste.

Heine I seldom see, because he is entirely ab-

sorbed in liberal ideas, or politics. He published

some time ago si.xty Spring Songs ; only a few

of them seem to me to havs true life and feeling,

but those few are really superb. Have you

already read them ? They are in the second

volume of the " Reisebilder." Borne means to

publish some more volumes of letters ; we are

both full of enthusiasm about Malibran and Tag-

lioni ; all these gentlemen revile and bluster

against Germany and all that is German, but

they cannot speak French decently; I have no

patience with them.

Pardon me for falling into so much gossip ; and

here now I have to write upon the disrespectful

margin of the paper ; but as I once could see

you every day, and now it is so long since I have

seen you, it has become a necessity to me, and

you must not take it ill of me. You had prom-

ised me once, too, to send me a few lines in

answer ; I know not whether I ought to remind

you ot it,but I should like too well to know how you

live, and what there is new in the cupboard in

the corner, how far you have got on with " Mer-
lin," and my "Schwanenritter,"—the name sounds

always like sweet music in my ears,—and whether

you have sometimes thought of me, and of next

May, and of "The Tempest." It is perhaps ex

pecting a great deal, for me to ask you to answer

a letter immediately ; but I fear you will have

quite enough in the first one, and would prefer

not to got a second, and therefore I take heart

and ask you for an answer. But I need not

properly have said this, for you used to know my
wishes, before I could utter them, and if you are

still as friendl)' to me, as you were then, you will

fulfil this desire, as you have done all the others^

So now farewell.

Yonr

Felix Mendelssoiin^ Baethoi.dy.

Paris, .Tan. 14,1832.

I am just beginning to feel myself at home

here, and to know Paris. Verily it is the mad-

dest, liveliest nest that can be imagined ; but it

has only half an interest for one who is no poli-

tician. Therefore I have made myself a cloclri-

naire ; I read my newspaper in the morning.have

my opinion about war and peace, and confess

only among friends, that I know nothing about

it. But that will not do with F., who has been

swept completely into this vortex of dilettantism

and dogmatism, and actually believes himself fit

to be Minister. It is a pity for him, for probably

nothing good will come of it. He has sense

enough to be always occupied, and not enough to

have an occupation,— is dilettante in everything,

and can criticize all well, but he brings nothing

to pass. So we are always on the same familiar

footing, see each other almost daily, like to be

together, but inwardly we remain utter strangers.

He seems to be writing for public jonrnals,is very

much with Heine, and abuses Germany like a

magpie. All this I cannot like, and as I am very

fond of him, it makes me uncomfortable. One
must get accustomed to it, but it is really too sad

to know wherein one fails, and not be able to help

him. Besides he is visibly growing older, and so

this irregular, unoccupied life is less and less to

the purpose.

A . . . has removed from the house of his

parents to the rue Monsi<jny,*' and lives there

body and soul now. I have an " Appeal to All

Men " by P., wherein he lays down his confession

of faith, and invites all to give a portion of their

means, however small, to the St. Simonians. The

appeal also extends to artists, who are to devote

their Art in future to this religion ; to make
better music than Rossini and Beethoven ; to

build temples of peace ; to paint like Raphae_

and David. I have twenty copies of this appeal

which I am to send to you, dear father, as P . . .

commissioned me. I will send nne, and you will

have enough of it ; and that one only by private

opportunity of course.

It is a bad sign for the state of feeling here

that such a monstrous idea, in its repulsive prose

could spring up and gain any influence, so that

for instance many students of the Polytechnic

School have taken part in it. One cannot under-

stand what it will come to, when they lay hold of

the thing so externally : promising to one honor

to another fame, to me a public and applause, to

the poor money,—when they annihilate all effort,

all spirit of progress by their cold estimate o

capacity. And then their ideas of universal phi-

lanthropy, of disbelief in hell, the devil and

damnation, of the destruction of egotism,.—mere

ideas, which one has with us by nature and find

everywhere in Christendom,—without which I

should not wish to live,—but which they regard

as a new invention and discovery, and so keep

* Xbe seat at that time of the Saint Simonians.

repeating every moment, how they mean to

transform the world and make men happy. When
A . . . tells me very calmly, that he has no need

of improving himself, but only others, since he is

not at all imperfect, but perfect,—when they

have nothing but compliments and praises for

themselves, and for every one whom they wish to

win over, admire one's power and talent, and

lament that such great powers should be lost

through all these obsolete ideas of duty, calling

and activity, as formerly understood—it must

seem to one a melancholy mystification. I was

present last Sunday at a meeting, wliere the

Fathers sat in a circle; then came the principal

Father and demanded their reports, praised and

blamed them, addressed the assembled people,and

gave orders;— it almost made me shudder! A.

too has renounced his parents, lives with the

Fathers, his disciples, and seeks to raise a loan

for them.

Enough of this ! Next week a Pole gives a

concert ; in which I have got to play a piece for

six persons with Kalkbrenner, Hiller & Co. ; so

do not be frightened, if you see my name man-

gled somewhere, as in the Messager lately, when

they announced from Berlin the death of Pro-

fessor Flegel (Hegel) ; all the journals have

repeated it. I have got at work again and live

contentedly. I have not yet been able to write

you about the theatres, although they occupy me
a great deal ! But how unmistakeably bitterness

and animosity enter into the smallest comedies
;

how everything has reference to politics ; how

the so-called Romanticism has infected all the

Parisians, until they thina; of nothing at the thea-

tre but the plague, the gallows, the devil and

child-bed ; how one exceeds another in abomina-

tions or liberalism ; and how in the midst of all

these miseres and insanities a talent like Leontine

Fay stands, grace and loveliness itself, untainted

by all this absurdity, which she is obliged to utter

and to act ; and how very strange all these con-

trasts are,—of this another time ! Felix.

I To be continued.)

[The following interesting notice of the Artists' Exliibition

was receiTed too late for our last number. We print it now

entire, though it h-appens that several of the works alluded to

have in the meantime been removed to make room for the

new pictures noticed in the advertisement on first page, which

truly states that the exhibition is now more attractive than

at any previous time. The new hanging screen has just the

right effectin subduing the glare of light overhead, and ren-

ders the room much more pleasant.]

For Dwight's Journal of Music.

Artists' Exhibition,—Studio Building.

The collection here of late has been more attrac-

tive and varied in its choice and selection, than ever

before daring the winter, and yet we regret to say

less visited and encouraged than it deserves.

Among the additions, works of very great merit,

there has ost been placed here a remarkable copy,

life size, of the beautiful Raphael, the San Sisto.

Madonna at Dresden, reputed to be by the great

German artist Retzsch, the illustrator of Faust and

Shakespeare. It may well be. We have not seen

in Europe or elsewhere anything so faithful and satis-

factory. It is worth many engravings, giving soft

and tender effects through chiaro-oscuro, which the

cold burin can never reach ; feeling and mystery.

The quality of the painting is unexceptionable. The

drawing, the modelling, the harmony, tone, grada-

tion and softened outline, delicacy of touch and fin-

ish and handling are very beautiful. Here are divine

eyes in human frames. They look out at you with

seraph startlingness, as surprised to be here ; deepj,
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withdrawn, unworldly, with expression inwoven in

unfathomable depths of feelinij, and intelligence,

foreign to mortal, familiar wilh immortal and spirit-

ual existence. No picture in Europe fastens yoa at

once undeniably and forever before it so much as

this. Here we have the best reproduction of it we

shall probably ever see. Had Raphael left nothing

but this, he might stand as an unequalled artist by a

single work. The coloring, harmonious, is perhaps

a little wanting in richness, though the Madonna's

face is very fine ; but the original has faded. Some
experiment with balsam upon the back of the canvas,

a few years ago, on the occasion of moving it to the

new gallery, brought back the color like a glow or

blush. AVe don't know how long this effect lasted.

This is perhaps the first easel picture in the world,

to all the world. Certainly so if we consider depth

and marvellous character of expression.

The "Vanderteld," is an excellent specimen of

this fine master. For delicacy, aerial feeling, ten-

derness and rich composition, with fine imagination,

we shall not perhaps anywhere see anything better

than this important composition.

Besides these older works. Gat has two of his most

successful pieces, inevitably silvery, light, chaste and

refined in their rendering of the subtle and the less

often noticed effects of nature, the gleam and radi-

ance as of a bright glance, the dove-like tones and

sparkling sheen, the clear, cool, beautiful greys and

suggestive browns, palpable and dear to the artist

eye.

One most interesting piece we notice, calling up

through its associations the fervor and passion ot

youth, or gratifying the calm taste of age. A
work by Severn, the friend of Keats. The stanza

in " Adoniiis " might alone draw one to this work.

Shelley thus celebrates the devotion of the painter to

his poet friend.

"What softer voice Ls hwshed o'er the dead ?

Athwart what brow i.s that dark mantle thrown ?

What form leans sadly o'er the white death bed
In mockery of monumental stone,

The heavy heart heaving without a moan ?

If it be lie, who, gentlest of the wise.

Taufrht, soothed, loved, honored the departed one,

Let me not vex with inharmonious sighs

The silence of that heart's accepted sacrifice."

Severn recognized the genius of Keats and watch-

ed by bis death bed. He has become historical and

is embalmed in the amber of the Gods. This is a

lovely conception admirably carried out, the color-

ing and the painting of Ariel, and the truthfulness

and force with which the bat's head is done are wor-

thy of all praise.

"On the bat's back I do fly

After summer merrily."

The profile portrait of a lady, by Alexander, is a

felicity in the art. Happily dishevelled, it is extreme-

ly elegant, having the grace of nature, refined and

very delicate in color, reminding of Stuart and Sir

Thomas Lawrence, but excelling the latter, being

more simple and less mannered ; and in fact a hap-

py bit of work as one will not often see, in a style

vigorous, easy, and suggestive. Some might call it

too slight, unfinished andt6ketchy,therefore slovenly ;

but the mastery, and happy style and touch, the

force and projection, are conspicuous.

Too much of roughness, and too little of finish

and solidity of work perhaps, are the faults of the

very clever and masterly full length, by Hunt, of the

late Chief Justice Shaw
;
yet how else should we

fairly give this massive, shaggy man ? He speaks to

us with his countenance and head,and with big figure

all over, in his proper character; the rough shock so

full of strength and the broad cast so indicative of
power.

i
The portrait across the corner of the room, by

fSRACKETT, has much merit. A sweetness and sub

lued harmony very noticeable, and something simi-

jar may be remarked of the large portrait of a gentle

jian by Ames.

We love to find pictures where white paint does

not glare upon you. Pure white is a discord in art

never to be tolerated. Nature is not to be painted up

to and literally reproduced, if this were possible It

would not be art in any true or high sense. It must

ever be symbolized and represented, indicated, sug-

gested and implied. There must come into it the

human feeling and sense of form and color ever

varying with individual idiosyncracy. It will be a

subjective as well as objective product ; the factor of

mind as well as matter enters into the result. Could

photography succeed in giving us color as well as

form, it would ndt the more be Art. Feeling is a ne-

cessary element to that, and of the prime ; and in no

regard does art and architecture diff'er more, the ex-

cellent from the indifferent and bad, than in the

exhibition of th's quality. Without it art is as phot-

ography, mechanical and emotionless. Artistic

sense, a peculiar faculty, no more to be defined than

poetry, which never yet yielded to analysis or was

clipped into a definition, and yet is felt, appreciated,

recognized and assented to, is wanted or painting is

no art ; as rhyme and verse may be no poetry,though

stuffing out the line and wearing the mask with ever

so fair a semblance.

The crisp, articulated piece of bank of rock and

wild grass, fronting and looking out on an animated

sea, a stirring, breezy water, by Mrs. Daeeah, is an

excellent bit of landscape, and has qualities not often

seen. We recognise in no other style of landscape

familiar here, the same freshness and subtle, lively

touch, giving the sense, movement and life to every

part, as in some of the same artists' small pieces ex-

hibited through the winter in Messrs. Williams &
Everett's front room. There are no dreary wastes,

dead inches of cold, flat,expressionless, lifeless work.

This is a peculiar characteristic of Turner in his best

period, peculiar in sea pieces, as " St. Michael's

Mount," and " Fishing off Dover," where the whole

surface of the canvas breathes the animation and stir,

the life, change, variety, movement and surface of

transforming and ever revolving nature, fleeting with

shadows and stirring with air. These hear the mark

of being done out of doors and have the salience,

vigor and happiness of sketches, which are ever the

quintessenceof impression and feeling,to bo worked in

with thought and memory. In color too these works

are strong, rich and excellent.

Two pieces byBABCOCK are very remarkable. To us

he is the most creative,original and ideal of our neigh-

boring artists, and is to be classed with Billings for

richness and height of fancy and fineness of genius
;

for they both have it. He works to be sure mostly

by color alone, simply by color, and disdains drawing

somewhat too much. This may be allowed ; hut

what sentiment and suggestion, fancy and romance

he charges it with and makes it convey ! There is

not much range ; hut neither was there in Stotherd,

the Keats of painting, whom this artist very nearly

resembles in conception, feeling and color ; but the

exquisiteness and quality within that range are un-

approachable. The boy reading is a tender and

lovely bit of sweet feeling and simple sentiment and

nature, very carefully articulated and drawn. The

hair is yet in keeping, and one should be cautious to

dispute conclusions with this wondrous imaginative

sense, which is this artists' prerogative and gift.

Rather let us think the defect is in us. Other Artists,

for instance some on the adjoining wall, convey no-

'hing, suggest nothing by high color. It is all posi-

tive and literal, as wanting in sentiment as the taste

of the negro, whose love of harmony never transfers

itself or exhibits its presence through the eye
;
gaudi-

ness is the wear.

If we seek for intensity of presentation without

regard to form, and a feeling for rich color, pure yet

not ideal or stimulating the fancy and feeling, and a

lealine in purple till it becomes lurid, as in Mrs.

Rosetti's work, morbidly almost, alive and creep-

ing, or in delicate tints, lilacs, scarlets, blues and

light vegetable greens, we must go to the modern
pre-Raphaclites. Let us not scorn their aim and

earnestness of purpose; there is genius showing

through it, if they seem fundamentally wrong and

perverse in their obstinacy. The reform they would

introduce is to theoldvagueness and vapid generalities

which preceded them and stood for nature, what

Wordsworth is to the poets of the last century.

—

They have influenced, or rather the spirit of the age

which produced them has influenced other Art prac-

tice, as HoiDoeopathy.though not unimpregnable, has

that measure of truth which has affected all other

practice.

The small water color by Tuener is especially

valuable and interesting. One of the originals of a

series of exquisite vignettes which adorn the illus-

trated editions of Scott, Campbell and Rogers, en-

graved under his own direction in company with

Stotherd's exquisite designs, certainly the most beau-

tiful books ever printed and only to be paralelled by

the old Missals. A more lovely gem is not to be

found. We had the good fortune at the Manchester

exhibition, and oftentimes at Christie's or in some
dealer's in Bond street from time to time,to see these

works exposed for sale, and it was ever a treat to be

enjoyed. The delicacy, aerial quality, softness, ten-

derness, feeling for light and color, gradation, trans-

parency and clearness of shadow, this inexpressi-

ble quality, the very impress of sunny, rare nature

idealized by poetic sentiment and charged with im-

agination, large and running out in spirit into the

infinite and mysterious, as all highest genius does,

yet of a gentleness and ineffable touch sweet as in-

fancy, free as thought—all belong to Turner.

We have not given ourselves room to speak of

the brilliant water colors by Hamilton", which are

here, nor the remarkably powerful pieces by Mrs.

BODISCHON, nor of the fine sepia drawings by
Miss Clarke, which give one the very feeling of

Italy, where the light of Heaven sinks into the deep

embayed chestnut woods clothing the"many-folded"

hills, and there seems to be a communion of feeling

and interchange of lustrous glance and warm life in-

terfused between the calm earth below and the un-

troubled sky above—all breathing peace and happi-

ness. Let those who have wandered near the baths

of Lucca in summer time, recognize the charm.

But if the Boston public value Art, let this exhi-

bition be visited. In London or Paris at this season

the room would be crowded. No better opportunity

can be had within our reach of acquiring relish for

Art or enjoying it when once had, than has lately

been offered in this pleasant resort. It must be con-

fessed Boston is backward in its knowledge and en-

couragement of Art. There is not seen here, in this,

the reflection of the cultivation,refinement and intel-

ligence of the age, as in science, philosophy and lit-

erature. We fear the community is in essence too

Puritan (we mean in no offensive sense,but intensity

with limited sympathies), intellectual and staid, ever

to be impressible and artistic. Laudable attempts

have been made, inducements offered, but the sense

of enjoyment and the sustained interest are inherent-

ly wanting. The neighborhood was a grave to

Allston's genius, who would have been the first

artist of the Anglo-Saxon world, had he lived in the

old countries. Still Art growth and culture, so desir-

able a resource here and qualification of the intro-

verted and over, intellectual life, so productive of re-

finement, and corrective to a harsh, literal, material

life, unimaginative and cold, without the incentive

to feeling and poetry a rich backward Past affords

with all its wealth of ruin, tradition, association
;

picturesqueness in costume and manners; variety in

life ; cathedral, pyramid and immemorial stone
;

study in forms and modes ; accumulated wealth of

past genius, the evidence of man's life and labor for
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countless fenerations inwoven and impressed on the

face of nature and starting up in every land, must

necessarily be slow. Let us not neglect our oppor-

tunities to cultivate it. It is a duty perhaps ; as much

as intellectual education, is the ^Esthetic.

The courtesy and kindness of the owners who

contribute these rare works, and the patience and

modesty of artists who await recognition and en-

couragement from a public they must themselves

educate, cannot be too much commended. Those

who have delighted in the annual exhibition con-

tributed by private owners in London, called the

British Institution, may entertain some hope of find-

ing such a resource in future in this pleasant, taste-

ful and successful building, whose riant and harmo-

nious character and cheerful aspect, adaptation to pur-

pose, and therefore constructive propriety, though in

a Rococo style, are its own justification and invite

one at once and hold one as by a spell. No addition

to Boston streets of late years, or conspicuous erec-

tion in a beautiful open neighborhood, equals it for

character and attraction. It enlivens the street, and

the more for the hideous and pretentious abortions

that are next to it, and the sombre and too massive

hotel. S.

Handel and Haydn Society.

Secretary's Report, Mat 26th, 1862.

3Ir. President and Gentlemen :

But a little more than one year ago, the dark, por-

tentous cloud of Disunion—at first no bigger than a

man's hand—burst on this, till then, happy and pros-

perous people ; and the hydra-headed monster, Re-

bellion, was let loose to scatter desolation and distress

in his lawless pathway over our beautiful land. In

the midst of all this tumult, how could Music,

—

sweet handmaid of charity and all the virtues— do

more than raise her head at intervals to catch a

glimpse of the events of the passing hour ; or it may

be, to lend her soothing voice to the poor defender

of her country languishing on a bed of pain, whom

she had aided to go forth in the noble cause, or, when

success had perched on the triumphant banners of

the Union, rejoicing with those who rejoice, at the

speedy prospect of a once more peaceful and happy

country. This is no fancy sketch ; would that it

were.

In the early days of rebellion, when every heart

and every hand was engaged in the work of preser-

vation, this Society, desirous of aiding in the good

work, however humbly, offered the proceeds of a

concert,—given for the purpose of arming and equip-

ping troops to go forth in the service of the country

to the Governor of the State ; which oflTer was ac-

cepted with gratitude by the chief magistrate, in the

name of the Commonwealth.

At a later period, when the army hospitals became

filled with our brave men, either from sickness or

wounds received on the field of battle, we again

offered our services in the cause of the Sanitary

Commission ; and the result was such as to gratify

every friend of the soldier, and to send a thrill of de-

light through the bosoms of those brave men at the

thought that, though far away from those they held

most dear on earth, and languishing on beds of sick-

ness and pain ; they were not forgotten.

To those artists who assisted us in giving so sue"

cessfully the two concerts mentioned, the Society

would acknowledge obligations.

When, after a long series of disasters, our arms

were at last crowned with victory, and rebellion had

met with serious checks, the Handel and Haydn So-

ciety, — in sympathy with the whole community, —
offered np a Grand " Te Deum " and a " Hymn of

Praise " in gratitude to an all-wise providence, for

our successes ; and a multitude of listeners,—promi-

nent among whom were the chief magistrate of our

State, surrounded by a body of officers just released

fi'om the prisons of a Southern city, testified to the

peculiar fitness of the entertainment to the occasion.

Such, Mr. President, is a portion of the record of the

Handel and Haydn Society during the twelve months

last passed.

In addition to the concerts before named,—in ac-

cordance with Jong established custom — " The

Messitih " was given, at Christmas ; and " The

Creation " was also performed at Easter ; making in

all four concerts since the annual meeting of last

year ; the concert for raising funds for the troops

having been given just previous to that time.

The weekly rehearsals of the society.—since the

commencement of the season in October,—have been

very well attended ; though large numbers are in

the constant habit of absenting themselves until on

the eve of a performance ; much to the annoyance

of those who are more constant in attendance ; and

to the serious detriment of a correct performance of

the Oratorio.

At the suggestion of your Secretary, in his last

annual report, a committee was appointed to consider

and report on this and other grievances referred to

in that report ; including also the subject of an as-

sessment. That committee entered upon their duties

with a full determination to get at the true state of

the case. After a very careful investigation of the

whole subject, an assessment on each of the mem-

bers was reccommended as a necessity, and other im-

portant changes were also proposed ; but in view of

the critical state of the times, it was decided, by the

Society, in a meeting called expressly for the pur-

pose, to let the proposed changes lie over for a time ;

which was undoubtedly, a judicious conclusion to

arrive at, under the circumstances.

Five gentlemen have been admitted tomember.ship

during the season, and four have received an honora-

ble discharge from the Society.

The number of those who may have been removed

by death is not known ; but one,who for a long series

of years served you as your secretary, has been call-

ed to his last account. Wm. Leaenard closed his

earthly labors on the evening of our last annual

meeting ; and this simple announcement is intended

as an humble tribute of respect to his memory.

Some of our most active members are fighting the

battles of our country—our President too has volun-

tarily gone forth in the noble work of alleviating the

sufferings of the sick and wounded—and others ot

our number have left the city for more lucrative em-

ployment than could be obtained here ; so that our

chorus has not been so full as in some past seasons

;

yet we have been enabled to produce the great Ora-

torios in a creditable manner.

A few incidents in the past history of the Handel

and Haydn Society, which I shall refer to very brief-

ly, may not be unprofitable at this time, and I know

you will pardon me for this digression from the main

subject. The act of incorporation under which the

Handel and Haydp Society is organized, bears date

Feb. 1816, to which is attached the signature of

Caleb Strong, Governor, and the broad seal of the

old Bay State. From the date of our oi-ganization,

(which was one year previous to the date of

the act of incorporation) to the present time,—

a

period of nearly half a century—this society has been

earnestly engaged in the labor of bringing before the

public the great works of the greatest masters of the

musical art that the world has ever known ;
and,

without more than a passing word relative to the

complete revolution that was brought about through

the instrumentality of the Handel and Haydn Socie-

ty in the music of the church during the early days

of our organization, I shall refer, in a very few

words, to the charities ofthe Society, which have been

extended over the the -whole term of our existence,

whereby thousands of dollars have been obtained,

through our public performances, and distributed to

the poor and destitute around and among ns. Han-

del's Oratorios were first produced in the cause o

the poor, and we have found the performance of the

" Messiah " to be a fruitful source of income for

similar purposes.

Wo have united our voices with those of our own

city government and others on various occasions o

festivity and mourning ; and whether in celebrating

tlie introduction of the Cochituate Water to our

dwellings,in "Thanks to God" for the priceless boon

;

or the erection of a Statue to the patriot Warren

under the shade of yonder granite shaft ; or engaged

in the more solemn service of chanting a requiem in

memorv of a departed chief magistrate of the nation,

or of our own great New England statesman ; the

service was ever cheerfully performed. Is not the

record of the Handel and Haydn Society sufficiently

honorable and useful to enlist the sympathies and

support of a community like this in ourbeh.alf ?

We have, by the most unwearied exertions, and

by pursuing a straightforward course, established for

ourselves an honorable name both at home and

abroad : but we need something more than an hon-

orable name, however much we may prize that de-

signation ; we need a Fund, and it is due to the city

of Boston that an institution whose record is as clear

as ours, should not be left to struggle on in this un-

certain manner ; compelled to count the cost and

calculate the chances of success before entering on

the performance of any work, however meritorious

it may be. We are also debarred,fortbe same reason,

from the purchase and importation of new music of

real worth that we should otherwise obtain for prac-

tice and performance
;
yet fwe have never allowed

these undeniable fiicts to gain possession of us to the

exclusion of all others ; for while practicing the most

rigid economy in every department, and thoroughly

weighing the chances of pecuniary success or loss,

we are ever ready to sieze on every opportunity, for

presenting to the public such works as we may from

time to time obtain, which may be calculated to

please or instruct. Through the liberality of our able

and accomplished Conductor, Mr. Zerrahn, and

our no less able and accomplished Organist and

Pianist, Mr. Lang,—who both met us at the com-

mencement of the season in a manner corresponding

with the times—we have been enabled to go through

the season without loss ; and the thanks of this Soci-

ety are due to those gentlemen for this result.

To more firmly unite the members of this society,

one to another—to strengthen—to elevate the society

as a whole up to the highest point of musical culture

as a choral body, should be our aim and constant

endeavor ; and though stringent rules and rigid dis-

cipline, and attentive and constant rehearsals are

absolutely necessary, yet it is idle to suppose that the

high degree of excellence sought can be attained

without a due regard to the social element as well as

the disciplinary. There is too little of the social ele-

ment in our organization and too much coldness and

reserve, which it should be our aim to overcome.

A social gathering of some description at the close

of, or some time during the season, we are confident,

would very materially increase the interest of mem-

bers, in all things relating to the affairs of the Socie-

ty. The hope that this suggestion may be deemed

of sufficient importance hereafter to induce a trial, is

the only remark I shall offer on this subject at the

present time.

A more evenly balanced choir as to numbers and

strength of voice on each part, is another very impor-

tant consideration. This may be a difficult matter

In consequence of a natural preponderance of Soprano

over Contralto voices ; and of Basses over Tenors
;

but a more perfect balance than that which we usu-j

ally have, we are confident may be obtained ; though.

I say it with all due deference to the Committeei

having this matter in charge so far as relates to our!

Soprano and Alto choirs.
,

In England,—where they have reduced the subject)
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of a perfect balance of parts to a mathematical cer'

tainty as to effects,—the result has been demonstrated

than an equal number of voices on each part is far

more effective in a large chorus than any other com-

binations. So too with the Band accompaniment, a

larger number of middle instruments—as second

violins, violas and violoncellos—are now employed

than formerly ; and the effect is fonnd to be vastly

more majestic and grand in the great Oratorios of

Handel.

While on this subject, allow me to revert briefly to

a few matters connected with the great Handelian

Triennial Festival to be held at the Crystal Palace

in London during th ! last week of June. The divi-

sion of the choir is as follows : 810 Sopranos, 810

Alto, 750 Tenor, and 7.')0 Bass, making a chorus of

3120 thor uirhly trained voices; and the Orchestra,

or Band as it is termed by them, consists of 98 first

Violins and 98 second do., 75 each Violas, Violon-

cellos and Double Basses, together with 86 Wind

instruments properly distributed, making in all 505.

The division of parts in the Concerts of the Sacred

Harmonic Society is slightly different, 130 voices

to each part, making a chorus of 520 in the regular

concerts of the society, with an orchestra of 121.

In a pamphlet prospectus of the coming festival,

issued by Mr. Manager Bowley, we find the follow-

ing in reference to the great festival of 1859, when

twelve hundred were gathered together, independent

of the Band, in the performance of Handels' Orato-

rios, lie says :
" For the last day's performance in

1859 the sum of " Sixteen Thousand Pounds was

received for tickets "
! and adds :

" with what addi-

tional satisfaction must this be regarded, when it is

borne in mind that this unparalleled amount was

obtained by the representation of that stupendous

masterpiece of musical art, ' Israel in Egypt," the

Oratorio of Oratorios ! It has taken one hundred

and twenty years to arrive at a full appreciation of

its merits "
!

As to the excellence of the performance of "Israel

in Egypt," and the effect thereof, M. Meyerbeer is

quoted as having declared that, " with all his life-

'ong varied experiences of the greatest musical

solemnities in all countries, " Israel in Egypt," at

the Handel Festival, had far surpassed them all."

And yet when this same great work was performed

here, by the Handel and Haydn Society, some two

or three years since,—and well performed too con-

sidering the inadequacy of the choir as to numbers

to give this massive composition its full effect—the

carping critics brought all their mighty batteries to

bear in a flood of ridicule not only upon the Oratorio,

but on the Society for resuscitating a work that had

long been shelved, as they said in England, and

should be bui'ied so low here as never to reach the

daylight again !

The Musical Festival of 1857—the first of the

kind ever attempted in this country, inaugurated and

successfully carried through by this Society—demon-

strated, beyond the shadow of a doubt, the feasibility

of bringing together large bodies of competent vocal-

ists at stated periods for the performance of the great

Oratorios of Handel, Mendelssohn, and others ; and

also an audience to sustain the great undertaking

with hearty and substantial support.

The experience of that period should not be thrown

away ; a festival of majestic proportions should be

given in Boston, triennially, at least ; and we are

sanguine in the belief that each recurrence of such a

festival would be hailed with delight by both per-

formers and auditors. Such festivals should be

participated in by all who are competent to a dis-

charge of the duties imposed—the proper rendering of

I

those massive works of genius that so electrify the

English people. The best singers in our City and
' Suburban choirs would consider it a privilege to

unite with others, for such a purpose ; and a chorus,

such as has never yet been heard in this country

would thus be gathered at stated periods ; the indi-

vidual members of which would derive a beneficial

experience to be obtained in no other way ; and in

the place of the operatic light and trashy music too

often heard in our houses of worship at the present

day, the taste of those having this department of

worship in charge would be elevated and improved,

and a more devotional style of music, it is hoped,

would take its place.

A glorious future I am confident, is before us, if

we but adhere to tlie principles of the founders of the

society, and the course so long and so successfully

pursued by them, which has caused the name and

fame of the Handel &, Haydn Society to be respected

by all true lovers of sacred music, both at home and

abroad.

Eespectfiilly submitted,

LoRiNO B. Barnes, Secretary.

London.

Opening op the International Exhibition.

—We take the following account of the performance

of the music (having already copied an analysis of

the compositionsj, from the Musical World of May 3.

The ceremonial music on Thursday was a triumph-

ant success. As was expected, the enormous crowd
of people exercised a salutary influence in checking
and concentrating the body of sound. In the verses

of the National Anthem, which should have preced-

ed the address delivered by Lord Granville (but were
really sung while he was delivering it at the other

end of tlie building), and the procession up the nave
to the eastern dome, the women's voices came upon
the ear with a clear .tnd silvery tone that was emin-

ently musical and delightful. In the responses with

full chorus and orchestra, it is true, the reverberation

might be described as excessive, if placed in com-
parison with what it wonld be in an ordinary concert

hall, on however large a scale ; but th'S drawback,
which all musicians knew to be inevitable, was
condoned in a great measure by a peculiar mellowness,

softening the asperity of the louder instruments, and
by a certain indefinable grandeur to which it were
vain to seek a parallel, except at the Handel Festival

in the Crystal Palace. But the National Anthem to

English ears sounds gratefully and well under any
conditions, always excepting those to which it is oc-

cassionally submitted at our Italian Opera Houses.
The real test, both of chorus and orchestra, was to

come.
The " special musical performances" commeiiced

with the magnificent piece which, under the name of

"Ouverture en forme de marche," the most celebrat-

ed composer now living, and still incessantly and
busily engaged in the pursuit of fame, has contrib-

uted to our great industrial festival. Though per-

haps, on the whole, not more carefully executed, or

with more precision,than at the rehearsal on Wednes-
day, the effect of the overture was,for obvious reasons,-

at least thrice as great ; and this must have been ad-

mitted by M. Meyerbeer himself, not the least re-

markable personage among the brilliant assemblage
near the eastern dome. 'The "Triumphal March,"
with which it opens, played as it was by the giant-

orchestra of picked musicians and first-class ama-
teurs, would have roused the ardor of ever so phleg-

matic and unwilling a hero. The " clang" of the

wind instruments, imposing and superb,nevertheless,

allowed the "strings," high and low,to speak out and
be heard. The richly developed melody of the

"trio"— where the army of violins sounded as a

single fiddle, with such close precision were they

handled, while the bright touches which the master

has laid on so delicately in the "wind" parts brought

out the leading theme in all the stronger prominence

—was felt as an exquisite relief, the war-march on

its re-appearance seeming to have gathered two-fold

pomp and splendor. 'The Marche Eeligieuse was
played to absolute perfection. At the end—where
the sounds die away into "pianissimo," the violins

dwelling upon the highest notes of the register had
an effect quite novel and delicious. Notwitlistand-

ing the rapid rate at which Mr. Costa took the last

movement—the "Quick March" (or "Pas Redouble")

—its crisp and lively theme assailed the ear with

marked and singular distinctness. In the exciting

passagje of "crescendo"—which accumulates force at

every step, until the proudly defiant air of " Rule
Britannia" proclaims the triumphant climax, the

shrill tones of the piccolo, the serried roll of the

kettle drums, and the penetrating notes of the clarion

deciding the martial character of the ensemble— the

happy device by which the composer gradually an-

nounces the advent of our naval^Song of Victory,

came out almost as emphatically, and with as much
point, as at the first rehearsal in Exeter Hall.

—

Such, at least, was our own impression from the

south-eastern gallery. The fugue, too, of which
"Rule Britannia" constitutes the leading subject

—

amid all its elaborate contrivances of counterpoint,

ingeniously distributed among the various instru-

ments—was just as clear ; and tlie coda, where the

host of fiddlers, screaming, as it were, for predom-
inance, strive with continually augmenting power to

drown the familiar phrases of that noble melody

—

but vainly, inasmuch as it is heard in all sorts of un-

expected places, vigorous and invincible as when it

first bursts forth—wound up with brilliancy a per-

formance that, even regardless of the exceptional

conditions under which it took place, was one of

the grandest we remember, and which must assur-

edly have satisfied M. Meyerbeer.
Mr. Costa now yielded the baton to M. Sainton,

but remained in the orchestra near the condnctor's

place, while that gentleman directed the perform-

ance of the Ode which our Poet Laureate and our

Cambridge Professor of Music conjointly furnished

for this memorable occasion. The new composition

of Professor Sterndale Bennett loses nothing by
closer familiarity. The admirable verses of Mr.
Tennyson could hardly have been wedded to music

in a more kindred spirit. The execution of the

work was happily all that could have been wished.

The opening corah—
'Uplift a thousand Toices full and sweet,

In this wide hall with earth's inventioDS stored.

And praise the invisible, universal Lord,"

—the appropriate thank-offering at this important

festival was sung with remarkable decision, and a

justness of intonation that never seemed to waver.

The effect of the trumpets, giving out the melody of

the corale in unison with the upper voices, was ex-

tremely solemn and impressive. The next move-
ment, in the minor key

—

" silent father of our Icings to be.

Mourned in this golden hour of jubilee,

For this, for all, we weep our thanks to thee? "

—must have made its way to the hearts of all the

vast assembly. Had an illustrious lady,whose gentle

rule is one of the dearest privileges of this great

country, been present at this performance, she conid

hardly fail to have been moved by a passage in which
poet and musician have vied with each other in giv-

ing forcible expression to a sentiment that is unani-

mous among us. We knowof nothing more pathetic

than the treatment of the last line, where the words
" We Aveep " are reiterated, in touching and plaintive

harmony, as though the asseveration could not be

made too often. Here the power of embodying deep
feeling possessed by music is strikingly exemplified.

Mr. 'Tennyson was happy in being associated with a
musician able to appreciate a thought which in deli-

cacy he himself has rarely surpassed, and, more-
over, to give it ample and sympathetic expression.

The members of the chorus, too, seemed to

enter into the sentiment both of poetry and music,

and delivered the passage from beginning to end as

if they thoroughly felt its significance. The enume-
ration of the wonders of the Palace, which comes
next, was not quite so satisfactory, although one
part of it (and that the most melodious and graceful)

" And shapes and hues of Art divine," &c.

—was irreproachable. The choral recitative a la

Mendelssohn (" And is the goal so far away ?") ; the

reference to the opening corale—
" Oh ye, the wise who think, the wise who reign,"

and the whole of the final chorus—in which the com-
poser borrows the theme of the corale, to extend and
develope it into a movement of sustained beauty and
interest, as melodiously flowing as it is full of senti-

ment—offered no point for criticism. A marked
impression was created by the passage in unison to

the words

—

" Breaking their mailed fleets and armed towers,

And ruling by obeying nature's powers."

—one of the most original and impressive in the Ode.
The orchestral accompaniments were beyond re-

proach ; and indeed the gener.il execution of Profes-

tor Bennett's unaffectedly beautiful work was credit-

able to all concerned—in an equal degree to singers,

plaj'crs, and conductors.

'The overture of M. Anber wound up the " special

music " with extraordinary spirit. Mr. Costa (who
after the Ode resumed his position at the head of the

orchestra) directed the performance with his wonted
energy; and certainly had the renowned French
musician been present he would have found little to
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complain of. The slow movement, for cornets and
trombones, wns almost as elcar in its details as if the

performance had taken place in the Jlanover Sqnare
Kooms or St. Jnmcs's Hall. The tones of the firas.^

instrument.^, .softened and mellowed, indeed, hy the

vastness of the arena over which they were compcHcd
to travel, ha I a peculiarly charminp: effect. The
M:irch,so broad, viirornns, and inspiritinjr ; the beau-

tiful phrase of melcdy for the violin.s,wIiich contrasts

with it so pracefuUy ; tlie stirrincr ritornpVe^ with its

trills in the acute register of the first fiddles, and its

quaint " pizzirain^' for the rest of ttie strintred instru-

ments ; and, lastly, the n-ny and animated cof/rj,which

officiates as " /ws rcdouhle"—in a work not only

brilliant as a whole, but piquant and lively in every

part, the composition of wliich by one something
more than an octofrenarian is a feat without parallel

—weie, one and all, brouirht out with remarkable
point and clearness. Nothincr cnuld have been writ-

ten better calculated to occupy tlie place assij^ned to

this very capital overture, or to leave that sense of
tinalloyed and pleasurjihle enjoyment which it is so

frequent a privilcnre of M. Auher's music to create.
" To him, as to M. Meyerbeer and Professor Stern-

dale Bennett"—s.ays the Times—"the thanks of Her
Majesty's Commissioners in particular and of the

public generally are due. Never ^\cre tasks gratui-

tously undertaken accomplislied more worthily, or

with a more evident desire to show that the labor,

though gratuitous, was one of love. From Professor
Beimet, as an Knglisliman, this was to he expected
as a matter of course ; hut from the distinguished

foreigners with whom lie had the honor to be associ-

ated, althongh it was pretty sure we should get noth-

ing indifferent, we had scarcely a right to look for

compositions so far ,ibove the ordinary mark as to

encourage a belief that they may be destined to a

place among the lasting products of genius."

How Handel's mighty choral hymns^the " Halle"

lujnh " and "Amen" from tlie Messiah — which
coming directly after the prayer of the Bishop of
London, Ibrmcil a portion of the religious ceremony,
lo\iered above everything else in sublimity, it is

almost superfluous to relntc. Tlie mnltitudinous
shouts of praise and glorification ; the tremendous
declarations of faith, in those most impressive and
wonderful of choral unisons—" For the Lord God
omnipotent reigneth," and " He shall reign for ever
and ever," the reiteration of the attributes and digni-

ties of the " Almighty," where the voices, soaring
upwards, scale by scale, convey an idea of limitless

aspiration, in the " HalleUijah ;
" and the astonishing

grandeur of the ' Amen,"—an instance of power
accumulating and advancing through successive

stages up to an overwhelmihg climax, unparalleled

in choral music—made their accustomed impression,
edifying and deligluing ail hearers in an equal meas-
ure. That they were superbly delivered will be at

once believed. With an orchestra and chorus of such
unusual magnitude and unprecedented efficiency,this

could hardly fail to be the ca,se. Why, however,they
should be joined together at the expense of the
" Hallelujah," upon which imperishable masterpiece
profane hands have been laid, to fit it to the emergen-
cy, it is difficult to see. The two choruses, which
belong to difl^'erent parts of the oratorio,have nothing
in common but their sublimity. Moreover, being
both in the same key of P, they could have followed
each other in due course, without either being cut
and maincd ; or if this was found impracticable, one
of the two should have been dispensed with.

After the " Amen " the National Anthem was
again sung, and with this the music to the religious

part of the ceremony came to a conclusion. The
Duke of Cambridge then rose, pnd in a loud voice
said, by command of the Queen, I now declare the
Exhibition open." The trumpets of the Life Guards
saluted the announcement with a prolonged fanfare,
and the crowd echoed it back with a cheer, which
was taken up and speedily spread from one end of
the building to the other.

RoYAi, Italian Opera.— {From the Musical
World, May 3.—The PropJigle was repeated on Sat-
urday and Tuesday. The cast is the same as last

season, comprising Mad. Csillag, as Fides ; Mad.
RudeisdorflT, Bertha

; Jean of Leyden, Signor Tam-
berlik ; Oberthal, Signor Tagliafico ; and three ana-
hapti.sts, Signors NeriBaraldi and Polonini and M.
Zelger. M. Meyerbeer, who has arrived in London
for the purpose of hearing his new march-overture,
written for the Exhibition, must surely be gratified

to find his operas in such favor with the fastidious
audiences of Covent Garden.

Meyerbeer's Dinorah was given on Monday night
for the firet time this season, and introduced Sig.
Gardoni in his original character of Corentino. The
cast was, we believe, identical with that when the
opera was first produced, and included Mad. Miolan-

Carvalho, as Dinorah ; M. Faure, as Hoel ; Mad.
Nantier-Didiee, as the female, and Sig. Neri-Baraldi,

as the male goatherd. Sig. Gordoni made his first

appearance these two years, and received the welcome
(hie to his abilities. Sig. Gardoni make his first ap-
pearance in England in 1847—the ,Tcnny Lind epoch
— at Her Majesty's Theatre, and was then very
young. Ilis voice now appears in as good condition

as when first we heard him. This is to be attributed

to an excellent method—the true Italian method

—

and to the fact that he has never sung in any of the

grand French operas. That Sig. Gardoni sings the

part of the half-witted piper in Diiwrnh to perfection

no one will deny, nor that he shows greater vocal

skill in the music of Meyerbeer than in that of Kos-
sini. His forte lies in the sentimental line, and his

voice, in its sympathetic quality, seems to have been
intended by nature for love essays. Mad. Miolan-
Carvalho has made her reputation in England in

the character of Dinorah. Dinorah, in fact, is her

nheralrk halaille. M. Faure's Hoel was as masterly
as ever, nor did he ever sing the music more admira-
bly. The house was not full, hut it was an "extra"
night, and the Easter holidays were not quite over.

The Tiwes of May 6, describes the re-appearanee

of Adelina Patti, in the Smmawbiila, the character in

which her earliest laurels at Covent Garden last year

were won :

The brilliant reception of last night gives fair

reason to believe that the interest in Mademoiselle
Pajti will he maintained this season at its height.

What was written on the occasion of her first per-

formance might be repeated almost word for word,
and apply just as well. We can detect, indeed, bnt

little diflf'erence. Her voice seems to have gained in

power, and her singing is spontaneity. But the pe-

culiarities of her vocalization—its technical defects

no less than its indefinable cliarm, its occasional de-

relictions from severe purity of style no less than its

warmth of expression and engaging tenderness, tho=e

beauties and these faults, in short, wliich makes up a

sum-total as irresistibly captivating as it is unhack-
neyed—remain much as they were before. As an
actress, Mademoiselle Patti lias made a decided ad-

vance. We can recall nothing more graceful, nothing
more impassioned, than the scene of the bedchamber,
where the distracted Amina strives in vain to per-

suade Elvino of her innocence. It was difficult to

account for the stubborn incredulity of her lover, so
earnest was her manner, so eloquent her appeal, so

heart-rending her agony of dispair. Nor do we re-

member to have seen an audience so thoroughly
moved to sympathy. The fall of the curtain was a
complete triumph for Mademoiselle Patti, who Avas

recalled before the lamps, to be literally overwhelm-
ed with applause. The mill-scene was, in another
way, quite as impressive. To endow with more ex-
quisite sentiment the beautiful slow movement, "Ah
non eredea mirarti," would be simply impossible.

So perfect was it, indeed, that we were almost angry
with the descending scale—beginning with " E flat,

in alt," (our readers must pardon the technical allus-

ion)—which, however capitally achieved, seemed out
of sorts with an exhibition of such deep feeling.

—

The final rondo, "Ah non giunge," was, of course, a
brilliant display, and, of course, the second verse was
overloaded with ornaments ("Jioriture" ) m^^fi " tours

de force." It told in the " bravura" style ; it told its

tale nevertheless, as from time immemorial. Again
Mademoiselle Patti was recalled, and again honored
with such a tribute of applause as can only be
elicited when an audience has been roused to enthu-
siasm.

Signor Gardoni—probably as excellent an Elvino
as the Italian stage at present can boast—sang all his

music well (the famous scena, "Tutto e sciolto," ad-

mirably) ; Signor Tagliafico was as gentlemanly a
Count as conld be imagined ; and Madame Taglifico

as pert and malicious a Lisa. The bouse was
crowded, and among the audience were MM. Mey-
erbeer and Verdi, whose presence no doubt stim-

ulated the performers, one and all, to unwonted
exertion. At any rate Bellini's delightful pastoral

has seldom, on the whole, been better done—even at

this theatre.

To-night Sig. Mario makes bis first appearance,
the opera being Un Ballo in Maschera. On Thurs-
day the So7inambula will be repeated.

Sig. Verdi's Cantata, written for the opening of

the International Exhibition, but excluded from per-

formance, was to be pfoduced at Her Majesty's

Theatre with full band and chorus, under the super-

intendence of the composer. The solo parts, intend-

ed for Tamberlik, have been altered for Mile. Titjens

by Sig. Verdi.

Sbigljfs loiirna:! of Mmt.
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Music in this Number. .— Continuation of Chopin's

Mazurkas.

Concerts of the Week.

Ohchestral Uniox.— The sixteenth and

last of the pleasant Wednesday Afternoon feasts

of orchestral music took place this week, and was

a particularly good one. Programme, weather,

audience,—hundreds of fresh and eager listeners,

out of the thousands from all parts of the coun-

try thronging the city this week to attend the re-

ligions and philanthropic Anniversaries.—young

patriot soldiers, too, suddenly summoneiJ for a

supposed emergency to Washington, whose ser-

vices after all were not required,—the unusual

life and social stimulus of sucli a week, all con-

spired to give new interest to the bright and

peaceful hour. A more brilliant array of salient

youth and beauty, with richer relief of experi-

enced, thoughtful, philanthropic faces, has seldom

graced the Music Hall. And for the emotions of

such a week with its two-fold excitement, the re-

ligious and patriotic, what word more fit and

timely than a grand Symphony of Beethoven,

with the grand image of the composer looking

down there on the orchestra !

The programme was the best that we have yet

had for an afternoon ; and the attention with

which such a list of solid works was followed by

so large and in great part so young a crowd (al-

ways allowing for little eddies of ill-bred whisper

and disorder here and there in corners) does

show real growth of public interest in good music.

First carne Beethoven's fiery, concise, pathetic,

tragic overture to ' 'Egmont "—music all in earn-

est—;no dilettante dallying and waste of feeling ;

the temper of the week could feel the force of

such a work better than usual. A Strauss Waltz

followed, called " Gedanken Fluif (flight of

thought)—to the end, we suppose, that thoughts

might fly away, and gay life dance in the eyes,

and almost in the feet, of youth. A brilliant,

pretty thing for recreation. Then serious

thought, with depth of feeling, and high kindling

enthusiasm, taxing all the attentive and respon-

sive faculties, came back, aud for a longer spell,

with the sublime Seventh Symphony. In spite

of the want of a sufficient mass of stringed in-

struments to balance and to blend the rest, it was

so rendered as to hold the general attention to

the end. The two middle movements,— that

mysterious, solemn Allegretto, and the Scherzo,

with the whole heavens opening upon its climax

of joy in the Trio—were much applauded.

Mr. WuLF Fries stole away the hearts, at all

events the fresh ones, of his audience, by the

sweet, rich tones, especially the harmonic echoes,

of his violoncello in a little solo by Alard, called

"Sounds from the Alps." It was both short and

sweet, and he was forced to repeat it, the sover-

eign will of the people being peremptory. The

soothing, mellow horn-toned, beautiful Nocturne

from Mendelssohn's "Midsummer Night's Dream"

music woke far other and not less entrancing

echoes in the soul. Finally, with its luxury of

color and superb contour, Rossini's Semiramide

overture—the most effective rendering of that

afternoon—brought the concert, and the "season"
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to a lively and refreshing termination. Thank-

ing the orchestra and their conductor, Mr.

Zerrahn, for so much that has been good dur-

ing the winter arid spring, we must now content

ourselves to forego the sound of orchestras until

the summer of Nature shall give way once more

to the social summer of the cold months.

Musical Service Ekppiated.—St.F.iul's clinrcli

was perfectly crammed again on Mnnrlay evening, in

spite of the military excitement outside, with listen-

ers to Dr. Tuckerman's interestins array of speci-

mens of Church Music from the fourtli century to

Rossini's Quando Corpus.

Part I, a mixed prelude to the historical scries,w.is

the same as before. We foimd the interminable

monotone of the introductory sentence of Tallis's

old Cathedral Service just as torturing, and the com-

monest chord cadence, when it did come at last in

the Amen, just as refreshing, and oven magically

startling in the midst of such a dry Sahara. AVe

were more struck, too, on an second hearing by the

solid excellence of some parts of Dr. Tuckcrman's

own Te Dawn, Benedictus, and Quartet for female

voices.

Part II, was changed in one number ; Stradella's

" Pieta Signore" bass solo, being substituted for an

English anthem,and admirably sung by Mr.PowEKS
;

and the organ accompaniment gave it a very antique,

sombre, interesting background. Otherwise this part

of the programme stood as before. First came the

ancient monkish specimens : the Ambrosian Chant

(A. D. 384), eight bars of not so much melancholy

as listless unison, in a minor key ; the plain chant by

Guido (A. D. 1022), eight bars of unison equally

empty, only major ; tiie " Diaphouia," setting teeth

on edge with fifths and fourths(thirds and sixths being

then considered syrens of this world) ; a Harmony in

Two Parts (Senerf(c(»s), by Franco (A. D. 1100),

seven bars, containing harmony indeed, but of a sour

kind ; aud a lengthy English Te Deum of the six-

teenth century, by John Marbeck, all in unison, and

humdrum.

Then came, as before, a beginning of real music,

developed in full, flowing eonnterpoiut : the Lainen-

talio (brief sentence for four voices, sad and touch-

ing) and the superb Sanctiis, by Palestrina. Then

Farrant's anthem (lOth century), and the bass Solo

by Stradella ; and then, what probably by its great

fame drew more people than any other piece, the

Miserere by AUcgri (A. D. 1635). This strangely

impressive old composition contains far less than one

commonly imagines after listening to travellers

'

reports. About twenty measures of the same tune,

same harmony, are repeated five or six times over to

the different sentences of words, the only variation

being in the breaking up of long notes by short syl-

lables, and a few bars of final Coda. A choir of five

voices (two soprani, alto, tenor and bass) alternates

all the time with a choir of four (soprani, alto and

bass). The first choir delivers its whole message in

eleven bars of solemnly and curiously interwoven

harmony in G minor. The second choir continues the

story in the same style in ten bars. That is the whole of

it. But there is something exceedingly grand, solemn

and unusual in these chord processions. All is in

keeping, and we can well imagine that, with all tlie

accessories of Holy Week in Rome, and with the

traditional modulation of the voices of the Papal

choir, it must produce a deep effect. Intrinsically

as a musical composition, it contains very little. And
some writers maintain that Allegri really furnished

nothing but these twenty bars of melody, and that

the harmony grew upon it by a long series of im-

provisings of parts by the Pope's singers. There is

always a charm attaching to that which grows and is

not made.

The "Offertoire" for the Organ, introduced now
by way of enterlude, a fantasia-like, modern com-

position of much beauty, by Lefebre Wely, organist

at the Madeleine in Paris, was played very skillfully

and cleanly by Dr. Tuckerman. The series was re-

sumed by a Verse Anthem by Croft (18th century),

full of solos rather long and tedious, and with con-

certed and chorus passages, ratlier in the Matthew

Locke style, as so much old English music is. The

Chorale by SEnASxiAN Bach was still, to our fi;eling,

the great religious piece of the evening. The two

selections from Haydn's Masses were beautiful and

finely sung. The Trio {A?upliiis lava me) liy Sarti

seemed a good clear specimen of harmony, not strik-

ing. Cherubini's Ai^e J\hiria was touchingly sung

Miss Washburn ; Mcndelspolui's Choral (from "St.

Paul") was only less profoundly impressive after

Bach ; Rossini's Quando corpus was certainly accept-

able, as it is original; and "The Old Hundredth''

released us after a surfeit of good things. AVe wish

such historical illustrations of church music could

occur more frequently.

Miss Lizzie CnAPjrAs's concert, last Saturday

evening, was successful m everything, except (we are

sorry to learn) the tangible material result. It will

not help her, unless it be indirectly, to go back to

Italy. Yet the Melodeori lool-p.d quite fu 11, and every-

body was greatly pleased by the fine voice, execu-

tion, and ladylike air of the young singer. She has

much yet to learn ; but what she has achieved shows

that she will learn.

New York, May 20, 1S62.—It is nearly half a

year since I have written a line to Divighrs Jourmd,

but this winter has been singular!}' une^'cntfnl in the

musical way. Theodore Thomas' last concert was a

decided novelty. I don't think it was a pecuniary

success. for nearly everybody there were dead bends
;

indeed the dead head system is carried to such an

extent in this city, that when I meet a person at a

place of amusement, I decide, until I have abso-

lute proof to the contrary, that he belongs to the

noble army of D. H.s.

The programme of this concert, I suppose you

have already published. The great attractions of it

were the " Flying Dutchman" Overture by Wagner
and Bleyerbeer's Struensee music. The former was

a success. I would give worlds to hear it again_

That means twenty five cents. People when they

say they'll give worlds to hear or see a thing, never

mean more than twenty five cents—generally one

and sixpence. The Slruensee music was good, but

some of it dreadfully heavy.

Now the fact is, it was an excellent, an admirable,

a scientific, a sensation concert, but with all that

rather heavy. So thought Mr. Sleepyhead, who
accompanied me. I think that of minor nuisances

there are few more awful than these—to go to a con-

cert wiih a sleepy person,or to be sleepy yourself. I

have experienced both sensations.

At Thomas' concert Mr. Sleepyhead was with

me—an excellent, worthy gentleman, with a refined

appreciation of art, as lively a disposition and as

ready a wit as I ever encountered and a really pas-

sionate love for music, yet this man pnt me in tor-

tures by his unutterable sleepiness. He stood the over-

ture bravely but got heavy in his eyes during Madame
de Lussan's first song. He said quietly that she

had wonderful execution, but did not sing the style

of music he admired. William Mason played a

long, quiet Sonata by Schumann or Schubert. My
friend closed his eyes gently.but soon re-opened them,

and looking at me a moment leaned over and whis-

pered that it was " charming," then he looked

earnestly at the orchestra, and soon his eyes closed

again and his head give a lunch to one side, but ho

recovered himself with a sigh and a deprecatory smile

and stood out the rest of the piece bravely enough.

up to the scratch with a good round of applause and

approving look of intense delight, when I know that

he was l)ored beyond measure.

Bruno Wollenhaupt next played a long violin

solo,and I must say that Bruuo's selections are often

move scientific than enlivening. This was one of them,

and it was poppies to my friend. His head soon

began nodding forward like a Chinese njandarin's

in a tea shop. I liegan to be uneasy and pretended

to have great difficulty in getting my handkerchief

out of my pocket—in the which process I jabbed

Slecpy-iicad several times with my elbow. The ]>ro-

cess had a revilifying effect. He gave a convulsive

motion, opened his eyes,smiled fceMy and whispered

to me " absolutely miraculous," referring, I suppose

to Bruno's playing. He then kept awake for a space,

and when Bruno slopped playing he again observed

that it was '" miraculous."

Between the parts of the concert, I decided to

make an external application of cold air : so we

went out in the street and Sleepy Head showed signs

of recovery. He had been up very late for the last

few nights—that's everybody's excuse for sleepiness

in pjblic—ho was very tired, or otherwise he should

have enjoyed the music more

—

lliough notwithstand-

ing he was highly gratilied.

Observe, now, that neither of us alluded in the

remotest degree to his nid nid nodding in the concert

room. We both kept up the mutual self deceit,

though I knew he had been asleep and he knew ho

had been asleep,and and he knew that I knew he had

been asleep, and I knew that he knew, that I knew

that he knew that he had been asleep. Yet oh no !

we never mentioned it.

In the second part of the concert was the Struensee

music, und I had igro antly hoped that tlie fresh air

would have ([uite aroused him. Vain delusion ! after

ihe first few bars he was off again, nid nid nodding,

this way, that way and t'other way. Most thankful

was 1 when the concert was over.

Now I don't mean to blame my friend for being

sleepy. Not a bit of it. He suffered quire as much
annoyance and mortification as I ever did about it.

There are few sensations more unpleasant than this

of sleepness in a place of jTublic amusement. Men
will submit to anything rather than confess byword
or deed that they are dying to go to sleep. Ladies
will hide their faces behind their fans—men will

assume an attitude of intense earnestness looking
down at the floor, as if in rapt ectasy. I have even
known persons to hold up their lorgnette to their eyes

and then close them pretending all the while to be
gazing at the prima donna, while ihey are only
hiding their sleepiness.

There is hut one remedy for all this. Get np and
go away. It is utterly useless to remain longer

hoping to recover your strength. The mark of Cain
is on you—the plague spot has tainted you. Go
away ! Yo"u are not, O sleepy liead, fit to be seen

for that night at least in the concert room.

Trovator.

New York, Mat 26.—Nothing of serious inter-

est has taken place in the musical world of New
York during the past week ; "the season" now sleeps

among the things that have been. Mr. Gottschalk
gave what he called a " farewell concert," on Tues-

day evening last, assisted by Messrs. Mason and

Mills, Signora D'Augri, and others. This pianist's

re-appearance has caused much disappointment

among his former admirers. About five or six years

ago, Mr. Gottschalk gave promise of becoming not

a virtuoso of the first rank, perhaps, hut at least a

distinguished pianist rfe (/fnj'e. In spite of a violent

straining after effect, both in execution and composi-

tion, yet, fresh from the school, he possessed many

mechanical excellencies, and, super-added to these, a

certain tropical poetry, that promised, under healthy

and favorable auspices, far better things. But this

supposed spring of poetry, invention, perhaps even

genius, either had no existence, save in the imagina-

tion of Mr. Gottschalk's admirers, or else was not

sufficiently affluent to outlast the first flow of youth.

Mr. Gottschalk still possesses many uncommon
excellences as a player ; his shake, for instance, is re-
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markably good, and liis scale passages of great

equality and velocity. But he mercilessly reproduces

them in almost all his own arrangements and com-

positions, and when he gives us a rare opportunity of

hearing him in the works of other and better com-

posers, we find that these mechanical excellences are

counterbalanced by defects, not technical only, but

also of expression ; and by the absence of a proper

conception of those composers' meaning.

Mdlle. Carlotta Patti assisted Mr. Gottschalk

at several of his recent concerts, always to the satis-

faction of the hearers ; her crystalline voice and fin-

ished execution are a pleasure and a repose to the

ear, even if slie sometimes fails, from a certain non-

chalance that appears natural to her, to captivate tlie

imagination. Yet she has proved herself the most

charming of our concert singers.

On Saturday afternoon, " La Fille da Regiment

"

was given, with Miss Kellogo, of course, in the

principal role. Mr. Gottschalk played between the

acts. This was the first of a series of operatic con-

certs, which it is proposed to give, here and else-

where, under the joint responsibility of Messrs.

Brignoli and Gottschalk.

There was a miscellaneous concert on Thursday

evening at Irving Hall, for the benefit of the Catho-

lic Library Institute, at which several artists of merit,

among them Mr. Appr, the favorite violinist, assist-

ed. Another took place on the same evening, at

Niblo's Saloon, given by the Misses Gellie, two

talented members of the Calvary Church choir, as-

sisted by some of the Italian singers. Madame de

ViLLiERS, a pianist of some pretensions, also made

herself heard last week. The same remark applies

to all these concerts ; that no mnsic of special nov-

elty or value was performed at any of them.

A Miss Amelia Bodghton appeared on Thurs-

day evening at the Academy, as Violetta in " La
Traviaia," assisted by her father and Mr. Morino.

This highly amusing entertainment was repeated at

the Brooklyn Academy. It is said that the Brough-

ton family, having come out for two evenings only,

will now go in for a perpetuity.

At Niblo's theatre, " The Enchantress " has al-

ready had a rnn of over six weeks. Miss Ritchings,

though inferior to Louisa Pyne in vocal powers, and

to Anna Thillon as an actress, sings very pleasingly

what little music the management has retained from

Balfe's opera, with a flexible organ, that is, however,

evidently injured by the fatiguing alternations from

speaking to singing, which the roles she most excels

in, require. The "Pirates' chorus" is nightly encor-

ed, and the gamins whistle it about the streets. The

success of the pasticcio has induced the management

to announce a season of English (?) opera, with Miss

Ritchings as prima donna. Alma.

CMt-Chat.

We alluded last week to the high praise bestowed

in Leipzig on the piano playing of a pupil of the

Conservatorium, who hails from Cincinnati. A
friend, who knows him well, sends us the following

farther notice of him :

"Edvcard DANNREnTHBK IS an Alsatian, having

been born in Strasbourg, and is not yet eighteen

years old. When he was a boy of nine, his father, a

piano-forte manufacturer, emigrated to America, and

settled in Cincinnati. Edward had already displayed

considerable musical talent, and while in Cincinnati

was so fortunate as to find in Mr. P. L. Ritter, then

sojourning there, a professor of the highest qualifi-

cations, who thoroughly grounded him in a techni-

cal knowledge of the art he proposed to adopt, and

who, at the same time, elevated his aim, and held he-

fore him an ideal, difScult for even distinguished

talent to keep in view unassisted, among the utilita-

rian and artistically depressing influences of a West-

ern town. Some artists from New York, who hap-

pened to hear him play in the concerts of the Cecilia

Society, struck as much by his fine intelligent face

and interesting personality, as by his talent, dubbed

him the Charles Auchester of the Society. His

playing having obtained a certain recognition, he

gave, aided by the social and artistic influence of

friends, a series of concerts, the proceeds of which

were of material assistance to his project of entering

the Conservatory of Leipzig, which he put into exe-

cution ratlier more than two years ago. There his

already strikingly developed talent immediately ob-

tained high honors, and the distinguished considera-

tion of professors Moscheles, Plaidy, Reinioke, &c.

,

who prophesied for liim, not only high, but the Iiigh-

est success in his art. This fine natural and acquir-

ed talent, perfected by severe study, is now attracting

general attention in Leipzig. At the recent concours

of the Conservatory, the " Signale " observed that

" the playing of Edward Dannruther is no longer

that of a pupil, but of a master ; he has perfectly

overcome all technical difficulties, and his fine play-

ing would now do honor to any concert hall." Other

journals have spoken even more highly of him ; but

such remarks as those of the Signale, and of a youth

of seventeen, too, are proof sufficient that Edward

Dannreuther has more than fulfilled, even now, the

promise of his his early boyhood. And from such an

earnest and ambitious talent, constant progress may

be anticipated. He will probably be heard next sea-

son in New York ; should he decide to remain there,

his remarkable virtuosity, theoretic knowledge (he

has already made successful eff'orts in composition,

and is a good violoncellist) and youthful enthusiasm

and amiability, will render him a welcome and wor-

thy addition to the highest circle of resident artists."

Since receiving the above, our Leipzig files for

April have come to hand, and we translate some

reports of the annual examination at the Conserva-

torium :

" The most perfect production however was deci-

dedly that of Mr. Edward Dannreuther of Cincinnati,

in the performance of the second and third move-

ments of the P minor Concerto of Chopin and of a

" Serenade " of his own composition—a designation

which we think liardly suited to the work. Mr. D.

has already over-stepped the sphere of the pupil ; his

technique is brilliant, his toiioh firm and snre." Neue

Zeitschrift fiir Musik.

" Concerto, ^c, played by Ed. Dannreuther. The

best piano performance, not only of this evening,but

of all this year's trial exercises. This was in all

respects a faultless number, a virtuoso performance,

which would have been an ornament to any concert

hall. Everything pupil-like had been completely

overcome ; the playing was that of a master." Sig-

nale.

A Worcester (Mass.) paper says :

In the little musical world of Worcester we hear

of novelties to come before long. Among them, the

performance, by the Mendelssohn Choral Society, of

Mozart's Requiem, which has been for some time in

preparation. Also, the performance of original

works by resident composers, among which is a Te
Deum, written by one of our young organists. For
all this we shall be indebted, in no small degree, to

the tireless efforts of Mr. B. D. Allen.

The New York Tribune says of the boy pianist re-

ferred to in these columns last week :

—The possibility of young fingers to master difii-

cult mnsic is strikingly exemplified in the instance of

Master Willie Barnesmore Pape, a lad only twelve

years of age. He is an American, a native of Mo-
bile. Under judicious training he has developed up
to the point when he can perform such test pieces, as

Thalberg's rendering of Rossini's Mos€—the original

work with which the celebrated pianist exposed his

isms. The study which Master Pape has gone through
with to be able to do this, has not rendered him pale

or sickly, but happily for his career he is rosy and
healthy-looking, and altogether a notable lad. The
public will soon have an opportunity of hearing the

little American prodigy.

>ptial UotitH.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Publi«(lie«I by Oliver Ditaoii $i. Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompanlnient.

He still was there. Ballad. "Doctor of Alcantara." 25

This sweet and simple air is the first of a selection

from Mr. Eichberg's highly successful Opera Bovffe^

now being issued. It is a charming melody, and

should grace every young lady's collection.

The robin that sang in the garden. Song.

R. S. Taylor. 25

The star at home. Song. " 25

Two home songs— pleasing and instructive. Ar-

ranged easily for the Piano, and within the compass

of a moderate voice.

Cnpid's eyes. Song. Alfred Mellon. 25

A spirited, dashing song, carrying cheerfulness into

every listener's heart. A style of song rare to find,

and much sought for.

Little Willie. Ballad. Mrs. S. G. Knight. 25

A sad, yet charroing song, full of pathos and calling

tears into the eyes. It chants the death of a dear

little boy.

Instrumental Music.

Old Glory March. Mrs. S. C. Knight. 25

Bellona March. J. C. Kremhy. 35

Lovers of military music will here find two agree-

able pieces. The first is simple, the second difB.cult.

Rose of Mississippi. Grand Waltz. S, Marhstein. 35

A brilliant composition— sparkling and bright—
original in thought and pleasing in expression. To

those who " trip it on the light, fantastic toe," it will

prove a great acquisition.

Jasmine Pot Fourri. ' Ch. Grobe. 25

Arranged for young beginners, and is very pretty.

Sly Glance Galop. Lardbe. 25

Very pleasing and well arranged. The taking song

of the " Captain with his whiskers " is introduced at

the moment the " sly glance " is supposed to come off.

It cannot fail to be popular.

Impromptu Polka by Schuloff. Arranged for

two performers by T. Bissell. 50

No lover of Dance Music can be ignorant of this

brilliant composition for one performer on the Piano.

It has long been considered one of the necessities of

a young lady's Repertoire. The piece now recommend-

ed, is nicely arranged for two players, by a skilful

Pianist and musician, and cannot fail to prove a fine

" show piece " for Exhibitions, Concerts, &c.

Books.

Preparatory Studies for vert Young
Beginners. C. Wolfert $1.00

We are not acquainted with the author of these

studies, and we therefore thank him all the more

heartily for the well-timed and well-prepared work.

It is exactly what all teachers having young pupils in

charge, need, and what they have earnestly sought for

" These studies," the Preface informs us, " are in-

tended for those who, from their extreme youth, or

their lack of musical capacity, cannot readily under-

stand and appreciate abler and more comprehensive

methods. They are designed to bring out a/ew prom-

inent points, unfolding them gradually and systemati-

cally, thereby impressing them permanently upon

the mind of the pupil."

Musio BY Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being

about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand

1 miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this Journal.

From Felix Mendelssohn's "Travelling-

Letters."

(Continued from page 63.)

Paris, Jan. 21,1832.

I get in every letter now a little hit, because I

am not y)unctual in my answers. So now I pro-

ceed to satisfy your questions about the new
things which I intend to publish, my dear

Fanny.

It has occurred to me, that the Octet and the

Quintet might figure very well in my works, and

really arc better than much else that figures there

already. Now as the publication of these pieces

costs nothing, but on the contrary brings some-

thing in, and as I do not wish entirely to confuse

the chronological sequence, I propose to publish

the following things by Easter : Quintet and Oc-

tet (the latter arranged also for four hands),

" Midsummer Night's Dream," seven Songs with-

out Words, six Songs with words ; on my
return to Germany si.K pieces of church music,

and finally, if a publisher will ergravc and pay

for it, the D minor Symphony. As soon as I

have brought out the " Meereaslille " in my Ber-

lin concert, that too shall follow. But I cannot

give "Die Hebriden" here, because,as I wrote you

at the time, I consider it as not yet finished ; the

middle portion (forte, in D major) is very stupid,

and the whole working up, so called, savors more

of counterpoint, than of train oil and sea-gulls

and salt fish, and it should be the reverse. Hike

the piece too well to perform it in an imperfect

state, and I hope soon to set myself about it, so

as to have it ready for England and the Michael-

mas fair. You ask furthermore,why I do not com-

pose the Italian Symphony in A major ? Because

I am composing the Saxon Overture in A minor,

which is to stand before the " Walpurgis Night,"

so that the piece maybe played with honor in

the aforesaid concei't in Berlin, and elsewhere.

You wish me to remove to the Marais and

write all day. My child,(hat will not do ; I have

before me only three months more at farthest, to

see Paris, and here one must throw himself into

the stream ; for this I came here : it is all too

gay and attractive, to renounce ; it rounds off

my charming picture of travel as a whole, and

forms a singularly colossal keystone to the arch
;

and so I must now try to regard Paris as the

main thing. Meanwhile the publishers stand on

both sides of me like veritable Satans, desire

piano music, and are willing to pay for it. By
Heavens ! I do not know whether to resist, or

write some Trio or other ; for that I am above

the potpourri temptation, I trust you will believe

;

but I should be glad to compose a couple of good

Trios.

On Thursday too, is the first rehearsal of ray

Overture, which will be given in the second

concett of the Conservatoire ; in the third my D
minor Symphony will follow. Habeneck talks of

seven or eight rehearsals ; they would be wel-

come to me. Moreover I am to play something

in a concert at Erard's, namely my Munich Con-

certo for the piano-forte ; so I must practice it

well. Then again a billet lies beside me : Le

president du Conseil, Miniatre de V inlerieur, et

Mine. Casimir Perier prient etc., to a ball on

Monday evening; this evening there is music at

Habeneck's ; tomorrow at Schlesinger's ; Tues-

day, the first public Soiree of Baillot ;
Wednes-

day, Hiller plays his Concerto in the Hotel de

Vitle,—these things always last till after mid-

nitjht,—let another lead a solitary life; but these

are things which one cannot refuse. So when

am I to compose ? In the forenoon \ Yesterday

Hiller came, then Kalkbrenner, then Habeneck.

Day before yesterday came Baillot, then Eich-

thal, then Rodrigucs. Early in the morning

then ! Wall yes,—I do compose then.—So you

gre confuted.

Yesterday, P. was with me, talked St. Simo-

nianism, and, taking me either to be stupid or

shrewd enough, made disclosures which were so

revolting to me.that I resolved not to go again to

him, nor to the other confederates. Now this

morning Hiller bursts into the room and tells me

how he has just been present at the an-est of the

Saint Simonians ;,he wanted to hear their preach-

ing ; but the Fathers did not come. Suddenly

soldiers entered, and they were ordered to dis-

perse as soon as possible, since M. Enfantin and

the rest had been arrested in the Eue Monsigny.

National guards are standing in the Rue Monsig-

ny, and other soldiers are marching up ;
every

thing has been put under seal.and now the proces

will begin. My B minor Quartet had been left

in the Rue Monsigny,and is now under seal ; only

the Adagio is juste milieu, all the other pieces

are mouvement; I shall be obliged at last to

play it before the jury.

I was standing lately by the side of the Abb(5

Bardin, in a large company, and listening to the

way that they purformed my Quartet in A minor.

During the last movement my neighbor pulled

my coat and said :
" II a cela dans unede ses sin-

fonies.''—" Quit" said I, somewhat distui'bed.

—

" Beethoven, I'auteur de ce quatuor," said he with

an air of consequence. It was sour-sweet ! But

is it not fine, that my Quartets are played in the

classes of the Conservatoire, and that the scholars

have to sprain their fingers to play " 1st es

loalir " ?

I have just come from St. Sulpice, where the

organist trotted out the organ before me : it

sounds like a full choir of old women's voices

;

but they maintain that it is the first organ in

Europe, if it were only repaired, which would

cost 30.000 francs. No one who has not heard it

can believe how the Canto fermo sounds accom-

panied by a serpent ; and the clumsy bells are

ringing at the same time !

The post is going, so I must leave off" my chat,

or it would last till day after tomorrow. I have

never yet mentioned, that Bach's Passion is

announced for Easter at the Italian Opera in

London.
Your

Felix.

Paris, reb. 4, 1832.

You will excuse me if I write you only a few

words to-day. I did not know till yesterday my
never to be forgotten loss.* With it have gone a

dear and beautiful period of my life, and many
hopes; I shall never again be so happy. Imustnow
look about to build new plans and new castles in

the air ; the old ones are lost, for he was always

interwoven in them ; I shall never be able to

think of my whole boyhood, and the time succeed-

ing it, without him, aud I had imagined until

now that the future would not be otherwise. I

must accustom myself to the change ; but the

fact that I can think of nothing, without being

reminded of him,—that I never could hear music

without that, and never write anything without

thinking of him in it,—all this makes the sever-

ing of this life tie doubly sensible. For now the

former time has really passed away. But not

only do I lose that ; I lose a man. whom I loved
;

even if I had had no reason for it, or had lost all

reasons, still I should have loved him without

reason, and he would have loved me too; and

now the consciousness that there is such a man
in the world, on whom one could repose,and who

lived to love you, and all whose wishes were the

same as yours, is gone. It is the hardest loss that

could have befallen me, and I shall never forget

it.

This was my birthday celebration yesterday.

While I was listening to Baillot on Tuesday, and

was telling Hiller, that there was only one man
who played for me the music which I loved, L.

was standing by my side, and knew it, and did

not give me the letter. He did not know to be

sure that yesterday was my birthday , but yester-

day I leai'ned it by degrees from him, and then I

could recall former anniversaries, and review the

past a little, as one always should do on a birth-

day, and think how he always used to come on

that day with some special gift, which he had

long been thinking of, something as nice and

pleasant and delightful as himself. The day was

very mournful ; I could do nothing, think of

nothing, but j ust that.

To-day I have compelled myself to work, and

it has gone well. My A minor Overture is fin-

ished ; I now think of writing some things,which

will be well paid for here.

Pray tell me a great deal more about him
;
give

me all possible particulars ; it does me good to

keep hearing about him. His neatly copied Oc-

tet parts lie now before me, and look up at me. I

shall soon perhaps recover my usual mood, and

be able to write you cheerfully and at length
;

but the new chapter is begun, and there is no

title. Your

Felix.
* The death of his friend, the violinist, Edvard Rttz.

Paris, Feb. 13, 1832.

I live very pleasantly and quietly here now.

To society I am drawn neither by my mood, nor

by the satisfaction which it offers. Here, as

everywhere, it is dry and unprofitable, and by
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its late hours it costs double time. On the other

hand I do not hesitate where there is good music ;

I shall write Zelter the particulars of the first

concert of the Conservatoire. These people play

most admirably, and with such a cultivated style,

that it is a delight to hear them; they feel a

pleasure in it themselves, and every one takes

the greatest pains ; the cUef is a sterling and ac-

complished musician ; of course it must go well

together. Tomorrow my A minor Quartet will

be played in public. Cherubini says of Beetho-

ven's later music : " pa me fait eternuer" and so

I believe the whole public will sneeze tomorrow.

The performers are Baillot, Sauzay, Urban and

Norblin, the best here. My A minor Overture

is ready ; it represents bad weather. Also an

introduction, in which it thaws and becomes

Spring, was finished a few days ago ; and so I

have counted the sheets of the " Walpurgis

Night," revised the seven numbers a little more,

and then boldly written underneath : Milan, in

July—Paris, in February. I think it will please

you. Before all things I must now make an

Adagio for my Quintet ; the players are clamor-

ous for it, and I find they are right.

I wish you could hear for once a rehearsal of

my " Midsummer Night's Dream " in the Conser-

vatoire ; they play it ex(]nisitely. It is not yet

certain whether it will get off by next Sunday
;

there are only two more rehearsals before then,

and it has only been played over twice ; but I

think that it will go, and I should like to have it

on Sunday, and not in the third concert, because

I have to play on the 26th for the poor (some-

thing of Weber's), on the 27th in a concert at

Erard's (my Munich ConcertoJ, and at other

places, and because I should like to appear first

at the Conservatoire. I am also lo play some-

thing at the Conservatoire, and in fact the

gentlemen would like to hear a piano-forte

Sonata by Beethoven ; it would be a bold thing,

but I vote for his G major Concerto, which no

one knows here. But I look forward with the

greatest delight to the D minor Symphony.which

they are to take in hand next week ; I never

should have dreamed that I should hear it for the

first time in Paris.

I often go to the theatre, and see the great

adroitness, talent, and incredible immorality,

which they employ in it ; no lady is supposed to go

to the " Gymnase ;

"—still they do go. Now if

you imagine me reading " Noire Dame," dining

here or there with some acquaintance everj' daj',

and after three o'clock availing myself of the

lovely, fine Spring weather to take a walk, make
a call here and there, and look at the gayly

dressed gentlemen and ladies in the splendid

gardens of the Tuileries,—you will have my day

in Paris. Now farewell. Felix.

Paris, Feb. 21, 1S32.

Almost every letter which I receive from you

now, announces a bitter loss. Yesterday I re-

ceived the one with the intelligence about dear

U., whom I shall no longer find with you ; so

there is no time for chatty correspondence ; one
must work, and try to make progress. I have
composed a grand Adagio as an intermezzo to

the Quintet. It is called " Nachruf" (posthu-

mous fame), and it occurred to me, as I had to

compose something for Baillot, who plays so
beautifully, and is so kind to me, and who wishes
to play it publicly before the people,and yet who
is so much of a stranger to me.

Day before yesterday my overture to the "Mid-

summer Night's Dream " was given for the first

time in a concert of the Conservatoire. It has

caused me great satisfaction, for it went most

admirably, and also seemed to please the people.

In one of the next concerts it will be performed

again, and my Symphony, which has been de-

layed a little on this account, is to be taken up

on Friday or Saturday. I shall also in the fourth

or fifth concert play Beethoven's G major Con-

certo. The musicians cross and bless themselves

at all the honors heaped on me by the Conserva-

toire. They played the A minor Quartet won-

derfully on Tuesday,with such fire and precision,

that it was a joy to hear it, and as I can never

more hear Ritz, I probably shall not soon hear it

better given. It seemed to make a great impres-

sion on the people ; they went almost mad about

the Scherzo.

It is uow time again, dear father, that I should

write you a few words about my travelling plans,

and this time more seriously than usual for many
reasons. So I should like first to take a general

survey and think of that, which you proposed to

me before I left home as my object, and bade me
keep it steadily in view: namely, I was closely

to examine the different countries, in order to

select the one in which I would reside and work ;

furthermore, I was to make known my name.and

what I can do, so that men might gladly receive

me where I wished to stay, and not be ignorant

of my achievements ; and finally, I was to take

advantage ofmy good fortune and your kindness,

to get forward with my future works. It is a

joyful feeling for me, to be able now to say, that

I believe this has been done. Allowing for the

mistakes, which one finds out too late, I think I

have fulfilled the objects you prescribed for me.

People now know that I live, and that I mean to

do something ; and whatever good thing I achieve,

they wiil receive it well. Here they have come

to meet me, and have asked for things by me,

which they have never done before, since all the

others, even Onslow, have been obliged to offer

their compositions. From London the Philhar-

monic have invited me to perform something new

of mine there on the 10th of March. I have

also got my Munich commission without taking

the least step to obtain it, and in fact not till

after my concert. Now I mean to give here (if

possible), and certainly in London, in case the

cholera does not prevent my going there in

April, a concert on my own account, and earn

some money, so that I may have tried my hand

at that too, before I come back to you ; then I

hope to be able to say, that I have fulfilled that

part of your wish,—the making myself known to

the public.

Your other purpose, too, that I should choose

a country, where I should like to live, is, at least

in a general way, accomplished. That country

is Germany ; on that point I have become quite

sure in my own mind. I cannot yet however

name the city, for the most important one, to

which I am attracted by so many reasons, is not

yet known to me in this respect,—I mean Berlin
;

so I must make a trial of it upon my return, to

see whether I shall be able to establish myself

there, in the way that I propose and wish, after

having seen and enjpyed all the other places.

This is also the reason why I do not try to get

an Opera to write here. If I make really good

music, such as these days demand, it will be un-

derstood and loved in Germany (it has been so

with all good operas there). If I make indiflier-

ent music, it will be forgotten in Germany, but

here it would be often given, praised, sent to

Germany, and there given on Parisian authority,

as we see every day. But this I will not do; if

I am not able to write good music, I do not wi.sh

to be praised for it. Therefore I will try it first

in Germany, and if it goes so badly that I can

no longer live there, I have still the foreign

countries left. Besides, few German theatres

have sunk to so low a condition as the Opera

Comiquehere; it falls from one bankruptcy into

anothei'. When Cherubini is asked why he does

not allow his operas to be given there, he an-

swers: "Je ne fats pas donner des Operas sans

chmnr, sans orcJiestre, sans cJianteurs et sans

decorations." But the Grand Opera has given

its orders for yeai's to come, and one cannot get

a commission under three or four years.

So I mean for the first thing to return to you,

write my " Tempest," and see how it succeeds.

The plan, which I would lay before you, dear

father, is this : to remain here nntil the end of

March or the beginning of April (of cour.se I

have declined the invitation of the Philharmonic

for the 10th of March, and reserved it for an-

other time) ; then to go to London for a couple

of months; then, if the Khenish musical festival

takes place, to which I have been summoned, to

go by way of Diisseldorf ; if not, to return by

the shortest way back to yon, and be with you in

the garden soon after Wliitsuntide. Farewell !

Felix.
(To be continued.)

A New Opera: "Actaea, the Maid of

Corinth."

{From the Berlin Correspondence of the London

Musical World).

At last I have really got something new to tell you
concerning the Royal Opera House and its manage-
ment ; I shall not be compelled, on the present occa-

sion, to employ the hrilliancy of my talent and the

vast resources of my .style, in chronicling simply the

I-do-not-know-how-manj'rtA representation of Le
Prophete, or the periodical revival of Spontini's Per-

im»d Coi-tez. We have actually hail an operatic

novelty, and that novelty is Aetna, das Aladchen von

Korinih, " a grand opera in four act.'!, the wonls by
Julius Rodenherg, and the music by Jean Bott."
The subject of Herr " Jean " Bolt's new opera,

like that of Herr Ferdinand Hiller's Kafakomhen,
produced so snccessfully a short time since, is laid in

the time of the early Christians, and the following is

an outline of the plot. The heroine is a certain

Aciaa, or Actsea, a young Greek girl,whom Nero has

carried off from Corinth to Rome. The two other

principal female characters are Agiippin.a, Nero's
mother, and PoppEea Sahina, the lady who so capti-

vated the Emperor that, .after having taken her from
one of his favorites, Otho, who had previously taken

her from her husband, Rufus Crispinns, he married

her, his former wife, Octavio, having first been repu-

diated by him, in order to enable him to do so. It

was this same Poppfea who was so anxious to pre-

serve her beauty, that she kept a stud of 500 asses,

in whose milk she used to take a hath daily. What
a good customer she would have been, by the way, to

Mad. Rachel, of face-enamelling celebrity, had the

latter only exercised her profession in Rome some
1800 years ago ! In the opera, Poppaea uses Actiea

as a means of moundng to the Imperial throne,

while Agrippina employs lier as an agent of her re-

venge, in order to work the downfall of Nero and
Poppsea. Through Agrippina, Actoea discovers that

the person she supposes to be merely the plain

Roman Lucius, whom she has followed to Rome as

his wife, is uo other than the Emperor Nero, who has

been starring it through the provinces, somewhat
after the style of Tom Sayers, Heenan, or Jem Mace,
at the present day, as a dancer and fencer. Agrip-

pina, whose own life is threatened by her amiable

son, seeks to escape, with the young Greek maiden,

on board a vessel which she has especially procured
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for that purpose. But the vessel having been,

unknown to her, boreil full of holes, ns related liy

Tacitus in the 14th hook of his " Annals," sinks out

at sea. Acta:a, whom it is necessary to preserve for

the developement of the story, is the only person

saved. She is obliixinoly tlniis by tlie waves on
shore, where slie is discovered l>y her old admirer,

Agenor, a Greek sailor, whom she helieved killed, in

a hand-to-hand encounter with Nero. He was,

however, only wounded, and conducts her to his co-

religionists, the Cliristians, in the Catacombs. He
tells licr that, I)y embracing tiie new faith, she will

obtain pardon for tlie sins slie has committed, and
repose for her sonl, which is racked by repentance.

Suddenly, the terrible news is brought that the eldest

member of tlieir congregation is threatened by Nero
with a martyr's death. Aetata is inspired with a

determination to save his life. She is acquainted
with tlie prisons of Rome ; she knows the jailors,

and swears to loose his chains. Such is the purport
of the first three acts.

The fourth and last act opens in the Forum at

Rome. We hear tlie niarcli and chorus which cele-

brate the nnptials of Nero and Poppaia Sahina.
When the marriage procession has disappeared,
Actcca and Agenor n.ake their appearance. The
fair Greek feels lier broken heart swell with revenge,
on discovering that the hated Sabina is Nero's wife.

Conspirators enter, and indulge in some warm curses

against tiic tyrant, a proceeding which I should say,

was, at the least, rather ill-judged, considering the

public thoroughfare in which it is represented as tak-

ing place. However, I suppose it is all right consid-

ering that, in operas, the street is not nnfrequently
selected as the most appropriate spot for the signing
of marriage contracts, and other transactions of an
especially private nature. I am borne out in my
opinion hy the conduct of a certain Spanish Legion-
ary, who joins the Conspirators, and brings them the
highly gratifying intelligence that Galba, the Roman
commander in Spain, is on the march to overthrow
ihe tyrant. Acttea offers to conduct the Conspirators
into Nero's golden house, and, snatching the sword
from the hand of the Legionary, places herself at

their head. The scene now changes to the interior

of the house, where Nero is asleep in a magnificent
apartment. In his sleep, he sees the shosts of those
whom he has murdered, as Richard III. does, in his

tent on Boswortb field. On his starting from his

uncomfortable slumbers, Acta?a advances toward him
with her drawn sword. Suddenly she hears the cho-
rus of Christians, celebrating the preservation of
their brother, who has been so near obtaining the
crown of martyrdom. This mollifies her feelings

considerably. She flings away her sword,and deter-

mines to aid Nero to escape. She is, however,
prevented from effecting her purpose by the Conspir-
ators, who rusli in, and accuse her of treachery. She
falls beneath the sword of the Spanish Legionary,
and, as she is dying, the Conspirators discover the

corpse of Nero, who has committed suicide.

Such is the plot of the libretto. It contains numer-
ous faults of construction, and is not altogether con-

sistent with what I learned, when a student of

Lempriere, concerning the career of Nero and of

those connected with him. It is, however, carefully

written, and the verses, though at times rhythmically
monotonous, are correct and elegant. In fact, it has
been the object of Herr Julius Rodenberg to produce
an independent literary work ; and, regarding his

libretto in this light, be published it some time before

it was produced on the stage.

With regard to the music, I do not myself think

it likely to obtain a wide-world reputation. Herr
Bott has followed too much in the footsteps of Herr
Richard Wagner to find favor in my eyes. Yet he
is a musician not devoid of talent, as is proved by
numerous lyrical touches,exceedingly well conceived

and excellently carried out, and by the instrumenta-
tion, which, depending mostly upon the stringed

quartets of which Herr Bott is a master, is distin-

guished for clearness and natural charm. There is

a total absence of recitative, after the by no means
pleasant or effective model of Herr R. Wagner.
Apart from the monotonous impression produced hy
the drawling kind of psalmody that is made to do
duty for recitative, the composer throws away every

chance, for no earthly reason, of the fine effect of

contrast marking a free and well connected musical

composition. The first real piece of recitative is

found in the last half of the concluding act, and I

felt truly gratef.d to the Spanish Legionary for sing-

ing it. It was as refreshing to my wearied ears as

the draught of pale ale which,according to a London
paper, the Laureate drank after the Exhibition bad
been opened, must have been to liis poetical but

parched throat. Although inclined to admire very

sincerely the instrumentation, which, like a great deal

more, bears unmistakeable signs of a study of the

good old school of Spohr, I cannot approve of the

vocal music, which is treated as though it were pure-
ly instrumental, and constituted an integral part of
the orchestra, from which consequently it never
stands out so as to produce a separate effect of its

own. The choruses are mostly distinguished for the

honiophonous style in which they are written, and
which tends to annihilate their vocal effect

The part of the heroine was confided to Mad-. Har-
riers-Wippern, who devoted her best energies to it.

But it is a part not adapted to her, and, in order to

be efl^ective, she was frequently exaggerated. Mile,

do Ahna sang and played the demoniacal Sahina
with appropriate fire and spirit,for which she deserved
.all the more praise, .as the character is not calculated

to enlist the sympathies of the public. The same
may be asserted of Herr Belz, who represented

Nero. Herr Theodor Formes made the best of the
part of Agenor, but it afforded him scarcely any op-
portunity of distinguishing himself. The subordi-

nate personages were satisfactorily impersonated by
Mad. Botticher, Herren Salomon, Fricke, and Bost.
The orchestra did not execute its task with its accus-

tomed " virtuosity," probably from want of sufficient

reliearsals. although the composer conducted in

person. The dances were graceful and well arranged

,

while the dresses and scenery did infinite credit to the

management.
I repeat, that I do not fancy that Adda will enjoy

a very long run, though, as I have hmted, it is not
without promise of better things in future from its

composer. As a proof that I am not too severe in

my opinion, allow me to quote that of a well-knowh
critic here (Herr Naumann), who says:

—

" Without pos.sessing Richard Wagner's talents,

Herr Bott has attempted to throw off his production
after the fasliion adopted hy that gentleman, and
composed on, from word to word, and from bar to

bar. In tliis way he spins out his opera through four

long acts, sinking, .it times, to a complete absence of

aught in the shape of an idea. Under these circnm-
stances, he has altogether dispensed with an overture.

Two or three bars of a flat introduction lead up to a

chorus of Romans landing with Nero. This,like all

the other male choruses in the opera, bears the

stamp to all ordinary ' Lieder-Tafel ' choruses,

without the slightest approaeli to local characterisa-

tion, or historical coloring. Nero then sings a sort

of sonjr, reminding us of the modern sentimental

effusions of Kucken and Proch, and, as it is repeated

three times in the course of the opera, exhibiting

very clearly the paucity of ideas under which the

composer labors, since even here, when the plau

of the opera demanded something striking, he has

failed to display a single thought at all independent,

appropriate, or interesting.
" The festive at Corinth is treated in the ballet

style, to far better specimens of which we are accus-

tomed by our own Court-composer, Hertel, as well

as by the Parisian composers of this kind of music
;

and we must bear in mind that we are beholding

dances on the classic soil of Greece.
" Agenor is an insuflferably vapid modern lover,

who informs us, in phrases already heard a thous-

and times, and really consisting of mere final caden-

zas, of bis feeling for Actaja, and only once rising

to anything resembling a musical idea, at the words,
' bei kuhlem Sterngefiimmer.' But even here, the soft-

sighing Celadon, who dares not soar far beyond the

limits of Ihe tonic and dominant, becomes in the

long run wearisome.
" At the dramatic conclusions of the acts, the

composer, in total helpl issness, has recourse to the

ugliest and most impracticable progressions of the

vocal parts, and to the most noisy instrumental

expedients, without, for one moment, rising to real

dramatic life, only possible by a musical character-

ization of the persouMges of the drama.
" The principal theme in the scene of the Impe-

rial gardens, in the second act, we would scarcely

allow in an ordinary composer of dances, and,

con,sequently, much less in the present instance.

The music rises a little, but only when compared

to itself, in the scene between Nero, Agrippina

and Actffia, and also when Sabina communicates

to the Emperor how she has plotted the destruc-

tion of the two women. At the lines, ' Darkness

conceals the dangerous reef; strong is the stream,

black are the sails ; the ferryman, Ch.aron, steers

the ship,' we meet, for the first time, with a really

musical success achieved by the composer. On the

other hand, he again becomes completely par.alyzed

in the scene of the meeting between Act^a and

Agenor. We have seldom heard music in which

such false, because vapidly morbid, sentimentality

was made to mask the want of all real feeling.

The grand mareh, which opens the fourth act,

once more enables us to perceive bow totally des-

titute of ideas the composer is. We ought to hear

a Roman triumphal march, instead of which we
hear only some expressionless music in the most

worn-out march rhythm, such as is adopted by
dilettanti without talent, who have determined to

write a march at any price. The following chorus,
for female voices, with ballet, is with one tiifling

alteration, note for note, the chorus for female voices,

with ballet, in the second act of Spontini's Cortcz,

and, hut for this reminiscence, would be, perhaps,
the only number with anything like original local

coloring in Herr Bolt's work. Indeed, this goes on
the whole evening, by means of connecting-links of
musical mosaic, of two, three, or four bars each. In
our opinion, the composer at last worked in the sweat
of his brow in order to fill up, in some degree,

the gaps still remaining in his opera, so that it

might be completed and produced. Wagner, whose
principles Herr Bott apparently adopts, offers us, for

the unity in form and style, a unity of feeling, which
causes us to forget the absence of the former. In
Lohengrin we everywhere feel an atmosphere of Ger-
man legends and stories. In Herr Bott's work,
however, we do not meet Romans and Greeks, but at

most the completely used-up phrases of the totally

worn-out modern sentimental school. In addition to

this, the vocal and instrumental parts, proceeding
equally with each other, in the choruses as well as in

the more developed pieces, exhibit an almost ama-
teurish education on the part of the composer, as far

as regards the treatment of the forms of art. The
used-up finales after the tonic, by means of the

chord of the dominant seventh, over which the sing-

er's voice sinks languishingly, with its hesitatingly

repeated sixth and fifth, down to the fundamental
tone of the key, are forced upon us some hundred
times in the course of the opera. In other places,

without any reason whatever, Wagner's well-known
chromatic progressions of sixths and fourths on the

fiddles, from the scene of the Vennsberg in Tannhdu-
ser, are introduced, or else reminiscences from
Elizaheth's prayer, accompanied by the wood wind
inslruments, in the third act of the same opera.

l?or Dwigbt's Journal of Music.

The Tin Violin.

Translated from the " Souvenirs d' un Blusicien," of

Adolphe Adam, by Fanny Malone Raymond

Very few instruments possess so much variety in

form, name, and material, as the violin. How many

transformations it has undergone, since the lyre of

Apollo, which some old paintings represent to have

been a veritable violin ; since the rebeck of the mid-

dle ages, up to the time of the Amati and Stradi-

varius ! In spite of the power of our modern wind

instruments, the violin has always held its place, and

will probably continue to remain the king of the or-

chestra, and the basis of every symphonic combina-

tion. Many attempts have been made to render the

sound of the instrument rounder, and almost every

description of material has been essayed in its man-

ufacture. At the sale that took place after the death

of the celebrated commissary, Se'guin, were to be

seen a number of violin eases, invented by the de-

ceased ; cases of wood, stone, paste, card-board,

—

had asphalt been then in fashion, there would

have have been one of bitumen, no doubt. Steel

bows had been already invented, but bows of galvan-

ized iron were not wanting in Seguin's collection !

The form of the cases was no less singular than the

material ; some were pierced with holes like a chaf-

ing-dish, others were squ.are like a mouse-trap ; what-

everjthey looked like, they rarely resembled a violin
;

but one felt obliged to give them the name, since

Se'iiuin had always so designated them, when he ex-

hibited them.

An Englishman, who was present with me at the

sale, was in ecstasies about this novel and grotesque

museum ; and my surprise was great when he asked

the auctioneer if there was not, among all these

violins, at least one of—tin. But the auctioneer's

search was useless ; not one instrument of this ma-

terial could be found.

" I am sorry;" said the Englishman to me; "I

might have won a fine instrument."

"And how so f"

" Ah, that concerns the story of another sale ; that

of Viotti, of whom I was a great admirer. I would

have given worlds to possess an instrument which he
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had iiserl, but unfortunately, family business kept me
away from London at the time of the sale of his

violins after his death ; I learned the day of the sale

late ; I killed more than one horse in trying to fret

there; I arrived at the moment when the last violin

was knocked down to an amateur, who started off

with it triumphantly. I vainly offered him twice tlie

sum that ho had given for it; he would not yield it,

and was even so rude as to laugh at me. ' There is

a violin yet to be had, more extraordinary than all

those which have just been sold,' said he to me ; "It

has not even been put up for sale, and you can get it

without any difliculty." As he said this, he pointed

to a singular oliject that I had not yet observed ; it

was a tin violin—do you comprehend ? A tin violin !

I h&d determined to possess one of Viotti's instru-

ments, so I purchased this, my last chance, for a

few shillings, amid the laughter of those present.

My antagonist, proud of his fine violin, then said :

" 'The e.xistencc of this singular instrument in

this rich collection must have a singular cause, and

I feel so anxious to know it, that I would give the

violin that I have just purchased, could I find the

key to such an enigma.'

"'Done ;' I ^replied quickly; 'you shall give me

your violin when you have learned the origin of

mine ; I will travel, and obtain information, where-

ever Viotti has been, and perhaps I shall be fortunate

enough to unravel the mystery, and to win your

violin.'

"The bargain was concluded. I have constantly

pursued my investigations since that time. I knew

that Armand Se'guin had been very intimate with

Viotti ; that wishing to take lessons from him, and

knowing that the great artist was always very much

occupied, he visited him at five in the morning, so as

to catch him as soon as he ro.se ; that he was always

attentive to him, and employed every possible means

to obtain his favor ; that, one day, Viotti complained

to his servant of his badly made coffee, and Armand

Seguin,determined that a mercenary should no longer

fill this oflRce, came every morning to prepaie the

violinist's breakfast ; 1 fancied that the tin violin

might have been a present from Armand Seguin,

and hoped to find, in a similar instrument, at tliis

sale, the proof of my belief; but my hopes are all

defeated !"

I consoled my Englishman on his misfortune, as

well as I could, and I learned, some days after,

that he had left for Viotti's native country, Piedmont,

continually searching for information that as contin-

ually evaded him.

This conversation had almost entirely escaped my
memory, when about two months ago I found my-

self seated, at the dramatic agency dinner, next to

Ferdinand LangM, one of my colleagues, an old col-

lege chum, and one of my best friends. You all

know that Ferdinand LangM is one of the wittiest

fellows in existence ; but if you could hear him sing

one of his pretty songs in the falsest voice that vaude-

ville actor ever possessed, you would not dream

that he is of musical origin, and that his father,

Marius Langle (an Italian, in spite of the French

termination of his name), was one of the cleverest

contrapuntists of the last century, and had the honor

to be Dalayrac's master. I asked Ferdinand Langle

whether, among his father's papers, he had foimd

any documents relating to Dalayrac, of whom there

is no complete biography in existence. After having

answered my questions, Ferdinand Langle added :

"If you like, I can give you some musical anec-

dotes which I heard related to my mother, and which

may be of interest to you."

" I thank you sincerely, and as one is never so

much alone as when in the midst of twenty people

who are all talking loudly, I beg you not to hesitate

on the score of propriety, but to give ma some of

these anecdotes at once."
" Very good. What do you say to my relating the

history of the tin violinV

Yon may judge of the interest which these few

wor.ls immediately excited in me. I recollected the

sale at Seguin's, and the Englishman who was pos-

sibly still seeking the story that I was probably about

to hear. I was all ears for LnngM's recital, and I

regret that I cannot give it as he told it.

"One fine summer evening, my father and Viotti

were walking in the Champs Elyse'es, and finally sat

down under the trees, to breathe the air and dust of

this favorite walk. The night came ; Viotti, who

was a dreamy fellow, had given himself up entirely

to those inward emotions that often completely isolat-

ed him in the middle of a numerous circle; my
father, who was then busy at his opera of " Corisan-

der," was thinking over some of the passages in his

work,—wdien both were disagreeably aroused from

thought by a sound so false and harsh, that it caused

them to raise their heads, and open their ears. Both

looked at each other as if saying—what is that 1—
and they understood each other so well without

speaking, that Violti broke the silence by ex-

claiming :

"
' It cannot be a violin, in spite of the resem-

blance.'

' Nor a clarinet either,' said my father, ' and yet it

has some analogy with that.'

"In order to enlighten themselves,they proposed to

gain the spot from whence proceeded the discordant

tones that had attracted their attention. Had they

not posses.sed ears, their eyes would have led them

towards the trembling light of a miserable candle,

burning in front of a poor blind man, crouched at

about twenty paces from them. Viotti reached him

first.

"
'It is a violin !' lie cried, laughing, and return-

ing to my fiither. 'But imagine of what material ?

Of tin ! It is too curious ! I must possess the in-

strument, and you must ask the blind man to sell it

to me.'

" 'Willingly,' said my father, approaching the

blind man ;
' My friend,' said he to him, ' Will you

sell your violin V
" 'For what use 1 I must then buy another, and

this one suits me ; it is as good as I need.'

" 'You can buy a better one for|the money we will

give you ; but you must first tell us how it happens

that your violin is so different from others V
" 'Oh ! you mean why it is of tin ? That is not a

long story. You see, my good gentlemen, one is not

always blind ; I was once a good-natured fellow who

made some stir among the girls of our village ; but

I have grown old, and my sight is not what it was.

I do not know how I should have managed to live,

hut for the son of my late brother, good Eustace

!

He is only a poor workman, and finds it hard to get

his living; well ! he took care of me, and supported

me in the best manner he could ; but work failed at

last ; he only made thirty sous a week, and that was

not enough for two. " If I only had a violin," said

I to him ; " I knew how to play in my young days,

and if I could bring home a few two-sous pieces,

that would help us a little." Eustace made no reply,

but next day I saw that he was sadder than usual,

and at night, when he thought me asleep, I heard

him say ; " Oh, the old serpent, not to give me six

francs credit ! but its all the same, uncle shall have

his wish, or my name's not Eustace." At the end of

eight days my boy came home in triumph, crying
;

" There's a violin, and a famous one for you ! no

fear that a fall will crack such a one !" and he gave

mo the violin you see. Eustace is a tinman ; liis

master allowed him to take the leavings from the

workshop to make my instrument, and then he saved

a little to buy the strings and the hair. I was well

content ; the poor boy took a deal of trouble, but the

good God has rewarded him ; ho brings me to this

spot every morning, as he goes to his work, and he

takes me back in the evening ; on some days the re-

ceipts are not bad ; and if Eustace happens to be

out of work, I can keep the house going, and that is

pretty good for a follow like mo 1'

"
'I will give you twenty franco for your violin,'

said Viotti ;
" you can by a far better one with the

money. But let me try it one momenl.'

"He took the violin. The singulariity of the tone

amused him ; he sought, ajid foimd, new effects, and

did not see the crowd that gathered round him,

attracted by such novel sounds. A quantity of sous

and even some silver pieces, fell into the hat of the

astonislied blind man, to whom Viotti offered the

twenty francs.

" 'One moment 1
' cried out the old beggar ; 'Just

now, I told you that you might have it for twenty

francs—but I did not know that it was so good ; and

now I demand double that price.'

Viotti had perhaps never received a more flattering

compliment, so he made no demurs about the extra

price. He glided througli the crowd with his tin

violin under his arm ; but ho had not walked twenty

paces, before he felt some one touch his sleeve ; it

was a workman, who, cap in hand, with modestly

lowered eyes said to him :

" 'I thirds they charged you too much for that vio-

lin, sir, and as I made it, if you are an amateur, I

will make you as many as you wish at six francs

each.'

"It was Eustace; he had seen the bargain concluded

and, having no longer any doubts as to his talent fo

the manufiicture of instruments, he wished to con-

tinue a commerce that had commenced so well. He

was obliged to give up the idea, however, for Viotti

was satisfied with the single specimen for which he

had paid so well."

" And what did Viotti do with the tin violin ?" I

asked Ferdinand Langle.

" He always kept it, and took it with liim when he

retired from public life, in England."

" My dear friend," said I to Ferdinand, "you have

no idea what a service your story would render to

one of mv acquaintances ; it would win .a magnifi-

cent violin for him." And in my turn, I told him

the story of the Englishman and Viotti's and Armand

Seguin's sale.

I have since tried, in various ways, to discover in

what part of the globe my Engli.shman is now to be

foimd ; but my endeavor has been in vain. As books

are read in every land, I have concluded to publish

my information in this, hoping that chance may

cause it to fall under my friend's observation, and

perhaps furnish him with the means of winning his

violin.

nsital Correspnknrt.CJ*

New Yokk, June 2.—The winter of 1861-62,

which was looked forward to with so much uncer-

tainly by those musical people to whoiu art is a bread-

winner as well as something else, has not proved

so disheartening as it was natural for them to fear,

in view of the general pre-oceupation of the public

mind in the grave questions and events of the day.

It is true that no musical sensation has galvanized

fashionable circles into a superficial and temporary

interest in the art, or rather, in some artist ; neither

has there been any distinguished importation of

passers prima-donnas, lion pianists, et hoc genus omne.

Perhaps art has lost nothing, but rather derived some

little benefit, from the deficiencies of the season in

these respects ; amateur societies, private concerts,

&c., seem to have acquired a new and more genuine

impetus than usual—one from within, rather than

frorri without.

The events of most import to musical progress

and cultivation here, have been the subscription con-

certs, of course ; and among them those of the

Philhaemonic Society deserve the first mention.

On looking over the programmes of the five concerts
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of the past (twentieth of the Society) season, we

find the selections, of orcliestral works at least, to

have been good on the whole, and free from preju-

dice or tendency. Of Beethoven, we have had tlie

Third and Fifth Symphonies, the " Fidelio" over-

ture, the great violin Concerto, opus 61, and that for

piano and orchestra, opus 37. Mozart's Symphony

No. 5, and the Concerto No. 8, for piano and orches-

tra, were interesting productions as points of com-

parison with more modern works. Of Mendelssohn

we had but a taste—a bonne 6o«c/ie, however ; the

"Fingals' Cave" overture, and two arias. Then we

had Schubert's glorious Symphony in C major, of

which Robert Schumann has so truly said
—

" those

who do notjknow and admire this noble Symphony,

understand nothing of Schubert's genius."

How many conclusions as to the effect of a work

on the public are unprejudiced, and uncolored by

the opinions of that part of the public immediately

surrounding us ? Your New York correspondent,

who found the Symphony tedious— by the ears of

Midas, how could he do so ?—was evidently impress-

ed with the belief that every one else, judging like

his particular friends,also found it so. While our own

conclusion would have been a contrary one altogether,

had we judged only from the opinions expressed by

"our set." The symphony according to them, was

romantic !—imaginative !
!—sublime! ! !—its rehears-

als were followed with avidity; a large party of

ladies cro-ssed over to Brooklyn amid the sliarpest

storm of the season, to hear it performed by the

Philharmonic Society there ; and one unfortunate

" she " appeared with red eyes at the breakfast table

on the morning after that performance, because her

promised escort had declined to become responsible

for the possible accidents that might attend a journey

tin'ough three feet of snow, under a starless sky,

and over a storm-ploughed river. So much for var-

iety of opinion !

But to return to our Philharmonic Society. Two
new works were given this season ; a Serenade for

small orchestra, by Brahms (No. 2, opus 16), pleas-

ing, well conceived and instrumentated, but too long.

Indeed this Serenade, if put to the use which its

name suggests, would indubitably, after delightfully

awakening and interesting the fair one, as agreeably

lull her to sleep again. The other novelty was :
"2

Morceaux Symphoniques " by Goldbeck, which

proved that the ambition of this popular pianist is

not a common one, or confined to the sphere of his

particular instrument. Then we had Marschner's

" Vampyr" overture, selected as a token of respect

to the memory of the recently deceased composer

;

Weber's "Ruler of the Spirit" overture, and Schu-

mann's Symphony No. 4, in D minor, one of the

finest symphonic productions of the season. Neither

were the composers of our day neglected ; we had

Wagner's brassy " Rienzi" overture ; the " Carnival

Remain," by Berlioz, which is effective, and pleases,

and leaves an impression on the mind, like that left

by the visit of a witty and brilliant friend— much
such an impression, probably, as the composer in-

tended to make ; and Liszt's " Preludes " and

his Pofeme Symphonique "Orph^e,"— neither of

which works too favorably impressed us at first, but

which, after following the rehearsals, and careful

study and playing of the scores, grew more and more

upon us. These, with .some solo pieces of lesser

importance, have been the productions of lastseason's

Philharmonic Concerts. The vocal numbers, with

but few exceptions in point of musical worth, and

with scarcely any as regards the rendition, were far

below what should be the standard of such a society.

Next in importance have been the classical soirees,

six in number, of Messrs. Mason and Thoiias.—
These interesting chamber concerts, now past their

seventh season, are, it is well known, devoted ex-

clusivelyto the cultivation of the Qu.artet and kindred

compositions ; and are as perfect and enjoyable as

we can dare to hope for here. The regular members

of this society, Mr. Mason and Messrs. Thomas,

Mosenthal, Matzka, and Bergner, with the occasional

assistance of other instrumentalists, have worthily

lirought forward for popular appreciation some of

the finest quartets, quintets, trios, and piano and

violin duos and solos. Beethoven, as a matter of

course, had the lion's share in the programmes
;

Mozart, Schumann, and Schubert were equally well

represented, nor was genial father Haydn neglected
;

we had Spohr's quartet in E major, and, by way of

novelty a trio by Volkmann in B flat major, more

interesting from its novelty than its worth, however.

Messrs. Mills and Mollenhauer started on a

new Quartet crusade this winter. Their selections

were, in part, excellent. Should these artists essay

a .second series of these soire'es, additional practice

together, among the members of the quartet, will

perhaps impart tlie finisli and mutual understanding

so necessary to a complete execution. The qualities

that make a good solo, and a finished quartet player,

are distinct and special, and all are a matter of ac-

quisition, and not of intuition.

Tlie performance, in the Brookltn Acadeimt

OF Mnsic, and subsequently under less favorable

circumstances, in New York, of Robert Schumann's

Cantata, " Paradise and the Peri," by the Lieder-

kranz and Philharmonic Societies, with solo singers,

was too remarkable, as regards the music itself, at

least, to be passed over in silence. The mere pro-

duction of such a work, even in an inferior manner,

was an event in the musical annals of New York.

—

As Spenser is a poet for poets, so is Schumann

the composer for musicians. All the impassioned,

ideal grace, the Oriental coloring, that Moore's ele-

gant, finished, but superficial verse failed to give the

subject of "Paradise and the Peri," Schumann's

music has imparted to it. Yet this work is full of

faults ; we cannot expect perfection from this inspired

but unfortunate and ill-balanced spirit ; the trail of

the serpent is among the flowers. We are led too

often beyond limits where, beauty leaves us, into a

desert without form, and void, or into labyrinths of

bitter, thorny, too-long unresolved dissonances and

enigmatical modulations. Yet in spite of these de-

fects, and of the frequent harshness and nnmelodic

management of the vocal parts, the Cantata overflows

with passages of almost unparalleled beauty. The

whole of the second part is a continual flow of in-

spiration ; the chorus of the Genii of the Nile, with

its marvellous instrumental accompaniment, the con-

tralto solo, " In the green wood," the impassioned

"Maiden's Song," the lovely solo and chorus "Sleep

on, in visions of odor,"—these were indeed conceiv-

ed and written in a happy hour ! Then the opening

of the first part, the whole fine "Gazna" scene, the

elegant Houri chorus in the third part, the quartet

and chorus "Blest tears"—such exquisite passages

cause us to forget the length to which some recitatives

and fugued choruses are drawn out, by no means "in

linked sweetness,"—especially those of the third part.

This Cantata requires very finished and delicate ren-

dering, and careful study of its various effects ; it

must be this necessity of the clearest execution, add-

ed to the fact that the work appeals more to some in-

dividual temperament than to the general public,

that has kept it from the popularity that, in an

abridged form, at least, its great beauty would seem

to command for it. That the rendition here was not

of the perfect and almost impossible character that

the work deserves, we need liardly say. The orches-

tral accompaniment was good, though it might have

been more finely shaded ; the choruses were in gen-

eral firmly sung, although the same deficiency of

variety of tone and expression was observable in them

as in the orchestral performance. But the solos

were very indifferent ! Good will, however, was not

wanting, and, with all its short-comings in rendition,

the production of such a work was an experiment

for which all music-lovers had cause to be thankful.

You copied and commented on the queer criticisms

that appeared in some of the papers here, about the

Christmas performance by the Harmonic Society,

of Handel's "Messiah." But, after all, the criticisms

were not so senseless, if written by people who judge

of music, not for and in itself, but by the way in

which it is performed. We, whose earliest musical

recollections are those of of the glorious English

performances of the master's clear, manly, noble,

massive conceptions, scarcely recognized the oratorio

in question. To attempt to perform such a work

with a small orchestra, an amateur chorus, arpeggio-

ed piano accompaniment, and, with the exception of

the soprano, timid and worn out solo voices, is, to

say the least of it, a rash undertaking. The pleas-

antest thing about this occasion was the presentation

of a gold medal from the Society to Mr. Bristow.

The spasmodic efforts of the Opera company have

not been very edifying this season. Operas that

everybody knows by heart, to which the singing of

Miss Kellogg has occasionally added interest ; an

imperfect reproduction of " Masaniello," the intro-

duction of the little comic operas " Betly" and "Les

Noces de Jeanette " to a New York public ; such,

with the welcome but brief re-appearnnce of Madame

D'Angri, and the doubtfully successful debuts of

third-rate singers, have been the features — save the

mfivk ! — at the Academy of Music. When shall we

have a small, good, permanent Italian opera com-

pany in New York, supported by subscription 1 For

in no way, save Iiy governmental aid, can a complete

" monster" opera house be made to pay here.

Of Mr. Gottschalk's concerts it is unecessary

to speak again ; their character, as well as that of

his playing, is well known ; and tlieir principal aim,

equally well known, appears to be that of popular-

izing his own compositions. AVhat would be the

tate of artists of this stamp, in communities like

those that sometimes blame the nOble Clara Schu-

mann, because her programmes invariably contain at

least one of her gifted husband's piano-forte works 1

The Arion,Mendelssohn, Tenton,English Madrigal,

and other societies, have not favored the public ear

often this year. The operatic and ballad concerts

by our resident artists have merely excited our won-

der, that so many people will persevere in singing

and playing the same hackneyed vocal and instrutal

chevaux debatable, to the neglect of the little known

treasures that would give charm and variety to their

selections, and that only await a "pathfinder," to be-

come popular.

A new " Stabat Mater Dolorosa," composed by

Mr. J. V. M. BuscH, was performed last night at

the French R. C. Church of St. Vincent de Paul,

by Mrs. Brinkerhofl^, Mdlle. Gomien, Mr. Durant,

and Seiior Gonzalez, with a (very) small chorus, and

Mr. Duehaner at the organ. We had heard a good

deal beforehand of this composition, of the difficulties

attending its former expected performance, and had

somehow got an idea into our heads that its author

must be a persecuted and unjustly unacknowledged

genius. Alas for our preconceived and romantic

conjectures ! these went the way of many other illu-

sions last night. Mr. Busch's "Stabat Mater" does

not possess the merit of originality, or that of

judicious imitation ; it is full of cadences and pass-

ages that we are sure we have heard before, we are

not quite certain where, but decidedly not in the best

of musical company; and these thefts do not by any

means strike us with that indignant admiration with

which we greet the discovery of Byron's clever pick-

ings and stealings, from the old English, Meredith's

from the French, Mr. Longfellow's from the German

authors ; or with the mingled feeling which we ex-

perience on reading of Claude Duval's elegant ex-

ploits in highway robbery. The whole coloring of

this "Stabat" is monotonous, or rather null ; and the

indifferent execution, and the creaking of the organ
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did nothing towards clothing it with a grace that was

not its own. Judging fi-oni its effect on last night's

audience, Mr. Bnsch's "Stabat" would find its fullest

appreciation in the East, if we may trust Villoteau's

remarks on the Oriental music, in his " Description

de I'Egypte," and which we translate : "The Orien-

tals, and, above all, the Egyptians, consider that

musician the most estimable who can dissipate their

melancholy, cause them a good laugh, procure them

a quiet sleep, and then awaken them again,— all

through the charms of his art." Alma.

Monster Young Lady Concerts — Stolen

Thunder, &c., &c.

Shelby viLLE, Ky., IVIay 22, 1852.

I have recently read with much surprise an article

which appeared in your Journal from the pen of

Prof. J. H. Kappes of Shelhyville, Kentucky, in

which he makes some sarcastic allusions to the per-

formances of my mnsic class in the Shelhyville Fe-

male College, and in which he refers also with ap-

probation to an article published in your Jonrnal,

June 29, 1861, with the signature " T," in which an

ill-natured caricature of one of my concerts is drawn.

After closely examining the spirit and style of these

two communications, I am not alone in regarding

them as emanating from the same source. You will

doubtless iillow me the privilege of correcting some

false statements and repelling some offensive insinua-

tions.

In both communications allusion is made to the

fact that I arranged, as part of my extensive pro-

gramme, a piece of music to he played on six pianos

with four performers at each instrument. Wot being

able to coinprehend how tliat conld be accomplislied,

they insinuate tliat a deception was practised, that

the pianos were only six octaves, and that each of

the four young pupils played with only "one hand."

All of these are misstatements. There was not a

six-octave piano in the number, and each of the per-

formers, who were nearly all little (litis, played with

both hands. I cannot imagine how such reckless

statements could be made without some malignant

purpose to deceive and insult, especially when cor-

rect information was so accessible. Any person,

anxious not to make a misstatement, could have sat-

isfied himself by an inspection of the manuscripts

—by closely watching the hands of the performers

—

and by making inquiry of any one of the twenty

four performers, or any one of the pupils or teachers

of the Institution.

The chagrined Professor complains that " at the

exhibitions of our Seminaries pupils frequently re-

ceive extravagant praise for that which is simply

show, possessing but little merit. The delighted

public are not aware that it is comparatively an easy

thing for four young ladies to play on one piano,

particularly if each play with one hand." Now the

truth is I had heard that the Professor, so averse to

shoio, had determined to introduce at his public con-

certs six pianos with three performers at each. Re-

solved not to be surpassed in honorable rivalry by a

school in the same town, I successfully accomplished

the /eat to which allusion has been made. But the

Professor, who denounces mere show, when he was

startled by the information of my plan, added two

more pianos, and succeeded in having a number of

pieces played by twenti/-four performers with eifiht

pianos. It is with a good grace indeed that he writes

to Boston, condemning me and my pupils for mere

show ! The truth is, he was disappointed because I

stole his own thunder, and " finished up the whole

with remarkable eclat." Hinc illae lachrimae. The
great musical Barnum of the West was morti-

fied by being out-Barnumed on that occasion
;
per-

haps that changed his theory. When the Professor

refers to me as an example of a teacher who " aims

at nothing higher than what is demanded by a de-

praved and uncultivated public taste/' he not only

offers a gratuitous insult to me, but to the communi-

ty in which wo have both lived, and prospered for

many years. The corre.spondent " T " also writes

sarcastically that, following my example, " teachers

need not spend weeks and months of unnecessary

drill to render pupils exact and independent in the

presentation of their pieces before an audience who
never look beyond the .surface, but who good-natur-

edly bestow their approbation on what is seemingly

meritorious." Now I suppose the "immense and

brilliant audience," among which "T" was "closely

wedged in," are as capable of appreciating good
music as any " immense and brilliant audience " of

Townsend, Mass., wdiere " T " claims to hail from.

The town of Shelhyville has been famed for years

for three superior Female Schools, which have long

flouiished here. Between two and three hundred

music pnplls have been taught here annually—Prof.

Kappes having himself had the direction of the mu-
sical education of a large class. All the schools

have been in the habit of giving private and public

concerts. I doubt if the citizens of any small inland

town in this country have heard as much superior

music as our people. When then this " immense
and brilliant audience," for three successive nights,

listened with thrilling interest to the varied musical

performances of my pupils, and rendered applause

at " every performance," they paid a high and de-

served compliment to my class. One would infer

from the communication of " T " that the piece for

twenty-four performers was the most important part

of my programme ; but the fiict that a number of

most excellent pieces, such as Overtures to Don Gio-

vanni and Fra Diavolo for two pianos and four per-

formers — Concert Polka by Wallace— "Angels'
Serenade," a three-part chorus by Concone, etc.,

were correctly and some of them brilliantly per-

formed, will demonstrate how partial and unjust

was the criticism towards myself and the young
ladies.

The correspondent shows much ignorance when
the statement is made that " the efforts of the young
ladies were most admirably seconded by the magic

tones of the Professor's violin—so skillfiilli; snperadd-

ed ax effeetttalli/ to cover all defects and finish up the

whole with remarkable eclat." Now if mv pupils

did not play their pieces correctly, my violin, so far

from concealing discords, would have only more
conspicuously developed them.

But, Mr. Editor, I have made this communication
longer than I at first intended. I feel mortified that
I am called upon to resent this uncalled for, repeated
and malicious attack. Prof. Kappes and myself
have long lived in the same town—are engaged in

the same profession—have a large amount of work
to do—and have enjoyed a large amount of success
in teaching numerous clas.ses in popular institutions

among a generous and intelligent people. There
was no need that he and his friend should send their

communications to attack me and my classes. The
public here have formed their own estimate of us, as

teachers of music. His traducing me will not make
them alter their verdict. Age should teach him to

attend to his own business, and to suppress disgust-

ing displays of envj'. C. Kinkel.

Handel and Hatdn Society.— The annual
meeting of this Society was held last week at Chick-
ering's Hall. In the absence of the President, Mr.
Oren J. Faxon presided. The Treasurer reported
that the receipts for the year amounted to S4623 20 ;

expenses, $.'5702 40 ; balance against the Society,

$479 20. The total indebtedness of the Society
amounts to $1279 20.

The Secretary reported that four new members had
been admitted during the year and five discharged.

Four concerts have been given, which were attended
with success.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing
year:

—

President, Dr. J. Baxter Upham ; Vice-President,
Oren J. Faxon; Secretary, Loring B.Barnes ; Treas-
urer, Matthew S. Parker ; Liln-arian, Geo. H.
Chickering ; Trustees, George W. Palmer, James
Rice, Wm. Ilawes, H. Farnam Smith, George P.
Carter, Isaac Woodward, Wm. 0. Perkins, Samuel
L. Thorndike.

gfoigljfs loiinral of Hliisk.

BOSTON, JUNE 7, 1863.

Music in this Ndmcer. — Continuation of Chopin's

Mazurkas.

Church Music.
II.

A few weeks since we spoke of the want of

better music in our churches. The unedifying

humdrum of our common psalmody, seeking to

atone for its monotony by ringing endless changes

on itself, yet seldom touching a new chord in any

soul ;—the opposite extreme of sensuous and

showy entertainment in the almost operatic

floweriness, the questionable pathos and the calcu-

lated effect of so much of the current Catholic

mass music ;—the negative, ungcnial virtue of

the English Chantings and Te Deums, -which

rely more on a certain uniform, staid dignity

of style, than on any wealth or warmth of musi-

cal feeling and ideas, more on a good manner

than on matter, musically speaking, and which

therefore, like the Ambroslan and Gregorian

beginnings in the early Christian Church, par-

take more of ritual than of music, more of

prescribed ceremony than of spontaneous expres-

sion, more of law and limitation than of poetry

and genius,—being an art which patient industry

may learn, and no man needs to be Inspired with-

al :—these were briefly hinted at as common
complaints, one or tbe other or all of which are

heard almost every time you meet music-lovers

coming out of church ; or, if you hear admira-

tion, ten to one it Is just such testimony as a

good cause would not covet. We then asked

whether there is not " a music, simple, practica-

ble, real In its origin, essentially sacred, born

with the birth of Protestant worship, and one

with its whole spirit, already existing, both In the

simple tune form and In the Inexhaustible splen-

dors of polyphonic Art-transfiguration ; out of

which too our own live 'psalm-tunes' have derived

their root ; and which may profitably be made
the basis of an e.xperlment of better music in our

churches, the staple of the musical service, yet

capable of infinite development into more rich

and complex forms, as means and culture war-

rant ?
"

We think there is such a music ; and have

already suggested that it may be found in the

German Choral—this for the simple form, the

germ of all we want—and, for development, for

higher Art, in the polyphonic treatment of the

Choral, the inspired illustration of its intrinsic

power and beauty b}' Sebastiax Bach.

Now we proceed further to suggest how this

may be applied. AVe mean here and now, to

meet the present want. Of course, therefore,we

do not attempt to enter Into all the possibilities

that may flow out of a good but very simple ini-

tiation of the plan. We propose the plainest

practicable form of the thing first; all that is

wanted Is a sound root and a good soil, and it

wiil grow. Nor do we makeany dogmatic pre-

scription of one way and one only; in the multi-

tude of experiments, we propose one as worthy

to be tried, as being within comparatively easy

reach, and certainly good so far as it will go.

(How far It is capable of going—the music in

itself we mean—how pregnant a germ the Choral

'8, they only have begun to conceive who have
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studied the wonderful and inexhaustible wealth

and beauty of Bach's sacred music, whose whole

Art theiein is founded on the Choral.')

1. Let us banish the yoluminous and number-

less collections of psalm tunes; at least, the whole

business of psalm-sinorinfr by a choir. Instead o*

the hundreds and thousands of such tunes, select

a very small number—a dozen for a besinnino;,

fifty for the whole book—of the sterling, best

known, most loved Lutheran Chorals (of course

a still older origin would be nothing against

them) ; but such, we mean, as sprang into exis-

tence in a period of real religious inspiration, out

of the heart of the people, and have ever since

been sung and cherished by the people, old and

young, in the land of Luther, where religious

freedom first began. Among these some of our

own familiar psalm-tunes will be found. They

are simple, solemn melodies,sung in unison (with-

out harmony) by the whole people Some of thera

are fuU of grand confidence and trust, forgetting

cares and sorrows in a sense of the infinite majes-

ty of God ; some breathe an unspeakable tender-

ness of piety
;
yet all have something fresh,naive

and wholesome, in marked contrast with such

.sentiment and pathos as indulges itself chiefly in

Italian operatic melody.

A congregation, or a goodly portion of a con-

gregation, could soon be taught to know and sing

in unison a dozen of these tunes. Here in

Boston, thanks to the wise turn given to thesing-

ing in the public schools, the children, the whole

generation, are already growing up knowing by

heart and singing a number of these Chorals. In

the annual Exhibition is not the effect more

wonderful and more religious, than almost any-

thing we ever hear in any of the churches ? It

win be still grander,when they are sung (as well)

by riper voices.men and women with the children.

The support of the Organ of course is desirable :

that supplies the harmony ; and that may fill

pauses between the lines with rich and sugges-

tive interludes, enveloping and lifting up the

whole thing into a higher plane of Art. The

artistic soul of it all should reside in the organist,

who should be a thorough musician, trained in

the polyphonic school of Bach. With such a

man for teacher and director, according to his

zeal and faculty, much raight be done.

But here let us remark that we do not wage

war upon the hymn books, the sacred poetry

which is so dear to Christians. Let the minister

read hymns, and not be limited in choice, so they

be true hymns and fitting to the time. But what

need is there that these same words should be

sung ? Or why should what is sung,be also road ?

Who can detect the words in one line out of a

hundred sung ? Why not let the hymn be read,

and let a corresponding strain of music follow ?

— music with its own words, words fitted to it-

self, inseparable from it, instead of trying to force

tunes into a false alliance with the various verses

of so many hymns, agreeing in nothing but the

metre—metre, mind, and not the rhythm,for these

are often distinct things, and prose too has its

rhythm. The German chorals have for the most

part some irregular kind of metre scarcely found

in our hymn books. They must be sung, if at

all, to their own words. But if the sentiment,

the feeling correspond, what further correspond-

ence ought we to require ? Indeed it were much

better (for the listener,if such there be as well as

singers) to give oneself freely up to the influence

of the music, melting away the chains of word-

thought, and liberating the soul for higher flights,

than to be puzzling one's wits in trying to follow

the words.

2. But while the Choral sung in unison is the

simplest thing and should be the foundation of the

musical service, it by no means follows that it

should be the only thing, or that it should come

fir.st in order. Harmony (of course with melody)

is better than mere melodj' ; for it is as it were

melody glorified and set star-like in the heavens.

The Quartet Choir, four voices moving in distinct

but blendeil parts, produces heavenly effects sur-

passing (when the music sung is of the true

quality) any unison of howsoever great a multi-

tude. Light itself grows tiresome until broken

Into harmony of many colors. And as the case

now stands, the Quartet Choir,or even the larger

choir, is more immediately available than any

decent singing by the congregation.

We would suggest therefore to begin with the

Quartet Choir. Let such a clioir, with the riurht

kind of director at the Organ, sing some of the

Chorals as harmonized b)' Bach. Nothing is or

can be finer, purer, nobler, more religious, more

full of satisfying beauty, more perennially fresh

and safe from ever ijrowing hacknied, than the

Choral in his setting. His harmony is polyphonic,

that Is many-voiced, each voii'e or part having

its own gi-aceful, easy individual movement, yet

each helping out the other and subserving the

unity of the whole. Other composers have had

this art, but all award the palm of highest mas-

tery therein to Bach. At all events we have

them as he wi-ote them, already made to hand,

and can there be anything better ? Why not

make him the text-book, whether we make ex-

cursions into wider fields or not ? With a large

choir this four part harmony would sound still

better; best of all with a massive Oratorio

chorus — we have heard the like in the two

Chorals introduced by Mendelssohn in his " St.

Paul."

Meanwhile the congregation, or a fair repre-

sentation of it, may be taught to sing two or

three, or more, of these tunes in unison, as a be-

ginning, learning the love of them all the while

from choir and organ. Then imagine the beau-

tiful and quickening effect of such an alternation

as this : First, the people sing in unison, however

coarsely, if only rhythmically and with some de-

gree of unity, one verse of the Choral, with

organ accompanying ; and then, they pausing,

listening, the same Choral floats down from above,

in four-part harmony, by pure voices, unaccom-

panied, sung by the choir ! Before it was hu-

man and terrestrial, now it sounds angelic,

heavenly ; before it was of the earth, earthy, now

it is glorified and of the spirit world. The most

sublime impression that we ever yet received

from music in a church,was at a "liturgical service"

so-called, consisting principally of music, on

Christmas Eve in the Royal church, or Dom, in

Berlin, when the exquisite silvery harmony of

the 80 or 90 boys and men of the celebrated

Dom Chor alternated in this manner with the

coarse and clumsy unison of the whole people.

So much for the present, for a beginning.

—

Ampler developments may follow. This being

the first thing and the basis, larger forms of Art

may gradually be added, Motets,Anthems,perhaps

judicious selections from Oratorios and Masses,

&c.; about which, and about another element, a

great essential, the proper Organ music, some-

thing has yet to bo said.

Benefit Concert.—Some time since a music-

lover expressed in these columns a desire to liear

performed in some of our concerts certain composi-

tions of a kind not often heard here, but very

common in Germ.iny ; namely concerted instrumen-

tal pieces lying between the Orchestra and Chamber
Music, such as Sejituors, Octets, &c. We are glad

to see tliat an example in this kind is to be set, and

that in the pleasant form of a Complimentary Benefit

to be given to Mr. Tuomas Ryan by his fellows of

the Quintette Cluli, and other artists. It will take

place next Tuesday evening, at Institute Hall, in

Roxbury (tlie horse cars pass it). The programme

includes the Octet in F hy Schubert, and the Nonetto

by Spohr (In which the Club will be assisted by

Messrs. Rieas, Hamann, Nitz and Stein), and of

a variety of lighter things, solos histrumental and

vocal, &c. Miss Pearson Is the singer. Mr. Ryan
has been so active in the canse of classical music

here, for mauj' years, and has so many friends, that

we cannot doubt the capacities of the hall will be put

to a test.

Mr. EicriBERo's charming little buffo opera, "The

Doctor of Alcantara," which has caused such fresh

enjoyment at the Museum lately, is in course of

publication, both the entire work, and the songs,

ducts, &c., separately, by Messrs. Oliver Ditson &,

Co. Several of the most popular numbers, already

Issued, are named In our advertising columns. We
have only room now to say, that pleasant as we

found them in the hearing, they have Interested us

still more In the notes. Felicities in Idea and treat-

ment, in spite of their simplicity, are not infrequent

In tliese little pieces.

wnt Shoair.

Leipzig.—In the performance of Bach's Passion

music, during Passion Week, Carl Reinecke direct-

ed, the violin solo was played by David, the organ

was played by Richter (all professors in the Conser-

vatorlum), and the part of " the Evangelist" was

sung by Schneider of Wiesbaden, who is regarded

as the best "Evangelist" in Germany.—Leipzig has

lost its excellent violoncellist, Davldhoff, who has

been tempted to St. Petersburg by a salary of 2,000

silver rubles.

The following pieces of church music were sung in

the Thomas Church about the middle of April. On
the 12th (Saturday, at half past one) & Kijrie and.

Gloria by Spohr; on the 13th (Sunday) Handel's

Passion Oratorio : "Feelings at the grave of Jesus;"

on the 16th, motet by Hauptmann ; on the 17th,

motet by Schicht :
" Wir driicken dir die Aiigen zii ,"

19th, motet by Haydn :
" To thee all praise and

glory belongeth," and motet by Schicht ; 20th,

Hymn by Handel ; 21st, at 8 in the morning, ijissa

by Cherubini, and Hymn by Spohr.

Dresden.—On Palm Sunday Cherubini's lie-

guiem and Beethoven's Ninth Symphony were finely

given under the direction of Capellmeister Rietz.

Stuttgart.—At the last subscription concert

Rubinstein's new Concert Overture and Scliumann's

"Parrdlse and the Peri" were performed. Molique's

Oratorio " Abraham" was given on Palm Sunday,

Carl Eckert conducting. The reception was friendly,

if not enthusiastic.

Berlin.—The principal novelty at the Royal

Opera House during the past month, was the produc-

tion of Herr Bott's new opera " Actrea, the maid of

Corinth," of which we copy a description on another

page. The low opinion there expressed of it is more

than confirmed by the correspondent of the Vienna
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Musik-Zeitung, from wliom we translato the follow-

ing :—
" Herr Bott has not given an overture. Instead of

improving this last opportunity of proving his capa-

city for a well-worked piece, he offers nothing but a

few bars of very fiat, unsatisfactory introduction,

which are imitated, too, from MendLlssohn's Ruy

Bias. Immediately, upon the first chorus is impress-

ed the stamp of an extremely trivial Liedertafel

sing-song, for which at the highest Gumbert or Proch

might envy the composer,and which, inspire of that,

recurs three times in the opera. The theme of the

succeeding male chorus is borrowed—painful con-

trast ! — from the A flat major movement in Beet-

hoven's great E flat Trio. A festival scene in

Corinth is danced olT afier the pattern of the most

ordinary ballet style ; the next aria, of the prinm

amoroso is a faded, empty salon piece par excellence,

—and that ends the first act. Nowhere any trace of

a finely declaimed recitative, of ensembles which in-

terest through polyphonic conduct of the parts. The

treatment of the orchestra is pitiful—at the farthest,

only here and there an effort in a single passage to

produce effect by tone-color or to express chromatic

despair. And as for the style'in which the vocal

parts are written, we think of no example, except it

be in Spoutini or Wagner, where such violence is

done to singers.

"What we have said of this first act, is equally

true of all the others ; wlicrevcr we look, there is the

mo,st complete impotence of thought, most utter

want of the gift of invention and of plastic power.

Eelalively the best number of the opera is unquestion-

ably a chorus of women, with ballet, in the fourth

act; and that for the simple reason, that it is borrow-

ed again, almost note for note, from the chorus of

women with ballet in Spontini's Cortez {2nd act) ;

—

not to speak of other reminiscences upon a grand

scale from Weber's Freyschiltz (Roman city ladies,

for instance, singing the beginning of the hunters'

chorus!), from the Hnciiienots, TannliSuser, Spohr's

Faust, &c., &c. To make a short story of it, there

are things which cannot be criticized, because they

are beneath criticism, and with such things belongs

Bott's opera : 'The Maid of Corinth.'
"

Passion week was celebrated by several Musical

societies, who performed some of the greatest sacred

compositions. The Sing-academie gave Bach's

Malt/idus-Passion ; Stern's society, Beethoven's ilissa

Solennis ; two other societies gave Graun's Tod

Jesu.

The following operas were performed at the Royal

Opera during the month of March : Rossini's Tell,

with Herr Ferenczy from Riga as Arnold ; Weber's

Euryanthe; Spontini's Cortez; Donizetti's Fille du

Regiment, twice, with Mile. Desiree Artot ; Mozart's

Zauberjlole, twice ; Auber's Fairy Lake ; Meyerbeer's

Propheie (Ferenczy) ; Donizetti's Elisir d' Amore

(Artot), twice ; Mozart's Clemema di Tilo, on the

king's birthday ; Don Juan ; Weber's Freischiitz

;

M^hul's Joseph in Egypt; Bellini's Sonnambula

(Artot). Mile. Artot, in the parts of Marie, Adina
and Amina, is pronounced little short of perfect, in

spite of the fact that she gave the spoken dialogue in

bad German, and sang in French.

Cassell.—The operatic repeiloire during the past

season was as follows :

Mozart: Don Juan (three times), Ke Zauberjiole,

Figaro's Hochzeit, and Vie Entfulirung (three times).
—Beethoven: Fidelia (three times). Weber: Da-
Freischiitz (tmce). Kreutzer : Nachtlager in Grena-
da. Mehul : Joseph en Egyple (three times). Cheru-
bini : Les deux Journges. Maurer, L.: Aloyse (twice).

Marschner : Templar und Jiidin (twice). Lortzing :

Czaar und Zimmermann, Undine. Nicolai ; Die
Liistigen Weiber von Windsor. Wagner : Tatm-
haiiser. Flotow : Sirudella, Martha. Halevy

:

La Juive ftwice). Meyerbeer: Robert le Diahle
(twice), Tjes Huguenots (three times). Auber : La
Part du Diable (three times). Adolphe Adam : Le

Brasi^enr de Preston. Rossini ; It Earbier di Seviglia,

Gugtielmo Tell (twice). Bellini : La Sonnambula.
Donizetti : La Fille du Regiment, Lncrezia (twice).

Belisario, I^ucia di Lam7nermof}r. Reiss : Otto der
Schiitz, new (three times). OfTenbach : Orphe'e aux
Enfen's (five times).

in a few weeks Spohr's Jessonda, also, will have
been ]ierformed, after a rest of nearly three years,

and will be immediately followed by a revival of

iMarsehncr's Lfans Heiting. AVith regard to the man-
ner in which the operas in the above li'st were execu-
ted generally, it may be designated as a careful

manner; but some of the works, such, for instance,

as Die ZimberflSle, Figaro's llodizeit, Fidelia, Joseph,

and Undine, were performed with extraordinarj'

excellence.

Of the instrumental concerts in Cassell a corres-

pondent of the London Musical World gives the

following report. The young violinist, Isidor Lotto,

here referred to—a mere boy, of gypsy origin, and

most interesting appearance—we heard last year in

Leipzig. The old Moscheles, who sat by our side,

remarked that he had never heard Paganini's pecu-

liar style and execution so nearly approached.

Unfortunately the yonth seemed to take too exclu-

sively after that mere virtuoso school. But for the

extract

:

There have been four subscription concerts given

by the Ducal band. At the first of these concerts

Herr Hermann Levi, from .Mannheim, produced a
highly favoraI)le impression of his talent, both as a
composer and a pianist, by his performance of an
original concerto for piano and orchestra. Althouixh
there are evident marks of the influence of Mendels-
sohn and Schumann in the said production, the

independent talent of the composer cannot he denied.

The instrumentation is especially worth}' of praise,

and the structure of the entire work thoroughlv (jood.

The youni; violinist, Herr Isidor Lotto, from \yiirsaw,

was also successful in the first movement of the con-

cerlo in E major, by Vieuxtemps, and the "Perpetu-
um moI>iIe," by Paj^anini. At the second concert

Herr Hans von Biilow was the chief attraction. The
principal works selected by him for performance
were, Henselt's Concerto in F minor, Beethoven's

sonata. Op. 110, and Liszt's " Fantasia on Hunga-
rian Melodies." The third concart introduced to us

Herr Alfred Jaell, always a welcome visitor, who, on
this occasion as well as on all previous ones, met
with a very warm reception. He took part in Spohr's

C Minor quintet for piimo, flute, clarinet, horn and
bassoon, and was well supported by the leading

members of the band. At the same concert, Herr
Wipplinger performed Mendelssohn's oft-heard but

never-tiring Violin-Concerto. At the fourth concert,

two local artists took the principal part in the instru-

mental music. They were Herr GraflT, leader, and
Herr Knoop. The former, a pupil of Vieuxtemps,
possesses very respectable powers of execution, and
a most elegant style, and has repeatedly gained great

applause for his rendering of compositions by his

former master, and by De Beriot. He was less for-

tunate with Beethoven's Violin-Concerto. The
cadences introduced by him were a mixtum compositum

from Vieuxtemps, Joachim, Lanb, etc., and, conse-

quently, were not calculated to throw the audience

into rhapsodies. Mile. Kristinus, a young contralto

just engaged at the opera, made her debut at this

concert, and at once ingratiated herself with the pub-

lic, being repeatedly and tumultuously recalled. An
interesting item in the programme was the charming
finale to Cosi fan Tutte, which was admirably ren-

dered.—I must add to my notice of the third concert,

that the pleasing chorus from Cherubini's Blanche de

Provence was particularly well received. Indeed,

under the direction of Herr Hempel, who now occu-

pies the post of musical director, in place of Herr
Weidt, the chorus has gained immensely in delicacy

and precision, a fact of which the audience manifes-

ted their appreciation at every fitting opportunity.

The chorus sung, also, two of Schubert's " Lieder

im Volkstone." With regard to the merit of the

orchestra, more particularly, it is quite equal to what
it was last year, and high praise is due to Herr Reiss

for the pains he has taken in getting up the concerts.

In the way of overtures, we have had Mendelssohn's
Hebriden, Marschner's overture to Der Vampyr,
Cherubini's Les Abencerrages , and a new and original

one, in D major, by Herr August Walter. In addi-

tion to these, we have had Schubert's Symphony in

C major ; Beethoven's Symphony, No. 8 ; Niels W.
Gade's Symphony, No. 4 ; and Schumann's Sym-
phony, No. 2 (C major). The last took very well

with the public, though but few of those present

could, I should say, have been able to appreciate it

fully with only one hearing.

'pecial Bolides.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Publi«1ie4] br Oliver Dit«on & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Wake, lady wake. Serenade.

** Doctor of Alcantara." 25

Those who have been so fortunate as to be present

at the perforoiRnce of Mr. Eichberg's Opera will re-

member this effective Song. It is within the compass

of any tenor Toice, and must become a standard con-

cert-piece.

I love ! I love ! Duet. *'Doctor of Alcantara." 35

Another morceau from this Opera ; although called

a duet, it is nearly all sung by Carlos (the tenor), and

will answer for a song very well.

Buenos Noches. '^Doctor of Alcantara.** 25

The amusing song of the porters, who bring in

the basket containing Carlos. It never fails to call

forth an eifore^ and the "He ! he I he !" is almost an
institution of itself.

The Knight of Alcantara. "Doctor of Alcantara." 25

When a lover is poor. " 25

Away despair. Duet. " 25

The first is Donna Lucrezia's song, a capital ballad

for a soprano voice. The second is the song of Inez

(contralto) a very pretty bit of melody.

Instrumental Music.

Overture to " Doctor of Alcantara." J. Eichbejy. 25

Entr' acte
" " 25

Excellent arrangements for the Piano, and not

difficult of performance.

Heart's Ease. Waltz a la Tyrolienne.

Cai'l Faust. 35

By a new composer of Dance Music, a German, of

late a resident of London, whose charming Polkas

and dashing Galops have become staple articles in

transatlantic Ball-rooms. A Polka-Mazurka of his,

the "Violetta,^' is perhaps the prettiest piece of music

ever written to the measure of this lovely dance. All

his melodies are graceful and striking.

Valse pastorale. A. Kielhloclc. 35

A fine "Morceau de Salon," of medium difficulty.

The mauy friends which former compositions of this

authorhave gained for themselves, will be glad to see

a new sign of his activity.

Beauties of "La Juive." J. Bdlah. 40

Books.

The Union Collection of Popular Duets
FOR THE Violin and Piano. Arranged by

S. Winnei'.

A very fine collection of the choicest Operatic Airs

and favorit* Melodies, comprising selections from
" Sicilian Vespers," " II Trovatore," '' Traviata,"

"Bohemian Girl," "Lucia." and other Operas, to-

gether with popular songs, waltzes, polkas, marches,

quicksteps, and arranged for the violin and piano. A
book of this class has long been in demand, and a

want has existed which will now be freely met by

this work. We commend it to amateurs as just the

thing."

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this Journal.

From Felix Mendelssohn's "Travelling-

Letters."

(Continued from page 74.)

Paris, March 15, 1832,

This is the 15th of March 1832. May all go

well and happily with you to-day ! You had

rather have letters arrive on your birthday, than

that they should be ivritten on that day ; but do

not take it ill of me, 1 cannot accustom myself to

it. Father said, one cannot know how things

will look a few days afterward, therefore the let

ter must arrive on the day ; I have the feeling

doubly, then, for I know neither how the day will

pass with you, nor with myself. But if the anni-

versary has actually arrived, then 1 feel almost

as if I were with you, only you cannot hear my
congratulations ; then I can offer them without

any solicitude, except that of absence. But that,

,

please God, will soon be over, and may He pre-

serve you, and all of you, for my happiness.

I have now begun to throw myself into the

the musical life in right good earnest ; and as

that is gratifying to you, I will write you some-

thing about it ; for a letter, which I meant to

send you, together with a sketch book, some days

since by Mortier's adjutant, still waits, as does all

Paris, for the departure of the Marshall, which

however does not take place. But if the letter

and the book should reach j'our hands by this

man, accept the whole consignment in a friendly

manner, especially the man (a Count Perthuis),

for he is one of the friendliest and most amiable

men that I have met. I had written you already

in that letter, that I am to play Beethoven's G
major Concerto da}' after to-morrow in the Con-

servatoire, and that the whole Court are coming

for the first time to the concert. K. would like

to poison me from envy ; he sought at first by a

thousand intrigues to prevent my playing, and

now that he has actually learned that the Queen
is coming, he has done all that was possible to

get me out of the way. Luckily all the other

members of the Conservatoire, especially the all-

powerful Habeneck, are my true friends, and so

his efforts have availed him nothing. He is the

only musician here who really behaves unkindly

and falsely toward me ; and although I have

never trusted him, still it always is a very painful

feeling to be with one who hates you, and who
does not wish to show it.

The 17th.

The letter could not be got ready, because the

aforesaid musical activity has become bo furious,

that I no longer know whether my head is on

my shoulders. So a mere catalogue of what I

had and have to do must suffice for to-day, and

be kt the same time my excuse. I have just

come from the rehearsal of the Conservatoire.

We have rehearsed regularly
;

yesterday twice,

and to-day nearly all over again ; but now it goes

as if it were oiled. If the people to-morrow are

half as much enchanted as the orchestra, it will

be well ; for yesterday they shouted furiously for

the Adagio da capo, and to day Habeneck was

obliged to make a little speech, to show, that

there was still a bar of solo at the end, for which

they would have the kindness to wait. It would

delight you to see all the little friendly, delicate

attentions, which this man shows me ; after every

bit of symphony he asks me, if I find anything

wrong in it, and so I have been able here for the

first time, in the French orchestra, to realize

some favorite nuances. After the rehearsal Bail-

lot played my Octet in his class, and if there be a

man in the world who can play it, it is he. He was

more extraordinarj' than I have ever heard him
;

and so were Urhan, Noi-blin, and the others, who

all went into it with furious energy.

Besides this I must now finish the arrangement

of the Overture and Octet, must put the Quintet

in order, as Simrock has purchased it, must write

out songs; and I experience the joy of an author

in being able to work over my B minor Quartet

a little, since it comes out here with two different

puWlIshers, who have asked me for some after-

alterations, before they publish it. Finally every

evening Soirdes; to-night at Bohrei-'s ; tomorrow

a, fete with all the violin gamins of the Conserva-

toire ; day after to-morrow Rothschild ; Tuesday

the Societe des Beaux Arts; Wednesday my
Octet at the Abbe Bardin's ; Thursday my
Octet at Mme. Kiene's ; Friday, Concert at

Erard's ; Sunday, Concert at Leo's ; and finally,

on Monday, laugh who can, my Octet will be

played in a church on the anniversary of Beet-

hoven's death ; this is the oddest thing the world

has seen ; but it was not to be refused, and I in

a certain manner enjoy the idea of being there

to hear Low Mass read during the Scherzo. One

cannot imagine anything more absurd, than a

priest at the altar, and my Scherzo going on—it

is really travelling incognito. Finally on the 7th

of April Baillot gives a grand concert, and I

have promised him to remain here until then,

and play a Concerto by Mozart, and something

else besides. Then on the 8th I take my seat in

the diligence, and travel to London, having first

heard my Symphony in the Conservatoire, and

sold some pieces ; and then I shall rejoice in the

friendly reception, which the musicians here have

given me. Farewell

!

Felix.

Paris, March 81, 1832.

Pardon my long silence ; I had nothing cheer-

ing to communicate to you, and I dislike to write

letters out of tune. And now too I would still be

silent, for 1 am not at all in a gay state of mind.

But since we have the spectre* here, I mean to

write you regularly, that you may know that I

am well and working on. Only Goethe's loss

is a piece of news, which makes one poor again !

* The cholera.

How differently the country looks ! It is one

more of those announcements, of which I have

already received many here, which now will al-

ways occur to me with the mention of Paris, and

whose impression will never be effaced to me by

all the friendliness, all the noise and bustle, and

all the gay life here. May God preserve me

from still worse tidings, and bring me back to a

happy meeting with you all ; that is the main

thing !

Several circumstances have induced me to

prolong my stay here for at least a fortnight)

that is till the middle of April, and the concert

idea has begun to haunt me again ; and I shall

execute it too, if the cholera does not keep peo-

ple away from musical and other gatherings.

That will appear in the course of a week, during

which time at all events I shall remain here ; but

I believe that everything will keep on in its quiet

course, and " Figaro " prove in the right, who

writes an article, entitled " Enfnnce le Cholera,''

in which he maintains that Paris is the grave of

all reputations ;
that they have no respect for any-

thing there ; that they yawn at Paganini (he

pleases very little this time), that they do not

look round in the street at an Emperor or a Dey
;

and so too this malady will lose the bad name it

has so bitterly acquired here.

t* Count Perthuis will probably have told you

about my playing at the Conservatoire. The

French say, it was a heau succes, and it has pleas-

ed the people. The Queen loo sent me all sorts

of compliments. On Saturday I have to play

again twice in public. But my Octet in the

church on Monday has surpassed in absurdity

all that the world has seen or heard till now. As

the priest officiated at the altar during the

Scherzo, it really sounded like " Fliegenschnauz

und Miichennas, verfluchte Dilettanlen ;" but the

people found it ever so church-like and very

fine.

I am really too much delighted, dear father,

that my B minor Quartet has pleased you. It is

a thing which I am fond of, and which I like very

much to play, although the Adagio has turned

out much too sweet ; but then the Scherzo has

so much the better elTect after it. But you seem

rather to deride my A minor Quartet, when you

say of another piece of instrumental music, that

one has to rack his brains to find out what the

composer was thinking of, when in fact he was

thinking of nothing at all. If so, I should have

to defend the piece, for that too is dear to me ;

but it certainly depends very much on the exe-

cution ; and a single musician, who plays it with

zeal and love, as Taubert probably did, makes a

great difference. Your Felix.

Extracts of Letters from London.

London, April 27, 1882.

I wish I could describe how glad I am to be

here ; how fond I am of everything here ; how

gratified I am at the friendliness of old friends.

But for the very reason that this is all going

on now, I must be brief to-day.
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I must seek out a numbei of people, whom I

Lave not yet seen, while I have been living in

such intimacy with Klingemann, Rosen and

Moscheles again, as if we never had been separ-

ated. They form the nucleus of my sojourn here.

We see each other every day ; it does me real

good to be once more among good, earnest men

and true friends, with wliom I do not need to be

on my guard, nor to watch them. Moscheles

and his wile show me a touching kindness, which

I value the more as I become more attached to

them both ; and then the feeling of health per-

fectly restored, as if I had renewed my life, and

come into the world anew— all these are com-

bined !
*

May 11.

I cannot describe to you how happy these frst

weeks here have been. If from time to time

every evil seems to accumulate, as in the

winter in Paris, where I had to lose men

who were most dear to me, where I never

felt at home, and finally became very sick, so

sometimes too the opposite occurs, and so it is

here in this dear land, where I find my friends

again, where I know that I am well, and among

men who wish me well, and where I enjoy the

feeling of restored health in the fullest measure.

Moreover it is warm, the lilacs are in bloom, and

there is music to be made ; imagine mj' happi-

ness!

I must describe to you one pleasant morning

of last week. Of all the outward recognitions I

have yet received, this has delighted me and

touched me most, and is perhaps the only one, of

which I shall always think with fresh delight.

On Saturday morning there was a rehearsal of

the Philharmonic, in which however nothing of

mine could be given, because my Overture was

not yet written out. After Beethoven's "Pastoral

Symphony," during which I was ii> a box, I

wished to go into the hall, to greet some old

friends again. But scarcely had I come in be-

low, when some one from the orchestra cried

out :
" There's Mendelssohn," on which they all

began to shout and clap their hands so, that I

did not know for a while what to do ; and when

that was over, another cried out :
" Welcome to

him," and then they recommenced the same up-

roar, and I was obliged to go through the hall,

and climb up into the orchestra, and return

thanks. I never shall forget that; for it was

dearer to me than any distinction ; it showed

that the musicians loved me, and rejoiced that I

had come, and it was to me a happier feeling

than I can tell.

May 18.

Dear Father

!

I have your letter of the 9th in ray hands

;

God grant that Zelter at this moment may be

safe and out of danger I You say he is so,—but

I anxiously await your next letter, to see his re-

covery confirmed. I have dreaded it ever since

Goethe's death, but the actual occurrence is a

different thing. May heaven avert it

!

Tell me, pray, what you mean when you write :

" Zelter unquestionably desires and needs to

have you near him, where for the present, if not

altogether, it will be impossible for him to take

care of the Academy ; whence it follows that, if

you do not step in, another must, &c., &o." Has

* Felix Mendelssohn had had an attack of cholera during
the last week of hia stay in Paris.

Zelter expressed this wish to you, or is it only

your belief that he must have it ? If the for-

mer were the case, I would immediately, after

receiving your reply, write to Zelter and offer

him every service in whatever way, and try to

relieve him from every labor, as long as he might

desire ; for that of course would be my duty. I

had intended also before my return to write to

Lichtenstein, about the proposal made to me at

that time ;
* but that of course is not now to be

thought of, for I would on no account assume,

that Zelter will not be able to enter upon his

duties again, and even in that case, I would not

discuss the matter with any other person but

himself Any other course would seem to me

unjust towards him. But if he needs my services,

then I am ready, and shall rejoice if I can be of

any help to him, and still more, if he does not

need it and is perfectly restored again. On this

point I beg you will write me a few words.

I will now inform you of my plans and labors

until my departure. Yesterday morning the

Hondo hrillant was finished ; I am to play it a

week from to-day publicly at Mori's evening

concert ; the day after I rehearse my Munich

Concerto in the Philharmonic, and then I play it

in their concert on Monday the 28th ; on the

1st of June is Moscheles' concert ; then I am to

play with him a Concerto for two pianos by

Mozart, and direct my two Overtures, " the

Hebrides " and " The Midsummer Night's

Dream." Finally on the 11th is the last Phil-

harmonic, in which I am to conduct something.

I must finish the arrangement for Cramer and

some songs for the piano ; also some with

English words, and finally some German ones for

myself, for after all it is Spring, and the lilacs in

bloom. Last Monday "The Hebrides" was

given for the first time in the Philharmonic ; it

went splendidly, and sounded strangely in the

midst of various Rossini pieces. But the people

received me and the piece with uncommon kind-

ness. This evening is Mr. Vaughan's concert

;

but now you must be sick of nothing but con-

certs ; so I end here !

(Conclusion next week.)

* In reference to a situation in the Sing.Akademie.

Translated for this Journal.

Living Musicians,—Charles Halle.

(From the Leipzig Signale.)

Carl Halle was born in the year 1820 in

Hagen near Barmen, where he received his first

musical instruction from his father, the musical

director Halle. While very young, in the year

1836,Halle went to^Paris,where without teachers,

by assiduous hearing of music and by study, he

developed his talent alone.

In his twentieth year our artist married a

beautiful and amiable Creole lady from New
Orleans, and is now the father of nine handsome

children.

Although Halle possesses a manifest gift for

composition, as several of his works published in

Paris and London testify, still he seems to have

been more animated by the ambition to make

himself the interpreter of good piano-forte litera-

ture. How well he has succeeded, all will bear

witness, who have had an opportunity to see how

wonderfully well read he is in that department.

Scarcely any noteworthy composition for piano

alone, or with orchestral accompaniment, or any

work of chamber music, has escaped him.

For many years Halle lived in Paris, in close

intimacy with Stephen Heller. He soon won a

fine position for himself, and he was the first who

established Trio and Quartet Soirees there,which

have since been so brilliantly successful. At that

time he had to contend with a public, which had

little understanding of such music, but he had

the courage and conviction of the genuine artist.

In the midst of this honorable striving to make

German Art esteemed in Paris, the Revolution

of 1848 broke out. Then such a thing was no

more to be thought of Halle went to England,

where he has lived now for the last fourteen

years. Here he began the same work, which he

had tried in Paris. Passing six or seven months

in Manchester, and the rest of the year in Lon-

don, he has undertaken by his playing and his

teaching to give a continually higher and nobler

direction to the musical taste in England. It is

difficult to conceive of such restless activity as

his.

Halle is to-day one of the most highly esteemed

artists in England. There is no important con-

cert in all England, where his aid is not sought.

He travels from London to Edinbnrgh,from there

to Glasgow, from Glasgow to Liverpool, and

everywhere upon the way he gives some lessons

to people, who await his arrival, ready to take

possession of him.

In Manchester he directs every year 25 Con-

certs, which begin in November and close at the

end of April. An excellent orchestra and cho-

ruses, in great part trained and formed by him,

execute the masterworks of our art. Symphonies,

Oratorios, &c. The solos are performed by him,

or by distinguished foreign artists, engaged from

London or Paris for the purpose, and splendidly

remunerated. All the important artists, who

visit London, also play in Halle's concerts in

Manchester.

Halle's playing is of the most perfect that can

be heard. A sound poetic conception, a mechan-

ism, which allows him to execute his intentions

perfectly, a certainty and fineness of delivery

stamp him as an artist of the first magnitude.

His memory is remarkable. He plaj's all the

works of Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Chopin and

Stephen Heller by heart. Ask him for any

Sonata by Beethoven, and he will play it from

memory without one mistake. Last year, in a

cycle of concerts in London he played by heart

the entire series of Beethoven's Sonatas in their

chronological order. These Beethoven matinees

had such brilliant success, that he will repeat

them during the present season. One may esti-

mate by this, how brilliant Halle's outward posi-

tion must be in England. For this must be said

after all of the English, that they know how to

reward their favorites, be they writers, painters

or musicians. And none more worthy than Carl

Halle, the indefatigable representative of Ger-

man Art in England. He is an eminent artist,

one of the most gifted men in every way.

A letter by an English Composer on
" Schumannism."

(From the London Musical World.)

Sir,—Your reviewer having done me the honor of

noticing a few of my compositions in your journal,

permit me to inform that gentleman, that while he

has—unwittingly, perhaps—paid a high compliment
in characterizing my music as " Schumannistic," he

at the same time has made a statement from which
one might infer that he was in my confidence to at

least the extent of my studies. I beg leave to assure
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him, that " Schumann's Mannerisms " I am unac"

quainted with, " Schumann's music " I have never

studied, " Schumann " I am ignorant of; and all I

linow about Schumann is, that, of the most able con-

tinental musicians, three-fourths at least esteem him
as one of the greatest composers of this century ; the

remaining fourth, and a clique in England, entertain

ing those miserable narrow-minded prejudices which
have stunted the genius and checked the hopes of

mucli rising talent, they—Heaven alone knows why
—condemn the man !

In justice to your reviewer, I must, however, state,

that he alone has not traced in me this mysterious
" Schumannism." Fourteen years ago, or ere I had
even heard of Schumann, the Athenieum, in a review
of my first publication, fancied me " a disciple of

Schumann ;
" and early this j'car, the learned Pro-

fessor at Oxford, Sir. F. G. OuselV; in a letter to me,
noticing my recent publications, observed, " there are

passages in one or two of your works which remind
me of Schumann's style ; and 1 am glad of it, for 1

fed sure that his music is not half appreciated in

England! "

As for the rest of the critique—the objections to

my " progressions," etc.,—it is hut the old story of
" the law and the prophets." The impossible oper-

ation of raising that "theoretical tower" com-
menced centuries ago, but long since became a
" Babel," throngh the confusion of hypotheses ns

well as tongues—the old apparitions of the peruke

and horn-book. The antagonism of Richard Wag-
ner to "the tyranny of the tones " is not without it-^i

significance. Motlern tonality dates only from the

sixteenth century ; aiid though, from u.sage, it may
appear impossible to tolerate any variation of it,

there is nevertheless no reason why music should

stand still, while in every other art and science there

is ev/dent progression. It is an age of activity, and
genius will not be circumscribed by a line of demar-
cation. It must be remembered that, if the system

of tunes had experienced no variation, the .science

would have attained to itsaitmost limits nearly three

centuries ago. And are we wiser in our generation

than the purists of l.')90, who inveighed so fiercely

against the prejudged heresy of Charles Monteverde,
for daring to use the '* seventh," and even the

"ninth," of the dominant, openly and without

preparation, and employing the minor fifth as a

consonance, which until then had been always nsed

as a dissonance 1 Monteverde was as much in

advance of his, as Wagner appears to be of this era.

Yet this statement seems anomalous, when we read

that Wagner's "modern doctrines" are precisely

the same as those held a century back by the now
idolized and unimpeachable Gluck. Without doubt,

by this time I have become in your eyes a confirmed

heretic, " hopelessly wandering in the wrong path."

Whatever be my path, I find it more comfortable

than the old miry way, with its indispensable orna-

mentation for the traveller of gyves, manacles, and
suchlike undesirable incumbrances. In conclusion,

I think I could pair with every " objectionable" pro-

gres.sion of mine a counterpart from Bach, Mozart,
Beethoven and Mendelssohn. Your reviewer advises

me to study Mozart (liave done so since childhood.)

This recommendation of individual models is un-

wholesome. I remember that, some years back, the

Musical TVorW put Mendelssohn forward (than whom
save Spohr, there never was a greater mannerist) as

a model for young musicians. The advice was taken,

and from that day to the present natural instincts

have been turned aside, and young composers are

receiving as their reward accusations of " plagiar-

ism," "mannerism," " Mendelssohnism," until the

poor bewildered aspirants find themselves in the

undelicious condition of " Doltism."
Surely, if Beethoven, or Meyerbeer, or Berlioz

had succumbed to the opinions of the critics, to the

scholastic paradoxes, the hypothetical subtleties, the

heavy yokes of those Jeremiahs, the schoolmen of

the art, we should never have got the C Minor Sym-
phony, the Rasoumowski Quartets, or the Huguenots,

or Robert, nor yet the Benvenuto Cellini Prelude, or

the Romeo and Juliette Symphony.
It were well. Sir, that the same plan were adopted

in your journal that in employed in the musical jour-

nals of France and Germany, viz., that the reviewer
would kindly submit his name with his critiques;

then would your readers be enabled to estimate the

opinions expressed at their real worth.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

April 22d, 1862. Wm. V. Barry, Mus. Doc.

or power of execution. Those who have seen the

works in the sculptor's studio in Rome will be grati-

fied but not surprised to hear these words of com-
mendation. The Cleopatra, it will be remembered,
is the statue so much praised by Hawthorne in "The
Marble Faun."
The Athenceum says :

Among the new men Mr. Story, the American,
hears away the honors which eleven years ago were
legitimately won by Herr Kiss. 'i'his American
sculptor contributes two statues, 2691, "Cleopatra
Seated," and 2692, " Sibilla Libica."—Both are

seated, partly draped, with the characteristic Egyp-
tian gown, that gathers about the torso and falls free-

ly around the limbs ; the first is covered to the bosom,
the second bare to the hips. Queenly Cleopatra
rests back ag.iinst her chair, in meditative ease, lean-

ing her cheek against one hand, whose elbow the rail

of the seat sustains ; the other is outstretched upon
her knee, nipping its forefinger upon the thumb
thoughtfully, as though some firm willful purpose
filled her brain, as it seems to set those luxurious
features to a smile as if the whole woman " would."
Upon her head is the coif, bearing in front the mystic
uraaus, or twining basilisks of sovereignty, while from
its sides depend tlie wide Egyptian lappels, or wings,
that fall upon the shoulders. The " Sibilla Libica,"
has crossed her knees ; an action universally held

among the andents as indicative of reticence or se-

crecy, and of power to hind. A secret-keeping look-

ing dame she is, in the full-blown proportions of ripe

womanhood, wherein choosing to place his finger the

sculptor has deftly gone between the disputed point

whether these women were blooming and wise in

ytmth, or deeply furrowed with age and burthened
with the knowledge of centuries, as Virgil, Livy, and
Gellius say. Good artistic example might be quoted
on both sides. Her forward elbow is propped upon
one knee, and to keep her secrets closer, for this Ly-
bian woman is the closest of all the Sibyls, she rests

her shut mouth upon one closed palm, as if holding
the African mystery deep in the brooding brain that

looks out through mournful warning eyes, seen under
the wide shade of the strange horned (ammonite)
crest, that bears the mystery of the Tetragrammaton
upon its upturned front. Over her full bo.som,

mother of myriads as she was, hangs the same sym-
bol. Her face has a Nubian cast, her hair wavy and
plaited, as is meet.

W. W. Story, the American scnptor, has sent to

the International Exhibition two works which are

spoken of in the highest praise, One figure is that

of Cleopatra, and the other a Sybil. The London
Times says that nothing has entered into the building

which approaches them in originality of conception

Mr. Arthur Sullivan's Music to " The
Tempest."

(From the London Atheneeum, April 12.)

Last week our friend at Leipzig sent us an
account of Herr Taubert's music to ' The Tem-
pest." We have now the. pleasant task of

recordlnjr the very remarkable and legimate
success gained at the Crystal Palace this day
week by the illustrations to the same drama writ-

ten by Mr. Arthur Sullivan.—It was one of those

events which mark an epoch in a man's life ; and
what is of more universal consequence, it may
mark an epoch in English music, or we shall be
greatly disappointed. Years on year« have
elapsed since we have heard a work by so young
an artist so full of promise, so full of fancy, show-
ing so much conscientiousness, so much skill, and
so few references to any model elect.

Though " The Tempest ' has tempted many
and many another composer, Purcell, Arne,
RoUe, Mendelssohn, Halev)',—having been thus

illustrated the most frequently of Shakspeare's

plays, we suspect ('' Romeo and Juliet ' making,
possibly, the exception),— it is still, we think, a

difficult subject for music;—inasmuch as.in spite of

the exquisite care and great cost with which it

has been put on the stage in late years, is it one
of those plays which we the most care to see ?

—

When delicate Ariel, the invisible to all save

Prospero, must needs be represented by a lady

or a chiln, making painful stage flights on visible

wires, much of the poetry of the dream vanishes
;

and, except there be such a Caliban as Lablache
—whose conception of that character, aided by
great phy.sical adaptitude, was one of the most
remarkable things ever seen on the stage, though

it amounted to merely an opera-sketch), the semi-

brute too constantly trenches on the verge of

disgust to be acceptable—since few artists can,

with the needful rudeness and vigor, oombine the

restraint, without which such a stage-creation

becomes intolerable when set before the eye. An-
other fact, we think, may be more clearly proved
—that the limits within elemental, spiritual and

elfin music are restricted, to say the least of them.

A storm in music can be hardly treated in two
ways—whether by Beethoven, or Rossini, or

Cherubini, or Mendelssohn. The elves of 'Ober-
on' must have of necessity a dainty family like-

ness to the midsummer faries of the " Dream."

—

This, we think, should be borne in mind by young
composers, seduced, by the exquisite poetry and
fancy of the legend, to forget how real are the

boundaries which it presents.—It is also more
emphatically to be dwelt on, as an earnest of real

and original vigor, when a young composer, with

such precedents before him, can assert himself

within these boundaries with anything like fresh-

ness and novelty.

This Mr. Sullivan has done, we repeat, in a

remarkable degree, so as to make a real impres-

sion on a large audience miscellaneously com-
posed—an English audience being habitually

indisposed to an entertainment new in form.

This music, being intended for the stage and to

accompany action, was, of necessity, given with

reading of a compressed text, with links of ex-

planation—thus laying on it another disadvantage.

The Storm introduction, in the first act, is excel-

lent—gloomy, sinister, and not the old storm
over again. There is something of the deep sea

in it. Then come bits of melo-dramatic music,

where Miranda is put to sleep, where Ariel goes

forth on his mission, &c. ; then Ariel's first song,

which is picturesque, tuneable ('open to an objec-

tion presently to be stated). The music of the

second act is slight, but it closes to the setting of

while you here do pnoriog lie.

Nothing can be more quaint and elvish than this,

and the treatment of the words "Awake, aivake"

completely roused the audience. The curtain

tune to the third act is full of graceful melody
and charm ; bnt the feature in it is the bewilder-

ment of the shipwrecked folks, and the " solemn

and strange music " and dance with pipe and
tabor, led by Ay-iel (encored). We might look

far ere we found anything so fantastic, so seizing

without vulgarity, so charmingly scored.—Act
the Fourth opens with a short masque-overture,

brilliant, clear and thoroughly happy in its sub-

jects—an overture which will be welcome
anywhere ; then the duet between Juno and
Ceres (encoredJ,

Honor, riches, marriage, blessing,

which has a stateliness and a real flow of melody
combined that place it above most modern duets

;

the glowing and bounteous poetry of the words
receives no discredit from the musician. The
dance of nymphs and reapers, which closes the

act (encored), is the number in the work calcu-

lated to remind the hearer the most that Mr.
Sullivan is the Mendelssohn scholar, in the quick

staccato figure harmonized, which every one has

been used to consider as Mendelssohn's own par-

ticular property; yet not so, since it is in Cheru-
bini's Quartets. The movement is a capital one

—

brisk, clear, and with a bold and rustic trio full of

character. Perhaps the best piece of the whole
is the Orchestral Prelude to the fifth act, before

the dissolving of Prospero's spell, which is gran-

diose, poetical, mysterious, yet not formless, and
delicious in sonority. There is no musician that

need have refused the signature to this sympho
ny. Last of all came (a.s concerns the public)

the least gracious task of all, a new setting of
" Where the bee sucks " (encored), the charm,
joyaunce and delicacy of which well deserved

the encore.

So that here, if this young composer wills,there

is something to look to.—There are no signs ot

inexperience and shortcoming in this music, save,

perhaps, in an over-solicitude of instrumentation

in Ariel's first song and in the duet. Mr. Sulli-

van has already obviously no common power in

this branch of his art; he has the faculty of set-

ting out gracious ideas (I here is not a barof u^ly

music in this work) in most becoming and orna-

mental framework. In brief, it is a real gratifi-

cation to think that there is already such good
justification of the hope on which he was sent to

St dy abroa<l. We can imagine no doubt for his

1 ure—life and leisure permitting.
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But— it must be added that, for a beginner,

Mr. Sullivan had a great chance. The perform-
ance of his work was excellent. Too much praise

cannot be given to Herr Manns for the admirable
nerve, spirit and delicacy and the capital meas-
urement of tempo which he threw into all the
freaks and fantasies and brilliant passages of the
music; and then his audience was precisely the
one which any aspirant should pray for, contain-
ing no number of friends sufficient to carry
through the work, evil or good, thick or thin, but
a large semi-indiflerent public, totally apart from
the influence of everything save that which at-

tracted them. The two singers were Miss Banks
and Miss Robertine Henderson, both of whom
did well. The text was read by Mr. Arthur
Matthison ; and, on the whole, read extremely
well, because it was read naturally, with suffl-

cient characterization, and not with the stage
airs and vehemence too often assumed on such
occasions. The day was a pleasant day altogether
for those who wish well to English music.

(From the Same, April 19.)

Mr. Arthur Sullivan's ' Tempest' music was
repeated on Saturday last at the Crystal Palace,
with an increased effect and success,rare in second
performances, which have the reputation of go-
ing off flatly. It will, probably, be given there
shortly a third time; and the" full score is to be
published in London—a proceeding too rare here,
but in the case before us thoroughly well merited.
Every favorable opinion expressed of this com-
position a week ago was fully confirmed. It

contains matter worth the attention of any musi-
cal society, which will stand any scrutiny and
abide any competition. There has been no such
first appearance in England in our time.

Pianos and their Ancestors.—There is

a private show most interesting to all musicians
caring for keyed instruments now to be seen at
the Pianoforte Establishment of the Broadwood
family

;
an historical collection of boxes of music

(as the Quaker called them) ranging betwixt the
old Elizabethan virginal, for which Dr. John
Bull wrote, and the present portentous concert
grand pianoforte (the German clavichord being
the only missing specimen). The virginal (which,
till.it be unclosed, looks much like a mediaeval
coffin), Mr. C. Salaman's property, is an instru-

ment by Loosemore, of Exeter, who built the
organ there—the artful and ornamental finish of
which would shame many a maker of to-day.
The harpsichords (Handel's included) are less

richly bedecked, but the advance in tone and in

peculiarity is remarkable,though nothing is more
striking for those who pass from one to the other,
with ears to hear, than the quaint and pleasing,and
still fresh, tone with which these old creatures
talk. As to mattei-s of pitch and power of keep-
ing in tune, those are separate questions. One
of the best of these harpsichords is the one by
Schudi, who originated the Broadwood house,
with two decks of keys. This is overlooked by
an old family piece on the wall, a picture which
most will attribute to Zoftany, showing the artist-

maker at his piano, and the lady with her boy at
her knee—an excellent portrait group, firmly
painted, and fresh to this day. Then, there is

the organ-piano to be seen and heard, belonging
to that semi-artist, semi-mechanician. Merlin, "who
had enchanting exhibitions and enchanted chairs,
in which people having sat down found them-
selves held fast or flung away (a. conjurer pre-
ceding our moderns, but who, as all conjurers
must do, proceeded by unexpected knowledge of
practical mechanics). To name the later varie-
ties of pianofortes, when once the pianoforte had
been established as an institution, would not be
easy. Meanwhile, the collection is one rich in
interest and full of curiosity and suggestion.

—

Athe-
naeum.

From a Letter of Mozart to a Friend.
I now come to the most difficult part of your letter,

which I would willingly pass over in silence, (or
here my pen denies me its service. Still I will try,
even at the risk of being well laughed at. You say

yon should like to know my way of composing, and
what method I follow, in writing work.s of some ex-
tent. I can really say no more upon this subject
tliim the following : for I myself know no more
about it, and cannot account for it. When I am, as

it were, completely myself, entirely nlone, and of
(mod cheer ; say travelling in a carriasre, or walking
after a good dinner, or during the niiiht, when I

cannot sleep ; it is on such occusions that my ideas

flow best and most abundantly. Whence and liow

they come I know not, nor can I force them. Those
ideas that please me I retain in memory, and am
accustomed, as I have been told, to bnm them to

myself If I continue in this way, it soon occurs to

me how I may turn this or that morsel to account,so as

to make a good dish of it, (hat is to say, agreeably
to the rales of counter-point, to the peculiarities of

the various instruments, and so forth. All tlii.s lire.s

my soul, and provided I am not disturbed, my sub-
ject enlarges itself, becomes nicdiodized and defined,

and the whole, though it be long, stands almost
finislied and complete in my mind, so that I can sur-

vey it, like a fine picture or a beautiful statue, at a

glance. Nor do I bear in my imagination the parts

successiieli/, but I hear them, as it were, all at once.

I cannot tell the delight of this. All this inventing,
this producing, takes place as it were in a pleasinir

lively dream. Still the actual hearing of the tout

ensemhle is, after all, the best. What has lieen tints

produced I do not easily forget, and is, perhaps, the
best gift I have my Divine Maker to thank for.

When I proceed to write down my ideas, I take
out of the bag of my memory, if I may use that
phrase, what has previously been collected into it in

the way I have mentioned.' For this reason the com-
mitting to paper is done quickly enough, for everv-
Ibing is, as I said before, already finished; and it

rarely differs on paper from what it was in ray imag-
ination. At this occupation I can therefore sufi^'er

myself to be disturbed ; for whatever may be going
on around me, still I write, and even talk, hut only
of fowls and geese, or of Gretd and Barbel, or some
such matters. But why my productions take from
my hand that particular form and style which makes
them Mozarlish, and different from the works of other
composers,, is probably owing to the same cause
which renders my nose so-or-so large, so aquiline,
or, in short, makes it Mozart's, and different frotn

those of other people. For I do really not study nor
aim at any originality ; I should, in fact, not be able
to describe in what mine consists, though I think it

quite natural that persons who have really an indi-

vidual appearance of their own, are also differently

organized from others, both externally and internally.

At least I know that .1 have constituted myself
neither one way nor the other.

May this suffice, and never, my best friend, never
trouble me again with such subjects. I also beg you
will not believe that I break off" from my other
reason, but because I have nothing further to s.ay on
the point. To others I should not have answered,
but have thoiutht : Mutschi, btischi, quitle. Etche
molape newing .'""^

* What language this is, or what it means, I am not in the
least able to tell.—Translator.

La Fontaine as a Librettist.—" Many cu-
rious stories are told of La Fontaine's want of success
as a librettist ; Lulli refused three of his operas, one
after the other, Daphne, Astrie and Ads et Galathee—the Acis et Gn/athee set to music by Lulli being
the work of Campistron. At the first representation
of Astree, of which the music had been written by
Colasse, (a composer who imitated and often plagiar-
ized from Lulli,) La Fontaine was present in a box
behind some ladies who did not know him. He kept
exclaiming every moment, ' detestable ! detestable !

'

Tired of hearing the same thing repeated so many
times, the ladies at last turned round and, said 'It is

really not so bad. The author is a man of considerable
wit ; it is written by M. de La Fontaine.'

—

Cela ne
vaut pas le diable,' replied the librettist ;

' and this

La Fontaine, of whom you speak is an ass. I am
La Fontaine, and ought to know." After tho first

act he left the theatre and went into the Cafe Marion
where he fell asleep. One of his friends came in,

and surprised to see him, said, ' M. de La Fontaine !

How is this f Ought you not to be at the perform-
ance of your opera ?" The author awoke, and said
with a yawn. ' I've been ; and the first act was so
dull that I had not the courage to wait for the other.
I admire the patience of these Parisians ? '

"

wbU %hxan)i.

A New York correspondent of a Leipzig paper

writes :
" The sisters Makchisio are engaged for

Opera here for eight months, beginning with Septem-

ber next, at a salary of $6!000 a month."

London,

The Musical World, of Jlay 1 7, comments upon
the prospects of the season thus :

The prospect for the Mnsical Season for 1S62,
which at one time looked so briglit and cheering,
have not. up to the present moment, rc.-ilized expec-
tation

; nor does the Great International Exhibition
seem to have filled the metropolis with such swarms
of visitors from all parts of the globe as was confi-
dently anticipated. London is full, but not crowd-
ed ; and we have seen Rotten Kow, in many former
years, during the middle of May, thronged far more
densely by equestrians fair and foul. In fact, peo-
ple are beginning to entertain a remote suspicion
that we shall have barely an average season after all,

whereby grievoir's disappointment will be engender-
ed in the minils of Her Majesty's lieges. Why
speculate as to the cause 1 Let us look to facts, and
facts that merely concern ourselves. Music has cer-

tainly not a very promising aspect. At the Italian

Operas the attendance has been only decidedly
"great," np to this time, at the Royal Italian Opera,
on the occasion of the first performance for the seas-

on of the Bnibi'Irre, the first performance of Dmt
Gioirniiii, and. indeed, the nights on which Mile.
Patti has appeared. These, doubtless, would attract

under any circumstances, and in the dullest season,
more especially if recommended by the reigning fa-

vorite of the day, for snch Miss Adelina Patti is—
Adelina-Posina-Zcrlina Patti, as she might truly he
denominated. Some insist that the season has not
commenced yet, and that the people have put off

coming to town until the Exhibition is in a fit state

to be seen. We fear this will be no speedy consum-
mation, and consequently are inclined to believe that

the season, for many musical purposes, will not come
up to the highest expectation.

That, however, it will make little difference to

Jenny Lind and her Charity Concerts, we may infer,

not merely from the crowded appearance of Exeter
Hall on Wednesday evening when her first concert
was given, bnt from the manner in which she was
received. Not Avhen in the height of her reputation

and the zenith of her powers did the Swcedish can-

tatrice exercise a more potent influence over the pub-
lic than she does now. She has but to sound the

tocsin or heat the drnm for her appearance, and a

vast concourse, wdiich no other living individual

could bring together, answers to the summons.

—

AVhether she appeals boldly in the cause of benevo-

lence, or meekly for herself; whether she sings in

some lordly music hall or humble concert room
;

whether she appears in town, city, or burgh ; in sa-

cred oratorio or profane entertainment, the world
bows its head, submits to the noose, and allows it-

self to be dragged alon£r by the reputed spells of her

enchantments. The world is a faithful world—by
which we mean a world full of faith. It believes all

it hears, believes it well and believes it long, and
takes no note of time in its calculations. What Mad.
Lind-Goldschmidt has been in her " nightingale"

days it is physically impossible she could be now.
The fire stiff burns within — the soul still shines

through all ; but the voice no longer answers to the

tremendousfljmemories of the past,and mortal nature

falters in her latest eflTorta. But Faith is brighter than

Hope, and will not be disappointed. Its apostles are

blind to faults and deaf to error. Mad. Lind-Gold-
schmidt has hut to open her lips, and transport seizes

on them. Her first notes are the " halleluj.ahs
"

within the gates of Paradise that invite them to bliss.

To such, poor human criticism must be fallacious,

if not sacrilegious. Let us respect their hallucina-

tions, and not disturb them in their dreams. They
may, however, console themselves with the fact that

Mad. Lind-Goldschmidt is still the most remarkable
vocal artist before the public.

Upon concerts in general the Exhibition seems to

have had a depressing influence, their numbers being

far less numerous than last season up to the same
period. One would have thojght that, in anticipa-

tion of the crowds expected to flock to London on this

special occasion, musical entertainments of every
kind would be provided by speculators and Mngfi-
ciaires, and that every afternoon and evening would
present its matinee or its sotrge at the Hanover Rooms,
St. James's Hall, Willis's Rooms, Collards' Rooms,
Exeter Hall, or private residences. This is not the

case; .and although we have concerts and to spare,

morning and night, their numbers do not approach,
much less exceed, those of the past year. No doubt,

as the season advances they may increase ; but as

yet the musical year, in this respect, is an ordinary

one, for which we are thankful, as Benefit Concerts
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—unless two or three, like Mr. Benedict's and Mr.
Howard Glover's, which are conducted on an unusu-

ally liberal scale—are not, generally speaking, en-

tertainments of the most tempting kind. Nor have
as many virtuosi as was I'eckoned upon heen tempted
to visit London. We did indeed think that the Ex-
hibition would attract to Enpland all the celebrated

and would-be-celebrated pianists, violinists,and other

instrumentalists of tlic Continent, and are most
agreeably disappointed to find that few have honored
us with their presence. Those who have—of whom
we may specify M. Henri Hcrz, of world-wide re-

nown, who is now amongst us, and M. Thalberg,
equally celebrated, who is daily expected—are

among the most distinguished of the day, whom we
are bound to receive vvitli cordi.aiity and favor. We
trust we shall have to change our opinion, but up to

the present moment, in a irusical point of view, the

year of the Great Exhibition is singularly disap-

pointing. We have one good hope—the Handel
Uestival at the Crystal Palace.

Mme. Lind Goldschmidt's Concerts.—That
the atttraction of her name had in no degree dimin-

ished was proved by the enormous audience that fill-

ed Exeter Hall on Wednesday night, at the first of

three concerts which have for some time been an-

nounced, when Handel's Messiah was performed by
a first-class chorus and orchestra, and first-class prin-

cipal singers, under the direction of Herr Otto Gold-
schraidt. Mad. Goldschmidt's execution of the so-

prano music in this incomparable oratorio is even
more studied and elaborately finished than before.

Every word in the recitative is emphasized and dwelt
upon as if it had a peculiar significance ; but in the

midst of all this careful enunciation flashes of

genius light up the text, and, as of inspiration, re-

veal a hidden meaning which no common reading
could possibly impart. Of the airs the least effec-

tive, because the most apjiarently labored, was,
'How beantifnl are tlie feet," a more flawing and
unstrained delivery of which would certainly be in

stricter consonance with its purely unaffected charac-

ter. "Come unto him" (the second verse of "He
shall feed His flock") was, so to say, preached rather

than sung ; but the preaching was most eloquent,

and the expression given to the sentence, "He is

meek and lowly of heart, and you shall find rest

unto your souls," little short of divine, in spite of
one or two slight divergence^ from the text of Han-
del, which might have exposed a singer of less dis-

tinguished eminence to criticism. "Rejoice greatly,

daughter of Zioii," was a superb display of bra-

vura singing, not quite so pure as we used to he ac-

customed to from Mad. Clara Novello, but on the
other hand, far more graphic and inspiring. Best of
all, perhaps, was, "I know that my Redeemer liv-

eth," which had the advantage of not being " drag-

ged," as is too often the case, and which (in spite of
a "variation" or two) was profoundly impressive
from one end to the other. Here, again, the sentence,

"For now is Christ risen from the dead"—delivered

as we believe no other singer ever has delivered or
ever could deliver it—was an inspiration in the truest

sense. The last air, " If God he with us, who can
be against us '!" has always been a favorite with the
Swedish lady, although by the majority of singers

—

in consequence of its appearing so late in the ora-

torio—usually omitted. The reception awarded to

Mad. Goldschmidt, like the applause bestowed upon
everything she sang—and most especially upon
"Come unto Him," and "I know that my Redeemer
liveth"—was enthusiastic in the extreme.

Associated with Mad. Goldschmidt as "princi-
pals" were Miss Palmer, Signor Belletti, aud Mr.
Sims Reeves, who, as might have been expected ou
such an occasion, took unusual pains. Miss Palmer,
,.1 "He was despised," and Signor Belletti in "Why
do the nations?" received (and deserved) marked
tokens of approval. Mr. Sims Reeves has never
sung more finely. The beauties of " Comfort ye,

my people" and "Every valley" were comparatively
lost to the major part of the audience, through the
incessant disturbance caused by the " late arrivals ;"

but the sublime recitatives and airs of the "Passion"
(the whole, in accordance with the composer's de-
sign, intrusted to the tenor voice) were heard with
uninterrupted attention ; and the impression was
such as can only be created by Handel's most perfect
music delivered to perfection, without a note chang-
ed or an "ornament," however simple, introduced.
To those who best appreciate Handel such singing
must ever most strictly represent the ideal Handelian
standard. The choruses were generally well given,
if not uniformly so well as at the concert of the Sa-
cred Harmonic Society. The band was excellent

;

and Herr Otto Goldschmidt, not for the first time,
showed thorough aptitude as a conductor. During
the niagnificent "Hallelujah " the whole audience re-

mained standing.

The profits of this concert are most generously
allotted by M. and Mad. Goldschmidt to the insti-

tutions in Hinde-street and elsewhere for the relief of

the London needlewomen. Those of the next (on

the 28th inst., when Haydn's Creation is to be per-

formed) will be handed to the Brompton Hospital
for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest ; those

of the third, and last of the present series (on the

4ih of June, the oratorio being Mendelssohn's
KJijah), are destined for the Royal Society of Female
Musicians—two admirable institutions, which, by the

way, should long since have united their fortunes

under one general title, their objects, though diverse-

ly represented, being identical.

—

Times.

New Philiiakmonic.—The following Wiis the

programme of the third Concert

:

Overture C'Lodoiska") Cberubioi
Aria, "Mon mi dir'' ("Don Giovanni") Mozart
Concerto, pianoforte, in E flat Beethoven
Pong. ("Der Freischiitz") Weber
Symphony, "The Power of Sound'' Spohr
Concerto, violin, E minor Mendelssohn
Scena, "Casta diva" ("Norma") Bellini

Overture, (•'Masaniello"). .- Auber

Alfred Jaell played the piano Concerto ; Joachim

the viol'n Concerto ; Mile. Titiens was the vocalist;

and the orchestral jierformances under Dr. Wylde,

arc praised in the highest. That must have been a

concert ! Notwithstanding Jenny Lind's concert in

the Strand, St. James's Hall was filled in every

part.

Royal Italian Opera.—II Barhierev/ns given
May 10. The prominent features of the "cast" on
this occasion were the Almaviva and Rosina of Sig.

Mario and Mile. Adelina Patii—the most experienc-

ed tenor and the most unpractised soprano, the old-

est and the youngest, indeed, in their respective de-

partments, on the Italian boards. They were thor-

oughly well matched. If, while rivallihg her accom-
plished partner in the grace, the brilliancy, and life-

like naturalness of her acting—for we can remember
no more finished delineation of the sprightly Spanish
ward than hers—Mile. Patti would also strive to fol-

low his example in adhering a little more closely to

the musical text, her Rosina would be absolute per-

fection. But it is vain to hope for this. Mile. Patti

may cite the most illustrious of her predecessors,

from Malibran and Persiani to the much regretted

Angelina Bosio (including Viardot, Gassier, Car
valho, &c., all in short, except Grisi and Alboni), as

warrants for the liberties in which she herself in-

dulges. "Una voce poco fa," and "Dunque io son"
—the most genial of cavatinas, and the most spirit-

ed of comic duns—seem destined to be perpetually

used as themes for the exhibition of the singer's skill

in the art of embroidery. True, the part of Rosina
was originally intended for a contralto ; and this in

a great measure exonerates sopranos like Bosio or

Mile. Patti, who can hardly be expected to sacrifice

their chances of applause in favor of what would at

the best be a correct and ineffective reading. The
secret, nevertheless, is bow to reconcile these elabor-

ately contrived "fioriture," which ai'e the rhetoric of

florid song, with the real character of the music thus

embellished—the flowing melody of Rossini with all

this glittering display of ornament. Once hit upon
that secret and objection would be dumb. Excellent
iu every other respect as was the Rosina of Mile.

Patti last season, it has ripened into a still more ad-

mirable performance. Every stage of its progress

offers some delicate point, some piquant and original

trait. Her scenes with Bartolo, Figaro, and Alma-
viva have each a distinctive character, each a charm
alike peculiar and natural. She can mock and tor-

ment the first with just as lively a grace as she can
scheme with the second and make love with the last.

In short, her impersonation is as finished and artistic

as it is thoroughly engaging. Sig. Mario was evi-

dently inspired by his Rosina. He has never played
the Count more to the life, never with more vivacity

and well-sustained dramatic truth. His delineation

was, indeed, a masterpiece from end to end. It was,

moreover, one of his rare singing nights, when every-

thing goes well. The serenade in the first scene

("Ecco ridente") at once showed what a vocal treat

the audience had to anticipate, and the second sere-

nade, "Io son Lindoro," was just as good ; while the

duet with Figaro ("All' idea di quel metallo)" and
the trio with Rosina and the Barber, terminating

with "Zitti Zitti," were neither more nor less than
incomparable. Almaviva's pretended inebriety in the

grand finale to the first act was (as it seldom fails to

be in the hands of Sig. Mario) an exemplification of
high-class comedy— humorous, racy, refined, and
without a taint of exaggeration.

Sig. Delle Sedie, though in the truest sense an
artist, is not well suited to the part of Figaro. We
were continually reminded of Renato ( Un Ballo in

]\Iaschera) ; and when, in the famous duet of the

first act, Figaro recommends Almaviva to simulate

drunkenness on entering the domicile of Bartolo,
one might imagine that a conspiracy against the life

of Rosina's guardian was on the carpet, instead of

the promotion of a love-match with his ward. What
little we could catch of " Largo al factotum" was
fluently and glibly sung (for that Signor Delle Sedie
is a practised adept in tiie vocal art does not admit
of a question) ; but either Mr. Costa, in deference to

the absent and inimitable Ronconi, forbore to subdue
the orchestra, or Signor Delle Sedie had not voice

enough to make head against so formidable a band
of instrumentalists. Many passages were almost in-

audil>le. Of the purely comic humor indispensable

to an effective portraiture of the mercurial, unscru-

pulous, and ready-witted Barber, there was scarcely

a vestige. Signor Ciampi's Dr. Bartolo was as care-

ful and as elaborately dry as ever, and M. Taglia-

fico's Basilio (with a pompous reading of "La Cal-

umnia") as fantastic and diverting. Of this last it

cannot fairly be reported, as of the majority of Bas-
ilios for a quarter of a century past, that it was
"castor el prcBterea nihil." Mad. Tagliafico was the

Bertha.

On Mon.lay, Don Giovanni was given. The only

novelty in the cast was Sig. Ciampi's Masetto. To
compare Sig. Ciampi with Ronconi would be unfair;

for the latter is, .as all the world knows, a man of

genius, and one of the most versatile actors in Eu-
rope. Sig. Ciampi, however, was much applauded

in the litile nir "Ho capito," which is too generally

omitted. Mile. Patti, who has established herself in

the graces of the English public, carried of the hon-

ors of the evening. Her reception was enthusiastic

;

not only each of her solos, but the duet with M.
Faure, was encored, while a large portion of the en-

ormous audience manifested an inclination to hear

"Vedrai Carino" a third time. Although Mile.

Patti would do well to refrain from interpolating a

single note in the music of Don Giovanni, it seems
hypercritical to object to the harmless cadence in

"Batti, batti." Her singing throughout tlie opera

was literally perfect. Her "La ci darem" was a

little drama in itself, with such vivid intensity were

the conflicting impulses of the rustic beauty express-

ed. "If," says the Daili/ Telec/raph, " to follow up

the poetical fancy of some German critic, Don Gio-

vanni is intended" to typify the restless search for nb-

stract beauty in its highest development of an entbu-

siast for art," Mile. Patti's Zcrlina may be taken as a

type of woman's nature, ever engaged in some hope-

less attempt to reconcile duty witli delight. Never,

we imagine, has the struggle between tlie village

maiden's passive aflTection for her boorisJi bridegroom

and the coquette's admiration for the gallant suitor

who has fascinated her with his easy and condescend-

ing grace, heen so truthfully or so charmingly por-

trayed. Indeed, we doubt if any impersonation so

exquisitely fresh, spontaneous, and natural as Mile.

Patti's Zerlina, has ever been witnessed on the oper-

atic stage ; and it is in this characteristic, quite irre-

spectively of the lady's bright voice and faultless

singing, that lies the secret of its infinite charm."

Mile. Csillag's singing gives importance to every

phrase in the music of Elvira. It was not merely in

" Mi tradi quell' alma ingrata," that her vocal capa-

bility was conspicuous, but in all the concerted mu-
sic, and notably in the trio "Protegga il giusto ciel."

Donna Anna is well adapted for Mad. Penco. In

no character is her admirable style of singing of

more essential service. M. Faure, although he does

not altogether realize our ideal of that " ever fresh,

young, loved, and delicate wooer," the all-conquering

hero of the work, personates Don Giovanni with

skill, intelligence, and dignity, and sings with perfect

accuracy. Sig. Tamberlik's "II mio tesoro" has

gained for him lasting fame as well as the mere com-
pliment of a nightly encore. Herr Formes' sonorous

voice gave emphasis to all the important music al-

lotted to Leporello, from the opening "Notto e giorno

faticar" to the supper scene, in which the German
basso's acting is as powerful as it is original. Sig.

Tagliafico's metallic tones are as well adapted as

ever to the ghostly declamation of the Commenda-
tore; and both chorus and orchestra— if we except

the wind band which performs upon the stage in the

fete scene— were as irreproachable as usual. The
viise-en-scene it is superfluous to praise, seeing that

the Royal Italian Opera is the subject of our re-

marks.

On Tuesday Vn BnUo in Maschera was repeated,

and on Thursday the Barbiere. in Sivir/lia. On each

occasion the house was brilliantly attended. To-

night Rigoletto, for the first time.

—

Ibid.

Her Ma.iesty's Theatre opened April 2C with

Verdi's Un Bnllo in Maschera. The principal parts

were represented by Mile. Tietjensand Sig. Giuglini,

as last year. The new barytone, Sig. Giraldoni, is
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said to liave a voice rather powerful than clear and

musical, and a style more expressive than finished.

Mile. Dario, a new engagement, was the page Oscar

Sig. Arditi is the conductor.

This was repeated, and followed by tlie sisters

Marchisio, in Semiramide, of which performance the

Athenceum ( May 1 ) says :

Among all Signor Rossini's Italian operas there is

none which bears incomplete execution worse than

Semiramide. The story is grave and heavy, with

long spaces entirely devoid of situation and filled with

music howsoever richly florid and full of noble ideas

somewhat long-drawn, unless it be carried through

by the most brilliant and grand vocal execution.

Further, the few situations which the story does con-

tain demand actors capable of the highest regal trag-

edy—pompous, impassioned and stately, if not

beautiful. Nothing of the kind is to be found in the

present cast of the Babylonian opera at Her Majes-

ty's Theatre. Ere the sisters Marchisio came to

England,—when we saw them on the Parisian stage,

and, again, when they presented themselves in the

concert orchestra here early in the year,we expressed

a judgment on their natural means, dramatic powers
and vocal accomplishments, which the experiment
made on May-day only confirmed. They have not
first-class voices;—that of Signora Barbara, the con-

truko, being the better one of the two. Their execu-

tion, though apparently dashing, is not complete.

They do not act at all. What is more, both voices

were out of tune, often during the evening apparently

worn (and who can wonder?) by the hard woik
which "a tour," involving perpetual change of place

imposes on foreign artists not inured to such nomadic
habits. M. Gassier, again, the Awiir, though steady,

painstaking, and commanding a fair amount of volu-

bility, can only be numbered among second-rate

singers. Signor Laterza, the Oioe (of whose South-
ern reputation our Neapolitan Correspondent has,

from time to time, apprised us) , has come to England
too late in the day, there being nothing in his style

to atone for the worn state of his voice. Signor
Gualtiero Bolton, the Idreno, was steadily too flat.

The ladies were cordially received and enthusiasti-

cally applauded ; but the performance was not a

performance " up to the mark " of Semiramide.—
On Tuesday, Lucrefia Borgia was given, with Mdlle.

Tietjens as heroine, and to introduce, in Orsiiii,

Mdl'le. Trebelli.

I'lcir.nAustONTC Cosoerts.—The fourth concert

on Monday nigiit was even more remarkable for two
public demonstrations that took place among the

ordinary quiet audience than for the performance,
admirable, in almost every respect, as that was. In
the first instance, Dr. Sterndale Bennett received

such an "ovation" on his first appearance in the

orchestra as he will certainly never forget as long as

he lives. Dr. Bennett has received the heartiest

sympathy from every unbiassed, right-thinking musi-
cian in England to console him for the persecution

to which he has been subjected, and his cause has

been warmly defended by the press ; but all the

good will of strangers wili not be valued by him so

highly as such a demonstration of respect and sym-
pathy as greeted him on Monday night. The audi-

ence were in the humor for applause ; and after Mile.

Titiens's fine performance of " Va dit elle," from
Robert le Diaile, the composer of that masterpiece,

who was hidden in the gallery of the room, was
summoned forward to receive the spontaneous tribute

to his genius. The programme was as subjoined :

—

Paet I.

Sinfonia, in A minor Gade
Aria, BlUe. Titieus Meyerbeer
Adagio and Fugue in D Mozart
Aria, " Voi clie sapete," Mile Titienfi Mozart
Concerto, in B minor, pianoforte, Herr Pauer. . . .Hummel

Pakt II.

Sinfonia, in C, No. 1 .Beethoven
Kecit. and Aria, ' Non mi dir," >Ille. Titiens Mozart
Concerto, Violin, Mr. Cooper Mendelssohn
Overture {Der FreiscJiUtz) Weber

Conductor—Professor Sterndale Bennett.

The symphony of Gade, dry and raonotonous.though
clever, was not well received. Mozart's vigorous
adagio and fugue was quite another aflFair. Herr
Pauer, too, by his masterly execution of Hummel's
rarely heard concerto, kept up the interest of the
concert, and revived the spirits of the audience. Of
the symphony and overture in the second part, what
need he said ? Mr. Cooper played Mendelssohn's
wellknown concerto superbly, and was immensely
applauded. Mile. Titiens sang all three pieces in

her best manner (notwithstanding the ill-advised and
un-Mozartean cadenza at the end of " Voi che sa-

pete "), aad was received with high favor.

—

Mus.
World.

fotgljfs loiirnEl of Sliis.tr.
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Music in this Ndmbee. — Continuation of Chopin's

Mazurkas.

Review of the Season.

Our concerts, having succeeded each other in a

pretty continuous stream since the month of No-
vember, have now come fairly to an end. Let us,

then, after our annnal custom, look back over

the ground and see how much has been done.

The times have certainly not been auspicious. It

could scarcely be expected, during a year of

such tremendous changes and anxieties, during a

gigantic civil war in which the very existence of

our free institutions was at stake, that there would

be much time, much money, much dispo.sition for

musical entertainments. And if it were not

that there has really grown up a considerably

large class of people, to whom Music is much
more than mere entertainment or amusement, we
should probably have had but little of it, except

in the lower forms which do simply cater to

amusement— amusement which is always neces-

sary even in the most trying times, when the

trial is protracted. With these forms of musical

entertainment, hardly rising to the dignity of

Art, the present discussion has nothing to do,

farthoj- than to simply suggest,that cheerful recre-

ation, self-recovery, joy, amusement are found

indispensable to the health of heart and mind

and body, more than ever when great serious in-

terests and duties occupy us with an intensit}-

that threatens all the time to reach the fever

pitch, but for such free and genial reaction. And
so it has actually been found, that theatres,

operas, concerts, spectacles, have done almost as

good a business as usual, since the first spasmodic

alarm, the first bewildered sense of want of pre-

paration at the beginning of the struggle, at

length yielded to a confidence in united measures,

to a calm acceptance of war as the every-day

condition, in which we must contrive to live and

be ourselves, as well as in times of peace.

But Music as an Art, in Boston, and New
York, and Philadelphia, has received almost the

same attention, during the past six months, that

it has done in the best musical seasons of preced-

ing years. Our excellent correspondent, last

week, summed up for us the season in New York.

We propose briefly now to show the account of

Boston.

I. Orchestral Music. We have had seven

"Philharmonic Concerts," for which we were in-

debted to the enterprise of Mr. Carl Zeerahn;
sixteen Afternoon Concerts, of the " Orchestral

Union;" and /ow "Social Orchestral Entertain-

ments," besides one more public concert for a

patriotic purpose, by the " Boston Mozart Club"

(of amateurs). In all, twenty-eight Symphony

concerts. Mr. Zerrahn has been the conductor

in all of them. The orchestra has necessarily

been small, though scarcely smaller than during

several past years. Forty instruments has been

the complement of the Philharmonic band ;—too

weak in quantity of strings for the full eflfect of a

Beethoven Symphony, btit yet so fair in quality

as to recall those works to. us with no small edifi-

cation. The Afternoon Orchestra has been some-

what smaller, outliuing as it were the Symphonies

and great Overtures, while a part of its plan was

to give a sufficiency of light sparkling music,

Strauss waltzes, operatic potpourris, &o., for the

gratification of the young and the half-musical.

The Symphonies performed in all these

concerts count up as follows :

Beethoven : Symphonies No. 1, in C (twice);

No. 2, in D; No. 4, B flat; No. 5, C minor,

(twice)
; No. 6, in F, Pastorale, (three times)

;

No. 7, in A, (twice) ; No. 8, in F. So we have

heard all of the immortal Nine this winter, ex-

cept the Eroica and the ninth, the " Choral,"

which would have been timely and inspiring in

the present state and temper of the country ; but

they will sound still grander, after our free Re-
public has come out fully victorious over the

viper it has cherished in its bosom.

Mozart : Symphony in C ("Jupiter") ; in G
minor ; in D (twice) ; in E flat ; and«No. 9,

in (?).

Haydn: No. G ("Surprise"); No. 7, in D;
and one other, of which we have lost record.

Mendelssohn : "Scotch" Symphony, No. 3
;

"Italian" do. No. 4, (twice). To which may be

added the introductory Symphony to the "Hymn
of Praise," performed in an oratorio concert.

Liszt : The only departure from the familiar

round of classical Symphonies has been the re-

vival, after the first taste of it five years ago, of

one of this would-be innovators " Symphonic

Poems," so called ; namely the one entitled "Xes

Preludes" which has been given three times.

2. Of Overtures we have had the 'following

(not counting others which have occurred outside

of the three series of concerts above named) :

Beethoven: Overture to "The Men of Pro-

metheus ;" "Egmont"(twice) ; "Leonore," No. 3,

(twice) ; "Fidelio," in E.

Mozart: "Clemenza di Tito;" '-Don Giovan-

ni" (twice); "Nozze di Figaro;"" Zauberflbte."

Weber : " Jubilee ;
" " Oberon " (twice)

;

"Freyschiitz" (twice).

Mendelssohn : "Midsummer Night's Dream"
(twice) ;

" Buy Bias" (twice) ;
" Meeresstille,"

&c.

Rossini : " Siege of Corinth ;" " Italian in

Algiers;" "William Tell;" "Semiramide"

(twice^).

Spohr : "Jessonda;" "Faust."

Schumann : " Manfred " Overture.

AuBER : " Le Serment ;" " Zanetta ;" " Fra

DIavolo."

Wagner : " Tannhaiiser ;" " A Faust Over-

ture."

To which add : Overtures to " Uriel Acosta "

(Scbindelmeisser) ;
" Dame Blanche " (Boiel-

dieu^ ; Concert Overture in F (Kalliwoda^
;

" Merry Wives of Windsor " (Nicolai^ ;
" A

Night in Grenada " (Kreutzer^ ;
" Alessandro

Stradella" (Flotow^ ;
" Yelva" (Reissiger).

The list is certainly not so rich or choice as it

might easily have been. It contains not a single

one of Cherubini's Overtures; nor Gluck's to

Iphigenia in Aulis ; nor Mendelssohn's " Hebri-

des " and " Melusina ;" nor Beethoven's Corio-

lan, not to name others, which deserve to be kept

fresh in the thoughts of music-lovers. All these

will be as good as new, and better too, for an-

other season.

3. Of Concertos with orchestra we have had

but little to speak of. Mr. Eichberg has played

Beethoven's wonderful violin Concerto once

;

and once a clever composition in that form of his

own. Mr. Schultze has played a by no means
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elassiiial Concerto MiUtaire by Alard. Not a

single Concerto for the piano-forte, not even the

familiar Mendelssohn in G minor, have we had.

But Liszt's orchestral arrangement of Schubert's

Fantasia in C, op. 15, (the piano part played by

William Mason),and a Capriccio by Blendelssohn,

in B, (played by Miss Mary Fay), are works of

sufficient importance to be mentioned under this

head.

II. Classical Ciiambek Music. 1 . First

under this head come the Quartets, Quintets,

&c., of the eight concerts of the Mendelssohn-

Quintette Club, which we have once before

summed up as follows : of Beethoven they have

given us for the first time, and twice, the great

Quartet in B flat, op. 130 ; also the 10th Quartet,

in E flat ; the No. 3 of op. 18, (in D) ; No. 1 of

op. 18; the first Quintet, in E fiat, op. 4 ;
and

the" Quintet arranged from the Piano Trio.—Of

Mozart : the first Quintet, in C minor ; and

the 6th Quartet, in C—Of Haydn : the Quar-

tet, in B6, No. 78, only.—Of Mendelssohn :

the C minor Piano Trio
;
Quartet in E flat, op.

44 ; Variations for piano and 'cello, op. 17 : An

dante and Scherzo from posthumous Quartet in

E; Sonata, piano and 'cello, in D.— Of Schu-

bert : the Quintet in C with two 'cellos.—Of

Gade
;
Quintet in E minor, op. 8.-^0f Weber :

Quintet with clarionet, op. 24.—Of Hummel :

Piano Trio in E, op. 83.—Of Onslow : 14th

Quintet in F, (with contra-basso)—Of Spohr :

Se.xtet in C [twice]—Of ScnUMANN—not a

note [English critics, who judge cur Club by its

name, can consider him as " paired oil" with so

many more works of Mendelssohn that might

have been performed]. On the whole, a pretty

good winter's work, and something to have lived

to hear.

2. The four Soirees given by Messrs. Kreiss-

MANN, Leonhard and Eichberg, offered very

choice selections, both instrumental and vocal.

Instrumentally the following composers were

r3presented :

Beethoven : Sonata, op. 30. No. 1, for violin

and piano ; Sonata, op. 47, (" Kreutzer"), ditto

[twice] ; Sonata, op. 69, for 'cello and piano
;

Allegretto and Allegretto ma non troppo from Trio,

op. 70.

Schumann: Andante and Variations, op. 47,

for two pianos [played by Dresel and Leon-

hard].

Schubert : Tarantella for violin ; Trio in B
flat, op. 99 ; two Marches Characteristiques, op.

121, for piano four hands [Dresel and Leon-
hard].

Bach : Sonata in B minor, violin and piano

' [Eichberg and Leonhard] ; SicUiano, ditto, in G
minor ; Chaconne for violin [Eichberg].

Chopin; Andante spianato, op. 22, and

Polonaise, op. 53 [Leonhard] ; Butlade, op 47
[do].

Haydn ; Trio in G major.

Mozart : Theme and variations from Sonata

No. 14, in F major, for violin and piano.

Spohr : Adagio for violin.

Mendelssohn : Andante from Violin Con-
certo.

A. Sakan : Polonaise [four hands] op. 3.

The vocal contributions wore by Mr. Kreiss-

mann, and every song was something poetic and

out of the common, from the following authors,

the last named of whom, strange to say, is better

known in Boston than in most musical cities in

Germany

:

Schubert ; Songs : " Aufenthalt
;

" " Die

Post ;" " Der Erlkonig."

Schumann : "Dichterliebe," a cycle of five

songs, op. 48 ;
" Der Nussbaum ;" "Mondnache ;"

"Widmung."

Beethoven : three of the Scotch Songs
;

Lieilerkreis : ''An die feme Geliebte."

Robert Franz; Songs: " Friihlings-ge-

driinge ;" "Fiir Musik ;" " AValdfahrt ;" " Erinne-

rung;" "Im wunderschonen Monat Mai ;" "Will-

kommen imWald ;" "Und wiissfen's die Blumen;"
" Parting ;" " Er ist gekommen." Several piano

transcriptions of Franz songs, by Liszt, were also

played.

3. In immediate sequence with these choice

things, we wish that memory or pros;ramme

served us for a list of the fine piano-forte works,

so artistically interpreted in the four somewhat

private subscription concerts of Mr. Otto
Dresel. As it is, we will merely name the au-

thors from whom he gavo us copious selections.

They were Bach, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schu-

bert, Schumann, Chopin [most of all, and the

most welcome to the most], Ferdinand Hiller,

Taubert, Liszt and Thalberg [once or twice],

and Dresel.

4. Miss Mary Fay has given four Soirees,

with the assistance of Messrs. F. and H. Suck,

and WuLF Fries, first and second violin and

'cello, and Mr. B. J. Lang, pianist. The fol-

lowing works were given :

Beethoven; Trio, op. 1, in E flat; Sonata

[piano and violin], op. 12, in E flat.

5. Heller and Ernst: Pensees Fugitives

[piano and violin].

Fbrd. Hiller : Bolero.

Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto [H. Suck].

Mozart: Quartet in G minor ; Sonata [piano

and violin], in E flat major.

Schumann : Three Roraanzas, op. 94, (piano

and violinj ; Sonata, op. 105, in A minor, [piano

and violin [twice] ;
Quartet [strings].

Chopin : Polonaise, op. 53, In A flat [twice]
;

Polonaise in E flat ; Prelude.

Spohr : Scena Cantanie [violin Concerto] ;

Duo Concertante for two violins, op. 39.

Thalberg : Fantasia on Norma [two pianos].

Haydn : Trio in A, No. 7.

Bach : Adagio and Fugue for violin [F.

Suck].

Schubert : Trio in E flat, op. 100.

Handel : Air and Variations.

III. Organ Music. For what little we
have had, save various " openings " and trials of

new organs, we have been indebted to Mr. John
K. Paine, who in a couple of Organ Concerts

at the Tremont Temple, has given us a fine

opportunity to hear seme genuine Organ compo-
sitions; namely :

Sebastian Bach : Prelude and Fugue in A
minor ;

Choral Variations for two manuals and
double pedals [twice ] ; Trio Sonata in E flat

;

Toccata in F [twice] ; Prelude and Fugue in

G ; Trio Sonata in G (first movement) ; Choral

Variation : " By the waters of Babylon "
; Fan-

tasie and Fugue in G minor.

Mendelssohn .- Andante and Allegretto from

an Organ Sonata.

L. Thiele ; Grand Concert piece in G minor.

Also Concert Variations, in contrapuntal style,

on " Old Hundred," the " Austrian Hymn," and
the " Star-spangled Banner " by the organist

himself.

Such, essentially, has been the supply of in-

strumental music in our city dui'ing the past

season. We have yet to sum up the vocal music

in like manner.

Complimentary Concert.

The Concert complimentary to Mr. Thomas
Rtan, given by his brothers of the Mendelssohn

Quintette Club, took place on Tuesday ei-ening, as

announced, in what may he called " Boston over the

border," namely at Institute Hall in Roxhury. The
fine June evening outside competed rather too pow-

erfully with even such indoor attractions. Still the

spacious hall was more than half filled, and with a

good class of listeners. The music consisted of

pieces for eight or nine instruments of instrumental

and of vocal solos, as follows :

Part I.

1. Overture to Stradella "Flotow
2. Page Song from the TIUKUennts Meyerbeer

Mi.s8 Pearson.
3. "A Dream," Fantaisie for Otarinette Baermann

Thomas Ryan
4. '*Echos des AIpes,"Romanza for Violoncello Alard

Wu If Fries.

5 Andante and Finale, from the Grand Octet in F,
Franz Schubert

For two Violins, Viola, Violoncello, Ba.ss, Clarinette,
Horn, Bassoon.

Part II.

6. Scotch Ballad, "The Golden Ring" Linley
Miss Pearson.

7. Fantasie for Flute, on Macbeth Ericcialdi

Robert Goering.
8. Grand Fantaisie Militaire, for Violin Leonhard

William SchuUze.
9. Scene and Air, "Bel R.ag^io.'' from Semiramis. .Eossinr

Miss l*parson.

10. Minnetto and Fin.ale. from the Nonetto. .Louis Spobr
For Violio. Viola, 'Cello. Bass. Flute, Oboe, Clarinette,

Horn, Bassoon.

The most intercstinp^ number was the two move-

ments from Schubert's Octet (the oriirinal work con-

tains six), which are cxceedin^dy rich in sound, and

full of the wild poetic fire of that remarkable com-

poser. They were finely rendered, Mr. Nixz and

Mr. Hamann supplying the bassoon and double-bass

parts. Next in interest, no doubl,was the Nonetto by

Spohr, in which the oboe of Mr. RiuAS cooperated

with the above ; but we were unable to remain

through the second part.

In the "Stradella" Overture the nine instruments

assumed the duties of a little orchestra, and quite

effectively. The various solos were of course skil-

fully and tastefully executed and gave great pleasure

to the audience; and not the least acceptable feature

in the concert was the singing by Miss Pearson,
who displayed a good degree oi^ e.xecution in the

quaintly florid Page song.

The stage was decorated with flowers .'\nd with the

bust of Mcndelfsohn, and Mr. Rtan's entr.ance was
saluted with a loud burst of applause, which strong-

ly emphasized the welcome.
Why can vvo not have more samples of the Nonet,

Octet and Septet forms of composition ? They
might serve well to strew these summer vacation

months with a few choice flowers of music.

Grand High Mass was celebrated last Sunday

(being Pentecost day), with something like European

pomp, at the German Catholic Church (of the Holy

Trinity), on Suffolk street. The altar was com-

pletely covered with flowers and multitudes of

candles were burning. A new Mass, composed for

the occasion by Mr. John Fai.kenstein, the organ-

ist and musical director, was sung by members of the

Handel and Haydn Society and of the Orpheus
Musical Association, with full Orchestral accompan-
iment, the Gcrmania Band forming the nucleus.

The composition is florid, brilliant, operatic like so
many of the Catholic Masses, but often quite im-
pressive and full of effective contrasts. It certainly

would compare well with not a few such works by
musicians of some fame. Some interestinp; solos

occurring in it were sunji by Mrs. Ursula Pazolt, a
fine clear soprano, and Mr. Schraubstadter (if our
ears did not deceive us, for to see in .such a crowd
was impossible), baritone. For the Oft'ertorium, an
interesting Fugue was pl.tycd upon the Organ, which
however seemed to fritter itself away indefinitely

toward the end.

The elder Fetis and Henri Herz have gone to

London for the luteruational Exhibition, the former

to report upon the musical department, the latter to

exhibit his pianos. The younger Fetis is said to

have arrived some weeks since in New York, intend-
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ing to reside tlieve.

—

Thalbekg also is in London
;

ALFRaD Jaell too. The former lias announced

four matine'es at which he will perform not only sev-

eral new compositions of his own, but also' several

of the pieces recently composed for the piano by

Rossini, which he has placed in Thalberg's charge.

Veedi was to remain in London till the end of May.

His International Exhibition Catitata—not perform-

ed at the opening—was to be given at Ilcr Majesty's

Theatre, between the acts of "The Barber of Se.

ville," in which Trebelli was to be Rosina.

A letter from Berlin contains the following ;

"A fresh grave in the churchyard belonging to the

Dom parish is the grave of the Royal Musical Di-

rector, AnoosTUS Neidiiaudt, founder and con-

ductor of our universally celebrated Domchor. Tlie

ivy spreads its thick green foliage over it, while at

the head, close behind the tombstone, a weeping wil-

low, planted by the widow of the deceased as an

emblem of grief, is destined to cast its shade over

the mound. It is now some time since the Domchor

had a monument in the fonii of an obelislv of light

grey Silesian marble, erected in honor of their be-

loved and respected master. The monument, seven

feet high, on a pedestal of granite, bears the fol-

lowing inscription :

—

' Aupuatus Neidhardtf Boi/ftl jlfi/atral Director, horn

August 10, 1794, died April 18, 1861. The members

of the BoT/al Dowclior honor his memory.
^^

"On April 18, 1862,the anniversary of Neidhardt's

death, which this year happened to fall on Good
Friday, the monument was inaugurated by sil-

ent prayer and song. At half-past eight in the

morning the members of the Domchor, with their

present director, Herr von Hertzberg, the mourning

widow, and friends of both sexes stood around the

grave, which was richly decorated with wreaths and

flowers. Despite the nipping, cool morning air, the

chorus sang in a devout spirit the chorale " Wenn ich

einynal soil scheiden," from J. S. Bach's Passions-

Miisik, and the deceased's moving composition, "Sei

gelreu bis in den Tod," with inimitable purity and

sentiment. After this, Herr von Hertzberg called

upon all present to offer up a silent prayer.

"The eminent services which the deceased rendered

in his official capacity have been narrated in Theo-

dore Rode's "Biography and Necrology." What he

did as a national composer is evident from the fact

that, besides his national song, "Ich bin ein Preusse,"

many others of his melodies have found their way
into every class of our nation."

A new opera season of eighteen nights was to com-

mence at the Metropolitan Theatre in San Francisco,

on the 19th of May, The pieces to be given were

the foUowiiig : Troi-atore, Traviata, Lucrezia Borgia,

Gemma di Vergy, Barbiere di Seviglia, Don Pasquale,

Attila, Rigoletto, Macbeth, Ernani, Sonnambula, Na-
buco, Linda di Chamounix, Norma.

Ernst, the violinist, who has been for some time

staying in Nice, in the hope of recovering his health,

is in a very precarious condition. The news of

HaMvy's death is said to have had a prejudicial eflfect

upon him.

Schubert's opera, " Die Verschworenen, oder

der Hdusliche Krieg," has been published in com-

plete piano-forte edition, with words, by A. Spina,

in Vienna.

The London Athenaeum mentions a discovery ;

" The Chevalier X. Van Elewyck is engaged in a

great work on the religious music of Belgium. He
announces that the notices he has already worked

out amount to 1,000. He adds, that he has lighted

upon the biography and the works of a great Belgian

composer of the eighteenth century, named Mathias

Van den Gheyn, whose very name is almost forgot-

ten. No less than fbaty-one works of this master

are now in the Chevalier's possession. M. Lemmens,

who has examined them, affirms that, with the ex-

ception of Bach and Handel, the eigteenth century

h.as produced no greater genius than Mathias Van
den Glieyn. SI. Fc'tis has already bespoken his Sona-

tas and Fugues for the concerts of the Conservatoire.

ITis name may just be known to English readers,

for Dr. Burncy mentions him as the greatest organist

in Flanders ; and this is perhaps the only historical

record of him that exists. The Chevalier promises

his biography shortly, in the form of a separate

bruchttre."

The Germania Band, forming the nucleus of an

Orchestra, under Carl Zerrahn, are to commence

a series of Promenade Concerts on the 1 2th of July,

Saturday evening, in the Boston Music Hall. Popu-

lar music of the Jullien school, Operatic Potpourris

and military music will be the principal attractions.

The Miss Lizzie Parker, so much bepraised

in the reports of Opera in San Francisco, and spoken

of as formerly a primu donna of the Boston Handel

and Haydn Society, was known here as Mrs. Lizzie

Heywood.

Mr. L. P. Whitney, pianist, has been giving a

series of Musical Soirees at his pianoforte warerooms,

in Dover, N. H., assisted by Mr. J C. McGuinness,

clarinet and cornet player. Miss H. F. Everett, vo-

calist (soprano), and other amateur talent The

programme for the first, May 26, contained a Sona-

ta by Beethoven, and Variations by Mozart, a vocal

Duet by Schubert, pieces by Verdi, Bellini, Gungl,

&c. The Beethoven Sonata was for piano with

clarinet, a work not often heard. In the Thematic

Catalogue of Beethoven's works it stands : "Op.

17, Sonata (F major), for piano-forte and horn (or

violin, or viola, or violoncello, or flute, or oboe, or

clarinet)."

Hector Berlioz has written a comic opera for

the inauguration of the theatre at Baden. It is

based on Shakspeare's "All's Well that Ends

Well."

Flotow, director of the Court theatre in Schwerin,

being lately in Paris, related a fact in droll contrast

with the position and treatment of the singing nobil-

ity there. He said that, on entering upon his office,

he came across the contract of a valiant baritone, in

which it was stipulated that after every court concert

he should have the privilege of eating in the Grand-

ducal kitchen ; itetn of taking home with him a piece

of roast meat ! Imagine Boger or Lablache in the

kitchen of his Majesty the Emperor, or walking

home with a piece of meat wrapped up in a paper

under his arm !

Psalms for Dancing.—At the court of the

French king Charles IX, the " low dances " then in

vogue (called low, because the feet were scarcely ever

lifted from the ground), were danced to psalm tunes.

The king's favorite dance went to the melody of

the 129th psalm :
" Many a time have they afflicted

me from my youth
;

yet they have not prevailed

against me."

A kapellmeister, by the name of William Tell,

died recently at Berlin, at the age of sixty. He was

the composer of several operas, and a great many
pieces of church music, He exercised successively

the functions of chef d' orcheslre at the theatres of

Magdebnrgh and Aix-la-Chapelle, at KroU's theatre

in Berlin, and at the Friedrich-Wilhelmstadt theatre

in the same place.

The widow of Halevt has executed a bust of her

husband, which is said to be a perfect likeness of the

celebrated composer.

>|etial llfftitei

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OP THE

I-.-A.TEST IvdITTSIC
Publiiiilicd by Oliver Dictiou &. Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accorapaniment.

Twilight is darkening. Slumber Song. KucJcen 25

A real '* gem from the German." One of the best

of this favorite composers works.

Rest ! where shall we rest ? E. St'las 25

A sacred song, and well suited for those possessing

but a limited compass of voice. It Is a sweet and

soothing melody.

Sour grapes, or Mr. Brown and Miss. Sharp.

V. C. Taylor 25

A highly amusing comic duet, and of a class much
sought for.

Miss Lorimer Bell. Comic Song. 25

Yery simple and pleasing.

Lot music and song be our pastime to-night. Duet.

S. Glover

A new number of the ''Bouquet of Beautiful Duets"

by this favorite composer. The words are light and

cheerful, and the music inspiring and fresh.

Instrumental Music.

Loretta Polka. J. Pearce 25

A sparkling and effective composition—far better

than usual and evidently written by a good musician.

Tlie Pirate's Chorus. Transcription. B. Richards 35

No melody has been so eagerly seized upon as this

gem from the '' Enchantress." It has been a god-

send to arrange for Piano, and the fuscinating tran-

scriber for the Piano has tried his pen. Buy it,

young ladies, you cannot fail to be pleased.

Books.

Modern School tor the organ.—A new
Progressive and Practical Method. In

three Parts : Part I. History and Description

of the Organ, Elementary Instruction, Exer-

cises and Voluntaries in all styles of playing

the Organ (without pedals). Part II. Pedal

Playing. Part III. Combinatiou of Stops ;

Voluntaries and Pieces suited to all occasions.

By John Z'undel, Organist and Director of

Music at Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Complete, 3,00

In parts, each l,5o

This work meets the student after he has obtained

a moderate knowledge of the elements of music and

of the keyboard of the Organ, and conducts him

through the details of Jiiisering^ toitrJt, stops^ pedal-

playing^ eic.^ to a full aud complete mastery of the

instrument. The author's long experience as a teach-

er of pupils, from beginners to advanced players,

eminently qualified him for the task of producing

a work which is acknowledgad to be the most perfect

system of Organ Instruction extant. Every one who

wishes to learn, or obtain greater excellence in Organ

Playing should possess a copy of this excellent work.

Mnsio BT Mail.—Music fs sent by mall, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving^ of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this Journal.

From Felix Mendelssohn's "Travelling-

Letters."

(Concluded from pap;e82.)

Norwood, Surrey (near London),

May 25, 1S32.

These are hard times, and many a lifrht has

gone out !
* God preserve you to me. and jjrant

us a joyful meeting, and let not one of ours be

wanting ! You will receive this letter again from

the country house, from which I wrote you three

years ago in November the last time before my
return. I have come out here for a few days, to

collect my thoughts and rest myself a little, just

as I was obliged to do physically then. Everj'-

thing is pretty much here as it was : my room is

precisely the same ; all the music in the cupboard

stands in the same old spot; the people just as

consi(Jerate and quietly attentive as they were
then, and over them, as well as over the bouse, the

three years have passed as gently, as if they had

not been uprooting half the world. This is

pleasant to see ; only now it is gay Spring with

apple blossoms and lilacs and all kinds of flowers,

and then it was Autumn with fog and chimney
fires; it gives much to think of But as I

wrote you then with nothing else to say, but
" till we meet again," so I must do this time also;

it will indeed be much more serious, and I shall

bring no " Liederspiel " with me which I could

compose here in my room, as I did the former

one ; but Heaven only grant that I may find vou

all well.

You write, dear Fanny, that I ought to hasten

back with double speed, in order to secure if pos-

sible the situation at the Academy. But that I

shall not do. I shall come back as soon as I can,

because father wrote me that he wished it. In a

fortnight I intend to set off. But only for thai

reason ; the other would rather tend to detain

me, could there be another in this case ; for I will

in no way seek the appointment. The reasons

which father advanced against it some time aeo,

when I reminded him of the proposal of the

Director, and when he said to me, that he
regarded this position rather as a sinecure for

later years, " when the Academy might remain
for me as a hai-bor," are entirely correct ; and
for the next few yegrs 1 have little disposition to

seek this or any other situation ; for I intend to

live by what I write, as I am now doing here,

and I am resolved to be independent. Besides,

in the peculiar position of the Academy, with the

small salary it can offer, and tbe great influence it

can possess,—the place of Director seems to me a

kind of honorary post, for which I should not

like to sue. If they should offer it to me, I would

accept it, because I promised it to them before
;

but only for a specified time and on certain con-

ditions. And if they do not offer it, my presence

will be of no use ; for I have no need to prove

to them my capacity for the office, and I cannot

and will not intrigue. Besides, for the reasons

which I gave in a former letter, I cannot leave

* He had received the newa of Zelter's death.

England until after the 11th, and before then the

matter probably will be decided.

I wish therefore to have no step taken for me
in any way whatever, except that of which father

has already written me, relating to my speedy

return ; but nothing which should look like solic-

itation ; and when they make their choice, I hope

they may get a man, who may carry on the work

with as much zeal as old Zelter.

I received the intelligence in the morning, just

as I was about to write to him ; then came a re-

hearsal of my new piano piece with its wild

gaiety, and when the musicians clapped, and

complimented me, it seemed to me again as if I

were in a foreign land. Then I came out here,

and found the places and the men unchanged

;

then Hauser suddenly arrived, and we fell into

each other's arms, and thought of the merry time

of the preceding autumn in South Germany, and

how much had passed away during the past half

year ; and your sad news stood alwavs present

and too real, and kept coming up before the

mind. In this way I have spent these last day."!

here. Forgive me that I cannot write well.

This evening I must go to town again, to play,

and so too tomorrow, Sunday, and Monday.

I have yet one request to make to you, dear

father. It relates to the Cantatas of Sebastian

Bach, which Zelter possessed. If you can by

any means prevent their being disposed of be-

fore I return, pray do so, for I wish at any price

at least to see them all together before they are

dispersed.

I might have written you of many pleasant

things that have happened during these last

weeks, for every day brings me new proofs, that

the people like me, and are glad to live with me

;

and that rejoices me again, and makes life easy

and pleasant to me ; but to-day I cannot. Per-

haps by the next time I shall have become re-

stored enough, to resume my historical order.

Many greetings from the Moscheles; they are

excellent people, and it is really refreshing to me,

after so long a time, to meet once more an artist,

who is not devoured by envy, jealousy and mis-

erable self-love. He makes continual progress

in his art.

But out there the warm sun is shining, so I

will go out into the garden, pei-form a few gym-

nastics, and smell of the lilac blossoms
;
you see

by this that I am well.

London, June 1.

On the day that I received the news of

Zelter's death, I really thought that I should be-

come seriously ill from it ; nor have I been able

to get the better of it during the whole of the

past week. But now my manifold engagements

have drawn me out, and restored me to myself

Now I am well again, and I am busy.

First of all, dear father, I must thank you for

your friendly letter. It is perhaps in great part

already answered by my former one
;
yet I will

repeat why I shall send no written application to

the committee. In the first place I acceded at
|

the time to }'our first opinion, that the situation

at the Academy was not a desirable one for the

beginning of my career; so that I could onlj'

accept it for a certain time, and under certain

conditions, and only to keep the promise I then

made. But if I sue for it. then I mu.st take it,

as they give it, and submit to their conditions in

regard to salary, duties, &c., although I do not

know what they are. In the second place the

reason they assigned to you, why I should write,

does not seem to me to be a straight-forward and

a true one. They say, they would like to be

certain that I would accept it, and therefore I

must place myself among the competitors. But

when they offered it to me three j'ears ago, Lich-

tenstein told me, that they did so only for the

sake of knowing whether I would take it, and

wished me to express my mind distinctly about

it. At that time I said ?/es ; I was willing to

carry it on along with Rungenhagen. I do not

know whether I should think so now ; but I con-

sented then, it is too late to change it, and I must

keep my word. It is not necessary to repeat my
yes ; for when I have once given it, I stand by

it. Still less can I do so, when I should have to

offer myself for that, which was then offered to

me. If they were disposed to keep their word,

they would not require of me a step which they

took themselves three years ago; but they would

remember my assent, and they must know that I

cannot break such a promise.

There is no need therefore of a confirmation

of my promise; my letter could change nothing

in this regard ; and if they wish to award the

situation to another, my letter would not prevent

them. Furthermore I must refer to a letter from

Paris, in which I told you, that I wanted to come

to Berlin in the Spring, because that was the

only city in Germany, with which I was still un-

acquainted. This is my serious opinion ; I do

not know how I should be situated in Berlin, or

whether I should be able to remain there, that is,

whether I should find as easy a prospect there

for working and producing, as is opened to me in

other places. The only house I know in Berlin

is our own, and that I shall feel happy again

there, I know. But I must also be able to be

active, and this I shall find out upon my return.

I hope it wU all go as I desire, for of course that

will always be the dearest spot to me, where you

live ; but before I know this to a certainty, I

should not like to bind myself by a position.

I must conclude, because I have an infinite deal

to do, to get ready to set off afler the next Phil-

harmonic. I must publish various things before

I go; but I receive commissions from so many

sides, and part of them such pleasant ones, that

it really comes hard to me not to undertake them.

Among others I received a note this morning

from a publisher, who wishes to issue two large

pieces of church music in score, one for morning

and one for evening service. You can imagine

how the proposal pleased me, and how I shall im-

mediately execute it in the Leipziger Strasse.

I mean to keep " The Hebrides " by me for
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awhile, before I arrange it for four hands ; but

the new Rondo is coming, and I must finish those

everlasting Lieder for the piano, and several ar-

rangements, and probably the Concerto. I play-

ed it last Monday at the Philharmonic, and per-

haps was never so successful in my life. The

people went almost crazy, and thought it was my
best work.

Now I am going to Moscheles' concert, to con-

duct, and to play the Concerto by Mozart, in

which I have introduced two long cadenzas for

each of us. Felix.

The Central Park in New York.

{From the Tribune).

When the blossoms have fallen from the trees, and

buds bec'n to form ; when the early flowers burst

from their green folds, and the atmosphere is burdened

witli their rare and delicate odors ; when the young

birds shake off domestic ties and venture half-fledijed

dissipations, seeking wild oats and other natural deli-

cacies upon their personal responsibility ;
when the

face of the earth is fairly transfigured by the magic

of reviving Summer ; when anxious meditations are

given in town and country to the development of

fashion's airiest comforts ; when straw hats begin to

show which way the wind blows, and gossamer robes

invite caresses from the gentlest lireezes of the year;

—then fade the charms of brick and dust and crow I

-

ed thoroughfares, and yearnings toward health and

freedom, the fields, and streams, usurp their place.

The clamor of the street oppresses ; highway garbage,

stimulated to new varieties of rankness by official

neglect and the rays of the Summer sun, no longer

intoxicates the soul, and the Hnss pavement ceases

to be a joy forever. Then sets in the tever which in

desperate cases finds its only efficacious treatment in

the water-place cure. Then hesjins the search for

felicities more or less rural, according to the means
and taste of the seeker. And then, to those whom
necessity fastens to a city season, are suddenly devel-

oped the glories and the blessings of our home water-

ing-place and Summer retreat, the Central Park.

It is the period when nature is most seductive, and

when, if ever, the imagination strays from dull, ur-

ban routine, and wanders toward the picturesque.

Those whom fortune enables to fulfill their inclina-

tions, dart northward or westward to the hills or to

the lakes. But there are vast proportions of Man-
hattan which cannot go to the mountains, and so are

thankful that, in a modified way, the mountains have

been brought to Manhattan—at least the features

which constitute the popular part of their attractive-

ness. For here, at the Park, are bills which, if not

of measureless altitude, possess, like Commodore
Nutt, a great deal of character in their compact form

;

valleys which deserve to be exalted beyond the power
of humble prose , lakes whose tranquil beauty breeds

envy of the swans that sleep, but do not sing, upon
their bosoms ; tangled glades and fragrant dells as

full of romance as their visitors may please to make
them. Here are the highest graces of art wedded to

the best that nature can be made to do in the heart of

a metropolis ; more genuine r«s than ever before was

compressed into so few acres of urbe : better effects,

in their endeavor at faithful resemblance to what the

distant country affords, and more harmonious con-

trasts of rich architectural adornment than can be

found in similar space at Versailles, or the Bois de

Boulogne, or the best English parks. All this, to be

sure, is but the outline and the germ of what a few
years will bring forth, and when looked at by the

light of foreign achievements in the same direction,

must be considered as yet unripe and immature
; but

in spite of all, the Central Park, to-day, taken at

disadvantage, en deshabille, its toilet only half com-
pleted, its coiffure hardly begun, shines above most
of the finished and elaborate Gardens of the Old
World. It is the symmetry of its conception, the

excellence of the design, that gives it such advanta-

ges. The plan, from the first, was the best that

could be devised, and tlie details in working it out de-

velope its superiority day by day, as they progress'

The pleasure-seeking multitude gives little thought
perhaps, to plans or details, and cares nothing for the

question whether this park surpasses other parks in

one or another particular. It does, however, thor-

oughly appreciate and enjoy what it finds, and has

the good sense to improve the benefits which, are

here vouchsafed it. Ever since the Summer's first

beaming, the people have been fully alive to the attrac-

tions of the Park, and the Park has been alive with
them. From morning till nightfall, and sometimes
later, its high and by-ways have been explored by

contented visitors. Nurses ramble with their charges

of a morning ; in the afternoon it is the rendezvous

of the more fashionable and possibly more celestial

host, and even after snnset, its shades and shelter

continue to attract. As the season advances, the

crowds augment, and now that the concert term has

opened, there are days when Broadway itself seems
not more animated. The return of the music was
the signal for a fine gathering last Saturday after-

noon. For the first concert of the year a better day
could not have been bespoken, although toward even-

ing the sky was uncomfortably over-shadowed, and
the sullen atmosphere presaged a storm. But the

day was brilliant, and the park was never brighter.

The lawns were studded with lively and ever-chang-

ing groups ; the avenues rang with the clatter of

hoofs and wheels. The winding walks echoed with

acclamations of the occasion. The Terrace was
thronged with fair ladies attentive to the music, and
gallant gentlemen attentive to the ladies. The
waters were sprinkled with dainty craft, whose costly

freights were radiant to the glory of milliners and
tailors. The green recesses of the "Kamble " were
replete with congenial searchers for partial solitude,

and every rockv promontory wns tufted with obser-

vant clusters serenelv scrutinizing the busy scene

spread out around and beneath them. The Park was
just fill enough for comfort and interest. It wore its

best aspect, and seemed to have put forth its freshest

green for the occasion,

What is most striking in the Central Park is its

variety. It is hard to realize what its limits actually

are from any point of view. In a line about equal

to the distance between two of the city avenues arc

profusely disposed streams and ponds and groves and
mimic mountains. Yet there is no appearance of

unnatural compactness. The artifice is perfectly con-

cealed. Take any section of the Versailles Gnrdens
and they look as if they had just come out of curl

papers in the morning. Everything there is cleverly

arr.ingcd on purpose that you shall admire or be as-

tonished. Here yon enjoy without troubling yourself

to discover why, although investigation, if yon like

it. is well rewarded. There are real marvels of detail

which invite minute consideration. Some of the

bridges are works of art
;
parts of the decorations on

the terrace, though not yet finished, are worth many
a careful glance. We have no objection to ranking

as enthusiasts upon this general subject. Let any per-

son betake him to the Park of a favorable time—of a

concert day, since then it is most luminously adorned
—and resist enthusiasm if he can. There is no need
to point out the special attractions. They reveal

them.selves after a little seeking. But on one or two
points we must be heard. We adjure visitors to be
tender with the deer, in the first place. They are a

sensitive race, and punctilious to a degree. Any
attempt to trifle with their horns is resented with fear-

ful indignation. Also, let us give warning against

the practice of exhorting the swans to sing. The
swan is a polite thing of water, and is reluctant to

refuse, although we all know that that song—it has a

dying fall. The peacock will warble all the day, as

he unfolds his wondrous tail, so that natural melody
may be found without troubling the swans. To young
ladies of tender temperament we would hint that

they be not too suddenly moved from their compos
ure on hearing that there is a Hansom cab-driver in

the Park. He is not dangerous, and a little ortho-

traphical reflection will explain that his t/tle relates

go his calling and not his personal mien. We admon-
ish antagonists of the eccentric not to lavish disap-

probation upon this vehicular envoy from the streets

of London. The Hansom, though now unfamiliar,

will soon, we trust, become the most popular convey-

ance of all. An infusion of Hansoms would add
spirit to the avenues of the Park, which are now too

much blackened with the regular square-fashioned

coach. The equestrians are too few, as yet, to make
a just balance, although there are gentlemen, and
ladies, too, who ride well and daringly.—Every
Saturday afternoon, be it remembered, the concerts

are repeated. Sunshine will always be applied for.

and, if possible, secured. And with these two con-

ditions, and with the inviting qualities of the

place itself, which are perennial and do not wait for

Saturdays to demonstrate themselves, the Central

Park offers the most healthful, cheering, innocent,

and inspiring diversions that New-York can now
present.

The influence of Music on the Intellectual

Powers.
In our blessed and favored country there are

but two roads to distinction—riches and superior

intellect,—and the acquisition of the first is open
to all by the free exercise of the latter, added to

steady industry. It is natural therefore that the

intellectual powers should be held in high estima-

tion among us and carefully fostered ; not only

in our system of education but also in our amuse-

ments. In fact their influence on the intellectual

powers is the first thing considered. We see this

fact illustrated by the very general preference

given to those public ainusements, which appear

to be most intellectual,—lectures of any kind,

and, among the exhibitions of arts.those of paint-

ings. We will not stop here to inquire, whether

or not, as is sometimes asserted, an undue prepon-

derance is allowed in our general estimation, to

the powers of intellect, over those of the heart

or over our moral powers; but will enteral once

upon our object—to re<laim the art of music from

the neglect under which it suffers on account of

its apparent disadvantage in this respect, as com-

pared with its sister arts.

Music has been hitherto very generally consid-

ered only in the light of a pleasant recreation,

and we luay divide the large number of those,

who enjoy it as such into two classes,—those,who

practice or hear it in good faith for their own
enjoyment of the sweetness of musical tones,and

those, who do so merely on .account of fashion or

for society's sake, it being a " genteel accomplish-

ment " and a commodious beguiler of spare time

in social parties. Both classes concur in drawing

from music only enjoyment for the outward sense

of the ear ; they want and enjoy only f:weel tones.

Neither their intellect nor their heart are engaged

in it, and thus they of course do not admit any

influence of this art on the intellectual powers.

Hence the little interest which is felt for it among
graver business men. It is a trifling amusement
unworthy of the maturer intellect. Hence the

neglect, which it experiences among young men.

They arc too proud to devote their time to this

unmeaning pursuit. Hence finally the superficial

manner in which ladies study it—they mu.st learn

it as an accomplishment made necessary by the

laws of fashion, but they learn it as a trifling play-

thing. In this state of things we find also an

explanation of the undue preference, which is

given to vocal over instrumental music, since the

former gives in the words some food for the intel-

lect,however little it may generally be. It explains

to us also the favor with which that quantity of

worthless music is received which inundates our

music shops, that host of unmeaning songs, in

which the words and the music have not the least

connexion and the composer has oidy tried to

hit upon the sweetest melody which he can find :

and those innumerable marches and quicksteps,

all of them with the same eternal primitive har-

mony, an alternate change between the chords of

the Tonic and the Dominant.

It is very true that we receive our first percep-

tions, not only of music but of all the arts,through

our senses, through eye and ear, and therefore

the first enjoyment of them is a sensual one.

Certain combinations, consecutive or simultane-

ous, of tones or of colors will delight,while others

will displease us. This is purely animal instinct,

which we share in a greater or less degree with

the whole animal word. The dog will howl on

hearing unpleasant sounds, the spider will ap-

proach from its web the performer on hearing

sweet concords, but will start back in fright at

discords, and the serpent will leave its hole and

draw quietly near at the sound of pleasant music.

Our enjoyment should however go beyond this,—

our spiritual nature should partake in it,—it

should be rational to make it truly the enjoyment

of art.

This certainly cannot be expected to be fur-

nished by such music as the songs and quicksteps

just mentioned, but the range is nevertheless

almost inexhaustible, of music in which that spirit

lives, which makes it worthy of the art ; from

the most simple national airs, the direct effusions

from uncorrupted and unsophisticated feeling, to

the highest harmonic combinations of the great-

est master spirits. All this music cannot fail to

have a great and salutary influence on our intel-

lectual powers as well as our feelings, if we will

allow it a free operation upon our mind. It is in

vain to hope for any influence on us as long as

we will not give our undivided attention to the

music, and this requisite is equally shared by all
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the other arts or employments. We must follow

the thread of a discourse, in order to {rain new
thoufrhts, new information from it, instead of

bein<; satisfied with culling amusement from the

anecdotes or sallies of wit, which may be occa-

sionally introduced into it. We must not be
satisfied with the mere easy and pleasant versiP-

cation of a poem, or our intellect will not be
enriched by its perusal.

If we give our full attention to music, its first

influence will be to throw our soul open to new
feelings,—a new world opens,—we forget our-
selves and our usual selfishness, we feel as in a

dream. But presently the iwar/inatinn will rise

and carry us to distant spheres or back to the
scenes of our childhood, and as the mnsic pro-

ceeds itnage after image will pass before our soul,

and thus one of our intellectual powers will be
brought into full play. But we go further. As
the order and connexion in the music, its consis-

tency, its unity of conception are perceived
these vague images will assume a more definite

shape and thoughts will grow out of them. A
thread will be discovered running through the
whole, and linking its single parts together as

one whole. Our thoughts will follow this thread
and the whole will gain life. The composer
stands before us in Lis music. Our unrlcrslanil-

iiiff will come in and trace the designs of the
composition ; we try to follow the intentions and
purposes of the composer as we can perceive
them in his different themes, their con-ne.\ion and
their modulations ; in so doing we see not the
man before us, but the genius, and our own mind
will raise itself on the wings of this genius, and
expand to lofty, noble thoughts and high resolu-

tions. And now the third intellectual power,
memorr/, will try to fix and retain that, which
fleeting passes before our senses. We try to

remember those strains, those harmonies, which
exerted such a powerful influence over our mind
and soul, and thus all our intellectual powers
will be exerted in the enjoyment of this

art.

If this be the case in hearing music, how much
more must it be so in performing it. Here we
have not only to feel the composer's intentions,

but we have to give expression to them; and
while our feelings and imagination seize upon
the spirit of the piece, our understanding has to
watch over the performance, nay, over each
note of it, that we give it the true and right

expression.

If it be a well-established fact that every exer-
cise of our intellectual powers improves and
strengthens them, then of course the enjoyment
of music must have that influence also. But the
study of this art has a still more direct influence
on the improvement of our intellectual powers.
As every other art,so that of music has its science,

the sci;!nce of the combination of sounds. It

lays down the fundamental laws, on which all

these combinations must be based and which the
nature of sounds acknowledges as the only true
ones. And this we consider in itself as one of
the highest tasks which the human intellect can
propose to itself, the study into the fundamental
laws of nature ; for it is inexhaustible and will

every where show us the greatest order and the
greatest wisdom,—that is the greatest simplicity

and the greatest adaptation to the object of the
laws. This is eminently the case with the study
of the science of music. Into how few and sim-
ple fundamental rules may that immense variety
of possible musical combinations be condensed !

How logically and mathematically exact is the
whole theory built up on these rules 1 And yet
the science is not yet exhausted, but admits of
new discoveries, and even still simpler rules for

the foundation of the whole structure may possi-

bly yet be found. Notwithstanding this simplicity

of the fundamental rules, however, the study of

the theory of music requires the application of

all our mental energies and the exertion of all

our intellectual powers, from the wide extent and
variety of their application and from the correct-

ness with which the whole system is built up on
them.

This study is considered as the exclusive

department of the professor. We wish it might

be more general. Our young men learn in

schools a thousand things with great labor,appar-

ently only to forget them as soon as they leave

the school. What use do most men make in

after life of Latin, or history, or mathematics, or

of many other studies of the school ? And why
are they pursued ? Simply, in order to exercise

the mind generally, in order to strengthen the

intellect, and to make application of the knowl-
edge thus acquired in facilitating other more
necessary studies. Our mental powers want
exercise, in order to acquire their full strength.

And this is one reason, why some professions

comprise such a galaxy of brilliant talent, for

instance the profession of law. The constant

practice of analyzing cases, of mentally dissect-

ing them, gives to the members of the profession

a general acuteness of intellect. This same influ-

ence the study of the science of music must
exert in an eminent degree, for there is no
science that admits of a more systematical and
beautiful analysis. On the other hand we open
by this study, to ourselves, the otherwise hidden
beauties of the finest, of the most noble composi-

tions, and insure their full enjoyment. Nay, also,

for the practice of music the study of the science

is of great value ; it sharpens our ear, by engag-
ing our mind to assi.st its perceptions.

And lastly, even the mere practice of music
requires exertion of our intellectual powers, for

it is based on systematic principles which our
minds must observe. The tone of instruments is

not accidentally formed, nor that of the voice.

On our constantly observing the right principles

of producing the tone, the beauty of it depends,
and therefore the mere technical part of the

execution requires the exertion of our mental
faculties. But this is the least. It gives us only

the means of expression of which the right appli-

cation depends on our having by intellect and
feeling rightly understood the subject which we
are to express, on the true conception of the

whole as a whole, on the concerted and vigorous

action and engagement in it of both mind and
soul of the performer.

Let us try thus to take up *he art and its pro-

ductions, and we shall soon fird that it calls into

action the noblest powers of our inrellect and
that it materially contributes to improve our
whole man, both in heart and intellect.

Mozart's Fantasia and Sonata in C minor.

An enterprising London firm is preparing, we un-

derstand, a complete edition of the pianoforte Sonatas
of Mozart, edited by Mr. Charles Halle. If this be
true, let us hope that Mr. Halle will carefully separ-

ate the Sonata in C minor and the Fantasia in the

same key, which have hitherto, in every edition we
have seen, been carefully put together, as though
they formed a single work, whereas they have really

no connection with each other. They are not merely
complete in themselves, but were even composed in

different years.

If any one particular composition of Mozart, for

pianoforte without accompaniment, may be singled

out as a quasi-prophecy of Beethoven, it is probably

the Sonata in minor, composed in October, 1784.

In the first and last movement especially we find in-

dications of what Beethoven at first—no doubt un-

consciously—in a great measure appropriated, and
subsequently elaborated and developed with that

wonderful richness of imagination which has placed

him at the head of all composers for instruments.

The slow movement, however, is Mozart pure—un-

touched, unapproached, and mimitable, whether the

unimpeded flow and e-xquisite simplicity of its

melody, or the warmth and at the same time unaf-

fected grace of its expression, are taken into consid-

eration. Nothing is known of the Fantasia in the

same key, except that it w.as written in May 178.5.

It might be imagined just the sort of thing Mozart
would have improvised. Notwithstanding its pecu-

liar form {or want ofform) , few of Mozart's composi-

tions are more crowded with beautiful melodies, hap-

py surprises, rich and iuKenious combinations of

harmony. Mr. Macfarren, in a very interesting essay

upon Mozart and his works (published in the ilusi-

cal World, 1849), seems like the rest of the world, to

connect the Fantasia and Sonata in C minor as one
work. "Great as is the merit," says the distinguish-

ed composer and critic, "of his (Mozart's) mnny
pianoforte works, his solo Fantasia and Sonata in C
minor will ever stand out, even from among them, as

a composition of singular power ; and it is remarka-
ble as containing—most particularly in the last move-
ment—a complete prototype of the peculiar style

which modern critics distingush as Beethovenish, and
which in the middle works of the great author of

Fidelia is recognized as his most salient character-

istic."

Both Sonata and Fantasia are to be found in the

catalogue, drawn up in Mozart's own handwriting, of

works composed between February 9, 1784, and No-
vember 15, 1791, and published by J. Andre, of

Offenbach on the Maine. The 145 compositions,

great and small, produced during that interval, how-
ever, do not represent all the labor of Mozart in those

fertile years ; for, without reckoning the many pieces

be gave away, and of which he kept no copies, the

Requiem, and in all probabdity the two masses in C
major (published by Bieitkopf and Hartel, as Nos. 1

and 2), belong to the same period. Among the

most extended compositions for the pianoforte with-

out accompaniments, and those through which, as it

has been hinted, he may be said to have foreshadow-
ed the marvellous labors of Beethoven in the same
direction, are the Sonatas in A minor (not in tlie

catalogue), C minor (October, 1774), ¥ m.ijor

(January 1788), in B flat (February 1789), D major
(July 1789), &c. The preference of Mozart, how-
ever, was for the pianoforte with orchestral accom-
paniments, or in conjunction with otiier instruments,

ohbli(/ati, in the various forms of chamber music.

—

This is shown by the small number of important and
extended works which he has left for the instrument

solus, when compared with the vast nnmber of his

concertos, &c. The sonatas above specified, how-
ever, besides some balfdozen others, and among the

rest those introduced by Miss Arabella Goddard and
Mr. Charles Halle' at the Monday Popular Concerts,

triumpliantly prove that inclination in one way, not

inability in the other, led to this disparity.

—

London
i[usical World.

Cherubini and Beethoven.

A correspondent wishes us to tell him something
about Cherubini, and something about Cherubini's

conduct to Beethoven on a certain occasion which
has been frequently discussed.

Cherubini, then, one of the greatest and mostjustly
renowned of musical composers,was born at Florence,

September 8, 1760, and died is 1843, at Paris, where
he was successor to Paer, and predecessor of Auber,
as Director of the Conservatoire. The following ac-

count of his studies is affixed, in his own hand-

writing, to the catalogue of his works :

" I began to learn muRic at the age of six, and composition
at nine ; the elements being taught me by Bartolomeo Cheru-
bini, professor of music—my father. My first two instructors

in composition were Bartolomeo Felici, and Alessaodro Felici,

his son. At.out the year 1777 or 1778 T obtjiined a pension
from the Grand Duke Leopold, to continue my studies, and
to perfect myself with the celebrated Giuseppe Sarti, under
whom I worked for three or four years. It was by the counsels
and the lesions of this great master that I acquired my knowl-
edge of counterpoint and dramatic music. As an exercise to

me. and to assist him in his labors, he made me sit by him
and compose all the airs of the secondary characters of his

operas. These pieces, wliich did not appear under my name,
and none of which I possess, are not included in the present

catalogue, but are to be found iu the various scores of my
master."

Cherubini excelled equally as a composer for the

church and the theatre. He wrote more than thirty

operas and several Masses, which may rank with

any similar productions. When Faniska was pro-

duced at Vienna (1805), Haydn and Beethoven sim-

ultaneously proclaimed the author of the work the

greatest dramatic composer of his time. The Deux
Journ^es, as a comic opera, stands nearer to Mozart
than anything else of its class. Beethoven's high

opinion of Cherubini was often expressed ; and it is

gratifying to know that the letter written by the com-
poser of Fiddio about the Missa Solennis, No. 2, and

to wln'ch no answer arrived, actually neva- reached

the hands of Cherubini, who was not aware of its ex-

istence till after Beethoven's death.

The three quartets which have all been played at

the Monday Popular Concerts, with the exception of

a sonata for two organs, six solo sonaias, and a

fitntasia for the pianoforte, constitute all the Cham-
ber music from the pen of this great musician which

has hitherto come to lisht. Much more, however, is

supposed to exist in manuscript.

Church Music in New York and Brooklyn.

[From the N. Y. Sunday Mercury.]

[We copy the following for its facts, and not for its opin-

ions. It is clearly written from a theatrical "dead-head"

point of view.—En ]

Church-music is a branch of fine art which has al-

ways appeared to us eminently deserving of public

notice, ii not of careful criticism ; and yet it is some-
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what surprising: that none of our musical critics liave

turned tlicir aitention thereto. The inost elahorate

criticisms have heen devoted to the opera, which, in

many instances, is produced in a very feeble and in-

efficient manner, while the immortal lyrical gems of

the oratorio, so i>eaatitullv rendered in many of our
churches, have been entirely ignored.

Whatever be the style or character of music, it

always exercises the same benign influences over the

soul. Be it sentimental or comic, tragic or light, it

will ever awaken the same kindred'feelings and emo-
tions. Yet people possess dirterent tastes in regard

to the charming art divine as well as tootlier matters.

Some indulge in the ecstatic light and pleasing mel-

odies of the " Somnambulist," while others become
fascinated with the profound tragic lyricism of " Lu-
cretia Borgia." Some revel in the vocal comicali-

ties of the " Barber of Seville," while many prefer

the weird and thrilling movements of the "Creation."
Hence, we have known many fervent lovers of

music who never patronized the opera, and yet were
the most enthusiastic admirers of the oratorio—those
who perceive more sublimity of expression and sol-

emn grandeur of music in the " Stabat Mater " and
the wailing progressions of the " Kyrie Eleison,"
than in the most charming melodies of " Norma" or

"II Trovatore." There are besides, many persons

of exquisitely fine tastes and musical accomplish-
ments, who entertain a strong prejudice towards the

stage, and who, considering the production thereon

of those sacred compositions a sacrilage, attach

themselves to church choirs, and by their fine con-

ception of the music combined with the force of their

religious devotion, interpret it in a manner to defy

competition. AVe have always been impressed with
the conviction that those sacred morceaux of the ora-

torios and the masses, rendered by competent choi'is-

ters, bestow a charming and soothing influence upon
the refined and sensitive mind, which secular music
can never aiford. Its solemn sweetness calms the anxi-

eties of the mind, dispels the grossness and sordid
materialism naturally attached thereto, and fashions

it in a purer and more ethereal mould. It strengthens
the Christian faith, elevates the soul, and brings hu-
manity nearer lo its Creator. Indeed it produces a
transition from Erebus to Elysium.
The UhreV.i of our churches contain many of the

most sublime compositions of the great masters, in-

cluding Mozart, Haydn, Rossini, Handel, Natividad,
Mendelssohn, and other composers who have enhanc-
ed the world with their divine lyricisms ; and we
have also in those churches artists as competent of
interpreting them as can be found upon any stage;
many of whom, indeed, seem to possess vocal
powers peculiarly adapted to the rendition of sacred
song. When it is considered that several of the most
distinguished operatic luminaries are engaged in our
churches, and achieve their greatest triumphs in

sacred music, it may be deemed somewhat culpable
in our musical critics to overlook the fact, as it not
only withholds from tlie lovers of the art divine a
knowledge of the compositions contained therein,

but in reserving the flattering encomiums which many
of the performers so justly deserve. For our part,

we candidly confess that we have heard Rossini's
"Stabat Mater," the "Prayer" from "Moses in

Egypt-" and various other concerted pieces given
with more artistic precision, and finer vocal effect,

in some of our churches, than we have ever heard
them reiidered by opera companies, with their "fam-
ous bassi and tenori," and " powerful chorus." And
why 1 Simply, we opine, because church vocalists

approach their duties with more zeal, attention, and
enthusiasm, and are not often prone to the whimsi-
cal shortcomings which so frequently and disastrously
affect the others. Besides, they seem to enter, body
and soul, into the burthen of the theme, and infuse
an intensity of feeling and pathos into its execution,
seldom, if ever, witnessed upon the lyric stage.
Becoming convinced, therefore, that a column of

the leading weekly newspaper of the age devoted to
church music and church singers would not only con-
stitute an acceptable feature therein, but still further
enhance the value of the publication which has al-

ways been remarkable for the highly intellectual
order of its literature, it is the intentioii of the writer
to furnish a graphic report from week to week of the
musical compositions performed each week, in the
leading churches of this city and Brooklyn, with the
names of the artists engaged therein, and their re-

spective abilities in interpreting those sacred gems.
Nor is it our intention, in so doing, to become hy-
percritical, or to bestow unnecessary censure or adu-
lation upon those occupying the less distinctive posi-
tions, but rather to be just, lenient, and respectful
to all, save where suggestion may be considered
beneficial, and give "honor to whom honor is

due.
"

As the choirs in some churches are much superior
to those of others, aud as the directors and congre-

gations of these churches take a just and laudable

pride in vying with each other in the selection of

their music, we not only deem it just to them, but

beneficial to the reader, to give a true and impartial

statement of the manner in wdiich those selections are

presented, and to direct the admirers of sacred music
to places where it is rendered in the most charming
and artistic manner.

TRINITY CHUKCII.

Old Trinity was, a few vears ago, famous for its

choir. It was proverbially one of the strongest and
most effective in the city. It was really a musical

treat to visitit when the distinguished Dr.Hodges was
its conductor, and he was surrounded by a galaxy of

talent unsurpassed by any choir in New York. But
a wonderful change has come over it since then. Our
visit to it, on last vSunday, was comparatively a sad

disappointment. We listened for the once exquisite

strains of the soprano in vain. The deep and sonor-

ous tones of the basso had deserted us, and the shrill,

sweet cadences i,^of the tenor had passed beyond the

walls. The general aspect of the church seemed to

indicate a serious deficiency on this account—for the

countenances of the visitors, as they cast their long-

ing glances toward the choir, seemed to wear an ex-

pression of chagrin and disappointment.

Or. Hodges, having been granted an absence of

twelve months to recruit his failing health, another

gentleman was created his representative, and has

since remained so. It has heen during bis leadership

that the change has been produced which is so deep-

ly reerctted, for, we are informed, that shortly after

his obtaining the position, he removed the leading

female vocalists, much to the sorrow and displeasure

of all parties connected with the church.

However, they have still a powerful choir, such as

it is. It is composed, wlien there is a full attend-

ance, of twenty-four voices—eighteen boys and six

gentlemen (the latter, however, only occasionally

assist.J There is not a female voice to relieve the

monotony of the vocal score. The services are

principally chanted in unison, consequently solos,

duets.trios,and all concerted pieces are dispensed with.

The "Te Deum" is clianted in accurate time and har-

mony, and the responses to the Commandments are

very creditably sustained. But we imagine that the

congregation must sadly miss those soul-stirring

seraphic voices which were once so familiar to their

ears.

HIGH MASS AT ST. PATRICK'S.

We suppose when we say St. Patrick's, the reader

understands it as St. Patrick's Cathedral— the head-

quarters—when he is in quarters—of Archbishop (alias

Cross John) Hughes. This church has been ren-

dered famous by its Oviedo golden weddings and
has always enjoyed the reputation of employing a

good choir. It is not now, however, the best, nor
one of the best, choirs in our churches. But still it

has a well-equalized quartet,comprising tenore, basso,

soprano, and contralto. These, too, are accomplish-

ed musicians, and whoever visits the Cathedral may
depend upon hearing sacred music as it should be

executed.
Last Sunday they sang Haydn's Mass in B flat,

No. 4. The veteran organist of this church, Mr. D.
R. Harrison, is leader of the choir, and his patriar-

chal expression, when he sits at the organ, is an
incentive to comply with the verb " sing." The
priest ascends tlie altar, and then the " Kyrie Elei-

son " is struck up en forte. Mrs. Sweeney, the ven-

erable [!] soprano of this choir, sings with her pristine

power and strength, " Kyrie Eleison," " Christe Elei-

son," and then the force of the choir is brought into

requisition. Gonzales at his semi-quaver time, takes

up the theme, and the tenor follows. Harrison springs

ujjon the pedals of the organ, and the Church is an
uproar of music. Faithful members turn their eyes

languidly toward the choir, as though they wished

they were all choristers. The Kyrie Eleison was
done in fine style. There was not a bar missed. It

thrilled the entire congregation.

The Gloria in Excelsis followed, and the little solo

sustained by Mrs. Sweney was absolutely delightful,

Mme. Paulitz, taking up the vocal theme, and des-

cending[!] from contralto to mezzo soprano,finished up
the sweetest morceaux we ever heard. Thus they

progressed until the offertory, when a duetto by
Werner, " Sparse mi," was sung by Mrs. Sweeney
and Mons. Durand. The thrilling, sympalhetic

tones of the heavenly soprano in this little duetto

will be remembered long by the hearer. There is an
earncstoess and feeling in her voice (to use a vulgar

expression) that would chain a man to a bench. We
sighed because Mons. Durand did not sustain the

duetto as we wished it, because we have heard it

given in other churches when the tenor's voice abso-

lutely ran through the edifice. This gentleman, if

we may be allowed to use the expression, has a tenor

falsetto voice. His lower register is pleasant—one

of those sympathetic voices—but when he attempts

to reach the leiler lines he is lost.

After the oftertory of the Mass came the " Et In-

carnatus" (He was made flesh). Madame Paulitz

actually surprised us. She had the first solo to her-

self; and with so much feeling and depth of soul

did she sing it, that we imagined for a moment we
were in Paradise. Madame Paulitz possesses the

finest scope of voice wc ever heard escape from a

woman's throat. She calls herself a contralto ; but

she has as fine a mezzo-soprano voice as we have
heard in years.

The Mass was finely sung. Mr. Harrison, the

obliging and gentleniiiiily organist, supervises the

choir in every respect ; and to Mr. Gonzales is due
the reputation of being as careful a musician as could

be desired. He has a fine voice (h.asso profundo),

and knows how to use it. The choir, generally

speaking, is very good. And so we leave St, Pat-

rick's.

The First of May in Rome-—Presently a

lond blast of horns is heard, and the different groups

gather together, for it is dinner time- Huge wooden

trenches are laid on the ground, with slices of beef

and ham cut in Garagantnan proportions ;
dark look-

ing but fiesh loaves, howls filled with sparkling

Roman lettuces and flasks of wine for the artists.

Flung down upon the grass in careless ease, in good

humor with all around them and with themselves,

that most important item in our social enjoyments,

the artists dined with satisfactory appetire and infi-

nite merriment. Their vivid dresses, like tulips

amid the solemn green prairies around, looked pictur-

esque and romantic. All men, who, either from

necossitv or choice, habitually tasked themselves

hardly, they arose from tlie daily pressure with an

elasticity and a freedom which was as unusual as it

was delightful. Mostly young, the same enthusiasm

for Art and Rome, however variously manifested at

other times, seemed to establish a bond of fraternity

for the moment. The mirth and laughter grew fast,

though not furious. Later the more languid groups

seemed touched by the magnetism and drew nearer.

Then some of iheGermans, after a little consultation,

withdrew a space and commenced singing. With

what precision and harmony they sang can be under-

stood by those who know what German choral sing-

ing is. How beautiful ! as the melody of these

manly voices rings out truly and with such perfect

accord. There are tears in the eyes of some of the

Germans who do not sing. I suppose it carries them

away with an unutterable longing from these south-

ern skies to their far distant homes. But those who
sing seem to find vent for a thousand feelings in this

divine utterance, and are absorbed in it alone. Pres-

ent enjoyment, past regret, future hope, are all blent

in, yet subservient to the music through which these

contending feelings are upborne into a region of pure

and spiritual triumph. CommonpUce as these men
might be in the ordinary acceptation of the term,

the music crowned them—sinking away in wild notes

of inexpressible sweetness, down, down, like tlie

bright Arethusa, throngli dreary depths of earthly

sorrows, or climbing upwards again through echoing

galleries of pleading deprecation, till the blue skies

are again overhead, and the united streams flow into

a blissful sanctuary of calm seraphic joy, and trans-

figures those who give >t voice.

Poetry must be translated ;
painting is often

misunderstood ; music is univers.al as love. Lowell

calls it rightly " God's great charity." Whatever
utilitarians may assert, music, like color, is a pure

gratuitous blessing. Form predicates purpose ;

—

sounds an end, but color and music are unnecessary,

and therefore free bounties and divine.— Godey's

Lady's Book.

\mn\ Correspnbenn.
New Y'ork, June 16.—At the Academy of Music,

a short " season," (a season of six nights !) is in

progress, given by what Mr. TJllman denominates

the " Grand Fifty Cent Combination !" (a fact ! vide

N. Y. Herald!) in other words, the singers of last

season, re-inforced by Mesdames D'Angri, Comte-

BoRCHABD, and Hermann. They opened on

Wednesday night with "Lucrezia Borgia." Madame

Borchard was the heroine. For this character she is

by no means fitted ; small in person, with a light

voice, and little dramatic power, the lady ill-repre-

sents the beautiful, selfpossessed, glorious she-devil,

whose matenal love alone unites her to human sym-

pathy. Mad. Borchard's voice is a high soprano,
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clear, but not of telling quality, of considerable

acquired flexibility; her style is finished, but cold

and full of mannerism ; she is essentially a singer of

the French school. In the great trio of the second

act, in the concluding scene, and in some other por-

tions of the opera, which become such salient points

in the hands of artists of the Grisi stamp, Madame
Comte-Borchard demonstrated that tragic opeia is

not her forte. Her costume, too, ( Lucrezia en crino-

line!) was not only historically incorrect, but so un-

becoming as to give a ludicrous coloring to some

situations, regarded in operatic tradition as tragical.

D'Angri and Susini were the soul of the opera ; the

fine Greek sang as Orsini with genial verve, and her

efforts were only clouded by a partial hoarseness,

that yet added character to the role.

Mad. Hermann sang as La Fille du Ritjiment on

Friday. Her de'but was tolerably successful. She

has a soprano voice of only moderate power, either

worn or wanting in the medium register, and has

more talent as an actress than a singer. Mr. Gott-

schalk on the piano forte, Mr. Hermann with rings,

hats and handkerchiefs, &c., proslidigitated between

the acts of the opera on these occasions.

II Trovatwe will be sung to-night ; Linda tomor-

row, and Mr. Ullman's benefit will end bis "season."

Miss RiTCHiNGS, after singing fifty nights in the

" Enchantress," is now, in the "Syren," delighting

the lovers of English opera (as they call the trans-

lated pos^i'ccw) atNiblo's Theatre.

There is a house down town, yclept the " Stadt

Theatre," which is generally ignored by opera habi-

tues, for one of two reasons, or for both together

—

that it is Deutsch, and that it is located in the Bowery.

Here operas occasionally alternate with German
plays, and Frauen Rotter and Dummler, and

Herren QnrNT, Weinlich, &e., sustain the princi-

pal musical burdens ; and here the " Magic Flute
"

and " La Sonnambula " have been given within the

last three weeks—by no means in even second rate

style ; but it is something to have the "Magic Flute"

within auditorial possibilities, even ''n the Bowery,

when the principal opera house in New York, with

something like resources, clings to a stale and worn-

oat repertoire.

The new Cremorne Gardens, where fruit, ices, and

out-door amusements are combined with concert,

ballad, and equestrian performances,

—

Patti, Stra-

KOSCH, DuBREUiL, a good orchestra under Thomas
Baker, the Cubas, Madame Tournaire, &c., has

proved a success, at least pro tern.

Such, with a few concerts by resident artists, and

the German choral out of door meetings, has been

the music of the past fortnight ; light fare, although

it might sometimes have been of better quality, and

suited to the warm weather.

Eeports grow apparently more and more worthy

of credit as to the probable appearance of Titjens
and Ristori here next season ; but, remembering
certain prudential proverbs, we will not believe until

we see, or hear, for ourselves. Alma.

Hartford, Conn., June U.—In your valuable

paper appear from time to time interesting items re-

lating to the progress of music in different States

and cities of the Union. But lately for some cause

none from this city, second to none of its size in the

country for religious and social intercourse, wealth

and position. The object of this letter is not to

speak of the prosperity of the city of Hartford, but

of its musical privileges and advantages, and of the

attention paid to music by its inhabitants. In the

first place, I must mention the interest taken in

Sacred Music, the most important and precious of

all. The superior talent engaged in superintending

and directing the music in the different Ecclesiastical

Societies, and the elevating, refining, devotional and
consistent character of the music used in their wor-

ship, justifies them in their opinion, that out of the

city of Boston or New York, no better church music

c.in be heard in this country.

There are several first-class organs, and the organ-

ists have sole charge of their respective choirs, which

are mostly chorus choirs. In the Centre, at Dr.

Hawes's, Mr. J. S. Barnett has been organist and

director for nineteen years. Mr. Babcock at Pearl

street ; at Christ Church Mr. H. Wilson, whose val-

uable book the " Christ Church collection" should

be found in every choir; Mr. Dudley Buck junior, a

young man of fine talents at the North Church, and

men of energy and talent in the other churches.

Often will the religious emotions of the heart be

made to throb while listening to the heaven-inspired

thoughts of Handel, Beethoven, Mendelssohn and

others, who so eminently fitted themselves while on

earth, for the better and purer praise of heaven.

—

Here also may I)e occasionally heard the glorious

old German chorals, and the best of the ecolesiasti-

cal music of old England. Indeed we have every

reason to feel proud of our church music, our chcirs,

and our organists.

We have also a society, "The Beethoven," having

for its object the study and practice of first-class

music. This is under the immediate direction of

Mr. J. G. Barnett, who has displayed great energy,

skill, and taste in its management. Since its organiza-

tion, three years ago, this society has performed the

following works :

The Creation Tlaydu

Messiah Handel
Sea.son8 Ilnydn

Pap.^ion Mu.-sic Haydn
Saint Cecilia Van Cree

Transient and Eternal Romberg
The Life of the Blessed J. G. Barnett

Harmony of the Spheres Romberg
Oberon (The entire opera) Weber
Hear my prayer Mendelssohn

Also selections from " Elijah," " St. Paul,"

"Athalia," "Midsummer Night's Dre.am," " Mos^
in Egitto," " Cenerentola,"' " Semiramide," " Frei-

schiitz," "Trovatore," "Samson," " Stabat Mater,"
" L'Allegro," " Eli," " Puritaiii," " Sonnambula,"

and "Don Juan."

The influence of such music cannot fail of bene-

fitting the whole community, the more particularly,

as the material necessary to perform works of so

much importance comes from our own families and
firesides ; and the thanks of the community are due

to Mr. Barnett for his untiring and self-sacrificing

efforts in ministering to our enjoyments. The
" Messiah " was performed to a crowded audience

a short time since, with the assistance of the Ger-

mania Band of Boston, and Mr. Whitney as princi-

pal bass. It was listened to from the beginning to

the end with that profound attention so important

and sublime a work demanded. The delicacy and

perfection of the accompaniments by this talented

company of musicians, was the admiration of all

assembled. On the following day they performed at

the centennial anniversary of one of our Masonic

Lodges, to the delight and gratification of a very

large and intelligent audience. Among other pieces

performed was a Festival Ode, words by John F.

Mines, the music composed and arranged for solos

and choruses by J. G. Barnett. A sketch of this

composition may be interesting. A brilliant chorus

announces the assembling of the members of the

order for their Festival. Afterwards, they call upon

the spirits of the craft " Faith," Hope, and Charity,"

to give an account of what they have wrought dur-

ing the hundred years. Faith tells how lofty deeds

have been accomplished by the child of Faith,

"Forever pointing to the ciown,

That rests upon our work well done."

The master and craft respond :

" 'Tis well ! saintly one,

So mote it ever be,

Thy wortt, here well begun,

Ends in Eternity."

Hope sings of a holy trust, how she has

"Received the fallen soul,

Clad it in white,

Armed it with light,

And gave the white throne as its goal."

Charity tells how tenderly she has succored the

fatherless, dried the widow's tear, flown from heart

to heart in sorrow's darkest night,

" Pouring the holy dew.

Of peace and love and light."

The solos were sung by three young ladies ; the

master parts by Mr. Whitney, whose voice and sing-

ing was very much admired. The music was most

touching, particularly that of Charity. The melting

tones of the fair singer, as she sympathized with the

subject, causing a response in every heart, and a

moist eye on almost every cheek. We trust Mr.

Barnett will have this manuscript published ; it is

admirably adapted for concert purposes. And we
also trust, he will give to the world some others of

his compositions. His faithfulness in adapting music

words, and his general good conception of his suh-t

jccts, render them very effective and pleasing for

concert and other performance. I would particular-

ly mention his " Barlimcus," " The Pilgrim," and

his shorter ones :
" The Web of Life," " Education

Ode," and some of his Psalms.

I cannot conclude without mentkming the interest

1 have taken in reading Mr. Barnes's report of the

Handel and Haydn Society, and I hope the tiuie is

not very far distant, when the allusion he makes to a

gathering of the singers from all parts to do homage

to the works of the immortal composers, may become

a reality. I am sure tbere"may be found a glorious

company of intelligent ladies and gentlemen from

Worcester, Springfield, Hartford and New Haven
that will rejoice in the opportunity of assisting in the

performance of some of these mighty works. S.

Philadelphia, June 16.—Professor Fredk. A.

Roese, one of our most successful German teachers,

and late of the Central High School, gave ns a

charming; entertainment in the Foyer of our Acade-

my of Music, on Wednesday evening last, when he

was assisted in the musical department by those

excellent resident professors, Wolfsohn, Schmitz
and Hassler. The programme consisted of the

Trio, Op. 1, by Beethoven. Andante and Variations

for Piano and Violoncello by Mendelssohn, and Fan-

tasie for Piano and Violin by Schubert. Mr. Wolf-

sohn also contributed the pianoforte melodramatic

music by Schumann to Fr. Hehbcl's beautiful Ballad

of Scl{dn Ilf'dwiq, a very fine translation of which by
Mrs. R. M. Hooper, a pupil of Prof. Roese, was
furnished to the audience along with the programme.
Prof Roese read the fiist scene of the tragedy

from " Faust," in a manner to please the severest

German critics present, and there were some there to

fear.

His reading of the "Fair Hedwig," was calculated

to please the ladies, who may be considered appre-

ciative and understanding hearers in such a delight-

ful love story as this. The music to it, a peculiarity

belonging to Germany, was very descriptive and
quite appropriate. The le.ss pretentious Ballad of
Der Kaiser und der Alt, by Buerger, closed the read-
ings. Prof. Koese, however, in addition, delivered
a short, too short, lecture on the Influence of German
Literature and Art in America, in which he displayed
great research and understanding of his themes, illus-

trating his views by many happy references. The
occasion was verj' pleasant and interesting.

Germania.

The Schiller Festival at Leipsic, on the 26th of

April, was a great success, and consisted of mnsic

recitations, speeches and a supper. Uhland contri-

buted the poetry, and Rubenstoin the music. During
the day this pithy despatch was sent to Uhliind from
friends at Berlin :

" Our greeting to thee, Ludwii»
Uhland, who art the heart of thy people, and we wif
endeavor to be a people after thy heart."
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Paris,

The Italian Opera closed its representations for

this year on the 30th of April, Lucrezia Borgia was

given with single scenes and arias from the Sonnam-

bula, Otello, and Giuramento; also the haflfo aria

" Mamma Agata," sung by Zucchini in a woman's

dress. Miles. Penco, Charton-Demcur and Trehelli

had been especially admired.—The Opera Comique

had in rehearsal a new opera by Gevaert, called

" Captaine Ilenriot," the text by Victorien Sardon.

At the same theatre Felicien David's "Lalla Eookh"

was presented for the first time ; also a revival of

Monsigny's opera "Base et Colas."—At the Grand

Opera Auber's " Le Dieu et la JiayaSere," with

ballet, (first performed in 1830), was revived.

The Concerts of the Conservatoire came to

an end about the first of May. Pieces from

Mendelssojtin's "Midsummer Night's Dream" music,

Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony, and his " Choral

Fantasia" (M. St. Saens playing the piano part),

were the instrumental selections at the last concert;

the German tenor, Stockhausen, sang an aria from

Handel's "Julius Cojsar ;
" and for choral perform-

ances, " The Heavens are telling," and a chorus from

Boieldieu's " Pharamond " were given.—The old

enthusiasm about Thallierg has been revived by his

visit on his way to the London Exhibition.

Grand Opera.—Rossini's GuiUaume Tell was

performed in the first week of May, with M. Dulau-

rens in the part of Arnold, who was much applauded.

Mme. Tedesco renewed her old triumphs as Fides in

the Prophete; Bertha was sung by Mile. Hanackers,

and Jean of Leyden by Gueymard. Gounod's "Heine

de Saba," and the small pieces, " Le Papillon" and

"La Voir, humaine," followed in the same week.

—

Gluck's Alceste was given for a last time with Mme.

Viardot Garcia. Then came tlie Prophete and Te-

desco again (with 9,000 francs receipts) ; La Favori-

ta, with Mme. Gueymard as thelieroine for the first

time, and M.Gueymard as Fernando, both with great

success. Mme. Wekerlin-Damoreau, after singing

before the Commission the air from Masaniello, the

romania from Tell, and Robert, toi (/ue j'aiine, has

been engaged for the Opera, and was expected to

make her debut in Rossini's Comte On;.

In the last week of May two more representations

of La Favorita confirmed the success of Mme. Guey-

mard in the role of Leonora. The Papillon and La

Voix hnmaine took their turn again ; and then came

a revival of La Jaive.

Theatre Ltrique. Among the last pieces per-

formed here were : La Chatte Hferveilleuse (drawing

great houses) ; La Filled' Fgt/pte ; and Le Pai/s de

Cocagne, a new work, composed by Madame Tliys-

Sebault. The theatre was to close on the first of

May.

The Great Organ in the church of Saint Sulpice

has been renovated and enlarged, and was inaugura-

ted on the 29tli of April. The Revue et Gazette

Musicale tells as :

" This ancient Organ, the chef-d' oiiivre of the cele-

brated maker, Clicquot, has just been completely

reconstructed and enriched with all the perfections of

modern art, by the house of A. Cavaille' Coll. It is

now the largest organ in Europe. It has five com-

plete manuals and a pedatier ; 1 1 8 sounding registers
;

20 couplers, &c., and about 7.000 pipes. The larg-

est pipes are of 32 feet, and the whole compass of

tones in the instrument is ten octaves. The interior

of the instrument is distributed in seven stories, from

the floor of the tribune to the vault, with a height of

18 mitres. Four stories are occupied by the mechan-

ism, and the remaining three by the pipes. The
keyboards are carried forward in front of the organ,

and all the movements, whether of keys or registers,

are made by pneumatic levers of a new invention.

used for the first time at Saint Sulpice. Other

discoveries, not less important, and the exceptional

proportions of the instrument make this organ the

chef d' ceuvre of modern manufacture."

London.

Bach's Passion Mosio was performed here in

the beginning of the month, by the Bach Society,

under the direction of William Sterndale Bennett.

The Saturday/ Review says of it

:

Professor Bennett was fortunate in securing so able

a set of professional performers to aid his enthusi-

astic band of volunteers; but it is chiefly to Mr.
Sims Beeves that the success of the performance was
owing. It is not, indeed, too much to say that, in

the opinion of all the connoisseurs who were present,

the great tenor added more to his reputation by his

wonderful declamation of the narrative than by any
other single achievement within our recollection.

—

The difficulty of the intervals and the variety and
frequency of the recitjjtives, all of which were sung
with the greatest correctness, cannot hut have occas-

ioned Mr. Sims Reeves a vast amount of study; and
it is in the highest degree creditable to a great public

singer, who can command sucii large sums for sing-

ing three or four simple songs in one evening, to de-

vote himself to what most artists would think tlie

ungrateful and unremunerative task of interpreting

a long string of cramp recitatives. We have seldom,
if ever, heard anything finer than his delivery of

many portions of the text of St. Matthew. In the

account of St. Peter's denial of Christ hs infused

such expression into the words " And he went out

and wept bitterly." that it was only his own good
sense which stood in the way of an encore. The ac-

companied recitative, "O grief! now pants his agon-
izing heart," followed by the song, " With Jesus I

will watch and pray," in which the chorus takes Tip

the refrain, " Then fare thee well each d.arling sin,"

was admirable.

Of the accompanied airs and recitatives the great-

est share fell to the contralto, on this occasion Mad.
Sainton-Dolby, who sang throughout tlie evening

with a musician-like feeling and a devotional expres-

siveness which cannot be too highly admired. The
soprano has a song and recitative in each part,which
Miss Banks gave in a way which left nothing what-

ever to be desired. Mr. Weiss was the bass, and
sang bis difficult and responsible part with a breadth

and dignity which .showed how fully he appreciated

his task.

A few words must be devoted to the solo instrn-

mentalists, for they play a very prominent part in the

work. Two flutes and two violas are called into fre-

quent requisition in the accompaniments of the airs,

they have parts of considerable complexity, requir-

ing both care and skill for their effective perform-

ance. Seeing that both our great orchestras were
engaged at the Opera-houses, Professor Bennett was
lucky to be able to get such efficient soloists as

Messrs. Rockstro and Card (flutes), and Messrs. R.
Blagroveand Bcatens (violas). M. Lavigne, whose
splendid oboe-playing is so well known, also distin-

guished himself frequently during the evening, and
particularly in the soprano air, "Jesus, Saviour, I

am thine," which Miss Banks gave with admirable

taste and purity. Mr. Cooper played the violin ob-

bligato to the bass air, " Have mercy upon me,
Lord." Mr. E. H. Hopkins presided at the organ

—

a very important feature in the performance—and in

such hands it is almost needless to state that it was
throughout most effective. The piano-forte accom-
paniments to the narrative recitatives, were played

by Mr. Lindsay Sloper, as only a genuine and con-

scientious musician like him could play them.

Altogether, the performance was one of the most
interesting and important musical events which have

taken pkace in London for some time.

Apropos of Bach's MatthSus-Passion, we are glad

to learn that the performances of this grand and im-

pressive work in Passion-Week, on the Continent,

were not confined to Berlin and Vienna. It was
given also, at Munich, Leipsic, Bremen, Hamburg,
Frankfort-on-the-Maine, Cologne, Stuttgart, and,

indeed, at most of the great centres of musical intel-

ligence throughout Germany. Thirty years ago,

only a very insignificant portion of the general

public know anything about it. When Mendelssohn
first proposed to perform if, he was regarded as a

madman. Truly may it be said, that the cause of

grand classical music is progressing, despite every

obstacle which preiudice, or, what is the same thing,

ignorance, may strive "to fling in its way. This
should, and doubtless will, be an encouragement to

Professor Sterndale Bennett and the Bach Society to

proceed with more and more vigor in the honorable
task they have set themselves.

Jtmgljfs ,|onrital of S»sit.

BOSTON, JUNE 91, 1869.

Mosic IN THIS Number. — Continuation of Chopin's

Mazurkas.

Review of the Season.

II.

We have summed up the instrumental music

— Symphonies, Overtures, classical chamber

music, organ fugues, &c.,—-which there have been

opportunities of listening to in Boston during the

past six months, and have seen that there has

been but little falling off of matter or of interest,

notwithstand the grim fact of civil war. Let us

now see how it has been with the more important

kinds of vocal music.

IV. Oratorios, Cantatas, &c.-— We have

had, for several years past, only one Oratorio

Society, and that the oldest, ablest, and through-

out the most of its history the most efficient in the

country, the Handel and Haydn Society. The

time was when this large body of choristers, from

200 to 350 voices strong, gave oratorio perform-

ances almost every alternate Sunday evening

throughout the winter, making us familiar with

a large number of the Oratorios of Handel

("Messiah," " Samson," " Judas Maccabfeus,"

"Jephthah," "Solomon," "Israel in Egypt," &c.),

besides " The Creation," " Elijah," and various

shorter-lived productions of less high pretention.

Uncertain public patronage, and timid counsels

on the part of the Society, even since it has had

the whole field to itself, have for a few years past

greatly reduced the number of performances, as

well as checked the enterprise and the ambition

to study and bring out great works out of the

round of those already learned and grown

familiar to the public. Thus the past season has

only given us one performance of the " Messiah,"

at Christmas, one of the " Creation,"— the two

Oratorios which formed the corner stone as it

were of the Society at its foundation nearly half

a century ago, which in fact constituted its

repertoire, and led to its double name, coupling

together two names which wider knowledge

would not probably have coupled ; one work

newly learned, the "Dettingen Te Deum" of

Handel, and one revival of an excellent new un-

dertaking oftwo or three years ago,the Lobgesang,

or " Hymn of Praise," by Mendelssohn,—these

two works being given for a patriotic occasion,

in honor of the victories of the Union arms after

the tide had turned against the treacherous re-

bellion.

We have also had the " Hymn of Praise" given

by a smaller choir, wfth organ accompaniment

only, in a church, under the direction of Mr. B.

J. Lang. And the same en terprising and accom-

plished young musician has given a fresh sensa-

tion to the real music-lovers by the production

for the Hrst time in our city of Mendelssohn's

" Walpurgis Night," which is not an Oratorio, to

be sure, but a Cantata, and not on what would

commonly be called a sacred subject, although it

has as much religious sentiment in it, as many an

Oratorio, only it is ascribed to the heathens

(Druids) rather to the Christians. Two perform-

ances of this we had in the same evening.

In the same connection we may refer to the

more private performances of the Ossianic Can-

tata •' Comale " by Gade, by the amateur singing
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club under the direction of Mr. J. C. D. Parker,

filling out the evenin.ss with " The flisht into

Egypt, by Berlioz, the Prayer : Da nobis pacem,

by Mendelssohn, selections from " Elijah," from

a Mass by Weber, &c.

The list is small for Boston. It must be called

a barren season in the main, albeit here and

there relieved by the upspringing of a fresh Hower

or two, such as we had not known before, and

the charm whereof was doubly grateful. But

when will the day come, that shall give spirit,

courage and devotion to our old Oratoiio Society,

or to any other organization which may spring

up, to study and master and bring out sucth works

as the "Passion" music and the Christmas Can-

tata of Sebastian Bach, the Pauhis of Mendels-

sohn (not entirely unknown to us), the great

Mass in D (Missa Solennis) of Beethoven ; or

to take up again in real earnest (resolved to con-

quer the public this time, in spite of ignorant and

foolish newspaper critics), the ''Israel in Egypt,"

which is as popular in England as the "Messiah"

is ? True, it is a poor time for any extra enter-

prise of this sort now ; we must conquer rebels,

before we conquer a frivolous musical public by

the might of Bach or Handel. But let us not

forget that whatever is worth doing at all, is

worth doing well and in great earnest; that, if

we keep up a musical society of several hundred

people, spending hours every week in meeting

aud in practice, it is just as well to aim at the

highest, and (here can be little danger of setting

the mark too high, nor of overshooting the line

of public appreciation, if the thing offered to the

public be really good and great ; that progress is

the law of life, and that whatever does not make

progress, dies. We want choral societies com-

posed of men and women who love music for

music's sake ; who esteem it a great privilege to

have each other's cooperation, and a conductor's

guidance, in the study, practice and performance

of great masterworks of sacred Art ; who value

their pursuit too much, to be dependent on the

fluctuating support of any public for the zeal

and spirit they are willing to put into it ; who

cheerfully will tax themselves somewhat for op-

portunities of realizing such fine things.

The single individual enterprizes,above named,

have shown us how much can be done, even

upon a much smaller scale than that of our

" Handel and Haydn." Why may not some of

these clubs, or occasional combinations, of fresh

young voices, and enthusiastic, energetic, intelli-

gent persons, take the position of permanent

choral societies, for the study and performance of

Oratorios perhaps—but more particularly larger

works in the Cantata form, such as Mendelssohn,

Schumann and others have written, and above

all some things from the inexhaustible treasurj

of Bach's Cantatas ? Such choirs, not too large,

not exceeding 150 or 100 voices, but all, ladies

as well as gentlemen, in earnest and fully pledged

to the common work, might fill a very important

sphere hitherto not filled ; at the same time that

they would be accumulating and keeping in

practice reserved forces for cooperation with the

"Handel and Haydn," on great festival occasions,

of the Birmingham and Crystal Palace sort, of

which this old Society would naturally form the

nucleus and controlling centre.—We throw out

these suggestions for future use. Meanwhile
beginnings would not even now be premature,
down in the " primary raeeiingp," in the smaller

private singing clubs and choirs.

V. Opera, much as many people love it

under almost every form, has never flourished

here save as an exotic,—and that only in travel-

ling specimens. There is no operatic institution

yet in Boston ; scarcely is there in New York.

Short seasons of Italian opera, with now and

then a German piece, sung in Italian, are all that

is vouchsafed to us by speculating impresarios,

with their imported companies, who first pitch

their tent in New York, and then traverse the

country, chiefly favoring Philadelphia and Boston.

The political and financial troubles and uncer-

tainties of the past year have of course affected

this class of onr musical supplies more severely

than any other ; because these, more than any

other, are chance speculations, and depend on

foreign singers who come over upon speculation,

and stay no longer than they see fair chance of

golden gain. Enough of them, however, have

remained (Brisrnoli, Susini, Mancusi, Mme. d'

Angri, Mme. Comte-Borchard, &c.), and enough

others have sprung up of native growth, and

creditable too, (Misses Kellogg, Hinckley, Mrs.

Varian, &c.J, to furnish out a decent company^

whom Manager Ullman, and afterwards Manager

Grau, have not suffered to remain idle. Two
flying visits, of about two weeks each, have con-

stituted Boston's share in these not very tempting,

although somewhat eagerly snatched at, privi-

leges. The reptrtoire has been almost purely

Italian, with nothing new to Boston in it, except

the first two little pieces ; viz :

I,es Noces de Jeaiinette, by V. Mass^, (twice).

Betly Donizetti

Un Ballo in Maschera Verdi

Lucrezia Borgia Donizetti

Martha (3 times) Flotow

Lnoia di Lammermoor; , .,.,i. Donizetti

Barber of Seville Rossini

Masaniello (twice) Auher

Sonnambula Bellini

Norma "

La Favorita (twice) Donizetti

Figlia del Reggimento "

A meagre list indeed ! And not one thing of

Mozart ! We must add, however, to the account

of our lyrical privileges, one original production,

a small work to be sure, the pattern cut to the

cloth, in a small place, the " Museum," with

smallest possible orchestra, and singers who have

rarely sung before, but nevertheless a genuine

little Opera Bnuffe, " The Doctor of Alcantara,"

composed by Julius Eichberg, the music where-

of continues to prove itself fresh, graceful,

natural, and exceedingly comical. With the

larger means, say of the English Opera in Lon-

don, it would make some noise in the world.

VI. Miscellaneous. Of miscellaneous

vocal concerts, both secular and saci-ed, we have

had fewer than usual. We will only refer to

the two concerts given by the " Orpheus Musi-

cal Association " fGerman^, who have treated

us to some of the best part-songs by Mendelssohn

and others, and especially who have given us a

chance for the first time to hear one superb work

by Schubert, the eight-part chorus :
" Song of

Spirits over the Waters "; the historical speci-

mens of Church Music given us by Dr. Tucker-

man at St. Paul's Church ; and a Concert of

Catholic music, under the direction of Mr. Will-

cox, in which parts of Masses, Motets, Quartets,

&e., from Mozart, Pergolesi, Weber, Hauptmann,

Haydn, Hummel, Rossini, and others, composed

ah acceptable programme.

Chit-Chat.

The article about the music in the churches of

New York, which we copy in another column, is cer-

tainly amusing, and may he instructive if one knows
how to view it. While the reports thus commenced
by the writer will give us some idea of what is done

in the way of music in the fashionable churches, it

may also serve to show us in what an unworthy lijjht,

of mere show and amusement, the so-called S.icred

Music is regarded by many, even of those who call

themselves critics.

Hero is a critic, of such accomodating taste and

principles, that he st.arts with the hroad acknowledg-

ment that all music, " of whatever style or character

always exerts the same influences over the soul
!"

" Be it sentimental or comic, tragic or light, it will

ever awaken the same kindred feeling!" 'Tis a I

one ! Here is a critic who offsets the " wailing

progressions of a Ki/rie ekison against the charming

melodies of Trovatore" and avows no preference

(well he might not of some Ki/ries) ; who talks

about the wierd (!) and thrilling movements of the

"Creation ;" who sandwiches an unknown "Nativi-

dad" between Handel and Mendelssohn in his list of

great masters ; who goes to rhnrch to hear how the

singing compares with the Italian Opera ! And this

is a specimen of whole reams of puerile stupidities,

poured out in the shape of " musical criticisms" in

the New York and other newspapers, " the leading

weekly newspaper of the age" included. Bnt itwill

he worth while to learn, even from sncli an observer,

what sort of music is made in the churches.

Mr. Falkenstein's Mass.—We cheerfully give

place to the following note and stand corrected. We
were misled hy one of the daily newspapers. As we
had only the use of our ears on that occasion, and

could see nothing through the crowd, we looked to

the newspapers to learn who sang.

" Mr. Editor :

"Allow me to correct a slight mistake in yonr re-

port of the performance of Mr.Falkenstein's Mass at

the Suffolk street Church on the 8th instant. The
choruses were not sung, as stated in your paper, by

members of the Handel and Haydn Society and the

Orpheus Musical Association, bnt by the regular

Choir of that church. The above named societies

were only represented by Miss Eliza Hall and Mr.

C. Schraubstadter, both of whom were engaged to

sing the principal solos.

" These two singers deserve the more credit for

their beautiful and expressive rendering of the music,

as they studied their parts at short notice (Miss Hall

receiving her part only one day previous to the per-

formance). The Alto was sung by Miss Kroeme.

Injustice to Mr. Falkenstein, I will also mention

that on account of other engagements of several as-

sisting musicians, only one imperfect rehearsal could
be had on Saturday evening, June 7th.

Respectfully, Veritas."
Boston, June 18, 1862.

Mr. EiCHBKRG has received requests from several
places out of town for one or more performances of
his charming little operetta, " The Doctor of Alcan-
tara." He has accordingly made arrangements to

start in the middle of July upon a little tour wiih it,

and give the citizens of Providence, New Bedford,
Worcester, and other mirth and music-loving towns
an opportunity to see and hear it. He will be accom-
panied hy a sufficient orchestra, and the same singers

and actors, who do it with so much spirit here, be-

sides scenery, dresses and all the appurtenances.

Boston Music Hall Association. The annu-

al meeting of the stockholders was held on Wednes-

day 11th, in the Music Hall,Judge Putnam presiding

in the absence of Dr. Upham, who still lends his

professional services to his country at the seat of war,

The treasurer's report for the year showed : Beceipts.

$6443,92 ; expenditure, $6080,53
;

profits $363,39.

The old board of Directors were re-elected, viz ; Dr.

J. Baxter Upham (Pres.), E. D. Brigham, Eben
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Dale, Di-. George Derby, J. M. Fessenden, II. W.
Pickering, and J. P. Putnam.

In answer to an inquiry concerning tlienew Organ,

which has been built for the Association at Ludwigs-

burg, near Stuttgart, Germany, Judge Putnam

expressed the opinion, from letters recently received,

that it would probably bo shipped at Rotterdam, and

arrive during the summer or fall, the di.stracted state

of the country having caused this delay. At all

events the Organ is finished, and the case (a superb

design hy Hammatt Billings) lies finished in New
York. It has been pronounced, by those who have

seen it, a perfect masterpiece in workmanship, and is

one of the largest organs in the world. The Direc-

tors of the Crystal Palace, near London, were

anxious to obtain the loan of it during the Great

Exhibition season and the coming Handel Festi-

val.

The New CATnOLic Church on Bunker Hill,

Charlcstown, was dedicated on the 17th inst., hy

Bishop Gosbriand of Burlington, Vt. The sermon

was preached hy Bishop Rosecranz of Cincinnati, (a

brother of General Uoiecranz ) The music consisted

of Haydn's Mass No. 16 ; an Ofifertorium by Costa,

entitled Dale Sonitum, and an Ave Maria by Doni-

zetti, performed by the choir of the Church of the

Immaculate Conception of Boston, assisted by Miss

Washburn, Mrs. Shattuck, Mr. Samuel Tuckerman,

Mr. P. H. Powers, and others, and an orchestra of

sixteen musicians. The whole under the direction

of Mr. J. H. Wilcox, who prosided at the organ.

Fttzget-ald'a Cily Item (Philadelphia) holds up

prospects of

:

Mnsic t'ou THE Fai.i,.—An engagement has
been effected with Ristori, who will leave for New
York, on the first of October, and commence at

Niblo's on the 20th of the same month. She will

bring with her a companj- of twenty. One of our
opera managers is in London, busy in pursuit of

novelties for the American market. He has engaged
the sisters Marchisio, and has opened negotiations

with Titiens, who demands $.5,000 per month and
the demand will probably be acceded to. He has

also secured Verdi's new Opera, for which the Empe-
ror of Russia guarantied the composer the sum of

$30,000. Its title is La For:a del Destlno, (the Power
of Fate). It will be produced simultaneously at St.

Petersburg and Havana. Perea Nena, the Spanish
dan^euse, who is JL^st now tiie Terpsichorean star at

the Haymarket, is also to be with us.

Opeka in San Francisco.— The Herald and

Mirror of May 23, says :

Last night Litcrezia Borgia was given by the

Bianchi troupe to a crowded and fashionable house.

The opera was exceedingly well given, Signora
Bianchi being applauded to the echo as Lucrezia,

and Signor Bianchi, as Gennaro, exhibited a notable

improvement on the efforts of the preceding night.

Mr. John De Haga is a decided acquisition to the

company. Mr. John Gregg has an excellent voice,

but does not appear to be as yet at home in Italian

libretto. The musieal department is admirably man-
aged. This evening the theatre will be closed, to

make way for the opera of Nabuco, which will be

produced on Saturday.

New Bedford, Mass.—The Mercurij of June

14 gives us an account of the " opening," in its now

home, of the fine organ built by the Messrs. Hook
in this city, of which we copied a description a few

weeks ago :

A delightful entertainment was aflforded the lovers

of music last evening, by the exhibition of the new
Organ just erected in the Unitarian Church. The
programme was very judiciously made up by Mr.
Thorup, with the view of displaying the capacity of

the instrument, and at the same time furnishing

a selection of choice pieces by eminent composers.
The performers were Messrs. Thorup, Hervey and
Wilcox. The latter, a anccomplished musician from
Boston, thoroughly acquainted with the mechanism
of the organ, with exquisite taste exhibited the

power and beauty of the instrument in a manner that

must have given entire satisfaction to its builder, Mr.
Hook, who, we noticed, was present. We cannot
comment at length upoa the programme, but Mr.

Thorup's performance of Bach's|Toccata and Fugue
in D minor is especially worthv of notice, as giving

proof of his ability to do justice to the instrument
placed in his charge. Mr. J. W. Hervey, who, we
believe, is a pupil of Mr. Thorup. played a flute con-
certo of Rinck's with excellent effect. The erection

of a first-class organ in the city is a matter of con-
gratulation, and it will long be a source of genuine
pleasure after it shall have ceased to be a novelty.

The entire programme is worth recording in these

dry times. (But what, pray, is the tune " America V
Did German RInck give it that title ? And is it not

an odd time now to adopt "God save the King " for

our national tune, baptizing it " America V
P.\RT I.

1. (i) Tntroilnetion on tlip OreaTi. and
(6) Overture to the Orntorio of Siimpson ITanrlel

J. XI Willcox.
2. Prayer, from "Moses in Esvpt," Kossini

Choir.
3. Toccata and Fugue, (in B minor) John Seb. Bach

A. T. Thorup.
4. Extempore, introducin? March from "Eli" Costa

J. H. Willcox.
5. TeBeum, (in E fiat) S Jackson

Choir.
9. (a) Adfifflo, from Trio Sonata, (for 2 manual.<j and

pedals) John Seb. Bach
(6) Pastorale Kullack

A. T. Thorup.

Part II.

1. Overture to "Zampa" Ilerold
J. n. Willcox.

2. Song; "VTith verdure clad" Ilaydn
Miss H E. Rooth.

3. Flute Concerto C. II. Kinck
J. W. TTervev

4. fa) Variations: ''Harmonious Black.smith" Handel
(6) National Airs

J. H. milcox.
5. Jubilate Mosenthal

Choir.
6. fi) Extempore, and

{b) Variations on Tune, ''.\merica"' Rinck
A. T. Thorup.

7. Old Hundred

It may be interesting to comp.ire a Berlin after-

noon (hier and cafi) programme, with those of our

Boston and Philadelphia " Rehearsals." The one

before us is one of Liebig's orchestra of .'iO instrn-

ments
;
price of admission 12 cents (only 7 cents, if

you buy half a dozen tickets) ; time last April
;

place the Odeon, in the Thiergartenstrasse
;

pro-

gramme :

Concert Overture, hy Rietz; Finale (2nd act)

Don Juan ; Symphony in G minor, Haydn ; Over-

ture to " Medea," Clierubini ; Symphony No. 4, (B

Hat) , Beethoven ; Overture to "North Star," Ma/er-

heer ; March from "Athalia," Mendelssohn ; Overture,

Freyschiitz.

A " Mannerchor " has sprung up in Providence,

R. I., called the "Orpheus Club," numbering twenty-

two members, not Germans, judging from the name
of the President, Mr. Edwin Bakek, and from the

programme sent us of a concert lately given by the

Club in the Seminary Hall, East Greenwich. The

pieces sung were of very various authorship and na-

tionality ; being selected not only from Mendelssohn,

Kiicken, Cramer, Spohr, Speyer and Meyerbeer, but

also from Verdi, Russell, Glover, Millard, &c. The

performances have been highly spoken of. The "Or-

pheus " is the only male chorus, it seems, in the

State.

We have before us the first and last programmes

of four classical Soir&s given by Mr. James M.

Tkact, at the Musical Academy rooms—of what

town or city the said programmes do not state. The

selections are quite above the ordinary. The first

(March 10) contains Beethoven's Sonata in F minor

(op. 2) ; Henselt's " If I were a bird ;" Chopin's

Waltz in E fiat (op. 18) ; and Liszt's paraphrase of

the Tannhaiiser March (all played by Mr. Tracyy ; a

vocal duet (two-part song) by Mendelssohn ; Haydn's

"With verdure clad ;" and various songs and duets

by Kiicken, Hatton, Wallace, &c. The last (May

5) has iAree vocal duets by Mendelssohn; another

by Abt ; Handel's " I know that my Redeemer ;"

two songs by Schubert, &c.; and for piano pieces,

Chopin's Waltz in D flat (op. 64) ; Beethoven's

Sonata in C (op. 2) ; Chopin's Ballade (op. 67).

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PubliMlied by Oliver DitHoii Si. Co*

Vocal, witli Piano Accompaniment,

Love's cruel dart. Cavtitma."Doctor ofAlcantara." 25

Senor ! senor ! Trio. " " 50

You saucy jade. Trio " " 50

Good night, Senor Balthazar. " '• 50

The above are well-known pieces from this favorite

Opera. The trio for the principal female voices " You
eaucy jade " is very amusing, and was executed at

the Mu.«eum with spirit and energy. Although

"Good Night, Senor Balthazar," is sung by four per-

sons, it is not a quartet, but four solos.

The Virgin martyrs of Verdun. Trios for female

voices. Concone. 30

A new number of the ''Harmoniennes," a collection

almost indispensable in Female Schools.

So the day of rest declineth. Sacred Quartet.

L. 0. Emei'son. 25

One of the collection of " Sacred Gems," much in

demand for opening and closing of service.

I am very fond of water. A new Temperance

song. Hatton. 25

Negro boatman's song. W. H. Doane. 25

We bore thee to tliy rest, Cordie. Ballad

//. D. L. Webste}\ 25

An exquisite and touching ballad.

Instrumental Music.

Styrian Medley. Variations. Grohe. 50

Kind words will never die. Variations. " 50

Two new pieces by the ever pleasing Grobe. The

Medley is a string of the choicest of those much ad-

mired Styrian airs.

Europa. Galop de Concert. AdoJph Gidlmick. 50

A dashing, brilliant piece, well suited for an ama-

,teur show piece. It is fluently written, has striking

melodies and bold changes, and, if well played, will

please, if not astonish.

The Exile and the Swallow. Nocturne.

E, Gregoir. 25

Everybody knows a charming song by Croisez. por-

traying the cheerful twittering and chirping of a swal-

low and the doleful lay of a prisoner who listens to it

in his dreary solitude. This Nocturne has a similar

subject. An exile from his native country observes

the swallows flying towards it, and expresses his feel-

ings in a beautiful, sad melody.

Books.

One Hundred Operatic Melodies foe the

Flute. 50

This new collection of Flute Music will commend

itself to the favor of Flutists, both from the great va-

riety of its contents and from their intrinsic merits.

Fifty cents is certainly a very moderate price for so

valuable a repertoire of choice music. Amateurs will

find in it all that can be desired in a work of the kind.

Mosic BY Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books nan also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Fair Hedwig."

BALLAD BY F. HEBBEL.

[Translated by Mrs. Robert M. Hooper, and recited, with

ScHQUANN's melodramatic accompaniment, at tlie complimen-
tary Testimonial to Prof. RoESE, described in our Philadel-

pliia correspondence last week.]

Surrounded by his vass.ils, sits

The young and valiant knight,

With glowing cheek and dark bright eye.

That gleams with fiery thoughts and high.

As if he sought the fight.

Porth steps a gentle maid to him,

And fills his cup with wine,

Then modestly she glides away,

Upon her brow the fairest ray

Of morning seems to shine.

But quickly doth the young knight seize

;

Her hand so snowy white.

Her azure eyes, so pure and clear.

She bends on earth, as if in fear.

Then lifts with changeless light.

" Fair Hedwig, who before me stand'st.

Three things now tell me free.

Whence thou dost come, where thou dost go.

Why follow'st thou my footsteps so,

These are my questions three."

" Whence do I come ? I come from God,
They told me in past years,

When once pursued by mocking scorn,

For father, mother, still unknown,
I asked with bitter tears.

" Where do I go 1 Nought drives me forth,

The world is far, too wide
;

Why should I wonder here and there 1

The world, the world is everywhere,

Joy dwells on every side.

"Why do I follow at thy sign 1

Say could I rest me 1 Never !

I pour the wine thou drink'st for thee,

I asked the task on bended knee,

Would it were mine forever !"

"And now I ask, thou fairest child,

A fourth last thing of thee,

Then will my questioning be o'er
;

Quick I answer me, I ask no more,

Say, maiden, lov'st thou me ">"

At first she stands amazed and mute.
Then casts around her gaze.

Upon each circling knightly guest.

Then folds her hands upon hor breast,

"I love thee," soft she says.

" But now I know, that far away
I must from hence be gone

;

In truth, 'tis clear within my breast.

The veil, since I have this confessed.

Befits me now alone."

"And when thou say'st thou com'st from God,
I feel thou speak'st aright.

His dearest child, I lead thee forth.

In spite of scorn and hate, my troth

At Altar foot to plight.

"TJnto the chapel noble guests,

I pray you follow me.

Brave knights and proud, ye at my call.

Came hither to a festival,

Myfoirest it shall be."

Translated for this Journal.

Franz Schubert.

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

From the German of Br. Heinrich von Kreissle.

(Resumed from page 9.)

The orchestral works, whicli Schubert has

written, consist of Symphonies and Overtures.

Of the former he appears to have composed

eight. Robert Schumann, while he was in

Vienna in the year 1838, came across seven

Symphonies piled one upon another in the dwelling

of Ferdinand Schubert. The eighth (in E^,

which from the way'in which it was laid out

promised to bo the greatest, came into the posses-

sion of Fehx Mendelssohn Bartholdy as a gift

from Ferdinand Schubert. Mendelssohn prom-

ised to complete the work as it was sketched out,

but unfortunately never lived to do it, any more

than he did to compose the He.quiem promised to

the Mannergesang-Verein of Vienna.

Of these Symphonies only the seventh (in C
major*), which Schubert completed in March

1828, has ever been performed ; and that occurred

for the first time in the winter of 1839 in the

Gewandhaus Concerts in Leipzig, to which place

Schumann had sent the manuscript from Vienna

for publication. Mendelssohn conducted the per-

formance, and the success was a brilliant one.

The orchestra had lent themselves enthusiasti-

cally to the study of the work, and seemed

determined to surpass all their former achieve-

ments in the rendering of Symphonies. The
master (Mendelssohn) thanked them at the close

and uttered with regard to the Symphony words,

" which, if they could have been conveyed to its

creator, would have sounded to him as the highest

of glad tidings." But Schumann, in raptures

over the superb discovery, proclaimed it to the

world in his journal (Neue Zeitschrifl fiir Musik)

in the following words :

" I say it openly: whoever does not know this

Symphony, knows as yet but little ot Schubert

;

and this, after what Schubert has already bestow-

ed upon Art, may be regarded as a scarcely

credible extent of praise. My feeliug and my
hope, and that perhaps of many another with

me, that Schubert, who had already shown him-

self so firm in form, so rich in fancy and so

many-sided in so many other kinds of composition,

would also approach the Symphony from his side,

and would hit the spot, where he could seize hold

of it, and through it of the masses, is now in the

most glorious manner realized. Certainly he

never thought of undertaking to continue the

* The original is in the archives of the Vienna'Musik'Verein.

Of the other Symphonies the original scores of that ia D (com-

pleted on the 28th of Octoher, 1813), that in B flat (begun

Dec. 10. 18U, finished March 24, 1816), then of a second one

in D (composed in May 1815),and of one in C composed in 1818,

are in the hands of Dr . Schneider in Vienna ; he also posses-ses

a copy of the tragic Symphony in C minor (composed in

1816).

ninth Symphony of Beethoven ; but, like an

industrious artist, he created out of himself one

Symphony after another ; and the fact that the

world has seen the seventh first, without know-

ing its predecessors and observing the develop-

ment, is perhaps the only thing that could do any

harm in their publication, and even give occasion

to a misunderstanding of the work. That more

lies hidden in it, than mere beautiful melody,

more than mere joy and sorrow, such as music

has already expressed hundreds of times, nay,

that it conducts us into a region, where we can-

not remember ever to have been before,—to

grant this, one has only to hear such a Sym-

phony.
" Here we have, besides technical mastery in

composition, life in every fibre, the finest grada-

tions of color, meaning everywhere, sharpest

expression of detail, and poured out over all the

same romantic element that we already know in

Franz Schubert.—And this heavenly length of

the Symphony, like some thick romance of Jean

Paul, which can never end, and forUhe best of

reasons, that the reader may keep on creating

after I—How refreshing is this sense of richness

throughout, whereas with others one must always

dread the end and is so often saddened at being

disappointed. It would be incomprehensible,

where Schubert had acquired this brilliant, play-

ful mastery in dealing with the orchestra, did we

not know that six other Symphonies had preceded

this one, and that he wrote it in his ripest man-

hood. It must be called an extraordinary talent,

that he, who heard so little of his instrumental

works during his own life-time, should have

attained to such a peculiar handling of the instru-

ments, as well as of the orchestra en masse,

making them often talk together like human
voices and chorus. Nowhere else, except in

many of Beethoven s works, have I met with

this resemblance to the vocal organ in such a

deceptive and surprising degree.

" This attitude of complete independence, in

which this Symphony stands to those of Beet-

hoven, is another sign of their manly origin.

Here observe how truly and wisely Schubert's

genius manifests itself. In the consciousness of

his more modest powers, he avoids imitatino- the

grotesque forms, the bold proportions, which we
meet in Beethoven's later works ; he gives us a

work in the most graceful form, and although in

a newly interwoven manner, never leading too

far from the middle point, always returning back

to it again. So it must seem to every one, who
often contemplates the Symphony. At first per-

haps the brilliancy and novelty of the instrumen-

tation, the width and breadth of the form, the

charming alternation of feeling, the whole new
world, into which we are transported, will bewil-

der this or that listener, like the first sight of

anything unusual : but even then the pleasant

feeling remains as if after a fairy tale or a manic

spectacle
;
you feel throughout, that the composer

was master of his story, and the connection will

become clear to you in time perhaps. The stately
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romantic introduction gives you at once this

impression of security, although here all still

seems veiled in mystery. Wholly new too is the

transition from this to the Allegro ; the tempo

indeed seems not to change ; we are landed there

and know not how. To dismember the single

movements, will bring no joy to us, nor to others

;

one would have to copy off the whole S3 mphony,

to give an idea of the novel-like character that

pervades it.

" Yet I would not take leave of the second

movement, which speaks to us with such touching

voices, without a word. In it occurs a passage,

where a horn calls asit were from the distance ; it

seems to me to have come down from another

sphere. Here too everything listens, as if a

heavenly guest were gliding around in the

orchestra."

This Symphony, which Mendelssohn and Schu-

mann pronounced the most important orchestral

work since Beethoven, has not yet attained to

any complete success in the city of its composen

where it was performed in 1849 in a Society

concert, again in 1857 in a Philharmonic, and

still again in 1859 in a Society concert, although

the public manifested an unmistakeably greater

interest at the last performance. The chief rea-

son of this lies in the great length of the move-

ments, especially the second and third. The

Symphony is long, longer than any one by Beet-

hoven, with the exception of the ninth ; aud this

" heavenly length " it is, so celebrated by

Schumann, which weakens the effect of a music

so significant, so over-rich in fine and genial

details, upon a public accustomed to the more

concise form of other Symphonies. This immod-

erate expansion is only a consequence of wants,

by which a symphonic work particularly suffers,

and which partly have their source in Schubert's

artistic individuality. His rich gift of invention

and exuberant fancy did not allow him toacquiri;

that plastic rounding off, which comes from fre-

quent application of the polyphonic form and a

certain moderation in the repetition and spinning

out of motives.—But it is always a serious matter

to undertake abbreviations in such a work ; it

injures its poetic connection, and reaps no thanks

with those, who are in a condition to follow even

the so-called lengths with undivided atten-

tion.

In spite of this deficiency in form, the Sym-

phony is such a splendid work, that one may well

say, that Schubert was by nature called to

achieve the highest in this field also.

The surest means to procure for this Symphony

the recognition it deserves, would be to have it

more frequently performed, than has thus far

been the case ; for even now it is almost an

unknown work in Vienna, while in the Gewand-

haus concerts in Leipzig it has become a favorite

piece with both orchestra and public.

Of the other Symphonies only the sixth, in C
major, (composed in 1818), has been pei-fcrmed;

namely in March 1829 in a sacred concert in

Vienna,when it was not particularly appreciated.

As the other Symphonies were produced be-

tween the years 1812 and 1818, it would be of

great interest, in estimating the development of

the composer, to have them also brought to a

hearing.

Schubert has also composed several Overtures,

particularly those to the operas and melo-dramas

:

i' The Friends of Salamanca," " The Magic

Harp," " The Devil's Castle in the Air," Alfonso

and Estrella," "Fierrabras "
; and then the Over-

ture in B flat (1816) and in D (181 7). Of these

only the Overtures to "The Magic Harp" (incor-

rectly designated in the thematic catalogue under

opus 26 as the Overture to " Rosamund "), that

to " Alfonso and Estrella " (given in the thematic

catalogue as op. 69), and that to Fierrabras,"

have been performed, the last in a concert of the

Mannergesang-Verein in the year 1858. The

Overture which preceded the drama " Kosa-

mund," when that was performed in the year

1823, was the one composed by Schubert for the

opera " Alfonso and Estrella."

We shall speak of these Overtures when we

come to the Operas and Melo-dramas, for which

they were written.

We now come to Schubert's achievements in

the domain of Chamber Music.

As we have already mentioned, he had already

in his early youth, especially during his stay in

th&Convict, composed string Quartets, the greater

part of which were performed in the meetings

for Quartet practice in his father's house. These

compositions, regarded by himself rather as

exercises and attempts in this kind of music,

would excite but small artistic interest now.

When we speak of Schubert's Chamber ]Music,we

need to name in the first rank only his two piano-

forte Trios in E flat and B flat, the string Quar-

tets in D minor, A minor and G, the string

Quintet in C, the so-called " Trout " piano-forte

Quintuor in C, and the Duo for piano and violin,

op. 159. .

The works just named have become so well

known to music-lovers through frequent perform-

ances in public and in private concerts, and the

opinion about Schubert's achievements in this

most difficult kind of music in general so well

established, that there is little more to say about

it. Those persons, who cannot forget the form

for the sake of the substance, will feel as far from

being satisfied in listening to Schubert's chamber

music, as they are from giving their unqualified

applause to the Symphony in C. They, on the

contrary, who are unsophisticated enough to let

the glorious outgushings of a fiery imagination,

softened by a touch of melancholy, work upon

them with their full influence, will find a great

enjoyment. But both classes will follow from be-

ginning to end with great interest the never dried

up stream of original melodies, the surprising

modulations and all those charming single traits,

which one never fails to find in Schubert's

music.

Among the most known and most valued of

the above-named pieces of music, belong the two

piano Trios, the D minor Quartet and the Quin-

tet in C. The Trio in B flat (op. 99) was pub-

lished later than the one in E flat (op. 100) ; but

it was composed earlier. The composition of both

of them falls within the last years of Schubert's

life. Inwardly they are essentially distinguished

from each other in the single movements ; but

taken in the whole the preference will be given

to the one in E flat. Moreover the Trio is rather

extended, and has only gained by the abridge-

ments which have been made in it. Schumann,

perhaps with justice, calls the Trio in E flat more

full of manly and dramatic action, as compared

with the more passive, feminine lyrical character

of the one in B flat.—In the former we find

strange suggestions of old popular airs ; they are

Swedish melodies. The celebrated singer,' Johann

Siboni, at that time director of the Conservatoire

in Copenhagen, bad sent his pupil, the tenor

singer Berg, now director in the Conservatoire

of Stockholm (first teacher of Jenny Lind) to

Vienna, in 1827 or 1828, with an introduction to

the Misses Frohlich (formerly pupils of Siboni),

where he often sang m little circles. There

Schubert heard the Swedish national airs, which

pleased him very much ; he begged a copy of

them, and used them, without niakiug any con-

cealment of it, as themes in the Trio.

The string Quartet in D minor and the Quin-

tet in C belong to Schubert's most distinguished

works. They may claim a high rank in the

whole hterature of Chamber music ;
and they

testify to Schubert's eminent endowment for this

kind of music, in which he has known how to

win the laurel by some compositions of imperish-

able beautj'.

Besides those just named, the string Quartet

in A minor, kept within a smaller form; the

grand Quartet in G, composed in the Beethoven

spirit, and the Duo for piano and violin (op-

159), have enjoyed the most universal recogni-

tion.

Schubert's chamber music first became

generally known through the excellent per-

formances of his works in Joseph Hellmes-

berger's " Quartet productions." Hellmesberger

played the D minor Quartet at first in 1846 in

London, without any particular success ;
on the

contrary, when it was performed in Vienua, on

the 11th of Novembei 1849, it electrified the

whole audience in a way seldom experienced,

and was repeated by general desire on the third

of March 1850. It was played for the third time

on the 21st of November 1858. The brilliant

success of the D minor Quartet induced Hell-

mesberger also to get the Quintet in C (op. 163)

published, and to perform it Nov. 17, 1850. This

work too reaped the most decided approbation,

and was repeated Nov. 28, 1852 and June 6,

1860. The Quartet in G (op. 161, also in manu-

script) was performed Dec. 8,1850; that in A
minor, Dec. 7, 1851 ; the Trio in E flat, Nov. 23,

1851, Nov. 20, 1853, and March 20, 1859 ; that

in B flat on the 8th Feb. 1852 and 26th Feb.

1860. The Octet, known in other parts of Ger-

many, seems not yet to have been played in

Vienna (1861). The Quartet in G is said to be

in the engraver's hands.

Schubert has also written several other string

Quartets, of less importance, which are preserved

in manuscript. Furthermore, three Sonatinas

for piano and violin (op. 137), a Duo for piano

and flute (op. 160), and a Nocturno for piano,

violin and violoncello (op. 148^.

(To be continued.)

Letters by C. M. Von Weber.

I.

{Written to a young pupil of hi3,on his leaving him.)

" My Dear Emil!

I feel induced, before we separate, once more to

converse with you and to repeat to you in writing

essentiiilly, what I have verbally so often tried to im-

press on your heart. Your becoming a pupil of

mine has given me a feeling of duty in regard to

your whole being, for I cannot separate the art from

the man, who living in his art, should just by it prop-

erly learn to despise that so-called genius, which in

the life of an artist thinks to possess a free pass for
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dissolution and violation of evervthinf; that is de-

cent and lionorable in civil life. Tliere is no doubt,
tliat by giving youi-self up to it you awaken your
imagination, and tliat an intentional and necessary
lulling into those gay dreams but too often and too
easily is carried over into real life. It is too su'eet,<o let

yourself go— yet here tlie true vigor of man must be
proved ; here must be proved whether he governs tlie

spirits, making them operate freely only within
tlie circle drawn and assigned to them by him,
or whether he, governed by them, dances round like

a lunatic, like a Fakir, in praise of tiieir idolatry.

But in order to purify these demonic influences

to pure enthusiasm or inspiration, the first charm
necessary is persevering industri/. How foolLsh is it

to think, that serious study of the means must fetter

or weaken tlie mind. Free creative power only pro-
ceeds from full possession of and dominion over all

the means
; and the mind can find new ways only

when intimate with all those already opened, and
freely moving in them. I have given you instruc-

tions for more than two years. I have openly com-
municated to you all the experience which heaven
has allowed me to gather, and I have done it with
that warmth which likes to save a friend the trouble
which it has cost ourselves. Can I now dismiss vou
with that gratification, that you have truly received
all my instructions ? Can I say : Here is one who
has learnt well his subject, and who can respond to

whatever task the world and the circumstances may
impose npon him ! The foundation is firm ?

Dear Fmil, you nave so much discernment, so
much ambition, so much talent; you do wrong to-

wards God and your parents, towards the art, to-

wards yourself and me, if you will continue to give
yourself up to this dreamy thoughtlessness ; if you
will not learn to live for the world and in the world
with firm perseverance and that regular system, which
alone manifests a truly honorable mind. Your un-
certainty, your neglect of your promises and of your
word have become a byword among all your acquaint-
ance. It is the ornament of man, to lie the slave of
his word. Do not deceive yourself by the delusion
that you may be untrue and not to be relied upon in

so called trifles, and that you may be the reverse in

important matters ; life is made up of these trifles,

and they furnish the measure to the spectator by
which to judge of yon. Moreover, the fearful power
of haliit will soon prevent your best determinations
from ripening into actions."
My dear Kmil, however much it may pain you

to hear all this again from me, you may be assured
that it certainly pains me much more to have to re-

peat it. You have become part of my own self, you
stand so near to me, and such things I have yet to tell

you !

However, I trust to Him, who directs all things
to the best. There are in every life turning points,

deciding for its whole duration. May you soon he
able to effect such a one in your own life. Impose
upon yourself a poverty, provoking yonr talents

as artist ; make it a point of honor to be independ-
ent, and you will he richly indemnified and rewarded
for all 3'our privations by your own feeling, by the
self-respect yon mnst gain.

I embrace yon from all my heart, and my most
earnest wishes for your well-being will accompany
you. May you falsify everything, which I fear on
your account, and may you succeed to rise to the
highest pinnacle in yonr art.

That heaven's best blessing be with you, is the
prayer of your faithful teacher and friend, &c.

II.

(In answer to a youDg man, who had asked his advice,
whether he might devote himself entirely to the art.)

I feel justified by tbe confidence with which yon
approach me, to speak to you with that candor,which
we owe in fact as well to the art as to the life, but
which in its want of flattery, in its plainness, is easily

mistaken for harshness and coldness, esjDecially by a
youthful and ardent mind. I wish, therefore, for

your good as well as for my own, that you may rest

assured that everything which I may say, in reply to

yonr request, springs from the most hearty good
wishes for your welfare.

You desire to devote yourself altogether to our
art. It is my duty to direct your attention to the

very great difficulties which you have to overcome
in the pursuing of your object. I do not know the

talent which God may have bestowed on you ; I only
know, that even extraordinary talent still needs the

aid of favorable circumstances, to produce great

eflfeet and to make itself known and esteemed in the

world. In your age, where the faculties of judg-
ment have already gained the ascendancy to so great

an extent, (the more so, the more gener.al cultivation

is combined with them), it is very difficult to make
retrograde steps, and to study the technical and

grammatical part of the art, in such a manner and
with such a success, that you do not get tired out, or

become a skeptic in regard to yonr own talents. You
know already too well, what the effect of the art is,

and how it operates, to pursue it for its own sake in

that innocence and simplicity, which alone, after all,

gives you the mastery over all the means. You want
at once to produce an effect ;

you do not sing uncon-
sciously like the bird in the air that sings because it

cannot help it
;
you have seen the success of singing,

and you want to force the same effect.

External things operate upon the internal man,
instead of which the way should be the reverse ; art

should, according to its true nature, operate from the

inner man upon the world without. But granted

that your talents and persevering study will overcome
these obstacles, and that you will be a good artist;

are you convinced that you be able to prove it to the

world, and that you will not succumb to the

pressure of circumstances, which in a thousand dif-

ferent shapes oppose the artist on all sides'? How
many great talents do thus perish, and who knows
whether many who have attained a great heigh.t

in their art would not gladly exchange their fame for

what it has cost them, and which weighs upon them
with daily increasing pressure, and which deprives

them of their own comfort, of the enjoyment of their

family, aud in the end, may be, even wears them out

altogether. What then does real life oflier to the

artist? and how can he hope, by his profession, to

acquire an honorable place in the social relations "!

Are you a practical artist ?— a place in a chapel,

difficult to be obtained, and when obtained yielding

only a scanty livelihood, or a situation as teacher,

where you have to work for your bread in a manner
which damps and deadens all your faculties—these

arc your prospects.

Are you a composer? How many years will

pass, before the public will pay any attention to you,

before publishers pay you, or opera and concert

directors can be prevailed upon to bring out your
works ! And in the most favorable case your exist-

ence remains still precarious.

There are exceptions to all this ; but what reason

is there to justify you in the belief, that you will he

one of them ? and what makes these exceptions

happy ? only that wdiieh makes every good man
happy : the consciousness of having done his duty

according to his knowledge and abilities, and the

quiet confidence in God in all the malignant opposi-

tion, in all the mistaking of his intentions and objects,

in all the slighting which he will experience from the

world.

You must take all this neither for advising you
not to enter the career of an artist, nor for recom-

mending you to do it. In these cases, which are to

decide for your whole future life, your inner voice

alone must be the judge.

In case you persevere in your intentions, I give

yon the best wishes for the success of your studies

from the very inmost of my heart. John Gsensbacber,

who has just received the appointment as chapel-

master of (be cathedral in Vienna, or the chapel-

master and director of the opera in the theatre on

the Wien, Chevalier de Seyfried, in Vienna, appear

to me to be tbe men, who may lead you by a master-

hand along the right path.

I remain with true Interest and friendly respect,

&c. May 27, 1824.

III.

[To the duke of Gotha. Weber's intimate friend. Frederic

Kind, author of the poem of ' Der Freyschutz," had received

from the duke, in a very flattering manner, the title of court
counsellor, and Weber felt this acknowledgment of the merit

of his friend, as if it was his own case, and wrote, in his grati-

tude, the following letter to the duke.]

Dresden, November 26, 1818.

Illustrious Duke

!

Most gracious Prince and Master !

Whoever exercises what is good, and rejoices tbe

heart of men, must submit to the chance, that the

voice of thanks intrudes upon him, pronouncing from
the full heart what the speaker fe(ds, impressed by

his own feeling, as representative of public opinion,

to lay before the illustrious donor. It is well, that I

know, my most gracious duke, the protector of

science and art, feels the emotions of a purely grate-

ful heart deeper and better, than any word can say,

or any action express ; for only he who knows how
to give, like yourself, can know bow a grateful heart

overflows ; otherwise, my representation would bo

a sorry affair, and the others, for whom I may have

taken up the word, may but little thank me for re-

presenting them.
Your liighness's distinguishing kindness for the

good Kind, has created much sensation here, and
throughout a gratifying one, although sometimes a

little strangely modified. Some wry, envious faces

were made, to be sure, yet all agreed, in the most

beautiful unisono, that it is elevating, inspiring and
comforting, to find thus princely gifts distributed
with so true judgment. Those literary mechanic-,
who are in the habit of being paid only by tbe p.iir

or the yard, could not help asking how manv yards
or pairs Kind had manufactured tor your highness's
own use

; these good people not having any idea
that the truly great mind of a prince may calf what-
ever good or meritorious is given to the world, also

his own, and that the happy privilege, to distin-

gush genius and power of mind, and to reward it by
bestowing his attention and acknowledgment upon it,

wherever it is found, forms the true power of princes,

rising to the divine in its effect of strengthening and
rewarding what is truly good.
And when this is done with that mildness,

with that truly artistic benevolence, then only its

effect is completed, and very diflferent from that of a
favor, pressing with oppressive force the laurel made
of solid iron upon our brow, bowing us duwii to tbe
earth, that from joyous fright we can hardly hud
breath submissively to thank the powerful sriver.

But in this case my thanks rise high and joyojsly,
and although your highness may scold at your ver-

bose Maria, yet I know you will not be seriously

offended, for my will is certainly good.
I had much more to say or to ask, but I am afr.dd

the patience of my illustrious protector has already
been sufficiently tried by me.

Permit me, therefore, only to repeat that j'ou have
made two men very happy ; how often have I been
witness to your finding your gratification in it, m'ist

gracious prince ; and since, generally, men are fond of
those to whom they do good, I may fondly hope for

the continuance of your good will for one, who antici-

pates already tbe great joy, with which he will at

the time of your highness's jubilee of marriage, in

person express the feelings of deep and true esteem
and fidelity, which he always entertains towards your
highness.

IV^.

[Written to a gentleman, unknown to him. who h:«d sent
him a work of hi.s brotlier tn review, and, when he did not
receive the review for some time, had sent him a ietti-r up-
braiding him foe this apparent negligence, in most unmeas-
ed terms ]

Sir,—When I received and read your letter of the

13th instant, I resolved not to answer it all, hut, in

the full conviction of my own honest purposes and
actions, to leave it to time to prove to you that I al-

ways deal faitlifuUy by the art and artists. For your
letter contains things which I can pardon only in the

light of your offended brotherly love, and which, in

the first bitter feeling of anger, might have induced
the belief that a man who can thus speak to an artist,

hitherto known as true and honest, must have form-

ed his opinion from the way in which he himself
would have acted in a similar case.

But do not believe, sir, that I mean to do by you
as you have done by me, and to awaken in you a

similar painful feeling, as that whicii your letter—

I

will not deny it, nor do I feel ashamed of it—has

caused me for many days. I hope that this confes-

sion may give you some conception of the feelings of

a man, who, conscious of the most pure and correct

intentions, is accused just of that which he hates

most of all.

My present reply to your letter, therefore, notwith-

standing my resolution, stating the reason which
prevented my reviewing the work as I had promised,

you owe to my regard for the talent of yonr brother,

and for your friendly relations to a gentleman, whom
I love and honor, Mr. .

That I do not mean, however, to persuade you,
and by that means myself, that I could not do other-

wise, but that I, thank God, carry the conviction of

it in my own breast, will appear to you from my
present request not to answer this letter. But in so

doing I beg you will not consider this refusal of a

reply from you an offence, but, if you please, only as

the well-founded pride of the honest artist, who does

not need any other satisfaction but his own convic-

tion. I pardon you freely for having caused me
pain; I conceive that you may have been irritated,

and that I may be the cause of it, by not sufficiently

considering, that an early notice was of more im-

portance to you, than a thorough, just, and exten-

sive one. You are right in your views as man of

business and of the world ; time lost is not to be

replaced, and now let us proceed to the rest.

In the first instance, permit me to observe that

vour reproaches place me in too high a position.

"Your brother has sncceeded in gaining the confidence

of the artistic public, if not before me, at least as

soon as I did. But even admitting that I baA-e been

peculiarly fortunate in exciting the sympathies of

the public ; this has certainly not been shown by

early and eager notices of ray works. It is but poor

comfort to see others suftcr under the same neglect,
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3'ot it is some comfort. Dtu-ing the whole of the
past year only one of my compositions has been re-

vien-efl in the Leipzig Musical Gazette. Nay, the
majoriiy of my compositions published during; the

last six or seven years, have not yet been reviewed
at all, and yet I am honored by the trne and heart-

felt friendship of the most able reviewers, court coun-
sellor Rochlitz, Mr. Frohlich of Wurtzbure. Godfrey
AVeher, Professor Wendt and others. What then
can be the cause of this apparent neglect ? No doubt
the same thing which prevented me hitherto to com-
ply with your request. We do not like hastily to

judge of things, which we desire to honor. The
events and business transactions of the day are press-

ing upon us ; we delay, and at last we begin to shun
the work, as we do an old friend, whom we liave for

a long time neglected to write to. I have made this

remark publicly, in an article on your brother, ac-

knowledging, at the same time, that I have delayed
my promise, and I think I have rendered by this ex-
planation a service to the editor of the Gazette, whom
it will correctly serve as ao excuse against many ap-
parently just complaints.
Each profession, nay, each individual, has his own

way to go to work. You are a merchant
;
pardon

me if I presume to believe, that you cannot entirely

imagine yourself to be in the situation of an artist at

his work. You may take a fixed time for each and
any business transaction of yours, and though it may
cost you then severe labor, yet you can accomplish
it. Not so the artist ; at least I cannot do it.

To review the work sent me I wanted at least a
full week, free from any other work to draw off my
attention ; for I required to be busied exclusively on
that work, to render to the reader of the review as
lively an image of the work as I had conceived my-
self, and to select for him to this end the most strik-

ing passages to illustrate my views. That I did not
have a week at my disposal for this object since the
moment that I undertook to notice the work, I could
prove in detail by my daily journal. I will confine
myself, however, to state my labors only by epochs,
leaving it to you to deduce your own results.

In entering upon the direction of the opera in

Prague, I did not find anything which might be a
guide to me in carrying on the business. My views
of the duties of an artist itnposed upon me the obli-

gation, not to bequeath to my successor the same
disorder and confusion, and therefore 1 opened hooks,
inventories, notices, ^-c. of all kinds, and kept them
complete. I left Prague, Michaelmas, 1816. I was
about to go out into the world without any definite
prospect ; my first care, therefore, was naturally to
procure the means for it. I owed to mv publishers
several works, ordered, commenced, and paid for
some time ago. I went to Berlin, where I gave no
concert, in order not to lose any time, but worked
day and night, and had almost finished when I re-

ceived the call from this capital, (Dresden, January,
1817) to establish hero a German opera. I arrived
here, and then I had to encounter and to overcome
prejudices and obstacles of all kinds ; subjects anx-
ious for their existence were to he pacified or put
aside ; engagements were to be closed with others

;

correspondence was to be kept with all parts of Ger-
many ; a choir for the opera choruses was to be or-

ganized from the very first elements. Added to all

these labors I had the task of creating a German
opera, by the side of the famous Italian one, with
very limited means, and of gaining for it the favor
of the court and the public, in which I could only
hope to succeed by the most unremitted activity and
exertions. It was truly a severe time of cares and
troubles

; my injured health felt it, and the pressure
upon me was such from all sides, that I could not
think of composing, and that I gave up all friendly
intercourse, the majority of my friends not having
received a line from me for a year. I was in hopes
to be able" to celebrate my marriage by the end of
August, but was prevented by the order from my
court to compose an Italian Cantata for the festivi-

ties of the nuptials of our princess Maria Anna.

—

Tills work fell together with the trouble of superin-
tending the repairing and fitting up of my new house.
The celebration of the princess's nuptials was post-
poned from one period to another, and I shall never
forget this time of uncertainty, suspense, and con-
stant labor, by day and night.

At last, on the 30th of October, I could start off
on my journey. On the 4th of November I married
in Prague, and on the very next d.ay I set out with
my wife on necessary private business for Manheim.
Even on this journey I had the score of your brother
with me, lying liy my side in the carriage, in order
to profit by any free moment for its study, but it was
impossible.

By the end by December I returned, finding much
work accumulated upon my hands. I owed the
duty to my king, of composing for him ray greatest
work, a mass for his name-day. It was completed

by the 8tb of March, 1818, a fruit of night watches
and labor, in a crisis, when I was several times on
the point of asking my discharge. My colleague,

chapclmastcr Morlacchi, had gone already in Augu.^t

1817, on leave of absence, to Italy; the whole of

the business rested therefore on my shoulders alone.

Numerous stars followed each other, for all of whom
the necessary preparations were superintended by
me ; many compositions, written for my ofiicial

wants, fille.I up my time, without receiving that

thought and file which would make them fit for

puiilication.

During all this trouble Mr appeared again,

urgently requesting a return of his manuscript, and
I gave it back to him, already in May. I advised

with Mr. Rochlitz. who happened to he present here,

about the best form in which to speak about your
brother, and he approved of my plan, thinking it

even more effectual than a detailed review. I then

asked for and received leave of absence, to go for tlie

restoration of my health into the country, and the

very first thing that I received here, as a welcome
and pleasant beginning of my recreation, was your
letter. lu conclusion, I will only beg to make a few
rsmarks.

Can you justly accuse of thinking only of himself,

and of trying to suppress other talents, a man who,
in primis, having directed the opera for three years

and a quarter, has not brought out one of his own
operas, although he had all the means in hand for

their production, hut who, on the other hand, has

looked up and brought things into notice, which no
other one would have dared to touch—a man who,
secondly, owes to his publisher works commenced
more than a year ago ; who has heen, thirdly, an

entire stranger to his bestfrienils for the same period
;

and who, fiiurthly, has not yet been :.ble to commence
the composition of an opera, expected in Berlin

since a year ! I have in Prague and here not yet

produced any of my own pieces, in order to show
the world th.at there are still managers of a large in'

stitution, who warmly cherish other merit, and are not

merely altogether bent upon hearing their own works.

I am now painfully aware that my object has not

been readied everywhere.
However, I feel also, that I was wrong to make a

promise, when I was not sure to be able to accomplish
it in the fixed time, and that, once having made the

promise, it was my duty to find the time for it in

what manner I best could. Tlius i/on think, and you
are right. I ivill not forget the lesson I have learnt

from your letter. I have, however, not calculated

upon any thanks from you ; what I have done I did

from a feeling of duty, aud its fulfilment carries its

own reward. You may rest assured, that I shall

always entertain the same esteem for your worthy
brother, without any intermixture of one bitter feel-

ing, and that I shall be very glad actively to prove

this to him here, for which purpose I will only

request him to let me know the time of his arrival

here some days beforehand.

I hope that all-eflFacing time may succeed in mak-
ing also your own presence less painful to me, than

I believe would be the case now, for I repeat, that I

will excuse your irritation by your brotherly feelings,

and I therefore bid you sincerely, and without ill \yill,

adieu.

Your obedient servant,

C. M. Von Weber.

Church Music in New York and Brooklyn.

(From the Sund,iy Mercury.)

(Continued.)

St. Peter's CnuRcn.

St. Peter's Roman Catholic Church, in Barclay

street, has, for years, maintained -the reputation of

engaging one of the choirs par excellence of the city

of New York. Where is the lover or patron of fine

music, either sacred or secular, who cannot bear tes-

timony to this assertion. For, since the days when
the eloquent Dr- Powers first ascended the stairs of

that pulpit until the present day, it has been celebra-

ted among fine-art critics and church-goers for the

sublimity of its sacred music. The principal reasons

assigned for this superiority over other churches of

its kind are of a two-fold character : First, It is said

that the pastors sent from time to time to officiate in

this sacred edifice are of a peculiarly musical persua-

sion ; and secondly, that the congregation is of such

a refined and fastidious character that they have
always insistsd upon engaging first-rate musical tal-

ent, no matter at wha,t expense. These reasons seem
very feasible, (!) for we have never known St. Peter's

to be afflicted with a poor choir. The church is rich,

however, and can aflx)rd it. It embraces in its con-

gregation some of the wealthiest families in the city.

A few short years ago it was, bona fide, a sensation

church. People flocked there from various parts of

the city, and those who did not wish to enter the
church, took up a far less comfortable position upon
the opposite sidewalk, Carriages rolled past the

Astor House, and halted at the church gates. From
10 until 11, A.M., it was a grand carnival, mingled
with sacred and profane devotion. The devout, it is

to be hoped, came to pay homage to the shrine of

the Saviour, the profane to paj- homage to the inter-

preters of the sacred service, in divine song. Why
was this f What caused this amalgamation of dif-

ferent creeds and different climes to congregate in

front of this church '! Men of high and low degree
were there. Why not ? Who could resist the

inducement 1 George Loder was organist : Mary
Taylor (our own serajjliic Mary) was prima donna ;

Salvi was tenor, and Massett was basso. Think of
it ! What an array of talent was there ! And when
Haydn's or Mozart's Kyrio Eleison was begun, Loder
(more enthusiastic at the organ than he ever was in

the orchestra) made that grandest of organs vibrate

until it shook the foundation, and Mary Taylor's

siren-tones filled the edifice, until it burst through the

windows, and filled the air without with seraphic

tones from heaven. No wonder there was a rush and
excitement in the crowd. Thus it was until George
Loder resigned, and the glorious Mary withdrew.
Then came Professor Hogan, the best representative

ever Loder had in that position, with Quinto, of oper-

atic fame, and Mrs. Loder, Andrews, and Lyster,

and a host of other artists well known to our readers

in the world of song. These, in their turn, left St.

Peter's (for musical celebrities lead a transitive life),

and we feared, in our sorrow, that the musical glory

of the church had forever departed. But still, not so.

For upon visiting the church last Sunday; after an

absence of tnonths, we finil the same grand, sonorous

and time-honored ortjan, in full power and fine tune.

The same splendid libretto kept intact. And if not

as good as in days gone by, one of the finest choirs

to he wished for, still engaged. As we entered the

choir, we were filled with a sad memory, wondering

if those who often enchanted us still inhabited this

tenement of clay. But we were aroused from our

reverie by the organist ascending to his seat, and im-

parting spasmodic instructions to his assistants in the

grand mass that was to follow.

Before proceeding further, wo will mention the

names of the artists at present comprising this choir;

Mr. Wm. F. Pacher. organist ; Miss Dunderdalc,

soprano ; Miss Gebelle, contralto ; Mr. Zeinshoim,

tenor, and Mr. Mrchs, basso, 'I'his list does not

comprise the names of the entire choir ; but those

are the meritorious and responsible members, and the

only ones we feel it necessary just now to mention or

pass upon. This morning (last Sunday) being a

part of the festival of Pentecost, we deemed it an
auspicious moment for our visit ; for churches of

this denomination are in the habit of celebrating what
thev call " a grand high mass," which includes the

services of the altar and choir combined. The first

composition selected by the choristers was Rossi's

Mass. Pacher watches the advent of the Celebrant,

and begins his symphony to the " Kyrie Eleison."

He plays first a movement, pianissimo,and then with

an impetuous dash he springs upon the pedals, gives

the last beat of the rest to the choristers, and a full

diapason of music bursts upon the suddenly-startled

congregation. On they go in this tutti strain, until

they reach the soprano solo, " Laudamus Te, Bene-
dicimus Te." That etherial, fragile creature, Miss
Dunderdalc, takes up the solo. Judging her by a

physiological rule, one would think this lady incapa-

l)le of sustaining a solo which calls into requisition

three full octaves of the purest soprano voice.

But she is an accomplished and an ambitious

vocalist, and has such a splendid method and style,

that no duty is arduous to her to perform. That
" Laudamus Te " was one of the sweetest morceaux
we have ever heard sung. This lady has a pure so-

prano voice, and it is of such cultivation—her cres-

cendo and diminuendo movements being so exquisite

and artistic—that we cannot avoid praising her. If

we were beyond the walls of the church. Miss Dun-
derdale would certainly have had a hearty round of

applause for that exquisite effort. When she finished,

the enthusiastic Pacher cast an interrogatory glance

at us, as much as to say. How do you like that ^

Then we had the " Credo in Unum," the spirited and
exhilarating movements of this portion of the mass
removing the dormant impressions produced by the

wailing progressions of the " Kyrie " and, recalling

us again to our wonted vivacity. The " Credo "

was admirably given, each member sustaining his or

her part with faultless skill. At the offertory. Miss
Dunderdale sang Pacini's "O Salutaris" with such

expression and tenderness that she even surpassed

herself After the sermon, the organist asked us if

we would wish to hear a part of Mozart's Twelfth

Mass—the mass of all masses. Our reply being in

the affirmative, he changed his programme, and pre-
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pared to give us the " Sanctus, Benedictus," and
"Agnus Dei," from theimnnortalMozart's"Twelftli."
An ordinary choir would quail at this decision , for

of all compositions that were ever introduced into

one, the " Twelfth is the most arduous, requiring
more vocal force, more brilliancy of execution, and
the use of more white cambrics, than any other com-
position in the church libretto, But although Mr.
Mrseh, the excellent basso of this choir, should have
obstinately opposed the order, it was his grandest
effort, and he seemed to glory in the consciousness of
having done himself justice. It brought out all the
resources of his splendid voice, and the solo, " Gra-
tias Agimns," was a masterpiece of vocalization.

The " Benedictus " was superb, each part being sus-

tained evenly, and with true musical precision. In
the little solo, "Don Nobis Pacera," Miss Gebelle
did very well. Mr. Zinsheim, the tenor, had no op-
portunity of displaying his voice to any advantage,
his role being entirely confined to the unison, or forte

parts of the music. Besides, his voice is not of that
range that will assert itself above all others, as we
have heard tenor voices do before now. However,
he is a good, careful, and well-educated musician,
and is a valuable acquisition to this choir.

A few words more and we have done with St.

Peter's at high mass, and its magnificent choir, at

least in these papers.

When you enter the church, and turn your eyes
toward the choir, if it is about half-past ten o'clock,
you will observe a rather youthful looking person
busily engaged in handing music-books to the chor-
isters, and then taking his position at the organ, he
plays a voluntary, previous to the regular musical
performances of the day. As he sits there, with a
slight movement of the body, the blood gradually
rises to his face, hi.s brow dilates, and he seems at
once inspired with the burthen of the theme. He is

a genuine musical enthusiast, and although he has
had probably less experience than some of his pre-
decessors, he has that ambition and desire to excel
in his profession which will in time make him one of
the finest organists in tlie country. His performances
on Sunday, especially in Mozart's Twelfth Mass,
were delightful. That monster organ vibrated and
thrilled us as of yore, and the transition from the
piano to the forte movements was accomplished with
such delicacy of touch and artistic beauty, that none
but a great musician could attempt to perform. We
thank you, enthusiastic, intelligent Pacher, for this

musical ovation. We were never more delighted
with such a divine prima donna, and such a majestic
basso, combined with your own grand cflforts. You
can challenge all rivali-y in the church choirs of New
York.
But we are to bo still further delighted by these ex-

cellent and accomplished artists at Vespers, or after-

noon service, which commences at half-past three
o'clock.

The vesper music of St. Peter's consist of a med-
ley of selections from the various great composers.
We were first delighted with a finely concerted chant.
Then followed, at intervals, a "Laiidate Pucri Dom-
inum," a fine solo and chorus. Then a "Salve Re-
gina" (Mother of Mercy), solo and chorus. Then
"0 Salutaris Hostia" (O Salutary Sacrifice), in uni-
son. And the '• Tantum Ergo" (Down in Adora-
tion, &c.).

All those charming melodies were given with un-
exceptionable skill and artistic finish. The seraphic
Miss Dunderdale seemed to be in finer voice even
than in the morning, and Mr. Mrsch's voice was more
majestic and sonorous than ever. As for Mi.ss Ge-
belle, she really surprised us. We had an oppor-
tunity of judging this lady's voice at vespers, which
the performances of the morning did not afford. For
then the only solo she sustained wa.9 that little "Dona
Nobis Pacem," which was not calculated to test her
vocal ability. The duet, "Salve Regina," executed
by her and Miss Dunderdale, was truly exquisite,
each having a charming solo to sustain therein. It
was in this that the youthful and vivacious contralto
displayed her splendid scope of voice to perfection.
It is a magnificent organ, and is not excelled proba-
bly by any contralto in New York. Miss Dunder-
dale seemed to become inspired by the stirring gran-
deur of Gebelle's voice, and taking up her solo,
made the church ring until she startled the pedes-
trians without.

The most charming vocal effort of our glorious
soprano lies in her style of closing her solos. In this
her taste seems to excel even that of the composer
himself She embellishes the melody at its conclu-
sion with so many exquisite grace notes, that it im-
parts to it a lively and operatic character, the effect
of which is delightful. They have such a splendid
collection of musical compositions in this church,
that if one were to go there every Sunday for six
months, he would be sure to hear something new

each time. To all who love sacred music, and who
wish to hear it done in true artistic style, we sav, go
to St. Peter's.

Thirty-Ninth Musical Festival of the Lower
Rhine.

[From the Ntederrheinische MusilczeiUmg.l

For the eleventh time since the foundation of our
Musical Festivals. Cologne has assembled within its

walls the representatives of musical art from the
Rhenish provinces, and a host of sympathetic ad-
mirers from far and near, for the purpose of celebrat-

ing Whitsuntide. Since the revival of the Festival
in 18.51, the number of those announcing their inten-

tion of taking part in the chorus was never so great,

but, at the same time, never was the architectural

arrangement of the platform in the Gurzenich Saal
so grandiose, judicious and magnificent. The mere
spectacle of the chorus, more numerous than on any
previous occasion, of the orchestra drawn up on the
rising stage, which occupies the entire breadth of the
hall, and of the organ towering at the back above
everything else, will produce an impo.=;ing and as-

tounding impression. When, however, the full tones
of the organ swell forth, to judge from the wonder-
ful results obtained at the rehearsal of the 25th May,
with that portion of the instrument already erected,
we can assure our readers that such a musical effect

will never have been heard in any concert-room in

Germany, or even on the whole continent. Added
to this, there will lie an orchestra which we may re-

gai'd as the personification of progress in instrumen-
tal music, so that the performances of this year's

Festival will hold the same relation to our AVinter

Concerts, that the heaving ocean holds to the island

lake, or the rustling forest to the quiet grove.
In consequence of such resources, the performance

of the oratorio on the first day of the Festival will

be remarkable for a brilliancy and especial character

hitherto unknown, and will mark an epoch in the

history of Rheni,sh Musical Festivals, already so rich

in splendid reminiscences. In addition to all this, it

must be borne in mind that scarcely any work of

Handel combines what is grandiose with what is

pleasing, what is powerfully imposing with what is

charmingly graceful, in the same degree as his ora-

torio of Solomon. The admirer of the noblest kind
of vocal music requires, of course, no recommenda-
tion of a work by Handel. With regard, howevei",

to the prejudice of many sincere lovers of art, who,
while allowing the indisputable beauties of oratorio,

object to its peculiar, and, as they say, antiquated

and too learned forms, we will merely observe that

Solomon is precisely that oratorio of Handel's, which,
by the varied character of its strains, makes the

greatest concession to elevated popular taste. There
is very little action, but, on that account, more music,
as music only. In many oratorios, we sometimes
get rather tired, it is true, of the oft-repeated battle-

song of the Heathens and the Israelites, as well as of
the heroes' airs, &c.; in Solomon, however, Handel
gives battle to Philistines of quite a different descrip-

tion, namely against those who arc generally insen-

sible to the powers of art, and, by magnificent and
charming tone-creation, be enlists them on his side.

In no other work does his grand style in the fugued
development of the choruses appear more simple and
more intelligible than in this one, although it is near-

ly always written for eight parts, and consequently
is of powerful effect, especially in the first three

choruses of the First Part, the first chorus of the

second, the warlike and the concluding chorus of the

third. Then listen, on the other hand, to the gentle

charm of the choral strains : "May no rash intruder,"
" Music spread thy voice around," " Draw the tear

from hopeless love," &c., the melody of which wafts

past us like the mild air of Italy.

The solo airs airs again are not overloaded with

the bravura ornamentation of the time ; they are

more the characteristically melodious expression of
feeling, which reaches the highest truthfulness in the

scene where Solomon decides the dispute of the two
mothers for the child. These airs, too, have invari-

ably a gentle organ accompaniment.
When we recollect, moreover, that by the ap-

proaching performance a tribute will also be paid to

Felix Mendelssohn and his great exertions for our
Festivals—since it was he who composed the organ
part, in the spirit of Handel, for the performance of
Solomon in the year 18.35, at Cologne—all the ad-

mirers in the entire province of this gifted composer,
who died, alas ! too soon, and especially our fellow-

townsmen, will hasten to pay a debt of honor due to

him, and hear a production of his pen, wdiich is not
published and which can be heard only here.

The programme of the second day speaks for

itself through the names of Johann Sebastian Bach,
the Chevalier Gluck, and Ludwig van Beethoven.

—

While the first two—the one by the heavenward-
rising polyphony of his sacred strains, and the other
by his plastic dramatic excellence—appear before us
as heroic forms of the last century, whom we cannot
avoid admiring, the third flings open the gates of a
new century of humanity, and the magic of his fan-
cy displays to us the " enfettered millions," who, op-
pressed by their labor and their conflict with fate,

after suffering and woe, render the glowing thanks-
offering of joy to the Creator. How the Rhenish
Choral Associations sing the Ninth Symphony is uni-
versally known ; but it is seldom that their singing
is supported by such a host of instrumentalists as it

will be on the present occasion, and it is still more
seldom that they possess such a solo qnartet, in vol-

ume and precision so equal to themselves, as they
will possess in Jlad. Dustmann-Meyer,Mlle. Sehreck,
Herren Schnorr von Carolsfeld and Karl Hill, these
artists bemg distinguished for that equality of voice
which we so often miss, and for that musical certain-

ty which is necessary for the successful execution of
their difficult task. When we think of so perfect an
ensemble conducted by Ferdinand Hitler, who proba-
bly, at the present day, is more thoroughly inspired

than .any one else with the spirit of Beethoven, we
are justified in looking forward to a grand glorifica-

tion of Beethoven's genius.

For tlie first time at a Musical Festival, we shall

have Gluck, a series of scenes from Iphicienie in

Aitlis, the opera with which Gluck laid the founda-
tions, at Paris, in 1774, of his world-wide reputation.

While Mile. Sehreck will shine as mistress of ora-

torio singing in Solomon, Mad. Dustmann, Herren
Schnorr von Carolsfeld and Karl Becker—Iphigenia,

Achilles and Aganienon— will vie with each other in

giving a perfect representation of their highly char-

acteristic parts.

Such is what we have to expect from the first two
days of our Musical Festival lor the present year.

To this we must add tlie concert on the third day.

It is the first time, if we are not mistaken, that a

symphony of Haydn adorns the programme of the

Festival, and, on this account, it will be the more
welcome to all those who admire the ever-youthful

muse of the Father of the symphony. The deter-

mination to give, with the admirable Orchestral As-
sociation, a symphony on the third day, is one that

no one can fail to prai.se, for there is not the slight-

est doubt that, during the last ten years, the orches-

tral performances at our Festivals have reached a

degree of excellence which is in keeping with the

consiantly increasing taste of the public for syni-

plionic performances, a taste it will satisfy in the

most brilliant manner. Besides the solo artists whom
we have already mentioned, Herr Ferdinand Hiller,

who, by the way, will introduce to us a new vocal

work, a hj'mn by M. Hartniann, " Die Nacht," for

solos, chorus and orchestra, which, from what we
have heard at the rehearsals, is, we should say, cal-

culated to produce a deep impression—has consented

to appear once more before a large auditory as a

pianist, and perform a Concerto by Mozart. Who-
ever is not yet acquainted with the unrivalled, high-

ly artistic, and, at the same time, technically perfect

manner in which Hiller is accustomed to play such
real gems, will enjov such a treat as he can enjoy no-

where else, while whoever is already aware what
Hiller's playing is, will be delighted at the pleasure

in store for him.
Considering what the lovers of art may fairly ex-

pect from our Thirty-ninth Festival, there can bo no
doubt that an exceedingly numerous attendance on
the part of the public will cause that Festival to

redound to the glory of musical art on the banks of
the Rhine.

"There's Music in the Air."

It is almost time for the concert to commence.
The fading of the streak of red in the westein sky is

to be the signal. Take your seats, ladies and gen-

tlemen ! Here, Miss Mary, let me escort you to this

stone ; Jones, my boy, try the summit of that fence-

post. "This is a 'fine' large stage. Smith; beats the

Academy of Music, eh 1 Don't be afraid of that dor-

bug, Mrs. Brown ; it is only one of the ushers !

Hush I They are beginning to light up. See
the fire-flies flitting over the meadows like fairy

torch-liearers.
" Not so trying to the eyes as gas, are they'!"

"No, indeed ; what is that harsh noise, sir?"
" Only two or tlirec night-hawks up in the amphi-

theatre, impatient for the music to begin. Order
there I"

The shrill soprano of Signorina Hyla is beard

as she utters the first notes of her celebrated aria,

—

"The spring has come." What a powerful trill I

Who of our foreign vocalists could dwell on one\
note so- long 1 They are obliged to leap from note
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to note, to run up and down tlio scale like vocal hod-
carriers ; but Hyla will dwell on this note for ten

minutes, and then bepin and sin;; it again.
But hush ! a duet by SiKuori BuUfvogoi and Frog-

gibulii,—the superb tenor and baritone of our com-
pany. Badiali and Formes, what a note ! Like the

muttering of thunder among Alpine crags. Miss
Mary, you must interpret for me ; what is the

song 1

" 'The Lover's warning,' I think. I heard it by
chance last Sunday night."

"Ah, yes, I perceive that you understand it; you
need not blush ! The baritone thunders forth, ' Go
home ! go home !' while the tenor (I believe he gen-
erally takes the lover's part) warbles more sweetly,

'Oh, not yet! not yet !' Still the baritone persists,

and still the tenor plead.s for a little more time."

But hush ! now, for the grand chorus. Hear how
the soprano sweeps in waves of sound, far overpow-
ering all other parts ;—now a single bass voice is

heard, as if in grave remonstrance; and now in full

chorus breaks forth the almost deafening Allegro
movement. Why, I did not think that the air could
be so filled with sound. Now it all dies away, ex-
cept three or four altos, who sing an andante sad as

the parting, "We return no more," of the Highland
exiles. 'Then,

"That heavy sound break.s in once more,"

seeming to mutter hoarsely, " Enough, enough !"

—

And so ends the chorus. We, too, will cry enough,
for our hall is damp, and we will take advantage of

the pause to leave our seats and hurry home, tli".ugh

we are sorry to lose the charming duet between Miss
Treetoad and Signor Bulfroggi, which we hear is to

be a chef-d'centre.—Monitor.

«* Mlt %\x^K)i.

Paris.

Orfheon of Pakis.—The number of Orpheon-

istes has so increased, that the Cirque Napoleon is

no longer large enough to hold them .all. Accord-

ingly they have been divided into two distinct

halves, each of which will hold its grand s€ance every

summer. M. Pasdeloup will be the director of the

singers of the rive droit, and M. Bazin of the rive

gauche; and each director will have his day, his pro-

gramme and performers, with nothing in common
with the other, except a common mode of teaching.

The Revue et Gazette Mnsicale thus describes the first

sAmce on the last Sunday in May :

" It was M. Bazin's turn to inaugurate the new

system, and with his magistral baton, he command-

ed about 1200 children. M. Pasdeloup will certainly

produce as many ; and thus the number of pupils

admitted to the perils and the honor of the trial will

be found doubled. M. Baiin's programme contain-

ed twelve pieces, not including the introductory

Dotnine sahnim and the final chorus : Vive V Emper-

eur. In the first part was a prayer from Me'hul's

Joseph ; a chorus from Halevy's Jarjuarita ;
" The

young Conscript," by Kiicken ; the chorus of shep-

herds, by Mendels.sohn ; and a Madrigal by Lotti,

written in the 1 7th century, to be sung upon the Bu-

centaur on the occasion of the marriage of the

Doges with the Adriatic sea. In the second part we
had the Salut aiix Chanteurs, by Ambrose Thomas

;

a Ki/rie of Palestrina ; The Song of the Scholars,

by Kiicken ; a march from Cherubini's Deitx Jour-

n€es ; the Hunters' Chorus from the Freijschutz ; and

the Victory chorus from Handel's Judas Maccahceus.

All these pieces, several of which are' very difficult,

were well executed, with fine light and shade that

attested the care of the master and the intelligence

of th« pupils. The Madrigal by Lotti, by its char-

acter, its extent, and the disposition of the voices, is

rather a serious subject for study, than an occasion

for effect. It is the same with the Kyrie of Pales-

trina; but the progamme of a musical school is not

composed like that of a public concert or a cafe'

chantant. First labor, then pleasure. Among the

pieces which satisfied both conditions, and which had
to be repeated, we m.ay cite the "Greeting to Sing-

ers," a fresh and charming inspiration of Ambrose
Thomas. The composer was present, and they
wanted to applaud him face to face."

London.
M.\D. Goldschmidt-Lind's Conoeets.— The

third and last of Mad. Goldsehmidt-Lind's concerts
took place on Wednesday evening, when (in spite of
the " Derby ") Exeter Hall, as on the previous occa-
sions, was crammed to suffocation. The or.atorio
was Elijah. About Mad. Goldschraidt's singing in
this grand work of the most illnstrions composer of
sacred music since the period of Handel and Bsich,
there is nothing to add to or retract from what was
advanced on a .recent occasion. It is, in a word, a
performance in which intelligent perception and
artistic delivery go hand in hand ; and even where

—

.as in " Hear ye, Israel," and most especially its try-
ing sequel, " Be not afraid "—the physical means are
scarcely equal to the perfect embodiment of the intel-
lectual idea, the earnest aspiration of the gifted song-
stress enlists in so powerful a manner the svmpathies
of her hearers, that the more or loss vigorous enunci-
ation of the notes set down becomes altogether a
secondary consideration. This time, as before. Mad.
Goldschmidt's most striking displav was in the solo
part of " Holy, Holy !

" which has certainly found
no such declamation as hers since the oratorio was
originally produced. Miss Palmer was intiusted
with the contralto recitatives and airs ; Misses Sus-
annah Colo and Eyles (to whom fell the duet "Zion
spreadeth her hands for aid"), Messrs. W.alker, Dis-
tin,_ and Lawler, with subordinate passages. Mr.
Wei.ss, who brings a weight and gravity to the music
of Elijah which have long indcntified him in the pub-
lic mind with the part, and Mr. Sims Reeves, whose
" If with all your hearts," and "Then shall the right-
eous sliine forth," would h.ave delighted Mendelssohn
himself, could he have heard them, were the other
princip.al singers. The unaccompanied trio, " Lift
thine eyes" (M.id. Goldschmidt, Misses S. Coleand
Palmer), was encored, .and the unanimous plaudits
that followed " Then shall the righteous," might
have been construed by Mr. Reeves into a similar
compliment. From this point to the end the perform-
ance was heard under singular disadvantage. At
the concerts of the Sacred Harmonic Society the
audience does not begin to retreat until the last
chorus

;
but on the present occasion, had it not been

for the powerful attraction of " Then shall the right-
eous," the hall would, in all probahilitv, have been
comparatively deserted very shortly after " Holy,
Holy

!
" Herr Otto Goldschmidt directed the per-

formance with his accustomed discretion. The
orchestra and chorus were both numerous and effi-

cient—on a scale of completeness, indeed, worthy so
interesting an occasion. The profits of the concert
are destined for the funds of the Royal Societv of
Musicians and the Society of Female Musicians."

Monday Popular Concerts.—At the concert
on Mondiiy the opening quartet—Beethoven's in A
major. Op. 18 (No. .5)—introduced, .as first violin,
Herr Lauh, a player who long since achieved a repu-
tation in England, and, although some ten years have
elapsed since his appearance among us, is likely to
retain a foremost place among virtuosi. App<arently
somewhat nervous over the first movement, Herr
Laub gradually warmed to his work, and the Andante
cantabile, with its charming variations, fairly set at
rest any question that might h.ave arisen in the minds
of those who listened to him for the first time. The
applause which followed the final movement was as
unanimous as it was well deserved. Subsequently,
in the Sonata-duet by Beethoven in A minor (given
for the first time here), Herr Laub incontestably asser-
ted his position, and, in conjunction with Herr Pfiuer,
again earned a most legitimate success. A lengthy
pianoforte fant.asia by Hummel, in E flat (Op. 18),
containing some charming features (to wit, the Alle-
gro con fuoco and larghetto with presto finale), was
listened to attentively throughout, and Herr Pauer
recalled. The Boccherini Sonata (in E flat), for
violoncello, was a treat of the highet order, and never
did Sig. Piatti more triumphantlv vindicate his claim
as first of living violoncellists than upon this occasion.
All that wonderful command of the instrument, per-
fect manipulation, power and sweetness of tone—in
short everything that has been so often averred of
Sig. Piatti—was exhibited to the utmost perfection,
producing a commensurate effect upon the audience,
upon whom the delicate aecompaniment-playing of
Mr. Benedict was not lost. Mr. Sims Reeves's sing-
ing of Beethoven's " Adelaida " was marked by all

the tenderness and variety of expression which inva-
riably distinguishes his performance of that most
exquisite of love-songs, and a strong desire to hear it

again was met by the great tenor's reappearing to
bow his acknowledgments. A new song by Mr.
George Lake, " Summer is sweet " (with which Mr.
Reeves has made a groat success in the provinces),
was heard for the first time, and elicited a spontane-
ous encore not to be resisted—a compliment quite as
much due to the really iatrinsie beauty of the song

as to the thoroughly artistic and expressive manner
in which it was sung. Miss Bank's sympathetic
voice did good service in Mr. Henry Smart's "Dawn
gentle flower," and Mr. Sullivan's " Where the bee
sucks."

—
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Music IN THIS Ndmber. — Continuation of Chopin's

Mazurkas.

Mendelssohn's "Gondola Songs."

We have received various applications of late

for copies of a certain descriptive analysis,

" translation," or what not, of a Oondel-lied, re-

ferred to in Miss Prescott's interestinp; account of

the authoress of "Charles Auchester," in the June

number of the Atlantic, as having been ivritten

by us. For sometime the allusion puzzled us.

We had a dim recollection of something of the

sort, but nothing more ;— some calm day of leafy

solitude in the country, many years ago, when

our piano served us for communion ivith the

masters, in the pause of concerts and the absence

of better interpreters than our own clumsy

fingers,—aided by eyes and ears, and memory,

and guess, or fancy, or what not—and when per-

haps we did sketch for our own amusement, and

had the audacity to print, and speedily forgot,

some poor effort to express or hint in words the

feelings, images, &o., which one, perhaps more, of

the " Gondola Songs " awakened in us. And
whatever we may have done in that way, then or

at any other time, about any other subject, was

of course done more for the sake of bearing some

grateful testimony to the beauty, the imaginative

truth to nature, of the composition in question,

than with any such impracticable thought as that

of irunslating thcmusio into words. For, (with

all deference to the gifted and lamented writer

of "Charles Auchester," and to her scarcely less

gifted admirer, who has only now disclosed the

real author to us), we have always known, as

every really musical person knows, that words

can never take the place of music and stand for

it ; that music supersedes words, beginning prop-

erly where these leave off. Words cannot go

where music goes, except in the humble capacity

of vehicles to bear the tones proceeding from the

human voice ; in which case, of course, there

must be a certain correspondence, chime, agree-

ment between carrier and carried ; but horse can

not commute for rider.

Well, so much by way of caution. We have

hunted up the story, and we know no way by

which to furnish copies to the extent requested,

except by reproducing ("vulgarly, copying) the

old thing here. We are pleased to find, that on

reading it over, it does recall the music to us

much more truly that we should have expected.

To t«s—but whether it will do so to others is an-

other question ! We may say, too, that when for

the first time we were so blessed as to be in

Venice, a little more than a year ago, these

Gondel-lieder sang themselves inevitably in our

mind, and we felt more than ever how near they

were to nature. Strange that, in Mendelssohn's

letters from Venice, he talks only of Titian and

Giorgione, and of the gay scenes by daylight,

and says not a word about his feelings or sensa-

tions in a gondola 1 No, not strange ; he knew a

finer language for confessions of such spiritual
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depth and delicacy :— music, more private than

any letter to the only friend, and at the same

time universal, bearing its message to all souls

alive to such vibrations, which, once set in mo-

tion, run along the spiritual atmosphere forever.

This message it was that we tried to interpret in

the course of some articles, the drift of which

was to find all the essential traits of Mendels-

sohn's peculiar genius, apart from his mastery of

musical means, in those six books of little

piano-forte poems, called "Songs without Words."

Here is the part referred to.

Without words, and without names even!

It is music speaking for itself, or rather

speaking for the human heart, disdaining

any other interpreter. Each melody, with

its accompaniment, is like a pure stream flow-

ing through rich scenery. The stream is the

soul's consciousness, the scenery is the world of

mingled associations through which it flows,

time's shadow on its surface. Sometimes how-

ever the accompaniment suggests unearthly

scenery, enchanted regions, and the song is like

the life of a soul disembodied, or translated

where it knows no more the fretting bounds of

time.

Several of these pieces however have a title,

indicating merely their general character : there

is one styled a " People's Song ;" and there are

three " Venetian Gondola Songs." Let us take

these latter to begin with. After being rocked

by this music, till it haunts your thoughts, you

feel that you know Venice, though you may
never have been there.

"' My soul is an enchanted boat,

Which like a sleeping swan doth float

Upon the silvery waves of thy sweet singing."

The atmosphere, the limpid coolness of the

water, the rhythm of its motion, and the soft,

sad, yet voluptuous coloring of all things ; in

short, the very volatile essence of all that life, is,

as it were, caught and perpetuated in these sub-

tle, accommodating forms of melody. What is

the meaning of Venice in history, is a question

which might perhaps be answered, if we could

only tell what influence this music ministers to the

mind. Hearing it and losing yourself in it, you

inhabit an ideal Venice, the soul, as it were, of

the real one, without its sins and infirmities, its

horrible suicidal contrasts.

The first of the three (Number Six of the

First Set) is a sustained Andante, in six-eight

measure. The accompaniment, by a very simple

figure, gives the rocking sensation of a gondola,

while " the oars keep time." The gentle key, G
minor, indicates soft moonlight or star-light ; and
presently the song floats off, in loving thirds and
sixths, full of tenderness and musing sadness,

which has more of longing in it than of regret

for actual suffering. It rises higher and louder

at times, but never breaks through the gentle

spell, always sinks back into the dreaminess of

the hour. The sentiment is so pure, that one
might dream himself in heaven ; only the sad-

ness makes it human. Far off in the smooth
stream, the boat for a time seems fixed, suspend-

ed, and the voice alone, amid its natural accom-
paniments, informs the distance. Again the mo-
tion is resumed, but fainter and more remote,

and as the sounds die away in the smooth shin-

ing distance, how magical the effect of those soft

high octaves, ever and anon twice struck, as if to

assure us that beyond it is as beautiful as here

:

and finally all the harmonies converge into a

single note, just as broad spaces on the farthest

verge and boundary of sight are represented by

a single fine line. At the introduction, after the

rocking accompaniment, so soft and dreamy, has

proceeded a few measures, you seem suddenly

to touch the water and have a cold thrill of reali-

ty for a moment, as the harmonies brighten into

the relative major of the key. The predominat-

ing expression of the Air, however, is more that

of tranquil, childlike harmony and peace, than of

any restless passion ; an innocent delight, just

slightly tempered with the " still sad music of

humanity." The coolness of the buoyant element

allays all inward heat.

In the next one (Second Set, No. 6,) which is

a quicker movement, marked Allegretto trcmqu'd-

lo, and in the key of F sharp minor, there is a

more stirring and exquisite delight. It rises to a

higher pitch of enthusiasm, as if the heart in its

still joy overflowed. The beauty of nature seems

almost too much for the soul, the harmony of all

things too complete. Fancy's images rise thicker

than before. The hills, the clouds, the gleaming

waters seem more living than before, and the

soul stretches out its arms to them. Listen to

that high trill, which seems to carry the thoughts

up and afar, as if they had left the body to play

with the fleecy, pearly clouds about the moon,

while the boat glides on in its sleep unconscious-

ly below ; and then the rapture of that bold de-

licious cadence, with which the reverie is ended,

as if the skies came down with us to earth ! The

memory of that aerial excursion haunts the fol-

lowing melodies ; the song floats in the middle,

between two accompaniments, the waves below,

and a faint prolonged vibration of that same high

note above, like a thin streak of skyey color in a

picture.

The last one, which is No. 5 of the Fifth Set,

is perhaps the most beautiful of the three. It is

in A minor, Andante con moto, and still the same

rocking six-eight measure. There is even more

of the physical sensation of the water in this.—
Ever and anon the stillness is startled by a loud

stroke of the key-note, answered by the fifth be-

low, and sometimes in the lowest octave, which

gives one an awed feeling of the depth of the

dark element, as if a sounding line were drop-

ped. And again the mingled gurgling and

laughing of the water, as it runs off the boat's

sides, seems literally imitated in those strange

chromatic appoggiaturas which now and then form

a hurried introduction to the regular note. The
whole tone and coloring of the picture is deeper

than the others. It is a song of the depth of

the waters. The chords are richer, and the

modulations, climbing towards their climax, are

more wild and awe-inspiring. By degrees the

motion grows more gentle, and the sea more

smooth, and the strain melts away in a free

liquid cadence, in the major of the key, like

closing the eyes in full assurance of most perfect

bliss.

You feel that no soul ever conversed more in-

timately with nature than did Mendelssohn when
he composed this music. And music only could
reveal what is here revealed. If the above re-

marks shall prove enough to satisfy the reader
that we have a feeling about this music, and that

it means more than words can express, they will

have answered their end as far as we dared to

to hope. For in truth they are not in any sense

a description, and perhaps deserve the penalty
of a rash attempt to talk about what claims the

privilege to be " without words."

We copy to-day another wonderful specimen of the

style in which a critic of a New York Weekly, " tlio

leading weekly newspaper of the age," " does " the

music in the churches, which he visits in rotation.

This time ho has selected tlie Catholic Church of St.

Peter, in Barclay Street. How his enthusiasm boils

over about organist and each particular star of the

choir ! Would you not fancy you were reading

some very juvenile, susceptible liiihitue's report of the

Italian Opera 1 And yet how "knowing" the fellow

is ! on what familiar terms with prima donna, organ-

ist, and all concerned ! He goes behind the curtain,

penetrates into tlie very green-room (the organ loft),

and from that height of vantage promulgates his

tremendous pnffs ; we wonder if the bellows-blower

does not resent this intrusion upon liis own domain

and function. And must not the singers blush to

find their charms so mercilessly unveiled in a news-

paper? How must the " serapljic soprano," the

" divine prima donna," " that etherial, fragile crea-

ture," feci at such exposure by so rutliless an admirer ?

How the " youthful and vivacious contralto " 1 (Can

she, too, "descend to mezzo soprano," like the one

mentioned in the specimen we copied last week?).

How the " majestic and sonorous " gentleman with

nary a vowel in his name ? (Can he sing his own
name, we wonder). And what says " the enthusias-

tic, intelligent Pacher " (figure a lion " springing

upon the pedals "), to having his services at the or-

gan, in high Mass, acknowledged as a " musical

ovation" to a wandering reporter smuggled in behind

the scenes, " a chiel among 'em taking notes "
!

We li.ave often tliought that we should like to be

able to furnish oar readers with fair, intelligent, criti-

cal reports of music in the churches in our neighbor-

hood. But we have no such faculty as this New
York critic; and if we had it, we should no more

dare to use it, than our poet who " never dares to be

as funny as he can."—By the way, it suddenly strikes

us that the whole thing may be intended as a joke !

Only, to find the wit of it, it must be taken serionsly.

But either way, as we have said before to justify the

transfer of these things to our columns, one gathers

some idea from them of what musical pranks are

played before liigh heaven in some of the fstshionable

churches in Gotham, and perhaps in other cities.

A Good Example.—Wc translate from the Revue

Musicale : A lady, who died recently at Leipzig, has

bequeathed 500 tlialers to the orchestra of the Ge-

wandhans concerts, to be distributed among tlie

musicians, as a mark of her gratitude for the pleas-

ure she has had in listening to them. She has also

left a special legacy to the servants employed in the

concerts. And the same lady has given 1.000 thala's

to the Leipzig musical Conservatoire.

Hans Seling, a pianist and composer, who per-

formed during the past year in Paris, and was said to

have remarkable talent, died last month in Prague,

his native city, at the age of thirty-three.

The Grand-Duke of Weimar has accepted the

Protectorate of the "German Musical Association," a

league in the interests of " Music of the Future."

Meterbeek, it is said, is to be made Doctor of

Music by the English University of Cambridge.

Miss Adelaide Phillips, the American contral-

to, is at Antwerp, reaping as much success as has

been before reported of her at Paris and Madrid.

CoMPLiMENTAET ALL KouND.—We acknowledge

with profound how, by copying from Fitzgerald's

City Item, Pliiladelphia, the following :

Music in Boston.—An interesting Review of the

p.ast Musical Season in Boston (a curious term, for

music is without seasons) published in Dwight's
Journal, gives statements very honorable to the

culture of the Modern Athens. " Music as an art,"

says the Editor, " in Boston, and New York, and
Phihidolphia, has received almost the same attention

during the past six months, that it has done in the

best musical seasons of preceding years."
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We know this to be true of our own citv, but we
doubt whether we may not feel a little abashed, when
we learn that no less than twenty-eight symphony
concerts have been given in Boston. True, we have
had the Jupiter Symphony of Mozart, and certain

tastes of Beethoven, but little else was given. It is

to our Churcli Choirs, not to our concert givers, that

we have been chiefly indebted for classical music. At
St. Augustine's, St. John's, St. Mary's, St. Joseph's,

etc., the best masses of Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven,
have been given, and the difficulty has been, not in

the search of good music on Sunday, but in tho

choice.

Boston is fortunate in her musical journals, and
publishers. Dwight's Joitunal, published by
Oliver Ditson & Co., is not easily to be e.vcellcd

as a compendium of musical nesvs, and high toned

criticism. The well known ability of its editors,and
Mr. Ditson's energy, and wise devotion to the art in

America, have had worthy results. Who can tell

what good is being done by the perpetual dissemina-
tion of good music, through the enterprise of this

great publishing house t The music publisher has
high duties to fulfil ; and we regard the course Mr.
Ditson pursues as one honorable, in the highest de-

gree, to himself and his profession, and directly

valuable in the culture of tiie musical masses, and
the development of the educated artist.

Improvement in the Piano-Forte..— Mr.

Horatio Worcester, one of the old established

makers in New York ( Warerooms corner of Four-

teenth Street and Third Avenue), has obtained letters

patent for an improvement, thus described in a circu-

lar, which he has sent us :

This improvement consists in the use of a Hinged
Plate, which gives lo the Sounding Board a freedom
similar to that found in the violin. The Plate is

made in two pieces, the stationary part being fiisteued

to the instrument in the usual manner. The piece
to which the strings are hitched is constructed sep-

arately, and has a link or opening in the bass end,
by which means it is suspended from an abutment
on the fixed portion of the Plate. Thus is formed a
Hinge or coupling, upon which the detached piece

moves freely in connection with tho strings, while
they are in operatien, the effect of which is to com-
municate increased vibratory power throughout the
whole extent of the Sounding-Board.

Pianos constructed upon this principle must neces-
sarily stand in tune longer than those having a solid

plate, for the reason that in them the immense strain

of ALL the strings centres at one point only (the

Hinge), and also because they are relieved of a great
portion of the pressure arising from tho swelling or
shrinking of the Sounding-Board, commonly caused
by variations in climate or weather. The increased
vibration obtained produces a singing quality of tone
unusually powerful and agreeable, while for general
volume, durability, evenness and richness of tone,

the inventor claims that these excel any piano-fortes

that he h.as heretofore produced.
The important and substantial character of the

improvement is warmly vouched for by the leading
musicians, artists, and critics of New York and vi-

cinity, by whom it has been thoroughly and success-

fully tested upon several instruments now exhibiting

at the warerooms, corner of Fourteenth Street and
Third Avenue. These gentlemen willingly concede
that the Hinged Plate gives a quality and strength
of tone, especially in the tenor and treble, never
heard in any sqnare .and but lew grand pianos.

Worcester, Mass.-—The " heart of the old Com-
monwealth " must be sound, when it is so earnest in

the love of the best music, and can depend upon its

own resources for so much of it. See what its

" Mendelssohn Choral Club " has been doing. We
may safely take " Stella's " word for it (in the Palla-

dium) :

This society, which owes its existence to the untir-

ing efforts of its founder, Mr. B. D. Allen, has
become a power of no small importance in the musi-
cal annals of Worcester. It has given us from time
to time, opportunities to hear some of the best com-
positions of the masters, and last week reached its

culminating point in the successful production of a
work of no less difficulty and grandeur than Mozart's
celebrated Requiem—a work rarely performed in this

country, rarely well performed anywhere, Upon one
unacquainted with its character, its great difficulties,

the demand it makes upon the time and diligent

application of the student, the importance of having
every voice as true and as perfectly skilled as for a
solo-performance, it would be difficult to impress
conviction of the force of the compliment bestowed

upon the Club by good judges when they pronounced
it exceedingly well performed. It was genuine heart
work ; and indeed none could sing it so well, who
were not thoroughly impressed with its sublimity,

its fearful significance.

The occasion of its performance was a rehearsal,

at the Union Church, to which the friends of the

Club were invited. Those who were present would
be glad indeed to hear it a second time, and many
who were not there are desirous of improving an
opportunity seldom offered. We hope the Club may
yet perform it in public, and with as large an audi-
ence as free concerts, rehearsals, &c., are wont to

assemble.

Before tho performance of the Requiem, several
original compositions by Worcester musicians were
given for the first time in public. Mr. W. E. Thayer
played, upon the organ, an original Marche Pastorale,

a simple, unpretending composition, with more excel-

lence than might at first appear, considering the

ease with whicli familiar airs will glide imperceptibly
into a composition of this kind. It was followed by
a ()loria, by Mr. A. Whiting, the merits of which
seemed to us somewhat marred by a Lack of unity,

the want of a leading thought to give it point and
aim. Next came three part-songs by E. Hamilton,
Esq. ; a beautiful trio, " Child on my Breast "—

a

gem of a song; "Night Song," which suffered in

performance, being sung too slowly; and "Return
of May," exquisitely modulated, and as fresh and
genial as the season it describes. These were
followed by " Summer's Gone," a beautiful four-part

song by Mr. B. D. Allen, quite in the Mendelssohn
vein, but as original as beautiful ; and a Te Denm by
Mr. C. C. Stearns—a composition of decided excel-

lence, written in true ecclesiastical style. The first

part of the progr.ammc concluded with a quartet,

melodv bv Rev. J. W. Dadman, harmonized by Mr.
A. S. Allen.

, One of the oldest musicians in the Prussian capital

died on the 10th ultimo

—

Friedrich Wilhelm
Telle. He was born on September 9, 1798, at

Berlin, where his father, Constantin Telle, Royal
Ballet-master, resided. At a very early age he mani-
fested a great partiality for music, and was placed in

consequence, under the most celebrated masters
;

Herr Franz Lauskd, who taught no less a person
than Meyerbeer, giving him lessons on the piano,
and Herr Augustin Gurrlich being his instructor in

the theory of the art. As far back as 1816 he made
his public appearance as a pianist, in the city of his

birth. He proceeded, the same year, to Paris, for

the purpose of completing his musical education

under Cherubini. In the year 1820, two of his works
were pi'oduced at the Royal Opera House, Berlin,

namely, a eomic one-act liallet, enlitled Die Miiller,

on January 12, and the two-act musical piece. Das
Scfiiilzerpeni, on August 15. In the year 1823 he en-

tered the Berlin Singakademic, Zelter inserting his

name in the list of the Society as " Wilhelm Tell,"

either by mistake, or as a joke—we cannot say which.
On the completion of the Konigstadtisches 'Theatre,

in 1824, Telle was appointed second musical direct-

or, but accepted a similar post at the Stattheatre,

Madgeburg, in 1825. Thence he proceeded, still in

the same capacity, to the theatre in Aixda-Chapelle,

then under the management of Herr Bethmann. The
latter was succeeded by Herr Rockel, the first person

who ever took a German operatic company to Paris,

where Telle conducted Der Freischiitz. The tenor

on the occasion was Herr Haitzinger, who thinking,

doubtless, that Weber had not done enough for Max,
introduced an air by Bellini into the last act. Veri-

ly, Herr Haitzinger must have been an artist of ex-

ceedingly delicate taste and nice appreciation! In

184,3, Telle accepted the situation of musical director

at the Stattheatre, Kiel. He remained in that town
till 1845, when he returned to his native place, Ber-

lin, and resided there till his death.

Telle composed several masses
;
psalms a capella

;

a Requiem ; opera ; ballets ; music for plays ; songs ;

and pianoforte pieces. The following is a list of his

operas, in addition to the one already mentioned :

Rafael Zambulaa—three acts, produced, in 18,31, at

Aixda-Chapelle, then at Munich, and, on December
16, 1852, at the Friedrich-Wilhelmstiidtisches

Theatre, Berlin ; Sarah, oder die Waiso von Glencoe

—three acts, produced on July 26, 1844, at Kiel, and
on February 7, 1852, at the Friedrich-Wilhelmstiidt-

isches Theatre, Berlin ; Lebende Blumen—three acts,

produced at the same theatre in Berlin, on October

24, 185,3; Die Marchen meiner Amme—a coraico-

fantastic fiiiry burlesque, produced on December 25,

1861, at Kroll's Theatre ; and, lastly, Guten Abend,

Heir Fischer, oder Der Vampijr—a broad musical

farce, which was played at four Berlin theatres, and
at some forty others in various provincial towns of

Prussia.

—

London Musical World.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OP THE

Piiblisliefl by Oliver Ditson Si. Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment,

The Heroes grave ; ballad. T. H. Howe. 25

A sweet and plaintive balbid, and well calculated to

console those who in this mournful struggle have
been stricken with sorrow. Mr. Howe ie one of our
most conscientious teachers of music, and bis com-
positions are much sought for.

On the mountain's airy summit. KUcken. 25

A joyous Tyrolean melody for voices of moderate
compass. It is one of the truly genial German songs

suitable for youug performers.

Though I sing. (Tra la la). Gordigiani. 25

One of the popular Neapolitan Songs, which is daily

sung in the streets of that now gay and sunny Naples.

It is full of life, mirth and joy. Every one should

buy it.

Instrumental Music.

Carollinj^s at morn. T. Badarzewska. 40

A gem for the Piano, by the composer of the fas-

cinating ''Maiden's Prayer." It is sparkling, spright-

ly and brilliant ; it is original in thought and pleas-

ing in expression. The joyous roulades of the bird

are imitated with great effect, and the hunter's joy-

ous horn and the changing of hounds are successful-

ly rendered.

Bell Waltz. D. F. Wcdtz. 25

A pretty and lively composition, full of melody

and pleasant to the ear.

Robert, toi que j'aime, for Piano and Flute, 25

Another number of the pleasant *' Recreations'' by
W. S. Pratten. ' First rate" for young practitioners.

It will answer for the Violin and Piano.

Europa. Galop de Concert. Adolph Golhnich. 50

A dashing, brilliant piece, well suited for an ama-
teur show piece. It is fluently written, has striking

melodies and bold changes, and, if well played, will

please, if not astonish.

Books.

Arion : a collection of four-part songs for male

voices, in separate vocal parts, with score. 5

Vols, bound in cloth. $3,00

The want of a good collection of four-part songs for

men's voices has long been felt, and has been amply
supplied in this work. Many of the finest gems that

have hithprto remained untranslated and therefore

known only to the German societies, are now produc-

ed for the benefit of the many quartette clubs that

exist in this country, who will be glad to add so

many good things to their stock. Care has been
taken to give a large variety from grave to gay, and
to include nothing that is not really good. It is

published in a most convenient form with each part

separate, aud a score for the use of the leader in re-

hearsal. The style in which it is published, the ex-

cellence of the music, and the low price all combine
to render it most worthy of the attention of all ama-
teur quartette clubs.

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find
the conveyance a saving" of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that It is double.
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Translated for this Journal.

Franz Schubert.

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

From the German of Dr. HElNRlCff von Kreissle.

tContinued from page 98.)

With regard to Schubert's Church music, even

musicians by profession are apt to dismiss it

rather too lightly with the remark, that it is not

of much consequence. But this assertion is only

in small part correct, and can apply at the most

only to the Graduals and Offertories, most of

which are rapidly sketched solo pieces with ac

companiment, but always lavishly supplied with

melody of the genuine Schubert stamp. Schu-

bert was not at all the man to stay any consider-

able time in any field of music without leaving

behind him there unmistakable traces of his

mighty genius ; and accordingly we find among
his compositions dedicated to the church some of

high, and even of the highest value.

As we have already mentioned, he composed
in the year 1814, for the Lichtenthal parochial

choir, a mass in F* (begun May 1 7, completed

July 22). This was followed in 1815 by a

Stahat Mater with orchestral accompaniment

("begun on the 4th, completed on the 6th of

April^; and in 1816 by a second Stabat Mater,

and a four-part Magnificat with orchestral accom-

paniment. In 1819, a Salve Begina, for soprano

solo with quartet of strings. In 1820, the Anti-

phonia for Palm Sunday. In 1824, a Salve Re-
gina for four male voices with organ accompani-

ment ad libitum. And in 1828 the grand Mass
in E flat, and the Hymn, a chorus for eight male
voices ('composed in May with piano-forte ac-

companiment, instrumented in October for two
oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, two horns, two
trumpets and three trombones^. Besides these

he also wrote a Mass in C Cop. 48), and another

in B flat (op. 141), both for four voices with or-

chestra ; two other Masses in G and A flat, also

with orchestral accompaniment ; a Tantum ergo

in C, for mixed choir (op. 45) ; a Benedictus

Cop. 150), for four voices, with accompaniment of

two violins, two violas, two oboes, Cor clarinets^,

two trumpets and tympani, double bass and or-

gan ; an Offertorium (soprano or tenor solo, with
violin or clarinet concertante, and orchestral ac-

companiment, op. 46) ; a second (soprano solo,

with orchestral accompaniment, op. 47) ; a third

(soprano or tenor solo, with piano-forte or quar-

tet accompaniment)
; and Klopstock's grand

Hallelujah (for two soprano and one alto voices,

with pianoforte accompaniment).

In the choirs in Vienna, here and there, the
Masses in F and G are performed ; more seldom
that in B flat. The most valuable among those

above named is that in G major; the Credo
especially is kept up in a very peculiar style.

The Mass in A flat and the grand one in

E flat have been performed, and even dur-

ing Schubert's lifetime, but not more than
once or twice, and then ^according to Fer-

* This Mass has been engraved and published ; the original
(core is in the possession of Dr. Schneider.

dinand Schubert's statement) in a most unsatis-

factory manner. Both these masses contain

superb music, and belong to the most conspicu-

ous which modern Catholic church music has to

point to. There is one shadowy side in them ;—

the Jignraled violin figures in the fugues ;
and if

a competent hand could be found to undertake

the requisite alterations, which might easily be

executed, this could be called no mutilation, but

much rather a pious duty to the manes of Schu-

bert. The most distinguished piece of music in

the two Masses is the Credo in the one in A flat,

of which the Incarnaius may be said to have but

one rival, namely the same piece in the Mass

in D by Beethoven. The Hymn, above allud-

ed to, for eight male voices, is one of the sublim-

est choral compositions, which the whole litera-

ture of music has to show.

We come now to what Schubert has done in

the sphere of Opera. He has set to music the

following operas, musical farces and melodramas

—some of which remain unfinished :

1. "Der Spiegelritler." (The Knight of the

Mirror) ; operetta in one act ; libretto by Kotze-

bue.

2. "Des Teiifeh Liistschloss. (The Devil's

Chateau) ; a real magical opera in two acts, by

Kotzebue (begun in the year 1813, finished on

the 14th of May 1814). The piece as writtrn,

partly in verse, partly in prose, contains three

acts ; but as composed for an opera it has but two,

the second and third being condensed into one.

The plot is briefly as follows :

Oswald, Ritter von Scharfeneck, had secretly

carried off from her uncle's castle and married

Luitgard, niece of the Count von Sehwarzberg,

who would not give his consent to their union.

After a considerable period of absence he returns

home with her from Pomerania, to settle down

upon his small estate. (Here the piece begins.)

The scene represents a wild country ; the Hit-

ter's carriage has just broken down on the bad

road ; servants are busied about Luitgard, and

Robert, Oswald's trusty companion, hastens for-

ward to seek sheltei for her and the train, which

he finds in an inn near by. Oswald and Luit-

gard follow him. The landlady greets the two

strangers and gets into conversation with them.

Presently a peasant enters the room, complain-

ing to the Ritter that the country round about is

suffering under the ban of an enchanted castle,

which, to judge from the nocturnal goings on,

can only be the devil's castle. Oswald resolves,

despite all warnings, to break the ban, and hast-

ens with Robert to the castle.

They enter a fantastically furnished hall,

adorned with statues and a funeral monument.

Immediately the hocus pocus begins. A colossal

hand, reaching out from the earth, gives Robert

a blow and vanishes ; whereat the latter throws

one of the statues down upon the ground, and

Oswald tries to do the same with a second statue.

But the statue tosses a glove down at his feet

;

he picks it up and begins a contest with it, in

which presently four other statues take part with

drawn swords. During the fight an Amazon,
clad in black, descends from the monument and

offers her heart and hand to the Ritter, informing

him that he must die if he does not take her.

—

Oswald, remembering his Luitoiaril, reject

the offer, whereupon a cage, emerging from the

ground, encompasses him and sinks with him.

In the second act we find Robert lying on the

ground in despair, and calling for his master J

Luitgard joins him, and wants to seek Oswald.

But he has sunk down into a hideous cavern >

where the bloody execution awaits him. A Tur-
kish march resounds, which is followed by a

chorus of maidens. The Amazon attempts once

more to persuade the Ritter, but again he resists

her allurements. Then resounds the cry for

vengeance ; Oswald is to be hurled down from

the rocks. The death bell rings, a funeral march
is played and the bier is brought in. Men and
maidens sing in chorus. A squire calls out to

Oswald to forget his wife ; a slave whispers in his

ear, advising him to dissemble and appear to

yield to the wish of the Amazon, as the only

way to save himself. But the slave's treachery

is discovered and the knight is commanded, as a

sign of his love for the princess, to run the slave

through with a sword. This he declines to do,

and with the weapon, which they have put into

his hand, he opens a way for himself upon a

rock. There attacked on all sides, and no lon-

ger in a condition to resist, he flings the weapon
away and plunges from the cliflT into the abyss.

In the third act Luitgard appears, mourninir

for her husband. Robert comes to her. Then
Oswald's armor emerges from the ground. Luit-

gard hastens toward it; the trophy vanishes.

Despairing of rescuing her husband, she com-

mands Robert to return to his home and leave

her here to die. But Robert declares his resolu-

tion to remain by her, and, to show his courage,

he rushes with powerful blows against a great

door, which is found in an old wall in the back-

ground. The door bursts open with a crash, the

wall falls down, and now they see upon a rock

the headsman with the axe, and the block beside

him. A second attendant steps down and announ-

ces to the inconsolable Luitgard, that Oswald
has been dead an hour. Resolved to follow her

husband into the grave, she climbs upon the rock

lays her head upon the block, and awaits the

death stroke.

Then Oswald is led in chained and with his

eyes bandaged. They remove the bandage, and

when he beholds Luitgard, he wrests himself out

of the arms of his keepers, rushes upon the rock,

plunges the headsman down below, and folds his

wife in his arms. The scarcely rescued pair now
see themselves exposed to new dangers. Streams

of water pour in from all sides, threatening

destruction to all alive. A clap of thunder, and

the rocks tumble down, beds of roses appear in

place of them, and the waters run off. Now
appears Count Sehwarzberg with his train, and
quiets the startled couple with the declaration,
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that he himself has invented the whole maijical

hocus pocus, and executed it by means of subter-

ranean passages, dressing his people in disguise,

&c„ in order to put the constancy of Oswald and

his wife to the test. As this has come out so

triumphant, their misdeed is forgiven them.

—

And so ends this piece of genuine Kotzebue-ish

job-work !

The Overture (in F) leads into the introduc-

tion, in which Oswald, Luitgard, servants and

peasants are engaged in solo and chorus; then

follows a drinking song of Robert in the tavern

;

a duet between Oswald and Luitgard. an aria

by the latter ; a quartet between Oswald, Robert,

the landlady and the peasant ; a terzet of the

three first-named ; an aria by the landlady

;

another by Oswald, and a duet between him and

Robert! The hobgoblin business is introduced

by an orchestral movement (No. 10), which keeps

on during the combat. With the alternate song,

that follows, between Oswald and Robert, is

mingled a chorus of the statues; and then the

duet between Oswald and the Amazon (No. 11)

closes the first act.

The second act begins withanintrodnction, fol-

lowed by a recitative and aria of Robert. This

leads info a duet between Oswald and Luitgard;

an aria by Oswald ; a march and chorus of vir-

gins (with solo song) ; a duet between Oswald

and the Amazon, accompanied by the chorus of

virgins; a recitative of Oswald, and alternate

song between hitn and the squire with double

chorus; finally a terzet between Oswald, Robert

and Luitgard (No. 7), and the Finale.—This

rather comprehensive Opera has never been per-

formed in public.

3. " Claudine von VUlabella ; " opera in three

acts, by Goethe.

(To be continued.)

Bach's Passion Music.
(From the London Musical World)

Among the great works of Sebastian Bach,"

says the Recensionen (Vienna)—" the Passion-

Music according to the Gospel of St. Mattheiv

occupies, perhaps, the highest position. It is en-

titled to that position in preference, at least, to

the Passion-Music according to St. John, and the

Grand Mass in B minor, being superior to the

first in depth of feeling and grandeur of expres-

sion, and in clearness of form to the latter, which

is almost unfathomably mystical."

The book of the Passion according to St.

Matthew contains an account of Christ's sufferings,

as related by that apostle. It commences at the

26th chapter, in which Christ informs his disciples

of his approaching crucifixion, and of his betray-

al by Judas Iscariot. Jesus, Judas, Peter, Pilate,

the Apostles and the People, are the dramati.<!

personce, their appearance being effected by the

agency of the narrating Evangelist. Between
these dramatic-epie portions of the text, reflec-

tions and apostrophes addressed to Jesus are

introduced, sometimes given (like the chorales,

which are always of a reflective castj by the

chorus, who represent the listening flock, and
sometimes by single voices ("soprano or contralto),

representing separate members of the congrega-

tion. With a reflection of this description sung
by the chorus, the work commences :

" Come, ye
daughters, and aid me to lament ; see the bride-

groom, see him like a lamb," &c.

It was impossible for Bach to have begun more
powerfully than with this chorus. It is in E
minor, and in 12-8 rhythm. It is ushered in by
an instrumental introduction of sixteen bars,*

and, with but tew exceptions, the bass, which is

extremely low, preserves the rhythmical move-
ment

I ^ With this we have frequent points

* The SinKa^ademie performs the work according to the
Tersion adopted by Ferdinand HUler for Cologne.

d'orgue, as at the very commencement ; most
unusual harmonies — cries of woe, freez-

ing the very marrow in our bones (see, for

instance, bar 14 of the instrumental introduc-

tionj ; and the most wonderful vocal combina-

tions. Everything in this chorus, so powerfully

developed, serves the purpose of preparing the

way for some awful event, and plunging the

listener into a frame of mind suitable for hearing

great things, the whole being conceived a? only

the highest genius, and of which the subject

speaks immediately, could conceive it. This

most wonderful piece is written for two choruses,

so that the second chorus interrupts the first one
in its lament with such questions as : "How ? "

—

"What?"—"Whom?"—"Whither;" until at

length, abandoning the part of a mere sympa-
thizing and agitated listener, it takes part in the

sorrowing strains of the first. Al)ove all the vol-

ume of sound of the two choruses, as well as of

the full orchestra, there re-echoes, quite indepen-

dently, a chorale melodic sung by sopranos :
" O

innocent Lamb of God, slaughtered on the tree

of the Cross," &c.

We have dwelt with rather more than ordinary

length on this piece, because it is one of the finest

with which we are acquainted from Bach's pen,

and because we meet in onl)' one other part, even
of this work—namely, the final chorus—a similar

instance of such power of expression. The above
introductory movement is followed by several

recitatives, a chorale, and smaller choral move-
ments, which we may pass over. No. 9 and No.
10, recitative and air, are devoted to mournful
reflections; they are sung by a contralto, and are

both of moving beauty, being full of that melt-

ingly-sweet naivety which characterizes Bach
above all other masters. The recitative is in F
sharp minor, 4-4, and is accompanied, in a regular

gently-undulating semiquaver figure, by two
flutes, to which are added pizzicato basses; it is

followed by^the air in F sharp minor, 3-8, an
indescribably charming composition, though sur-

passed by the very neat air (No. 12J, in B minor
4-4, sung by a soprano, " Bleed, thou dear heart,

thou !" Further on, we must direct particular

attention to the arioso in No. 17: " Take, eat

;

this is my body " (C major, 4-4). No. 18 is

another remarkable recitative, constructed simi-

larly to that in No. 9 ; only the bass proceeds in

heavy quavers, with the fluttering Oboi d'amore ;

while, in the former instance, it merely accompa-
nied in light touches the flute-arabesques hovering

above it. It is followed by a very graceful air

(G major, 6-8), sung by a soprano, " I will give

thee my heart "—charming, gentle, and full of

mild expression, although proceeding, from the

first bar to the last, in rich, contrapuntal figura-

tion. Beautiful chorales, and interesting recita-

tives, full of characteristic expression, follow in

Nos. 20—25.

No. 26, an air (C minor, 4-4), is a particularly

remarkable piece. An instrumental prelude—

a

contrapuntal movement between the oboe (solo)

and the violoncellos—begins it. At the eleventh
bar, the tenor Csolo) comes in, and takes up the

melody of the oboe, the fiddles executing a coun-
terpoint, while the basses remain true to the

course they were previously pursuing. In the

third bar we have the chorus answering, and thus

the solo part and the chorus go on continually

alternating. The tenor sings, " I will watch by
my Jesus ; " the chorus replies, " Thus do our
sins slumber: " the tenor then sings, " His soul's

agony suffers for my death ;
" while the chorus

answers, " Therefore must his meritorious suffer-

ing be most bitter and yet sweet to us." These
two verses form the middle developing movement,
thematically and strictly worked out; the princi-

pal movements and the first two verses then recur.

The construction of this piece is admirable. In
this, though still more in the foregoing movement,
a recitative, we are struck, as is frequently enough
the case throughout the work, with what Bach
expects the voice to do. In the recitative in F
minor. No. 24, the tenor part lies uninterruptedly
exceedingly high :. and this too, not in passages
on which there is any particularly pathetic
accent, but quite nonchalamment ; nay, he even
writes as mere Jioriture :

_!•_,

:=£:

These are demands which our singers are no
longer called upon to satisfy ; fortunately they
and similar passages can be easily punctuated,
and, as we have here to do with something which
is by no means an artistic necessity, but, wholly
and solely, a custom of the day, no one will hesi-

tate taking advantage of the fact.

No. 33 consists of two movements, an air for

soprano and contralto (E minor, 4-4J, and a
slow movement (Allegro vivace 3-8), worked out
with great breadth, for a double chorus. This
air, also, commences with a somewhat long instru-

mental introduction of si.Kfeen bars; in the sev-

enteenth 'bar, the soprano takes up the melody, at

first played by the oboes and flutes, expressing
its sorrow in llie words, " Thus is my Jesus now
taken ! " Two bars further on, the contralto

follows with the same lament. The voices are

renewed; the soprano now executes the lower
counterpoint, previously played by the oboes,

and the contralto, in the octave, the higher one,

previously played by the flutes. The contrapun-
tal basis given to the stringed instruments remains
the same. The lament of the two solo voices is

accompanied by the chorus in pauses with .short

quavers, adding : " Let him go I Hold ! Bind
him not !

" At length when the soprano and
contralto, according to strict canonical principles,

have, for twenty bars, carried on the verso

:

" The)' led him away; he is bound," the double
chorus bursts forth like a tempest with the words,

"Have the lightnings, have the tluinderbolts

vanished in clouds ? " The basses of both cho-

ruses are now introduced in B minor, with a

highly energetic four-bar motive, descending in

the first two bars in the triad intervals from the

C of the great octave to the C of the counter-oc-

tave—then springs up into the seventh, and closes

in E minor; the tenors then follow in the/u9a(o,
then the contraltos, and then the sopranos : the

basses accompany first in short touches, and then

at the word "thunderbolts" combine with the

rolling movement of the instrumental basses.

After the motive has been developed by the four

voices, both choruses take it up and continue it

alternately, in G major, D major, A minor, and
E minor, combining once more in canonical form
at the conclusion ; the cellos and double basses

accompany the whole development uninterrupt-

edly with a rolling movement of semiquavers,

until finally, in the last development, in order to

give the greatest possible force of expression.

Bach makes the violins and violas, which have
previously followed faithfully the contrapuntal
movements of the vocal parts, accompany in

harmonic semiquavers.

Compressed as the whole of this development
appears—for it comprises only 38 bars—it is most
powerful. A general pause ensues, and then

comes the development of the next verses.

" Eioffne den feurigen Abgruud der HoUe !

Verderbe, zerschelle mit plotzllcher Wuth,
Den talschen Venather, das mord'rischeBlut."*

The first chorus begins in F sharp major, and
opens with the former motivo, which, however, is

reversed ; it remains stationary upon the domi-
nant chord of E minor, which it keeps up for

three bars, while the second chorus executes the

same motivo (with a reversal of the voices between
soprano and contralto), and then, in like manner
during the third development, in A minor, gives

out the dominant chord of this key ; the instru-

mental basses accompany the whole of the devel-

opment, partly in a descending figure of semi-

quavers, and partly in harmonic figures, while

the vocal basses invariably proceed in octaves,

aad the other chorus of the stringed instruments

accompanies tremolando, in demisemiquavers.
We-must, furthermore, especially fiotice the highly

energetic turn with which this powerful move-
ment closes in the last four bars.

No. 34 consists of a long recitative movement •

* " Throw open the fiery abyppeg of Hell

!

Quick! number the vile trench 'roua slave with the dead!
L As price of his crime let his life-blood be shed! "
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and we may here remark parenthetically, that

more than mere superficial attention should be
devoted to these recitatives, which are always
hiirhly characteristic and full of profound
thought.

A chorale. No. 35, '• O man, bewail thy great
sins 1

" concludes the first part ; that is to say,

the movement is inscribed " chorale," tboufsh it is

constrncted in an essentially different manner
than to chorale movements usually, which always
consist of only a few bars, movinjj along steadily

and retarded by ties, and in which all four voices

take an ecjual share. This exceedingly compre-
hensive movement (C major, 4-4J is to be called

a chorale, onlj' in so far as the oboe part accom-
panies it throughout with the mention of a chorale
melody, round which the other parts play in a
lively manner, but in turns regularly recurring.

With genuine Bachian consistency, the orchestra
accompanies this movement from first to last, in

a strictly ecjual rhythmical manner ; some qua-
vers undulating up and down, and being connec-
ted in twos. I^verything in this movement,
which is introduced by an instrumental prelude
of seventeen bars, breathes a wonderfully mild
perfume of content. This First Part of the Pas-
sinn-Music must at all times produce a deep
impression upon every audience prepared to

hear it, and capable of appreciating this side

of art.

Out of the Second Part, which, on the-whole,
is less striking, we shall content ourselves with
directing the reader's attention to one or two
movements, since lengthened analyses of musical
works, without copious noted examples, which we
cannot here introduce, simply fatigue, while at

the same time they present a by no means vivid

picture to the mind. The piece with which the
Second Part commences is certainly one of the
finest and most admirable compositions in the
whole work. It is an air—" Ah I now is my
Jesus gone! "B minor, 3-8—for contralto, with
accompaniment of the chorus. The latter (in

admirable keeping with the purport of the verbal
text) is worked out in canonical form, lightly,

flowingly, and naturally developed. This "is

nothing surprising in Bach, of course, but it cap-
tivates every musical mind in a network of never-
ending attractions. In this piece again, in which
we would direct special attention to the highly
original and remarkable treatment of the bass,

we are at a loss to know which we shall admire
the more ; its tremendous power of logical devel-
opment, or its wonderful depth of feeling.

Having spoken of so much that is extraordinary
and worthy of admiration, we will mention one
piece which we do not admire, but which, on the
contrary, we consider a fearful specimen of bad
taste in the treatment of the vocal part, thouffh
that bad taste, by the way, was, as is well-known,
the taste of the period. The piece in question is

No. 41, a tenor air, in which the artist has to sing,

for instance, what follows :

The violins have to accompany this note for
note.

Should the hearers feel rather tired during the
course of the Second Part, we are certain "that
the toui'hingly beautiful and deeply moving final
chorus (C minor, 3-4^ will once more engross
their undivided sympathies. This wonderful
piece

:

" Wir setzen uns mit Thranen nieder,
Und rufen dir im Grahe zu :

Ruhe sanfte, sanfte Ruh I
" *

is cornposed for a double chorus, and, treated
melodiously rather than contrapuntally, is partic-
ularly simple.

And now let the reader reflect on the mind
that man must have possessed, who could immerse

* " With tears do we sink down to grieve,
And to thee in tlie Rrjive. opprest
With woe, we cry ; Rest! gently rest !

"

himself in such a work with such profound and
holy devoutness, carrying it out with such indes-

cribable industry and burning enthusiasm, and
then giving it to the world, without troubling
himself in the slighest degree about the fact that
by it he might gain reputation, honor, or even
money. If we would realize to ourselves all the
greatness of the men of times gone by, we must
not forget even trifles like these. It is true, how-
ever, that of all easily contented mortals. Bach
was the most easily contented. He felt that he
was naught but a chalice produced for the glory
of the Eternal ; how he was exhausted and
replenished only he, with quiet, blessed delight,

was aware. C.

Letters by C. M. Von Weber.

V.

FROM LONDON TO HIS WIFE.

March 6, 1826.

Heaven be praised and thanked forever ! Here I

am. well and in good health, completely established,

and quite happy by the receipt of your dear letter,

erivinc me the assurance that you are well, and the

boys also. What el.^e and better do I want?
After having slept well and paid heavily in Dover,

I left it yesterday, the 5th, at 8 o'clock, in the express

coach ; a fine coach, drawn by four horses, of wliom
no prince need be ashamed ; four persons inside, four

persons behind, four persons on top, and quick as

lightning through the country, which is splendid be-

yond all description. The meadows covered by the

most beautiful verdure, the gardens ornamented by
flowers in full bloom, all the buildings of a neatness

and an elegance which most advantageously contrasts

with the dirt and mad in France ; the great rivers

full of vessels of all sizes, (among others the largest

man-of-war of 148 guns), the fine villas, the lively

roads, in short, a truly unique ride. In Rochester
we took soup and roast meat within a quarter of an
hour's time, and at 5 o'clock the twelve miles (Ger-
man) to the metropolis were finished. The descrip-

tion of the grand impression of this capital I must
leave for verbal communication, and this rich subject

shall enliven our quiet Hosterwitz. Smart expected
us. A hack was procured, and all our things, boxes,
music, &c., were packed into it with om-selves, three

persons, m.aking rather on adventurous appearance.

In Smart's house I am very well taken care of, all

possible conveniences have been thought of, and I

could relate to you many curious instances of it.

—

Bath, everything, is in the house. At 6 o'clock we
dined at Smart's ; Furstenau unpacked his things,

and by 10 o'clock I was in bed, and slept excellently

till 7 o'clock this morning. Furstenau lives very

near by, in the house of a German, very good, pay-
ing one pound sterling a week. I found a number
of cards from visitors, who had been here before my
arrival. From the first instrument maker a beauti-

ful pianoforte, with a polite note, asking me to make
him happy by using it during my stay here. The
direction of the oratorios has been made very com-
modious for me ; I shall conduct on all the four

evenings twelve pieces from the Freysclmtz in imme-
diate succession. That is done in an hour. Furst-

enau performs already next Friday, in the oratorio.

Everything promises the most brilliant and lucrative

success The whole day, till .5 o'clock, is at my
own disposition ; then I go to dinner, into the the-

atre, or into a party. Kemble is in Bath, hut will re-

turn the day after to-morrow ; to-day we dine with

his lady. After dinner I shall go to Covent Gar-
den, where I shall hear all the singers, and after that

into the concert. Tomorrow morning I shall begin

to work. This morning I have established myself,

and brushed myself up, and just now your dear letter

came, which rejoiced me very much. To be alone
here in England does not cause mo anxiety ; the

whole manner of the English is very pleasant to my
nature, and my little English, which I am rapidly

improving, is of great use to me. The people here

are much rejoiced at it, and pay me great compli-

ments on account of it, as did the French about my
little knowledge of that Language.

On account of the opera you need have no fears
;

I have here tine and rest for it, for my time is truly

respected here. The Ohero7i will not be produced
on Easter Monday, hut some day later ; the date 1

will tell you as soon as I know it myself. The people

are too good with their anxious interest in me ; if I

do not fiire well enough on my travels, nobody does

;

no king's wishes are so warmly anticipated as are

mine ; I am potted on all sides, and I may say al-

most literally that they carry me on their hands.

[German proverb for expressing great care and love.]

I am very careful, and you may rest entirely quiet on
my account. My cough is singular ; for eight days
it had disappeared altogether; thou on the -Sd, before
I went to Calais, it returned, with a choking fit, and
since then it is again quiet. I am very precise in my
observations in regard to it, and can never discover a
particular cause of it. Sometimes I deiry myself all

indulgence, and the fit will come on ; at other times
I eat and drink whatewr 1 like, and it does not ap-
pear. Well, as God pleases. To show you how un-
disturbed I may be, I will describe to you my quar-
ters. Smart lives on the first floor, and we dine
there also ; on the second is the parlor, and on the
third my chamber and study, where nobody is admit-
ted. Every visitor is announced and refused without
ado, if I so please, nobody taking offence at it here.

A servant, with his wife, are the only domestics
;

they have lived with Smart for sixteen years, and are
therefore well instructed and faithful. You see I
could not he better provided for.

March 7, 8 o'clock, A. M.

At 7 o'clock, last night, we drove to Covent Gar-
den, where Rob Roi/, a sort of opera, text from
Walter Scott's novel, was given. A most splendid-
ly decorated, not very large house. While I stepped
out to the front of my box, to look better at the
house, a voice called out : "Weber ! Weber is here !"

and although X immediately withdrew, the audience
broke out into such an endless applause and hurra-
ing, that I had to show myself and how several times.
Then the overture to the Freyschutz was loudly call-

ed for, and every time I showed myself the tempest
broke out afresh. Happily the overture to Rob Roy
began, and the enthusiasm calmed down after a
wlnle. Can you desire and expect greater enthusi-
asm? I must confess I was really surprised and af-

fected, although I can stand and am accustomed to
some applause. In such moments I could give, I
know not what, if I could only have you at my side,

for you have not yet seen me at all thus honored by
foreigners. I can joyfully assure you, also, my dear
soul, that you may rest altogether without any anxiety
in regard to singers and orchestra. Miss Patun is a
singer of the first rank, and she will sing the Rezia
divinely

; Braham the same, although in a very dif-

ferent style. Then there are other tenors, very good,
and I do not conceive how English singing can he
so much abused. The singers have a perfectly good
Italian school, fine voices and good expression. The
orchestra is not anything extraordinary, yet very
good. The choruses are very good. In short, I
think I may, even now, be safe as to the success of
Oheron. After having heard two acts of Rob Roy, I
went to the concert in Hanover square, where all the
first Italian singers sang, among others Veluti. Miss
Paton came in, after the conclusion of the opera, and
sang a great aria, in which she surpassed them all. I
heard there, also, Kiesewetter and several others.

Are these the cold-hearted^&r\g\\shmen, from whom I

meet with such a reception ? I cannot describe to

you the warmth of it

!

March 9th.

Good morning, my beloved Lina ! That was a
hard, but beautiful day, yesterday, the joy of which
was completed by the surprise through your letter ; it

was a fine means of strengthening and refreshing my-
self after the rehearsal ; but, before I answer it, I
will report as well as I can. On the 7th I had a re-

hearsal at the pianoforte with the singers of the pieces

from the Freyschiltz, with which I was well satisfied.

I dined at 6 o'clock with Moscheles, and drove to

the Isolina, but I cotdd stand it only for one act, for

Veluti detonated so dreadfully, the whole was so

much mutilated, and, the main cause, certain eyes

burned so dreadfnlly, not into my heart, but in my
shoes, [corns, called hen's eyes in German,] that I

went home, and was fortunate enough to he, in good
Dresden style, by 10 o'clock, in bed. Yesterday, on
the 8th, I worked at the Finale. Then Kemble came
to introduce me to the rehearsal of the oratorio at 1

1

o'clock. I was received by orchesti'a and singers

with three times repeated great applause. I said a
few words, and then the crying of vivat began anew.
Then the rehearsal bet;an, and I found a good deal

to do with some pieces, which were entirely mutilat-

ed ; this lasted till after 3 o'clock. They showed
extraordinary good will and zeal. I drove home,
dressed, dined at half past four with RohiTtson. and
at last, 7 o'clock, my first appearance before a cram-

med house. Smart conducted me to my place ; and
now, my dear Lina, my description has an end.

What are thunder of applause, f^tnrni. and nil expres-

sions which you might use,compared with the rcidity ?

The calling, hurraing, the waving of h- ts and hand-
kerchiefs of the whole audience, had no end, ami no
similar enthusiasm is on record. At last the c vcr-

ture began,

—

repeated,—and so on for three oi" I'our
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numbers. In the end, the same storm until I dis-

appeared. The whole went very well, some pieces

excellently. In short, it was an ehvatinrj and truly

touching reception. Men of the first ranli waited for

me on the stairs, and I had to go into several boxes,

where I was petted with a warm-heartedness that I

had nowhere else wet with. After the second part I

left, &c.

March 12th.

I have manufactured notes durinpr the whole morn-
ing, and now for my recreation I must chat a little

with my wife, although I hardly know any thing else

to relate than the old song of my longing for home,
to mother, to rest, &c. I am no more fit for the

world. My God ! when I consider how exces-

sively happy a thousand others would be in

my place, I am doubly sad that I am denied

the full enjoyment of all this. Where is the

buoyant, vigorous, sanguine spirit, which I formerly

had? To be sure, I cannot help it, it comes purely

from the body, and until I shall enjoy again a com-
plete feeling of health, I shall not feel any true joy.

This constant anxious observation of myself, this

self-denying, is too embarassing ; and the strange

circumstance, too, that I possess everything apper-

taining to a state of perfect health. I sleep well, I

eat and drink with real appetite, everything is in

good order, but there is this abominable asthma, this

exhaustedness over the whole body upon the slight-

est occasion ; and again, the fact that great exertions

or exceptions have no otheror moreviolent effect upon
me than, for instance, going up stairs rather fast. In
short, there is nothing perfect in the world, and where
there is much light there is also much shadow ;

therefore, patiently ard faithfully I adhere to my old

motto : as it pleases God !

March 29th.

I must tell you of a story, which will make me
more work than would otherwise have been the case.

The scenas in the Frei/nchiUz have completely turned
the heads of the people, and the singers talk of no-
thing else than recitatiios, andantes, allegros, &c.
This has also got into Braliam's brain, and he bogs
for a great scena instead of his first air, which in fict

was not written for him, and is too high. At first

the thought was distressing to me, and I would not
listen to it at all. At last I promised, that after

having finished the opera, I would do it, if there were
sufficient time for it; so now this great scena, a de-

scription of battles and I know not what else, is he-

fore me, and I go to work with a great aversion to

it. But what can I do 1 Braham knows his andi-

encos. and he is their idol. I must, for the success of
the whole, not shun an additional piece of work ; .so

I must bite into the sour apple
;
[German proverb],

and I like the first air so much, I shall leave it as it

is for Germany, for I hate beforehand the air which
I shall compose, I hope, this very day. So now I

have disclosed to you also my trouble, in fact the only
one which I have, and which, after all, is not so gre.it

either, for the performance is still postponed. I will

take courage, and go to w^ork immediately. Adieu,
therefore, for the present, and now to the onset

!

AVell, the battle is at an end, that is half of the

scena. This afternoon I hope to find time to let the

Turkish ladies scream, the French ladies rejoice, and
warriors sing out victoria. I have again a quiet day
today. I dine with Smart, Furstenau and Fawcett.
We sit down at .5 o'clock, and I can after dinner do
a little work. But now the letter must be mailed,
and I must scrape off my beard. I have not yet got
more fat upon me, there is still a hollow in my cheeks,

and probably there always will be ; I shall get dried

and wrinkled like an old prune. Well, if I only am
in good health, let it be so ; and I must certainly say
a good word for my cough.

April 12.

My dear Lina

!

By the grace and assistance of God, I have again
had, this evening, so complete a success as never be-

fore. The brilliancy and the touching effect of so
complete a triumph cannot be described ! To God
alone the glory ! ! When I entered the orchestra, the

whole crammed house rose, and I was received by an
inconceivable hurrah and halloo ; hats and handker-
chiefs waving on all sides, so that it was hard to re-

store quietness. The overture had to be repeated.

Each subsequent piece was two or three times inter-

rapted by the greatest enthusiasm ; Braham's Air,
Da Capo. In the second act, Fatima's Komanza
and the Quanet, Da Capo. They wanted the finale

also repeated, but it could not be done on account of
the scenes ; in the third act Fatima's Ballad Da
Capo. At the end, I was tempestously called for ; an
honor which has, as yet, been conferred in England on
no other composer. The whole went very well, and
everybody was happy around me.

So much for this day, dear life, from thy much
fatigued husband, but who could not have gone
quietly toVest, without having communicated to you

this new blessing of heaven. Good night, good
night. Oh, that you could foretaste, this evening,

this happy consummation.

April 13.

Good morning, my dear heart. I have slept

sweetly, although I required some time to get into it.

I was naturally too much excited, and this morning
I am much tired, but well. After such a triumph, a

certain beneficial conviction and satisfaction pervades

the mind, that again a great step forward in the world

has been achieved. The jealousy of the different

theatres, the very excitable public, always accustom-

ed to opposition and delighting in it, and the circum-

stances of the previous day, calculated to create a

doubt of a good performance ; all these things made
the success doubly brilliant and precious. There was
not the least opposition to the immense applause ; all

was pure enthusiarm. But let me tell you how my
ei'il star claimed its due. After I had sent off to

you my letter, No. 18, on the Uth, I had at twelve

o'clock a rehearsal of the overture, and of those

pieces, which had been rehearsed the least. I dined

with the music-seller Hawes, and at seven o'clock

was the general rehearsal already advertised. A
brilliant and select public filled the boxes. The first

act went oft" well, with but trifling mistakes. In the

second act, when Rezia and Huon are to appear,

after the tempest

—

nobody came ; the theatre stood

for some time empty. At last, Fawcett came out

and announced that a piece of the scenery had fallen

on Miss Paton's head, requesting that any surgeon
who might be present would come forward upon the

theatre, but that Miss Paton hoped, after having re-

covered a little, to continue to play. She did, how-
ever, not recover. After having waited for some
time, we were obliged to continue the rehearsal with-

out her, leaving out her grand air. Thus the piece

went on well enough, and the applause and the hope

of a.furore for the next day were general. Another
rehearsal was fixed for Miss Paton, at 12 o'clock,

yesterday. But she did not come, saying that she

must spare her voice for the Evening. We then re-

hearsed other things ; I dined at four o'clock, at

home with Smart, and at six o'clock drove to the

theatre, certainly in a somewhat excited state of

mind—but

—

all went off most excellently. The Paton

sang gloriously, and the performance was so well

connected, so full of fire and life, which, you know,
my music is fortunate enough to produce in the per-

formers. How often did I think of ^oii.' Good God,
you would have fallen sick in your anxiety. But is

it not curious ? with my evil star? but I calculate

upon it from experience, and know that it will not

fail.

April 17.

Now, I have but one more hard thing before me

—

my concert. Oh Lord, for such a thing I am no more
constituted. I shall be assisted on all sides—and

yet—well, it must be done this time, and then never

again

.

This is a day for suicides. Such a dark yellow

mist that we cannot do without light in the rooms.

The sun is without beams, like a red spot in the mist.

It is truly sombre. I should not like to live in such a

climate. It is said, to be sure, that these beauties

are peculiar to London, and that the weather looks

very different in the country. The trees, which I see

here, are all green, and London has a great many
open squares with gardens

;
yet all this is no free

air, for even in the clearest day you cannot see to

the end of a square without finding the horizon cov-

ered by foggy elouds. When I see this, an indescriba-

ble longing for Hosterwitz and the free, open sky

seizes me. Patience, patience, one day after another

is passing by—two months already gone.

I have made a very pleasant acquaintance in a son

of the bookseller Goeschen, from Grimma, establish-

ed here as merchant, and in a Dr. Kind, the nephew
of our Kind. Very agreeable people. They want

to have me made healthy by main force. Good God,
I shall not feel perfectly well again in my whole life.

Rest is my best physician, and to obtain it shall be

my only endeavor; and to that end, I have to pass

also through these hard months.

April 24.

I am expected in Berlin next summer, to bring

the Oberon out there myself. But no ! nothing could

persuade me to do it. Rest, rest, is now my only

watchword, and will long remain so. I am so side

of all this artist life, that I do not know anything

more desirable than to live for a year as a tailor, in

total obscurity ; to have my Sunday, a good stomach,

and a serene, calm mind.

April 28.

To-morrow is the first performance of my so call-

ed rival's opera ; Aladdin. I am very curious to

hear it. Bishop is certainly a man of talent, but

without any originality of invention. I wish him the

best success ; we all have room in the world.

God bless you, my dearly beloved. How often do
I count days, hours, minutes to our meeting again.

We have been separated before, and surely have al-

ways dearly loved each other, but this longing now
is indescribable.

April 30.

Yesterday was an interesting day ; the first repres-

entation of my so called rival's opera, Aladdin. It

was so crowded, that hardly any tickets could begot.

But one of the proprietors offered me his box and
even made me a call. We all dined at home, and
then drove to Drury Lane. I had hardly entered the

box and been seen, when the whole house rose and
received me with the greatest enthusiasm. This, in

a different theatre, on this day, showed the love of

the nation, and it aflFected and rejoiced me very

much.

May 30.

Dear Lina ! I have again to excuse ray brevity

and abruptness, but I have so much to do. Writing
also comes hard to me, for my hands tremble very

much. And impatience is already alive within me.
You will not see many more letters from me, for,

hear my cruel order ;

—

Do not send your reply to this

letter to London, but directly to Franhfoi't, paste

reslante. You are surprised 1 Yes, yes, / do not go

to Paris. What should I do there ? I can neither

walk nor speak. I must banish business for years

from my thoughts. Therefore the best thing is to

go straightway home. From Calais by way of Brus-

sels, Cologne, Cohlenz, up the Rhine to Frankfort.

What a delightful journey ! Although I shall be

obliged to travel slowly, and to rest now and then

for half a day, we gain at least a fortnight, and I hope
to embrace you by the last days of June.

If it pleases God, I shall leave here on the 12th of

June. May God only grant me some better strength.

Well, I hope the journey will much improve my
health ; only away, away from this climate ! I em-
brace you most tenderly, my dear ones ! For ever

living but for you. Your father Charles !

This was his last letter but one to his wife. In his

last, on the 2nd of June, he confessed to being much
exhausted. He wrote :

"Good God, let me only sit in the carriage ! Well,

God will give strength.

"This letter will receive no answer, and therefore

need be but short. That is commodious, is it not,

not to have to reply ! Furstenau has given up his

concert, and we may therefore start even a few days

earlier. Hurrah

!

"God preserve you all in good health. Oh, that I

were in yonr midst!"
Two days afterwards, Weber was no more.

The Akt of Singing.—In copying the two arti-

cles, which follow, we have no wish to become parties

to any controversy between rival books or " meth-

ods." But we certainly have a very high opinion of

Sig. Bassini's work ; and those who have confided in

his skill and wisdom as a teacher of the voice will be

glad to see, that he has anticipated so much that is

claimed for the " last and best."

[From the Commercial Advertiser.]

I wish to say a word or two to your musical read-

ers, suggested by the perusal of a late number of the

A'ctu York Musical Review and World, containing a
review of Panofka's " Art of Singing," in which the

writer shows a lack of information a little surprising

in one whom we would suppose to be possessed of a

greater knowledge of passing events. He speaks of

the " method " as being new, and as one which might
be made useful in this country, and adds that he does

not know of one to be compared with it. Now, there

is a work published in Boston by Sig. Bassini, called
" The Art of singing," a very learned and valuable

treatise, covering the precise grounds claimed for

Panof ka by the Review, and by a singular coinci-

dence bearing the same name. I believe Bassini' works
was first published in 1853, and there is no justice in

calling this method of Panofka new.
SOPKANO.

[From the Troy Budget].

Methods FOK Voice Culture.—In a late num-
ber of the N. Y. Musical Review and World, we are

surprised to find an article on Panofka's " Art of

Singing," which betrays such a blind adoration of
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that professor, and such an ignorance regarding the

state of the art in this country, and the means hith-

erto perfected here for its progress, that it certainly

calls for some reply. Whether the article in question

was copied from an English journal or not, does not

appear, though it looks very much like it, in which

case the monstrosities with which it abounds

should cause less wonder. But if written in this

country, and especialh' by any in Boston or New
York, we can imagine but one motive for so doing,

and that hardly an honorable one, and should think

it unwise for any writer so ignorant of his subject, to

come before the public and make himself ridiculous,

as he certainly has done, in the estimation of any
one who has given the slighest attention to the efforts

of vocal professors here, for the past ton years.

The writer gives an elaborate synopsis of the con-

tents of Panofka's book, mentioning its so-called

peculiarities, and distinctive qualities when compared
with others, in the course of which he says that

—

" 1st. It consists of two parts, of which the first

is purely theoretical, while the second contains exam-
ples and selections for practice, etc.

" 2d. It treats of the mutation, classificafion, and
character of different voices.
" 3d. The second part contains remarks regarding

the taking of breath, singing of scales, the messo di

voce, the Portamento, etc.

" 4th. It tells the pupils to sing the .scales in ali

the keys, which one seldom or nevei- finds in any other

method of singmg.
" 5th. With Marx, he allows but two registers,

those of the head and chest.

"6th. Mr. Panofka judiciously places the more
difHcult exercises at the end of the book.

" 7th. He holds that nothing is more senseless

than to attempt to enlarge the compass of one's voice

by straining it beyond its natural extent. The writer

concludes with the following philippic

:

" ' We have on purpose referred more to the details

of this interesting and useful work, as it may perhaps
induce some of our enterprising publishers to issue a
translation of the same. The art of singing has
made in this country immense progress, and we have
already commenced to give to the world some excel-

lentsingers. A book like Panofka's Jean consequently
become of real benefit here, for although we possess

a good many works on singing, which can be made
useful in the hands of an intelligent teacher, we do
not know of one that can he compared in real instvuc-

tiveness with that of Mr. Panofka.' "

This last is about as ridiculous as the rest of the

article, and about as true. The writer mentions
many German works, one of which has the date
of 1826, and the labors of Mainstein, IVIainzer,

Schmitt, Miiller, Marx, and Nehrlich are compared
with Panofka's, all of course to show the superiority

of the last named, Panofka himself being a German.
He also condescends to mention two or three French
professors and Garcia, but seems entirely to ignore
the existence of Cook, Lablache or Bassini's method,
perhaps the best known triad in the world, outside

of Leipsic and Vienna. It happens that Bassini's

method contains all the "peculiarities " we have
numbered above ; and since the eminent professor has
been teaching his dogmas for about ten years to

hundreds of pupils, and his book has been publish-

for at least five, it is by no means clear to us that the
credit of priority does not belong to him, instead of
to Mr. Panofka, whose name is undoubtedly com-
paratively new in the metropolis of America. With
regard to No. 4 (the practice of the diatonic scales

in the different keys), we believe that Sig. Bassini
was the first to teach it in this country—other teach-

ers seeming to take it for granted that to sing them
in one key (that of do (oi instance) implied a perfect

command over the vocal muscles, to make all the
intermediate tones—a theory which has yet to be-

come practically demonstrated. His firm belief in

but two registers has also rendered his position as
professor of the voice quite isolated for many years,

and nothing but his remarkable success in smoothing
down the inequalities of certain voices, has saved
him in numerous instances from the barbs of profes-
sional antagonism, which oftentimes threatened his

ruin.

We cannot understand how such an article, as the
one Under discussion, could have been allowed to

to come before the enlightened readers of that influ-

ential journal, in the very midst of the living triumphs
of so consummate a Professor as Sig. Bassini, whose
first successes were in New York, and whose elabo-
rate and excellent method is fast becoming, (if it has
not already become) the most popular, because most
sensible, concise, and effective that can be placed in

the hands of any pupil. The writer confesses that
the "art of singing has made great progress in this

country," which undoubtedly is true. We only wish
that the same could be said of musical criticism,

which we fear is in its decadence, if he is a true

specimen of the gemis critic.

Church Music in New York.

(From the Sunday Mercury.)

(Continued.)

St. Bridget's.

St. Bridget's Roman Catholic Church, on the cor-

ner of Eighth street and Avenue B, is one of the

handsomest edifices of its kind in the city. The name
of its pastor, Rev. Thomas J. Mooney, is familiar

to our readers from his connection with the gallant

Sixty-ninth Regiment, as its courageous and patri-

otic chaplain during their three months' campaigne
in Virginia, at the beginning of the war. Every-
body connected with his parish worships Father
Mooney. He is a real live, working pastor, and a
genuine American citizen. We recollect with what
inexpressible delight they welcomed the good man
home, and with what enthusiasm he was hailed when
he gave our glorious Stars and Stripes to the breeze

from the top of his private residence. Ho is ever

alive to the wants of his parishioners, and is contin-

ually busy with some project calculated to advance
their interests. He is an ardent lover of the fine arts,

and among other great improvements which he has

added to his church, is the, establishment of a free

singing school, to which the'youth of his parish are

invited, and instructed by himself and his accom-
plished organist, Mr. J. E. Gleason. His object in

doing this was, to organize a volunteer choir from
the young men and women of his congregation, and
to dispense with the paid choir system. Through
his perseverance, and under his personal supervision,

this object will, in a short time, be fully accomplish-
ed ; for St. Bridget's has now a very fine and power-
ful choir. On last Easter Sunday, they sang a grand
high mass with one hundred and twenty-five voices.

There are scarcely less than fifty at any time their ser-

vices are called into requisition. Of course, it is not

to be expected that their performances will equal or

even approach those of professional singers for some
time to come ; but there are some fine voices among
them, and it only requires practice and cultivation to

make them excellent vocalists. This choir is evenly
divided, and there is very good judgment displayed

in disposing of the different voices. The bassos are

placed together at one side, the tenors together at an-

other, and the sopranos or treble voices occupy the

centre. The church being finely adapted to sound,
when the full force of the choir is called into requis-

ition the eflTect is splendid.

Last Sunday, they sang De Monte's Mass, and
although it never was a favorite composition with us,

it was giA'en in a very clever manner.
The gentlemanly conductor of this choir, Mr.

Gleason, deserves great credit for the accuracy and
precision with which his pupils rendered the "Kyrie
Eleison," and the " Gloria" was also finely given.

—

The "Credo" then followed, and the diflTerent solos

and duets were sustained with remarkable skill and
harmony. Miss Goodwin is the principal soprano

here, and to her is allotted the honor of singing most
of the charming solos of the service of the mass.

This young lady is gifted with a fine round, full

voice, as clear and musical as a silver bell. We
predict for her a brilliant career in the world of song.

She sings with admirable ease and grace. There is

not a false not in the entire register of her voice.

Miss Hughes also deserves notice for the care and
attention with which she approaches her duty, and if

her prospects are not quite so brilliant as her fair

associate, she will, nevertheless, in time become a

very creditable and meritorious vocalist. At the

offertory, Miss Goodwin delighted us with a beautiful

solo, the sweet tones of her voice fairly turning the

heads of the faithful in the gallery toward her. The
incidental responses to this part of the service are

sung in unison, and the effectof fifty different voices,

combined with a powerful organ, can be easily imag-

ined. It is a perfect hurricane of harmony.
Now comes the "Agnus Dei" (Lamb of God), and

the choir sends up a long wail of prayerful suppli-

cations to the Holy One who taketh away the sins

of the world. This part of the mass was excel-

lently given, and, indeed, was a truthful interpreta-

tion of the sacred theme.

We should have mentioned that the " Sanctus,"

which precedes the " Agnus Dei," was finely render-

ed, especially the " Hosanna in Excelsis "— each

voice, at its highest pitch, singing praises "to God
on high." After two hours' warm work—be it un-

derstood that sustaining a part all through a heavy
mass is not quite so easy as it may appear to the

uninitiated—De Monte's fine composition is laid

aside, and the music for the morning is concluded.

At the usual hour for vespers—sj, P. M.—every

member of the musical group present in the morn-
ing is again in punctual attendance.

Father Mooney himself, being more at leisure now
than in the forenoon, leaves his curate to perform the

altar services and enters the choir. Young and en-

thusiastic is Father Mooney, and stentorian are his

lungs. He is a clever musician, and reads music at

sight. When he took his position in the choir,

music-book in hand, he seemed to be impressed with

the conviction that in no other way could he sing

praises and devotion to God more fervently than

through the charming and seraphic melodies of the

vespers. His shrill, clear alto was audible above all

others, and rang throughout the church like a magic

flute.

The progressive pastor of St. Bridget's is a highly

accomplished and well learned gentleman, for the

grandeur of his eloquence in the pulpit can scarcely

surpass his efforts as a chorister. In regard to the

latter accomplishment, he is indeed an exception to

a general rule, for we have known but very few cler-

gymen who understood music, and still fewer who
had any voices to sing at all.

The vesper chants were delightfully given, but a

"Tantum Ergo," by Larabilotte (solo and chorus, by

Miss Goodwin and choir), was the gem of the entire

performances. This promising young vocalist dis-

played very fine taste in sustaining her little solo, and

gave still frirther evidence of possessing the natural

abilities of becoming an admirable artist. Persevere,

Miss Goodwin, and you will be sure to succeed.

This choir gives promise of turning out what is

really an oasis in the desert of church choirs, name-

ly, a very fine tenor voice. It is the most diflncult

member in the world to find, for it is the sweetest,

most charming, and most expressive of all. In most

of our larn-e churches we can find a prime basso and

a delightful soprano ; but, alas ! for the tenor. In

nine cases out of ten, you cannot hear him beyond a

dozen yards, when the full vocal power of the choir

is brought into requisition, notwithstanding he has

generally the grandest and loftiest role of all to sus-

tain. They generally do very well in the lower re-

gister, but when they ascend to the leger lines they

are lost in the grand chorus. But, thank fortune,

we have a few grand tenors yet left, to whom we look

forward with delicious anticipations, for we know
what a rare and charming treat awaits us when we
approach the sweetness of their dulcet tones.

The Rev. Mr. Mooney has probably the best vol-

unteer choir in New York, both in regard to numbers

and their powers of execution. lis progress from the

solfeggio exercises to its present state has been re-

markably rapid, and reflects great credit upon the

obliging organist, Mr. Gleason, and Father Mooney
himself, to whose fostering care and attention is due

its proficiency.

They are now rehearsing some of the most intri-

cate and difficult compositions of Moz.irt and H.aydn
;

and we hope that we will, ere long, enjoy the pleas-

ure of hearing them perform some of the subliraest

creations of those great masters.

Opeka in the Reion of Terror.—The opera

was first managed by the four leading sansculottes

Henrriot, Chaumette, Le Roux, .and Hebert, and

these, even after they were deposed from their mana-

gerial throne, were in the habit of supping with the

actors behind the scenes, not on the principle of the

old nobility, who paid liberally on such occasions,

but at the expense of the unfortunate person who
presided over the refreshments. The method of

self-invitation was simple and easy. Henriot or

Danton would say to the favored artist, "We are

going to your room, see that we are entertained

properly." A splendid repast was prepared and duly

devoured,and the patriotic guests took their departure

without hinting at payment. As the actors them-

selves did not receive a sou of salary, even in the

shape of paper money, the expense fell on the keeper

of the refreshment room. To decline the intrusive

honor would have been highly perilous in the days

of liberty, equality, and the guillotine.

A strange state of things is revealed by this Re-

publican episode in the history of French opera.

The Government was not satisfied with decapitatmg

a real King and Queen, and treating the people with

a performance at the opera gratis, on the anniversary

of the execution of Louis XVI., "in joyful commem-
oration of the death of the tyrant," but even player-

kino-s and player-queens were excluded from the

boards. When the sansculottes school of drama

had become insuiferabiy dull under this prohibition,

the dethroned sovereigns were allowed to sneak back

again, degraded into "chiefs" or "mayors", while on

one occasion a concrete "roi" was replaced by an ab-

stract "loi," and one of the lines of an opera, modi-

fied to meet this alteration, declared that "La loi pas-

salt et le tambour battait Aux Champs." An artist
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who was endowed with something like common
sense, nnd with an uncomition i-Mpidity of articulation

improved the line hy saying, "Le pouvoir executif

passait et le tamhour battait Aux Champs."
One contumacious prima donna nearly lost her

head by refusing to appear ds the Goddess of Reason
in one of the celebrated rational processions of the

time, as she learned, through a gloomy joke uttered

by Chaumette, "Well, citoyenne, since you refuse to

be a divinity, you must not be astonished if we treat

you as a mortifl." Fortunately, a zealous sanscu-

lotte was anxious to obtain the honor for his wife,

who, sorely against berwill, represented the Goddess
in proper non-costume while the thermometer was
below freezing point, and the bead of tlie prima
donna remained on her shoulders. Possibly the

menace of Leonard (playfully called Leopard)
Bourdon, poet and member of the "mountain,"
may lead some unfortunate dramatic author who can-

not prevail on a manasrer to read his play to surmise
that the days of the Republic were not so bad after

all. Bourdon wrote a most revolting opera against

the Church, which directors and artists refused to

produce, till at last this extreme specimen of the

genus irritabile vatum declared that if his work was
not quickly performed, he would have a guillotine

erected on the stage—a real guillotine, be it under-
stood, not an imitation of that murderous machine,
like that which is mounted by Mr. Benjamin Webster
in the drama of the "Dead Heart." The actors,

however, had the best of it in the long run, and
Bourdon's piece, though printed at the expense of

the Republic, was never brought out at all.

—

English
Review.

usitnl Corrtspnbeirte.

New York, June 30.—A delightful concert was

given in the Academy of Music on the evening of

June 23d, in aid of the Sanitary Commission. The
Philharmonic Orchestra gave Beethoven's Seventh

Symphony ; and this beautiful creation sounded to

far better advantage in the large opera house,

than the symphonic productions of the past

season have done in the limited area of Irving Hall.

This lovely symphony is certainly one of the most

pleasing of the nine, and perhaps, with the exception

of the Pastoral, the most universally popular. It

was enjoyed by the vast audience with evident pleas-

ure ; the "Russian" Allegretto, and the Scherzo, with

its varied coloring, were listened to in comparative

silence, something uncommon with a New York

audience, we are sorry to say ; while the fiery Alle-

gro con brio almost gained an encore. Charge us not

with blasphemy, oh ye Beethovenitos ! for this is the

music we would hear, to the ballet we would see,—

a

round of Bacchanals, Oreads, and Dryads, danced

in a moonlit wood on Midsummer Night. The over-

tures to " Tannliaiiscr" and "Eurj'anthe" completed

the unexceptionable orchestral portion of the pro-

gramme.

Mad. D'Angri and Miss Kellogo volunteered

the vocal numbers. Miss Kollogg's pleasing efforts

were weakened by what we hope was but a passing

fatigue of the voice ; she sang the air from "Les noces

de Jeannette," which she has already sung so often
;

and, in answer to an encore, " The last Rose of

Summer," which evert/body has sung too often. Mad.
D'Angri, looking gloriously, sang that useful vocal

exercise, but miserable composition, the " Elena

Valse." In spite of her excessive hoarseness, her

broad, noble style, and firm intonation and execution,

were still as fine as ever ; would that they had been

displayed in worthier music ! After the recall, Mad.

D'Angri, announcing in broken English that she

would sing the " Star-spangled Banner," naively

mounted the conductor's stand, and did sing it very

well. Mr. Mills played the last two movements of

Chopin's F minor Concerto, with orchestral accom-

paniment, with the force and finish to which we are

accustomed from him, especially when he plays

Chopin. Mr. Schreibeu played those "Effusions de

coeur" of his own, on the cornet-a-piston. Mr.

Schreiber is a master of the difficulties of execution

on his instrument ; but a much higher degree of vir-

tuosity would fail to excuse the introduction of so

weakly sentimental, and monotonous a composition

into a programme, excellent, with this exception, in

the instrumental selections.

We were sorry, considering that our musical op-

portunities are rare just noiv, and while waiting until

science has solved the possibility of our being in two

places at once, that a very good chamber concert, in

aid of sick and wounded soldiers, took place at Dod-
wortb's Hall on the same evening as the above. The
volunteers were Messrs. Mason, Mills, Theodore
Thomas, Bergner, and an amateur vocal quartet.

A song by Robert Franz, quartets by Cherubini and

Mendelssohn, Beethoven's piano and violin Sonata,

opus 24, formed part of a well selected programme.

Tlie young pianist, Master Pape, on whom so

much praise (emanating rather from private circles

than the public, perhaps) has been bestowed, is now
playing in the Cremorne Garden concerts. The boy

seems to be about eleven years of age, and is modest

and good-looking enough. He has moderately good

execution
;
plays carefully, yet sometimes falsely,

notwithstanding ; he possesses a firm touch for one

of bis age, hut little expression, and, as we might

expect, his playing has not yet any decided style or

character. He plays light concert pieces—Thalberg,

Gotfschalk, Strakosch &c., furnish his re'pertoire.

—

This is but natural ; the intellect or force of a child is

not equal to the proper comprehensionor execution of

music that calls into exercise the highest faculties of

experienced players. It would be presumption to place

Beethoven and Bach, for public exposition, under

the fingers of Master Pape. He is no exceptional

prodigy ; no boy Liszt or Rubinstein ; but simply

does well, what scores of good little boys and girls

have done, and do, quite as well. We should be

sorry to see this promising, although not extraordin-

ary, talent spoiled by extravagant and injudicious

praise. '

At the German (Stadt) Theatre, the last perform-

ance of the season took place on the evening of

.Tune 27th. Tlie opera was that pretty, light one by

Auber, "Le Magon," with Frau Rotter in the role

of Henriette.

Miss Ritchings, having essayed scenes that were

rather beyond her power, from " Norma " and " La
Travinta" has now successfully sung through twelve

weeks of adapted'operas at Niblo's. " La fille du

Regiment " was her last character.

Mad. de Villiers, pianist, gives her last concert

this evening, assisted by Mad. D'Angri, Signor

Sbriglia, and others. Alma.

toigljt's |0urnal of Slwsk.
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Mosic IN THIS Number. — Continuation of Chopin's

Mazurkas.

Church Music.

III.*

The plan suggested in the previous articles for

better music in our churches, does not touch the

case of churches w/th an established liturgy,

where the music, like the prayers, is prescribed

by an authority ; where singing is regarded

chiefly as a ritual duty, and only secondarily as

a free expression of religious feeling. Of course,

therefore, we were not presuming to dictate or

even to recommend to Catholics what might bet-

ter take the place of their sumptuous Masses

Offertories, and the like, which all grow out o

and are in keeping with the imposing pomp and

ceremony of their whole service. Nor is it for

us to exhort those of the English Church to give

* See pages 54 and 78.

up their chants, responses and Te Deums, — mu-
sic, which, if it be rather formal, monotonous as

it regards musical ideas and inspiration, and sel-

dom showing genius, in the sense that we ascribe

this to the masters, the Mozarts, Beethovens, &e.,

who would have found small sphere for thera-

selvas in forms and style so limited and carefully

prescribed, still answers its purpose where it is,

and is one in spirit and in form with the whole

established service of which it forms a part.

Nor have we thought of dictating one way as

the only right way ; one way as suitable to all

eases, to all creeds, all churches. In the divided

and sectarian condition of the Christian world,

the very fact that any given style of music

proved acceptable and edifying enough to become

a custom among worshippers of one denomination,

would be considered ground for shunning it en-

tirely in another. Unfortunately, while Music

in itself is reconciling, universal, tending to unity

in its whole nature and exprps.sion. Church and

creed and dogma are distinctive, antagonistic

and exclusive. So far as simple, sincere wor-

shippers in any church come under the real in-

fluence of music at any time, so far, we doubt

not, they for the time being become broader than

their church, and filled with a religious sentiment

which unites them with all worshippers by what-

soever name, with all that inwardly seek and

know God. Could there be realized so glorious

an idea as that of a universal church, wherein

differences of thought and doctrine, freely tole-

rated, valued even for the many sides which they

hold up of truth too great for any one mind or

one dogmatic system, should be practically har-

monized by unity of spirit, then one might imag-

ine a religious service wherein music should

form the chief element, as being Heaven's own

language for such unitary sentiment, uniting,

blending, where words, trying to define, divide.

In such a universal church alone could the musi-

cal problem be perfectly, ideally solved. But

that, we know, is quite out of the question,

while society is as it is, and Christianity runs

into creeds and exclusive churches. No one

plan can be offered that will be good for all.

Our problem, then, has been limited to the

improvement of the music, such as it happens to

be, in those worshipping assemblies, composing

under various names the great majority in this

country, in which the music, so far as means,

taste and knowledge go, is/ree, prescribed by no

authority more absolute than custom.

This discussion took its starting point from

the prevailing psalmody, which is, with trifling

exceptions, the only music of the New England

congregational churches. Its object has been,

first, to point out wherein this is unworthy and

fails of its purpose, being too limited, too me-

chanical and humdrum in its nature to keep

pace with the musical, the intellectual, the sesthe-

tic, or the spiritual culture of the times ; and

secondly, to inquire what better thing can take

the place of it. And we have suggested that

there is one better thing, at least, which might

take the place of this singing of long hymns to

psalm-tunes, namely the German Choral. The

plan— experiment, if you please — which we
would institute, would make the Choral the

foundation, as the psalm-tune now is, of the

whole musical service. The Choral, sung in uni-

son by the people :— this for the germ ; this for

he simplest, the essential thing ; this for the
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first step ; and then, for further steps in a more

artistic direction, the development given to the

Choral hy Sebastian Bach; the Choral as harmo-

nized hy Bach, or in his style, his spirit, which is

so preeminently true to the noblest, holiest, most

self-forgetting and impersonal sense of music and

ot all high Art.

We suggested two elements to be enployed,

singly or combined, according to means and mu-

sical culture in a congregation. 1. A few grand

old Chorals, known by heart, to be sung, always

to the same words, by the congregation, in uni-

son, letting the organ supply the harmony. 2.

The same Chorals to be sung in harmonized

parts, by a Quartet of voices, or a large choir,

without instrumental accompaniment. (In most

cases, seeing that so few congregations can sing

at all, it would be easier to begin with the Choir

and the harmonized Choral, keeping the impres-

sion of the thing alive, the congregation mean-

while holding meetings for instruction and prac-

tice in choral singing ; until a few tunes could be

safely introduced into the public service). We
furthermore suggested an admirable effect to be

obtained from the alternation of the two methods

in the use of the same Choral : namely, by let-

ting the people sing it once in unison, with organ,

and then having it repeated by the Quartet or

Cho-r of voices, in parts, unaccompanied ;
— the

effect being as if the earthly strain were caught

up and transfigured by angelic voices.

3. And now a third element is involved in all

this, which we have specially to consider: — the

use of the Organ. A most important element,

not only for the direct influence which may vi-

brate in its wondrous harmonies, nor for the

support which it may lend to voices ; but for an

educational reason, in view of leading the musi-

cal sensibilities and faculties of a congregation

into a right direction. We know how essential

to any movement is the presence of some one

leading mind, some one in whom the life and soul

ot the movement is incarnated, and who by ex-

ample, precept, practical direction, and by a

certain indescribable magnetic influence, inspires

all the rest with it. In the music of the church

it is sometimes possible to find this in the person

of an organist. The true organist must be a

sound musician, if nobody else is ; not a super-

ficial virtuoso ; not a mere skilful executant ; not

a shower-off of " the stops," or one possessing a

pretty trick of idle finger fantasy, weaving in

scraps of operas and sentimental songs (called

"improvisation"); not one who has merely learned

to play a voluntary and a psalm-tune, and to bun-

gle blindly and irrelevantly through some sort of

" symphony" or "interlude " between the verses;

but a musician, trained in the true Organ school,

at home in the mysteries of polyphonic harmony,

with the spirit of the Fugue and of old Bach in

him ; who knows how to keep up the logical de-

velopment of a theme, with a religious, earnest

loyalty to unity in all his free excursions into

variety, subordinating mere effect to high ulterior

purpose. A musician is one, who understands

the musical treatment of a musical subject,

("which of course implies that he feels the music

in the subject). Creative genius such an organ-

ist may not have in any high sense. But he must
have the sympathetic or appreciative genius,

which is a much more common gift to mortals.

—

And with it he must have sound musical acquire-

ment
; he must be thoroughly grounded in the

contrapuntal art, and in the works of the great

masters who had genius
; Jis must possess a cer-

tain mastery as their interpreter. Thus qualified,

he can take control of a choir ; lead them along

wisely in a true direction, albeit by short steps

and from the humblest beginnings, while out of

the resources of his science and his instrument

he will know how to suply in a great measure the

short-comings of the singers ; supply rich contra-

puntal harmony, out of the forest of resounding

pipes which answer to the pressure of his hands

and feet, to clothe their naked melody ; supply

interlude arid prelude, and build harmonious

bridges between fragmentary and awkwardly

related parts ; supply right musical suggestion

and religious atmosphere and background to all

minds, as they come in to leave the cares and

vanities of the world behind them, by means of

some grand or profoumlly tender Fugue, or other

piece ("voluntary") of real organ music, where-

in all that is individual and finite perpetually at-

tests its relation to the Infinite.

Such a man, to qualify himself simply for his

duties as organist, must have that well-grounded

knowledge of music, that interior acquaintance

with the laws of vital structure and develop-

ment in musical form, and that amount of read-

ing in the works of the best composei's, that will

also qualify him to train a choir or congregation,

and to direct in all pertaining to a true musical

service. We will specify his various functions

more particularly in another article.

Farmington, Conn. — We have received again

the programmes of the two summer concerts annu-

ally given, now for seven years, at Miss S. Porter's

Young Ladies' School, under the direction of the

earnest teacher, whom it is their rare good fortune to

have, iVTr. Carl Klauser, who believes in classical

mnsic sincerely enough to think it the best thing to

put before his pupils, letting them hear, at least, as

much of it as is possible. And therein he is right.

In the first instance, knowing how small the audi-

ence for such music even in the most musical cities,

it might have seemed rather a fanciful experiment to

treat a room full of school girls to a wliole evening

of Souatas, violin Quartets, &c., of Schumanu,

Schubert, Beethoven, and nothing else. But here it

has been successfully repeated now for seven years,

with such intervening preparation as the presence of

such a teacher would naturally ensure ; and we un-

derstand that a sincere admiration for the music has

actually been created among the unsophisticated

girls. The highest kind of music, to be enjoyed, has

only to be heard often, and well rendered. Probably

with the unfamiliar listener, the charm of the good

playing will be the first to operate, and this will

gradually win one to a perception of the beauty of

the music in itself. It has therefore been IWr.

Klauser's policy, to induce an annual visit to his

school of a party of the most accomplished classical

artists from New York, and elsewhere. The Quar-

tet party of Messrs. Mason, Thomas, &c., were the

welcome and inspiring visitors this present midsum-

mer ; and here are the programmes of the two

feasts they gave to the young ladies :

(June 19.)

1. Trio in E flat, major. Opus 100 Sohuliert

1. Allegro. 3. Scherzando-Allejro moderate.
2. Andante con moto. 3. Allegro moderato.

Messrs. Mason, Thomas and Bergner.
2. Sonata in A minor. Opus 105 Schumann

For Piano-Forte and Violin, in three movements.
William Mason aed Theodore Thomas.

3. Quartet, in E flat mnjor. Opus 74 Beethoven
1 Poco adagio, Allegro. 3. Pre.sto.

2. Adngio. 4. Allegretto con variazioni

Messrs. Thomas, Moseothal. Matzka and Berguer.
(June 20).

1. Quartet in C major No. 6 Mozart
1. Adagio, allegro. 3 Minuetto.
2. Andante cantahile. 4. Allegro molto.

Messrs. Thomas, Mosenthal, Matzka and Bergner.

2. Trio, in D major. Op. 70. No. 1 Beethoven
1. Allegro, vivace e con brio. 3. Presto.
2. Largo, assai ed espressivo

Messrs. Mason, Thomas and Bargoer.
3. Quintet, in E flat major. Op. 44 Schumann

1. Allegro brilliant. 3. Scherzo.
2. In modo d'una Marcia. 4. Allegro ma non troppo.

Messrs. Mason, Thomas, Mosenthal, Matzka and Bergner.

Projienadb Concerts. — The Orchestral
Union announce a series of concertB of brilliant and

popular music, to be given every Saturday evening,

in the Boston Music Hall, commencing July 12.

The concerts will include Orchestrrvl, Reed and

Brass Band performances, on as complete a scale as
the resources of Boston will permit; and Carl
Zerrahn will he the conductor.

Are we to have no music on the Common these

summer afternoons or evenings ? If we had only a

grand Park now for the people! If Corey's Hill

could become the property of the City and be thrown
open, with its glorious view, its fine air, and its leafy
walks, to the whole hot and weary population of the
town ! Then music in the open air mighi become
self-supporting, as they say it is now in the Cential
Park in New York, where it is actually paid for by
the custom which it brings to the railroads in convey-
ing people out and in.

london.

London is the great focus of musical activity at

this time of the year. Doubly so this time, on

account of the International E.xliibition. The report

for the last week in May, for instance, offers no end

of concerts, operas and oratorios. There was Mme.
Goldschmidt-Lind's second Oratorio performance.

The Creation, (we have already mentioned the first

and third. The Messiah and Elijah), -with ^{msHeeres

and Belletti for assistants. There was the Bach
SociETT, with the great Passions-mnsik ; and the

New Philhar3ionic concert ; and rehearsals at the

Crystal Palace for the approaching Handel Festival.

Then there was Mrs. John Macfarren's annual

Matinfe, who had Joachim, the greatest violinist,

Piatti, the greatest 'cellist, to assist in the classical

chamber music, besides Lazarus, Walter Macfarren,

and Mme. Gnerrabolla and Mr. Santley for singers
;

and Mr. Aptommas's third Harp Recital ; and

Mme. Pczzi's concert, wfth hosts of Italian, Ger-

man, French and English singers ;—and the Voc.4l

AssociATTON, (in aid of the nnemploved operatives

of Lancashire), with Trebelli and Marie Crnvelli,

and many more singers and instrumentalists, Bene-

dict conducting ;—and Miss Fannt Coreield's

Matinee of Classical Piano-forte Music, assisted by
Molique and others in Sonatas of Beethoven and
Clementi, a Trio hv her master, Bennett, Mendels-
sohn's Variations Concertantes in D, and things by
Heller, Weber, Hummel, &c. ;—and Mr. G. A. Os-
borne's first of three Matinees of classical and
modern piano music, (Beethoven, Mendelssohn,
Chopin, Thalberg, Osborne and De Beriot, &.,) ;

—

and Mme. Louisa Vinnins's Concert, who sang
from //' Etoile du Nord, and from Riffolelio with Sant-

ley ; and who also sang, or had sung by others,

divers ballads, and had all this balanced by Mendels-
sohn's D minor Trio, a young Miss Jane Jackson
taking the piano part with credit.—And there was
Signer and Madame Ferrari's Soire'e Musicale,

chiefly composed of vocal morceaux by Henry Smart,

Bennett, Hatton, &c., and piano playing by two
young English graduates from Leipzig, Miss Schiller

and Mr. Jolm Francis Barnett.—There was the first

of a series of day concerts by the Piano-Forte
Association, composed of Messrs. Baumer, Carro-

dus, Baetens, and Pettit (piano, violin, viola, 'cello),

who played a Beethoven Quartet, a Weber Quartet,

Mendelssohn's Andante and Hondo, &c. ;—and Miss
Catharine Thomson's concert, chiefly consisting

of Bennett's May Queen ;
—and so on to the end of

the chapter.

As for the two Opera houses, we read of the great

success, at Her Majesty's, of Trebelli in Jl Barhiere,

and of Verdi's rejected International Exhibition

Cantata, given on the same evening, Aniiti conduct-

ing. Then Scmiraniide, with the sisters Marcliisio,

Gassier and Cosselli, and the Verdi Cantata repeated.

Then the Huguenots, with a new Raout in place of
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Giuglini, Sig. Armandi, who only rose to "earnest

mediocrity ;
" Trebelli for the page, Titiens for Val-

entine, and Mile. Louise Michal,—a debutante, " a

voluble and brilliant executant"—for Margaret of

Valois. Then the everlasting Trovatore, with Sant-

ley for the barifoue.

At the Royal Italian Opera (Covcnt Garden), the

BarUerc and SonnamhuJa again ; then Martha, with

Mario, who seems to have taken " a new lease of

youth and vigor," Mme. Penco, Mme. Didie'e, &c

Then Von Giovanni, for the third time this sea-

son.

We copy fuller notices of two of the more notable

performances.

Bach Societt.—All accounts indicate that the

great Passion-Musik (according to St. Matthew),

under Sterndale Bennett's direction, was a remarka-

ble success. The Musical World says of it

:

The dreamy melody of the opening double chorus,
with the interjected quavers from the .second choir,

and the strangely-beautiful chorale for trebles only
(sung by boy voices), were remarkable for the ex-
treme correctness of the singing, and even more so

for fluent delivery and perfect phrasing, which are,

indeed, only too rare in choral performances. The
narrational recitative which follows, introduces the

story with the words, " When Jesus had finished all

these sayings." Then follows a choral, "0 blessed

Jesus, what is thy transgression ?" — a passage for

beauty of melody and contrapuntal harmony second
to none of the numerous chorals in the work. After
anotlier narrative passage, a short chorus of wonder-
ful impetuosity and force, " Not on the feast-day,

lest there be an uproar among the people," ends that

part of the history. Then follows a recitative,

"Now when Jesus was in Bethany," and the story of
the Magdalen, with a chorus somewhat similar to

the last in vigor of manner, " To what purpose is

this waste V Then comes the first aria, " Grief for

sin," preceded by an introductory passage, " Thou
hles.sed Saviour." These two pieces were sung by
Mad. Sainton with such wonderful ease and grace,

that the extreme difficulty of the music was lost sight
of, and there only remained to admire the chaste and
dignified manner, and the beauty of expression which

. never fails this true artist. The ohbligati parts to

this song are a study in themselves. After three
short recitatives comes the chorale, " My sin it was
which bound thee," the air of which is identical with
that of many others subsequently occurring ; but
the harmonic treatment, or the kev, is .so varied in

each as to produce a new effect. Then comes a re-

citative and air for soprano, " Jesus, Saviour, I am
thine," which for grace and beauty rivals the tenor
air that follows it. For what M.'Fetis so well de-
scribes as " rhythmic melody," the soprano song is,

perhaps, tlie more remarkable. Miss Banks was
the singer, and although since her first appearance
some years ago, she has never failed to sing any
music she has undertaken with unimpeachable cor-

rectness and artist-like intelligence, she has never
had an opportunity of showing the height to which
she could rise till iast Saturday. To deliver such a
song with unfitltering tune, and to phrase its long
passages with ease, is the work of a mistress of the
mechanical part of the vocal art ; to imbue it with
the spirit and life that animated Bach himself when
he wrote it, is a triumph such as is reserved for those
who have great natural gifts, and who bring labori-

ous perseverance and study in aid of them. The ap-
plause which followed the song showed the feeling
the singer created ; a more hearty and spontaneous
evidence of appreciation was never heard. Three
more recitatives, with another version of the chorale
above mentioned, to the words " O Lord, thy love's
unbounded," bring us to the tenor solo with chorus,
"With Jesus I will watch and pray," a song varied
in character with ohoi obblirjati and blended with the
chorus with all Bach's felicitous skill. The florid

parts of this song are original even to being beyond
limitation, and the sense of subdued strength im-
parted to the passage " He endureth my griefs," is

most impressive. The singing of Mr. Sims Reeves
in this song was superlatively great. The bright-
ness and power of his upper tones are almost indis-

pensable to such a piece ; and the vigorous declama-
tory manner which distinguishes him from all other
tenor singers, found noble opportunities in the reci-

tatives (of the Evangelist) throughout the work. A
chorale, " Father let thy will be done," and the
two short narrative passages are followed by a duet
for soprano and contralto (the former part being sung
with great care by Miss Martin), accompanied by a
chorus of interjeetional phrases of great power,

leading to a chorus "Have lightnings and thunders,"
which, as a marvellous combination of simplicity and
power, is equalled only by that great number of Israel

in Eaypt, "He gave them hailstones for rain." An-
other chorus, " O man, thy heavy sin lament," ends
the first part of the oratorio, which is remarkable for

the variety of choral effects produced during its pro-

gress, and the skill with which phrases dissimilar in

manner are connected together.
The second part is introduced by an air for con-

tralto with chorus, "Alas, now is my Saviour gone ?"

This may, perhaps, be more convincingly quoted as

proof of the tenderness of Bach's melodic genius
than any other air in the work. Mad. Sainton de-

livered the phrases of this exquisite piece in her own
style. Such music must have been written in the

hope that such a singer would some day ari.se to do
it justice. The scene before Pilate is then described

in several recitatives. Mr. Sims Reeves, in " Then
did they spit in his face; prodnced a tremendous effect

by his emphasis and force; and at the words "He went
out and wept bitterly," the pathetic expression im-
parted to the chromatic passage was listened to in

solemn silence, until the last note died away, when
the applause burst forth from all parts of the hall.

—

The chorale, " O Lord, who dares to smite Thee V
was redemanded and repeated ; and it could not
have been otherwise. Mr. Weiss created a profound
impression by his very admirable delivery of "Have
mercy on me, Lord." The recitatives which fol-

low describe the appeal to the people as to the re-

lease of a malefactor, answered by the shout of the

choir, "Barabbas I" which was the only very faulty

piece of singing of the evening.

The following number is the other great soprano
air, " From mercy will my Saviour perish," a grand
specimen of Bach's genuis. Let any one who is

accustomed to consider Bach a mere chord-compiler,

c'impare this song with some of more modern origin,

and observe how thoroughly the Saxon master was
acquainted with the most delicate capabilities of the

human voice. It was sung by Miss Banks, in a man-
ner and with an effect no way inferior to her former
display. The short chorus "Let Him be crucified,"

which follows one of the recitatives, is then reiterated

with increased emphasis in a key a tone higher. Here
the Evangelist's account of the Crucifixion is strictly

followed, interrupted only by another version of the

chorale above-mentioned to the words "0 Thou, whose
head was wounded." A recitative accompanied, "O
Golgotha," with air, " See the Saviour's outstretched

arm," for contralto voice, is truly sacred music, in

which the science of the musician serves to express

devotional feelings of the greatest intensity. The
singing of the two pieces by Mad. Sainton rendered
Bach's admirers still more indebted to her. Another
chorale and a recitative brings us to a beautiful air

for bass voice. " 'Twas in the cool of eventide,"

which Mr. Wallworth sang with due appreciation of

its excellence. Then the narration ends at the tomb,
and a recitative and chorus, " Now doth the Lord in

peace recline," introduces the finale, " In tears of

grief," a chorus of unapproachable melody and deep
imnressiveness.

The oboe of Mr. Lavigne, the flutes of Messrs.

Rockstro and Card, and the violin of Mr. H. C.

Cooper did great service in the obbligato purtn. Mr.
E. J. Hopkins was at the organ, and Mr. Lindsay
Sloper at the pianoforte, the latter instrument being

introduced occasionally with excellent effect.

New Philharmonic Concerts. — The pro-

gramme of the fourth concert, given on Wednesday,
if not marked by any special novelty, which Dr.

Wylde has taught us to look for in his selections, was
marked by special excellence.

Part I.

Overture (Fingal'g Cave) MendelpBohn
Concertant€ Duet, iu A major, for two violins and

Orchestra Spohr
Duo, " Quis est homo." Rossini

Duo, " Serbami ORnor "(Semiramide) Rosaiiii

Symphony, in C minor Beethoven

Part II.

Concerto, in G minor, for Pianoforte and Orchestra.
Mendelssohn

Grand Duo. " Di quai soave lagrime " (Saffo) Pacini

Overture (Der FreischUt) Weber
Conductor: Dr. Wylde.

Herr Jaell played Mendelsshon's Concerto very

finely, and was received with thunders of applause.

Such applause, indeed, would have warranted him in

repeating the last movement, instead of returning to

the platform and making his salaam. The Messrs.

Holmes, if not solo performers of the first rank, play

together with extraordinary precision and neatness,

and are always listened to with interest. In so long

a piece, however, as that of Spohr's Concertante

Duet, so much double playing is apt to become
monotonous, notwithstanding all the art of the com-
poser, and the performance was found too long.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OP THE

3-.-A.TEST IvI-CrSIC
Fublisheil br Oliver Ditson & Co.

Vocal, with Fiano Accompaniment.

A sigh for home. C. A. Samuels. 25

A charming little parlor song. The melody is grace-

ful and flowing, and the words well wedded.

Magdalena, cease thy weeping. 25

The words of this song are ascribed to Peter the

venerable, 1092. The music is of devotional character

and, sung with soul and expression, must produce

great emotion in the listener.

Down in the fields. Ballad. B. Eilcmeir. 25

A very pleasing composition, and likely to plea.se.

The melody is sweet, and the words unexceptionable.

Sweetheart. A Bird's Song. M. W. Balfe. 25

One of the prettiest, sweetest little songs. The
" London Musical World," which paper does not give

music but perhaps once a year, has lately given it to

subscribers as a choice and rare delicacy, which fact is

in itself sufficient recommendation.

Lassie, are you waking. Geo. Linley. 25

Dearer still. 25

Mine. " 25

I don't forget. " 25

New songs by this highly esteemed poet and compo-

ser, published simultaneously here and in England.

Instrumental Music .

Dainty maiden. Piano piece. J. S. Wright, 25

A composition for Piano, suited to players of moder-

ate ability. The composer is one of our most consci-

entious and earnest teachers, and has shown in this

little work that the true material is in him.

La Coquette. Schottische de Salon. Oscar Weil. 25

L' Amitie. " 25

Two pieces of Dance music by a young composer,

who gives promise of great excellence. For popular

use they should be simpler, but for good players they

are just the thing. Mr. Weil is a New Yorker by birth,

and evincing a thirst for musical knowledge, spent two

or three years in Germany. That he has not labored

in Tain his works prove. We learn that he has settled

in Hartford.

Books.

Akion : a collection of four-part songs for male

voices, in separate vocal parts, with score. 5

Vols, bound in cloth. $3,00

The want of a good collection of four-part songs for

men's voices has long been felt, and has been amply

supplied in this work. Many of the finest gems that

have hitb«>rto remained untranslated and therefore

known only to the German societies, are now produc-

ed for the benefit of the many quartette clubs that

exist in this country, who will be glad to add so

many good things to their stock. Oare has been

taken to give a large variety from grave to gay, and

to include nothing that is not really good. It is

published in a most convenient form with each part

separate, and a score for the use of the leader in re-

hearsal. The style in which it is published, the ex-

cellence of the music, and the low price all combine

to render it most worthy of the attention of all ama-

teur quartette clubs.

Mdsic bv Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Among the Gipsies.

[Trausljitcd from Fuanz Liszt's bonk " Des Eobemiens et de

leur Musique en Hongrie," by Fanny Malone Raymond.]

On our first return to Iliinjiary, we wished to

revive our youthful recollections, and to see the

Gipsy hordes once more, in the woods and fields,

in the picturesque joe/e-OTe/e of their marches and

halts, with all the contrast presented by the re-

union of ages, passions, and varied moods, with-

out any mask or conventional badge, rather than

in the narrow walls of a room crushed by other

rooms, of a house smothered in other houses, in

the narrow and mephitic streets of cities, the

dust of which they shake from their feet, more
pleasantly wounded by the thorny brushwood and

furze of arid heaths, than by the pavements of

our inhospitable towns. We mingled with them,

to sleep under the stars like them, to play with

their children, to make presents to their

young girls, to harangue their dukes and chiefs,

to listen to them, playing for their own audience,

by the light of their own fires, of which chance

decides the hearth, and to deny, on our return,

the so-called brutality of which they are accused.

Reclined on their hunda (pelisses of sheep-

skin), with which they heap up a couch of honor,

the pedestal of which was composed of flowers

scarcely separated from their roots and still pre-

serving their odorifeious breath, before a colon-

nade of lofty ash-trees, whose slender arms ap-

peared to sustain the blue satin of the sky, ex-

tended like a vast pavilion, and ornamented by
drapery of clouds, vaporous as muslin ; our feet

resting on moss enlivened by bright flowers, re-

calling those Mexican carpets which are pressed

by beings, tissues covered with the plumage of

humming birds, changing, golden brown, flaming

as soft jewels, we passed hours in listening to the

best orchestras among the Bohemians, playing

with indescribable animation drawn from the

beauty of the day, brandy in plentiful circulation,

and the dances of their women, who accompani-

ed their tamborines with low cries and varied

gestures. In the intervals of repose, we heard
the grinding noi.se of the badly greased axles of

their wooden chariots, which had been drawn
aside to leave more space for the danseuses, the
" hurras I" of the urchins, in their ovfn language,
and which the musicians courteously translated

into " Ehjen Liszt Ferencz !" interjections of sur-

prise at the sight of a meal that ofiers succulent
meat and aromatic honey

; the explosive cracking
of nuts which the children broke, with savao-e

laughs, frenzied capers and summersets, and hor-

rible turbulence. Real battles took place around
several bags of peas ; and old furies, with torn

hair, blood-shot eyes, lean necks, toothless jaws,
high foreheads, open nostrils, and hands tremblin"
like leaves that cannot resist a strong current of
air, danced dishevelled saraband, about these

presents, which ofiered such inducements to their

greediness. The men, after examining some
horses intended for them, showed their dazzling

white teeth, cracked the joints of their fingers

like castanets, threw their caps in the air,

marched about peacock fashion, and then recom-

menced with fiery enthusiasm the rhythms of

their Frischkas, (Gipsy Allegros, dance move-

ments), which soon increased to a frenzy of de-

lirium, and seemed at last to reproduce that dizzy,

convulsive vertigo, which is the culminating point

of the dervises' ecstasy.

We tried to set the old men of the horde

talking ; we asked them to give us some romantic

episode from their own experience. Their chron-

icles do not extend beyond the contemporary

generation ; and they need to be assisted in re-

calling the current of events, in order to unite

them. Question by question, every detail must

be drawn from them, to form a whole; but when

they have succeeded in arranging the thread of an

adventure, they experience an excessive joy, and

appear to regain, in all their first intensity, emo-

tions long buried under subsequent impressions.

The less they know of this species of pleasure,

the more vivacitj' they display in regaining

the diapason of their former feelings ; and as their

stow proceeds, they depict the scenes which are

evoked, with a bizarre poetry, and imagery that

grows more and more oriental. In general, they

limit themselves to the recital of things which

they have seen. As the events which pass among

them are only the manifestation of accidental

passions, and not the union of those which are

born ot persevering design and continued effort,

and as these passions are violent, without rules,

constraint, or necessity of disguise, their dramas

proceed and are developed in a short time. Their

originality consists in the form with which, by a

momentary impulse, the hero of the story is in-

vested ; this is moi'e or less energetic, fantastic,

or melancholy, and nearly always accompanied

by unforeseen details. The slow gradation of

events, those changes, essential, although almost

imperceptible, which succeed each other like the

layers of a geological formation, those apparent-

ly insignificant incidents and accidents which we
consider it our duty to look on in cold blood, but

which are the seeds of events, and slowly swell

to feelings whose explosions create revolutions in

our destiny—do not exist among them, on account

of the extreme simplicity of their mutual rela-

tions. Too voluntary, too near cynicism for pa-

tience or perseverance, they promptly attain the

object of their desires, or as promptly revenge

themselves for all resistance, unless, as sometimes

happens, one among them, like a wounded ani-

mal, carries, without tearing away, the weapon

that smites him ; in such a case, he goes, to hide

his wounds from his own tribe, and attaches him-

self to another ; this is occasionally seen after a

quarrel, an act of violence, or some jealousy of

love.

It is difficult to obtain from them anj'thing

more than fragments of stories, anecdotes, attri-

buted sometimes to one, sometimes to another.

—

It would be almost impossible to write the biog-

raphy of any one of them. Their memory can

only cling to some culminating point, to some

striking moment, which still awakens a vibrating

emotion within them, and near which and round

which they float, like flakes of wool that hang on

the thorns of the bushes. Rarely can we obtain

from the individual himself, the recital of an

event in which he has played the principal part

;

but in spite of the deceit, which the necessity of

procuring a poor subsidy by means of a thousand

subterfuges has taught them, we can discover

among a few a highly poetical feeling of the

scenes that have passed under their own eyes
;

but on the subject of their own feelings and pas-

sions, they preserve a haughty and timid silence,

which might be called manly shame ; when they

speak of their companions, they reveal nothing,

save of the dead, or of those who have abandon-

ed them ; and they seem to think that a word, a

movement of the head, an allusion, an interrupt-

ed apostrophe, a few exclamations without appar-

ent connection, suffice to explain everything.

—

And indeed they harmonize, they can be thread-

ed together, like peai-ls of the same color.

We returned to Hungary a second time—to

the same downs, the same county of CEdenburg,

whose plains formed our first horizons ; smooth,

calm landscapes, pale and gray lights framed in

straight lines, without notch or division, like

the ocean horizons ; on looking at them, we imag-

ine that we see the diminishing outlines of the

rounded globe. We had not forgotten our old

friends, and they, too, remembered us ; for, on

leaving the simple, humble church, where once

we bent our childish knees with so much fervor,

at the conclusion of high mass, sung, and sung in

good earnest, by the entire congregation, in hon-

or of the same child, of whom the wise women
of the village had predicted, when he left them,

that he would one day return in a carriage with

glass ivindoios, we were received with open arms

by a crowd of Bohemians, more noisy and demon-

strative than ever. Our old schoolmaster was no

stranger to this surprise, as he told us at the end

of his fine harangue, the manuscript of which

he handed to us, and in which we discovered, to

our mutual hilarity and satisfaction, that hereaf-

ter, in point of orthography, the scholar might

assist his magister. We learned from him that

we were expected in our native village, and that

a troupe of the most celebrated Bohemian musi-

cians wished to do us honor there. Their orches-

tra was soon established in a neighboring oak

wood. Some inverted barrels, covered with plank,

formed a table, and around it they arranged

Roman couches ! with heaps of ha)' ; and one in

particular, composed of aromatic thyme, fringed

fern, oats with ears like a fools' cap,violet-colored

butterfly-shaped flowers with twisted tendrils

flax in elegant half-mourning, wild pale mallow

corn-flowers of a vivid cobalt blue, Indian corn,

cruciferous flowers with blood-red stems, rosy

clover, white tufts, purple corollas, roseate plumes,

and golden bells,—all formed a pastoral throne,

whose herbs, buds and grasses were worthy the
pressure of a Titania. Some branches of that
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snlinaoeous plant, with larsre leaves like shiel(3s or

Chinese umbrellas, anrl which, in the mirldle ages,

was supposed to be an antidote for the plague,

were arranged in an immense fan shape, to give

shade to the rustic feast. The noise of swarms

of bees, attracted by the smell of the recent hay

harvest, and whose scattered hives were hidden

in the old trunks of surrounding trees, the hura-

ming ot grasshoppers and crickets in the neigh-

boring wheat and rye fields, the low contralto

murmur of hornets and wasps, the rustling flight

of the dragon fly, whose wings whirred like a

tafieta robe, the cry of the quail, the tremulous

flight of frightened sparrows, the soft ripple of an

adjacent rivulet, the sharp croak of young frogs,

leaping about like living emeralds, the monoto-

nous lament of small insects, driven by the mow-

ers from the grass that had sheltered them like a

forest, made up, in symphonic harmony, an

ethereal music, whose smorzando Berlioz had

doubtless listened to, before he wrote his " Danse

des Sylphes."

Night came before fatigue. To illumine the

obscurity, they lighted, round our clearing, a

dozen pitch barrels ; the flames mounted up, as

straight as cylinders of red iron ; no wind en-

livened the air, heavy with the heat of the day,

and with the odors shed, like invisible blood, by

every herb that had been cut down that morning.

These torches were symmetrical!}- arranged, and,

looking at them through half-opened eye-lids,

they resembled twelve pillars of fire, supporting

the vault of a temple; the smoke, undulating in

the air, like tapestry shaken by the wind, cover-

ed and discovered archipelagoes of stars.

—

Shadows surrounded this aerial edifice, and en-

circled us with their walls, while knotted trunks,

and singularly twisted branches, stood out from

the darkness like half seen sculpture. Children ca-

pered about like monstrous gnomes, stripping the

bushes of leaves ; the more the scene gained in fan-

tastic aspects, in vague and incoherent seemings,

the more striking was the influence of the women,

who started from some dark corner, their eyes

glowing like coals, their smile of an enigmati-

cal expression, their hands .stretched forth with

e.xperienced address and avidity, to tell us our

" good fortune ;"—on that evening, the epithet

"good" was not out of place.

The next day, the men of the band would not

hear us speak of an immediate separation, and

insisted on accompanying us to the next village,

some on horseback, some running. Several

mounted long and narrow carts, each of which

contained about twenty persons, standing between

two planks. A heavy rain had succeeded to the

heat of the preceding day, and to a storm in the

night. The Bohemian escort began to move
;

they were all alert, puffing with pleasure and

impatience, and rejoicing in the rushing rain
;

they paraded in their pelisses with the skin turn-

ed outside, which gave them the grotesque air of

a troop of bears seated on maddened hacks,—for

they used their spurs so vigorously that their

horses leaped about like carps. The drivers led the

wagons with the bridle down, the iron shoes rang

loudly, whips cracked, horses neighed, the colts

rushed wildly after their mothers, the wheels

struck against immense stones that caused the

cars to stagger like a drunken man, and cries

and shouts of laughter grew louder and louder,

embracing a gamut whose gigantic octave includ-

ed all our acoustic perceptions. It seemed as if

nothing could restrain the gaiety of this race ;

but the refreshing influence of the atmosphere

permitted us to arrive without any other episode

than festal shrieks and shouts, howled along the

route as a sign of good will ; and profane bene-

dictions, enough to frighten and banish every

beast and bird about us. We reached, after

galloping almost continually, an inn at a little

distance, which was to be the halt of farewell,

and where we were to receive a final serenade.

We had scarcely got under the shelter of an im-

mense shed, where they affected to think that it

did not rain any more, than the equestrian troupe

began to regale our ears. The symphony com-

menced con e.tirn poeticn; but the wine that cir

culated, and the brandy that had circulated since

the preceding day, soon caused a rinforzando con

rabhia. The thunder rolled in the distance like

a ground bass ; the frame work of the roof being

very high, and the walls thin and of broken wood,

there was so much echo, that the sound acquired

a double vigor, and each tone struck against the

other in chaotic confusion
;
passionate passages,

feats of strength, cadences, flourishes, continued

to succeed each other, nevertheless, and rolled

pele mele into a most formidable iuUi. This musi-

cal roar, which grew louder, was furrowed with

tones of greater and greater disorder ; at length,

during the tempestous finale, it seemed as if

every sound and tone rolled together en wasse,

like the peaks of mountains that crumble into a

sheet of sand, mingled with rocks and stones,

amid a tremendous noise. Indeed, it was impos-

sible to tell whether or not the whole edifice was

falling on our heads, so deafening was the instru-

mentation of this concerto, which would certainly

have incurred the anathemas of the conserva-

tories, and which even we found a trifle daring !

Costa.

(From the Boston Muskal Times.)

The rejection- of Verdi's Cantata at the sirand

London exhibition has given rise to several sug-

gestions of professional envy. M. Costa is said

to have had considerable to do with the matter,

and this has brought forth a Img article in the

Paris Monkeur, in which Costa is portrayed in

strong characters. We extract some passages.

" Costa is well preserved. Nobody has ever found
out bow old he is. He has all his hair, and nearly

all his teeth, an intelligent face, open and cheerful,

though he uses a frown now and then, to give him-
self an air of importance and command. He has a

clear complexion, which shows the almost effaced

marks of small pox. He has a house to himself in

one of the most aristocratic quarters, numerous ser-

vants, and nicely kept carriages, which make a sen-

sation in Hyde Park, where fine equipages and
elegant horses always make their mark. He is

always dressed in the latest style ; his vests are cor-

rect, his cravats of a dnzzling; whiteness, his collars

without a wrinkle. When he seats himself in the

orchestra he takes his ebony baton with a sort of

disdainful, disgusted expression, as if he feared to

soil his gloves.
" He is absolute, wilful, obstinate, whimsical,

ftrumblin*; and fantastic. They have nicknamed him
Costa, the tyrant of Padua. But he is really a pleas-

ant man, facetious at times, a lover of good dinners,

good wine, good jokes, laughing heartily among his

intimates. He generally speaks very loud, as if he
was deaf, or was talking to deaf people. Singers

tremble before him; musicians adcrihim, for they

are his praetorians, an army always ready to defend

him. He has been nt the head of the same orchestra

for thirty years, and has chosen, called and formed
his men. The least important of his musicians gets

twenty dollars a week ; some leading ones receive as

high ns a hundred .-^nd fifty dollars a month.
" You would vex him very much to noise it round

that he was born in La Cei-ra, a little village near
Naples, He has been a naturalized Englishman for

a long time ; he speaks English, dresses English,

eats rare roast beef and boiled vegetables, which he
seasons highly with red pepper. He has lately omit-

ted the title of Signer before his name on the pla-

cards, that people should not think he ivas an Italian.

His merit as an orchestral director is incontestible.

He understands harmony and counterpoint, accom-
panies vocalists very well, readily transposing at

sight, and conducts great vocal and instrumental

masses admirably. How did he reach this position ?

The story is greatly to his credit. Some thirty years

ago the director of the Naples Conservatoire, a man
of gre.'t learning and exemplary piety, was asked to

go and direct one of his oratorios at Liverpool or

Manchester, I don't romeniber which. Ho excused
himself on account of his age, his duties, and the

fitigues of the voyage, and sent a pupil in his place.

This pupil was Costa. He went to London with

very limited means, not knowing a word of Knglish
;

he was timid, awkward, blushing to the whites of his

eyes, and bowing very low to the powdered lackics

who stared at him insolently over their gold-headed
canes.

" He conducted his teacher's work very well, and
succeeded both with the artists and the public. In a

short time he made a position, gave lessons, intro-

duced himself into society, made friends, and was
aiipointed conductor of the orchestr.i at Her Majes-

ty's theatre, about 1830. He has been at tlie same
time director of the Philharmonic Society, the

Sncred Harmonic Society and Private Band of the

Court ; all of these bringing him in large salaries.

After quarrelling with M. Lumley, who was not a

man to bear his caprices and encroachments, he went
over to the rival theatre, Covent Garden, carrying

with him the whole orchestra, and part of tlie troupe.

Two strong partnerships, the first founders, and

i\Iessrs. Weber and Pelaficld, ruined themselves in

this enterprise, which Mr. Gye has upheld with

much exertion. But Costa has always received his

salary of S7000 for the four months which constitute

the musical season. No concert of importance is

given at court or in the city for which Costa does not

arrange the programme, each of which brings hitn

twenty 'guineas. Finally, to round off his income,

one of his pupils, who sang nut of tune, but thought

herself a JIalibran, bequeathed him .£60,000.
" This happy life has, however, its grief, a vivid

one, which m.iterially affects the happiness. Costa

has twice written for the theatre, and has twice met
with a failure. Thence comes the contempt he affects

for the Italian school, and particularly for Donizetti

ard Verdi. He advances against them Beethoven,

Mozart, Weber, Rossini, not daring to advance Costa,

the unfortunate author of Don Carlos and Malek-

Adel.
" You now understand why Verdi's piece was not

performed at the Grand Exhibition, nor at Covent
Garden, and why M. Sainton, a French violinist of

great merit, directed M. Bennett's lyric ode."

Translated for this Journal,

Franz Schubert.

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

From the German of Dr. HEiNRica von Keeissle.

(Continued from page 106.)

Next in the list of Schubert's Operas come

the following

:

4. " Der vierjcdirige Posten," operetta in one

act, by Korner, ffinished May 13, 1815.^ The
action is as follows : Duval had come with a

hostile regiment into a German border town, and

had been stationed as sentry on a neighboring

hill. When the regiment marched further on,

they forgot to relieve him. Tired of standing

guard so long, he goes down in the evening into

the village, and here learns that his comrades

have already gone away. He resolves to remain

in the village, becomes acquainted with Kath-'

chen, the daughter of the justice Walther, and

marries her. Chance will have it, that after four

years the same regiment marches through the

village again—and here begins the piece. Duval,

afraid of being brought before a court martial as

a deserter, invents the following stratagem. He
puts on his old uniform and stations himself again

at the post, from which he had not been relieved
;

and when the captain, recognizing bim, orders

the soldiers to arrest him as a deserter, Duval,
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standing on his right of guai-d, threatens to shoot

the first man that comes near him. During this

parley between the captain and the soldier the

general appears, inquires into the whole history

of the case, pardons the four-years sentinel and

grants him an honorable dismission.

Tlie poet's object was (so it it is stated on the

title page^, that this musical farce should be

composed throughout like a Finale. In this way

it has been set to music in Vienna by the late

Steinaclcer, and produced on the stage there.

The piece, written in rhymed verses, contains

nine scenes. Schubert's composition, besides the

somewhat lengthy overture in D, contains eight

numbers ; namely : an introductory chorus of

peasants, men and women, in which Walther,

Katnchen and Duval take part in a Terzet ; a duet

between Kathchen and Duval; a Trio between

Walther and the preceding,fbllowed by a Trio be-

tween Kathchen, Walther and the peasant Veit

;

an Aria by Kathchen ; a chorus of soldiers ; a scene

between Kathchen, the captain and Walther, with

chorus of peasants and soldiers
; and the Finale, a

mi.\ed chorus. It has never been performed.

5. '• Fernando" musical farce in one act,

begun July 3, completed July 9, 1815. (Poet

not named). Schubert composed an introduc-

tion to it (in D minorj, which leads into a recita-

tive and aria of Philip ; this is followed by an

aria of Fernando, a Romanza of Philip, a duet

between the two, an aria of Eleonore, a duet

between Fernando and Eleonore, and the Finale

with chorus ; in all seven pieces of music. This

operetta, too, has never been performed. As
may be read upon the score, Schubert composed

it in si.^ days.

6. " Die Freunde von Salamanca," (The

Friends of Salamanca). Opera in two acts, by

Mayrhofer. CBegun Nov. 18, ended Dec. 31,

1815). This opera was undertaken soon after

the friendship had sprung up between Schubert

and Mayrhofer, and the music was composed in

six weeks. The score, as is the ease with all of

Schubert's operas, is rather comprehensive, and

the first act alone fills 320 (written) pages. It

has never been performed.

7. ^'- Der Tiaudiche Krieg, oder die Verschwor-

nen" (The Domestic War, or the Confederates),

an operetta in one act, by Castelli. [This piece

has been performed for the first time durintr the

past year (1861-2^ in Vienna. Translator.']

CasteUi wrote the text, as he tells us in his pre-

face, on purpose to be set to music. " The great

complaint," he says, " of the German composers

is : We would write operas, if we had librettos.

Here is one, gentlemen ! Only I beg you to

give my words some chance, and not make the

intrigue unintelligible, by preferring mere roul-

ades to characteristic musical expression." This

is the plot.

Count Heribert von LiJdcnstein, banneret, As-

tolf von Reisenberg, Garold von Nummen, Fried-

rich von Transdorf, liegemen of Heribert, and

with them many knights, have gone to the holy

war against the Saracens. Their ladies : Lud-

milla, Helena, Luitgarde, Camilla, and those of

the other knights, lament for their husbands, and

long for their final return. Ludmilla, vexed that

her lord, preferring the call of honor to that of

love, could forsake her for so long a time, sum-

mons the wives of all the other knights to her

castle, and persuades them to meet their hus.

bands on tbeir return to their homes with the

greatest indifTerence and coldness. Udolin, the

Count's page, who has hastened on in advance of

the returning knights, learns through Isella, the

tiring maid of the Countess, and his sweetheart'

of this conspiracy, and attends the session of the

ladies in woman's clothes. Ludmilla's proposition

is unanimously carried. The knights arrive in

the castle. Udolin betrays the plot to his mas-

ter. The resolution of the knights is quickly

taken ; they will fight stratagem with its own

weapons, and meet the indifTerent seeming ladies

with still greater coldness.

The knights meet their ladies in the great hall

of the castle ; the dissimulation is carried out

admirably on both sides ; but the knights, with-

out so much as greeting their wives, march at

once into the banquet hall, to hold carousal. The

Countess is confounded at the conduct of her

husband ; the other ladies begtn already to re-

proach her with the invention of the trick. Then

comes Isella and informs the Countess, that her

husband at the table has lifted up the bowl, to

toast the war and warlike glory, and then added :

•' Only a short time will we rest ourselves here,

then off to the field of honor once more and to

new laurels ! Until then let us have no inter-

course with our wedded wives."—The confusion

and dismay of Ludmilla and the other ladies

reaches its height. The situation begins to

become unendurable ; already the Countess de-

sires a private conversation with the Count ; the

other ladies seek a meeting with their husbands.

Helena comes together first with Astolf; the

Countess suspects that her plot is betrayed ; she

approaches her husband affectionately, and he,

scarcely master any longer of his feelings, only

saves himself by the fiction, that a dreadful oath

binds him and his companions in arms, to return

to the field again. He bids a last adieu to the

Countess and withdraws. Udolin and Isella

enter. The former confidentially informs the

Countess, that the knights, surrounded one day

by tke Saracens, and without hope of escape,

had made a vow, that, in case of their deliver-

ance, they would undertake another campaign,

and not give their wives the smallest proof of

love, unless these out of love to them should put

on armor and fight with them for the faith. The
Countess declares that she will never do this.

Isella takes a suit of armor from the wall and

clothes her with it, merely in sport, as she pretends-

The Count appears ; touched by the sight of his

wife, he calls his knights about him; the Countess

wishes to lay down the arms again, when the

other ladies all appear in armor and compel

their leader to remain as she is. The husbands

now acknowledge themselves conquered ; the

Count confesses that the story of the vow was all

an invention ; Isella and Udolin join [hands in

betrothal.

Schubert's music to this opera consists of ten

numbers and a Finale. The piece begins with a

duet between Isella and Udolin. This is followed

by a Romanza of Helena ; an aria of the Coun-

tess with chorus of ladies ; a march and chorus

of knights; an aria of Udolin, with chorus of

knights and ladies ; a duet between Helena and

Astolf; an Arietta of the Count and Countess
;

and the Finale.
(To be continued.)

German Musical Association.

At the meeting held on the 23i1 July, 1S61, on the

occasion of the Grand Vocal Festival at Nuremberg,

it was proposed to found a Vocal Association (San
geibund) for all Germany. It was agreed that tlie

best means of carrying out the project would be to

establish branch Vocal Associations in the different

kingdoms and principalities of the country, wbicli

branch Associations could then be affiliated" witli the

Grand Association. The task of arranging all the
details was confided to the Swabian Vocal Assoria-
tion. The Committee of the latter, consisting of Y)\\

Pfaff, Dr. Elben, Professors Faist, J. Raur, and W.
Wiedemann, who entered upon their arduous duty
with the greatest alacrity, have just publislied their
" First Report on the Preparatory Measures adopted
for the Foundation of a German Vocal Association."
From this report we are able to condense some inter-

esting particulars relating to the spread of Vocal
Associations for male voices throughout Germany:

I. Thurincjia.—Siingerbund of the Coburg Land-
Liedertafel, seventeen societies, with 400 members

;

principal place of meeting, Eudolstadt. Henneberg,
twenty-six societies (Sclileusingen). Apolda, four
societies.

II. ilaine and La/in District.— 1. The United
Frankfort Miinnergesang-Veieine, fifteen in number,
with about 5.50 members. 2. The Rhein-lMaiii Vo-
cal Association, with fourteen Vereine and 400 mem-
bers, from Rildesheim to Frankfort

; principal place
of meeting, Idestein. 3. The Maiiithal Vocal Asso-
ciation, twenty-seven Vereine, from Aschaffenhurg
and Darmstadt to Friedberg and Hanau, with about
1,000 members

;
principal place of meeting, Offen-

bach. 4. Tlie German Vocal Association, with
Vereine from the two Hesses, Nassau and Wetzlar

;

principal place of meeting, Giessen. 5. The Oden-
walder Vocal Association in the Hessian province of
Starkenburg, thirteen Vereine and about 400 mem-
bers.

HI. Bavarian Patatinate.-—The Vocal Associa-

tion of the Palatinate comprises forty five Vocal
Associations and about 1,350 members; principal

place of meeting, Speyer.
IV. Naheand Moselle District.—The Nabe Vocal

Association, with twenty-three Vereine and 500
members.
V. Lotver Saxon)/.—The Union of the North

German Liedertafeln comprises thirty-one Vereine,
with nearly 1,000 members, from the country between
Ems and Elbe (Liedertafeln of Hanover, Brunswick,
Prussia, Lippe, Waldeck, Oldenburg, fWestphalia,

and Bremen). The place of meeting is not fixed.

In 1862, it is Hanover.
VI. Schleswif/Hohtein, Liihech, and Hamhurcj.—

The North German Sangerbnnd (principal place of

meeting, Lubeck ) is progressing every day. With it

is united the Hambn-rg Liedertafel. A Holstein

Sangerliund is established. With regard to German
song in the Duchy of Schleswig, there are Vocal
Associations in many of the towns ; but they are not
allowed to sing political compositions. Anything
like co-operation is out of the question. All the

Associations are under the surveillance of the Danish
police.

VII. ihcldenhurg.—The Mecklenburg Sanger-
bnnd comprises fifteen Vereine, with about 400 mem-
bers. The business is always transacted by that

Vereine which holds the " Bundesfest." In 1862, it

is Rostock.
VIII. Prussian Snxonj/.—l. In the province of

Saxony there was founded, in 1846, thanks to the

exertion of Herr Ritter, cathedral organist at Merse-
burg, the Sangerbnnd an der Saale, with varying

place of meeting (dll 1864, it will be Halle). It

reckons about 250 members. 2. The United Man-
nergesang-Vereine o Madgeburg. These consist of
fonrteen Vereine, with about 500 members.
IX. Sa.rony.—^l. The General Dresden Sanger-

verein comprises six minor Associations, with al)out

400 members. 2. In Leipsic there is an Association
called the Ziillner-Bund, comprising some twenty
minor Associations. It was founded by the late

Karl Zollner, and is now conducted by HerrLanger,
Musical Director at the University. 3. The Erzge-
birgischer Siingerbund, including forty A'"ereine

(principal place of meeting, Meerane). 4. In Pl.-inen,

a Voigtlandischer Sangerbund is being e.stahli.shed.

5. In Bautzen, the same holds good of an Oberlan-
silzer Siingei'bund

X. Brandenburg and Pomerania.— 1. Tlie Jfarrh
Association comprises fifty small Associations, witli

1.000 members. 2. The (Oentral-Sangerbund of the

March includes two divisions: that of Berlin ami that

of the province, with forty-four smaller Associations

and 1,362 members. The principal place of meet-
ing is Berlin. 3. The Stettin Liedertafel forms a
Pomeranian Siingerbund.

XI. Prnssia oitd Posen.—Provincial Vocal Festi-

vals have been held here since 1847. There will be
one at Elhing at the end of July. The German
Provincial Sangerbuud at Bromberg comprises nine

Vereine, with 230 members.
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XII. Boliemia.—Nat.ioii.il song here suffers great-

ly from differences of n.ationality and language.

XIII. Austria.—The Miinncrgesangverein in Vi-

enna is about to take measures for the foundation of

a Sangerbund in Lower Austria, wliere forty-five

Vocal Associations are already in existence.

XIV. Bamria.—The Bavarian Sangerbund com-
prises sixty Vereine, with nearly 1,000 memljers
(Straubing, Freisingen).

XV. Baden.—The United Mfinnergesangvereine

of Baden are about 100 in number, with 2,000 mem-
ber.? (principal place of meeting Garlsnihe).

XVI. Swabia.—The Swabian Sangerbund com-
prises 344 Associations, with about 6,800 members
(principal place of meeting, Stuttgart).

In the letters received from the most diiferent

quarters, the writers express the same wish : by an

intimate league of German singers to afford a proof

of their desire for the combination and union of the

races of Germany. North and South, East and
West, all agree in this.

The majority of the Associations now in process

of formation have sprung from the impulse for union
;

according to the correspondence received, they have

been founded expressly for the purpose of belonging

to the Grand League of the Singers of Germany.
They have all declared themselves in favor of the

union of German singers, and for periodical Vo-
cal Festivals. The formation of a German Vocal
Committee to watch over the common interests of

the various associations, and, also, to fi.K the time of

the Grand German Festivals, is desired by neaily .all.

They are all agreed that we should call a Vocal
Parliament to discuss the snbject.

We summon, therefore, the Vocal Parliament to

meet on Sunday, the 21st September, 1862,at Coburg,
and, conjointly with the Coburg Sangcrkranz, invito

the representatives of the Vocal Associations of

Germany to be present. As the resolution which
will cause us to gather together was passed in Nurem-
berg, and as the preparatory measures were entrusted

to the Swabiau Sangerlnmd, it is but just that we
South Get-mans should, in turn, meet our North Ger-
man brothers on their own territory.

Although what has already been done has given
proof of gratifying vitality in the world of German'
song, there are still wanting, as it would be wrong
for us to attempt to deny, many members whose
absence is gre.atly missed ; some districts are not
represented, and many important Vereme have not
joined the movement. AVe trust that the publication

of the successes achieved will act as an incentive to

fresh ones.

—

London Musical Wor-ld.

Halevy.

[From Spiridion's Paris Letter, June, 1862, in the Evening
Gazette.]

Were I a great man I should wish myself dead.

—

There is nothing like death for transforming man
into a god. Voltaire was wrong when he declared

a dead demi-god an inconsiderable thing. The low-

est demi-god that figures in Fasti becomes transfig-

ured into a peer of the Twelve the moment the

ethereal dart which, a little sooner or later, pierces

all children of earth, transfixes him.
We had a notable instance of the truth of these

reflections this month in Paris. Hale'vy, whose
mournful face meets you in every print shop window
and in every photographer's show-case, has suddenly
become a god—for the poor man is in his grave.

—

Those deep furrows on his countenance were
ploughed by grief, that dumb grief which
whispers despair to the o'erfraught heart ; for

in vain he knocked at theatre door after thea-

tre door and asked only that his pieces might
live, that is, might see the footlights and catch ap-

plause, that his dreams might be embodied by artist

and resound on instrument—and now, while the sod
is upon him and his ear insensible, every manager is

anxious to execute something by Halevy, his name
may be mentioned without blasphemy in the same
breath with the names of the greatest ["!] geniuses that

ever communicated thought to man in measured har-

monious melody. The story of the Sybil is as old
as humanity. This price would have purcha.sed tlie

whole volume ; you must pay the same price for the
merest fragment. We never grow ^viser. 'Twas
only yesterday Rachel gasped as she lay dying and
gazed at the luxuries heaped up around her :

" Had
they given me but a little more of this" (she took up
a morsel of bread as she spoke) "when I w.is young-
er, 1 had not been dying so soon." 'Twas last niglit

that Henry Slurgcr turned his full eyes H[ion the
buxom sick nurse, and after gazing on her ruddy
cheek, plump form that never knew fast or sleepless

night, asked, "Do you find your life happy ?" And
as he observed her stare vacantly, for she looked at

the question as a dying man's vagary, he sighed :

—

"It is more than I have done." A crumb of bread

(oftentimes hard to get by proud genius) had stood

between him and happiness, between him and life.

They had given him a splendid funeral and buildod

him a costly monument : that money which was be-

stowed upon the corpse had made the living' happy
and given us many an excellent wm'k. We still

haggle about the price of the Sybillino leaves. They
have brought out Halcvy's masterpiece. La Juii'e, at

the Grand Opera ; they had their best actors, fine

scenes ; they crowned his bust with laurel
—

'twas all

fine and admirable, but 'twas too late. Half one
tithe of all that honor v/ould have given us a second

La Juive, for he only asked to be cheered by ap-

plause, to hear a hearty God speed I ring sometimes
in his ears from that anonymous, unfiatlcring friend,

the public, to set to work anew and breathe the beau-

tiful and sublime accents of tliat intellectual world,

at whose portals speech falters and eloquence grows
dumb.

His li.fo was no holiday. No fairy placed the sil-

ver spoon of fortune in liis cradle. His whole career

was one of assiduous, ami during the early sti\ges of

the road to fame, of unrewarded labor. His atten-

tion was turned to music by a trifle—so we call those

circumstances which decide our career on earth, and
oftentimes our eternal fate—by hearing at a distribu-

tion of prizes in a school the overture to the Caliph

of Bagdad performed by a violin, flute and a piano.

The son of the school m.astcr, IMons. Cazot, happen-
ed to be a tutor at the Conservatory and an excellent

musician. He encouraged the lad's turn for the art.

Halevy was only twelve years old when he obtained

a prize for harmony at the Conservatory. His first

master here was Berton ; but he did not long remain
in Berton's class, being soon promoted (such the

change was deemed) to the class of that rough, mis-
anthropic, cross-grained churl, named, as if Fate had
found fun in the antithesis, Cherubini, and who has
been described "as a stupid fool without one single

quality except genius." Halevy bore with the pa-

tience of his race (he belonged to those tribes whence
Shylock descended) Cherubini's vapors, and the

rough composer's heart warmed to the lad and by
degrees became a deep and sincere attachment which
death alone broke. When Halevy was only fifteen,

Cherubini announced one morning to his class that

ho was going to England and Avould be absent some
months, and that Halevy would teach tliem during
his absence. HaMvy used to confess in after-life how
big his heart swelled with joy and pride at this un-

expected honor. No wonder! Cherubini confided
Halevy to Mehul during his absence. These three

comporers, Berton, Cherubini and Me'hul, were
Halevy's masters ; they were not, however, his only
masters, for Meyerbeer and Auber made a deep im-
pression on him. Let us not anticipate the course of

events, but rather follow young Halevy to the In-

stitute, where he obtained the second prize for musi-
cal composition, and in 1818 he received the first

prize, which entitled him to reside at Rome for two
years at the charge of the French Government. A
pleasing anecdote is told of his life at this period of

time. I3efore he went to Rome he, with several

friends, was in the habit of dining every Thursday
at the house of Mons. Viguier, the father of one of
them. Mons. Viguier was a gentleman of fortune
who was fond of philosophy and the arts, and who
acted upon the precept that the good things of this

world were not made for fools, by giving excellent

dinners. One day Halevy, Victor Cousin, (the now
celebrated philosopher), Mons. Patori, ("the now emi-
nent professor of the Sorbonne), Viguier, Jr., (son

of the host and now one of the best Hellenists of

France and professor at the EcoleNormale,) Charles

Loyson, (a young poet of great promise who prcni.i-

turely died), and a bright fellow named Arnold were
the lads assembled round the table. They talked of

art, the stage, philosophy, literature, and, waxing
warm, young Cousin exclaimed, " I must write a

drama ; I'll invent the action, I'll write tlie plan.

—

You (he turned to Loyson) will turn it into divine

poetry; you (he addressed Haldvy) will write the

score." These were no idle words. The very next
day young Cousin set to work to draw his drama
from Marmontel's story, Les Quatre Flncons. And
after this dinner young Patin wrote the "book" of a

one act ojiera for Halevy ; the subject was Pygma-
lion. Halevy compo.sed the score at the Villa

Medicis during his stay at Borne. On his return to

Paris this opera was executed by a full orchestra, led

by no less a musician than Habeneck, while Mme.
Cinti Damoroau sang the part of Gal.athco, Adolphe
Nourrit the part of Pygmalion, and Dabadie the

part of a third person! This execution took place
before a committee appointed to examine pieces

offered for performance ; it was accepted and was
about to he produced before the public, when Mons.
Toney, a "book" maker, famous thirty-five or forty

years ago, and Mons. Fdtis, (now director of the

Brussels Conservatory,) olijected to the performance
of the opera ujion the ground that the committee had
received their opera some years befru'e on the same
subject. The consequence of this injunction was
that neither opera appeared. Some time—a long
time atteruarcii—Hale'vy obtained another "book,"
VArtisan, and wrote the score, hut he waited for a

long time before he could find any manager willing

to bring it out before the public. It was by an odd
accident enough he at last succeeded in getting a

niana;;er who would let it see the footlights. One
summer evening Boieldieu gave a small party in his

rooms on the Boulevard Montmartre, (in which very

rooms, liy the way, Eossini lived a good many years

afterwards). The windows were oj'jcn ; Halevy was
leaning on the balcony, and he saw Guilbert de Pix-

erccoui't (then manager of the Opera Comique) enter

the house. As soon as Pixcrccourt came into the

drawing-room he went towards the card taiile where
Boielilieu and Cherubini were playing ^cartif. Pixer-

ecourt bet on Cliei'ubini ; he lost. Cherubini rose
;

another and another and another player took the un-

lucky chair ; Pi.xerecourt continued to bet on them
and continueil to lose. At last he took the cards

himself, and ^^'on ; a run of good luck set in his favor.

He passed six, seven, eight times. Delighted at his

success, ho suddenly turned round towards Hale'vy

(who had been sitting for half an hour by the side

of the card-table) and said ;
" Call at the Opera

Comique to-morrow ; I am going to bring out your
opera." I-Iad fortune continued to frown on Pixcrc-

court it is probable that several years would have

passed away before Hale'vy could ha.-e made his ap-

pearence. L'Artisan was successful ; Chollet and
Mme. Casimir filled the leading parts ; two pieces

were encored and the score was sold the very same
evening to a musical publisher. The next day the

young book writer and composer, delighted at their

success, went to see the manager to thank him for

his kindness. Ue received them most affably and

said : "Your opera pleases me very much ; I shall

play it fourteen times." This freak of Pi.xerecourt

(it was nothing but a freak) arrested the progress of

their opera in its full success. It was not until 1828

that Hale'vy succeeded in re-appearing at the Opera
Comique. It was not until 18-29 that HaMvy attract-

ed public attention, and this success he owed in part

to Malibran, as it was at her suggestion that he wrote

Clari, in which she appeared at the Italian Opera.

—

This gave him a fair position and enabled him to

find managers disposed to bring out Scribe's ballet,

for which he wrote the score, Munon Lrscant the

opera-ballet La Tevtation, La. T^angue Blusicale and

Les Sonrenirs de Ljnfleur. But none of these pieces

seemed the heralds of a great work—for such is Lai

Juive, which was brought out in 18.35, and has been

played in every country where there is a band of

music and an opera stage. Mr. Kimball may, per-

haps, say that these are unnecessary and that the

"book" alone will attract crowded houses if the

scene painter be generous of paint and the costumer

of his gaudy attire. Was not that the experience of

the Boston "Museum ? L'Eclair, wdiich was played

the same year, carried Halevy's reputation still high-

er. These were succeeeded by Z« Reine de Chypre

and Charles VL (which was ruined by the "book,")

Les Moiisrjuetaires de la Reine, Val d'Andorre and
La Fee au.r Hoses. You are so familiar with these

admirable works I need not dwell upon their merits.

I shall not tire you with an enumeration of the other

operas, which carried the catalogue to thirty-three

titles. Let me turn to that which you do not see at

the opera-house—to the man. Halevy was never

more interesting than in private life. Endowed with

a supple intellect, beseemed fitted for any profession
;

this was a misfortune as far as the artist was con-

cerned, as such natures are never agitated without

interniittence by that fever which should attend upon
ambition as the' dangling iron bolt and spurs on the

Corso racers.

"Halevy," writes one of his nearest friends, Mons.
Boilay, "had a natural gift or talent for writing,

wdiich was cultivated and improved by study, by a
taste of reading which ho gratified everywhere, in

his study, during the interval of his labors, of busi-

ness conversations, in public conveyances, in socie-

ty, in fine everywhere. He was able to isolate him-

self completely in the midst of the noise of his fam-

ily or of conversation all around him, if he took no

share in it, and under the circumstances he could

write music, ]irose or poetry, or read with imperturb-

able attention. He had an instinct for languages.

He knew German, Italian, English, Latin ; he had a

smatcring of Greek and Hebrew, He could give

any quantity of etymologies. He had a passion for

dictionaries. He often found it hard to find a word
in a dictionary; when he would open the dictionary

to look for the desired word, his eye would fall in the
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neighborhood of the word he sought, the first word
that ho saw would catcli his eye, ire would read it,

then the next, then another and another until at last

he sometimes forgot the word he was bolting after.

These desultory predilections were all profitable to

him, for he had' a tenacious memory and paid great

attention to everything. He know a great many
things even in science, natural history and medicine

His curiosity was inexhaustible; he took interest in

everything,overythingattracted him,raised his desires,

or rather his regi-et that he had not made the immedi-
ate object of attention the occupation of his life.

AVhen he read history, he regretted that he was not

an historian ; military relations, that he was not a

soldier
;
geology, that he was not a geologist

;
poli-

tics, that he was not a statesman. When a discussion

took place at his house about a fact, a date, or any
question, he would never rest satisfied until he had
the solution. Ho would seek the authority required

among his books ; he would send for this, then that,

then another work ; he would have his library ran-

sacked, he would ran.sack it himself ; he would be so

impatient as to make everybody around him impatient;

he would have tlie question settled. Sometimes after

others had forgotten all about it he would reappear
beaming with delight at having solved the enigma

—

and would laugh at all these oceentricities of a stu-

dent and an inquisitive mind with a charming ingenu-

ousness. He wrote everything, music and literature,

with great care, and was difficult to please : be would
erase and correct until he obtained clearness and the

exact expression. His academical notices and alibis

writings revealed a great art of composition. He ar-

ranged them like a little scenic drama or opera ; he

woitld adroitly introduce an episode, a description,

what is called an air de bravoure, and almost always
he commanded applause by it just as a songstress

does. He had a variety of accents and passed from
the amusing to the high and poetical."

Hale'vy's conversation was extremely agreeable
when he pleased to make it so ; but he never liked to

talk to in a room full of people. He would never
give his tongue tlie rein except with a few persons of
old acquaintance. He would with them tell in a
low tone his most charming stories, make his delicate

criticisms on art and his quiet repartees. One day,
at the close of a public meeting of the Institute at

which Mons. Lebrun presided, and which the latter

opened with a speech, he congratulated Hale'vy upon
eulogy he read—" What a delightful piece you gave
us." Halevy replied, " Aye ; but what an overture
we had !

" His health began to wane and he was
sensible of it. One day he said to a friend, " I am
better than I was ; I must take a real holiday of two
or three months, for I want to finish this opera {Noe)
before I die." One of his children said, " Oh,
father!" HaMvy replied, "Had you rather I
should say I will finish it after I am dead ? " Mons.
Sainte Beuve says—" Had HaMvy lived, he would
doubtless have been elected a member of the French
Academy. Mons. Villemain told him so one day ; a
lively beam of joy glittered on his countenance, but
it soon disappeared ; he was afraid of militating
against the success of his dearly beloved brother."

The oonflagration of the " property " magazine of
the Grand Opera, which took place a year or two
ago, was a deep wound to Halevy—perhaps the causa
remoto of his death. All the scenery and costumes
of La Juive perished in the tire. Halevy had been
postponed time and again when he asked the Grand
Opera to bring out his pieces. When he saw that
before the Grand Opera could bring out his pieces
again something like $30,000 or $40,000 must be
spent, he felt that he must give up all hope of seeing
them again. He pined away, grew daily weaker,
although afficted with no perceptible disease, and at
last died of long deferred hope. He left his family
penniless. The day after his burial, Baron do Roth-
schild wrote Mme. Halevy that he had allowed her
an annuity of $2000 ; Mons. Rodiques, a wealthy
stock broker, sent her $16,000 for the dowry of her
two daughters, which sum, lie said, was raised by
several friends as a tribute of admiration and regret
to her husband's memory ; and Mons. Pereire wrote
to her that her husband was the possessor of a man-
sion on the Boulevard Malesherbes, whose rental was
^2000 annually. A few days ago the Emperor sent
a bill to the Council of State conferring upon her an
annuity.

These posthumous tributes of admiration and
regret are of a nature to cheer the modest, unsuccess-
ful aspirant after honors. They teach that the world,
although seeming indift'orent, nevertheless observes
them who strive for its favors, and, even after tliey

fall in the strife, lienors their memory by honoring
those they loved best and by protecting them from
fortune's caprices.

Church Music in Nev/ York.

(From the Sunday Mercury.)

(Continued.)

TllANSri&URATION CHUKCH.
This church is located on the corner of Mott and

Park streets, near Chatham. For years it stood next
door to that famous dramatic temple known .as Bur-
ton's old theatre, in Chambers street. When tho de-

ceased and lamented Dr. Varella was its pastor it

was one of the most notable churches in the country.

This clergyman, it was, and is still, believed, by the

faithful of the Roman Catholic persuasion, to have
been capable of achieving miracles, in the cure of

maladies and afflictions of every describable charac-

ter. We recollect when the lame, the blind, the St.

Vitu.s-dance-striken, and other sui^erers were taken
thereto in large numbers, and it was indisputably

asserted that .ifter three consecutive visits, and the

performance of a certain office by that eminent di-

vine, the prostrate and afflicted sulferers were raised

up, and made to walk erect in their pristine health

and strength. The Rev. Dr. Verella was one of the

most exemplary ministers that ever ascended the

steps of a pulpit. Young men wlio have, unhappily,
since then, fallen from grace, and who seldom enter

the doors of any church, are willing to testify to the

child-like innocence of this good man. His gentle

and pious admonitions arc still green in their hearts,

and when the religious mood comes upon them, they

look back with the fondest memory to the early teach-

ings of "poor Father Varella."

At tlie period of whicli we write, there was a very
fine choir in the Church of the Transfiguration. Bnt
we are sorry to say that many church choirs are left

far behind in the grand marcli of progress which
characterizes our time. A great many changes have
come over Transfiguration within a few years ; and
we regret to observe that they have brought no im-
provement in their wake. The distinguished Varella
died, and the amiable Mr. McCIennan, his successor

to the pastorship, was a short time since removed by
the indisputed edict of the illustrious Archbishop
John.

It always appeared somewhat strange to us that

those Catholic pastors most worshipped and beloved
by their congregations are the soonest to be removed,
and others placed in their positions, which change
actually causes old members of the congregation to

resign their pews and betake themselves to a newer and
stranger parish. Yet there is a feasible excuse for

these changes. The most eloquent preacher c.in

make the largest collection, and the most amiable
pastor is capable of cultivating the greatest degree of
respect among his parishioners. Hence, where a
church is deepest in debt, thither an eloquent and
amiable clergyman must hie to liquidate the same.
This plan, it agpears to ns, is truly exemplifying the
old adage, " Penny wise and pound foolish." For
there is a different congregation in Transfiguration,
and a far different choir. Where there is a refined

and intellectual congregation in a church, there you
may rely upon finding a good choir. They take a
pride (and a very laudable one, we opinej in procur-
ing fine music, and there is no pastor over sneh a
congregation who does not exercise the deepest inter-

est in this department of his duties.

The foregoing remarks are not intended to speak
disparagingly of the choir connected with the church
above mentioned. We have promised, in our intro-

ductory paper, "to be lenient with all, and give
honor to whom honor is due." We have kept our
promise thus far and intend to cling to that promise.
But the enjoinment, " Be just and fear not," has
always been a favorite one of ours, and we will
" speak the truth if the heavens should fall."

We are reliably informed that there is at present a
question of great import discussed in many of the

New York churches : namely, whether it is better or
more judicious to eugage a paid choir or a volunteer
one. In regard to this question we desire to say a
few words.

There are, so far as our knowledge extends, only
two tolerable volunteer choirs in the Catholic churches
of this city. The first of these two were noticed at

some length last Sunday, and the other we have yet
to consider upon. Now, the only musical composi-
tions which immortalize the Roman Church service

(musically speaking) are those set down in the libret-

to catalogue as Haydn's No. 1, Mozart's No. 2,

Peter's Masses, Natoidad's, De Monti's, and other
immortal composers of sacred lyricisms. (!) Then we
have one of the grandest ellbrts of sacred music that
has ever been accomplished—Mozart's No. 12. To
a proper execution of those sublime efforts no one
can aspire but a thorough, well-educated, and careful

musician. Therefore, volunteer choirs are, plainly
speaking, failures. There are exceptions to tho gen-
eral rule, but we except only two.

iWusic is an arduous study. It requires years from
tho most enthusiastic pupil to become proficient (or

partly proficient) in the art. Those years of study
require a consideralile outlay of money ("for musical
tnition is costly, lessons varying from fifty cents to

two dollars per hour, payable in advance). There-
fore, we simply argue, if yon are gifted with a supe-

rior musical education you should make it pay
jou.

When we, very reasonably, ask a volunteer choir

leader :
" How can you expect a few boys and girls,

who have not been under musical instruction six

months, to sing one of Mozart's or Haydn's masses ?"

We are met with the ro|ily :

"0, well, it is the desire of Father So-and-so that

the children of the congregation should be brought
into the choir, and instructed in tho rudiments a

couple of nights in the week. Then, after a while,

tliey attempt (with a sigh) Mozart and Haydn !'
'

Still further inquiring, we say :

"Well, certainly, your pastor must be a more in-

telligent man than you represent him. He has cer-

tainly a better estimation of the fine arts than to pre-

fer a discordant medley of uncultivated voices to the

harmonious cadences of an accomplished musical

quartet."

"Yes, but there is another thing," responds the

organist, "Father , is willing to put up with poor
music, if he only knows that there is nobody in the

clioir but a Catholic ; and besides it retrenches the

expenses of the church."
Confusion to such ideas ! say we. If you want to

have good music you must expect to pay for it. No
liberal and intelligent church pastor ever expressed

such a desire.

This statement of facts brings us to a short con-

versation about Transfiguration choir. There was a

time when this church engaged a very creditable, but

not a first-rate one. Since that time, it appears, re-

trogression has been the order of the day in the mu-
sical department of the edifice. We never under-

stood the proper magnitude of a volunteer choir un-
til last Sunday, when we visited this sanctuary.—
There were huddled together in a narrow space, a

miscellaneous group of young men and women of

different voices. From the "Kyrie Eleison" was be-

gun until the "Gloria" was concluded, we could not

for our lives (and we have heard much sacred music)

trace the grand composition to the source from
whence it sprung. We were substantially informed,

however, that it arose from the inspiration of the ac-

complished organist of this church, Mr. Augustus
Cull.

This gentleman is apparently a very voluminous
composer, for he gave us the " Credo," "Sanctus,"
and the "Agnus Dei" from another of his masses,

composed for three voices. To use a common phrase,

everybody "j'ined in" the choruses of those grand
but neglected compositions, and the loftiness and ex-

uberance of the vocalization entirely debarred us

from judging who was loudest in the great vocal
competition.

Nevertheless it was done tolerably well for a volun-

teer choir, and they may do better by-and-by. Bnt
until the volunteer system is dispensed with, Trans-
figuration Church will never possess such a choir as

it did in Chambers street.

Au revoir, Transfiguration. May thy musical
guests cull [pun?] sweeter and more exqnisite flowers

from thy choir than we have culled in our brief but
delightful pilgrimage to thy sacred shrine !

ST. JAMES' OHTJRCH.

This church has never lost its prestige in tlie cata-

logue of church choirs. There is always a difference

of opinion, even among the best judges of music,
as to the superiority of vocalists. Now, many lovers

of sacred music look fondly back to the days when
Miss White warbled her " Ave Marias" and other
ecstatic melodies in this church. Others remember,
with pleasure, the sweet solos of Do Lacey. The
elder Bristow, too—father to the distinguished com-
poser and leader, George—controlled tho organ in

those daj's ; and the choir was an able and efficient

one. It has clung to the old r^fiime, and has still a
very crodituble choir. It contains the following

names and numbers of voice : organist Mr. Stuckler
;

soprano, Madame Matuche ; contralto. Miss Smith
;

tenor, Mr. Lockwood ; bass, Mr. Weitz. The afl'a-

ble organist of this choir, Mr. Stuckler, has been
connected with the church for a considerable period,

and if he is not a great musician, he is decidedly a
jiainstaking and conscientious leader. Madame Ma-
tuche was, unhappilj', indisposed last Sunday ; and
the exquisite contralto, Miss Smith, was also absent.

But the Vespers were very finely rendered by two or
three guests of the soprano order, and the regular
bass and tenor of the choir. The bass, Senior Weitz,
has a very fine basso profundo voice, and sings his

music in very good style. His method, however.
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does not please us ; for it is rather dull, and bids de-

fiance to a musical rule, which says : "If the plain-

melody is dull and insipid, embellish it." (!!) The
tenor, Mr. Lockwood, is very good. For this relief, O
Lockwood, much thanks ! For albeit thou hast not

a style coeval (!) with the greatest tenors in our midst,

still thou art far superior to church tenors generally.

The torrid zone weighed heavily upon our shoulders

last Sunday, but thou, g:reat genii of the sonorous
voice, came to our relief, and we were refreshed.!!)

It was really exhilarating to hear the fresh and
impulsive tenor robusto. We have, in our sorrow,

lately deplored the absence of those expressive and
pathetic tenor voices, which were heretofore familiar

to our ears in church choirs, but thanks for the re-

lief

!

Mr. Lockwood has a very good voice, and is a

clever musician. He sings in true artistic style, and
his method bespeaks a thorough musical education.

His tenor role in the Vespers on Sunday afternoon

was faultlessly sustained ; but the solo, " Salve, Re-
gina" (Mother of Mercy), by Schubert, was his

happiest effort. This was a very creditable piece of

vocalization and entitles Mr. Lockwood to the repu-

tation of being a very fine tenor singer and faultless

artist.

The little solo, "Ave Maria," hy Kiicken, execut-

ed by Senior Wcitz, was very pleasantly rendered,

and displayed the majestic and sonorous notes of his

excellent basso to perfection. This gentleman has a

very fine voice, and kno.vs how to use it in a credit-

able manner.
Taking everything into consideration, there is a

very select choir at St, James', and we are happy to

see the time-honored old church sustain its musical

reputation so nobly. It has tenaciously clung to the

paid choir system, for its directors know well that

when it dispenses with that, their music is virtually

at an end. Vive la St. James.

Joachim.—In speaking of the last concert of the

Musical Society of London, the Musical Woiid

says :

The great feature of this concert—as it must have
been at any concert, no matter of what pretensions

—was the superb execution, by Herr Joseph Joa-
chhn, of Beethoven's unparalleled concerto, the only
one, unfortunately, which the most gifted and pro-

found of instrumental composers has dedicated to

the fiddle. Herr Joachim has been styled "the mod-
ern Paganini;" hut, with deference to the wonderful
talents of the great Italian violinist—legitimate suc-

cessor of Tartini and annihiiator of the chaste and
classical Viotti—this is hardly a fitting compliment
to paj' to one who has achieved what Paganini never
dreamed of. Paganini was the Emperor of virtuosi ;

Herr Joachim is the Emperor of genuine fiddlers

—

the interpreter elect of Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven,
of Haydn, Spohr, and Mendelssohn ; the grandest
quartet player whom, not only Germany, but Europe
has known. What feat of mere " virtuosity," for

example, can be for one instant compared with Herr
Joachim's execution of the solo "chaconnes,"
sonatas and fugues of John Sebastian Bach—which,

judged simply in a mechanical sense, are more diffi-

cult than all the " fantasias " of Paganini and his

numerous disciples put together? Here we have
note for note, and passage for passage. He who can
play the fugues of Bach can, as a matter of course,

play the fantasias of Paganini ; hut it by no means
follows that he who can play the fantasias of Pagan-
ini can also play the fugues of Bach. Still higher,

nevertheless, than one or the other, and indeed than
both combined, should be esteemed the perfect read-

ing—perfect in conception as in mechanical delivery

—of such a work as the concerto of Beethoven, a
musical poem of the highest imaginable beauty.

—

Herr Joachim's execution of this marvellous con-
certo shows a genius only less than that which enabl-

ed the composer himself to produce it. He plays it

(always from memory) as tliough he was extempor-
izing in a moment of inspiration—as though, in short,

every phrase of it came directly from his own brain.

When the solo instrument should properly dominate,
it dominates and subdues the orchestra; when the

orchestra has to bring out the most important features

in the general design, the violin, in Herr Joachim's
hands, seems to wait upon it, as in duty bound—con-
tent to accompany where before it was accompanied.
Never, for one instant, is the player made conspicu-
ous at the expense of the composer. Beethoven
speaks throughout, according to Beethoven's caprice

;

and Herr Joachim is only too content to be the in-

spired tone-poet's mouth-piece. In the "cadenzas"
alone does Herr Joachim shine with the unaided
brilliancy of a " virtuoso ;" and even these are so

thoughtfully, so reverentially made, that amid all

their amazing perplexities, they seem to be nothing

more than rhapsodies of the music that has suggest-
ed them, and upon the most salient and conspicuous
melodies of which they are built. In fact, so entire

an almegation of egotical display, combined with
such faultless and magnificent execution, as that
which characterizes Herr Joachim's performance of
Beethoven's violin concerto is, we may safely say,
without a parallel. On the present occasion he snr-

pas.sed hira.self, and raised the audience to a degree
of enthusiasm almost unprecedented in a concert-
room. That Herr Joachim is the very first of living

executive artists, is, we think, beyond a doubt.

Uliisital Corrtspnbente.

Philadelphia, July 1.—On the occasion of the

marriage ceremonies of the accomplished organist of

St. Augustine's Church, yesterday morning, Kal-

liwoda's Mass was performed by the Choir, Mr. M.
H. Cross presiding at the organ, assisted by a small

orchestra. The music was, I believe, a complimen-

tary "surprise," and was so very successfully render-

ed, as to add much to the interest of the occasion.

—

The Mass is a splendid production, and is worthy of

the reputation which the composer possesses at home,

but which he does not seem to enjoy on this side the

water. The work is characteristically dramatic, and,

in common with his other productions, is filled to re-

pletion with original ideas. It is also remarkable, a

praiseworthy feature also of his other compositions,

for the extremely delicate and judicious treatment of

his themes, and the total absence of any apparent de-

sire to create unheard of effects ; his climaxes are,

all of them, natural, and for this reason are more

agreeable to the cultivated taste, and are listened to

with sincere delight after the strained platitudes of

those clamorous composers, who delude themselves

with the belief that noise is synonymous with sublim-

ity. Kalliwoda is, evidently, a fervent admirer of

the works of Mozart, and if he has unconsciously

imbibed any of his great qualities from that fountain

bead of pure harmonv, it is the one quality to wdiich

I have referred.

I have to record the decease of one of our best

young musicians, Mr. Charles Breiter. Mr. Breiter

had scarcely reached his majority, ere he fell a vic-

tim to the insidious workings of a painful complaint,

the result of an ambition to excel, that was dispro-

portionate to his physical powers. Our deceased

friend was a conscientious and pains-taking student;

his violin was apparently his dearest friend, and a

continuation of that careful attention to practice

which was his, almost to the very day of his death

would have placed him foremost in the ranks of an

native artist. As a friend and companion, the char-

acter of the deceased was free from the slightest sus-

picion of evil, and those that knew him best have no

fault to record of him ; and with them his memory

will ever abide a veiy pleasant recollection.

Mekcutio.

Jtoigy's jowrnal cf Uusk.
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Mosic IN THIS NoMBER.— Continuation of Handel's

Young Composers.

Persons get to composing music, prompted in

various ways. Some by the feeling and sentiment

of music which is deep -within them, and which,

not content with passive enjoyment, would fain

try and originate something. Some, by a better

right, who in addition to feeling, have ideas,

musical thoughts, which well up from their feel-

ings and demand outward form and expression.

Some are led to it through science, through first

acquiring a knowledge of laws and means.

Some start with a clever gift of executing

and performing music ; this presupposes more or

less of energy and power of overcoming difficul-

ties; and this ambition, used to triumphs, is very

apt to think all spheres ils own and to expend

much effort and much skill in trying to create

formidable works, without the material or the in-

spiration from within. Those succeed, who best

blend all these qualifications, duly subordinated

one to the other, in the order above stated : thus

Feeling, Ideas, Science, Execution.

These latter days have witnessed a great many
composers, whose whole capital and outfit belongs

exclusively under the last of these four catego-

ries ; indeed the growth of a whole new School

of music, of which the heaping up of difficulties

of execution in order to overcome them, and

thereby excite astonishment, and excite oneself

in the triumphant consciousness thereof, is the

main feature. Never, to be sure, were the true

Classics of music better understood and cultiva-

ted; while, on the other hand, genius like Cho-

pin's is enough to redeem the modern Virtuoso

School from sweeping condemnation. But the

tendency we 'speak of is uppermost and most

inflaming to young ambition, which would strike

at once, would do the impossible in the form that

the many can appreciate as readily as they can a

gymnastic performance, or some sleight of hand
;

instead of waiting for the slow fame of deep and

solid excellence in Art. To this danger our

American youth, now that young men devote

themselves to the piano, are peculiarly liable. In

a nation whose leading trait is enterprise and

restless ardor of outward activity, and in which

there is not yet the old deep soil of sentiment

and still enthusiasm andfine culture, out of which

true music springs, it is natural that the virtuosos

of the day should be taken up as models, and that

Merz, Thalberg, Dreyschock and De Meyer, and

Gottschalk, should win hosts of pupils, where

Bach, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, &c., have but

few. Imitators, to be sure, and fortunately, the

latter can have none
;
genius is ever beyond imi-

tation, Whereas the former class, the virtuosos
,

deal in jusl the dazzling qualities which tempt to

imitation and which can be imitated.

Look over the piles of new piano-forte com-

positions, by new names, German, English,

French, American, which load the counters of

our music dealers, and you soon learn to despair

of ever finding anything really new in all this

eager productivity. The same sort of operatic

Fantasias, with no end of passage work, inspired

by itching fingers ; the same perpetual changes

on the Nocturne, and the Mazurka, and the

Concert Waltz a la Chopin ; the same reflected

jack o'lantern lustres of the model virtuosos.—

Many learn to execute these things, and soon, as

a matter of course, they come to the making them

for themselves, and for the world, that is for

money and for fame. It is altogether a mistaken

notion with us, that young composers need en-

couragement. Everything induces, tempts them

to compose, or fancy they compose, when they

but imitate—and the incontinent haste to rush

into print, with the smiling favor it receives, is

one of the chief things that prevents real musi-

cianship, by tempting young ambition to waste

itself in this superficial way.

Composition is one thing ; coming before the

world as a composer is quite another. The form-

er is by all means to be recommended, in the way
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of study, exei'cise, self-training. He who would

learn to truly unden^tand an art, had better try

his own hand in it. But let him not be in haste

to publish his crude exercises, thinking to win

fame by them. Our young musicians, as a too

common thing, lack modesty. Real musicians,

men of real talent, genius even, far advanced in

Art, keep to themselves, or burn, many an

effort far superior to nine-tenths of the aforesaid

publications, wisely regarding them as exercises,

not as loorlcs. IIow ridiculous it looks, then, for

a shallow fellow, half-taught, and without a spark

of originality, to be giving to the world his

"Opus" so and so !

Mendelssohn's Songs without Words.

Book First.

To describe the music of Mendelssohn, or Cho-

pin, or any true poet-composer, seems a work of

despair. As well try to describe the fragrance

of mignonette, or the flavor of a peach, or tell

what thoughts compose the charm of the most

evanescent and delicious reverie, which knows

no reason for itself, and se^ms to have no aim,

although one moment of it weighs more in the

memory than weeks of ordinary consciousness.

It is exquisitely refined, delicate, dreamy, mysti-

cal
;
yet simple, strong and clear. It takes you

within the borders of the marvellous, only to

make you feel more at home ; it reveals a certain

peculiar and very pure spliere of existence, to

which the soul seems perfectly native, and which

we wonder we have not cultivated more. It is

to the every day life of the mind, what plunging

into the watery element is to the body ; the same

slight shudder and the same fine delight and

sense of wholesome, purifying change.

No. 1. ("Book I.^ A gentle, streamy movement

in 4-4 time, marked Andante con too?o, and in

the warm key of E major, seems like a hymn of

gratitude
; the heart so full, so innocent, so con-

stant, in its own tranquil musings unconsciously

overflowing with an ecstatic feeling of the un-

speakable love that pervades all things. It seems

the cool ot a soft summer evening. The air and

the bass, uniform and stately in their movement,

form such counterpoint with each other, as the

crystal sky with the dark earth below it, while

the even arpeggio of the accompaniment

between is like the flow of the night air.

No. 2. Andante expressivo, in 3-8 measure, in

the key of A minor, is a quaint, pensive, melan-

choly strain,—that sort of sweet melancholy

which is a luxury to itself, and beautiful to be-

holders. The melody is very simple. ("The

motive, for the first four measurer, is found almost

indentical in one of the violin Sonatas, if we
remember rightly, of Sebastian Bach). The
harmony, which has a melody of its own, is curi-

ously managed, and defies the careless player to

anticipate a bar of it. The whole is so subdued

and sober, that many an one will play it through

several times before its beauty begins to i^row

upon him, as it infallibly must in the end.

No. 3. Moho AUec/ro e vivace, 6-8 measure,

and in A major, seems to have caught and con-

tinued the strain of the first movement in

Beethoven's sublime Seventh Symphony. The
key and rhythm are the same, that peculiar Or-

phic rhythm, as some one called it, which seems

to pervade the universe and carry all things on

with it. There is an undying fire of aspiration

in it, free from all insane restlessness and impo-

tent impetuosity, wisely reconciled without any

loss of force to the severe rhythm of the universe,

to unslumbering obedience, brighter and more

vigorous than youth's truant enterprise.

The next is brief, and like a broad and ample

chorus; a .solemn cheerful utterance of a whole-

some common sentiment ; the grand confession of

faith of a true-hearted company, who trust the

Universe and trust each other, and do not have

to try to be religious. It is also in A major, and

in common time. Our readers by this time wiU

suspect, without inquiring whether he be Jew,

Catholic', Lutheran or Rationalist, that this good

Fe/ix Jlendelssohn is a religious man, and that

his art is holy occupation which the world could

not spare.

No. 6, is in the relative minor of the last key,

6-4 meastn-e, and marked Piano Af/itato. It is

full of passion, intense but not noisy. It is the

most difficnlt piece in this collection, woven

together with the unning science of a Bach,

and rei]uires that each part in the harmony should

be carefully individualized.

The set closes with one of those dreamy

" Gondola songs," which we have described so

reccntlv.

The Promenade Cots'Cekts in the Boston Mu-

sic Hall begin this evening. The hand (Orchestral

Union) numbers about forty instruments, and in-

cludes the Gerraania Brass Band, as well as a reed

band ; so that the performances will partake of these

forms, as well as of the orchestral. Some solace of

this sort is needed in those hot and anxious times.

The Mendelssohn Quintette Clue aresrt ing

out upon a summer tour, dispensing Art and court-

ing Nature, through the free mountain regions of

New Hampshire and Vermont. On their way they

will furnish the music for the Commencement exer-

cises at Burlington and Middlehury Colleges,

—

music worthy of such " classic shades." They mean

a' so to g've concerts in various places, especially at

the favorite resorts in and about the White Moun-

tains. Tiuly the visitors to North Conway and tlio

Glen House and Franconia have good things in store

for them. How Beethoven will sound under the

solemn shadow of the mountains !

We are happy, after the example of our neighbor,

the Musical Times, to record "the safe return, after a

year's active service in the Navy of their adopted

country, of two well-known and well tried musicians,

Messrs. Joachim Schultz and Hohnstock. Their

year on board the Colorado has given them fighting

enonsh, and they are now glad to return to the more

peaceful occupation of blowing the clarinet and bas-

soon in Boston Halls. Schultz's fine clarinet has

been sadly missed, and we are glad to welcome it

' home ' again."

We copy to-day another of the New York Mer-

cury man's rambles among the church choirs of

Gotham. It cont.ains some information, and plenty

of ignorance too patent to do any harm, while it may

afford a little lauprhter, which is certainly a blessing

in trist times. What a Fana'ico per la MuHca—at

least for the modern Catholic Ciecilia—the man is !

Equally ecstatic over a mass by a De Monti or a

Mozart; "immortal composers" a// .' And what a

convenient rule he lays down for the singer : "If the

plain melody is dull and insipid, embellish it
"—i.e.

add your own insipidity to it ! Add ntinus to minus

and you have -plus! But we fear that our readers

are beginning to feel that it is about time to discon-

tinue these doses of Mercury.

Syracuse, N. Y.—This city is the whereabouts
of Mr. J. M. Tract, whose classical soir&s the

printed programmes led us to suppose took place in

Weissnichln'o. We have received the two remaining

programmes; they are not ?cAo% classical, since in

them we find Kiicken, Dreyschock, &c., mixed up
with Mendelssohn and Beethoven ; but they contain

so much more of sterling music than is usu.il in mis-

cellaneous concerts, that we have thought them
worthy of mention. In the two now before us we
note the Sonata op. 26 (with the Marcia Funebre and
the Sonata Patlutlijue of Beethoven ; the Rondo cap-

riccioso, op. 14, of Mendelssohn ; the Schei-zo in B
minor and Polonaise in E flat of Chopin ; the Min-
uet and Finale from Haydn's Symphony No. 5,

(arrsinged for four hands)
; besides \ocal selections

(common ones) from Mendelssohn, Cherubini, Schu-

bert, Rossini's " Tell," &c.

Death of Isabella Hinkley Susini.—Our
readers, says the Daily Advertiser (June 7), will be

pained to hear of the dcuh of the popular American
prima donna, Isabella Hinkley, the wife of the basso

Susini. She had lately given birth to an infant, and

h".r confinement was followed liy a fever, which on

Saturday morning at 6 o'clock, resulted fatally.

—

Her remains were removed to Albany. Madame
Susini was born at Albany, and evincing an early

talent for music, was, after some instruction at home,
sent to Italy to study. She first sanp; at Florence in

the Philharmonic Concerts, and subsequently in

opera. After singing in several Italian cities, she

filled a highly successful engagement at Amsterdam,
where she was engaged by Mr. Ullman for the New
York opera. She has played in several characters,

the most successful heinp; her arch personation of the

Page in the "Ballo in Maschera," and no other vo-

calist has yet attempted the role in this country. In

the future representntion of "Ballo," our opera-goers

will recall with regret the charming vocalization and

animated action of Isabella Hinkley. A little over

a year since Miss Hinkley was married to Susini,
whose grief at his sad loss is intense.

Verdi, (so a musical item gleaner in the Evening

Post informs us) has a curious factotum of a servant,

who knows every bar of music his m.aster has writ-
ten, from "Ernani" and "Nabuco" to "La Forza del
Pestiuo." He is familiarly known as " Verdi's
shadow." He has two horses which he calls Bio^o-

Ictto and Trovatore. He it is who has tauyht the
peasants on Verdi's estate near Busseto to sing the
operatic cliuruses, so that they welcome their padrone
with the "Lombardi" chorus :

"Oh ! Signor, dal tetto natio."

This servant's conversation is half made no of
scraps from the librettos of the Verdi operas. In St.
Petersburg last winter he besought his master to
hurry back to Italy or he (the servant) would die
with cold

—

"Gran Dio ! morir Pi giovanc ;"

And when the time was appointed to go, sang the
air of "Elvira":

"Vola o tempo," Sec.

Once Verdi nearly fri!_ditened him to death by ap-
pearinjj h la ghost, wrapped up in a white sheet,
and when he tore of the disguise and disclosed his
identity, the friL'htened servant could only express
himself with Leonora in the new scene of "Trova-
tore":

"Sei tu dal Ciel disceso.

in Ciel son io con te.-'

GoTTSCHALK,—An infinite de.al of nonsense has

been written on this subject. We are glad to

quote for once a little sense. It is from the columns
of the Daily Adcertiser :

" Mr. L. M. Gottschalk, whose somewhat cometa-
ry orbit has been gradually approachinfc its perihelion,

(if we may represent little Boston by so luminous a
figure as the sun in order to support our metaphor),
has at last reached his point of jireatest approxim.a-
tion to us. He has given a concert in Ru.xliurv,

—

thereby approaching as nearly to • the hub of the
universe ' as he could, while avoiding actual contact.
This concert occurred on Saturday afternoon last,

and was styled a ' Grand Matine'e d'Instructiou ' in
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the ingeniously ungrammatical programme, wherein
was recorded also that the concert would ' be especi-

ally devoted to the Improvement and Instruction of

those who have already acquired proficiency on the

pianoforte.' Succeeding sentences conveyed the

idea to us after some little study, that the way to

become a faithful interpreter of piano-forte music was
to attend when Mr. Gottschalk performed his own
compositions. The details of the programme enforc-

ed this idea, since eight out of the ten pieces were of

Mr. Gottschalk's writing. To all we listened

patiently, and endeavored to drink deeply of the

wisdom which we had been led to believe would How
freely for us. Is it our fault that we came away un-

satisfied ? We believe not. Mr. Gottschalk has it

not in his power to sati.^f'y the true lover and student

of music. He lacks the one great essential

—

^ouL

Yet he is competent to teach many lovers and stu-

dents of music a variety of things which they know
not, and to give them help to obtain for themselves

what he never cau give them. He cannot attain for

them the noblest ends of musical stndy, nor even
indicate by his own example what those ends are,

but he can furnish the means to such ends. He can-

not be their pilot when they would launch fortli and
sail over the swelling seas of harmony and happy
isles, but he can be their mechanician, and ' to their

speed add wings ' stronger and fleeter than they had
contrived. Mr. Gottschalk is not an artist— he is a
virtuoso. But how does he devote this mastery of
the keyboard ? Does he use it to make known to ns

works of the great masters, as Halle, Arabella God-
dard, Pauer and Liszt dol Docs he make the per-

former subordinate to the work which is to he per-

formed 1 By no means. What most impresses the

attendant upon one of his concerts is his own intense

personality—his perpetual self-consciousness. AVIien

the ditficulties of execution do not require him to

watch bis hands, he has a glance ever ready to wan-
der lazily about the concert-room, scrutinizing the

audience. He is always Mr. Gottschalk, calm, cold,

half-eniiKi/^, irreproachably arrayed, and with three

stars upon his breast. He is the ready, complacent
reader of his own works, not the careful, timid, con-
scientious representative of the mighty dead whose
works live after them for our dull sakes. The pieces
which he pla3's are really characteristic of him, and
of his manner of playing. They are quite tropical

;

they glitter and flash wildly .and unexpectedly ; they
have a sort of fervor, too—but it is not lasting ; it

glows and fades, as if unable to bear up against some
oppressive influence ; a sullen heaviness often under-
lies the most brilliant and fantastic figures, and even
at times crashes fiercely above them, like the tremb-
ling of torrid grounds which threatens or foreruns
the hurricane or the earthquake. These composi-
tions are not without an inspiration, and some are
almost worthy to be called works of genius, (of these
last perhaps the ' OJos Creoles ' is the most perfect)

;

they, and their author's playing of them, fill the
hearer with bewilderment and" astonishment, and at
rare intervals beguile by a strange, dreamy witchery

;

but they do not thrill him with stern emotion, touch
him with tenderness, nor beguile him of his tears.

There is built up a slendid fabric of melodies and
harmonies

; but when he who is satiated with gazing
upon it would enter to be rested and refreshed, to be
nourished and taught, knocks at the portal, all crum-
bles beibre him and is gone. The magician's hand
had conjured up no home for the heart, but a mere
' Chateau d' Espaqne,' which towers loftily and gleams
resplendently for the senses, then melts away.

Whatever influence Mr. Gottschalk impresses
while playing his own compositions, is lost when he
exchanges them for the classics. The opening move-
ment of Chopin's ' Marehe Funebre ' he gives
grandly as the full chords rise in a great crescendo,

but when the melancholy theme follows on, which
would suit so well with the wail of a trumpet or the
plaintiveness of a violin, he has no feeling for its true
interpretation ; the strains are clear and liquid, and
phrased with much discretion, but there is no mourn-
ing in them, nothing to tell us of the pall and the

coffin, of tears and the tomh. So, too, the exquisite
Andante from Beethoven's ' Sonate Pathe'tique,' which
should throb in every measure with the beating of a
heart which swells almost to breaking with emotion
that is as subtle as strong, is no more than a pretty

bit of quiet writing, when Mr. Gottschalk executes it.

We have heard it flow from beneath the touch of fin-

gers which an artist-soul inspired, and we no longer
remembered that we made any profession of being
' nothing if not critical,'—we only were conscious of

yielding to a pure and powerful spell, which stirred

our deepest feelings, and made us prove the moving
mastery of Beethoven's genius. It was not so on
Saturday ; we simply thought the player's fingering

was uncommonly neat and nice, and wondered how
he managed to press all the pathos oat so thoroughly

and to chill Beethoven's spirit until it became hard
and impassive like his cold, bronze efiigy.

The following, so far as these pages are concerned,

must end a silly controversy.

"Monster Young Lady Concerts, Stolen

Thunder, &c., &c.

Shelbyville, Ky., Juno 12, 1862.

'•Your Journal of June 7, 1862, contains ajeommu-

nication signed "C. Kinkel," in which I am charged

with the authorship of a correspondence from

Townsend, Mass., signed "T," published in your

Journal, June 29, 18G1.

"7 declare these charges totaUi/ false.

"It is to be regretted, that the writer, or writers of

the communication signed " C. Kinkel " spilled so

much venom in vain." J. H. Kapi'ES.

"Spiridion," of the Gazette, writing from Paris,

relates the following :

Have yon heard anything of the war between Dr.

Sterndale Beiniett and " Costa, Esquire," as the

French newspapers call him 1 Costa has considera-

bly injured himself in England by his treatment of

Dr. Bennett and Verdi at the opening of the exhi-

bition. Do you know the origin of his quarrel with

Dr. Bennett? I will tell you. Some years ago

Costa was the leader of the orchestra of the Philhar-

monic Society. A symphony of Dr. Bennett w.as

among the pieces on the programme. While the or-

chestra were executing it. Dr. Bennett wrote in pen-

cil on his card these lines and passed it to his friend

Lucas, the flrst violoncellist of the orchestra—-"For

Heaven's sake beg Mr. Costa to change the time
;

show him, if necessary, what to do, for these Italians

are the greatest ignoramuses on earth about sym-
phonic music." Poor Mr. Lucas, seeing Mr. Costa's

name written in large letters, imagined the card was
destined for Costa, and with great delicacy read no
further, but forwarded the card to Costa. You know
poets seem as insensible as the rhinoceros when they

are compared with musicians—judge, then, of the

scene which ensued ! Costa vowed by all the patron

saints of Italy that he would never more have any-

thing to do with Dr. Bennett, except so far as to do
everything in his power to injure Dr. Bennett ; and
Costa has kept his vow as we all keep our evil pro-

mises.

St. George's Hall is the finest building in

Liverpool. It was completed in 1854-.—In it is one
of the noblest Concert Halls in the world—169 feet

long, by 80 wide. Its top is an arch, the highest

point of which is 82 feet from the floor, and support-

ed by a range of 22 beautiful Corinthian columns ot

polished Aberdeen marble or red granite. The organ

which occupies one end of the hall, cost .$65,000

—

has 108 stops, and 8000 pipes, and is supplied with

wind by means of a steam engine. I was fortunate

enough to be present during a performance upon it

by Mr. Wm. T. Best, and to my oar it had all the

power, beauty, and variety of a full band of music.

The largest number ever present in the hall, was at

a concert given by Patti, when 4,000 people were ad-

mitted, the larger portion of them to seats. Exter-

nally the building is very stately in appearance. It

is built of freestone, after the Grecian models, in the

Corinthian order, and its whole cost was about $2,

500,000. The patron tutelary saint of England
gives it a name, that " patron of arms, chivalry, and
the garter," at the present day, who 1 500 years ago,

even in the degradation and decay of the Roman
Empire, made himself so infamous for his corruption,

basness and cruelty, that even the servile multitude

of that period rose in rage and slew him.

—

Corr.

Portland Transcript.

An Organist of Bangor was very peculiar as to the

nature of his meals, and having gone to church one

Sunday without leaving his usual directions, the

anxious wife sent her little boy for instructions.

When the hoy reached the church, he found they had
just commenced the Te Deum, and fearing to wait

until it was finished, he crept up to his father, and
commenced singing in his ear, in the treble voice

{sotto voce).

" Mother's pot a hind quarter of lamb,
What shall she do with it? "

The organist was rather astonished, but promptly

replied in bass :

" Roast the loin and boil the leg,

And make d pudding of the suet."

With which message the young genius instantly

decamped.

DESCRIPTIVE list OF THE

l-.-<S^TEST 3VEXJSIC,
Pnblisliecl by Oliver DitsoBi Sc Co*

Vooal, with Piano Accompaniment,

Where shall the grave of the beautiful bo ?

Ballad: C. F. North. 25

A sweet and flowing melody ; words and music both

desirable,—a tribute of admiration we cannot always

pay.

Ever near. Ballad. S. Glover. 25

A somewhat sentimental song, but very good of its

kind.

Joneses sister. Comic. 25

A very amusing song, in which are recounted the

adventures of a young man who falls in love with his

friend's wife, supposing her to be his sister.

A sijrli for home. C. A. Samuels. 25

A charming little parlor song. The melody is grace-

ful and flowiog. and the words well wedded.

Magdalcna, cease thy weeping. 25

The words of this song are ascribed to Peter the

venerable, 1092. The music is of devotional character

and, sung with soul and expression, must produce

great emotion in the listener.

Instrumental Music.

L'ange quardien, (Morceau de Salon).

J. Blamenthal. 50

A most exquisite gem—brilliant and clashing, yet

not too difficult. It naust have been written in one of

Blumenthal'a inspired moments.

Bouquet of Flowers ; or, Recreations for the

young. IF. Williams. 25

A collection of Waltzes, Polkas, Mazurkas, (fee,

written for the author's pupils, and published by their

desire. They are easy, graceful and spirited—^just the

most desirable compositions for young players, and

must be eagerly sought for. The author has long been

known in this city as an excellent teacher and musi-

cian. Tempting inducements probably lured him to

Utica, for we hear that he has been overrun with busi-

ness.

Laura Polka.

Nita Schottisch,

Louisa Waltz.

G. C. Whiitenedge. 25

i7. R. Sweney. 25

J. E, Howard. 25

Easy and sparkling specimens of Dance Music ; well

written and moderately difficult.

Books.

The Doctor of Alcantara. Opera Bouffe.

Libretto by Benj. E. Woolf. Music by Julius

Eichberg. 3.00

We have here in one handsome quarto volume the

new and popular Opera complete- There is a spirit

and lightness about the whole composition that can-

not fail to render it a general favorite, while innumer-

able gems of melody impart to it an attractiveness

which will cause individualized portions to be eagerly

sought for and added to every pianist's repertoire of

pleasing and choice pieces. Musical critics of the

highest note have awarded to Mr. Eichberg's produc-

tion unqualified praise, and their opinion given after

thoroughly testing its merits is being fully endorsed

by the musical public.

Mdsio by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this Journal.

Franz Schubert.

A BIOGKAPHICAL SKETCH.

From the German of Dr. IlEisRiCff von Kreissle.

(Continued from page 115 )

We continue the list of Schubert's operatic

compositions.

8. "Die Zwlllinge" (The Twins), farce with

sinning, in one act.

This was performed for the first time at Vogl's

suggestion, in the Karnthnerthor theatre, on the

14tli of June 1820,—that is, at a time when none

of Schubert's songs had yet been published.

The subject of the libretto, taken from the

French, is one that has been pretty well used up

upon the stage; (the two Dromios, for instance).

The twin brothers, being continually taken for

each other, deceive themselves and others, which

leads to many comical effects,—but commonly

also to a flat conclusion. Vogl had undertaken

the part of both twins, the military invalid and

the countryman, Franz and Friedrich Spiess, and

did his best to keep them properly distinct. The
music interested on the whole ; the introductory

chorus had to be repeated ; also the Aria in C
of one of the twins found response. At the end

of the piece the people clapped, and desired to

see the composer, in whose place, as lie was ab-

sent, Vogl returned thanks.

The critics called the little opera a pretty trifle,

the production of a young composer, who, as

the pure style of the work showed, must have

made a regular course of study and was no no-

vice in harmony. To be sure, they went on to

say, the music here and there is antiquated and

even unmelodious ; and it is to be hoped, that

the composer will not have misunderstood the

compliment of the friends, who called him out.

The performance was on the whole satisfactory
;

but a lasting influence was not produced, owing

perhaps partly to the libretto. The operetta was

was given six times, and then vanished from the

repertoire forever.

9. On the 19th of August 1820 the following

notice appeared in the BellettriscTie Blatter of

Vienna

:

" The liberality of his excellency, Count Fer-

dinand von PaWy, proprietor of the royal imper-

ial privileged Theatre on the Wien, has offered

a beneflt to three artists, the terms of whose en-

gagement promise them but little income. These
artists are : Herren Neefe, scene painter, Roller,

machinist, and Lucca Piazza, costumer of the

aforesaid theatre, who are all highly desorvino- of

such a distinction. This benefit is fixed for next

Monday, the 21st of August, at the third repre-

sentation of the new magical play in three acts :

' Die Zauherliarfe ' (The Magic Harp), music

by Herr Schubert, decorations, machinery and
costumes by the beneficiaries."

Schubert had been invited by Neefe and the

regiiseur of the theatre, Demmer, to write the

music to this melodrama by an unknown author.

He immediately consented, and had it ready in

a couple of weeks. On the 19th of August 1820

the opera was put upon the stage, and was mod-

erately successful. It was given several times,

but vanished from the repertoire again before the

beginning of the winter. It contained but few

solo songs: choruses and melodrama were the

principal ingredients. Here a^ain the text-book

was altogether worthless, in fact silly, and dis-

pleased the aiulience decidedly.

The Overture, a very interesiing, characteris-

tic orchestra piece, was the one, which has ap-

peared in a piano-forte arrangement as op. 26,

erroneously entitled the overture to the Drama

Rosamund. A very beautiful solo piece is the

tenor romanza of the Palmer, which was sung

by Franz Jiiger. It is an Avdantino in D major,

with accompaniment of violins, viola, flute, oboe,

bassoon, harp, 'cello and bass.

The critics fell unmercifully upon the insipid

text-book of tliis spectacle piece, but also found

many a fiiult to expose in the music : above all,

that the music rather hindered than furthered

the action, and that it betrayed the composer's

utter ignorance of the rules of the melodrama.

The taste of the spirit harp music too was fre-

quently thin, fade and obsolete ; it lacked the

necessary energy and characteristic quality, which

even spirits of the air cannot dispense with.

1'he AUgemeine MuKikaliache Zeitung gave the

following opinion of it : "The setting betrays

talent here and there ; as a whole it lacks techni-

cal arrangement, lacks that general oversight,

which is to be gained only by experience. Most

of it is much too long and fatiguing ; the har-

monic progressions too harsh, the instrumenta-

tion overladen, the choruses flat and feeble. The
introductory Adagio of the overture and the

tenor romanza are the most successful movements,

and appeal by their heartfelt expression, noble

simplicity and tender modulation. An idyllic

subject must suit the composer uncommonly well,"

&c.

These contemporary critical judgments may
be true as far as they go ; but if one reads them

all through, he cannot help perceiving in them a

certain prepossession on the part of the reviewer

against the young composer, who until then had

only come before the public with some small

musioo-dramatic attempts. These gentlemen

seem to have had no presentiment of the rapidly

unfolding greatness of "the agreeable song com-

poser," Schubert ; and yet it stands upon the

evidence of competent judges of music, who
were present at the performance, that the music,

which Schubert had to compose to a most sense-

less piece, contained single movements, vocal and

instrumental, of great interest.

10. On the 20th of June 1821 was given in

the Karnthnerthor theatre :

" Das ZaubergWcken" (the Magic Bells, Les

Clochettes), an opera in three acts, after the

French of Theaulon ; music by Herold.

This opera, as the title intimates, was another

magical piece. Schubert had composed two num-
bers in it, a tenor aria for Azolin (sung by Ros-

ner), and a covnic duet of Prince Bedur and Zedir

(performed by Siebert and Gottdank). Herold's

music did not please particularly on the whole
;

once missed in the music the ring of the fairy

world. The only fault found with the tenor air

composed by Sehubert was, that it lay too high

and fatigued the voice exceedingly. But the

duet was acknowledged as the most successful

piece of the second act. The pausing of the

second voice, and its sudden entrance again at

the words : "We'll break his neck," made it irre-

sistibly comical.

This opera was given eight times in the year

1821, and then disappeared from the repertoire.

The authorship of the two pieces just referred

to was carefully concealed from the public ; and

the young composer had a little triumph over

those who were already beginning to disparage

his songs, and especially to deny him any talent

for operatic music. The two pieces, which Schu-

bert composed, pleased decidedly the best of

all.

iTo be continued.)

The Handel Festival at the Crystal Palace

(From the London Times.)

First Day, Tuesday, June 24.

The Messiah inaugurated the Handel Festival

)-esterday morning in the most brilliant manner.
Between 15,000 and 16,000 persons were com-
fortably seated shortly after the performance had
begun, and never, perhaps, has the great centre

transept of the Crystal Palace presented a more
gay and animated appearance. The weather
was most propitious—a matter of real importance
on such festive occasions, when thousands meet
together for the purpose of enjoyment, inasmuch
as if they arrive at their destination in comfort

they are all the more disposed to appreciate with
hearty unanimity the treat in store for them.

—

To hear The Messiah under such conditions as

those of yesterday is a very different thing from
hearing it in the atmosphere of a close and heat-

ed room. We think we may safely say that,

though the oratorio did not terminate until at

least one hour later than had been anticipated

(5 o'clock in.stead of 4J, no one felt in the least

fatigued, no one at all regretted the four hours

Caliowing for the interval between the parts)

spent in listening to so unpi-ecedentedly fine a

performance of the grandest of sacred oratorios.

And, certainly the immortal masterpiece of Han-
del, take it for all in all, was, without exaggera-
tion, never at any time within our experience so

nobly executed as yesterday. The orchestra,

now—after so many experiments, such earnest

and diligent enquiry— thoroughly completed,

has more than answered expectation. It is not

so much that the volume of sound has increased

—there was. indeed no want of that—as that by
a most ingenious expedient, the concentration of
sound has been insured. Thus, while the exten-
.sive reveberatlon formerly complained of is al-

most wholly done away with, we have, in place

of it, a sharpness of definition and clearness of

detail, permitting each separate part of the vocal

and instrumental score to be easily and distinctly

recognized. In an oratorio like The Messiah,
which abounds in elaborate fugal writing, this is

of the utmost consequence ; and yesterday the
marked Improvement was the subject of general
comment.
To invent words for a new descriptipn of The
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Messiah, under whatever conditions it may be

fliven, is pnmewliat difficult, everj' part of the. or-

atorio beinjr more or less tamiliar to music, aland,

indeed, to a laro;e majority of non-musical read-

ers. Such an execution as that of yesterday in

the Crystal Palace, however, could scarcely fail

to offer new points for comment; and, indeed,

were the space available, we mifrht fill columns

with a description of it. Not that it was fault-

less—that would be overstating the truth; but

that there was a freshness about it to distinguish

it altogether from ordinary performances, even

from the best at the great country music meet-

ings, and at tlie concerts of the Sacred Harmonic
Society—the best of the best. The tone of the

fiddles, in giving out and answering the fugal

subject of the overture (second movement^, was
unprecedented in vigorous sonority. Then the

brightness of the soprano voices, leading olf the

chorus, "And the glory of the Lord;" the multi-

tudinous clamor of ' He shall purify the sons of

Levi"—where every part is important, and which

the occasional " dragging" of the basses alone

prevented from being irreproachable ; and the

precision, closeness, and energy which marked
from end to end the delivery of that most pictur-

esque chorus, " For unto us a child is born," al-

ternately aroused attention, and, as one succeed-

ed another, more and more deeply impressed all

hearers. The superb e.xeeution of this last, in-

deed, was the theme of universal praise ; not only

for the way all the preceding and intervening sen-

tences were taken up—and not the least admira-

ble, the emphatic enunciation, by the tenors of

the climax at "Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty
God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince of

Peace," but for the crispness and delicacy of the

passage, "And the government shall be upon His

shoulder." The boisterous demand for a repeti-

tion ot this chorus not being acceded to by Mr.

Costa, a large portion of the " Pastoral Sym-
phony"—descriptive of "the shepherds keeping
watch over their flocks by night" (through which
George III. declared he "could see the stars shin-

ing") — was entirely lost. The choruses of

the second part. The Passion —though simpler,

yet grander than Bach's profound and elaborate

treatment of the subject—were no less finely

given. '-Behold the Lamb of God," "Surely He
hath borne our griefs," "And with his stripes we
are healed"—surpassing instances of pathos and
sublimity ; "All we like sheep have gone astray"

—that wonderfully spirited and continuous move-
ment, arraigned by shallow critics as an undigni-

fied piece of word-painting, while it is, in fact,

as strictl)' appropriate to the text as any of the

series of which it forms a component part, and
from which it is virtually inseparable ; and "The
Lord hath laid on Hmi the iniquity of us all,"

with its stately, long, and measured phrase, as

noble an example of full harmony as "And with

His stripes" of fugue—one and all created an
impression not to be effaced. Equally good, but

for the fact of the bass voices being rather over-

weighted and disturbed than aided and supported
by the big and loud brass instruments, placed in

the midst—no doubt with a view of keeping
them in countenance—would have been " He
trusted in God," which, as far as music can con-

vey what is presumed to be the exclusive privi-

lege of words, is an expression of the deepest
irony and scorn. "Lift up your heads," with its

obstinately reiterated burden, "Who is the King
of Glory V" was one of the brightest, clearest,

and most splendid choral exhibitions of the day
;

while, singular enough, the clamorous outburst of

the assembled nations, "Let us break their bonds
asunder"—which, on account of its peculiar

rhythm and almost (not to speak it profanely^
unvocal intervals, is invariably more or less of a

failure—was given, as the phrase is, "without a

hitch." One of the most characteristic choruses
of the second part—" The Lord gave the word,
great was the company of the preachers"—was
unaccountably, and, as we cannot but think, in

questionable taste, omitted. The culminating
point, however, the chorus of choruses, the une-
•qualled and magnificent "Hallelujah"—atthefirst

familiar pin-ase of which, according to the imme-
morial habit, the whole of the vast assembly rose

—eclipsed everything that had gone before, and
made us forget all about " the company of the

preachers," all shortcomings, all objections, all

criticism. This colossal hymn, and its almost

equal in sublimity, while superior in complex,

ingenious, and elaborate contrivance—"Worthy
is the Lamb," with the stupendous " Amen," in

which harmony towers above harmony, until the

ear is perplexed and the mind absorbed in ad-

miration at the genius that could conceive such a

work, and with unflagging vigor and unexhausted
invention climax it with such a chorus—were in-

contestably the "triumphs" of the day. To com-
pare any performance of "Hallelujah" and
"Worthy is the Lamb" with that of yesterday at

the Crystal Palace is out of the question. It is

a peculiarity of Handel that his compositions for

the greater part, and especially his choruses, in-

stead of losing, gain by accumulation of execu-

tive means ; and never was this truth more thor-

oughly established than on the present occasion,

when nearly 4,000 performers, vocal and instru-

mental, were engaged.
The solo singing was unexceptionable. The

soprano music was shared between Miss Parepa,
who took the first part, incIudiniT the florid air,

"Rejoice greatly," and Mile. Titiens, who, in

"How beautiful are the feet" and "I know that

ray Redeemer liveth," raised the audience to en-

thusiasm. The bass music was divided between
vSignor Bellotti and Mr. Weiss, practised adepts

in the Handelian school. Signor Belletti most

particularly shone in the recitative air, "The
people that walked in darknes3,"to which Mozart's

additional accompaniments impart such wonder-
ful interest, and the "Trumpet shall sound," in

which the ohblir/atn accompaniment of Mr. T.

Harper was, as usual, a consnicunus feature. Mr.
Weiss produced an immense effect in " Why do

the nations so furiouslv rase, tojrether ?" to which
his noble voice is peculiarly suited. The contral-

to was Mad. Sainton-Dolby, whose "He was de-

spised," was, as it rarely fails to be, a masterpiece of

pathos, and who in the tranquil and lovely pas-

toral, "Pie shall feed his flock," was admirably

supported by Miss Parepa. The whole of the

tenor part was allotted to Mr. Sims Reeves, to

share it with whom would not be an enviable

task. Mr. Reeves has seldom thrown more de-

votional fervor into "Comfort ye, my people,"

more fire into "Thou shalt break them with a

rod of iron," or given the fluently melodious

"But Thou didst not leave His soul in hell" with

chaster sentiment. His greatest effort, neverthe-

less, was the Passion-music, his delivery of which

reached the ideal of expression.

Second Day, Thuksday, June 26.

The second day began, as it ended—in triumph.

Nothing more imposing could have been selected

to head the miscellaneous programme than " We
praise Thee, O God," from the "Te Deum" com-

posed in 1743 for the victory of Dettingen. It

was, moreover, in all respects well rendered

—

the full rich tones of the immense body of altos,

in the opening of the movement, " All the earth

doth worship Thee," the sonorous rejoinder of

the basses ("Father Everlasting"), and fhe/ort;>-

simn with which the united vocal and instrument-

al host delivered the entire sentence, being espe-

cially worth notice. The extracts from Samson

(written two years in anticipation of (he " Te
Deum") commenced with "Return, O God
of Hosts," the tranquil character of which

contrasted effectively with what had gone

before. To this, and to the solos interspersed

throughout the plaintive chorus (in the minor

key)—" To dust his glory they would tread"

—

wliich is its pendant, Mad. Sainton-Dolby, with

her pure "devotionanal" voice, did all possible

justice. The whole, indeed, was admirable. "Let

the bright Seraphim,"—that brilliant apostrophe

to the " Cherubic host," in which the olhligato

trumpet plays so conspicuous and appropriate a

part, came after the foregoing with exceeding

iDrightness. This was sung with astonishing en-

ergy by Mile. Titic'ns, whose high tones, penetrat-

ing everywhere, rivalled the clearness and sonori-

ty of Mr. T. Harper's trumpet. So enraptured

were the audience, that, at the end of the first

part, without waiting for the second, they unani-
mously demanded a repetition, which was in-

stantly accorded by Jlr. Costa. At the "repeat,"

Mile. Titiens restored the omitted portion. The
magnificent chorus, " Let their celestial concerts

a.ll unite"—a continuation of the air, carrying

out its poetical intention with the thousand-voiced

energy of the choir, was also nobly executed.

—

The diliiculty is to imagine any other climax to

Samson than this superb and graphic peroration.

The capital war-song, in which Harapha the Phil-

istine expresses his contempt for the Israelitish

champion, although extremely well given by Sig.

Belletti, a thorough master of the florid style, by
the side of it was comparatively tame. It could

hardly have been otherwise, even with a better

singer than the Italian basso—supposing a better

could be found.

Juilas Uraccahceiis, written to celebrate the

victory of Culloden and the discomfiture of the

Stuarts (frequently styled the "Jewish Oratorio),"

contributed the next items to this remarkable
programme. The selection opened with " O
Father, whose almighty power"—the petition of

the Jews for a chieftain to conduct their wars.

Not a fault could be found with this, the most

characteristic feature of wliich—as far as the de-

hvery went—was the passage,

" An(t grant a leader bold and brave.
If not to conquer, born to save."

with its emphatic reiteration of the first line—

a

striking example of Handel's genius in the pic-

turesque employment of counterpoint. To Judas
Maccabajus, who responds to the vows of his com-
patriots, the composer of the Messiah has allotted

"Sound an Alarm"—perhaps the boldest war-

song ever imagined. The glorious voice and dra-

matic energy of Mr. Sims Reeves have, for years,

been inseparably connected with this, in its style,

unequalled air, with which no one but himself in

the memory of the present generation has been

able successfully to cope. Mr. Reeves at the

Handel Festival means always Mr. Reeves,

proud of his laurels, anxious to retain, and, if

possible, to add to them. This was proved, for

the third time, yesterday, when " Sound an

Alarm" proceeded from his li[)S with as much
enthusiasm as if he had been the veritable

"Judas" urging on his followers to victory or

death. Nothing conlil have led up more vigor-

ously to the climax, "We hear, we hear," where
the people respond with acclamations to the mar-

tial ardor of their champion. The solo and
chorus, as inspiring as ever, produced their wont-

ed effect, and brought down a storm of applause.

To encore so long and elaborate a piece was of

course out of the question.

To Judas succeeded Saul—an oratorio com-

posed eight years earlier. Saul was finished in

September 1 738, three days before the commence-
ment of the immortal Israel in Egypt—or rather

of the "Song of Moses" (Exodus), which now
forms its sec^ond and concluding part. From
Saul was taken one of the most wonderfully

graphic of all the Handelian choruses, " Envy,

eldest born of hell," which contains a passage,

"Hide thee in the blackest nigUt,

Virtue sickens at thy .^ight,"

expressive and significant enough to expel the

demon of "envy" from the soul of whomsoever,

not wholly callous, it might possess, and radically

cure him_ of the fatal passion. The execution of

this tremendous apostrophe may be cited among
the most immaculate efforts of the "4,000." The
renowned " Dead March " which followed, com-
pleting the excerpts from Saul, was indescribably

touching and solemn—the more so on account of

its immediate juxtaposition with a piece so op-

posed to its character. The band played the

march to perfection, the wind instruments and

the big drums of Mr. Chipp being delicately and

gratefully subdued in the softer passages ; while

those marked /or/e were, in another sense, equal-

ly impressive, because never obstreperous. This

unexceptionally interesting first part concluded

with the solo and chorus (or, rather, chorus with

solos) "As from the power of sacred lays"—from

the setting of Dryden's Ode on St Cecilia's Day—
to which we particularly called attention in our
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report of the rehearsal. Mile. Titiens rrave the

solos, if possible.with still irreater purity and splen-

dor of voeal tone than on the former oceasion,

produeing a marked impression in the passage'

"Tbe trumpet shall bR heaitl on high,"

at the end of which she sustained, during several

bars, a hin;h " A," while the trumpet ("Mr. T.

Harper of course^ echoed the phrase she had
just delivered. Nothing could be more entirely

satisfactory, nothinp; more genuine than this, or

than the choral peroration,

'' The dead .shall live, the living die.

And music shall iutune the sky,"'

perhaps the most tunelul fugue in existence, the

melody—polyphonous melody, or melody in all

the vocal parts— flowing un with such unrestric-

ted grace and spontaneity that it is almost impos-
sible to believe we are listening to a movement
distinguished in every bar by intricate and schol-

arly treatment. "Who will say that " fugue " and
"counterpoint" are essentially dry and uninter-

esting after one hearing of this heavenly chorus

—a fitting apostrophe to the " divine art," inas-

much as it is the essence of music from first to

last ? Handel did well to discai'd the setting of

Di'yden's contemporary, Giovanni Battista Draghi,

and recompose St. Cec(Vtu for his own satisfaction.

Although the woik was only a "ten days's labor,"

it was not the less a labor of love, and the music

of Handel is as imperishable as the Ode itself.

Another "revival" fto which allusion was
also made in noticing the rehearsal^ immediately

followed, and with the same success :

—

" Tyrants now no more shall dre.id

On necks of vanquished slaves to tread."

—a sort of lament for the death of Hercules, a

summing-up of the evils that must return and
ve.x the earth, now that the strong-handed advo-

cate of right is laid low. From beginning to end

the chorus is in Handel's most energetic style,

and, like its companion out of Si. Cecilia's Day,
altogether free from the conventional turns and
faded "graces" of his period. The final pas-

sage

—

" The world's avenger is no more "

—

reaches the loftiest ideal of e.xpression, and is

one of those beautiful and tender thoughts which
prove that Handel was not only a great musician,

but a great musical poet in the bargain. This

chorus—though just as well executed—was not

so warmly appreciated as that from Dryden's
Ode, to which, nevertheless, while in other

respects wholly unlike, it is in every sense equal.

Hercules (composed in 1744, for the King's Thea-

tre, in the Hayraarket^ was one of the secular

oratorios of Handel, founded on the story of

Dejanira and the Poisoned Garment, dramatically

treated by Sophocles and poetically by Ovid.

To the chorus from Hercules succeeded the bass

air, ' Revenge ! Timothens cries," from Alexan-
der's Feast, or the Poioer of Music, in which,

thongh Dryden, perhaps, excelled his other Ode,
Handel (while extinguishing Jeremiah Clarke),

can scarcely be said to have beaten his own St.

Cecilia. The air introduced yesterday, however,
is one of the most characteristic in the work, and
comprises another of those remarkable passages
(where allusion is made to the ghosts of the Gre-
cians, slain in battle^ of which Handel has left

so many examples, and in which he stands >alonc

among composers. The accompaniments to this

air, unusually rough and unsteady throughout,
considerably damaged the effect of Signor Bel-

letti's singing, which was artistic and correct, as

it seldom fails to be. It thus fell comparatively
flat,—notwithstanding the merits both of the

compo.sition and the performance.
The " Nightingale " chorus, as it is called

—

" May no rash intruder "—was the single exam-
ple from the oratorio of Solomon—that prodigy
of invention, composed at the age of sixty-three.

To sustain ihe pianos in the instrumental sympho-
nies and accompaniments to this chorus was no
light task for so enormous a body of players. It

was, nevertheless, for the most part, admirably
done. The chorus—which, in its continuous and
unceasing melodious How, may be compared with
the Address to Music in the Ode on St. Cecilia—

a slight defect here and there allowed for (un-

avoidable, no doubt)—was remarkably well

given, tbe delicious jM'a/!i,s'S!'mo phrase

—

" While nightingales lull them to sleep with their song "

—

being sung to perfection—almost breathed, in-

deed—an extraordinary feat under the circum-

stances of place and numbers. A loud "encore"
ensued, with which, after a moment's pause. Mi-.

Costa graciously complied.. About Solomon our

musical readers have heard enough ; nor do they

recjuire'to be told anything particular about Acis

and Galatea—that most elocjuent, and chaste of

pastorals. From this last, three pieces were
introduced—two solo airs and a grand chorus.

The first air, " Hush, ye pretty warbling choir"

—was allotted to Mad. Lemmens-Sherrington,
who sang it in a charming unaffected manner,
the delicate accompaniments for fiddles (on the

higher tones), and the obhlir/ato for piccolo (admi-

rably played by M. de Folly), being mellowed
and softened by the exceptional space and dis-

tance so materially as to realize almost literally

the evident idea of imitating the " warbling

choir " to which the poet makes reference. This

was warmly and deservedly applauded. The
second solo was the most heartfelt and beautiful

of songs, in wdiich the perfections of " the belov-

ed " are glowingly apostrophized—" Love in her

eyes sits playing"—delivered by Mr. Sims

Keeves with groat intensity of feeling, tempered
by a judgment uncouipromisingly classical and
pure. Every phra.se was endowed with its appro-

priate amount of expresiion— in no single in-

stance exhibiting that artificial excess which is

not feeling, but mere " show " of feeling, and
degenerates inevitably into what is fittingly des-

cribed as " mock sentiment." This was the

perfeiMion of singing, and met with the enthusi-

astic recognition it so justly merited. The chorus

fi-om Acis and Galatea was that most impressive

and marvellously descriptive piece called

" Wretched lovers." The measured, " long-

drawn " cadence of the lament—the broken
ejaculatory phrases, when the giant is first seen,

and his " ample strides'" strike terror into the

beholders—each so graphically depicted in Han-
del's music, were on the whole well delineated by
the choir ; this, too, in spite of an occasional
" dragging" on the part of the basses, in the flor-

id passage, " Behold the monster Polyphenif,"

and the interference, rather than support, of the

dry staccato notes delivered by. the heavy brass

instruments—occa.sionally as serious an impedi-

ment to the singers as the " heavy-armed men "

to the rest of the army of Cyrus, described by
Xenophon in " The Retreat of the Ten Thous-
and." A disposition to overlay with " brass"

and organ-stops is, indeed, the chief defect in the

arrangements at these gigantic music meetings.

The grand chorus from Acis, however, notwith-

standing all shortcomings, was unanimously

admired and unanimously applauded. The jolly

laughing air with chorus, " Haste thee, nymph "

from " L'Allegro," the solos rendered (a tone

lower^ with spirit and vigor by Mr. Weiss

—

although there was frequently a want of precis-

ion in the general balance of effect, brought the

second part of the " selection " to an end amid
general and hearty plaudits.

The third part comprised the overture to the

oratorio of Samson, and air from Judas Macca-
hceus, and several double choruses. The overture

was finely played, more especially the quaint and
pretty minuet fa foretaste of the dance-nmsic of

Gluck), which brought out the fiddles and basses

with characteristic effect. The middle movement
(fugue) was. on the whole, less satisfactory. The
first double chorus was from Deborah (Handel's

second oratorio to English words, and composed
in 1733J.

" Immortal Lord of earth and skies"

belongs to the sublime and lofty style, in which,

as a writer fiir the choir, the composer of The
JMessinh and Israel has rarely been approached.

One of the themes in this chorus (" Oh, grant a

leader to our host "J is borrowed from an earlier

work—the Ode on Qneen Anne's Birth day (1713).

In magnificence and solemnity the execution of

this double chorus was decidedly one of the tri-

nmphs of the day. The unison responses from

the various parts of the choir, on the passage "To
swift perdition doom our foes," were dei-laimed

with the emphatic precision of one colossal voice
;

and, indeed, the entire performance was remark-
able. The air from Judas, " So shall the lute

and harp awake "—a universal favorite with so-

pranos—was allotted to Mad. Lemmens-Sherring-
ton, who decidedlj' e.xcels in the florid style, and
in this instance more than sustained her well-

earned reputation. The double choruses from

Solomon—taken fi'om that scene of truly Orien-

tal magnificence in which the King entertains the.

Queen of Shebah—included " From the censer,"

which contains a fugue built upon one of the

most characteristic subjects ever invented by
Handel, and the autiphonal eflects in which were
rendered with singular precision, point, and accu-

racy, "Music spread thy voice around "—another

exquisite aprostrophe to the attractions of the
" divine art ;

" "Now a different measure try "

—

one of Flandel's happiest and most emphatic ex-

pressions of martial enthusiasm ;
" Draw the tear

from hopeless love "—a chorus which in de|)th of

pathos has never been surpassed; " Then rolling

surges rise"—^wliich so grapically depicts the rise

ami gradual abatement of the storm ; and -Praise

the Lord with harp and tongue,"—a hymn to the

Deity, in which again we find Handel soaring to

the clouds. No praise can be too high for the

marvellously correct and effective execution of

these choruses—and before all " Draw the tear,"

the most difficult (on account of the modulations)

and the most beautiful of any ; nor can Mad.
Saintou-Dolby's declamation (as Solomon) of the

introductory recitatives to each be eulogized too

warmly.
The third part, and the " Selection," came to

a worthy conclusion with the air, "Oh, had I

Jidial's lyre I
" sung with wonderful brilliancy by

Mile. Titiens, and the immortal trio, alternating

with semi chorus and full chorus (solo-trio, Mes-

dames Titiens. Lenmiens-Sherrington, and Sain-

ton-Dolby—given to absolute perfection), " See

the conquering hero comes "—both from the

oratorio of Joshua.

(Conclusion, next week.)

The Life of a Composer, an Arabesque.

ET CAKL IIARIA VON WEBEE.

The following eccentric and fanciful sketch, evidently

intended as a parody of the author's own adventures and
feelings, is translated from ' Tonkutistlers Lebpn. eineArnbeske,^^

printed in a collection of Weber's papers, which was published

shortly after bis decease, for the benefit of his family.]

Away flew the hammer from its joint—and crash

went some half dozen strings—with such fury did I

dash my hands upon the keys of the pianoforte. In

one corner lay the scribbled music-paper, and in

another the music-stool ; with lengthened strides I

paced my little chamber, and zig-zagged in and out

of every corner, adroitly avoiding, however, even in

the height of my agitation, every sharp angle of the

furniture. What for months before had caused me
daily annoyance, bad, within tbe hist few weeks, risen

to its height and grown absolutely insupportable.

That indefinite yearning of the heart for something

from which we hope for relief, without being able to

give ourselves any satisfactory reason why; that

painful struggle of tbe internal powers, which are

kept bound in fetters by the consciousness of tbe

unattainable ideal, a bondage from wliicli, at times,

there appears no hope of getting free ; tbal irresisti-

ble impulse to labor, which raises gigantic images,

and after all exhausts itself in mere emptiness of

tboiight ; that cliaos of fluctuating and anxious feel-

ing, which so often overpowers tbe whole soul of tbe

artist, had at this moment entirely overwhelmed my
own. All the wisbes, dreams, and resolutions, con-

nected as well with tbe heart, as with tbe general

affairs of life, which had frequently before sprung up

at shorter intervals, now came upon me with redoub-

led violence, and drove me absolutely frnntic. The
burden of existence weighed heavily upon me ; fain

would I have souglit relief from it in the solace of

art ; but as art exists by life alone, and life by art,

tliev, mutually, combined to destroy both themselves

and mo. Exiuiusted, at length, by my internal strug-

gle, I half uuronsciously took my customary seat

at tbe piauol'orte.

Tbe composer who draws his materials from his

instrument, is little else than a child of distress ; or,

at all events, is on the highway to poverty of spirit

and its inseparable companions, vulgarity and com-
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monplace. Tes, even these liands, these cursed

pianoforte fingers, wliich by eternal haminerinp^ and

praetisinff assume, at last, a kind of independency

and will of their own—even these become the i'jno-

rant tyrants and task-masters ofthc creative faculties,

Thaj invent notliing new ; nay, what is worse, they

are ever ready to war with whatever is not old. Cun-
ning; and roguish, like true Iiandicraftsmen, they

patch up, from musty antiquated materials, forms of

tone that have almost the look of new tii^ures ; and
these, as they luwe something taking in their sound,

bribe the ear, which sits as judge in the first instance,

and secure a favorable reception. How very differ-

ently does he compose, whose inward ear is the judge

of what is created, and which, in the very act of its

invention, is submitted to the ordeal of criticism.

The mental ear has a wonderful tact in re''eiving the

forms of tone, and assigning to them their relative

value. Plerein lies that divine seciet, which is known
only to the initiated, and remains incomprehensible

to the many.

Such an car hears whole perio Is, nay, entire pieces

at once. It passes over little occasional lacunaj and
irregularities, content to leave them to be filled up in

some happier moment ; and afterwards, as time and
opportunity serve, will review the whole in its parts,

and not refuse to abbreviate and retouch, where ma-
turer judgment shall point out.

An ear like this delights to see some finished

whole; a form of tone with thatindividnality of feat-

ures, which, if but once looked at by the eye of a

stranger, will be recognized again. This is what it

desires, and not a mere Iciy figure, a thing of shreds

and patches. If the mind has conceived such an

image, it must be content to let it go its time; for

good things will have their due season of maturity

;

it must be fed with proper nourishment, and be reared

with care.

At length, an internal voice whispered to me,
" Thoj must depart—forward, forward ! The artist's

sphere of action is the world. What avails thee to

bury thyself longer in the narrow-minded circle of

thy acquaintance 1 What, the gracious favor of some
little i\Ieca;nas, extended to thee in payment for some
tune reluctantly furnished, to suffer from his stupid

and heartle.ss rhymes ?— What, the boisterous ap-

plause of the multitude on parade, for a suecesful

march % What, even the friendly squeeze of the

hand by a pretty neighbor, as the reward of a couple

of spirited waltzes ? Forward ! try thy genius among
strangers, and when the exercise of thy talent has

given satisfaction to men of judgment—when thou

hast advanced their knowledge of thy art, and appro-

priated to thyself their information,—then return to

thy home of peace, and enjoy the fruit of thine

industry."

I immediately packed up my instruments, embra-

ced the few individuals whom I counted as friends,

requested two or three introductions to families in

the next little town, and commenced my journey in

the humble stage, which the state of my purse very

strongly recommended. It was late in the evening
;

like dumb shadows my travelling companions sat be-

side me; not an observation disturbed the deep

repose, and I soon settled into a placid sleep, from

which I was aroused at early dawn, by the ready

hand of the driver, who demanded his fee.

I beheld the unfolding of day in placid grandeur.

The holy crc-sce)7c/o of nature, displaying itself in a

beauteous succession of colors, awakened in my
youthful breast a glow of devotional feeling. Filled

with serenity and confidence, my inmost soul turned

to that power who had infused into my mind a dispo-

sition for an art which was to stamp my future life,

and which, once implanted, could never again be

rooted out. I felt conscious that I was acting up to

my vocation, and enjoyed the internal satisfaction of

duty fulfilled.

Nature operates on me in a peculiar manner. That
quality of the mind, in which all the other faculties

concentrate—call it talent, vocation, genius, what
you will— restricts within its magic circle all our

powers of vision. Not only to our physical, but also

to our mental eye, is its particular horizon assigned.

Both may be varied by change of position ; and well

is it for the artist, if, in his progress forward, he can

enlarge it: for to go out of it is impossible. Nay
more—all objects assume the peculiar coloring of

the artist's mind, and imperceptibly partake of the

characteristic tone of his life and scns.ations. At
least, I acknowledge that siteh is the fact in my case :

with me, everything is associated with musical forms,

and becomes modified accordingly. The contempla-

tion of a landscape is to me like the performance of

a piece of music. I feel the effect of the whole
upon my mind, without analyzing, or dwelling upon,
the individual parts of it. In a word, strange as it

may seem, the landscaps has upon me the effect of a

rhythmical movement ; it is to me a successive enjoy-

ment. But it is equally a source of delight and of
pain; of delight, when I calmly contemplate the

manner in which intcrestinii objects are harmonious-
ly blended together ; and of pain, wheir I see these

objects mingled and confused, as they are beheld
from the witulow of a stage coach. A corresponding
confusion is communicated to my mind ; all my asso-

ciations become wild and disorderly. Good heaven !

perhaps at the very moment I am beating out a con-

foundedly complicated fugue, a romlo theme will

start up, which in its turn is supplanted by a pasto-

rale, and that again by a furioso, or a funeral.march.
By my fellow ]3assengers, ignorant of the peculiar
workings of my mind, and deterred from convei'sa-

tion by my strange and unsocial demeanor, T am, of
course, set down as one of the stupidest fellows in

existence I

Meanwhile, we had reached the pleasant little town
of X , and so powerfully did I feel the mania of
essaying my musical powers, that, contrary to mv
first intention, I resolved on sojourning there for a
time, in order to gratify it. " None but a faint-heart-

ed simpleton," s.aid I to myself, " suffers himself to

be dejected." vSo hummine PedriUo's air in Die
Entfiihrnng (Mozai-t's Smii/lio), I sought the refresh-

ment of my cimch, full of buoyant hopes respecting
my projected concert.

On the following morning, I made the best figure

I could, and waited on Mr. Vnn Y , of the musi-
cal taste of whose family I had heard a s:rcat deal,

and who was one of the most influential personages
in that small town.

He saluted me with, " Ah, welcome ! I am ex-

tremely happy to make your acquaintance ; I assure

you, in several letters I have received, your name
has been very favorably mentioned.— (I bowed.)

—

You, of course, know my newest sonatas 1
"

I was strangely embarrassed. "I beg pardon, but
really I cannot say that

—

"

"But," interrupted he. "the quartet !"

"I am very sorry," said I, stammering and blush-

ing at the time ; "but I do not remember—

"

"Well," said my host, not a little disconcerted,

"at all events, you must be familiar with my set of
capriccios—at least, if you read the journals, or are

at all conversant with scientific literature."

I felt that these perplexing questions must he put
a stop to, and so )3lunged at once into the desperate

confession, " I am asliamed of my ignorance ; but

was really unaware of the faM, that Herr Von Y
composed."
The good gentleman's countenance fell ; and low-

ering instantly the tone of his voice, he said, "I\Ty

dear friend, I am really ver^^ sorry, but understand-
ing that you propose giving concerts, I must candid-

ly •tell you that you have very little chance, very
little indeed, of doing any good here. The people
of this place. Sir, are critical judges ; critical as the

Viennese theiiiselves, and (here a new thought seem-
ed to strike him)—unless indeed, you could prevail

on my daughter to sing—in that case
—

"

At this moment the door of the room opened, and
a young female entered, whose figure and appear-

ance were of a kind to provoke observation, not
unmingled with mirth. She was her father's

Opera 1 """, and a truly droll specimen of composi-
tion did she exhil")it. Do hut picture to yourself a

diminutive creature, burdened with a tremendously
large head, covered with black shaggy hair, and orn-

amented with a tiara of false diamonds of uncon-
scionable size. From her mouth, at the formation of

which the Graces did not certainly preside, issued a

voice which resembled a pitch-pipe of the daj's of

good Guido Aretinus, and screeched such tones, that

my ears enjoyed sensations similar to those produced
by scratching on a pane of glass. The delicate

daughter threw her spider-like arms around her papa,

who introduced her to me as a scholar of the art,

and said, "You must sing this gentleman a part of

your grand scena
;
yon know hovv much I admire

it. Sir, it is a composition at once lofty and pro-

found."— (I bowed).

The young cantatrice eyed me from top to toe,

with that kind of patronizing air which your long-

pursed amateur knows so well how to affect, and
then, turning, said to her father, " Papa, you know
(and here she strove to get up a cough,) you know
what a cold I have got ; I am absolutely hoarse to-

day; (here she began a strained croaking;) good
heavens ! you yourself hear in what bad order my
voice is."

The fact is, that n.ature had denied the lady organs
capable of producing any thing like an endurable
tone ; and wdien she began again to essay, I felt

alarmed. I, however, suppressed my repugnance,
and feeling that interest prompted my doing the

polite thing, I interposed, and begged that the lady
would honor me by singing a few measures.

The condescending maiden (evidently nothing

loth) complied. She squatted down before the piano-
forte, and after hammering out a few chords with all

her mii^bt, and blundering an unfortunate slip-shod

run through the semi-tones, she screamed a bravura
air of Scarlatti.

I showed all the interest I could feign, striving oc-

casionally to get a peep at the notes, over her active

ami broad-spread shoulders. At every dozen meas-
ures she would cxcbum wiih a languishing turn of

the head, "You see, I cannot make it out at all!"

She then roughed again, and offered little appoggia-
lura remarks upon her hoarseness, and amidst in-

creasintr interruiilions, at last got to the end of her

task. I struixgled against nature to say something
handsome of the performance, for my very teeth

were set on edire ; some of her upper notes were for

all the world like those of the hurdy-gurdy. No-
thing could he more dangerous than admiration at

such a moment ; for I saw she was on the point of

treating me to another specimen, when luckily her

motlier entereil. This lady was a perfect copy of

Xantippe, in a hish state of preservation. The mo-
ment she came in she set up a shout of admiration,

compared to which, the noise of one of Wranitzlfy's

allegros is but as the rustling of a few leaves. I

thought it but common politeness to contribute my
quota of admiration at the same time ; but my feeble
" bravo !" died away unheard amidst the tempest of

her applause.

"My daughter. Sir," said she at last, after she had

somewhat recovered from her raptures, " is a true

musical genius ; the talent she possesses is astonish-

ing ! and though she did not begin to study music

till thirteen, she has frequently corrected the Sladt-

niiisikant (musician in ordinary to the town) in f/en-

a-ol linas. And then. Sir, you should hear how beau-

tifully she plays on the Stahl-harmonica. 0, go and
fetch it ; there is nothing to compare with that

ch.trming instrument !"

The agonies of death seized me, in anticipation of

this new ordeal, and I could only stammer out, that

it certainly was an instrument adapted to Adagios.

"True," said the pertinacious mamma, "Adagios,

that is the very thing ; ,so, my dear, pray play us

Mozart's Bird-catcher,"

I could contain myself no longer ; disgust gave

way to an inclination to laugh, and in spite of all

my strugirles, the suppressed titter at length broke

forth. The countenances of the whole family under-

went an instantaneous change ; and, from a smirk of

self-complacency, fell some dozen inches in length.

They wdiispereti to each other: my ear caught the

words, "Utterly destitute of all taste"—" No more
ear for true music than an ape,"—and in the course

of five minutes, I found myself left quite alone.

—

The father was called away upon business, the

mother was wanted in the kitchen, and the Signora

figlia, complaining of head-ache, scampered away to

her boudoir. I drew breath as though my lungs

were obliged to supply the bellows of the great

organ at Westminster ; and, after a moment's pause,

laying my finger on my nose, I performed the scala

descenden'do, and walked quietly out of the house, fully

resolved never again to attempt to propitiate the

patronage of a musical family.

I determined to go directly to the Sladt-musihis, to

engage the necessary performers for my concert.

I had not proceeded far in the street, wdien I met
a group of chorus-smgers, who were preparing to

treat the towns people to a piece of music. They
were coughing themselves right lusf.ly into good

voice.

Oh divine human organ ! thon first instrument

bestowed upon us by the Creator, according to which

all others are modelled ; thou that alone art capable

of truly and effectively moving the feelings ;
how

admirably do thy powers appear to me in a choral

song, which, even when exercised in an humble de-

gree, put me quite in a glow, and strike to my very

heart !

Though full of my project, I halted, prepared to

listen to a chorus, simple, touching, and in every res-

pect adapted to the feelings and capacity of the peo-

ple. But my evil stars had doomed me to-day to

nothing but vexation and amioyance ; and what

slionld my gentlemen strike up but one of the latest

airs from the opera of Fanehon ; and even this they

so dreadfully inangled, keeping neither time nor tune

that I made no scruple of accosting the lanky singer

of the bass, who stood next to me, and who, as he

was filling up his pause in the piece by voraciously

swallowing a jorum of bread and milk, appeared the

least likely to suflfer any interruption, inquiring of

him the direction of Mr, , the Stadtmusikus, "Sir,

Verr Herr Principal lives yonder to the right
;

you

cannot nossibly miss the house
;
you will be sure to

hear them, for this is the very hour they are practis-

ing the Russian horn-music ; but I don't think you'll

find any vacancy at present."
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'Not a little charrrined at the fellow's coolness, I

answered rather testily, that I was in want of no such
situation, and turning sharply on my heel, I steered

my coin'se directly towards the house. Sure cnon^'h

I had no difficulty in finding it ; for of all the horrid

noises I had ever heard, tliis was the most appalling.

Feeling considerable alarm for the drums of my cars

I cautiously approached the scene of uproar, and at

length nuiking a hold etibrt, entered thcsciiool. The
scene that presented itself was whimsical in the ex-
treme, lu a circle of from ten to fifteen hoys, who
were blowing their horus with all their might, or at

least stood in the act of blowing, was stationed the

Studt-initsikiis, who grasped in both hands a Ijaton of
formidable size, with which he beat the time upon a
pianoforte that stood near him, and occasionally upon
the head of the unlucky wight who happened to miss
the time ; and all this had the additional accompani-
ment of his feet, with which he stamped with the

fury of one who had lately escaped from the mad-
house. They were performing an overture of his

own composition, in which the horns h.ad a very pre-

d:>minant part, and wliicli his scholars were playing
after the Kussiau fashion—a honi to every single

note. To the right and left were ranged other per-

formers oti the violin, clarionet, bassoon, trombone,
&., who were workini; away with all tlieir might,
giving every passsgc Jorfissimo ; and in the midst of
this terriljle din was, at every instant, heard the infu-

riated exclamation of the director :
" Wrong, you

hUindering dog ! too high ! too low ! too quick ! too

slow ! attention there !
" &e.

Jly entrance did not meud matters; there was
something more novel in the appearance of a strauj^er

than in their master's score, and every eye was turn-

ed toward me, to ihe good director's no small annoy-
ance. The moment was critical ; they had just come
to the allegro, and tlie master wishing to rally the

attention of iiis scholars, and bring his favorite

passage to bear, waxed warm in the fervor of direc-

tion, and beat and stamped with redoubled fury. At
this unlucky moment, a long board, which served as

a music-shelf, having become loosened by such
poweifnl and incessant vibration, came down with a
crash upon the pianoforte, and sent the sounding
board in shivers into tiie air. A burst of laughter,

oll'umsono, followed, and there was an end of every
thing like music, at least for this sitting. Profiting

by this moment, I stepped forward, and introduced
myself to the worthy director.

(To be continued.)

The Charity Children at St. Paul's.

The anniversary meeting of the Chai-ity Children
at St. Paul's took place on Thursday, tlie 12th of
June, under the dome of the church, when, as usual,

full cathedral service was performed, with anthems
and the ordmary musical accompaniments.
The prayers were intoned by the Kev. Mr, Simp-

son, and the lessons read by the Rev. Mr. J. V.
Povah—both minor canons. The choir included, as
from time immemorial, not only the singers exclu-
sively attached to St. Paul's, but emissaries from
St. George's Chapel (Windsor), the Chapel Royal,
the Temple, Westminster Abbey, &e.—about eighty
in all. Mr. H. Buckland (vicar-choral)—upon
whom, and Mr. George Cooper, organist of St. Sep-
ulchre's and sub-organist of St. Paul's, devolves the
very important charge of training and practising the
young singers for the important ceremony, at which
they are annually expected to assist—beat'time, from
an elevated pulpit, so conveniently placed as to be
within sight of the great majority. At the organ
(the superb new instrument recently purchased by
the Dean and Chapter—an mvaluable adjunct) were
Mr. Goss, chief organist, under whose sujierintend-
ence the whole of the musical part of the festival is

prepared, and Mr. George Cooper; while near the
organ were stationed the four trumpets (Messrs. T.
Harper, Irwin, Jones, and Macfarlane) and the drums
(Mr. Chipp)—the " orchestra " so indispensable in
maintaining the equilibrium and adding to the sonor-
ity of the performance. The musical "programme"
was almost precisely the same as in former years.
Of course the " Pieces " and " Responses ""

were
those of Tallis, who, though writing as early as the
reign of Elizabeth, and little known through his other
works, seems to have accomplished something in this
instance which, by universal consent, is regarded as
inseparable from che cathedral service of the Church
of England. Before prayers the 100th Psalm—"AH
people th.tt on earth do dwell "—^set to the most
simple and at the same time most impressive of hymn
tunes, with which Haydn, for whom the music of M.
Berlioz would not have been music at all, and M.
Berlioz (more than half a century later), to whom
the music of Haydn was never over and above con-
genial, were equalty enchanted—was sung by the

children ; and in saving that the " unison " of their
" thousands " of fresh voices, emijloyed upon so

familiar a strain, in agreat measure realizeil the ideal

of sublimity, we are only echoing the opinions of

some of tlie greatest musicians and musical judges.

The Chant was that of ])r. Crotch (tn C). a pleas-

ing, but in some sense trivitil melody, which barely

retains its freshness after the many repetitions which
the necessities of the service entail. Although, per-

haps, more than 1,000 chants arc to be had for the

asking, it is not less ti'uc that scarcely one exists (or,

at least, is in general use) th.it can be cited as worthy.

The " Te Deum " and " .Jubilate " were sung as

usual to " J)r. Boyce in A," wdn'ch, unaflTected and
graceful as, in some respects, it undonbtedly is, should

long before have given place to something—we do
not say more erudite, hut brffPT. Surely there are

musicians among us capable of settinc: these essential

portions of our service to strains more eloquent and
inspiring. It is only the other day that, at the Fes-

tival of the Sons of t)ie Cleigy, in this veiT same
cathedral, we had to mention, in terms of unqualified

praise, a new anthem, by Mr. Goss, written for the

occasion. Now, as Mr. Go.'ss is organist of St. Paul's

Cathedral, it is hardly too much to exact from his

pen—if not every year, at all events now and then

—

a new anthem, in which the voices of the charity

children might be judiciously comiiined with those of

the choir. Here is an opportunity of which Mendels-
sohn would have availed him.self with eagerness—an

opportunity for efl'ects, however simple, both novel
and impressive. Mr. Goss is a master, as all the

musical world is aware. He is also (as his printed

works have shown) a composer of genius. Why,
then, when his duties so exclnsivelv connect him with

St. Paul's Cathedral, should not his talents be devo-

ted to such a work ? Dr. Boyce is very well in his

way ; more than respectable, indeed ; but we are

much mistaken if Mr. Goss could not produce an
anthem to console all lovers of sacred music for at

least tlie temporary secession of his time-honored
predecessor, whose " Te Deum " and " Jubilate,"

composed for the coronation of George III., have
lost much of their freshness by a century's wear and
tear. One of the grandest performances on this occa-

sion—and, indeed, one of the grandest we ever heard
—was that of Handel's superb anthem, " Zndok the

Priest, and Nathan the Prophet, anointed Solomon
King"—composed in 1727, for the coronation of

George 11. Never in our experience h.ave the chil-

dren (the choir was necessarily perfect) sunc so well

as in this truly magnificent piece. The unison for

boys' voices on the words, " May the King live for

ever," and other points that we have no space to

particularize, produced a thrilling sensation, and
made us more than ever long for some composition
from a modern pen—native orforeisn, M. Meyerbeer
or Mr. Goss—in which such elements of legitimate

musical effect could be expresslv, instead of (as in

the case of Handel's anthem) accidentally, employed.

The whole performance (accompanied by Messrs.
Goss and Cooper on the organ) was splendid. Pre-
cision and delicacy went hand in hand. The words,
the music, the place, and the occasion, all combined
in creating an impression that under any other cir-

cumstances would be impossible. No praise can he
too high for Messrs. Buckland (leader of the choir
at the special Sunday evening services) andf George
Cooper, who in the interval between the present festi-

val and the last have trained the children to such
good purpose.

Immediately before the sermon we had the 11.3th

Psalm ("Ye saints and servants of the Lord" to the
fine old tune of Ganthany (1774)—which would, we
think, lose nothing by the omission of the chorus,
"Hallelujah," added by some unknown hand, and
quite out of sorts with the rest. The contrast lie-

tween the "tuttis"—where the trumpets aid in giving
extra force and sonorousness to the choral nnison

—

and the pas.s.ages allotted to the voices of the srirls

alone ("His rising beams or setting rays"—"Who
made the Heaven wherein He dwells," &c.) lends a
peculiar attraction to this tune, which, old as it is,

seems to be endowed with perennial freshness. Still

nobler is the setting by Dr. Croft (1702; of the 104th
Psalm, which followed the .sermon. This was even
more admirably given by the children, whose "high
E" on the word "fame" (" So passing Ln glory, so

great in Thy fame") was as clear as a bell, and as

resonant as a trumpet. In the "Hallelujah"—the

immortal "Hallelujah" from the I\fpssjnh—with whicli

the service always terminates, and with which it is

likely to terminate a century hence, supposing the

festival endures as long— the juvenile host of singers

reached their culminating jioint of excellence, in

some of the unison passages (as, for example, "For
the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth,") not only rival-

ling, but excelling, the precision with which, in the

earlier service, they gave the "Gloria Patri" of old

Tallis, after the reading Psalms. Of course, the

chorus was taken slower than it would be at Exeter
Hall, bul the impression created was, under the cir-

cumstances of place and execut.ancy, all the more
solemn. .So well have the children been drilled by
their teachers since last festival, that they not only

sang 7nore than twice as much of the chorus as on
any former occasion, but the organists, Messrs. Goss
and Cooper, were enabled to play the whole of the

accompaniments, arranged from Handel's score. A
point worth mentioning is the manner in which the

exquisitely beautiful phrase, " The kingdom of this

world is become the kingdom of our Lord," was
breathed rather than declaimed. Finest of all, how-
ever, was the astonishing passage of ascent, on the

words, "King of Kings," &c.—from D up to F,

with the long sustained notes at each step in the pro-

gression. The eifect of the multitudinous unison in

this instance beggars description. But enough h.as

been said of the children. A strong word of praise

is due to the united choirs for their faultless execu-

tion of everything assigned to them in the musical

service. It would he no compliment to such prac-

tised musicians to say that thei/ had improved, but

certainly we never heard them sing lietter. The
sermon was preached by the Bishop of Durham,
who took for his text, chapter 7, verse 12, of Eccle-

siastes—"For wisdom is a defence, and money is a

defence," &c.

—

London Musiad World.

Church Music in K'ew York.

(From the Sunda}^ Mercury.)

(Continued.)

Sts. Petee and Paul's Chukch, Wili-iasis-

BCKG.

St. Peter and Paul's is paramountly superior to any
choir we have yet heard, excepting St. Peter's in

New York—and even that splendid choir, in some
respects, cannot compete with the one above-mention-

ed. The Williamsburg church-choir is composed of

the following ladies and gentlemen ; Mr. Charles W.
Melville, organist; Mrs. George H. Fisher, soprano;

Miss Mary Gallagher, alto ; IMr. Charles G. Lock-
wood, tenor ; and Mr. Frank Melville, baritone. The
accomplished and gentlemanly organist, Melville,

Sr., is professionally well known in this city and
Brooklyn for the past twenty years. During th.at

period of time, he has been engaged in our leading

churches, and has always exulted in the reputation

of being a most successful leader and an accom-

plished instructor. Many of our most popular musi-

cians, vocal and instrumental, have graduated under

his tuition. We recollect his son, Frank, when he

was a musical prodigy, engaged at the age of ten

years in the Church of the Nativity, in Second Ave-

nue, of this city, where he displayed unmistakable

evidences of his present musical talent and vocal

excellence. He is one of the most admirable vocal-

ists we have heard in a chnrch for many a long day.

He has a rich, full, mellifluous, and well-cultivated

baritone voice, possesses entire control over it, and
sings with so much ease, gracefulness, and expression

as to render it truly delightful. He possesses, besides,

the splendid method of the Italian school, and would
be an acquisition to any musical organization, of

which it might jnstly be proud.

Mrs. Fisher is a very pleasing' if not a powerful so-

prano. She sings with much expression and feeling

and is such a fine musician, that she uses her voice

to greater advantage than sopranos of more compass
and power. It appears to us, however, that if this

lady were less impulsive, and exercised less abandon

in her vocalization, she would tell with better effect

in a large church. Miss Mary Gallagher possesses

one of the richest alto or mezzo-soprano voices we
have ever heard. This lady is well known in musi-

cal circles ; but her voice and method of execution

seems to improve every day. Her entire being seems

to become enrapt in the burthen of the theme she

interprets, and she rises and falls in a burst of musi-

cal eloquence positively charming. Mr. Charles

Lockwood, the young and powerful tenor of this

choir, is a finished musician, and a faultless vocalist.

We noticed this gentleman last week in connection

with St. Jjimes' Church. He has for some time

been permanently attached to Sts. Peter and Paul's,

and to that he has devoted his finest ellbrts. His

appearance at St. James' in the afternoon vespers

has been the result of a brief engagement with that

choir, hut the duty o( singing through three dirter-

erit services in one day becoming loo arduous, he has

resigned this position, and intends in futuie to devote

all Ids attention to his owu church. He is certainly

a valuable acquisition to any choir, for be possesses

one of those robust, soul-stirring, and sonorous voices

which are seldom heard in the rendition of sacred

nielodv.
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The services of last Sunday morninp; commencctl

with Generali's Mass in 0, consisting of the "Ivyrio,"
" Gloria," and " Credo." All Italian masses con-

clude with the " Credo," and other compositions

have to he taken up to complete the services. This

is a very difficult composition, and Genevali is always

a terror to any but accomplished vocalists. The
" Kyrie " lic^ins with a duet for soprano and alto,

followed with a duet for tenoi* and alto, and finishing

with a concerted movement. The " Gloria " hepins

with solo for alto, " Crueiti.xus," etc., and is finished

with a grand tutti movement. It were almost futile

to attempt a description of the intricacy and vocal

beauty of those grand solos and choruses. Suffice it

to say, that they were sustained with an artistic abil-

ity and an accuracy of time which we have never

seen excelled. Then came the " Credo," the master

effort of the mass. The alto begins with the solo

" Qui tollis." This splendid solo called into requisi-

tion all the resources of Mi.ss Gallagher's voice, and

handsomely did she acquit herself. This beautiful

effort is followed with a duet for tenor and bass, in

the execution of which those admirable vocalists dis-

played so much ability and skill as tn entitle them to

all praise. Then a quartet movement follows, to the
" Resurrexit," etc., during which tenor and soprano

take up the melody at intervals, magnificently execu-

ted, and soprano and alto sustain a duet. This duet

was faultlessly rendered, both vocalists evincing an

accurate conception of the composer's sublime idea

—

after which, a fortissimo movement ensues, and the

final " Amen " vibrates through the edifice with

thrilling effect. During the " Credo," the bass and
tenor sing a duet, " Gratias Agimus," and the alto

has a solo, " Quoniam tu Solus Sanctus," both of

which were beautifully executed.

At the offertory, Mr. Melville sang an exquisite

solo, " Me In Felix," by Rossi. In this beautiful

melody, the excellent baritone exceeded all his pre-

vious efforts, and excited our highest admiration.

Generali being removed from the stand, Carl Von
Weber was taken up, and the " Sanctus," "Beuedic-

tus," and " Agnus Dei," from one of his splendid

masses, closetl the morning services. From the

beginning to the end of the " Sanctus," it was difB-

cult to discern the grandest effort of composer or

vocalist. It is such an intricate composition, and .so

difficult of execution, that we really believe it would
be impossible to induce many choirs to attempt it.

It abounds iu solos, duets, and tutti movements,
which requires the nicest harmony and strictest accu-

racy of time to peiform. Notwithstanding all this,

it was apparently an easy task with those celebrated

choristers. For while the " Hosannah " followed

the "Benedictus" in such rapid succession that there

was scarcely time allowed to breathe, there was not a

single rest or bar lost until the " Sanctus " was
grandly and superbly finished.

The " Agnus Dei " followed, and was sung in the

same fine stj'lc—as were the other parts. To Miss
Gallagher was allotted the charming solo of the "Ag-
nus Dei," which she rendered with her wonted ex-

pression and feeling. After this came, en Jbrtlssimo,

the " Dona Nobis Pacem," and the services closed

in a hurricane of choral grandeur. Taken altogether,

the exercises of that morning are deserving of the

most unqualified praise, and reflect great credit upon
the distinguished organist and his invaluable assis

tants.

Vespers, or evening services, commence in this

church at 7, p. at. Long before the vocalists make
their appearance in the choir, the galleries are almost
filled with persons of all religious denominations,
attracted thither by the elaborate and beautiful musi-

cal display which they are in the habit of presenting

on these occasions. The music given upon the even-

ing in question consisted of Blanchi's Vespers, with
selections from other renowned composers. The
" Dominum Adjuvandum," and " Dixit Dominus "

being chanted iu unison. The " Laudate Pueri "

commences with a tenor solo, which was cleverly

done ; then follow solos for alto, soprano, and basso.

All those sweet morceaux were finely executed. But
the gem of the vespers, and indeed, the master-piece

of the entire music of the day, was reserved for the

soprano and alto. " Quis Est Homo," by Rossini,

was the selection. Who has listened to this immortal
composer's " Stabat Mater " and will deny that he
is one of the most exquisite creators of sacred lyri-

cisms that has ever adorned the world. The simplest
inspiration of the great maestro bears the impress of

a godlike genius. The " Quis est Homo," sang by
Mrs. Fisher and Miss Gallagher, on last Sunday
night, was, to our mind, the most exquisite and origi-

nal piece of sacred tuusic we have ever heard any-
where. It would appear that it was written expressly
for those charming vocalists ; for the expression and
tenderness with which they rendered it riveted the

attention of the entire congregation; and, to judge

from the expression of their countenances, they were
more inclined to burst forth in vociferous applause
than to remain quiet in their pews. Its was a glori-

ous cfl^ort; and we are inclined to doubt if there are
two other voices in the cities of New York or Brook-
lyn, who can approach them in the execution of this

unapproachable duct. After this, we had a grand
" Magnificat " by Blanchi—during the progression
of which several solos occur, and closes with a tutti

movement. Then followed a trio, " Salva Regina,"
for soprano, alto, and basso, by Mandinichi—and a
delightful vocal effort it was. Now came an auspi-
cious moment for the tenor and bass voices. They
take from the voluminous libretto a "Tantum Ergo,"
by Blanchi, for two voices, and the organist begins
the symphony. Here was a treat. Both voices
were as clear and musical as a silver bell, and they
sang that beautiful duet with so much feeling as to
surpass all their previous efforts. Messrs. Lockwood
and Melville were in still better voice than in the
morr.ing, and we have never heard them sing with
more exquisite harmony, or with finer effect.

As a grand finale, they sang a "Laudate Pueri
"

by Adam. This coitimenced with a duet for soprano
and alto, bringing full chorus into requisition, and
concluding with a splendid display of vocal power

—

the tenor ascending as high as B natural above the
stiiflT, and sending his powerful chest-voice ringing
through the church like a trumpet.
The performances of the morning and evening was

a perfect musical carnival. The superiority of this

choir is, perhaps, owing iu a great measure to the
fidelity and friendship which exists between its mem-
bers.

[The Mercury is still up to fever heat. Surely the

dog-star rages as often as our friend sets out upon his

weekly tour of universal admiration through the

Catholic church choirs. What must the church

music be, which can create for itselfsuch an unspeak-

able admirer I]
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BOSTON, JULY 19, 1863.

Music IN THIS Number.— Continuation of Handel's

Messiah.

Musical Instruments in the International

Exhibition.

Jlons. Fetis, pire, has commenced a series of

letters to the Reviie et Gazette Musicale of Paris,

of which he formerly was editor, embodying; the

results of his observations upon the musical instru-

ments at the Great Exhibition in London. M.

Fetis represented Belgium in the Jury, from

various nations, who were to examine and award

prizes in this department. We have looked thus

far in vain for any authentic report upon the sub-

ject ; mere detached rumors of acknowledged

superiorities, of prizes, &o., mostly in the interest

of this or that piano-forte maker, are all that have

found their way into the newspapers, or even

into the musical journals thus far which have

corae under our ob.servation. So experienced,

industrious and vigilant an observer as the elder

Fetis—a musical savant, with the whole history

of music and the whole museum of its apparatus

in his head—must, it would seem, have something

interesting and instructive to communicate about

what he has been so carefully examining. The

more so, that he writes in a familiar free and

easy way, making his own comments on the jury

as well as on the instruments submitted to

their judgment. The letters are none the less

interesting for the good-natured, egotistic old

man's gossip, which runs through them.

We propose to translate some passages, hoping

in course of time to get at the facts, although in

the two letters thus far received, he only hints at

the conclusions of the Jury. He begins natural-

ly with the Piano-fortes. One thing cannot fail

to strike the reader strangely ; that, while he
speaks of Broadwood, Pleyel, Herz, and other

famous makers, he does not even mention Erard.

Can it be that the maker par excellence, in the

world's opinion hitherto, disdained to enter into

competition in such a mammoth advertising

market, as some have pronounced the Exhibition

to be, where makers have employed virtuosos like

Thalberg, Jaell, (we have even heard Liszt nam-
ed, but must doubt it without further evidence),

to show off the qualities of their instruments to

the admiring crowd so many hours each day !

—

And by a striking coincidence, our own Ameri-

can Erards, the house of Chickering, were not

represented. The thought at least suggests itself,

that possibly the names are coupled in an honor-

able distinction.

We translate from the first letter, dated Lon-

don, June 7, 1862. After some general intro-

duction, M. Fetis writes

:

" First of all, I should like to ask if you have

not been greatly astonished to see me here, charg-

ed with a considerable labor, while other import-

ant labors claimed my presence elsewhere (his

professor,ship at the musical Conservatoire in

Brussels). For myself, I could scarcely credit

what I have just been doing, if I had not been

obliged to get up every morning at 5 o'clock, in

order to be at the place of exhibition at half past

six, after travelling a distance of four miles.—
When it was first proposed to me to accept a

place on the jury for musical matters, I refused,

believing that I had largely paid my debt to my
country at the Exposition Universelle of 1855,

for which I made the journey from Brussels to

Paris and back twenty-two times, besides the

labor, which occupied me more than a year, as

sole reporter of the class of instruments of music.

I also pleaded this time of the year, which is

that of the examinations of the Conservatoire

confided to my direction, and the approaching

Concours, and then too the proof-sheets of my
Biograpliie Unioei'selle des Miisicieiis, the correc-

tion of which occupies me six hours every day.

To all this they made but one reply : We have

need of you. If I spoke of my age, they began

to laugh. In fine, high influences acted against

my first resolution, and I found myself anew in a

labyrinth of interests of all sorts. Thank God

I am out of it.

"On my arrival in London, and after reading

over the rules established by the superior com-

mission of the Exhibition, I perceived that juries

of every class would be seriously embarrassed

by the 14th article of these rules : There is hut

one kind of medal, which is to be awarded to

merit, withodt distinction of degree or

NATIONALITY AND WITHOUT COMPARISON BE-

TWEEN PKODUCER.s. I confess I was astonish-

ed, that, under such conditions, great houses,

known by the superiority of their products, could

have been willing to send them to the Interna-

tional E.xhibitlon ; but they were not informed,

they thought they came here on the same terms

as at Paris in 1855. They did not know that,

instead of a generous government taking upon

itself to bear all the pecuniary losses inevitable

in such industrial and commercial solemnities,

they would hero find themselves in the presence

of speculators, whose sole end is the harvest of

shillings levied at the door; for the English gov-

ernment never intervenes in things of this kind
;

it leaves it all to private interest. . . . This

accounts for the great houses being represented.

As to producers of a lower order,however estima-

ble in many points of view,they alone would be the

•rainers, since a medal decreed to them would, by
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the mere fact, elevate them to the rank of those

in whose wake they have marched behind until

to-day."

M. Fetis called the attention of his colleajiues

to this injustice ; he told them that it is not with
musical instruments as it is witli cotton or woolen
goods, where the coarsest fabric may be just as

good for its purpose as the finest, and where
cheapness is one of the points of excellence ; but
here the sentiment of Art must be taken into the

account ; "in the musical instrument, the end of
which is the manifestation of all the inspirations

of the artist, there are degrees, the last term of

which is perfection." He pleaded in vain; the
majority of the committee were opposed to any
modification of the rule.

"Nevertheless I felt an invincible repugnance
to the prescriptions of article 14. After the first

days passed in examining Pianos, in the opinion

of all the members of the jury and even of' some
of the exhibitors, the instruments of Messrs.

Broadwood, Henri Herz, and Pleye],"VYolff & Co.,

were declared the kings of this category. Im-
mediately after them came other makers, whose
products were distinguished, either by a powerful
sonority, or by a brilliant and sympathetic timbre,

or in fine by a simple and easy system ofmechan-
ism, as well as by the other qualities of a good
construction. It then occurred to me to propose
a measure, which I thought the be.st to satisfy all

interests: it consisted in putting out of the com-
petition those makers who presented exceptional
qualities in all kinds of instruments of one spe-

cies, so as to reserve tlie medal for those who
come immediately after, and in awarding an
honorable mention to products of the third

degree, setting aside all that fell below that. This
project found support in the opinion of several

of my honorable colleagues, viz. M. Lissajous

(France), Herr Pauer (Austria), Schiedmeyer
(Wurtemburg), and Sir. Gores Ouseley, all dis-

tinguished in science and art. A proposition to

this effect was drawn up, signed by us five, and
presented to our other collea^nes.

" ' The undersigned members ot'the 16th Jury, &c.,

&c., have recognized :

" ' 1 . That different categories present themselves
amons; tlie exhibitors, in tliat tlierc are some who
mannt'acture all kinds of pianos, grand and small,
wliile others limit themselves to one or two kinds
only.

'"2. That there are some among them who,
obliged to submit in their country to the conditions
of cheap sale, cannot lay out upon their instruments
the expense necessnry to attain perfection, but who,
under these conditions, arrive at results relatively

satisfiictory.

" ' 3. And finally that a small number of exhibi-

tors, by the important capital at their disposal, by
the exceptional qualities of the material put into their

work, by a long experience, by multiplied attempts
and by an incessant trial after the best possible, have
succeeded in giving to their instruments, not only an
unalterable solidity, not only brilliant resonance, not
only regular action of the mechanism, but the dis-

tinction of timbre, the equality throughout the whole
compass of the key-board, and the sensibility of touch
which .answers to all the nuances of expression.

" ' The undersigned have therefore the honor to
propose to their honorable colleagues the adoption of
the following resolution : T/ie exhibitors of the third
culerjory, makers of. all kinds of pianos, comprised undei'
numbers, etc. . . . are excluded from the cotn/ietilion.

" ' By this separation of the products of great
houses, whose commercial prosperity is independent
of the obtaining of a medal, it will be possible to

award this recompense to products, which, without
attaining to the same degree of excellence, yet have
distinguished qualities worthy of much esteem or
answering the general want of pianos for study and
for daily use, the price of which is within the' reach
of the largest number of consumers ; whereas, if the
medal were awarded only to the exceptional instru-

ments of artists and of concerts, the exclusion of
those whose use is universal would be a serious dam-
age to the existence of a certain number of makers,
whose products have an incontostible merit.' "

M. Fetis's plan, which he extended to all

instruments, as well as to pianos, was overruled
in the council of managers. So he proposed
another, which he had the pleasure of seeing

warmly accepted. " The measure consisted in

determining the value of the medal by a declara-

tion of the motive of the award, inscribed on the

proce's-verbal and in the report Thus there

will be no doubt about the value of the medals
awarded, when, coupled with the mention of those

of Messrs. Broadwood, Plenri Herz, and Pleyel,

Wollf & Co., you read : For perfection in all kinejs

of Pianos, and in alt respects rf sonoritji, eqiialitij,

precision of mechanism in the sliarjes of expression

and solielity ; when, on the medal awarded to

Messrs. Steinway & Son, of New York, you see

these words: For the clear, brilliant and sympa-
thetic sonority of a square piano of large dimen-
sion and of a r/rand piano ; and so on."

Ill ins next letter M. Fetis commences his series

of observations on the musical instruments of all

kinds in the Exhibition.

Promenade Concek'ts.—The first of these popu-

lar entertainments, got up really on a generous scale

by the Okchestral Union, did not draw as many
people to the Music Hall last Saturday evening, as

we had hoped to sec. And those who came seemed

not much in the mood of promenading, but preferred

to sit still in the galleries, lenving the bare floor of

the hall unpeopled. The galleries, however, were
well filled, as also the outskirts of the floor. Doubt-
less the want of a larger audience was accidental,

and partly owing to the sober mood of the communi-
ty in these times of trial. The music, of its kind,

was excellent. The orchestra was as complete as in

the winter afternoon concerts, with plentiful addition

of brass and otiier martial instruments, suited to the

brilliant character of the selections.

The Fra,_ Jjittvolo overture was admirfdily played,

the three trumpets being very effective in the solo.

The "Turkish .March" from a piano sonata by Mo-
zart, arranged for orchestra by i\Ir. Kyan, sounded
quite Oriental, and pleased so much that it had to be

repeated. There was a good concert waltz by

Strauss, and a Grand Overture by Lindpaintner, on
"God save the King," introducing a descriptive bat-

tle scene, which was exceedinc^ly noisy, grandiose

and brilliant, and quite a victory over ditBculties on
the part of the orchestra. The military reed band
portion of the members played a scene from Travia-

ta finely.

Certainly the concert came as near to the Jullicn

and the Alfred Mellon promenade concerts in Lon-
don, as Boston means and habits would permit. The
band was large (for us), well trained, and played with

great spirit and precision under Zerrahn's encr-

ffetic lead. But tiic people would not promenade.
This being the case, we wonder why a proji;i'amme

in part classical would not be quite as popular now,
as in the Afternoon Concerts of last season. At all

events„we venture the sufrgestion thnt this jurogram-

me was too uniformly brilliant; it needed the relief of

something gentler, sweeter, mwe addressed to quiet

moods.

London.

The Operas.—At Her Majesty's Theatre the

pieces performed, during the last half of June, were :

Rohei-t le Viable, given five times in succession, with

Titjens almost reviving the charm of Jenny Lind in

the part of Alice, Carlotta Marchisio as Isabella,

Sig. Vialetti (engaged by Maretzek for next season)

as Bertram, Bettini as Eimbanld, and Armandi as

Robert; then 7/ Trovatore, with Titjens, Trebelli, the

beautiful contralto, Sig. Giuglini, Gassier and Sant-

ley ; then Robert again, for the sixth lime. Miss

Louisa Pyne was engaged, and was to make her first

appearance as Zerlina in Don Giovanni.

The Royal Italian Opera was also chiefly occupied

with Meyerbeer, alternating occasionally with his

—

not cousin German, but cousin Italian, Verdi. Thus

on Saturday, Jane 14, the Huejuenots was repeated.

On Monday Z)o)! Giovanni, which, happily, is always

in demand, with Patti for Zerlina. On Tuesday,

Mile. Marie Battu made her debut as Gilda in Rigo-

Ictto, with Mme. Nantier Didie'e, Sig. Mario, Delle

Sedie and Tagliafico in the other roles. Mile. Battu

is a very young singer, not yet twenty, enjoying a

certain reputation in Paris, where she made her debut

a year ago at the Theatre Italien. The Musical
World says of her :

One of the pupils of the celebrated Duprez, Mile.
Battu has never studied in the Conservatoire, nor, if

we are rightly informed, has she at any time sung in

French opera. Under these circumstances, she
claims the indulgent criticism to which every new
aspirant is entitled, and which should on no account
be withheld from timid experience. This indulgence
may be extended with the less chariness inasmuch as
Mile. Battu, in adition to youth and a pleasing ex-
terior, possesses the germs of unquestionable talent,

and exhibits, moreover, a degree of promise which
at her years is well worth nurturinfr. Her voice, a
litdit soprano—though at present deficient in power,
and more or less unequal throughout its register— is

of extremely agreeable quality, and some of its na-
tural tones, when unforced m the delivery, are ex-
quisitely sweet and pure. That she has real musical
feeling was evirienccd on Tuesday night in more than
one passage ; and that she is by no means without
the instinct of dramatic expression was rendered
equally apparent. 'I'he character of Gilda, in Rigo-
letto, \vas a severe ordeal for an untried and unknown
artist to brave, in presence of such an audience as

that of the Royal Italian Opera, which even the vo-
calization of iiladame Miolan Carvalho could not
persuade for one instant to forget the incomparable
performance of Angieolina Bosio, orforoe to believe

that a singer with voice, taste, manner, and execu-
tion essentially French would ever prove emirely
acceptable in a part ranking high among the hifrhest

creations of the modern Italian stage. That Mile.

.Battu is just as endnently French in style as Mad.
Carvalho, without Mad. Carvalho's practised exper-
ience in the vocal art, is undenialile, and that this

would, in soine degree, militate against her entire

success was to be anticipated. But, with extreme
youth in her favor, and the f ict of her not having
yet had time or opportunity for straining the capa-

bilities and damaging the freshness of iier voice by
constant cxpo-^ure to the musii-ally ;n"tificial atmos-.
phere of the Tiie',atre Lyrique, JNIIle. Battu may, and
doubtless will get over that peculiar mannerism
which, of all national idiosyncracies, is the most an-

tagonistic to the pure Italian method. Many parts

in her performance were charmingly unaffected

;

some few (as, for exam])le, the duet with Signor
Mario in Rigoletto's garden) were marked by gcnu-
ine sensibility ; others by a natural case, which, when
further study shall have brought with it the self-com-

posure that alone ensures to a singer unftiling com-
mand of resources, m.ay help Mile. Battu to become
what at present she is far from being—a thor-

ough artist. Her defects of style and execution were
uiost conspicuously declared in the beautiful melody
which Gilda sings befjro retiring to rest ; hut, as we
have every hope that she will eradicate these in time,
w'e shall not dwell upon them in detail. The audi-
ence, evidently prepossessed by the youthful grace
and modest bearing of the young singer, warmly en-

couraged her throughout her ardous task ; and we
tnay, without hesitation, pronounce her first appear-
ance a fair and legitimate success.

Next came here also a revival of Meyerbeer's

Robert le Diable, with one of the most brilliant andi-

ences ever assembled within the walls of Covent

Garden. Mme. Pence was Alice ; Miol.an Carvalho

the Princess ; Herr Formes, Bertram ; Neri Beraldi,

Rambaldo ; Tamberlik, Robert ; and Mile. Salvioni,

Elena. It was nearly one o'clock when the curtain

descended on the last scene. This was relieved the

next night by 11 Barhiere, as the other great Meyer-

beer piece had been by Don Giovanni. Mario's Al-

maviva, and Patti's Rosina—we know how charm-

ing they must have been ! Don Giovanni was again

repeated ; then Smnambula ; then the Huguenots

again ; and then still again Don Giovanni. The next

novelty was to be Don Pasquale, with Patti and

Mario.

New Piiilfiarmonic Concerts.—The fifth and

last concert of the eleventh season took place

June ISth. The programme included Cherubini's

ove:'ture to Elise, Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony,

Mendelssohn's Rug fifas overture ; a violin Concerto

by Spohr, ]dayed by Herr Becker; an arrangement

for piano and orchestra, by Liszt, of Weber's Polon-

aise, played by Nicolas Riibenstein ; and singing by

Trebelli. Of these always successful concerts under

Dr. Wyldo, the World sags

:

His orchestra, always first-rate, still fin-iher rein-

forced ; his chorus n umerous and thoroughly cfficieni;
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his solo singers, including sncli artists as Mile.

Titiens, the sisters Carlotta and Barbara Marchisio,

Mile. Trebelli, &c.; his solo instiumentalists, such

players as Ilerr Joachim, Herr Becker, i\I. Alfred

Jael, Mr. J. F. Barnett, Herr N. Rubcnstein, the

brothers Edward anil Henry Holmes, and Mad.
Arabella Goddard ; his programmes on each occa-

sion well selected and rich, no less than varied in in-

terest—one and all combined in rendering the New
Philharmonic Concerts continually attractive. 'J'be

greatest symphonies, overtures and concertos of the

greatest have been introduced with rare discrimina-

tion ; and as peiformance succeeded performance the

attention of the musical public was more and more
excited.

Triennial Handel Festival. — We have

copied in a preceding portion of this week's journal

a full report of the iir.st two days of this great jubi-

lee. Of the acoustical improvements of the orches-

tra of the Crystal Palace the Musical World says :
-

There was not that increa.'^e of power and accumu-
lation of sound so confidently reckoned upon from
the augmentation of tlie choial and instrumental

force, and tiie new alterations aiul moditications in

the orchestra. That a vast deal, nevertheless, has

been gained there is no disputing. The acoustical

improvements are very great. The sound from the

orchestra is now transmitted direct—excepting where
necessarily it becomes somewhat broken and disturb-

ed at the sides by the intervening trellis-like projec-

tions of the gallery supports—into the body of the*

transept, and reaches the liearer without vibration

or weakening in any place within the focus of the

huge concave platform. The effect of the thorough

e"iclosurc of the orchestra is indeed surprising. The
chorus has not only obtained greater distinctness and
precision, but superior quality of tone, since the

voices amalgainate tnore intimatel}^ and with greater

smoothne.-is than before, the choristers not being com-
pelled to sing loo loud. The improvement gained

for the solo vocalists by the newly constructed or-

chestra is even more remarkable. The finest pianos

of Mr. Sims Reeves are not lost as formerly, while

his forte singing now in reality penetrates the build-

ing like a silver trumpet. This is an immense gain,

seeing that one of the serious drawbacks to the Fes-

tival of 1857 and 18.59 was the impossibility of hearing

the soloists distinctly unless placed close to the or-

chestra. From the second gallery in the south tran-

sept, which in its distance from the orchestra em-
braces more tlian half the length of the entire tran-

sept, one is now enabled to hear the most delicate

tones of the single voices, and the singers, knowing
that, are at liberty to husband their resources to

any extent they please. In short, thanks to Mr.
Bowley, who has worked with a will and determina-

fionjo secure this great and necessary accomplish-

ment, the Handel Orchestra is, in its present state ren-

dered as fit and capable for the execution of musical

performances on a large scale as it could be made
without injury to the budding.

The public meeting for the performances of the

two Quartets which have won the prizes offered by

the Society of British Musicians, took place on

Friday, the 20th ult., before a numerous audience.

The following is the award of the umpires, Messrs.

Moliqiie, Potter, Joachim, Macfarren, and Mellon,

all of whom attended on the occasion :

"In discharge of the responsibility, as umpires,
you have confided to us, we award your first prize to

the Quartet No. 19 ; because, of all you have sub-

mitted to us, this best fulfils the specialities of quar-

tet-writing, and best carries out the principles of mu-
sical design, though it is not the richest nor the most
original in ideas.

Wo award your second prize to No. 7, which has,

in a less degree, the same qualities as No. 19. Wc
particularly commend No. 10, with the motto 'Ex-
celsior,' for its inventive vigor and dramatic feeling

;

hut its irregularity of form, its orchestral character,

and its being injudiciously written for the instru-

ments, exclude it from the prizes placed at our dis-

posal. We commend, also. No. 3.3, with the motto
'Sero sed serio ;' and there are some others which
show much talent, to whose composers we offer cor-

dial encouragement."
The two prize quartets w.«re admirably performed

by Messrs. Joachim, Mellon, Webb, and Piatti

;

after which the chairman of the meeting, Mr. Charles

E. Stephens, opened the sealed letters which accom-
panied these works, and the winner of the first prize

proved to be Mr. Ehenezer Prout, and of the second,

Air. Edsvard Perry, both of whom were present and
were greeted with loud applause. Votes of thanks

to the umpires aad the executants concluded the pro-

ceedings.

Monday Popular Concerts.—The concert of

June 23d was for the benefit of the great violinist,

Ernst, whose long illness has finally culminated in

paralysis. It was very successful, and yielded ^300

above all expenses.

TIte great feature was the quartet in B flat, for two
violins, viola, and violoncello, composed by Herr
Ernst, and peiformed by MM. Joachim, Ijaub, Moli-

que, and Piatti. It is a work of exquisite fancy, in

every movement showing the hand of a master.

The execution was perfect. How, indeed, could it

he otherwise on such an occasion, and with such
pl.ayers ? Movement after movement was applauded
with enthusiasm, and, at the end, the four distinguish-

ed musicians—who, in thus paying honor to a brother

artist, did equal iionor to themselves—were unani-
mously recalled. The same flattering reception

awaited the Eleqie (in C minor), one of the most
pathetic pieces ever written—not merely by Herr
Ernst, but by any composer who could be named.

—

In saying that his performance vividly reminded us

of that of Herr Ernst himself, by its impassioned
tenderness, its richness of tone, its depth and variety

of expression, we have paid Herr .Toachim the high-

est possible compliment. A rapturous encore was
elicited. Three of those graceful and charming
bagatelles, entitled Pense'es Fngki-es—the joint com-
position of Herr Ernst and M. Stephen Heller—in-

trusted to Mr. Charles Hallo and Herr Laub (a viol-

inist by the way, whose visit to this country deserves
more than a pas.sing notice), made up that part of the

selection to which Herr Ernst contributed as a com-
poser. These brought the concert to an end with
eclat. The other instrumental pieces were Schubert's
Trio in B flat fMM. Halle', Laub, and DavidofI),
and Beethoven's solo sonata in D major (Op. 10), by
Mr. Hatld. The vocal music was in excellent hands.
To Mad. Sainton-Dolby was allotted to Mr. J. W.
Davison's setting of Shelley's iameni, " Swifter far

than summer's flight," and a new song entitled

when I wa.s young" (words and music from the pen
of Mr. H. F. Chorley). She sang both charmingly,
and was loudly encored in the first. Mr. Santley in-

troduced Mr. Benedict's graceful aria "T'amo,"and
a ballad, in the German stylo, called " The wind"
(Ilccht), both in his best manner, and both to the

evident satisfaction of his audience. Mr. Benedict
accompanied the vocal music with even more than
his usual care.

Charity Oratorios at Exeter Hall.—The
three oratorio performances lately given by Mr. and
Mad. Goldschinit, at Exeter Hall, after deducting the

expenses (in each case amounting to about 500/.),

produced the following results :

—

llessiah. May 14,

90nl. 12s. ; the Creation, May 28, 899/. U.s. 7d. ; Eli-

jah, June i, 883/. 16s. 2f/. ; total, 2,084/. 2s. Od. The
net proceeds of the Creation have been paid to the

Hospital for Consnmptioti. atBrompton ; those of the

Elijah have been divided equally between the Royal
Society of MusiciansW Great Britiaa and the Royal
Society of Female Musici.ans. The profits arisincr

from the peiformance of the Messiah were distributed

in the following manner :—To the rectors of the

Lambctli Society for the Employment of Needle-

women, 150/. ; to Miss Stanley's Establishment,
York Street, Westminster, 150/. ; and 605/. 8s. to the

Institution for Needlewomen, Hinde Street, Manches-
ter Square.

Remarkably Choice Violins.—A collection

of fine Cremona instruments was yesterday brought
to the hammer by Messrs Puttick and Simpson of

Leicester Square. Prominent amongst them were
the well-known instruments of the late Count Castel-

barco, of Milan, to whom M. Fetis has dedicated his

" Memoire sur Stradivarius." The following were

the more remarkable lots, with the prices at which

they sold;—Lot 1, a violin bv Stradiuarius, date

1712, 70/. ; lot 2, a violin by Stradiuarius, date 1699,

56/. ; lot 5, a tenor by Stradiuarius, date 1715, 100/.

;

lot 6, a violin by Stradiuarius, date 1701, 135/. ; lot

8, a violin by Stradiuarius, date 1685, 135/. ; lot 9, a

violin by Stradiuarius, date 1713, 90/. ; lot 12, a vio-

lin by Nicolas Amati, 39 guineas; lot 13, a violin,

by Andreas Amati, 36 guineas ; lot 26, a violoncello

by Stradiuarius, date 1697, 210/. ; lot 28, a violoncel-

lo by Stradiuarius. dated 1687, 115/. ; lot 30, a vio-

loncello by Nicolas Amati, date 1687, 1.30/. ; lot 31,

an autograph letter of the celebrated Stradiuarius

(fac-similed in Fetis Memoir of him), 8/. The seven-

teen articles of this collection produced the large sum
of 1,239/. 15s. There were some other fine instru-

ments in the sale, particularly a grand Amati, jew-

elled at the corners, which sold for 60/. ; and a violin

by Guarnerius, wdiich produced 38 guineas. There
was a large attendance of amateurs and professors.

The total amount realized for the day's sale was
1,717/. lis.

'ptial "BsiutB,

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THB

Published br Oliver DitHoii 8c Co.

Vocal, with Piano Acconapaniment.

where, gentle west wind. Song. J. E. Midler. 25

Make rae a grave in the dark blue sea. Song.

J. E. Muller. 25

Two sweet and simple songs for the parlor. The
melodies are flowing and plaintive, and the accompani-
ments are quite easy.

Darling Jessy Lee. Ballad. Mrs. J. D. Raymond. 25

A ballad after the style of "Annie Lisle " and
" Darling Nelly Gray," and likely to become popular

with minstrel bands.

The dear old flag. Patriotic song.

W. B. Bradbury. 25

One of the grand and taking songs of the times.

Sung with enthusiastic applause at several concerts

lately, and chanted by the children in the streets. It

must meet with a great and rapid sale.

Where shall the grave of the beautiful be ?

Ballad. C. F. North. 25

A sweet and flowing melody ; words and music both
desirable,—a tribute of admiration we cannot always

pay-

Instrumental Music.

Marching along, arranged with brilliant varia-

tions by A, Baimhach. 25

This famous army song has attained a wonderful

popularity, and has already thrown into the shade a

host of leaser stars. It ha-S been arranged by the fer-

tile brain of Mr, Baumbach for the graceful and flfxi-

ble fingers of patriotic pianists. It is dashing, brilliant,

and sparkling, yet grand, martial and triumphant.

No one need fear a too difficult Piano piece, for while

it is very effective and showy, it can easily be mas-
tered by players of moderate capacity. It should be

found on cverv Piano Forte.

Franconia march.

Brilliant, effective and pleasing.

J. P. Cobb, 25

Where can the soul find rest. Song, arranged for

Guitar. J. C. Baker. 25

Daisy Polka. TV. Williams. 25

A pleasant and easy composition, suitable for young
performers.

Books.

The Doctor of Alcantara. Opera Bouffe.

Libretto by Benj. E. Woolf. Music by Julius

Eichberg. 3,00

We have hero in one handsome quarto volume the

new and popular Opera complete There is a spirit

and lightness about the whole composition that can-

not fail to render it a general favorite, while innumer-

able gems of melody impart to it an attractiveness

which will cause individualized portions to be eagerly

Bougbt for and added to every pianist's repertoire of

pleasing and choice pieces. Musical critics of the

highest note have awarded to Mr. Eichberg's produc-

tion unqualified praise, and their opinion given after

thoroughly testing its merits is being fully endorsed

by the musical public.

Music bv Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance wij] find
the conveyance a saving^ of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Frauz Schubert.

A niOGnAPItlCAL SKETCH.

From the German of Dr. IIeinricit von Kreissle.

{Continued from pn^e 121.)

11. In the 3-ear 1822 Sell ubert composed Ins

first larger dramatic work :
" Alfonso and Estrel-

la, grand heroiu-romantic opera, in three acts ;'

the poem by Franz von Scliober.

Its fate has been already mentioned. C. M.
von Weber took it with him to Berlin, where it

lay unperformed, until Liszt brought it out in

Weimar, on the 24th of June 1854, at the close

of the opera season, in honor of the birthday of

the Grand Duke.

The opera did not succeed, although it was

most carefully rehearsed, and critics lavished

great praise upon Herr and Frau IVlilde in the

parts of Troila and Estrella, and upon the admi-

rable ensemble of the, choruses and orchestra.

But here again the reason of the failure seems

to have lain in the flat aud utterly undramatic

stuff of the libretto ; for wherever it offered the

composer the least foothold for dramatic develop-

ment, he did not let the opportunity for effective

music escape him :—a proof, that Schubert,

under move fortunate stars, could have achieved

something of importance also in the domain of

Opera. „, ,.

12. On the 20th of December 1813, at the

theatre on the Wien, was given :

" Rosamund, Princess of Cyprns. Romantic
spectacle in four acts, with choruses, musical

accompaniment and dances, by Helmina von

Chezy. Music by Herr Schubert."

In this case again the libretto seems to have

found no mercy in the eyes of the critics. The
action is as follows :

Through a paternal whim, the Princess Rosa-

mund was brought up in shepherd life. On the

completion of her eighteenth year her rank is to

be revealed to all the people, and she is to assume
the government. The term expires upon the 3d
of June. Many wonderful things connect them-
selves with this event ; among others the arrival

of the prince of Candia, who has been betrothed

to Rosamund from childhood, and who on the

receipt of a mysterious letter hastens to Cyprus,

but is shipwrecked on the coast and is the only

person saved. Meanwhile Fulgentius, the gover-

nor of Cyprus, having ruled over it for 16 years,

is 30 little weary of ruling that he is not at all

charmed with the news of the existence of Rosa-
mund, who had been supposed dead. She has

already seen the disguised prince of Candia, and
both have recognized their mutual destiny by a
romantic secret sympathy. The Prince, avoiding

recognition in order to try the fidelity of his be-

loved, and perhaps also because all his compan-
ions are drowned and he cau count on no support,

enters into the service of Fulgentins and wins
his confidence, since he has delivered his daugh-

ter from the hands of robbers. So far all goes

according to his wish
; but—Fulgentins himself

is madly in love with Rosamund, and, as she

cannot return his passion, he persecutes her with

savage hate, accuses her of having instigated the

capture of his daughter, and throws her into

pri.son. Not content with that, he washes a letter

with the most deadly poison, and letting the dis-

guised prince into the secret of the murder,

commands him to hand it to Rosamund.

She meanwhile has found means to escape
;

she returns to the hut of her old foster mother.

There the prince of Candia finds her, and informs

her of the murderous design of Fulgentius. Most

unluckily the lovers are surprised by Fulgentius,

and it would go hard with them, were it not that

the prince persuades the tyrant that the first

sight of the poisoned letter has made Rosamund

crazy, which fiction the quick-witted girl supports

by her actions. The credulous Fulgentins leaves

the care of Rosamund to his confiilant, and again

all promises to turn out well. But now comes a

letter from the burgomaster Albanus (the man
who bad written the mysterious letter to the

prince of Candia), who is dissatisfied with the

administration of Fulgentius. Unfortunately the

latter surprises the prince in the act of reading

the letter. This puts an end to his credulity;

the false confidant is doomed ; he must give up

the letter and—die. But the prince means to

live and marry, so he quickly bethinks himself to

hand the poisoned letter, instead of that of Al-

banus, to Fulgentius ; Fulgentius sticks his nose

into it and—dies. And here follows a song for

a finale.

The piece was found tedious, and was not

often repeated. But the overture pleased very

much, and a repetition was called for
;

(it is the

one which Schubert had composed to the opera

Alfonso and Estrella, and which appeared in a

piano-forte arrangement as op. 69). So too one of

the choruses; and the song, which Frau Vogel

sang (as Rosamund's foster mother) was much
applauded. On the whole Schubert found great

encouragement, which had not been the case with

his previous dramatic musical attempts. By this

time there existed a firm phalanx of Schubert-

ites, who were not behind-hand in applauding.

13. In the same year (between May 23 and

Sept. 26) he composed ; "Fierabras, grand heroic

romantic opera; text by Josef Kupelwieser."

The action is the following

:

King Charles has gained a bloody victory over

the Moorish prince and taken his son Fierabras

prisoner. He had been four years before, with

his sister Florinda, in Rome, where he saw

Emma, the daughter of King Charles, without

knowing who she was, and had sighed in love for

her ever since. But Florinda beheld Roland, a

knight in Emma's train, and, more fortunate than

Fierabras, found her love for him reciprocated.

Both parties left the holy city, on their way home,

Fierabras resolved to renounce the faith to which

he had thus far been attached.

The captive Moors are led before the king,

and Fierabras sees among those present Emma,
and learns through Eginhardt, a knight at the

court of Charles, that she is the daughter of his

father's conqueror. Eginhardt, selected by his

lord to go with the embassy to offer terms of

peace to the Moors, appears in the garden of the

brilliantly lighted palace with a lute, to bring his

farewell greeting, in the silence of the night, to

Emma, his beloved. During his song she steps

out on the balcony, but soon disappears again
;

the door of the palace opens and Eginhardt is

admitted. A moment afterward comes Fierabras,

who, startled by the stir he hears within the house

and by the call of people, who seem to be seek-

ing somebod)', steps aside, to await what will

come of it. Suddenly the gate opens; Emma
leads Eginhardt out, and covers the fugitive with

her veil. Then Fierabras steps before themi

ready with his sword to avenge the injured honor

of the house. But at Emma's entreaty he suffers

Eginhardt to continue his flight unmolested, and

with noble resignation offers his arm to the king's

daughter (whom he loves), to conduct her back

into the castle. At that moment Charles with

his train comes out through the gate, and, seeing

his daughter on the arm of the Moor, is seized

with rage at the violated hospitality, and com-

mands his trusty Eginhardt (of whose love for

Emma he knows nothing^ to throw Fierabras

into prison. The latter sacrifices himself for his

rival and is led ofiT in chains. Meanwhile the

knights appointed for the escort of the embassy

assemble, to march with colors, palms and other

symbols of peace, to the camp of the Moorish

prince.

The beginning of the second act brings before

us again the knights, who have just crossed the

limits of their native land. Eginhardt and Rol-

and send their farewell greeting to their father-

land in a heart-felt song, which is then taken up

by the chorus of knights.

Eginhardt, who has dreamily followed his com-

panions, and who feels a mighty yearning home,

ward, is at his own wish left behind, and it is

arranged, in case any danger threaten him, that

he shall blow his horn, so that his friends may
hasten to his aid. Scarcely have they gone,

when Moors appear, who make Eginhardt their

prisoner and drag him off" with them. The
knights, hastening up at the horn signal, disperse

in all directions in search of him. Eginhardt is

brought to the tent of the Moorish prince, who
inquires of him about the fate of his son, and

when he learns that he is languishing in prison,

he swears destruction to the whole brood of

Franks.—Florinda learns, that Roland is among

the ambassadors. The knights arrive ; Roland

announces to the prince, that his army is beaten

and that Fierabras has embraced the Christian

faith. The Moorish prince curses his son and

orders the ambassadors to be confined in the

tower, that they may be given up to the ven-

geance of his warriors. Florinda resolves to

rescue Roland and his friends. She hastens, a

sword in one hand, a lamp in the other, into the

dark room in wdiich the knights are confined, to

inform them of their danger. Presently the roll

of drums resounds, with trumpet call and battle
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cry of tlie foe. The knights defend themselves

with such weapons as they can snatch up in haste.

Roland and E^inhardt undertake to cut their

wa}' through the enemy to their friends, hoping

to return with their aid and relieve the tower.

Eginhardt succeeds, on the horse of a fallen Moor,

in reaching the border ; Roland is taken.

The third act begins again in the palace of

king Charles. Emma with her maids is busy

twining wreaths for the returning knights. King

Charles enters, and his daughter, conscience-bit-

ten at the fate of her deliverer, Fierabras, con-

fesses to her father her love for Eginhardt and

(he treason of which he has been guilty. Fier.

abras is instantly restored to freedom. Eginhardt

rushes in, relates what has transpired in the

Moorish camp and begs for help. Charles com-

mands all who are capable of bearing arms to

march against the foe, and hints to Eginhardt

that he must rescue his friends, if he wishes to

redeem his forfeit life.

The knights still hold their own in the tower,

in the hope of near assistance. Then the Moors

erect a pile of wood, to burn Roland. Florinda,

when she sees this scene of horror from the

battlements, .sticks her veil upon a lance and

signalizes to the Moors, that she will surrender

the bulwark.

The gate opens; Florinda and the knights

come forth. The daughter of the Moorish prince

throws herself at her father's feet and confesses

her love for Roland. But he dooms both her and

the knights to death.

Then Brutamonte rushes in with the message,

that the whole Frankish host are in full march

upon them. The Moors with brandished sabres

crowd upon the knights ; but already Eginhardt

and Fierabras rush forward ; Roland snatches

Florinda from her father, who tries to lead her

back into the tower, and is just on the point of

running the Moorish prince through, when Fier-

abras arrests his arm, calling out to him to spare

his father. King Charles and Emma appear i

the overpowered prince of the Moors is exhorted

to end the quarrel ; Eginhardt sinks down at the

king's feet. The king pardons him and leads

Emma to him as his bride ; the Moorish prince,

softened by the intercession of his son, lays Flo-

rinda's hand in that of Roland ; Fierabras him-

self begs of king Charles, that henceforth he

may follow his victorious banners ; the opera closes

with a general jubilee chorus.

" Fierabras " contains 23 pieces of music, be-

sides the overture. This is a very interesting

orchestral piece of serious character, in the

genuine Schubert vein, beginning with an intro-

duction (in F, Andante, 3-4 time), followed by

the theme (¥ minor, Allerjro ma non Iroppo, 4-4

time), which, continually emerging again, runs

like a red thread through the whole overture.

The opera begins with a chorus of court ladies

in Emma's apartment in the royal palace, who

are engaged in spinning (C major, Andanlinn,

6-8 time^. Its melody is then repeated by a solo

voice in G minor, and the chorus closes the strain

with the same melody in E flat major.

A duet follows, between Emma and Eginhardt

(A ilat major, Andaniirto, changing toward the
close to Allegro moderato.)

No. 3, consists of a march and chorus of men
and knights, followed by one of women and vir-

gins ('D major. Allegro moderato, 4-4) ; at the

end a chorus of the whole, and march as at the
beginning.

No. 4. Ensemble ('Ogier, Roland, Charles,

Eginhardt, Fierabras, Emma and chorus^, with

recitatives, quartet (Emma, Eginhardt, Roland,

Fierabras), chorus of ladies, march and general

chorus.

No. 5. Duet between Fierabras and Roland

(h major. Allegro maestoso, 3-4).

No. G. Finale.—Tlie first act, filling more

than 300 pages in the written score, was composed

in the time between the 2oth and 30th of May.

The second act begins with the beautiful song

of Eginhardt and Roland Cfarewell to the father-

land), which is taken up and carried on by the

chorus.

No. 8. An exceedingly characteristic march

of the Moors, beginning in the distance and grad-

ually approaching (F major. Allegro vivace)
;

chorus of Moors, recitative-song, chorus of knights,

who follow the traces of Eginhardt ;—a splendidly

worked, effective piece of music.

No. 9. Duet between Florinda and Maragond

(A flat major. Andante con moto).

No. 10. Quintet fFlorinda, Maragond, Egin-

hardt, Moorish prince, Brutamonte, in E flat

major. A ndante con moto, the largest of the con-

certed piecesj.

No. 11. Chorus of ambassadors marching

into the Moorish camp (E major, Allegro moder-

ate, i-i).

No. 12. Terzetto (Florinda, Roland, Moorish

prince, in A flat major, Allegro vivace, 4-4) ; cho-

rus of knights and Moors.

No. 13. Aria of Florinda (D major, Allegro

Jurioso, 4-4).

No. 14. Chorale of captive knights.

No. 15. Scene in the tower (Florinda, Roland,

the knights) ; recitative; duet between Roland

and Florinda ; chorus of knights ; melodrama
,

orchestral music during the storming by the

Moors.

No. 1 7. Finale, mostly melo-drama ; chorus

of knights.

The third act begins, like the first, with a cho-

rus of ladies employed about Emma in the royal

palace (G major. Allegro moderato, 6-8), out of

which rises a solo song of Emma.
No. 19. Quartet between Emma, Charles,

Fierabras and Eginhardt.

No. 20. Trio between Emma and Eginhardt

and Fierabras going to the contest.

No. 21. Scene in the tower. Aria of Flo-

rinda with chorus (^Andante con moto, P minor,

2-4 time), one of the most beautiful, perhaps the

most beautiful piece of music in the opera. To
Florinda's lament the chorus answers with consol-

ing words (in F major). The music is so simple

and affecting, the melody and its accompaniment

so truly Schubert-like, that there is nothing

further to be said of it.

Here follows a funeral march (B minor. An-

dante, 4-4) ; orchestral music continues, the tempo

changing to Allegro assai. The knights and

Florinda rush to the door, to surrender the strong-

hold before Roland falls a victim to the flames.

Florinda's cry, repeated by the chorus of knights,

forms a piece of music full of life and dramatic

truth.

No. 22. Chorus of Moors, with ensemble,

(Tempo cU Blarcia, T> minor, i-i). The fanati-

cal song of the Moors, accompanied by all the

noisy attributes of the Turkish music, is admira-

bly effective.

Now follows an alternate song between Flo-

rinda and her fiither; choruses of knights and

Moors.

No. 23. The Finale, beginning with recita-

tives, to which succeeds a quartet (Eginhardt,

Fierabras, Roland, Charles), and the general

chorus of jubilee, with which the opera ends.

" Fierabras," like most of his other operas, was

never performed in public, with the exception of

some fragments given by the M';iunergesang-ver-

ein of Vienna, at a concert for the benefit of

the blind, in February 1858, which were received

with the greatest applause. The libretto (con-

sisting mainly of three-foot Iambic and Trochaic

rhymes, with some recitative and prose), docs not,

so far as the language is concerned, rise much

above raeiliocrity. But it atfords some dramatic

opportunities, which Schubert has improved.

Most of the arias are rather in the song style ;

but some of the choruses, and the scenes in the

tower during the preparations for storming iti

would not fail to be effective on the stage.

(To be continued.)

The Life of a Composer, an Arabesque.

BY C.4RL SIARIA VON WEBEK.

(Continued.)

[Here a con,siderable liiatus occurs, .several pages con-

ta-'iiniiig only broken p!i.<:.s;ii;es or lieailn of topics on which the

autiior piobably intended to have cnl;tr{;ed ]

The Concert. On leaving my lo(li;iiiD;.s in the

morning, I see .a most intere.5ting younj; latly get into

a. coach—learn that her name is Emily—am deter-

mined to inquire further respecting her.

Engagement of musicians—the oboist's wife will

not allow him to come to terms, unless the same con-

ditions are agreed to with her friend the clarinet

player—scruples with regard to precedency.

At List six flutes are engaged, and among them a

dilettante, being his first performance on the instru-

ment. .,;T

Am thus addres.<!ed by my landlord, on my return

to my lodgings : "So, sir, you are going to give a

concert : it is known everywhere ; the girl who went

to fetch our beer heard them talking it over in the

public house.

Evening conies—concert empty—all the worhl

gone to see the dancing dogs which had just arrived

in town—more than half my band decoyed away to

this exhibition, twenty-four kreutzcrs (one shilling) a

head more having been offered them.

The tlioughtof Emily inspires nie, and makes me
play my part with spirit.

Departure for a larger town—feeling of solitude

and loneliness among strangers-— introduction to

Dihl .and his friendly circle—who should I meet

there but Emily, the lady whom I had seen in the

act of departure for X , and who had made such

an impression on my heart !

Sleepless night.

Data for a musical madhou.se.

Lettek to Ernsthop.—Well, I have taken

leave of my good friend A., and have again dashed

into the vortex of the world. I can better endure

the storms and buffets of fate than the gnawing
pangs of disappointed hope that pray upon the heart

in secret. As the soldier learns to despise peril in

the dangerous sports of death, so will I acquire con-

fidence and self possession amidst the trials and tu-

mults of the world.

I could never bring myself to admire those boast-

ed martyrs to their own fancy or enthusiasm, who
hav e rendered themselves illustrious either by self-

destruction or some other striking ./inai chord.

Th ^mallest flame has its moment of brightness,

and there is a moment (I might term it the focus in

the burning-glass of existence) in the life of every

man, in which he feels himself enkindled, and capac-

itated to perform something great.

The petty trials, the constant recurring vexations

of daily life are the true touchstones by which the

glittering gold of your philosophers is put to the test,

and which, when submitted to this scrutiny, is so

often found to sink into common mental.

How often has it fallen to my lot to observe minds

called great, and which at a dist.ince appeared so

estimable, and so free from imperfection, dwindled

into the most absolute littleness when seen within the

narrow limits of the domestic circle—abroad, ever

gentle in comportment and pleasing in demeanor
;

at home, acting the tyrant, and storming at the poor
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passive wife, if but a pipe be laid out of its proper

place—calm and unmoved amidst the ruins of a fall-

ini; state ; fretful and discomposed if but a favorite

flower droop and die.

Yet, knowinj: and feeling all tliis, bow impossible

liave I always found it— Iiow impossible do I rind it

at tbe moment I am writing tliis—to soar above the

annoyances of the instant, and attain to anything

like tile simple rejiose of greatness.

What life is more full of perpetually recurring an-

noyances, of petty evils and vexations, than that of

an artist? Free as a god, he ought to stand erect in

tbe consciousness of iiis power, and to be armed in

his art as in a panoply of steel.

"The world, the world, is minel"

can he exclaim as long as he keeps from mingling in

itstnmult; but these airy dreams vanish, and the

semblance of power disappears the moment he
enters the empty circle of action of every-day peo-
ple.

Scarcely have I set my foot over the tlireshold,

than I am beset by such a host of evils and annoy-
ances, that, in spite of my experience, in spite of my
resolution to persevere, I would fain change my pur-

pose and retrace my steps. Were not single moments
capable of compensating long years of suffering

:

were it not for the certainty of possessing a friend

who anticipates my every tiiought, what would be-

come of nie in this ever-renewed vortex of conflict-

ing feelings, in which my soul is tossed ?

Scarcely do I recognize you
;
your figure flits be-

fore my fancy, surrounded by flames, like some divin-

ity encircled by a halo of glory. Never will the mo-
ment of our meeting be obliterated from my memory.
Amidst tbe conflict of elements did fate cement that

tinion which the base and the designing had at-

tempted to destroy. ! let me again recall to your
remembrance the day on which I lost all, and found
all ; let me renew the fading image of those years,

in wliich I ex))e.rienced the tender cares of the best

of mothers—years which are the more precious as

their number was so small. My fitther, who was
then in affluent circumstances, spared no expense in

giving me the best possible education ; I was the
idol of his heart ; every care was taken to instil into

my mind, which was naturally susceptible, a love for

the arts. The little talent I possessed began to un-
fold itself, and was in imminent danger of being
ruined forever; for my father knew no other hap-
piness than that of showfng'me off. Everything I

did was excellent ; to the numerous strangers who
visited our house he cried me up as a prodigy ; I was
placed on a level with the ttrst of artists ; and thus,

without being aware of tbe extent of the evil, he was
gradually destroying that feeling of modest diffidence,

which is the life and soul of youthful exertion. At
this critical period, heaven sent me in my mother a
guardian angel, who preserved me from the precipice.

At the same time that she convinced me of my no-
thingness and insufficiency, she had the address not
to stifle the struggling flame—not to cramp those en-

ergies which lead to excellence—but to give them a
proper direction.

At this period I was fond of romances, and fre-

quently ventured far beyond my depth. I travelled

early into the dangerous ideal world, but not alto-

gether without advantage
; from the images of the

innumerable heroes successively presented to my
mind, I learned to cull out the ideal of excellence.
jVIy father travelled with me ; I saw a great part of
Europe, but only as in a mirror or in a dream, for I
saw it through the eyes of others. I increased my
stock of knowledge, and from being a mere empiric,
betook myself to theoretical works. A new world
was opened to me ; I thought to exhaust the trea.s-

ures of all knowledge ; I devoured all systems ; I

blindly built my faith upon the authority of great
names, according to the estimation in which they
were held in the world, and—/ hicw nothing.

It was now that my good mother died'; she had
not laid down any determinate plan for me to pursue,
but she had informed and stored my mind with those
general principles whicli will ever form the props
and groundwork of my future life and conduct.

I lived in the same town with yon ; and though
yoa were an artist like myself, and on the same in-

strument too, yet 1 was long on friendly terms with
you, without cherishing any other feeling than that
of honorable emulation. At length, designing and
malicious persons whispered into my too credulous
ear, that you bad spoken of me and of my talent in

terms of disrespect ; that you were envious of my
growing fame, and had been devising a thousand
schemes to supplant me. My self-love was wrought
upon, and, poor weak mortal that 1 was, I suffered

myself to be imperceptibly betrayed into bitterness

against you, and ended by hating and despising
you.

The alarms of war came at this period to disturb

the general repose. You had lately returned from a

professional tour in which you had greatly added to

your former fame, and were about to proceed on an-

other journey of tbe same kind. I was desirous of

following your example, but could not obtain tlie

consent of my father. At this time, a horde of plun-

derers overrun our little town ; and all was depreda-
tion and alarm. My father's house fell a prey to the

flame. Distracted at the idea of losing my favorite

books, and forgetful of everything and of myself too,

I flew np the burning staircase, and not appearing
for some time, was given up for lost. Scarcely had
I reached tbe street in safety, when I learned that, at

the risk of your life, you had rushed into the flames

to save me. Mv breast, which had been but too long
closed against you, was at once opened to the im-

pressions of love, gratitude and affection. The en-

treaties of a father, the urgent representations of the

multitude, death itself staring me in the face, nothing

could prevent me entering the burning ruins to per-

form the same generous office which you had intend-

ed for me. Through waving flames, falling beams
and suffocating smoke, I forced a passage and found
you, who were seeking me. Forgetful of danger,

we flew into each other's embrace, and in the midst

of the raging elements, and at the momentary haz-

ard of falling a sacrifice to delay, we cemented that

bond of love which was never again to be dissolved.

Tlie generous service which you thus rendered

me ; the subsequent kindness with which you im-

parted to me without reserve the fruits of your
knowledge and experience, showing me the world as

it is, and not as it had been seen in my day dreams

—

teaching me to feel, that, after all, the man is before

the artist, and that due honor is to be paid to the

citizen and to the relations in wdiich ho stands—how
can I repeat all this, and not feel impre.s.sed with a

deep sense of what I owe j'ou ;
with a desire to pro-

claim aloud, that if you have given to the world an

artist, he is a grateful one, and that it is from your
abundance he has been replenished.

It is a source of painful reflection to me, that the

verv course yoit took to serve me, should also prove

the cause of our separation. You gave me to reap

the harvest of that soil, which yon had sown and
prepared. The part of Germany through which
you intended to make a professional tour, where you
were expected, announced, and recommended, you
transferred to me. If the rare self-devotion of an

artist, in deputing another to fill bis place, raised the

curiosity of many in my favor, and if the incitement

not to dishonor your recommendation gave a new
impulse to my exertions, and rendered my perform-

ance not altogether unworthy of notice, to whom is

the merit due. but to yourself? You, whom I so

misunderstood ; von, who with the generous heart

and enlarged soul of a true artist, thinking you re-

cognized in me a true votary of the art, watched over

my weal, and labored to promote my rising talents

Those only wdio know the thousand ramifications

through which the interests of a professional tour are

spread—who know that the fame of an artist travels

through the world in a direction peculiar to itself,

and that the same sparks which emanate from genius
will be kindled into a flame in one place, while in

another they will he suffered to evaporate without
notice—those only can justly appreciate the greatness

of the sacrifice which you made in my behalf.

I, however, can duly appreciate it ; and if I now
repeat it with honest pride and triumph of heart, it

is because I feel its value more sensibly than ever I

did before.

See, dearest confrerp^ how I am constantly betray-

ing myself; at one moment exhibiting an bumble
pride, at another a proud humiliation ; alternately

elevated and depressed.

But am I a solitary instance of this ? or am I to

consider it as belonging to the nature of artists in

general ? I conld certainly wish that the latter were
tbe case, but cannot see sufficient reason for conclud-
ing it to be so ; I think it must rather be ascribed

to that power, which I feel at times bearing the mas-
tery within me, and whose weight I cannot always
shake off.

But I think I see you laughing at my reveries : I

therefore return to the purport of my letter.

It has often been a subject of regret to me, that all

I know both of the theoretical and practical parts of
my art, fand I have read and studied much,) has
been learned in a desultory manner ; one part being
t.acked on to another, rather than forming a consist-

ent whole.

I have experienced the evil of this in many in-

stances, and particularly on a late occasion. A
Doctor Medicine;, a confoundedly shrewd fellow, ap-
plied to me to learn thorough bass. He so pestered
me with his whijs and wherefores, and setting at

nought all the respect due to the authority of great
names, was so bent upon giving a reason of his own

for everything, that in spite of all my book-learning,
I was frequently reduced to silence. These daily

disputes grew at last so annoying, that I was obliged
to come to something like terms with my restive

pupil
; I therefore at last succeeded in bringing him

to agree that certain things were to be taken for

granted as allowable, and others as prohibited, with-

out stating the whij, or being at the trouble to learn
the iv/iei-efore.

It is said that Bach did t!iis, that Handel would
not have done that, and that Mozart would have
done the olJie)- ; and should a composer have the good
fortune to hit upon something which these geniuses
did not, tliere are not wanting those who would strike

it out of the piece altogether, because no precedent
can be found. luAy it should be so. In no art is there

so great a want of standard rules, of a sure founda-
tion upon which to raise the superstructure, as in

music. It is always feeling, and nothing but feeling

—but who will have the presumption to say—'mine
alone is the r/g/if OHe?' Henceforth, therefore, I am
resolved to treat the art, like every other science,

conformably to school rules. To the disciple in other
sciences it is said : 'You have first to learn thin, and
then to proceed to the other; from such a principle
such a consequence follows ; and so on till you are
finislied.' Finished, you will say: assuredly; al-

ways understanding the term relatively, and within
certain limits.

[ Here several blank pages occur in the manuscript, in
the miil.'^t of wliicli is one, apparently the heading of .some
new espay. inscribed

—

"Fratrment of a musical tour which may, perhaps, some day
make its appearance.''
At lentrth the writer recommences his sprightly and imag-

inative sketches as follows.]

The Dream.—Delighted with the performance of

an admirable symphony, and satisfied with an ex-
cellent dinner, I fell into a gentle slumber, and in a
dream beheld myself suddenly transported back to

the concert-room, where I found all the instrnments

in grand council under the presidency of the sweet-

voiced Oboe. To tbe right, a party had arranged
themselves, consisting of a Viola d'amore, Corno
Bassetto, Viol di Gamba, and Flauto Dolce, each
pouring forth melancholy complaints, as to the de-

generacy of the present era of music, and full of re-

grets for the good old times : to the left, the lady

Oboe was haranguing a circle of Clarinets and
Flutes, both old and young, some withnnt keys, and
some decked in the finery of modern additions ; and
in the centre was the courtly Pianoforte, attended by
several sprightly Violins, who were well read in the

schools of Pleyel and Girovi'etz. The Trumpets and
Horns bad formed themselves into a thinking con-

clave in a corner ; while the Piccolo flutes and Fla-

geolets occasionally filled the whole room with their

squeaking and infantine strains. Surveying them
all with an air of satisfaction, the lady Oboe declar-

ed, that the whole of this arrangement was admira-

ble, quite a la Jean Paul, and in strict conformity

with the system carried to such peifection by Pesta-

lozzi.

All appeared very comfortable, when, on a sud-

den, tbe morose Contj-abost^o, accompanied by a

couple of kindred Violoncellos, burst into tbe room
in a transport of passion, and threw himself so impetu-

ously into tbe director's chair, that the Pianoforte, as

well as alt the rest of tbe stringed instruments, ut-

tered an involuntary sound of terror.

"It were enough," he exclaimed, " to play the

devil with me, if such compositions were to he given

daily. Here am I, just come from the rehearsal of

a svmphony of one of the newxst composers ; and
although, as is known, my structure is none of the

weakest, and my constitution pretty tough, I could

scarce hold it out longer ; five minutes more, and I

am sure my chest must have given way, and my
life-strings have been snapped in twain. Really, my
friends, I have been made tp bellow and bluster like

an old he-goat in hysterics ! If any more such work
goes on. and I am left to do the duty of a dozen

violins and my own too, curse me if I do not turn

dancing master's kit. and gain my livelihood by the

performance of Miiller and Kauer's waltzes and

minuets !"

Fir.'sl Viilonr.ello (wiping the perspiration from his

forehead). "Certainly; cher pe're is right; I am
perfectly exhausted by tbe task I have bad to per-

form. Never since the operas of Cherubini, do I

recollect experiencing so violent an cchauffe.ment."

All the Instruments. "Explain, explain !"

Second Violonrello. "What ? the sympliony 1 No
words could explain it, and if they could, you would

not endure to sit and hear it. According to tbe

principles which my divine master, Romberg, instill-

ed into me, the composition wo have just executed

is a sort of musical monster, which has no other

merit than that of a vain attempt to be now and or-

iginal, at the expense of the truth and consistency.
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Wliy, we were muile to climli up aloft like the vio-

ins aniJ"

—

First Violoncello {interru|iting liim). "As if we
could not do it quite as well

!"

A Violin. " Let every one keep within his own
rank."
A Viola. "Ay, or what will remain for me to do,

who stand between the two."
First Violoncello. " Oh, as to you, ijou are out of

the question. Your utility is merely to keep in uni-

son with us ; or, at best, to produce a tolerable

tremolo, as, for instance, in Der Wassertrafjer [the

Water-Carrier] ; but as to what re;:^ard.s _fine lone"—
First Oboe. "Ah, as to that, who will venture to

contest the point with me .'

First Clarinet. " Madame, you will surely allow

tis to say something on that head. I suppose we may
claim some talent"

—

First Flute. "Yes, for marches, and for pleasing

the holiday folks."

First Bassoon. " Who comes nearer to the divine

tenor than myself?"
First Horn. "Why, surely, you won't pretend to

the delicacy and power which all the world allows to

me ?"

Pianoforte (with dignity). " And what is all this,

compared to the body of harmony which / possess ?

AVhile you are severally but parts of a whole, I am
all sufBcient ; and"

—

All the Instruments (vociferating together). "Peace,
peace, braggart. You have no power to sustain a
single note."

First Oboe. "'So portamento."

Second Flageolet. " Yes, there Mamma is in the

right."

Second Violoncello. " If a stranger heard this up-

roar. Ladies and Gentlemen, might he not say with
justice, that, sticklers as we are for individual merit,

we are, as a body, the very foes to harmony."
Trumpets and Drums (falling in, fortissimo).—

-

"Silence ! hear us .• What, pray, would be the effect

of anycomposition without ow assistance? Unless
we kept the game alive, who would applaud, think
you?"

Flutes. " Noise delights vulgar souls ; the true
sublime consists in the soft and touching."

First Violin. "And but for my conducting, in what
a pretty predicament would the whole of you be !"

Conlrabasso (starting from the chair). "You will

at least allow that I sustain the entire effect ; and
that without me the whole would be nothing."

Onines (each starting up). " I alone am the life

and soul—without me no composition would be
worth the hearing !

At this moment the Director entered the apartment;
all was agitation and alarm, and the different instru-

ments huddled into the corner together ; they knew
whose skilful hand could call forth and combine their
powers.

"What!" cried he, "again in open rebellion ! Now,
mind me—the Sinfonia Eroica of Beethoven is about
to be performed ; and every one of you who can
move key or member will be then put in active re-

quisition."
"

! for heaven's sake I anything but that !" was
the general exclamation.

"Rather," said the Viola, "let us have an Italian
opera ; then we may occasionally nod."

"Nonsense !" replied the Director, "you must ac-
complish the task. Do you imagine that, in these
enlighted times, when all rules are set at nought,
and all difficulties cleared at a bound, a composer
will, out of compliment to you, cramp his divine,
gigantic, and his high soaring fancies ? Thank
heaven, there is no longer any question as to regu-
larity, perspicuity, keeping, and truth of expression

;

these are left to such old-fashioned m.isters as Gluck,
Handel and iWozart. No I attend to the materials of
the most recent symphony that I have received from
Vienna, and which may serve as a recipe for all fu-

ture ones. First, a slow movement full of short,
broken ideas, no one of which has ttie least connec-
tion with another—every ten minutes or so, a few
striking chords I then a muffled rumbling on the ket-
tle drums, and a mysterious passage or so for the
violas, all worked up with a due proportion of pauses
and stops. Finally, when the audience has just en-
tered into the spirit of the thing, and would as soon
expect the devil himself as an allec/ro—lo !—a raging
movement, in managing which the principal consid-
eration is, to avoid following up any particular idea
—thus leaving more to the hearer to make out him-
self. Sudden transitions also, from one key to an-
other, should by no means be omitted : nor need this
put one out of the way; to run once through the
semitones, as Paer, for instance, has done in his
Leonore, and drop into that key which is most con-
venient, is sufficient, and you have a modulation off
hand. The grand thing is to avoid every thing

tliat looks like a conformity to rule—rules are made
for everyday men, and do not cramp the freedom of

genius." AVhile the learned Director was thus ex-

claiming, suddenly a string of the guitar, which was
hanging on the wall near me, snapped, and I awoke,

to my no small vexation, for I was on the high road

towards becoming a great composer of the newest

school.

I ought, however, lo have been thankful for the

little incident that liad awakened me, for I had over-

slept myself, and I hastened to put a finishing hand
to the piece which I had left upon my desk. On
running it over, I was delighted to find that it was
not according to the reci|ie of the learned Director,

and with spirit buoyant with hope, I went to finish

the evening at the theatre, and witness the perform-

ance of Don ,/uan.

*^* HTe another long blank occnr.=i. wtiirh peems to indi-

cate that the sketch was taken up at intervals, and written
with the frcshuess of passing events upon the author's vivid

taucy.

The company had assembled early, and, as usual,

the fine arts, and everyihing connected with them
were the topics of conversation. In the midst of a

spirited discussion, Dihl entered with a face bright-

ening with joy, and exclaimed, " Only imagine ; we
arc to have the tragedy of Wallenstein, and what is

more, it is to lie represented entire

—

entire, I repeat

it. I i'eel assured that you will all join with mc in

saying that it will be a most gratifying thing to the

lovers of Schiller. We have hitherto been accus-

tomed to see this produ(-tion of his muse fly with

clipped pinions; now shall we behold the royal eagle

soar majesticallj' on high, with proud and unim])eded
flight."

" But tell me," said he, turning to Felix, " how
could any management have been so silly as never

to have attempted this before ?
"

Felix. The fact is, that what actors and managers
chiefly aim at is effect; the public wish to see the

whole of a piece. It is, however, in consequence of

such effect being produced, that the public are led to

wish for the exhibition of the whole. Such is the

ca5e with the works of Schiller, and such will be the

case With respect to Shakspeare.
Dihl. I am quite of your opinion: and it is my

firm persuasion, that totality of effect can be pro-

duced only by the whole of a composition.

Felix. Undoubtedly so, if by totality of effect you
mean the realization of the aim and intention of the

poet.

The poet first imagines his work ; he weaves it of

those invisible threads, the ends of which attach to

the original design on which the fonndation is laid.

Hence his poem will often extend beyond the limits

which custom has prescribed as the measured dura-

tion to dramatic works. One of your quick-sighted

managers, accustomed to judge of the proportions of

a production by certain rules of practical utility, or

rather of convenience, takes the book in his hand,
and begins to cut ami clear the forest. In so doing,

he doubtless sacrifices much which is excellent in

itself, and which, according to the poet's views, is

absolutely necessary to the piece. But it is really

not so, provided the connexion of the parts and the

consistency of the whole be preserved ; for then the

spectator will be enabled to supply, by his own feel-

ings, the subtle interior organic designs conceived,
and carried into effect by the poet.

The process is this : the spectator is moved, and is

desirous of repeating the enjoyment within himself.

There are single moments of delight which he wishes
to seize, and as it were to embody for ever. He re-

calls to mind what excited his emotions in the repre-

sentation ; and afterwards, upon perusing the work
entire and uncurtailed, he is delighted to find that

the same feelings which arose in his mind during the

representation are developed in the work of the poet

;

with this difference only, that they are most perfectly

and vividly portrayed there, and assume a beauty
and consistency of form which they could not
attain in his own vague and fluctuating fancy.

Now he has full possession of the poet ; and, from
this moment he is desirous of having the work repre-

sented in its original form, unemrtailed of its propor-
tions.

Now does he discover deficiencies where none be-

fore were seen to exist ; now docs that appear to be
a mutilation, which before seemed to be nothing more
than a necessary compression. Now has he also en-

larged his patience, so that he can bestow a longer
and more undivided attention than lie before imagined
possible. A well-known garden now lies before him

;

at every stop he expects to meet with flowers whose
beauty and fragrance were already known to him

;

and he enjoys in anticipation the lovely prospect that
will burst upon his view. He is already familiar
with this, yet it raises fresh delight every time it is

seen. The first pleasure experienced in hurrying

over the scene, was of a more indefinite kind ; now
that he is becomefamiliar with the objects, it assumes
a more positive, and therefore a more tranquil

character.

Dihl. But, my good sir. who compelled this man
to " hurry over the scene," as you express it. Why
did he not begin by taking a qui'jt walk and survey-

ing every thing lei.^urely ! Here lies the mischief of

the thing, that when people travel to see the monu-
ments of art, or lo visit the theatre, they must needs
nut on the seven-leagued boots of the pigmy in the

fable.

Felix. Omnis coniparaiio claudicat, as the old adage
has it. But, tell me, do you not think that the usual

length of time adopted for dramatic works has been

calculated according to the nature of the spectators
;

and that, like all measures and degrees of proportion
it has, when once established, iini)erceptibly acquired
the force of law in human life? Tell me, whether
in following the development of a dramatic work,
you are able to keep attention upon the stretch lor

more thtm three hours in succession ? Tell me, also

whether the impatience felt to trace the progress of

the action has not frequently deprived you of the en-

joyment of the single parts, and of the beauties

which accompany their slow and gradual develop-

ment ? I see you are prepared to controvert my
position by the argument, that if these be the object

and end of a drama, it need not be seen a second

time, as all interest would cense after a first represen-

taiion.

I do not, however, consider these as the principal

end and object of the drama; on the contrary, I am
convinced that that must be a poor one indeed, in

which the interest of the plot is wanting.

And yet, after all, the dry fact is not of such fear-

ful importance ; and what can be comprised in three

lines of a newspaper, need not be a subject of such

terrible alarm. No, it is by the proper employment
of the ways and means of art, in representing the

operations of the interior life, and the actions result-

ing therefrom—in other words, characters and effec-

tive pictures of passion—it is by these that the poet

fulfills the task imposed upon the dramatic art by the

spectator. If in the repetition of a dramatic work,

with the plot of which wo are already acquainted,

the.se do not possess the same interest as at the first,

representation, it is a proof that the means have
failed in producing their effect. Such a work is en-

titled to no other appellation than that of a Icnall-und-

effekt-stmk a (thing "full of sound and fury,

signifying nothing,'') a piece ^vithout the charm of

interior truth, and consequently without the principle

of enduring life.

Dihl. I am curious to know how you will apply all

this to dramatic music. To which will you allow

the precedency—to the action, or the repose of the

passions, as the proper groundwork for music 1 By
the term repose (a very unsuitable one, perhaps) I

mean the seizing a moment of passion, in contradis-

tinction to the march of the action.

Felix. Y'ou have hit off in two words the great

stumbling block of all operas and of their composers.
How difficult is it for the latter to prove themselves

capable of creating a grand object, one which, being

once received into the mind, remains stamped forever

there.

This is the work of inaster-minds only. It is for

men of middling talents to dazzle and surprise : to

captivate the senses by single beauties, leaving total-

ity of effect wholly out of the question. In no
production of art is this fault more difficult to be
guarded against than in the opera. This is the great

divergent point between the drama and the opera. I

mean such an opera as the German taste requires : a

complete work of art; a work in the formation of

which all the tributary arts, by blending one with the

other, and sacrificing their own individuality, create

a new being which at once is, and is not themselves.

Now what is the history of opera in general ? Is

it not a few single firvorite pieces that decide their

success ? These single pieces do not melt and blend

into the whole, so as at the conclusion of the piece

to disappear in the general effect, but stand promi-
nently forward as isolated groups, having little or no
connexion with the main figure. In a perfect opera,

the first that ought to strike ns is jthe whole effect

;

afterwards, upon a more intimate acquaintance we
may dwell with pleasure upon the single component
])arts. But the peculiar nature and mechanism of an
opera, which consists in an assemblage of different

parts, each perfect in itself, and yet each essential to

the perfection of the whole, presents difficulties which
but few heroes of the art have been able to surmount.
Every single piece employed in the structure of the

musical edifice should form a perfect organic whole,

and yet in the general aspect of the building should

disappear as a part. In a word, an ensemble piece

will present a kind of Janus head, in which two
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different faces will lie seen at once, yet both belong-

ing to the same individual.

The epoch in which we live, fruitful in excitement,

has subjected us to the two extremes, the two risid

task masters—death or pleasure. Overwhelmed by
the horrors of war, and rendered familiar with every
species of misery, men have betaken themselves to

the more coarse and exciting pleasures of art, as a

means of relief again the pressure of evil. The
theatre has been changed into a raree-show, in which,
impatient of that calm and quiet enjoyment which
the master-pieces of art afford, the restless mind
seeks relief and excitement in splendid scenery, in

broad humor, in melodies calculated to tickle the ear,

or harmonies of the most stormy kind, and by machi-
nery ingenious in its contrivance, but without object

or moral purpose. Accustomed in daily life to the
strong and the stimulating, nothing but pieces of that

character is relislied by frequenters of the theatre.

Ah ! exclaimed Dihl, how seldow does the hearer
bring with him that calm and unbiased state of mind
which is necessary to the proper enjoyment of a work
of art ! The claims made upon the musical art,

increase in tlie same proportion as the English nation-

al debt, and in both instances the debtor and the
creditor may be considered as but one and tlie same
person. But these claims upon the ways and means
of the art must have tlieir limit ; otherwise what else

can be expected tlian a total bankruptcy t The
riches of the musical art, which have grown out of
the improvements in the instrumental department,
have been most sliamefnlly abused. Harmonic lux-
ury, or the introduction of overloaded accompani-
ments, even on tlie most trifling occasions, has risen

to its height. The trombone is a common seasoning,
and no composer can make any progress without four
horns at least ; thus, as the French have refined their

gout to such a pitch, as to have blunted the very edge
of taste, in the same manner our blotters of music
paper, mistaking, in the giddy vertigo of their deliri-

um, ears for feehng and feeling for ears, have peifectly

revolutionized the art. These have butchered clear-

ness and simplicity, as heretofore those butchered the
freedom of the people—we have trampled on the
laws of harmony, as they once did on the laws of
nations—they have broken down the protectmg
barriers of the pure and the beautiful, and with sav-

age joy-
Hold, hold ! cried Felix ; don't let your zeal thus

hurry j'ou away. In the midst of your flaming
declamations, you forget, that though S'pontini (for 1

know it is to him you allude) was more misled than
benefited by his attempt to reach the depth and
romantic enthusiasm of Mozart, as well as the truth
and power of the declamation of Gluck ; though he
was compelled by the obtuse nerves of the public for

wh'ch he wrote, to be in continual search of strong
effects, to underline every word with harmony, and
carry every string to the very verge of caricature

;

yet that he is a composer gifted with great genius

—

his works are east in a mould of bis own creation,

and even if they are not destined to enjoy a very pro-
longed existence, on account of the absence of pure
classical taste, yet will they always be remarkable in

the history of the art, as singular examples of the
amalgamation of two opposite styles.

But still more injurious, and, for the moment, more
powerful, is the influence of the Rossinian taste. It

comes like the Sirocco-wind from the south, but its

burning heat will soon be cooled. The mania will be
but of short duration, like the bite of the tarantula,
which set« people dancing insanely one moment, and
leaves them exhausted on the ground the next.
At this instant a gentleman, who was seated at the

pianoforte, interrupted the conversation by striking
up the Tarantula dance, which he rattled out at a
most furious rate. And what should he append to

it, by way of a parody, but the famed Di tanti pal-

pili, with variations, to the infinite amusement of
the whole company.

(To be continued.)

The Handel Festival at the Crystal Palace.

(From the London Times.)

Third Day, Satukday, Jhne 28.

As it was in 1857, and as it was in 1859, so it has
tunied out in 1862. The third of the Handel com-
memorations, and the first " Handel Triennial Festi-

val" —the name under which these unprecedented
gatherings are, we believe, henceforth to be celebrat-

ed—has further strengthened a conviction, becoming
more and more general, that the oratorio of Israel
in Egypt (or Exodus) is the grandest choral work of
the grandest of composers for the choir ; and that
nothing but adequate execution is needed to persuade
the less initiated multitudesof a fact which musicians
have long held to be indisputable. Israd is not only

the greatest pecuniary but the greatest musical suc-

cess of the week. More than this, it may be attirm-

ed, without hesitation, that such a performance as

that of yesterday was never before listened to in

England or elsewhere. In no other country, per-

haps, miller any circumstances, could the indispensa-

ble material be brought together ; and even were it

possible, by any coutrivaucc, to combine them, in no
other country is there a building sufficiently vast to

contain, or sufficiently convenient to accommodate
for the purpose, so large a concourse of singers and
players. That the festival of IS.t7 was not a mere
whim on the part of the Sacred Harmonic Society,

and some influential members of the Crystal Palace
Company, plainly appeared in 1859, when the cen-

tenary of Handel's death was commemorated by
another, in every sense superior ; and that, having
gone so f;ir and done so much, the original project-

ors (all, fortunately, for the lovers of Handel's music,
alive and active at their posts) were determined to

proceed with and, if possible perpetuate their scheme
by renewals of the festival at stated intervals, so as

to give it a place among—or, in strict truth, to put it

at the head of—the periodical music meeting of Great
Britain, the series of admirable performances of

which the third and last took jdaco yesterday, before
an assembly of nearly 17,000 persons, leaves no room
to doubt. The "Handel Triennial Festival" maybe
now looked upon as an institution, the permanency
of which no longer depends upon the caprice of in-

dividuals, the cliaiices of meeting with such a suita-

ble locale, the ways and means of "organization," or,

indeed, U])on any ordinary accidents and contingen-
cies. The first celebration may be said to have
taken place this week, and with a result that has
every right to bo hailed as a succession of artistic

triumphs.

The performance commenced yesterday nearly half

an hour later than usual—by which nothing was lost

;

on the contrary, a good deal was gained, inasmuch
as the great majority of the audience were comforta-
bly seated before the conductor gave the signal to

begin ; and thus all that solemn opening which sets

forth the afflictions of the Israelites under their per-

verse and cruel taskmasters was heard without inter-

ruption. The tenor recitative, "Now there arose a
new King over Egypt" (Mr. Sims Reeves)—-so ap-

parently simple, but, in truth, so artfully contrived
a preface to the colossal work that follows—ot once
arrested attention ; andthiVwas never once disturb-

ed until the end of the first part—description of the

plagues and miracles by which the God of the Israel-

ites, through "Moses, his servant, and Aaron, whom
he had chosen," delivered his people from the land
of Ham. Considering, indeed, that nearly the whole
of the first part consists of choruses, so close an at-

tention, so marked and lively an interest, says no
little for the musical taste and feeling of the vast as-

sembly. True, these choruses are one and all graphic
and superb ; and true their execution, by the singers

and players who, filling the enormous orchestra to

the roof, might well be allowed to represent the mul-
titude whose suft'erings and miraculous release from
captivity the oratorio celebrates, was unexceptiona-
bly good. But it is only very recently that Israel in

Egijpt—never appreciated while Handel lived—has
been properly understood; and not more than thir-

teen years have elapsed since the Sacred Harmonic
Society first had the courage to represent it precisely

as the composer wrote it, without interpolating songs
and duets, omitting choruses or otlierwise sacrificing

this divine masterpiece on the altar of Mammon.

—

The impression produced by the oratorio "in its in-

tegrity" was, therefore, a gratifying proof of the ad-

vance we have made in the right direction. " And
the children of Israel sighed"—the chorus to which
the tenor solo is a prelude—was well delivered.

—

Here, in his reiteration of the word " sighed," and
his treatment of the sentence "and their cry came
up to God" (to say nothing of many more remarka-
ble points), Handel has reached the height of pathos;

just as, in " They loathed to drink of the river," he

expressed the horror with which the Egyptians turn-

ed away from the water with a power that almost
makes the hearer sympathize with their aversion.

—

Never was the severe style, Avhich attains its furthest

limits in "fugue," applied to more legitimate purjiose

than in this most impressive chorus. Effectively as

the one that precedes it was delivered, the execution

of this was even better. The singers had warmed
to their task, and it was evident they had resolved to

make the last day of the festival the first in point of

excellence. Mad. Sainton-Dolby gave the quaint

air, "Their land brought forth frogs"—the only one
of the plagues which, for reasons that need not be

discussed, Handel has not described in chorus—with

admirable self-poseession, the characteristic orchestral

accompaniment being subdued to a nicety. From
this to the end of the first part the chorus have all

the work to do. An unbroken series of eight pieces

—during the progress of which the interest gradual-
ly accumuhites, until it attains its highest point in

the "Rebuke of the Red Sea," and the total destruc-

tion of Pharaoh's host, leaves them without an in-

stant's rest. The plague of flies and lice and locusts,

so graphically delineated in the superb antiphonal
chorus, "He spake the word ;" that of the hailstones

and the fire, set forth with astonishing vigor in "He
gave them hailstones for rain ;" the darkness cover-

ing the land, presented in choral recitative, through a

succession of modulations so strange and yi-t so

masterly as to have excited the wonder of musicians;

the sacrifice of the first-born, that last and not least

terrible of plagues, conveyed in one of the most en-

ergetic of the fugued choruses; the delivery of the

chosen people, who are led forth "like sheep," laden

"with silver and gold," and "not one feeble person
among their tribes ;" the joy of the Egyptians at

their departure ("And Egypt was glad"—another
happy application of the severer fugal style of writ-

ing) ; the drying up of the Red Sea, the passage
throjgh the tleep, and the overwhelming of the

Egyptian host, of whom not one is left—included in

a single chorus of three distinct parts, surpassing all

the rest in grandeur; and, lastly, the fear of the peo-
ple, who, impressed by "that great work which the

Lord did upon the Egyptians," believe in Him and
"in His servant Hoses "—are alternately delineated

with a sublimity of which only Handel possessed the

secret, and succeed each other without intermission,

so as to form an uninterrupted chain of descriptive

pieces altogether unparalleled. The brief pause al-

lowed by Mr. Costa between each two of the choruses,

thouirh unauthflrized by the score, was by no means
unadvisable. It allowed the singers to attack one
after another with all the more spirit ; and certainly

we never heard anything to approach the precision,

force, and grandeur of their delivery. We cannot

enter into a detailed account of the execution of each
successive piece ; nor is it necessary, where such gen-

eral excellence was shown. Chorus after chorus was
heard with delight and applauded with fervor ; and
so unanimous was the demand for a repetition of

"He gave them hailstones," that Mr. Costa had no
alternative but to comply. As an example of un-

failing intonation, " He sent a thick darkness" has

never been excelled in our remembrance. The cho-

ruses in the second part—the Song of Moses, recapit-

ulating the miracles describol in the first—although

more intricate and difficult in many instances, were
equally well given. "The horse and his rider," with

which the song of thanksgiving begins and ends, and
"Thy right hand, Lord," its rival in vigor and
brilliancy, produced an effect that may be described

as "electric ;" while even those most elaborate and
recondite pieces, "With the blast of Thy nostrils,"

and "The people shall hear and be afraid," which
seldom escape censure, inasmuch as they are seldom
irreproachably rendered, were as nearly as possible

faultless. In short, the choral peiformance of yester-

day was the triumph of the festival.

It is no easy task for solo singers to produce a

marked sensation in the oratorio of Israel in Egi/pt.

Though he has not dispensed with them altogether,

Handel has awarded them but few opportunities for

distinction. The lengthy duet for bass voices—
"The Lord is a man of war,"—is, however, so dra-

matic that it almost universally wins applause ; and
this was the case now, thanks to the forcible decla-

mation of Sig. Belletti and Mr. Weiss. Mad.
Sainton, besides the air we have mentioned, gave
"Thou shalt bring them in" in the purest and most
classical style, and (with Mr. Sims Reeves) " Thou
in Thy mercy"—a somewhat ineffective duet, as well

as it could possibly be sung. Mile. Titiens had only
one favorable chance for display—namely, the solos

of Miriam the Prophetess, which precede the final

chorus, "Sing to the Lord." This she gave with

splendid energy. Her only air, "Thou didst blow
with Thy wind" (with its quaint "ground bass" in

the accompaniment), was sung with unexceptionable

taste and warmly applauded ; and, indeed, had i\Ir.

Costa been disposed, he might have accepted the de-

monstration of the audience as an "encore." In the

duet, "The Lord is my strength," Mile. Titiens was
supported with ability by Mad.Riidersdorft'a practised

musician, as all our musical readers arc aware. The
solo, however, which bore away the palm from the

rest, and in the impression it created rivalled the

most successful of the choruses, was " The enemy
said, I will pursue." At the festivals of 1857 anil

1859, this wonderfully spirited and characteristic air

— allotted on both occasions to Mr. Sims Reeves

—

produced a sensation that is even now remembered.

In Israel in Egypt Handel—in most of his great

works so prodigal—has only granted one opportuni-

ty to the solo tenor ; and, for this reason, the great

singers, from the elder Braham downwards, have by
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no means affected the oratorio. Mr. Reeves, how-
ever, more reverentially appreciating Uanilel, lias,

by his energetic and dramatic reading of "Tlie

enemy said," raised the tenor part in Isfuel to an
importance scarcely inferior to that attributed to Tlic

Messiah, Samson, and Judas Maccaht^us. Finely as

he has delivered this air on previous occasions, he

perhaps never sang it so magniticcntly as yesterday.

The "encore" that followed was so spontaneous and
unanimous that to repeat the air was no more than

an act of deference to the audience, who, after the

second performance, bursfout into loud, enthusiastic,

and long-continued cheers, in which the whole army
of singers and plavers in the orchestra heartily join-

ed.

After the oratorio, the National Anthem was given

in such a manner as (o constitute a worthy climax
to a musical festival altogether without parallel. Mr.
Costa then retired from the orchestra amid loud and
general plaudits.

gtorgjjfs loiirnal of Sliisir.

BOSTON, JULY 26, 1862.

Mdsic in this Number.— Continuation of Handel's

"Messiah."

Musical Instruments in the International

Exhibition.

II.

Mens. Fetis's second letter, addressed to "mora

clier coUaborateur " of theitfiuuc et Gazelle Muri-

cale, dates from Brussels, after his return from

liis " labors, dangers and sufierings " as Juryman

in the department of musical instruments, which

ho amusingly describes, before proceeding to his

instructive survej' of the Piano-fortes.

AVe may state here that the whole list of

judges was as follows: Prof. Wm. Sterndale

Bennett, W. Pole, the Count of AVilton, and

Dr. Henry Wylde, of London ; J. K. Blake

(some papers have it Black), of the United

States; Th. Bdhm and Ernst Pauer, Ausft-ia

;

Sir George Clerck, Edinburgh ; M. Fetis (pere),

Belgium ; M. Lissajous, Paris ; and Sir Gore

Ouseley, O.xford. But probably there was no

more industrious examiner among them than old

M. Fetis, and thus he has recorded his exper-

ience :

" It does require musical virtue not to get

disgusted with the piano, after examining, hear-

ing or playing two hundred and eiglUy nine of

them, of all forms and dimensions, and especially

after being persecuted by the preludes of piano-

leurs in all the nooks and corners of the vast en-

closure of the Exhibition. After a fortnight of

this uninterrupted exercise, I began to regret the

good old times of the spinet and the virginal, lit-

tle playthings of instruments which one carried

under his arm and set upon the table, and the

resonance of which died out at ten paces dis-

tance. Besides, there were no industrial exhi-

bitions then, no virluosoa, or people passing them-

selves off for such ; one took of music only

enough to taste the charm of it ; all was for the

best.

"I had reached this point of chagrined feeling,

when they transported us, my colleagues and

myself, into a great hall open to all the winds,

where we could choose between the sweets of

neuralgia, rheumatism, or inflammation of the

lungs. These little inconveniences were but the

prelude to what was reserved for us there, for

presently we had to undergo the bombardment
of fifteen hundred brass instruments, some of

which were of the calibre of Armstrong cannons.

A cold sweat seizes me at the remembrance of

the roaring of certain lielicons, which came from

the North, and which the performers passed

around their bodies ; I mean to say that they

stood upright within the sinuosities of these mon-

strous wide-throated instruments. Tlie punish-

ment of having our brains jarred by these de-

tonations lasted not less than four sessions, and

each session was from five to six hours long.

—

Several of my colleagues could not drink or eat

in consequence. On the whole, I believe that I

was the 'least damaged by this invasion of bar-

barians ; but before we separated, I proposed to

my honorable friends to award a unique medal

to the mechanic who should transform the greater

part of this brass and copper into good pans and

kettles.

"Judge, then, with what pleasure I came back

to the clear sonority, at once brilliant and racy,

of certain choice Pianos, which exhale a perfume

as it were of musical distinction ! I forget the

ennui caused me by other members of the great

family of 289. Entering the Exhibition before

my colleagues in the morning, I chanced some-

times to seat myself before one of those pianos

of Herz, of Broadwood, or of Pleyel and Wolff,

and the charm of their sounds drew me into

sweet harmonic reveries, from which I was

scarcely awakened by the man who inundated

my feet and legs with his watering pot, under

the pretext of protecting the articles exhibited

fi'om dust, and who did not forget even the key-

board in his ablutions. All the qualities which I

found united in these excellent instruments re-

called to me, in retrospective view, the history

of the transformations and improvements in the

Piano, of wliich I have been the contemporary.

For, since the^ clavecin^ which -served for my first

studies, since the little Silbermann piano on

which I played, at the age of eight years, the

Sonatas of Schubert, of Haj'dn and of Mozart,

I had seen pass beneath my e3'es the five-octave

square pianos of Zumpe and of the brothers

Erard ; then the English pianos with additivnal

keys, that is to say of five octaves and a half, which

were introduced into France with the music of

Dussek and Cramer, followed by an addition in

the bass similar to that in the acute sounds, so as

to complete a compass of six octaves, from C to

C. In the mechanism for attacking the strings

by the hammers, the substitution of the escape-

menl for the direct action of the piloie ; the sus-

pension of the hammer by the pivot instead of

the old hinge of leather, and the action of the

piece which siezes the hammer to prevent its re-

bound ; the substitution of thicker strings for the

slender ones, which would be broken under the

more energetic attack of the new hammer ; the

Grand Piano in the form of the Clavecin, as a

consequence of the new system of mechanism,

and developing gradually iis sonorous power ; in

fine all kinds of improvements appearing when

they became necessary to answer to the trans-

formations of the music as well as to the effects

demanded by great artists :— all this have I wit-

nessed in my long career.

" It is a remarkable fact, that each of the

instruments just mentioned has correspond-

ed to the condition of music at the period

when it was made. For example, it is be-

yond a doubt that the Sonatas and other pieces

of Domenico Scarlatti were inspired by the na-

ture of the sounds of the Clavecin, for which

they were written. The detached passages dis-

tributed between the two hands, the general ra-

pidity of the movements, the frequent ornaments,

trills and groups with which this music is sur-

charged, are the consequences of the mechanical

method of pinching the strings in the instruments

used by Scarlatti and liis contemporaries,—in-

struments in which it was impossible to prolong

the tones. If you find exceptionally slow move-

ments and sustained notes in the works of some

masters of that time, it is a certain sign that

these artists also shone especially on the organ,

and that they transferred to their music for the

Clavecin their inspirations as organists. The five-

octave piano, with its light hammer propelled by

the pilote, seems to have been made for the music

of C. P. Emanuel Bach, and above all for the

Sonatas of Clementi. The profound and serious

genius of Dussek, with its expansive sentiment,

required a sonority more powerful, a character

more singing ; he arrives in England in 1792, and

the Grand Piano, which Backers had invented

there in 1776, with the system of operating the

hammer known as (lie Enfjlish action, was there

perfected for the great artist by his friend John

Broadwood; it would seem as if this were the

last limit of the Art.

"But now here comes the genius of Beethoven,

demanding of the piano accents powerful enough,

varied enough, to express the symphonic ideas,

which he wished to apply there ; and here

is Hummel, who, if he does not rise to the

same height of creative ideas, is his superior in

the talent for execution, and demands of the in-

strument delicacies of articulation which it never

knew before. The piano makers are inevitably

obliged to satisfy these new wants : it becomes

the end of their labors to obtain the greatest pos-

sible sonority ; and Sebastian Erard, by an effort

of genius, creates the means of realizing all the

nuances of articulation called for by the most

skilful pianists of the new school."

M. Fetis goes on to speak of the qualities re-

quired of the Piano-Forte to-day : that is, of the

piano of the artist and the concert room. It

must unite all kinds of perfections. It must have

not only powerful tone, but distinction (that is a

great word with him) in the quality of tone, the

timbre ; for if the maker only aims to produce as

much sonority as possible, he gets merely gross

sound, of a common quality. It must have

equality of tone through the whole compass ; it

must have the singing quality, and at the same

time must damp readily ; and then the action

must be perfect, the keys obedient to the slight-

est touch, the most delicate shade of articulation,

and so forth. He then proceeds to pass in re-

view the Pianos exhibited from diffcrnt countries,

beofinning properly with the country which play-

ed the host on this occasion, with England. He
says:

"My colleagues and I have remarked, with re-

gret, that most of the English makers seem to

have lost sight of this ideal of the piano, to which

all the resources of their art should tend.—

•

Among those, whose instruments figure at the

International Exhibition, there are few who have

not presented us a model of their invention of a

mechanism for the repetition of the note. To
see the efforts of their imagination to attain this

kind of merit, you would be tempted to believe

that they consider it the ne plus idtra of the

qualities of a true instrument.

" But of what use are all these inventions
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more or less imperfect V Much more important

are the essential cjualities of sound, of timbre, of

equality, of finished workmanship ; and these, I

must say, we have seen with pain that the great-

er number of the English manufacturers neglect.

Even old houses, which formerly enjoyed a justly

acquired fame, have fallen off in their produc-

tions. Mr. Henry Broadwood, alone, has not

only maintained intact the secular glory of his

ancestors, but he has gone on with the time, and

the different pianos from his factories offer to the

Exhibition the realization of the perfect ideal of

this class of instruments. They are four in num-

ber, grand concert form, the cases of ebony from

Coromande! and of rosewood. These pianos

satisfy in the completest manner all the condi-

tions of sonority, of distinction and of mechan-

ism required in the piano of an artist. I must

mention here an important improvement intro-

duced in the new grand pianos of the house of

John Broadwood & Sons. It consists in a new
arrangement of the iron barrier to balance the

traction of the strings and secure the solidity of

the instrument. These barriers, it cannot be

denied, are an awkward necessity, because, on

the one hand, they often give a ferruginous

timbre to the sound, while, on the other hand,

they load the instruments. We have seen in the

Exhibition grand pianos, which had not less than

six big iron bars. Mr. Broadwood has replaced

all this apparatus by a single buttress of forged

iron, whose resistance to the pulling of the

strings is equal to that of all the barriers hitherto

employed.

" After the Broadwood pianos came those of

Hopkinson, whose merit was remarked at the

Exposition in Paris^in, 1,8,55. .^. Their., sonority has

a great deal of power, a little too much perhaps,

for one would like to find a little more distinction

of timbre. For the rest, Mr. Hopkinson is in-

contestably a good maker, in whom you remark

especially the qualities of a mechanician. His

fertility in ingenious resources manifests itself in

the mechanism of his instruments, and in certain

particular effects, such, for example, as a pedal,

which raises the sounds of the upper part of the

piano by an octave, giving them the character of

harmonic sounds, and making them produce

agreeable effects of contrast with the natural

sounds."

Other makers mentioned with approbation by

M. Fetis, are Kirkman, Harrison, Brinsmead, &c.

But most of the other English makers represent-

ed in the Exhibition, he says, have neglected the

prime essential of a good instrument, sonority.

" In the most of their pianos we have found only

woolly, or meagre, or nasal, or cavernous sounds

;

evidently there are on a bad way."

M. Fetis claims a general superiority for the

pianos from the French makers, and names those

of MM. Blanchet, Boisselot, Kriegelstein. Montal,

and Woelfel.. But he places the two great houses

of Paris (that of Herz, and that of Pleyel,

Wolff & Co.) high above all in equal trinity with

Broadwood. We reserve what he says of their

works to another time. His opinion of the French
pianos as compared with the English, in respect

of general excellence, we find confirmed by a

German report in a Vienna newspaper, from

which we translate a single sentence : "Between
the Pleyel and Herz pianos and the last Frencli
piano in the Exhibition we find no such wide
distance, as between the best and the worst of
the German division, or the English."

PitosiENAUE Concerts.—-It w:xs no fault of the

excellent orcliestra of the Orchestral Union, if

the second of these hrilliant entertainments failed to

fill the Music Hall full of listeners last Saturday

evening. Still there was a perceptible increase of

numbers and of interest. The band, in both its

forms, is remarkably effective, and all the pieces were

finely executed. The programme included :

1. Overture— '^ La Sirenc." Auber
2. Conrert Waltz—' Spiralim." Strauss
3. Quicltstep— •' Mocking EirJ." Kalkman

Full Reed Band.

4. Grand " Battle Overture."—(by request).Lindpaintner
5 Pollta—" Satanella." Stniu.=s

6. Torch li^lit Dance Meyerbeer
7. Miliiaire Quadrille S.=rauss

Finale—" Sezer Galop," Uerzog

The very grandio.se, exciting Battle Overture of

Lindpaintner was repeated with renewed effect. Not

only is the composition skillfully " worked up " for

the hearer, hut the hearer was worked up for it before-

hand by a marvellous description on the hills, wherein

he was informed that this masterpiece ofLindpaintner

w.is written for a great occasion in Germany, and

yet that its main theme is tlio well-known melody,

"America" ("God save the Queen" forsoothj

!

And thus proceeds the masterly interpretation :

The warrior (i. e the German) rise.s from hi^ .slumbers; his
first thought is ofhis country's danger; he is ready to ''.\Tarch

on;" the music lightens his heart ; he forgets his past toils

—

only thinks of the coming success, ' Victory! " he marches
onward. Suddenly the roll of the drum is heard from the
hidden foe: he fears it not—still marches on to meet him ; the
Trumpet calls the 'warrior to Brittle; its sounds speak '' Vic-

tory OR De.\th!" be charges; the foe is scattered in every
direction; Victory" is won; ag.iin he "marches on" t<> the
sound of inspiring music; lie baits; he rests: he slumbers,
and dreams again ofhis (the German's, or the Englishman's ?)

beloved country. '' America."

The third concert, this evening, will be equally

brilliant and enjoyable.

Jamaica Plain.—A Sacred Concert, in aid of

the " Ladies* Hospital Army Association," is to be

given tomorrow evening, at 8 o'clock, in the Unita-

rian Church of this»pt»«9j.by the choir of the church,

under the direction of Mr. Harris, the organist.

The rain prevented it last Sunday. The programme

is an uncommonly cood one, inclnding : an Organ

Fugue of Bach ; a Mass by Haydn (in B flat) ; a

movement from a Beethoven Sonata on the organ ;

selections from " Elijah "
; Duet from " Moses in

Egypt"; "Battle Prayer" by Himmel, &c., &c.

Horse cars leave for Boston after the concert.

Mr. Charles R. Adams, the sweet-voiced tenor

of our Boston Oratorios and Concerts a few years

since, has turned up recently in Porto Rico, where

he has been singing with ec/o( in an Italian opera

troupe, of which Mme. Eaberi is the prima donna,

and her husband. Heir Mulder (" Don Ricardo

Mulder" they announce him) the director. El

senor Don Carlos Adams, as the Spanish bills style

him, has sustained the pi'incipal tenor role in Norma,

La Traviata, Linda, 1 ifnsnailieri, Rirjoletto, Lua-ezia

Borgia, Lm Fille du Regiment, &c., and all the jour-

nals praise him, sincerely and worthily no doubt,

albeit sometimes in that superlative style in which

the Spaniards indulge so easily. One of them says ;

" El Sr. Adams, the tenor, was magnificent, and

sang with the taste and skill which proves him an

artist destined to realize the greatest expectations."

" The little romance La donna e mobile called forth

unbounded applause " (of course it did.) For Mad-
ame Fabbri, who is really a very superior dramatic

singer, as we all know, no terms will serve these

warm-blooded critics short of " the sublime," " the

inimitable," " the incomparable "
;
" la Sra. Fabbri

rose to the height of the sublime," &c.

The New York iNSXiTtixiON for the Blind
held its annual summer concert on the 30th of .Inne,

under the direction of its able professors, S. Lasar
in vocal, and A. Reiff in instrumental music. The

programme (executed by the pupils) shows a dispo-

sition not to be afraid of good things. Here it is :

1. Introduction Band
2. Chorus—iFii-st Ma-ss) Haydn
3. Solo—" Shower of Pearls." Osborne
4. Song—" In Foreign Lands." Abt
5. Madrigal—'• Now is the Month of Maying." A.D.

1695 Morley
6 Solo—" Piano Nocturne." Reissiger
7. Solo and Chorus.—"Oh! come onto me," and

'* His yoke is easy." "Me.esiah." Handel
8. Quartet- " Orpheus, with his lute" McFarren
9. Grand starch Band

10 Duet—Piano
11. Fonr Part Songs.— :i. " Swift as a flash," Rossini

—

b. " It is well we should be gay." S. I^asar—c.
* Come, sing this song with me."—JIartini

12. Song—' The dearest spot on earth tome "..Wrighton
13. Solo and Chorus, " Arm ! arm ! ye brave," and

'•We come! we come! ''Judas Maccahwns,".Handel
14. Quickstep Band
15. Terzette— 'The Lily." H. C. Timm
16. Song— '' The Mothers Song." Kiicken
17. Polo—"Charity,"' Variations C. Grohe
18. Chorus—'-Sing unto God." '.Tudas Maccabeus.MIandel
19. Solo. Pi.ano— •' Spring Flowers." W. Jucho
20. Psrtiiig Song— •' Let us say farewell." S. Lasar
21. Finale Band

iisit SbroHb.

loniion.

The International Exhibition has drawn together

nearly all the famous pianists, both of the new school

and the classical. The two following notices ffrom

the Times of June .30) serve to contrast the foremost

representatives of either kind. To how many of ns

has not Tlialberg grown old, while Beetlioven con-

tinues to grow new !

Thalberg's Matinees.—The third matine'e (and
last but one) on Saturday brought a host of ama-
teurs to the Hanover-Sf|uare Rooms, and was, per-

haps, more interesting than either of its precursors.

Among the novelties was a brilliant fantasia (MS.)
on two of the most admired airs in the Trai^iata, a
piece in which are displayed to singular advantage
the mechanical ingenuity and knowledge of "effect"

that place M, Tbalberg, \onqo intervalto, in front of

all aspirants to the crown o(^ "virtuosity." His ex-

ecution of this, as of bi.s well-known fantasia on the

duet and preghiei'a from~ La Sonnanibula~^Si Rp\enty]i\

piece in bis way—and, still better, of his spirited and
masterly Tarantella, was nothing short of incompar-
able. Besides the furegoing, we bad two of the

compositions by means of which M. Tbalberg gain-

ed some of his earliest and brigtitest laurels—the

Study in A minor (with the " repeated notCK"), and
the never-to-be-forgotten Andante in D flat, wliich

for the first time exhibited the superb virtuoso in a

sentimental mood. These were welcomed as old and
much-esteemed friends, whose features, in spite of
long protracted absence, are still vividly impres.scd

upon the memory Further extracts from the really

valuable work. The Art of Singing, applied to the

Piano—viz., transcriptions of Beethoven's "Ade-
laide" and a romance in Weber's Preciosa; the

Marche Fmiehre, belonging to one of Chopin's solo

sonatas ; another leaf from the portfolio of the self-

styled "Pianist of the Fourth Class" {Prelude de

nion Te?nps), who, instead of giving new "Barbieres"

and "Guillanme-Tells" to the world, is solacing

years with the production of feiiillets d' Album for the

"piano a queue ;" and last, not least, his own new
and very original " Balade," were M. Thalberg's
remaining contributions to the programme. Of all

his recent works this Ballade is the most thoroughly
genuine and beautiful ; and that it is destined to at-

tain the same degree of popularity here which it al-

ready enjoys in Paris, where it was first publicly per-

formed, may be taken for granted. Rossini's "Pre'-

lude de mon Temps," a seqnel to the Prelude de

I'Ancien Regime, introduced at the second matine'e, is

in everv respect as interesting as its companion.

—

The applause that greeted M. Tbalberg at the end
of each of his prrformances was heiirty, vabemcnt,

and unanimous. He was recalled re])eatcdly, but in

every instance declined to accept " encores"—most
discreetly, we think, although it must doubtless have
cost him some eftbrt not to accede to such unequivo-

cal demonstrations as were elicited by the Tarantella,

the "Ballade," &e. Never in our remembrance was
he in better play. The programme of the fourth

matine'e (this day week), besides other attractions, in-

cludes the Prelude de I'Avenir—completing the illus-

trations of "Past." "Present" and "Future," design-

ed by Rossini in these peculiar rhapsodies ; the nni-

versallv renowned fantasia on the preghiera from

Mose ; .and a grand sonata by Beethoven, for piano-

forte and violin, in which M. Thalberg will be asso-

ciated with Herr Joachim,
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Beethoven Recitals.— While the dazzling
feats of M. Thalberg arc week after week crowding
the concert rooms in Hanover-sqnare, M. Charles
Hallc''s "recitals" of Beethoven's pianoforte sonatas
are attracting another kind of audience to St. James's
hall, M. Halle' already appi-oaclies the termination
of the arduous and honorable task he has this year for

tlie second time imposed upon liiniself—only two
more "recitals" (comprising the last six sonatas) re-

maining to be given. At the fifth he wisely discard-
ed the sonatinas, Op. 49, whicli are merely baga-
telles, substituting the beautifiil Aiidanf.i-\n F, orig-
inally intended for the Grand Sonata dedicated to

Count Waldstcin, but rejected by the not easily satis-

fied composer, for the short introductory adat/io wliich

now takes its place, and tlie "32 }'ciriatioiis on an
Oni/Dutl Tketiie, In C minor"—one of the most strik-

ingly "original" inspirations of Beethoven. At the

Gtli recital, on Saturd.iy, which was more numerous-
ly attended than any of the others, the pro-rammo
comprised the raagniticent Sonata in V minor. Op.
57, wliieh Cianz, tlie Hamburg music publisher (not
Beetlioven, who hated fantastic and affected titles),

christened " Sontda Appassioiiata." How M. Halle'

performs this great work it is needless to relate ; but
it may be readily understood that on such an occa-
sion he took more than onlinary pains. Still more
welcome, nevertheless, because so seldom heard,
were the Ops. r,i, 78, and 79. The first (in F) has
occasionally been promised at the iVlonday Popular
Concerts, the director of which admir.able entertain-
ments is hardly open to the charge of being wanting
in eclecticism ; but, for reasons unexplained, it has
invarial)ly been postponed. Why, we are at a loss

to guess, inasmuch as, thouirh one of the shortest, it

is one of the most decidedly eifective of all tlie 32
sonatas. The second (in F sharp), as romantic and
beautiful as the other is vigorous, has, we presume,
been left in abeyance chiefly on account of the difli-

cult key (six sharps) in which it is set. It used to

be a great favorite some years ago with the patrons
of iVIadame Arabella Goddard's soirc'es, where the
latest and most recondite of Beethoven's sonatas first

came into vogue ; and no wonder, for, while demand-
ing rare peifection both of mechanism and style in

its performance, when these are at hand it cannot fail

to delight a really musical assembly, notwithstand-
ing its tranquil and unobtrusive character. The
third (in G)—of a less elaborate cast than either of
its companions—but for its boldly independent form
might have been one of the earliest efforts of the
composer, who was fluent and masterly even be-

fore he had attained absolute individuality, and who
may be said to have first equalled Mozart and then
thrown off bis allegiance. "Op. 79" has been styled

"The Queen of Sonatinas"

—

sonatlnahe'mg the name
for a short and easy sonata ; but endless sonatas on
tlie largest scale exist which are unable to boast of
half its invention or a tenth part of its beauties.

—

These three comparatively unfamiliar pieces invested
the sixth "recital" with an attraction apart, and,
played in M. Halle''s most carefnj manner (his exe-
cution of "Op. 54" was a model of finished excel-

lence), were listened to with intense gratification.

—

The last two "recitals" (July 4th and 11th) com-
prise the whole of the latest sonatas, and will natural-

ly, on that account alone, be the most interesting of
the series.

The introduction of a vocal piece between each
two sonatas is an agreeable relief. The singer on
Saturday was Miss Banks, who in Dussek's ex-
tremely popular canzonet, "Name the glad day" (one
of the valuable "revivals" for which the musical
world h.as to thank the Monday Popular Concerts),
and Mr. Henry Smart's graceful song, "Dawn gentle
flower," maintained her rising and well earned repu-
tation. Mr. Harold Thomas was the accompanist.

Garibaldi's Appeal.—A grand morning concert
was given in St. James's Hall in answer to Garibaldi's
appeal to the women of Italy for aid in the estab-
lishment of schools in their liberated land. The
response was as noble as the call which drew it forth.

It is a curious circumstance that, with two Italian
opera-houses open in London, the only ladies na-
tionallyqualified to reply on the part of this metropolis
should have been the sisters Carlotta and Barbara
Marchisio. Their male compatriots, however, were
in stronger force, numbering on their muster-roll
Signors Giuglini, Giraldoni, Armandi, Belletti, Pin-
suti, Ciabatta, Campana, Li Calsi, Arditi, and Piatti.

This powerful array of Italian vocal and instrument,
al talent was farther strengthened by the ready
aid of Mad. Lind-Goldschmidt, Mad. Luise Michal,
Mad. Guerrabella, Mile. Titiens, M. Rubinstein, M.
Alfred Jacll, Mr. Otto Goldschmidt, and Mr. Sims
Reeves. The entertainment was worthy the cause
in which it was given. All the artists sang and
played as if inspired with a strong sympathetic alli-

ance for the attainment of a good end.

Sio. Schira's New Opera.—The opera of Sig.

Schira, to which reference was made in the prospectus

o Her Majesty's Theatre, is underlined. The name
the new work is Niculo De' Lnppi. The subject

is borrowed from a romance by Massimo d'Azeglio,

founded on one of the most stirring and memorable
passages of Florentine historv.

Italy.
" A Traveller " writes to a London paper, under

date of Feb. 4, as follows :

The only suliject on which the Italians of Southern
Italy are allowed to express their optnion freely at

the. present moment is, the merit or demerit of the

lyric drama. Even on that subject, however, they

iiave few novelties to amuse their politically-impris-

oned minds. Verdi has done nothing for the Carni-

val season, Ricci and Rossi are equally silent—whilst

Pacini only promises for the future. In such a state

of things, the production of a new opera at San
Carlo, by a comparatively new master, is an event of

much interest in this partof the world. A few nights

since San Carlo presented its old crowded aspect of

the days of Barbaja, when Bellini. Donizetti, and
Rossini were writing for the cradle of modern song.

Nicolo di Giosa's new opera, Folco d'Aries, was the

object of attraction. The young composer had
already written one or two harmonious trifles for

minor theatres, the success of which induced him to

try his powers on a tragic subject. The author of

the libretto is the well-known Cammaraiio. He has

taken his subject from Victor Hugo's Rm/ Bias—and
has thus treated it. The Countess EUVida, Queen
of Provence, is enamoured of Folco. Arthur, a

grandee of the kingdom, a lover by her despised,

avenges himself bv making her believe that Folco is

his cousin, and of most noble birth, while he is in

fact one of his .servants. Tlie Queen makes him a

knight ; and lie having thns arrived, by fortune and
merit, to be a commander-in-chief, she is about to

marry him, when Arthur exposes his base origin.

Folco kills Arthur and then himself. The libretto

contains the usual amountof cleverly accented verse,

with nerhaps a little more than the usual quantity of

twaddle. The singers known favorably in the musi-

cal world who executed the opera were the prima
donna Tadolini and the hnrtlono De Bassini. The
general character of the music is light, flowing, and
melodious. The author was the last pupil to whom
Donizetti gave instructions, and much of the promise
of the present opera is traceable to the nuiestro'a

inspirations. There were five or six morceaux which
gained universal applause. One of these was a po-

lacca by Tadolini—original and popular in its charac-

ter—and wliich, I fancy, will travel to the north. De
Bassini contributed greatly to the success of the

other favorite pieces of the opera. lie is an artist

who will certainly take a high rank in London and
Paris at no distant period. The opera was a decided

hit ; and the general opinion is, that Giosa will form
a valuable .addition to the living artists of the day.

He possesses, all agree, originality and the faculty of

pleasing ; his school is that of Ballini and Donizetti.

Tadolini is about to throw up her engagement at

Naples—why I know not. Some of the journals, as

usual, are extravagant in their praises of the new
opera ; but the opinion of the critical in the land of
critics is, that in the sentimental buffo Giosa may one
day approach to the excellence of the Don Pasquale
of his maestro.

I mentioned the promises of Pacini. The author
of Saffo, who has already enriched Italian art with

80 many works, has recently completed several new
musical pieces, destined to entwine fresh laurels

around the brows of the great master. Besides Allan
Cameron, which will shortly he produced at Venice,

and which has been long completed, Pacini liss des-

patched to Naples La Zaffira, a serio-comic opera,

melo-dramatized by A. D. Lanzieres, for the Teatro
Nuovo. Up to the present time it has not been ac-

cepted by the impresai'io. He is also completing
L'Assedia di Lei/da, a grand serious opera, to be
represented we know not where. We are also await-

ing from his pen II Nicolo de' Lapi, and an opera of

a fantastic character, entitled Belfaijor.

I may conclude my musical gossip by announcing
from an Italian journal, the publication of a new
work by Rossini, suggested by the hymn of Bacchil-

ide. It is described a grand work for a bass, or

rather for a chorus in which a principal ba.ss acts, as

the coryphoeus of the ancients. The composition is

conducted with wonderful art throughout. The pre-

lude is characterized by an indescribable delicacy and
voluptuousness which is truly Greek, and which pene-
trates every mind through the ear,—whilst the finale

is remarkable for the alterations of sound, and for the

harmonious echo which repeats through the long
halls the songs of youth revelling in love and
wine.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Xj jfl^ T E S T IS/L TJ S X O
Piiblit<(lie<] by Oliver DUsioii Si. Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniinent,

He dietl, yet is not (lead. Sonjr. Carl Lorenz. 25

A simple, unprotending composition, yet evideutly

tha production of a master.

She may smile on many, she will love but one.

//. Glover. 25

This song has attained great popularity in London,

and is nightly sung by the famous Euglish. tenor,

Sims lleeves.

Difficult to choose. L. Marshall. 25

A highly amusing soug, very easy and singable.

They tell me she is sleeping. W. H. Doane. 25

Softly into Heaven she faded. W. Williams. 25

Two songs of Tery similar character. Lovers of

phiintiTe music will find these uoesceptionahlo both

as regards words and music.

Hip ! Zoo, Zoo. Patriotic song. J W. Tiirnej: 25

A song full of " dash " and spirit. If it does not

become all the rage it is not the fault of the versatile

und accomplished author.

Instrumental Music,

Turkish march. Mozart. 25

This gem, performed at the Promenade Concerts

with such success, is from one of Mozart's sonatas. If

any one feels unwilling to purchase the sonata to ob-

tain the march, it may be obtained in the form above

named.

Nobil signor. fPage's air from " Huguenots.")

Flute and Piano. Pratton. 25

No caso equal. {Page's air from " Huguenots,")

Flute and Piano. Pratton. 25

Tutto e sprezzo. (Tenor air from "Sicilian Ves-

pers.") Flute and Piano. Pratton. 25

Easy arrangements, which strictly adhere to the

original airs and give them in the most clear and
striking form. They are written for the amusement
of two amateurs, the one a pianist, the other a flute-

player, and consequently have few difficulties for

either instrument.

Books.

The Modern School fok the Organ. A
New, Progressive and Practical Method. In

Three Parts. By John Zundel. Complete $3,00

In Parts.—Part I, $1,50, Part II, $2,00

Mr. Zundel's long experience not only as an Organ-

ist but as a successful teacher is a sufficient guarantee

of the excellence of this work and of its great utility.

A slight examination even of its pages will convince

any one of its rare adaptation to the wants of begin-

ners, as also to advanced players. It embodies in

plain language a great fund of practical information

on points in organ playing of the utmost importance

to all who would become thoroughly conversant with

the capabilities of the instrument, but which are sel-

dom so thoroughly treated and so masterly explained.

This " Modern School " must become the Standard

Method of Organ Study.

Musio BT Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find
the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Ballad-Song'.

FKOM " FAUST."

There was a king in Thule,

Right fnithful unto the gmvo
;

To whom his mistres.s dying

A golden beaker gave.

Was naught to him more precious,

—

He drains it at every bout

;

His eyes with tears ran over.

As oft as he drank thereout.

And when he felt him dying,

His cities he reckoned up
;

Of all to his heir grudged nothing,

Except this little cup.

To kingly feast he sat him.

Midst knights of high degree,

In the lofty hall of his fathers,

In the castle by the sea.

There stood the old oarouser,

Drank off his last life's-glow.

Then tossed the holy beaker

Into the flood below.

He watched it falling, drinking.

Beep sinking in the sea

;

His eyes with it were sinking,

Never drop more drank he.

^ m m

Translated for this Journal.

Franz Schubert.

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

From the German of Dr. Heineiob vos Kkeissm.

(Concluded from page 130.)

ScLubert certainly did not answer all the

requirements of an opera composer. But, judg-

ing from what he has accomplished in this kind
of music, he could have become a master in it

;

and nothing justifies denying him the talent for

it, or regarding him as a composer whose exclusive

calling was song writing. He had never been
through the indispensable routine for theatre

music ; but this would have been acquired with

time. And then we must not lose sight of the

fact, that a portion of his operas were composed
purely from his own inward impulse, without any
reasonable hope of seeing them represented on
the stage, whereby he might have gained encour-

agement and the necessary practice in a kind of
music dependent on such peculiar conditions for

its success. It is high time now perhaps that

these works were no longer withheld from the
public,—at least the larger ones, which, partly

through intrigues, partly through the changeable
fortunes of the Vienna opera theatre, have never
been performed.

Besides those already mentioned, Schubert has
left seven unfinished operas, namely : " The
Minnesinger "

;
" Adrastus " (words by Mayr-

hofer)
;

" Die BurgscTiaft " (the hostage)
;

" Sakontala "
; and " The Count von Gleichen."

Of these " Sakontala " perhaps, in its whole de-
sign, promised to be the greatest and the most
important.

Schindler relates the following fact. After the

removal of the kapellmeister Krebs to Hamburg,

Schubert applied for the situation of director at

the imperial opera theatre. This was in 1826.

For this end he wrote an opera, to prove his

capacity as an operatic composer. But it got no

further than a general rehearsal. The solo part

of Fraulein Schechner was so difficult, as to ex-

ceed her powers. But Schubert would not con-

sent to any sort of alteration or abbreviation, and

preferred rather to withdraw from the candidacy.

The opera must have been " Fiei-abras."

The score of ". Die Burffschaft " (dated May
2,1816) contains two completely finished acts,

and one aria with chorus of the third act. The
poet of the libretto is not named ; the action is

conformed to that of Schiller's well known
ballad.

The first act contains a chorus, an aria (of

Moerus), followed by two choruses, then again an

air by Mcerus, and one by Dionysius ; next follows

a romanza of Anna, a duet between Ismene and

lulus, and the finale (Anna, Theages, Ismene,

Jules and chorus of the guard).

The second act begins with an introduction,

which passes into a recitative and aria of Moerus.

Upon this follows a trio (Anna, Ismene, lulus),

a duet (Anna, Philostratus), a quartet of the

four robbers, and the finale.—Of the third act,

only an aria of Theages, with chorus, is composed.

In all there are fifteen pieces of music.

Of " Sakontala " (October 1820) we have the

sketch of two acts, in which the following pieces

are indicated : Introduction (Kanna, Sakontala,

Gautami and chorus) ; aria (Duschmanta) ; aria

(Sukontala) ; chorus of wood nymphs ; aria

(Madhavia) ; and Finale (Sakontala, Gautami,

Duschmanta, chorus of boys and hermits, and

celestial voices at the close of the act).

The second act contains a trio (two bailiffs and

a fisherman) ; a quartet (Sakontala, Menaka and

two maidens) ; a quintet (Amusina, Briamonda,

Darwasas and two demons) ; a septet (Sukonta-

lu, Menaka, Duschmanta, Madhavia, hermit and

two female playmates) ; finally an aria of Kan-

na ; in all eleven numbers.

Of the opera " The Count von Gleichen

"

(begun in 1827), libretto by Kotzebue, it is said

that a complete sketch exists, though only partly

instrumented.

This concludes our cursory survey of Schubert's

artistic industry.

For a long time his compositions remained un-

known to the largest public. At first it was a few

songs which penetrated into wider circles. It

would be coming near the truth, if we fixed upon

the year 1820 as that, in which his works began

to be known and prized in Vienna, and his fame

to spread itself abroad. In North Germany
Reiohardt and Zelter reigned with their atrophe

songs, and not until some time after his death did

Schubert penetrate victoriously there too; indeed

among his instrumental cempositions the C major

Symphony first came to performance and reoog- I

nition in the Gewandhaus concerts at Leipzig.

In Vienna the partiality for his songs continued

unimpaired, until, in consequence of the musical

indifl:erence which came over people, and partly

on account of the difHculty of his accompani-

ments, second and third-rate composers gained

the upper hand with their decidedly weak pro-

ductions. But the reaction did not fail to come
;

and the recent direction of the public taste to

better things turned of its own accord again to

the imperishable works of Schubert.

In France Schubert become known about the

year 1829 ; and at one time it was said, that he

was to be called to Paris, to write an opera for

the Academy. A few years later his songs were

sung in all Parisian circles ; their words were

translated, and they were published in the most

elegant style. The singer Wartel contributed

especially to give them circulation, having had

great success in their delivery.

In January 1835 Nourrit sung " The young

Nun," with orchestral accompaniment, in a con-

cert of the Paris Conservatoire. The composi-

tion excited a vast deal of attention, but was

rendered no doubt in a very theatrical manner,

as the very title, under which they announced it,

indicates ;
" La religieuse, scene avec orcTieslre."

The following review appeored in the Journal

den Debats.
" La Religieuse, scene, willi orchestra, by Schu-

bert, sung by A. Nourril.—A young nun, alone in

her cell, listens with terror to the roaring of the

sea, which, lashed by the winds, breaks with a

dull murmur at the foot of the tower, where the

recluse watches. Agitated by a secret passion,

her heart encloses a storm still more terrible.

She prays, the lightning responds. Her agitation

and her terrors are redoubled, when the hymn
of her companions, assembled for prayer in the

convent chapel, rises to her ; her voice unites

itself with their religious chants, and the calm of

heaven returns into her soul. Such is the sub-

ject of the little poem, which the composer had

to develop. He has made a masterpiece of it.

Those continual tremoli of the violins, that sinis-

ter phrase of the basses, which responds to each

of the interjections of the nun, those blasts of

brass, which seem to want to crush the voice, but

all in vain, and above all the admirable expres-

sion of the song part, all is the work of a consum-

mate dramatist. Ah ! poor Schubert ! To die

at the age of twenty-five (I), with such a musical

future ! This young composer, whose light

Vienna has seen go out before its time, has left

two (!) volumes of pieces for one or more voices,

which are to our bashful French romances, as the

overture to Coriolan is to that of the nightingale ;

some operas, which are unknown to us, and sever-

al quatuors, and septuors (1) for striitged instru-

ments, in which elevation of style disputes

precedence with originality of form. Artistic

Europe in some years will appreciate all the

riches of the legacy which Schubert has be-

queathed to it ; attention doubtless will not be

confined to the Religieuse ; we can now execute
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all the rest, and thus render justice to the authoj

•—since he is dead. Nourrit sang this admirable

page of one of the greatest poet musicians of

Germany with soul and intelligence. It is honor-

able for him, that he has known how to compre-

hend the sensibility and real inspiration contained

in the songs of Schubert ; and it is certain that

Schubert, happily, contains nothing of what cer-

tain people call melody."

Several of Schubert's songs have also been

translated into the Italian, particularly those

which are best adapted to the Italian style of

singing. The song :
" Die Ungeduld " (Impa-

tience) has appeared also in the Spanish. But

his instrumental works are still comparatively

little known outside of Germany.

When we reflect, that Schubert was called

away forever from this world at an age, at which

others commonly just arrive at artistic maturity,

and how much that was glorious he created with-

in the brief span of 16 or 17 years, we involun-

tarily ask : What further would he have

accomplished, could he have been preserved, only

another decade, for his art ?

That he succeeded in bringing to the light

admirable works, some of them perfect, in every

kind of music, has been abundantly shown in

the course of this survey, and the works in each

kind have been named.

Called especially by impulse from within to

the composition of songs, he has also shown such

an eminent gift for instrumental music, that no

one can doubt that he had it in him to achieve

something very perfect in that line. But while

he soon stood forth a complete master in the for-

mer sphere, and would probably, if he had lived,

have still sung many a noble song, without sur-

passing those he had given us already, we may
on the other hand maintain with certainty, that

he would have attained to still greater mastery

in the field of instrumental music, and—under

more favorable circumstances—would have done

something important also as an opera com-

poser.

We must not forget, that Schubert, although

he occupied himself in many ways with Mozart

and Beethoven, never carried through a proper

thorough course of musical studies. Salieri, a

musician bred exclusively in the traditions of the

older Italian opera, understood as little of instru-

mental music in its various branches, as he had

any idea of genuine church music. When he

instructed Schubert, he was already advanced in

years, and, belonging to a wholly different school

and period of Art himself, he could never become

the master of a youth glowing with admiration

for Beethoven and deeply penetrated by his

works.

Certainly Schubert, whose individuality was

more sharply stamped than that of any other

composer, could not under any circumstances

have been essentially any other than that very

Schubert, whom we admire and love. But if in

the beginning of the rapid development of his

immense talent there had stood by his side a

sterling composer and teacher, to give him that

thorough grounding in the fimdamental science

of musical art, which Mozart had undergone, and

thus put him in a condition to appropriate to

himself the larger musical forms with his inborn

facility, and thereby provide a wholesome coun-

terweight to his exuberance of thought and fancy

—then perhaps he might have succeeded, even

in the short space of time he had to live, in

achieving the highest in all departments of his

art.

He seems himself to have had a feeling of

what was wanting to his completeness ; and when

he told the Frdhlich family, a short time before

his death, that he had now got hold of the scores

of Handel's oratorios, adding: "I now just begin

to see what I lack, but I will study diligently

with Sechter, to make up for the delay," he him-

self pointed out the way, which he had got to

travel, in order to produce the truly great.

Then perhaps he would have attained to that

severe self-criticism, which so distinguished Beet-

hoven, and to many of his great compositions he

would have applied that last file, which is all that

they now lack to make them Artworks of endu-

ring efficacy.

It were idle to puzzle ourselves with the inqui-

ry, why the thread of life of a man so richly

gifted had to be cut short so early, and just at the

moment when he was about fitting himself, as so

many signs indicated, for the highest flight.

Joyful admiration for all the noble things he did

achieve, will ever follow him ; and, looking back

on that, we close with the exclamation : Praise

and glory to the man loho has striven and fulfilled

as greatly as Pranz Schubert!

On the Romantic in Music.

(From the German of Aug. Kahlert).

When Carl Maria von Weber opened to him-
self a new path, by that work of genius, Der
Preyschiitz, what is called romantic music was by
several stamped as belonging to a peculiar school,

and many an unsuccessful imitation was attempt-

ed under the title " Romantic Opera." The
wonderful and the legendary were alleged to be
the necessary foundation of this species : spirits,

and whenever possible, Satan himself, were essen-

tial ingredients. This kind of opera was pro-

nounced to be the only truly German, and
opposed to the comic conversation-opera, and the

heroic opera.

I cannot see what is to be gained by such a

classification, or that it will at all tend to en-

lighten us on the question of the real essence of

music.

The essence of the romantic was sought for in

various contingencies, or single peculiarities ; the

first united with the second renders plain the

conception of the romantic.

My own views of romantic art, briefly shown,

may serve to justify what I have said.

First, I must state, that, according to my views,

the romantic and musical art are akin to each

other, and that all music is of a romantic nature,

—a proposition that will seem paradoxical to

many, but which I shall endeavor to demon-
strate.

The source of all the fine arts may be traced

to the worship of God,—to religion. From this

they have sprung ; from this were formed their

tirst rude beginnings, and the general religious

feelings of a people have also given an individual

coloring to their arts. The tie of religion and
art is so close, that even those who will not ac-

knowledge it, must feel its power. The religion

of antiquity was essentially a natural religion :

only among the Oriental nations the traces of a

belief in divine manifestations display themselves.

The art, which sprang from this natural religion,

could not conceive other than sensual deities ; it

sought among natural forms for the expressions

of divinity, and hence in works of art the near-

est approach to nature's masterpieces was held to

be the noblest design.

According to Aristotle the beautiful consists in

the imitation of natm-e ;—a view of the matter,

which, in the days of skepticism, e. g. among the

French, revived in all its power.

Plato's views of Art and the Beautiful are op
'

posed to these : he assumes original forms o

beauty in the soul of the artist, which he has

brought with him into the world, and which spring

from a former and better state. Thus, he

regards most the ideal, while Aristotle chiefly

rcgai'ds the real.

Grecian Art in general bears the character of

an imitation, which is so perfect, that we should

vainly strive to equal it, since we want the eye

of the Grecian artist. The summit of human
strength and beauty is, with the Greeks, divine :

hence their heroes are allied to the gods; hence

their gods, though in lieaven, live after the man-
ner of men.
The spirit of Grecian Art displays itself in

works of architecture. This last, wliich most
obviously exhibits the forms of nature, bears very

evidently in itself the elements of the national

spirit, and hence ancient Art is in general called

plastic.

But with respect to the music of the ancients

—what was it? (if. Weber has, in his theory of

composition, long ago called our attention to this

point, namely, that the key to any closer acquain-

tance with the art is lost, and that our endeavors

to attain it must fail. We have, we almost say,

less proof that we understand accurately the ex-

pressions of Ptolemy, Plato, and Plutarch, rela-

tive to music, than that we have sufficiently, and
in the spirit of the ancients, mastered the quanti-

ty and mode of expressing Greek and Latin

words. The scanty remains of ancient music

afford us no view of that art ; and to increase

tlie confusion, the Cliristian beginnings in music

have been often mingled witli lliose remains, and
under the name of " Greek " proudly displayed

themselves as the result of investigation in antiq-

uities. Von Winterfeld's Joh. Gahrieli will con-

tribute much to the clearing up of such

doubts.

If we consider attentively the choruses of the

Greek tragedies, and combine the expressions

relative to music uttered by Plato in the third

book of his Republic, we shall soon be convinced

that the essential beaut}' of that music consisted

in the rhythm, hence in the systematic motion.

Indeed the same spirit, which in ancient sculp-

ture announced itself in space, speaks in the

rhythm, but not otherwise in motion, therefore in

time. The rhythm of antiquity, so far as we can

obtain an idea of it by investigating the laws of

nature, is of a plastic nature. Hence music was,

as it were, rendered visible by the peculiar arts

of motion, namely, dancing and mimicry. Music
was but the servant of other arts; and though

the ancients knew the difference between high

and low in sounds, we have nothing to justify us

in assuming that they knew anything of a har-

monic base, on which what we call melody
depends. Rhythm would display itself in tones,

but the knowledge of the combination of tones

was reserved for a later age. The unison of the

Eastern nations of the present day now affords

an instance of that infancy in music.

It is well known how music displayed itself

simultaneously with the rites of Christianity

;

how music was the art in which Christian wor-

ship was first developed. The power of the

musical spirit was alone calculated to present to

the senses the Christian idea of Deity ; while in

ancient times this was done by sculpture, when
the divinities, in the form of men, filled the situ-

ations of men. This, in the Christian world,

could alone be accomplished by an art which had
for its end the representation of the Infinite ; an
art, the elements of which are varying and fluc-

tuating—that is to say, music. Sound dies away
like the existence of man. A pictorial composi-

tion remains fixed to our gaze, and thus em-
braces the forms of earth. A musical composi-

tion has nothing which it can imitate ; its artist

can only represent sensual phenomena, when he

has first idealized them.

It was natural enough that the musical art

should exert an influence over other arts. Poe-

try shows us this in the origin of rhyme. Har-

monic euphony began to gain gi-ound on the

rhythmic, and showed itself not only in rhyme, but

in alliteration and assurance. Now did all Art
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strive to elevate man to to the Infinite—to God
;

as the ancients, dcgratlinp; Deity, soup^Iit to ap-

proximate it to man. Jean-Eaul and Frederic

Sclilegel have long ago shown that the Gothic

style of architecture was designed to express that

endeavor.

In like manner, Christian art produced what
is called romantic art, which is by many totally

misunderstood. The essence of the romantic art

depends on the endeavor of man to soar above
the sphere of his knowledge ; it strives to ac-

quaint us with the unattainable, wliich no intel-

lect can comprehend.
The opinion will be found correct, that the

power of music completes that of language ; that

the kingdom of the former begins, where that of
the latter ends; that without a sweet fancy being
itself in the magic of sound, no genuine musical
work can exist. If we call Beethoven the master
of masters, the reason is, that he has exhibited, in

the plainest view, that striving after the infinite.

Every work of art requires a form, but to go so

far above it, without annihilating it, was reserv-

ed for Beethoven alone. I place him above S.

Bach, because the genius of the latter was more
immediately subservient to divine worship ; be-

cause he did not lose himself, like Beethoven, in

the magic of sound. I place him above all, be-

cause he is independent of words, and lets his

inarticulate sounds speak freely for themselvis.
Instrumental music, as E. T. A. Hoffmann has

juctly remarked, is the most romantic of all arts.

However, among vocal composers there is more
than one who is entitled to stand by Beethoven's
side. If ho was the mightiest in instrumental
music, so was Mozart in another sphere. No
other composer has expressed the romantic spirit

as he has in Don Giovanni.

Among the moderns the romantic spirit has
appeared in Weber and Spohr : with the former
it is almost unbridled

; with the latter it is more
confined.

Mendelssohn and Lowe are to be reckoned
among those of the present day. Yet, in all

modern art the free unconscioun power of crea-
tion has become rare. The intellectual educa-
tion on the one hand, and the mechanical on the
other, plainly exert an injurious influence. That
fancy, which makes individuality forget itself,

becomes more and more scarce, like that pious
childish faith, in which religion first takes root.

The age begins to hate the very essence of the

romantic, it desires the bodily, the sensual. To
satisfy this desire, thousands of musicians are
prepared and ready at all times. With these the
very mechanism of music has become living, and
the intellect only reckons upon the effect.

A new effect, however, constitutes neither nov-
elty nor originality in a work of art ; therefore,

that the romantic should be misunderstood was
inevitable. We had learned to expect from it

outward signs, spirits and wonders, above all

things. Tlius Meyerbeer's Robert le DiaUe must
be called a romantic opera, though there is not
the least trace of the romantic spirit to be found
in any part.

Let us then be less liberal with a name which
conveys, above all others, such weighty, and
mighty praise. Let us consider that the roman-
tic is the inmost es?ence of music, that it is the
mark which distinguishes all modern art from the
ancient : hence, in few words, that in our days
every work of art meriting the name, must be
called romantic, and then that appellation is un-
derstood as being the mai-k of every good work
of art in our time.

It will be objected that the tei-m romantic will

in fact not at all suit many of our most modern
works of art. Alas ! such is the case. They
have not proceeded from the exaltation of our
souls to the infinite ; they cleave to this earth

;

they live but an apparent life ; they are no pro-

ductions of the spirit of art, but of intellect, ex-
perience and labor. This is particularly remark-
ed in the greater and more comprehensive works.
For small, light pictures, for short, feeling songs,

which flash like lightning through the night, the
powers of feeling and creating are yet sufficient.

But even this losing one's self in a number of
trifling designs, without being able to apply one's

self to a single great work, is somewhat dangerous.
The arts go begging among each other ; we seek

the matter being unable to produce it ; while

Raphael painted the Madonna innumerable times,

yet ever new,—ever with animation. We are

poor in matter, because the enjoyers of art are
insatiable. Thus our matter becomes gradually
more real, more prosaic.

Music is a product of the German spirit. The
bias of the German character to religion here
displayed itself in its noblest form. Let us, in a

skeptical age, neither in life, nor in art, be rob-

bed of our faith in what is most sacred.

The Life of a Composer, an Arabesque,

BY CAKL MARIA VON WEBER.

(Continued from page 133.

)

In the me.nntirae, Dihl, who had thrown his brown
cloak round his head, in the form of a, Capuein's
hood, silenced the burst of lau;;hter, by delivering the
following pnrody on the opening scene of the Camp
of Wallenstein :

—
llil^hty tighty ! Diildledum'lce I

And do you call thit* music ? Now to me
Tt serums mere raving, more inanity.
Oh, mons;troiis outrage ! strange insanity 1

And call you tiae.sc cOQiposers? On my life

A Turkish band, for every mischief rife.

The Racr<!d muses are condemned to see
Their godlilte leader, the divine Apollo,
Straining his throat to reach a huntsman's halloa I

Egyptian plagues are in th' orchestra found,
Shrill octave-flutes, and drums of thundering sound.
Come, stand not there with idly folded arms

;

Hark! war is raging with its louli alarms :

The guardian bulwarks of fair song lie low.
And poor Italia falls beneath the foe.

Composers, boasting from all rules release.

And, scorning nature, follow wild caprice
;

For pound far more solicitous than sense.
Willing, for rhyme, with reason to dispense.

In glor3''s temple anxious for do niche.
Less moved by palms that wave, than palms that itch :

Content the strange fantastic praise to gain
Of having turned the giddy hearer's brain.

The lovers of the art meanwhile forlorn,

Humble in sackcloth and in a,shes mourn.
While the director, studious but of Cocker,
Laughs in his sleeve, and snugly fills his locker.
Our masters now with musty rules dispense,
And counterpoint with them is counterseuse

;

Onr melodies are maladies at best.

Poor sickly things in tinsel finely drest.

Scarce from the nursery freed, see uubreech'd boys
Pu.sh'd forward in the world to make a noise.

Well, in the world to make a noise is now
To make a world of noise, you must allow.

Talk not of classic taste, 'tis all mere stuff

;

Nought goes down now but vapor, noise, and puff.

But wtience is this ? 'Tis ea.sy to conceive :

The thoughtless many are content to live

On others' judgment ; if the Pundits laud it,

A thousand chime in with their ready plaudit.
After a cadence, be it good or bad.
These fuglemen of taste lead off like mad

;

Of course the many follow without fail

—

"After the ass," says .^sop, ''comes his tail."

Thus taste and common sense are kept at bay.
And noise and hireling vivas win the day.
Gluck, so they say, wrote something that is sure

As long as Music's self shall last t'endure

;

And Mozart, too, had power to create

Works full of fire, and in effect how great I

Yet, do we read that these were untaught loobies,

Who laughed at learning like our modern boobies?
Beshrew me, 'tis a vexing thing to think
That the same prodigality of ink
That's wasted upon wretched common-places.
Might have been used for works on which the Graces
Had left the impress of that passing power
No years can dim, no rage of time devour.
But come, let us another truth reveal

;

There's a commandment that " thou shalt not steal ;"

Well, surely our composers, you will say.

That precept conscientiously obey ;

—

Yes, sure they do ; they use no nice disguise,

But plunder openly, before all eyes.

From their fell talons, deadly where they fix.

From their ten thou.sand arts and wily tricks,

No piece is sacred ; not the air alone.

The very bass is made the plunderer's own ;

Change but the movement or the mode, -and see,

German or French, will suit them to a T.
What sjiys the preacher? Cmitenti estou.!

Which means; if I translate, what here I quote ye,

"There, take your daily bread content"—I say,

"There's something moi'c to clap ; now, go your way."
But why blame the composer ! those, be sure,

Who.'^i' folly courts the evil they endure,
Should bear the blame : let those who make the fool

Be still content to be his humble tool.

Felix. Hold, my good sir, you overstep your mark
;

At us com posers you are free to bark
;

But in our presence, prithee, have a care

How you defame the public—nay, beware !

Dihl (starting from his seat). And do you too

beware how you defame my favorite Kossini. Do
you suppose that though I know his faults to be

numberless, I love him the less ? No, I am fond of

this enfant ijati de la fortune. Behold with what a

charming though reckless air he strolls through the

room ; what sprightliuess and wit sparkles in his

e3'e
; what pretty posies he throws into the laps of

the ladies as he passes. And if, in the g-lee of tlie

moment, he treads upom some old gentleman's toes,

or dashes to atoms some valuable mirror % we par-
don the forward urchin, we take him in our arms,
and coax him into good humor with sweetmeats and
caresses. What I most dread is the time when he
shall take it in his head to act wiseacre. Heaven
grant this fluttering butterfly a flowery de.ith ere,

frying to become a bee, he is transformed into a
wasp, to the annoyance of all about him.

[Several more blank pages occur in the original, and we
come to the following fanciful satire.]

The Masquerade. I had written the last bars
of mv piece, and was dwelling with all an author's

rapture upon the happy flourishes, which with no
sparing hand I had scattered over the concluding
movements, when my friend hastened into my apart-

ment in his domino and mask, and took me familiar-

ly by the arm. "A truce to your everlasting study,"
cried he ; "come, let us away : it is expected to be
one of the gayest masquerades of the season. AH
the beauties of the town will be there ; then such
punch, such champagne, such music—I was going to

say ; but there I must hold, that look of your's tells

me so. Well, we must take it as it is. On such
occasions, as coarseness is made to pass for wit, so is

noise fn- music, I suppose. But let us take things

as we find them ; when at liome—you know the prov-
erb. Come, no delay ; the coach is at the door, all

is ready, so aliens .'"

Before I had even time to make up my mind, I

found myself in the vehicle, and enveloped, by the

hands of my laughing friend, in a domino and mask.
The coach drove ofl, and in a few minutes more I

was in the vortex of a crowd of party-colored beings,

who claimed a privilege to-day of appearing some-
thing else than they retUlj' were. I stood for some
moments gazing upon the scene in a kind of reverie

;

from this, however, I was soon aroused by the un-
ceremonious elbows of some dancers, who whirled

past me, but not without leaving a very, sensible im-
pression upon my ribs. It was not long be-

fore I began to inhale the atmosphere of thoughtle.ss

merriment, by which I was surrounded, and gradual-

ly mingled in the giddy whirlpool of the noisy
throng.

Beneath the mask one feels oneself quite a differ-

ent being ; an evident proof how much, in our inter-

course with men, we are the creatures of form.

—

Everyone thinks and speaks with a freedom to which
he was a stranger before his face was concealed by a

piece of waxed paper. The bashful lover now ven-

tures for the first time to avow his flame, and the

timid maiden is no longer apprehensive of betraying

her blushes. Even the friend addresses the friend

with a freedom before unknown ; and the humble
dependent dares risk his wit upon his Mecainas.

My gay companion did not fail to ogle .<ind quiz

every peasant girl, every nan, and Turkish fair one,

that passed him. At last, such was the freedom of his

manner, that I was induced to quit his arm, and drop
behind. At this moment, a rush took place towards
our quarter of the room, and I was separated from my
friend. Ifound my self i-t.s-a-m to two figures, habited

as vampyros ; "Well, how goes on the pianoforte V
was their salute in passing. A flower-girl pulled me
by the sleeve, and presenting me with a nosegay,

whispered in my ear, "This is for the musical treat

you afforded me the other evening." A figure of

his Satanic Majesty passed me, and said, "There, set

that to music !" holding up a piece of paper, on
which was inscribed. To Emih/. I seized the paper,

exclaiming, "I respect her name even in the mouth
of the devil himself—wait till the next masquerade,
and your request shall be complied with." " Such
music must be a real nuisance to an ear like yours,"

said a third emphatically, as he passed me. "Not at

all," I reioined ; "but there is one thing which is

really so—that people should persist in horinrj an
artist with the only thing w'hich he never wishes

to hear, hut to fed." Provoked at being thus recog-

nized by every mask I met, I made my way out of

the crowd, and retired to the back of one of the

boxes.
From this situation I was, however, soon attracted

by a singular procession of masks of the most gro-

tesque kind, which entered at the folding doors at the

bottom of the room. General curiosity was awak-
ened. The music of the dance ceased, and the

figure of a harlequin, stepping forward, begged per-

mission of the companji- to give a Grand Declama-
tory-Dramatic-Mclopoetic-Allcgoric representation in

verse. A tall, stately, phlegmatic personage next

came forward, with a bandage on his brow, on which
stood in«crihed in staring letters, the word " Impar-
tiiility ;" a label fVoin his mouth had the words,

"Zeal for the Art." On his breast he wore a bulky
musical catalogue, and out of his pocket bung a
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roll of paper, which, at a glance, I recognized to be

a certain Gazette. The ligure assumed a pompous
attitude, and delivered the following

Prologue.

Ye friends aud lovers of the art, from j-ou
AVe feel assured to gaia the credit due,
"When we protest, that 'tis not to obtiin
Mere praise alone, still less from love of gain

j

(Praise is an empty bubble at the best,

And filthy lucre, gods, how we detest !)

From no unworthy motive such as these,

"We now, as ever, feel the wish to please
;

Ko : the pure love of Art alone has sway'd
Our conduct in each elTort we have made.
Our task is oft a thankless one at best,

And yet our zeal has never been depress'd,

Still .anxious by each honest means to gain
That eud the wise oft strive for, but in vain.

To nobler products by the pen supplied,

Our ready patronage was lie'er denied.

Aud thousands that should ue'er have seen the light,

We publish almost in our own despite.

To meddle with a ponderous score is now
A work of DO small risk you will allow;
Yet every year beholds the trial made,
IV'ith what success in general—a,sk the trade.

Yet something must be risked, if but to give
The poor composer wherewithal to live.

Look at our groaning shelves, for they can beat
Our ceaseless labors in the cause attest.

The piece we here present is of a kind
To please the taj;te of each euligliteued mind

;

'Twoutd ill become us any praise to lend it.

Its own intrio.'iic worth will best cooimend it;

As for the price, you can't but be content,
Paper, the best—engraviug, excellent.

Enter Ilaiieqnln with a Sprinfj.

Come, turn, and turn about, is but fair play.

—

]\Iost honored Sirs, I've too a word to say,

With your permission
; aud my theme shall be

This same grand opera we're about to see.

What do we find, if we the thing dissect,

But an eternal straining for elTect ?

The singer, not content her part to do.

Will of the orchestra form a portion too;

On throat, not soul, she places her reliance,

And sets both flute and oboe at defiance.

The dying hero trills his life away
;

As to the sense and spirit of the play,

The fool has all the wisest things to say.

The fierce orchestra raves and tears like mad,
No moment's pause, no respite to be had;
Then there's thrown in a make-weight concertino,
W^ith solos by the prirao violino.

Nay. growing jealous of the poor ballet,

The very dancers are called in to play.
And many a cadence, fancifully set.

Spins to a wonder in a jiiroiiette.

And should the good director think that still

The petted public have not had their fill

Of strong effects; what then ? he has at hand
A thousand more he can at once command

;

A stud of horses or a dancing bear.

Or a young elephant trained up with care;

These and a thousand other beasts may follow,

As many as the public taste can swallow
;

For 'tis the golden maxim of the day,
'" Attract and profit, never mind what way."

Silence is all we dread : we ask no more
Than that the public t,alk the subject o'er

;

That while their coffee lady-cntics sip.

This singer's praise should hang upon their lip,

That dancer's skill ; and that despairing not,

They strive to thread our opera's mazy plot.

A little mystery pleases : 'tis not good
That things too readily be understood

;

If people wish such puzzles to explain.
Let them return and see the piece again.

He made his exit with a low bow, and immediately
the Grand Italian Opera made her appearance. She
was a tall,lanky figure,with features devoid of all char-
acter, and which,whetheras Celadon, Paladin,or Har-
ridan, was always one and the same. Indeed, the only
characteristic trait of her face was softness and
effeminacy. She drew after her a thin train, the
color of which was, in fact, no color at all, and which,
as she moved along, glittered with a profusion of
spangles. The whole of her dress was overloaded
with paste ornaments and imitation stones, which
served to attract the public gaze. On her appear-
ance, a noise was made in the orchestra,—raerciv for

the purpose of procuring silence ; this, in Italy, is

termed an overture.—Bat hark ! she begins to sing.

RECITATIVO.
0! ...Dio!
Ml addio!

ARIA.

O ! noD pianger
Mio bene
Ti lascio

Idol mio !

.expnme :

.Oime

!

ALLEGKO.
Gia la tromba saona
A u. . . .i. . . .Evvival

OOLLA PARTE.
Per te morir io voglio !

E a i!

PIO 8THETTO.
A :

Ofeliciti!

(On the la a trill of a dozen bars, with a cadence
from A natural below, to D ilat above ; the public

applaud most furiously.)

DUETTO.

ANDANTE AMOROSO.
Prima DonTja. Ah I caro!
Busse Cnntante. 0! cara!

{A Due). Sorteamara!

(On the amara a series of arpefi()w passages, sweet-

ly niodnlated, liist, to the extremes of the two
voices, and then back till they meet in unison ; then
a turn, and a slide into sixths).

ALLEGRO CON FUCCO.
barbaro o

Tormento o
A e i. . .

,

(Nobody notices this passage till one of the cognos-

centi vociferates "Bravi!—Bravi !" when, instantly,

the whole audience are roused into a fbrtinsimo en-

thu.siasm, and the ra<;?a is lost amidst the half dcliri-

ious shouts of a thousand voiccs.J

(To be continued.)

Tie Handel Festival at the Crystal Palace.

(Concluding Remarks from the Times, June 30.)

The Handel Triennial Festival may now he re-

garded as an established fact. The experience of

three gigantic meetings ha.s done its work. The Ih-st

(I8.'i7)was an interesting experiment; the second
(18S9) !i remarkable advance; the third (18B2)a
brilliant success. The first might almost as well
have been in the open air ; the second was aided by
some ingenious expedients, with a view to the con-
centration of sound ; the third will be remembered,
not merely as the first celebration of the Handel
Triennial Festival, but as the first trial of the now
thoroughly completed " Handel Orchestra." That
still something remains to be done—something that

shall make the eflfect less dependent upon the posi-

tion of the auditor, less variable, in short, as heard
from different parts of the tra>?sept and galleries,

must be admitted, even by those who with praise-

worthy ambition and indefatigable zeal have pro
gressed so far towards the imaginary goal of perfec-

tion. Tliat science properly directed can remedy all

that is deficient we conscientiously believe ; and that

the spirit to compass and effect the desired improve-
ments will not be wanting may be looked upon as

certain. "If no more, why so much V—says Lord
Grizzle to the ghost of King Arthur. A similar in-

terrogatory, put by the musical public to the Crystal
Palace Company—or rather to the Sacred Harmonic
Society and the enterprising Mr. Bowley, who, in

fairness, may be said not merely to have suggested
but to have carried out the Handel Festival—would
probably elicit a more vigorous reply than that

vouchsafed by the kindly spectre to his garrulous and
inquisitive courtier. "Wait and see," would be Mr.
Bowley's answer. The solution, however, will be
satisfactorily given in 1865, at the second anniversary
of the Handel Triennial Festival.

Meanwhile we cannot in justice withhold our
tribute of he.arty praise from the really extraordi-

nary acliievcments of the past week. Never was vast

undertaking so admirably organized. The 4,000
singers and players seemed to get in and out of their

places,—day after day, at the rehearsal and the three

successive performances,—as if by magic. We
wonder if any among the thousand attracted on each
occasion asked themselves how and by what means
such a formidable host of executants ever came to-

gether ?—how, with such military discipline, they
were at a given moment marshalled in regular order
within an enclosed space 1—how, in obedience to the

signal from a solitary conductor's stick (even though
that conductor was Mr. Costa), they instantaneously
and simultaneously shouted " God Save the Qneen"
as though they had been shouting it in concert from
time immemorial ? Upwards of 120 towns, and
among them 32 cathedral or collegiate cities, sent

delegates to the Handel Festival Orchestra, which
both in its vocal and instrumental departments was
the largest and most splendid ever assembled. Had
their united performance been merely tolerable there

would have been suflScient cause for surprise ; that

it was for the most part admirable trenches on the

marvellous. So unprecedented an undertaking—at

least, during the time of its early probation—merits
exemption from pelty fault-flniliug. Once establish-

ed as a periodical affair, it must of course, run the
gauntlet of animadversion, and accept praise or
blame as it may be honestly administered, like any
other speculation appealing to public support. This
conviction has hitherto influenced us in speaking of
the Handel Festival. That we could have pointed
out many positive defects, and many comparative

shortcomings, may be readily imagined ; but whether,
under the circumstances, such minute criticism of
detail would have been of the slightest use to any-
body, we may be permitted to doubt. Enough that

the general effect was wholly unexampled ; that the

performances of 'J /le Mesfiiah and hrael in Egypt,
allo\\ ing for drawbacks more or less inevitable, were
the grandest and noblest on record ; and that the

second day's selection was one of the most richly

varied and interesting ever made—calculated, more-
over, in an eminent degree and witii convincing elo-

quence to set forth that versatilily, that adaptability

of his genius to the felicitous illustration of all sorts

of subjects, which eniitles Handel to be regarded as

"the SliBkspeare of Music." The marked im-
provement in the choral singing of masses—to which
not only the exertions of the Sacred Harmonic So-
ciety, forming the nucleus of the so-called "Metro-
politan Contingent" at home, but the periodical

practices, commencing as far back as IS.'JO, of so

many choral bodies throughout the country, have
been instrumental—may, in a very great measure,

be attributed to the Handel Festival, a laudable de-

sire to play a creditable part in which has prevailed

on every side. If the same spirit of emulation is

kept, up the same unremitting diligence exerted, the

result between this and tl]e next celebration of the

Triennial Festival—not only with reference to the

colossal cxhiliilions in Ihe now succes.sfully complet-

ed Haiiilel Orchestra, nor to the public performances
of tlie Sacred Harmonic Society, but to choral sing-

ing ill every ]iart of tlie kingnoin—are incalculable.

Music, and more especially choral music, now claims

so influential a share in the moral and intellectual

training of the middle and lower classes of this

country that the question of its being good or bad is

one of considerable import, and can no longer he

viewed with indifl'ercnce. Whatever tends to its

healthy progress has an indisputable right to encour-

agement ; and that the triennial gatherings in the

Crystal Palace, under the sanction of a name not

only world famous, but revered by every community
in every part of England—if only on account of the

improving social intercourse to which the requisite

preparations for each successive meeting must neces-

sarily lead—are likely to be of inestimable advan-

tage can hardly be doubled. Fortliis reason we wish

well to the Handel Festival and offer our hearty con-

gratulations to those who have conducted it so ably,

and so much to the general satisfaction, whether as

ret;ards the arrangements of the orchestra or the

comfort aud convenience of the public. Did space

permit, we would willingly, in bearing testimony to

the spirit and indefatigability of Mr. Bowley (Gen-

eral Manager), the admirable discipline enforced by
Mr. Costa, and e.Ktreme courtesy of Mr. Grove
Secretary) and other functionaries of the Crystal

Palace, mention, one by one, the names of other gen-

tlemen (including many mem'oers of the Sacred Har-
monic Society) who, in various official departments,

have shown no less ability, and towards the public

and the representatives of the press exercised no less

undeviating civility than the chief directors of the

Festival. As it is they must accept this general ac-

knowledgment. Into the pecuniary results of .the

week we refrain from entering. An official state-

ment is in preparation, and no doubt will bo publish-

ed and circulated as soon as completed.

Beauregard's Bells.—A newspaper coirespon-

dent in New Orleans writes :
" One of the most

striking objects which presented itself as our steam-

er reached the levee, opposite St. Mary's Market,
was an immense collection of hells lying on the

wharf, amounting in number to hundreds. These
were Beauregard's bells, sent in response to his

call. They were of all sizes, from very large church-

bells, weighing hundreds of pounds, down to small

plantation and steamer bells. The sight was well

calculated to awaken reflection. How many temples

of the Most High had been despoiled to furnish this

offering on the altar of Moloch ! How many thous-

ands had the sound of these ' church-going bells'

summoned to the house of prayer, whose ears, alas !

would never hear them again ! How many merry
peals had they rung out on daj'S of joyous festivity!

How many departed ones have they tolled along to

the house appointed for all the living! If Beaure-

gard's benevolent designs had been accomplished,

they would have uttered forth a far different music,

and joined, amid the din and roar of the conflict,

in the great chorus of battle ; for they were to have

all been melted up, and recast into field artillery for

the rebel army. Happily, Farragut and BnxLER
came a few days too soon. Now the bells have all

been shipped off to the North. I don't know what
wss to be done with them : but I think a most appro-

priate disposal would be at the close of the war, to

cast them into an obelisk, to commemorate the
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triumph of the Union and the Constitnlion over

treason and rebellion." The bells are now in Boston.
They number nearly eight hundred, and tlie metal is

valued at $50,000.

An Obstinate Okgan.—In a small church at a

little village near Brighton, where the congregation

could not afford to pay an organist, tliey recently

bought a self-acting organ, a compact ihstrument,

well suited to the purpose, and constructed to play

forty different tunes. The sexton had instructions

how to set it going and how to .stop it ; but unfortu-

nately he forgot the latter part of his bnsiness, and
after singing the first four verses of a hymn before

the sermon, the organ could not be stopped, and it

continued playing two verses more. Then, just as

the clergyman completed the words, " Let us pray,"
the organ clicked, and started a fresh tune. The
minister sat it out patiently, and then renewed his

introductory words, " Let us pray," when click went
tlie organ again, and started off on another tune.

The sexton and others continued their exertions to

find out the spring, but no man could put a stop to

it ; so they got four of the stoutest men in the church
to shoulder the perverse instrument, and they
carried it out down the centre aisle of the church,
playing away into ihc churchyard, where it continued

clicking and playing away until the whole forty tunes

were finished.

CMt-Chat.

Of the prospect of Italian Opera in this country

for the next season—Mars permitting—wo are in-

formed as follows by our neighbor of the Musical

Times ;

Maretzek, who used to be so unfortunate, you know,
is in better luck now-a-days. With Marti's long
purse to draw from, he has succeeded in securing a
strong company for Havana. First among the prime
donne engaged, are Signora Giuseppina Medora and
Madame Charton Deraeure. The first named lady
is an artist of great talent, with a clear and powerful
voice, and enjoys a high reputation in Italy. Char-
ton is said to greatly resemble Sontag in personal
appearance, elegance of manner and style of vocali-

zation. Sulzer, a dashing contralto of twenty-six,
said to be the best interpreter of Verdi's music, and
Mile. Pradier, a rising young prima donna, are also

under engagement. Among the male singers, Maz-
zolini, the man with the do dipetio, comes iirst. He
is said to be a very clever singer, besides possessing
the above necessary accomplishment for tenors of
the present generation. Sig. Minetti, a tenor di
grazia, is also coming. The engagement with Bar-
tolini is off, Sig. Bellini taking his place. Vialetti,

now singing in London with success, and Biachi, a
favorite with the Havanese, fill up the prominent
features of the troupe. They will give performances
in New York, on their way to Havana, and it is pos-
sible that Boston may come in for a week of respec-
table opera.

The " Arion " singing society of New York have

been making an excursion to Niagara Falls, and

visiting their tuneful German friends in Buffalo and

Rochester. In the former city they gave a concert,
in which they sang some fine part-songs and choruses,
including Schubert's " Song of Spirits over the
Water." Air and chorus from Mozart's Za-uberflole,

&c. The Buffalo Liedertofel assisted ; also Mr. S.
B. Mills, the pianist, Mollenhauer, the violoncellist,

Schreiber, the cornet-player, and others.

The Everting Post assures us :

Notwithstanding- the war times, our opera man-
agers are very busily at work. Ullman will present
in the fall to the New York public the great actress
Bistori, and the great singer Titiens. In London it

is rumored that Grau is negotiating with Grisi and
Mario, while Maretzek already has his hands full.

Worcester, Mass.—The German Singing Clubs
of this city, Springfield, Wcstfield .ind" Hariford,
gave a fine concert at Mechanics' Hall, last evening.
They were heartily applauded and encored by the
small audience present, and the Hartford Quartette
Club by their singing, and Mr. Michael Riedl of this
city, by his performance on the violin, won especial
and deserved favor. Mr. Wanderer, of the Hartford
Club, surprised and pleased many who did not ex-
pect to listen to a tenor voice of such unusual power
and purity. The music givan was of a superior
character, mostly in the form of choruses and quar-
tettes, and Mr. W. Eugene Thayer of this city,

performed a fantasia for the piano, composed by him-
self.

—

Spi/.

Mr. Perrin, the musical critic of La Salut Public,

a Lyons paper, has some very pertinent remarks on

the mechanism of pianoforte performances. Emile

Prudent had been exhibiting his powers, and M. Per-

rin thus philosophizes :

" Do the ladies, whom he has so often astonished,

wish to know M. Prudent's secret, and learn to

advance as far as he in the art of making the fingers

fly over the key-board, and execute, evenly, a very

rapid cadenza, four or five minutes long t There is

nothing simpler. It consists in practising ten hours

a day for fifteen years. You become thereby either

a great pianist or an idiot of the first water, according

to the amount of intellectual power you possess. If

you succeed in this trial,—so much the better for

you ; if not, you are lost."

Wachtel, a new German tenor, has been singing

with Adelina Patti in London in " Lucia." He has

better voice than execution, and is the man who a
few years ago was the coachman of a German noble-

man.

La Grange, since the death of her husband, has

been living in retirement near Paris. On the occa-

sion of her last benefit at Madrid she took both the

parts of Alice and Isabella, in Robert le Viable.

Mercadante, the composer of \ll Giuramento,

has suffered total loss of sight, the Continental papers

say, from an operation performed on him recently for

disease of the eyes.

«*' \\%\t ^hoab.
London.

Royal Italian Opera.—On Saturd.ay Don Gio-

vanni was repeated ; on Monday, Roberto H Diavolo;
on Tuesday, Lucia di Lammermoor, introducing in

the jjart of Enrico Sig. Graziani, bis first appearance
this season ; on Thursday, 11 BarUei-e ; and his last

night, Robert il Diavolo.

Sig. Graziani's welcome on Tuesday was warm in

the extreme. He is a great favorite of the public, to

whom nothing is a stronger recommendation than a

beautiful voice. The part of Enrico is not entirely

suited to Sig. Graziani, as it requires a more stento-

rian voice aad greater depth of lungs. Some of the

music, however, is given with such infinite charm
that it pays for all the rest. As for Mile. Patti's

Lucia, it becomes finer and more intense nightly.

—

The singing is as brilliant and exquisite as ever.

—

Musical World, July 5.

Her Majesty's Theatre.—The following were
the performances of the past week :

—

Robert le Viable,

on Saturday ; Don Giovanni, on Tuesday
; Semira-

mide, on Wednesday ; Don Giovanni, on Thursday
;

and to-night, Robert le Diable, with Mad. Guerrabella
as Isabella, her first appearance in that character.

On Tuesday night the revival of Do7i Giovanni
made a still larger call upon the resources of Mr.
Mapleson's troop of lyric comedians. On the whole,
the "opera of operas" was effectively performed.

—

An unusual degree of interest was attached to the

first appearance of Miss Louisa Pyne at Her Majes-
ty's 'Theatre. The delicious music of Zerlina, we
need hardly say, was admirably suited to the voice

and style of our accomplished English "prima don-
na," who gave both "Batti batti" and "Vedrai cari-

no" (the last of which was loudly encored) with no
less beauty of voice than classical purity of expres-

sion. The foreign language was evidently no cheek
upon the efforts of Miss Pyne, who sings in Italian

with the same fluency as in English—a proof, if any
were required, that her method of producing the

voice and enunciating the vocal syllables is legiti-

mate. In La ci darem" (also given twice) Miss
Pyne was ably supported by M. Gassier, whose Don
Giov.anni has been more than once described as a

performance which—in an age when an ideal person-

ification of the libertine is no longer extant—should
not only be viewed with indulgence, but welcomed
with gratitude, by all who are not willing to see Mo-
zart's immortal masterpiece even temporarily remov-
ed from the stage. In the scenes with Leporello, M.
Gassier exhibits the utmost spirit ; and if in his love-

passages a shade more of refinement might be ac-

ceptaljle, we must rest content with what is good,
and encourage it until we can meet with the desired

perfection. M. Gassier is thoroughly familiar with
the music, and while correct to a nicety in the con-

certed pieces, imparts a vigor to the solos which

gives to each of them a marked individuality. He
was greatly applauded in the very difficult air,

"Finch' ban dal vino," and deserved a much warmer
recognition than he obtained in the serenade address-

ed to Elvira's waiting maid, which he rendered with
singular good taste. Signor Vialetti's Leporello is

careful, pamstaking, and full of excellent intentions ;

Sig. Bossi's Masetto would admit of an occasional

dash of humor ; Sig. (or Ilerr) Herman's Com-
mandant has the genuine sepulchral tones about it;

and the Don Ott.avio of Sig. Ginglini (who sang the

too frequently omitted " Dalla sua pace" to perfec-

tion, and was recalled after "II mio tesoro") as high-

ly finished in a vocal sense as it has ever been. The
part of Donna Elvira fell to the Swedish singer.

Mile. Louisa Michitl, whose execution of the recita-

tive and airs was correct, but extremely labored.

—

Best of all was the Donna Anna of Mile. Titiens,

a performance, whether looked at from a dramatic
or a musical point of view, that has not been equal-

ed since the halcyon days of Mad. Grisi. From the

splendid duet with Don Giovanni ("Fuggi, erudels,

fuggi !") in her first scene, to "Non mi dir"—the air

which Donna Anna ought to address to Don Ottavio,

but never docs, inasmuch as Don Ottavio invariably

takes his departure after "II mio tesoro"—in her last.

Mile. Titiens was all the most exacting worshipper
of Mozart's genius could have wished. The grand
I'ccitative and air in which Donna Anna recounts to

Ottavio the attempt of Don Giovanni and the mur-
der of her father, was a superb display, and raised

the enthusiasm of the house. The "trio of Masks,"
too (with Mile. Michal and Sig. Ginglini), was
equally' successful, and well deserved the unajiimous

"encore" it elicited. Mile. Tiiicns adopts the legiti-

mate expedient of singing her part of this trio (the

"rallentando" at the last passage excepted) in strict

time—an expedient now unhappily so rare that it

almost amounts to an innovation. The more of such
innovations the better.

The band, under Sig. Arditi, performed the over-

ture and accompaniments, with an exception here

and there, in a manner deserving unqualified approv-

al. The chorus looked numerous, but sounded rather

weak, and about the "mise en scene" and general ar-

rangements there is little to say, except to condemn
unreservedly the interpolation in the ball scene of a

"quick step" from another opera. The solo minuet
(for the the sake of exhibiting two ballet dancers, in

costumes utterly out of keeping) is already a suffi-

ciently great liberty to take with such a composer as

Mozart, and such a comjiosition as the first ^finale of

of Von Giovanyii ; but precedent or ("tradition") has

helped to sanction this and other absurdities, where-

as the interpolation in question is as inexcusable as

it is unnecessary and obtrusive. The restoration of

"Ho capito," "Dalla sua pace," &c.—about which
there has been so much talk—coupled with such van-

dalisms, loses all its title to sincerity, and therefore

to respect.

—

Times, July 5.

Germany.
Dresden.—A correspondent of the Athenaeum

writes :

"A great impression was made on me by the
' Auferstehungsfeier,' on Easter Eve, in the Court

Church at Dresden. It is one in which every Chris-

tian, whatever form his Christianity assumes, could

take part with all his heart. The only incongruity

to my mind was the military display. The altar,

representing the Holy Sepulchre, was guarded by
soldiers fully accoutred ; the nave was lined by a
detachment of dismounted cavalry of the body-guard,

and the aisles by infantry. The service commenced
by the Priest thrice intoning the Alleluia in unmiti-

gated Gregorian harshness from the sepulchre altar
;

each time it was responded to in unison by four good
male voices, and after each intonatiou a flourish of

trumpets and drums sounded from the orchestra.

The Priest afterwards intoned ' Christus ist erstan-

den,' and then trumpets, drums, full organ, and the

fine peal of bells, which had been silent all Passion

Week, burst out with such a glorious cataract of

sound, that it must have been a cold heart which

could listen unmoved. For myself, I must confess it

quite upset me, as I was not prepared for what was

coming. The choir and orchestra then peiforracd a
' Te Deura,' by Hasse, a composition which has a

good de.al of powder-and-pernke style in it, especially

in the solo parts, but which in the chorus passages is

so jubilant, and makes such use of the trumpets and

drums, sometimes very much iu Handel's style, that

one cannot be critical. While this was being sung,

the acolytes, priests, and bishop came in procession

round the Church, followed by the King, the Queen,

all the Royal Family, the ladies in black veils and

with long trains borne by pages, and several high

officers, all in fuii uniform, and all bearing tapers.
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This beins so essentinlly a Protestant coumry, Cath-

olicism, with its usual prurience, lays asifle as mucli

as possible its most repulsive peculiarities.

—

(_)n Eas-

ter morninf: we were awakened at fonr o'clock by a

salute from four cannons and by the peaiine: of all

the bells of the city. The Mass in the Catholic

Church was also by Hasse, but was even tnore anti-

quated than his ' Te Deum,' and in some parts quite

trivial. It seems, however, to be the established cus-

tom to frive this Mass on the first Easter festival, and
one of Naumann's on the second. Tne orchestra is

excellent ;—so are the men's voices, but the boys are

miserable, few and thin in quality, and with an exti-a-

ordmary talent for sint;ing out of tune. In the res-

ponses, they never once by any accident bit it right.

Herr Abert's new opera, " Kinp Enzio,' which has

just been represented at Stuttgart, is descried as

showing a real advance upon his first musical drama
* Anna von Landskron,' which; it will be recollected,

was, in its time, successful. Herr Mangold has

treated ' Abraham ' in the form of an oratorio, wliicli

work is to be shortly, if it have not been already,

peiformed at Eatisbon.

Correspondents from Germany, who were present

at the Whitsuntide Festival at Cologne—foreign

professors, too, who know Enirland well enough to

be just to it—speak of the performance of Handel's

"Solomon" there as "up too'n-maik." This is rare-

ly the case with a German execution of the giant's

works. The effect of Handel's choruses, it is added,
was greatly enhanced, as we can well believe, by tlie

organ-part by Mendelssohn, which has been laid aside

since the festival for which it was written, and which
is described as most masterly. The anniversary of

Ilaydn's death was celebrated by a peiformance of

his "Seasons" at Leipzig— that of Sebastian Bach
by the execution of his " ,Tohannes-Passion" at Jena.

A vesper service, by Mozart, in C major (date of

composition, 1780) and warranted as not having till

now been performed, was brought forward not long
since at Salzburg. It is said, in the Deutsche Miisik-

Zeittinfj, to be a work in the writer's best manner.

—

Athenosum.
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"Messiah."

Continuation of Handel's

Musical Instruments in the International

Exhibition.

III.

We have looked so far in vain for a full list ot

the awards for the best Piano-fortes, by which one

might judge how the American instruments have

stood comparison with those of other countries.

The London Times, we are told, declined to pub-

lish the awards in all departments, seeing that

the list -would occupy some 40 columns of that

paper, leaving it no room, for at least one day,

to revile the defenders of civilization in America.

But it is very doubtful whether such a list, even

if we had it, would furnish the comparison desir-

ed, because, as M. Fetis has informed us, there

was only one kind of medal awarded in all cases,

and that on the ground of positive and not of

comparative merit. It would seem as if the

judges preferred to evade the cjuestiou of indi-

vidual precedence between several whom they

place in the first rank. From M. Fetis we glean :

1. that "the kings in this category" (pianos) were,

by general consent, the instruments of Broad-
wood (London), Heez, (Paris), and Pleyel,
WoLifF & Co. (Paris), and that these instru-

ments showed excellence in all respects, in all

kinds of pianos (although it appears that Broad-

wood exhibited only one kind, namely "Grands");

and 2. that the pianos of Steinway & Sons
(New York) were also found worthy of the

medal for excellence in certain specified respects,

which are of prime importance.

A list of the awards to American exhibitors

only has found its way into our newspapers, and
from this we learn that medals were awarded to

Stkixway k Sons, for the " powerful, clear and
brilliant tone of piano, with excellent workman-
ship shown in a Grand Piano, and Square Piano

of very large dimensions."

G. H. HuLTK.iJip, for " novelty of invention in

sound-board of piano, and for an important inven-

tion in violins."

The house of Chickering did not compete,

nor did that of Eraed, and surely neither of

them stood in need of prizes. The Steinway

pianos seem to have had no American competitors

;

but this need not detract at all from the prestige

they certainly acquired there, among so many of

the most famous instruments of Europe, as we
shall see below, and as M. Fetis probably will

show in a letter which he promises to devote ex-

pressly to the Steinways. Meanwhile we will

present the matter also from the German point

of view. We translate from the feuilleton of Die

Presse, published in Vienna :

" The Jury began their examinations with the

Pianos, the " distingues " and " refined " class of

the sounding society. A delicate task ! To be

sure, thanks to the multitude of medals, there was

scarcely room to fear that any good piano would

go unhonored. But if the prize distribution was

easy, the making up of an opinion was not. As
for any thorough musical trial, the Piano is no

proper object for an e.xhibition ; at least not in a

gigantic palace like the one at London. What
piano-player—and that is almost as much as to

ask what European—does not know the immense

influence of the locale on a piano ? The same

instrument, placed here or there, can appear

good or bad, can approach the tone of the organ

or of the guitar.

" The E.xhibition building is unfavorable for

all pianos, but it is not equally bad for all. The
French knew best how to locate their pianos,

namely in the gallery; also the Englishmen and

the Americans have found out more enclosed and

covered places in the hall. Thereby they stood

at great advantage, especially compared with the

Austrian instruments. It was with difficulty that

we recognized pianos here, which had sounded

very finely to us in the ateliers of their makers

in Vienna. The jury tried all the instruments

just where they found them. The Paris jury (in

18.55) had every instrument carried from the Ex-

hibition to the same hall in the Conservatoire,

and there tried them. They carried impartiality

so far, as to have the names of the makers cov-

ered up beforehand ; and then they had the dif-

ferent pianos played by the same virtnosos, who
played the same piece on them all. Then it was

that the fearful event occurred, which Berlioz

has described so humorously. Chopin's Etude in

F minor was tried on 299 pianos one after

another. In the course of this proceeding sever-

al jurors fainted, and some virtuosos were carried

off for dead. When the small surviving remnant

approached the three hundredth piano, the instru-

ment, to the general dismay, began to play the

piece of its own accord. Nothing could be found

to silence it. Finally they called in the priest-

hood, who operated upon the clairovoyant piano

with incense and holy water, until the F minor

fiend was happily exorcized. 'On that day we
played no more.'

" The reader need not fear lest we should

reproduce hira similar horrors black on white.

M'^o can only mention the most prominent and
most talked of. In the Austrian division the

two Grand Pianos of Streicher and Ehrbahr

take by far the first rank. Ehrbahr's Pianino

was unanimously recognized as the finest in the

v.'lwle exhibition In the French division the

pianos of Herz and Pleyel stand at the head by

their peculiar brilliancy and power of tone.

Erard is the only renowned master, who has not

exhibited
; a visit to his factory here has con-

vinced us of the dazzling excellences of his con-

cert instruments.

" The French deserve here as everywhere to

be emulated as careful exhibitors. Their instru-

ments are judiciously and agreeably arranged,

and throughout in good tune. All the French

makers have taken care to provide virtuosos of

every kind, to play their instruments in the

Exhibition. We found too in the quality of their

productions a certain standard of respectability,

below which even the most insignificant did not

sink Among the English, the firm of

Broadwood stands first; next, but at some re-

move, come Hopkinson and Collard. A strange

gentleman obligingly opens for us the Broad-

wood "Grands," with strong hand draws out the

mechanism, and gives as an explanation of every

detail of the construction. His personality has

something fascinating by its peculiar blending of

intelligence and kindliness. The bright brown
eye, the youthful and elastic bearing, contrast

finely with the grey hair and earnest furrowed

brow. So, thought my neighbor, might a prime

minister look. In fact it is the piano manufactu-

rer, Henry Broadwood. Who does not at once

couple with this name the representative of an

imposing manufacturing and business industry ?

The nation is proud of the achievements of this

firm ; it may well be proud of men like Henry

Broadwood. The man, whose property, as long

ago as the first London exhibition, amounted to

over two million pounds, sits at si-x o'clock in the

morning at work on his pianos. As great a

gentleman, as any other, he is yet proud to be a

working man. In his factory, it is like a little town,

every he knows every journeyman, every corner,

arrangement. With a liberality without example

Broadwood becomes the guide and explaner to for-

eign manufacturers in his gigantic institution ; so

far is he from all littleness ofeven the smallest mys-

terj' or boast. And, zealous as we found him to in-

struct others, he was quite as much so to observe

and learn himself" . . .

"Such great English enterprises, by the gigan-

tic dimensions of their capital, their connections,

their industrial force and speculation, are more

favored than similar manufactories on the Conti-

nent. Broadwood's factory consists of two great

establishments, one in Great Pultney street, the

other, which is larger, at Westminster. The lat

ter covers an area of more than half a mile in

circumference, and consists of four parallel rows

of buildings, forming three great courts. The
buildings are 300 feet long and contain, through

three stories, a double row of workshops, in which

some 400 persons are employed on every stage of

the process, from the first sawing out of the wood

to the finest mechanical detail, of producing a com-

plete piano. At the ends of the courts are four

or five dwelling houses for the overseers and a-

gents. In great sheds, partly open,partly covered,

are huge masses of wood piled up for drying.

—
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To the Pultney Street establishment the finished

pianos are sent from the larger one, to receive the

last touches. The number of workmen in the

two factories amounts to 500 persons, including

about 40 tuners. The yearly outlay of the

Broadwood establishment may be reckoned in

round numbers at £100,000. They produce an-

nually about 2,300 instruments—not less than all

the Vienna makers put together.

" With such dimensions, certainly, the most in-

genious piano maker of Germany cannot com-

pete. Next to England, North Amarica is, the

land wdiere such colossal manufactories can be

developed, where talent and labor find the most

luxuriant soil and, even in the want of capital,

command the help of credit. The Stetnway
family, from Brunswick, seem to wish to become

for America what Broadwood is for England,

and Eeard for France.

Stein way's instruments in the Exhibition

—

two Grands and one Square Piano—stand in the

first rank, with the pianos which have excited

most attention. These instruments win by their

full, round tone, and also interest by ingenious

mechanical inventions. The bass strings in them

are overstruiu/, both saving room and increasing

the fullness of tone ; the metallic frame consists

of a single piece of cast iron, &c. Of all the

numerous mechanical improvements—])artly re-

vivals of old ideas long since exploded, partly

relating to little subordinate details, and partly

useless— Steinway's method, young and little

tried as it yet is. seemed to us to have the great-

est capacity of development, the most of a Future

in it. The history of this greatest (?) pianoforte

establishment in America is interesting enough.

The old Steinway went to seek his fortune in

America twelve years ago, having found little

business in Brunswick. He and his four sons

(all piano makers) entered various manufactories

in New York as workvien, to educate themselves

in the different branches of their art according

to the American system. After an assiduous ap-

prenticeship of three years they began, in a small

and cautious way, to manufacture on their own
account. They finished scarcely one piano a

week. But soon their fame began to spread
;

they erected a larger establishment, and brought

home medals from every E.xhibition. Finally in

the course of the last three years the business

became so expanded, that " Steinway and Sons"

built their six-story factory, which abuts on two

streets and employs about 350 workmen. A steam

engine of fifty horse power drives all the machin-

ery ; the most powerful plane ever constructed

planes the largest boards smooth at one stroke.

—

About 600 pianos are constantly in hand, and a

private telegraph works between the factory and

the place of sale. Such a swift and high indus-

trial flight is absolutely inconceivable upon the

Continent.

" Of the pianos of other countries there is lit-

tle of importance to be said. Germany has sent

a great deal that is mediocre. By far the best

hails from Bechstein of Berlin. He is the Broad-

wood of the Zoll verein. The pianos of Breit-

kopf and Hartel (Leipzig) show, that one may be

the first notability in music-publishing, and at the

same time a rather insignificant piano-forte

maker. Andre, in Offenbach, has exhibited one

of his 'Mozart pianos,' i. e. a piano, whose pitiful

make is supposed to be redeemed or even glori-

fied by the portrait of Mozart."

Adelaide PMllips.

Most of our readers will undoubtedly be interested

in the following translations of sundry criticisms,

clipped from Bel;_'ian journals, which a friend has

kindly sent us, knowing how highly this lady, and

this artist, is esteemed in Boston. Here is number

one :

"The event of tlie season has been the advent of

Merelli's Opera Troupe. Thursday they sung before

a crowded bouse Bossini's Barber of Seville. The

opera was superbly brought out, and the frequent

and enthnsi:istic applause was richly deserved.

—

Chief in the cast was placed Miss Adelaide Phillipps,

and she it was who bore off the honors of the even-

ing. Rosina-Phillipps is Irnly a thorough singer.

—

Her voice, whicli is a rich contralto, is fresh, sonorous

and even in every tone. As to the secrets of her art,

she is familiar with them all. Miss Phillipps wo must

say h.is indnbitably earned the suff'rages of connois-

seurs, and we all should trifle with our reputation by

neglecting so precious an occasion of proving our dile-

tantism. Not content with showering before us the

pearls of her talent .as singer, Rnsina completely as-

tonished us by her admirable readiness and espie/jlerie

as actress."

Here is a second testimony :

" Miss Adelaide Phillips, the celebrated singer,

who made such an immense success at Les llaliens, in

Paris, and at the Grand Poyal Theatre at Madrid,

has .at last .illowed us to hear her at Antwerp and at

Liege, in the Bcrher of Seville and Semiramlde. The

public of these cities has fidly confirmed the judg-

ment of die French and Spanish dilettanti. Her

voice, of perfect evenness and of most sympathetic

qiiality, is of great compass ; it is an admirable

instrument, which she manages with perfect art and

exquisite taste. She was admirably supported in

Semiramide by Mile. Paolina Vaneri, who has a very

sweet voice and sings in the true Italian school. M.

Agnesi is excellent in the part of Assur ; his organ

is as remarkalile for its flexibility as for its compass.

All the artists were warmly applauded, and repeated-

ly recalled."

Here is another, from the Journal of Liege :

" Miss Phillips is the star of the troupe. She is

a skillful singer, possessing a beautiful contralto

voice, flexible and of great compass. Her acting is

full of energy and feeling. Dramatic and sweeping

in Azucena and Arsace, in The Earlier, Bi(joleltx), and

Don Pasquale, she displays herself sparkling with

gaiety and abandon. As to the rest, her reputation is

fully established with dilettanti, owing to her tri-

umphs in America, at Les Italiens in Paris, and

later, at the Theatre Royal in Madrid.

" Day before yesterday, Miss Phillipps was recall-

ed five or six times during the Opera. The delicious

song which she introduced at the end of Don Pas-

quale, was encored three times, and as many times,

was, with exceeding kindness re-given by Miss P.

who, that evening, proved herself truly generous."

And yet another.

" Miss Phillipps is a singer of much merit, who
has a voice of excellent and sympathetic quality,

nearer the contralto than mezzo soprano, which al-

lowed us the pleasure of hearing the role of Rosina

as originally written. Her organ is very flexible,

and of great compass; and her very expressive fea-

tures and play full of wit complete the charm."
" Miss Phillipps was delightful as Maffoo Orsini.

Quite at her ease in her male attire, she held the rapt

attention of her audience throughout, by the charm of

her voice, and by her perfect vocalization. The

Brindlsi completely electrified the audience ; it was

encored twice.

" Maffco Orsine was immediately transformed into

Rosina. And we do not know to which to award the

palm. Do you prefer the young patrician to the
pupil of Dr. Bartolo, or the latter to the young patri-

cian ? It is exceedingly embarrassing to decide,
and we can only answer : Parfalt et parfait !

"

" Before passing to the Trovatore, we must notice
particlarly the fine' effect produced in the famous Trio
in Lucrezia,

" On Tuesday the theatre was crowded ; the ama-
teurs turned out in force, to see the Trovatore. The
part of Leonora was filled by Emilia Bed!, and that
of Maurice by M. Mea. Mile. Redi knows how to
sing\, she strikes less for effect than most of our French
singers. Notwithstanding remembrances of former
singers, and unavoidable compari-ions, she gained the
suffrages of the house. M. Mea is gifted with a mag-
nilicent voice, which he does not abuse. The JSlher-

cre and the IJomanza in the first act, behind the
scenes, were warndy applauded. This young m.an
h.TS a future. iM. Zar'chi, the baritone, equally dis-

tinguished himself, and shared with him the honors
of the evening. Neverthele.ss Miss PIdllipps again
bore ofl^ the palm ;

—-siie it is, who has first revealed
to us Azucena. Heretofore, Azucena has been qidte
a secondary part, and has been in the back-ground
generally eclipsed by the Leonora. N'lie. the miser-
able Gipsey takes the foremost place, amid the accla-

mations of the audience. When such excellence is

exhibited, in so totally different characters, and in

so many directions, then the title of Diva, is merited.
At any rate, it is bestowed on Miss Phillipps by uni-
versal acclaim, without oi e dissenting voice.

" And here is the la^t. from another journal which
shows how our Boston Pri'na Doima was crownep.

" Among the ovation ', which have the very r.are

merit of ummindty, is one the character of which
is yet more exceptional, because we do not think that

a sindlar example in this city can be quoted. In
the name of the Associated Press of the City of
Liege ;—and by a committee chosen for this express
purpose, and in which every newspaper was represen-

ted,—a crown was offered 10 Miss phillipps, and the
nndience by its prolonged bravos, signified its appro-
bation of this demonstration by the Press of Liege."

Promenade Concerts.—The Orcheslr.al Union
had a large audience last Saturday evening, and cer-

tainly they played very finely. Rossini's Overture
to "The Siege of Corinth," one of his best, was par-
ticularly suited to the brilliant treatment of this or-

chestra as now made up. Mr. Schcltze played a
capital violin solo. Schubert's "Serenade" was
given, with violoncello, oboe and cornet solos; and
there were other popular pieces suggestive of the
opera, the ball room and the battle-field.

This evening the overture will be Semiramide; we
wish they would give us more overtures, they play
them so well. Other selections are : Soldiers'
chorus, prayer and barcarole, from Meyerbeer's "St.ar
of the North ;" Schubert's "Elegy of Tears ;" Beet-
hoven's " Turkish March ;" Verdi's Miserere; Men-
ilelssohn's "Wedding March;" Polka's, national
quicksteps, promenade all round, and so forth.

The Sacred Concert at Jamaica Plain, last Sun-

day evening, was both musically interesting, and suc-

cessful in its object of raising funds in aid of the
patriotic labors of the Ladies' Hospital Army Asso-
ciation. About S200 w.as the net result. The mu-
sical performances were highly creditable. The
Mass in B flat, by Haydn, was not the great one in

that key, but a short iVIass, much less widely known,
with very beautiful and impressive movements in it,

especially the Afpnis Dei and Dona nobis, and was
generally well sung by a quartet choir of musical
and telling voices. The soprano solo, Benedicliis,

gave very general pleasure. And so did other com-
mendable solo efforts, which we have not room to

mention. Mr. Harris displayed considerable .ibility

in his pieces and accompaniments upon the splendid
organ ; but we must say that Beethoven's ilarcia
fiaiebre does not well bear the transfer from the piano-
forte, with its quick lightning accent, to the too con-
tinuous tone of the church organ. The Fugue by
Bach we did not hear. Such examples show what
good things m.ay be doue in our choirs, with loaders
of the right spirit.

Death op Thomas Comer.—-"Honest Tom
Comer is dead" was the word passed round in this

city in the begirming of the week, causing general

surprise and sorrow. He died on Sunday, and it was

but a week before that we were chatting with him at

the Promenade concert, when he seemed in full

health, with the same rosy genial face as ever, and
the same hearty, kindly, gentlemanly manner. The
Transcript of Monday says :

" His illness was brief,

as he was confined to his house but a few days, and
it was not until Saturday that his symptoms "excited
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alarm. Mention of his illness in the Gazette vfas the

first news to many of his friends that he was not in

his usual health. Daring the day yesterday, the

numerous inquiries concerning him, made at his resi-

dence, revealed that he had "troops of friends" here,

though the city is nearly deserted on Sundays, to-

ward the last of July. The announcement of his

death early in the evening called forth expressions of

regret on every hand."

Few men have been so much and so long identili-

ed with the musical as well as the theatrical history

of Boston. In our earliest operatic performances,

when operas were given here in English, in the days

of the Woods, and Horn, and Mrs. Austin, many

remember how capitally he took such parts as Dan-

dolo in Cinderella. Since then, besides conducting

the orchestra in several theatres (and what good

music he used to give us between the acts in the

Eachel and Edwin Booth times :—Mozart overtures,

movements from Haydn symphonies, &c. !), he was

always a prominent member in the Orchestras of the

old Academy of Music and the Musical Fimd Socie-

ty, and most of the time, if not always. President

of the latter society. He was a most industrious

getter up of and arranger of music, and, for the

popular ear at least, quite a prolific and successful

composer, well known to thousands of children,

young and old, through his music to the Museum
spectacles, "Aladdin," and a long series of such en-

chantments. He was universally popular, during his

thirty-five yeais residence here, with the profession

and the public.

The Daily Advertiser gives the following particu-

lars of the deceased :

For many years Jlr. Comer's name has been fa-

miliar to our citizens in connection with his musical
career. He was a native of Bath, England, which
in the time of his youth was then the most fashion-

able resort of the day, and where he was first engag-
ed as an instructor of dancing. He received an ex-

cellent musical education and associated with some
of the best of the time. His sister, Mrs. Ashe, was
then celebrated as an oratorio singer of great talent.

Mr. Comer first went upon the stage in 1818, and
in 1821 appeared at the Covent Garden Theatre as

"Michael Lambourno" in "Kenilworth," a persona-
tion whicli is still recurred to with pleasure by those

who then saw it, and which was received with more
than common favor. He played with much appro-

bation at Covent Garden and Drury Lane until 1827,

when he came to this country. His first appearance
here was at the Bowery in New York, where his part

in the English version of "The Barber of Seville" is

perhaps the best remembered. After two years' resi-

dence in New York, he came to this city. Mr.
Thomas Barry had then charge of the 'Tremont
Tneatre and appointed Mr. Comer its musical direct-

or. He prepared all the operas in which Mr. and
Mrs. Wood appeared, including " Robert the Devil"
and "Sonnambula," the latter of which he prepared
in the very short period of two weeks, and to whose
brilliant success the papers of that day are ample
witness. Mr. Comer remained at the Tremont Thea-
tre six years, and has been connected with several

other establishments in this city. He was musical
director at the Boston Theatre (Academy of Music)
during Mr. Barry's lease of that establishment. Mr.
Comer possessed a fine talent for musical composi-
tion which he improved in a good degree to his last

days. Many popular airs of his composition will

long keep his memory green, and will prove most
pleasing souvenirs of his diligent and useful life.

Mr. Comer was 72 years of ago last December.

—

In 1837, he married a Miss Child of this city, whom
he survived. His three daughters are all living.

As an actor, Mr. Comer excelled in eccentric parts,

and the Irish gentleman none could personate better.

His career on the London boards was of that quiet

yet distinguished kind, which honors alike the man
and his profession. He played in those brilliant days
of the drama when the lesser parts were full of his-

trionic honor, and when the merits of actors were
the only passports to their success. As a musician
his name will stand high in the profession. Edu-
cated from his earliest days under its refining influ-

ence, and following it even to his last hours with a
youthful ardor and diligence, he has won an enviable

name in its culture. His long service has made him
well known and widely respected. He was one of
the very few members of the Covent Garden Fund,
a wealthy dramatic association in London, but he

had never availed himself of the annuity he was en-

titled to receive from it. He was also a member of

the Musc-um Dramatic Fund of this city. It is said

by one who knew him most intimately that notwith-

standing the numerous calls upon one of his profes-

sion and standing, he never withheld his aid from the

needy. His genial countenance and friendly greet-

ing will be missed in many circles, and bis name will

be cherished as that of a faithful, good man.

Mr. Bassini, the author of the excellent treatise

on the "Art of Smging,"has been delivering a course

of lectures in illustration of the principles of that

work before the musical school in Geneseo, N. Y.

—

The following topics were treated in the twelve lec-

tures :

1. Ocf/ans q/" i?es;)!Vaf/o;i ; how to use them. The

Diaphragm. Position of the body in singing.

2. Chest tones, and their formation. Chest tone

the basis of the proper cultivation of the human

voice. Theory of the chest notes.

3. Falsetto tones. Their extension ; their produc-

tion, and how they coincide with the chest tones.

—

The Larynxhoscope. Propensity of the /aZse?/o tones

to mix with the chest tones ;
danger in so doing.

—

Their physical character and strength.

4. Head tones. Theory of these sounds
;
(pAdci/na-).

Difficulty in producing correctly the first tones of

this register ; danger in forcing them.

5. Strokeoftke Glottis. Action of the Diaphragm.

The word Sea. Portamento of the voice.

6. Action of the Larynx. Physiology of the prop-

er vocalization. Position of the organs of the mouth;

exercise on the vowels e and o
;
peculiarity of the

vowel t. How to use the vowel u. Pronunciation.

7. Minor Scale; augmented second. Chromatic

Scales. How to study them. Arpegqios.

8. The Pharynx. Clear sombre tones ; how they

are produced ; their effects. When to use them

properly, and in what registers.

9. The Swell; {siioni fiUati). Physiology of the

swell. Ignorance in regard to its study.

10. Piano: Mezzo Voce; Forte. (Dynamics).

—

Importance of studying them alone. Physiology of

the mezza voce.

11. Aspirated Notes: suoni staccati ; Note niartel-

late.

12. The Trill ; how to study it. Three things to

be borne in mind. Hygiene of the voice.

WoKCESTBR, Mass.—Native talent, and following

in such high direction as the music of Sebastian

Bach, seems to be a less uncommon thing in Worces-

ter than in most American towns. The Palladium

of this week says :

A very pleasant concert was that given at Rev.
Dr. Hill's church on Friday evening by a select choir

under direction of Mr. A. Stocking. It opened with

a Turkish march from an organ sonata by W. E.

Thayer, organist of the church, a composition of

originality and beauty, a portion of a work of which
we hope some day to hear the whole. Certainly this

movement was very promising, and suggestive of

excellence for the entire work. Next came the fine

duet from Israel in Egypt, "The Lord is a man of

war;" followed by the air from Samson, "Return,
God of hosts," sung by a beautiful contralto voice

of singular richness and power. The Mendelssohn
quartet. Come unto Me, was the vocal gem of the

evening. Mr. Thayer ended the first part of the pro-

gramme by a fine performance of Bach's wonderful

"Toccata and Fugue in D minor, bringing out its

matchless wealth of musical treasure and beauty with

excellent effect. Part second embraced Farmer's

Mass in B flat ; a work of considerable originality

and merit, generally interesting and pleasing, but not

marked with any especial token of genius. The
choir sang it well throughout, and portions were par-

ticularly worthy of remark. Previous to the Credo,

Mr. Thayer played, by request, Bach's Melodious G
minor Fugue, an acceptable interlude. It is a hope-

ful sign to find the walls of our Protestant churches

resounding with the music which was composed for

the Catholic church ; composed for it because that

church alone has always encouraged Art, that univer-

sal language which confines itself to no church or

sect, but makes its home wherever it is earnestly

sought and cultivated.

^^tchl llfltites.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THK

Publif^lied by Oliver Dit^oii &. Co,

Vocal, TPith Piano Accompaniment.

What star above thee. Song. E. A. Samuel. 25

Only in jest. Song. W. Enderssokn. 25

Street songs with easy Piano accompaniment.

" Skedaddle." Song. G, Danshin. 25

A song of the times.

Soldier's Death Song. R. L. Edqeworth. 25

An appropriate song at the present moment. "Well

written and set to music, and will touch a sympathet-
ic chord in many a sad and suffering heart.

Instrumental Music,

Yankee Volunteer's Marcliing into Dixie.

*S'. Glover. 60

A substantial and soul-stirring march by a well-

known composer. The title alone is worth the price

of the music. It is a colored lithograph, represent-

ing the Yankees on the march.

Trois Fantaisics on Caprieios pour Piano.

Mendelssohn. 50

One of the choicest Piano works of the illustrious

author.

Weal and Woe. Nine little tone Poems for Piano.

H.J. Weisel. 25

One of the numbers only " Lullaby " has been

issued. It is a dainty little song without words. The
author has music in his soul, evidently, and has not

kept it all to himself but bestowed it upon the public

in sheet form.

Chant du poete. Nocturne. A. Croisez. 35

A song without words, tender and delicate. Of a

great number of works which this prolific composer

has furnished to the fashionable world, this is the pret-

tiest since that charming capiice, " The prisoner and
the swallow."

Two Nocturnes. E. Peraho. 25

These Nocturnes have a striking resemblance to

Reissiger's Nocturnes, widely known under the name
of "Flowers of Spring Waltzes," and are almost as

pretty.

Two Ecossaisses. Ered. Chopin. 25

Very charming; they are of a more generally at-

tractive character than most of this author's com-
positions and but moderately difficult. An excellent

piece to give to somewhat advanced scholars.

Books.

On"e Hundred Songs of Ireland. Words
and music. 50

A capital collection, including the best sentimental,

patriotic, traditional and humorous Songs and Melo-

dies of " the land of sweet Erin," and one that can-

not fail to be heartily welcome to the t-ens of thou-

Bsnds who look over the waters to " that green isle

'mid the ocean " as the home of their earliest recol-

lections. It is, undoubtedly, the most complete com-

pilation of Irish songs, published in connection with

Music, obtainable in this country. Amongst the

number will be found several of MOore's best songs.

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving^ of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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The "Juvenis Adorans."

This antique statue—A Youtli Worshippiiifr—was dug up
from the Tiber in the poutiflcate of Clement Xt. It was pre-

sented by that Pope to Prince Eugene of Savoy. From him
it passed into the possession cf Prince Lichtenstcin. Frederic

II. bought it at the sale of the Prince's effects, for ten thous-

and thalers, and placed it in his palace at Potsdam. It is now
one of the chief ornaments of the Sculpture-Gallery at Ber-
lin. The subject was a favorite one among the old Greeli

sculptors.

Tiber's yellow flood

Dprkest tales can tell,

Where the Mightiest stooil,

How the haughtiest fell.

Tiber's sedj^y banks

Rustle with the Past

;

Ah, Rome's glittering ranks

Shi-unk to this at last

!

Tiber's mnddy bed !

Beneath thy burial-lid,

—

If true what men have said,

—

Treasures of spoil lie hid.

And we were truly told.

From those foul deeps they raise

A form of vigorous mould ;

—

And, behold ! he prays.

Not crouchingly he stands.

Not kneeling as in dread.

Not clasped his eager hands.

Not bowed his noble head
;

His gaze is on the sky,

As if his trust were there;

His arms stretched wide and high,

As if his Thanks were Prayer.

So at the Easter-tide,

The churches rose and stood
;

Throwing all stoop aside,

And every mournful mood.

O Genius of new days !

Hail from thine ancient tomb !

Now let thy Spirit's blaze

Chase off the old world's gloom.

Bright one ! Thine influence pour

On man, so prone and sad
;

And teach him how to adore.

And to be free and glad. N. L. F.

—Monthly Religious Magazine.

French Impressions of the Mnsi.c in London.

The Revue et Gazette Musicate, of Paris, since the

opening of the International Exhibition, has con-

tained letters from London, in which the great world

—or shall we say whirl, or whirling world of musical

activity there is regularly reported of from a French

point of view, and with a French liveliness of style.

We propose to give a series of translations of such

passages as we think may interest our readers in

these musical dry times of ours,—but with the under-

standing of course that we do not thereby endorse all

the views expressed. The following extracts are

from the letter of May 30.

Mme. Jenny Lind-Goldschmidt.

.... The gratitude of the English people for

the names which have onee charmed them, has

something grand about it. Thus Mme. Grisi has

sung until last year, and her name has sufficed

to fill the halls of all the English towns through

which she has passed ; that of Jenny Lind

appears on the placard, and the hospital at

Brompton is enriched by 40,000 francs. Twice

already Mme. Lind has taken leaveof the public,

and lo ! now a third time she decides to quit her

retreat. But if tlie illustrious cantatrice still

sings, for nothing in the world would she sing

those mundane airs, those airs from operas, which

whilome made her reputation and her fortune.

Mme. Lind has become a devotee ; she no longer

sings any but sacred music, and manifests a pro-

found pity for those unfortunates who still inter-

pret Mozart, Rossini or Meyerbeer.* The

Messiah of Handel, and the Creation of Haydn
are the first two works chosen by Mme. Gold-

schraidt ; the Elijah of Mendelssohn will be the

third. The receipts of these three concerts are

destined for benevolent institutions ; the fourth,

as usual, will no doubt—and no one will blame

her—be for her own benefit.f

Mme. Lind-Goldschmidt is always a great

artist. True, she is no longer what she was when

she was the delight of Her Majesty's Theatre ;

her voice has difficulty to disengage itself from

the mysterious veil which seems to cover it ; but

each note, each sigh, each respiration, is artisti-

cally calculated, and, to the most imperceptible

mianec, is artistically rendered by her. She

sang to great perfection and above all with a

great deal of unction the soprano part in the

two chefs-d' ceuvi-e. But to say the truth, she

does not sing, she preaches. Thus in the third

part of the Creation, where Mme. Lind is no lon-

ger the angel Gabriel, but Eve, the woman
amazed at the wonders she beholds, the loving

and devoted wife of the first man, she appears

altogether out of her element (tnute depaysee).

These mundane sentiments,—so little vulgar as

they are,—she disdains them. Yet there was

one moment when she forgot herself, and in the

superb air :
" On mighty pens " she launched

forth, with joyous heart and head on high, those

trills, those runs, those arpeggios and all that so

charmed her admirers eighteen years ago. One
could believe for a moment that the Swedish

Nightingale had returned to us. But her hus-

band, who shares her ideas and her kind of devo-

tion, made haste to lead her back into the right

way, and took the tempo of the adorable "Grace-

ful Consort" so slow, that nobody could recog-

nize the ravishing inspiration of graceful and

joyous father Haydn. Mme. Lind, recalling the

text which she had just sung: " Thy will is law

to me, and from obedience grows my pride and

happiness," dropped her eyes anew, and the

Swedish nightingale flew away to give place

anew to the beguine Anglicaine.

* This is not true, for we ourselves heard her, about a year

ago, sing in public an air by Mozart, a duet from the Sonnam-
bula (with Qiuglini), and a Trio from Robert le Diable^ besides

Scotch and Swedish ballads ; and in her concerts in the prov-

inces last autumn such pieces figured largely.

—

Ed.

t We do not read of a fourth having been given.

—

Ed.

But if it is still permitted to admire Mme. Gold-

schmidt-Lind, perhaps it is no longer permitted

to criticize her, for Mme. Lind sings in public

only for charity, for the poor in the first placei

and then to procure for her husband, M. Otto

Goldsohmidt, the pleasure of conducting an or-

chestra.

Sacred Harmonic Society.

At intervals of two days from the concert of

Mme. Lind, the ancient and renowned Sacred

Harmonic Society holds its meetings, and exe-

cutes nearly the same oratorios, in the same hal'

and before an audience not less numerous. Those

celebrated concerts are conducted by Costa.

This is no preachment, it is the good and sublime

music of Handel, Haydn, Mozart and Mendels-

sohn, admirably executed. This is the way that

Handel himself must have made liis works heard

and here we can comprehend how George II

never listened to the Hallelujah chorus without

standing up. From this tradition dates the

usage now adotped by the entire audience, of

rising when the Hallelujah is sung, and not, as is

generally believed, from any special religious sen-

timent, for the Hallelujah ofiers no more of this

character than all the rest of the Messiah. It

was the same king George, protector and admir-

er of Handel, who so poetically expressed the

impression produced on him by the Pastoral

Symphony, preceding the recitative :
" There

were shepherds in the field," by saying :
" I see

the stars through it."

Verdi's Rejected Cantata
.... If all the world have felt it their duty

to complain, in one way or another, of the pro-

ceeding of Her Majesty's commissioners, Verdi,

assuredly, only owes them thanks. This unpre-

cedented, incomprehensible conduct to a man of

such celebrity as Verdi, refusing a composition

which he look the pains to bring himself, exci-

ted such astonishment and so turned all sympa-

thies to his side, that his composition became

famous even before anyone had heard it. I may
add that the execution has sanctioned this celeb-

rity, for it is one of the most remarkable works

But, after having heard it, one remains convinced

that all that has been invented or advanced res-

pecting the motives which were opposed to its

admission, reduces itself to zero. Yet what
singular things have not been broached upon this

subject ! What have not people said, what have

not people written ! Hundreds of copies of a

feuilleton by the wittiest of Parisian feuilleton-

ists have crossed the channel and have inundated

the West End. Well, of all this, as we have
said, there remains nothing. The truth is that

Verdi has introduced in his Cantata, side by
side with the national hymn, the altoo-ether

peaceful song " God save the Queen," the revo-

lutionary Marseillaise, adding at the same time a

third, an Italian song, which is called the

Garibaldienne. Such is the explanation, probable

enough for that matter, of the enigma. The
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Queen's commissioners did not wish to furnish

even a pretext for any political allusion during

the inauauration ceremony of an exhibition of

the industry of all nations, the symbol of which

should be concord, union, peace alone. Schillei-'s

verses, set to music by Beethoven : Seid um.-

scMunc/en Millionen ! (Embrace, ye millions),

would have been more to their purpose.

But all this has nothing to do with Verdi's

composition itself, which is, I repeat it, a wevj re-

markable work. It commences, after a short in-

troduction, with a chorus full of vigor and writ-

ten in that habitual style of the composer, in

which unisons produce so great an effect. This

chorus is followed bj' the solo of Mile. Titiens

(^Una del popolo). forming the happiest contrast

by its sweetness ; the effect goes on crescendo,

and rises to a great height on the words : Signor

die sulla terra. This phrase by its grand simplic-

ity recalls the Prayer of 3'Ioise. The finale be-

gins with the Salve Regina (God save the Queen),

to which is joined the Marseillaise, and then the

Italian chant, and ends with the blending of

all three in a powerful tuili. Verdi has already

proved, in the introduction of the Ballo in

Mascliera, that the fugued style is not complete-

ly antipathic tohim ; only to commence a fugue

is an easy thing, but to carry it through to the

end,—how many modern composers are there

who have come out of it with a good grace ?

Cherubini's mot about the Fugue is too well

known for me to repeat it. A singular effect is

produced on the word gloria, sung sotto voce, im-

mediately before the explosion of the formidable

unison of the conclusion.

Mile. Titiens lent the whole force of her mag-

nificent voice to the inspired accents of the com-

poser ; the orchestra, under the direction of

Arditi, was better than usual, and the numerous

choruses rose that evening to perfection. This

was nothing astonishing, because the choruses

of the theatre had been reinforced for the occa-

sion by members of the Vocal Association, of

which Benedict is the chief. It would be unjust

to forget M. Lavigne, whose oboe solo contribut-

ed so much to the success of the Cantica of

Verdi.

Adelina Patti.

The two theatres are not content to play on

the same day ; they play the same pieces at the

same time, and while Mile. Trebelli is applauded

at Her Majesty's, Mile. Patti transports the public

of Covent Garden in the same role of Rosina.

AVhat can one say about this marvellous young
girl, which has not been already said ? The
charm and the enchantment are not to be ana-

lyzed. When then will you hear this wonder in

Paris ? And why must it be that the capital of

the arts should so often be the last to know or to

sanction the great talents ? Jenny Lind had

reached a celebrity without precedent, and her

career now is terminated without Paris having

ever heard a single note of her. Mendelssohn

was a great composer, yet Paris has asked no-

thing of him, and it was necessary that he should

die in order to become famous there. To-day
Adelina Patti sings, and you do not hear her !

Explain this problem he who can.

Since the arrival of the young artist, Covent
Garden theatre, instead of three times, has play-

ed regularly four times a week, and for next
week Mr. Gye announces five representations.

I cannot quit Mile. Patti without speaking of

the magnificent reprise of Don Giovanni, in which

she fills the part of Zerlina. It is in her hands,

or in her throat, a wholly new part ; one never

has heard it before, and one never will hear after

her the Voirei e nonvorrei. This reprise, by the

way, is remarkable in all respects and does the

greatest honor to Mr. Gye, the director of the

Royal Italian Theatre at Covent Garden.

Don Giovanni at Covent Garden.

An old director of the Opera Comique in

Paris had long ago, if I am not mistaken, the idea

of mounting Mozart's masterpiece for Faure, who
was then a member of his troupe. His idea,

like nearly everything which that director said

or did, was taxed with paradox. Ah well, this

paradox is regularly realized now once a week

at the Royal Italian Opera of London ; and

Faure is proclaimed unanimously by all the Eng-

lish press the best Don Juan they have ever heard.

But what a superb interpretation altogether of

this grandest clief d'oiuvre ! Tamberlik sings Don

Ottavio; Mme. Penco, Donna Anna. Mme.
Czillag is so beautiful and communicates so much

sympathy to the usually not very sympathetic

r51e of Donna Elvira, that one pardons her for

singing a part which does not lie within her

means. Formes-Leporello is a veteran who, in

his long and brilliant career, has gained so many

battles, that he has grown morose; he does not

wish to show it and he falls into the opposite ex-

cess, of exaggerating the gaiety of the part. But

he is certainly an artist in the complete accepta-

tion of the word ; he comprehends the part in

his own manner, and, on the whole, that manner

has something good in it. In fact, Don Juan,

although Mozart wrote it to Italian words, is

essentially a German opera, and I cannot help

thinking that the two German artists, who con-

tribute to the eclat of the Covent Garden repre-

sentation, are the ones who, I will not say sing

the best, but understand best the immortal work

of the divine German master.

Pianists—Jaell, Heller, &c.

The number of virtuosos, who entitle them-

selves remarkable, excellent, or simply men of

genius, present at this moment in London, is so

great, and the list of concerts which they give,

or in which they play, is so considerable, that the

mere mention of them would fill an entire num-

ber of the Gazette Musicale. Permit me then to

limit myself to-day to mentioning Alfred Jaell.

—

At the Philharmonic Society, at the Musical

Union, at Dublin as well as London, everywhere

his extraordinary talent has obtained merited

successes. He is engaged to play next Saturday

at the Crystal Palace.

After playing for the last time in the concert

of Mr. Lindsay Sloper, one of the best pianists

and professors here, a new Tarantella of his com-

position, Stephen Heller has quitted us this week.

Yet the season is but just commencing, and

Heller certainly has had no cause to complain of

the i-eception he has met in England. His talent,

so fine, so elegant, so exquisite, has been appre-

ciated everywhere. He had only to open the

piano to find sympathy and success. But here

you see the character of the man : it is necessary

to open the piano, and it is so fatiguing! And
then to play before mere mortals ! Then again

the coffee is so bad in London, and everything

is so far oif ! So Stephen Heller has returned to

Paris. But to make up for it, an avalanche of

new pianists have just arrived in London. Henri

Heine, passing by Weimar, exclaims:

*'S!e klagten iindjammerten Goethe sei todt

Und Eckermann sei noeh am Leben."

I take it for granted that no one of the new

pianists understands German.

iTo be continued.)

The Thirty-Ninth Musical Festival of the

Lower Rhine.

(From the Neldenheinlsrhe Bliisik-Zeleung )

On the 8th, 9th, and 10th June, tlie Musical

Association of tlie Lower Rliine celebrated their

Thirty-ninth Festival, the conductor being Herr

Ferdinand HiUer, anil the performers Mad. Lou-

ise Dustmann, Imperial and Royal chamber-singer,

Vienna ; Mile, (iortrude von Conraths, Cologne ;

Mile. Francisca Schreck, solo singer, Bonn; Herr

Carl Schneider, of the Ducal Theatre, Wiesba-

den ; Herr Carl Becker, Grand Ducal Hessian

chamber-singer, Darmstailt ; Herr Carl Hill, solo

singer, Franl;fort-on-the-Maine ; Herr Franz

Weber, Cathedral organist and Royal music-direc-

tor, Cologne ; as well as several other artists and

amateurs from Aix-la-Chapelle, Bonn, Barmen,

Brunswick, Brussels, Coblentz, Diisseldorf, El-

berfeld, Essen, Frankfort-on-the-Maine, Cologne,

Meiningen, Oldenburg, Paris, Treves, Wesel, &c.

The pro.2[raranies were as follows :

Sunday, June S.—Solomon, or.itorio, by G. F. Han-

del, accoriiins: to the original score for double chorus,

solos, orchestra, and organ (the organ part by

Mendelssohn).
Mondai/.Jnne 9.—First Part : 1. " Sanctus " and

"Hosann'ah," from the High Mass, in B minor, for

six-part and double cliorus, orchestra, and organ, by

J. Seh. Bach ; 2. Overtures and Scenes from the

opera of Ipkiqenie in Aulis, by Gluck.—Second Part

;

3. Symphony, No. 9, with final chorus, on Schiller's

Ode, " An die Frcude," by L. von Beethoven.

Tuesday. Jane 10.—First Part : I. Symphony, in

D major', by Haydn ; 2. Concert-Aiia, by Mozart,

sungby Herr G. 'Schneider; 3. "Die Naclit," hymn,

by M. Harlman, for chorus, vocal .solos, and orches-

tra, composed bv Ferdinand Hiller (first time)
;

4.

Ovei-tnre to Gmnveva, by Eobcrt Schumann.—
Second Part : ,5. Cliovus from Solomon, by Handel

;

6. Pianoforte-Concerto, in D major, by W. A.

Mozart, performed b/ Ferdinand Hiller; 7. Air

from Jessonda, by L. 'Spohr, sung by Mad, Dust-

mann ; 8, Overture to Ruy Bias, hyV. Mendelssohu-

Bartholdv ; and 9. Chorus fi-om Solomon, by Han-

del.

The programmes of the ten preceding festivals

in Cologne prove that those gentlemen who have

been entrusted with their arrangement, while

adhering to the original plan of devoting their

attention chiefly to the productions of the old

masters, have done full justice to the efforts^ of

those among their respective contemporaries,

whose creations, in form and spirit, follow most

closely the models of their great predecessors

in art. While Handel has be'en the prominent

feature at these Festivals—by the 100th Psalm

(twice), Sam^'ion, Solomon, the Psalm " O, preis'

den Herrn," Joshua, JepJitha, and the Messiah, J.

S. Bach has been represented by his " Himmel-
fahrts-Cantata," and the " Credo," from the Mass

in B minor; Naumann, by his " Vater unser;"

Gluck, by scenes from Armida ; Haydn, by The

Seasons ; Mozart, by two Symphonies ;
Beetho-

ven, by his two Masses in C and D, the " Preis

derTonkunst" ("Der Glorreiche Augenblick"),

and the Symphonies Nos. 5, 6, 7 (twice), 8, and

9 ; the following works of contemporary compos-

ers have been performed, mostly under their

personal direction :

—

Das Weltgerichi, Die Sund-

Jluth, the 24th Psalm, by Frederick Schneider :

the 103rd Psalm, by Fesca; Jephtha and David,

by Bernhard Klein, of Cologne ; the Mass in C
and Hymns, by Cherubini ; the second act of

Oh/mpia, by Spontini ; the 114 Psalm and "Die

Walpurgisnacht," by Mendelssohn ; and Saul, by

Ferdinand Hiller.

Although the works of modern composers have

occupied an honorable place in the festival at Co-
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lognc, as wtll as in these festivals generally, it is

an indisputable faet that what attracts the great

majorilj- of the audience is the pevforraance of

those niasterworks, the moninnental grandeur of

which towers proudly from the Past on to the

Present and the Future, while the interest evin-

ced by the public, and which has gone on
increasing since tlie revival of the festival in 1851,

after its discontinuance for three years, affords a

gratif^'ing pi-oof of the nourishing condition on
the banks of the Ehine, of artistic life in its

noblest tendencies towards the highest branches
of music, the Oratorio and the Symphony. For
this reason, at this years' festival, as at those pre-

ceding it, the names of Handel, J. S. Bach,
Gluck, and Beethoven, shone in the programmes
of the first and second days. Even the third day
was adorned by Ilaj'dn and Mozart, the former
contributing a symphony, and the latter a piano-

forte-concerto and an aria ; after these came Men-
delssohn and Schumann with overtures, and Ferdi-

nand Hillerwithanew vocal production, composed
for the occasion. That the works of German
masters alone should have been selected for the

festival, despite the important interest such a

gathering must possess for musical art generally.

is a fact which re(juires, iirobably,no justification.

But, apart from the jcircumstance that in the

branches of composition under oonsiiieration, no
other country can show productions of equal

compass and importance, the objections which
might bo raised in that cosmopolitan view of

things, to be adopted, as some persons urge, by
music, must fall to the ground, for, in order to

work on the interests of the ideal ends of human-
ity, neither science nor art has any need to deny
its nationality. Just as German philosophy and
metaphysics have borne everywhere ideas which
move the world, Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven
have conquered all countries for German music,

and, while, working retrospectively, on the one
hand they facilitated the revival of the works
written by their great predecessors. Bach and
Handel ; on the other, they prepared and levelled

the way for their successors, Weber and Mendels-
sohn. Thus German music has become the

music of the world, and every German musical

festival is a tribute paid to the musical art of all

nations.

Handel's oratorio of SoJnmoti was the attraction

on tlic first day of the festival. The vocal and
instrumental artists were, both in number and
professional merit, so excellent ; the preparatory

practice and general rehearsals had been so zeal-

ously and perseveringly attended ; and while the

mode in which the performance was conducted
by Ferdinand Hiller displayed such certainty

and energy, and was so admirable a result of his

remai'kable talent for seizing on and imparting
to others the true spirit of great classical works,

that, among the whole of the numerous audience
assembled on the occasion, there was but one
opinion, expressed in the most unmistakeable
and enthusiastic manner :

" This is one of the

greatest and most welcome performances ever
heard." From the practically, and, at the same
time, architecturally beautiful manner in which
the members of the chorus and those of the

orchestra were arranged, they formed a magnifi-

cent spectacle.

The chorus compi-ised 163 sopranos, 135 con-
traltos, 102 tenors, and 1C9 basses, making a total

of 569 voices. To these, the other towns of tlie

Lower Rhine contributed 51 sopranos, 45 con-
traltos, 36 tenors, and 60 basses, making a total

of 192 voices. The remaining 377 constituted

the nucleus furnished by Cologne. The orchestra

was composed of 53 violins, 20 tenors, 20 violon-

cellos, and 14 double basses. The excellence of
these 107 instrumentalists, and the almoift unex-
ceptionably admiraljle cpiality of their instru-

ments, formed a stringed quartet never equalled,

probably, for the coinbination of fulness of tone
and manual excellence. Besides the distinguished

members of the Cologne orchestra, under the

guidance of Herren Grunwald and Von Konigs-
low, we remarked among the visitors, as violinists,

Herren Leopold Auer, of Pesth ; Bargheer, of
Detniold ; Bender, of Dusseldorf ; Engel, of

Oldenburg
; Fleischhauer, of Aix-la-Chapelle

;

Miiller, of Meiningen fthe whole quartet of the

Brothers Midler took part in tiie performance by

tlie wayj ; Seiss, of Barmen; Schollmayer, of

Duren ; S])anke, of Paderborn, &c.—Tenors
;

De Bas, of Brussels , Kochner, of Dusseldorf;

Kuglcr, of Coblentz ; Paulus, of Rotterdam;
Posse, of Elberft;ld ; Reimers, of Bonn ; Sperr,

of Aix-la-Chapelle ; Wolf, of Crefeld, &c.—As
violoncellists: Forberg, of Dusseldorf ; Geul, of

Dortrecht ; Goltermann, of Stuttgart ; E. Hei-

fer, of Essen ; Miiller, of Meiningen ; Miiller, of

Paris; Schuiit, of Prague; Jager, of Elberfeldt

;

P. Miiller, of Aix-la-Chapelle, &c.—As double

bassists: Professor Bernier, of Brussels ; Simon,

of Sonderhausen, &c. The wood wind instru-

ments were doubled : 4 flutes, &c., but there

were only 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, and
1 tuba, so that the balance of tone was admira-

bly preserved between the stringed quartet and
the brass, the latter not predominating in the

least ; the wood wiud instruments, too, in those

passages where the harmony assigned them
played a prominent part, were highly effective,

but .scarcely penetrated sufficiently through the

mass of stringed instruments in the fortissimo of

the tul/i.

To all these we must add the principal instru-

ment, the organ, especially built for the festival

l)y Ibach and Sons, of Barmen, and placed in the

broail gallery above the back rows of musicians

and members of the chorus. It was played, with

a masterly command over the various stops, by
Herr Franz Weber. The builder had been

allowed only a short time to build and erect the

instrument, and yet he has ])roduced an organ

wdiich, by the volume of sound in the full organ

work, as well as by the soft stops for accompany-
ing the vocal solos, made the most edifying and
profound impression, imparting to the whole per-

formance .such a character of sacredness, and, in

many passages, so peculiar a character to the or-

chestra, that the hearer felt transported into an

art atmosphere—so to speak—quite difiiirent

from that to which he is accustomed at ordinary

concerts. The combination of the tones of the

organ with the mighty chorus, and the powerful

stringed quartet was so perfect, that one mass of

blended sound was produced. It made a wonder-

fully profound impression, which could only witli

great difficulty be traced back to the several

instruments which were thus working together.

And yet this organ has not more than one and

twenty stops, twelve in the manual, and nine in

the pedal. The following is its arrangement :

—

Manual.
7. Octave, 4 foot.

8. Quint, 2 2-.3 foot.

9. Octave, 2 foot.

10. "Schaif," fivefold, 2 ft.

11. Cornet, fomfold, 4 ft.

12. Trumpet, 8 foot.

Pedal.

18. Quint, SJ foot.

19. Octave, 4 foot.

20. Trombone, 16 foot.

21. Trumpet, 8 foot.

1. Principal, 8 foot.

2. Bourdon, 16 foot.

3. Flaiito maj., 8 ft.

4. Viola di Gamha, 8 ft.

5. Stopped, 8 foot.

6. Flauto trav., 8 foot

13. Violin hass, 16 ft.

14. Subhass, 16 foot.

15. Octavo, 8 foot.

16. Violoncello, 8 foot.

17. Stopped, 8 foot.

With these simple means has Herr Ibach built

an organ which produced the effect already des-

cribed. An instrument wdiich, for the time sur-

pa.ssed all expectations, and rendered everybody

twice as an.xious as he previously was to see it, will

at some future period, bo rendered complete by the

addition of the stops of a second and third man-
ual, and of a sixteen-foot principal in the pedal.

Composers and professional musicians were
more numerous among tlie audience than had
ever previously been the case. Among others

present on all three days were, Moscheles, Rein-

ecke and Bernuth, from Leipsic ; Blumner, from

Berlin; Pasdeloup and Gouvy, from Paris ; Kuf-

ferath, from Brussels; Soubrc, from Lilttich;

Kufferath, senr., from Utrecht; Verhulst, from

Rotterdam ; Richard Hoi and Van Bree, from

Amsterdam; Dietricht, from Oldenburg ; Scholz.

from Hanover : Von Perfall, from i\Iunich ; Boch
from Heidelberg ; Gernsheim, from SaarbrLickcn

;

Scbindelmeisser, from Darmstadt; Miiller, from

Frankfort ; Brahms, from Hamburg ; Auger,
from Liineburg ; Wolf, from Crefeld ; Schorn-

stein, from Elberfeld ; Engels, from Miilheim-on-
the-Ruhr; Zur Nieden, from Duisburg; Tausch,
from Diisseldorf ; AViillner, from Aix-la-Chapelle ;

Otto Jahn and Pleimsoeth, from Bonn ; O.
Grimm and Michalek, from Miinster; Petsch,

from Siegen ; Lenz and Kugler, from Coblentz
;

Heifer, from Essen ; Breidenstein, from Dort-

mund ; Weinbrenner, from Liidenscheid ;
Bram-

bach, from Bonn ; Engel, from Bremen ; Fiedler,

from Cleve ; Kalliwoda, from Carlsruhe; Lenz,
from Mitau, in Russia ; Wetrens, from Leyden,
&o., &o. In truth, a stately congress of musi-

cians !

(To be Continued.)

The Life of a Composer, an Arabesque.

BY CARL MARIA VON WEBEE.

(Continued from page 140.)

Harlequin again came forward quite enraptur
ed, and addressed the public :

—

Yes, Melody will ever bear the bell

!

By that alone true genius we tell.

By her own n.itive beauty she is sure

Tliro' every change of fashion to endure
;

Hence every tailor, every stable-boy,

Her worth can value, and her charms enjoy
;

Hence airs, ducts, terzcts, of every kind,

So seize the ear, and fascinate the mind,
That at each corner, and in every street,

Old favorites are sure our ears to greet.

And oh ! how vast her magic, when we find

In the grand opera these charms combined !

Ah ! when the heroes sing, and singing die,

Who does not long to share their destiny !

As to our Germnn opera— if, forsooth,

I am permitted to speak out the truth,

—

Ouroold composers too much learning boast,

And while they calculate, all beauty's lost.

Their dreaded idol is the singer's tliroat,

To that they offer incense ;
every note,

Each nicely weighed and calculated tone.

Is sacrificed to that and that alone.

Nor is this all—bnt you'll excuse my naming
A hundred other faults there's cause for blaming.

The Opera before you seeks to please

On bro.Tder, nobler principles than these.

For instance— as t!ie piece was first design'd,

Tlie best air to the Hero was assign'd
;

But the prond Prima Donna waxing jealous

At such a preference given to the fellows,

In furious mood arose, and flatly swore,

That if she sang not tluit, she'd sing no more.

And what does the composer?— bows assent,

Adapts the air, and Madame is content.

Nay, should the very air the Basso tries

Please the fair dame, she pounces on the prize
;

Yet, after all, what more does she require

Than that the piece be raised just five notes higher?

Does the composer make a needless brawl.

And by bis obstinacy rnin all 1

He's no such fool—but gladly changes key.

Time, accent, all — to please the reigning she !

The town applauds—why not '! Such transpositions

Arc far beneath its critical suspicions ?

Yes, mv good Sirs, the m.ain, the only thing,

An anrtieuce asks is — does the mnsie sing?

If it sing well, what matter where it go.

Whether to G in alt, or D below
;

Or who the singer, 'Titus' self or Nero,

Nay, whether m.TU or brute, a bear, or hero,

If it but sing .and sinking please the ear 1

Tiiis is the truth. Sirs, nought on earth more clear.

Say what you will of science or of art.

The ear, the ear's the pass.age to the heart.

Thence I proclaim it, as I say farewell.

The Italian Opera still shall bear the bcH !

This is my creed from which I ne'er shall sever,

Viva ! the Italian Opera for ever !

It is with me the prophets and the law,

I care not for aught else a single straw.

He makes his exit, and the Grand French

Opera appears in the jierson of a Parisian dame
of high birth. She wears the buskin, and treads

willi easy dignity, tlioiigli somewhat incommoded
by lier Grecian drajicry.

She is constantly surrouiidcd by the Corps de

Ballet, wdiile a n umber of mythological beings are

seen in the back ground. The actiou lies be-

tween twelve and one at noon.

ACTL
iLa Princessc. Cher Prince, on nous unit.

£c Prince. J 'en snis ravi, Princessc.

Peaple, chantez, dansez, moutrez votre allegresse.
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Ch<Pitr.

Chantons, dansons, montrons notre allegresso.

[End of the First Act.]

ACT II.

La Princesse. Amour !

[A warlike tumult is heard. She sh'oohs. The prince

appears sm~roundedhii his foes, and fighting with des-

peration. He is mortally wounded.]

La Princ. Cher Prince !

Le Pr. Helas !

La Princ. Quoi 1

Le Pr. J'expire !

La Princ. O malheur !

Peuple, chantez, dansez, niontrez votre doulcur.

Chfeur.

Chantons, dansons, montrons notre douleur.

[A march closes the Second Act.]

ACT III.

{Pallas appears in the Clouds.)

Pal. Pallas te rend le jour.

La Princ. Ah, quel moment

!

Le Pr. On suis-je ?

Peuple, chantez, dansez, celebrez ce prodige !

Cha^ur.

Dansons, chantons, celebrons ce prodige.

[Tableaux—End of Act the Third.]

Harlequin again appears, and assuming an im-

posinnr attitude, declaims the following in a pomp-
ous manner

:

Come, fierce declamation ; come rant, and fume, and
passion.

Nothing else will serve us now, you alone are all the

fashion
;

All feeling appears tame, and all passion seems at

fault,

K the singer does not rave and scream all his part

in alt.

Come, boldly mount aloft, and fear BOt, my noble

bass.

The tenor will not be outdone, he'll find his proper
place.

Come, boldly mount aloft, good dame Nature must
give way

;

Effect is all we want, and we'll have it come what
may.

Let the dancer be your model, see how brisk he
bounds on high,

How lie springs aloft in air, nay, does every thing but

fly:

If you follow not his footsteps, and that too in quick
progression.

Ho will beat you in the race, will outdo you in ex-
pression

;

For fine feeling now-a-days in a pirouette is found.

And in an entrechat much deep pathos may abound.
To dance and sing, and sing and dance, is now. Sir,

all the rage.

There's nothing else has power fix'd attention to

engage.

My friend, if your orchestra would hit off the ruling

taste.

With a quantum suj. of trumpets and trombones be
it grac'd

;

If in every other bar you but change your modu-
lation,

You will hit the true expedient of starting into

fashion.

Who asks for sense or reason, if a show of learning's
found,

And difficulties strange and new at every step
abound 1

Of oboes, clarinets, and flutes, employ as full a
store

As would have formerly supplied three operas or
more;

Your basses turn to violins, your violins like mad
Must rant and tear ; nay, never spare ; effect. Sir,

must be had.

Let the great drum in thunder come, to fill each
languid pause

—

Noise is your reign, your true domain—then re-assort

your cause.

[Harlequin makes his exit in character.]

A pause ensues : the public gradually becomes
restless. The pause continues ; signs of disap-
probation begin to manifest themselves, and at
length break forth in good earnest. The Ger-
man opera seems disinclined to make her appear-
ance. The tumult increases ; the manager is in

the greatest embarrassment ; at length Harlequin
re-appears in a state of exhaustion, and thus be-
gins:—"Ladies and gentlemen, pardon me if I
have not time to compress into a few words what
I am called upon to say upon the spur of the

moment. I am unable to coiiprehend the cause

of your displeasure ; why attempt to prejudge

our efforts for your entertainment ? Where is

your usual patience, which the merest promise

has so often sufficed to satisfy? You imagine, I

suppose, that your privileges are infringed. Well,

as you have been made to wait, it is but just on

your part to require a reason for your waiting.

"To be candid then, the German Opera goes

on but very so so ; she has been so crippled of

late that it is impossible to bring her fairly upon
her legs again. Many have been doing their en-

deavors to bolster her up, but all to no purpose.

She has become so swollen and deformed, that

no dress will fit her. Many have been the at-

tempts to remedy this defect, sometimes by means
of French, at others of Italian dresses; but all

to no purpose ; nothing could be more clumsy

than these endeavors. At last, a few romantic

tailors have hit upon the expedient of choosing

genuine homespun materials, and of fashioning

them according to the taste and fancy of other

nations, without however adopting their extrava-

gances.

"But hark ! even now the thunder rolls above

our heads; they are about to commence."

(He retires quite exhausted., and mutters to himself

in going.)

"To a poetical Harlequin like myself, what a

nuisance is this confounded prose !"

A solemn silence and general expectation now
prevail.

AGNES BERNAUERIN.
A romantic national Melodrama. Dramatis Persons
—as many as necessary. Scene, the Heart of

Germany.
First Scene—Scenic transformation.

Second Scene.

Ar/nes. Alas ! my soul is enfeebled and my spirit

spent.

Brunhilde. O, mistress, attempt not to fathom the

unfithomable depths of human sufferings. If you
noble ladies take it into your heads to fall in love

with misery and distress, will you excuse us for our

dulness in not being susceptible.

Agnes. Come to the castle garden : the gloom of

its bower will belter accord with the gloomy antici-

pation of my destiny, for it is necessary that I should

anticipate it. [Exit.

Scene changes. Vuhe and Followers.

Duke. Sir Knight, follow me to the castle-hall

;

there, amidst the -festive pomp, shall she give you
her hand. Should she refuse, deep in the gloom of

the donjon keep shall vipers and serpents, according

to custom—you understand me

—

[Exeunt.

Scene changes. Albrecht appears.

Albrecht. Caspar, follow me.

Scene changes. A Spirit appears in a warning
Attitude.

Albrecht. Who art thou, mysterious being ?

Spirit. I have power to do all things. Hasten.

—

Hasten, noble youth ; fear not ; depend upon it I

shall save you. Away

—

Albrecht. To save her or to die !

( Two Minstrels appear.)

Minstrels. Wait noble lord ; we can sing to you
the history of all this.

Transformations. Finale.

[Each/forest scenery. To the left, in the background, a
Castle ; opposite a Vineyard, more in front a Hei'init's

Cell. To the left, in theforeground, a Cavern, some-

lohat further, a Bower ; in the centre two hollow trees.

Further on a Subteiranean Passage.]

Hermit enters singing a prayefr. Agnes sings an air

in the Castle, united with which is a chorus of vin-

tagers from the opposite side, Albrecht is seen slum-

bering in the bower, and sings in his dream in inter-

rupted tones. Caspar, through fear, sings a polonaise

from the hollow trees. Sobbers in the cava-n sing

a wild chorus. Protecting Genii hover in the

air over Albrecht. Various noises are heard from
behind the scenes. Warlike tumult. A distant march

from the opposite side—of course these are all thun-

derbolts together. Tu'o thunderbolts fall at opposite

sides, and are heard to rt-ash something or other.

All. Ha! (The curtain falls.)

ACT II.

A FuNERAi/ March. {Agnes is conducted over the

bridge of Straubing ; in the middle of the bridge her

clothes are caught by a nail, and she is left hanging

over the stream).

Albrecht enters rvith Travellers.

[Here an occasional air is introduced
]

(Hecit.) Hasten my friends, lose not a single

moment

;

If we delay she may be lost for ever I

Swear !

Chorus. We swear.

Albrecht. oath !

ali.erro.

Though rocks should oppose mo,
'i'hough seas should enclose me,
I never would waver.
But hasten to save her.

'

See Fate threats to sever

Her life-thread, but never
That prize shgll he get

:

Ah grave ! thou art waiting

To take this sweet bait in
;

But she'll cheat thee yet.

arioso.

sweet little flower.

Though Fate o'er thee lower.

Yet soon shall my power
Restore thee.

And o'er thee

Kaise up thy fallen bower.

Chorus. See the hero wildly raving !

See the maid his succor ci-aving !

Albrecht. In solemn mood, how I delight

To trace the passions' mystic flight

As o'er my soul they dance in turn,

While now I freeze, and now I burn,

pin stretto.

But I will not waver,
I'll hasten to save her.

Chorus. Hasten !

Albrecht. I never will waver.

Chorus. No !

Albrecht. I hasten to save ler,

To save her I hasten,

1 hasten to save her !

(On the word Save, a cadence of a quarter of an

hour.)

Chorus. On to death or victory.

(They all swim through the water: the Cliancellor

dashes out his brains against a stake at the water's

side : Albrecht rushes in with his mistress in his arms ;

enter the Duke inarage.) Albrecht exclaims. Father !

(
The Duke is instantly touched, and blesses the kneeling

pair.

)

final chorhs.

This bridge, an arch of glory.

Shall flourish famed in story.

Now is an end of grief and pain.

And everything's set right again.

End of Drama.

(To be continued.)

Negro Songs.

Mr. J. McKim, of Philadelphia, an agent of the

Port Royal Relief Society, who last month visited

the Sea Islands of South Carolina, makes the fol-

lowing remarks upon the negroes' songs :

That the present condition of these people is in

favorable contrast with that under their masters is

evident from their songs, which constitute a striking

feature in their manifestations of character. They
are a musical people. When they work in concert,

as in rowing or grinding at the mill, their hands

keep time to music. Their boat songs are the ones

most frequently heard. The islands are made and
permeated by rivers and creeks, and the boat furnish-

es the most common mode of locomotion.

When the negroes begin to row, they at the same
time begin to sing. All their songs are in the minor
key. If one chances to begin on the major, it quick-

ly saddens and passes into the minor. Their songs

are all religious, barcaroles and all. I speak without

exception. So far as I heard or was told of their

singing, it was all religious. None of their songs ex-

press mirth or present joy. The only joy expres.sed

or implied is that of hope. "Rest at last" was their

general burthen ;
" Heaven is my home ;" "Have a

little patience ;
" "God will deliver"—these and the

like were the refrains of all their ballads.

There was one which on shore we heard more than

any other, and which was irresistibly touching. It

was a sort of ballad, known as " Poor Rosy, Poor
Gal." It is almost impossible to give an idea of the

effect of this or any of their songs by a mere recital

or description. They are all exceedingly simple,

both in sentiment and in music. Each stanza con-
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tains but a single thought, set in perhaps two or tliree

bars of music; and yet as they sing it, in alternate

recitatives and clioruses, with varying inflec-

tions and dramatic efTect, tliis simple and other-

wise monotonous melody will, to a mu'^ical ear

and a heart susceptible of impression, have all the

charm of variety. Take, for instance, a few stanzas

from the dirge of "Poor Kosy." Fancy the first line

sung in the major key, and the two following chang-

ed by an easy transition, and with varying inflections,

into the minor, and yon will have some idea of the

eff'ect.

Poor Rosy, poor gal I

Poor—Rosy—poor—gal

!

P-o-o-r R-o-s-y, p-o-o-r gal I

Heaven shall be my home.

Hard trial on my way

!

Hard—trial—on—my—way !

H-a-r-d t-r-i-a-l o-n m-y w-a-y

!

Heaven shall be my home.

Wonder what de people want of me,
Wonder—what—de—people—want—of.—me,
W-o-n-d.e-r w-h-a-t d-e p-e-o-p-l-e w-a-n-t o-f me,

Heaven shall be my home.

When I talk I talk with God !

When—I—talk—I—talk—with—God 1

W-h-e-n I t-a-l-k I t-a-l.k w-i-t-h G-o-d I

Heaven shall be my home.

I asked one of these blacks—one of the most in-

telligent I had met—where they got these songs.

"Dey make em, sah." "How do they make them 1"

After a pause, evidently casting about for an expla-

nation, he said, " I'll tell you; it's dis way. My
master call me up and order me a short peck of corn

and a hundred lash. My friends see it and is sorry

for me. When dey come to de praise meeting dat

night dey sing about it. Some's very good singers

and know how ; and de)' work it in, work it in, you
know ; till dey get it right ; and dat's de way." A
very satisfactory explanation.

I said these songs were all in the minor key. This
was a mistake. They have one that has a cheerful,

and, as it sounded when I first heard it, a hilarious

ring. It is a new one, made, as they said, " since

secesh times." It runs thus :

No more driver call for me,
No more driver call

;

No more driver call for me,
Many a thousand die I

No more peck of corn for me,
No more peck of corn

;

No more peck of corn forme,
Many a thousand die !

No more hundred lash for me,
No more hundred lash.

No more hundred lash for me,
Many a thousand die !

and so on, recounting all the incidents of slave life.

When I first heard this song I was going up from
Hilton Head to Beaufort in a boat rowed by a half

dozen men detailed from the first regiment of South
Carolina volunteers. They were in fine voice and
spirits, and the echoes came back from the inlets of

Ladies' and St. Helena with fine effect. As we pass-

ed along we encountered a boat load of black people
rowing in the opposite direction. They were ac-

quaintances of our oarsmen, and after the first salu-

tation, asked what those clothes meant ? Our crew
were dressed in the blue blouse and pants and felt

hat, which constitutes the uniform of the regiment.

They explained—one of them adding, in a tone of
laughing triumph,
"We'se Uncle Sam's chil'n now; we'se Uncle

Sam's chil'n ; we're none of your ftel' bans."
The others looked envious and passed on. The

fact that these people are thought worthy to be en-

listed as soldiers, adds to their self-respect.

I dwell on these, songs not as a matter of entertain-

ment but of instruction. They tell the whole story

of these people's life and character. There is no need
after hearing tliem, to inquire into the history of the

slave's treatment. Recitals of this kind one will

hear enough of, whether he desires it or not ; for

these people, having now, for the first time in their

lives, sympathetic listeners, pour out their hearts in

narrations which nothing but flint can resist. I
ought to add before leaving this subject, that their

songs, like their talk, are couched in a barbarous.

Africanized sort of English, and are sometimes quite

unintelligible. In the specimens I have here given I

have not followed their pronunciation.

tisit Jhoab.
London.

{From the London Musical World, July 12.)

Her Majesty's Theatre.—On Saturday Robert

le Diable was repeated.

On Tuesday, Lucrezia, with the now ballet-diver-

tissement, Le Reveil da Flore, in which .Mile. Katinka
Friedberg, Mr. Mapleson's new danseuse, eminently
distinguished herself in several brilliant jias com-
posed for her expressly by M. Pettit.

On Wednesday Don Giovanni, Mile. Carlotta
Marchisio sustaining the part of Donna Anna for

the first time, with infinite credit, be it said, despite

the overwhelming recollections of Mile. Titiens.

The Trovalore on Thursday, with the Reveil de
Flore.

Norma will be given to-night, for the first time this

season, with Mile. Titiens, of course, in her celebra-

ted part of the High Priestess, Mile. Norden, her first

appearance as Adalgisa, Sig. ArmandiasPoUio, and
Sig. Vialetti .as Oroveso.

Oil Tuesday—the last night of the subscription

—

theJVotze di Figaro will be produced with tlie follow-
ing cast :—The Countess, Mile. Titiens ; Susanna,
Miss Louisa Pyne ; Cherubini, Mile. Trebclli ; Mar-
cellina. Mad. Lemaire ; Count Almaviva, Mr. Sant-
ley ; Figaro, M. Gassier ; Doctor Bartolo, Sig.

Zucchini.

RoTAL Italian Opera.—Signor Graziani—the

barytone with )ierhaps the most agreeable barytone
voice in the world—has at length returned to his post.

He has appeared in Lucia (Enrico) and Martha
(Plumkcti), and afforded the same gratification as

formerly, in both operas taking tlie place of Sig.

Delle Sedie, his superior in artistic acquirement, if

his inferior in physical gifts. On Saturday there

were two changes in the "cast" of Martha. Mad.
Pence being indisposed, the part of Lady Henriette
(" Martha ") was assumed by Mile. Patti. Greatly
as the absence of a genuine singer like Mad. Penco
was to be regretted, few could complain of a substi-

tute in every respect so attractive. Last year Mile.

Patti's Martha was pronounced one of the most
genial, fresh, and thoroughly charming impersona-

tions of the day ; and Saturday niaht gave no reason

for modifyinir in any sense that 'favorable opinion.

With Sigs. Mario and Graziani .as the two enamoured
farmers ("to say nothing of the other characters) the

opera could liardlv be otherwise than effectively

represented ; and indeed seldom has its light, spark-

ling, and not infrequently trivial music been listened

to under more favorable circumstances. Mile. Patti's

unaffectedly touching delivery of " The Last Rose of

Summer," enchanted the audience, who unanimously

insisted upon its repetition ; Sig Mario's " M'appari

tuft' amor " was, as usual, the essence of refined ex-

pression ; and the two airs of Sig. Graziani (especially

that very tm-English apostrophe to the English

national 'beverage) were as efiFective as (hey rarely

fail to be. We have already spoken of the general

execution of Martha—one of the works in which the

perfect organizatian of the Royal Italian Opera is

most conspicuously exhibited ; and have nothing to

add to, or retract from our observations on the first

performance. The house was literally "crammed
to the roof," and the audience one of the most bril-

liant of the season.

On Monday evening Can "extra night"), the

Sonnamhiila. On Tuesday, Un Ballo in Maschera
(with Mad. Penco as Amelia, and Mile. Battu as

Oscar—for the first time) ; Thursday ("extra night"),

the never-tiring Don Giovanni—which has, perhaps,

drawn greater crowds and been played more frcquent-

Iv this season than for a quarter of a century past

;

Friday (" extra night "), Le Prophete (Mad. Didiee'

replacing Mad. Csillag as Fides) ; and to-night (first

time), Don Pasqnale—with Mile. Patti, Sigs. Ciampi,

Delle Sedie, and Mario in the principal characters

—

constitute the programme of the week. Donizetti's

grand French opera of Don Sehastien, which was
announced in the prospectus, is withdrawn until next
year, in consequence (we are informed) of the most
prominent scenic effect depending upon an inoidcnt

the representation of which .at the actual moment
would be calculated to excite legitimate objections.

Speaking of the two Opera houses, the Athenmum

says :

The proceedings and policy of the management of
the Royal Italian Opera are not very easily to be ex-

plained. Madame Csillag has gone, it appears,
(" Fidelio" having been given up, and the promise
of "Orfeo" not having been kept), and Madame
Nantier-Didie'e htis been substituted for her in "Le
Prophete." Madame Miolan-Carvalho has gone.

—

There are then left only Mile. Patti, Madame Penco,
(whose last .season this is said to be), Madame Rn-
dersdorff. Mile. Fricci, who is only a raw beginner,
and Mile. Battu. The young lady sang nicely on
Tuesday in the "Ballo" of Signor Verdi ; in which
opera, by the way, Madame Penco was at her best.

There is to be a new cast of "Dinorah" and of "Don
Pasquale," to bring forward Mdlle. Patti. Signor
Ciampi, (it is a heavy responsibility !) is about to ad-

venture in Lablache's part. Signor Grazi.ani has
appeared : better late than never. It is now said
that " Don Sebastian" is not to be produced this

year. But, indeed, these perpetual changes and sub-
stitutions render the mounting novelties next to im-
possible. Hew is Mr. Gye to mount his operas, great
or small, with a deteriorated troop and one "star'?"
His orchestra and chorus, and his revival of one
grand opera annually,—let Mr. Beverley be ever so
poetical in his scenery, let Mr. Harris he ever so ex-
cellent in his stage-management.—will not carrv him
through for ever. Yet more, this present Exhibition
year will not be the year of collapse, 186.3. Let it

be further pointed out that, owing to the vast increase
of high priced seats, tantamount to the abolition of
the pit, and the additional number of performances,
the season must have been unusually remunerative.
In stating these doubts, we are only uttering one re-

presentation of discontent after another from among
tlie subscribers and the general public, to which we
have been solicited to give publicity. Mr. Mapleson's
supporters at ITer Majest/s Theatre state that he has
thriven better than was expected. Our contempora-
ries speak in high terms of Miss L. Pyne's Zerlina,
the music of which part is well adapted to her voice.
She is to .sing Sunanna in "Le Nozze" on Tuesday,
to the Countess of Mdlle. Titiens, the Cheruhino of
Trehelli, the Count of Mr. Santley, and the Figaro

of M. Gassier—no contemptible cast this, though not
including a single Itali.an singer. What a relief

must it he to her to engage in such occupution, after

the nightly reiteration of thin, and sickly ballads to

which she is condemned by the conditions of most
of the operas in English, which virtually live on her

success ! "La Zingara," by Mr. Balfe, and "Martha,"

are announced for Mr. Mapleson's second season,

as well as Signor Schira's new opera.

Monday Popular Concerts.—The 100th "Mon-
day Popular Concert" took place on the evening of

the 7th inst., in presence of the largest audience ever

assembled in St. James's Hall. On no occasion^

not even during the memorable "Jenny Lind nights,"

at Her Majesty's Theatre, fifteen years ago—do we
remember such an eager invasion at the doors of a

public exhibition. It is calculated that little short

of 1 ,000 persons were sent away, for whom it was

impossible to find any sort of accommodation. The
rush, indeed, was so irresistible that a great many
who had purchased tickets in advance were (if we
are rightly informed) denied admittance on their

arrival, their places being already occupied. These

entertainments are for the most part so admirably

managed that, if such be really the case, no doubt a

satisfactory explanation will be forthcoming ; it was,

nevertheless, a pity that such an auspicious event as

" the 100th Concert " should have been accompanied

by any incident to ruffle the good humor or disap-

point the expectations of the public. Owing too, to

the great difficulty of accommodating so enormous a

crowd, the performances did not commence till more

than a quarter of an hour past the appointed time

—

a casualty almost unprecedented at St James's Hall,

where punctuality has hithertho been proverbial.

The instant, however, MM. Joachim, Wiener,

Schrenrs, and Piatti, who were to begin the concert

with Mendelssohn's fifth quartet, made their appear-

ance on the platform, they were welcomed by a shout

of applause from all sides, and then in breathless

silence the vast assembly prepared itself for the har-

monious tre.at.

The success of the Monday Popular Concerts,

taking into consideration the character of the music

upon which they rest their appeal to general sympa-

thy, is altogether unexampled. About the period of

the Cattle Show in the winter of 18.58-9, a series of

musical performances was instituted at St. James's

Hall, which at first proved remnner.ative, hut soon

fell off, and ultimately ceased to elicit public atten-

tion. In February, 18.59, however, the style of

entertainment was materially altered, inasmuch as

for a miscellaneous heap of vocal and instrumental

fr.agments, gathered from all sources, and without

.iny definite plan or solid b.asis of attraction, a selec-

tion of eight, or, at the most, ten pieces was substi-

tuted, four of them chosen from the instrumental

works of acknowledged great composers. When
the first concert of the then denominated "new
series" was advertised, with (he nanicof "Mendels-

sohn" at the head of a programme in which a quintet,

quartet, sonata, and two organ "fugues" (entire!)

stood conspicuously prominent, very many even of

the warmest and most uncompromising advocates

of classical art were sceptical as to the result. The
enthusiastic verdict of a crowded audience, neverthe-

less, affixed the stamp of public approval to the

undertaking; and from that night (February 14) to

Monday evening, when the fourth season of the

Popular Concerts was brought to a triumphant close,

there has never been any divergence from a scheme.
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which at first seomed almost as visionary as the

millennium. The success of the initiatory essay

warranted a continuation in the same direction ; and
between February and July, fourteen concerts were
given. The second season consisted of no less than
twentj'-sevcn ; and the third and fourtli, includinp;

some performances in Manchester, Liverpool, and
other large country towns—have swelled the quotient

to " one hundred." So steady a progress, so bril-

liant a success, in short, is due to liijeral, straightfor-

ward and legitimate management. Happily the

resources of the jNIonday Popular Concerts are

pretty nigh ixexhaustihle. It will take many years

before all the quartets, sonatas, and other chamber
compositions of tlie greatest of the great masters can

be heard ; and when to these are added the works of

others, only less than the greatest, who, from lack of

opportunity, have fallen into undeserved neglect,

there appears no end to the catalogue. Thus the

programmes, season after season, can be varied and
strengthened with fresh revivals. That this has been

the plan hitherto pursued, the habitual supporters of

the Monday Popular Concerts are aware ; and so

long as it is adhered to there can be little chance of

their attraction diminishing.

The programme of Monday night's concert—being

the lOOth—will perhaps he read with interest by those

amateurs who were not present, and who on perusing

its contents may readily imagine the gratification it

excited

:

Part I.

Quartet, in E flat. Op. ii Mfndet.^.whn
Song, "A liirtt yat on an attler hough." .Sjiohr

Song, " The Wanderer," Schuhert
Sonafci in A, violoucello .colo Docclici-ini

Song, '' Dalla sua pace." Wozart
Harpsichord Lessons (piano) Scarlatti

Part II.

E16gie, violin solo (repeated by genera] desire) Ernst
Songs, " The Savoyard," and " The Kiss.". . . .Beethoven
Canzonet, "Fidelity." Ilaydn
Sonata, dedicated to Kreutzer—piano and violin.Beethoven

Conductor—Mr. Benedict.

We shall not criticize the performance. Enough
that m every instance it was first-rnte, the singers

and players, without exception, striving their utinost

to do honor to the occasion. The players in the

quartet have been named. The violoncello solo of

Boccherini (a universal favorite) was in the hands of

Signor Piatti ; M. Charles Halle' played the Harpsi-

chord Lessons of Scarlatti ; the plaintive and beauti-

ful " Elegie " of Ernst (unanimously encored) being
again entntsted to Herr Joaciiim—who also joined

M. Halle' in the famous " Kreutzer " sonata, which,
though placed at the end of the programme, created

its never-failing impression. The singers were Miss
Banks, upon whom devolved tlie pretty song of Spohr,
and the graceful canzonet of Haydn ; Mr. Weiss,
who gave the " Wanderer " of Schubert—which, as

was testified by the loud applause that followed, is

still in the full bloom of popularity ; and Mr. Sims
Reeves, to whom the romantic apostrophe of Don
Ottavio, and the almost English ariettes of Beethoven
(the last of which obtained another unanimous enco7-e)

were allotted. Mr. Benedict accompanied the songs
and took the pianoforte part in Ernst's " Elegie."

The entertainment was for the benefit of the director,

Mr. S. Arthur Chappell, who has conducted the

Monday Popular Concerts from their earliest com-
mencement with a spirit and indefatigability deserv-

ing unqualified praise, and whose services were
recognized in the most flattering manner, at the

termination of the performances, by a general and
hearty summons from the audience.

—

Times.

Amsterdam.—The following letter, which we

find in the London Musical World, gives us a

glimpse into the state of music in Dutch-land :

The third and last grand "Festival Concert," as it

was termed, of the Society for the Promotion of

Musical Art took plsce on the 7tli of May. Fore-

most among the artists I may mention Mad. Offer-

manns von Hove, and Herr Carl Schneider from
Wiesbaden. The programme was varied enough to

suit the most fastidious taste. Besides two pieces by
Netherlandish composers, namely, a cantata Iiy Franz
Coonen, and an overture by Richard Hoi, it included

the 137th Psalm by Vierling, the sacred " Evening
Song" by Carl Reinecke, and the " Lorelei," by my
especial favorite, Ferdinand Pliller. The composi-
tion of this last-named worthy gentleman and accom-
plished musician certainly obtained the honors of the

evening. Next came the " Evening Song," by
Reinecke. Vierling's "Psalm," which has some-
thing of Schumann's style about it, without at all

coming up to that composer's standard, was not so

well understood ; the public must hear it several

times before they will be able to enter fully into its

merits. By reserving their judgment, too, they may
have a chance of being present when the work is

played in something like a satisfactory manner, which
was far from being the case on the occasion in ques
tion. With regard to the two compositions by Dutch
musicians, they suffered considerably from their

juxta-posiiion to the other works I have mentioned.
Coenen's cantata is conscientiously and correctly

written, but that is not sufficient now'-a-da)'s, to con-

stitute a work of art. Mad. Oiferinanns was charm-
ing in "Lorelei," and greatly applauded. She is,

indeed, a special pet of the public here. Nor had
Herr Schneider any cause to complain of the recep-

tion accorded him. Having written thus much, I

iTiust put a drop of vinegar into my ink, or, in other
words, dash my laudations with a little censure. The
management of the Society is unsatisfactory ; the
band is not good, and the chorus capable of vast im-
provement. I hear, however, that the Society is

about to be reorganized. I trust that those whom it

concerns will seize the opportunity to introduce the
reforms so much needed.
The last concert of Maynher von Broe was, like

all his concerts, dedicated exclusively to the works
of national composers. This exaggerated patronage
of, and reverence for, national composers has become
somewhat of a nuisance Lately, for you must recollect

that Dutch musicians are not as good as Dutch
painters, and, even if they were, such a continual
forcing of their works down people's throats is far

from pleasing. Good as Tcnicrs is, I sliouhl be sorry
to see nothing but Toniers' pictures all my life. The
wliole concert wns, however, a farce, which could
have been enacted only before so patriotically indul-

gent an audience. 'JThus, for instance, Herr Hoi,
when conducting, seemed entirely oblivious of the
fact that an audirnce -(vas present. If he did recol-

lect that any one occupied the benches, he did not
care much about it, for he actually made the band
"try back" several times, just as though ho had been
at a rehearsal.

You must not fancy that music is scurvily
treated everywhere in Holland, for you would make
a great mistake if you did. For instance, nothing
can be more satisfactory and, at the same time, more
encouraging, than the results obtained by Verhiilst
at the Hague. He has brought the "Diligentia Con-
certs" to a high state of perfection. The great mas-
ters are treated as they ought to be treated, and the
manner in which their works are given is excellent
anil deserving of all praise. But that classical music
flourishes even in the still smaller Dutch towns is

proved by the last concerts given in Middlehurs and
Dordrecht (under the direction of F. Bohme) In
Middleburg, the programme included, among other
things, the overture, " Meeresstille und Gluck-liche

Fahrt," by Mendelssohn, and that to Lennoiv,, by
Beethoven. Herr Bcrgstein, of Aix-la-Chapelle,
sang some airs by Mozart and Mendelssohn, while
August Kompel, the " lion" of the evening, played
Beethoven's Violin Concerto, Spohr's " Gesang-
scene," and " Variations" by Vieuxtemps. On con-
cluding, he was enthusiastically applauded by the
audience, and saluted by trumpet fanfares in the or-

chestra. I mention this, not so liiuch to sound the
praises of Herr August Kompel, whatever may be
his merit, as to impress upon you the pleasing fact

that a taste for real, sound, classical music is gradu-
ally gaining a sure footing in this land of dykes and
canals, "schnapps" and skating.

The programme of the last concert at Dordrecht
comprised, Symphony, No. 2, in D, by Beethoven

;

an overture. No. 7, by F. BiJhme ; the S.'ith Psalm,
by Mendelssohn ; "Fruhlingsbotschaft," by Niels W.
Gade ; songs by C. M. von Weber, Gluck, and
Hauptmann ; and a fantasia by Spohr, on motives
from Jessonda. What do you say to that f Again
was Herr August Kompel especially honored. After
th% fantasia, whicli was placed at the end of the pro-

gramme, the president of the Concert Society made
a speech highly flattering to Herr Kcjmpel. He then

presented that gentlemen with a costly case of Ja-

panese workmanship, to hold two violins, and handed
him, moreover his diploma as first honorary member
of the Society.

In a Philadelphia paper we find the following

translation of the famous bass air : In diesen heiV-

gen Batten" in IMozart's "Magic Flute :"

In this high Sanctuary
Let thoughts of vengeance cease

;

The wretched and the weary
Herein shall dwell at peace,

Till, guided hy a friendly hand,
They seek with joy the better land.

In halls thus consecrated
la heart of hearts believed

;

Nor hater is, nor hated
;

Nor traitor, nor deceived
;

And sorrow mny not enter this,

The mansion of eternal bliss.

—[J. A. D.

Jtotgjjfs Joiinml of S«sir.

BOSTON, AUGUST 9,1862.

Music IN THIS Number.— Continuation of Handel's

"Messiah."

Let us take a Lesson.

The accounts of the great lianiiel Festival in

London, which we have spread before our

readers, suggest some things which we might

emulate to good advantage to the cause of music

in this country, even should we have to begin

on a comparatively small scale. Of the great

moral, public good of such Festivals there cannot

be any doubt. If only by gathering together the

musical faculty and feeling that lies scattered

here and there in individuals and in separate

small communities, and by concentrating it all

for a time upon some high and glorious attempt

at expression, like the worthy rendering of a

Handel oratorio, it is clear that the love of music,

the artistic aspiration and entliusiasm, must

be largely quickened and developed ; that it must

become deeper, purer, stronger where it existed

already, and must spread beyond the former nar-

row circles of its influence. After such hearty

n-eneral cooperation, such concentrated effort and

such triumph, a new artistic fervor must be gen-

erated, and the result will be truer music-lovers

and more of them.

Another good effort will be to dignify and con-

secrate such musical life as may be in us, feebly

and blindly struggling for existence, or indolent-

ly running to waste. A high and noble task

is set to all the singers; immortal masterworks,

full of sublimity, of beauty that can never grow

insipid, of meaning which we enter into more

and more as we enter more deeply into the

mystery of our own life, are to be perform-

ed, brought out, interpreted, made manifest to

all ears and all souls; and it is only by forgetting

himself in the whole, by partaking of a common

enthusiasm to the last, as much as in an army

fighting for his country, that the individual

member fully and fairly does his part, and at once

gives and gets the value of his labor and his time.

All this combined labor is expended upon sub-

jects which are high and worthy, upon works of

Handel, Bach, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, works

of genius which has not trifled with itself, nor

compromised the divine gift for mean considera-

tions, works to which Music points as her title

deeds to equal dignity with other Art, with Sci-

ence, Poetry, Philosophy, Theology itself. En-

gage all the singing choirs and circles of the

towns in preparation for a joint production of

the " Messiah," or "Israel in Egypt," or "Elijah,"

and you divert so much of the so-called musical

taste, that is scattered all about, from trivial

indulgence, from wasting itself on ' sentimental,

superficial, trashy music ; you lift it above the

humdrum of too temptingly easy, unedifying,

unrewarding common-places, like so many thous-

ands of the psalm-tunes made to sell, by minister-

ing to the lazy and yet steady appelite which

they perpetuate. (Those things beget a lazy

habit in the musical propensity, which, lazy as it

is, is still a great consumer, too lazy in fact to

digest any other than the characterless food

which the psalm-book makers keep supplying in

quantity as inexhaustible as the quality is unex-

hausting, as for any strength there may be in it).
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A Handel Festival, then,— or if yen please a

Bach festival, or a Mendelssohn — is an admira-

ble organization to draw the musical passion and

activity of a people into a worthy and a high di-

rection, to enlist its sympathetic zeal, its esprit du

corps, in an effort wherein they may begin to feel

some realizing sense of Art. For listeners, as

well as singers, what an initiation those memora-

ble three days must have been into the music of

Handel ; how much they must have done to

make Handel's sublime conceptions known and

appreciated !

And now we come to the feature in this Festi-

val, which, if well considered, may be turned to

good account among ourselves. AVe have seen

that not less than one hundred and Iwenhj English

towns and cities were represented in the Handel

choir. We have seen, too, that the Handel Fes-

tival takes from this time forth the character of

a permanent institution, and will recur trienni-

ally. If 120 towns have been busying them-

selves for a year past in preparing for it, how

many more towns is it not certain will bestir

themselves to have a part in the next one, and

fill up the three years interval with practice on

the mighty choruses ? We see at once that it

ensures the practice of all the local clioirs and

singing bodies through all England, during the

next three years, upon the music which is best

worth their study, which is most stimulating to

high artistic earnestness, most satisfying, most

improving, and most wholesome to our social,

moral, spiritual nature.

These choirs studying their lesson in so many

towns, these local " contingents " of the Grand

Choir, the Festival chorus, are so many '' camps

of instruction," forever organizing, drilling and

keeping all ready against the actual campaign,

which is the next Triennial Festival. Wlio docs

not see that it ensures an immense amount of

wide-spread, well-directed, wholesome musical

activity, and that such camps of instruction, with

high active service full in view, must develope

musical resources as rapidly as they do military ?

One year of their influence must produce more

improvement, than many years of all our present

singing schools, church choir meetings, musical

"conventions," and what not. And for this

reason : that a unity of aim, of spirit and of

method must prevail throughout ; a common loy-

a Ityconneets the remotest members to the head
;

and the head in such a case, the bringing out of

such great works on so great a scale, must neces-

sarily be the very highest musical authority and

faculty in the community ; his influence then, (or

their influence, if we suppose a central controlling

committee), must extend down through all the

ranks, even to the humblest, most remote " con-

tingent." The lowest choir, away down in the

most elementary stage of practice, has all the

time an upward reference to the highest, to the

head that directs all, to the high purpose for

which all are laboring, and to which that head

stands nearest. In the English town and choir

practice for the Festival, Mr. Costa becomes vir-

tually the teacher of them all, virtually, though

it be vicariously, present in all their several

localities. In fact this unitary drill for the Han-
del Festival, through all the camps, sets Handel
himself, standing behind Costa, to teaching and

educating the choral masses of all England. So
here we have a bona fide Academy, improvising

itself for a special occasion, and teaching by au-

thority of the very highest, on a uniform method,

bv one and the same inspiration, throughout the

length and breadth of the whole land. We are

no longer dependent on a hundred little rival

teachers and " profe.ssors," a hundred separate

crude notions and experiments ; even the rival-

ries, and varieties, and the vanities of the several

teachers are absorbed into one greater current,

enriclied by them all, correcting, reconciling all,

and teniling to a common purpose, over which

presides a real head.

Now all this, we say, which has been done in

England, we in America, in Massachusetts certain-

ly, may emulate, although at an humble distance

and with far smaller means. We too may have

Handel Festivals. Indeed we actually have had

one, only a f(;w years ago here, in our Music

Hall, under the ! ad of our Handel and Haydn

Society, in Boston. Musically, socially it was a

great success for a first experiment. It should

have been followed up till it became an institu-

tion ; but the pecuniary reward fell so far short

of the moral that the managers have not thus far

had the courage to try again. If the first trials

of steamboats and cotton factories had been as

readily abandoned, we should now know neither

of those blessings. Certainly enough was done

to show what could be done in Boston, with more

time and preparation. Three days of Oratorio,

with Symphony concerts interspersed, a glorious

orchestra, and an effective chorus of 600

voices, left an impression on all hearers,

which through all their lives will be inspiring.

We can and we ought to do much better, and

do it periodically, until it becomes a part of our

national existence. Now is always the best time

to begin it ; and now none the less because we

are engaged in war. " In time of peace prepare

for war" is a good maxim. But it is equally

good the other way : in war prepare for peace.

We war in defence of our civilization, and it is

well to keep civilizing influences and agencies in

as full and steady practice as the times still per-

mit. It would be the worst possible economy to

abandon them altogether, to let Art and gentle

culture " slide," because fighting has become

imperative. It is not more recruits that music

wants, so much as clearly understood high direc-

tion and proper organization with those already

occupied with it, to make their studies and their

efforts bear upon a high purpose in a more favor-

able future. The plan may be arranged, and,

however far off the execution, the nuclei

may be established and set to practicing, the

" camps of instruction " may be opened here

and there among the towns and choirs, and much

of all that i.9 done may tend to make the Festival

in God's good time possible. Who will set the

ball in motion ? who will undertake it ? Here

is an opportunity for our old Handel and Haydn

Society ;—or for a new society, if they lack the

impulse ;—or for one energetic, organizing and

enthusiastic man, who may have it in him to lead

or find the leader. Better than either perhaps

would be, that the Directors of the Boston Music

Hall should take the initiative; tliis might obvi-

ate the difficulty of possible jealousies or questions

of priority between societies, or professional

leaders. They have the place, the temple for it

;

they will soon have in it the noblest organ on this

continent, one of the noblest in the world ; they

represent the purely musical aspiration of the com-

munity, and could mediate between professional

interests ; they too might command the capital

necessary to outlive the one or two Prst possible

failures (pecuniarily) of the experiment and put

it on a firm foundation, while they would repre-

sent that disinterested desire of Art for Art's

sake, which would ensure the appropriation of

the profits to the public ends of Art. Think of

it, gentlemen. Think of it somebody.

ProJiEVADE Concerts.—These pleasant occa-

sions gnin in interest. Last Saturday's Concert

(the fonrtli) was the host of any so far, and seemed

to put more life into the andience. You missed to

be sure some of the best violins and other strings,

owing to the absence of the Mendelssohn Quintette

Club on their White Mountain tour. This made the

brass rather preponderant, hut the insiruments were

played Knely, and some of the pieces, especially the

Semiraiin'de overture, were made very effective.

—

Beethoven's " Turkish March " woke up nn irresisti-

ble encoi'e. The chorns, prayer and barcarole from

Meyei'beer's " Star of the North," Schubert's "Elogy

of Tears," the "Enchanted Flute " polka, in which

Mr. Schlimpor's piccolo did such clean and limpid

execution, and of course the " Wedding March,"

though wo did not hear it, went to tlio general satis-

faction. Doubtless the Verdi " Miserere " also w.as

prodigiously .ndmired l)y not a few. And there was

life, oven to promen.ading, in the national airs and

quicksteps blown and drummed hy the reed Ijand and

the Germani.i brass band. There was a Strauss

quadrille too ; and tliere was a nice waltz by Lum-
bye, chiefly remarkable for the use of a Swedish

melody, one of Lindblad's songs, by way of intro

duction and cocln.

This evening the programme presents less solid

material, the only overture being " Martha ;
" but

very probably its li.ght and brilliant contents may
attract the lighter crowd.

Pianists and per.>:ons in this city interested in the

progress of Piano-forte making, now have an oppor-

tunity, as will be seen by a notice in our advertising

column,'!, of examining Worcester's curious inven-

tion of the "hinged plate," which we mentioned some

weeks since.

We are glad to see that Hollo's clieap German edi-

tions, in the same style with his Boetboven Sonatas,

a.io to include a very complete and uniform series of

volumes of the Piano music, as well as the Songs of

Franz Schubert.
" The first si.x volumes contained his songs. The

seventh brings his dances, overtures to Rosnmnnde,

Alfonso and Estrella, Fierabras. four Improniptns,

two Sonatas, Marches, etc. The eighth : Third,

Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Sonata, twenty Last Waltzes,

Adagio and Kondo, March and Trio, and five pieces

for the Pianoforte. These hist three opera are from
his posthumous works. We must still mention his

three Sonatas in C minor, A .and B, the last compo-
sitions he wrote. The ninth volume embraces Vari-

ations, Marches iieroiques, his first grand Sonata,
overture in F, overture to Rosamitnde, a great many
Marches. Divertisseineiit a ia Hongroise, Polonaises,

etc.,—all for four bands. Price of each vol., S3. 50.

Single numbers from 12c. upwards to 50c. each."
Mr. Theodore Hagen, editor and publisher of the

Musical Review and World in New YTork, is agent
for the sale of these and the other publications of
Hollo.

The Worcester Palladium lias the following :

A musical sensation at this season is always a

rarity. One has been created among the musical
portion of our citizens by the arrival of Augustus
Miiller or Miller, as we anglicize it, a violinist of un-

rivalled talent, who accompanied Gottscbalk In bis

lato Cuban tonr, and won, in Havana, the applause
that European audiences bad previously accorded

him. We heard him, on Moniiay evening, at the

house of a resident musician, where an im])roin])tu

entevtainment was aftbrdcd a few frioncis. His play-

-
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ing in such works as Beethoven's trios, &c., is char-

acterized b}' a depth of expression and pathos that

we have never lieard excelled. Master of his instru-

ments, he turns aside to no virtuoso triclis and fan-

tasies, but forgets himself and his own talent in de-

votion to the music he so finely interprets. Mean-
while, to lighter music he imparts singular grace.

—

His imitative performances we have never heard ex-

celled. From the mocking bird to the cows, pisrs and
chickens, to say nothing of cats and dog.^ of different

species—all are produced with a truth to nature that

is irresistilily comic. We are glad to le.irn that pre-

vious to his departure for Boston, which will he his

future home, he will give one or two concerts in this

city. Stella.

The London Aihencoim, speaking of the perform-

ance of Robert le Diahle, compliments Herr Formes
with the observation : "that the work is now periled by

the destroyed state of Bertram's voice, is a fact from

which no ears can escape. Every citizen of this

world has a right to do what he pleases with his own
property. Herr Formes, in spite of warning after

warning, has chosen to abuse, to waste and to destroy

one of the most magnificent voices ever bestowed on

a bass singer, and the consequences are now disa.s-

trously evident, not merely in his own performances,

but in every concerted piece, which is transformed

into discord by the admission of so noisy an organ,

so fearfully out of tune."

The Herr Heetel, spoken of below, is the author

of the light, graceful music to the wonderful ballets

composed by Sig. Taglioni for the Royal Opera

House in Berlin, such as "Flick und Flock," "Triium-

en und Erwachen," and produced there with a per-

fection and beauty of scenery, costume, dancing,

music, pantomime and dramatic unity, which gives

them as fair a title to the name of works of Art, as

almost any new things which the traveller in Europe

sees or hears.

The way musicians are taken care of abroad is

illustrated by the fact that on the 2d June, Herr
Hertel, who was engaged in 1804 at the National
Theatre, Berlin, and eight years subsequently was
admitted into the Royal Orchestra of the Opera
House, celebrated the 50th anniversary of his entry
into that famous bjdy of musicians. A deputation
of his colleagues waited upon him and presented
their congratulations, together with a gold snuff-box.

A grand dinner was tendered him. which he declined.

A short time since he was decorated by the King.

M. FiORENTiNO has accepted the editorship of the

feuilleton of theatres and music in the new journal,

Lm France, founded by M. de la Gueronnierc. The

celebrated critic made it a condition that this occupa-

tion should be guarantied to him for ten years.

Roger, the tenor, oflfers for sale in lots his estate

of Villiers-sur-Marne. One clause in the contracts

binds the purchasers to preserve forever the names

given to these lands, tliereby perpetuating the glory

of the principal lyrical works in which the singer has

distinguished himself. So that the streets, avenues,

allies and roads will bear the following names :

—

Grand avenue du Val-Roger ; avenue Hale'vy

;

boulevard Meyerbeer ; boulevard Auber ; alle'e de la

Favorite ; alle'e de la Dame Blanche ; avenue du

Prophfete ; avenue des Mousquetaires ; avenue des

Huguenots; avenue de la Sirene; avenue de la

Reinede-Chypre ; avenue Haydc'e ; avenue de 1'

Enfant-Prodigue ; avenue du Domino Noir; avenue

de Juif-Errant; avenue de la Part-du-Diable

;

chemin d'Herculanum ; chemin de Lucie ; alle'e de

I'Eclair ; alle'e de la Figurante.

MosiCAL Likenesses.—It is undoubtedly one of

the most annoying things that can happen to a com-
poser, to have pointed out to him a similarity be-

tween one of his themes and that of some other, and
many a promising and even excellent composition
has ere this found its way into the fire in the first

chagrin and disappointment of the young composer,
and oftentimes leaving him entirely disheartened.

—

For such we have a few words of encouragement and
consolation. Firstly be honest with yourself ; know
clearly and distinctly whether your idea be the result

of the recollection of some loved theme, or an inspira-

tion born of itself and in itself. If you find it the former
into the fire with it, there are plenty of better ones

where that came from—if the latter, then cling to it as

a precious gift, and if it be truly of itself original, it

will carry with it, in spite of any trifling similarity,

the stamp of its own individuality. Secondly

—

study well the works of those whom the world calls

Great Masters, and you will find that what has hap-
pened to you has heen in some measure the lot of

each one.

—

Musical Review.

In his account of the International Exhibition in

London, M. Hartmann, special correspondent of the

Cologne Gazette (Kolnische Zeitxmy), says, among
other things :

" I will now touch upon another subject which
must prove highly attractive for foreigners, especially

Germans. I allude to the Grand Handel Festival at

the Crystal Palace, Sydenham. I will not make my-
self so ridiculous, after the MusicalFestival just held
at Cologne, and which has been represented to me as

the beau ideal of such a gathering, as to write on
Handel, especially to the musical capital of the

Lower Rhine ; hut still I may observe that on the

first of the three days, when the Messiah was per-

formed by four thousand musicians and singers in the

fairy-like edifice at Sydenham, the spectacle was
something extraordinary, something grand, and not
to be equalled, perhaps, in the world. Oh ! what an
effect w.is that produced, when the thousands of

voices were singing the mighty choruses, accompan-
ied by the magnificent orchestra, and by the organ,

one of the largest ever built ! The fact of sixteen

thousand persons beine: present went for nothing.

People say this was because they were naturally lost

in so large a building ; but I believe that it was be-

cause there ought to be myriads—entire nations—to

sing and hear such choruses. The solos sounded
most peculiarly ; being, to a certain extent, lost, as

it were, like the audience, in so vast a space, they

appeared to come from some immeasurable distance

—from where the belief, the ecstacy, the jubilating

joy of Handel's music .are at home—like voices

wafted from another world, and forcing their way
throneh the fogs of earth.

" There was only one thing which produced a bad
efi^ect. Before the orchestra, which is surmounted
by an enormous dome, many, very many, statues—

a

Venus, a Cupid, a Psyche, a Diana, and a whole
bevy of Nymphs, all antique, .and most of them
nude — were placed by way of ornament. This
formed a violent contrast to that World which the

audience, looking over the gods and goddesses,

heard, with their souls, in the orchestra beyond.
This was an unartistic, ill-advised, and painfully an-

noying arrangement. Who does not love the Gods
of the Greeks .'—but who would wish to behold a

nymph while he is listening to the strains of ' Du,
der gute Zeitung bring.st nach Zionl'* What d;f-

ferent worlds are thus cruelly linked together! By
the way, it showed, also, a want of judgment to

select the Grseco-Roman style for the decoration of

the dome, since it is mostly German music, and more
especially Handel's, which is performed underneath

;

there is not one of our arts possessing so little affin-

ity with the antique world as our music.
" In the way of concerts, I will mention merely

the ninety-ninih ' Monday Popular Concert,' in St.

James's Hall, as one of the most interesting descrip-

tion. It was for the benefit of Erast, the great vio-

linist, and afforded an opportunity for the perform-

ance of his latest work, a Grand Quartet, with his

well-known " Elegy," and some of the " Pen.se'es

Fugitives." The Quartet i§ full of fancy and grace-

fulness, and is regarded as a masterpiece with respect

to the w.ay in which it is worked out. That it was
played in a manner worthy Ernst and itself is guar-

anteed by the names of Joachim, Laub, Molique,
and Piatti. It is seldom that we meet with such a

combination. The composition and executants were
enthusiastically received, as was, also, our dear old

acquaintance the " Elegy," which Joachim rendered

with an amount of warmth, devotion, and fading

that must have caused not only the ears, but also the

heart, of the sick composer at Nice to have tingled

elegeiacally. May he soon recover, and enjoy that

love which has been everywhere re-awakened, among
artists and public, since it was known that he is suf-

fering, and that the world will be deprived of his

talent ! It was a particularly toucning and elevated

frame of mind which animated artists and audience

at this concert—one which bore eloquent testimony

to the closeness of the. bonds which genuine artists,

genuinely respected, can twine around the souls of

thousands both far and near."

* "0 Thou that brlngest glad tidings to Zlon."

ip^rial Sutireis.

DESCKIPTIVE LIST OF THE

I-. -A- T E S T 3S^ XT S I O ,

Publidlied by Oliver Ditsoii $c Co.

Vocal, with Piano AccompanimeBt.

We are coming Father Abraham, with 300,000

more. L. 0. Emetson 25

Bryant's very effective song has been set to music

by the very successful composer, L. 0. Kmerson. The
words are so singable and musical that they almost
'' go themselves."

My mother dear is growing old. Song.

L. P, Glover 25

Words and music touchingly sweet and simple.

Millimaid at the Spring. Song. T. H. Hinton 25

The Stars must shine. " " 25

Two songs by a young composer of merit. They
are brilliant and pleasing.

You can't say truly rural. II. Paul 25

An after dinner song, so called. It is very funny.

Instrumental Music.

Virginska Mazurka elegante.

Marche des Amazones.

J. Ascher 50

50

Two new pieces by the most successful of modern

composers of the light style of Piano music. These

are really desirable and will quickly be sought for by

pianists.

Valse de Concert. F. de Breuning 50

A light and brilliant composition of medium diffi-

culty.

Le Pardon de Ploermel. Ferd. Beyei' 25

A rather easy arrangement of all the gems in this

highly successful opera. It is one of the well-known

set, the "Young Pianist's Repertoire."

Home, sweet Home. Transc. ' Brinley Richards 40

A new arrangement, which has peculiar claims to

the friendly notice of amateur players. It almost

seems to be written for lady pianists ; as the strength

of the wrists is hardly brought into requisition, and

all the work is left to the fingers, which must be plied

nimbly and rapidly, to attain the full effect.

Books.

The Silver Chord ; a companion to the

" Home Circle." A collection of favorite

Songs, Ballads, Duets and Quartets, with

Piano-forte accompaniment. In cloth $2,00

" boards 1,50

No book has appeared that will so readily as this

commend itself to the favorable attention of the ad-

mirers of home and social melody. •' The Home
Circle," a most admirable compilation of pieces for

the pianoforte, finds a fit companion in this superior

collention of words with piano accompaniment. Songs

that have become as household words in nearly every

community.—melodies that have wound themselves

around and engrafted themselves upon thousands of

musical souls, together with many new candidates for

public favor, not so well known but which when known

will be appreciated, are all here. Every one having a

piano and a voice will not fail to look at this book.

One look will convince them that it is just what they

want, and having purchased it and given it a more

thorough examination, they will be fully satisfied

that " no piano ia complete without it."

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance wiil find

the conveyance a saving of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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II.

Thalberg.

June 1 3. The event of this week is Thalberg.

. . . . We all knew that he could not jrrow

any further, hut he remains as he was—and that

is good enough— the incomparable pianist, who
first lent a voice to the keys, who has discovered

in the piano effects unknown before him ; the

artist who has revealed a new law, who has been

imitated in a hundred fashions, equalled in none.

Nobody in fact has been so much imitated ; his

manner has been parodied, exaggerated, twisted,

tortured, and it may have happened more than

once to all of us to curse this Thalbergian school,

which overwhelmed us with such an avalanche of

notes and arpeggios above and below, with com-

monly not the least particle of song in the mid-

dle. The apostles have altered the word of the

master. But when one comes back to the source,

he is reconciled and prostrates himself anew, as

he did twenty years ago, in the time of youth

and enthusiasm. Besides, how admirably the

external advantages of Thalberg suit the taste

of good English society I That self-possessed

and easy attitude, that air de bon ton, that Olym-
pian calmness, that benevolent physiognomy,

joined to a tranquility of head and body which
makes you doubt if it be really his own fingers

that execute these prodigies !

* * » # It vTould be difficult to say which

of the pieces was the most applauded. Among
the new compositions it was perhaps the Ballade,

a piece entirely Thalbergian, a ravishing bijou,

yet not more ravishing than the old pieces of the

great pianist. The fact is, Thalberg is the chief

of a school, a seeker, but one who at the first

stroke has attained perfection; and his Etude in

A, his Tremolo, his Fantasia on Moise and on
Don Juan will eternally remain models of their

kind, just as the first products of the art of print-

ing are to this day the most precious. Among
the old pieces, next to the Don Juan fantasia,

"Home, sweet Home " seems to have most trans-

ported the audience. This last piece has been

rendered the most popular of all the Thalberg

pieces here by the greatest English pianiste, Mme.
Arabella Goddard ; and Thalberg, doubtless hav-

ing learned that Mme. Arabella Goddard (his

pupil, if you please) was prevented from appear-

ing in public during the present season, knowing
too that no one would play his favorite morceau

like her, wished to inaugurate his matindes by
playing it himself He was recompensed for this

attention, and was applauded as if Mme. Ara-

bella Goddard had played it.

Of the nine pieces composing the programme
of the first matinee, eight were of Thalberg's

composition ; the ninth was a Tarantella, not the

one by Thalberg, but an unpublished Tarantella

by Rossini. They have made a great noise here

in their announcements and on the placards about

this new and unpublished composition of Rossini,

as they did some time ago in Paris about another

unpublished composition of his, " X(?.s Titcins."

played in the hall of the Conservatoire. The

Tarantella of Rossini is no doubt a charming

gem, but one that must count for a mere trifle in

the immensity of the musical treasures of the

great Italian master ; and since it is unpublished

and is to remain so, as we are assured, why all

this demonstration upon Thalberg's placards and

these thumps of the big drum that accompany it ?

They make a mistake. The great pianist has no

need of it, and, certainly, the author of "William

Tell" has none.

A School for Teachers.—Only a Guinea
A Lesson.

To tell you how many pianists there were pre-

sent at this first matinee would be impossible ; it

is something fabulous ; and all, mind you, pianists

of the first order. They are not the class who

will cry out about the dear price of tickets—the

only criticism to which these concerts of Thal-

berg could be liable ;
— to these artists, who give

concerts themselves, who are paid a guinea a

lesson, the entree of the hall is free ; whereas for

another class of respectable artists, for that mass

of professors of both sexes who are obliged to

give their lessons cheap, and who, because they

are less known, cannot go into the hall without

paying
;
yet who, more than all the others, have

a desire to hear Thalberg, so as to take a lesson'

in his manner of playing and of teaching his

music ; for these the price of a guinea appears

very high. And it costs them not only a guinea
;

but the price of the two or three lessons which

they have to miss must be taken into account.

—

Nevertheless a great number of these honorable

and useful artists, especially among the women,

have unhesitatingly imposed upon themselves

this sacrifice. These gold pieces payed at the

door by these modest talents, bearing overshoes

and umbrellas, and who find it necessary also to

add a little silver piece to complete the guinea,

should make Thalberg prouder than the handfuls

of gold negligently tossed by the powdered

lackies of great ladies who throng to him in

carriages.

A London Programme.

A few days ago, Mr. Howard Glover, the emi-

nent musical critic of the Morning Post, and who,

like his confrere of the Debats, is at the same

time a great composer, gave his annual concert

—concert superb, of which the programme com-

prised, all told. Jive and forty numbers. I can

affirm that it commenced at half past one pre-

cisely ; I should be more embarrassed to tell you

when it was over. Forty-five pieces ! I am not

yet up to that point of endurance, but, trust me,

it will come. Luckily the pieces which interest-

ed me more particularly figured at the top of the

programme; I mean some fragments of Mr.

Glover's opera Riiy Bias and of his operetta

:

"Once too often," the latter of which has had

and continues to have so great a run. This

work, with "The Lily of Killarney" by Benedict,

has been the greatest success of the last season

of the English Opera, and it is now making the

tour of all the provincial towns and all the ama-

teur theatres, of which the number is much

greater in England than in France.

You think perhaps that in a concert composed

of forty-five pieces there must have been a good

deal of remplissage. Undeceive yourself; you

shall judge of it, and I am going to cite to you

only some of the names that figured on the pro-

gramme: Mmes. Titjens, Trebelli, Lemmens-Sher-

rington, the sisters Marchisio, Messrs. Sims

Reeves, Reichardt, Formes, Santley, Giuglini,

Gassier, Belletti, Mr. and Mrs. Sainton-Dolby

;

Messrs. Pratten, flutist of the flrst merit ; Lavigne,

excellent oboist, and Lazarus, one of the great-

est clarinetists ; Messrs. Aguilar, Sloper, Bene-

dict, HalM, Joachim, &c.

The name of Joachim comes under my pen,

and I vainly regret that I cannot devote to him

to-day more than a simple mention, for he is one

of the greatest artists of our epoch ; he played

last evening divinely the violin Concerto of Beet-

hoven, at the fourth seance of the " Musical

Society of London." But the music gets ahead

of us just now, and with the best will in the

world one is forced to pass over in silence artists

even of the highest merit. Here, for example,

is M. Becker, violinist, whose reputation is great

in Germany and will become as great in England
;

M. Davidoff, a Russian violoncellist, who makes

himself applauded by the side of Piatti, which is

a great deal ; and M. Laub, a German violinist,

who finds means to win applause by the side of

Joachim, which is still more.

Charles Halle.

. . . . M. Halle has resumed this year his

"Beethoven Recitals," that is to say a complete

course, in eight sessions, of all the Sonatas of

Beethoven in chronological order. He has com-

menced the first session by the first three Sonatas,

dedicated to Haydn ; he will conclude the last

by the Opus HI, the last Sonata of the colossal

genius, and without ever allowing any inversion

of the Opus numbers. This is very interesting,

very instructive, and above all it is admirably

executed ; but it is the despair of order and of

method ; it is too much like a catalogue of music.

A little variety would do no harm, and Art ad-

mits even a little of disorder, as Boileau teaches

us.

Pianos, &c., at the Exhibition.

If, to admire the marvels of the industry of all

nations and to withdraw yourself a moment from

the too dense musical atmosphere of London,

you turn your steps towards Kensington, you

will make a strange mistake. Music has inaug-

urated the Exhibition ; it has taken possession of

it ; it will not abandon it. Only, in the interior

of London, although the space within which the

concerts, theatres, &c., are concentrated, is very
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limited, they cannot always force you to hear

more tlian a single concert at a time. At the

Exhibition it is no longer so: there it is not a

concert, but twenty concerts which you hear sim-

ultaneously, and concerts given too by artists of

the first rank.

The makers have engaged these artists, to

show off their instruments. Alfred Jaell plays

there the American pianos of Steinway ; another,

those of the house of Pleyel ; lierr Pauer (a

great musician), the Austrian pianos. Henri

Herz has not had to go far to find a great artist

to make his pianos tell. M. Lefe'bure-Wely gives

magnificent concerts on Debain's Harmoniums
;

the celebrated flutist, Pratten, tries the flutes of

Boosey ; he is accompanied by Mr. Elliot on the

Evans Harmoniums.—I pass them by, and better

ones. A celebrated English maker has offered

Thalberg £60 each time to play his instruments

at the Exhibition, and a music publisher has pro-

posed to double this sum if the great pianist

would consent at the same time to execute such

pieces (Thalberg's own pieces by the way) as lie

would indicate to him. Thalberg has declined

these offers. Among the piano makers, M.

Boisselot alone has had the good sense positively

to forbid their giving public concerts on his in-

struments at the Exhibition. Their excellence

has been all the better recognized, and I learn

.... But I must not trench on the domain of

your learned coUabnraieur (M. Felis), tlie emi-

nent president of the jury of rewards, who is soon

to render you an account, with his own master

pen and with the authority of his illustrious

name, of all the musical marvels of the Exhibi-

tion.

While the pianos and harmoniums are work-

ing away, the trumpets, the kettle-drums, the

double-basses do not remain idle, nor are the

church organs there only to be looked at. I

noticed in the French part of the Exhibition an

instrument of copper of at least 3 ntkrcn in

height to two in width, but which is played as

easily as a flageolet ; naturally enough they try

that too, and I swear to you that one does not

have to be very near to hear it.

There are also cannons in the Exhibition. If

the late M. Jullien were still alive, what a fine

concert he would give there !

The French makers, at least, have a very

plausible reason for making a noise ; they have

been put away up stairs (in the first story) and

in the most retired corner of the building, behind

the colored glasses and alongside of the surgical

instruments ; nobody would stray into these lati-

tudes, and the instruments would remain unper-

ceived, if the strange noise of pianos, double-

basses, organs and triangles, making themselves

heard at the same time, did not attract visitors.

The public seem to take great pleasure in these

improvised concerts, and since the price of ad-

mission does not exceed a shilling, mistresses of

boarding schools take their young pupils to the

Exhibition in a body, to let them hear the music.

In fact, by means of one shilling (they even de-

liver 21 admissions to boarding schools for 20

shillings), they can give their pupils a chance to

hear the best artists; what is more, they have

their choice between several, and so these youmr
girls can attend fine concerts, with an economical

saving also of the gloves and toilet required by

the concerts in the city. The mistresses them-

selves take a good lesson there, and they can put

their young charge to bed in good season. These

hundreds of young girls ranged around these

pianos, and listening with more or less attention

to the music, offer really a charming spectacle.

I have remarked all along, that the concerts of

the French section of the Exhibition are much

neglected by this young audience ; these young

girls keep themselves in preference near the

English and the Belgian pianos. I have also re-

marked, to be sure, that the former have for their

immediate neighbor the trophy of dolls, and that

the Belgian pianos are close to the bonbons of

Boissier. Do these young damsels prefer the

dolls and the bonbons to the surgical instruments?

It is quite possible.

Singers in London.

I read in the last number of the Gazette Mmi-
cale, that the opera theatre of the Court at Vien-

na is vacant. I cannot doubt it, for nearly all

the artists of Vienna are in London, and for the

moment one could believe himself transported to

the KarntlinerOwr. And here comes too Mile.

Liebhardt, the Zerlina, the Prascovta, the Prin-

ce.s.s, in short the light singer of the Imperial

Opera of Vienna. As yet she is engaged nowhere

especially, she will sing everywhere; she com-

menced at the Lord Mayor's in the " city " (a

profound savant, who honors me with his friend

ship, pretends that it must be pronounced TrJiiti)

where she sang yesterday. This evening it is at

St. James's Hall, then in the concert of Benedict's

Vocal Association, and tomorrow at Her Majes-

ty's Theatre, where a concert is to be given.

Another artist, also from Vienna, and to whose

debut a certain importance was attached, Ilerr

Wachtel, appeared for the first time, on Saturday

last, at Covent Garden, in the part of Edfiardo

in Lucia. Those who only appreciate in Tam-

berlik his ni diese de poitrine, will be overwhelmed

by Wachtel ; the ut diese is child's play for him
;

he takes the re, the mi natural, without the least

effort. Herr AVachtel, b)' his truly exceptional

voice, has made a sensation in his own country,

but I fear he will not find the .same success either

in London or in Paris. This artist certainly has

voice, he has more of it than is necessary ; but

f his voice is large, it is in no way beautiful, two

very distinct things, which people too often con-

found. Moreover, Herr Wachtel is completely

wanting in taste, just as he wants ear, for he sings

false, and not accidentally, but with as much

persistency as assurance.

I should fear to pass this judgment on an artist

Wachtel's reputation after a single hearing; but

the second representation of Lucia was no more

favorable to him than the first ; and last evening,

at St. James's Plall, my impressions were con-

firmed by the subscribers of the Musical Society,

in the concert in which they heard him.—M-

Capponi, a new basso, who sang the part of Ray-

mond in Lucia, is a good acquisition for the thea-

tre ; and Delle Sedie, who is far from posses.-iing

the voice of Wachtel, attains perfection by the

art with which he sings the part of Asliton. The

great success of the evening was, as it is always

when she sings, for Mile. Patti. In the crazy

scene, especially, the enthusiasm went so far as

tears. Patti knows how to show herself as touch-

ing, as poetic in Lucia and the Traviata, as she

is sprightly and full of espieglerie in Don Juan

and 11 Barhiere.

Last evening they played the PropTiete, and we

saw again Mile. Czillag, whom one regrets to

hear so rarely, in the beautiful role of Fides.

The Prophete is perhaps the best mounted opera

they have at this Covent Garden Theatre, where

so many chefs-d' ceui-re are so perfectly rendered.

Every part in it is perfect, from Taraberlik, who

is John of T^eijden, to Tagliafico, who is the Count

of Oberthal, and you do not hear the part of

Bertha better sung than by Mnie. Rudersdorf.

The orchestra does wonders. Costa conducts this

magnificent work con amore and consequently

con brio. Czillag was recalled after the fourth act

and at the end. This great artist will be admi-

rable in Gluck's Orfeo, which they are preparing

for the end of the month. [Given up, unfortu-

nately !].

(To be CoBtinuetl.)

A Philharmonic Jubilee,

(From the London Times. July 12).

The Jubilee Concert was worthy to commemo-
rate the event in honor of which it was projected

—viz. the successful completion of the 50th year

of the Philharmonic Society—its golden wedding
with the sympathies of our musical public. The
fact of its taking place has already been recorded

in a few lines ; but the occasion is too interesting

to be dismissed with a brief historical paragraph.

Since its institution in 1813 the Philharmonic

Society has— to use a houndy phrase— seen

various ups and downs. Nevertheless, even in

its darkest and most threateniug periods, it has

never once departed from the high standard

which it set itself from the beginning, never once

by lowering that standard endeavored pusillani-

mously to minister to a taste less scrupulous and
refined than that to which It made its first appeal

and to which it is indebted for a world-wide

celebrity. Thus it lias never forfeited the good

opinion of those who actually constitute the tri-

bunal adjudging In this country the real position

of the musical art, and who have invariably

rallied round the Philharmonic in its moments of

temporary trial. Amid all kinds of well-inten-

ded, however bigoted opposition, the society has

submitted to reform after reform, and preserved

Its moral equUibriuni—a sign that Its constitution

is of the strongest and I he healtlilest. The office

of leader was done away with, and the undivided

control of the conductor's stick established ; but

the concerts, in the face of endless hostile presen-

timents, went on as usual. No one. In the end,

regretted the fiddle and piano, which rather

fought against each other than helped each other

out. A plurality of conductors was next gradu-

ally abolished—for the wholesome despotism of

one, engaged from year to year to direct the

whole of the eight performances ; and yet^ loud

as was the outcry from many qnarters, the Phil-

harmonic firmly and consistently held its course,

until opposition died away, and the perpetuation

of the new .system was sanctioned by unanimous
approval. The late Sir Henry Rowley Bishop,

our national English composer, the illustrious

Prussian Mendelssohn, and Herr Ignace Mos-
cheles, the renowned pianist, were alternately ap-

pointed conductors ; and at one time the idea was
enterained that Mendelssohn himself would con-

sent to undertake, season after season, the sole

direction. Mendelssohn, however, was too deep-

ly absorbed in other pursuits, and the hope of

his becoming perpetual conductor was speedily

and inevitably abandoned.
Many and serious discussions now ensued upon

the claims of this and that professor to undertake

the responsibilities of the post, which ultimately

—in 1846—was ofl'ered to and accepted by Mr.

Costa. That gentleman continued in ofiice, with

manifest advantage to the performances, until

1854, when, after a brilliant reign of nine years,

he abdicated. With a single exception this was

the severest blow ever dealt to the Society. But,

nothing daunted, the Directors for the following

year—with the indefatigable Mr. Anderson (who

has been one of the seven annually elected for
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nearly a quarter of a century) at their head-
obtained the services of a new conduotor, as

notorious as Mr. Costa, thou<xh from another

point of view. The year 1855, during wliieh

Herr Richard Waguer wielded the baton, was
one of the, most disastrous on record. Happily
his engasement terminated with the series of

concerts, and, as tlie Music of the Future did

not seem to .sort with the complexion of our one

great conservative institution, its renewal was
never <-ontenipIated. At tliis juncture it was
generally rumored that tlie Philliarmonic was on

its last legs. " AVhat a pity," said one, " to stop

seven years short of its Jubilee I
" " Half a cen-

tury," observed another, " would be such a

respectable term of existence I It misht tlien

decently give up the ghost, having performed its

mission." " And," interrupted a third, " leave

the rest to be worked out by younger and more
energetic hands." On all sides the opinion pre-

vailed, that if Mr. Costa could not be prevailed

upon to accept office again, tliere was an end of

the Philharmonic. But how was that to be
brought about ? Mr. Costa had not been dis-

missed from Ills post (the idea of dismissing Mr.
Costa 1) he had resigned it of his own accord ;

and unless the seven directors—on behalf of the

forty members and si,\ty associates—were to

approach the great Neapolitan with words of

contrite repentance, and crying " Peccavimus! "

beg him on their knees to save them, he would
be likely tn turn a deaf ear to their petition.

This course, however, did not suggest itself ; or,

at any rate, if suggested, was not carried out.

On the other hand, the vigorous constitution of
the Societ}' once more stood it in good stead.

Even this last blow failed to prove mortal. At
the eleventh hour it was remembered there was
such an English musician as Mr. Sterndale Ben-
nett—an old member of the Philharmonic, who
had frequently served as conductor, and in by-
gone years as often conducted the performances.
To Mr. Bennett was tendered the conductor's

baton, which he courageously grasped, and has
wielded ever since, with honor to himself and
profit to his employers. From the first season
during which this eminent musician officiated a.s

conductor, the star of the Philharmonic has shone
with undiminished lu.stre, and its fortunes have
steadily risen ; this, too, in spite of a still more
deadly blow than the voluntary secession of his

celebrated predecessor, viz. the involuntary
secession of no fewer than forty-seven of the most
distinguishe<l members of his orchestra. In 18til

the duties of these excellent professors, at the

Italian Opera, were found incompatible with

those which called them, about once a fortnight

in , the spring and summer months, to the

Hanover Square Rooms. The extra nights at

Covent Garden being now extended to Mondays,
and the Philharmonic concerts also takmg place

on Mondays, the one or the other must be aban-
doned. Mr. Gye (who can blame him V) would
not dispense at these extra performances with the

services of more than half his band ; and so there
was no alternative for the Philharmonic but to

change its nights or give up its concerts. To
give up the concerts was out of the question. To
change the nights of performance was difficult for

more reasons than, one ; in addition to which
there was a sort of superstitious dislike to any
snch innovation on the custom of nearly half a

century. Here was the worst dilemma of all.

Never before had the society found itself in such
a strait; for until now it had been a sort of tra-

ditional eti(|uclte to consider the Philharmonic
concerts, like those of the Sacred Harmonic,
privileged. Times had changed, however, and
the tradition was ignored. The tough constitu-

tion of the society, nevertheless, even in this

grave emergency, helped to save it. It was too

hale and hearty, and its ways of life too honest

and simple, to be doomed to die just yet. The
spirits of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, Weber,
Spohr and Mendelssohn, would have risen to for-

bid it. The forty-seven ijivoluntarily seceders

were promptly replaced by forty-seven new
comers; some from Her Majesty's Theatre (also,

by the way, rather tenacious of life), some from
the Crj'stal Palace, and some from Professor

Bennett only knows where. At any rate, in

1861, the 49th series of Philharmonic concerts

—

which many of the society's most constant patrons
never expected to see—commenced as usual,

with a grand orchestra, of nearly eighty perform-
ers ; and, as if to throw down the gauntlet to

destiny, the directors, who modestly and timo-

rously had reduced the number o fconcerts to six,

resolved in the interim, wisely and boldly, to

revive the old system (dating from 1813), and
return to the time honored " eight." The inci-

dents of the seasons 1861 and 1862 are tolerably

familiar to our readers. The new (or almost
new) band has been brought more and more
under the control of the conductor ; and the first

eight symphonies ,of Beethoven (to speak of

nothing eise) have been twice performed in such

a manner as to sustain the well-earned reputation

of the Pliilharmonic. In short, the society was
never in a more flourishing condition ; and,

instead of dissolving at the end of the fiftieth

season, as was anticipated, it was celebrated the

other night—in St. James's Hall (the Hanover
Square Rooms not being big enough for the occa-

sion)—with a "Jubilee" concert of varied and
splendid attraction, attended by one of the larg-

est and most brilliant audiences ever assembled
at a musical entertainment. Thus, in the year
of expected dissolution, the patrons of the Phil-

harmonic have had nine performances instead of

eight, their profits of the extra concert amount-
ing to little short of 500/. As this was a a really

memorable event in the annuals of a society the

earliest to call attention to genuine music in this

country—a society to which we owe the knowl-
edge, now so general, ot the greatest orchestral

works of the greatest orchestral composers, which
revived Haydn and Mozart, introduced ns succes-

sively to Beethoven, Spohr and Mendelssohn,
and at the concerts of which nearly all the most
admirable performers on various instruments of

the last half century have from time to time

appeared—we append the programme of its

" Jubilee Concert "—a document to be read with

interest bj- all who wish well to art;

—

Part I.

Overture. "Leonora.'" TBeeMioven
Recitative and ATi.T, " Matilda von Guise.'' Hunmiel
Concerto in D minor, violin Spohr
H^'ran, soprano solos, chorus, aud organ. " Hear my

prayer." Mendelssohn
Fantasia. Pianoforte, orchestra and chorus BeetliOT(>n

Finale, " Lorelei." sopr.ano solo, with chorus.Mendelssohn
Overture, composed expressly for this occasion. S. Bennett

Part II.

Sinfonia in C (Jupitrr) Mozart
Scena, " »la la Sola." Bellini

Theme Variee, violoncello Piatti

Arietta, cou Core (Armida) Gluck
Aria, " With joy the impatient husbandman.". . . .Haydn
Overture (Euryauthe) Weber

Conductor: P ofes.^'or Sterndale Bennett. Mus. D.

As we believe the principal artists, vocal and
instrumental, gave their services gratuitously, we
shall not criticize this concert. And, indeed,

were we to undertake the task we should have
little but praise to award, ina.smuoh as the sing-

ing and playing was of the highest order, every
one without exception evincing an amount of

zeal in proportion to the importance of the occa-

sion. The sensation created by Herr Joachim,

in Spohr's fine concerto; by Mad. Lind Gold-

schmidt, in Mendelssohn's Hymn (organ, Mr. E.

J. Hopkins), and the bravura from Beairk'e d'i

Tenda. ; and by Mile. Titiens. in the magnificent

finale from Lnrelei, is indescribable. As a matter

of course, they were in each in.stance unanimous-
Iv recalled. Mr. Santley, too, in the airs from

Hummel's Malilile and Haydn's Seaanns, and Sig.

Piatti in his brilliant and well-written variations,

received the most flattering applause; while last

not least, Mr,s. Anderson, who,se final appearance

in public it was, and who thus worthily termina-

ted a lona: and honorable career in a composition

by the great Beethoven which she had been the

first to introduce to the English public—how
many years since it is needless to enquire— was
greeted, both on entering (he orchestra and at

the conclusion of her performance, with hearty

and general cheers, that did not subside until sli£

once more appeared to bid farewell to her admir-

ers. Professor Sterndale Bennett was, neverthe-

,
less, amid all the talent that surrounded him, the

legitimate hero of the evening. When he
stepped on the platform he was hailed with enthu-
siasm ; and after the overture of Beethoven aud
the symphony of Mozart—by which masterpieces
the efficiency of the orchestra he may be said to

have improvised ns well as trained was most
favorably tested—the demonstrations were re
newed. But it was the new and beautiful over-
ture, suggested by Moore's Paradise and the Peri,
which he had composed for the occasion—deciilcd-

ly one of the most finished, as it is one of the

most original and imaginative works from his pen
— that afforded the audience the fittest opportu-
nity of expressing their high estimation of Pro-
fessor Bennett's services. Notwithstanding its

man}' difficulties, the execution of this new work
was one of the most absolutely perfect we remem-
ber

; and thus the members of the band were
able to show in the most graceful manner the
respect they entertained for their conductor. The
overture was listened to from first to last with an
extraordinary amount of interest, and the com-
po.ser recalled to the orchestra at the conclusion
amid a storm of applause. As, no doubt. Para-
dise and the Peri will be one of the chief features
at the next series of concerts, we may for the
present defer speaking of it at such length and
in such detail as its merits demand. The roman-
tic and chivalrous prelude of Weber, always one
of the capital displays of the Philharmonic
orchestra, brought the jubilee Concert—a "Jubi-
lee" in the fullest sense—to an end with becom-
ing pomp. There was then another cheer for

Professor Bennett, and the brilliant company
dispersed.

The Life of a Composer, an Arabesque.

ET CARL MAKIA VON WEEEK.

(Concluded from page 147.)

The German opera was followed by a flourishin;^

epilogue from the Harlequin, who made his exit with
a skip.

A i)risk and enlivening waltz now struck up ; the
masks disperse in the crowd, and the spectators gather
in little groups, and give vent to their critical feel-

in <rs.

"What a ridiculous farce!" exclaimed a blue
domino near me. "Wliat wretched trash!" cried a
second. "I would challenge the Old One himself to

explain what it all moans," observed a third.

A Spaniard. " Your pardon sir ; if you turn it

over in your mind, I think you will discover that
there is sonietliing in all this. At least, if I may
spe.ak for myself, I must s.ay I am delighted with it."

The Blue Domino. "Sir, with all due submission,

I cannot help thinking it a mere farrago ; and then
as for the verses

—

"

ifar/ician. "Fairly and softly, good sir knight of
the blue ! or I shall assuredly shiver a lanee with
yon."
The Domino did not wait to reply, but vanished

in a trice.

Mnijician. "Ha ! ha ! Mr. Critic, I know you : we
shall meet again."

A neat peasant girl advances to a Turkish lady :

"Well, what a pity you were not here to see it. The
lady bad not much to say for herself, but then she
was charmingly dressed, and as for the lover

—

heavens ! whiit idtiful faces he made ; it was enough
to make one burse with laughter ; and yet the con-
clusion was horribly beautiful—horribly so indeed !"

A l-iflps'J Girl. "Oh it was quite divine !"

"Here are specimens of criticism for you !" e.x-

ebiiniecl a poet, who had just tossed olf a huge jorum
of punch ;

" what is trash with one, is beauty with
another ; juid the lady's tawdry finery has more
weight with a third, than the most finished of my
verses."

"My good friend," said Felix, " don't be out of

humor; rather take a lesson from all this. You have
here a picture in miniature of the public of all times

and places. It is thus that every simpleton thinks

himself entitled for some dozen sous to pass judge-

ment upon tilings of which he knows nothing, and
on which he has never bestowed a thought in his life.

Thus, in an instant, are the laliors of long years

trampled in the dnst, and thus does the caprice of

the moment find that divine now, which a few hours
hence it may pronounce to he dull aud insipid. With
cridcs of this sinuip, the accidental blunder of a

scene-shifter is sufficient for Ihe condemnation of a

whole piece ; nor, in manv instances, are the deci-

sions of the coanoscenti at all more reasonable, though
differing in mode and degree.
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DM. Your observation is. in many respects, just,

as I have had opportunities of witnessing. And yet
the rahble have their iniluence, sir, and must be writ-

ten for ; and hence the popuhirity of such pieces as

the Donauwc'ibcken, and others of tlie same stamp.
Felix. Even so, sir ; and then your genteel rabble,

hearing of the furore which the piece has made, are
desirous to see it. They go : decry it with all their

might, and retnm to see it again and again. Thus
it is that taste is ruined. Nothing is more true than
the observation, that every man may form his own
public. Do but give that public such productions as

are truly excellent, and they will soon appreciate and
become familiar with such excellence.

Dihl. Yon know, brother, that I love music to

ray very heart and soul, and am as much disposed to

pardon the faults of composers as any man ; but
really, between ourselves, these new-fangled operas
of our day have done an infinite deal of harm.

Felix. There sir, you touch me in a most vitii!

part. How often must I bo obliged to prove to you,
that true as this observation may be in part, yet on
the whole

—

"Stop thief! stop thief!" roared a hundred voices
together at this moment. In an instant I was separ-

ated from my friend by the rush of the crowd, and
as I was endeavoring to find him, a person closely

masked took me by the arm, and whispered in mj'
ear, "So your highness, I liave found you !" Seeing
me draw back, and survey him from top to toe, this

mysterious personage approached me more closely.

"What, does not your highness recognize me, Dario."
"Sir, you mistake." ' "O no, your highness is earlier

than lexpected, but just in time—lose nota moment
Emily." "Ha !" I exclaimed, "Emily !" and a thous-
and thoughts rushed at once througli my soul, and fill-

ed me with indescribable emotion. I listened v?ith the

most breathless attention. " You know," continued
he, " that Emily is passionately fond of dancing

;

I have one or two of my friends who constantly sur-

round her, and others have engaged the old lady her
aunt in deep conversation. Lose not a moment,
your highness." "0 worthy friend !" muttered I,

and gave him so hearty a squeeze of the hand, that
he was ready to roar out with pain. "Ah ! I was
sure your highness would bo ready to die with joy."
So saying he dashed into the crowd.

A PolichineUo was in full activity in the quarter of
the saloon towards whicli Dario had directed his

course, and it was some time before I could make
my way through the dense mass. At length I again
caught a glimpse of the intriguing Italian. He was
in deep conversation with three dominos in black

;

and before I could reach the spot where they stood,

I saw them open a way through the crowd for a tall

mask, who was leading by the arm a female dressed
in white, with a lilac colored scarf. In the impulse
of the moment I made a spring forward, and came
in such violent contact with a couple of gens-d'armes,
that they instantly seized me, exclaiming, " Here's
the thief ! so we have caught my gentleman at last

!"

While I was struggling to get free from their grasp,
I had the mortification to see the tlu'ee dominos in

question make their exit through the side door of the

saloon. I raved and tore like a madman, and by
the violence of my manner, had nearly converted
my sham arrest into one in earnest. The moment I

got free I rushed into the street, but amidst the con-
fusion of a hundred carriages, could discover no
traces of the fugitives. In a transport of fury, rage,

and despair, I hastened home to my lodgings. After
the first burst of passion had subsided, the violence
of which was, however, sufficient to discompose the
slumbers of half the sober inmates of the house, I
gradually became more calm and collected. "Fool
that I am !" at length I exclaimed, "thus to fall into
a fever at the mere mention of the name of Emily,
And who is Emily ^ a being known to mo only by
name, and who, in all probability, feels- not the
slightest interest about me. Again, is there but one
female of the name of Emily in the world t What
proof have I that this is the person, whom, m my
waking dreams, I have accustomed myself to call my
Emily?"

Soothed by these reflections, and partly worn out
by exhaustion, I at length fell asleep. But the lady
in white and the lilac colored scarf continued to
dance before my imagination ; so that I awoke
feverish and unrcfreshed. I endeavored to compose
my thoughts, and to settle down to composition,
but in vain. I was in that unfortunate state of mind
so common to men of impetuous tempers, in which
the materials of unhappiness are produced, not from
external but from interior causes. Where others
feel mere joy, such men are in a transport ; where
others feel merely dejected, they are overwhelmed in
bitterness of heart. They live, feel, and act in ex-
tremes ; and this very sensibility is the active cause
of their unhappiness, for, inexhaustible and all-

absorbing as it is in its nature, it can never fill up
the void in the soul, which it has itself created
there.

Several days passed in this state of mind. How
often did I fly to music, in ttie hope to give utterance
to the feelings that overwhelmed my sou! ; but all to
no purpose. There was a chaos in my thoughts

;

and when I endeavored to reduce my feelings into
order, they seemed to repel the effort, and to end in
dulness and nullity of thought.
The common observation, that none but the gay

can compose what is gay, and the sorrowful what is

sorrowful, proved a falliicy in my cn,se. He who first

made this remark was hut ill read in the human
heart. The deeper feelings of the soul arc felt, but
not expressed

._
The true moment for the creation of

a work of art is the first repose from passion, when
the individual—so to express it—first abstracts its

attention from itself, and fix it on other objects

;

and in the transitions from excitement to enthusiasm,
find leisure to reflect, to arrange, and to give utter-

ance to its feelings.

This moment had not yet arrived for me. It was
some time before I recovered my spirits and usual
tone of mind ; and, at last, when reason and reflec-

tion had fully assumed their way, I formed a. resolu-

tion to banish from my mind all thoughte of my
former idol.

In this determination I verv laudably persevered
for some dava, and was priding myself on having
made a consideralile progress in forgetting her, when
the accidental ^'iew of mv masquerade dress at once
upset my resolution, and awakened all my former
flame. I put my hand mcclianically into the pocket
of the coat I had worn the same evening, and found
a paper, which at first glance I recognized to be the
poem which his Satanic majesty had given me to

compose, and which I had promised to bring him at

the next hall. The mere inscription "To Emilt" was
of itself a sufficient motive for my so doing, I now
felt desirous to examine its contents, and sat down to

read it. It was a beautiful poem, and the spirit that

breathed through the whole of it perfectly enchanted
me. On a second perusal, a melody in unison with
the sentiments it contained at once presented itself to

my mind, and I had hastened to commit it to paper,
and was giving it the last finished touches, when my
friend Dihl came in.

"Heaven be praised," said he, "that I again see

you at work, and that your countenance has resumed
its usual serenity. Do I disturb you V
"Ever and never. You were going to say"
Dihl. "That it is inconceivable to me how you can

continue to converse while you are composing. I

have long wished to put some questions to you on
that point."

"Yes, my dear friend, I could almost bring myself
to believe with Plato, that men,—or at least myself,
—possess two souks ; for certainly I possess two
faculties, the one of which is adapted to the nature
of music, and the other to conversation. For in-

stance, I am able to speak coherently and with ease

on things totally diflferent, and yet whollj' occupied
by my subject, and with all my soul, I can pursue a
train of musical thought, and compose. I must,
however, confess that, in so doing, I feel considera-

ble exhaustion of spirits, not unlike the state of per-
sons under the operation of certain gasses, who speak
and do things of which they are unconscious."

Dihl. "And is it the same with you in respect to

every kind of composition V
"Not altogether. The more severe works of art,

such as fugues, &c., prevent me from coinbining
both."

Dihl. "That's curious enough. Now I should
have fancied that it was precisely this sort of stuff

that needed the least exertion of the faculties ; and
that for this purpose, it was sufficient for a cornposer
to have properly digested his Kirnberger, Fnx, Wolf
and other animals of the same genus."
"On the contrary, in compositions of the abstract

kind, it is absolutely necessary that our feelings

should serve as guiding stars to direct our course
over the dreary desert, lest we should be led astray

by the pedantry of the schools."
Dihl. " The sensible manner in which you are

now conversing with me is the most perfect evidence
that you are not composing fugues."

" Ah ! there it is ? you uninitiated people can
never let the poor fugues pass in peace. Well, then,

to tell you the truth I was composing a song."

Having made my escape from the company, I re-

turned to my quiet and lonely chamber, and once
again tasted the sweets of that seclusion which I

have always found so delightful and so beneficial.

—

Here I can throw ofl^ that restraint which I am
obliged to assume in the society of strangers ; that
calm and unruffled exterior which conceals a heart
agitated by a thousand conflicting emotions, of which

the least part arc those arising from the pressure of
external circumstances. And, in tltis respect, I had
so far gained the command over myself, that it was
impossible for any one to conceive that a counte-
nance so calm, not to say cheerful, as mine, could
conceal a heart consumed Iiy secr'^t sorrows, which
were wearing away at once my body and soul.

It is by pressure only that the wave is raised ; liy

pressure alone does the .spring show its elasticity, and
difficulty and distress have alone produced great men.
If therefore, it be permitted me to apply tliis reason-
ing to myself, my expeetition of greatness ought to

have some fotmdation, for sure never mortal experi-
enced more discouraging or depressing occurrences
than myself. In the least, as well as in the most im-
portant events of my existence, fate lias thrown a
thousand ob^itaclcs in my way ; and if sometimes I

have been successful, the hindrances I experienced,
and the difficulties I had to surmount were incredi-

ble, and embittered the enjoyment. The only ad-
vantage—if advantage it can be called—derived from
these bemimliing feelings, is a gradual insensibility

ta the lilows of destiny ; so that joy itself is no long-

er aide to m:ike an impression upon me, because the

startling conviction that it will assuredly be mingled
with bitterness comes with it hand in hand, like an
attendant spectre. From the moment of my birth

to the present hour, the course which my life has been
is different from that of other men.

It is not given me to dwell with delight on the rec-

ollections of a childhood spent in happy and heed-
less glee; nor was my boyhood lilce that of other

boys. In the green years of youth, I am already an
old man in experience—an experience derived wholly
from myself and not from others. My bosom is a

stranger to rational love, for my reason showed me
too early that all the women by whom I was fool

enough to fancy myself beloved, were only trifling

with my feelings. One coquetted with me because I

happened to be almost the only man in our village

under forty ; another pretended to love me for the

sake of my talents ; while a third gratified her vani-

ty by giving myself and all the rest of the world,

reason to suppose that I had made a conquest of her

heart. My belief in female excellence, of which, iu

the enthusiasm of my early years, I had formed a

sublime idea, is gone, and with it, too, a great share

of my notions of human happiness. And yet, after

all, would, to heaven, that I could find a fetnale who
would give herself the trouble to deceive me so in-

ceniously, that I might believe it all. How grateful

should I be to her, even in awakening me from my
dream of happiness ; for, in spite of my hatred of

tlie sex, I feel the necessity of loving them.

I said that my youth was unhappy ; how could it

bo otherwise, since I lost my mother at a very early

age, and become my father's pet'! I was aware
that he loved me to excess ; and, in spite of all the

esteem and love I felt for him in return, my feeling

of confidence in him was shalcen, if not destroyed.

I afterwards imagined I had found friends : custom
and intercourse had bound them to me; we separat-

ed, and I was forgotten, I then threw myself into

the arms of art. I taught myself to look upon groat

artists .as little less than gods ; but, upon a closer in-

timacy, I was astonished to find them, in spite of
their approach to divinity, very nearly upon a level

with myself. The masters were at open war, and
abused each other in a most unheavenly manner

;

what then were the scholars to do !—0, thou divine

art ! if the incentives to comprehend thee were not
in thyself, I should have been lost. And yet Thou,
m}' only solace, my hope, my all, even Thou canst

rise up agarnst me as a foe, .and at the very moment
I am embracing thee in rapture of heart, canst dash
me to the earth in the consciousness of my own
nothingness. Circumstances, which narrow and
cramp everything, and which,—like the fabled dress

of Hercules—cling so painfully to humanity, set me
at variance with myself, with my friends, with the

art, nay, with Heaven—while I conform to them, I

am wasting in secret away; while I laugh, I am per-

ishing ; while uttering some jeu d'esprit, I am pro-

nouncing my death warrant.

In a word, misery is the portion of man ; the im-

age of perfection is ever before his eyes, but only to

mock him with the impossibility of attainment ; he
is ever restless and discontented ; he is a personified

impulse without any settled power, will, or capability

of repose. He may possess them for a moment, but
they are evanescent phenomena, upon which it is im-
.possible to calculate. To me there cannot be a mora
convincing proof of the truth of this, than the very
speculations in wb'o'i I am at this moment engaged,
and which flow from the very fullness of my soul.

A Vision at Covent Garden.
(From " Punch.)

Has Mr. Gye been placing Bohert the Devil upon
the Covent Garden stage with a view to the settling
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the Italian question'! We do not mean the question

whether Italian operas and operas in Italian can or

cannot be better given at Covent Garden than anj'-

where else in Europe, because that question has been

settled in the afBrmativo a long time ago, and even

the Parisian critics are compelled to yield reluctant

assent to the decision. But we mean the question of

the resuscitation of the Pope's supremacy. The
thought certainly occurred to us the other night as

we gracefully lounged in our stall, and if the "waits"

between the acts were not so short nt this house, we
might have thought the matter out on the spot. Let

us do so here, where (his looking glass being turned

up) Mr. Punch has no vision of loveliness to distract

his eye, and where, Mrs. Punch having gone to the

International to annoy others with her crinoline, he
has not to take thought for his immortal ancles.

The situation of the respected Pope Pius the Ninth
is most unquestionably and unmistakeably set forth

in that third act, and marvellous triumph as it is of

scenic effect, its e.soteric merit is even a higher virtue

in the estimation of Mr. Punch. Sir. Bulwer
saith,

" From vulgpr eyes a veil the Isi? percetis,

And fools on fools still ask what Hamlet means."

No such veil interposes batween Mr. Punch and the

subtle mystery of the scene, and he beholds that

terrible vision of the Nuns and the Branch with one
eye on Salviani and the other on the Vatican. The
process makes him squint horribly, but a true states-

man is always ready to squint in the interests of

humanity. Palmerston squinted a little in the direc-

tion of Nice, and may be even now tliouglit to have
a slight Mexican cast in his eye. Why, any stupid

clown can look straight-forward—it requires genius

to see both sides of a picture at once.

Yes, Mr. Gye, grateful to Italy for the demi-gods
and double-goddesses ef song whom she hath sent

him, resolves to repay her by lending his aid to a
settlement of her chief trouble ; and he has placed,

in such gorgeous guise as never was seen before, the

story of the Pope's sin and trouble before the eyes of

our International audiences. Let the foreigners,

when they go back, say that a Miracle play has been
got up for them, a Mystery, like that which Victor
Hugo describes as having been seen on the broad
stone at Notre Dame.
Behold those massive ecclesiastical ruins (Beverly,

our son, your right hand, and may it never forget its

cunning), stretching far back, the arcades, the huge
windows, the still lofty tower. There is Rome. It

is moonlight, dim moonlight, for has not her sun
set ? There are scattered the tombs, in the desecra-
ted grave-yard. You shall see their contents anon.
Enters the Tempter. He is master of the situation,

and of all the jugglery thereof You may think it is

Eormes, and truly that genial owner of the porten-

tous voice was with us just now, but surely this evil

presence has more of the priestly air. That sensu-
ous, keen, crafty face is discharged of the tenderness
that redeems Bertram from our entire hate

—

Bertram
was a father—this is only a Monk. Do you not

recognize Antonelli ? But who next 1 Look, this is

not Robert the Devil, but Pius the Dupe. He is

bewildered, and he does not like the work that is set

him. He has some recollections of a Will (see Dean
Swift and Brother Peter hereon) which bids him
abstain from unhallowed pursuits. The tempter
ridicules his fears, and points to the Golden Branch.
There it lies in the hand of the dead. " Take it,"

says the evil one, " and it will give you new power
and authority, council-doors will fly open before it,

and the bravest shall be struck down into stupor at

its brandishing. Go, and take it." The tempted
trembles. "The Will forbids me. The Golden Branch
—it is not a Golden Rose—it is a Curse." " Take
it, and use it, fool." But he will not. With a bit-

ter sneer Bertrantonelli steps back, waves his hand,
and summons his allies. The tombs yawn, the
arcades whiten with spectral forms, and a crowd,
gliding in procession, and performing all manner of
imposing antics, suddenly surrounds Roberto Nono.
What does it all mean t Dead superstitions, galvan-
ized traditions, obsolete vows, lifeless observances,
mocking homage, are resuscitated to intoxicate the
unfortunate dupe—and, look again—those are not
ruins

;
you behold the interior of St. Peter's, swad-

dled in grave clothes, and lit with smouldering
candles, and all the Shams are dancing and careering
around Pio il Diavolo. The fumes of the incense
go up, and the enchantment seizes him, and he be-
lieves that he is to go forth conquering and to conquer.
He snatches the Branch, and it is, as he truly said, a
Curse. Brandishing it, and with his face glowing
with the madness of his false exaltation, he waves
hia Branch—Pius the Dupe stands on high, and
curses the nations of the earth who do not bow down
to him and worship him. But what is the terrible

red light that is lurking in those cloisters 1 What

are the hideous Things that as yet are creeping, cat"

like to arch and pinnacle—drop tlio curtain, quick.

The end is not yet.

Take the story back to Italj' with you, ladies and
gentlemen who have come over to our Show. And
when you have preached the sermon, do justice to

the text. Say that Meyerbeer's noble opera, which
has been in abeyance for sundry reasons for many a

year (is one of them a recognition of the fact that

"the grand scene may be sometliing too appalling for

Anglican ta.stes ?) has been brought out by Mr. Gye
with a splendor of illustration worthy the stage that

has given us the Prophete and the Huguenots. Say
that the magnificent and highly colored music is

played and sung (you may say rendered and inter-

preted if you like slang) to perfection, and that

Tamberlili's Jhbert and Eormes's Bertram are each

admirable—one for its chivalry, the other for its vig-

orous passion—and you may speak well, also, of

ladies who put out their whole powers with a loyalty

more effective and more welcome than much frigid

perfection that hath been seen. Tell everybody that

everybody who is anybody sees the Covent Garden
Boherto.

Then add (it is due to the great composer, and to

the greatest singer among us) that a second homage
is done to Meyerbeer by the production of the same
opera at Her Majesty's Theatre. That here, there is

much to praise, and that here there is one feature on
which praise is thrown away, seeing that all hath
been said thereof which cunningly devised paragraphs
can set out. Say that at Her Majesty's Tlieatre

Titiens holds the part of Alice, You will scarcely

find an auditorto whom it is needful to say more. But
should you meet such an one, add that those who
desire to see and hear an Alice, should go to the

Haymarket Opera House, while those who wish to

witness and appreciate the opera of Robert the Devil

must go to Covent Garden. It might not be un^vise

to imitate the first bishop of Bath and Wells, a Scot
whose traditional answer to the King's inquii'y which
of those cities he would have for see was so broad a

reading of the first name that the King thought he

wanted—and gave him

—

hauth.

Mr. Punch is instigated to add, that should the

Pope's perusal of these remarks (Punch is always
translated to him by his Cros.s-bearer) induce him to

wish to go to Covent Garden, he must telegraph to

the box office under the portico in Bow Street—the

management cannot be answerable for any mistake
that may arise by people's, being misled into the

traps of touts. Infallibility will please to copy the

address.

What Makes Things Musical.

"The Sun !" said the Forest. "In the night' I am
still and voiceless. A weight of silence lies upon my
heart. If you pass through me, the sound of your
own footstep echoes fearfully, like the footfall of a

ghost. If you speak to break the spell, the silence

closes in on your words, like the ocean on a pebble

you throw into it. The wind sighs far off among the

branches, as if he were hushing his breath to listen.

If a little bird chirps uneasily in its nest, it is silenc-

ed before you can find out whence the sound came.

But the dawn breaks. Before a gray streak can be

seen, my trees feel it, and quiver through every old

trunk and tiny twig with joy, my birds feel it, and
stir dreamily in their nests, as if they were just mur-
muring to each other, ' How comfortable we are !'

—

Then the wind awakes, and tunes my trees for the

concert, striking his hand across one and another,

until all their fairied harmonies are astir ; the soft,

liquid rustlings of my oaks and beeches make the

rich treble to the deep, plaintive tones of my pines.

Then my early birds awake one by one, and answer

each other in sweet responses, until the sun rises,

and the whole joyous chorus bursts into song to the

organ and flute accompaniments of my evergreens

and summer leaves ; and in the pauses countless

happy insects chirp, and buzz, and whirl with con-

tented murmuring among my ferns and flower-bells.

The Snur makes me musical," said the Forest.

WHAT MAKES THINGS MUSICAL'?

"Storms !" said the Sea. " In calm weather I lie

still and sleep, or, now and then, say a few quiet

words to the beaches I ripple on, or the boats which
glide through my waters. But in the tempest you
learn what my voice is, when my slumbering powers
awake, and I thunder through the caverns, and rush

with all my battle music on the rocks, whilst, between
the grand artillery of my breakers, the wind peals

its wild trumpet-peals, and the waters rush back to

my breast from the cliffs they have scaled, in torrents

and cascades, like the voices of a thousand rivers.

—

My music is battle-music. Storms make me musi-

cal," said the Sea.

WHAT MAKES THINGS MUSICAL?

"Action !" said the Stream. "I lay still in my
mountain cradle for a long while. It is very silent

up there. Occasionally the shadow of an eagle swept

across me with a wild cry ; but generally from morn-
ing till night, I knew no change save the shadows of

my rocky cradle, which went round steadily with the

sun, and the shadows of the clouds which glided

across me, without my ever knowing whence or

whither. But the rocks and the clouds are very si-

lent. The singing birds did not venture so high ; and
the insects had nothing to tempt them near me, be-

cause no honeyed flower-bells bent over me there

—

nothing but little mosses and gay lichens, and these,

though very lovely, are quiet creatures, and make no

stir. I used to find it monotonous sometimes, and

longed to have power to wake the hills ; and I should

have found it more so, had I not felt I was growing,

and should flow forth to bless the fields by and by.

Every drop that fell into my rocky basin I welcomed ;

and, at l.ast, the spring rains came, and all my rocks

sent mo down little rills on every side, and the snows

melted into my dwelling, and I was free. Then X

danced down over the hills, and sang as I went, till

all the lonely places were glad with my voice
;

and I tinkled over the stones like bells, and crept

among my cresses like fairy flutes, and dashed over

the rocks and plunged into the pools with all my
endless harmonies. Action makes me musical,"

said the Stream.

WHAT MAKES THINGS MtTSICALl

"Suffering!" said tlie Harp-strings. "We were

dull lumps of silver and copper-ore in tlie mines ; and

no silence on the living sunny earth is like the blank

of voiceless ages in those dead and snnless depths.

Bnt, since then, we have passed through many fires.

The hidden earth fires underneath the mountains

first moulded us, millenniums since, to ore ; and then,

in these last years, human hands have finished the

training which makes us what we are. We have

been smelted in furnaces heated seven times, till all

our dross was gone ; and hammered and fused, .and,

at last, stretched on these wooden frames, and drawn

tighter and tighter, until we wonder at ourselves, and

at the gentle hand which strikes such rich and won-

drous chords and melodies from us— from us, who
were once silent lumps of ore in the silent mines.

Fires .and blows have done it for us. Sdffeking
has made us musical," said the Harp-strings.

WHAT MAKES THINGS MUSICAL'?

"Union !" said the Rocks. " What could be less

musical than we, as we rose in bare crags from the

hill-tops, or lay strewn about in huge isolated boul-

ders in the vallev ? The trees which spring from our

crevices had each its voice ; the forests which clotlied

our sides h.ad all these voices blended in richest har-

monies when the wind touched them ; the streams

which gushed from our stony hearts sang joyous

carols to us all dav and all night long ;
the grasses

and wild flowers "which clasped their tiny fingers

round us had each some sweet murmur of delight as

the breezes played with them ; but we, who ever

thought there was music in us ? Yet now a human
hand has gathered us from moor and mountain and

lonely fell, and side by side we lie and give out music

to the hand that strikes us. Thus we, who had lain

for centuries unconscious that there was a note of

music in our hearts, answer one another in melodi-

ous tones, and combine in rich chords, just because

we have been brought together. Union makes us

musical," said the Rocks.

WHAT MAKES THINGS MUSICAL ?

"Life !" said the Oitken-beam in the good ship. "I

know it by its loss. Once I quivered in the forest at

the touch of every breeze. Every living leaf of mine

had melody, and all together made a stream of many-

voiced music ;
whilst around me were countless liv-

ing trees like myself, who woke at every dawn to a

chorus in the morning breeze. But since the axe was

laid at our roots, all the music has gone from our

branches. We are useful still, they s.ay, in the gal-

lant ship, and our country mentions us with honor

even in death ; but the music has gone from us Avith

life forever, and we can only groan and creak in the

storms. Life made us musical," ssiid the Oak-

beam.

WHAT MAKES THINGS MUSICAL?

"Joy !" Laughed the Children, and their happy

laughter pealed through the sweet fresh air as they

bou'nded over the field, as if it had caught the most

musical tones of everything musical in nature,—the

ripple of waves, the tinkling of brooks, the morning

song of birds. "JOY makes creatures musical," said

the Children.
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WHAT MAKES THINGS MUSICAL !

"Love!" said the little Thrush, as he wnrhleil to

his mate on the sprinsj morninp:, and the Mother,

as she sang soft lullabies to her babe. And all the

Creatures said

—

"Amen ! Love makes us musical. In Storms
and Sunshine, Suffering and Joy, Action, Union,

Life. Love is the music at the heart of all. Love
makes us musical," said all the Creatures.

And from the multitudes before the throne, who,
through tires of Tribulation and Storms of conflict,

had learned the new song, and from the depth of

Darkness and the silence of isolation had been

brought together in the Light of Life to sing it, float-

ed down a soft "Amen, for God is Love."

Vienna.—From a statistical return of the per-

formances at the Imperial Opera House, during the

year from July 1, 1861, to May 31, 1862, it appears

that there were 210 performances of opera, 90 of

ballet, and 16 of mixed character, on the 316 eve-

nings that the theatre was open. The following was

the operatic repertory :

Auber, Die. Bnllnacht, .3 times
;

twice ; Balfe, The Bohemian Givi,

Fidnlio, 4 times ; Bellini, Norma
Bo'ieldieu, La Damp Blanche, 3

Les Deux Journe'es, 3 times ; Donizetti, j^lnria cli

Rohan, revived, 6 times ; Le Philtre, i times ; Beli-

sario, 4 times ; Lucrezia Bor(/ia, 8 times ; Lucia di

Lamniermoor, 3 times ; Linda di Chamounix, once
;

Don Sebastian, 4 times ; La Fille chi Regiment, re-

vived, twice ; li'lotow, Stradella, 3 times ; Martha,
5 times ; Gluck, Iphiyenia anf Tanris, twice ; Gou-
nod, Margareihe, new, 17 times ; Hale'vy, La Jvive,

8 times ; Kreutzer, Da^ Nachtlager in Granada,
twice; Lortzing, Czaar nnd Zimmeinnann, t\v\ce; Mail-

lard, Das Gloekchen new, 8 times; Marschner, Hans
Heiting, revived, 8 times ; Mendelssohn, Die Heim-
kehr aits der Frcmde, new, 4 times ; Meyerbeer, Rob-

ert le Diable, 13 times ; Les Huguenots, 8 times ; Le
Prophete, twice; L'Etoile da Nord, 6 times; Die

Zauberfiote, h times ; Le Nozze di Figaro, 5 times
;

Der Scha.uspieldirector , 5 times ; Nicolai, Die Lnsti-

gen Weiher, twic." ; Rossini, Guillaume Tell, 7 times
;

Schubert, Die Yerschioorenen, new, 12 times ; Spohr,
Jessonda, once, Verdi, Ernani, 7 times; 11 Trovatore,

10 limes ; Rigoletto, 6 times ; Wagner, Der fliegends

Hollander, 10 times ; /.o/ienynn, 3 times, Weber, Obe-

ron, twice ; Der FreischiU", 8 times.

La Part du Diable,

once ; Beethoven,
revived, 7 times

;

times ; Cbcrubini,

Berlin,— At KroH's Theatre, the revival of Des
Adier's Horst has proved a small mine of gold to the

management. Des Adier's Horst is one of those

works which seem to have become part and parcel of

the Gorman people. Some of its- melodies are as

firmly rooted in their hearts as " The British Grena-

diers," or " The Girl I left behind me," is in those

of our own population. It was first produced, about

thirty years ago, at the old Konigstadtisehes Theatre

and ran for a great number of nights. The author

of the libretto of the Adier's Horst was Herr Carl

von Haltei, who enjoyed a fair literary reputation in

his time. The composer of the music was Herr
Franz Glaser, conductor at the theatre in question.

He was not only an accomplished musician, hut a

man of great practical experience in all that related

to the stage.

There have been grand doings at the Singacademie
lately. His Majesty has presented that institution

with a colossal marble bust of Louis Spohr, from

the chisel of Herr Carl Bliiser, jun. In commemo-
ration of this event, so creditable to all persons con-

cerned, a sort of inauguration festival was held, in

the large hall, under the direction of Professsr GrcU,

the bust occupying the place of honor' in front of the

singers. After a chorale by Zelter, came pieces

from the two oratorios. Die leizlen Dinge, and Des
Eeiland's letzte Stnnde, as well as Spohr's setting of

the 8th "Psalm. The last production was once exe-

cuted by the Singacademie, in the presence of the

composer. The simple but solemn musical cere-

mony was brought to a conclusion by Leonardo
Leo's celebrated "Miserere." I may mention, with

regard to the Singacademie, that, after the winter

season, a number of the most sterling pieces have

been selected for this vear's practice, thus interesting

both members and hearers. The following list of

the works executed will prove this : 1. Ph. E. Bach :

Die Israeliien in der Wikte. This oratorio, which,

as far as I know, had never previously been executed

in Berlin, was given in full. 2. Seb. Bach :
•' Ich

lasse dich nicht." 3. Cherubini : Reguiem. 4.

Curschmann :
" Barmherzigund gnadig." 5. Jaco-

bus Gallus (Hahn) :
" Ecce quo modo," 6. Grell :

' Pfingstlied." 7. Jos. Haydn: "Der Friihling"
{Jihreszeiten). 8. Antonio Lotti :

" Crucifixus," for

eight voices. 9. Palestrina : a. " Tu cs Petrus
;

!i. "Ave, regina." 10. Perti :
" Adoramns te." 11.

Andreas Romberg : 12th Psalm. 12. Schicht : "Ve-
ni, .sancte spiritus." 13. Stiirmer : l.'ith Psalm.
14. Fasch : 16 part Mass. 1.5. AVilsing :

" Dc pro-
fnndis," for sixteen voices. 16. WoUank : Requiem.
17 Zelter; " Hymne an die Sonne," and " Preus-
siche Festlieder," by Eccart and Stobbaus. The
summer vacation commenced on the 9th inst.— Corr.

Lond. Mus. World.

Cologne.^An Englishman thus reports of the

second day's performance of the recent Lower
Rhine Musical Festival, (the first dnv having been
devoted, as we have seen, to Handel's oratorio of
" Solomon" :

It opened with the " Sanctus," "Pleni sunt Coeli,"

and " Hosannah," from the High Mass in B minor,
for eitrht-pait and double chorus, orchestra and or-

gan, by J. S. Bijch. Executed with genuine enthu-
siasm, these extraordinary specimens of sacred music
produced a deep impression upon the ^lite of the
public. The next selection, scenes from Glnck's
Ipliigenia in Aulis, was not so efl^ective. In ray
opinion, scenes from operas should not form part of

the programmes at musical festivals, even when the
operas are distinguished bv the classical purity and
elevation of such a composer as Gluck. Operas re-

quire action ; they are written with an eye to this,

and, without it, must lose part of their value.

Amongst the soloists—Mad. Dustmann-Meyer, Clj'-

temnestra ; Mile. Conraths, Ifigenia ; Herr Schneider,
Achilles ; Herr Becker, Agamemnon ; and Herr
Hill, Calcha,s—Herr Becker, as Agamemnon, was
particularly conspicuous by his full, powerful voice,

and his dramatic excellence. Herr Schneider's
pleasing lyrical tenor was not sufficient for the

scenes of Achilles, which require a strong heroic

tenor, and even Mad. Dustmann only partially ful-

filled the expectations the public thought itself justi-

fied in forming of the first fair dramatic singer of the

Imperial Opera, Vienna. There was nothing re-

markable In her performance, either vocally or dra-

matically ; it is trne that a portion of her shortcom-
ings may he attributed to the fatigue inseparable

from her continuous-oxeWions at rehearsals and con-

certs.

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony constituted the sec-

ond part of the .second day's concert. It was exe-
cuted with an amount of spii'it, precision and enthu-

siasm beyond all praise; and the impression made
by a work, so wonderfully interpreted, hut marked
by extravagances pardonable only in a genius like

Beethoven, was of a most elevated, nay, almost su-

perhuman description. There is not the slightest

doubt that the Symphony was the gem of the whole
Festival.

On the third day, we had one of Haydn's Sym-
phonies in D major. All the many delicate points in

which this composition abounds were admirably
brought out, the second movement more especially

making an extraordinary impression. An air by
Mozart—" Weh' mir, ist's Wahrheit "—was well

sung by Herr Schneider, but, in itself, is the flattest

production that ever issued from Mozart's pen. This
was followed by " Die Nacht" (first time), a Hymn,
words by Moritz Hartmann, set to music, for chorus,

solo and orchestra, by Ferdinand Hiller. The esti-

mable conductor of the Festivals of the Lower
Rhine was, before the commencement of the Hymn,
greeted by the male portion of the public, as well as

the executants, with the most lively cheers, besides

being overwhelmed with flowers and bouquets by
the ladies. This brilliant ovation proves how highly

Hiller's great worth is appreciated in Cologne. The
Hymn itself—a beautifully gushing piece of poetry

by Moritz Hartmann—displays, in a musical sense,

sound acquirements and honest purpose of the com-
poser, and is a worthv companion to his other

works. The first part of the concert was brought to

a close by Robert Schumann's overture (brilliantly

played) to Genoveva. The second part commenced
with a repetition of the magnificent chorus ; "May no
rash intruder," from Solnmon. Especial notice must
be made, also, of Hiller's beautiful and perfect exe-

cution of Mozart's D m.ajor concerto, as likewise of

the rendering, by Mad. Dustmann, of the air from
,Tessonda. Here the lady was quite at home. She
sang with great intensity and true art, exciting among
her hearers genuine adiniration. The whole Festival

was worthily brought to a close by Mendelssohn's
overture in Rnij Bias, and the D major chorus

:

" Praise the Lord," from Solomon.
Although there were many details to which objec-

tion might have been made, I cannot, in concluding

my notice of this Festival, avoid dwelling on the

fact that the performances on the whole wei-o admi-
rable, afl^ording high and ennobling enjoyment,
which will, doubtless, be long remembered by every
one who was present. A. A. A.

Rome.—Franz Liszt is still here, and will, in all

probability, not leave for some time.

Ems.—To-day, July 19, Meyerbeer proceeds, by
way of AViesbaden, to Schwalb.ach, to finish his

course of water-drinking at the last-named place.

According to a report current here, he was so de-

lighted with the grand performance of sacred music
at Exeter Hall, that he is engaged in the composition
of an oratorio for England.

Jfotgjjfs Journal of Sliisk.

BOSTON, AUOTTST 16, 1863.

Music in this Number.— Contiuufition of Handel's

"Messiah."

Some ThougMs on the Nature of Music.

Music is both bodv and soul, like man who de-

lights in it. As to the body, it is beauty in tlie

sphere of sound, or audible bemdi/. But in this

very word heaiUy is implied a soul, a moral end

and meaning; of some sort, a something which

makes it of interest to the inner life of man,

which relates it to our invisible and real self.

—

This beauty, like all other, results from the mar-

riage of a spiritual fact with a material form,

from the rendering external and an object of

sense what lives in essence only in the soul. Here

the material part, which is measured sound, is the

embodiment and sensible representative, as well

as the reacting cau,se, of that which we call im-

pulse, sentiment or feeling, the spring of all our

action and expression. In a word it is the lan-

guage of the Heart. Not an arbitrary and con-

ventional representative, as a spoken or written

ivord is ; but a natural, invariable correspond-

ence.

Speech, so far as it is distinct from music, sus-

tains the same relation to the Head. Speech is

the language of ideas, the communicator of

thought, the Mercury of the intellectual Olym-

pus enthroned in each of us. But behind all

thought there is something deeper and much

nearer life. Thought is passive, involuntary,

cold, varying with what it falls upon, like, light,

a more or less clear-sighted guide to us, but not

a prompting energy, and surelj- not our very

essence, not the source either of any single act

or of that whole complex course and habit of

action which we call our character. Thought has

no impulse in itself, no more than the lungs have.

Out of the heart are the issues of life. Its loves,

its sentiments, its passions, its prompting im-

pulses, its irresistible attractions, its warm desires

and aspirations:—these are the masters of the

intellect, if not its law; those people the blank

consciousness with thoughts innumerable ; these,

though involuntary in one sense, are yet the

principle of Will in us, and are the spring of all

activity, and of all thought too, since they in fact

strike out the light they see to act by.

The special moments and phases of this active

principle we call emotions. And Music, which

we hold to be its natural language, has for its

very root and first principle, and is actually born

of, motion. Sound is generated by motion

;

Rhythm is measured motion ; and this is what

distinguishes Music from every other Art of ex-
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pression. Painting, Sculpture, Architecture,

Poetry too, and prose are all quiescent ;
tlioy

address us in still contemplation. But music is

all motion, and it is notliing else. And so in its

effects ; it does not rest that we may contemplate

it, but it hurries us away with it ; our very first

intimation of its presence is that we are moved

by it; its thrilling finger presses down some

secret spring within us, and instantly the soul is

on its feet with an emotion. Painting and Sculp-

ture give you the idea of an emotion, without

directly moving you. And if speech can raise or

quell a passion, it is because there is kneadud

into all speech a certain leaven of the divine fire

called music. The same words and sentences

convey new impressions with every honest change

of tone and modulation in the speaker's voice ;

and when he rises to anything like eloquence, do

you not feel beneath all his articulate utterances

a certain buoyant rhythmical substratum of

pure tone, on which his words ride, as the ship

rides on the ocean, borrowing its chief eloquence

from that V Take out the consonants, which

break up his speech, and the vowels flow on mu-

sically. How often will the murmur of a devout

prayer overcome a remote hearer with more of

a religious feeling than any apprehension of the

distinct words could, if lie stood nearer !

Music is a universal language, subtly penetrat-

ing all the walls of time and space. It is no

more local than the mathematics, which are its

impersonal Reason, just as Sound is its body, and

Feeling or Passion is its soul. The passions of

the human heart are radically alike and answer

to the same tones everywhere and always, except

as they may be undeveloped. And music even

has power to develope them, like an experience

of life ; it can convey a foretaste of moods and

states of feeling yet in reserve for the soul, of

loves which never yet have met the object form-

ed to call them out. A musical composition is

the best expression of its author's inmost life. No
persons in all history are so intimately known and

felt to those that live away from them or after

them, as are Handel, Mozart, Beethoven, Weber,

Schubert, Bellini and others to those who enter

into the spirit of their musical works. For they

have each bequeathed the very wine of his pecu-

liar life in this form, sparkling still the same as

often as it is opened to the air. The sounds may
effervesce in each performance, but they may be

woke to life again at any time : so it is with the

passions and emotions which first dictated the

melodious creations. Hence it is that great com-

posers have almost no biography except their

music. Theirs is a life of deep interior senti-

ment, of ever active passion and affection, of far-

reaching aspiration, rather than of ideas or of

events ; theirs is the wisdom of love ; their belief

is faith, the fell creed of the heart ; and they

dwell in the peculiar element of that, in the

wondrous tone-world, communicating all th.e

strongest, swiftest and most delicate pulsations of

their feeling to the ready vibrations of wood or

metal or string, which propagate themselves

through the equally ready vibrations of the air

and of every other medium, till they reach the

chambers of the ear, and set in motion chords

more sensitive, that vibrate on the nervous boun-

dary between matter and the soul, and there

what was tJiiraft'ora becomes sound, and the hearer

has caught the spirit of the composer.

Yes, the whole soul of a Beethoven thrills

through your soul when you have actually heard

one of those great Symphonies ! There is no

other communion of so intimate a nature possible

as that which operates through music. Intimate

and yet most mystical ; intimacy not profaned by

outward contact of familiarity ; but a meeting

and communing of the ideal one with another,

which never grows familiar. Why is it, but be-

cause in sentiment the tendency always is to

unity, wliile thought forever separates and differ-

entiates ? Feeling communicates by sympathy

or fellow-feeling, the earth round. And music

is its common language, which admits no dialects,

and means the same in Europe and America.

Liglit corresponds to thought, and light is

changed and colored by every medium through

which it shoots, by every surface which reflects

it. Sound, or which is the same thing, measured

motion or vibration, corresponds to Feeling ; and

its vibrations are passed on through every medi-

um unchanged, except as they grow fainter.

Light is volatile, but sound is constant; so it is

when you compare thought with feeling, which

last comes more from the centre where all souls

are one.

INIusic is religious and prophetic. She is the

real Sybil, chanting evermore of Unity. Over

wild, waste oceans of discord floats her silvery

voice, the harbinger of love and hope. Every

genuine strain of music is a serene prayer, or

bold, inspired demand to be united with all at the

Heart of all things.

store of A. Williams & Co., as above, or at the mu-

sic store of Oliver Ditson & Co. ; and in New York,

at Appleton's.

"The Brown Papers."

It is some months since we informed our readers

that these pleasnnt tales and sketches by our "Diar-

ist," wliich appeared originally.iji this Journal during

several past years, were about to he collected and

published in book form, in compliance with the sug-

gestion of m.iny admirers of " the late Mr. Brown."

We are happy to announce that tlie book has at

length made its .appearance herein Boston, although

it is some montlis since it first saw the light under

the auspices of a German publisher in Berlin. It is

very nently and correctly printed, in a handsome

little volume of about 300 pages, somewhat in the

same convenient and attractive style with tlie Taueli-

nitz editions of our English classics, and bears the

title :

" S's;)7nr MnKoni, and otftcr papers of the late 1. Uroiiin. Edi-

ted by Alexander W. Thayer. (Berlin : F. Sclineider
;

Boston : A. Williams & Co., 100 Washington Street.)"

The sketches are ten in number, including besides

" Signer IMasoni," which is the most elaborate of

them, such charming, truthful pictures of New Eng-

land life as "Susan Bedloe," "Our Music Teacher,"

" Ned Morse's Daughter," &c., and such thorouglily

German and quaint specimens as " An Evening in

the Ilarz," " The Philister's Reminiscence." It is

enough to mention these names for the readers of

our Journal in years past, who will instantly recall

tlie pleasure they received from them, and will he

glad to possess them in a book by themselves. They

will be nice summer reading, at the seaslioro and

elsewhere, and help to rest and refresh mind and

heart from the ever-haunting images and anxieties of

war.

We need hardly add — at least for the many
friends of Mr. Thayer, who know and like his genial,

ch.iracteristic vein of feeling, fancy and expression'

— that all the sketches possess a special musical in-

terest, waile they dnn-m not less by their closeness

to nature— human nature especially— and by their

genuine heart acquaintance alike with German and

New England liome and country life.

Copies of the book may be obtained at the book-

Well Answered.—The following is taken from

the Musical Review (New York), and it is sound doc"

trine. Many a young pianist, or would-be pianist

wittiout labor and without price, has a certain trick

of " improvising;/' wliich lie mistakes for talent. In
any case, it is a miserable way merely to indulge a

talent, wliich you should be educating.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT TMPROVISINF.
" Pear Sir: I study the Piano and hare taken a few Ie.s?ons

in harmony. But in.stead of applying; my.=elf to my leP.«ons,

1 spend much of my time by improvisinfr on the keyboard.

My teacher grumbles, and spys. this will do me no good; but
I think, that it adds szre.-itly to my facility of moduL-iting from
one chord into another, that it improves my ear, and also my
pianoforte playing. What is your opinion ?

"

Your case applies to a large class of young pupils

who are ambitious to become artist«, but who shrink

from the labor it costs to deserve this distinction. It

is \<iry easy to chain a few chords together, especially

as it is done in most of these cases, without any dis-

crimination and refinement, nay, even without knowl-

edge of a correct progression. We know the

astonishing effects which these so-called improvisers

obtain, and which mostly consist in sivin'j; the melo-

dy to the left hand, an.l letting the ri;,dit rattle over

the key in Arpeggio Passages or Chromatic Runs

;

but if there ever was anything more sickening and
injurious to the real progress of the pupil, it is this

practice of satisfying die very clieap and easy ''aspi-

iations of tlie soul." It makes him indolent, empties

his mind, and kills the little talent he may possibly

have had before it had any chance to develop itself.

Even a full p-rown man of great Intellcctnality and
experience will soon e.xhaust his stock of ideas, if he

would undertake to live exclusively upon the same
;

how much more must this be the case with a young
man in an art which, at least In its first rudiments,

offers very little food for iutellectuality. It is this,

which makes the so-called improvising such a danger-

ous practice. In poetry and literature the smallest

attempt at composition anticipates a certain straining

of thoujiht .and occupation of the mind ;
but in mwsi-

ca/ composition, at this early stage where generally

such improvising occurs, the pupil h.as only to know
how to handle a few forms, and fill them with what-

ever may pass hl.<; mind, in order to produce a certian

eflect upon ignorant hearers. Now, this constant

moving In the same narrow circle is such an enerva-

ting proceeding, that we can not wonder to sec how
soon the person who practices it, loses the apprecia-

tion of its low and degrading nature, and how soon

he becomes really unfit to understand and appreciate

anything but his own doings.

You say, that it improves your ear. If It does, so

much the belter, but we have always found that persons

in your case have very poor bearing, for the finding

of a melody on the keyboard docs not facilitate It at

all. It would be different, if you oxchisivel'y culti-

vated the art of repeating the melodies of others,

coiistanthf tri/tng to give them, corrrrtli/, and to learn

how to immediately know what tones are wanted for

your purpose ; but this is a regular task of study, and
by the very nature of your improvisations you will

shrink from performing it.

It is needless to say, that your practice will not

imjirove your piano-forte playing; for a trial with

any composition by a good tnaster which does not

contain the two or three passages, you const.antly

show off, will soon convince you, that you know
very little about playing. Eivc-tinger Exercises will

make you a better performer th.in all your improvisa-

tions.

It Is for these reasons that we would advise you,

and all those who belong to your class, to abandon
the practice of which your teacher very justly com-
plains, and to give your whole time—your whole
mind, to the teachings which are laid down in the

works of the great and good masters who have writ-

ten for the Pianoforte. And after having become
familiar with them, and, if possible, knowing them
by heart, and being also fully conversant with the

art of composing—then you may satisfy your "as-

pirations of the soul" by improvising on your piano-

forte, and then, oidy then, it will really benefit you.

Music is becoming more and more an object of

attention in the accumulation of public Libraries in

this country. The Boston Public Library, as we

have already seen, has a very valuable nucleus for

a complete collection, in the course of time, of nil

important works of music and upon music. The

Harvard College Library—not to speak of the im-

portant musical library of the Harvard Musical
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Association, which is properly a society of Alumni

of Harvard—now contains a growing representation

of music and musical literature upon its shelves,

which is soon to receive a material accession by the

purchase of the collection of the late Levi P. Homer,

who was teacher of musical the University. And now

a correspondent of the Musical Times, writing from

New Haven, tells us :

A new feature has been added to the Library of

Yale College, in the creation of a Musical depart-

ment. It is true that works upon music, have for a

long time been upon the shelves of the Library, but

not iu sufficient number to constitute a separate de-

partment. This is now accomplislied tlirough the

munificence of a lady iu New Haven, whose constant

interest in the advancement of musical taste and cul-

tivation among the residents of this place, is well

known ; she liaving recently presented to the Corpo-
ration of the College one thousand dollars, the

income of which is to be expended in the purclnise

of ^Tusical Works to be kept as a portion of the

Lil)rary of the College. It is intended to collect

works on the science of musical composition, histories

of musical performances, biographies, criticisms, and
choice works, in the full score, of the most distin-

guished authors. MusicrJ journals and cycloincdias

will also be added. I am indebted for these ficts to

IWr. Daniel C. Oilman, the courteous Librarian of

the College, who also informs me that the same lady
has given to the collection a numlier of curious anil

interesting collections of hymns and psalm tune-

books. Besides her gifts, many other persons liave

also contributed very important additions to the
collections.

Among the volumes remarkable for their antiquity,

I noticed the following—" Harmonices Muudi," by
Keppler, in wliich are one or two chapters devoted to

music—this bears the date of 1019. The oldest

volume I recollect having seen in the Harvard Musi-
cal department, was a copy of "Ravenscroft's Psalms
and Hyms " published in 1G.33. Among the pamph-
lets and journals, I recognized " Dwight's Journal,"
and the " N. Y. Musical Review and World"—which
have for several years been given to the College
library, without charge. In behalf of the good ob-

ject so auspiciously inaugurated, I make the appeal
to all readers for contributions of such works on
music, or compositions of merit, especially of the

old masters, bound or in the sheet, as they may be
disposed to present to the Librarj', assuring them
that there can be no better method than this, to ex-
tend the means of musical information in this com-
munity, and thus deepen the love which we all feel

for this noble art.

Maretzek is reported to have taken the New York
Acndemy for a term of six months, proliably for the

purpose of keeping the other managers out in the

cold, for it is not at all likely that he intends to occu-

py it for so long a period. TJllman has already ar-

ranged to give his operatic performances, as well as

his Ristori season at Niblo's. This establishment
has been leased by Mr. Wheatley for $16,000 per
annum, and TJllman will have to rent it from bim,
Mario and Grisi have been trying to effect an engage-
ment with Grau for a visit to America, but have not
yet succeeded. Formes and Stigelli, however, will

be here. The former is under engagement to TJll-

man. Signor Brignoli is rusticating at Newport.

PiTTSFiELD, MASi5.—We are indebted to a cor-

respondent for the following programme of a concert

by the pupils of the Mendelssohn Musical In-

STITCTE, given at the close of their summer term on

the 5th inst., in aid of the Soldiers' Relief Associa-

tion.

1- Overture to Preeiosa C. M. Ton Weber
Misses Mary Chapman and Julia M. AMen.

2. Song—Die Susse Bell i Krebs
Misa H. Lilian BIy.

3. Sonata in Eb Beethoven
Miss Mary W. Basse tt.

4. Two-Part Song—" Trag' mich Schifflein,"

('Speed thee, mv baril." Neukomm
Misse3 H. h. Bly and C. S. Chnffln.

5. Sonata in C Haydn
Miss M. Chapman.

6- Song—Las Stindchen, (The Serenade) Schubert
Misa Caroline S. Chaffin.

7. Lied ohne Woite—(Song without Words) Krug
Miss H. L. Bly.

8. Andante Gracioso and Rondo Romberg
Misses M. W. Easaett and C. S. Chaffln.

9. Vocal Trio—"Esruht die Welt im Schlummer,"
Richard UoI

10. Gr.and Duo—Allegro brillant, Op. 92. . . .Mendelssohn.
No. 21 of his porthumous works.

Misses H. L. Bly and M. A. Wilson.

The writer adds :

" A severe thunder shower prevented a large at-

tendance, but those who braved the weather to listen

to the performances, universally express themselves

delighted with them all. Very marked progress and

improvement was noticed in pupils who have only

been members of the Institute for the last term of

fourteen weeks. Precision and purity of intona-

tion distinguished the vocal portions, while the

instrumental parts were given with taste and

expression, as well as vigor and brilliancy.

—

The perseverance and earnestness of such efforts to

raise the standard of musical taste above the popular

eagerness for opei-atic fantasies, for crude vocal imi-

tations of ' American Prima Donnas ' in " selections

from operas," and to offer instead, the nobler works

and ballads of the immortal Schubert, Mendelssohn,

&c., will, we trust, reap their reward in the extended

support and encouragement of appreciating minds."

We notice, by the way, that a new term of the

Mendelssohn Institute, still under the care of its ear-

nest and intelligent founder, Mr. Edward B.

Oliver, will commence Sept. I8th.

A CATCn.—The following description of a catch

by Dr. Calcott, is given in the Musical World. The
words run thus :

'* Abl how, Sophia, can you leave
Your lover, aud of hope bereave?
Go, fetch the Indian's liorrowed plume,
Yet, richer far. than that, your bloom

;

I'm but a lodg'^r in your heart,

And more than one, I fear have part."

Now, in the reading above, there is nothing particu-

lar to be seen ; but when the words are sung as Dr.
Calcott intended they should be, there is much to

hear ; for one singer seems to render the first three

words thus :
—" A house on fire ;

" repeating phia,

phia, with a little admixtureof cockneyism, fire! fire!

Another voice calls lustily :
—" Go fetch the engines,

fetch the engines ;
" while the third coolly says :

—

" I'm but a lodger, I'm but a lodger," &c : conse-

quently he does not care whether the house is burned
down or not. This elucidation will give a pretty

good idea of the real meaning and Character of a

musical catch.

A Musical MoiroStANiAC.—M. Boucher de Per-

thes has recently published in Paris, a very entertain-

ing book entitled " The Masques : Biographies with-

out ^Names. Portraits of my Acquaintances,

dedicated to my Friends." One of these portraits is

that of a musical monomaniac who held a high posi-

tion in the civil service of France :

V. de C , was a perfect little gentleman, but

totally unfit for the bureau of which he had been

made director. He was music mad, and had com-
posed an oratorio on the Lord's prayer. When the

disgraceful negligence in his office at length attracted

the attention of the higher authorities, when the briefs

and documents received from him were found to be

ill written, badly copied, and mis-spelt, inquiry led

to the discovery that the infatuated director had
chosen his clerks with a view to forming a quartet.

The alto and the basso were excellent violinists, but

had not spent much time over the arts of reading and
writing. The third knew little French, for he was a

Piedmontese ; and the fourth had been all his life a

copier of music. C would not give up his

four musicians, but to satisfy the heads of the depart-

ment, he provided assistant-clerks better suited to the

work of the office.

San Francisco.—We have opera items to the

6th ult.

Miss Lizzie Parker had appeared in a new operatic

role, Maffeo Orsini in Liicrezia Borgia, with great

success. In the French, German, Spanish and
Italian journals of San Francisco, as well as in the

American papers published there, we find very eulo-

gistic notices of this lady. The Franco-Americain

says she possesses the finest organ ever heard in Cali-

fornia.

Another season of Italian opera was to be inaugu-

rated at the Metropolitan Theatre, San Francisco,

on the 15th, Sig. Bianchi having leased the establish-

ment for the purpose of conducting the performances

under his sole management. He was expected to

produce Uii Ballo in Maschera, and in addition to

Signor and Signorina Bianchi, Miss Parker, Mr.
Gregg, and Signor Grossi, the troupe would include

Madame Biscaccianti, Madame Agatha States, and
Madame Schwecerle, (prima donnas), Mr. Schraub-
stiidter, Mons. Charles, Mr. Leach, iVIr. Roncovieri,

Madame Klebs and others. Several artists of note

were also expected from Ne'W York and Mexico.

>ptial %stxtts.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PubliNhe^l by Otirer DUhoii 8c Co*

Vooal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Abraham's Draft. 600,000 more. J. W. Turnei: 25

A spirited patriotic song, adapted moat happily to

our well known rallying song in 1S40.

We arc coming, Fatlier Abraham. T. S. Burditt. 25

Another setting of Bryant's fine poem—easy aud
pleasing.

You'll not leave yom* Kathleen behind.

C, W. Glovet: 25

A pleasing and simple song for a low voice.

Instrumental Music.

Bohemian air. Rimbault. 1

5

The Last Rose of Summer. " 15

The original Var.soviana. " 15

Home, Sweet Home. *' 15

Margarita Valse. " 15

Numbers of that well arranged collection of little

pieces for the earliest part of Piano Instructiou called

" The Young Pupil."

B. Richards, 50The Vesper hymn. Transcr.

In the same style as the above.

Books.

The Voice of Praise : A collection of Music

for the Choir, Singing School, Musical Con-

vention and the Social Circle. By Edward

Hamilton. 1.00

The music of thifi work will be found to be new.

Not new in name and form, but in idea and style.

Its aim and purpose is to improve the taste of both

hearer and performer, and it will be found oo exami-

nation that this praiseworthy effort of its author has

met with success. For the school a most admirable

collection of Part-Songs for two, three, four and. five

voices will be highly welcome. A comprehensive

treatise on the voice, with an engraved illustration of

the vocal organs, will impart a correct knowledge of

that of which every singer should be fully informed,

but which is seldom so faithfully enlarged upon as in

this work. The body of the book contains music dis-

tinguished for simplicity, strength and dignity. On
the whole there is much in this new candidate for the

favor of our Choirs, Conventions and Schools to

recommend it to their patronage. We are pleased to

see a deviation from the hard-beaten path in which

Church book compilers have run their round for the

past half a dozen years, and to recognize a change. It

is really refreshing to meat with something new in this

line. It plainly appears, as otherwhere stated, that

'' The Voice of Praise " is the embodiment of the best

fruits of the labor of its author in selection, arrange-

ment and composition during a period of thirty years

devoted to Sacred Music. The book is printed from

large, clear type, the object being not to see how much

could be crowded into it, but how well it could be

done. Each page is open and handsome, with but

one part on a staff, except in a few standard, well-

known tunes selected for congregational use. We
solicit for the book the special attention of all persons

interested in Church music.

Music bt Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being

about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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A New Sculptor.

BY MRS. JULIA. WAKD HOWE.

Once to my Fancy's hall a stranger came,

Of mein unwonted,

And its pale shnpes of glory without shame

Or speech confronted.

Fair was my hall,—a gallery of Gods

Smoothly appointed

;

With Nymphs and Satyrs from the dewy sods

Freshly annointed.

Great Jove sat throned in state, with Hermes near.

And fiery Bacchus ;

Pallas and Pluto, and those powers of Fear

Whose visions rack ns.

Artemis wore her crescent free of stars.

The hunt just scented
;

Glad Aphrodite met the warrior Mars,

The myriad-tented.

Rude was my visitant, of sturdy form.

Draped in such clothing

As the world's great, whom luxury makes warm,

Look on with loathing.

And yet, methought, his service-hadge of soil

With honor wearing

;

And in his dexter hand, embossed with toil,

A hammer bearing.

But while I waited till his eye should sink,

O'ercome of beauty.

With heart impatience brimming to the brink

Of courteous duty,

—

He smote my marbles many a murderous blow.

His weapon poising
;

I, in my wrath and wonderment of woe.

No comment voicing.

" Come, sweep this rubbish from the workman's

way,

Wreck of past ages,

—

Afford me here a Inmp of harmless clay.

Ye grooms and pages !

"

Then, from that voidness of our motlier Earth,

A frame he builded

Of a new feature,—with the power of birth

Fashioned and welded.

It had a might mine eyes had never seen,

A mien, a stature,

As if the centuries that rolled between

Had greatened Nature.

It breathed, it moved ; above Jove's classic sway
A place was won it

;

Tlie rustic sculptor motioned ; then " Today "

He wrote upon it.

" What man art thou ? " I cried, "and what this

wrong

That thou hast wrought me 1

My Marbles lived on symmetry and song
;

Why hast thou brought me

A form of all necessities, that asks

Nurture and feeding ?

Not this the burthen of my maidhood's task,

Nor my high breeding."

" Behold," he said, " Life's great impersonate,

Nourished by Labor

!

Thy Gods are gone with old-time faith and Fate
;

Here is thy Neighbor."

Translated for this Journal.

French Impressions of the Music in London.

(From Correspondence of La Revue et Gazette Musicale.)

III.

Robert Le Diable.

June 20.—Is it not a curious thing to have

to render a report in the year of grace 1862 of a

first representation of Robert le Diable ? And
when I say first representations I mean two

first representations, for our two great lyri-

lyrical theatres have both at once just mounted

the chef-d'ceuvre with which Meyerbeer has en-

riched the lyric stage for thirty years ; which has

penetrated into the obscurest cities of countries

the most remote ; a masterpiece, which, in a

short time, reached an unexampled popularity,

which has made the tour of the world, and finally,

which has everywhere remained the most con-

stant piece of the repertoire ; everywhere,

everywhere, except in London. One might

make a very interesting book with the history of

the thirty years existence of Robert le Diable

;

but its vicissitudes in London would certainly

form the most curious chapter of it, beginning

with the first attempt that was made immediate-

ly after the great success in Paris, when the im-

presario, unable to obtain the orchestral score,

procured a piano forte score, and had it instru-

mented in London, where Robert le Diable was

played, not with the orchestra of Meyerbeer, but

as instrumented by Mr. Bishop,—and ending

with its last appearance, in 1847, at Her Majes-

ty's Theatre, where the part of Alice served for

the debut of Jenny Lind in England, at the

time when Mr. Lumley, to give still more im-

portance to this debut, found nothing better to

do than to suppress the entire role of the prin-

cess Isabel. It is true that in Covent Garden

Theatre, where the management has always

maintained its self-respect, they gave the work of

the master very passably in 1852 ; but scarcely

had it won a certain vogue there, when the fire

destroyed the theatre, and with it the decorations

and costumes of Robert le Diable.

The representation of last Saturday at Her

Majcsty'.i, and that of last evening at Covent

Garden, then, were not simple revivals ; they were

really the first representations of Robert in Lon-

don, not only by the importance which was attach-

ed to it ; by that stir, that peculiar sort of emotion

which we know and which precedes first repre-

sentations in London as well as in Paris ; not only

because the decorations and costumes were all

new ; but above all because it was really the

first time that Robert was executed without any

mutilation, and in such a fashion that for the

future it is as solidly established at London as the

other two great works of Meyerbeer, the Hugue-

nots and the Propkile, and as it is everywhere

else. Moreover, they have done for Robert what

they never do here for revivals ; they have made

(unheard of thing) rehearsals, real rehearsals,

very serious ones, and that for two whole months.

The representation last night, then, at Covent

Garden, was splendid ; it was in all points worthy

of this great and beautiful establishment ; in short,

and this is the handsomest eulogium that one

could pass on it, it was up to the height of Mey-

erbeer's chef-d'oeuvre ! To all concerned, all-

honor : to Costa, at Covent Garden Theatre

falls all the musical labor, and all that one

could say would not suffice to make appreciated

the high intelligence, the perfect understanding

of the score, the maestria with which he has di-

rected the execution of the work. Now if I

speak of the interpreters, and first of Tamberlik

singing the part of Robert, you will easily ima-

gine that it was for him a triumph. Covered with

plaudits after every piece, he was recalled after

the second act with Formes, after the fourth act

with Mme. Miolan, and after the fifth with Mme.

Penco. Formes (Bertram), indisposed, but un-

willing to cause a postponement, had claimed the

indulgence of the public ; bat Formes has not

his reputation to make in this part ; he has estab-

lished it for more than twenty years in all the

theatres of Europe and America. As for Mme.
Miolan, you know well enongh at Paris the in-

finite art with which the celebrated artist sings
;

she displayed all her art in the role of Isabel,

and that is telling you how the part was render-

ed; in the aria of Grace, especially, she was

wonderful, and was called back with acclama-

tions by the whole house. Mme. Penco, that al-

ways conscientious cantatrice, alwaj'S so sure of

herself, sang the part of Alice with a veritable

perfection ; she has well seized the sentiment of

poet and musician ; from her entering romance :

Va, dit elle, her success was established. M. Neri-

Baradi was very good in the part of Rimbault.

Mile. Salvioni is a seductive Abbess ; and, even

in the secondary parts, which he has distributed

among artists of worth, like Tagliafico, Capponi,

Lucchesi, Mr. Gye has proved the respect he

bears to the clief-d'fEuvre of Meyerbeer. Nor has

he spared expense upon the mise-en-scene ; Mr.

Harris, the able stage manager, as well as Mr.

Beverley, the celebrated decoration painter,

must have drawn largely on his treasury, for they

have created marvels. I can say, this time,

created. Generally, in London, as in fact everj'-

where else, well as they do, they limit themselves

to imitating in point of decorations and of mise-

en-scene what is done in Paris ; this time, Mr.

Harris has wished to prove that he knows how

to invent himself Not one of the decorations,

not one of the effects is an imitation of what has

been already done ; the scene of the nuns,

among others, is entirely new and original ; it

excited transports of enthusiasm. Mr. Harris

was called out after the third act ; but he did not

appear.

TiTjENS AS Alice.

If the representation of Robert at Her Majes-
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ty's has not been as brilliant in its ensemUe as at

Covent Garden, still one must recognize the great

and praiseworthy efforts made there to represent

a great work worthily ; and, in more than one re-

spect, they have succeeded This theatre

seems to have tried to concentrate all the inter-

est of Meyerbeer's work upon the part of Alice.

As Jenny Lind did formerly, so Mile. Titjens,

who sings it now, seems to say like Medea

:

"Moi, mot, seule, et c'est e'ssez !" (Me, me, alone,

and that's enough !) In fact, Mile. Titjens is a

superb Alice. Perhaps she is not altogether the

}-oung Norman peasant girl, the gentle Alice,

but she realizes the pathetic and dramatic side of

the part. Thus it is in the trio of the last act

especially that the power of her voice and the

energy of her play best show themselves. For

the rest, scarcely had she sung the romance

:

"Fa dii-elle,", when the most enthusiastic and

the most difficult appeared satisfied and ravished

by the interpretation of Mile. Titjens. In the

unaccompanied trio, the high notes of her mag-

nificent voice, as well as all the notes held with

an irreproachable equality and truth even to the

last vibration, resounded in the vast hall like a

bell of the purest metal. There is no need of

saying that Titjens was recalled after every piece

and every act

All the interest, I repeat it, rested upon Mile.

Tietjens, already so magnificent in the part of

Valentine ; and after having succeeded in all the

parts which she has tried, that of Alice has been

a new triumph for her. Nothing more is want-

ing to her gjory ; she alone is wanting to that of

Mr. Gye. In fact, if Titjens were a member of

the Covent Garden troupe, that theatre would

leave nothing more to be desired : it would be the

ideal of a lyric and dramatic troupe. There is

really the only vulnerable point of this model

troupe, the insufficiency of what they call in the

provinces in France a " forle chanlnuse" (strong

soprano). Certainly Mme. Penco is an excel-

lent singer, but her habits are wholly Italian,

while the repertoire of Covent Garden is com-

posed of masterpieces of all the schools. Mr.

Gye possesses Mme. Czillag, to be sure, a great

artist if there ever was one; but, whether right-

ly or wrongly, they class her rather among con-

tralti, because, owing to the e.xtent of her voice,

she is perfect in the roles of Fides, and of Or-

pheus, and sings all the repertoire of Madame
Viardot.

The Handel Festival.

The Crystal Palace has just offered the spec-

tacle of probably the greatest musical solemnity

that ever has taken place in any country in the

world A great success for those who or-

ganized it ; but no less a great success for the

architect, who has constructed and arranged the

orchestra ; what is more, it is a great acoustic

problem solved.

The first day may be characterized as the

triumph of the orchestra ; the second, that of the

solo singers ; and the third, that of the choruses.

It was the " Messiah " that was executed on the

first day; and this oratorio, written from begin-

ning to end in the fugued style, offered the most

difficulty to the instrumental mass ; some confu-

sion was to be feared in a space so vast and with

executants so numerous
; but the success has been

complete; you could distinguish perfectly and

throughout the whole the least details of those

phrases which are so intertangled in the score.

—

The second day was almost entirely occupied by

the solo singers; Mmes. Tietjens, Sainton-Dolby,

Rudersdorff, Lemmens-Sherrington, Messrs. Sims

Reeves, Santley, Belletti, Weiss, &c. The pro-

gramme was composed of a selection out of all

the works of Handel ; and that day was perhaps

the most interesting of the three, inasmuch as it

showed the great composer under a new aspect,

or at least one little known, that of a profound

dramatic composer ; for, by the side of fragments

of Samson, of the famous Dettingen Te Deum,

of Judas Maccahceus, of Saul, of Deborah, they

executed others from the Ode to St. Ca:cUia, from

Hercules, Alexander's Feast, and Acis and Gala-

ihea. Here again the acoustic qualities of the

orchestra left almost nothing to bo desired, and

one could hear the jiiaiiissimos of Reeves as well

as in the smallest concert hall. In the Te Deum,

a high A sustained by Mile. Tietjens during more

than a minute caused a thrill to run through the

entire hall, and rivalled in sonority the silver

trumpet of Mr. Harper, who accompanied her.

The third day was fdled by the oratorio Israel in

Egypt, almost entirely composed of choruses.

—

These choruses, the most formidable that were

ever written, were executed this time by the

most gigantic singing mass that ever was assem-

bled. God save tJie Queen, arranged and instru-

mented by Costa, and executed by the entire

ensemble of the vocal and in.strumental forces,

terminated this grand festival.

One is seized with astonishment when he thinks

of the labor, the cares, the pains required to

arrive at this perfection with so numerous an or-

chestra, with choirs coming from all corners of

the kingdom, and he will not hesitate to proclaim

that the activity and the talent displayed by M.

Costa (seconded no doubt by very capable and

very devoted men) are beyond all praise. Great

thanks are also due to Mr. Bowley and Mr.Grove,

the managers of the Crystal Palace, who have

prepared and conducted to a good end all the

material and administrative labor of this vast

musical enterprise, destined hereafter to be regu-

larly renewed every throe years. If a hundred

and iioenly cities have sent singers and players to

London this year, emulous of one another, a hun-

dred and twenty other cities loill ivish to participate

in it three years hence ; from this time forward

they will all establish schools of singing, choral so-

cieties, §'c., and thus the Handel Festival will not

have been a mere passing event ; it will have a gen-

eral bearing, and will exercise a considerable influ-

ence on thefuture of music in England.

A Benedictine Anniversary.

A few days after the Handel Festival there

occurred, at St. James's Hall, the concert of con-

certs, that is to say the annual concert of Mr.

Benedict, which, now of long date, is considered

in all England as the most important concert of

the season, and which this year less tiiau ever

fell short of its ancient and deserved reputation.

The last cltef-d' eeuvre of Meyerbeer, his "Over-

ture in form of March," irreproachably executed

by the orchestra, worthily opened this fine solem-

nity. This admirable page of the master, listened

to religiously, was covered with applause

The pieces after this, which attracted the most

attention, were fragments from Benedict's operas,

" The Crusaders," •' The Gypsey's Warning,''

" The Brides of Venice," and especially four

numbers of his last work, " The Lily of Killar-

ney," which was played with such brilliant suc-

cess during the last season of the English Opera,

and which all the provincial theatres in England

and several theatres in Germany are already

preparing to bring out.

You will not expect a detailed report of all

the numbers in the programme of a concert of

this extent ; enough to know that all the virtu-

osos that London counts just now were brought

together, and lent their aid to the eminent bene-

ficiary, who lavished himself upon us there under

the triple aspect and with the triple talent of

composer, chef d' orchestre and virtuoso. And as

if this were not enough, Vivier came also, at

the last moment, to enchant the assembly with

his magical horn ; this original could not find a

better means of announcing his arrival in London

in a resounding manner. M. Ascher won lively

applause in playing with the beneficiary a new

and very efi'ective piece of his own composition

for tvvo pianos, on motives from "William Tell.''

Mile. Gillies introduced to London a ravishing

air from the Dragons de Villars, which created a

desire to become more deeply acquainted with

that charming work of Maillart.

Among the other artists, just to give a glimpse

of the richness of the programme, I will cite,

pell-mell, Joachim, the great violini.st ; Sims

Reeves, Bettini, Piatti, Santley (one of the best

baritones who exist to-day), Belletti, Formes, the

sisters IMarchisio, Trebelli, Tietjens, Parepa,

Louisa Pyne, Lemmens-Sherrington, Guerra-

bella. I pass them by, and better ones, for I see

that I have not yet named M. Rcichart. No good

festival without this charming tenor; few con-

certs are given and not a single soiree in high

life, in which the name of Reichardt does not

figure on the programme, whether as singer, or

as composer of romances, of which he has very

recently increased the number by a ravishing

Berceuse (Cradle Song). His singing is easy

and full of delicate nuances. It was for him that

Meyerbeer composed his beautiful melody : Pres

de toi, and Le chant du Berger. In Mr. Bene-

dict's concert he sang, with his sweet and velvety

voice, the romance :
" A young and artless

Maiden," from Howard Glover's popular operetta,

" Once too often."

A Floweky-Vallky on a Bed oi'- Roses.

It is not at the Hanover Square Rooms, nor at

St. James's Hall, nor even at Exeter Hall, that

Herr Jacques Blumcnthal gives his concerts.

no, the saloons of a very noble Marchioness in

Belgrave Square are opened for the annual con-

cert of the author of " La Source." There,

under the patronage of seventy ladies of the

very height of fashion, whose names and titles

ase all cited on the programme, M. J. Blumcn-

thal has made to be heard, besides several new

compositions, " Les deux Anges," the transcrip-

tion of his popular romance : " The days which

are no more," " La Caressante," and some other

of those pretty pieces which have made his repu-

tation and success with his aristocratic clientele.

These pieces are in fact so pretty, and M. Blu-

menthal plays them so well, that they would be

applauded even by plebeian hands. . . .

Thouglits on the High Value of Music.

FROM THE GERMAN OF E. T. A. HOFFMANN.

It cannot be denied, and heaven be praised

for it !, that in modern times the taste for music
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is greatly extending ; so mucli so, that it now be-

longs, as it were, to a complete education, to

teach music to children. From this reason we
find, in every house that pretends to any refine-

ment, a pianoforte, or at least a guitai\ There
are but few enemies to this truly fine art; and it

is now my intention to give them a good lesson.

The whole object of Art is certainly no other

than to procure an agreeable entertainment to

man, and thus to give him, in a pleasant way, a

diversion and recreation from his only proper
business, that is, from such as will gain Iiim bread
and honor in the State. It is to give him a re-

creation from which he may afterwards turn with
renewed attention and vigor to the true object

of his being ; that is, to be a good cog-wheel in the

fulling-mill of State, and (I continue the meta-
phor) to reel, and to be drilled. There is no art

better adapted to attain this object than music.

In reading a novel or poem, we may not be so

fortunate as to choose one without any fantastic

absurdities, and which therefore does not in the

least excite the imagination, that worst part of

our hereditary sin, and which should be suppress-

ed by all means ; since there are in modern
times a good many books of that kind. But, at

any rate, reading is unpleasant, because in a cer-

tain measure you are obliged to think of what
you read ; but this is plaiidy contrary to the ob-

ject of recreation. Looking at a painting can
entertain only for a short time, for of course all

interest is lost as soon as you have guessed what
it is meant to represent.

But as to music,— only the enemies of this

noble art will dare to deny, that a good composi-
tion has a wonderfully convenient charm, which
saves the labor of thinking altogether, or at least

does not allow anj' serious thought, but only pro-
duces, in agreeable variety, several easy, pleasant
ones, often even so light, that you hardly know
what they contain. By a good composition, I

mean one that keeps within proper bounds, one
in which one pleasant melody follows the other
without much noise or many foolish counterpoint
combinations.

But you may go further than that; why should

you not, during the music, begin a conversation
Avith your neighbor on any subject of the politi-

cal and moral world, and thus pleasantly attain

two objects at the same time V This is indeed
very advisable ; for music facilitates conversation
extremely, as all concerts and musical parties

plainly show. During the rest all is quiet, but
at the same time with the music, the torrent of

conversation begins to rush in, and swells with

its tones. Many a j'oung lady, whose communi-
cation is otherwise yea, yea, nay, nay ! during
music comes to more than this, which in this case

is certainly good, for it may gain her sometimes
a suitor, or even a husband, charmed by the

sweetness of her unaccustomed speech.

Heavens ! how immense are the advantages of
a beautiful piece of music !

I will now introduce the wicked scorners of

the noble art into the domestic circle, where the

father, wearied by the serious business of the day.

in his night-gown and slippers, smokes comforta-
bly and in good spirits his cigar, to the grand
march of the eldest son. Has not the good-
natured Rosina especially for his benefit studied

the " Battle of Prague," and " Gaily the trouba-

dour," and does she not play it so beautifully,

that the pure tears of joy drop from her mother's
eye on the stocking which she is just mending ?

Would not the hopeful, but rather anxious squeak-
ing of the youngest sprig at last wear out his

patience, without the sound of the music of his

dear children keeping all in good tune and
time ?

But if your soul is entirely closed against this

domestic idyl, this triumph of simple nature,

then follow mo to that house, with its brightly-

lighted cut-glass windows. You enter the saloon
;

the steaming tea-urn is the focus, round which all

the elegant gentlemen and ladies move. Card-
tables are set, but the lid also of the piano springs

open, and here too music forms a pleasant enter-

tainment and diversion. If well chosen it inter-

feres with nothing, for even the card players, al-

though employed with business of higher import

—loss or gain—willingly tolerate it.

What shall I say, lastly, of the grand public

concerts ? They give the most splendid opportu-

nity to speak to some friend or other, with musi-

cal accompaniment ; or, if you are still in the

years of youthful wantonness, to interchange

sweet words with some lady or other—for which
the music itself may even furnish a very proper
theme. These concerts are the best places of re-

creation for the business man and much to be
preferred to the theatre; for the latter gives

sometimes representations, which fix the mind in

a very improper manner upon what is entirely

vain and untrue, and you run the risk of losing

yourself in feelings, which certainly every one,

who has his reputation at heart, should avoid !

In short, as I mentioned in the beginning, it is

a decisive sign of the conception, at present, of

the true tendency of music, that it is practised

and taught so diligently and in so great earnest.

How proper is it to keep children to the practice

of music, even though they may not have the

least talent for the art, which in fact is quite un-

necessary ! for in this way they may contribute

their part to the entertainment and diversion of

parties, in which otherwise they could not yet

take any obligato part.

It is also a brilliant advantage of music above
any other art, that, in its purity, (without being

allied to poetry), it is altogether moral, and there-

fore can never have any bad influence on tender

youth. A director of the police boldly attested

to the inventor of a new musical instrument,

that it contained nothing against state, religion,

or good morals ; with the same boldness, the

music-master may attest to papa or mamma be-

fore playing it, that the new sonata does not con-

tain one immortal thought. AVhen the chihlren

grow older, it is self-evident that they must ab-

stain from the practice of the art ; since it would
not be proper for sober, serious men ; and ladies

might easily be led by it to neglect higher duties

of society. They enjoy the recreation of music

only passively, by hearing it performed either by
cliildren or by professional artists.

From this well-defined tendency of the art, it

is apparent, that artists, that is, those persons who
devote, foolishly enough, their whole life to a

business, that serves only for amusement and re-

creation—must be considered as quite subordin-

ate subjects, and can only be tolerated, because

they bring the ''miscere ulili duke" into practice.

No man of sense and understanding will esteem

the greatest artist as highly as the brave scriven-

er, or the mechanic who has made the cushions

on which the judge in his court, or the merchant

In his counting-room, sits ; for the latter affects

the necessities, the first only the sweets of life.

—

If we therefore treat the artist kindly and as a

gentleman, it is only our good nature, wliich in-

duces us in the same way to caress and play with

children and other people, that amuse us. Some
of these unfortunate enthusiasts wake up too late

from their error, which caused them truly to get,

in a manner, crazy, as you may easily perceive

from their expressions on the art. Tliey say,

that art gives to man an idea of his higher nature,

and that it leads him from the foolish cares and

thoughts and business of common life, into the

Isis temple, where nature .speaks to him in holy,

never-heard, and yet intelligible, sounds. Of
music, in particular, these madmen have the most

singular ideas ; they call it the most romantic of

all the arts, its aim being the infinite ; they call

it the mysterious Sanscrit of nature, expressed

in tones, filling the breast of man with infinite

longing ; and say, that only In music he under-

stands the high hymn of—trees, flowers, animals,

stones, and waters !

All the useless trfl[lings of the counterpoint,

which do not at all amuse the hearer, and there-

fore entirely miss the true object of music, are

called by them mysteriously exciting combina-

tions, and they go even so far as to compare them
with strangely entwined moss, herbs and
flowers. The talent, or, in the language of these

fools, the genius of music, they say, glows in the

breast of the man who practises and loves the

art; and it devours him with ever-burning lire,

if the more common nature attempts artfully to

cover this spark, or to give it another direction.

They call those, who judge quite correctly the

true tendency of art, and music in particular,

ignorant miscreants, who ought to be excluded
forever from the sanctuary of a higher fife; and
thus prove their madness. For the question

naturally arises. Who is better ofi,—the office-

holder, the merchant, the capitalist, who eats and
drinks well, takes regularly his ride, and whom
everybody respectfully salutes, or the artist, who
is obliged to fare miserably in his fantastic world ?

These fools pretend, indeed, that this poetic ex-

altation over what is common, is quite a peculiar

thing and changes much denying into true en-

joyment ; but the emperors and kings in the in-

sane asylum, with the straw crown on the head,

are also happy

!

Tlie best proof, that all these phrases have no
foundation, but arc caused by the desire to stifle

self-reproaches for not having dsvoted the life to

solid pursuits, lies in the circumstance that hard-

ly any artist has been made so by his own choice,

for they always had, and still generally have their

origin among the poorer classes. Born of poor,

obscure parents, or of other artists, necessity, op-

portunity, want of prospects in the useful profes-

sions, made them what they are. This will, in

spite of these fantastic fools, always be so. For
if a family of a higher grade should be unfortun-

ate enough to have a child particularly organized

for the art, or who, as these crazy people say,

caiTies within him that divine spark, which
spreads destruction when opposed,—if such a
child actually falls into fantastic dreams of art

and an artist's life, a good instructor will easily

bring the erring young pupil back to the right

course by an entire withholding of all fantastic,

extravagant diet of the mind, (such as poetry,

and the so-called powerful compositions of Mozart,
Beethoven, and so forth,) as well as by the oft-

repeated representation of the very subordinate

tendency of all the arts and of the very mean
station of artists, a feeling which, being the best

remedy against eccentricity, cannot be pushed too

far.

I really think it an excellent advice to younc
artists who have not yet fallen into the craziness

above described, to learn, besides their art, some
light trade, in order at least in some measure, to

become useful members of the State. A con-
noisseur has told me, that I have a hand well

formed for slipper-making ; and I have a great

mind to bind myself apprentice to the master
shoemaker Sehnabler, of this place, who is my
godfather.

Perusing what I have written, I find the mad-
ness of some musicians very strikingly described,

and with secret shudder I feel myself related to

them. The evil one whispers into my ear, that,

to them, much that I have honestly said, may
appear to be irony ; but I declare once more,

my words were directed against you, the despisers

of music ; against 5'ou, who call the edifying

slncrlng and playing of children useless and trifl-

ing, and wdio want to hear music only worthy of

its high rank as a mysterious, exalted art. I

have proved to you, that music is a fine and use-

ful invention of the ingenious Tubal Cain, amus-

ing and diverting men, and thus promoting do-

mestic hnpniness. the highest object of every re-

fined man, in a pleasing, satisfactory manner.

Conversational Tones.

A correct adaptation of the voice to tlistanccs is

what we need, to prove musical :md agreeable talk-

ers. The pitch of the voice, and the voliimo of tone

•should be such us to render die person speakins:; easi-

ly .audible, without any undue strainiiif; of the

listener's lUteniion, and nothinj.' more than this. An
excess of conversational tone and a voice too hi;ih-

pitcliod, are excessively disafireeahlc, pariicularly in

society. It draws einbariassin^ly the attention of

surrounding persons ; the aijreeahio privacy of con-

versation ceases, and you beeonie the dcclaimer to a

small audience.—The etfecr of this is almost inevita-

bly to silence your eompauioii—partioularly if that

companion be a lady, and of ordinary lady-like sensi-

hilitv. There is ail cxtrcmo of all this, however,

which is erpniUy to be deprecated. It is pitthii:g tho

voice so low, and using so little tone, that remarks

have tiresomely to bo repeated ; moreover, imparting
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totheeonversation a confidential character, by which,

when combined with a certain bending, or leaning

toward the person with whom you are conversing, we
have seen ladies excessirely and justiy annoyed.

It should be remembered that a clear articulation

will always well take the place of great volume of

tone, Better, far better, a low tone with a clear

articulation, than a boisterous tone with a thick and
blurred articulation. The predominating tone of

speech, then, should be calm, quiet, low. The low
tones of most voices are the richest. We have heard

women occasionally converse in deep, mellow, con-

tralto tones, the effect of which was exceedingly rich

and musical. The voices of our American women
are apt to be far too high-pitched and screamy. As
the voice always has a tendency to rise in conversa-

tion, we should at least begin low. It is, moreover,

a grateful relief to the ear, and a pleasant shade to

the light of conversation, to drop the voice occasion-

ally from a high and animated pitch and regain the

cool, quiet, key-note originally struck. * * * In

point of sentiment the clear tone expresses gayety
and light-heartedness. We hear it in merry childrsn

at play. In its excesses this tone becomes disagree-

able, acrid and pointed. Tlie voices of termagants
and scolds illustrate this. On the other hand, the

shaded and sombre tone expresses quiet, repose,

calm. In its deeper shades, sadness and melancholy.
In its extremes, horror and despair. It is the indis-

pensable tone in high tragedy. Now the conversa-

tional tone is only heard in perfection when both
these shades of tone are brought into play. Persons
who habitually use but one, command but half the

resources of the speakmg voice. Such is the case

with most Americans. We use as a nation the hard
piercing quality of tone—we talk witli contracted,

rather than expanded throats. This contraction is

not that moderate one which produces the agreeably
clear tone described, but it is that excessive contrac-

tion, which produces a certain acridity and pointed-

ness. Americans think and speak and act intensely

—hence this intensity in their voices, we suppose.

But for all pleasant, conversational purposes we
should do better to allow the throat generously to

expand, and suffer the tones to come out, as tbcy

then will do, rich and musical. Particularly would
oar American women gain greatly in attractiveness,

if they would drop this sharp, Xantippe quality of

tone so often heard, and allow that quiet, reposeful

music to steal out, which to every ear is so captiva-

ting.

—

Once a Monlh.

The following grand and inspiring lyric, one of the noblest
that the war has called forth from any poet, has been sent to

Ufl for publication

—

Transcript.

To CANAAN!
A SONG OF THE SIX HUNDRED THOUSAND.

Where are you going, soldiers.

With banner, gun and sword ?

We're marching South to Canaiin

To battle for the Lord !

What Captain leads your armies

Along the rebel coasts ?

The Mighty One of Israel,

His name is Lord of Hosts !

To Canaan, to Canaan

The Lord has led us forth.

To blow before the heathen walls

The trumpets of the North !

What flag is this you carry

Along the sea and shore 1

The same our grandsires lifted up,

—

The same our fathers bore !

In many a battle's tempest

It shed the crimson rain,

—

What God has woven in his loom

Let no mau rend in twain !

To Canaan, to Canaan

The Lord has led us forth,

To plant upon the rebel towers

The banners of the North !

What troup is this that follows.

All armed with picks and spades ?

These are the swarthy bondsmen,

—

The iron-skin brigades

!

They'll pile up Freedom's breastwork,

They'll scoop out rebels' graves
;

Who then will be their owner

And march them off for slaves 'i

To Canaan, to Canaiin

The Lord has led us forth.

To strike upon the captive's chain

The hammers of the North !

What song is this you're singing ?

The same that Israel sung

When Moses led the mighty choir,

And Miriam's timbrel rung !

To Canaan ! To Canaan !

The priests and maidens cried ;

To Canaan ! To Canaan !

The people's voice replied.

To Canaan, to Canaan

The Lord has led us forth.

To thunder through its adder dens.

The anthems of the North !

When Canaan's hosts are scattered,

And all her walls lie flat.

What follows next in order ?

The Lord will see to that

!

We'll break the tyrant's sceptre,

—

We'll build the people's throne,

—

When half the world is Freedom's,

Then all the world's our own !

To Canaan, to Canaan

The Lord has led us forth.

To sweep the rebel threshing floors,

A whirlwind from the North !

London Lamentations.—Mnsical London has

bsen somewhat in the situation of Orpheus, who, on

the point of enjoying his long lost Euridice under

the real light of day, looked round for her, and saw

her suddenly withdrawn again into the shades. In

short, Gluck's opera, promised and expected eagerly

at Covent Garden, has been withdrawn ; and the

editor of the Mnsical World is inconsolable, as fol-

lows :

" Chefarb senza Euridice ?
"—or freely (very free'

ly) translated—what has become of Orjeo? We
may put the question to Mr. Gye without offence,

inasmuch as he announced Orfeo in his prospectus

for the now rapidly expiring season of 1862. He
cannot plead as excuse that GInck's music was not
appreciated by the patrons of the Royal Italian

Opera ; for it was liked—if we are not grossly misin-

formed—as much by the subscribers as by the general

public. Mad. Csillag, Mad. Penco and Mad. Nan-
tier Dide'e, too, were all in the original cast. What,
then, has become of Or/no—with its music nothing

less than Orphean t

By London—as by Paris—in the year of Grace
(if the Superfluous Review vi\\\ pardon the euphemism)
1860, Orfeo was more quickly understood and accep-

ted than by Vienna at the time of its production

(1764). The first representation in the Austrian

capital excited more surprise than pleasure, the ear

accustomed to the recitatives and airs of Italian

opera finding itself disconcerted by music so entirely

at variance with the universally admired pattern, to

which the genius of Mozart had not yet thrown down
the gauntlet. Nevertheless, the great passages with

which the work abounds, struck many connoisseurs,

to whom the simple and affecting beauties of situa-

tion and expression imparted wholly new emotions.

Before the fifth performance all objections had died

away ; the opera was unanimously applauded, and
its success increased by each succeeding representa-

tion. In the following year, Gluck was called to

Parma, to assist in the fetes given in honor of the

marriage of the Infant. He proposed that Orfeo

should be brought out, but the Court objected. They
did not consider the applause of Vienna at all bind-

ing on Italian amateurs, and were at a loss to imag-
ine how any one could pretend to write a better poem
than Meta.stasio, or better music than Jomelli, Sac-
chini and Piccini. When Millico, the first singer,

was spoken to about nndertaking the character of

Orfeo, he declined to forfeit his reputation. But
Gluck succeeded in vanquishing opposition. He
knew the people with whom he had to deal, and
rightly imagining that they possessed more sensibili-

ty than vanity, and were more influenced by their

sensations than by their opinions, he preserved, and
took upon himself all' risks. The opera was per-

formed with brilliant success ; and when, after a cer-

tain time, another was about to be substituted, Orfeo
was re-demanded with acclamations. It was subse-

quently produced at the Court theatre of Naples in

1773, when an attempt was made to replace tha duet
in the third act by one from the pen of another com-
poser. When the opera was given at the public
theatres, the new duet was not listened to, and the
audience called loudly for that of Gluck. Thence-
forward Italy united in applauding with transport
music so perplexing to ears reckoned naturally effem-
inate and unable to sympathize with the vigorous
conceptions of the north. Parma, Naples, Rome,
Milan, and Venice, became the alternate witnesses of
Gluck's triumph. Bologna was enriched, during a
single winter, by nearly fifiy thousand pounds, con-
tributed by foreigners attracted through the renown
of Orfeo. When, translated into French, Orfeo was
produced on the Pari.^ian stage, Rousseau was so

much charmed with it, that he did not miss a single

representation ;
" for," said he, " if so much exal-

ted pleasure can be enjoyed in the space of two
hours, it serves to convince us that life is really good
for something."

For the present, however, the patrons of the Royal
Italian Opera must be content to do without Orfeo ;

but Gye forbid they should be deprived of it next
season !

xmt Sh'oah

Paris.

Gkand Opera.—The event of the past month

has been the debut of Mme. Marie Cinti-Damoreau

(daughter of the famous Cinti-Damoreau), in Guil-

laume Tell. The Gazette Mtisicale, after recalling the

triumphs of the mother, says :
" The second of the

name is a diminutive of the first. She has almost as

much of instinct, art and taste ; she has a little less

of voice. Her studies did not at first have any re-

ference to the stage. What pleases us especially in

her is, that she is of that rare species of singers,

whom nature does not permit to scream. She has

all the organ necessarj- to make herself heard, even,

say what they may of it, in the ensemble pieces, and

then, do you know what happens ? When the prima

donna sings well, the mass of choristers sing softer,

and that is so much gained !"

Tell was twice given about the middle of July, and

Mme. Cinti-Damoreau was to continue her debuts in

a lighter work of Rossini, Le Comle Ory, taking the

part of the page, and a new tenor, Peschard, also

making his debut in it. It is said that the illustrious

composer himself would aid the two young artists

with his counsel. Meanwhile there have been per-

formances of the Trovatore, the March^ des Innocents

and Robert le Viable. The month of August was to

be occupied with La .Tuivc and other pieces in which

M. and Mme. Guoyraard sing ; and Masaniello is to

follow in September.

Opera Comique.—Pergolese's little opera. La
Serva Padrona, which has not been heard in Paris

for fifty years, is in rehearsal ; Mme. Galli-Marie to

make her debut in the part of Zerlina, and the part

of Pandolph to be played by Gourdin. They are

also rehearsing a new comic opera in one act, Le

Caberet des ylmoui's, by M. Pascal ; the principal in-

terpreters to be MM. Couderc, Barielle, and Mile.

Lemercier. It will fill out an evening with Ze'mir et

Azor.

The tenor Achard will make his debut early in

September, in Les Mousquetaires de la Reine, Hayde'e,

La Dame Blanche, &o. Mile. Cico is studying the

part of Haydee to sing with him. Another tenor,

Warnotz, was to make his debut in August in Boiel-

dieu's Jean de Paris.

Theatre Italien.—M. Calzado has engaged

Adelina Patti during a large part of the interval be-

tween this and the next London season, viz. from

the middle of November until February. She is to

sing eight times each month, and have a benefit at

the end.

Theatre-Ltrique.—The comic opera, Beatrice

et Benedict, fthe plot borrowed from Shakspeare),

composed by Hector Berlioz, has been rehearsed
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here, with much applause from orchestra and audi-

ence, and Berlioz has gone to Baden with it, having

written it for the inauguration of the theatre there.

The first performance was to take place Aug. 11.

—

Mme. Charton-Demear talies the part of Beatrice
;

Montanbry that of Benedict ; the other parts by

Mmes. Monrose and GeofFroy, MM. Jules Lefort,

Bulanque', Prilleux, Guerrin. The Strasburg thea-

tre furnishes the choruses, and the orchestra is that

of the Maison de Conversation.

London.

Her Majesty's Theatre.—The revival of Mo-
zart's Figaro on Saturday night was on, the whole,
a highly creditable affair. The traditions of this

opera, regarded as a lyric comedy, seem in a great
measure to be lost ; the spirit of Beaumarchais,
which, even through the attenuating process of Da
Ponte, still preserved some of its original flavor, has
now apparently evaporated, and, were it not for the

incomparable music, but little interest would, in the

present day, attach to the performance of such a
work. That the Marriage of Figaro, however sur-

passing in satiric piquancy and refined delineation of
character, is regarded, simply from a dramatic point

of view, as less entertaining than the Barber of Se-

ville, can scarcely be questioned. Mozart, in' fact,

had a more difficult task to accomplish than Paesiello

and Rossini ; for, while a larger variety of characters

was given him to deal with, there was less concentra-

tion of plot on the one hand, and less individual

attraction on the other. Figaro, the busy "factotum,"
is a much more amusing personage than Figaro
toned down and preparing himself for the amenities
of wedded life ; Almaviva, the ardent and romantic
lover, is as pleasant again as Almaviva at once the
faithless and the jealous husband ; Rosina, perhaps,
gains as the temporarily neglected and disconsolate

spouse ; but Bartolo and Basilio fade into abstrac-

tions. True, Susanna, the clever servant and confi-

dant of Rosina, and Cherubini, the mischievous and
love-sick page—to say nothing of subordinate char-

acters—are added to the dramatis pasonm ; but these,

in crowding the canvass, would only have thrown
further impediments in the way of an ordinary musi-
cian. Mozart, however, was anything but an ordi-

nary musician, and the manner in which he has ideal-

ized every one of the men and women comprised in

his scenario causes us to forget altogether the almost
heartless cynicism of their primary nature, as

shadowed forth in the dialogue of tlie brilli.int and
keen-witted French dramatist. Time was when the
exigencies of the drama did not seem incompatible
with the deep, soul-felt beauty of the music ; but
either the world has improved in moral dignity, or
the actors of the day have, in this particular instance,

lost the secret of their craft. We are inclined to

entertain the former proposition, and sincerely believe

that the Nozze di Figaro still lives, and will live for

ever, through the genius of Mozart, whicli, like the

pen of Goldsmith, adorned whatever it touched, and
like the expansive heart of Shakspeare, found a
vibrating tone for every manifestation of our common
nature.

The merits of the performance at Her Majesty's
Theatre are almost exclusively musical ; and, indeed
iu this sense we have seldom had reason for more
entire satisfaction. Even the concerted pieces—to
which Mozart has^eft nothing superior—were for the
most part so well executed that, in spite of the lack
of " finesse," which, in a histrionic sense, robbed the
music of much of its significance, the eflFectwas both
spirited and charming. The inimitable ^nofe to the
first act, for example—which, from a duet between
the Count and Countess, expands, through gradual
steps, into a magnificent concerted " ensemble," for
all the chief personages (except Cherubino, who has
escaped through the window)—was admirably done

;

and nearly as much may he said for the superb sestet
of the second act (where Figaro, in Bartolo and
Marcellina, first recognizes his father and mother)

—

which, inasmuch as some of the less important char-
acters were concerned, deserved all the warmer
recognition. The songs and duets, nevertheless,
formed the principal attraction ; and as these are
unexceptionably beautiful—a match, indeed, for their
successors in Don Giovanni—the pleasure derived
from their almost uniformly efficient execution was
unalloyed. In the two airs allotted to the Countess—" Porgi amor " and " Dove sono "—Mile. Titiens
exhibited the splendor of her voice and the treasures
of her art to perfection, winning in the last enthusi-
astic applause. This accomplished singer gave the
true German portraiture of the slighted lady whose
complaints are embodied in such touching melody

—

the portraiture of which, no doubt, Mozart himself
approved, and which has come down to us from the

earliest traditions. Miss Louisa Pyne, perhaps a
somewhat over-refined Susanna, was greatly applau-

ded in " Venite inginocchiatevi " (where the ingenu-

ous waiting-maid tries the head-dress of the Countess
on Cherubino), but made a still more vivid impres-
sion in|the garden serenade, "Deh vieni, non tardar,"

which has rarely been sung in a more unafl^eetedly

expressive manner. This was unanimously re-de-

manded ; as was also the familiar letter duet (" SuU'
aria"), with Mile. Titiens—one of those purely
melodious inspirations that came oftener to Mozart
than to any other composer, and the charm of which
it is as hopeless to define as it is impossible to deny.
In the last instance it would have been as well had
the " encore " been declined, the second performance,
from some mysterious cause, being as unsatisfactory

as the first was faultless. Mile. Trebelli, as every
one may have anticipated, was thoroughly successful

in Cherubino, representing the character of the

amorous page with agreeable sprightliness, and sing-

ing the two airs, " Non so piti cosa son," and "Voi
che sapete "—those unequalled embodiments of

youthful aspiration—with such truthful and exquisite

feeling that even the transposition of both of them
and one or two unnecessary "embellishments" in

the last (to change a single note orinfiection of which
is virtually to rob it of a grace) were overlooked,
and " Voi che sapete " unanimously encored. It

may be remembered that Mad. Alboni, who at first

used to transpose (though never to alter) these airs,

subsequently gave them in the original keys, and
with so little disadvantage that she was compelled
invariably to sing them twice. And yet Mad. Alboni
(who did the same thing, by the way, with the two
songs of Zerlina, in Von Giovanni) is even more
strictly a " contralto," and therefore less of a

"mezzo-soprano " than her clever successor. Such
a precedent is surely worthy consideration, even by
so great and deserving a favorite as Mile. Trebelli.

Sig. Gassier, an excellent Figaro, in the Barbiere,

fully sustains his reputation in the Nozze, imparting
life and vivacitj' to the character, and giving the

music throughout with a freedom that betokens
earnest and conscientious application. Nothing
could be better than the two characteristic dnets with
Susanna in the first scene ; nothing more pointed
than " Se vuol ballare. Signer Contino" (the air in

which Figaro retaliates upon the Count) ; nothing
more vigorous and dramatically effective tiian "Non
pill andrai," the song with which, at the first rehear-

sal, Mozart himself was so delighted that he is said

to have rushed upon the stage and, patting the singer

on the back, cried " Bravo ! bravo !

"—as though
not Mozart but some other eomposer had written it.

The Figaro was well matched, with a Count in Mr.
Santley, the English barytone—who has now scarcely

a rival on the Italian stage, and who, notwithstanding
the high position he has attained, continues to study,

and therefore to improve. In the first act the Count
has little else than concerted music to sing ; but his

part in t\\e finale—witness the duet with the Countess
and the trio in which Susanna takes part— is of the
utmost importance, and here Mr. Santley was all

that could be wished. In the second actoccurs the

duet :

—

" Crudel ! perche fiaora

Farmi languir cosi ?"

the impassioned phrases of which—unless the way
in which Mozart has idealized all the personages of

his drama is borne in, mind—must appear strangely

out of sort witli the passing colloquy between a fickle

husband and an intriguing serving-maid. This duet

—one of the most popular as it is one of the most
beautiful ever imagined—was delivered with such

warm and genuine sentiment by Mr. Santley (and

Miss Louisa Pyne) that the audience would ha%'6

been only too pleased to hear it again. Mr. Santley's

most striking effort, however, was in the grand air,

" Vedro, mentr' io sospiro," in which the suspicious

Count vents his anger upon the unobedient Susanna
—another preposterously ideal embodiment of what
at the best can only be regarded as a mean and
inglorious exhibition of feeling. Never, on any occa-

sion or by any singer, have we heard this magnificent

piece more finely given ; and never were unanimous
and hearty plaudits more legitimately earned.

Among the more subordinate characters those of

Bartolo and Basilio were well represented, the former
by Signer Zucchini, who gave the noble air "La ven-

detta " (which Rossini had not forgotten when he

wrote " La Calunnia") with spirited emphasis, the

latter by Sig. Bettini, who had the good taste not to

reject the one air allotted by Mozart to the canning
music-master, and by the great majority of singers

too frequently omitted. The band, under the careful

and thoroughly competent guidance of Sig. Arditi

—

in spite of many of the pieces, including the overture

being taken too quick, and some few too slow—per-

forming its duties with great eiSciency, an occasional

" piano " (it would be too much to ask for a "pianis-

simo ") being pretty nearly all that was wanting.

About the mise en scene there is nothing particular to

say. The attractions of Mozart's music are, it may
be presumed, so powerful that they stand in no need
of extraneous aid ; at least, such would seem to be

the coaclusion occasionally arrived at. All short-

comings, nevertheless, allowed for, the revival of Le
Nozze di Figaro at Her Majesty's Theatre may fairly

be recorded as one of the most interesting musical

events of this unprecedentedlj busy season.

On "Tuesday the Nozze di Figaro was repeated.

On Wednesday Don Giovanni, with Mile. Carlotta

Marchisio ffor the third time) as Donna Anna.

On Thursday Semiramide—for the last time this

season.

On Friday a morning performance of 11 Trova-

tore.

To-night Robert le DiabU.
Besides Sig. Schira's new opera {Nicolo del Lapi),

a cantata, the composition of Sig Giuglini, is in pre-

paration, the latter to be performed at the popular

tenor's benefit.

—

Times, July 12.

Royal Italian Opera.—There has been noth-

ing new since our last. The Trovatore was given on

Saturday, with Mile. Antonietta Fricci as Leonora,

and Sig. Graziani as the Count. The lady made a

very favorable impression, and the gentleman (of

coursej won an encore in " II balen."

On Monday ("extra night") Don Giovanni.

Thanks, in a great measure, to Adelina Patti
—"that

pleasant little party," as Mr. Punch calls her—the

season 1862 is likely to be commemorated at the

Royal Italian Opera as " the Don Giovanni season."

On Tuesday Robert le Viable, with Mile. Fricci as

Alice, and Mile. Battuas the Princess. Mile. Fricci's

performance was, on the whole, very good, and had

some really fine points. Mile. Battu was much
applauded in " Robert, toi que j'aime." Both ladies

are making way.
On Thursday the Huguenots. Last night the Bar-

biere di Sii-iglia. Thanks, in a great measure, to

Adelina Patti, and (we forget his proname) Mario

the season 1862 is likely to be commemorated at the

Roval Italian Opera as but no, we have already

said that of U Don Giovanni, which, by the way, is

given again to-night

!

Dinorak and La Figlia del Reggimento are both in

preparation for Mil. Patti, and Masanirllo for Mario,

Things could hardly go on more brilliantly.

—

Mus.

World.

Germany.

Berlin.—The famous prima donna for so many

years of the Royal Opera, Frau Koster, is about to

retire from the stage in October. A great loss for

Berlin and for Art. The editor of this journal

cherishes a grateful memory of her in the great part

of Leonora in Beethoven's Fidelia ; with slender

physique, and voice somewhat the thinner for long

wear, yet how she rose, by a sort of inspiration, as

she went on, till the impersonation as a whole was

really impressive !

Vienna.—Of course there is little but opera

music, and cq/e garden conceits, Strauss and the like,

at this time of the year, in the Austrian, or in any

German capital, if we except the Mannergesang-

verein festival to raise means for a monument to

Franz Schubert. The opera has offered nothing

new :—Mile. Lucca in Lticrezia Borgia and the Tro-

vatore ; Herr Ander as ildgardo in Lucia ; Herr

Beck in Marschners's Templar und Judinn, &c. On

the 19th of July the Douffes Parisiens gave for their

last performance, Lcs Deux Aveugles, Les Pantins de

Violette, and the chaconne from the operetta Monsieur

ei Madame Denis. Sig. Bignio, a baritone, has had

some success in Trovatore. A revival of the Pro-

plufle was announced, with Mile. Destinn as Fides,

and Mme. Lichtmay as Bertha.

Gates of the Capitol.—In an interesting letter

to the Boston Vail;/ Advertiser, dated Munich, Ang.

4, we are mortified, as every American citizen must be

to read the following about Rogers's bronze gates,

which we faw in the same place nearly finished about

two years ago ;

Day before yesterday curiosity led mo lo the
" Royal Bronze Foundry " of this city, and chance

. brought me in the way of Herr Ferdinand Von Mill-
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ler, the inspector and director of the establishment.

Is it known at home that the gates of our Capitol are

lying finished and unpaid for in this city 1 that tliey

have been lying here nearly a year, and are likely to

remain much longer unless some one takes the matter

in hand ? They were designed, as you knew, by
Rogers, the eminent American artist, at Eome, and
as a work of beauty have no equal in the world.

They resemble somewhat Ghiberti's gates on the

Florence baptistry, which Michael Angelo said "de-

served to have been the gates of Paradise.'' The
sum needed to complete the payment is S7000, $15,

000 being the price asked for casting, S8000 having

already been paid. At the time the first payment
was made our government gave orders to have them
shipped, and Herr Miiller went to Amsterdam for

the purpose of securing their shipment. No vessel

could be found which would take them for a less sum
than S3000. So Herr M. returned to Munich, con-

cluding to retain the gates till our government paid

the $7000 due and sent a ship out after them. He
wrote to Washington three times and received no
replies. A fourth letter, sent three months ago, ask-

ing permissiou to exhibit them at the great Exhibi-

tion, was answered with a decided refusal.

This seemed to him rather hard, as the Bavarian
government had offered 800 guilders to defray e.x-

penses ; he said " I should have liked to exhibit them
as a specimen of my craft ; Americans, at this time

especially when England seems to misunderstand
them so thoroughly, should have been proud to show
that they were patrons of art to such an extent as to

possess the handsomest bronzes of the world : they
should have been proud to show the design of their

native artist, Rogers. Bavaria would willingly have
sent them, and the exhibition would gladly have re-

ceived them." In the face of these arguments he
could not understand why permission was withheld.

Were you afraid to trust your treasure in England's
hands ? he asked.

He has had a proposal to hire the gates for exhi-

bition in Munich ; they are not shown now to visit-

ors but are kept in a house built expressly for them,
packed, and ready when called for.

Herr Miiller seems to understand that our troubles

have lowered the treasury, and only bewails that he
ever undertook the work without guarafltee. He has
entirely completed three statues for the base of the

Washington Monument at Richmond, .and does not
see when he is to be paid for them. One of them

—

Marshall's—is lying in Rotterdam packed and ready
for shipment. The other two

—
"Thomas Nelson's

and Andrew Lewis's—are at the foundry in Munich.
The collection of models from which works have

been cast to be seen, is highly interesting. The stat-

ne of Henry Clay at New Orleans, the Washington
monument at Richmond, our Beethoven at the Musie
Hall, and many others now in America, were cast

at this foundry. A statue of Horace M.ann, modelled
by Miss Emma Stebbins, and a noble statue of Col.

Benton, modelled by Miss Hosmer, are expected to

be completed in the course of another year.

I was shown some very fine designs for a fountain

intended for the New York Central Park. No de-

sign has been fixed upon, however, and the work can

not begin. S.

Jtoiglfs Joiu'iial of Pwsk
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Mosic IN^ THIS Ndmbek.— Continuation of nanctel's

'Messiah."

Musical Instruments in the International

Exhibition.

IV.

After some delay, we have received a contin-

uation of the letters of M. Fetis. There is much

curiosity among piano-forte makers and players

to know what really was decided by the award

of medals, and what the medals meant. But

beyond the facts, that three makers (Broadwood,

Herz, Pleyel) were unanimously considered so

good as to be practically out of any proper com-

petition ; that the Steinway pianos (the only

oces exhibited from America) excited peculiar

attention and admiration ; and that medals and

" honorable mentions," as thick as blackberries,

were awarded to every sort of instrument which

showed any sort of excellence—the points of ex-

cellence being sometimes specified in the award

—there seems little to be known of the result of

the examination. Doubtless some day a huge

book will come along, embodying an official

report of the entire Exhibition, and that may
furnish what is wanted. Meanwhile we cannot

do better than to continue to cite from the opin-

ions and comments ofM. Fetis, who, as chairman

of the Jury on musical instruments, and one of

the most learned and inquiring in such matters,

may be supposed to represent the real impression

made by the various instruments exhibited.

AVe have already cited what he says of the

Broadwood instruments, one of " the three kings

in that category." And now briefly of the other

two.

The grand pianos of Henri Herz, it seems, had

the unanimous verdict as being the best in the

" Exposition TJniverselle " at Paris in 18o5. He
has gone on improving. M. Fdtis says : " In his in-

struments placed in the present Exhibition there is

something still purer, still more brilliant, still more

sympathetic than in the victorious piano of 1855;

and the touch of the two Concert Grands, of the

piano of middling dimension and of the oblique

piano of Henri Herz, which are in the Interna-

tional Exhibition, has all the delicacies, all the

elasticity, all the precision which the finest and

most cohriMe talent can desire. May there be

future Mozarts, Beethovens and Hummels to

write music which shall respond to the beauty of

these new voices ! For these great men had

none such at their command for the interpreta-

tion of their immortal works."

By the side of the Herz pianos stand those of

Pleyel, Wolff & Co. Here too he notes " im-

mense progress." "Thanks to the persevering

researches of M. Wolff, who now directs this

great establishment, power is added to the dis-

tinction of tone which has long characterized

his productions. The influence of the talent of

Chopin, who was attached to the pianos of the

Pleyel house, had been perhaps too exclusive.

The sweet and marrowy tones seemed to be all

that could be demanded of such instruments.

—

Himself a distinguished artist, M. AVolff perceiv-

ed, on taking the direction of the establishment,

that there are other qualities also indispensable

for a grand concert piano, as well as for all in-

struments of the same kind. Armed with as

much patience as capacity and sentiment of Art,

he has studied constant progress, and, like all

true artists, has set before himself perfection as

the goal. Success crowns his efforts ; the praises

of these instruments are on all lips."

Turning to other French makers, M. Fetis

dwells on MM. Kriegelstein, Mental and Bord,

of Paris, and Boisselot of Marseilles, as having

exhibited all kinds of pianos, grand, square and

upright. All had medals at the Exposition of

1855. Of Kriegelstein he says: " The sonority

of his grand pianos is powerful and clear. His

system of repetition of the hammer by the in-

clined plane is simple and works well. In his

grand piano the inclined plane is movable : the

certainty of movement of the escapement is

guarantied by a short spring of very good con-

ception. In all the details of his manafacture,

you perceive as much intelligence as experience."

SI. Montal, who from simple tuner rose to be

the head of a considerable house, is described as a

man alike remarkable for the activity of his

mind and the dexterity of his hands, " to which

seem to be attached the eyes whose use has been

refused to him by nature." ' Perhaps he is even

too ingenious, inasmuch as he seems more pre-

occupied with the production of new or excep-

tional effects, than with the essential conditions

which pianists require of their instruments. His

pedal, which modifies the intensity of the sound

by lowering the keyboard, is a pretty curiosity)

but worse than useless to a skilful pianist. . . .

The sonority of his grand piano does not lack

brilliancy, and only leaves a little more distinc-

tion of tone to be desired."

The instruments of Bord have found their

way to this country, and they have been much

noised abroad. Here is what Fetis says of them

:

" I remember that, in my capacity as member of

the jury in 1855, I had not much sympathy for

the grand and small pianos of Mr. Bord. My
colleagues urged in opposition to me the cheap-

ness of his instruments and the importance of

his establishment, which employed not less than

a hundred workmen. I was not, I confess, con-

vinced that the relatively low price of acquisition

is precisely equivalent to cheapness; but the

majority of the public have not the same ideas

on this subject, since M. Bord sells a great many
pianos. So the opinion of my colleagues carried

it, and M. Bord had a medal of the first class-

This time, at London, I found myself again be-

fore the pianos of this maker, in the same condi-

tions as at Paris ; but they urged in opposition

the first-class medal he received in 1855, and I

was forced to submit to the argument of a pre-

cedent."

" BI. Boisselot has devoted himself to experi-

ments in augmenting the length and volume of

strings, relatively to the increase of power of

sound. In his grand piano the strings are actual-

ly longer and thicker than in other grand pianos,

although the dimensions of the sounding board

are not enlarged. The tone produced has a

remarkable amplitude, without confusion. M.

Boisselot, true artist by his sensitive organiza-

tion, by his poetical tendencies, and by severe

musical studies, has found him.self, by force of

events, thrown out of his natural sphere for some

years past. After brilliant successes on the

stage, the death of his father and his brother

snatched him away from fine dreams of the ideal

world and obliged him to enter upon real practi-

cal life, by placing him at the head of a great

piano manufactory. An active intellect finds

room for exercise everywhere, and M. Boisselot

won the cross of the Legion of Honor through

his instruments in 1855. But in the one now ex-

hibited, the sentiment of the artist is revealed in

a still more remarkable manner, by his successful

search after a great sonority in relation with the

actual tendencies of art. The jury considered

it one of the best instruments of its kind. I will

add, that Boissolot's pianos, being made in great

part for exportation, have great solidity of con-

struction."

The writer next proceeds to mention certain

praiseworthy specialities of other French makers.

Particularly the upright (cabinet) pianos with

oblique strings, produced for the first time by

Roller in 1827, and now improved upon by his

old partner and successor, Blanchet. The ob-

ject of the inventor was to give greater length and

power to the bass strings of the upright piano.

—
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"Essentially, it is the old square piano set up on

end, with a peculiar upright action." Woelfel's

instruments are praised for the perfection of their

workmanship. " The conception of the function

of each piece of the mechanism, and the finish of

each one, are altogether exceptional. The

double encapement of the hammer produces its

articulation with a certainty, which leaves no-

thing to be desired. The damper operates by a

spring which regulates it invariably, and gives

just the requisite degree of damping for each

note. Then, when the dampers are raised, the

weight of the mechanism does not vary under the

hands of the executant ; he feels no more, no

less resistance under his fingers. If the beauty

of the tone corresponded to the perfection of the

workmanship in these instruments, the last word

in the manufacture of the upright piano would

be spoken ; unfortunately, the sonority is here a

little meagre."

" The upright piano with vertical strings, in its

ordinary conditions, does not, properly speaking,

belong to the class of instruments for artists ; it

is an article of utility and of commerce, more or

less well wrought. The consumption is immense

;

in this point of view it is worthy of interest.

—

Many makers limit themselves to assembling the

ready made pieces of it, especially at Paris,

where there are special manufactories of sound-

ing-boards, of key-boards, and all parts of the

mechanism. From the lodge of the coHCiVi-r/e ([do

not permit myself to say the porter'), to the gar-

ret in the fifth or sixth story resound the instru-

ments fabricated from these elements. They go

by the name of pianos courants ; their price is

the minimum ; there are even those which, well

made externally, and regular!}' constructed in

their mechanism, are sold new for 400 francs

($80)." Several makers, not descending to this

simple role of putters-together of pianos, have

made improvements in the tone, &c., of this

class of pianos, and received prizes therefor at

the International Exhibition.

There were four exhibitors from Belgium, two

of whom received the medal. M. Sternberg is

the only one who makes all kinds of pianos.

—

" His grand piano, with a mechanism on the .same

principle with Erard's, only simplified, is easy, it

articulates promptly and repeats, to whatever de-

gree the keys are sunk, with great precision.

—

The tone has brilliancy and distinction, especially

in the middle and lower portions. The bass alone

leaves a little more power to be desired. A min-

ute care reigns in all the details of the making.

The solidity of the instrument is established by

the way in which it keeps in tune, in spite of the

unfavorable place it occupies and the sprinkling

it gets every day from the watering pots to which

I have before alluded." Sternberg's square and

upright pianos receive no less praise. Berden,

of Brussels, makes only uprights with vertical

strings, and does a very large business with them.

Their tone is described as round and marrowv,

the bass having a certain power rarely met with

in such instruments.

And now we hasten to M. Fetis's remarks upon

the instruments made neither in France nor Eng-

land ; for our readers are no doubt impatient to

see what he says of the only instruments (with

a single exception named below) sent to the Ex-
hibition from America, those of Stein way &
Sons, of New York. And with these he begins,

as follows

:

" The instruments of Messrs. Steinway & Sons

have produced a veritable sensation in the public

and among the exhibitors themselves. A grand

concert piano and a square piano of large dimen-

sion compose the exhibition of these makers

;

both are remarkable by their clear, silvery and

sympathetic tone (sonorite). The square piano,

particularly, has a distinction united with a

power which pianos of this form never had be-

fore. The sj'stem adopted by Messrs. Steinway,

for this instrument, is that of strings strung cross-

wise, which, I confess, had never in.spired me
with confidence, because the liberty of the vibra-

tions of the air around the strings seemed to me

a necessai-y condition of good resonance. Now,

as the crossed strings vibrate in different direc-

tions, it seemed to me that there must be trouble

in the oscillations of the air thus shaken in dif-

ferent ways. M. Lissajous was perfectly agreed

with me on this point ; nevertheless, there is

nothing to oppose to the evident fact of the ex-

cellent sonority of the pianos of Messrs. Stein-

way. However, the contradiction between the

principle and the fact may be explained by the

wide separation of the strings which cross each

other in this instrument, owing to the great de-

velopment of the proportions. Be this as it

may, the rare qualities of the pianos of Messrs.

Steinway are incontestible ; they have by good

right placed themselves in the front rank amongst

the products of the Exhibition, and have had the

medal awarded to them. I will confine myself

simply to calling the attention of these skilful

makers to the following fact. Every morning,

upon entering the Exhibition, I passed near their

pianos, and always I heard them being tuned

;

this necessity of reestablishing the tune of a pia-

no every day seems to indicate, that the body of

the instrument has not the necessary solidity to

resist the traction of the strings. I submit this

observation to the Messrs. Steinway, to the end

that they may make it the object of a thorough

examination.

"The Steinways are not the only American

makers who have exhibited ; my colleagues and

myself have also remarked good instruments

manufactured by Mr. Hulskamp, of New York.

If his grand piano has not the charm of tone,

which those of Steinway have, it has power,

beautiful basses, and, in general, equality. His

construction appears to have the conditions of

solidity."

This is all that M. Fctis says of the American

Pianos, and here we take our leave of him for

the present.

Promenade Concerts.—They do not succeed,

we are sorry to learn, in drawing so remunerative an

nmlicnce as was expected, .nnd .is they certainly have

deserved. The w.ir excitement, the dojj-dny weather

and what not, have operated adversely ; hut we are

told that one great reason why they do not draw as

well as the Afternoon Concerts in the Spring months,

is that multitudes of ladies, who could .ittend those

without an escort, are precluded from these. That

doubtless is one tangible reason ; .another, we are

quite sure, is, that, in the effort to give popular selec-

tions, however brilliantly arranged and performed,

there is little in the programmes which addresses it-

self to the musical class as such, who are the perm.a-

nent nucleus of every audience. Why not then give

concerts in the afternoon, to suite the convenience of

the " unprotected fem.ilcs," and continue the Spring
cnstom through the summer, with programmes partly
of symphony and partly popular, to make sure of

the friends of music as Art, and not mere as amuse-
ment 1 Some siifrgest that the pieces should be
mainly patriotic, national airs, &e., chiming with the
humor of the times. But do not the streets ring with
tlicse things all day long, week out, week in ? and
would the concert offer any novelty, or would it

even compete with the greater excitement of the
same thinjrs heard out of doors, amid their own
proper accompaniments ?

Two more promenade concerts remain at any rate;

one to-night, and one next week—and we trust they
will attract more attention.

There is quite a nice little orchestra to be heard

every evening for a mere song (which entitles to a

glass of " Lager" besides), at the newly opened
" Apollo Saloon " in this city. A real German
prarden concert ! The whole scene is more German
than anything we have seen out of Berlin, Leipzig
and Dresden. To be sure the orchestra is not up to

Leibig's, nor is the programme ; of the liier we will

not speak, except that it finds plenty ef customers.
The place is cool and airy of a summer night, ar-

chitectur.ally graceful and artistic, surrounded with
vistas of Swiss, Rhenish, Italian and American
scenery, and always filled with happy people of both
sexes. The music offers many charming reminis-
cences and tid-bits, scraps of Von Juan, Olieron,

Frei/schiilz, Italian Opera, Strauss waltzes, and what
not.

The thrilling, Cromwellian sort of war song, " To
Canaan," which we copy to-day from the Transcript,
was sung at a war meeting in Salem, a few evenings
since, set to appropriate music by Gen. H. K. Oliver.

PiTTSFiELD, Mass.—Tlie Berkshire Co. Eagle, of

the 14th, after describing the annual examinations,

graduating exercises, &c., of the young ladies insti-

tute at Maplewood, speaks as follows of a mnsiral
occasion which made part of it. IMusic, it will he
understood, forms a very considerable part in the
education at Maplewood, under the principal direc-

tion of Mr. J. L. Ensign.

On t.he foUowinp; (Tuesd.iy) p.Teninff the roncert took place.
We alwify.-? expect a good deal from Maplewood in that line.

It ha.s a reputation to keep up and we are always curiou.'! to
see how they will do it. This time full two-tbirds of the
music of the opera of Martha was performed ; in fact we may
.say. -we had Mar;/ia a little condensed. The selection of this
opera for such.a purpose was.iudicious. as aside from its pop-
ular music, the plot could be tolerably preeerTed and only
two subsidiaries, a Tenor, Mr. Ozborn and a Bass, Dr. Crosset,
were needed.
We do not think that such a thing has ever been attempted

by a school before, or. if attempted, that it has ever been so
brilliantly carried out as here, A reitul.ar libretto was printed,
and though of course there was neither scenery, acting, nor
costume, yet the whole intent of the work could be pialnly
appreciared.

The only drawback in this respect was that th3 solo parts
were sung each by three different persons; this necessitated a
reference to the programme to learn which was which. It
wa,s done, no doubt, to afford an opportunity to the many ex-
cellent singers on hand, and was pcrtcctly right in itself, as
the conccrc is not merely an entertiinmcnt. but may be con-
sidered as a part of the examination
The singing was exquisite, and the overtures inserted before

each act, and pl.ayedon four pianos were delightfully executed,
lu military parlance we can only say. where all did so well it

wohld be invidious to mention nomcs; .accordingly we don t,

but we do tcuder oua sincere -hanks to all concerned, not only
for the rich treJit afforded us, but also for their .services in
spreading amoug us a knowledge of. and a taste forf the most
elegant style of music, which otherwise would he inaccessible
to the bulk of our fellow townsmen.
The concert was made '* a pay affair " for the benefit of

wounded soldiers, aotl. judging from the aspect of the crowd-
ed hall, the result mnst have been sometbmg handsome.

A New York paper says that Joseph Bartlett,

Esq., of that city, has given to Yale College S5,000,

to promote tlie study of sacred music in that insti-

tution.

Who will do as much for old Harvard and the

other colleges 1

New York papers state that the operatic stage is

about to receive a valuable acquistion in the per.'^on of

Miss Carlotta Patti. A lameness resulting from an

accident in early life has hitherto confined hei- to the
limited professional sphere of the concert room, but
a triumph of mechanical skill, achieved bv Dr. Cec-
carini, a surgeon in high esteem among the foreign
population of New York, has surmounted the diffi-

culty. By the aid of this apparatus, iMiss Patti, who
was hitherto iinpoded p.iinfully, can move with the
same apparent case and precision as if she had never
been lamed. For the last month she has been study-
ing hard under Sig. Scola, and will make her debiit

early in the fall.

The Now York Herald thus alludes to the negotia-
tions between the agent of Grisi and Mario and .Mr.
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Grau :
" The negotiations betweeu Signer Vianesi,

the ngent of Grisi and Mario and Mr. Grau the op-

eratic manager, were broken oft', we now learn, not

because those distinguished artists were afraid to

come here at the present time, but because of the

enormous difference which the rate of exchange

would make in the terms of the contract. The de-

posit money demanded (810,000) was ready, and all

other conditions agreed upon, when this difficulty

arose. Mr. Vianesi did not feel himself authorized

to conclude the arrangement on the legal tender

basis, which, one way or another, would make a dif-

ference of about 30 per cent., and he accordingly

returned last week to Europe, with the understand-

ing that if his principals waived the point the origin-

al agreement would hold good. Frequent proposi-

tions have of late years been made to Madame Grisi

and Signer Mario to visit this country. They liave

steadily declined to do so, until a difficulty between

Mario and M. Calzado, the Paris director, rendered

it politic for the former to absent himself from the

'.Italiens the coming winter. Opera without Mario

has, in Pai'is, come to he considered almost an im-

possibility, and so, to punish the refractory director,

the distinguished tenor and his Casta Diva have turn-

ed their tlioughts in this direction. Such, at least,

is the motive attributed for their proposed American

trip."

The grand-duchess Constantino of Knssia, in her

peregrinations in the East, visited the harem of the

Sultan at Constantinople, which contained at that

time nearly two thousand women. After traversing

a series of richly furnished apartments, the princess

entered the concert hall, a piece of truly fairy-like

magnificence. To her great astonishment, she per-

ceived there, in the middle of this sanctuary, inter-

dicted even to the looks of the other sex, a corps of

military musicians ; and, what is more, they were

charming young people dressed in the most tasteful

uniform : red tunic with gold lace, white pantaloons
;

for head-dress the fez with a tuft of gold. The sur-

prise of the grand-duchess ceased when she was in-

formed that these military musicians were young girls

of the harem. We are not told whether they gave

the princess a taste of their talent.

At a recent sale in Leipzig an autograph of Jenny

Lind brought tlireo thalers ; of two autographs of

Mendelssohn, one was sold for two thalers, the other

for ten ; an autograph of paganini brought 2 thalers
;

one of Pasta 2 thalers ; of Mme. Sontag, 1 thaler

;

of Weber, 4 thalers, and so on.

All the vocal societies ( Gasang-Vereine) of Vienna

were to unite in a great festival on the 9th of this

month, to which the Liedertafel and singing associa-

tions of lower Austria, Linz, Salzburg, Troppau,

&c., were invited. The proceeds are to be applied to

the erection of a moniiraent to Franz Schubert.

M. Coussomaker, of Dunkirk, associate of the

Royal Academy of Belgium (class of Fine Arts),

at a recent session entertained the class with a dis-

covery of the highest interest for musical science.

—

We translate from a Belgian paper : In the library

of the medical faculty of MoiUpelier there exists a

manuscript, which M. Libri, in the catalogue which

he has made of this collection, designates by these

words : Recueil de chansons Francoises (collection of

French Songs). M. Coussemaker got access to this

manuscript, which counts not less than 800 pages

quarto. The learned musicographer found there 350

pieces in two, three and four parts, composed earlier

than the second half of the 13lh century, and 19 of

the number are in four parts. Before this only 132

pieces have been known, which go back to so great

an antiquity. Tlie Montpelier manuscript therefore

is one of the most important monuments of tho

history of music.

One circumstance about it is particularly note-

worthy : it is, that you meet there frequent examples

of the use of double counterpoint. We know that the

ancients knew nothing of counterpoint ; it was invent-

ed, according to Gerber, Burney and Forkel, in the

6th century. A large number of the compositions

appear to belong to musicians of the Netherlands.

—

Although no indication is found of any author, yet

there is mention made of cities of Belgium and of

France ; Arras, Cambray, Tournay, &c. You also

meet there the designation trouveres of Hainaut. M.

Coussemaker, who has translated a part of these

compositions into the modern notation, proposes to

address a memoir on the subject to the Academy.

"Mr. Punch" had just got out from an Exeter

Hall oratorio, somewhat ruffled and short of breath,

we fancy, when he wrote.

But the more tempting are the concerts which are

held at Exeter Hall, the more troublesome will it be

found for families to get away from them. If Mr.
Pater be a gentleman, and not so selfish as to cause
annoyance to his neighbors by stumping out while

the music is proceeding, the chances are that he will

waste some five-and-twenty precious minutes in

squeezing through the narrow labyrinths by whicli

he has to make his exit. First a push along a pas-

sage, then a crush round a sbarp corner with six

elbows in his ribs, then a header down a staircase,

which seems about as steep as the outside of the

Monument, and where he feels he would fall head-

long if he were not so wedged in, then a blockade in

a corridor where he can hardly breathe, and, to com-
plete his torture, a mauvais quart d'heure spent in

standing near a dranghty doorway, and in telegraph-

ing to his footman, if he have one, or to some Jack-
in-waiting to hail a passing cab. Thanks to its

clever architect, a man who goes to Exeter Hall can
scarce more easily get out of it than could Sterne's

starling from its cage. "Sound an alarm" of fire on
any crowded night (and the Sacred Harmonic con-

certs are invariably crowded), and it were terrible to

calculate the loss of life that might be caused by it.

In such event, were Mr. Punch upon the jury, his ver-

dict would he manslaughter against the man who own-
ed the building, and who, by spending afew pounds,
might soon make proper vents to it. If it should
happen, by some accident, that at one of the May
Meetings a Bishop should he crushed, doubtless steps

would then he taken to throw open extra staircases,

and to fiicilitate the public in their egress from the

place.

Here is a pretty compliment ; a conquest for a

young cantatrice to be proud of

:

A POEM TO PATTI.

(From Funch.)

charmiuf^ Adelina I

How Bweet is thy Amina !

How bewitching thy Zerlina !

How seldom has there been a

More tunable Norina !

And have I ever seen a

More enjoyable Rosina f

But to tell the praise I mean a-

Las ! there should have been a

Score more rhymes to Adelina.

New Plan for Lighting- Theatres.—At the

new theatres in the Place de Chatelet, in Paris—the

Cirque and the Theatre Lyrique—the first experi-

ment was made recently in a new system of lighting.

It is said to have succeeded perfectly. The new
mode supersedes entirely the old chandelier, which
was well enough in the days of lamp oil. The era

of gas demands something better. "Imagine," says

a reporter for one of the journals, "imagine for the

ceiling of the vast hall an immense ground-glass oc-

cupying the whole of the cupola ; behind this place

say 1500 gas-burners, and above them a sort of a

great white cap, which serves as a reflector and sends

down the light. This passes through the ground-
glass and falls like a soft rain over the entire hall,

which it fills with a brilliant light, and yet which has
nothing harsh and fatiguing to the eyes. Not a

single gas-burner is seen throughout the theatre, and
yet it is lit up to its darkest corners. You are able

to read a paper on the last row of the parlei-re, which
is, nevertheless, situated under the shadow of the

hulcon. The light in the Lyrique is rather better

than that in the Cirque. The ouvriers are delighted.

They say, ' Now we can see as well for our thirty

sous as the rich people can for their ten francs.'
"

>prial Sotires.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Xj -A. T E S T Is/L XT S I C
Publislicil by Oliver Ditson Sc Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

A young and artless maiden. " Once too often." 25

The love you've slighted. " " 25

Love is a gentle thing. " " 25

There's truth in woman's style. " " 25

A selection of the best songs from a new operetta by
Howard Glover, called " Once too often." The music
is light and sparkling, and well calculated to please.

The opera has proved very successful in London.

The maiden's dream. Ballad. S. Glover. 25

I love my little native isle. Song. Frank Mori. 25

I'm waiting for to-morrow. Ballad. Alice Foster. 25

The trees are in blossom. 6^. Linley. 25

Pretty songs for young dilettanti, from the pens of

distinguished English composers. They are superior

to the great mass of ballads, which are written and
sung on English soil, and will no doubt find quite a
favorable reception on this side of the Atlantic.

Sunny memories. Song. G. W. Stratton. 25

Bright and cheerful. Moderately diflacult.

Instrumental Music.

Marching along. Quickstep. B. A. Burditt. 25

This successful war song of Bradbury's is arranged in

a popular form for Piano-Forte. Get it by all means,
young ladies, and let no young man come within

sound of your Piano, without hearing the inspiriting

strains of this fine air. This is your recruiting duty,

and with music's aid, what may not be accomplished.

My lodging is on the cold ground. Flute and

Piano. Dressier. 25

Tlie Ploughboy. Flute and Piano. " 25

Zitti, zitti.
' " " 25

Arrangements of favorite airs for the enjoyment of

amateur players. These three pieces complete two ex-

cellent scries of twelve pieces by Dressier, called re-

spectively "Recreations" and "Favorite Pieces."

For the mere amateur Flute player nothing more
agreeable has been written.

Books.

The Voice of Praise : A collection of Music

for the Choir, Singing School, Musical Con-

vention and the Social Circle. By Edward
Hamilton. i.oo

The music of this work will be found to be new.
Not new in name and form, but in idea and style.

Its aim and purpose is to improve the taste of both
hearer and performer, and it will be found on exami-

nation that this praiseworthy effort of its author has

met with success. For the school a most admirable

collection of PxaT-SoNGS for two, three, four and five

voices will be highly welcome. A comprehensive

treatise on the voice, with an engraved illustration of

the vocal organs, will impart a correct knowledge of

that of which every singer should be fully informed,

but which is seldom so faithfully enlarged upon as in

this work. The body of the book contains music dis-

tinguished for simplicity, strength and dignity. On
the whole there is much in this new candidate for the

favor of our Choirs, Conventions and Schools to

recommend it to their patronage.

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find
the conveyance a savins' of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Early History of Music in Germany.

FKOM THE GEKJIAN OF G. W. FINK.

The vei-y first authentic accounts of tlie Ger-
mans mention their having music amonn; them.
Tacitus ascribes to tliem old son<is, which they
sang in honor of their jrorls and heroes. Tliey
loved music not only in their holy groves, in their
battles, and assemblies of the people, but also at
their festive meals. With them, too, as with all

other nations, poetry seemed to be older than
prose, that could lay any claim to art ; in feet,
this is natural. Arentinus sa\-s, in his writings,
that he had found in public libraries some copies
of very old songs of the Germans, and promises
to publish them

; but this never has been done,
and probably now never will be done. Genuine
ancient melodies are not preserved, and we can-
not therefore form an idea, that could lay claim
to any historical credit, of the peculiar charai^ter
of their music. We can only conjecture that,
most probably, the songs of the'ancient Germans
may have in their melody conformed to the norm
of the Keltic songs which were generally pre-
valent in ancient times. The art 'of music took
in Germany at first the same course which it took
in all other countries, that is, it was distinguish-
ed more by its power of rhythm than by the
beauty of its tones, which only at a later period
was added. They may have cultivated the tone,
even less, for instance, than the ancient Scots.—
This is proved by the many descriptions bv old
authors of the music of the Germans.

It appears to have been rather a loud cry or
noise, made effective by rhythm, that power
which even now must be numbered among the
first in music, than properly sinking. Evidently
the warlike character of the ancTent Germans
valued force of tone, or rather sound, higher
than Its beauty. This is proved by their habit
of holding their shields before their mouths, in
order to make their war-cry more formidable and
strong; by their numerous noisy instruments,
among which drums and cymbals are best known

;

even by the form of their horns, which were made
only for one or a few tones, that powerfully pene-
trated info tlie woods, and were used to call the
people together. A golden horn of this kind
was in 1836 discovered in llolstein. It is doubt-
ful whether the Bardiet, or, as otliers call it,

Barrit, brought lately into notice atrain by Klop-
stock, was properly a war-song, or whether it was
merely a rough war-cry. We may certainly
assume, that the ancient Germans had their
singers (poets), but they must have been differ-
ent from the bards of the Kelts, althoush there
are traces of similarity between them, and even
the Keltic harp has been probably among them.
But we will stop no longer at this period'^ which
IS so entirely dark in regard to music.

1-
'^''° °''^^s' German poems, collected and pub-

lished by the brothers Grimm, are from the eighth
century

;
from a time, therefore, where things

must have had already a very different aspect
among the Germans. The introduction of Chris-
tianity and of the Latin church songs altered
their music so much, that later accounts do not
give us any information or lead us to any con-
jectures of their previous music.

Since this introduction, the Germans showed
much talent for music, especially for instrumental
music. St. Bonifacius had done the most for it,

especially by his founding, in 744, the abbey of
Fulda, which began very soon to foster church
music and to domesticate the Gregorian chant in
m Germany. But although great pains were
taken with it, this kind of music did not suit
German throats very well in the beginnins.
And this furnishes one proof more, how different
the popular singing of the ancient Germans was

from that of the Roman church ; for otherwise

the Germans showed at that time even much
more talent for music than the French. In com-
mon life, their customary songs retained for a
long while the ascendency ; the people con-

tinued to sing their heroic songs, their mock-
ing, and their devil's songs, which latter

were often sung over the graves of their dead,
probably in order to expel the evil spirits. From
these times, too, nothing is preserved. Even of
the collections of songs, made by Charles the
Great, not a vestige is left. However the greater
acquaintance with the Romans, the travels of
many Germans to Rome, partly for the very pur-
pose of making themselves acquainted with the
state of music there, arid especially with their

church music, must necessarily have had some
influence on their secular songs ; and the schools
in the cloisters and the love to newly-introduced
or improved instruments must have increased
this influence. Rhabanus Pilaurus, a pupil of
Aleuin, since 81,3 abbot of Fulda, had particu-
larly done much to promote church music, which
he was very foml of. Ho counted music among
the seven liberal arts, and thought that there
ought to be no worship without it. But the lib-

eral arts were only in so far considered useful,

as they contributed to the greater splendor of the
church service. One of his pupils was John, a
monk of Fulda, who is said to have been the
first among the Germans to compose the music
to church sonss.

The principal establishments for music, like

the abbey of Fulda, were at Eichstadt, Wurz-
burg, Reichenau, St. Gallen, Hirschau, Hirsch-
feld, Corvay, Regensborg, Weissenburg, Mainz,
Trier, and others

;
yet Fulda always was the

most important; and this learned monastery be-
came a sort of missionary establishment. All the
old chroniclers inform us, that these institutions

very generally spread the love of song through-
out Germany ; but they do not inform us of the
distinguishing characteristics of this song. AVe
think the opinion of some writers erroneous, who
ascribe to the above-named John composition in

parts, it being said of him, that he had compos-
ed music "varia modiduiione."

Although we have no sufficient accounts of the

condition of German music of those times, of its

intrinsic character, or its difference from that of
other nations, yet we are safe in stating that love

of music was very prevalent. They had, soon
after the introduction of organs into France, and
thence into Germanv, improved so much, that

pope John the Vlllth (872 to 880) requested
Bishop Hanno of Freysing, in Bavaria, to send
him to Rome a good organ and an artist capable
of building and playing on it. The Germans
equally excelled in the playing of trombones,
horns, and trumpets. Yet all this does not assist

us in getting an insight into the spirit of the

music of those times. It is even not yet suffi-

ciently clear, how much Notke has forwarded the

art by the composition of his Sequences, which
were afterwards adopted by the popes. Who
knows anything of the character or the songs of

the famous nun Roswitha V AVe know as little of
her compositions ; and it is, therefore, singular to

speak of the high musical talents of the poetess

of Latin cloister dramas, as some writers do.

The improvements in the art by the monk
Huobald, of Flanders, are more clearly proved.

He made, after the commencement of the tenth

century, a beginning, however slight, in part-

music, according to our ideas of harmony. This
beginning was in the main adopted by the fam-
ous Guido of Arezzo, at the end of the same
and the beginning of the eleventh century ; and
indeed this latter has, in regard to harmony,
added but very little to it. How far Germany

has any part in either of them is uncertain ; for

that Guido of Arezzo should have studied music
in Bremen is evidently a fable. There may pos-

sibly be treatises on the music of 'hose times
still hidden in the monasteries. But, if this be
the case, who will bring them to light ? It would
requii'e the patronage of princes, and even with
that would present great difEculties, for the no-

tation of the melodies was very clumsy, and so

uncertain, that the musicians had to learn by
heart most, from the direct recitation of their

masters. Singular signs for the notes, called

Neuma3, were introduced; afterwards, Guido
and his successors adopted the difficult solmiza-

tion, and with it the tabulaturas of the most
varied kind ; and it was a long time before our
present notes were invented or more generally

introduced.

The course of their cultivation and of that of

the mensural singing, is as }'et equally obscure.

It is proved, that our German Franco, of

Cologne, was not the first Inventor of the

measural singing, as he is still often consider-

ed, yet even his time of life is not yet clearly

established, and of his predecessors in this art

nothing is as yet known.
The whole system of mensural singing Is very

ingenious, and it was in the thirteenth and four-

teenth century much improved by several men,
as well in Germany as in France and Upper
Italy. Happily there are melodies preserved

from the times of our German minstrels and of

the mastersingers afterwards; yet they are but

slowly deciphered and made known on account
of the little interest which musicians themselves

take in this subject, which, one would think,

would be very interesting to them. But, to

judge from this apathy, a connected, clear, prag-

matic history of music will, for a long time to

come, be merely a pious wish. Thus much is

clearly evident, that the harmonic art of song
progressed but very slowly. It is an occidental,

Christian, trulj' modern art, of which the ancients,

whatever may be said to the eontrarj', had no
idea. That this whole matter is not yet clear-

ed up beyond any doubt, is again only the

fault of the indifference of the friends of music
to e.xtenslve historical researches, which would
be required for it.

Formerly the Italians, who, in matters of

music, claimed many things that do not proper-

ly belong to them, had, in regard of the modern
art of harmony, proclaimed themselves teachers

of the world, and the faithful repeated this as-

sertion without further examination. But Kiese-

wetter's historic researches "On the Merits of the

Netherlanders," have taught us better. Ocken-
helm was proved to be the head of the first

school in harmony, and his pupils only brought
this art into Italy. AVe have, however, indica-

tions of such a school before Ockenheim ; indi-

cations, indeed, strong enough to amount nearly

to historic certainty. Dufay is named as its head,

though probably not its founder; and probably

there has been a beginning, however deficient,

before him. It is at least fully ascertained, that

already, in the thirteenth century, tolerably

good compositions in parts are found, and which
were much improved in the fourteenth century.

In the middle of the fifteenth century, the art of

counterpoint flourished to such an extent, that

the most difficult and intricate combinations of

music in many parts were prominent character-

istics In all the music of that time, and only these

combinations in canons and fugues ol' the most
varied kind were considered, but melody and
sentiment entirely neglected. These arts creat-

ed great excitement, however little taste there

was in them. Germany and Italy appropriated

them to themselves, gaining thus much by over-
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coming harmonic difficulties. Indeed, more was
achieved by it than is now generally conceded,
for the new harmony was thus perfectly brought
under command, and it was the more easy after-

wards to combine it with expression and charac-

teristic sentiment.

It would be much against the German charac-

ter, if they had not eagerly taken up these lucu-

brations. They did so, and soon acquired a

mastery in it, without however entirely neglect-

ing their popular music. The excellent cantor-

ships in Germany performed already m the fif-

teenth century much figured music, especially

motettos. In the main time, the organ was im-

proved to the true giant instrument which it now
is, by the German invention of the pedal. This

was done by Bernard, the German, whose life is

as yet obscure, about the year 1440 or 1450.-

—

After this time the art of music rose to such a
height in Germany, that it could bohlly step into

the lists with all other nations, and in the choral

it stands ftu' before any of them. This great im-

provement in the choral we owe to the enthusi-

asm and the talent of Luther, who not only prac-

tised music himself in his own house, but who
also had intimate connection and intercourse with

the best composers of his time. His aim was to

elevate by his advice, his own example, and by
encouragement, the music in churches and
schools, and to adapt it more and more to the

glory of God and the enjoyment of man. Eager
for the improvement of this branch of the art, he

took the best choral melodies from the treasure

of the sect of the Bohemian Brothers, for the

benefit of his new church, and he had them har-

monized by German masters, which doubled their

power. He and others composed new ones, and
thus the 16th and 17th century produced the

most beautiful choral melodies extant among the

Germans.
These choral melodies are among the most ex-

alted flowers of our German art; they have
never been surpassed and probably never will be.

Their influence on the people was so great that

even the heads of the Roman Catholic Church
found it necessary to subject their liturgy to a

serious correction, to which object Palestrina lent

his aid. And yet they were far from attaining

what was efi'ected in Germany by these simple,

but expressive choral melodies. Almost every
cantor knew how to write his choral and church
music well ; and he considered it an obligation,

connected with his office, to do so. They were
generally composed to the glory of God, and for

the use of the congregations, not for worldly

honor or gain. This is the reason why wo pos-

sess so many of the most precious church melo-

dies, of whose composers we cannot find out the

names ; and a good many names, which we have,

are rather those of later harmonizers than of

their original inventors.

The music printing establishments, which were,

since 1520, established in Germany, the Nether-
lands and France, after the invention of move-
able types by Ottavio Petrucci, were also of

great importance for the improvement of the

art. During the last quarter of the fifteenth

century Adam de Fulda, also a musical writer,

Stephan Mahn and Herman Finck had distin-

guished themselves as composers. Paul Haff-
heimer, in Vienna, was a far-famed orgau player.

Organists and singers stood in higher esteem,
than instrumentists, the latter forming a separate
guild. Yet instrumental music began even in

those times, especially in Germany, to improve
;

and several instrumental virtuosos were celebra-

ted, for instance, Conrad Paulmann. Music
printing being more eagerly pushed in Leipzig,

Augsburg, Nureniburg and Wittenberg, good
composers increased, although they were not yet
taken notice of out of their own country, or even
by the principal courts of Germany. The names
of Benedict Ducis, Sixtus Dietrich, Adam Ren-
ner, Hulderich Bratel, Thomas Stolzer, Martin
Agricola, Jos. Stahl, Jos. Walther, Ludwig Senfl
and others are celebrated, and can compete with
the most famous foreigners of those times. The
last named of these men, who was highly
esteemed by Luther for his motettos, has been
underrated by modern writers, and merely

ranked with inferior Netherland masters on ac-

count of his stiffness. We must confess that we
possess works by Senfl which we value among
the best of his times. This stiilhess was the

general character of the times and manifested as

much in foreign as in German compositions. It

was the remnant of the counterpoint artifices of

the Netherlanders, and its effect would be singu-

larly elevated, as it were Gothic, if we only

knew how to perform it in the full power of song.

This style only gradually changed in Germany
and Italy. In Germany, Jacob Callus, Melehior
Vulpius and Michael Praetorius were particularly

active in it, and they may be well placed by the

side of any foreign composers. Indeed they

want only to be extolled as much by their less

enthusiastic countrymen, as the Italians are by
theirs, to be more eagerly studied and more fully

appreciated.

LTnfortunately the thirty year's war came over

Germany and destroyed not only all our external

prosperity, but also, as far as it was possible in

Germany, that of the art, at least in its public

manifestations. For the love of the art had only

retired mourning and in silence ; in the hearts of

the unhappy people it continued to live comfort-

ing and effective. One branch only greatly im-

proved in those times ; the march was much cul-

tivated and rose in its expressive, effective

character, high above that of other nations. So
far the music of the Germans had mainly leaned

towards the holy, towards the church. The Ger-

man popidar song, the German dance, however,

had not been neglected. But if in those unhap-

py times the latter was hushed, the love for the

sacred in art was not entirely buried. In the

midst of all the misery we find reminiscences of

their old pious power ; but they were overlooked

in Germany, on account of the general distress ;

in foreign countries, especially in Italy, because

a new music, or a new secular application of it,

had created the greatest interest.

The opera had been created in Italy and had
been eagerly patronized by the courts. Its repu-

tation had even spread to Germany through all

the confusion and mteeries of its war. Martin
Opitz had translated Rinuccini's opera ; Henry
Schiitz (Sagittarius), chapel-master in Dresden,

had composed the music, and it was produced

1627, at a court celebration on the Dresden stage.

Thus the beginning of the opera in Germany is

much earlier, than was formerly believed. I3ut

it is very natural, that it could not spread much
during the war. To this circumstance we must
ascribe it, that nothing has been published of

Schiitz's music, which is the more to beregretted,

since a comparison between the first Italian and
the first German opera would be very interesting.

The opera having been used originally in Italy

to increase the splendor of court festivals and

therefore having been brought out with great

pomp, this fashion was after the war imitated by

the German courts. But instead of applying to

German artists, they turned, as is but too often

the case in Germany, to Italy, and took from that

country not only the music of the operas, but

also chapel-masters, singers, nay even the instru-

mental musicians. They were so partial to Ital-

ian music, although at that time it was by no

means yet very excellent, (hat no German music

found favor at the courts, unless it appeared in

imitation of Italian models; and this many com-

posers were not wilhng to do. However, who-

ever wanted to find court favor, had to submit to

it. In Vienna and Berlin, the reigning families

took, themselves, an active part in the perform-

ance of Italian operas admitting however,

with the exceplion of necessary musicians, nobody

to them but those who had access at court. The
Italians themselves admit the great advantage,

which they had from this fashion in Germany, in

external means, and by it also in the means for

the promotion of the art. Thus the German
artist was for a period kept back by his own coun-

trymen ; but he could not be altogether sup-

pressed ; not even in the opera. While the

Italians had cause, to envy the splendor of the

Italian theatre in Dresden, by far exceeding that

of their own theatres, men rose, especially in

Saxony, aoooramodating themselves so adroitly

to the favorite manners of Italy, that they were
admired, even in Italy itself. It went so far, that

all distinguished German composers were called

Saxons in the musical peninsula, especially since

Hasse acquired his fame in this way. In Ham-
burg, among others, Reinhard Kayser had distin-

guished himself as composer of operas. The
number of his operas is so great, that he, in this

respect, excels all opera composers ; but he ex-

cels also in his inventive powers the famous
Lully, who was at his time so e.\ceedingly extolled

and so splendidly rewarded. Kayser is certainly

not sufficiently esteemed by his own countrymen.
Gm'mnay has in this field also attained always a

rising elevation, while Italy has sunk lower.

{To be Continued.)

For Dwiglit's Journal of Music.

Curiosities of Criticism.

No. L
My dear Journal,

AVhen D' Israeli wrote his " Curiosities of Litera-

ture" it is a pity that he did not give a special

chapter or two to Musical Criticism as it is often pre-

sented to us in the newspapers ; with liis ability and

keenness of perception he could have made those

chapters racy, and might perhaps have had a whole-

some influence on the hundreds of scribblers who

wield such powerful pens now, powerful in so many
different ways, and too often alas ! powerfully ridic-

ulous. But since he has not thus favored us, and it

has (thus far at least) not been my good fortune to

find the subject elsewhere distinctively treated, per-

haps an informal discussion thereof by even so hum-

ble a pen as mine may not be uninteresting to your

readers.

On the banks of the Hudson there is a village

called y.
, a village of no mean proportions nor

mean characteristics that I am aware of, if I except

the exorbitance of hack-drivers (but they are past

praying for, all over the world !). This village is

most beautifully situated, on a long gradually rising

hill towards the Northeast, and opposite to the famous

Palisades, so that almost every house- can command
a lovely view, each one being built a little higher or

lower than its neighbor.

This famous spot used to boast of two newspapers,

the Examiner and the Herald, but latterly Ctlie in.

crease of the population seeming to call for it) another

paper was started, rejoicing in the modest and unas-

suming title of The Clarion, but whether on account

of the loudness of its voice, the clearness of the tones

enunciated, or the musical proclivities of its editorial

corps, I have never yet heard. My own opinion

however inclmes to the latter, for two reasons. One is

that, although a " Clarion," the inhabitants in its im.

mediate vicinity seldom hear its sounds, and its

tangible music must be of that anomalous kind

which is not heard near by, but afar off (a very pecu-

liar sort, as you can i-eadily imagine, and one quite

new to the student of acoustics !) ; the other reason is

because of a late notice of a certain concert, and

which notice has been the stimulus of my commonly

sluggish pen in the present instance. This fenilleton

opens with the announcement that the concert was
" one of the grandest of the season," not mentioning

where, so of course we are bound to suppose it was

one of the grandest in any place in or about New York,

of which this village is a suburb ; and since the con-

cert was given by an amateur Quartet Choir, assisted

by a cidi'vant Ethiopian vocalist, and a second-class

pianist, the reader can fully estimate its probable

" grandeur."

2. "The hall w.as crowded with the wealth, beauty,

fashion and talent of Y. and vicinity. This sug-

gested to me that there might have been added :
" the

amiability, the benevolence, piety and urbanity of

that blessed place, at least most assuredly the long

uffering, forbearance and endurance " thereof, (it

did not last longer than eleven o'clock !) Thus you
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perceive that the wealth, beauty, fashion nnf/ talent
of tlie place were present, he must have meant in

the audience, for it could not have been on the

stage !

3. " The villages of R. and H. were well represent-

ed and Joined in the hearty applause which greeted

the talented performers." So those too other happy

towns "joined in the applause," did they? This

certainly seems a fact in the history of Gazeteering

well worthy of being recorded. Thompson ought to

be about. Mercy ! just think of three towns applaud-

ing at once ! it must indeed have been a grand con-

cert ; not only " one of the grandest," but decidedly

the grandest of the grand.

4. But our enthusiastic chronicler is still more

to be envied in his delightful experiences, for he as-

sures as that "if he was inclined to criticism, (which

it seems he was not) he would refrain " (a most

lucky tiling for the performers, it is true !) "for none

but a universal grumbler could utter a world of fault,"

Must not that have been a concert ! Ah ! let all the

musical instantly emigrate to that favored village in

which they get up such heavenly musical feasts ! My
dearest journal, you should have been present to ap-

preciate the truth of that asseveration ! But I pro-

ceed.

5. "Miss G's singing was unexceptionable ; her

sioeet voice with its musical notes never sounded to

better advantage. She was several times loudlij en-

cored." I think you will agree witli me when I say

that " unexceptionable" singing is a rare thing ; how
happy then was that audience ! A sweet voice with

unmusical notes, it seems to me would be a remarkable

voice, but our friend must have known of such a

lusns naturce, for this voice was " sweet " and be-

sides that possessed musical notes. A " siveet voice

with its musical notes." We must remember that.

She was moreover "loudly encored." Now I feel like

inquiring if anybody was ever encored in any other

way.

6. Messrs. McP. and V. received a good share of

the loud applause, the deep base (Bass) voice of the

former elicitin'g the admiration of all present." How
ta.9e a taste they must have had! But perhaps our

critic really thought it was a base B.ass voice, but did

not want to say so for fear of being considered an

"universal grumbler." And did any one receive

the soft applause "^ But the best of all is his remark

about a Baritone. It is truly reTreshing since it cer-

tainly opens a new field for vocal display not only

in single notes but in " chords," I quote

:

7. " Mr. T. electrified all with his musical

power, and well seemed to sweep the chords of the

sublime and the ridiculous with a ma.ster hand." I

this writer is not a poet, I should like to know who

is ! He ought to occupy the same part of Paradise

assigned to the genius of the Sunday Mercury, (whom

I propose to discuss in another paper). A voice

"sweeping chords" and that with a "hand!" I

should truly think it would be enough to " electrify"

any audience ! Then remember that that voice is a

Baritone, and surely your readers will pardon an en-

tire lack on my part of expressions of surprise ade-

quate to the occasion. Our genius proceeds ;
" His

Bonnie Dundee struck the heart of his audience, and

his comic songs touched the comicality of all." I

therefore ask if the heart—that wonderful heart of a

whole audience, all the wealth, beauty, fashion and

talent of one village added to fair "representations "

of two others—if that heart was bruised by the blow

which " struck " it. Or was one heart divided

among so great an audience ? If so, I really am
puzzled on which to lavish most astonishment, the

heart, or the audience, or yet upon the singing which

could so affect both !

8. The discrimination of this critic in listening to

the piano is also observable. Be it knoivn, therefore,

at the outset, that the pianist in question is one who
is proverbially addicted to the klatter-dash-smash

school of hanging, who despises so trivial a necessity

as the so-called wrist motion, but does every octave,

and in fact nearly every note, with a complete elbow

motion. His classic elegance is therefore apparent.

Of him our critic speaks thus :

"The grace{\) and lightness of his touch (0 ye

Gods !), the master boldness with which he sweeps the

keys (" sweeps " again, so then both Baritone and

Pianist must have practiced well with the broom,

and, it seems, to equal purpose !) and the complete

harmony of his difficult combinations, stamp him as

one of the greatest of living players, and he was com-

plimented by a beautiful boijuet." This last is pecu-

liar again, for I have heard of a bouquet, whereas a

Bo-quet is something new. I presume, however, it

was only one of the many curious things about this

remarkable concert.

But enough, my dear Journal, for the present.

An apology for my prolixity should surely wind up

this contribution to your columns, were it not for

your well-known interest in musical news, and did I

not feel confident that you always like to hear of or-

dinary concerts, and consequently, could not possibly

object to information concerning cxtraordinory ones,

of which latter class, I thirdi you can by no means
deny this to have been, judging from the criticism

partly transcribed by your friend

Timothy Trill.

Church Music in "New York.

(Another Dose of [Sunday] Mercury.)

[As a rich specimen of those " Curiosities of

Criticism," which our rusticating friend above trills

upon, in such Tityre tw patulce style, we are tempted

to copy the following. But how trill upon that

which is already nothing but trills !]

CHORCH OF THE HOLT REDEEMER.
We have often, in our innocence, wondered why

the poetic and gifted Bayard Taylor wrote .so eulo-
gisdcally and flatteringly of the German people, and
their customs and manners, as he did in the New
York Mercury, a few years ago. And we wondered
still more that he should desert the fiir and lovely
daughters of his own bright land, and take to bis
bosom a hlonde/ra«/et)) in far-off Germany. Taylor
was passionately fond of Germany and its people,
because he found more courtesy, social happiness,
and genial fellowship there than in any other part of
his travels on the continent of Europe. The way-
worn traveller found brighter smiles and a warmer
and more hospitable reception upon the banks of the
Rhine than anywhere else through which he strayed.
The cause of our surprise at Bay.ard Taylor's

hearty and unlimited praise of the Germans we" now
find to have I)een an entire want of association with
that class of our fellow-citizens. But our experience
of last Sunday—when we spent a whole day among
them—brought the poet's descriptions vividly to our
mind, and we are willing to heartily endorse his ap-
preciation of their politeness, civility, and general
bonhoinmie.

Our business on this occasion suggested a visit to
the Roman Catholic Church of the Holy Redeemer,
located in Third street, between Avenues A and B.
The Church of the Holy Redeemer is thoroughly

and exclusively German. It is situated in a vicinity
where, for miles around, scarcely none'(!Jbut Teutons
reside ; therefore, this place of worship is conducted
in every re.«pect similar to such institutions in "Fa-
derl.anii.''

The Germans are proverbial for their religions
devotion, no matter to what church or creed they
belong. A visit to their places of worship, and a
comparison with other nationalities, will prove this
assertion.

The edifice in question is generally known as
" the German Church," and although its exterior is

highly imposing, its quaint interior beauty is an
inducement to the casual observer to enter and in-

spect it.

Within, it is a model of original architecture and
singular design. It extends from Third street to
Fourth, besides being of great depth and spacious in
every respect. There are no galleries in this church,
and the entire congregation, like the old Roman
churches, are confined to the body, or middle, and
side aisles of the edifice. Then there are massive
wooden pillars, decorated and embellished, running
to the ceiling, and supporting immense arches, ex-

tending from wall to wall, of a Gothic and religious

character. The ceiling is painted "sky-blue," jotted
with stars, which shine out in an effulgence which
gives the church a decidedly picturesque appearance.
In a word, it is a beautiful edifice, and reflects the
most superlative credit upon pastor and congregation
alike.

To the south side, elevated probably about ninety
or a hundred feet above the level of the church, is

the choir. It is verj' spacious, and the windows
from the roof of the building ventilate it in such a
thorough manner that ihe deep and stupendous (!)

character of the music is comparatively given with no
annoyance from the intense heat of the present sea-

son. (!!)

At about ten o'clock on last Sunday morning we
entered this choir, and foimd twentyfour robust and
well cultivated voices ready to begin the musical
service of the morning. There were sixteen male and
eight female voices. These were evenly divided, and
in proper choral style disposed of. The bassos were
placed at one end of the choir, the sopranos and
altos at another, while the tenors occupied the
centre.

Upon our entree into the choir, the polite and gen-
tlemanly vocal director, Mr. Bernard Amend, met
us with outstretched hand, deeming, we suppose, that
although we were a stranger, we were of the musical
profession. In our brief association with this gen-
tlemen, wc are compelled to state that, although he
is not fluent in the use of our language, he is one of
the highest toned and best-bred gentlemen we ever
met. The organist, too, was smilingly ready with
music-books, giving ns a synopsis of the services,

and aiding us in every possible manner to complete
our task.

Whatever emphasis we place upon the conduct of
those gentlemen, is merely actuated by the cavalier

and nonchalant manner in which we have been treated by

people from whom, we expected a great deal better. [.'}

But blood will tell, aTid "a little learning is a danger-
ous thing."

In the catalogue of this majestic choir, the princi-

pal members are : organist, i\lr. Ferd. Amend ; Mr.
Bernard Amend, vocal director; Misses Frey and
Stolz, soprani ; Misses Beck and Schneider, altj

;

Messrs. Kolble and Jockel, tenori ; and Herrs Oberle
and Goettler, bassi. These numbers-, it will be un-

derstood, are trebled, thus giving a full chorus of
wonderful povver and effect. They have a powerful
organ of thirty-two stops, built by Francis Engle-
fricd, reputed to be one of the best organ-builders of
the day. Mr. Amend, thoroughly imbued with the
enthusiasm of his profession, uses this huge instru-

ment ad libitum, (!) indeed. He is an excellent per-

former, and when he gives it full diapason sway, its

effect is truly majestic. Of the vocalists, it would
be difficult to decide upon their respective merits.

—

Suffice it to say, that they are all good musicians,
accomplished vocalists, and sing with accuracy of
time and precision of harmony hitherto unsurpassed
in our church music experience.

The Germans are proverbially a musical people,
and in their performances are generally very cor-

rect. (!)

The music selected for last Snnday morning's
services was G V. Becker's Mass in C, for four
voices. The German masses ai"^ generally written
for concerted effect. They are less brilliant than the
Italian compositions, and do not afford an opportun-
ity for so much vocal ornamentation and embellish-

ment as those sacred and immortal works. (!) Butthey
are more solemn and profound, and please a certain

class of religionists much better.

From the beginning of the "Kyrie Eleison" unti'

the close of the "Agnus Dei," it was a continual

tempest of harmony and melody. But when the fortis-

simo of tutti movements occurred, the vocal power of
that choir was almost sufficient to shake the edifice.

There were but a very few incidental solos or duets
in this mass, and the)' were so brief as to debar the

vocalists from displaying any remarkable eft"orts.

The gem of the mass was a duet at the oflx-rtory,

"Ecce nunc Benedicite," by Naumann, written for

tenor and bass and sang by the the talented

organist, Mr. Amend and Hcrr Oberle. At this

point Mr. Amend descended from his regular posi-

tion, while the elder Amend, who has presided at

that organ for twelve years, played the accompani-
ment to the duet. It has seldom been our good for-

tune to bear- so beautiful an execution, in a vocal and
instrumental sense, for the tenor was exquisite. Mr.
Amend was, for some time, the primo teiiore of St.

Peter's, in Barclay street, but being as skilful at the

organ as in the use of his fine voice, he resigned his

vocal position, and is now attached to this church as

organist. He possesses a clear, musical, and sonor-

ous first tenor voice, and bis execution in the "Ecce
nunc Benedicite" was faultless. Herr Oberle is a
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genuine basso profundo, antl sings witli excellent

taste and thorough artistic skill.

At the end of high mass, they perform a novel

ceremony in this church. Tlie celebrant kneels at

the foot of the altar, and chants tlie " Angelus Do-
mini ;" after which, the entire congregation loudly

intone tlie responses. Then the Lord's prayer is

chanted (sotio voce), and the congregation respond

unanimously and loudly. Tliis is in accordance with

the ancient Koman usage, and is, we believe, adopt-

ed in all Roman Catholic German Churches.

The afternoon, or vesper services, are begun ear-

lier in this church than in any otlier of a similar

persuasion. They begin at a quarter to three, and

are finished at about four o'clock. They began the

services with Schmidt's chants, and splendidly were

they rendered. During the execution of this beauti-

ful music, the soprano and alto bad duets, and the

finest choral display we have yet heard ensued. In

these chants, the voices are so numerous and so

thoroughly worthy of notice, that we must endeavor

to concentrate their relative abilities in a few sen-

tences. The chants were raagnihceutly rendered,

and the duets for soprano and alto were done in first-

rate style.

Eji passant, we must say that the youthful alto of

this choir possess a beautiful voice, and if it is only

brought to a necessarj' point of cultivation, she will

eventually stand at the head of her class. Look to

her, 'Mv. Bernard Amend, for we believe she is an

orphan ! The sopranos are good ; the tenors are de-

ligluful, especially Mv. Kclhle—and Jockel, and the

bassos are tnmiiltous/i/ vmjt^siic. (!)

The " Salve Regina," by Werner, was the next
success ; and '* () Salutaria," by Kromer, succeeded
it in vocal splendor. Then a "Tantum Ergo," by
Schmidt, ensued, and brought into requisition the

entire resources of this vocal constellation. The last

notes of the morceau give a finale to the vespers, and
we leave the Church of the Holy Redeemer highly

delighted and thankful.

We understand that Mr. Bernard Amend, who
has presided at the head of this choir for years, and
has acted as ])rincipal of the parochial School for a

long period, has been mainly insirumental in bring-

ing this choir to its present point of vocal excel-

lence. Possessing, himself, a fine tenor voice, he

has invariably requested two rehearsals each week
;

and although he is professionally and actively at-

tached to law practice, and entirely independent of
any enu'ilument arising from his musical efforts, be
gives his incessant attention to this church gratuit-

ously, and his proudest ambitioa is to see his efforts

rewarded by good results.

On festivals and set holida^^s they have a full or-

chestra in attendance, and one of Mozart's or Haydn's
masses startles the pedestrian without, and fills the

air with strains of solemn grandeur.

Farewell, Church of the Redeemer, and tbanks for

thy musical ovation !

The PMlister's Reminiscence.

(From " Signer Ma.'^oni and Othor Papers of the late I

Brown," by A. "W. Thayer.)

A right pleasant week of this delicious September
weather have I spent here in old Frankfort on the

Main. I have renewed my acquaintance with all the

interesting places mentioned in " Hyperion," and
have gaped, stared, approved and disapproved, in all

due regard to red-covered Murray—equal to any
London cockney of the first water. I have heard
Roger in La Dame Blanche—he singing in French
and the others in German—a pleasing and eftective

arrangement—but what a singer and actor he I And
yesterday afternoon the "Caceilia Verein "gave Han-
del's "Messiah." A fine chorus that, and the solos

good ; but Handel's music never produces its full effect

upon me, as performed in Germany, either owing to

its translated text, or to the fact that they have not

the traditions, or, what seems more probable, that

the great composer had caught a cert>jin English
spirit, which his continental performers cannot foci,

and consequently cannot express.

After the concert I ramhled for an hour in the

beautiful public grounds, which now occupy the site

of the ancient fortifications of the old imperial city,

and then returned to "mine inn," to take "mine
ease." In the public room, sitting at a table by the

window, I sipped my " schoppen " of Mosel, as lazy

and comfortable and careless and easy as the finest

old Philistor of them all. Why not? "Must I keep
up my American Inirry and fidget and worry and
fuss, and not be contented witliout making myself as

miserable in a quiet German inn, as in our national
caravanseries ? Golt bewuhr' ! By and by comes in

a tall, stout, rosy-faced old gentleman, who glances
round the room, nods to two or three individuals,
and then with a pleasant " Guten Abei.d! " takes a

chair at my table, and calls for his Schoppen Wetn.
Before taking his pinch, he passes me his snufl^-box.

Of course I return his politeness by taking a pinch
myself and sneeze some six times in consequence.

And then we chat as if we were old acquaintances.

Some time I must write a eulogy upon Pbilister

life in these quiet little German inns, with their jolly

old habitue's playing dominoes ond " sixty-six,"

smoking their long pipes, and sipping their wine

—

but rot now.
Now comes in a little, black-eyed, nervous old fel-

low, whom the jolly old landlord receives as an hon-
ored guest, and who, after disposing of his thin over-

coat, and giving his order for a cutlet and a Schoppen
Frodheimer, comes up and shakes hands with my
stout gentleman.

" Good evening, Herr Bok," says the little man.
•' Good evening, Herr Rcchnungsrath," returns

the other. " So you have come down from Melheim
to hear oratorio."

"Always, when they sing Handel—my idol, you
know."

" Ah, a lieavenly performance I
" says Herr Bok.

" Very good, very good, but the contralto singer

wanted feeling. I sliall never hear true feeling in

that part again !
" and the little man drank off his

glass, sighed, nodded his head like a porcelain man-
darin, and ])urscd up his lips as who should say
"there is nothing nnn-e to be said about it"—then

suddenly turned to me ;
" Emjlander, mein Herr f

"

" No, Sir," said I. " French perhaps 1 " " No,
Sir." "Not a Russian V "No, Sir, an American."
" SO'O-o-o-o. ! Long here ? " " In Germany, some
time." "You find our language rather difficult

—

not so 1 " " Yes, rather." 'I'hen again to Herr
Bok, as if no such ])erson as I were in existence

—

" No, I shall never hear true feeling in that part

again ! never ! never ! never 1

"

His cutlet came, and the little man devoted himself
for the next half hour to his supper, chatting in the

mean time upon all sorts of topics, changing them
in the most abrupt manner, and keejiing me in a

constant query, wiiether the little man was all right

in the attic.

The waiter cleared the table, brought another
Schoppen, the little man lighted his pipe, smoked in

silence a few minutes, and then addressed me again :

" No, I shall never hear that part with real feeling

again. Shall I tell you tlie story, Herr Amerika-
ner 1" .,.-., !

" It will give me great pleasure, Mein Herr," said

I.

" You have heard of Thibaut? "

" Thibaut, the trreat civil law professor, over here

at Heidelberg'? Yes."
" Perhaps you may have heard of his work on the

' Purity of the Tone-Art ? ' "

" Yes, I have it, and Nageli's replies to it, also."
" Nageli me no Niigelis," said he. " Thibaut's

hook, that is a boon I It sets us all to singing the
' Messiah.' Ach, da Ueber Gott ! I was a young
man then, and had studied with him and sung in the

chorus in his house. When the book came out I

was already in Melheim, and it made such a sensa-

tion that we formed a singing union for the study of
Handel's music, and took up the ' Messiah.' There
was the choir of the Cathedral, and the ' Men's Vo-
cal Union,' and tne best boy altos of the Gymnasium,
and all the best amateur singers of the town. We
had a hundred voices, good. In time it was thor-

oughly rehearsed and we prepared to sing it in pub-
lic. We had a good soprano, a good tenor, and as

to the bass solos, I took them myself—in those days
I coubl sing a little myself. Nicht wahr, Herr
Bokl"

Herr Bok nodded a very strong affirmative.

The little man hummed a few bars of " Why do
the nations " and, shaking his head with such a com-
ical expression of sorrow that I could hardly keep
my countenance, continued :

" But where to find a contralto for those soul-

touching solos? AVhcre to find a voice lull, deep,
and overflowing witli pathos and sympathy, that

could discourse adequately of the sorrows of the

Son of Man ! I went to Heidelberg. I wrote to

Frankfort, but in vain. I was in despair. I saw no
way but to give those numbers to one of our boys,
which would have secured a teehnieally correct per-

formance, but one as cold and unsympathetic as cor-

rect. The directors of the Society were very well

satisfied with this arrangement, but it grated harshly
upon my feelings. But there was no help for it.

. " Well, we engaged a director and an orchestra,

and appointed the day of performance, some four
weeks later.
' " Meantime leg.al business called me to a domain
upon the Neckar, a day's journey from Melheim,
and detained me there several days. The first night

I dreamed that the day of performance had come,

and that all went well, the boy contralto and all,

until at the close of the chorus, • Behold the Lamb
of God,' the conductor looked about in vain for the

boy who was to sing the ne.xt air. I could see my-
self standing at the liead of the basses, in an exeiie-

mont increasing every moment, and spreading

through the chorus and orchestra, and extending to

the audience below. Then the fantastic confusion

of a dreadful dreant followed, of which I remember
nothing ilisrinctly, and then I found myself unac-

countably standing in the open air. I was upon
Calvary weeping, as a female form, in a nun's dress,

pointed to a cross and sang in accents of superhu-

man sorrow ;
' He was despised and rejected of

men I ' As I awoke it seemed to me that I heard

a faint echo of these tones dying away upon the mid-

night air.

" The next night the dream in s.ahstance returned,

bnt I awoke with the first note of the nun, and
heard distinctly through the open easement the voice

I had so vainly souglit—full, mellow, touching

—

chanting an evening hymn to the Virgin. As mid-

night struck the voice ceased.
" Tlie next day I could hardly attend to my busi-

ness. The voice haunted me. I scanned the faces

of my hostess and her two grown-up daughters ; two
young women upon a visit from Frankfort; the gov-

erness of the yoimger chiblreu. Neither of them
could be the singer. I talked about the family, but

could hear of no member whom I had not seen. At
table I turned the conversation upon music, and in

the evening we had a family concert. All took part,

Poh ! mere dilettantism—and yet good enough. I

could have enjoyed it under ordinary circumstances.

That voice was not there.

" That evening I sat at my window, and waited

for the evening hymn. Five minutes to twelve—and

I heard it sweetly swelling, soft and clear. I leaned

out of the window, but could by no eti?'ort decide

whence it came. It seemed to float downward to

me, as from the heavens, pure, divine, holy. Was
if of earth ? I grew superstitious.

" The next day at table I made the proposed per-

formance of the 'Messiah' the. topic of conversation,

and my host and his family, who had read Thibaut's

work, decided at once to visit Melheim upon the oc-

casion. I had thus an op])Ortunity to speak of our

diffieidty in regard to the al40 solos, and keeping the

uidinown songstress of the night in view, 1 described

the person we needed. I did not speak of what I

had heard directly, but saw no evidence that my de-

scription had called up any associations in the mind
of any one present. It was very mystsi'lous. The
family was Roman Catholic in faith, and the priest

dined with them this day. I found him an affable,

agreeable man, a lover of music and particularly in-

terested in that of the church.

" Towards evening I walked with him to a height,

whence we had a glorious view of the Neckar valley.

In the course of our conversation I related to him
my dream, and how I had been wrought upon by the

voice.
" ' Did you only dream this ? ' asked he.

" ' The next night and the next it was no dream,'

said I.

" We walked on some time in silence.

" 'But about this Oratorio—under whose auspices 1

the object of it and so forth,' said he, at length.

" 'It is to be given in the cathedral, under the pa-

tronage of the Bishop and reverend clergy, and the

proceeds are to go to the convent of Marienwalde,' I

replied.
" ' Here is the best point of view for this part of

the valley,' said he, changing the conversation.
" When we parted upon our return, as he bade me

good night, he said : 'And you think that voice such

as you need 1
'

" ' Indeed I do—I never heard the like !

'

" That night I heard no evening hymn.
" Upon reaching Melheim three days later, I found

a letter from my priest, containing a request that I

should send him a cojiy of the 'Messiah,' if one

could be obtained, with the remark :
' Es ist vielleicht

doch Bath 2ii schqffen'—there may possibly, after all,

be a way. I sent him one by the next post.

" Our rehearsals went on, a boy as usual taking

the alto solos. At one of them, a week before the

performance, I caught a glim|ise of my priest, as he

was passing out of the liall, but was unable to find

him afterward. A note next morning informed mo
that the singer would be present. Our conductor

had much to' say of the necessity of her appearance

at least at the final rehearsal, and I wrote _ to the

priest to that effect. ' I'ear not,' was his ajiswer,

' she needs no rehearsals, let your orchestra be firm,

all will go rightly.'
- " The time of the performance came. It was a

delightful afternoon, and the huge church was filled.

A temporary platform had been added to the organ
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gallery, where our forces were mustered. All was
ready, except our promised solo singer. The com-
mittee of the Society was at its wits' end. No one

knew what to make of it. I was upon thorns.

Five, ten, fifteen minutes passed. The conductor

called the boy soloist to his side and took his place.

He waved hts baton, and the first performance of

Handel'.s immortal Oratorio in that part of the land

began. Overture, recitative, air, chorus and so on
followed in order, and the vast audience felt them as

a new revelation of the power and grandeur, the

beauty and heavenly serenity of sacred music. In

cities where the high mass is sung Sabbath after Sab-

brth by an adequate choh', the taste oven of the peas-

ant is insensibly cultivated to the extent of appreci-

ating, even at first hearing, music wliich otherwise

would be beyond his reach. But for an audience
like that which filled the edifice now, in the habit of

hearing the masses of Mozart, Haydn, and the other

great composers, who have written for our church,

the ' Messiah ' was an aisthetic and intellectual treat

of the highest order.

"We rose to sing the chorus, 'And he shall purify,'

and still our expected singer had not appeared. But
before we closed a form glided down the platform to

the conductor's side. It was a young woman, at the

most, nineteen years of age, tall and of exquisite

proportions, a face not perfect in its features, but
rendered inexpressibly beautiful—though very pale

—

by its rapt and holy expression, which spoke even

more plainly than the dress and the small crucifix at

her side of a life of devotion and religious contem-
plation.

Her appearance seemed as unearthly to me as the

tones of her voice had sounded at midnight upon the

domain. A single timid glance around her and upon
the conductor, and from that moment she seemed,
though with us, not of us. The chorus closed, and
silence—that awful silance of a multitude, which
finds expression in Art only in the pianissimo of an
immense choral force—ensueed for a moment. Ev-
ery eye in the vast audience, every eye in the choir,

was flved upon that statuo-likc figure, as the mo-
mentary stillness was broken by the soft introductory
chord of the organ, and the divine promise :

' Behold,
a virgin shall conceive, and bear a Son ! ' was recited

in tones so clear and distinct, though not loud, as to

penetrate into every nook and corner, floating away
among the arches and vaultings of the cathedral.

Each tone spoke of confidence mounting up to the

certainty of perfect faith—was pervaded by the very
spirit of ancient propliecy. And what divine joy,
what glorious triumph, in every tone of tlie air

which followed :
' Oh ! thoa that tellest good

tidings !

'

" As she went on, a faint flush began to overspread
her pale cheeks. The spirit of the music was mas-
tering her. It was evident enough that this was all

new to her, and wrought upon her, down to the very
depths of ber nature.

" She closed her air, took the seat provided for her,

bowed her head, and hid her face. But when we
rose to sing the chorus, ' For unto us,' that climax
hardly equaled in all music, she rose suddenly,
stepped to the ranks of the altos, and with streaming
eye and quivering lip, gave vent to the emotion
which was fast overcoming her, by joining in with
her noble voice. From this moment she joined in

all the choruses, with a firmness and decision which
added infinitely to the success of our performance.
It was wonderful. When and where had she ac-

quired such musical knowledge as enabled her to

sing thus without rehearsal,—a stranger among
strangers ^ We never knew 1

" There were at length a few minutes of intermis-
sion. She sat as in a dream. No one ventured to

speak to her. She was as of another world ; and
for the time being her' very existence was but in this

mighty music.
" And now came the chorus so sad, so sorrowful :

' Behold the Lamb of God !
' In this she sang not,

but stood with lier eyes fixed upon the great crucifix
suspended near the grand altar. Her emotions were
becoming so powerful, her excitement so intense,
tliat I left my place at the head of the basses, and
drew near, fearing, I knew hardly what, almost ex-
pecting to see her drop—or even vanish from our
view—for ray imagination was wrought up to a
wondrous degree, and the excitement caused by this

music almost overcame my common sense—and she
began to seem to me a being not of earth.

•'
' He was despised and rejected of men; a man

of sorrows and acquainted with grief.'

"No, mein Herr, I cannot describe it! She felt

the agony she described. She could hut with the ut-

most difficulty command her voice. The tears

rolled down her pale cheeks. Sobs almost choked
the tones. Her emotion was infectious and spread
through the choir and through the church. The air

was given entire; the second part, which is usually
omitted, as well as the first. Before its close tears

were streaming from all eyes. She, herself, had ac-

quired self-command as she went on, but the heart-

piercing pathos of her voice lost not a jot or a tittle

of its power. With the last rtote she gave way.
We caught her as she sank back, and conveyed her
to the room behind the organ. The priest was al-

ready there, and a couple of nuns, to whose eare we
resigned her. No, no, I shall never hear true feeling

in that part again !

"

Here the little man ceased, and swallowed rapidly
two glasses of wine.

" But, Herr Rechnungsrath," said I, " what be-

came of her?
"

" Mein Herr," said he, " there was a mystery
there. When we finished our performance, we found
no one in the room back of the organ, nor lias any
one of us ever heard a single syllable in relation to

her."

Liszt in Early Life.

(From the rrencli).

Francis Liszt, one of the most celebrated pianists

of the present age, and the most wondeiful of them
all, considering the difficulties which he had to over-

come, was born on the 22d of October, 18Il,atEccd-
ing,* a village of Hungary, not far from Pesth. Mis

father, who was employed ui the management of tlie

afl^airs of Prince Esterhazy, was a good musician,

and played skilfully on many instruments. The
prince made use of his talents in his chapel, where
Adam Liszt contracted a friendship with Haydn, who
died two years before the birth of his son. In his

sixteenth year the young Liszt manifested his happy
talent for music by listening attentively to his father

who was playing upon the piano the concerto by
Ries in C sharp minor, of which he sung on the same
evening the theme and the principal melodies. From
this moment he was placed at the study of the piano.

The tendency of his mind to melancholy contempla-

tion began to manifest itself a little Later in his pas-

sionate taste for reading the Renee'of M. de Chateau-

briand. For nearly six months this hook was not

out of his hands, and he might frequently he seen

while reading it, with his eyes bathed in tears. At
nine years of age he was heard for the first time in

public at CEdenburg, aiid although he had been at-

tacked by a fever at the commencement of the con-

cert, he executed the concerto of Eies in E flat, and
an extemporaneous fantasy in a manner to excite the

most lively astonishment. Prince Esterhazy, who
heard him at this time, made much of him, and
gave him a present of fifty ducats. A short time
afterwards, Liszt commenced his travels with his par-

ents, and went to Pressburg. He found there in

counts Amaden and Zopary two protectors, who
combined together to insure him a pension of 600
florins ($240) for six years, in order to aid in the

completion of his education. Then began to be re-

alized the future prosperity which the father of Liszt

had hoped for his son. He carried him to Vienna,
and entrusted him to the care of Czerny. But the

first lessons of his master wounded the young pride

of the pupil, because Czerny offered him sonje son-

atas of Clementi which he considered as beneath his

powers, and which he played with disdain. It was,

therefore necessary to encounter greater difficulties,

and soon he had scarcely any great enough for the

young pianist in the works of Beethoven and Hum-
mel, and in ihis connection we may mention that

the young Liszt, finding himself one day among
some artists at the house of an editor of music, who
was about publishing the concerto of Hummel in B
minor, he played it at first sight without hesitating.

This attempt created some sensation. He was spok-

en of in the saloons of Vienna, and every one wish-

ed to hear the young virtuoso. The price agreed

upon between the father of Liszt and Czerny, for a

certain number of lessons, was three hundred florins

;

but when the time of payment came, the generous
master refused it, saying that the success of his pu-
pil remunerated him for all his trouble. During the

eighteen months which Liszt passed under the direc-

tion of Czerny, he received some lessons in composi-
tion, also, from the old S.alieri. After this time spent

in studies, he gave his first concert— tlie most distin-

guished artists assisted at it, and predicted for the

precocious youth a glorious career. It was then that

Liszt and his family directed their course towards
Paris, giving concerts everywhere, and everywhere
enjoying brilliant success.

The father of the young artist thought of making
him enter the Conservatory, and of entrusting him

* This date appears to have been furnished by M. Liszt him-
self; I tliink, however, that the documents which have come
to me from Vienna, and which fix the birth of the artist two
years earlier, are correct.

to the care of Cherubini for counterpoint ; but his

foreign habits opposed an obstacle to this project,

which even the recommendations of M. de Metter-
nich could not remove. Liszt arrived at Paris about
the commencement of the year 1823 ; he was heard
during this season in many concerts at the opera,
and produced as much astonishment as pleasure.

—

He did not seem merely like one of those infant

prodigies, of wlilch we have seen many examples
since that time, but like a musician already remark-
able for his correctness as well as his brilliant exe-

cution. His improvisations were not rich in new
ideas ; but they indicated In their author a rare know-
ledge of effect, and much sang-froid In the conduct
of the plan. We shall soon be unable to speak any
more except of the petit Liszt, and this manner of

speaking has become so familiar, that he is thus desig-

nated even now at Paris, although he has attained

the age and stature of a man.

Notwithstanding his success, his piano studies

were continued under the severe direction of his

father, who obliged his son to play every day twelve

fugues of Bach, and to transpose them upon the spot

into all the keys ; and it is to this labor that Liszt is

indebted for his prodigious power in the reading and
execution at first sight, of every kind of music, how-
ever difficult In the month of May, 1824, he went

to London with his father : .and his success was no

less at the court of George IV., tli.an at Paris,

whither he returned in the month of September of

the same year. He there resumed his studies, and

began to compose. The following year. In the

month of April, the father and son returned to Lon-

don, and reaped in many concerts the abundant har-

vest due to the admiration which the t,alent of the

3'oung artist inspired. On his return to Paris, Liszt

was urged by his father to write some sonatas, fan-

tasies, variations, and even an opera of i^on Sanche,

or le Chateau de I'Amour, -whkh was represented at

the Royal Academy of Music, on the 17th of Octo-

ber, 182.'), and to which the public listened with in-

dulgence, on account of the interest attached to the

name of the young musician. In the month of

February, 1826, Liszt removed from Paris with his

family, for the pui-pose of visiting the principal cities

of France. His concerts at Bordeaux, and after-

wards at Toulouse, Montpelier, Nismes, Marseilles

and Lyons, were a series of triumphs for him.

Until this time, however, he had learned composi-

tion by instinct and observation rather than by pro-

gressive and systematic studies. He now felt the

necessity of being better instructed in this art.

—

Reicha took upon himself the care of directing him
in his labor, and made him commence a course

which, I believe, was never finished, because the sen-

timents of the mystical and contemplative devotion

began then to penetrate the soul of the young Liszt.

In their progress, these sentiments inspired him with

a disgust for the art which to this moment had caus-

ed him restraint rather than true enjoyment. Resist-

ed by his father, his new inclin.ation was made only

to increase ; and, in-order to withdraw him from too

premature meditations, he was made to travel, and,

for the third time, he visited England, after having

passed through Switzerland, as far as Berne. It

was on his return from this journey to London that

Liszt lost his father, at Boulogne. Then commenc-

ed for him the period of the liberty and disposition

of his faculties—a good fortune, which he ought to

appreciate so much the more, after his grief had sub-

sided, from never having until then known anything

but the despotism of a will stronger than his own.

"Poor child, by whose precocious skill they had pro-

fited, ho had come into the countries of strangers to

seek that tribute of admiration which w.as paid to his

age ; and it is truly wonderful that, subjected to this

severe test, his youthful vanity had not caused his

talent to fall off, .as has happened to so many others.

Fortunately, however, the love of the art was as

powerful in him as the thirst of fame was ardent;

and when he was able to direct himself, he learned,

in the midst of his irresolutions, that to give to the

man success in proportion to that which the youth-

ful prodigy had acquired, it was necessary for him

to realize rnore wonders than another, and his cour-

age did not recoil before the labor whicli It was ne-

cessary to m.ake in order to aitain tliis end._ Perse-

vering practice appeared to him necessary in order

that no difficulty might arrest him, and that his

fingers might be always ready to produce, without

restriction, every thing that his head could suggest

to him. From that time his life was retired—for

many years, ho was not heard any more, and when

he reappeared, it was to create astonishment by the

incompariible velocity of his fingers, by their skill in

conquering all difficulties, and by their aptitude for

the expression of every tone."

A severe disease, his recovery from which lasted

almost two years, took him unawares, in the midst
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of his labors; and this contributed to tlie develop-

ment of the religious tendency of his mind. His de-

votion became rii;id, and the frequenting of the

churches occupied the greater part of his time. But

he was suddenly observed to break through his mys-

tical habits, to re-enter the world, and to resume his

accustomed manners. It is thus that frequent varia-

tions have caused themselves to be observed in his

tastes in everything, and have testified to the fickle-

ness of his feelings and opinions—even his talent has

by turns assumed different characters. Notwith-

standing the success of the enthusiasm which he ob-

tained every time that he was heaid, it might be ob-

served, in the frequent variation of his system of

playinff, that he was not satisfied himself, and that

uncertainty always agitated liis mind. He has been

censured i^or giving up too much to the mechanism

of his fingers ; but he wished to prove that he had in

him a a fire of ardent inspiratioas, and he set him-

self to extemporizing a sort of fiintasies upon the

works of the most celebrated composers, considering

them only as a sort of theme, which he would vary

and modify at his pleasure.

{To be continued.)

cy* wixt %hxQn)i.

London.
{From the London Musical World, Aug. 2.)

KoYAL Italun Ofeiia.—Crowded houses and

no change since our last. On Saturday Don Giovan-

ni, on Monday Roberto it Diavolo, on Tuesday 7/ Bar-

biere, on Thursday Le Prophete, and last night the

Sonnambula were performed. Dinorali has been post-

poned until Tuesday, in consequence of the indispo-

sition of M. Fanre, and for the same reason Le
Prophete was substituted for GulJInvme Tell, which

had been promised for Thursday. One might have

thought the postponement of Dinorah unnecessary,

inasmuch as Signor Graziani, the original represen-

tative of Hoel, in London, was ar Mr. Gye's disposal.

MasanieUo, which was to have been produced this

evening, is now put off till Thursday, and V Ballo in

Maschera substituted in its place. The last perform-

ance of Guillamm Tell is announced for Monday

—

M. Faure willing.

Her Majesty's Thkatke.—The " regular sea-

son," as Mr. Mapleson terms it, came to an eud on
Saturday night with Meyerbeer's Robert le Diable,

cast as it has hitherto been, and with Mile. Titiens

as Alice. Notwithstanding the excessive heat of the

weather the house was crowded. At the conclusion

of the opera the National Anthem was sung.

A series of '• eight farewell performances," at

cheap prices—or, to use the official language, " a

graduated reduced scale of prices of admission, with-

out the restriction of evening costume," have been

commenced. The first of these took place on Tues-

day night, when Norma was repeated, with Mile.

Titiens as the Druidess ; on Wednesday Ixi Zingara

(the Italian version of Mr, Balfe's Bohemian (jirl),

with Miss Ixiuisa Pyne and Mile. Trebelli,Mr. Sant-

ley, Sig. Vialetti, and Sig. Giuglini in the characters

of Arline, the Gipsy Queen, Arnheim, Devilslioof,

and Thaddeus ("a performance of which we must
defer speaking) ; and on Thursday II Trovatore, with

the usual cast. To-night The Huguenots.

Signor Schira's Nicoh cle' Lapi, we are informed,

made so highly favorable an impression at the first

band rehearsal, that it is now, determined not to bring

out the opera during the " cheap nights," but to re-

serve it as an attraction for the ensuing season. We
think this step in every sense judicious. A new
descriptive ode, entitled Italia, the composition of

Signor Giuglini, is in preparation, and will be per-

formed on the occasion of this popular singer's

benefit.

Exeter Hall : Herr Souachner's Oratorio.
—A better execution of an oratorio we have very

rarely heard : and, considering that this was the first

trial of an entirely new work, the greatest possible

credit is due to Mr. Alfred Mellon, and to the singers

and players under his control. The orchestra,

—chiefly, we believe, from the Royal Italian Opera,
(with no less distinguished a musician than Herr
Molique as leading violin)—w.a3 magnificent; the

chorus, between 500 and 600 strong, the majority

from Mr. G. W. Martin's National Choral Society,

was one of the freshest, most vigorous, and (still

more important) most capable that has taken part in

an oratorio for years, whether in London or at the

country festivals. The principal singers were Mile.

Titiens, Mad. Laura Baxter, Messrs. Sims Reeves
and Weiss ; and as all these eminent artists sang in

their very best style, the perfection with which the

solos and concerted pieces were given may be readily

imagined.

About the oratorio itself we must at present re-

frain from offering a decided opinion. The subject

— /.sTrte/'.s Return from Babylon (which also supplies

the name)— is not very promising at the outset ; and,

as thei'e is no story^and consequently no dramatic
interest, it comes—like the Song of Moses (the second
part of Israel in Egypt) and the Creation—under the

category of the "didactic." Now, the sublime
genius of Handel was required to illustrate the reca-

pitulation of the miracles of the Exodus, the graceful

fancy of Haydn to invent music for the successive

wonders of the ' cosmogony ;
" and although in tiie

deliveranco of the Jews from Babylon, Herr Schach-
ner has set him'^elf a far less arduous labor, the man-
ner in which the hook is compiled (from Scripture

and other sources) places him in exactly the same
position as Handel and Haydn, with hardly the ca-

pacity of either to maintain it triumphantly. Since,

however, this arrangement of the materials at dispo-

sal is due to Herr Schachner himself, if at times the

progress of his oratorio flags, he enjoys at least this

advantage—that he may attribute it to the book,
without offence to anybody. Israel's Return from
Babylon is divided into four sections—"The Captiv-

ity," "The Deliverance," "The Recencilement and
Return to Zion," und "The Promise and Song of

Praise." How each of these departments has been
treated by Herr Schachner we may have another op-

portunity of examining. At present it is our agree-

able task to record the unanimous favor with which
the oratorio was received, and the,heart.y approliation

bestowed upon almost every piece. The applause
began with the confra/to so/o, "Fallen is thy throne,

Israel," immediately following the orchestrel intro-

duction—an impressive example of vocal declama-
tion on the part of Mad. Laura Baxter. This was
the chief "sensation-point" of the first section ("Cap-
tivity"). At the commencement of the second
("Deliverance") Mile. Titiens and Mr. Sims Reeves
were conspicuously prominent ; and the alternation

of two such voices—whether employed simply in

recitative, or in the more measured and rhythmical
divisions of the aria—would, under any circum-
stances, have aroused an audience to enthusiasm, as

was the case on Wednesday night. A very lively

chorus, "Sound the loud timbrel," splendidly execu-

ted, kept up the excitement thus created; and, as

this included a declamatory solo for Mile. Titiens

("Praise to the Conqueror"), its effect was all the

more extraordinary, A duet for tenor and bass

(Messrs. Sims Reeves and Weiss), one of the best

things in the work, and declaimed with singular

emphasis by the two singers, was the other point of

the second part. In the third ("Reconcilement and
Return to Zion") occurs the gem of the oi'atorio, a
duet for soprano and tenor, "Hark ! 'tis the breeze,"

in which the voice parts (to speak technically) are

treated in canon, each phrase allotted to one being

strictly and literally imitated by the other. This
was given by Mile. Titiens aad Mr. Sims Reeves to

absolute perfection, and won an encore as enthusi-

astic as it was unanimous. An arietta for Mad.
Laura Baxter and an air for Mr. Weiss—both inter-

esting and both remarkably woU rendered, were the

other solo exhibitions that elicited marked attention

in the third part, which also comprised a chorus,
" Go forth to the Mount," more ambitious and devel-

oped with greater ingenuity than any that had prece-

ded it. In the fourth part ("Promise and Soug of

Praise ") the most striking feature was an air, with

chorus (solo by Mile. Titiens), directly preceding the

chorale and chorus ("Praise to the Lord") with which

the oratorio terminates. This, grandly delivered,

rai.sed unbounded applause. At the end of all, in

obedience to a generally expressed desire, Herr
Schachner. composer of the new work, made his ap-

pearance in the orchestra, and was vociferously

cheered. Then there was a loud call for Mr. Alfred

Mellon, who, nevertheless—legitimate as was his

claim—did not respond to the summons.

Germany.

Weimak.—The Grand Ducal Theatre clo,sed a

short time since. During the .season the following

operas were performed : Die Kindor der Hnide, by
Rubinstein; Robert le Diable ; Gounod's Faust; Die
Zanberflole ; Wagner's Fliegender Hollander ; Le
Prophete ; Die Saalnixe, by Kaner ; Lohengrin ; Or-

pheus in der Unterwelt ; Fra Viavolo ; Tannhniiser,

and Don Juan, which masterpiece brought the season

to a close.

Stuttgart. — (From a Correspondent.) — From
the annual report of the season of 1861-62 at the

Theatre Roycl, we learn that on eighty-six evenings

that the theatre was opened for opera, forty-two

works of twenty-three' different composers were per-

formed ; thirty-nine works, by twenty-two composers
constituting the entire entertainments on eighty-one

evenings, and three operettas, by three composers,

forming, on the five remaining evenings, only a por-

tion of the programme, which was completed by a

short farce, play, or ballet divertissement. Of Au-
ber, five operas were performed on eleven evenings

;

of Mozart, four operas on seven evenings ; of Meyer-
beer, three operas on seven evenings ; of Flotow,

two operas on six evenings ; of Lortzing, two operas

on six evonings ; of Verdi, three operas on six eve-

nings ; of Gounod, one opera (Faust) on six eve-

nings ; of Ro.ssini, three operas on five evenings ;
of

Abert, two operas {Kunig Enzio, three times, and
Anna von Landskron, once) on four evonings ;

of

Me'hul, two operas on four evenings ; of Offenbach,
two operas on tliree evenings ; of Donizetti, two op-

eras on three evenings ; of Ilalevy, one opera (La
.Tuive) on three evenings ; of Benedict, one opera

(Die Kreuzfahrer) on three evenings; of Beethoven,
one opera on two evenings ; of BoiiJIdieu, one opera

on two evenings; of Marschner, one opera (i7n«s

Heiling] on one evening; of Kreutzer, one opera on
one evening ; of Bellini, one opera on one evening

;

of Glascr, one opera on one evening ; of Pressel,

one opera on one evening ; and of Grisar, one opera

on one evening. Of the above thirty-nine operas,

the following were new: Gounod's Fanst; Verdi's

Ballo in Maschera; Abert's Konig Enzio; Auber'a

Gustave, and lifa(;on ; and Benedict's Krentzfahrer.

Of the aperettas, the following was new : Offenbach's

Lied des Fortunio, and revived, at least after the lapse

of a generation, Mchul's Schatzgraber. With refer-

ence to dramatic productions, works by the following

nuthnrs were performed, namely : Shakspeare, eleven

times; Mad. Birch-Pfeiffer, eight times; Benedix,

eight times ; Feldmann, seven times ; Scribe, six

times ; Gutzkow, five times ; Raupach, threa times
;

Gothe, four times ; and Schiller, four times.

Jfoiglfs JoiirnHl of Slusk.

BOSTON, AUGUST 30, 1869.

JIusic IN THIS Number.— Continuation of Handel's

"Messiah."

Musical Instruments in the International

Exhibition.

V.

Having disposed of the English, French, Bel-

gian and American piano-fortes, M- Fetis casts a

glance over the contributions in that kind from

other European coiintries, beginning with those

from Austria.

" Here," he says, " I find in the first line Herr

Streioher, author of a particular mechanism with

simple escapement, being essentiallv the system

generally known under the name of the Vienna

action. His work is well made ; all the pieces

of the mechanism operate with precision, and

their ensemble has the conditions of solidity. The

tone is large, and the keys are of an easy touch.

All the other Viennese makers, that is to say

Bosendorfer, Ehrbar ,Potje, Schneider and Cra-

mer, present the Viennese action in their instru-

ments without exception. They all, too, limit

themselves to the manufacture of a single kind

of instrument, namely, the grand concert piano.

None of the varieties of the upright pianos are

in common use in Austria ; the grand piano is

the only one that is known there. Cheapness is

the condition that is imposed on the makers of

this kind of instrument : the ordinary price is

from 500 to 550 florins ($250 to $275). How-

ever low the price of manual labor, it would be

impossible to establish, for so moderate a sum,

instruments that should demand the finish and

solidity of good English and French mechanisms.

The wood commonly employed for the case is

either walnut or a.sh. Ehrbar is the only one of

the makers just named, who has exhibited, as a

sort of curiosity for his country, an upright piano

with an action similar to that of Woelfi of Paris.

The touch is rather heavy ; but the tone is sing-
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ins, and the basses are remarkable. Cramer has

exhibited a grand piano in walnut, of which the

price 19 only about 1100 francs (»220). The

sound is pleasing, clear, and metallic." . . .

" M. Bereghszasi, of Pesth, is one of the best

piano makers in the Austrian states. It will be

remembered that he obtained a medal of the first

class at the Exposition UniverseHe of Paris, in

1835, for a grand piano, of which the quality of

tone was not very intense, but remarkable for

sweetness and clearness. His mechanism was

at that time the Viennese. But it is not so with

the instrument which he has put into the Exhibi-

tion in London, for there you see a modification

of the English action, whereby the maker has

obtained the power he lacked at Paris ; but he

has lost in distinction what he has gained in in-

tensity.

" Outside of Austria and Hungary, Southern

Germany has sent nothing to the Exhibition in

the way of pianos ; I have found there nothing

from Bavaria; nothing from Bohemia. Under

the name of the ZoUverein (a free trade league

between a certain number of German States),

the productions of Saxony, of Prussia, of the

kingdom of Wurtemberg, the grand-duchy of

Baden, the free city of Frankfort, and the Rhen-

ish provinces are classed in one single category

at the London Exhibition. Twenty-eight exhibi-

tors figure there. Of this number, tifeloe alone

have been judged worthy to obtain distinctions,

namely : Bechstein, of Berlin ; Breitkopf and

Hartel. of Leipzisr ; Irmler, of the same city

;

Schiedmeyer and sons, of Stiittgard ; Hart and

Pressel, ditto ; Hundt and sons, clilto, and Gerard

Adam, of Wesel, for medals ; and E. Mahlitz, of

Berlin'; Schwechten, ditto ; Oehler, of Stutt-

gardt ; Kaps, of Dresden,' and Andre, of Frank-

fort, for honorable mentions. Some of these

rewards were only for merit relatively to the coun-

try of the exhibitor. As a general rule, all these

makers are inferior to the French, and lack the

character of originality."

" Bechstein attracted the attention of the Jury

by a good concert piano, with a singing tone ;

—

the action chiefly borrowed from Kriegelstein, of

Paris.

"The manufacture of Brietkopf and Hartel

is represented by all kinds of instruments, grand

concert piano, square piano, and uprights with

oblique strings. The heads of this great house

are engaged in too vast enterprises of all sorts,

in music and book publishing, to give the manu-

facture of pianos all the care necessary to ensure

in them all the qualities to make them objects of

Art. Their pianos are current products of com-

merce, constructed with solidity ; but these

are not instruments of Art ; at least, they would

not be considered as such either in France or

Belgium. Among these instruments, I will cite

a Concert Grand, with the Erard action, with

dampers above and below, which has sonorous

power, but in which the stroke of the hammer
is heard in a disagreeable manner ; a small piano

of the same shape, of which the sound is short,

and which has the same fault in the hammer ; a

square piano of large dimension and of strong

sonority, but which does not damp well ; and

finally an obli<jue piano in which the action is

not well managed.

" The pianos of Stuttgard are distinguished

among those from the cities of the ZoUverein."

. . . . M. Fdtis also particularizes, for various

merits, the instruments of Gerard Adam, Kaps,

Schwerten, Ehler, and finally of Mahlitz, " who

has seduced my colleagues by an upright piano

ociaviant, with a chime of timbres, in the two

upper octaves."

Next come the Hanseatic cities'(Bremen, Ham-
burg and Lubeck), represented by te.n exhibitors,

Hamburg is more distingushed by the number of

its makers than by the quality of their instru-

ments. The names are Baumgarten, Rachals,

Plass, Miiller, Albrecht, Schlater, Rott, Doll and

Kornigrath. In the whole list Rachals alone

obtained a medal. M. Fetis is kind enough to

point out the defects of others ; but the lecture

is probably more interesting to the makers them-

selves, than it would be to our readers. But, he

says

:

" I must not forget a remarkable grand con-

cert piano, with the Erard action, constructed by

Knake, of Munster, which is lost and isolated in

an obscure corner of the Exhibition. MM. Lis-

sajous, Pauer and myself only discovered it dur-

ing the last days of our labors. A very good

sonority, equal throughout the whole extent

of the keyboard, distinguished timbre, sensitive

touch, shading with delicacj' : such are the quali-

ties which we have noted in this instrument, to

which a medal was awarded by acclamation."

Piano making has been a prosperous business

for some time in Switzerland, especially at

Zurich. MM. Huni and Hubert of that city-

obtained a first-class medal at the Paris Exposi-

tion in 1855, and were found equally deserving

in London. Medals were also awarded to sev-

eral other Zurich houses.

Holland is represented as very much behind-

hand in the manufacture of pianos, having sent

but few specimens either to the Paris or the

London Exhibition. " No distinction was award-

ed to them in 1855 ; this time, my colleagues

and myself have met with but a single upright

piano sent by BI. Cuypers, of the Hague ; it does

not recommend itself by any quality."

" The North of Europe shows an activity in

the making of pianos, which is wanting to the

kingdom of the Nethex'lands. As we approach this

region, we find at Uetersen (Holstein) M. Carlsen,

who exhibits a grand piano ofgood sonority, which

has received a medal ; then at Flensborg

(Sehleswig) M. Hansen, whose upright piano, of

a pleasant tone, has received the distinction of

an honorable mention. In Denmark proper,

MM. Hornung and Miiller, of Copenhagen,

present themselves in the front rank. These

distinguished makers obtained a first-class medal

in 1855 ; they have sent to London a grand

piano and an upright, of a quality which entitled

them in the opinion of the Jury to the only

kind of medal in the competition. The same re-

ward was given to Wulff & Co., of Copenhagen,

for a square piano of good sonority." ....
"Turning to Sweden, M. Malmsjoe, of Gothen-

burg, has exhibited a grand piano of a distin-

guished qualitj' of tone, which was remarked by

a medal. Norway even offers good specimens of

the manufacture of pianos in its capital ; for

Messrs. Hals Brothers, of Christiania, have sent

to the Exhibition a grand piano of good sonority,

for which the jury have awarded a medal.. M.
Brantzeg, of the same city, has exhibited an up-
right piano with demi-oblique strings, which is

not without merit.

"If we judge of the state of piano-making in

Russia by a grand piano sent to the Exhibition

by M. Beck, of St. Petersburg, it has not thus
far mado much progress ; but it will not do to
pass a hasty judgment, for the jury were inform-
ed that several instruments, which were to have
been sent, were kept back by the ice.

"The Southern countries are the ones, whose
results in the manufacture of instruments are the
least satisfactory. Spain has furnished but two
exhibitors of pianos, and what they sent have
obtained no distinction. In the <Iepartment of
Itnly, thi-ee names were inscribed for the manu-
facture of pianos ; but only a single exhibitor,

Sig. de Meglio, of Naples, has sent a single

grand piano with the Erard action, which has ob-
tained only an honorable mention."
And here M. Fetis closes his survey of the

piano-fortes exhibited in the (ireat Exhibition,

expi'essing the belief that " he has forgotten no-

thing," and promisina in his uext letter to turn

his attention to the Oi'SRns and Harmoniums.

—

Much of the above \vill be but a dry catalogue

to many of our renders; but it will be valuable

for reference, as afliirding a pretty complete map,
as it were, of the whole business of piano-forte

making, at the present moment, throughout the

world, with the important exception of America,
which was only represented (favorably to be
sure) by the house of Steinway & Sons.

Promenade Conceets.—Last Saturday's (the

seventli) was on the wliole the most interesting of

the series. The oponmg overture. " William Tell,"

familiar as it lias hecome, is one which wears vastly

better than such thincrs ns the overture to " Martha."
It had quite a stirrins effect, although the orchestra

was perceptibly reduced in strings
;
per contra, every

one noticed a full pair of bassoons, a thint^Junknown
in Boston since the wnr began !—The " Battle

Overture" by Lindpaintncr. was pl.Tved again, having
already won a welcome. In spite of the imaginative
description on the programme, this ovei'tnre has a
good deal of power and sterling merit, being skilful

and efl'ective in the working up of its theme, " God
save the Qtieen." Tlie author seems to have emula-
ted Weber's " Jubilee overture " somewhat. The
delivery of single lines of the English bymn separ-
ately, with stirring interludes between them, choral-

wise,—or rather with attacking passages before each
line, opens the thing strongly. Then the way in

which phrases of it are mingled up in the battle pic-

ture ; the relief of gayer tliemes entering at times
(familiar sounding, and of similar character to

corresponding ones in Weber's work) ; and the
grandiose magnified reproduction of the first theme
(" America," as the programme calls it,—and one
may well believe that the English anthem, after

going through all these contrapuntal experiences,
dismemberments, recombinations, &c., might come
out enongh unlike itself to take the name "America"!)
for a finale :—all this, capitally played too, told upon
the audience.

For softer and more wooing strains, there was a
two-part song of IWendelssohn :

" I would that my
love," the voice-parts sung by the two cornets of
Messrs. Pinter and Eichler, and Kiicken's ("Abt's, we
thought). " When the swallows " song, both ar-

ranged for orchestra. But Beethoven's " Turkish
March" was what most bewitched the audience, and
bad to be repeated ; this always happens with it. There
was good dance music by Gung'l and Lumbye, a
good " Union " march, a clever Polonaise plaved by
a fine reed band, and the March from the Prophele,
for a finale.

For to-night is announced the last Promenade of
the series. The " Batde Overture" will be per-

formed again.

Mrs. ,Tennt Kempton, whose rich contralto voice

and fine, expressive singing will be greatly missed
in Boston, has established her future residence in

New York, where she has been for some time under
the tuition of Mme. D'Angri. Her services as artist

and as teacher will no donht soon be greatly in de-

mand in Gotham.

Philadelphia.—Fitzgerald's Cili/ Item sets forth

the abundance and the wholesome influence of Ger-

man beer saloon concerts, in and about that city as

follows :

Music ron the People.—There is no opera at

the Academy, and no concert at the Halls ; but the

season of music is not ended. Indeeil, music has no
season—it belongs to the whole year round. If it

stops at the institutions, it commences in the parloi-s

—if there is none in the parlors, there is an abun-
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dance in the saloons. This last gives the great mu-
sical feature to oar summer. The Germans could

not do without music any more than without hoer

—

hence our principal German saloons have orchestras

and singers, and my beer and Meyerbeer are relish-

ed with a hon hommie and decorum truly German, and

truly creditable to the society and intellect of onr

forei(rn-born fellow citizens. It is a fact wortliy

of notice that where music is amonsr onr Ger-

man Saloons, there prevails order, intcllifrenoe and
temperance. It will astonish many to hear that

classic music is given by able performers in these

very saloons. Mozart, Kossini, Verdi, Mendelssohn,
Alit, Kiicken, fragments of operas, fiidcrland songs,

and excellent instrumentation, may be heard nightly.

Out in the suburbs, on the grounds of the brewers,

brass bands, orchestras and summer theatres have
been instituted, and large concerts in the open air,

arc projected—so, wherever the German goes to pass

the social hour or the holiday, there music, good
taste and .^ensit)le enjoyment go with him. This is

what we call "music for the people," and music for

the best of people, for gentlemen of all classes be-

long to this harmonious German democracy. Tliis,

too, is the music which we have reason to thank and
be proud of when the Academy and Halls are silent,

which promotes a correct sociality, and does more,
doubtless, for our temperance than temperance lec-

tures. Onr German saloons do not grow upon the

degradation of a few, but the enjoyment of the many;
and it may be taken for an axiom that where music
is, there is temperance as well as sociality. This
genial musical influence is one of the best of popu-
lar influences— it refines, while it cheers, and is the

moderate popular medium of sensual and intellectual

pleasure. It has done much to make the dram-shop
and the low saloon unpopular. It is a great part of

the great versatile German inflnence which has done
so much for the common social life of our people.

The French Orpheonists are to give a grand con-

cert at Turin and Milan towards the end of Septem-

ber, probably at the time of the marriage of the

King of Portugal. More than a hundred Orpheon-

ist societies hare already given im their names. By
order of the Turin Cabinet, Italian steamers will

convey the guests from Marseilles to Genoa. The
concert will take place in Turin at the Valentino

Palace
; in Milan at the Scala and the Arena.

A lover of statistics has, according to the last

number of the Thmter Arcliw, counted how often the

exclamation "0 Heaven !" occurs in Scribe's pieces.

In the " Verre d' Eait" he found it twenty-five times

;

in "La C/iaine," eighteen times. Adding up the

number in the other comedies, operas and operettas,

he calculated the words by lines, and found that the

exclamation "0 Heaven" has brought the poet just

thirty thousand francs.

Negotiations are in process at Berlin for the purchase

of the Beethoven papers, which were withheld from

the Royal Library when the collection was first

made. The heirs require that the private letters of

Beethoven shall be locked up for ten years, in order

to prevent the indiscretions of which we have seen

so much of late. This condition is said to have been

agreed to.

Burney says—"Senesino and Farinelli, when in

England together, being engaged at difl-'erent

theatres on the same night, had not an opportu-

nity of hearing each other, till, by one of those sud-

den stage revolutions which frequently happen, yet

are always unexpected, they were both em|iloyed to

sing on the same stage. Senesino had the part of a

furious tyrant to represent, and Farinelli that of an

unfortunate hero in chains : but, in the course of the

first song, he so softened the heart of the enraged

tyrant, that Senesino, forgetting his stage character,

ran to Farinelli, and embraced him in his own."

" When the Magnificat was sung," says Dr. Bar-

ney, in speaking of Balbastre, a celebrated French

organist, " he played between each verse several

minuets, fugues, imitations, and every species of

music, even to bunting pieces and jigs, without sur-

prising or offending the congregation, as far as I was

able to discover."

Chaeles Mater, favorably known as a

piano virtuoso and composer, died at Dresden,
after a long illness, on July 2. He was born

in 1799, at Kiinigsberg, and, while yet a child,

proceeded to Russia, his father, a first-rate clarinet-

tist, having been for many years musical director to

the Connt ScherencetiefF. The family then resided

in Moscow, and, at a very early age, Charles Mayer
became a pupil of John Field ("Russian Field"

—

dementi's favorite scholar), the famous pianist.

—

AVlien only in his ninth year he played at public eon-

certs. In the year 1812 liis parents fled to St. Peters-

burg, whither Field also proceeded, so that Mayer
was still able to take lessons of the latter- In 1814
he made his first professional tour, going as far as

France. He then returned to St. Petersburg, where
he was highly esteemed, and most liberally paid,

as a pianoforte teacher. In 1847 he transferred his

residence to the Saxon ca])ital, whence he made
several professional tours with the most brilliant re-

sults. As a composer and teacher of the piano,

Charles Mayer w.as actively employed up to his

death. He leaves a widow and two children, the

elder of whom is l.'j, besides a mother 85 years old,

whom he supported, but unhappily they are totally

unprovided for.

Th.e Royal Library in Berlin, in addition to its

many manuscript stores of Beethoven, Bach, Mozart,

&c., has lately come into possession of Beethoven's

Quartet instruments. The Echo, (a Berlin musical

journal), says the library has intrusted these instru-

ments to the skilful violin-makor, Grimm, to be re-

paired in the most careful manner possible, and

adds : "As it is generally understood, that uninter-

rupted use is the best means of preserving the quali-

ty of such instruments, we have the prospect of see-

ing the Quartets of Beethoven executed by our first

chamber musicians, and with the very instruments of

Beethoven."

Providence, R. I.—The Press speaks in com-

plimentary terms of an organ concert given lately in

that city by W. E. Thayer, organist of Rev. Dr.

Hill's church, in Worcester. The programme in-

cluded Bach's melodious G minor fugue, the toccato

and fugue in D minor, and the celebrated one in G ;

chorus from the Hnguenois, and several original

compositions of merit. The Press says :

"Mr. Thayer is certainly an organist of great

promise. His fugue playing was particularly fine,

and we were quite surprised at the rapid execution

and the distinctness with which the subjects were
rendered. He played a number of his own compo-
sitions which were greatly admired."

As a specimen of the volume of tales and sketches

by Mr. A. W. Thayer, which we noticed lately, we

reprint to-day one of the shortest, "The Philister's

Reminiscence," which will be new to very many, al-

though not to all our readers. In the Worcester

Palladium we find the following appreciative notice

of the book :

SiGNOR Masoni and Other Papers of the fate T.Brown. Ed-
ifcod by Alexander W. Thayer. Berlin : F. Schneider

;

Boston ; A. Williams & Co.

This neat little volume, with its half-foreign air,

will he warmly greeted by the many friends of Mr.
Thayer, the "Diarist" of Dwight's Journal of Music,

whose "Brown Papers" have, from time to time
pleasantly v.iried his valuable contributions on musi-
cal subjects. These tales and sketches, ten in num-
ber, embody much of the author's observation of

life in New England and in Germany—simple village

life for the most part; and all are connected as by a

silver thread, by a love of Art in its highest forms,

especially the art of music.

To the young writer these tales may serve as

models of their kind. They are no hasty sketches

written at random ; but careful, thoughtful produc-
tions, every word fitly chosen, the whole artistically

conceived and executed. Material enough, some of

them have, for a two-volume novel which might have
been read and forgotten—a fate which will not befall

a single one of these tales as written. Those who
have read them as they originally appeared, will be

glad to possess them in this form. To otbei'S we
would say, get thero and read them by all means

;

for a plcasanter book has not appeared for many a
season. For sale in Boston by A. Williams & Co.,

100 Washington street.

'^ptul %ti\ltt^.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Pabliahed by Oliver DitMon &. Co*

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Tlie Magic of Moonlight. Serenade.

E. L. I-Iime. 25

Bal/e. 25

G. Lake. 15

Mary Mavoiirueen. Ballad.

Summer is sweet. Ballad.

ThreR uncommonly fine songs. Words pretty, ac-

companiment easy, and sentiment, good. "We can
rettommend tbem heartily to all parties desirous of

adding reliable sougs to their collection.

A young and artless maiden. " Once too often.'' 25

The love you've slighted. " " 25

Love is a gentle tiling. " " 25

There's truth in woman's style. " " 25

A selection of the best sougs from a new operetta by

Howard Glover, called " Once too often." The music

is light and sparkling, and well calculated to please.

The opera has proved very successful in London.

The world is full of beauty. F. Petersiha. 25

This is a charming song, simple, short, yet full of

soul and meaning, liko those much admired national

lays of Germany.

Over the river they beckon to me. Spaulding. 22

A new musical version of that exquisite poem which

a short while ago was so extensively circulated by the

press. It is written in a chanting style, which agrees

well with it and makes it a very impressive song.

"With Guitar Aecoinpan;naent.

Power of Love. Song from " Satanella."

Mad. Pratten. 25

Meet me by moonlight. Duet. Wieland. 25

Murmuring sea. Duet by Glover. " 25

These new and excellent arraugemeuts of popular

duets, which .hitherto could only be obtained with

piano accompaniment, will be welcomed by many.

Instrumental Music.

Como Quadrille. Four Ilands. D'Albei't. 50

A good, practical quadrille, strongly marked in

rhythm and composed of striking melodies. Better

Dance Music could not be desired.

Books.

The Modern School for the Organ. A
New, Progressive and Practical Method. In

Three Parts. By John Zuadel. 3,00

Mr. Zundel's long experience not only as an Organ-

ist but as asuccessful teacher is a sufiicienfc guarantee

of the excellence of this work and of its great utility.

A slight examination even of its pages will convince

any one of its rare adaptation to the wants of begin-

ners, as aUo to advanced pl.ayers. It embodies in

plain language a great fund of pi'actical inforuiatiou

on points in organ playing of the utmost ioiportance

to all who would become thoroughly conversant with

the capabilities of the iastrument, but which are sel-

dom so thoroughly treated aad so masterly explained.

This " Slodern School " must become the Standard

Method of Organ Study.

Music bt Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of oue cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Music in London.—A German View of it.

(Translated for this Journal, from the Leipzig "Signale,"

The traveller, who comes to London, makes

no great claims on the amiability of the haughty

islanders, whether it be that the Macdonalds and

such brilliant specimens, whom he has met on

the Continent, have put him in a more modest

mood, or that the judgment of tourists upon

England and the English have given him a pre-

conceived opinion. This time, however, stran-

gers, both in our own experience and in that of

other visitors of the Exhibition, have been agree-

ably surprised.

No wonder, the Times so willed it : and what

the Times desires, every good Englishman does,

and the sons of Albion treated the strangers with

attention ; they drew silken gloves over the hard

fist, they did everything to oblige the guest who
presented his shilling ; and, if it had been within

their power, they would have colored the sky

blue, have transformed the anthracite coal clouds

into morning air, and even have manufactured a

sun. Unfortunately the progress of modern in-

dustry has not yet reached that point. At any
rate we saw no such sun either among the

machines or the house utensils at the Exhibition-

But we saw everything else.

The impression, which the Exhibition makes
upon the stranger, who visits London for the first

time, does not after all surpass that which this

gigantic city itself makes with its exceptional

proportions. A world's exhibition seems to us

better suited to London, than to any other capi-

tal in Europe. Here we have only one side of

this colossal striving and producing, and the

Exhibition building matches every thing else you

see here. In other cities, even in Paris, such gi-

gantic exhibitions have something exotic in their

appearance, something which stands out too much
in contrast with the everyday face of things.

The Exhibition, the Crystal Palace, the Han-
del Festival, the Docks, the business on the

Thames and in the " City," the Concert pro-

grammes, the joints of mutton, which are set upon
your table, the Great Eastern, or the wash-bowl

on your toilet table ; all is massive and colossal

[yes, especially the last named article, measured
by the German standard

; the German has been
shy of water ever since the days of Noah].
Therefore the idea of a World's Exhibition could

spring only from an English brain. The Conti-

nent pants laboriously after it, but never comes
to it.

It requires moreover a sound stomach to enjoy

all this life,nerves like a submarine telegraph cable,

legs with seven-leagued boots, patience and cour-

age. The Viennese thinker, who, when asked

his opinion about the different philosophical sys-

tems, replied :
" 'Tis all one, if the man be only

in good health," must evidently have had in his

eye the life and stir of London.

A comparison of the Handel performance in

Cologne with that, which we have just heard

here in the Crystal Palace, will give the reader

an idea at once of the measure that must be

applied to the London achievements. In Cologne

we have seen for example, that 53 violins, 20

violas, 20 violoncellos, 14 double-basses, &e., were

set in activity, and that the choruses consisted

of 167 sopranos, 135 altos, 102 tenors and 169

basses , in a word, there were 700 performers,

and a hall like the Giirzenich, an organ like that

of the Messrs. Ibach, is all that one can wish,

to realize a grand performance.

In London they consider such an orchestra

about strong enough to bring out a Haydn Sym-

phony, and you might almost put the whole

Giirzenich hall within the space occupied by the

performers at the Handel Festival in the Crystal

Palace. Their number amounted to 4,000 ; while

from 16,000 to 20,000 listeners laid their guineas,

half and quarter guineas upon the altar of Han-

del. For the lovers of curious statistics, we give

here some numbers : " The chorus consisted of

about 3600 members; the orchestra numbered

94 first and 95 second violins, 68 violoncellos and

67 double-basses, &c. The execution cannot, it

is self-evident, with such masses be a perfect one

in all particulars, and we must look more to the

collective impression. Yet we must coufess, that

the execution, under Costa's excellent direction!

left but little to be desired ; certain choruses

went altogether admirably and were of over-

whelming might.

The English understand very well how to put

themselves at once into the right mood, since

they in a manner count themselves before the

beginning of the performance. That is to say,

when the public are assembled, when orchestra,

singers and director are all in their places, the

kapellmeister (director) gives a sign, and all, musi-

cians as well as public, rise from their seats and
" God save the Queen " resounds ;—imagine the

effect. On the first day, when the " Messiah "

was performed, singers and public also rose at

the Hallelujah , for in England they are fond of

emphasizing the religious meaning of the Orato-

rio. The good Britons have as pleasant a self-

consciousness in listening to these hallowed sounds,

as the French have with their Marseillaise. The

pieces executed were, on the first day, as we have

intimated, the "Messiah"; on the second, a

selection from different Oratorios of the German

master (" Dettingen Te Deum," "Samson," "Ju-

das Maccabceus," " Saul," Dryden's " Ode to

St. Cecilia's Day," " Hercules," " Alexander s

Feast," " Solomon," " Acis and Galatea," " L'

Allegro," " Deborah," and " Joshua ") ; on the

third day " Israel in Egypt" took its turn.

It is no wonder, if the English cherish the illu-

sion, that Handel's music is their national music

;

—they have in fact so lived tliemseloes into i'

[literal], that it has become their property.

The solo parts were sung by Messrs. Sims

Reeves (never without this disagreeable nasal

tenor (diesen unangenehmen nSselnden Tenor), he

is an Englishman—Weiss, Belletti, Santley, and

Mmes. Sainton-Dolby |(an excellent singer).

Tietjens, Lemmens-Sherrington, Rudersdorf and

Parepa.

The first day was moreover glorified by splen-

did sunshine, which had strayed into these

regions, and accompanied the leaping of the

fountains in the garden of the Crystal Palace in

the loveliest manner. These grounds are admi-

rably adapted to fabulous representations, for the

building, as well as its contents, excite one like a

fairy tale. And so it was all in order that we
met here Blondin, who was for a long time

regarded as an American myth, with his break-

neck art, which one can only believe in after he

has seen it.

We have had many a rare musical enjoyment

in London, but, as we only brought a continen-

tal appetite with us, we preferred to get up before

the meal was finished, and we frequently re-

nounced a whole string of courses, almost always

at the supper table.

The London concerts are as a rule a resume of

the whole musical season. Times is money, says

the Englishman, and so an opportunity is offered

to every family, of an evening or an afternoon,

to hear all the remarkable things of the season.

If a person has attended two concerts, he may
be pretty sure that nothing has escaped him.

These Englishmen remind us of that French

toy, which represents a Zouave, who sits before

an Austrian fortress and, as often as you turn a

handle, swallows up an Austrian warrior. The
Zouave is insatiable and keeps devouring Aus-

trians as long as you will turn. Some dozens of

artists are dished up and swallowed, before the

impassive Englishman has moved a feature. At

the most he takes between the first and second

parts a plate of ice, a cup of tea, or a grog. Then
he appears anew as iron-plated public, and the

great Armstrong cannons can as little reach him,

as the mammoth kettle drums in the Crystal

Palace.

On the 20th of June there was an afternoon

concert given in Her Majesty's Theatre, which

consisted of onlt/ thirty-eight numbers. In it one

heard the following pianists : Jaell, Ascher,

Aguilar, W. Carter, Francis Barnett, and the

accompanists: Balfe, Benedict, Frank Mori, Ran-

degger, Berger and Arditi. The violin was

represented by Joachim, and, by a most rare ex-

ception, the manager of the concert had the good

taste to place no other by this artist's side.

The female singers who cooperated were : Miss

Louisa Pyne, Mme. Lemmens Sherrington, the

sisters Marchisio, Mme. Guerrabella, Fraulein

Liebhardt from Vienna, Ida Gillies, the Trebelli,

Marie Cruvelli, Fraulein Tietjens, Mme. Weiss,

Florence Lancia, Mile. Georgi, Miss Clara Eraser,

Miss Roden, Miss Palmer, Susanna Cole, Mme.
Lemaire.

The male singers who let themselves be heard

were : Mr. Harrison, Tennant, Santley, Reich-

ardt, Sims Reeves, M. Gassier, Giuglini, Zucchini,

Weiss, Wilbye, Cooper, Coselli.

By way of bouquet to the still surviving listen-
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ers was offered : the Finale from Don Juan, per-

formed by the collective members of the Italian

Opera of this theatre.

But let no one imapiine that this is the Non
plus xiltra of what an English concert public can

endure ; the musical critic and madrigal composer

Glover, and just now Benedict, demaud of their

people far more than this.

Then there are concerts, in which one may hear

in one day : Halle, Pauer, Rubinstein (Nicholas),

Jaell, Laub, Becker, Joachim, Piatti and Davi-

doff ; the Patti, Tietjens, Miolan, Czillag, Penco,

perhaps also the Lind, if any pious object can be

brought in to excuse the famed and pious singer

for descending from the heaven of the Oratorio.

In this ease one will also get a chance to hear the

husband. Otto Goldschmidt, and for male singers:

Formes, Tamberlik, Belletti, Faure, TagliaSeo,

and Sims Reeves Esq. of course.

(To be Continued.)

Early History of Music in Germany.

FROM THE GERMAN OF G. W. FINK.

(Concluded from page 170.)

Since the eighteenth century, church music

has been well cultivated under the emperor Leo-

pold and his successors, and chamber music be-

gan to flourish. Charles the Sixth maintained

under the famous chapel-masters Fux and Cal-

dara, an orchestra of a hundred singers, and
more than three hundred instruments. Its church

music was especially famous
;
great organ play-

ers were Franzberger and Buxtehude ; the

choral was executed in grand, true style, and
the true German opera emancipated itself; a

praise which we are sorry we cannot award to

the present times. Under Charles's successor,

Maria Theresa, the art of music rose still higher.

She was connoisseur herself, educated by the

famous pianist, Wagenseil. Music flourished not

less in Saxony, in some respects even more.

—

Dresden could boast of a chapel which had not

its equal anywhere. We will only refer to the

names of Bach, Handel, Hasse, Homilius, Hiller,

Naumann, Schweitzer, Benda, Wolf, and others

;

not to mention the most modern composers. In
Berlin the art of music rose since the time of

Frederic the Second. Prussia has its Graun,
Quanz, Benda, Marpurg, Kirnberger, Schultz,

Fasch, Reichardt, Himmel and others. At al-

most all the courts, in the larger commercial
cities, and even in smaller places, orchestras and
singers became celebrated.

In church music Germany generally stood

highest, at least since Palestrina's death. No
other music equals the intensity of feeling, the
expressive character, and the depth of the com-
binations of harmony, which were laid into their

compositions by German masters. We refer to

instance this to Stolzel's warmth and clearness

in his fugues, and in the majority of his other
compositions ; to Seb. Bach's hitherto unexcelled
mass in B minor ; to his passion music according
to St. Matthew, and other of his compositions

;

to Handel's oratorios, to the motettos of Homi-
lius and other masters, and so forth. The pre-
disposition for sacred music has in the most mod-
ern times in Germany, as well as in the other
countries, decreased

;
yet our mind is by no

means as yet entirely alienated from it, and
Fesca, Schioht, Spohr, Eybler, Tomascheck, Fr.
Schneider, B. Klein and others, have given us
beautiful works of this kind. It is, however, in

accordance with the general spirit of the times,
that the modern sacred music does not, in seri-

ousness and a complete abandonment of the soul
to the holy feeling, come up to that which went
b.'fore. The artist, always a son of the times, na-
tii rally shows an impress of their spirit, even
thougli it may be only apparent in trifles, in
morn pleasing or worid'ly passages, or imitations
of tlie ancients, which (Jo not purely affect the
mind by a sacred feeling in their stiff formality,

for they did not flow purely from the mind, but

were rather found out by the art.

In every other respect but this one of church

music, whose highest and most flourishing period

was earlier, and of which we can only hope for

a revival, German music has reached, since 1780,

its highest bloom. A little before German poetry

rose to its highest glorj-, music slione in its full

splendor, and since then the two sister arts have
gone hand in hand. Joseph Haydn appeared,
and with him the perfect and beautiful quartetto,

and the grand symphony. His happy, childlike,

serene mind created in his own manner so much
that is great and delicately playful, that no one
else has reached him in this. Many tried to go
his way, and, if they had talent, they would learn

to please the multitude, yet they wanted the

depth and intensity—as for instance, Pleyel.

—

Mozart appeared in quartettos and grand sym-
phonies, and entered the path of human eleva-

tion, of warm feelings of the soul, in which no-

body has reached him as yet, although many
have followed the same path after him. Mozart
has completed it so well by himself, that for

others no new creation is left in his sphere ; but
the elevated human nature being his model, there

are many paths by the side of his, from which
his own may be seen as an excellent guide ; and
thus he will always be the best model for those

who want to learn. After him Beethoven shone,

educated by both, and following, in the fulness of

his powers, quite a diffei-ent path. He also

showed his power in quartettos and in his sym-
phonies, but stepping from mountains to moun-
tains.

These three heroes of music, with whom no
other nation can show a single one to compare,

have brought our orchestra music to such a height,

that it cannot be further elevated, without suffer-

ing. But they all found the performances of

our German orchestras already so accomplished,

that they could make greater demands upon
them. Our instrumental players had gradually

attained to that perfection since Sebastian Bach's

times.

The symphonies in all their glory are ours

;

nay, it seems as though these three, each of them
in his own individuality, had so completely filled

this sphere, that any new attempt must fall with-

in the particular reach of one of them. Yet
Kalliwoda, with his first and third symphony, and
Spohr with hi.s. called "the conseci'ation of tones,"

have shown the possibility of producing great

works in this sphere. Felix Mendelssohn Bar-
tholdy in his three fine overtures, the Summer
Night's Dream, Calm Sea and Happy Voyage,
and the Hebrides, or rather the Fingal's Cave,
has happily followed Beethoven's genius.

It is remarkable that these three heroes of our

German music, following each other in immediate
succession, not only exerted their powerful in-

fluence on instrumental, but also on vocal music

;

and in this branch too they stand preeminent.

—

In their church music, as well as in their instru-

mental music, they opened a new path. Joseph
Haydn is in his masses so serene, so childlike,

nay, sometimes even so trifling, however beautiful

the music itself is, that we prefer his brother

Michael in this point. On the other hand, his

oratorio of the "Creation" is so full of power and
splendor, that we must call it imperishable. No-
thing can exceed the chorus, " The heavens are

telling," &c., in power and rejoicing of the prais-

ing mind. Mozart created splendid hymns in

praise of the deity, and his Requiem has sublim-

ities, which are imperishable. Beethoven shows
himself in this field also romantic, singularly, sur-

prisingly great, but hardly so pious, as the Chris-

tian mind could desire, however high his mass
stands. By some of the sacred compositions of

these three heroes of music, especially by the

cheerful, almost playful parts of several of Jos.

Haydn's masses, by the predominating instru
'

mental style even in Mozart's Requiem, and by
Beethoven's too worldly oratorio of "The Mount
of Olives," a considerable intermixture of the
styles has gained ground in modern times ; the
limits of each, even those which are ajstheti-

eally necessary, being seldom clearly defin-

ed. Yet thisis not the fault of these great

masters, but of their blind imitators, who
m their wild youthful dreams take without

consideration any revolution from the accustom-

ed course, at once, for power and improvement

;

thus deceiving themselves, however much they

may be confirmed in their error for a while by
the multitude, which is easily excited by novelty.

In spite of tliese disadvantages, necessary where
inferior minds follow the i)ath of superior ones,

imitating their manners without their genius, the

gain for our art is immense, nay, for the present

yet uncalculated.

But what shall we say when we consider the

same men also as opera composers? Haydn did

not distinguish himself in this style, but the two
others the more ; nay, they stand again so much
above all comparison, that no other people on

earth can show any opera to compete with Don
Juan and Fidelia. By their side we must men-
tion here Carl Maria Von AVeber, with his

FreyacMlz. Yet we cannot deny that since Beet-

hoven's bringing orchestra music to its present

height, the orchestral accompaniments in the

operas of the present composers have become too

loud, too much suppressing the vocal parts. This

is certainly more natural in German)', where in-

strumental music always was much cultivated and

predominant, than in Italy, where they now
make even still more unmeaning noise

;
yet it is

desirable that a better taste should correct this

evil.

Another source of this evil is the virtuoso

bi-avura of our instrumentists, who like to be em-

ployed in accordance with their powers of exe-

cution. It is one of the greatest evils of our

times, that nobody will serve or obey; all want

to govern, without considering that the latter, to

be efficient, requires subordination at other places.

There are probably nowhere so many virtuosos

as in Germany. There are at present but very

few instruments which are not used for solo per-

formances. Even the double bass must show off.

Proficiency on instruments has increased to such

a decree that difficulties are overcome to an in-

credible degree, and often with astonishing ease,

certainty and perfection. Even many amateurs

are no so accomplished that a virtuoso, without

being able to astonish his audience, would find

no favor, though he might play simple music

most beautifully in tone and feeling. Brilliancy,

and most a.stonishing execution, become so neces-

sary that the virtuoso, who wants to distinguish

himself, must make great sacrifices to the me-

chanism of his art, and although the instruction

has lately been much improved, it requires per-

severing labor, to acquire eminence as a virtuoso.

And ye't we have a goodly number of youthful

phenomena, who, being generally lauded to the

skies by weak parents, "and flattering good friends,

are afterwards spoiled and made shallow finger

virtuosos.

Thus the thing has its advantages and disadvan-

tages. We can certainly expect our orchestras to

bring out passages which formerly were considered

impossibilities. AVe find even in smaller cities, not

unfrequently, Beethoven's symphonies, or larger

vocal compositions, executed very well, some-

times even in extraordinarily good style, by the

cantor, the town musician, and by amateurs.

—

AA'e are thus everywhere more or less enabled to

enjoy the highest effusions of our imaginative

German instrumental music. But on the other

hand, we are often subjected to the disadvantage

of hearing a mass of empty sounds in Potpourris,

variations, and so forth, with no claims to give a

musical idea, but only to show the skill of a solo

player. This evil is increased by the circum-

stance, that every virtuoso, nay, every attentive

amateur has now acquired sufficient knowledge

ill theory, to know how to compose something for

himself, and which he brings out before the pub-

lic in preference, however poor its intrinsic value

may be. There must be, moreover, many, who,

so high claims being made on the mechanical

skill of virtuosos, neglect in their persevering

practice for the purpose of acquiring it, what is

truly spiritual in art, and the general cultivation

of the mind so necessary for the artist. It is nat-

ural, therefore, that not a small number of mu-

sicians are not Ijetter than mere playing machines.
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This is unavoidable. Yet, nevertheless, German
music has not only spread far and wide, but has,

on the whole, elevated itself considerably, and it

will do so still more, since the disadvantajjes, aris-

ing from too frequent virtuoso concerts, are more
and more generally felt. For some time past the

empty virtuoso pieces in variations have failed to

satisfy audiences, and concert givers are obliged

to offer more valuable compositions. The instru-

ments themselves, however, have, for the pur-

pose of concert playing, been subjected to a

number of so-called improvements, which pro-

mote the facility of playing, or give greater com-
pass to the instrument ; but very often cause it to

lose its proper intrinsic character of tone. The
attention of musical men is now being directed

to this evil, and they strive on all sides to redeem
their natural character to the instruments.

The Germans have, notwithstanding the gen-
eral disposition for startling effect, not yet, how-
ever, lost all taste for simple music. This our
German songs prove. No other people can vie

in this respect with ours, either in resiard to

their abundance, variety, or intensity of feeling

Nearest to us, at least in some kinds, stand our
relations, the English and Skandinavians, but

these only in former times, and not in the varie-

ty of character of our songs. Deep feelings,

happy cheerfulness, sweet melancholy, thonght-

ful mourning, oppressing sorrow, exalted truth,

firm faith and energetic fidelity—all are express-

ed with truth and feeling in our domestic, church,

and popular songs. There are but very few parts

of Germany, where singing is not heard in every
village.

Since 1809 theso-called "Liedertafeln," (asso-

ciations of men for singing songs for one and
more voices, or for glee singing), have flourished

anew, for they existed before that time, although
not so frequent. Now these associations for

men's voices have increased to so great an extent,

that there is hardly a city of any size, or even
few smaller places, where a " Liedcrtafel " does
not exist. They have begun even to hold once
a year provincial " Liedertafeln," while those in

the cities meet monthly. Great singing schools,

as in Leipzig, Dresden, and so forth ; academies
of singing—like those of Berlin, Frankfort, and
so forth, singing clubs and associations of all

kinds are abundant ; even school teachers' asso-

ciations in the villages have been formed, and in-

crease. Seminaries to teach schoolmasters in

the country singing are sufficiently instituted, and
vocal instruction is in most of the village schools

a regular branch. As yet there are but two con-

servatoires of music, (in Prague and Vienna),
which are in a highly flourishing condition ; more
are shortly expected.* Our universities are not

yet supplied with regular professors of music, but
the want of them is vividly felt, and our govern-

ments, it is to be hoped, will speedily relieve it.

Teachers of music are everywhere numerous,
especially private teachers, although not always
good ones, many only taking up tbe business to

earn their bread. Yet bravura singing has much
extended over Germany, although not so much
as pianoforte playing

Our great German musical festivals have been
commenced by Cantor Bischoff, in Frankenhaus-
en, already 1804, before those of Switzerland,

therefore, which began in 1808. They were con-

ducted since 1810 on a grander scale, and are

still continued. In imitation of these musical
festivals in Thuringia several great associations

were formed for such festivals, such as in 1817
that of the Lower Rhine ; since 1825 that of the

Elbe; since 1829 the combined one of Thuringia
and Saxony, which however does not appear to

operate regularly; since 1830 that of the upper
Rhine. Several musical festivals on a large scale

have taken place in Silesia, also in the Lusace,

in Vienna, Quedlinborg, Nuremberg, and Ham-
burg. In Stuttgard, a German vocal festival is

celebrated every year, on the anniversary of

Schiller's death ; another on the second day in

Whitsuntide, formerly regularly at Esslingen, now
alternately at that and other places, in the open
air. Several similar festivals have taken place

* This was written of courso before tlio Conservatories in

Leipzig, Berlin, &c,, were established.—Ed.

in Jena, Weissenfels, Zerbst and Potsdam. In

Suabia the attempt has been made, in imitation of

several reformed congregations in Switzerland,
to introduce choral singing in parts, but this has
not met with general success, and we think never
will do so ; which we consider, on the whole, for-

tunate.

In the art of playing the organ Germany still

excels all other nations, and our theoretical men,
such as Gottfried Weber, Marx, Schilling, are

still universally esteemed. In acoustics, Chladini,

professor Weber, Pellisov and Scheibler have
made themselves celebrated, and our historians

of music (Kiesewetter) are among the best that

any nation has. The philosophy of art, its

assthetics, have found in Schilling and Hand able

advocates, who by their works have in this branch
also given Germany an ascendancy, and only our
country can show a work of the extent and char-

acter of the Universal Dictionary of the Art of

Music.

Instrument makers of all kinds, especially

pianoforte and organ manufacturers, are always
increasing, (Schiedmaier, Graff, Walcker and
others). New inventions are often made, and im-

provements of instruments still more frequently.

Only the Guitar is not so frequently met wilh as

formerl)', and the Harp is not yet so far domes-
ticated as we could wish.

Musical periodicals are abundant, which, we
think, shows the more our universal love of the

art, since all the other literary periodicals and
newspapers consider it necessary to touch also

upon subjects of the art. however little they may
understand of it.

It is true that in the most modern times the

different kinds of styles of composition have been
intermixed by great talents ; that the love for

the so-called romantic style has been degenerat-

ing into a desire for what is astonishing, bizarre

and singular, that what was mere confusion has

often been mistaken for enthusiasm. Yet all

this is rather to be ascribed to the present revo-

lutionary impetuosity of inexperienced, presump
tuous youth, than to the degenerated spirit of the

German people, which is rather amused by such

exaggerations, yet in art itself is safely progress-

ing, elevated by a great number of highly culti-

vated artists and connoisseurs. We are sui-e,

therefore, that this crisis will soon pass by with-

out injury to the art, for common cultivation

stands too high to sufier from it. Germany, as it

is, takes the first rank among all nations in the

art of music, and intelligent foreigners do not

dispute this fact. From Germany will proceed

the improvements in music that are to be made.

Cherubini.*

I.

Maria Laigi (Carlo Zenobio Salvadore) Cherubini
was born at Florence, on September 8, 1760. This
date has been generally accepted as the correct one,

on the strength of the notice with which the great

master himself furnished Choron, author of the

Dictiommire Imtorique des Mitsiciens, in the year 1809.

On the other hand, in the autograph list of his com-
positions which was published, from his papers, at

Paris, in 1843, by Botte'e de Toulmon, Cherubini

names September 14 as the day of Ids birth. In the

same year, 1760, Prince Esterhazy appointed Haydn,
then twenty-eight, his Capellmeister. Tiirec years

later, Mozart, a boy of seven, e.xcited the wonder of

the Parisians ;
while Beethoven first beheld the light

of d.iy ten years after tlie subject of this memoir.
Cherubini's falher, Bartolomco, was a musician.

He gave lessons in Florence, and was waestro al

cembalo (pianoforte accompanyist) at the Pergola.—
The son received musical instruction when only in

his sixth year. At nine, he learned harmony and
ihorough-bass from the Felicis, father and son, and
continued his studies in composition, as well as in

singing, under Pietro Bizarri and Joseph Castrucci.

His extraordinary talent for composition quickly de-

veloped itself. When only in his fourteenth year,

he wrote a mass (the first in his list) and an inter-

mezzo for a private thcati'e. These works were
speedily followed by two masses for four voices, with

orchestra ; and, before he had attained his seven-

teenth year, by two " Dixits," several "Lamenta-

*(Froni the Niederrluinische Musik-Zeihmg. Translated
for the London Musical iVbrW by J. A^ Bridgeman.)

tions," a "Miserere," a " Te Deum," an oratorio

(performed in St. Peter's church, Florence), a moiet,
a second intermezzo, a grand cantata, and several
operas.

Despite the seductions of incipient reputation and
vvondering applause, young Cherubini felt the neces-
sity of continued and deeper musical study in order
to enable him to attain the ImkIi eminence towards
which his genius irresistibly impelled him. He yearn-
ed to work under a great master ; and the admira-
tion of Leopold II., Grand Duke of Tuscany, and
eventually ISmperor, furnished him with the means.
In the year 1777, having been granted an annual al-

lowance by the Grand Duke, he proceeded to Bo-
logna, and placed himself under the superintendence
of the eminent Sarti. When Sarti, in 1779, went to

the cathedral at Milan, as successor to Fioroni,

Cherubini followed him ; so that he enjoyed the in-

struction of that admirable teacher for nearly four
years. This instruction, after the m.anner of the
Italian masters of the period, was of a far more prac-
tical than systematically theoretical nature. Working
and writino: in imitation of great models formed its

principal feature. In this way all the necessary rules

of art were learned and exemplified, under the un-
ceasing supervi>ion of the teacher, who, however,
rarely gave any other reasons for his corrections than
the authority of the school. Consequently in the

list of Cherubini's works during this period we find,

for the most part, only antiphonies, or choral songs
for four, five, and six voices, after the fashion of the

old composers of the Romish Church. These stu-

dent-work constitute the result of his exertions up
to his twentieth year. Thus he labored eleven years

in educating himself to become a thoroujh musician
—an example of perseverance and serious resolve,

which, of a truth, forms a strikms contrast to the

rapidity which marks the education of many modern
composers. We must not, however, forget that cus-

tom, and the mode of teaching adopted by the com-
posers of that afre, had something to do with these

long years of study. A rational S3'stematicany pro-

gressive method of instruction w.is not known, or, at

any rate, not applied. Nevertheless, that, thanks to

the mode of study in question, Cherubini invariably

proved a more sure and complete master of musical

composition than he otherwise would have done, is

shown indisputably by till his subsequent produc-

tions ; though as a teacher of the theory of his art

he always manifested, in his scientific explanations, a

certain amount of awkwardness, also the result of

the course of study he had pursued. While for all

his rules he was ready with the most admirable ex-

amples, which displayed the fullness and solidity of

his knowledge, he either disdained or found it a real-

ly difficult task to explain theoretically what he

taught practically with the utmost perfection ; and
he nsed to get annoyed when people did not under-

stand the half hints which he threw out. Yet, in

183.5, he published a book of theoretical instruction,

Cours de Conlrepoini et de Fugue. How does this

agree with the above facts ? Fe'tis furnishes us, in

the second edition of his Bio(/rapliie Universelte, with

an explanation, which must be considered all the

more reliable, inasmuch as he himself enjoyed the

advantage of Cherubini's instruction. According to

Fetis, "Cherubini never thought of writing any
manual of this description. He had, however, writ-

ten for his pupils models of all kinds of counterpoint,

single and double, imitation, canons and fugues.

—

Prefixed to this collection were two or three pages

of fundamental rules, comprising pretty much what
Mattel* had given in his work. All Cherubini's

pupils copied out these pages, and know what they

contain. Some one, though I cannot say who, now
hit upon the idea of turning the collection of exam-
ples to account. It was. however, necessary to have
accompanying Ic'tter-press. Cherubini would not

write it, and so Halevy undertook the task. It was
in this way that Cherubini's Course of Counterpoint

was produced. It was precisely in this manner, also,

that Cherubini contributed only practically to the

various " Schools " of the Paris Conservatory,

though he did so, certainly, most admirably, as, for

instance, in the case of the "Singing School" by his

classical soUaigi, and, in that of the " violin and
violoncello schools," by the examples which accom-

panied them. Sarti, however, did not keep his fav-

orite pupil employed only in contrapuntal studies.

—

We learn from Cherubini's own entries before his

catalogue, that his master initiated him in the secrets

* Pater Mattel. Martini's most faithful pupil (and instruct-

or of Ros.^ini), died in 1325, in his native city. Bologna. He
left behind him a theoretical work, Pracliro tf' Afrompn^jin-
mfnto sopra Bfist^r nximerati, ^"c, rim diverse Fug/ie, Boloirna,

1825 and 1830. in three volumes. The examples, however, are

alone admirable Matt^ei also owed, therefore, his immense
reputation as a teacher to his practical metliod of instruction.

F6tls can refer only to this book, since nothing Is known of
any other theoretical work by Mattel.
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of dramatic composition as well, and madeliim com-

pose the airs, &c., of the second parts in his operas.

In the autumn of 1780, Cheruhiui, then in his twen-

tieth year, began his career as a dramatic composer,

with the opera of Quinio Fabio, performed in Ales-

. sandria, during the fair. He inserts it in his list with

the remark : "This was my first opera ; I had then

completed my nineteenth (twentieth?) year"—with-

out saying anything about the success, which, to all

appearance, was not very great, since he was not re-

quested to write an opera for 1781, and, during that

year, composed nothing for the stage, except portions

of another opera, intended for Venice, and which he

actually began, although for reasons not known, he

never finished it. The year 1782, on the other hand,

was fertile in compositions, part of which, probably,

he had prepared in the foregoing year. Three grand

three-act operas were produced : Armida, during the

Carnival, at Florence : Adriano in Siria, in the

spring, for the opening of the new theatres at Leg-

horn ; and Mesenzio, in the autumn, at Florence. In

addition to these, he wrote in the same year, ten

Notturnos for two voices, four melodies for one voice,

an aria, with full band, for Crescentini, one for Ru-
bini (an older tenor of that name), and two duets

with accompaniment of two Cms d' ATnour,^ for an
Englishman. Under the date of 1783, we learn from
the catalogue the fact, previously unknown, that

Cheruhini wrote a second opera, called Quinto

Fabio, played at Rome in the month of January. In

the same year, also, his comic opera, Lo Sposo di

tre, Marito di Nessuiia, was produced in Venice.

From the publications of the day, wo find that

Cherubini's was already a celebrated name in Italy.

The comic opera just mentioned appears to have
been successful in Venice. The composer was there

called "II Cherubino," "less as a play upon his name,
than on account of the beauty of liis melodies" (In-

dice teatrale for 1784). The Jesuits of Florence, in

order to fill their church for some charitable purpose,
even manufactured an oratorio out of fragments
selected from his operas, and he himself composed
two fresh choruses for it (1787). In the same year,

he supplied the theatre at Florence with the opera
L'ldalide, in two acts, and that at Mantua with Ales-

sandro neW Indie, in three.

t Cor d''Amour, A-morshorn, and also, Amorschatl, -via^ the
name given by the Ru.sjiian musician, Kolbal, to a horn which
he invented about 1760, and the improvements in which con-
sisted of valves and a semi-circular cover upon the opening.

—

This idea of a valve horn was not pursued farther, because
the "Iventionshyrners" introduced a short time subsequently
were another step towards the end afterwards obtained by the
"VentUhbrner."

(To be continued.)

liszt in Early Life.

{From the French).

(Concluded from page 174).

He himself afterwards acknowledged his error,

and explains it in the foUowmg manner ;

—

" At that time I frequently performed, whether in

public, or in the saloon, (where it never failed of
being objected to me that I selected my pieces very
badly,) the works of Beethoven, Weber and Hum-
mel ; and, to my shame, I declared, in order to
secure the applause of a public always slow to con-
ceive of beautiful things in their grand simplicity,
that I would make no scruples in altering the move-
ment and design of them ; and I even went so far
as insolently to add a great number of the charac-
teristics and stops of the organ, which, by obtaining
for me the applause of the ignorant, did "not fail to
entice me into a bad way, from which I was fortu-
nately soon relieved."

In the midst of the fluctuations of taste which
might be observed in the talent of Liszt, his skill in
the execution of the greatest difficulties acquired
every day more development. By degree^, this
skill has surpassed tliat of the pianists of all the
schools, and we may feel assured that the art of
playing the piano has nothing more over which the
powerful execution of Liszt may not triumph. In
1835, he removed from Paris, visited Switzerland,
and stopped at Geneva, where he remained until the
month of September, 1836. On his return to Paris,
he again attracted the attention of artists, and the
public, by some compositions for the piano, full of
difficulties, which he alone could execute, and pro-
duced a strong sensation by his wonderful skill in the
concerts, where he was heard during the following
winter. He had already published some articles con-
cerning his person, his opinions, and his impressions,
in the Gazette Musicale, at Paris ; and during this
winter he sustained in this same journal a dispute
relative to his appreciation of the talent of Thal-
berg ; but this discussion had not the result which
he had promised himself, and occasioned to him
nothing but ennui.

About the end of the 3'car 1837, Liszt removed
again from Paris, and went to Milan, where he

made a long stay, interrupted only by a journey to

Vienna. Received at the capitol of Austria by
ananimous acclamations, he has left there a lively

remembrance of his admirable talent. After having
visited Venice, he directed his steps toward Rome
and Naples No instrumental performer
since Paganini has made such a deep impression

upon the inhabitants of Italy as Liszt, whose name
is repeated by them with enthusiasm.
The compositions which this artist had published

up to that time created but little sensation. After
having given to the flames liis first works, he pub-
lished fantasies in which it may be seen that he pro-

posed to himself to be original and independent of

the tradition of forms ; but unfortunately more
caprice than charm may he found in them. The
wonders of his ejtecution lent some effect to these

works ; but the difficulties which they contain, and
which he only could overcome, have injured their suc-

cess. Among the compositions which Liszt has
given to the world, may be mentioned particularly

his fantasy upon the themes of La .Tuive(the Jeiucss),

Paris, Sciilesinger; another fantasy upon some Swiss
melodies, Paris, Bernard Latte ; a fantastic rondo
upon a Spanish theme, ibid ; a crand bravura waltz,

il>id ; some poetical meditations, ibid , a divertissment

upon a cavatina by Pacini, ibid ; a crand fantasy

upon la Clorhette, by Paganini ; two fantasies upon
the tlicmes of the soiie'es Mn^sicnles of Rossini ; and
Reminiscences of the Puritans, (by Bellini), a grand
fantasy for the piano. Afterwards he published some
capriccios upon the melodies of Schubert, where it

has been thought that an approach towards the style

of Thalberg might bo observed.

American Pianofortes.

(From the London Musical World).

Not one of the least anomalous things in the pres-

ent state of affairs on the other side of the Atlantic

is, that whilst Birmingham was manufacturing arms
to send to America, New York should be making
pianos to send to London. The reverse would have
been a more natural order of things, seeing that

Europe is at the present time in the attitude of a
peacemaker, wliilst America unhappily is in that of
a belligerent. Nevertheless it is pleasant to know
that Americans are not all nedded to the dread Bel-
lona, and that amid the fruitless strife between North
and South the peaceful arts still flourish, and the
meek-eyed Cecilia holds her own. It is indeed
singularly striking how peaceful are all the products
in the American Department of the Great Exhibi-
tion, and how the emblems of kindly plenty still pre-

vail there. The hnsbandman finds ingenious tools

for wooing the stubborn earth ; the handicraftsman a
variety of labor-saving machines for bringing useful

manufactures to the million ; the artist, paintings
and sculpture; the musician, musical instruments.
Only the warrior is left unrepresented.

The International Exhibition is so rich in musical
instruments from all parts of the Globe, that in ordi-

nary times it would not excite sui-prise that our cous-
ins from the other side of the Atlantic had availed
themselves of a good opportunity to show the Old
World that they too can do something in the way of
making them, especially as regards the pi.anoforte. A
few travelled artists, and one or two manufacturers,
were at least aware thatexcellent pianos were made in

the States, and that exportation from Europe had vir-

tually ceased. The more enthusiastic of the artists

who long since had visited America did not hesitate

to claim for the pi.anos made there a high perfection

of tone and workmanship, but the sceptical hesitated

to believe that the trade had progressed so far as it

really has. We are now able to judge for ourselves.

Messrs. Steinway & Sons, of New York, exhibit four
pianos in the American department. They are so
excellent that the jury has awarded a prize to and an
encomium on the fortunate makers. When we find

that they are thus officially ranked with the best in-

struments in the building, we may readily conclude
that they combine all the best known points of the

mtinufacture, and perh<aps introduce some novelties.

The instruments are handsome in exterior, displaying

taste and richness of carving without any over-
wrought striving for splendor, or special predilection

for mere cabinet work. Musically they are of the

fullest compass, and speak with real grandeur of
tone,—a square or horizontal piano made by this

house having the power of an average grand, and
withal a quality of sound which will bear favorable
comparison with that of any conntry. In America
the square piano takes the place of the upright piano
here. It is the instrument of the home circle. To
this circumstance may be ascribed the marked im-
provements which have been made in its manufacture

—improvements which we may here add have been
extended also to grand pianos. The manufacturers
claim the following peculiarities in the building of

their instruments :

—

1. A novel distribution of the soundinfr board, of the bridges
and of the strings; 2ndly, A new construction of the iron

frame ; and Srdly. The adoption of a double repeating mechan-
ism, which imparts to tho touch greater ease, elasticity, and
promptness.

The opinion has widely obtained latterly that the

square or horizontal piano could not be perfected to

the same extent as the grand, as, indeed, the fruitless

cflForts in that direction would seem to demonstrate.
The attempt to obtain more power and volume of
tone by stretching the lower-toned wires over the

shorter or higher-toned ones (called overstringing),

in order to gain more room and sounding board sur-

face, proved only partially successful, in consequence
of the inequalities in the scale which resulted from
that plan. The makers who were most enthusiastic

for the theory abandoned it at length as impractica-

ble; but Messrs. Sieinway and Sons seem to have
extended their experiments to a successful issue. By
the invention of an ingenious acoustical instrument,

they were enabled to ascertain the e.xact vibrations

of tlie sounding board, and to place the bridges—two
or more, as the case might require—on exactly the

spots that would least interfere with the same. The
result was a great increase of tone, and unusual

equality througliout tho scale. This principle they

have applied to all kinds of pianos, with the most
satisfactory results.

Being enabled, then, to allot to each individual

string a larger share of sounding hoard, and to bring

it into closer harmony with the workings of the same,

their next ofl^orts were directed to the qualittj of the

tone produced. To combine the mellowness of

wood-constructed pianos with the strength and bril-

liancv of those in which iron constituted a principal

feature, was obviously the desideratum. Thepi.inos

exhibited at South Kensington, described by the Jury

as " powerful, clear, and brilliant," demonstr.ate the

gratifying, and in many respects surprising, success

which has attended this efiort. The iron frame used

by Messrs. Steinway & Sons is a single casting, con-

t,.;ved—for horizontal pianos—in such a way that the

heretofore unavoidable intersections of the sounding-

hoard bridges are entirely done away. This impor-

tant modification secures at once an even and uninter-

rupted scale. In consequence, too, of the pressure

of the iron frame upon and against the tuning-block

thus welding, as it were, the two substances into

one .solid whole—they have obviated the transverse

vibrations, and avoided those dull thumping by-tones

which are so offensive to the sensitive ear. The iron

frames of the grand pianos are upon the same princi-

ple, being distinguished only by the shape of the

iron bars, which form a triangle pressing with the

broad end against the tuning-block,—a construction

which gives strength, and assists materially in keep-

ing the instrument in tune.

The advantage of Messrs. Steinway's double repe-

tition action over that heretofore in use seems to con-

sist in its independance of the -'jack " and " nut,"

thereby permitting a free and unrestrained movement.

Experience has shown that all appendages to either

the '• jack," the " nut," or the " hammer," ultimate-

ly and inevitably result in a rattling kind of noise

and an injury to the tone, whereas this mechanism

insures ease, elasticity, promptness, and force of

touch.

These fine instruments have attracted the attention

they merit, and have been purchased by Messrs.

Cramer, Beale & Wood, who, we learn, have

become the English agents for Messrs. Steinway &
Sons.

For Bwight's Journal of Music.

Curiosities of Criticism.

No. II.

My dear Journal,

It has often been a matter of surprise to me that

those departments of the public papers which profess

to treat of Art, even in the abstract, are so generally

conducted by persons whose education (or rather

want of education) has been such as to fit them quite

as well for digging railroads, or for street sweeping,

as it has for taking the works (perhaps oven the live-

lihood) of artists in their unappreciative and earth-

tainted hands. How is this ? If we look at the other

editorial heads of a modern first-class secular period-

ical or daily, we do not find quite such incompetency

for their duties, (excepting only occasionally that of

war correspondence 1) If the commercial editor
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should not understand^ quotations, there would cer-

tainly be a sudden call for a change. If the legal

reporter should mix up criminal and civil cases and

credit the actions of the Supreme Court to that of

Common Pleas, &c., his salary would not in all like-

lihood be suddenly raised ; while if the reports of the

Academy of Medicine were written by one who call-

ed the oesophagus an "artery" or the aorta an "ali-

mentary canal," I imagine that one or another of

that inflammable fraternity would soon take up the

cudgels (i. e. the pen handles) to sustain the dignity

of the professionally scientific murderers.

In view of such facts, how sad it is to see the

noble and ennobling Arts so generally travestied,

even by well-intentioned editors and their subordi-

nates, as is the case in this golden age ; and of all the

Arts, does it not really seem that Music suffers the

most? Of course no painter was ever satisfied with

a notice of his pictures, or with the decision of the

" hanging committee " of an exhibition ; but that is

on account of the contracted state of painters' minds

in general, notwithstanding their talent, for I have

seen and known scores of them.

I apprehend, however, that one's own satisfaction

at the public critiques should by no means be the

criterion of their justice, for none are so likely to

over estimate themselves, proverbially, as artists. But

even to a disinterested person, although one capable

of judging, how perfectly nonsensical, inappropriate

and often downright laughable is not most of the

stuff one is compelled to read under the heading
" Musical !"

A New York weekly, whose enterprising publish-

ers evidently wish to make it as saleable in choir-lofts

as it certainly is in other places, lately inaugurated a

series of papers on the Church Music of that city

and vicinity, which in all the above-mentioned pecu-

liarities (and many more besides) must be allow-

ed to far transcend any previous efforts in that line,

which have before arrested the attention of our citi-

zens. I propose to consider these lucubrations with

reference to the following points :

1st. Their reliability in various instances, statisti-

cally, &c.

2d. Their critical accuracy.

3rd. Their artistic discrimination.

4th. Their poetical point.

5th. The proportion of the milk (and water) of

human nature (and kindness) therein contained.

6th. Their congratulatory exhortations to the

" great" artists complimented by the author.

7th. The solidity of the "sound advice" given to in-

cipient genius.

8th. The categorical, antithetically technical and

unparalleled licentious use made of certain terms,

mostly to be met with in musical dictionaries alone.

&c., &c., &c.

These and several other ramifications of criticism,

as odd as they are new, will be found replete with

pithy entertainment, if not instruction, but unfortu-

nately I fear in a manner hardly intended by their

originally asinine (is that too hard a word 1 Surely

not with Sterne's definition of an ass !) perpetrator.

These papers began, I should think, three months

ago, and immediately increased the sales of the paper

of course. Since then they have been the butt of

the profession and of other critics week after week.

Newspapers have quoted from them as from a musi-

cal Mrs. Partington ; organists have committed cer-

tain passages by heart as by-words of artistic gibber-

ish ; and notes of " beseechment " have been sent to

the office of the paper, begging the inquisitors to de-

sist from further such inflictions, for the sake of St.

Cicelia ; but all to no purpose. This valiant knight

of the pen seemingly possesses a heart as courageous

as his pen is redoubtable, and has virtually asked

Sunday after Sunday :
" What do 1 care for all the

Mrs. Grundies in Christendom or in Choir-lofts"

—

(for these are not always included in Christendom, be

it understood !) Truly Don Quixote de la Manclia

in his combat with the wind-mill fiins w.as but a very

lilliputinn in arms, compaaed to our hero.

His first article opens with the following sentence,

which would be trite were it only true,

" Church-music is a branch of fine art which has

always appeared to us eminently deserving of public

notice, if not of careful criticism ; and yet it is

somewhat surprising that yione of our musical critics

have turned their attention thereto."

This is in a Sunday paper, be it remembered, and

yet the Dispatch, a rival paper, had only about a year

ago a number of articles on this very subject ; and

notices of feast-day services in our principal churches

are of ordinary occurrence in the Herald, Times

Express and Evening Post.

" Whatever be the style or character of music, it

always exercises the same benign influences over the

soul. Bo it sentimental or comic, tragic or light, it

will ever awaken the same kindred feelings and

motions."

Extraordinary Art! or extraordinary human cattle

influenced thereby, or, perhaps, both. Do then the

" same benign influences " proceed from difl^erent

kinds of music, and are " the same kindred feelings

and motions" (!) awakened by " whatever style and

character of Music ? " Where then is the use of

ever varying it 1 My dear Journal, this is an evident

discovery !

" Others become fascinated with the profound

tragic lyricism of " Lucretia Borgia." Some revel

in the vocal comicalities of the " Barber of Seville,"

while many prefer the weird and thrilling movements

of the "Creation."

I fear this would have been new even to Donizetti

himself, whose " profundity" has yet to be appreciat-

ed by the cognoscenti of to-day, while old Father

Haydn I am sure never aspired to the name of a

"wield" composer, especially in his Creation, doubt-

less because Meg Mernlies and Hecate were not in

the list of his acquaintances !

A little further on, he speaks of the " wailing pro-

gressions" of a Kyrie Elei.^on, a kind, I opine, acci"

dentally omitted by Cherubini in his treatise on

Counterpoint and Fugue ! But no more until next

week, from yours respectfully, Timothy Trill.

xxBU %hxau)i.

London.
(From the Times, Aug. 9).

Royal Italian Opera.—Those who from the

beginning expressed themselves strongly not only
about the actual talent, but about the future career,

of Mile. Patti, must have derived more than ordina-

ry gratification from her performance on Wednesday
night, when, for the first time in London—probably
for the first time under any circumstances—she

undertook the arduous character of Dinorah. . . .

Originality has been universally recognized as an
attribute of each successive assumption of Mile.

Patti. Wharever may be her shortcomings, she in-

variably thinks for herself, invariably presents the

character she is assuming under a fresh and unhack-
neyed aspect—the mark of her own piquant individ-

uality being everywhere apparent. This, combined
with youth, a prepossessing appearance, and a natu-

ral grace that enables her to tread the stage as though
she had been " born to it," confers upon all her

endeavors a certain indefinable charm. The attrac-

tion thus created, and which gives to her Zerlina, her

Rosina, and one or two other impersonations, the

peculiarities so agreeably distinguishing them, is,

perhaps, nowhere more vivid—perhaps nowhere so

vivid—as in her Dinorah, the most elaborately

studied, the most carefully wrought out, and, at the

same time, so successfully are the mechanical means
kept out of sight, the most apparently spontaneous
of her performances. Every scene—every situation,

in short—exhibits some new and unexpected point to

strike attention ; not " points " in the conventional
meaning of the term, but delicate touches that, by
filling out the picture, make it all the more natural
and true. . . .

The whole performance, indeed, was a triumpli of

the most legitimate kind—the most legitimate and
the grentest that the young artist has achieved since

she dehghted the English public with her first notes

—as tlie interesting heroine of Bellini's Sonnam-
bula.

The other principal parts were, as usual, filled by
Signer Gardoni, M. Faure, and Mile. Nantier Didie'e,

the subordinate characters by Mad. Rudersdorff, Sig-

ner Neri-Baraldi, and M. Tagliafico.

Althongli drawing fast to the close of the season,

Mr. Gye does not slacken therein of his enterprise. . .

It was a great idea to reproduce Auber's 3iasani-

ello with Signer Mario as the Fisherman. Of all

operas by French composers, the Muitte de Portici is

most endeared to Englislimen. Its production at

Druvy Lane, in 1839, was one of the greatest succes-

ses on record. No opera of any composer ever fasci-

nated the play-going public to the same extent. No
doubt some of the success was due to the singing of

Braham, who was never equalled in the part. The
work, however, comprises every element of attrac-

tion—gushing and spontaneous melodies in every

scene, instrumentation clothed in the brightest and
most harmonious colors, dramatic power and treat-

ment that never have been surpassed, stirring inci-

dents, gorgeous scenery, rainbow costumes, dances

that would provoke old Nestor to motion, and a most
interesting plot. Masaniello was first produced at

the Royal Italian Opera in 1849, with Signer Mario
as the hero. The success was triumphant ; but

Mario, not satisfied with himself, or displeased with

somebody else, threw up the part and gave it to Sig-

ner Salvi, who retained it for tlie few nights it was
performed during the season. In 1850 Masaniello

introduced Signer Tamberlik to the English public,

and such favor did the new tenor find in his introduc-

tory essay, that he was allowed to retain the part

thenceforth without interruption. Why, when the

opera was reproduced, after an interregnum of eight

j'ears, Signor Mario has been substituted for Signor
Tamberlik, we cannot say. Perhaps it was but a

requital for Signor Mario's bestowing the part of

Jean of Leyden in the Propli'ete on Signor Tamber-
lik. That, however, Mnsuniello was produced, not

wlio played the Fisherman, was the principal consid-

eration. The public who liked the opera would
naturally be satisfied with either one renowned artist

or the other in the principal character, and not trouble

itself with nice tenor distinctions.

The first performance of Auber's great work, on
Thursday nightmust have satisfied everybody present

that nothing had been left undone to secure for the

opesa a new lease of popular favor. The dresses,

scenery, and appointments were no less than what
might have been expected from the establishment

—

picturesque, magnificent, and complete. Perhaps

even at the Royal Italian Opera the scene of the

Market Place at Naples, in which the insurrection

takes place, has not been surpassed. It is indeed a
resplendent picture, and nothing more like reality

than the conflict between the soldiers and the fisher-

men—and nothing more effective as a pictorial illu-

sion—has been witnessed on the stage. The sea-shore

view in the second act is another grandly-devised and
brilliantly-painted scene ; and again the exertions of\

Mr. Augustus Harris, the stage-manager, are indica-

"

ted, in a manner not to be mistaken, by the groupings,

the motions, and the various employments of the

fishermen and their wives.

Of the execution generally we may speak in high

terms, but feel assured, nevertheless, that a few per-

formances will be of material service to band and
chorus. That there is little time for rehearsals just

now we know, and could hardly have expected that

the regular course of preparation had been gone
through. Still the performance—the first for eight

years—was admirable on the whole, and a few trifling

hitches we may take for granted will not occur again.

The opera is announced for repetition to-night and
Tuesday, and we may conclude it will constitute one
of the special features of the closing representations.

The cast included Mile. Marie Battn as Elvira,

Mile. Salvioni as Fenella, Signor Neri-Baraldi as

Alphonso, Signor Graziani as Pietro, and Signor

Mario as Masaniello. Mile. Battu seemed thorough-

ly at her ease in the music—more so certainly than

in Eigoletto—and sang the opening cavatina with

much brilliancy and point, although she foKnd the

scena in the fourth act a little too exacting. The Fe-

nella of Mile. Salvioni was especially graceful and

interesting, and was certainly one of the marked
features of the performance. The performance of

the fair danseuse in the tarantella formed a distinc-

tive feature in that most inspiriting of national terp-

sichorean displays. Sig. Neri-Baraldi was, as usual,

artistic and painstaking, but the character of Alphon-

so does not enlist the sympathies, and the singer did

not create any enthusiasm.

Sig. Mario we have heard in better voice, but at
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times tlie intense charm of his singing and liis refined

and irresistilile manner were felt and acknowledged

by the entire audience. The customary encore was
withheld from the barcarole, but was awarded to the

grand duet with Pietro wliich follows, and in which

Sig. Mario displayed an amount of passion and
manly vigor impossible to transcend. The famous
" Somno " song we shall hear to greater advantage
by-and-bye, when the artist has definitively made up
his mind to sing it me^zo.i'oce throughout, as, we fan-

cy, it should be sung, and as old Braham used to

sing it. Sig. Mario's last scene was in every respect

inimitable. Here his voice was under perfect control,

and the snatches of the fisherman's songs as they

came filtered through his disturbed brain were given

with exquisite grace and feeling. The assumption

of madness was at the same time most striking and
most natural. Sig. Mario invariably improves upon
a new part, and we do not doubt that, splendid as his

performance on Thursday night was, it will be still

better after a few repetitions. Sig. Graziani sang
admirably in the duet just mentioned with Sig.

Mario, winning fairly his share of the applause, and
gave much effect to the fine barcarole in the last

act.

A word of strong praise mu.st snfiice at present

for the incidental dances, all of which were performed
with brilliant effect by the corps-de-ballet, headed in

the tarantella, as we have said, by Mile. Salvioni,

and, as we have not said, by M. Desplaces.

The house was crowded, but was evident!}' more
than half filled with strangers.

These have been the novelties.

The following were the regular performances of

the week :—On Saturday, Don Giovanrti ; on Monday
the Trovalore (with Mile. Fricci) ; and last night,

Don Giovanni (with Mile. Fricci as Donna Anna).

Her Majesty's Theatre. — The numerous
strangers now in London have taken advantage of

the "cheap nights" (which began on Tuesday w-eek),

and the hou.'^e has witnessed a succession of large

audiences. With tlie exception of Wednesday even-

ing week, when the Bohemian Girl {La Zinqara) vi&s

revived, there has been no novelty. Balfe's pretty

opera was performed with excellent eflTect. It could
hardly have been cast with greater strength—whether
as regards the two principal characters or the others.

Miss Louisa Pyne and Sig. Giiiglini were the repre-

senlatives of the heroine and her lover ; while Mile.
" Trebelli filled the part of the Gipsy Queen, and Mr.
Santley that of the Count. The spectators enjoyed
the opera as of yore, notwithstanding the absence of
the vernacular, and tlie presentation of old friends in

new dresses. Miss Louisa Pyne's portrayal of Ar-
line is well known ; nor was it the first time Sig.

Giuglini has ventured to appear as Thaddeus. Both
sang in their best manner. Mile. Trebelli gave ex-
traordinary importance to the character of the gipsy.

The part hitherto has never been so fortunately

embodied. That Mile. Trebelli would sing the music
well was to have been anticipated, but few were pre-

pared for so energetic a dramatic version. The per-
sonation, in a word, added another leaf to the lanrels

this gifted young artist has already won. Mr- Sant-
ley could not possibly fail to extort a vociferous

encore for his tasteful delivery of " The heart bowed
down-" But encores were the order of the night,

and none of the old favorites escaped.

There has been no other novelty. On Saturday
the Huguenots was repeated ; on Monday, the Nozze
di Fiaaro ; on Tuesday, the Trovatore ; and on Thurs-
day, Lucrezia Borgia—with a selection from Semira-
mide, for Mile. Trebelli and M. Gassier- On this

occasion Mile. Trebelli, who made her last appear-
ance for the season, was not only encored, as usual,

in the " Brindisi " of Orsini, but honored with an
enthusiastic "ovation," a just tribute to her great
and genuine merit. That in Mile. Trebelli our Ital-

ian opera has discovered a new " fixed star," may
be taken for granted.

Don Giovanni to-nigbt, for the last appearance of
Miss Louisa Pyne. 'The "eight extra-cheap-nights"
having been dealt out, we are (as was always sup-
posed would be the case) to have another series.

Of the closing nights of the Operas in London,

and the flight thence of the singing birds, the Tri-

bune gathers from various soarces the following ;

The two Italian operas in London are closed.
Their last days were the most brilliant of the season.
At Covent Garden "Masaniello" was produced with
much splendor. Mario was the revolutionary hero.
His acting and his manner are praised unstintedly,
but his voice is said to be in a state bordering upon
secession. The weekly papers indulge in jests upon
the subject. One of them says :

" When Mario has
quite lost his voice, how long"afterwards will he con-
tinue to be engaged as a singer at the Royal Italian

opera ? We will return to this question in a few
years." It is admitted, however, that no person can
ii.x. upon Mario's legitimate successor. Tamberlik's
notes are said to bo losing ease and roundness, and
even Giuglini, the new light, has been convicted of
decreasing power. Anotlier interestinir incident con-
nected with the close of the Covent Garden season
was the benefit of Miss Adelina Patti, who sang on
that occasion in the " Barber," in a scene from "Di-
norah," and gave, besides, "Home, Sweet Home" in

English.

The last nights at the Opera House in the Hay-
market were distinguished by the appearance of Miss
Louisa Pyne as Zerlina, in " Don Giovanni" (in op-
position to Miss Patti, who took the same part fre-

quently on the same night, at Covent Garden), and
the production of a patriotic cantata on the subject
of the Freedom of Italy, composed by Signor Giu-
glini, who is a. Garibaldian by principle, by attach-
ment, and by his own personal history, inasmuch as
he fought under the great liberator atRome in 1849.
The two houses were to be reopened immediately for

English opera, Louisa Pyne and Mr. Harrison tak-

ing Covent Garden, where new works of Wallace,
Hatton and Balfe are to be produced, and a " com-
bination" establishing itself at Her Majesty's.

The Italian singers, now that their work is done,
are dispersing from London. The Marchisio sister.'',

who, like so many of their craft, were to have visited

America but didn't, have gone to Paris. So lias

Mile. Trebelli, the great card of Her Majesty's
Theatre last season, and Mario. Tamberlik and
Didic'e (the contralto), go to St. Petersburg, Ncri-
Beraldi and Gassier to Moscow, and Giuglini to

Barcelona. Adelina Patti remains for the present
in England, and will sing in the provinces.

Paris.—The Parisians themselves appear to be
getting gradually tired of the eternal repetition of the
same round of operas, and it may actually be affirm-
ed that the musical public is progressing towards
something better, if only because they are returning
with pleasure to the productions of the good old
school, and by degrees getting over their ravenous
hunger for novelty, and nothing but novelty.
Whether the fashion or custom of introducing classi-
cal instrumental works, at concerts and matinee's

—

whether the Conservatory Concerts, and, still more,
the Symphony Performances of Pasdeloupe are
evoking a taste for operatic music of sterling worth,
is something I will not positively assert, but it seems
as if such was the fact. At the Grand Opera, for
instance, they have gone back to Hale'vy's Juive,
and are rehearsing Auher's Uluette, which is to be re-
vived with everything new. At the Ope'ra Comique
they have even taken up Peregolesi's Servante
Maitresse, and Gre'try's Azor et Ze'niir. They are,
moreover, giving La Ma<;on and Hayd&, besides pre-
paring Boiijldia's Jean de Paris, in which the tenor
Warnotz will make his first appearance. A little

later La Dame Blanche will follow, with Achard as
George Brown, as Roger has now retired, and intends
living on his income, which he thinks of increasing
considerably by the sale of his chateau and park,
with its Halevy, Mozart, and Rossini Alleys, its

Meyerbeer, Adam, and Rossini " Places,'' &o.,
&c.

In the way of novelty, there will be Hector Berli-
oz's Beatrice et B^n^dict, the general rehearsal jof
which has already taken place in the Theatre Lyrique
and greatly pleased an audience specially invited.
But is it a novelty for Paris ?—that is the' question.
The opera was to be given in Baden-Baden on the
11th inst. Berlioz will have no resource left but to
send his Trojans as well to Baden-Baden, if he wish-
es to see it produced. Bnt even this would be
attended with difficulties, as M. Benazet is said to
patronise " Greeks " more than Trojans.

Rossini has taken up his abode in his new villa at

Passy, near Paris. The villa is situated close to the
railway station, and it is reported that the old maestro
whose ears are so frequently stunned by the noise of
the locomotives, has just composed a piece in which
he introduces, with incomparable humor, the whiz-
zing, fizzing,squeaking, creaking, groaning and moan-
ing of the engines

; the ringing of the bells ; the
halloing of the conductors, and, in a word, the infer-
nal hubbub which characterises all railway stations.
This looks like him, for he is fond of a joke. But
he is far more serious thau many persons believe.

Whenever an artist talks with him about music, he
displays great warmth of heart, and great enthusi-
asm for the masters of his art, especially for the
immortal Mozart.

Berlin.—From the 4th to the 10th of August
there were produced at the Royal Opera House :

Tannhduser, by Wagner ; Aladdin, a ballet, music
by Ghbrioh ; Sobert le Diable, Meyerbeer ; the Tro-

vatore, Verdi. Count von Redern, the general in-

tendant of the Royal theatres, is engaged in compos-

ing the music of a new opera.

Vienna.—At the Court Opera Rossini's " Wil-

liam Tell " is in rehearsal.—More than 700 work-

men are employed in laying the foundations of a

new Court Opera house, near the old Karnthnerthor.

It is to be a gigantic ediff'ce, containing, besides the

theatre, immense magazines and various appurten-

ances. The foundations will not reach the level of

the ground before the end of the year.

Jtoig|fs JoiinutI of Smsix.

BOSTON, SEPTEMBER 6, 1863.

Music IN THIS Number.— Continuation of Handel's

"Messiah."

A Prototype of Wagner.

Jean Baptiste Luli.y, or Lulli, wlio,

though Florentine by birth, spent nearly all his

life in France at the Court of Louis XIV., being

at the head of that monarch's famous " four and

twenty fiddlers," passed for a great composer in

the days before Gluck and Bach and Handel.

He wrote chiefly operas, ballet music, and the

like, for the French king was fond of dancing,

and had but a rude taste for music. Yet Lully's

style is said to have been completely original in

its day, " derived from no other source than the

copious fountain of his own invention." Those,

who have inspected his scores in the library of

the Conservatoire, at Paris, pronounce his style

dry and psalm-like, so far as anything like melody

is concerned ; while, as a natural consequence of

the direct and unsophisticated way in which he

addressed himself to the task before him, that of

setting tragedies to music, his operas do not lack

dramatic truth and dignity, so much as they do

the purely musical charm of melody, and so forth.

This is the very thing which has been so often

said of Richard Wagner's operas, which he (Rich-

ard^ wishes the world to understand are only

hints and preludes toward that " Art-work of the

Future," in which he thinks all the Mozarts,

Beethovens, Webers, Aubers and Rossinis are to

be erelong swallowed up. A German musical

Uterateur, W. H. Riehl, in his Culiur-Siudien,

has recently elaborated this coincidence, as fol-

lows :

" To adopt the language of philologists, LuUy
is not a ' school-author.' We can learn but little

form from him, unless we teach onrselves from

his dry harmonies how we ought not to harmonize.

On the other hand, however, no one who has not

studied Lully can fully appreciate the historical

greatness of Gluck. Lully is the Richard Wag-
ner of the eighteenth century. Uis Alcesle is, as

he himself desinatcs it, a ' Iragedie mise en mu-
sique' but not an opera ; it is not connected by
airs, duets, concerted pieces, &c., but by continu-

ous scenes. Lully does not sing, he simply

declaims. The whole is a constant ohhligato reci-

tative, varied by occasional melodic fragments

and a few choruses. I say all this of Lully ; it

might be supposed, however, that I said it of

Wagner. It applies to both. Only the Marches
introduced here and there are real music, and
become popular in Lully's works—and in Wag-
ner's. In many places, Lully is amazingly great

and true in dramatic expression, just like Wag-
ner ; he then relapses into the fearful monotony
of endless recited dialogue, exactly like Wagner.
The choruses are simple, and bear the stamp of

solemn dignity, some tunes reminding us, even in

certain passages of the harmony, of the lofty
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chuvch-hymns of the old Italians. The same, by
no means small praise, cannot be denied to many
of Wagner's choruses. Lully sacrifiites musical

architecture to dramatic expression ; he has

touches of melody but no melodies. Lully or

Wagner ?—We find, consequently, in Lully, a

disjointed, fragmentary, restless whole, which
would necessarily have produced a confused,

weaj-ying impression, if the most refined contrasts

in the scenes, and the magnificent manner in

which his operas were placed on the stage—all

the resources of Elysium and Erebus being (liter-

ally) called into requisition for Alceste at least

('and for Tannhaiiser)—had not come to the assis-

tance of the hearer's fancy. Lully and Wagner
are weak as musicians ; stronger as tone-poets

;

but strongest of all as stage-managers.
" It was precisely this formlessness of Lully's

operas which was annihilated by Gluck, while,

at the same time, the endeavor to attain dramatic

effect was adopted and further developed. In

the form of his compositions, Gluck resembles the

good old Italian musicans much more than Lully,

and Wagner reminds us much more vividly of
Lully than of Gluck. If our musicians would
but devote a little more zeal to their historical

studies, they might then perceive that, after all,

it cannot be so great a step in advance to jump
back, after the lapse of nearly a century, from
Gluek's style, so wonderfully developed in the

interval, to a form of opera corresponding to that

of Lully. Out of very zeal for progress a man
may become reactionary."

The London Musical World asks :
" What will

our American cousins say to the foregoing ?"

—

Why is the question asked? Has America been

at all conspicuous in the admiration and adoption

of the music or the principles of Wagner ? Have

TannJiauser and Lohengrin been crowding out

Verdi and Meyerbeer in the lyrical "Academies"

of New York, Philadelphia and Boston ? Do
our dilettanti swear by Richard, as our island

elder cousins do by Feli.'c ? Have we done any

thing in short to make us looked upon as " Wag-
nerites," as marching willfully or drifting lazily

toward the "Music of the Future ?" On the

contrary, we have too much music of the

Present to absorb us just now, which is noisier

than Wagner, Verdi, Meyerbeer and Berlioz

combined. And hitherto, in our most " piping

times of peace," Wagner has piped to us but

little, drawing few crowds and picking up few

coppers.

In fact, Wagner's music, in whatever form, has,

we may say, almost never been heard in this coun-

try, outside of the three cities. New York, Boston

and Philadelphia—possibly a little in such West-

ern cities as Chicago, Cincinnati, &c., where the

German element abounds. His Operas—which

alone represent his peculiarity— have never

once, to our knowledge, been performed in any

American theatre, with the exception of three

or four imperfect renderings of Tannkduser, a

few years since, by a small German company,

before an audience mostly German, in New York.

The only specimens by which Wagner has be-

come at all familiar in our musical cities, are the

Tannhtiuser Overture, and three or four orches-

tral arrangements, marches,&c., from that and the

Lohengrin. The Tannkduser overture has in-

deed considerable popularity in concert halls ; it

has its admirers among our musicians and more

cultivated amateurs; it has also in the same
classes its strong dislikers. His overtures to

"Rienzi" and the " Flying Dutchman" (earlier

works, without much to distinguish them from

other popular composers) have been heard a few

times in concert rooms, but without leaving much
impression. And his ''Faust Overture," a work

sui generis, has been twice presented in Boston,

at an interval of five years ; but whatever points

of curious interest it offi^red, it did not prove so

appetizing as the well-known .symphonies and

overtures of Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, Men-

delssohn, &c.

Well then, have the theories of Wagner been

so notoriously espoused on this side of the ocean,

that our English cousin looks triumphantly this

way in the joy of his discovery ? His the-

ories have been described here and discussed

here in musical journals, this our own included.

Translations and abstracts have been made from

his "Oper und Drama" and other books, mainly

to ascertain and to show what is the meaning of

the great noise made in Europe by this Wagner,

and wherein consists his claim as musical reform-

er. Credit has been given him for some sound

ideas—generally accompanied with the observa-

tion that those ideas appeared to be essentially

the same with those set forth by Gluck in his

famous preface to his Alceste and gloriously illus-

trated by him in that and his succeeding operas.

Credit has been given Wagner for many a sharp,

true, brilliant criticism upon the Opera as it is

and has been, upon Weber, Auber, Rossini,

Meyerbeer, and the rest
;
great credit as a man

of talent, a thinker with ideas, a man capable of

conceiving a great and comprehensive plan,

whether he have the genius himself to execute

it in an inspired, inspiring " Art-work " or not.

He has been much criticized too , has been

charged with a wilful impetuosity that would run

Gluck's wholesome principles into the ground,

falsifying them by pushing them too far;

and we have yet to knowthe writer or

the talker (in the comparatively small musi-

cal circles within which the subject is even

discussed here), who does not altogether

reject Wagner's claim for the entire subordina-

tion of music to poetry, and suspect him of not

being really at heart a musician, of not having

properly and distinctively a musical nature, when

he denies the validity or the sufiiciency of what

he calls pure music, or music without words, and

when he declares that Beethoven uttered the last

word of instrumental music, exhausting its pos-

sibilities, in the Ninth Symphony, and that his

calling in of voices there with the " Joy " chorus

was a confession of the despair of Symphony

upon the summit of its possible attainment.

Yet there are partizans of Wagner and his

music, doubtless, in America, as everywhere else,

excepting Italy. But they are mostly Germans,

of a later immigration. There are natm-ally

among the musicians those who are fond of nov-

elty, and who are readily interested in, perhaps

run away with by experiments. Perhaps too

these have awakened here and there among the

rest of us some local, short-lived little echoes. A
settled, fully committed musical taste is hardly a

thing to be expected to exist in so early a stage

of musical culture as our young nation is now

passing through. Is it not far better for ns to

maintain an open heart and mind meanwhile to

all that speaks to us in Art, both old and new,

Italian, German, and what not ? Shall we not

hear all and learn ? If our concert-rooms an our

ears have been hospitable to Wagner's music,

to such small extent as we have yet been visited

therewith, is it not on the whole honorable to us,

and is it not a vast deal better than that dogged-

ly exclusive prejudice with which our English

cousins shut their ears, not alone to Wagner, but

to Schumann, nay, even to Schubert, and did

try to shut them for some time to Chopin, while

it is not so very long that they have been open

to the grand old master, newest among the new,

as well as fountain head of all that is esteemed

classical, Sebastian Bach ! And after all, take

Wagner's music with all its faults, its want of

genius if you please, or even want of music (by

your definition), can you not, O elder cousin,

profitably afibrd to him some tolerance, some

hearing, when yo\i lavish such seasons of long

nights, such heaps of guineas, and such volumes

of newspaper eulogy and rhapsody on masters

who come no nearer to the heart and nature

than Meyerbeer and Verdi, granting all their

merits V

The Promenade Concerts in our Music Hall came
to a close last Saturday evening, with the largest au-

dience of the season.

Every one, who walks our Boston streets, or who
attends the war meetings, must have been struck

with the great improvement in some of our Military

Bands of late. This was very observable in the

great processions of last week, especially that of the

Corcoran welcome. Eminent among the many
h:inds, not a few of which were eood, were, and

always are of course the " Brigade," the " Germa-

nia," and one or two other bands, whose names we

know not. The wonder is where so many musicians

come from in these war times, and that while so

many go off to the war, more than ever before seem

to have sprung up at home. The patriotic inspira-

tion and increased employment, involving continual

practice, are doubtless two of the principal secrets of

the good street music which now cheers and encour-

ages the people. Happy they, to whom the

accursed Rebellion shall bring no worse mnsic

!

Opera.—Some of the newspapers gather up the

signs and rumors of a coming season ; but the pros-

pect on the whole is neither very clear nor satisfac-

factory. One says :

The Marti Opera Troupe, engaged by Maretzek
in Europe, leave Liverpool for the United States on
the 13th of September, and it is not improbable that
a portion of the company will make their appearance
in New York for a few nights previous to their de-
parture for Havana. Should anything occur to pre-
vent this arrangement, they will in any event play a
short season in March and April, the Academy
having been secured for those two months with this

view. The names of the artists engaged by Maretzek
are as follows -.—Prime donnn, Madame Medori, Mad-
ame Charton-Demeiire, Mdlle. Sulzor and Senorita
Yradier ; tenori, Signori Mazzolini and Minetti

;

bnritone, Signor Bellini ; hassi, Signori Biacchi and
Vialletti. There seems to be some doubt regarding
the visit of either Ristori or Titiens this season, but
the failure of the latter to fnlfil her contract will, it

is said, snhiect her to a forfeiture of SI 0,000. XJII-

raan is still in Europe attending to the negotiations
with these and other artists, but even should his mis-
sion fail, there are vocalists enough in the country,
including Miss Kellogg, Miss Carlotta Patti. Mad.
ame Borchard, Madame de Lnssan, Brignoli, Snsini
and Amodio, to make up a very excellent troupe, so

that we are hy no means likely to starve for opera.

Carl Auschiitz has leased Wallack's old theatre for

the purpose of giving operas m German, as well as

concerts. The season is to open soon wiih Nicolai's

" Merry Wives of Windsor," to be followed by Gla-

ser's Dar Adler's Hnrst (The Eagle's Nest), and Mo-
zart's " Elopement from the Seraglio."

The looker-out from the mast-head of the New
York Tribune telegraphs in a style almost as rheto-

rically diffuse as that employed in their dispatches by

the condensers of the war news when there is none

to condense. For instance ;

Operetic pi-ospects in New York are pninfnily ob-

cure. The intentions of managers are known to
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nobody, least of all to themselves. The musical ex-

plorer wanders in a desert of rumor.s, without an
oasis of fact at which to refresh liimself. The pro-

verbial aversion of impresarii to definite announce-
ments is for once accounted for—they have no defi-

nite announcements to make. With every anxiety

to settle upon a policy, their purposes remain unfixed.

This year their actions are conditional upon events

which, witli all their cleverness, tliey cannot antici-

pate. If New York is again to bloom with plenty

as it did last season, they are with us in confidence

and haste. If that desolation and ruin wliich the

war-propliets have suntr in meltinp; tones are to envel-

ope the metropolis ; if the grass which never would
grow in the Parks is to obstruct the public th.)r-

oughfares ; if Niblo's and Nixon's and .Jackson's are

all to be transformed into gardens of Gethsemane
;

if the walls of the Academy are to be burdened with

that dainty plant, the ivy green, while owls and bats

dispute the occupancy of its private boxes ; then

they turn from us, more in sorrow than in anger, and
freely forgive us. In a phrase, if the season promise
prosperity, we shall have opera enough and to .spare;

if it threaten adversity, we shall probably have as

little as can be oflfered.

A certain amount, however, must be offered. The
impending departure of Titiens for America is an-

nounced in the London papers, so that fact may be

relied upon. Those who have doubted Mr. Ullman's
pledges will be satisfied by this corroborative evi-

dence, for the London papers, if slow, are generally

sure. It is not known who will accompany the f.i-

mous prima donna, and there is an impression that

her principal support will be afforded by artists with
whom New York is already familiar—among them
Messrs. Brignoli and Amodio. Mile. Titiens's great
roles, however, are in operas which would not show
M. Brignoli to much advantage. It is still doubtful
where and when she will appear. Niblo's Garden
has certainly been selected, hut who does not know
the local caprices of the lyric mind 1 We may say
at least, that she could not be heard in a better place,

a3sthetically considered, but the claims of fashion are
mighty, and they may prevail. But whether on
Broadway or in Irving place, she will be heartily
welcomed.

Mr. Nixon, too, has as good as pledged himself to

supply a course of opera. He has engaged Miss
Carlotta Patti, who will, under his administration for

the first time, brave the hazards of action on the
stage. There will be great interest—something bet-

ter, we are sure, than mere curiosity—in her debut.
Everybody will wish her well in the difficnlt task
she has undertaken. Messrs. Susini and Sbriglia
have also been engaged by Mr. Nixon. Of the

scene of operations we know nothing, but it is pre-
siJmed that the Academy will he taken. If Mr.
Nixon manifests the same skill and energy in this

enterprise that have distinguished his management
in every other capacity, there is nothing to prevent
him, in this time of operatic doubt and trepidation,
from taking the highest position in his new career.

His regular concert season is to begin next week,
with the same singers as last season, and with Mr.
Muzio as conductor.
Mr. Max Maretzek has a troupe fully organized

and disciplined, and ready at any notice to take the

field. His action, however, does not depend entirely

upon his own impulses ; otherwise we feel confident
that a sense of gratitude toward a community which
has allowed him to ruin himself without remonstrance
some half-dozen times, would cause him to take im-
mediate possession of the vacant hall of the muses,
and soimd a war-tap to the rescue of Taste. He is

unfortunately trammeled by the views of Marty, who
is such a treasure to him that he would shrink from
anything that might seem a conflict of wishes. If
Max and Marty agree that a season may be risked in

New York, the heroic impresario will take another
turn at ruin ; or, if he be fortunate—and good-for-
tune has occasionally diversified even his career—

a

turn at prosperity. His company is compact and
sufficient, and it includes names of approved reputa-
tion. If it should come before the New-York public
at all, it will probably be early in the Fall.

FuENCH Anecdote of Piatti.—The following,

more amusing than " important if true," is trans-

lated for the Musical Review and World :

Leon Escndier, editor of the "Art Musical," gives
in that paper extracts from his as yet unpublished
book " Mes Souvenirs," consisting principally of re-

collections of the artistic world ; and, among others,
he tells the following anecdote of the youthful days
of Piatti, who is the first violoncellist in London,
and equally well known for his virtuosity and the in-

comparable goodness of his heart •

Poor Piatti, writes Escudier, is a vi,itim to his own
generous hospitality. On the day of ids concert.

and for some days after, he is accustomed to share

his quarters with some eminent artist, whose talent

is pledged to assist him. But he is not always so

fortunate as to find these brother artists quiet sleep-

ing companions.
The first year he had Ernst with him ; the con-

cert was over, Piatti tired and he lay down ; re-

solved to sleep. But just as he was falling asleep,

he heard a trembling, a grinding of teeth, and
groaning, as though some one was on the point

of suffbeation. He rose, and found his comrade in a
neri'ous fit; he did not dare to leave him in order

to seek assistance, and therefore gave him all the

care and attention possible; but the attack was an
obstinate one, the patient was first better, then worse,

and so on—in short Piatti was up for the whole
night. At length the sick man was quieted, but

morning had already dawned, and Piatti was oblig-

ed to go out.

The second year Wieniawski assisted him.

—

Piatti examined the new artist with a penetrating

glance, before inviting him to share his chamber;
this glance gave him the certain assurance that Wien-
iawski could not possibly be subject to nervous at-

tacks. After the concert, as soon as they had taken

a glass of punch, to assure themselves of a sound
sleep, Piatti wished his friend good night, and fell

asleep. Wieniawsky took a second glass of punch,
however

;
perhaps more ; certainly more than was

good for him ; he began to feel anything but well ;

he woke Piatti ; his indisposition grew worse aad
worse ; again poor Piatti had a sleepless night.

The third year it was Sainton's turn. The fol-

lowing conversation took place between Piatti and
the new comer :

"Do you suffer from your nerves V
"Never. What makes you ask such a que'itiou V
"Oh, I only asked. Are you ever ill in the

night r'

"I sleep like a dormouse."
"So much the better. And I would advise you

not to drink anything before sleeping. Spiritu-

ous drinks are very dangerous in the English clim-

ate."

"I only drink at table."
" Then you shall sup with me. I know what

agrees with you."
"Piatti arranged the bill of fare; it was an anchor-

ite's meal. Sainton slept soundly, too soundly.

—

The unlucky Piatti tried to awaken him several

times, but his efforts were vain. He could not close

his eyes ; his friend Sainton snored like a saw-mill.

It sounded like half a dozen contra-bassi in unison.

The fourth guest was Sivori. Sivori did not

snore ; he never had attacks of the nerves, and never

drank punch. Piatti hoped for a sound sleep, and
began to enjoy one ; but about three in the morning,
the buzzing of an enormous fly awoke him. He drew
the coverlet over his head, but the humming grew
louder. He sighed ; he tossed about ; at last, out

of patience, he rose and struck a light, in order to

drive out the tiresome fly. What did he behold %

Sivori sitting up in bed, with his nightcap on,

practising a trill on his violin, con sordino !

It was ordained that Vieuxtemps should break

the spell. With what fear and trembling Piatti ex-

tended his hospitality to him ! But he did not re-

pent it this time. This time, it was the guest who
could not sleep. Poor Piatti dreamed of nervous

fits, of punch, of great organ pipes, of violins play-

ing endless trills ; he had a terrible attack of night-

mare. And X believe he has given up his former
hospitable habits.

A New Chickekino Piano.—In chronicling

the movements of Gottschalk, the pianist, the Tri-

bune of Monday says :

Mr. Gottschalk is .sojourning at Schooley's Moun-
tain, New Jersey. His purposes for the next season

are indefinite, but it is probable that he will remain
and give concerts in this country. He will certain-

ly play once or twice, in order to fitly introduce a

new pianoforte of Mr. Chickering, in which, by new
mechanical expedients, the sonority of the instru-

ment is greatly increased, while its delicacy and
brilliancy remain unimpaired. This is the last pro-

blem of pianoforte manufacturers, for it has hitherto

been found that what an instrument gains in bold-

ness and breadth of tone, it loses in those finer qual-

ities which to the virtuoso are most essential. The
Chickering pianos have been principally conspicuous

for the precision, clearness and brilliant rapidity of

their action. To add to this the full resonance which
belongs to pianofortes of less perfect construction, is

an achievement which amateurs can readily estimate.

One of Mr. Robert Stoepel's first musical incidents

at Wallack's next season, will be an orchestral ar-

rangement of selections from Mr. Gottschalk's com-
positions.

>ptial llotites.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

X-. ^A. T E S T IsA: TJ S I O
Publislied br Oliver DitHOii &. Co*

Vocal, with Piano Aceompaniment.

Saramer is sweet. Ballad. Geo. Lake. 25

Onr native land. The New England Girls' song

2\ P. I. Magoun, 25

AVhere are the joys I have met in the morning.

Song. T. W. Wahtein. 25

Three most effective and well written soDga. The

accompaniment easy and telling.

The little shoes. Song. S. S. Foss. 25

A touching little thing, calling tears into the eyes

at once of those who have '• sweet mementos of the

departed."

Mamma wont bring me out.

I never does nothing at all.

T. G. need. 25
" 25

Two sprightly songs for the parlor—rathernecessary

to koep off the blues about this time.

Instrumental Musi c

.

L' Exaltation. Morceaux pour Piano.

J. Blumenthal. 35

A brilliant and showy Piano piece. The author is

very favorably known to Piano Forte players.

Fairy tale Waltz.

Le Bijou. (Valse brillante).

Petunia Waltz.

Gen. Howard's Grand March.

Carl Faust. 25

K^er. 25

W. Williams. 25

25

Excellent practice for young Pianists. Faust is as

well known in London as B^Albert, and his music all

the rage.

Night Bell Galop. J. P Clarke. 35

A brilliant and fascinating Galop, called for two or

three times every evening and almost rivaling in

pbpulariby the celebrated '* Lancers."

Books.

The Silver Chokd ; a companion to the

" Home Circle." A collection of favorite

Songs, Ballads, Duets and Quartets, with

Piano-forte aceompaniment. In cloth $2,00

" boards 1,50

No book has appeared that will so readily as this

commend itself to the favorable attention of the ad-

mirers of home and social melody. " The Home
Circle," a most admirable compilation of pieces for

the pianoforte, finds a fit companion in this superior

collection of words with piano accompaniment. Songs

that have become as household words in nearly every

community,—melodies that have wound themselves

around and engrafted themselves upon thousands of

musical souls together with many new candidates for

public favor,not so well known, but which when known

will be appreciated,—are allihere. Every one having a

piano and a voice will not fail to look at this book.

One look will convince them that it is just what they

want, and having purchased it and given it a more

thorough examination, they will be fully satisfied

that " no piano is complete without it."

Mosic BT Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving^ of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Music in London—A German View of Jt.

{Translated for this Journal, from the Leipzig "Signale."

(Concluded from p^ge ITS.)

An interestins concert was organized by Joa-

chim and Halle for tlie. benefit of tlie suffering

Ernst. In this the elile of the artists now in

Lonilon cooperated, and among other things a

manuscript Quartet by Ernst was played, Joa-

chim taking the first violin, Laub the second,

Molique the viola, and Piatti the violoncello

part. Three hundred pounds sterling were re-

ceived. Ernst's composition is a very meritori-

ous one, and an English publisher has paid £100
for the copy-right.

Such artists as Joachim, Piatti, Halle, the

Tietjens, the Patfi, Tamberlilc, &c., favorites with

the public, as well as with the high nobility, who
set the tone and spend the guineas, have to play

several times every day.

But to our great joy we announce, that the

high society in London is threatened by a revolu-

tion wholesome for the artist's dignity, and tliat

we owe this to our respected Joachim. He, and,

if we are not mistaken, Halle also, refuse to take

part in soirees, where the artists to be sure are

well paid, but are treated otherwise like wan-
dering gj'psies. They accept the invitations only

of such friends of music as receive the artists,

like the other guests, as their own equals, in

parties where one does not have to wait till the

commencement of the concert for the saloon

babble to begin.

Artists must respect themselves and feel their

dignity, then the lords and ladies will condescend

to treat them with proper distinction. And
apropos of this, we never yet could comprehend
how artists, who know how to appreciate their

high calling, can consent to lot themselves be

heard in gambling places before a public of

loretles and chevaliers d' induslrie. We have never
read that Joachim, Mme. Szarvady, Schulhoff,

Clara Schumann, or Hall^ had appeared in

Baden-Baden or in Wiesbaden.

If Joachim bears himself proudly toward Eng-
lish fashion, he is all the more amiable with his

comrades on Parnassus, with artists and writers.

At the house of Dr. Max Schlesinger, which has

become the focus of the celebrities from all parts

of the world, I have heard Joachim, and with

still greater satisfaction if possible than in the

concert hall. He played among other things the

Kreutzer Sonata with Jaell. It was a beautiful

party, not so costly a one to be sure as you might
see at many a lord's or beer-brewer's, but there-

fore all the more select. Among the guests were
Freiligrath, Kinkel, Herzen, Hebbel ; we greet-

ed too the excellent Moritz Hartmann, the Ger-
man poet honored even in London (a fine three-

leaved clover: Freiligrath, Hartmann and
Kinkel 1 Three German poets on the soil of ex-

ile !) ; also the actor Lewinski, from Vienna, who
gave a performance

But we are reminded that we have said no-

thing of the Great Exhibition. We shall not be
expected to report upon the wonders of the

European-Asiatic-American-Australian industry

;

but as there is no lack of instruments and con-

certs at Kensington, we will stop there awhile.

Sax's gigantic instrument, up which one must

f rst climb as he would a mat de cncagne, and

which requires the lungs of an iEolus, will be

regarded as a monstrosity, but it has no more

artistic significance than the gigantic teeth which

you see hanging out before a dentist's window-

The same may be said of certain American fid-

dles and pianos (!), which are constructed on a

new principle. Shoemaker Ignaz in Vienna

petitioned for a patent for square dumplings, or

hnodeln, as they say in Austria ; these might

have tasted quite as good as round ones ; but the

three-cornered violins of the Yankee cannot

compare with the ordinary instruments ; they

would come in play not at all incongruously in a

romance by Edgar Poe. Fortunately France

has sent her Vuillaume. Many countries an'l

cities have excellent pianoforte makers to show '•

America its Steinway, England its Broadwood,

France its Pleyel and its Herz ; Vienna, Streicher,

Bbsendorfer and Ehrbar ; Pesth, Bereghozaszy ;

Berlin, Bechstein ; Leipzig, Breitkopf and

Hartel ; Zurich, Heinig and Hubert, and so on.

« # * #

Among the English curiosities we have yet to

mention some, which to be sure are not exhibited,

although they certainly deserve to be, if singu-

larity is any criterion.

Mr. Ella, director of the "Musical Union,"

may open the procession. The "Musical Union"

is a concert society, which of course stands

under the patronage of the Duke of Leinster

and other high nobility, and which has for its

object to bring classical chamber music and sterl-

ing solo pieces before its public, which consists

for the most part of ladies. This object the so-

ciety fulfils completely, which does not prevent

the Director, Mr. Ella, from being an altogether

remarkable personage. A Russian court intend-

ant, who at the same time of course is general

or hetman of Cossacks, cannot have a higher

notion of his own importance, than our Ella,

Esq. In his opinion the musical works of the

greatest masters first acquire their worth, when

thev are performed at Ella's ; and, in spite of

their interpretation by the most excellent

and famous artists, the are only understood, after

they have been butchered in his " Synoptical

Analysis," which he has distributed at every con-

cert. The Parisians imagine that an artist, who

has not been recognized by the capitate de la

civilisation, can make no claim to European re-

putation ; Mr. Ella goes still further; whoever

has not played in the Musical Union, is no au-

thentic celebrity, no "star," to use Ella's favor-

ite expression.

This time Mr. Ella, as he himself assures us,

has only admitted Schumann's Quintet into his

programme at the express desire of Alfred Jaell,

and he excuses himself for it before his noble

patrons by saying, that this work has already

been successfully performed byWilhelmina Clauss,

Herr Pauer, Madame Schumann, and Nicholas

Rubinstein. " In Berlin, Dresden and Paris,"

says the Analysis, "this composition has frequent-

ly come to performance, and at a time when our

limited repertoire of piano concert music by the

older masters has become so familiar to our pub-

lic, we greet this Quintet as a welcome novelty.

In this Quintet, so far as we can judge without

the aid of a score in this analysis, there is little

persistence in experimental art and nothing un-

usual in the form of the whole work, to make

the intentions of the composer unintelligible at a

single hearing." Mr. Ella possesses moreover

the talent of trotting out the high nobility, every

time that an artist's proposal does not suit him.

"What will the Duke of Leinster say ?" " The

Duke of Beaufort never will assent to that," or,

"I should never dare to propose that to the Earl

of Dunraven." Meanwhile these lordships

trouble themselves as little as the Pacha about

what Ella does.—We must, however, do the

Musical Uuion the justice to admit, that it takes

pains to secure for its concerts all the celebrities

that come to London.

Another celebrity is Mr. Davison, the cher-

ub with the flaming sword before the gates of

Paradise for lady pianists None but Arabella

Goddard can go in. ... Mr. Davison, who

writes in the columns of the Times, is feared and

in the same measure courted by artists. He has

two excellences, which we wish to notice : he

writes well, and whomever he has once adopted,

to him he remains faithful. Davison has done

much for the diffusion of Mendelssohn's music in

England—if he dared, he would put this above

the works of Beethoven [We dare deny it. Tr.]

Davison is of course (in the Times and in the

Musical World) a glowing admirer of Meyer-

beer.

Chorley, another of the knights of English

criticism, who according to circumstances wages

war with Davison, or makes common cause with

him [not often, we opine, and the latter might

say: save us from our friends !], deserves also to

be mentioned. His criticisms are less distin-

guished by their accuracy, than by their brevity.

He is as monosyllabic as a Chinese. If the

Athenoeum writes: Herr X. has played, that is

considered as a sign of great effort. Madame
N. has sung well : is said perhaps of Madame
Viardot Garcia, who stands in especial favor with

this severe gentleman.

Our countryman Benedict has also become

an English curiosity. He is the ewige Jude of

English conductorship. A public concert, which

Benedict does not organize, a private concert,

which he does not arrange, or any sort of a musical

announcement, on which his name does not occur,

is a thing utterly inconceivable. His annual

monster concerts loom above the others, like

Gulliver among the Lilliputians.

How much we should have to tell, too, of

Halle'8 "Beethoven's Recitals," in which all

the three-and thirty Sonatas, and in chrnnnloji-

cal order s'il vous plait, are executed, while the
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works played each respective afternoon are to

be purchased at the door. "Beethoven's Sonatas"

(small print) "edited by Carl Halle" (in gigantic

letters). The young piano-ladies buy with

eagerness : for as they have the Sonata in their

hands, they need not listen, and as they can

listen, they need not read. AVe would not,

however, by any means depreciate the merits of

Halle. He plays like an excellent musician, as

he is ; many things, especially Mendelssohn, in a

masterly way. His delivery is well thought out,

his play is pure, his artistic striving a noble one;

—but we cannot say that he possesses charm, and

his performances are more distinguished by clever

industry, than by poetry. As the representative

of German music in Manchester, as orchestra

director, and as teacher, he can not be praised

enough. This deserving artist has contributed

most to the spread of Stephen Heller's works in

England. These are exceedingly liked here

;

everybody knows and plays them.

Nor must Sigismund Thalberg go unnotic-

ed. He has been giving concerts which were

eagerly attended in London ; and, with the ex-

ception of an insignificant piano composition by

Rossini, and a very indifferent rendering of the

"Spring Song" by Mendelssohn, he has played

for the most part only older and newer composi-

tions by himself. AVe have followed his playing

with great interest ; his beautiful tone, bis per-

fectly elegant, fine, sure delivery has aifected us

agreeably ; but presently weariness took the

place of pleasure, and on the whole these

achievements, in spite of all their perfection,

leave the impression of a thing that is outlived.

AVe have also heard Madame Lind Gold-
SCHMIBT, and although this singer's voice be-

comes more and more veiled, yet her simple,

noble delivery, her still incomparable style of

singing, deserves all the admiration lavished on

her by the English public. She sang that after-

noon an aria from the Sonnambula Q^Cai-e cmn-

pabne"), and with Sims Reeves a Duet from

Donizetti's Lucia di Lammermoor, a Trio from

Weber's Freyschiilz with Fraulein Tietjens and

^feims Reeves, and finally a Duet on Swedish nat-

' ional songs and dance melodies (arranged by Mr.

Otto Goldschmidt) with FrI. Luise Michal.

Fraulein Tietjens, too, has long been a fav-

orite of the English public, and we gladly accord

to her splendid voice the tribute of our homage.

The concert, to which Mme. Goldschmidt lent

her aid, was for the benefit of the people's schools

established in Southern Italy at the suggestion of

Garibaldi ; and so we heard in it a succession of

Itahan celebrities: Bettini, Zucchini, Belletti,

Giuglini, Armandi, Giraldoni, Mile. Barbara

Marohisio, Mme. Guerrabella. Also Piatti, the

faultless artist, let himself be heard twice. He
played first Mendelssohn's Variations for piano

and violoncello with Otto Goldschmidt, and then

a duo for violin and 'cello, by Bottesini, with

Sig. Arditi. Jaell and jSf. Rubinstein per-

formed the Duo by Bloscheles (Honwwf/e a

Hondel). The latter has rapidly won recogni-

tion by his extraordinary bravura and by his

fiery playing ; but it is justly remarked, that he

lacks that smoothing of the graceful and the ten-

der, which distinguishes his brother's playing in

so high a degree.

Space vanishes under our fingers and we have

not yet mentioned the larger concert societies.

—

The oldest is the " Philharmonic Society," now

under the direction of Sterndale Bennett.
This, like the Paris Conservatoire, adheres de-

cidedly to the strictly classical programme, and

would regard it as a sin against Art, should any

master after Mendelssohn and Spohr intrude with

his profane music into the hallowed halls. Of

course an exceptjon is made with the concert

works of soloists, and so we heard this time a

new Concerto by Piatti, which wo must praise

very highly. It is a startling composition, and

Piatti still continues to be the first violoncellist of

our time. Beethoven's triple Concerto, per-

formed by Joachim, Piatti and Cusins (piano),

proved interesting in many ways. The Sym-

phonies performed were : Mendelssohn's in A
major, the second (in D) by Beethoven; and

finally Spohr's Overture to Jessnnda. The or-

chestra is remarkably well trained, and Bennett

is a quiet, sure conductor. Perhaps a little more

impetus is to be desired.

The first place among conductors we would

award to Mr. Costa (Handel Festival and

Covent Garden).

The rival of the old Philharmonic is the "New
Philharmonic Society," which is under the direc-

torship of Dr. AVylde. This gives its concerts

in St. James's Hall, while the old society, which

this year celebrates its fiftieth birthday, has its

performances in Hanover Square Rooms. The

new Philharmonic seeks to enliven its programme

by greater variety
;

j'et we do not believe that it

would dare to commit the extravagance of play-

ing a Symphony of Schumann. The progamme

of the concert which we attended was composed

as follows : Overture to Elise, by Cherubini

;

Scene from " The Barber," by Rossini, (Ana

voce), sung by Mile. Trebelli ; D minor Concerto

by Spohr, played by Herr J. Becker; Aria (N'o,

no \) from Meyerbeer's Huguenots, sung by Mile.

Trebelli ; Pastoral Symphony by Beethoven

;

Polonaise for piano and orchestra by AVeber (or-

chestrated by F. Liszt), played by N. Rubinstein

;

Canzone by Alari, sung by Mile. Trebelli; and

overture to Riiy Bias, by Mendelssohn. The

performance of the Pastoral Symphony was a

very meritorious one and proved that Dr.

AVylde has made progress; at least there was not

that wavering in the tempi to be observed, which

was formerly objected to this director.

The " Monday Popular Concerts" are distin-

guished by the fact, that they bring the most

important artists before the Londoners for little

money.

The Theatres, too, vie with one another in pre-

paring worthy entertainment for the public

streaming into London from all parts of the

world. The palm belongs decidedly to Covent

Garden. There we heard Don Juan and Robert

le Diable, and we must confess that we have

seldom had experience of a finer representation,

than that of Don Juan. The parts were filled

as follows : Donna Anna, Mme. Penco ; Zorlina,

Miss Adelina Patti; Elvira, Mme. Rosa Czillag;

Don Giovanni, M. Paure ; Leporello, Herr

Formes ; Masetto, Sig. Ciampi ; II Commenda-
tore, Sig. Tagliafico ; Don Ottavio, Sig. Tara-

berlik. The minuet was danced by Mile. Sal-

vioni and M. Desplaces. The opera was given

entire, without all those mutilations to which it

is exposed in Germany, and Tamberlik sings the

great aria of Don Ottavio, which is almost al-

ways sacrificed. Miss Patti has a most lovely
{allerliebste) voice, and is a charming child. She

seems to us sometimes, to be sure, a little too

minaxtdiere (too prim), but as Zcrlina she requires

perhaps to have a trifle too much excused to her.

The Penco was good as Donna Anna, and Mme.

Czillag admirable as Elvira. lil. Faure, from

the opera at Paris, is a mediocre Don Juan.

In Robert le Diable Mme. Penco sang the part

of Alice, and Mme. Miolan-Carvalho that of Isa-

bella. As great a virtuoso as this singer is, and

excellent as is her school, her dramatic rendering

leaves much to be desired ; the tragic is a foreign

element to her. Formes was alike excellent as

Bertram and as Leporello

Eoger's Mode of Singing.

(Fi-om tlie German of W, II. Riehl).

Roger is more than a singer ; he is a dramatic

poet. By his wonderful power of acting he

creates new situations, new causes of action,

which are found neither in the text nor in the

score; he gives such an abundance of individu-

alization to his parts, that, without our perceiv-

ing it, the opci'a -hero is transformed into the

more highly developed hero of tragedy. AA'"e

hear an opera, and, when the curtain falls, it

seems as if we had seen one of Shakspeare's

dramas.
Eleaznr, in Halevy's La Juive, sits in the ves-

tibule of the court house. He struggles with

himself whether he shall deliver Reclia over fo

death or whether he shall save her. Only a few

measures of a ritnrnetio give time for tliis dumb
play. Most singers in this situation would do

nothing more than indicate the inward struggle

by looks and movements. But this does not suf

fice for Roger. He only gradually unfolds the

situation in short but measured play. AA''e do

not read only one sensation in h's face ; but he

shows us how thought follows thought, how feeling

gives way to feeling ; in these few measures of a

ritornello he unfolds the whole series of thoughts

which is to be given to us musically hereafter by

the aria, in a unique, logical clearness by his play

alone. He composes a sort of by-plot in his face,

he adds what poet and compo.ser have forgotten,

what they thought too general, what they have

not satisfactorily individualized. But through

this wonderfully a<'tive individnalization, Roger

often forgets the essential characteristic of tragic

style ; he weaves r/enre-pKtures into the drama.

Upon the whole the manner in which Roger con-

ceives his tragic parts does not remind us of the

historical, classical style of the old French trage-

dy, but of that modern school of historical genre-

painting, now so much in vogue with French

artists, but attempted only by few as yet, to our

knowledge, in the dramatic art. Perhaps the

circumstance that Roger began his career in the

comic opera, for a Ions time gave himself entirely

up to it, and only commenced much later to use

his powers in tragic, will give us a useful hint.

For even in tragic opera the comedian appears

in him, wherever the situation allows.

Several of the greatest tragic actors have com-

menced their career as comedians. While

tragedy is apt to lead to mere declamation, com-

edy produces a finer portrayal of individual

character. He who has acquired the art of acting

by means of comedy is armed with the best pro-

tective against the very contagious disease of

over-declamation. To be sure, this is a severe

cure, and only a strong, really artistic mind can

stand it. And for such a one, just on this account

it proves the more effectual. Roger treats the

music in comic opera just as the French comedian

treats the dialogue. He strives for single musical

points, he concentrates the musical expression

just in the place where it seems necessary to him ;

he sings waggishly, jocosely, and—if the expres-

sion be not too daring—wittily, not humorously.

By his charming play he excites and strains the

power of the intellect, mingling but rarely a fla-

vor of graceful sentimentality. A German singer

of thesame rank would, notwithstanding all the

witty points, in the end appeal to the secrets of

the heart. French comic art is based on the
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idea of wit, the irony of form, the satire of out-

ward deeds and appearances ; German comic art

upon the idea of Inunor, that is, the satire of tlie

inner nature of man.
In Germany, the public was strucic by tlie

manner in wliicli Roffer treated even the purely

nmsii-al j)nrtion of the comic opera. Ilaviiif;

heard notliinu similar before, it had nothing to

compare him with, and, theref>re, perhajis un-

justly considered liiin as superior in his comic

pans. For, even if it happen very seldom that

we hear a German siuj;er sing wilh humor, it was
totally unheard of that such a one should sin^j;

wittily. Iloger makes his points even in the

coloring of the tone ; he imparts to it, according

to the circumstances, a tinge of whining or of

bawling, or he lets the tune sink to the tuneless

recitative, in order then suddenly to jerk it up to

the highest posver, by which means he produces

such a drastic comicality, that we cannot avoid

laughing at passages which, to judge fi'ora their

rendering by German singers, we should never

have dreamed to be comic. As the caricature

purposely introduces misshapen figures in order

to obtain the appearance of the ridiculous, so

Roger boldly brinss in what, uniler other circum-

stances, we should consider as a fault in vocal

execution.

Roger sings entirely like a Freiudiman, but he

avoids French mannerism, elevating it by the

power of his style. Ilis singing is declamation
;

all French music, from Philidor to Flalevy, wher-

ever it was truly original, was at bottom nothing

more than declamation. It is true, indeed, that

Roger, as far as regards science, was formed in

the Italian school ; but if you overlook the porta-

mento, the intonation, in fact all that must be

considered as acquu'ed, as study, his whole deliv-

ery belongs to the French declamatory stjde. He
avails himself of the mechanical advantages of

the pure Italian sidiool, in order thereby to ren-

der clearer and purer the true French mode of

delivery. In fact, there are good singers of two

kinds. The first sing in opera for the sake of the

music ; for the other, the music is only a means
for the purpose of dramatic action. On the one

side are the Italians, on the other the French
and Germans. But Roger sings in such a man-
ner that you at last entirely forget that he is sing-

ing. You consider his singing as his natural

language. No doubt, there are singers with more
colossal voices than that of Roger—singers with

more dazzling e.xterior art, but perhaps none

who by their singing makes us forget that they

are merely singing, so completely as Roger.

People have wondered that Roger sometimes

uses so little voiue. Just as if an opera character

were for the voice, and not rather the voice for

the character. How cliildishly they yet judge

concerning the delivery in the musical drama
'

The time has long gone by when it was deman-
ded of an actor that he should constantly use the

fnll power of his voice ; it is well known that

just the timely dropping of the voice adds much
to the heightening of dramatic expression. No-
body at the present time thinks of estimating the

artistic worth of Seydelmann or of Doehing*
by the power of his voice. But in opera they

still do so. The jiublii' thereby places itself upon
the same grade of criticism towards the opera as

it occupied a hundred years ago in respect to the

drama, when the audience always applauded,

above all things, the loudest tones of the actors.

During the last century, notwithstanding many
backward movements, the opera has adojited

more and more from the drama. A fuither cul-

tivation of the opera is indeed only practicable

in such a manner that it may take the more indi-

vidual characteristic from the drama and amalga-
mate it with its own organization. Roger has

placed himself upon the boundary-stone of the

new epoch. Formerly when actors and singers

sat together at the festive table, it was customary

that an actor should bring a toast to the prosper-

ity of the opera, and in return, a singer to the

success of the drama. And, during this ceremo-
ny, each party shook their fists, under the table,

at the others, and wished them in a place not to

be mentioned to ears polite. There was a deep

* Celebrated German actors.

truth, and, at the same time, a bitter irony in

this ancient custom. In course of time, however
it has ceased. In the time of Faustina Hasse,

the composer cared, by the simplicity and natur-

alness of his vocalization, that the physical means
of the singer should be able to finish the opera.

Now-a-days the singer himself must care for this

by u.sing his voice in an economical manner. In
considering the opera as a musical drama, how-
ever, this e.'cternal necessity is also justified a;s-

thetlcally. Thus Roger knows how to save the

power of his voice exclusively for the decisive

points in the drama, and thereby acquires a ten-

fold effect for it. For although it already posses-

ses irreat intensity of tone, naturally, still it would
never be considered as among the first in power,
if the singer by his wise economy did not practice

a very allowable deception upon us. And then

when we hear the full power of his chest-voice

suddenly come forth, we believe ourselves trans-

ported back to the old time of vocal wonders
when Balthazar Ferri could with the greatest

ease take passages of fifty seconds' duration in

one breath ; when Farinelli was able to sing with

such power as to drown the fortissimo notes of

the loudest trumpet. And then, also, we can
believe the assertion of one of our best teachers,

Nehrdlich, when he says that it is only the lazi-

ness and stupidity of our present singers which
make them declare such deeds of the masters of

the olden time to be impossibilities^ mere
febles.

The art of increasing the force of the voice far

above its natural power rests, with Roger, how-
ever, not only upon this wise economy. He also

possesses the power of using, according as the

text requires, entirely different kinds of voice
;

now the soft metallic tone of the D string of the

violin ; now the sharp, piercing toneless notes of

the vox humana of the organ ; now again the

crashing trumpet-sounds of the tenor's fullest

chest-voice, or the sweet flute-tones of his falsetto.

The actress Rachel made a similar use of differ-

ent kinds of voice, in a masterly manner, in the

Alexandrine verses of French tragedy. On the

German ear this has a singular efifect ; for it

seems as if the verses were being sung in a sort

of primitive chant of nature. In an opposite

manner the same thing appears in Roger, so that

it seems as if, in his musical tones, the performer

were speaking the natural language of tragedy.

Thus, even here, the favorite modern idea of the

fraternization of opera and drama finds its reali-

zation. Roger, the singer, is to such an extent

an actor, that he usually abstains from painting,

lest the finesse of the play of his countenance
should be destroyed by the red color. The an-

cient hero, who came upon the stage with a dozen

arias in one evening, was only satisfied with him-

self when his appearance was imposing. With
Roger this is not at all so. On the contrai-y, you
see that he was in fact not born to be a delinea-

tor of heroic characters. Even his outer build

obliged him to form that style of histori(!al, genre-

painting in tragic opera, which marks him so

uni(]uely. He is small in stature—too small for

a hero. But when in the second act oi Lucia he

appears at the top of the steps which lead into

the festal hall, his countenance ghastly, his hair

standing wildly on end, each motion awfully

fixed, and measured, then this horrible figure

glows before our eyes, surpassing everything, so

totally does the scene which we see with our

mind destroy all proportion for the scene which

is before our bodily eyes.

—

N. Y. Musical Review

and World.

Cherubini.
(Continued from page 180).

In the autumn of 1784 he went to London.
He began there by writing vocal pieces for so-

called pasticcios, that is, operas the joint produc-

tions of several composers; a finale to one of

them, entitled Demetrio, was more especially suc-

cessful. He came forward, the following jear,

at the King's Theatre, with the comic opera. La
finla Principessa, and achieved a decided triumph.

He was not so lucky, in 1 786, with his Giulio Sa-
bino. This opera was a total failure, not even
being represented a second time ; but Burney

says It was " murdered " by the singers. An-
noyed at this untoward event, Cherubini left

London in July, 1786, and proceeded to Paris,

little imagining that he would there take up his

permanent residence, and find the most favorable
field for his professional exertions.

At first, however, he was not particularly suc-

cessful even in Paris. He wrote a grand cantata,

entitled Ampliion (153 pages of MS. score), for

the ''Loge Olymplque," but it was not performed.
He was summoned, for the Carnival of 1787, to

Turin, where he produced his Ifigenia with bril-

liant success—a success repeated at the theatres

of Milan, Parma, and Florence. This was the

last opera he wrote for and in Italy. After the

performances of Ifigenia in Turin, he returned
to Paris to compose his first French opera.

The following are the facts connected with

this work. The management of the Grand
Opera had charged the composer Vogel, whose
music to the Golden Fleece had pleased the public,

with the task of setting Marmontel's book of
Deinophon to music. Vogel, a jovial companion,
who frequently preferred cheerful societv' to work,
kept the management waiting nearly two years

for his opera, and died, on June 28, 1788, before

it was finished. Even during Vogel's lifetime

the libretto had been transferred to Cherubini,

and thi! opera came out on December 2,1788.

It was not particularly successful ; on the contra-

ry, the public received it rather coldly, and gave

it the bad character of being, on the whole,

wearisome. When comparing it with his last

Italian opera, Ifigenia, connoisseurs were more
particularly struck with a want of melody.

There was abundance of melody in Ifigenia,

while Demophon could boas' of only two or three

melodies worth mentioning. When, therefore,

the French attempt to date from this opera a

total change In Cherubini's style, it is merely an

ebullition of national vanity, because the book

was the first French one he had ever set to music.

We should be more correct if we imitated Fetis

(although even he repeats the above assertion a

few sentence*- previous), and sought in the con-

straints Imposed upon the master by the French

libretto, and Marmontel's unrhythmical verses,

an excuse for the weakness of the work.

The real change in Cherubini's style, or, to

speak more correctly, the total break-up of his

former notions of the character of dramatic

music, and the manifestations of genius sutficient-

ly powerful to endow those ideas with life, were
first manifiested In the opera of Lodoiska. While

he had the musical management of an Italian

company in the Theatre de la Foire St. Germain
(1789)," for which he wrote various admirable

interpolations in operas by Paesiello, Cimarosa,

and others, besides composing music for another

book. Margaret of Anjou, which he never fin-

ished (eight numbers of it were found amongst

his papers), he wasemployed chiefly upon Lodois-

ka, which was produced in 1791, and had an im-

mense success. After every separate number,

the whole audience rose and applauded the com-
poser.* The music of this production opened a

new path for French opera. While Cherubini

carried out in the melody the fundamental law of

dramatic truth, the agreement of the music with

the situations in the drama, and their poetic ex-

pression, as laid down by Gluck, he exhibited

greater depth of intention, fuller and bolder har-

mony, and a style of instrumentation which, by
its richness, and the characteristic employment of

the wind instruments especially, in conformity

with the peculiar quality of their sound, intro-

duced the orchestra, in a brilliant manner, not

only as the foundation for the vocal portion, but,

also, as its necessary supplement, and its equal in

bringing about the theatrical effect of the work
as a whole. He was thus, as far as regards

France, the real creator of modern dramatic

music—we mean that kind of music which the

French call, in a good sense, la musique d'cffct.

As certainly as this description of composition is

that most appropriate to musical drama, as well

as that most in accordauce with modern, iuoppo-

* According to another tradition, this extraordinary mark
of respeot on the part of the enthusia.«tic audience took pines

some years subsequently, at tne first performance of Le$ Dftix
Jounti:is.
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silinn to ancient, sentiments and feelinas, an'd

hi;;'n as Clieruliini must, tlierefore, be ranked, on

this account, it is equally certain that we must
not hold him responsible for the direction which
effect-music afterwards pursued, especially in our

own time through the instrumentality of Meyer-
beer.

How far Mozart influenced Cherubini and the

change introduced by the latter in French music

is a question which is, as a rule, especially in

German historical works on music, got rid of with

the general apolhegm, that " a more intimate

acquaintance with the works of Haydn and Mo-
zart" gave rise to the greater breadth and profun-

dity in Cherubini's style. But the proof of this

assumption would, probably, be rather a difficult

task, in an historical as well as in a musically

critical light. The historical grounds are the

more decisive. Mozart's Figaro was first pro-

duced on May 1, 1786, and his Don Juan on
November 4, 1787, but were totally unknown in

France. Mozart, however, as it is well known,
did not write Die Zauherflote and the Reguiem
till the year 1791, so that, consequently, those

masterjiieces could not exert any influence upon
CheruViini's Lorloixka, which he composed in 1790-

91, and which was produced in the latter year.

Le Nozzc rli Figaro was never once played, even
in Vienna, in 1787 and 1788, and was not res-

tored to the stage till August 1789; it was first

performed in Berlin on September 14, 1790. In
Paris, an unsuccessful attempt was made in 1793
—two years after the production of Lndoiska—
to combine on the stage Beaumarchais' comedy
with Mozart's music* It was not till 1793, also,

that Mozart's Figaro found its way into Italy, to

turn out unsuccessful in Milan, Florence. &c.

And how, forsooth, about Don Juan ? The first

representation of this masterpiece of dramatic
music, frightfully mutilated, did not take place in

Paris until 1805. The Italian Opera performed
it for the first time in its original shape in the

year 1811.

According to this, therefore, since Cherubini
never left Paris from the spring of 1787 till the

production of Lodoif^ka, it is utterly impossible

that the works of the divine creator of German
dramatic music can have been known to the Ital-

ian-French master, and have exerted any influ-

ence on his new style, especially when we re-

member that the germ, at least, of the latter was
visible in his Demoplion (1788).

In the twelve or thirteen years during which
Cherubini wrote in Paris for the theatres there,

the following; operas of his were produced :

—

Eli-

sa, ou le Mont St. Bernard. 1 794, excellent music,

but a wretched book; // Perrucchiero, 1796,

probably an old intermezzo, rean-anged for the

Italian company in Paris; Media, 1797, one of
his most powerful works, recently revived in

Germany; L'Hotellerie Portugaise, 1798; the

operettas La Punilion and La Prtsonmere Cthe
latter witti Boieldieu), 1799 ; Les Deux Journe'es,

1800, and, the same year, with Mehul, Epicure
;

Anacreon, 1803, and the ballet, Achille a. Scyros,

1804, which contained most admirable music, but,

on account of its ridicuhius subject (Achilles in

woman's clothes, according to the well known
legend), soon disappeared from the repertory.

These works, especioUy Les Deux Journees,
which ran above 200 nights in Paris itself, besides

being performed innumerable times at all the
theatres of Germany, spread Cherubini's fame
throughout the entire civilized world.

Lex Deux Journe'es was the favorite opera of

C. M. Von Weber. " Fancy my delijjht," he
writes from Munich, on June 30, 1812, to a

friend, " when I beheld lying upon the table of

the hotel the playbill with the majic word ' Ar-
mand.' I was the first person in the theatre, and
planted myself in the middle of the pit, where I

waited most anxiously for the tones, which, I

knew beforehand, would again elevate and inspire

me. I think I may boldly assert, that Les Deux
Journe'es is a really dramatic and classical work.
Everything is calculated so as to produce the
greatest effect ; all the various pieces are so much
in their proper place, that you can neither omit
one, nor make any addition to them. The opera

* Compare Mozart, by Otto Jahn, vol. iv., p. 201.

displays a pleasing; richness of melody, vigorous

declamation, and all-striking truth in the treat-

ment of the situations, ever new, ever seen and
retained with pleasure. Trumpets have been
introduced in the overture, and I think they

might produce a good effect in the allegro ; but,

in the introductory adagio, the .single blasts, on
the horn alone, are indisputably better in the last

all-powerful crescendo, more effective and more
appropriate to lead up to the grand climax, espec-

ially if the trumpets do not come in before the

E major. A part of the duet between Armand
and Constance was excellently given, but the

commencement completely spoilt. I was most
disagreeably surprised by an attempt to improve
the composition in the finale. One of the most
heavenly passages was, for reasons wbich to me
are perfectly incomprehensible, deprived of all

its effect. After the quarrel of the water-carrier

with Marcelline, whose opposition makes him
angry, and when she burrts out crying, the for-
tissimo ought to be followed by a clarinet quite

alone, which should play the melody, till first the

bassoon and then the violoncello come in, while

the brother, consoling and supplicating liis sister,

begins to sing. This passage invariably produces
the greatest effect. Here, not only did the oboe

play it, but an accompaniment also had been ad-

ded I The very difficult choruses in the second

act went admirably. They were sung and plaj-ed

with precision and fire. Indeed, the second act

was altogether more rounded and spirited than

the first. In the third act, I had again occasion

to regret some beautiful passages wbich bad been
omitted, especially the two or three words pro-

nounced by the farmer's daughter ,
' Ah ! Anto-

nio does not return'—by the omission of which
the musical passages clash with such a total ab-

sence of plan. If I have chattered away, my
dear friend, so much about this opera, remember
that we can never say enough of such master-

pieces, and that so ardent a lover of art as my-
self may count upon your indulgence."

(To be continued.)

For Dwight'fl Journal of Music.

Remarks on the Temperament.

By P. H. Van deb Wetde, M. T) , Instructor in Physics and
Chemistry at the Cooper Institute. N. Y.

It appears that the nnmber of musicians who have

a clear idea about the arithmetics of our tonal system

is yet very small. I judge thus, because an article

from Dr. Zopff in the Berlin musical paper "Echo," of

which an extract was given in this journal, has stood

many months without being contradicted or correct-

ed in the assertion, that, for reasons of the tempera-

ment, our major thirds are tuned too low, and there-

fore the difference between a major and a minor

chord is lessened, in fact even almost disappearing,

so that it is sometimes impossible to tell by ear only,

whether the chord is major or minor.

About the tuning of the third, the opposite of

what Dr. Zopff asserts, is the case ; for reasons of

the temperament all our major thirds are not tuned

too low, but must necessarily be tuned considerably

too high. Our minor thirds, it is true, are also tuned

slightly too high, but so little that the difference be-

tween the tempered major third and the pure major

third is almost three times greater than the difference

between the tempered minor third and the pure

minor third ; ergo the difference between the major

and minor chords, in place of being lessened by the

temperament, is on the contrary increased.

To prove this, and also to contribute something to

clear up the so neglected arithmetics of our tonal

system, I will give here a most simple calculation

relative to this subject.

To understand it, however, I must recall to the

memory of readers, what most of them have

heard before, I suppose, that, when the velocity of

the vibration of a sounding body is doable that of

another, the tone produced by the first is an octave

higher ; and if the velocity is one fourth part faster,

so that the first makes 5 vibrations against the second

4, tlie tone produced by the first will be the pure

major third of that produced by the second.

These simple laws give all we want for calculating

hov; it is with the tempered major thirds, if they are

hipher than the pure tliirds.

Let us for instance st.Trt from a tone giving 64

vibrations in a second, (we adopt this number only

to avoid fractions, but any other number will do as

well). This tone will correspond very nearly with C on

the second Iej;er line below the bass cleff, (the low-

est tone of the violoncello). Its third must vibrate 1

audi times 64, or 5 times 64 divi(ied by 4 ; this gives

80 vibrations for E ; to find the third of^, or G sharp,

it must vibrato 1 and \ times 80, or five times 80

divided by 4, which gives 100 for the number of vi-

brations of G sharp.

If now wo adopt for G sharp and A flat the same

tone, as is the ease with all kfj'ed instruments, the

third of A flat must correspond with C, the octave of

the note we started from ; let us see if this is the

case.

This third must vibrate 1 and ^ limes 100, or .5

times 100 divided hy 4 ; this gives 12b vibrations for

the perfect major third of sharp or A flat ; but as

the pure octave of C vibrates 2 limes 64 or 128, it

is clear that this oct.ave will not do for the third of

G sliarp, the pure third being considerably lower

;

and if we tune tlie thirds C, E, G sharp and C pure,

they are unfit in our tonal system, in which the equal

temperament is adopted, which consists in dividing

tins deviation from the pure interval equally between

them all, so as to make it for each small enough not

to be entirely unharmonious.' To obtain this, every

third is tuned a little higher, so that in place of hav-

ing this proportion of the velocity of the vibrations :

C B G sharp E
64 80 100 125

We make it 64 80-54 101-56 128

These numbers may be calculated more correctly,

but as this requires the use of Logarithms, we will

omit this calculation, as only interesting for persons

very familiar with higher IVIathematics.

The universally adopted method of tuning, is by

fifths, or inverted fifths (fourths), or both ; before

leaving this subject, we may just as well give the

calculation of these, and demonstrate why the fifths

have to be tuned lower than the perfect pitch when

we adopt the equal temperament.

Let us recall that the vibration of a fifth is 1 and

a half times that of the first note. The fifth of the

above named C from which we started, or

G, is represented by 3x64 divided by 2, or 95

D " 3x96 " 2 " 144

A " 3x144 " 2" 216

E " 5x216 " 2 " 324

Which last number 324 for e, divided by 2, gives 162

for E, (the octave below) ; and again divided by 2

gives 81 for the vibration of E ; for the velocity of

which we found 80, if tuned as a pure third of C. If

we take this proportion of 64-81 for the third, and

tune the four thirds C, E, G sharp and C, we obtain

respectively 64,81,102.516 and 129-74. This last

number is too high for G, which being the octave of

the note from which we started, we found 128 the

correct number.

This simple calculation shows which way of tun-

ing comes nearer to the equal temperament ; that by

pure thirds gives 128-125, or 3 vibrations too low for

C ; that by the thirds following the ratio obtained by

pure fifths (or what will be the same by pare fifths,

through the whole circle of fifths) is 129-74-128 or

1-74 vibrations too high. So by lowering the fifths,

or tempering them as it is called, we bring our third,

E, between 80 and 81 , G sharp between 100 and 102
;

and make all our thirds very near 1-128 higher than

the pure thirds. That means that a pure third prodnces

128 vibrations, while our tempered third produces

129 vibration.

In the same way we temper our fifths 1-222 too low

;
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tliat means that for every 882 vibrations the pure

fifths produce, we tune them so that they produce

881 vibrations in the same time.

I will explain the last point more fully, and finish

this article in a following number.

For Dwigbt's Journal of Music.

Curiosities of Criticism.

No. III.

My dear Journal,

The critic, to whose remarks I have been referring

then proceeds to speak of the musical repertoires of

different organists. He says " The libretti of our

churches contain many of the most sublime com-

positions of the great masters, including Mozart,

Haydn, Rossini, Handel, Natividad, Mendelssohn,

and other composers who have enchanted the world

with their divine lyricisms."

Now does he know what a libretto usually means ?

or are these " sublime compositions" contained in

"little books V which would be a strict interpretation

of the word. A libretto of an Opera, is the text to

which the music is set. What place then can

" libretti" have in our churches ? And who is " Na-

tividad ?" If he is placed among the great names

whose "divine lyricisms"(!) have so "enchanted the

world," I, being an inhabitant of that world, have a

right to he so " enchanted," and ercp, to know some-

thing about him, or at least to have heard his name
before, but my memory on inquiry, replies " nix !"

To borrow a little from his own style, I adjure Mr.

Natividad, "make yourself known, my dear Mr. Na-

tividad ; elevate that cruel mantle from before thine

" enchanting" radiance, and deprive no longer fam-

ishing mortals of that celestial musical manna which

thy " sublime compositions " can so well afford to

dispense. Reveal thyself and evince thy transcend-

ent talent, Natividad ! provided only thine enthu-

siastic eulogist is to be trusted, (which of course no

one doubts ?) and the material enjoyment of

the products of thy teeming brain will not force

the world to exclaim :
" agtmus iibi, peccavi," and

"satis est," in one agonizing breath. 0, Natividad !

do be entreated, since thy magic must at least be as

euphonious as thy name, which last emerges from

my lips as if oiled every time I bless them with its

utterance— although I believe I am not one of

Charles Lamb's " oilmen," either.—Macauley says,

Machiavelli had to wait two hundred years for a

monument ; surely you will be more fortunate !"

We quote further :
" When it is considered that

several of the most distinguished operatic luminaries

are engaged in our churches, and achieve their great-

est triumphs in sacred music, it may be deemed

somewhat culpable in our musical critics to overlook

the fact, as it not only withholds from the lovers of

the art divine a knowledge of the compositions con-

tained therein, bat in reserving the flattering encom-

iums which many of the performers so justly de-

serve."

This sentence is constructed upon so peculiar a

grammatical basis, that it should at least have been

accompanied by an explanatory note for its elucida-

tion. Antithesis is evidently beneath his notice. It

would also seem that this reviewer of those " culpa-

ble " critics, by no means himself intends falling into

the same error, of reserve, since the stock on hand

of his flattering encomiums" will be found quite

equal to all occasions, with the exception principally

of the choristers of Old Trinity Church. He speaks

soon after, of another new composer, "Rozini," who
has given to the world a " Stabat." Whom does he

mean? We have a Rossini, and a Ronzani, the lat-

ter a dancer, now at the Creraorne Gardens. Is it

this individual 1 And has he composed a Stabat

Mater ? If not, let Sig. " Rozini " share my sup-

plicatory address with Mr. Natividad. He goes on
to apologize for the initiation of musical articles in

that weekly paper, by saying he had become con-

vinced " that a column of the leading weekly news-

paper of the age devoted to church music and church

singers would not only constitute an acceptable fea-

ture therein, but still farther enhance the value of the

publication, which has always been remarkable for

the highly intellectual order of its literature," of which

last his articles are supposed to be a specimen !

" It is our intention to fnrnish a graphic report,"

&c., from week to week, nor sli.all wo " become hy-

percritic.il," nor shall we bestow " unnecessary cen-

sure or adulation, &c." I fear this hardly comports

with what has preceded, and the reader will ere long

have an opportnnity of oliserving how much such a

preamble is adhered to as he warms to his work.

Old Trinity receives his first attention. He says :

"It was a few years ago famous for its choir," (I

ask, is it not now ?) " It was proverbially one of the

strongest and most effective in the city." (I ask

again, is it not now ?) " It was really a musical

treat to visit it when the distinguished Dr. Hodges

was its conductor." (I repeat the question a third

time, and ask in addition, how it is, that on feast and

Holy days, when there is Choral service, the congre-

gations are so large ?) " But a wondeiful change

has come over it since then." (I should think there

had, since all women's voices have been dismissed and

it possesses now what it never did before, a pure

Cathedral Choir of boys and men, this being no dis-

paragement to Dr. Hodges, but rather to the old

fogies in the vestry.)

"Our visit to it, on last Sunday, was comparatively

a s.ad disappointment. We listened for the once ex-

quisite strains of the soprano in vain. The deep

and sonorous tones of the basso had deserted us, and

the shrill, sweet cadences of the tenor had passed

beyond the walls. The general aspect of the church

seemed to indicate a serious deficiency on this ac-

count—for the countenances of the visitors, as they

cast their longing glances toward the choir, seemed

to wear an expression of chagrin and disappoint-

ment."

Poor man, was he then so sadly disappointed ?

He listened for the " soprano in vain." Was there

then no soprano ? That juas curious. The "basso

had deserted us." Was there then no Bass ? The
" shrill sweet cadences of the tenor" had also disap-

peared, it seems. Was there then no Tenor 1 and

none of such remarkable qualities! ("shrill and

sweet" together I) Why then there could have re-

mained nothing but the Contralto, when Soprano

Tenor and Bass were absent ! Truly he might have

been " disappointed." So the visitors cast " longing

glances towards the choir," did they 1 Now has

our astute critic any idea where they keep the choir

in Trinity 1 If the longing glances were directed

towards the organ-loft, they were certainly not look-

ing at the choir, whereas if they looked toward the

chancel, this was only doing what devout and pious

worshippers are expected to do, and I cannot for the

life of me see anything remarkable in such "glances"

as denoting disappointment, or as an appearance of

indecorous behaviour. I suspect that they must have

done the former however, and if so, do not wonder

at their surprise, but very much doubt their " disap-

pointment," since the whole noble choir of nearly

30 boys and men sing from the chancel in this

church, and the enchanted listener is really puzzled

to know whence the thrilling mu.sic does proceed.

But a truce to further prolixity until next week.

Do you not think, my dear Journal, that musical

criticism is in high and elevated keeping, in this

blessed city of Gotham ? Does it not need a little

" looking after " by those who still cherish a lurking

veneration for art in their sighing bosoms 1 And
can not you pardon one who seeks to avenge

the libellous onslaughts committed by barbarians on

the gentle Goddess so devotedly adored, and worship-

fully delineated by Domenichino ?

TiMOIHT TeILL.

(From the London Athenasum).

Mazeppa : A Cantata, Written by Jessica Ran-
kin. Composed by M. W. Balfe.

The announcement of " Mazeppa " as the subject

of Mr. Balfe's new Cantata, was sure to set specula-

tion at work. Few, however, could have been pre-

pared for a new arrangement of the anecdote treated

by Byron in his known romance ; and it must have
been felt that—as in the case of Biirger's "Leonore"
and the night-ride in " Faust," so curiously treated

by M. Berlioz—the naked man lashed to the back of

the
. . . .noble pteed,

A Tartar of the Ulcraine breed,
Who looked as though the speed of thought
"Was in his limbs,. . .

.

and launched for a flight through the desert, was a

subject too fiercely equestrian to bear musical treat-

ment. " Mazeppa " has tempted, however, more
than one composer to write romantic overtures—Dr.

Liszt among the number, who has always shown a

marked sympathy for Byron's heroes. Here it has

been diluted and re-written ; and the punishment of

the Captain's unauthorized love-making to the Coun-
tess being compressed within a small space, the tale

virtually subside^ into one of those common stories

of love, jealousy and revenge, which exist by thou-

sands on the Italian Opera stage. As such, it is not

happily treated, so far as language is concerned.

Neither is there local color left ; but Mr. Balfe has

never shown iiimself fastidious in his selection of

text to set. He is facile, light-hearted, sometimes

conceited, oftener fresh and sweet, as a melodist
;

but some of his b.Tppicst music has been thrown off

to the worst words—while it has more than once

happened, that when he has taken verse by Moore,

or our Laurecte, or by Prof. Longfellow, in hand, he

has broken the phrase of the poet with right royal

indifference, so as to press it into the service of some
favorite tune. Rarely has so much feeling for

musical st.igo effect been so entirely dissociated from

dramatic appreciation as in Mr. Balfe's case : and

this may be the reason why so few of his operas Iceep.

His new Cantata exhibits his good and his less good
qualities in tolerablj equal proportion. The open-

ing of the preUide is intended apparently to describe

the gallop of the wild horse, being afterwards repeat-

ed in the final scene. The use of a repeated triplet

for such a purpose has a precedent in the " cavalli

di galoppo " in Cimarosa's "Priache spunti," which

long stood for a clever piece of painting in sound :

here, too, it is arranged in a triple rhythm. The
opening chorus is busy ; but what coulii a Handel
make of such words as

" He's been shamefully treated " ?

No. 2, also a chorus, is suave and pleasant in its

theme, though towards its close (p. 20) made
hazardous for a mass of voices by a leap of two oc-

taves. No. 3 is an air and chorus for the jealous

Count (of course the baritone). In this the most
noticeable feature is the ascending (pp. 30, 31) of the

allegro, most effective when sung by a firm musician

and accomplished vocalist and bright voice, such as

are combined in Mr. Sautley—but which will be ren-

dered with difficulty by any less happily endowed.

The coda (pp. 33, 34) was anticipated by Signer

Rossini in the wonderful passage which winds up the

grand Jinale of his " Moise" to the point of delirium.

No. 4 is the entrance of the hereine, ingeniously con-

trived, and somewhat in the French style. No. 5,

the duet for the lady and her confidante, is less fresh.

No. 6 brings forth the tenor, in an air built on a hap-

py vocal phrase, but where the music struggles vainly

to raise words dangerous in their platitude. No. 7,

a chorus, is curious. This is the text thereof:

Revenge fires his turbulent soul,

No DOwer his boundless rage can control,—&c.

—words set at first to a melodious theme maestoso,

presently repeated pianissimo. The working up,

however, is good. No. 8 is a duet for Mazeppa and

the Couutess, in no respect to be distinguished from a

hundred earlier opera-duets by its writer. No. 9, an
aria for tenor, is expressive, vocal and flattering to

the voice. No. 10, a terzet in canon, if viewed

apart from the sentiment of its words, is a charming

concert-piece—musically the best number of the

Cantata. No. 11 is a ballad for the baritone, a little

tormented in its working, yet happy in its first idea.

No. 12 is the final solo, in which, as has been said,

the prelude music is reproduced. After this comes
the closing chorus.

Such is Mr. Balfe's latest Avork, which exhibits

many of his best qualities, and the reverse. Great

as is our interest in the creation and multiplication

of pieces for concert as distinct fi*om stage use, we
cannot conceive that this " Mazeppa " will last long

or gallop far. It would be well that, for the avoid-

ance of disappointment to all who embark time,
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thought, money and stuJy in attempts like tliesc,

soniethini; more of care and choiee should be shown
than seems for the moment the rule. Without any

call for new words, here is niatler enough, and to

spare, in the lihrarj' of approved and recosnized

English poetry, to excite the fancy of any intelligent

and skilful composer, and, when set hy him, to keep

a fast hold on the English public. Further, the mix-
ture of tunes of most conventional quality with pro-

gressions and harmonies as crude as if they came out

of the new German pattern-book of unlovely effects

is not happy. Let it seem ever so recondite and sci-

entific, it amounts to a confession of weakness in

constructive power, and a sure element of decay in

the work so ill cemented. Paisiello's "Nel cor piii,"

the simplest of sim|)le melodies, would not have

lived to these days hart it been g.irnished witli double

sharps and diminished seventeenths ! In music like

Mr. Balfe's, such piquancy must be felt as more than

usually blemishing.

Mad. Malibr.vn and iiF.n Father.— Garcia,

the tenor, father of the great Primadonna, was not a

very amiable character. Violent to the extreme,

without any redeeming trait of good heartedness,

he treated his child not like a fither, but like a hard

master, whipping her often without any cause and
'11 using her somewhat in the same manner, as we
are told, some of our Southern brethren occasionally

tise toward their—daughters. The slightest fault

on her part irritated him, and put him in such a state

of anger, that he frequently exclaimed; "Ah, you
will never die but by my hand."

This amiable spirit did not leave him, when he
came with his dauirtlier to New York. On the con-

trary, it iticreased, for Italian Opera at that time met
the same fate aa to-day— it did not pav. One
morning old Garcia felt particularly out of humor.
He had to perform the same night Othello, a role,

which, in some respects, suited Jidinirabl}' his temper.

In order to add still more truth to his performance,
he bought a poniard, not one of those innocent
little things which ans\vcr all kinds of stage

purposes, but a real one as sharp and pointed as

any weapon the Othellos of this world are fond of

handling. Garcia was not slow in showing this beau-
tiful instrument to his daughter, while they were at

luncheon. "You see this poniard," he said to her.

"Perhaps this may he the instrument, with which I

shall kill you to night. Take care of yourself."

In order to get rid of his bad humor he commenced
drinking, which he kept up all day, so that when in

the evening he entered the stage, he was perfectly

intoxicated. Although the public were used to very
wild raging Othellos, yet a tipsy one was somewhat
new and distasteful to them, and consequently they
commenced hissing. The rage of the great tenor

knew no bounds. "Ah," he exclaimed, after having
left the scene, " I will punish these insolent people, I

will show them what it means to insult a Spaniard !"

During the fifth act, while on the scene with his

daughter, who performed the role of Desdemona, he
whispered to her an order, which she refused to com-
ply with. This put him again into such a state of

madness, that he called out to her in a muffled voice :

"Wretch, you will pay for this insolence. And if I

go to hell, I shall kill you in a few minutes with my
poniard I"

These words, spoken with such earnestness, ac-

companied by such gestures of vehemence and looks

of vengeance, frightened poor Maria to such an ex-
tent, that she looked with terror to the scene where
she was to fall a victim of Othello's jealousy. She
really theught her life in danger, especially as her
Othello-father, owing to the liisses, which repeated
themselves, became more and more irritated and
gave a terrible meaning to his threats of vengeance.
The acting of father and daughter was a drama in a

drama. The public, not knowing the circumstances,

felt struck by the truthfulness of the delineation of

the two characters and proved its admiration by sev-

eral salvos of applause. It is more than likely that

this saved poor Maria from suffering death at the

hands of her father, who may have been a great

singer, and who undoubtedly was a very great teach-

er, but most assuredly a still greater brute.

Worship in the Churches of Germany.

German churches and the German (j. e. Lutheran)
Church services are peculiar. The first time that I

entered one of the former for worship, it was in the

company of an American youth. As we passed
through the door he whispered, half drawing back,
"This is Catholic ; don't let us stay !" and the ex-

clamation was natural enough. For the church, ex-
cept that there were no side chapels or altars, was
arrayed precisely as is a Romish Mass-house. Oc-
cupying a capacious recess at the further end was a

huge altar, with massive marble pillars, and rich

sculpture, which served as the frame for a grtmd
painting, while above the painting was a colossal

carved crucifix, and on the altar itself, on each side

of a smaller crucifix, were burning candles, though
of these last there were but two. And where
was the pulpit f Pushed one side, almost half way
down the church, and fastened on /ii))h against a vast
and dingy column. A number of persons were sit-

ting in the elevated space, railed off from the body"
of the cliurch in front of tlie altar, who, I afterwards
learned, were designing to participate in tlie com-
munion. The choir was composed of boys ; and the
entire aspect of gloom, and stateliness, and cliill, was
exactly Komish.
As the worshippers entered, each one stood {an

impressive sight) and bowed the head a moment in
silent reverence or prayer. The hymns to be sung
were indicated in various parts of the house ; and
long before the clergyman entered the organ belched
its thunders and the congregation sang, the choir-
boys and chorister taking the lead. In the sing-
ing I was sadly dia.ippointed. It was hearty and
massive—all singing, and singing with all their

might—but tasteless, unmelodious, and— after ten
or fifteen minutes—exceedingly tedious; for the
Germans, in singing, apparently take no note of
time or of the number of stanzas. I would not dare
to say how many I have heard them sing without
stopping. The tunes, too, are generally heavy and
monotonous, and all sing the air, and the man with
the most voice sings the loudest. The whole thing,

to me draijrjed terribly. What a relief it was, a long
time after, to hear the Methodists sing at Berlin

!

For Methodists sing the same the world over.

Just before the close of the first hymn the clergy-

man appeared. His dress was the simple bla<'k gown
and bands with which we are familiar at home, and
which I have never seen deviated from, except in the
Royal chapel at Hanover, where the chaplains wore
a hugh ruff, such as one sees sometimes in old por-
traits, standing out most voluminously, horizontally
from the neck, and coming up almost to the ears.

—

The clergyman passed at once to the altar, where,
with his back turned to the people, he chanted cer-

tain prayers from a book, which were responded to

at intervals by the choir. The responses were most
tonching and beautiful. AVhen these prayers were
finished, the congregation sung again, and in the
midst of the singing the clergyman reappeared in the
pulpit, where, after a brief prayer, he commenced
his sermon. It was an odd custom in the kingdom
of Hanover that the collection was taken up during
the sermon ! After the sermon came a confession of
sin, followed by a declaration of absolution and
prayers for various objects at considerable length.

Then the people sung again, and the priest repassed
to the altar and chanted the Levitical benediction,
making at the end of it the sign of the cross in the

air, and the people bowing at each of the three parts.

A number of the congregation remained after the

benediction to sing a hymn, or to sit in silent prayer,
while many others had left at the close of the sermon.

This was a fair example of the services that I

have generally witnessed ; although there are varia-

tions in various parts of Germany. In Frankfort
and Dresden, e. g., an extemporaneous exhortation

precedes the sermon, with the interval of a verse or
two of a hymn. In Dresden there is added to this a

moment of silent prayer exceedingly impressive,

during which, however, many seemed to be repeating

the Lord's Prayer. At Berlin and elsewhere, per-

haps, the Apostle's Creed is pronounced. I was told

that the most finished and admired Church Service
was in the kingdom of Wurtemberg. The sermon
is never read, and the voice of the people is never
heard except in singing. In receiving the Elements
at the Lord's Supper, the communicants stand. One
clergyman is behind a short railing at each end of

the altar, and when a communicant has received the

wafer—for only a wafer is used, put upon the tongue
by the minister's hand—he passes behind the altar to

the other end, and there partakes of the cup.

At confirmation, which is retained in the German
churches, the candidates kneel, and the minister

(there is no "bishop") varies with each one the form
of his words, simply repeating to him some appro-

priate words of Scripture, while he lays his hand
upon his head. Baptism is with sponsors. Previous

to affusion they all touch the child's head, while the

minister pronounces a certain form ; he also makes
the sign of the cross on the head aud breast of the

child, declaring it to be in token of its redemption
by the Saviour. The form of marriage, as I saw it,

had nothing very peculiar. It was without a book.
The most touching pact was the laying of the bride's

hand into that of the groom, upon the altar, while

the aged priest, with his hand upon both, pronounced
the nuptial benediction.

—

Evangelist.

5toigj)fs loiinml of SImsIx.

BOSTON, SEPTEMBER 13, 1863.

Music in this NUiMber.— Continuation of Handel's

"Meflsi:ih."

Characteristics.

The truest way to characterize the ruling tone

of sentiment in any composer, is to note the state

of mind in which his music leaves you. There

is some music which is all glitter and effect, which

you hear with astonishment, and go home weary

and without capacity of emotion. An opera of

Bellini bathes you in a delicious flood of ten-

derness; rosR-light everywhere, and tepid spring

warmth
;
you are sad and full of passive sympa-

thetic sensibility, softened, melted, but not roused.

A surfeit comes, and you are glad to have a good

wind sweep away the mild vague haziness from

the world's face, and breathe a bracing atmos-

phere, feel your nerves invigorated, and see by

the clear literal light of day, until the time for

twilight visions comes again.

AVhat could be more opposite to this than the

effect of Handel? Kepose, such as your

spirit gains in looking up into the illimitable sky i

a fulness of awakened onergj-, serene as sleep '

a balanced universal activity, calm as the motion

of Niagara, or of the planets ; a healthy universal

sympathy ; a fellow feeling with all Humanity ; a

communion with the absolute, a sense of uni

with the whole, which can indulge many moods,

but is the victim of no one ; life flowing from the

centre, and no morbid irritation in any single

faculty.

From Mozart you turn reluctantly, as from

an Olympian festival, in whose enthusiastic pitch

of liberty, and love and joy, you feel that your

faculties and your emotions have all got out, and

swim in a willing and congenial element of life.

Sense and soul are one. The keenest sense of

living, the perfected and full flower of sentiment,

the exaltation of the soul to a certain divine con-

sciousness; the rising of the floods of the heart

to overflow all things and blend their harsh out-

lines into concord with itself; a tremulous recog-

nition of the near presence of the spiritual world

to this our everyday life ; a sort of disembodied

pure existence floating thrgughall things without

resistance, as if matter had given up its impene-

trability,—this you feel, and as if the breath of

one, whose love was your communion with the

soul of all this, fell upon your cheek.

From Haydn you go as from the sweet quiet

happiness of home, or from the mild restorative

of woods and fields, with cheerful heart, clear

head, and temperate desires, with the sunny

domesticity of a good child or a wise father, and

the buoyant self-possession of a well-ordered

life.

Childlike love of nature, and cheerful, genia

domesticity are his two dominant traits. The first

is shown in that birdlike instinct by which he or .

ganized the orchestral forces into so fit a nest for

his creative, uneventful life ; in his proneness to

imitation of the sounds of nature, and in the

prevailing character of bis great works, the

" Seasons " and the " Creation." The second

displays itself in the cool temperament of all his

happy inspirations ; in the clearness, regularity

and order which were the style of his life as well
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as of his compositions ; and in the fact tli at he

was most felicitous, most himself, most a model to

all others, in that form called '•Chamber Music,"

in the composition of Quarteis for stringed instru-

ments, in which the various members of the violin

family hold fine discourse, both argumentative,

pathetic, grave and frolicsome. This is eminently

domestic rmisic. The Quartet is the best form in

which art expresses and idealizes that moral

music of our lives, which wells up from the fount-

ains of the sacred sphere of home.

All of these great composers were great in all

the forms of composition ; but Handel was most

Ilandel in the fugusd chorus ; Mozart's life

welled forth clearest, fullest in the Opera ; Beet-

hoven is the despair of all ambitions in his Sym-

phonies ; and Haydn best enforced the lesson of

his life in his Quartets.

After Mozart a new fount of music was open-

ed in a man. One has written, from whose thrill

the earth is not soon likely to recover ; from

whose music we carry away something that we
should not have dreamed of in any effect the

others could produce upon us. This music leaves

us with roused souls, restless, urged by mighty

aspirations, which never will be quieted, a lasting

influence like a new Promethean spark dropped

into the breast from heaven. The music of this

day all owns its influence, although resisting it.

The sentiment and tone of thought and feeling

of this age is deeply affected by it. Whoever

has heard this music has grown deeper, or learn-

ed how deep he was, how deep and infinite the

work of life. It wakes no passing mood; but

takes possession of the hearer's soul, and becomes

a surging ocean under him, which lifts him till he

seems to touch the sky, then suddenly' sinks down

to night, yet only to climb higher with the next

full wave. It is pregnant with a mighty future,

and like a providential utterance of the great

heaving, struggling breast of this prophetic era of

Humanity. Of course we mean Beethoven.
Beethoven expresses the interior and divine

side of the restlessness of this age—that restless-

ness which in its more superficial workings be-

gets all this music oi effect, these wonderful feats

of skill, these strivings after the impossible in

mere performance, miracles which come too often,

which excite for a time and leave only the

memory of excitement, which drive the blood

to the head and stir up strange sensations, but

never unseal those interior fountains in us which

bathe every sense and faculty with calm invigor-

ation. There is an intimate connexion and sym-

pathy between the vital organs and the skin. It

would seem that what is profound interior mov-

ing of the waters in Humanity's great sons, her

artist-prophets, like Beethoven, were only irrita-

tion of the skin with the mass of men ; the best

response which they can give to that which gen-

ius owns so deeply
; (since some response they must

give, inasmuch as Humanity is one, and there are

none of its members unaffected by the thrill of

whatsoever movements first announce themselves

in its deepest hearts.)

Listen to any Symphony of his—that in C
minor especially—there is no mistaking his lead-

ing characteristics. The most remarkable is the

wild, pleading earnestness of his music—his im-
petuosity and fire—the glorious frenzy of a giant
or a God—yet not ungovernable, and never
weak. There is in him the strength, the consci-
ous inspiration, the truth, the well-balanced en-
ergy, which can afford to abandon itself to its

bold impulse, disdaining mere conventional re-

straint. Beethoven's music travels on like rush-

ing flame. And yet oftener it is the sullen surg-

ing of the restless, boundless ocean; something

of gloom, to be sure, yet exalting the spirit to

that pitch, that it becomes prophecy and glorious

hope. Such unutterable yearning, such irre-

pressible constant aspiration, such intense striv-

ing, such heroic energy of expression ; such

gathering of massive clouds, which only mea-

sure, not coni^eal the illimitable depths of clear

sky and stars beyond, gleaming all the more

sweetly through the rifts and chasms ; such sad-

ness deepening such faith, is found in scarcely any

other music, and could have found expression in

no other day of the world but this. The heart

of Humanity, the whole bosom of society is just

now heaving with the presentiment which

prompted and which can understand this music.

The music of Beethoven was reputed strange at

first. No wonder: since his soul, like a deep
sounding-gallery, was among the first to catch the

echoes of the approaching footfall of the mighty
Future. Beethoven is to be interpreted by the

glorious changes which are about commencing in

society, and are destined to bring forth Order
out of Chaos. I hear the prophetic murmur of

the hearts of down-trodden millions, new-born to

consciousness of their own great destiny, in his

music. I feel the murky gloom and sadness of

th(! Past vainly stiflins; the true grandeur of the

universal heart of man, now for the first time
feeling all its strength, in those dark chords re-

solving themselves into serene splendors. I see

the smoky coverlid that has hung for ages over

some old wicked city, lifted off by the swift

scouring tempest of his mighty Rhythm. I am
more than ever a tender, loving, patient, believing;

child when his great thoughts gather strength

like a whirlwind, and go roaring on and shake
the world. Their sound is like the wild winds
before day-break, which bring with them a cer-

tain exhilarating taste of coming day. And his

music is most tender in its strength, most hope-

ful in its billowy sullenness, most believing in its

startling loud protests.

More or less in all his Symphonies, in all his

music,— although he has more perhaps than any
composer of the manysidedness of Shakspeare

—

you feel one constant theme, as great and inex-

haustible and never wearisome, as it is essentially

subjective: to-wit, the aspiration and the strug-

gle of the soul with destiny ; the ever renewed
conflict of Good and Evil ; the hopes, the obsta-

cles, the onward movement of Humanity ; the

struggle and the victory, reaching at last, in the

Ninth Symphony, the crowning word of JoY and
the embrace of all the myriads of beings 1 Ac-
cordingly a characteristic of his style, particularly

in his quick movements, is the nervous accent,

the reiterated emphasis, the bold atiackinf/ man-
ner, and the irresistible crescendo, as if to carry

a stronghold by storm. The harmonies go pul-

sing, surging, dashing and urging their way
onward, like a mighty freshet. Master as he is

of means, of instruments, broad in harmonies and
rich in coloring, the strength resides intrinsically

in the thought always. These thoughts demand
the full expansion of an orchestra ; that becomes
his native element, in which he is most himself,

Jove throned upon Olympus ; even his Sonatas
are full of orchestral suggestion ; the thoughts
are large enough, and worthy of such treatment.

Yet so intrinsic is the greatness of his thought,

that even on the pianoforte his music is exceed-
ingly effective and expressive, losing nothing of

its characteristic, and suggesting, at least, its full

force of meaning through such slender outline.

But then it is such strong and manly music ! Its

very tenderness is manly ; and it takes the

strength of manly hands, nerves strong as they
are sensitive, as well as manly will and imagina-
tive intellect, to denote him truly ; no mere sen-

timental entliusiasm, no superficial glittering

virtuosity is oompetent to play Beethoven.—But
this is by no means all 1

GiLaiORE's Band Returned.—We have already

remarked upon tlio multitude of bands, (and good

ones too), which are still heard in our streets, in

spite of the draft the war has made upon mu-sicians.

But nmv some of the rcgtmental bands are coming
home {0 tlmt they migiit bring petice with them !) ;

.any amonfi the most welcome, and most popular al-

ways, is Gilniore's Band, wlio have already returned
from nearly a whole year's service in North Carolina.

They have only lost a single member, Mr. Moore-
house, whom .ill mention with respect, and they now
nnniher 23. A frenerni desire has been expressed
tliat ihey should give a public concert, in their war-
worn uniforms and snn-burnt faces, and let us hear
the patriotic tunes with which they cheei-ed and
nerved the gallant regiment.

Su'-h a concert is announced for this evening at

the Music Ilall, wlicn (to borrow from Mr. Gilmore's
card in the daily papers, they will perform "the gems
of such music as have floated over the wild waves
and mingled with the howling winds of Hatteras ;

such patriotic nirs as fell upon the ears of three

thousand rebel prisoners, and echoed throujib the

di'nse woods of Roanoke ; such strains as followed

our victorious arms at Ncwbern, and vibrated

through the deserted streets of that once fair city
;

and, more than all, such mnsic as has revived the

drooping spirits of many a weary soldier, or soothed
the pain of many a wounded patriot."

The following is going the rounds of musical Jour-

nalism. AVe hope our friend " Mr. Brown," or

Thnyer, will duly heed the last sentence ; let us trust

that he has at last sent up " Signor Masoni &e." as

a pioneer balloon, to let us know that he and Beet-

hoven arc coining :

A German friend annoitnces thnt Jfnzart's " Don
Juan," with the purified and amended text, on whieb
the Baron Alfred von Wolzogen has been engaged,
will be produced during the next Carnival at Munich,
with care and state. Regarding this new version, an
anecdote may be put on record as among the rare

amenities of dramatic literature. It appears that

Dr. Wendling, of Nymphenburg, (perhaps belonging

to that hospitable family of musicians at Mannheim,
well known to all who have followed the history of

ATozart's young days,) had also amused his leisure

hours, during many years, by attempting to set the

text of " Don Juan " to rights, and on hearing of

another—it must not be said rival—laborer in the

same field, with true courtesy and love of art, placed

all his materials at the disposal of Baron A. von
Wolzogen. The work has gained by this, and will

appear under both names—to the bitter dismay of

all good and true pedants ! Dr. Jahn, says the same
correspondent, has a Life of Beethoven in hand.

May if prove less heavy than bis four-volume biogra-

phy of Mozart !—a rich mass of facts, (many biought
together from obscure places for the first time,)—and
nevertheless about the least readable piece of musical

literature that could be named. We ought by this

time to be hearing something of the Life of Beetho-
ven for which Mr. Thayer has been so laborious and
iudefaligable in making collections.

The race of Musical " Professors," so an " Old

Sexton" writes us, are not yet extinct; there cer"

tainly is one at Oxford, England, if in no other Uni-

versity this side of there. But it seems they haunt

the White Mountains occasionally, where they hold

" Conventions introduce new psalm books, and are

admired for their " light and shade "(!)— very high

praise that, coming from the dwellers of the moun-

tains^they ought to know, surrounded as they are

by nature and by painters. But here is our des-

patch :

Lancaster, N. H. Aug. 31, 1S62—The White
Mountain Musical Association has just closed its

second annual session under the direction of Prof. L.

O. Emerson. Nothwithstanding the excitement in

respect to the War we have Iiad a very pleasant and

successful Convention. Prof Emersen is decidedly a

good musician and director—his collection of Church
Slusic—" Sabbath Harmony"—was very acceptable

to the Convention, and with Prof Emerson's "light

and shade " every member w.as delighted, Miss Cur-

tis of Boston favored the Convention with many
good songs.—She seems to possess a very full So-

prano, of good quality and considerable execution,

Mr. Wilson of Greenfield, Mass, presided at the

Piano in a creditable manner The Concerts were

well attended. The people of Lancaster seem to be

wide awake in Music and determined to make this

Convention oue of the tirst. " Old Se.xton."
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Madame Loeini Whiting is now on a visit to

Iier relatives in tliis country, and is at present stop-

ping at one of tlie New England watering places.

Her visit is without any professional object, as she

is engaged to appear early in November at La Scala

in Milan. It may be interesting to her admirers to

trace the operatic career of this popular cantatrlce.

In 1859 she sang in Venice and Tiu'in ; in 1860 in

Edinburgh, Brussels, Cologne and Berlin; in 1861

in Amsterdam, Brussels, Paris, Leipsic, Dresden and

Breslau ; in 1862 in Berlin, Brussels, Barcelona and

Paris—in all of which cities she has established her-

self firmly in the favor of the public.

M. Foucaulr is engaged at Paris in a series of ex-

periments tending to effect a revolution in the art of
scenic decoration. Instead of tlie traditional side

scene representing old trees or rocks, and intended

to limit the extent of the back scene, instead also of
the strips of canvas used as a bad imitation of air

and clouds, he employs a large canvas representing

a panoramic view of the sky, the end of which is not
perceptible in any direction, either from the side

boxes or orchestra. All side scenes are done away
with and the landscape thus acquires its full effect.

Gariraldi and Felicien David.—M. Henri

de Pene tells the following story in his Cvusen'e in

the new journal Tm France :

" About thirty years ago, when the sect of Saint
Simonians, ridiculed and almost persecnted in Paris,
emigrated in groups to the East. Felicien David,
(author of the new opera 'Lalla Uookh,' which was
successfully brought out the other day at the Opera
Comique) found himself plougliing the blue waters
of the Mediterranean on board the Clorlndc, a rakish
liitle merchantman, bound for Constantinople.
Among his fellow passengers were several young
men, poor and despised like himself, but who, also
like himself, have since in their several vocations
risen to the pinnacle of fortune and fame. One
warm evening, as the vessel neared the coast of Af-
rica, Felicien David was pacing the deck in close
conversation with the second mate of the Clorinde,
an athletic, bold-looking, and withal thoughtful and
modest young man, who had sought the acquaintance
of these French dreamers, and informed them that
he was an Italian patriot ; something of a Carbonaro,
but for the moment the course of events had weaned
him from politics. 'What is that?' suddenly ex-
claimed the composer, at the same time pointing out
to the sharper eyes of his sailor companion a black
spot floating at a considerable distance from the ship.
'That is a turtle, and one of the largest kind. The
English say they make famous soup. They are
very scarce hereabouts. What can that one be doing
so far from the coast 1 There, look how it springs
out of the water to breathe.' 'We got no turtle soup
at Menilmontant,' said Felicien David, with a sigh
(thinking of the short commons of the St. Simonian
Clnb), 'and I should not be sorry to know what it is

like. How do they catch that fish ?' 'At sea they
are harpooned like whales

; but the simplest and
best way is to look out for them when they come in

shoals to the coast to lay their eggs, and then take
them in strong nets. There is a third manner, but
that is seldom resorted to, for it is dangerous.'
'Well, what is this third way 1 This living soup,
this floating delicacy, is not, then, harmless 7' 'Oh

!

by no means. You might as well have your leg or
your arm between two Sheftield razors as within a
turtle's beak. 'Oh dear ! Well, but about the third

way of catching them.' 'I will show it you,' quietly
replied the second mate of the Clorinde, and at the
word he plunged into the sea, accoutred as he was.
A few minutes afterwards he re-appeared upon deck,
streaming like a fountain, somewhat bloody, but
holding his prey in his hands. 'You shall have
your turtle soup,' he said to Felicien Daviil. 'What
rashness I' said the latter. 'Oh !' said the officer of
the Clorinde, shrugging his shoulders, 'a little

sooner, a little later—what matters 7'—and he went
to his cal>in to change his clothes. I forgot to men-
tion that the name of the second mate of the Clo-
rinde was Joseph Garibaldi."

Mme. Colson is engaged as prima donna for the

autumn season at the Carlgnano theatre in Turin.

Among the operas announced are Masaniello and

Vitlore Pisani.

Master Willie Barnsmore Pape, the young pi-

anist, gave a concert at Newport, R. I., last week.

It is said he will soon visit Boston.

Miss Lizzie Pakker had a benefit at the Metro-

politan Theatre in San Francisco, Jaly 31st, when

she appeared, with much applause, as Lucictdi Lam-

mermoor. Indeed the California papers trumpet her

as a new wonder of the world. The Edgardo of the

evening, Sig. Bianchi, being taken ill, Mr. Schraub-

stadtcr, formerly of the "Orpheus" in Boston, sang

and died in his place.

The London opera-wrights, librettists, critics,

managers and singers still keep working away at the

problem of English opera, or opera in English. We
read that :

The two London Opera Houses have been re-

opened for the English season ; Covent Garden by
Louisa Pyne and Mr. Harrison, and Her Majesty's

by a "Combination." Now works by Wallace,
Hatton and Balfe are to be produced at the former
establishment. The following is a list of the com-
pany at this house : Miss Louisa Pyne, Miss Susan
Pyne, Mile. Parepa, Mad. Laura JBaxter (her first

appearance at this theatre), Mrs. Ainsley Cook, Miss
Thirlwall, and Miss Sarah Dobson (a pupil of the

famous vocalist, Mrs. Wood) ; Messrs. W. H. Har-
rison, H. W. Weiss, George Perrin, .John Rouse,
Santley, A. St. Albyn, Ch.arles Lyall, Henry CorrI,

J. G. Patey, Aynsley Cook, and Eugene Dussek.
Alfred Mellon remains as conductor, Wra. West as

stage manager, Edw.ird Murray as acting manager,
and W. H. Payne as ballet-master.

Worcester, Mass.—A little music besides drum

and fife still throbs at the "heart of the Common-
wealth." A gentle star, in spite of Mars who shines

so red nnd big now every night, overheard a little of

it and reports (through the Palladium) :

The recent warm days have been succeeded by
fine moonlight nights, one of which tempted out the
Hauptmann Club, a quartet of fine voices whose
singing is not often enough heard iu public. It was
certainly inspiring to awaken to the masterly har-
mony of some of Mendelssohn's four-part songs.

Dream-like and tinreal it seemed ; like the echo of
some remembered strain coming to us from the
peaceful past, and sounding strangely on the air

which vibrates now only with the sound of fife and
drum.

Criticism rightly dnderstood.—Marie and
Leon Escudier tell a story of Mme. Gavaudan, which
deserves to be read by every public performer, and
weiirhed well.

She had played, one evening, in le Petit Chaperon
rouge, in the most charming style, and on her return

to the green room was surrounded by her friends,

who congratulated her on her success. Among those

present was a journalist, who alone kept silent.

Some time before he had criticized Mme. Gavaudan
severely, and he seemed to be uueasy, walking about
in evident agitation. Finally, yielding to the general

excitement, he approached the actress, and said :

" Madame, can you pardon me for having mis-

judged your admirable abilities ?
"

" Sir," replied Mme. Gavaudan, "1 can onlij return

you thanks. Your severe admonitions have greatli/ con-

tributed to the success of this evening.—Mus. Times.

Wc certainly thought Young Ireland meant to get

its money's worth out of the musicians on the Cor-

coran day ; the wonder is that any of them had any

breath left in their bodies. Our neighbor asks :

Did you ever notice how our Irish fellow citizens

lake to anybody who can blow, or fife, or beat skeep-

sklns ? If they have a procession without just about

one half of it being "band," it is a dead failure.

Why, we had no idea that such a number of blowers

and'drummers could be raked and scraped together,

within forty miles of Boston, as turned out the other

day, and gave General Corcoran—brave fellow—such

a triumphant reception. But there was patriotism

behind those "bands," and it will "tell" now, rest

assured !

Albo Notata.—We are informed that Gotts-

chalk, the renowned pianist, realized at Saratoga,

lately, by one concert, the handsome sum of S800,

which he handed over at once to a committee for fui--

nishing comforts to soldiers in the field. By a cu-

rious coincidence, the number 800 represents fort;/

score ; and it was by means of a pianO;/brie score that

the pianist realized it.
' Let this act of the maestro

be chalked, or rather Gottschalked to his credit, on
the canteen of every soldier in our army.— Vanity

Fair.

'pnal 'Baiht^.

descriptive list of the

Fublislied br Oliver Ditaoii Si Co.

Vooal, with Piano Aooompaniment.

To Canaan, or where are you going soldiers. Trio.

H. K. Oliver. 2.5

These eoul-stirring words have been most capitally

fiet to music by Mr. Oliver, the well-known author of
'• Oliver's Coll. of Sacred Music." It may be sung by
two trebbles and a bass, or three men's voices. For
war meetings it is splendidly adapted.

The Mooa is muffled in a cloud. Serenade. ZeV. 25

The morning stars. Song. Zel\ 25

Ttto charming compositions by a new aspirant,

whose noin de. plume is Zel'. They are very taking

and original: and we shall feel disappointed if they

do not become popular.

He wipes the tear from every eye. Sacred song.

A. Lee. 25

Of thee my heart is ever fondly dreaming. Ballad.

Gordigiani. 25

The maid I love hath many a grace. Song.

J". L. Hatton. 25

Three excellent English songs selected for publica-

tion from a quantity of late issues.

Instrumental S/Luslc.

Volunteer's return. Mazurka.

Petunia Waltz.

Frolic of the frogs. "Waltz.

*' I dont see it." Polka.

T. H. Hinton. 25

W. Williams. 25

J. J. Watson. 25

H. A. Tuch&'man. 25

Here we find four specimens of Dance Music, and
each by a different author. They are the production

of " Young America," and bid fair to drive the elder

class of composers from the field. They are sparkling,

fresh emanations, and well worthy a place in any

young lady's repertoire.

Books.

The Voice of Praise : A collection of Music

for the Choir, Singing School, Musical Con-

vention and the Social Circle. By Edward
Hamilton. 1.00

The music of this work will be found to be new.

Not new in name and form, but in idea and style.

Its aim and purpose is to improve the taste of both

hearer and performer, and it will be found on exami-

nation that this praiseworthy effort of its author has

met with success. For the school a most admirable

collection of Part-Sonqs for two, three, four and five

voices will be highly welcome. A comprehensive

treatise on the voice, with an engraved illusti-ation of

the vocal organs, will impart a correct knowledge of

that of which every singer should be fully informed,

but which is seldom so faithfully enlarged upon 6£ in

this work. The body of the book contains music dis-

tinguished for simplicity, strength and dignity. On
the whole there is much in this new candidate for the

favor of our Choirs, Conventions and Schools to

recommend it to their patronage.

Masio BV Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find
the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this Journal.

Wagner's Tannhauser.
(From the French of P. ScuDO.)

It was on the IStli of March (18G1), before an

immense audience and in the presence of the

head of the State, that the Tannhauser of Rich-

ard Wagner was represented at the Grand Opera.

Paris was able not only to judge with a knowl-

edge of the case the merit of a work, which has

been much discussed in Germany for fifteen years,

but also to appreciate the system upon which the

author supports himself in defonce of the pro-

duct of his imagination ; for everj-body knew
that Richard Wagner was at once the poet, the

composer and the philosopher of a new form of

lyrical drama, which has given rise to intermina-

ble debates on the other side of the Rhine.

The subject of the piece is drawn from a Ger-

man legend of the thirteenth century, and relates

to a national institution of that epoch, to the

existence of the Minnesingers, those poet minstrels

of the Middle Age who preceded the first revival

of literature, which dates from the fourteenth

century. The substance of this pious legend,

which bears the impress of the age in which it

was conceived and of the people whose naive

beliefs it expresses, is the struggle, so persistent

always in our nature, between paganism and
Christianity, between the sensual love inspired

by Venus, and that love which comes from the

soul, and which contents itself with the divine

emotion which the ideal causes to spring up in

us. It is the same question that was so often

treated by the courts of love and by the trouba-

dours of the langue d'oc. Tannhauser, a fine and
valiant singer of Thuringia, has strayed, we
know not how, into a remote country called the

Venusberg, that is to say, the mountain of Venus.
There he is, in an enchanted grotto, under the

charm of the voluptuous goddess, who intoxicates

him with pleasures, as Armida lulls to sleep Ri-

naldo by her magical seductions. Nevertheless

Tannhauser sighs, and the memory of his poetic

youth rises in his heart and poisons the delights

with which they steep him. He wishes to depart,

and Venus makes no less effort to retain her con-
quest, than Armida to persuade Rinaldo to re-

main her happy slave; but, after a struggle

absolutely like that which takes place between
Armida and Rinaldo, Tannhauser escapes from
the Venusberg. He suddenly finds himself, we
know not in what manner, in the middle of a
large and beautiful valley, where he is recog-

nized by his old comrades, the singers, and by
the landgrave of Thuringia. They question him,
ask him whence he comes, what he has been
doing, and why he has quitted his friends, who
were so happy to possess him. Without replying

in a very precise manner, Tannhauser says that

he has committed a great sin, and that it is neces-

sary that he should expiate it by separating him-
self from all that he loves. A friend. Wolfram,
then says to him a low voice : " Do you fori^et

then Elizabeth, the noble niece of the landgrave,

who has lost the grace and sprightliness of her

youth since you have left us. V" At the mention

of this adored name, Tannhauser decides to

return to the court of the landgrave of Thurin-

gia. Thus ends the first act.

The second act transports us to the Wartburg,

in the great hall of the singers, where Tannhau-

ser, conducted by Wolfram, penetrates and finds

Elizabeth again, her heart filled with his memory.

After the recognition of the two lovers and the

explanations which follow, the festival of the

singers takes place, commanded by the landgrave

to celebrate a glorious date in the national histo-

ry. The landgrave is a great protector of the

art of fine speech and pleasant wit. In the pres-

ence of the great lords and ladies of Thuringia,

the landgrave from his throne declares that he,

who shall have best fathomed the nature of love

and its influence on the destiny of man, shall

receive the hand of Elizabeth for his reward-

At this proposal, which excites the ambition of

all the poet singers. Wolfram von Eschenbach

rises, takes his lyre, and sings the wonders of

true love, ideal love, wliicli is so TiigTi a tiling, as a

French poet of tho same period, Chretien de

Troyes, said. The assembly warmly applaud

the noble words of Wolfram, which piques the

vanity of Tannhauser, wbo rises boldly, and,

upon his trembling lyre, proceeds to celebrate a

passion less chaste and less continent, that which

simply aspires to the possession of the beloved

object. Elizabeth, partial to Tannhauser, whom
she loves in secret, appears to approve this mode

of viewing love ; but the rest of the assembly

are scandalized by it. A third singer, Walther,

replies to Tannliauser that real love is like vir-

tue, which fortifies itself by struggle and by

abstinence, and succumbs by satiety, and that it

is in the heart alone that this fine flower of the

ideal flourishes. Tannhauser, who has not for-

gotten his sojourn at the Venusberg, persists in

saying that he has no comprehension of this ab-

stract love of the intellect, and that, for his part,

he knows no other love than that which has peo-

pled the universe. These words excite a profound

indignation in the assembly. All exclaim : "He
is lost ! he is damned ! he has left his soul at the

Venusberg !
" Elizabeth defends him, at the

peril of her life, against his infuriate enemies

who have all drawn their swords. Then the

landgrave, with a stern face, ordains that Tann-

hauser be expelled from his court and from the

country of Thuringia. Tannhauser, returning a

little to better sentiments, resolves to go upon a

pilgrimage to Rome, there to reconquer the grace

of baptism, which he has lost.

The third act shows us the valley of the Wart-

burg, where the poor Elizabeth is kneeling at

the feet of an image of the Virgin Mary, whose

intercession she invokes for the safety of Tann-

hauser, whom she has so long awaited in vain.

Tannhauser presently appears in the dress of a

pilgrim, and relates to Wolfram, who chances to

come in his way, the result of his journey to

Rome. The pope has not granted his prayer,

but has answered that he shall not obtain pardon

for his crime until his staff" shall put forth leaves.

" AVhat are you going to do?" asks Wolfram.

—

"I return to the Venusberg."—"Insensate, you

are lost forever ! "—Then a struggle takes place

between Wolfram, who represents the good prin-

ciple, and Venus, who appears, like a dream, at

the bottom of the stage, to her dear Tannhauser,

drawing him with all her might to her side. At

length Christianity gets the better of Pagan vo-

luptuousness, and Tannhauser, seeing the lifeless

body of the poor Elizabeth, expires near her,

crying :
" Saint Elizabeth, pray for me !

"

By this analysis, which we have made as clear

as possible, any one may convince himself that

the Tannhauser legend, as Wagner has treated

it, does not contain the stuff" for a lyric drama.

No character is drawn there, no passion is strong-

ly brought in play, and the persons who appear

before us seem not so much human beings, sub-

ject like oui'selves to the vicissitudes of life, as

metaphysical symbols, more worthy of figuring

in a dialogue of Plato than in a dramatic action.

Wagner's poetical language has an obscurity, a

density, so to speak, which would be suitable for

transmitting the equivocal thought of an oracle

;

but to express the finite sentiments, the determi-

nate passions of the human heart, which music is

to invest with its magic colors, it requires at once

a clear and fluctuating language, which outlines

the object without too much restricting it. The

f/ars, the blue sky, the celestial liarps, the immense

spaces of the heavens, the divine phalanxes, all

this rigmarole of a very inferior order of lyrical

poetry,in whichWagner's imagination is entangled,

can create no illusion to a French public, who
wish to understand all, even what is sung to

them. In a word, the Tannhauser is a tale of

magic badly arranged for the stage, without

action, without characters and without interest,

a common-place and childish theme, oue of those

precious questions of sentimental metaphysics,

which they were so fond of treating in the love

courts of the Middle Age, in the academies of

the Renaissance, or at the hotel de Rambouil-

let.

Wagner is clearly an artist of his country and

his time, who has the qualities and the defects of

a period of decadence : it is a guasz-poet grafted

on a critic, a musician sprung from a theory which

he himself has fabricated in support of his own
cause. Everything is factitious in him ; every-

thing is willed, premeditated in his work ; it

lacks the prime qualities of genius, which are

spontaneity of imagination and sincerity of feel-

ing. One would say it was a sophist seeking to

deceive the public as to the nature of things, and

striving to find specious reasons to mask his own
infirmities. With more ambition in the will than

suppleness in his talent, more of theory in the

mind than true emotion in the heart, Wagner
aims at the complicated, the grandiose, sometimes

and oftener at the monstrous; and he seems to

fail to see all that thei-e is sublime and heavenly

in simplicity.

In a letter, which serves as preface to the
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translation of the four poems of bis operas, pub-

lished two years ago in Paris, the author of Tann-

hiiuser casts a rapid glance over the history of

music. In this curious letter, the false doctrines

of which have been refuted with a piquant verve

by a German musician of sterling and acknowl-

edged talent, Ferdinand Hiller, !n a couple of

articles in the Ze'Uunri of Cologne, Wagner gives

himself full swing and remakes the history of

Art in the interest of his own claims as reform-

er. He there ignores completely that law of

progress which manifests itself in all the labors of

the human mind, and quarrels with the melody

of the Italian operas for not having clothed itselt,

in the beginning of the eighteenth century, in

the complex forms which it has been able to

assume in our days. It is absolutely as if AVag-

ner should wish that the Cimabues, the Giottos

and the Fra Augelicos had not preceded and pre-

pared the coming of the Raphaels and Michel-

Angelos. If the Italian melody, under the hands

of Pergolese, of Leo, of Jomelli, of Piccini and

of Cimarosa, is huilt upon a harmony so tcretched

that one can nd libitum deprive it altogether of

accompaniment, as Wagner affirms, it is because

this learned melody was then a great novelty in

Art, and people were charmed to hear a true sen-

timent expressed, by a well trained Imman voice,

in an easy song which doubled its power. The

orchestra and the harmony of Jomelli are already

a different thing ft-om the orchestra and harmony

of Pergolese, which were not so simple as one

might be tempted to believe
;
just as the orches-

tra, the ensemble pieces and the harmonies of

Rossini are no longer like the forms of Jomelli

and Piccini. Time and the particular genius of

each master have successively introduced these

transformations in the musical art applied to

lyrical tragedy and comedy, and it is as insane to

require that Cimarosa's Malrimonio Segreto

should resemble the Frey.ichiilz, as it would be to

be astonished that the Symphonies of Haydn and

Mozart do not contain the magnificent develop-

ments and the 'inexhaustible imagination, which

we admire in the symphonic poems of Beet-

hoven.

In general, Wagner's criticism lacks accuracy,

scope and impartiality. He confounds epochs,

genera, as well as the genius of each people,

which impresses upon Art that variety of tenden-

cies, which it would be necessary to create, if it

did not exist in nature and in history ; for, where

is the necessity that the complicated productions

of Sebastian Bach, his vast oratorios, should re-

semble the masses and the madrigals of Pales-

trina V that the biblical oratorios of Handel

should reproduce the motets, masses and canta-

tas of Scarlatti ? that the operas of Gluck should

not be profoundly distinguished from those of

Jomelli and Piccini ? Is it not a better thing for

France to have given birth to charming geniuses

who have expressed these sentiments, like Grc'try,

Dalayrac, Mehul, Boieldieu, Herold and Auber,

than that she should servilelj' imitate the Itahan

masters or those of the German school ? With
a suspicious erudition and a science more than

superficial, Wagner trenches upon important

questions, like that of the non-existence of har-

mony among the Greeks, which is still a subject

of more doubts than one on the part of compe
tent men who have sought to fathom it, and fi'om

these arbitrary promises Wagner draws conclu^

sions no less arbitrary.

One of the most controvertible ideas of Wag-
ner's theory is, to pretend that poetry, which

allies itself with music and serves as a leading

thread to it, ought to have at least an ec[ual share

of importance in the harmonious fusion of the

two elements. As Hiller has very well remark-

ed, in the two excellent articles which we have

already mentioned, this equality of influence is

impossible in the lyric drama, where the music

plays the principal part, and where it necessarily

absorbs, in the language that is peculiar to itself,

the purel}' logical sense of the word. It would

be returning to the infancy of Art, to the operas

of Monteverde and his successors, to the lyrical

tragedies of LuUi, where the verses of Quinault

are barely clad with a meagre sonority, and

translated by a continual recitative, which rarely

blossoms into an outright, developed melody. At

that time this was enough to charm and astonish

the court of Louis XIV. and the fine wits of his

grand century, because, music being but newly

born, they were ravished to see it ally itself for

the first time with poetrv in a noble action, ac-

companied by a grand spectacle ; but it would be

as impossible, as absurd to deprive ourselves of

the immense riches, the infinite resources accum-

ulated in the musical art by two hundred years of

labors and a numerous succession of fine geniuses,

as it would be to content ourselves in our days

with the meagre landscape of the "Van Eyeks,

who first attempted to render upon canvas the

aspect of nature and the outward world.

I know very well that Wagner does not reject

the immense resources of moden art to produce

the effects he contemplates, and that he, on the

contrary, would have the drama of the future to

be a sort of melopoeia inherent in the action, ac-

companied by the grand symphonic melody.

—

What does Wagner understand by the grand

melody f Let us allow him for a moment to ex-

plain his thought in his own words : " The grand

melody, as I conceive of it," (page 64 of his pre-

face)'"is that which envelopes the entire dramat-

ic work. The infinitely varied detail which it

presents must discover itself, not only to the con-

noisseur, but to the profane, to the most naive

nature, _/5'om the time it has arrived at the necessary

degree of abstraction. It must first produce in

the mind a disposition like to that produced by a

beautiful forest, at sunset, upon one who walks

out to escape the noises of the city. This im-

pression, which I leave it to the reader to analyze,

according to his men experience, in all its pyscho-

logical effects, consists in the perception of a

silence more and more eloquent He who

walks in the woods, subdued by this general im-

pression, then abandons himself to abstraction
;

his faculties, delivered from the noise and tumult

of the town, expand and acquire a new mode of

perception. Endowed, so to speak, with a new

sense, his ear becomes more and more penetrat-

ing ; .... he hears what he thinks he never

heard before ; . . . the sounds become more and

more reverberating ; to the degree that he hears

a greater number of distinct voices, of diverse

modes, he recognizes in these sounds, which grow

clearer and fuller and take possession of him,

the grand, the unique melody of the forest

This melody will leave in him an eternal rever-

beration ; but for him to repeat it is a thing impos-

sible ; ... he would have to return to the woods,

and return there with the setting sun, for, with-

out that, what could he hear, unless it were some

sort of an Italian melody?" Berlioz, Berlioz,

hang thyself, thou art outstripped, thou hast never

said so much in the drollest of thy feuilletons.

—

Hurra for the Future and the grand melody of

the virgin forest I There is a great deal of this

melody in the score of Tannhciuser, which we
now proceed to analyze.

iTo be continued.)

A Draught for the Particular History of

Phonics; or, the Doctrine of Sound
and Hearing.

(From Lord Bacon's " Sylva Sylvarum."

Inteodtjction.

Sound is a capital thing, and a great secret in

nature; as having a virtue that maybe called

incorporeal : whereof there are but few other in-

stances. And besides the more obvious uses of

an enquiry into this subject, it affords a proper

exerdse to the understanding, by mixing the

contemplation of spiritual species, and operations

at a distance, with the consideration of such

things as operate only by a ccmmunication of

substance to the touch. Whence the mind now
called off from matter, may be rectified, and
taught to become impartial. But certain obser-

vations upon sounds having given birth to the

art of music, it happens here, as it generally

does, that when experiments and observations

ai'e grown into an art, the mathematical and
practical parts of that art improve, whilst its

physical part is deserted. It has fared somewhat
better with optics ; which considers not only

painting, beauty and symmetry, but all visible

objects ; whereas music confines itself only to

harmonic tones ; which is a narrow field : but the

business of sound and hearing should be well

labored in all its parts, and brought into a full

and extensive history.

A TABLE OF ENQUIRY. FOR THE PARTICULAR
HISTOUT OF PHONICS.

Section I.—Of the existence and non-existence

of sounds.

II.—Of the production, conservation, and
propagation of sounds.

HI.—Of the magnitude, smallness, and damps
of sounds.

IV.—Of the loudness, or softness of sounds,

and their propagation to longer and shorter dis-

tances.

V.—Of the communication of sounds.

VI.—Of the equality and inequality of sounds.

VII.—Of the more treble and more bass tones,

or musical sounds.

VIH.—Of the proportion of treble and bass

tones.

IX.—Of external and internal sounds.

X.—Of the articulation of sounds.

XI.—Of the duration of sounds ; and the time

they require in their generation or propagation.

XII.—Of the direction of sounds.

XIII.—Of the passage and interception of

sounds.

. XIV.—Of the medium of sounds.

XV.—Of the figures of the concaves, or bodies

through which sounds are conveyed.

XVI.—Of the mixture of sounds.

XVH.—Of the melioration of sounds.

XVIII.—Of the imitation of sounds.

XIX.—Of the reflection of sounds.

XX.^Of the relation and difJerence betwixt

light and sound.

XXI.—Of the sympathy and antipathy of

sounds with one another.

XXII—Of the means of hindering or im-

proving the hearing.

XXIII.—Of the spiritual and fine nature of

sounds.*

* These are the several articles, or heads of enquiry, which
occur upon the first sedate consideration of the subject; and
which being duly enlarged, enquired into, and tlie necessary

experiments, observations, and inst.anccs produced, lead to a

kuowlcdge of its nature and properties; or what, in the lan-

guage of the author, is termed its form. But till these arti-

cles are all filled up, the instances produced, the whole

extended, verified, and deduced into axioms, it is no more than

a Sylva, or bare collection of the materials for a particular

history of phonics.
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SECTION I.

OF TriE EXISTENCE AND NON-EXISTENCE OF

Let US first consider what great motions there

are in nature, that pass without sound or noise.

The heavens revolve in a rapid motion, without
noise ; though, by some dreamers, they have
been said to make excellent music. The motions

of the comets yield no music. And if it be
thought that the greatness of their distance will

not let the sound be heard, we say that light-

nings, and corrusoations, which arc near at hand,
yield no sound : yet in all these, there is a per-

cussion and separation of the niedium.
The winds in the upper region blow without

noise. The lower winds, in an open plain, make
no noise, unless they be violent, but among trees

their noise is perceptible. And the sound of

winds is generally unequal, or in the way of

rising and falling ; and sometimes, when vehe-
ment, trembling at the height of their blast.

Rain or hail, though falling violently, yield no
noise in passing through the air, till they reach
the ground, water, houses, or the like. The
water of a river is not heard in the channel; but
runs silent, if it be of any depth ; whilst the

smaller streams upon shallows of gravel,or pebble,

make an audible noise. And waters when they

beat upon the shore, or are straitened, as in the

falls of bridges, or when dashed against them-
selves by winds, make a loud roaring.

Any piece of timber, or hard body, being
thrust forwards by another contiguous to it,

without knocking, gives no noise. And so,

bodies weighing upon one another, though the

upper press the lower, make no noise. Thus the

motion in the minute parts of any solid passes

without sound ; the sound being here produced
only by the breaking of the air, and not by the

impulse of the parts: so that where the anterior

body gives way as fast as the posterior comes on,

no noise is made, be the motion ever so great or

swift.

Air open, and at large, makes no noise, unless

it be sharply struck ; as in the sound of a string ;

where the air is briskly struck by a hard and
stiil body ; for if the string be not strained, it

makes no noise. But where the air is confined

and straitened, the breath, or other blowing,

with a gentle percussion, suffices to create sound
;

as in pipes and wind instruments. But in flutes,

which require only a soft breath, the concavity

of the instrument would yield no sound, were it

not for the fipple that straitens the air. Other
wind-instruments, as trumpets, cornets, horns,

&c., require a forcible breath ; as appears by the

inflated cheeks of the blower. Organs also are

blown with a strong wind, by the means of

bellows. And some kinds of wind-instruments
are sounded at a small hole on the side, which
straitens the breath at the first entrance : and this

the rather, on account of their traverse and stop

above the hole ; which performs the part of the

fipple in flutes and fifes, that give no sound when
blown at the wrong end, as recorders do. So in

whistling, it is usual to contract the mouth ; and
to make the tone more sharp, they sometimes
use the finger. But if a stone, or a dart, be
thrown in the open air, they give no sound : no
more do bullets, unless they happen to be a
little hollowed in the casting ; which hollowness
receives and confines the air. Arrows, likewise,

whiz not in their flight, except their feathers are
ruffled, which likewise obstructs and confines the
air. But small whistles give a sound, on account
of their extreme slenderness ; whereby the air is

more confined than in a wider bore. Again, the
voices of men, and other animals, pass through
the throat, which confines the breath. The
jews-harp requires but a small percussion, and
has also the advantage of confining the air in the
mouth.

Solid bodies, if gently struck, give no sound
;

as when a person treads softly upon a floor. So
chests or doors in dry weather, when they open
easily, make no noise : and cart-wheels squeak
not if they are greased. The flame of tapers,

though it- be a swift motion, and breaks the air,

yet passes without sound. The air in ovens,

though it doubtless boils, as it were, dilates

itself, and is beat back, yet makes no noise.

Flame repulsed by air, affords a noise, as in

blowing the fire with bellows
, greater than if

the bellows were to blow upon the air itself. So
likewise flame striking the air strongly, makes a
sound

; and great flames roar whilst one impels
another.

There goes a rumor of a kind of white gun-
power, which will discharge a piece without
noise

; and it is a dangerous experiment if true.

But it seems to me impossible ; for if confined
air be driven out, and strike the open air, it will

certainly make a noise. As for the white pow-
der, it may be a mixture of nitre, sulphur, and
a little camphire, without coal ; for nitre alone
will not take fire ; nor is it probable that the

sound should be damped or deadened by dis-

charging the condensed air before it comes to

the mouth of the piece and the open air, for it

will thus only make more divided sounds. If it

were possible there should be no air confined at

the mouth of the piece, the bullet might go away
with little noise ; for the percussion of the flame
upon the bullet makes no noise ; the bullet in

passinot through the air makes but littie; and if

no confined air were to strike upon the open air,

there is no cause of sound
;

yet the bullet's

motion will not bo stopped. So tliat the trial

may be made, by filling a Httle hollow metalline

cylinder with powder, and laying the bullet in

the mouth of it, so as to reach half out into the

open air.

I heard it affirmed by a great, though vain,

dealer in secrets, that there was a conspiracy,
which himself hindered, to have killed Queen
Mary, sister to Queen Elizabeth, by a burning-
glass, from the leads of the house, as she walked
in St. James's Park. And if burning-glasses
could be brought to a great degree of strength,

(and they talk of glasses able to fire a navy) the

percussion of the air alone, by such a burning-
glass, would make no noise ; any more than
corruscations and lightnings, without thunder.

I suppose the impression of the air by sounds
requires time to reach the sense, as well as the

impression of visible objects ; and will not other-

wise be heard. Therefore, as a bullet from a

cannon moves so swift as to be invisible, the
same swiftness of motion makes it inaudible

;

for the apprehension of the eye is quicker than
that of the ear.

All eruptions of the air, though small and
light, cause the sounds called crackling, pufiing,

spitting, &c., as in salt, bay-leaves, and chest-

nuts, thrown into the fire ; so candles will spit

flame, if they be wet, &o.

|To be continued.)

Cherubini.
(Continued from page 188).

Though Cherubini had already achieved a
wide-spread reputation at the close of the last

century, the French nation was ungrateful to

him, inasmuch as the Government of the Re-
public conferred on him only the unimportant
post of an Inspector at the Conservatory, the

salary he received scarcely enabling him to sup-

port his numerous family. Yet it was doubly
the duty of the Republic to give him a high ap-

pointment, since it was evident that the Revolu-
tion had greatly influenced his new stjde, and
that, in a certain sense, he had become the apos-
tle of the new period by works in which he re-

jected the Traditional, pursued a freer track, and,
thanks to the force of a genial imagination and a
power of characterizing truly human feelings and
passions, embodied the new ideas in tone. But
the Directory, as well as, subsequently, the bead
of the State, the First Consul, neglected and for-

got the great composer, whom Italy, France,
and Germany recognized and honored.

We are pretty well justified in asserting,

however, that Bonaparte did not forget him after

all, but purposely refrained from advancing him,
because he could not endure him or his music.

—

Even as Emperor, Bonaparte was unable to sup-

press this prejudice, while Cherubini, in accord-
ance with his natural disposition, did nothing to

remove it. It seemed as though the mighty
ruler, warlike hero, and man of iron will some-
times experienced all inward necessity of divest-
ing himself, for a period, of everytliing great, and,
consequently, of the impressiou produced by art
of a grand style, for which reason he preferred
lighter and more catching music, perhaps con-
sidering all excitement of the mind by means of
art as unworthy a statesman and a general.

That Napoleon resented for a long period un-
guarded expressions and any freedom of behavior,
which he considered as evidences of want of tact,
or even as something worse, and which were
highly displeasing to him, is a well-known fact

;

and thus it may, probably, be true that his dis-
like of Cherubini is to be attributed to the fol-

lowing occurrence :

—

On his return from one of his victorious cam-
paigns in Italy, Bonaparte desired to hear at the
Conservatory a march which Paisieflo had com-
posed in his honor. The work, according to re-
port, was very mediocre. The Committee thought
themselves bound to seize upon this opportunity
for performing a composition by Cherubini also

;

and under the impression that something warlike
would best please the great general, selected a
Cantata and Funeral March, which Cherubini
had written on the death of General Hoche.

—

This, it must be confessed, was a mistake. The
glorification of another military celebrity as well
as of himself could not be agreeable to Bona-
parte, and the displeasure of the even then all-

powerful ruler was very evident. After the con-
cert he went up to Cherubini, but did not say a
word' about the Cantata and Funeral March

;

while, on the other hand, he lauded Paisiello and
Zingarelli to the skies, calling them the two
greatest composers of the age. This was too
much for Cherubini, who replied, " Paisiello,

certainly! But Zingarelli !" accompanying the
words with appropriate action. This brought
the conversation to a close.

After the attempt to assassinate him with the
infernal machine, on the 3d of Nivose, the First

Consul received deputations from all the public

bodies, &c. Among the delegates from the Con-
servatory was Cherubini : but he remained in

the background. All at once Napoleon said, " I

do not see M. Cherubini." Cherubini stepped
forward and bowed, but without uttering a word.
A few days subsequently he received an in-

vitation to dinner at the Palace. After din-

ner. Napoleon strode up and down the apartment,
and began talking sometimes in Fi-ench and
sometimes in Italian, about music to Cherubini,
who could scarcely follow him. He returned to

Paisiello and Zingarelli. Cherubini diffei'ed with
him, and stated his reasons for so doing. There-
upon Napoleon suddenly exclaimed, "I tell you
I like Paisiello's music. It is gentle and quiet.

You possess talent, but your orchestra is too
loud." "Citizen Consul," replied Cherubini, " I

have written in obedience to French taste." "Your
music is far too noisy and uproarious. Give me
Paisiello's ! It lulls one in so soft and pleasing a
manner."— "I see how it is," said Cherubini

;

"you like music which does not disturb you when
thinking of affairs of state." This answer, too.

Napoleon never forgot.

In the year 1803, a new opera, Anacreon, ou
I'Amour fugitif, was produced by Cherubini. It

contamed several excellent pieces, and the well-

known overture, which met with universal ap-

probation. Besides the overture, a very beauti-

ful quartet (arranged also for male voices) and
the charming finale are performed at concerts in

Germany. The badness of the libreitn prevent-

ed tlie opera from being successful. It was per-

formed, it is true, several times, but did not take
with the public. The score was, however, en-
graved.

Tlie music, too, of the ballet Achilles at Scyros,

already mentioned (Chap. I.), and produced in

1801, was also sacrificed to its insipid subject.—

But a Bacchanalian piece in it, and .several highly

exp'essive numbers of the pantomime music in

it, were great!}' admired.

In the year 180.5, Cherubini received an invi-

tation fi'om the managenu>nt of the Imperial

I

Opera House at Vienna to go to that capital and
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write an opera for the above establishment. As
the terms offered were exceedingly liberal, he

did not hesitate accepting them, and set out with

his wife for Vienna, while Ms Emperor, Napo-
leon, was already preparing to invade Austria.

—

Cherubini reached Vienna in July. His first

efforts were devoted to the production of his

opera, Lodoisica, for which he composed a new
air, for Mad. Ciampi, and two interludes. Such

is the statement of M. Fetis. According to a

notice in the A IJrjemeine Musik-ZeUimri, of the

5th August, 1805, the first work Cherubini con-

ducted in Vienna was his Deux Joiirnc'cs, when
he was enthusiastically received by the public,

and made several alterations in the tem]yi;fov

instance, he took the allegro of the overture more
slowly than it had been previously taken, " by
which this difficult piece of music gained in

clearness." He now proceeded to compose the

opera of Fanhka.
Meanwhile, the victory at Elchingen, and the

capitulation at Ulm (October 7th), with its re-

sults, had brought the French to Vienna; Murat
entered the capital on November 13, while Na-
poleon took up his headquarters in the summer
palace of Schonbrunn.

Hearing that Cherubini was in Vienna, Na-
poleon sent for him to Schonbrunn. The un-

gracious Consul became a giacious Emppror

—

at least, for the time being—and spake to him in

a very friendly manner. " Ah, M. Cherul;ini,"

he said, " I am glad you are here. We will have a

little music together. You shall direct my con-

certs." Several musical soirees, which Cheru-
bini got up and conducted, really did take place,

some at Schonbrunn and some in Vienna. Cher-
ubini received a large sum for his services, but
this was all. There was no talk of his obtaining

an Imperial appointment in Paris.

The battle of Austerlitz and the peace of

Pressburg (December 26th) brought the war to

a close ; and no later than eight weeks afterwards

the opera of Faniska was performed for the first

time on February 25, 1806. The magnificent

music excited the admiration of all competent
judges, Beethoven and, as it is asserted, Haydn
perfectly agreeing with the opinion of the public.

It appears, however, scarcely probably that

Haydn, at his then advanced age, should still

have attended the theatre ; but he may have
seen the score. Cherubini was pronounced, by
the unanimous decision of all connoisseurs, the

greatest dramatic composer of his day The opera
was not, however, a great success with the masses.

It experienced the same fate as Beethoven's Fi-

delio, which had been produced for the first time,

not long previously, a week after the entrance of

the French iato Vienna (on December 20, 1805).

It was then truly no time in Vienna for the

triumphs of art and artists, while very different

triumphs were being celebrated by the enemies
of the Fatherland, and that, too, with a degree
of arrogance which partly drove the inhabitants

from the city, and partly terrified them so much
that they never by any chance thought of fre-

quenting the theatres. Most of the higher no-

bility had, at the very approach of the French,
already deserted the place, and those who re-

mained did not feel disposed to visit the opera in

the company of the eonciuerors. Thus the audi-

ence at the representations of Fidelia consisted

chiefly of the French military.

It is a very remarkable fact that two such im-

portant dramatic compositions as Beethoven's
Fidelia and Cherubini's Fcmislca should have been
in advance of their age ; that both should display

a striking similarity of style, especially in the

treatment of the orchestra ; and that both should
have suffered from the reproach of the music
being too learned for the public of the period.

—

With regard to Fidelia, we know that even the
subsequent representations in Vienna did not
take with the public, and that it was reserved
for our own time to cause this magnificent work
to be appreciated in all countries. Fnniska en-
joyed at first a better fate. It is true that in

Vienna it was not often repeated, but it was per-
formed at other German theatres. The writer
of the present article recollects its being perform-
ed, when he was a youth, at the theatres of Dres-

den and Dessau. It produced a deep impression,

and its merits were readily allowed by the critics,

although, owing to the unsatisfactory libretto, it

did not become firmly established in public favor.

Yet the music is some of the best and most
dramatic of which this style of composition can
boast ; and it might be well worth while—after

modifying the book—to reproduce the opera on
the stage, just as the same composer's Medea has

been successfully revived at Frank-fort-on-the-

Maine and Munich(V).
Cherubini remained nine months in Vienna.

—

With regard to his relations with Beethoven, A.
Schindler asserts ("Beethoven's Biography," vol.

i. p. 114, et seq.) that Cherubini was always very
severe in his criticisms on him ; that Beethoven's
behavior under these criticisms was not invaria-

bly deserving of commendation—though Beet-
hoven, even in the year 1841 and 1842, found a

warm champion in Cherubini's wife—but that

Cherubini, after having spoken of Beethoven, al-

ways concluded with the words, "il/awiV etailtou-

jaiirs hriisqiie." In this, perhaps, he may not have
been altogether wrong. When Schindler adds :

" What Cherubini thinks of his contemporary's
muse might be gathered even from his communi-
cations concerning Fidelin, on his 7'eturn, had he
not unreservedly manifested, on every occasion,

the slight opinion he h?id of it"— he is able,

doubtless, to support the last assertion by his own
actual experience gained in his conversations with

Cherubini ; but with regard to Cherubini's "com-
munications concerning Fidelia," we have been
unable to find anything in the Paris papers of the
day, which papers a friend of musical history

searched for us. It appears, therefore, that this

assertion reposes upon verbal tradition, as the

remark at p. 128 shows: " Cherubini, who was
present at the earliest representations of Fidelia

1804, and also in 1805 (it should be 1805, and
also 1806), told the musicians of Paris, when
speaking to thera about the overture (Leonore,

No. 3), that, an account of the medley of modu-
lations in it, he was unable to recognize the origin-

al key." For this decidedly remarkable asser-

tion, Schindler gives no authority. What reliance

ought to be placed on anecdotes and statements
of this kind, related of eminent composers, and
propagated by mere report, Schindler himself has

found out, often enough, in the case of Beet-
hoven.

Furthermore, Schindler savs, p. 135— "that,

after having heard Fidelia, Cherubini arrived at

the conclusion that Beethoven had not devoted
sufficient study to the art of singing, and, there-

fore, 'took the liberty' of recommending it strong-

ly to his attention, for which purpose he sent for

the Method of the French Conservatory, in order

to make him a present of it." This is, however, an
evident proof that Cherubini, who was already

famous, on meeting, for the first time, a colleague

in art ten years his junior, in a sphere where he
himself had long been at home, treated that

junior with sympathy and kindness. And it is

thus that Beethoven himself must have viewed
the matter, otherwise -'he would not have pre-

served in his little library, to the last days of his

existence, the book he received fi-om Cherubini."

("Schindler," vol. i. p. 135, note.)

Lastly, Cherubini has also been reproached
with not answering the well-known letter in

which Beethoven recommended his Missa solen-

nis to him (" Schindler," vol. ii. p. 352, Nieder-

rheinische Musik-Zeititng, No. 49). But Cheru-

bini explained to Schindler, in 1841, that he
never received this letter ; and, as even Schind-

ler does not assert that it was ever actually sent,

while Beethoven's rough draft is still in existence,

it is highly probable that Beethoven never des-

patched the letter.

If we calmly consider what has now been
stated, and then recollect that, subsequently,

wdien Director of the Conservatory, Cherubini

assented to and favoi-ed the performance of Beet-

hoven's Symphonies at the Conservatory con-

certs, we shall find it a difficult task to suppose he
<lcspised Beethoven's music, as, unfortunately, we
must admit C. M. von Weber did.

About twenty years after its first appearance,

Cherubini again took in hand the opera of

Faniska. The dramatic poet, Guilbert de

Pixerecourt, began a translation and adaptation

of the libretto for the Opera Comique in Paris.

—

But wlule Pixerecourt was engaged on the work
the composer changed his mind, refused to allow

him to proceed with his task, and abandoned the

whole plan.

(To be Continued.)

The Relation of the "War to Music.

It has been said that the great revolution which

our land is experiencing, will produce changes in our

national and individual associations, which shall

give our American character a new stamp, and
mould our instiiulions and customs anew. What
effect tliis general proposition (if it be true) shall

produce in the realm of music, is yet to be consider-

ed.

Admitting, then, the truth of the statement, we
ask first, what change shall he wrouglit in the Na-

tional compositions 1 Without dwelling a moment
upon the various Choruses, Hymns and Melodies

that we call National, we will avoid travelling over

ground that has many times been thoroughly explor-

ed, and start with the afflrmation, that none of our

National Songs, however excellent in some respects,

vieet the demcrttd of the pmple, and nt the same tirne^ a

jiropm- record in miisimi cojnpo.-'ition. Tliei'e are in-

dispensable requisites ton melody becoming National

and emhiring. Among them may be named, the ab-

sence of any pilfering from the musical stock of any

other nation. To m.ake it sid generis, must be the

author's unvielding purpose, not suggestive of any

associations with the Songs of other nationalities.

—

A national song should be written within an easy

compass of voice, (say, upon the .staff), so that it

may be attainable by those of average capacity, both

as to compass and execution ; and presuming it is to

be arranged for mixed voices, the harmony must be

such as shall be satisfactory to the popular car, and

thouffh rich, free from disagreeable successions or

suspensions. Something might be said of the move-

ment or time in which it shall he written ;
hut this

depends, of course, upon the subject and spirit of the

words with which it may be placed in connection.

—

We observe, however, that words and music, awak-

ening a sense of profound reverence, gratitude and

earnest devotion to one's Country, and one's God,

in view of past mercies, deliverance, and future

greatness and prosperity, are most likely to impress

the common mind with nohle emotions, and endur-

ing attachment. Who shall say that the wonderful

scenes through which we are now passing, shall not

give birth to nobler inspirations of undying love of

country, greater sacrifice for its good, calling forth

our heart's most ardent praise in poetry and in

songi
In other departments of music we may not speak

with so much clearness, for America is not renowned

for the production of musical works, other than

Tune-books, and the lighter forms of musical com-

position, such as Songs, Polkas and Waltzes. The

latter have already received their impress of the

spirit of the times, but we do not regard them as ex-

ercising any permanent influence on the musical

growth and culture of the country. Music making

Ts certainlv a mania in this land, and a great deal is

published "that never should have escaped the prolific

brain of its gifted possessors ; and we suppose we

.shall continue to have reproduced, " Gen. Bluff's

terrible charge upon the Vandals,"—" The Battle of

Wonderton,"—"Volunteer's Parting," with a charm-

ing, highly colored plate portraying the tenderness

of the scene, the music "descriptive," &c., &c. These

light effusions, made to sell, are the natural fruit of

existing circumstances ; the form which the steady

flow of clap-trap pieces has assumed, in obedience to

the demand of an enthnsiastic and capricious public.

But it is of the higher forms of composition wo

would speak ; forms, which shall exercise (as they

always have) a poweiful influence upon the cultivat-

ed musical taste of the nation. May it not be seri-

ously asked, if there is not in the passing events, that

which is ample mnteiial for Symphonies, Marches

Ftinehres, or Triumphales, and vocal works of the

dramatic character 1 We think we may safely reply

in the affirmative, and certainly there is no lack of

genius to gather the valuable facts of this pregnant

period, and give form and meaning to them, in im-

perishable productions.

—

Miisiral Times.

For Dwisht's Journal of Music.

Curiosities of Criticism.

No. IV.

My dear Journal,

bur critic proceeds to say regarding Trinity
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church that Dr. Hodges.lhaving been granted an ab-

sence of " twelve months to recruit his failing health,

an other gentleman was created his representative,

and has since remained so. It has been during his

leadership that the change has been produced which

is so deeply regretted, for, we are informed, that

shortly after he obtained his position, he removed the

leading female vocalists, much to the sorrow and dis-

pleasure of all parties connected with the church."

Instead of which, the truth is, that Dr. Hodges

has been absent from the church upwards of two

years (although nominal incumbent yet), and Mr. H.

S. Cutler (late of Boston), has officiated in his place.

Dr. Hodges is now residing with his son. Rev. S.

B. Hodges, in Newark, N. J. ; and Mr. Cutler, in-

stead of removing only the " leading female vocal-

ists," removed them alt ; and as to the " sorrow and

displeasure of all connected with the church," I am
obliged to dispute the assertion, since the Rector and

Vestry are certainly somaohat connected therewith,

and it is not very likely the change would have taken

place without their concurrence.

The fact is tliat certain visitors at Trinity have

growled and still do growl at the lack of " sweet "

solos by love-lorn Sopranos and " wailing," sighing

tenors, and our critic is a representative of the class.

These people seem to live on the syllabub and froth

of music, and to cherish but little respect for the

solid and wholesome in Art, such as is dealt out with

such noble prodigality in Old Trinity. Our friend

would doubtless have an English Cathedral Anthem,

by Boyce, or Gibbons, sung by four " sweet," piping

cock-loft throats, and as an offset, would (merely by

way of freak) enjoy and eulogize some florid Oper-

atic solo sung as solo (to quote from another of these

brilliant writers) by a whole chorus choir at once !

—

Where should we find Art in fifty years, if artists

should quietly yield to such profound directors 1

The gentleman under discussion, after lamenting

the absence of Soprano, Tenor and Bass, (as I have

shown in a previous article), then proclaims the as-

tounding fiict that, notwithstanding, " they have still

a powerful choir S!(c/i as it is, * * * eighteen boys

and six gentlemen, (the latter, however, only occa-

sionally assist)." This should be : "only occasionally

absent themselves, and never on Sundays." Is it

not curious that they should have a "powerful choir"

with only Altos f He goes on :
" There is not a

female voice to relieve the vocal score." How in

love with the women he must be ! And according

to his argument we are bound to suppose that if there

were the coveted "female voice," it would " relieve"

the vocal score, and consequently, being a " relief,"

it itself could not be vocal ! A wondrous logician,

in addition to his other rare qualifications. He then

informs us that " the services," (the entire services ?)

" are principally chanted in unison (!)******
The Te Deum is chanted in accurate time and har-

mony, and the responses to the Commandments are

very creditably sustained." I certainly hope Mr.

Cutler appreciates this compliment ! Is it not aston-

ishing though, to' find the service " chanted in uni-

son," and yet so important a part as the Te Deum
done in " accurate time and harmony V Do this

choir, of nothing but Altos, (as I have before shown

it asserted by, him), perform so anomalous a

feat, as to sing "powerfully " and in "unison" and in

" accurate harmony," all at once ? One's strength

gives out in the gigantic effort it requires to estimate

the enormity of such a combination of aesthetic puis-

sance. Trinity Choir must indeed bo worth hearing

for more complimentary reasons th.an our journalist

meant to give, although he has given tliem !

I have quoted almost all the sublime nonsense de-

voted to "Old Trinity," by this queer musical critic,

which, although so egregious, occupies but a small

amount of space, when compared with that devoted to

other churches, mostly Romish, such as that of St.

Patrick, about the dirtiest, least fragrant resort of

newly-dumped Paddy-dom in our blessed city, al-

though sanctified (but by no means purified), by the

august presence of Archbishop Hughes, his Holiness'

saintly self.

Perhaps in vindication of Old Trinity against the

slanders above quoted, a few words of truth may not

be unacceptable.

The pure school of English ecclesiastical compo-

sition, of which that church professes to sustain a

type, seems to be less understood by the musical

charlatans who mostly fill our organ lofts and critics'

chairs, than any other at present in vogue. They go

to Calvary or Grace, and hear frequently adaptations

of Rossini's " Inflammatus, or some of Lambillotte's

trashy so called Masses ; in fact it is not so long since

at a " public rehearsal " of the Choir of a certain

Brooklyn church (whose preaching having always

been below par, the music had to attempt to make

up for its deficiencies in pew rent rolls) I he.ird the

Ciijtis Animam sung to Hym 172 of the Common
Prayer Book !

&c.

Soft-ly now the light of day.

Now when admirers of such monstrosities in

Sacred Art visit Trinity, they naturally enough miss

the " wailing " and " shrill " and " sweet " " Pro-

gressions " of tenors and sopranos, but only e.xhibit

their absurdity when they proclaim their " disap-

pointment" at not finding such commodities in such

a habitation. They might as well go to a ship-yard

and ask for penny-whistles, or to a blacksmith's shop

and expect to buy butter.

Nor do I wish it understood that vocal solos are

at all eschewed by the " management " of this

church. I have heard the "Comfort ye my people,"

of Handel, sung there by a voice, whose tone and

style were most admirable ; and other solos for all

the various voices are occasionally introduced with

the utmost judicial taste; but neither such as the

Inflammatus, nor the Cujus Animan, nor yet (as I late-

ly heard in a 28th Street church) the duet from 11

Polliuto, which invariably brings up before one's

mental vision Brignoli and Piccolomini so forcij

bly!

If I might venture to suggest something which

would be a delight—an extra delight—to the old

habitue's of Trinity, it would be to have some of dear

old Dr. Hodges' compositions performed as a regular

thing every Sunday. Such a thing would vary the

music in a still more pleasant way than it is now
done, and I for one, would walk many miles through

a storm to hear " Hodges in E," sung again as it

could be done with the resources at Mr. Cutler's

command.

I hope to discuss the music at St. Patrick's Cathe-

dral (as described by our amusing mentor) in my
next article, when I can promise the intelligent reader

a few more hearty laughs over organists who "spring

upon the pedals,"—expressions of patriarchal organ-

ists, to look at whom "is an incentive to comply with

the verb " to sing" !—singers who take up the

Buss in their " semi-quaver time," &e !

Timothy Tkill.

MozATiT IN 1786.—The year 1786 is one of re-

markable richness in the annals of Mozart's wonder-
fully prolific career. The great event of the compo-
sition of Le Nozse di Fiijaro began and ended in the

month of April, followed by its production at the

Imperial Opera in the course of May, was one of

such excitement as would have caused any other

composer to seek refreshment of his faculties in a

long period of repose. Not so with this greatest of

musicians, who seems to have found refreshment in

the very act of lalior, and to havo felt energy for a
new task greater in projiortion to the importance of
the work from which he had just risen. Handel's
ropidity appears nothing short of miraculous ; but
we have, at least, time to wonder at the lightning

speed of his thoughts, while investigating long periods

that elapsed between the accomplishment .of one of

his mighty mental efforts, and the entering upon the

next—investigating without being able to discover

one trace of the exercise of his creative power ; thus

we see he would write, perhaps, two oratorios in as

many months of a summer or autumn, and never
compose again until the same season of a following

year. Mozart, on the contrary,—scarcely rested

from the fatigue of the rehearsals of bis opera, and
still annoyed by the vexation of its original indiffer-

ent success in Vienna,—began, already in June, to

renew the indefatigable exercise of his genius, and
proved his powers to be ripe for the ceaseless fresh

demands he made upon them. He produced, in this

and the following month, many works of great es-

teem ; and in August, besides the inestimable Sonata

in F for pianoforte, duet, be gave the present Trio and
the violin Quartet in D to the world. To the same
year belongs the composition of the Symphony in

D (commencing with a slow Introduction), the piano-

forte concerto in C minor, and the one in C major,

two Trios for pianoforte and string instruments, the

musical comedy of Der Schauspiel Director, and a vast

amount of other pieces, several of which can scarcely

be deemed of minor importance, though they are less

generally known. This everlasting readiness and

untiring activity prove, more than volumes of anec-

dotes could do, our composer's natnral spontaneity,

and his genniue delight in the practice of his art

;

and the proof is corroborated by the easy fluency of

his music, for no pressure of necessity can ever force

drops from a sterile imagination, and the severest

power of circumstances cannot compel the brain to

drudge upon a treadmill.

—

G. A. Mcfarren.

Self-Delusion.

(From the Berliner 3Iusik-Zeitung, translated for the

London Musical World).

That which renders artists most ridiculous is gener-

ally precisely that which renders them most happy.

Can there be a more happy mortnl than a young

composer, poet, or painter, who looks upon his pro-

duction as a wonder 1 Whoever tries to persuade

him of the contrary is, in his eyes, a fool. It is true

that a man must possess confidence in himself, other-

wise he would undertake nothing. In his mature

age, the artist becomes reasonable ; his illusions

mostly vanish. He no longer overrates himself; he

feels i'n the full possession of his powers, and has en-

joyed such frequent opportunities of employing them,

that it is not very well possible for him to deceive

himself in this respect. Still he always cherishes the

hope of doing something better than he has done,

and of discovering in himself fresh treasures. Na-

poleon said at the Moscowa " That is not my battle

yet !
" Gluck might have said the same thing to

himself, in his 60th year, before he had written Ar-

mide ; and Carl Maria von Weber, in his 36th, before

he brought out Der Freisclmtz, Euryanthe, and Oberon.

Men who have gained for themselves a high posi-

tion in any particular branch of art, frequently suffer

from a peculiar weakness. This consists m their

believing that they have missed their true vocation,

and that nature intended them for something differ-

ent and better. They devote themselves, with especial

delight, to some other art, in which they are natural-

ly condemned to lasting mediocrity. Thus Gretry

(born in 1771 at Liege) fancied he was a great phi-

losopher ! He had written a work : What we have

been,. What we are, and What we shall be. This, in

his opinion, was far superior to his finest scores.

With the most ingenious self-complacency, he gives

in Vol. I, of his Memoirs, ou Essai sur la Musique,

1789, an account of various events in his life. When-
ever the conversation turned upon his sculptures,

Canova would fetch a freshly bedaubed tablet, and

exhibit it with a smile of paternal pride. Girardet

valued his wretched verses far more highly than his

magnificent pictures. David regretted having spent

his life in painting ; he ought, he believed, to have

studied diplomacy, being intended by nature to

chansc the politics of the two hemispheres. Such a

David might, now-a-days, have become a Goliah.

The examples of this mania are so numerous, and

present themselves under such a variety of forms,

that we have endeavored to discover the reason of it.

Our researches have led us to the following result.

In that act, by which he has gained his reputation,

the artist sees everything and understands everything
;

he measures all the resources it offers, .and, at the

some time, all the difticultics, and the latter are of

such a kind tliat they obstruct even the flight of

genius, so that, consequently, it never attains its

ideal. Hence the despondency which overpow;crs

the master, while other men are applauding him.

It is precisely because the artist adopts a high stan-

dard that he is dissatisged with himself, feeling, as
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be does, in how much he is deficient. In an art,

however, for which he has no true vocation, in which

there is no ideal floating before his mind, he finds

everything; easy ; he is contented, therefore, with

devoting less trouble to his tasks, and thinks all the

more highly of himself. With respect to the act for

which he is not intended by nature, a great man is

not even on an equality with the mass ; he stands

beneath them, and, the "lower he stands, the higher is

his opinion of his own ability. Were this not the

case, how were it possil)le, out of the millions of the

human race, for the composers and virtuosos, whom
we may count by thousands, to live m the false be-

lief that each one of them is, by his vocation, a

Gluck, a Beethoven, a Paganini, or a Liszt

!

Tlie stage especially is the home of the delusions

of egotism. Self-delusion drives most persons on

the stage, and keeps them there, when they ought to

leave it. Men deceive themselves with regard to

purely intellectual things, for which there is no cri-

terion save that of the mind. One man thinks him-

self handsome, and is as ugly as night ; another

fancies himself young, and has a face full of wrink-

les. Possessed of a voice like a duck's or a raven's,

a third is intoxicated with the charms of his singing,

or rather howling. This seems almo.st incredible,

but proofs are to be found in tlie first theatre we
enter. Let any one go behind the scenes of an opera
house, and observe the slavish throng of flatterers,

who flock around a celebnated singer, male or fe-

male ; let him li.<tcn to the prai.se with which he or

slie may have simg ! Whetlier the prima donna or

the first tenor happen to be in good voice or not, it

is always the same eulogistic hymn, the same unisono

of superlatives :
" Bravissimo !" "Divine!" "Ex-

cellent !" " What a gem !" "What a wonder !"

"What a phenomenon!" "I am still perfectly en-

tranced '." "Just feel how my heart is beating !"

"Look at the tears in my eyes !" But the public has
remained cold, icy cold, and the claquers alone have
applauded ; at any rate, it often happens that the

audience is dissatisfied, while these false and decep-
tive triumphs are being celebrated behind the scenes.

How can an artist resist the influence of the atmos-
phei'e surrounding him ? How can he avoid at least

regarding himself as a favored, supernatural being,

and sitting enthroned at the council-table of the

Gods, when, ever}' evening, so many simple-minded
mortals erect an Olympus for him, and place him on
it with their own hands ?

Let UB descend from the highest to the lowest
grade in the dramatic hierarchy. Under the tatters

of tlie poori .St figurante
; under the well-worn, old-

fashioned dress-coat of the most wretched chorister

;

in the prompter's box, we again meet with self-delu-

siun and its deceptions. Were we obliged to give

every example we know of this, a book would not
suffice ; we will restrict ourselves to one. Once upon
a time, there was (as is so often the case) a singer,

weak in voice and intellect, who took it into his head
that he ought no longer to hide his light under a
bushel, but air his screeching voice at one of the

theatres of the capital. He pays a visit to an oper-

atic manager, who, in consequence of a patron, con-

sents to listen to him. After having done so, the

manager says to the patron : "Your protege is good
for nothing, tell him so." The patron says to the

would-be vocalist :
" In this theatre there are situa-

tions of two sorts ; those of the one belong to artists

with salaries ranging from 1,200 to 1,500 thalers

each, but for these you are not fitted ; as qeneral

utility, or stop-gap, you would receive 300 thalers,

but all the places of this kind are filled up." The
same evening, the patron receives a note to the fol-

lowing effect :
" My dear N., I have reflected upon

your proposal. As there is no place for 300 thalers

vacant, I have resolved on taking one with 1,500
thalers, more especially as I shall enjoy the oppor-
tunity of practising and improving myself in my pro-

fession."

The stage abounds in such origirials—such vic-

tims of self-delusion—which, next to the cholera,

may be considered as the disease which carries off

more victims than any other.

Singers of the Present Day.

physiological and Mu.sical Sketches by Doctor Schwarz.

—

Translated by Fanny M. Raymond.

ZELIA. TKEBELLI.

To begin with the natural gifts of this singer,

—

heaven has bestowed on Signorina Trebolli one of

those voices which we call a mezzo-soprano. It might
be called a contralto ; but its tone is softer than is

ordinarily that of the latter voice, and its upper tones

partake somewhat of the clear quality of the sopra-

no. No matter whether we call it contralto or

mezzo soprano, our terms are often insufficient to

express the riches of nature. It is an alto that

sounds most womanly, with nothing forced about it,

nothing exaggerated in clear or sombre tone ; it is a
mezzo-sopr.ino, of a richer and deeper tone than the
soprano. In other words, the position of the larynx
in Signorina Trebelli's throat is lower than common.
In this it differs from the ordinary mezzo-soprano

;

and from the ordinary contralto in the fact, that while
the dimensions of the larynx and its different parts,

especially the thyroid cartilage, in this voice, are
larger than in the soprano, Signora Trebelli has the
small vocal dimensions of the soprono, and her
larynx is scarcely visible at all outwardly. In short

:

this artist was born with the small, common soprano
larynx, but this has, in her, an uncommonly low
position, close to the breast-bone. This natural for-

mation explains her extraordinary quality of tone ;

a tone that could not be acquired, although all the
solfeggio books in the world were learned by heart.

The hearer admires a positive natural beauty, and
the physiologist delights to analyze so uncommon a

freak of nature. From the part of Arsace in Se-
miramide, I have not been able to judge of the en-
tire compass ; but as she employs two octaves
and a half with great facility, she has a pos-
sible compass of three octaves ; the singer's

faucette* register, as well as her chest tones,

emiirace an extent of an octave and a half. The
union of the two registers has been so facilitated by
the naturally sombre coloring of the whole voice,

that only the most experienced hearer can detect the

separation. In ascending the scale, on the tone C,
in descending, on the tone B of the medium octave,

the singer passes from one mechanism to another,

playfully, lightly, and without the slightest halt, save
that, as she enters the faucette, a swifter passage of

breath reveals the inward proceeding. We know, of

course, that the singer has industriously practised

this union, but nature has assisted her industry, and
rendered comparatively easy to her a process that is

almost unconquerably difScult to the majority of

voices. And as to the light and shadow of tone in

this rare voice ; the small dimensions of her larynx
permit her to use the tenderest pianissimo that can
he imagined—every tone speaks clearly, even the

lightest breath ; wliile the low position of her larynx
gives fullness to the softest tone, and bestows power
enough to fill the largest spaces with fresh sound,
without using undue measures to attain such a force.

Signorina Trebelli never screams ; she sings even
in fortissimo. Her singing is breathing ; she does not
rndely attack her vocal chords witli a current of air;

she breathes on them softly, she gently produces the

tone, and it melts away on her vanishing breath.

—

On this account she never tremolizes ; she knows
nothing of the false Italian tremolo and vibrato, she
will not know it, and she is right !—No throat, no
nasal tone mingles with her clear tones ; her tongue
lies smoothly in the lower part of her mouth, and
does not press on her low-placed epiglottis, while the

veil of the palate is raised so high, by means of the

peristaphylinus intronus muscle, that the resounding
volume of air flows without the slightest hindrance
through the broad pliarynx and opening of the

mouth. And here, also, this artist differs in a praise-

worthy manner from most modern Italian singers,

who, as we have so many opportunities of hearing,

richly regale us with throat and nasal tones ; at

least the masculine examples of the modern Italian

school are very generous in this respect.

*\^y should the name of this register he written falsetto ?

As if derived from false. All registers are equally true ; and
I prefer to write the word faucette, as derived from the Latin
fauces, faucium, the throat, the gullet, as it appears to me
the most correct orthography. This Is the opinion of Rons-
seau, De Vlsere, and others.—F. M. R.

gfoigljfs lotirnal of S«sit.

BOSTON, SEPTEMBERaO, 1869.

Music IN THIS Number.— Continuation of Handel's

"Messiah."

The Opera.

In the Opera resulted the cflfort of Music to

escape the fantastic fetters of science and the

tedium of long monkish training, and to get back

to nature. It was her final and successful protest

against church-cramped forms. By the time that

those old rigid, half-furnished scales which the

church consecrated and prescribed—those Eccle-

siastical " tones " or modes, with their Greek

names, Dorian, Lydian, authentic, plagal, &c

—

had got developed into the full modern scale with

all the semi-tones and means of modulation ;—by
the time that science and invention, working and

refining on that slender stock of rude and

antique models, the plain chants, had well

nigh exhausted ingenuity in the working

up of those old themes for lack of fresh

ones : — by that time thought had got more

free, the human mind and conscience had

attained to their majority, ecclesiastical suprem-

acy in all affairs of life was questioned ; the sen-

ses began to be respected, as well as the native

instincts of the human breast ; and music got

replenished from the spontaneous secular melo-

dies in which the full heart found so often utter-

ance without the aid of science or the confirma-

tion of the church. Popular melodies sprang up

like wildflowers in the low places and by-paths of

life, in the listless warblings of the shepherd's

pipe, in the warm love ditties of the Troubadours,

in the Tyrolean mountain airs, in the boat songs

and the ballads of the streets of Naples, &c.

They were an unwritten music. The ecclesiasti-

cal composer did not recognize them. They

modulated through many a natural and expres-

sive interval which science ruled out. They

accompanied themselves spontaneously in thirds

and sixths, while artificial church harmony, con-

fined to ha.rr&n fourths and Jifths, cast but occa-

sional fond furtive glances at their forbidden

charms.

Towards the opening of the 17th century,

these natural melodies attracted the attention of

scientific composers, who had taste and feeling.

The popular airs, especially the Neapolitan and

the Sicilian, were gathered up and written out

and harmonized. And Recitative, or singing

speech, which had the double charm, (1) of nat-

ural expressiveness (the rhythm and melody

following more the free direction of the senti-

ment expressed, than any law of science), and

(2) of being supposed to be the very same glori-

fied and lofty speech in which the whole of the

old Greek drama was recited,—came into notice

about this time, and has been ever since, more

properly than any other, (reasoning inside of the

music) the distinctive feature of opera or dramat-

ic music.

Man was born to imitation. The trick of fan-

cying ourselves others whom we read or dream

of, and of acting their deeds, their lives over in

our own persons with an artistic comprehensive

brevity, is the least artificial part of us. It is

wearing the mask professedly and playfully, and

with a lively alternating catholicity, instead of

keeping on always the calculating, sober mask of

habit whieh too often constitutes the propria per-

sona. It is a happy, genial, frank faculty.

Children have it to perfection, and they grow

worldlings as they lose it. It is one of the soul's

arts of self-recovery, like humor. It is a way of

testing and securing our moral freedom, of get-

ting outside of the limitations of our own charac-

ters, of realizing things from the stand-points of

many characters, of cultivating the universal, the

cosmopolitan side of our nature,, of most vividly

rehearsing the maxim :
" There is nothing foreign

to us which is human," and of confessing, as we
ought, our portion of the responsibility of every

human action under every set of circumstances.

Could we expect literature and art, then, to be

Iks'! dramatic than human life itself is ; or the

creative artist, the poet and composer, to cease
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to dramatize in humble imitation of the all-wise

and loving artist and Creator V Is not the best

and most effective part of story-telling dramatie ?

And do we not find the same true of the childlike

style of histories which last the longest,—witness

the Bible and Herodotus? Music, which under-

lies speech, as character and feeling underlies

opinion,—Music, which is the universal dialect,

through which souls converse from those inmost

intentions which are apt to harmonize;—Music

lends itself most readily to this dramatic need
;

the play of passions and of feelings, in which

souls vibrate to or across each other, sometimes

chiming, sometimes jarring, becomes in her more

fluid medium transparent and suggestive, in their

worst chaos and imbroglio, of the harmonic reso-

lution to which all things tend.

The Blusical Drama, (including originally the

Oratorio as well as the Opera), grew, like the

spoken drama, out of the old Mysteries and Morali-

ties, which formed so large a part of the religious

festivals, and in which the church dramatized the

characters and events of Sacred History, or the

allegorical personifications of moral and meta-

physical entities (if not sometimes nonentities), hy

by way of making its dull lessons palatable to

the wandering minds of weary listeners. Classic

and mythologif'al subjects followed sacred, or

were mixed grotesquely up with them. Music

must have borne a part in them quite early, at

least to the extent of here and there a chorus in

the course of the performance. But it was only

when composers, outgrowing the church ordinan-

ces, grew liberal towards secular spontaneous

melodies, and dared to wander from the beaten

path of the plain cJiant, which was the subject-

matter of the old music ; it was only when there

began to be a mania for reproducing the tradi-

tional effect of the Greek drama in the recitative,

that the Opera developed into that unique and

pronounced form which it has since held among

the departments of musical Art.

These hints afford the key to its entire signifi-

cance. The Opera was the first leap of the

genius of Music, from its cradle in the church,

where it had been held down till well nigh bed-

ridden and paralyzed forever, out into the secu-

lar air. It was the idealizing of the hopes and

fears, the loves and joys and sorrows, the so(tial

sympathies and excitements, the whole tragedy

and comedy of private life. Music sought its

own in this natural, spontaneous religion of the

human heart. It became a voice to the good ten-

dency which there is at the bottom of all our

love of excitement and pleasure. It took up the

despised senses and saved them from wandering

away out of all hearing of the soul. It refined

sensibility into a love of beauty, and developed

in passion the divine restlessness, the prophetic

aspiration of the soul, which is at the bottom of

it ; and thus effected in a measure a reconcilia-

tion between the higher and the lower tendencies

in man, between the sacred and the secular.

The Opera makes a purely ideal thing out of

a personal history. It does away all the reserve

and disguise, all the common-place there is in

human intercourse ; and satisfies our craving for

expression, by showing us men and women mov-

ing together in so strong a light that they become

transparent. Passions, feelings, desires live and

move and interact before us without any screen

of dullness or imperfect utterance. The rude

materials are all fused together in music, which

is a perfect medium of communication. The

dramatis personm of an opera, therefore, are so

many personified passions or emotions, wearing

glorified bodies, in place of the awkward, stiff

and homely embodiment of spoken words, the

cast-off mantle of the flesh. They are the in-

ward history, the present inner lives of so many
men and women, passsing before us instead of

their outward forms, which would be so cramped

and conventional, fixtures of habit, and therefore

impervious to the light. What romance, what

tragedy there would be in many a little scene of

daily life, could we but remove this evil of cus-

tom and appearance ! This music does. It lifts

the veil, it banishes the obstructions, it abridges

the time, concentrates the interest, drops out the

extraneous and accidental, compresses the life of

days and years into as many moments, giving life

the speed it would have in a less resisting element,

and shows us spirits as it were embodied here in

time and space, and yet exempt from all their

limitations. It does away the friction and shows

the effect in the cause. In an opera, therefore,

there are very few words, and a very slight

skeleton of a story. "When we see tlie spirits,

what they are, we do not want to know what

they will do. They sing themselves to us; the

story is no more than the stage' on which they

move, the canvas on which they project their

essential " form and pressure." Could we know

the feelings, the vital springs and tendencies of

men, we should learn at once what their words

and actions could only gradually and by a round-

about way reveal to us. Music is the spontane-

ous language of feeling. Her tones are but the

audible vibration of other souls transmitted

through the nervous medium of our sensibilities.

TVe seldom act or speak naturally. But when

we do, the mere tones, without words, indicate

enough. Or rather, words indicate, but tones

convey, transmit ; words are signals, tones are

arrivals of the real presence. We know persons

by their voices more infallibly than by almost any

sign. The opera composer, therefore, must be

he who knows most of this natural language of

the feelings ; and of course he must be a person

of sensibility.

But the Opera meets another want. It sup-

plies the craving of the senses for excitement,

quenching the thirst of pleasure with a whole-

some draught. It feeds the appetite with a nec-

tar that is good also for the soul. Our tendency

to excess, to reckless, glorious enthusiasm, which

is dangerous to deny, dangerous to indulge un-

worthily, overflows with graceful self-recovery in

the world of art and beauty. Transport is a

part of our divine birth-right ; no soundness, no

freshness, no nobleness of soul can long survive

its seasons of recurrence. This is the virtue of

such music as Mozart's,—that it transports one

into a voluptuousness, that does not smack of

earth or aught impure. He in music, as Raphael

in colors, has taught us the spiritual ministry of

the senses. Through music Palestrina rises above

the life of the senses. Through music Mozart

bears a charmed life in the sphere of the senses.

The consecration of the senses, the

idealizing of common life, the vindica-

TION OF Nature, the harmony of sense

WITH soul, appears TO BE THE MEANING OP

THE Opera.*

*Itis in curious coincidence Jwith tliig thouglit that the

first opera, (properly so called) and which was produced at

Rome in 1600, by Emiiio del Cavalier!, had for its title : Rap-
presentaziane del Animo e del Carpo. It was of the nature
of a morality, and its characters were the Body, the Soul,

Pleasure, the World, and Time ; which allegorical personages

were treated after the orthodox fashion, no doubt; yet it is

impossible after what we have been considering, not to notice

how accidentally the opera symbolized its own mission by
touching on the problem of the soul and body in its first

essay.

The Mendelssohn Quintette Clue have re-

turned to Boston, after an absence of six weeks,

during which time tliey performed at several College

Commencements in Vermont and New llampsliire.

The last three weeks of their vacation (not an idle

one) were spent among tlie White Mountafns, whore

they not only enjoyed themselves, but charmed the

audiences assembled in the large hotels. The leader

of the " Orpheus "

—

as much a lover of nature as

of music, like every true German—tells ns he met

them coming over the summit of Mt. Washington.

Beautiful North Conway of conrse kept them for a
while. Tbey tell of many compliments (some curi-

ous ones) from strangers ; among others one from a
young gentleman, who gravely informed the Club
that it was the first time he had heard any Boston
music, and he thought it " equal to that of Philadel-
phia "—They uniformly closed their concerts with
the " Star Spangled Banner." And now, we sup-
pose, they will soon be busily rehearsing some more
fine quartets, &c., of Beethoven and other masters
for the coming winter soirees. Truly we need to

hear good music again ; the silence has been long.

Capt. Benjajun Stone, .Jr., who was wounded

in the late battle at Bull Ruu, died lamented and

respected by all who knew him. He had been for

many years engaged in music engrtiving for IVIessrs.

Ditson & Co., and was considered to have no supe-

rior in that nice and difficult art. When the crisis

Ciirae he was among the first to answer to his coun-
try's call, and has given ,his life away in the good
cause. His funeral took place last Sunday in the

first church in Dorchester. Services in the other

churches were postponed and all united in the

solemnities. The Journal says :

"The address by Rev. Nathanial Hall was a just

tribute to a brave soldier and a good citizen. Capt.
Stone was wounded in both legs at the Kate battle at

Bull Run. He lay three days on the field, and had
one battle fought over hitn before he was removed.
While Ij'ing on the ground he would have been kill-

ed had not his watch warded off a ball which hit and
destroyed it. He received sustenance ns he lay there

from a wounded rebel who fell beside him, which
kept him from famishing. He had one leg amputat-
ed on the field and was carried to Washington in an
ambulance, a journey of about twenty hours. His
constitntion gave way under so much suffering, and
there he died Sept. 10th.

After the address, that beautiful solo—" Come
unto Him," from the IWessiah, was admir.ibly sung;
prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. Hall. The closing

piece was of Capt. Stone's selection—" Unveil thy

Bosom, Faithful Tomb," from the Dead March in

"Saul." A detachment from the National Lancers
acted as pall-bearers, and a portion of the 44th re-

giment followed the hearse.

Mlle. Gaekielle De La Motte, it will be

seen, has re-opened her school for the instruction of

young ladies and misses on the Piano-forte. This

lady has had much success here as a teacher, and

has legitimately won it by her quiet, persevering and
judicious course. She still teaches younger pupils in

classes, and gives private lessons to those wlio require

it. To those who wish a lady teacher for their

daughters—and there are not many, certaiidy not

many good ones—we can commend jllle. La Motte.

usit ^hoitb.

Leipzig.—The Bach .Society have issued the Iltli

annual instalment of their splendid edition of the

works of John Sebastian I^acu. It consists of

two volumes. The first contains a Murinifinit in D
major, with inserted pieces ; a Snnrtus m C major

;

a second Saiicliis in D minor ; a third in D major,

and a fourth in G major. Tlie second volume con-

tains vocal Chamber Music, including "The contest
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between Phoebus aud Pan" (a Dramma pei- Musica);

three Cantatas for a single voice, and an occasional

piece :
" iEolus pacified."

Halle—The Sing-Ackademie, under the direc-

tion of Robert Franz, recently gave a most success-

ful performance of the Ki/rie, Credo and Sanclus

from Bach's great'Mass in B Minor. Tlie orclicstra

was strengthened by members of the Leipzig and

other orchestras. Schumann's " Paradise and the

Peri " was the next large piece announced for per-

formance.

WuKZEURG.—The public rehearsals of the musi-

cal Institute were closed this summer by the perform-

ance of a grand Oratorio, " Jerusalem," the work of

a living composer, Mr. H. Pierson. It met with ap-

plause.

Pakis.—The Royal Prussian music-director, and

organist at Breslau, Adolph Hesse, has given an

organ concert in Paris, in the church of St. Clothilde,

to which all the Parisian organists, many musicians,

critics and dilettanti were invited. Hesse played

some of his own works, as well as fugues by Bach,

which the Frenchmen found much too "simple"

and " ascetic." They call his playing " Protestant

and German !"

For latest news of the Grand Opera, we still read

of the 254th representation of the Prophifte,—and

the Buyuenots

;

—tlien the Favorita, and L'EtoUe de

Messina (a new triumph for Mme. Ferraris) ;—and

finally again the 368th (!) representation of the IIu-

giienots.

At the Opera Comique, the success of the revival

of Pergolesi's Servants Maitresse (La Serva Padrona)

was confirmed, being given four nights in succession.

Gretry's Zemire et Asor was the next revival ; and

then came a one-act comic opera. Deux mots, Tine

Null dans la fork, by Dalayrac (first produced in

1806). The principal singers were Couderc, Laget,

Miles. Garait and Revilly. Warot is re-engaged for

three years. Mile. Bleau h.is continued her do'buts

with success in tiie FiUe du Regiment. Achard, th^

new tenor, had arrived, and was to make his debut in

La Dame Blanche, which they are re-mounting with

great care. Mile. Cico will take for the first time

the part of Miss Anna. The tenor Warnots has left

this theatre and gone to the Hague.

MuNicn.—A composer who resides here. Max
Bach by name, has been completing Mendelssohn's

unfinished opera, " Loreley "
(!)

Milan.—The music of Beethoven and Mendels-

sohn, hitherto but slowly appreciated in Italy, is

tending to become popular here fsays a French

paper). They frequently perform it ; and lately, in

some exercises of the Milan Conservatoire, a Sym-
phony of Beethoven, and the music to the " Mid-

summer Night's Dream," were well executed, and

excited most enthusiastic applause.

Salzburg-.—A complete catalogue of all the

manuscripts of Mozart, and of the relics of him

deposited in the Mozart-eum, has been published, by

Carl Moyse.

Beklin.—Meyerbeer's Camp of Silesia was to he

revived at the Royal Opera, Mile. Lucca singing the

part of Vielka. From the 11th to the 17th of Aug-

ust, the pieces given at this theatre were : Der Frey-

scliiitz, £e PropMte, and Robert le Diable (plenty of

diahle in them all !) . Mile. Lucca took the part of

Alice, and Mile. Antonini made her debut as the

Princess.—The Friedrich-Wilhelrastiidtische Theatre

has been giving, for the first time, Bruscliino, an un-

familiar operetta by Rossini ; it proved a success,

and is likely to be repeated from time to time.

The concluding volume of Prof. A. B. Marx's
" Gluck and the Opera" has just appeared. Ap-

pended to it are a portrait of Gluck (after Hudson),

autographs and musical examples.

Vienna.—An extensive biography of Franz Schu-

bert has been completed by Ferdinand Luib.

Liszt writes from Rome, that he has finished his

Oratorio on the legend of "Saint Elizabeth" (text by

Otto Roquette), and that he shall soon send the score

to Germany. It must be a curiosity—doubtless a

" romantic " oratorio.

New York, Sept. 15.—There exists the usual

uncertainty and vagueness in regard to the plans of

the opera this fall, and no one can tell anything

about them. This one we do know, however; Nixon,

he of circuses and Cremorne Garden notoriety, opens

the Academy on the 22d with Sonnambula, with Car-

lotta Patti, Sbriglia and SosiNi,—follows with

Puritani, and winds up this spasmodic effect with

Lucia. It will be an experiment, and we opine a

successful one. If we can't stand three nights of

opera, Ullraan had better sell out. Cordier and

TiETiENS are in store for us—Cordier early in Oc-

tober, Tietiens in November.

Anchuetz commences to-night a season of Ger-

man opera, at Wallack's old theatre. His company

consists of Mme. Von Berkel, Mme. Rotter,

Mme.JoHANNSEN and Messrs. Qdint, Rudolph-

sen, Hartmann, Graff, Weinlich and Lotti.

Weber, Auber, Lortzing, Lachner, Wagner, and

Nicolai are promised, but, judging from previous

seasons, will not be given. The introductory opera

will be " Martha." The change from the old Stadt

in the Bowery, to Broadway, is a happy one. Many
admirers of German music, tound the inconvenience

of transit overbalance the pleasure derived. An-
chiitz may beat XJllman this year. He takes the lead

at any rate. Anchiitz, Nixon, Ullman, Maretzek :

—

what an array for war times I

Irving Hall, " cross-the-way neighbor " of the

Academy, one of the most useful, and at the same

time, uncomfortable concert rooms in New York, has

undergone very important changes. After having

been sealed up for several weeks, it is thrown open

to the public entirely remodelled and in a most ele-

gant .ind comfortable style.

The opening concert of the season will take

place on Thursday evening next, under the direction

of Theodore Thomas. The programme will in-

clude some of the attractions of the last concerts, in-

troducing one of Carl Philip Emanuel Bach's Sym-

phonies, and Auber's overture composed for the

London Exhibition. Meyerbeer's " Struensee

"

music will also be performed, and Mme. D'Angei,

and theTeutonia Choral Society, lend their aid.

The antique bonnets, grey beards, and cracked

voices of Reed's " Old Folks" will monopolize the

new house for two weeks, and then give way to Max
Strakosch and his Gottschalk soir&s. M.ax is

Gottschalk's agent, and he has a great many lines

out for the coming winter. A few such dainty

morsels will act as a sort of an appetizer and create

an interest in the more substantial, hereafter. We
predict for Irving Hall a much greater patronage

than the Academy. It always has been and always

will be so.

The Cremorne Garden still flourishes with the

usual melange of music, ballet, pantomime, circus,

promenade, eating, drinking, &c. Muzio has com-

posed a Brindisi Waltz, dedicated to Carlotta
Patti. It was produced at the garden last week

and met with great success.

Church music and the movements of the Harmonic,

Mendelssohn and other societies I will reserve for

another letter. Yours, &c. T. W. M.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

L -A^ T E S T 3^0: XJ S I O
Publiiiilicd by Oliver DUhoii & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Rally round the flag. W. D. Bradbury. 25

A patriotic song, full of fire, enthusiasm and dash.

The words are very singable and the popular composer

of the music has evidently met them at the right mo-
ment.

The maid I love hath many a grace. Song.

J. L. Hatton, 25

A truly English style of song; graceful words and
a flowing melody united to a masterly accompaniment

are the usual characteristics of Hatton's composition.

Shoulder Arms. Zel\ 25

War songs are the order of the day. Even " Zel'

"

the author of the pretty songs commenced by us last

week, and who we fancied might belong to the feminine

order of creation, has added one to the crowd. It

has the true ring and will keep the course, we sincere-

ly trust.

Instrumental Music.

happy day. Polka.

Sunny Side. "Waltz.

Rose March.

Rosina Varsoviana.

Academy Waltz.

Miss Comorot. 25

" 25

W. Williams. 25

J. J. Watson. 25

E. A. Sa7nu€ls. 25

Another bat«h. of easy and agreeable Pianoforte

pieces by " Young America." Surely our young aspi-

rants for musical fame cannot complain of unwilling-

ness on the part of Ditson & Co., to let their efforts

have a chance.

Twilight Reverie. Tremolo on the melody " Di
pescator ignobile," in Lucrezia Borgia. Berg. 35

This clever writer and excellent pianist, whose

charming compositions are daily becoming more pop-

ular, has clothed this gem of melody in such, a beau-

tiful and brilliant garb, that it is positively delightful

to play this piece. It will have a run.

Books.

The Modern School for the Organ. A
New, Progressive and Practical Method. In

Three Parts. By John Zundel. 3,00

Mr. Zundel's long experience not only as an Organ-

ist but as a successful teacher is a sufficient guarantee

of the excellence of this work and of its great utility.

A slight examination even of its pages will convince

any one of its rare adaptation to the wants of begin-

ners, ELS also to advanced players. It embodies in

plain language a great fund of practical information

on points in organ playing of the utmost importance

to all who would become thoroughly conversant with

the capabilities of the instrument, but which are .sel-

dom so thoroughly treated and so masterly explained.

This " Modern School " must become the Standard

Method of Organ Study.

Music dt Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent ou each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in. obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this Journal.

Wagner's Tannhauser.

(From tlic French of P. Scodo.)

(Concluded from page 19-1).

The Overture to this symbolical drama is well

known. . . It is a p;reat boily badly built, in

which you remai-k one interminable phrase,

traced by the violins, which lasts through move
than a hundred measures. Upon this persistent

trait, which appears to havH a profound sense,

since the author makes it return several times in

the course of his legend, the wind instruments,

particularly the trombones, fling out a sort of

accentuated clamor, which forms the peroration

of this mysterious preface. The overture in

itself is not good ; its coloring is dull, its frame-

work faulty. The overture to Der FreiscMtz.

those to Obernn and Euryanthe, the overtures to

Don Juan and the ZauherflSte, the four overtures

to Fidelia, that to William Tell, the overture to

Medea, by Cherubini, that to Le jeune Henri, by
Mehul, are pieces of instrumental music which
bear their signification with them, brilliant and
vigorous abridgements, which have no need of a

psychological commentary to make them easily

understood by all. One feels from the first that

Wagner is a confused mind, grasping more than

he can hold.

At the rising of the curtain, you perceive a
vast grotto where Venus softly reclines Laving
Tannhiiuser, cloyed and sighing, at her feet,

thinking of I know not what other happiness

more salutary to his enervated soul. Nymphs,
fauns, bacchantes, all the population of the old

Olympus dance around the amorous couple-

Venus is disquieted by the benumbed taciturnity

of Tannhauser, and asks him :
" Of what art

thou thinking, O thou whom I love ? "— "A
dream, which I have had," replies Tannhauser,

"has recalled to me the days ofmy youth and the

joyous tingle of the morning bell." One could not

imagine with what species of music Wagner has

enveloped this scone of voluptuousness, which is

one of the most hacknied common-places of oper-

atic poetry. Neither the dance of the nymphs,
nor the interminable dialogue of the two lovers,

who quarrel without understanding one another
and without their two voices ever joinin"- in a
tolerable ememhle, have inspired the composer
with a rhythm, a harmony, a musical idea of any
kind, standing out amidst the vast grumblin"
of sounds, in which the ear is lost and knows not
upon what accident to fasten. I do not exagger-
ate, and I beg t'.ie reader to believe that I attenu-

ate the expression of the truth in saying, that all

this fir'<t scene of Tannhauser, which was written

at Paris and which re%'eals the last manner of the

master, cannot be compared to anjthin" that

exists in music. It is chaos, it is nothingness,

but of a scientific kind ; it is that grand " melo-
dy of the forest," which has nothing in common
with the Italian melody, and which is only to be
tasted with "(7/e setting sun." You think perhaps
that I indulge in pleasantry. Listen rather to

these fine verses, which Tannhauser sings to

Venus

:

. . . Despite thia wild delirium,

The sweet perfumes I here inhale,

All recalls to me, with regret.

The fresh and pure air of the fcrest. . .

.

The second tableau of the first act transports

us into a great valley, full of light, where we

perceive the feudal castle of the Wartburg. A
young shepherd, seated on an eminence, sings,

and without accompaniment, a sort of strange

cantilena, of which he repeats the refrain on his

reed:

Dame Ilolda came from the ravine.

This vague, monotonous strain, which alFects

the archaism of an old minstrel's song, excited a

Gallic smile, which changed to general hilarity at

the refrain of the pipe. The arrival of Tann-

hauser ; his meeting with the landgrave and his

comrades Walther, Bitterolf and Wolfram, poet-

singers like himself, all this scene of recognition,

where the hero of the mystical legend relates his

sojourn at the Venusberg, his goings astray and

his remorse, gives occasion to no piece which can

be defined or classed. Nothing but interminable

recitatives, a melopoeia for one, two, three and

four voices, without any tangible design, a melee

of sounds, of voices and instruments, which does

not awaken in the audience that general, vague>

confused, and yet profound impression, of which

the theorizer tells us, and which poet and musi-

cian, both united in the person of Herr Wagnen
have wished to produce. Whether it be that

Wagner deceives himself as critic, or whether it

be that he is unable as poet and composer to

realize the ideal of the grand melody of tke forest

which he conceives of for the future,—certain it

is that the first act of Tannhauser excited only

bursts of Rabelais-ian laughter in the public

of the Grand Opera.

The seoond act passes entirely in the grand

hall of the Wartburg, where the poet-singers

hold their sessions. Elizabeth, the landgrave's

niece, who secretly loves the knight Tannhjiusen

envokes there the souvenirs of her youth : "Hail

to thee, noble abode !
" in a species of reci-

tation which we still know not how to character-

ize. It is not an air, it is not one of those

beautiful tragic recitations such as there are in

Don Juan, in Fidelio, m the Freyschiitz, in the

Ve.ttale, and in the raasterworks of Gluck, who al-

most created this intermediate form between pure

and developed song and the noted declamation

of LuUi and Rameau. The song ef Elizabeth

has no name and cannot have one. Then Tann-

hauser arrives, conducted by Wolfram, who plays

quite a singular part in this affair. Tannhiiuser

throws himself at the feet of Elizabeth. The

interview of the lovers gives rise to a long dia-

logue scene, in which the two voices do not

unite until toward the conclusion, and then they

form what in the old style is called a duo, which

does not want animation.

The landgrave comes to announce to his niece

the festival which he has ordered, and the contest

of the poet-singers, over which she is to preside

with him. It is during the entrance of the noble

lords and ladies of Thuringia into the grand

hall of the Wartburg, that they execute the

march with chorus, which is the most remarkable

piece in the whole score of Tannhauser. This

march is beautiful, although not very original?

large in its outline, and produces the effect

intended by the poet and composer, who, by this

page of outright and true music, warmly applaud-

ed by the public, have refuted the miserable

sophistry of the reformer. Of two things one :

If Herr Wagner is right as a theorist and initia-

tor of a new music, he has been unfaithful to his

own doctrines in the march and chorus just

referred to, which are conceived and treated

according to the known rules of art ; but we are

not duped by the subterfuges of impotent

vanity.

The landgrave rises from his sovereign seat and

declai-es in a pompous recitative, declamatory and

but slightlymusical, that he who shall have best

comprehended the mystery of love, shall receive

the hand of Elizabeth for his reward. Then

commences an interminable psalmody upon bur.

lesque vei-ses, in which it is impossible to seize

the trace of an idea or characterized feeling

This triple mystical galimatias, discoursed in turn

by the three singers Wolfram, Bitterolf and

Tannhauser, supported by the chorus intervening

in the debate with short interjections, like the

chorus of the ancient tragedy no doubt ;—this

scene, which has been much abridged, and in

which one can praise nothing but a few accents in

the hymn of Wolfram in honor of ideal love, pre-

cedes a prayer which Elizabeth addresses to Tann
hauser's rivals, a dry piece of declamation lead-

ing to a rather beautiful choral ensemble

:

An angel now appears to us,

Proclaiming the decree of heaven.

But this brief moment of respite, where the

composer, faithful to the laws of his art, refutes

anew the errors of the theorist, is followed by a

frightful unchaining of discordant sounds, which

constitutes the finale of the second act, and in

which the critic innovator has his revenge again

upon the artist and musician. Thus it is that in

this strange work we see by turns the instinct of

the man of talent get the better of the sophist,

and the unhappy reformer triumph over the poet

and musician.

The third act transports us anew into the

valley of the Wartburg. It is night, and Wol-
fram, who wanders that way, from what motive

we cannot too clearly see, meets there Elizabeth

kneeling before the image of the Virgin. He
laments the fate of this noble maiden, who is

an.xiously awaiting the arrival of the pilgrims Ion

their way from Kome, among whom she hopes to

see her dear Tannhiiuser. In fact, a troop of

pilgrims is crossing the stage, singing a prayer in

chorus

:

Hail, beautiful sky ! Country !

The motive develops and expands in a crescendo

of a very fine effect. Admirably accompanied
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by a phrase drawn from the overture, this chorus

was warmly applauded, as it deserved to be,

which proves that the public had no preposses-

sion against the talent and the pereon of Herr

Wagner. The prayer of Elizabeth, which fol-

lows the chorus of pilgrims :

holy Virgin ! may thy grace

Raise me at last to thee'

forms another vague and inarticulate chant, a

sort of liturgical prose, which seems to belong to

no precise toniality, but of which the general color

and the half-religious character do not displease

me. I may say as much of the symphonic por-

tion, which accompanies the exit of Elizabeth,

and which lasts until she has disappeared in the

heights of the mountain. It is in this scene and

in the hymn of evening, sung soon afterwards by

Wolfram

:

gentle star, lamp of evening,

Thou whom I always loved to greet again

!

that Wagner seems to me to have best succeeded

in realizing that floating melody, which slowly

disengages itself, etwelopes you like a cloud of

poesy, and communicates to you a calm, but

elevated and noble emotion. Every time that a

work of Art produces this desired emotion, which

dilates our soul and lifts our mind to the height

of a poetic situation, we must feel obliged to the

artist, and not cavil too much about the means he

has employed to obtain so good a result. Tlie

third act contains nothing more but a long decla-

mation of Tannhauser relating to Wolfram his

journey to Rome, ;n which one may remark

some bursts, some happy accents in the midst of

formless, dull and deafening melopoeia, which

overcomes you with a mortal ennui.

Such is this strange work, which we have had

the courage to hear four times, with a degree of

abnegation that should merit for us some indul-

gence. We have undertaken, (and this often

happens to us), to plead the cause of Wagner
and not to go away from his point of view, but

to judge the result of his efforts according to his

own doctrines. We have said to ourselves in-

wardly : It is not enough for a critic to compre-

hend and love the beautiful things ; he must also

know how to confront ugliness with calmness

and resolution. Where is the merit of admiring

Mozart, the most divine and the most exquisite

of musicians, of admiring in due measure Haydn,

Beethoven, Weber, Mendelssohn, Schubert and

the great Sebastian Bach, that last of the schol-

astics; of knowing the worth of the cliefs-d'

ceuvrp. of Gluck, of Handel, Palestrina, Jomelli,

Cimarosa, Rossini, Meyerbeer, Spontini, Mehul,

Herold, and of M. Auber ? These are true

musicians, creative artists, as different as the

times and countries which have produced them,

and who have known how to be original in res-

pecting the eternal laws of Art, innovators with-

out breaking the chain of tradition. All the

world appreciates the works of these admirable

men, which may have been contested for a mo-

ment, without ever being entirely misunderstood.

You do not distinguish yourself from the mass

of cultivated minds by saying all so properly that

Corneille and Racine are great poets, and that

Athalie is the most perfect master-piece in any

language. Prove the contrary, lift yourself

above these common-places ! exclaimed I to

myself in a fit of lyrical ardor ; say with Wag-
ner that the music of Mozart is only good to

facilitate the digestion of the guests at a royal

banquet ; treat Rossini like a little boy who has

not made, as Wagner has, studies in counter-

point ; speak with hauteur and pity of the

French masters, of the Italian school and its

little melody ; plunge, at sunset, into the ijrand

melody of the forest invented by M.Wagner;
join hands with Messieurs Liszt, Brendel, Hans

von Billow, and affirm that the- plain-chant, which

the poor Elizabeth discourses in the third act of

Tannhauser, is as beautiful as the Trio In "Wil-

liam Tell" I In short be worthy of the circum-

stances, confound your own subjectiue with the

objective of M. Wagner: elevate yourself to this

high synthesis of the philosophy of the absolute

;

and when you shall have reached the summit of

this ideal of nonenity, in cima del campanile, you

will no longer see at all, and you then will com-

prehend that white and black, night and day,

heat and cold, true and false, just and unjust,

beauty and ugliness, William Tell and Tannhau-

ser, are only one and the same thing; then }ou

will be considered a great mind, and you will

pass for the phoenix of the critics of the future !

In spite of the advantages which our self-love

might see in following this dream of ambition,

we are forced to admit that the Tannhauser has

been very well judged by the public of Paris,

and that the fall of this bad work appeared to us

to be irrevocable. We think we have a 7-ight to

rejoice over an event, which we forsaw and

ardently desired. For ten years we have com-

batted the fatal doctrines propagated by Wag-
ner and his partisans, who are for the mo.st part

writers, painters, sculptors, quasi-poets, advocates'

democrats, wrong-headed people, women without

taste, empty dreamers, who judge the beauties of

an art of sentiment, which must please the ear

before touching the heart, across an airy unintel-

ligible symbolism. There are in the score of

Tannhauser three pieces of music written within

the ordinary conditions of Art, which were un-

derstood immediately by the public and applaud-

ed more than they deserve to be. These are :

the overture, a symphonic frame of bad design,

in which you can seize only an immense spiral of

violins, which the author brings back incessantly

in the course of his legend ; then the march in

the second act and the chorus of pilgrims in the

third. We will be more generous than the

public has been, in giving credit to M. Wagner

for the choral ensemble which we have already

mentioned in the second act: ^' An Angel," kc,

—for the religious color of the prayer of Eliza-

beth,—for the svmphonic movement which accom-

panies her exit, and for the evening hymn which

Wolfram sings through the practised organ of

Sig. Morelli. These fragments of vague melo-

poeia and symphonic recitation, which it would be

hard to characterize with more precision, are

not to be despised, since they excite a generous

thrill in the heart and communicate a poetic

movement to the imagination. When Herr

Wagner has ideas, which is a rare thing, he is

far from being original ; when he has none, he is

unique and impossible.

* » . * •* * * -*

Nevertheless, let us not be deceived, Wagner

is not an ordinary artist. An ambitious spirit,

a disturbed imagination, which has but a confus-

ed perception of the ideal it aspires" to, a strong

and nervous organization, in which will dominates

over grace and sentiment, the author of Tann-

hauser and Lohengrin is an exaggerated type of

certain faults peculiar to his country and his time.

A little of a poet, a little of a literateur, a demo-

crat and a great sophist, Wagner has wished to

draw from the musical art something which it

could not contain without altering its very

essence : pure ideas and symbols. Instead of

aiming at beauty, tlie first end of all the arts, of

aiming at form, without which the human mind

can comprehend nothing, since nothing exists for

it except on the condition of limitation, M.

Wagner, who has talent and not invention, has

plunged desperately into certain metaphysical

reveries, and has endeavored to make philosophy

with sounds ; not being able to create expressive

songs, accessible to all mortals who have a heart

and ears. Because the bad Italian composers

abuse hacknied formulas, insipid cadences, vulgar

cabalettas, foriture and guitar accompaniments,

as the bad German compos('rs intoxicate them-

selves with barren harmonic combinations, with

incidental modulations and symphonic digressions,

Wagner failed to recognize the creative power

of the Italian genius, a genius large and whole-

some, which has known how to unite order with

the highest inspiration, and which has shown im-

agination even in the mathematical sciences and

jurisprudence ; he has mistaken the gifts of this

privileged race, wliich has civilized Europe and

taught music to Germany ! Pushed on, exalted

by a small cabal of furious Teutous, who have

taken certain diseased parts (! ?) of the last pro-

ductions of Beethoven for the arcanum of a new

evolution of the musical art, Wagner has broken

ofl all ties with common sense and with the

otrand tradition of the (Jerman school, and has

constituted himself the obscure prophet of an

impossible future. The lesson he has just receiv-

ed at Paris is rude, but just and wholesome. It

is a common saying : If the sky should fall, we

should catch plenty oflarlcs ! We may be assured

that the fall of Tannhauser has killed in the

germ a great many imitators of Wagner, who

would have been happy to mask their importance

under the profession of bad principles. I could

cite as many as three of them, who were already

disposed to touch their foreheads to the ground

before the grand melody of the forest, of which

their own works bear more than one trace. Now
they will join in the hue and cry, for they are

shrewd politicians.

For Dwight's Journal of Music.

Curiosities of Criticism.

No. V.

My dear Journal,

My conscience really troubles me at so much same-

ness in the style of these scribblings, but my excuse

must be the fertility of my text in resources and the

chameleon nature of its author's points for discns-

sion. I shall now proceed to quote a little from his

remarks on St. Patrick's Cathedral (Romish).

This church has always enjoyed the reputation of

employing a good choir. It is not now, bowever, the

best, nor one of the best, choirs in our churches. But
still it has a wcll-cqualized quartet, comprising tenor,

basso, soprano, and contralto. These, too, are ac-

complished musicians, and whoever visits the Cathe-

dral may depend upon hearing sacred music as it

should be executed.

The choir has a " well equalized quartet compris.

iny tcnore, basso, soprano, and contralto," as if any

Quartet choir would be a quartet without these four

kinds of voices ! And vve may " depend upon hear-

ng sacred music as it sliould be executed " there,

although that choir is " not " (even) " one of the best
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in the city !
" Was then the music they sing there

composed and meant for nn inferior Quartet 1 It

would seem so ! He continues :

" The veteran organist of this cliurcli has a patri-

archal expression when he sits at the organ " (Is that

the only time 7) " which is an incentive to comply
with the verb "sing" (I should call that an impera-

tive expression, would not !/o», my dear Journal?)
" The priest ascends the altar " (what an irreverent

priest hemust be ! Does he ryei on top of it ! ?) "and

the Kijrie Ekisoni is struck up en forte " (what a

marriage of French and Italian!) "Mrs. tlie

venerable soprano, sings with her pristine power and

strength" ("veterans" and " venerahles " must

abound !)
" and then the force of the choir is brought

into requisition " (why, I thought the Kyric was
" struck up en forte " ! Did not that bring force into

requisition?) The Basso "at his semi-quaver time(!)

takes up the theme and the Tenor follows " (in semi-

quaver time too, I presume !) The organist "springs

upon the pedals " (poor pedals ! but a lively organ-

ist for a " veteran " I should think !) " and the

church is in a uproar of mnsic " (poor church ! and

rather an equivocal compliment to the performers !)

" Faithful meml)ers turn their eyes toward tlie choir

as thonr/h theif wished themselres all choristers" (poor

creatures ! and may I ask what the unfaithful ones

did?) He proceeds, "the Ki/rie was done in fine

style, there was not a bar inisseii." So then that is tho

summing np of all excellence. No matter how the

bars are done, so long as no single one is " missed."

I fear then that some splendid operatic performances

would hardly come up to this conception of complete

excellence, since they are almost invariably " cut."

Wo are to judge also from this, that if there had
been any bars left out, of course our keen and well

posted critic would have remarked the circum-

stance.

"A little solo sutained by Mrs. (Somebody) was
absohUelij delightful (!) Mme. (Somebody else) took ud
the vocal theme " (did he expect her to take up the

instrumental one?) " and descending from contralto

to mezzo-soprano " (even so I suppose a balloon

descends from the earth to the skies ! I hope our
critic may descend into heaven in like manner!)
" finished up the sweetest morceoKr we ever hrard."

The dear man ! I'm glad he was so much pleased.

He then says " there is an earnestness and feeling in

the " first lady's " voice that (to use a vulgar expres-

sion) " woiild chain a man to a bench" (I wonder
he did not say a /io( bench while he wns about it!)

" Mons , if we may be allowed the expression,

has a tenor falsetto voice." I think, my dear Journal

that we mai/ as well " allow " it, having often been

obligedjto allow so many otliers nolens volens, quite as

uncouth.

" His lower register is pleasant, but when he at"

tempts to reach tlie leger lines he is lost." 3[irahile

dictu ! that means his voice was lost, I opine, and the

man in corpore remained ; but even so, how wonder-
ful it was that his voice was falsetto, and a tenor at

that, (which without the use of a falsetto can usually

sing to the third Icger line) ; and yet, although a

l>ara falsetto (a true falsetto and nothing but a falsetto,

as he assures us it was,) he could not get up as

liigh as a legcr line ! From this I am forced to

conclude that the man was a Basso-profando. Do
you not think the chances are on my side ? This is

like the music-committee-man of a church, who asked

the organist to press a certain " sweet treble note"
again, and when the latter individual tried a good
many without finding the right one, and accidentally

trod on one of the 16-foot pedals, the other exclaim-

ed :
" that's it, that's the ' sweet treble note,' do it

again, Ah!" (leaning hack and shutting his eyes

and opening his mouth!) But enough about St.

Patrick's.

I should think that churches would " pay " better

than theatres, and certainly much better than Opera-

houses, if all our friend says about church music is

to be believed. And yet they assuredly do not, for

they are always begging, (and in some churches

where they take up most, I have sometimes thought

thcj' must keep a commission on every contribution

for outside objects begged for, but this is irrelevant)

at least I know that organists are not so highly

valued pecuniarily as are operatic conductors, bel-

lows-blowers as fiddlers, nor choristers as the Pattis

and Piccolominis. But is'nt it amusing to analyze

the efl:'uslons of some would-be art-critics, and trans-

late their gibberish to a benighted public ?

Timothy Trill.

A Draught for the Particular History of

Phonics ; or, the Doctrine of Sound

and Hearing.
(From Lord Bacon's "Sylva Sylvarum."

SECTION II.

THE TRODUCTION, CONSERVATION, AND PROPA-
GATION OF SOUNDS.

The cause commonly assigned of sound, viz.,

the elision of the air, is but a term of ignorance
;

and the notion but a catch of the wit upon afew
instances ; as the manner is, in the received
philosophy. And it is a common way with men,
when once they have got a pretty expression, or
a term of art, by the end, to let it go current,
though it be empty of matter. The conceit of
elision appears manifestly false, because the
sound of a bell, a musical string, or the like, con-
tinues melting for some time after the percus-
sion ; but ceases presently, if the bell or string

be touched and stayed ; whereas if an elision of
the air made sound, the touch of the bell or

string could not so suddenly extinguish the mo-
tion caused by an elision of the air. This ap-
pears still more plain by chiming, with a ham-
mer, upon the outside of a bell ; for the sound
will thus be made according to the inward con-
cave of the bell ; whereas the elision of the air

can be only between the hammer and the out-
side of the bell. So again, if elision were the
cause, a broad hammer, and a bodkin, struck
upon metal, would give dilTerent tones, as well
as a different loudness, which they do not ; for
though the sound of the one be louder, and of the
other softer, yet the tone is the same. Besides
in echoes, whereof some are as loud as the
original voice, there is no new elision, but only
a repercussion. These and the like conceits
will scatter and break up like a mist, when men
shall have cleared their understanding by the
light of experience.

It is certain, that sound is not produced at the
first without some local motion of the air, flame,
or other medium ; nor without some resistance,
either in the medum or body struck. For a mere
yielding, or cession, produces no sound. And
lierein sounds difi'er from light and colors,

which pass through the air, or other medium,
witliont any local motion of the air, either at the
first or after. But we must attentively distin-

guish between the local motion of the air and
the sounds conveyed in the air. As to the former,
we manifestly perceive that no sound is produced
without a perceptible blast of the air, or without
some resistance of the air that is struck. For
even speech, one of the gentle motions of air,

is attended with the expulsion of a little breath.
And all pipes or wiud instruments have a blast,

as well as a sound. We find also that sounds are
carried by the wind, and therefore will be heard
farther with the wind than against it ; and that
they likewise rise and fall with the intension or
remission of the wind. But for the impression of
sound, it is quite another thing ; and entirely
without any perceptible local motion of the air :

in which it resembles vision; for after a bell is

rung, wc discern no perceptible motion of tho
air in the track where the sound goes, but only
at the first. Nor does the wind, in carrying a
voice, by its motion confound any of the delicate
and articulate figurations of the air, in the vari-

ety of words. And to speak loud against the
flame of a candle, will not make the rtame trem-

ble considerably ; though most when tlni.-i- i.'

are pronounced which contract the mouth; as

F, S, U, &c. But gentle breathing, or blowing,

without speaking, will move the flame much more.
And probably sound is the rather without any
local motion of the air ; because, as it differs

from sight, in requiring a local motion at first, so

it resembles it in many other things, which in-

duce no local motion.

On the olher hand, glass windows will sbake
with thunder, and the firing of ordnance ; and
fishes are thought to be frighted with the motion
caused by noise upon the water : but these effects

proceed from the local motion of the air, which
is a concomitant of the sound, and not from the

sound itself. It is also said, that violent shout-

ings of people in great multitudes have so rari-

fied the air that birds upon the wing have fallen

down ; the air being thus rendered unable to

support them. And it is believed by some, that

violent ringing of bells in populous cities has

chased away thunder, and also dissipated pesti-

lent air : all which, if real, may proceed from the

concussion of the air, and not from the sound.

—

A very great sound, near at hand, has struck

many with deafness : and at the in.stant they

have found, as it were, the breaking of a skin or

parchment in their ears : and myself standing

near a iierson who luted loud and shrill, sudden-

ly received an injury ; as if somewhat had broke,

or been dislocated in my ear; and immediately

after ensued the sensation of a loud ringing ; so

that I apprehended some deafness: but it van-

ished in half a quarter of an hour. This effect

may be justly referred to the sound ; for an over

potent object destroys the senses : and spiritual

species, both visible and audible, will affect the

sensories, though they move no other body.

In the propagation of sounds, enclosure of them
preserves, and carries them farther. Thus in

rolls of parchment, or shooting trunks, the mouth
being applied to one end of the roll or trunk, and
the ear to the other, the sound is heard much
farther than in the open air; for the sound

spends and dissipates in the open air; but is con-

served and contracted in such concaves. So, if

one man speak in the touch-hole of a piece of

ordnance, and another apply his ear to the mouth
of the piece, the sound is much better heard than

in the open air. It is further to be considered,

what the event will prove, when the sound is not

enclosed all the length of its way, but passes in

part through open air; as when one speaks at

some distance from a shooting trunk ; or where
the ear is at some distance from the other end of

the trunk; or where both the mouth and ear are

distant from the trunk. It has been found that

in a trunk of eight or ten foot, the sound is help-

ed, though both the mouth and the ear be four

or five inches from the end of the trunk : and
somewhat farther assisted when the ear of the

hearer, than when the mouth of the speaker, is

near. And it is certain, that a voice is better

heard within a chamber from without, than with-

out from within the chamber. And as an entire

enclosure preserves the sound, so does a semi-

concave, though in a less degree. Therefore, if

a person speak at one end of a half tube or trunk,

and you lay your ear to the other, this will carry

the voice farther, than to speak in the air at

large. Nay, if it be not a semi-concave ; but the

like be done along the mast of a ship, or the out-

side of a piece of ordnance, though this be on a

convex surface, tho voice will be heard farther

than in the open air. It should be tried, how,

and with what proportion of disadvantage, the

voice will be carried in a horn, or an arched line

;

or in a trumpet, which is a retorted line : or in a

pipe, that is sinuous.

It is certain, that sounds arc producible with-

out air ; though this be the most favorable medi-

um thereof For a pair of tongs open and shut

at some depth within water, may be heard with-

out any great diminution of the sound; though

there is no air at all present. Take one vessel of

silver, and another of wood, fill each of them
with water, then strike the tongs together, as be-

fore, about four inches from the bottom; and the

sound in the silver vessel will be much more re-

sonant than in that of wood : yet if there be no
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water in the vessel, so that the tonj;s play in the

air, there will be no difference between the sound
coming from the silver or the wooden vessel.

—

Whence, besides the capital point of producinf;

sound without air, we may collect, that the sound
communicates with the bottom of the vessel ; and
that such a communication passes better through
water than air.

Strike any hard bodies tojrether, in the midst
of Hame ; and the sound will differ little from the

sound in air.

The pneumatical part, which is in all tangible

bodies, and has some affinity with air, performs,

after a sort, the office of the air: thus the sound
of an empty barrel is in part created by the air

on the outside, and in part by that in the inside

:

for the sound will be less, or greater, as the bar-

rel ismore or less empty : though it communi-
cates also with the spirit in the wood, through
which it passes from the outside to the inside.

—

So likewise in the chiming of bells on the out-

side ; the sound passes to the inside.

It were gross to think, that the sound in strings

is produced between the finger and the string :

for these are jireparatories to the production of

the sound, which is formed between the string

and the air; and that not by any impulse of the

air, from the first motion of the string ; but by
the return of the string (now strained by the

touch) to its former place: which motion of return,

is quick and sharp; whereas the first motion is

soft and dull. So the bow tortures the string

continually, and thereby holds it in constant tre-

judation.
(To be continued.)

usital Correspnbente.

New York, Skptember 23.—Tho musical sea-

son in New York may bo said to have commenced

in earnest. Of course, during the dull mondis,

rumors as to the artists and compositions to be beard,

were, and indeed, still are, many, various, and con-

flicting ; and doubtless, scarcely worth tlie trouble of

repeating, because their realization will be so entire-

ly dependent on circum.stances.

After a considerable absence of tlie puff prelimin-

ary, Cari, Anschdtz has opened Wallack's old

theatre, for a season of German opera. We are

promised several excellent novelties in the future;

BO far, this company has given Martha thrice, and

Der Freischutz once, in pretty good style. The ar-

tists now engaged are old acquaintances of the pub-

lic ; Frauen Johannsen, Von Berkel, Rotter,

&c., and Messrs. Lotti, Quint, and others, ll is

said, the undertaking promises to be so successful,

that Mr. Anchiitz has sent to Germany to engage

fresh singers of reputation.

The first concert of the season, under the direc-

tion of Theo. Thomas, took place at Irving Hall

on Thursday last. The hall has been decorated with

fresco painting, and some alterations of the space

surrounding the platform have improved the acoustic

properties of the room. The painting is too much
in detail, to the sacrifice of the whole cfFect ; and the

medallion heads on the ceiling so little resemble

accredited portraits of Mozart, Sliakespeare, &c.,

that they remind us of the boarding-school girl's

drawing of a horse, that, framed and hung up to

receive the admiration of visitors, was so often mis-

taken for a willow-tree, that it was found necessary

to label it "this is a horse;" yet the hall has changed

its former bare walls for the better. But why should

so many dollars be expended in trying to please the

eye, and so few in providing for the greatest of all

necessities, fresh air ? Irving Hall, in common with

too many other concert rooms, is so wretchedly ven-

tilated, that the impurity of the confined atmosphere
inspired there, almost destroys tho pleasure of the

music, and renders it a trial, such as healthy lungs,

accustomed to the habitual breathing of fresh air,

can scarcely endure, to remain two hours within its

walls.

At this concert, an orchestra of fifty or sixty play-

ers repeated Meyerbeer's " Struensee" music, which

made so favorable an impression at Mr. Thomas'
last concert ; Weber's " Oberon" overture was well

given, and, as a novelty, Auher's " Grand Inauf^nra-

tion March," written for tho opening of the London
Exhibition of 1862. Alas, the old composer must
have lost his once pleasing and eff'ectivo talent !

—

But the instrumental interest of the occasion centred

In Carl Pliilip Emanuel Bach's Symphony in D
mnjor, which opened the concert. It is in hearing

such a work as this, beautiful and fresh even in our

day, although nearly a hundred years old, that we
feel how much the moderns owe to their great pre-

decessors,—and this we arc a little too apt to forget.

This symphony, the first of eighteen written by the

great son of the greater father, was produced, about

two years ago, under Eeinicke's direction, at the

Gewandhaus concerts in Leipsic, and with such suc-

cess, that it was re-demanded, both there and at Ber-

lin, during the same season. After hearing the work,

we do not wonder at a success, more than warranted

by its beauty. It consists of three movements,

Allecpo di Moko, Largo, and Presto. These, imme-

diately succeeding each other, render the cff'ect of

the whole work more easily comprehensilile on a

first hearing, than when each movement is more
largely developed, and almost complete in it.'self, as

in later symphonies; at least so we felt it; and the

length of the work is so happily measured, that one

thinks it far too soon ended. Tho Larrjo is fine

;

Bcethovendike in form and contents. The fiery

Presto was not so clearly brought out by the orches-

tra as it might have been, and was clouded by a

superabundance of bass ; the violoncello part having

been orij;inally doubled by the harpsichord (J!ii()el)anA

the old-fashioned violone, which must have made the

quality of tone much lighter than when contra-hassi

are employed. We should like to hear the work
played by a small orchestra of twelve instruments

ohhligato, as intended by Bach.

Mad. D'Angri, who has overcome the hoarseness

that dulled her voice during the latter part of last

season, sang "Ah mnn fils!" very finely, if with a

somewhat exaggerated outline; and the "Elena

valse," of course! Of Mr. Mason's selections, we
much preferred his own compositions, " Silver

Spring " and the " Concert Galop ;" Liszt's tran-

scription of the Schiller March is heavy, and the

principal motivo of the march a trivial one. The
Teutonia Choral Society sang a "Warrior's" chorus

by Kiicken admirably ; but taking another in re-

sponse to an enthusiastic encore, whether iufluenced

by excitement or the heat of the room, they sang

this with such false intonation, that its eflFeet was as

unpleasing, as their firm rendering of the first

chorus had been delightful.

We have heard La Smnmmbula—how many times ?

We are afraid to say. We know every concert piece

in this delicious opera by heart, and yet we enjoy

each one as freshly as at first. The grace, the in-

nocent gayoty, the natural pathos, the pure Arcadian

sweetness that color the whole opera, compensate

us fifty-fold for its faults. This is what people mean

when they rave about Italian music, flowing melody,

natural song, and all that; " this sort of thing," and

not;Verdi ! These limpid melodies ruin no voices ; tliis

village idyl does not shatter our nerves with sensation,

but leaves us refreshed and touched. Had Italy but

three operas to boast of :
" 11 Matrimonio Segreto,"

" 11 Barhiere," " La Sonnamhale," the exquisite triad

would have been enongh to found a seliool, even

were they not the musical exponents of three fine

sides of Italian character, poetic passion, sentiment

(in its best sense), and wit. But, let tho palm be-

long to which it may, " La Sonnamhula " was our

premier amour, aud "on enrevient toujours," they say;

so even a tolerable representation of this opera is al-

ways a festival to us.

It would be hardly fair, in view of Mdlle. Path's
infirmity, to measure her rendition of Amina last

night from a very critical point of view; the sleep-

walking scenes, calling for little else than a fixed

trantjuillity of voice and action, were most success-

fully sustained ; in the finale of the second act, where

famous prime donne usually concentrate their best

powers of tragic action, Cailotti Patti was, as ever,

tho finished concert sin.ger, and not much more.

—

Neither has her voice tlie golden, sympathetic quiili-

ty of her sister Adelina's, which would, by intensity

of feeling, make amends for deficiencies in action.

—

But in firmness and clearness of tone, in finish of

execution she leaves nothing to be desired. Iler

Italian doctor's clever invention enables her to walk

with comparative ease, but a limp is still painfully

perceptible, and slio is obliged to lengthen the cos-

tume of the part. If she would discard the hoop, so

out of place in characters like this, her halt would

be even less apparent ; tho iioop, swinging as she

moves, accentuates every step. The house was full,

the audience was enthusiastic, and the applause, en-

cores, recalls, and fioral bonquots, wreaths, baskets,

harps, &c.. made the dchnt of Mile. Patti a perfect

ovation. The chorus and orchestra were pretty good,

and SosiNi's Rodolfo was well sung ; but SnniOLiA

and Miss Stockton made but an indiflFcrent Elviiio

and Lisa. Tho dao,|a little de trap, since one so much

finer immediately proceeds it, between Elvino and

Amina in the first act, was retained, although it is

usually, and best, omitted ; while Lisa's pretty aria

with chorus, which we so seldom hear, in the second

act, was left out. Mile. Patti appears again this

week in "7 Piiritani " and " Lucia di Lammermoor ;"

we trust she may be as successful as on her first ap-

pearance ; additional experience will give her more

ease and confidence.

Anschiitz, with the intention, we presume, of

making the most of his company at Wallack's thea-

tre, proposes to give a series of concerts there on

Sunday evenings, at which he will produce the nine

Symphonies of Beethoven in succession. The first

was given on Sunday, with the " Lustir/e Weiber "

overture, selections from Tannhduser, &c.

In the concert saloon of the Cremorno Gardens,

it is now Miss Brainerd, Mr. Simpson, and Mr.

J. B. Thomas, who share the attention of the mixed

audience that frequents that varied place of amuse-

ment. ZlKCALO.

Iliisir l^h'oab.

London.

SiG. GiUGLiNi's "Italia "—At Her Majesty's

Theatre, on Saturday night (Aug. 16.) the opera of

Martha was first performed, with Tietjcns, Mme.
Lemaire, Giuglini and Vialetti in the leading charac-

ters. What followed let the critic of tho Times

relate :

After the opera " a descriptive lyric, in four parts,

the music by Antonio Giuglini," was given for tho
first time, much in tho same manner as regards stage
effect, and with much the same enthusiastic, or seem-
ingly enthusiastic, manifestations .as Signer Verdi's
memorable cantica., written for, but not accepted by
Her M.njesty's Commissioners for the International
Exhibition. The name of the descriptive lyric is

1j Italia, and its purport very similar to that which
lent to the composition of Sig. Verdi an interest far

more than commensurate with its poetical, and a
little more than commensurate even with its musical
merits. The " Antonio Giuglini," whose name
figures as a composer of the music, is no other than
Sig. Giuglini, the esteemed and justly eminent tenor,

who undertook a conspicuous share in the perform-
ance. Part I. is devoted to " a festival in celebra-

tion of the opening of the first Italian Parliament, and
contains an orchestral jjrclude, followed by a dance
with chorus (" Viva L'ltalia,") in waltz measure.

—

Part II. presents us with the touching spectacle of an
Italian mother, who, at the siege of Gaeta, had lost

two of hor sons, but

—

generosa domina, esempio di
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firtii e d'amore patrio—comforts herself on beholdiriE

"the breach in the battlements" which leads to the

final and triumphant assault, and with patriotic

ardor joins in the victorious shouts of the besiegers.

This is conveyed in a recitative, interspersed with "a
march in the distance" (suggestive of the glad event

in question) ; slow air :

—

"Madri. spope, non tremate
Sul deptino de vostrl cari

;

Donno Italische esultate.

Son gU eroi di liberti,'' &c.

tlioroHfrhly in keepinn; ; and a martial allegro

("Quando la troniba,") in which the chorus taltes

part. In Part III., a " mysterious voice from with-

in" {roce inortale (juesta non e) bids the Italians re-

joice; the "Genius" of the country exalts the patriot-

ism of Victor Emmanuel ; ami, lastly, one—in the

name of the people—declares that, next to God, the

most holy love of Italy is due to Italy's king,

—

" Tendice e messia,
Astro a te di liberti."

This is conveyed in a recitative and terzetto, with

chorus, includinL' solos for tenors, and barytone, or

bass. In Part IV., the " Genius of Italy" e.xults

over the new destinies of the country and the con-

summation of the " memoirmch evento," concluding
with an apostrophe to the kins, to which the people
respond with Salve Vitlorio il (}raiide!"—a resump-
tion of the festival-song and dance bringing the "De-
scriptive Lyric Ode" to an end. It is remarkable
that in the whole course of the " Ode" not a single

allusion is made to the hero of the "Two Sicilies."

The English translation of the Italian text is never-

theless conveniently " free "—as tliough to make it

serve a more comprehensive purpose than that for

which it was originiilly and ostensibly written (some
years since)—viz., "the celebration of the opening of

the first Italian Parliament." Take an example :

—

" Terra di Dmte. compiasi
II niemorando evento,
II grido tuo dell' aninia,

Solenne grido, io sen to.

Dall' AIpe al mar .si .'^pande,

'Salve d' Italia il Re!'"

Which is rendered as below by the translator :

"Oh, land of Dante, may his wish,
His hope be now accomplished.
One heartfelt cry, one solemn sound,
Throuphout the land is spreading.
From Alps unto the ocean

—

'God save Italia I

One Italy, one King I'
"

The literal prose rendering of the stanza, however,
would be as follows :

—"Land of Dante, the memor-
able event be accomplished ! The cry of your soul—

a

solemn cry—I hear. From tlie Alps to the sea it

spreads— ' Save the King of Italy !' "

The "Ode" was performed with every conceivable
accessory of stage effect. The celebration is sup-
posed to take place outside one of the gates of the

city (Turin ?), which is triumphantly decorated with
flags, standards, streamers and all the insignia of
patriotic demonstration. The costumes of the sing-
ers and actors are appropriated to the circumstance,
the Garibaldian paraphernalia be conspicuous.

—

Mile. Titiens, who represented the "Madre Italiana,"
was dressed in an imposing suit of black, with a tri-

coloured scaif, and as, brandishing the Italian colors,

she rushed forward to declaim the martial strain,

"Quando la tromba" (like lUchel, with the " Mar-
sellaise," in 1848), she fairly electrified the audience.
Her performance was, indeed, throughout magnifi-
cent, and would have impressed hearers under less

exceptional circumstances. Of coarse, Sig. Giuglini
(the "Genius of Italy") was all that could be wished
in his own composition, and gave the solo " Tu
gemevi" admirably ; nor could the apostrophe
of the people's representative (

" Dopo Dio,
I'amour piu santo") have been more effectively
delived than by M. Gassier, whom the G.iribaldian
dress became to the life. The recitative allotted to
the "Voce misteriosa" was thoroughly well suited to
Mad. Lemaire. The band and chorus, under Sig.
Arditi, displayed extraordinary zeal in the perform-
ance of their somewhat obstreperous, if not very
arduous, duties. We have purposely left all consid-
eration of the music to the last. The talent of Sig.
Giuglini as a composer must be judged in an inverse
ratio to his talent as a singer. Those who esteem
him an indifferent singer (and we should think
they are very few) may probably accept him as an
excellent composer. Our own high estimate of Sig.
Giuglini in the former capacity has been frequently
and emphatically pronounced. We shall not attempt
to describe the "enthusiasm " that followed the ter-
mination of the performance. It was Sig. Giuglini's
benefit ; and the bouquets, wreaths, and crowns that
were showered upon the stage, and which like the
" recalls"—he shared with his accomplished associ-
ate, Mile. Titiens, were no more than a well-earned

.ribute from the public to an industrious and deserv-

'ng favorite.

On Monday the Trovatore, with Sig. Giuglini's

new ode L'ltalia.

On Tuesday Lvcia di Lammermoor, and L'ltalia.

On Thursday Norma and L'ltalia.

Dezedes.—Who that admires French comic opera
does not know "Blaise et Bnbet" by reputation, as

well as "Richard Coeur de Lion V Yet, it might
be wagered that nine out of ten could not name the

composer—Dezc'des. On him, for subject, M. Pougin
is commencing another of his pleasant studies of

little known French composers in the Gazette Musi-
calc. Deze'des was one of those persons wliom Paris

seems especially to attract,—a man without any right

to name, whose country, even, no one knew—who
lived with prodigality and splendor and died in mys-
tery,—who was cherished by the Duke Ma.ximilian

of Zwcibriicken, was called to that little German
court, was endowed with a captaincy and emolu-
ments, in return for an annual two months' residence

there, yet whose only status in the world of real men,
as distinguished from the world of adventurers, may
be defined as existing in his scores. Twelve of these

were written for the Opera Comique, four for the

Grand Ope'ra. It may be asserted that no living per-

son in England has heard sixteen notes from these

sixteen operas, save therotido from "Blaise et Babet,"

which was treated by more than one instrumental

composer, Dusseic among the number.

—

Athenrxum.

Baden-Baden.—" Beatrice and Benedict," by ]\f.

Berlioz.—No common curiosity was sure to be exci-

ted by the production at Baden-Baden, on the 9th of

this month, of the new opera by M. Berlioz, the only
dramatic work, indeed, which he has presented since

the production of his provoking and ill-starred 'Ben-

venuto Cellini '—
' Les Troyens' remaining still in

his porfolio. Some excitement was added by the

fact of the text of the opera having been arranged

by M. Berlioz himself from Shakspeare's " Much
Ado about Nothing." We are glad to be able to

offer some account of it, from notes made by an
eye-witness, in whom every reliance may placed.

The book, in two acts, is not very happily arranged
;

some of the verse, however, is very elegant, especially

that to a notturno betwixt Hero (iNIdlle. Monrose) and
her con^rfaH/e, closing the first act, of which more anon.
The overture is in the modern fashion—not a pre-

lude, but a pasticcio from the tunes of the opera. Nos.
1 and 2 are an opening chorus and a short dance
(the latter pleasing) ; No. 3, the sortita of Beatrice

(Madame Charton-Demeur), a good andante—the

allegro difficult and confused ; No. 4, a teazing duet

betwixt Beatrice and Benedick (M. Montaubry ) ; No.
5, a trio of men, less good; No. 6, a chorus in a fu-

gued style, entitled " Epithalamium grotesque," in

which the grotesque element is hard to find ; No. 7,

rondo for Benedick, after overhearing the dialogue in

the pleached arbor, agreeable ; No. 8, the notturno

spoken of. This may be described as " above all

praise ; one of the most delicious inspirations ever

shaped into music." So closes Act the first. No. 9,

the Entr'acte, is a repetition of No. 2 2 : No. 10 is a

drinking chorus behind the scenes; No. 11, an air

for Beatrice, when she discovers that Benedick is in

love with her,—after No. 8, the best and most success-

ful number in the opera ; No. 12, a b.iidal chorus,

very tiresome ; 1.3, a playful duet betwixt Beatrice

and Benedick, very lively and graceful. Generally

speaking, the music shares the character of M. Ber-

lioz's other music. The ideas are too much tormen-
ted ; it is too orchestral, too thickly scored. The
principal singers named did their duty as well as

they could do it. Madame Charton-Demeur sang
charmingly ,• and M. Montaubry played the part of

Benedick with ease and spirit. M. Berlioz was well

received, and enthusiastically cheered at the end of

the first act, after the exquisite notturno which ends

it.

The opinion of our Correspondent as to the doubt-

ful success of the Shaksperian opera by M.Berlioz is

confirmed on every side. The work, it is said, can

hardly be represented in Paris unless grave modifica-

tions are made in it. The " Nocturne," however,

referred to with such praise, cannot be over-estima-

ted, for a beauty and suavity in music almost
approaching those of Shakspeare's exquisite moon-
light scene in the fifth act of ' The Merchant of

Venice-' The opeia was only performed twice ; but
snch is the way at Baden, since M. Reycr's ' Eros-
trate ' (the second new opera produced there), des-

cribed as weak and tedious in no common degree,

has shared the same fiite. It would seem hardly
worth the trouble for composers to write under such
chances, even on the powerful argument of the

honorarium of M. Benazct, who, moreover, gratui-

tously grants to his composers and authors rights of

profit according to the fullest measure of Parisian

aw and liberality. The tale, as illustrating the

profits of gambling and the money which its mana-
gers can afford to waste, should not be lost on those

who are foolish enough to fancy jhat there is an

Eldorado in the Black Forest

!

Music in New York.

The season has actually opened in spite of the

war. Two operas, one Italian, the other German
;

rehearsals of the Harmonic Sgciety (they take up

the " Messiah "
;—is it not about time for some

American society, either in Now York or Boston, or

hi both, to make at last a beginning upon Bach ?) ;

and a Conceit by Theodoke Thomas :—all these

figure in the reports of the past week. Of the last

named event, which was prelude to the rest, the

Tribune of Saturday last says :

Irving Hall has been for more than two months
under the hands of Italian fresco painters, receiving

an entirely new and brilliant painting. Allegorical

ladies and gentlemen, and medallions, in all the ne-

cessary chromatics, figure in elegant profusion

throughout its interior. The rear wall has been

deprived of its angles, and two proscenium boxes

adorn it. The wall itself is sccnically illustrated

with architectural paintings, which give tlie effect of

greater depth to the room. Altogether the decora-

tions are most successfully made, and add to the attrac-

tions of the hall.

Mr. Theodore Thomas is very ardent and liberal

in giving good concerts. Not only has he a capital

orchestra, of 60 performers, but a harpist, pianist,

and vocalist, for his fifty-cent entertainment. The
symphony performed of C. P. Emmanuel Bach, of

the most gifted whole family of musicions who ever

lived, and son of the great Sebastian Bach, was

composed in the blessed A.D. year 1776. A vener-

able old composition of an Allegro, Largo, and

Presto—and the model Haydn loved, and which has

come down to this day only somewhat extended by

other composers. Those amateurs who would know
how really fresh the ideas of this composer are, not-

withstanding their age, have only to consult the Fe'tis

edition of his piano works ; and they will acknowl-

edge that strong, brave men lived before Agamem-
non.
The next orchestral piece was one of the incom-

parable overtures of Von Weber, the beautiful, noble,

fiery Oheron. The music of Meyerbeer's Struensee

was presented, orchestral and vocal. Parts of it are

rather heavy, but others inspiriting and grand and
worthy of the composer. The new composition of

Auber, the London Crystal Palace " Inauguration

Marcli in the form of an overture " is a dashing com-
position for a man of nearly eighty ; for so venerable

is the composer of the immortal Masaniello. It con-

tains a slow movement, chiefly for brass instruments
;

then a regular allegro with first and second themes
;

and a thundering finale.

Madame D'Angri sang "Ahmonfils" from the

Prophete of Meyerbeer, and the Elena Waltz, with

tempestuous applause, and received full encores in

both.

Mr. William Mason played in a masterly manner,
a piano " transcription " of Meyerbeer's Schiller

March—a massive and effective work ; also, a new
and brilliant Concert Gallop of his own.

The concert gave great satisfaction, and is most
creditable to the enterprise of the leader of the

orchestra, Mr. Thomas.

Singers : Mlle. Artot, &c.—The Athenceum,

among its mnsical gossip, says !

In these days of scarcity, the movements of the

singers who can sing become of more consequence

than they were in the time when Italy had enough
and to spare of accomplished artists and for iill the

opera world. Madame Charton-Demeur, who made
so favorable an impression at the Italian Opera in

Paris last spring, intends to winter in America, if not

to remain there altogether. When Mdlle. Artot
sang in England, she could but be rated as a scholar

of high promise,—but whose performance even then

put to shame the crude and incomplete execution of

many a contemporary now accepted as a mistress of

her art. Since then German critics (in whoso acu-

men as regards vocal perfection no great trust is to

be placed) have extolled her to the skies, as one who
had nothing left to learn,—her position, espcciallj' in

Berlin Berlin, that most critical o( capitals, having

been brilliant and assured. Chance has enabled us

to test the soundness of this praise. It (.! sound.

Mdlle. Artot is now almost a singer of the first class.

No one of her standing in the profession is more
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complete, so musician-like, so highly finished, so

equal to the execution, whether of serious or of light

music. It would be more strange than creditable were

one so thoroughly accomplished and satisfactory to

be mucli longer overlooked by the managers of the

choicest opera-houses in Paris and London. A Cor-

respondent speaks of a German voice at present

under good teaching as something remarkable.
" Fraiilain Bramer," he writes, " has n we^-o-soprano

voice of that sweet, even and exquisite quality with

which I, at least, have not till now met among her

countrywomen. Should her progress correspond

with her natural powers, she ought ere long to pos-

sess that which is so seldom found with German
singers—charm in no common degree."

A Letter from Meyerbeer to Jules Janin.

—The following interesting letter was written by the

composer of Le Prophete, at the period, as will be

perceived, of the coronation of the Kiug of Prussia.

"Berlin, 2nd October, 1861.

"Your last letter was directed to me at Konigsberg;

but I was still at Berlin, working away like a young
man, despite the seventy years kindly bestowed upon
me some time since by certain individuals, whose
liberality struck me as boundless. Not being ex-

pected till the 18th inst. at Konigsberg, where I am
charged with the task of getting up the grand court

concert, I have time to answer you, and I will at

once say how hurt I felt at the small amount of sym-
pathy and excitement caused among you by the name
of Rameau

;
yet he was one of the glories of your

Opera, one of your masters in music; he rested you
after Lulli, and prepared the way for the Chevalier

Gluck.
Thus, his family had the best right in the world to

find in Paris, above all other places, that aid and as-

sistance which on several occasions, were not denied

to the descendants of Uacine, or the grand-daughters

of the great Corneille. It is very certain that, had
I been in Paris, I would have paid incofjinfo, two
hundred francs for a stall, and I count upon you to

place that sum in the hands of these good people,

who must feel so unhappy at seeing such just ex-

pectations as theirs disappointed ! I forward you
also at the same time, the written authority, for M.
Guyot, the agent of the authors, by which I renounce
all my rights for the fragments of my operas repre-

sented at the benefit given for the illustrious and un-

fortunate Eameau family.

Why are you not at Konigsberg on the day of the

Coronation ; why, in a word, are you not in Berlin ?

what splendid musical Otes are in preparation ! As
for myself, it is a source of pleasure, as well as a

duty attached to my position, to compose the grand
march which will be executed at Konigsberg, wheu
the Royal procession sets out from the castle and
proceeds to the church for the Coronation. I want
to add a hymn, to be executed on the day of the re-

turn of the King, our master, to his good city of

Berlin ; besides this, I have promised to compose an
overture for the grand concert of four nations, which
the directors of the London Exhibition will give

next spring, in the Crystal Palace, at the opening of

the Grand Exhibition.

This is what detains me here ; this is what hag

taken up my autumn, and will take up the beginning

of next spring ; but, ray dear friend, if God only
spares us, next year, we will once more meet, I hope,

freed from all care, in the hospitable and pleasant

town of Spa filled with the rippling of the fountains

and the rustling of the green oaks.

Yours, afi^ectionately, Meterbeek."

A Great Welsh Festival.

the national eisteddfod at CARNARVON

—

BABDS, MINSTRELS AND HISTORIANS IN COBN-
CIL.

The national "Eisteddfod " in Wales was held

this year, from the 26th to the 29th of August, at

Carnarvon. The Eisteddfod is a national Congress
of Cambrian bards, minstrels, historians and arti-

sans, and it was revived in 1819. It is held annu-

ally, in the month of August, at the ancient royal

castle of Carnarvon, the birthplace of Edward II.,

the first Prince of Wales. The conductorship is

confided to three celebrated bards, Gwalchmal of

Conway, Talhaiarn of Baattesden, Wobourn, Bed-
fordshire, and Clwydfarrdd of Denbigh. The mu-
sical conductors are Owain Alaw, of Chester ; W.
Haydn, professor of music, Carnarvon ; and the

celebrated epic Welsh bard and musician Llew
Llwyvo, of Denbigh. As early as June last Llew
Lhvyvo had the authority of the managing commit-
tee to engage some of the most celebrated musicians

and vocalists in the kingdom for the festival of this

year.

The list of prizes amounted to .£300, the first on
the list being one of .£60 for the best essay on the
" History of the Literature of Wales from the earli-

est period to the present time, with critical and com-
parative remarks on the poetry of the difiVrent peri-

ods, and short biographies of the chief bards."
Fifteen tliousaud persons assembled to do honor to

the occasion, and the proceedings were very enthusi-
astic. The " Gorsedd " (the bardic tribune) was
opened in due form, and, after the sounding of a
trumpet, the following proclamation was read, first in

Welsh and then in English, by Gwalchmai, the pre-
siding bard for the day, on the " Gorsedd stone," as
follows :

" The Truth Against the World.—In the
year 1862, the sun approaching the autumnal equi-
nox, in the forenoon of the 26th day of August,
after due proclamation and notice of one year and
a day, this Gorsedd is opened in the Royal Castle
of Carnarvon, in the province of Gwynedd (North
Wales), with invitation to all who would repair hith-

er, where no weapon is unsheathed against them, and
judgment will be pronounced upon all poetical
works submitted for ajudication, in the face of the
sun and the eve of light. The Truth against the
World."
The "Gorsedd" prayer was read, and then a grand

demonstration on the harps took place, accompanied
by the Eisteddfod choir, to the "Muse." The musie
was by John Thomas, Pencerdd Gwalia, first in

Welsh, and then in English, as follows :

•'Hail, happy day. when bard and mio.'^trel,

With one accord, like friend.s tocether meet

;

In Cambria's praise their skill combining,
In chorus loud, or ditty soft and sweet

Long may ye live, long may ye flourish,
Twin sisters fair of Poetry and Song 1

Be it our pride fondly to cherish
Minstrel and bard amid the tuneful throng.

Heavenly muse, forsake the mountain
Where Pierian streams meander,
Where Apollo loves to wander.
While the dews of ev'ning fall

;

Leave, oh, leave the sacred fountain,
Deign fo hear our invocation,
Deign to hear our supplication

;

&Iuse of Song, on thee we call.

On the downy wing descending,
AVith poetic visions fire us.
With melodious lays inspire us,

Till thy spells our souls enthrall.
Thus before thee lowly bending,
Hear, we pray, our invocation,
Grant our humble supplication

;

Muse of Song, on thee we call."

Having finished all this, the procession moved
joyously to the scene of bardic rivalry—the pavilion

within the old Royal Castle, where the prizes were
adjudged.

—

Eve. Post.
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Mdsio in this Number.— Continuation of Handel's

"Messiah."

Sjrmpliony and "Symphonic Poem,"

A writer in the Nene Zeilschrifl fur Musik

(Leipzig) contributes an article, which he calls

" a study," on the distinction between the classi-

cal Symphony, such as Mozart, Beethoven, &c.,

have accustomed our ears to, and edified our

souls withal, and the new " Symplionische DicJil-

ung" Symphonic Poem, or " Programme Sym-

phony " cf Liszt'sinvention, of which our concert

audiences here have been treated to one or two

specimens, especially the one called " Les Pre-

ludes." This writer is evidently an admirer of

the Liszt-ian product, thinks that it contains its

own justification so far as form, plan, method are

concerned, and has as good a right to exist as the

old kind of Symphony, or as the Opera, the Ora-

torio, or any well established form of music. But

he is careful at the same time to disavow some of

the extravagant, one-sided claims of many of the

disciples of the " Music of the Future," and to

show that one may accept the new without ceas-

ing to be warmly loyal to the old. And in so

doing he defines the nature of the new beast, and

points out some distinctions, which will be found

sufficiently instructive, amid the war of words

and bandying of names, to justify our translating

a few paragraphs.

He begins with stating that Opera and Sym-

phony correspond in music to Drama and Epic

in poetry. The dramatic composer is tied to the

situations, scenes, and progress of the action ; he

must adapt a new theme, new motive to every

change of mood, event or character, however

suddenly and sharply contrasted ; he cannot stop

to develope an idea sinply far music's sake. This

the Symphonist is perfectly free to do ; he can

dwell upon his theme, treat it from various points

of view, loorh it up, as musicians say, reproduce

it with variations and accessory or contrasted

thoughts, changing the form perpetually, yet all

the time enforcing the original idea. Heroin the

Symphony is like the Epic poem. And now he

asks

:

" To what kind of Art, then, does the ' Sym-

phonic Poem ' belong ? ^—-Is it a Sympho-

ny ?—No ; for then there would be no reason

why it should be called Symphonic Poem. From

the Symphony it differs outwardly by abandon-

ing the form of three or four movements, envel-

oping them all as it were in one and the same

movement. But this outward distinction might

only signify, that the Symphonic Poem was a

single Symphony movement; in that case, if there

is to be no further inward distinction, it might be

called a mere part, or an abridgement of a Sym-

phony. But there is an essential inward differ-

ence. The Symphonic Poem in its whole struc-

ture leans upon some poem, either borrowed, or

conceived by the composer himself, from which

he takes the moods for his tone-picture. As con-

trasts may occur in this poetic action, as well as

in the drama, the composer will be obliged to

present these contrasts to the hearer ; and this

in all the more decided manner, since the scene

does not, as in the opera, actually take place

before the hearer, but it is left in a great measure

to his own imagination. These coutrasted moods

require, as in the opera, rapid transitions from

one theme to another, from one motive to another.

Hence tne Symphonic Poem has this in common
with the musical drama, that the composer does

not move entirely free, that his creation follows a

certain poetic outline or idea, which lies outside

of his own proper art.

" Thus the Symphonic Poet is, in a certain

sense, a dramatist ; and yet he is essentially dif-

ferent from that, and does not in his work deny

his original relationship to the Symphonist proper.

The Opera composer is bound not only to the

situation for the time being, but also to tlie word.

The word as sung requires that word and tone

bo married. The Symphonic Poem, on the con-

trary, only reproduces the mood, the feeling of the

situation ; it is not bound to the single word, for,

in spite of the programme, it still remains pure

instrumental music. This makes the composer

free to prolong one mood at his pleasure, and in

fact long enough to satisfy Lis purely musical

ends, independently of the poetic conditions.

Holding fast to such reflected moods, then, the

Symphonic Poem has the fullest freedom to spread

itself out in a purely musical sense. Here the

tone-poet, like the old Symphony writer, can con-

trol his theme on all sides, can make it reappear

under the most variousmetamorphoses, as is strik-

ingly the case in the " Symphonic Poems " which
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Liszt has composed ; for no one can deny the

important thematic loorJcing ap in them, however

much opinions may differ about their specific

musical worth.

" Tlius the Symphonic Poem occupies a certain

middle place between Opera and Symphony. It

is a connecting link between the two, and, like

the Oratorio, the Cantata, &c., has its a3sthctic

justification. The Symphonic Poem might also

be called a Symphonic Drama, or a Dramatic

Symphony ; but the name Symphonic Poem is

happily chosen, because the idea of poem iswider

than the idea of drama, and of course we have

not a drama actually before us.

" Thus we see, that it is unjust to judge a

Sj'mphonie Poem by the measure of a Symphony

in four movements ; as much as it would be to

judge a drama by the requirements of an epic

poem. The Symphonic Poem has its justifica-

tion in itself, and it is by no means its task to

crowd aside the Symphony proper. Both kinds

can live on very well side by side, as two dis-

tinct branches of Art, as we see in other spheres,

for example in poetry and painting."

But we must not confound questions. Admit-

ting the justification of the new form, which

Liszt delights in, and which many think a grand

invention on his part,—admitting that it has as

good a right to be as any other form of music, it

is quite another question, whether the Symphony

according to Liszt deserves to be prefer-

red to the good old Symphony of Haydn,

Mozart and Beethoven. We believe the

world's decision will not turn upon the

form in which the things are written, but on the

genius, the charm, the imaginative power and in-

spiration which they severally display. If Liszt

can write a better Symphony, whether in one

movement or in four, whether with or without a

programme, an implied Poem, than Beethoven

did, the world will find it out. For himself, our

German apologist avows that :
" As for all tliat

Beethoven's descendents (JSpigonen) have

brought to light in the domain of Symphony, he

would willingly give it all, with a very few ex-

ceptions, for one Symphonische Dichtung ofLiszt."

It depends on what he means by his very few

exceptions; for if he means to include Schubert,

Mendelssohn and Schumann, it will be a long

time before the musical world will sympathize

with him. More reasonably he adds :

" But the question is not : Is the Symphonic

Poem to be in future the legitimate heir and suc-

cessor of the Symphony '? — but : Is the Sym-

phonic Poem a kind of Art, whieh,as well as the

Symphony, can claim an importance of its own ?

It is an error to suppose, that they who recog-

nize a peculiar significance in the Symphonic

Poem, thereby make war upon the Symphony,

or that they believe or wish that no more Sym-
phonies in the old form should henceforth be

written, that that earlier form has outlived its

day, &c. The Symphony will continue to exist

as a distinct form, so long as composers shall be

prompted by inward necesssity to this form of

art, and it is not a question which can be an-

swered from a speculative point of view. Only

tlie thing itself, only history can give the correct

answer." Just as we said ; it all depends on
genius or the want of it. Whether Liszt has in-

vented a new and better form, than Beethoven,
is not a question of much interest to the world

;

only when we feel his equal or superior genius,

will he be equally accepted.

This writer also guards a very common saying

of the partisans of Liszt and Wagner from an

unwarrantable interpretation often put upon it.

It is common for them to speak of Beethoven's

Ninth Symphony as having reached the acme,

and as it were completed the mission of the or-

chestral Symphony. By this, he says, it is not

meant that there are to be no more Symphonies

written ; but only that Beethoven in that work

reached the highest height yet conceived by men

,

in the same sense that Shakspeare did in the

drama. Sliall there be no more plays written,

because Shakspeare remains unapproached ?

For Dwight's Journal of Music.

Keep your Pianos in Tune.

In a prosperous community like ours, nearly every

educated family cm aiford to possess a good Piano.

Indeed, it is a pleasure to see these fine instruments,

the products of modern ingenuity, skill and lal)or,

as they stand in tlie parlors, smooth, polished, pri-

ding themselves, so to speak, on their own worth.

But open and try them, and your ear may be made

to bleed by the awful discords that assail it. It is a

pity that the instruments are so ill taken care of If

for no other consideration, their own material profit

should leacli persons to keep their Pianos in a better

state. The greatest injury to the instrument arises

from suffering it to remain out of tune for a consiii-

erable time.

How often should a Piano be tuned 1 The answer

is very simple : as often as it is out of tune. A
player of the violin or of the guitar, for instance,

never begins to play before carefully tuning his

instrument. Perchance you may see him stop in

the middle of a piece, in order to quickly raise this

or that string which may have grown too fiat in the

course of his performance. Now, why should the

Pianist be less scrupulous 1 As a natural thing,

every player should be able to tune his Piano. But
since this is not the fact, and never will be, we must

rely on the professional tuners. These arc at present

so numerous th.at, for a stipulated sum, they will

cheerfully engage to take charge of an instrument,

so as to keep it in tune. A Piano always kept in

the proper pitch and tune not only sounds better, but

it will also last far longer. To be in tune is the soul,

the life of the instrument. It is a nuisance— with

your permission — this neglect, h.abit, or ignorance,

of leaving an instrument out of tune for long months

together. The treble a quarter of a tone too flat

when compared with the bass ; here a tone jarring,

there a tone screaming ; scarcely any ditFerence be-

tween C sharp and C natural ; in addition, the Pedal

squeaking—good gracious I One must have had

much to do with Pianos to fully realize to what

the nuisance amounts. There is a law against abus-

ing animals. We wish our legislature in their next

session might pass a law againtt abusing the ears of

musicians.*

How miserably out of tune arc as a general rule,

the Pianos at the public houses, at the hotels in the

cities, in the watering places, at the mountains, and

so forth ! -How is a man with a cultivated ear, that

is to say a musici.an, to protect himself while sojourn-

ing atone of these houses?—Morever, it will not be

long before he is surrounded by the musicdovers, his

fellow-boarders, and requested to " give them some

music." The poor man, in spite of all remonstran-

ces, in spite of his repeated declarations that it is

actually impossible to play on an instrument so

much out of tune, is teased till he sits down on the

fatal stool and inflicts torments on his own e.ars that

cause him at best half a sleepless night.

* For curiosity's sake it may be mentioned tiere, that in

Berlin, Prussia, there indeed exists—though not quite the

s.ame—such a law. The hand orgau-grinders, namely, are by

law forbidden to play on instruments out of tune.

As regards instruction, an instrument in perfect

tune is the first requisite. "The cultivation of the

ear should above all be attended to," says Robert

Schumann. "But how can the ear become cultivated

if it hears nothing but impure sounds ?"

It is one of the strangest phenomena that people

will spend money enough to buy a piano, to buy
music and pay for instruction, but are nnwilling to

lose a dollar to have that very instrument, for which

they have cheerfully paid so large a sum, tuned and

taken care of It is a matter of surprise that the

manufacturers treat this subject with so much in-

difference ; at least it appears so. Knowing them-

selves best how necessary it is for the preservation of

the instrument that it he kept in proper tune, why do

they not enlighten and instruct their customers on

the subject ? It were also well, if they made it a

rule to retain the instruments in the factory until

they have for several months stood in correct pitch
and tune (and also been repeatedly played on during
the time) .and become perfectly .settled ; while now
they are issued like the loaves from a baker's oven,
quite warm. The consideration of capital and in-

terest, as in so many cases, seems in this particular

one likewise to act as an obstacle. We need hardly
add that it is especially when new that ii Piano re-

quires careful tuning, if it shall be expected to do
well. But jnst then the greatest carelessness is ob-

servable. It seems to be the impression that, as the

instrument has come new from the factory, the bal-

ance and harmony of tlie strings to each other will

hold out as long as the polish on the cover, so that

one day, when the hitter needs repairing, the former
can receive some attention also-

In conclusion we may add that, to preserve the in-

strument in a <i;ood condition as Ion<r as ]^ossible, it

should not be suffereil to stand in a damp place, and
be exposed to the draught ; neither too near the

window, nor too near the stove. The middle of the

room is the best place for a piano. As much as cir-

cumstances allow it should be surrounded by .an

equal temperature. A woollen cover is greatly to be
recommended in this respect. Besides, the instru-

ment should be kept clean from dnst. Once a year
or two the keylioard should be taken out, the me-
chanism revised, thoroughly cleansed and every par-

ti(']e of dirt and dust carefully removed. The interior

of a modern Piano is almost as artful, as complicat-

ed as the mechanism of a watch. Every one who
possesses a walch is convinced of the necessity of
having it cleaned at certain intervals to prevent its

going to ruin ; but as regards the Piano, such con-
viction does not seem to prevail. Benda.

The Harv.4KD Mdsical Association has jnst

added to its library the entire series (thus far issued)

of the arrangements of Sebastian Bach's sacred

works by Robert Pranz. It consists of three en-

tire Cantatas, comprising introductory symphonies,

choruses, recitatives, airs, duets and chorals ; nine

Arias for soprano voice, nine for contralto, nine for

tenor, and nine for bass, selected from various Can-
tatas ; six Duets for various voices, from the same
fertile source ; and three Soprano, three Alto and
three Bass Arias from his great "Passion Music ac-

cording to St. Matthew." The Society are already
subscribers to the annual volumes of the splendid
Leipzig editions of Bach and Handel in the original

form. Another valuable addition to the librarv is

the complete set of Songs of Robert Franz, which
now number more than two hundred songs.

Beethoven was accustomed to sit and dream of

music under the shadow of an old tree between

Iledigenstadt and Nussdorf, near Vienna, and the

people, in order to preserve the memory of the place,

are about to erect a monument on the spot where

the tree stood.

The troupe of the Italian Opera in Paris this year

will be composed of the following artists: tenors:

Tambevlik (during the months of March and April),

Naudin, Vedal and Cantoni ; Ixtrijtones : Delle-Sedie

and Bartolini; hnsxcs: Caponi and Zucchini ; .10-

prani: Rosina Pcnco, Frezzolini, Maria Battn,
Saint-Urb.ain, Volpini, and Adelina Patti; coiilralli

:

Alboni, Trehelli and Mariotti. Besides the usual
repertoire, Jlozart's Cosifnn tiilte, Rossini's ilaomet-

to Secondo (Siege of Corinth), Verdi's Lomlmrdi and
Giovanna d'Arco, and Plotow's Stradelln, are to be
brought out.
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Berlin.—The Royal Opera House has flung

open his doors after the annual recess, anil music

once more reigns triumphant wliove, but lately,

silence divided the sovereignty with darkness and

gloom. The work selected to inaugurate the season

was Herr Richard Wagner's Tamihauser. It strikes

me tliat the management might hnve selected some-
thing better, but—they did not. Tlic house was well

filled, but it would have been qnile as full, I believe,

if nothing at all had been performed, for the audi-

ence was composed mostly of strangers to Berlin,

who would have gone merely to see the interior of

the building, before they left "the Prussian capital, of

which the Opera House is one of the chief lions.

—

Foreigners and country friends flock, aftci- five

o'clock P. M., at present, to the reading-room of the

British Mn.seum, when they know theyjcm read no-

thing, not even the titles on the backs of the books

;

then why shoul.l not tliey, on the same principle,

visit the Opera House here, even though there were
no opera to be heard ? That Tannhibiser was not the

attraction is proved, I think, by the fact that only a
few Borliners were present. But they, of course,

hnd already seen the Royal box and admired the

chandelier. The performance was not marked by
any great novelty ; the sole novelty, in fact, being
the appearance of Mile. Mik as Venus. This young
lady, who is now a permanent member of the com-
pany, made the most of the part, and was rewarded
by a goodly amount of applause. She had, however,
a better chance of displaying her talent on the ne.xt

evening of performance, when she sustained the part
of Alice in Robert le Viable. Although the music
lies very high for a mezzo-,soprano, .she managed to

snrmount, with great skill, all the difficulties of her
task, and was deservedly called forward, before the
fall of the curtain, after the grand scene in the third

act. The other principal characters in Tannhaiiser
were well supported by Herren Ferenczy, Betz, Bost,
Fricke, Kriiger, Mesdaraes De Ahna and Zschiesche,
while those in Meyerbeer's clief'd' mwre found able
representatives in Herren Woworsky, Kruger and
Fricke. Robert is one of Herr Woworsky's be.st

assumptions. The introductory solo to the""Sicil-
ienne " especially—a difficult piece for any singer

—

was given by him with great fluency and "finish, the
falsetto being employed with great adroitness. A
young lady of the name of Antonini made her d<fJ}ut

lis Isabella. Her voice, as is the case with most
bravura sin.gers, is small and flexible, but, unfortun-
ately, not possessed of much resonance. Unlike the
wine which Captain Mari-yat's Pxsha praised so
much, and insisted on ordering for his private con-
sumption, heedless of the interdict of the Prophet
Mahomet, and ignorant of the fact of what was con-
tained in the cask, it has but little "body," and, at
the least attempt of the vocalist to swell it out, be-

gins to tremble and finally breaks down. In the
piano—I might almost say the pianissimo—alone,
is it soft and pleasing. On the other hand, it is in-

disputable that Mile. Antonini has studied assiduous-
ly, and profited by her studies. Her scales, from
to the high D, are fluent and easy ; her bravura,
legato as well as staccato, is pure and correct ; and
her shake, even upon the high C, round and brilliant.

From want of the requisite natural power, the fa-

mous air, "Robert, toi quej'aime," was almost an im-
possibility for the debutante. She was, however, very
nervous, and the andicnce, taking this into consider-
ation, were very indulgent. Future performances
will enable me to judge with greater certainty
whether Mile. Antonini is competent to take her
place as a regular member of the company. She
received her musical education in Paris, and is a
living proof that even Parisian singing masters tax
the voice too much, and, while imparting to it a
pleasing facility of execution, deprive it of most of
its originally full tone. Mile. Lucca made her re-

appearance in 11 Trovatore, and was warmly encored
by the audience. She has been singing during the
recess at Breslau and Vienna. It was in the latter

capital, by the way, that she commenced her artistic

career as a member of the chorus.
The other operas represented since the beginning

of the season have been Der Freischiltz and Le
Projike'te. In the former work, Mile. Mik appeared
as Agatha—not a very advantageous part for a
mezzo-soprano. Taken all in all, however, it was
effectively rendered. Mile. Zschiesche was the
Aennchen, the character in which she made her
debut here, n>id which she gave fluently and correctly.
In the Prophete, Mile. Lucca's Bertha was a brilliant
sample of artistic singing, while the Fides of Mile.
De Ahna improves with everv performance. Herr
Ferenczy is evidently devoting himself with praise-
worthy per.severance to a conscientious study of his
art, and although he is still incapable of employing
his sonorous voice as advantageously as he m"ight

employ it, and still deficient in ease, be is a welcome
auxiliary for the repertory of grand opera. Althougli,

too, not yet competent to take the first place, he is

an excellent reserve-tenor.

Meyerbeer's Feldlar/er in Schlesien will shortly be

reproduced by royal command. Mile. Lucca will

sustain the part of Vielka ; Herr Kruger, that of

Conrad ; and Herr Fricke, that of Captain Saldorf

The little violinists, the two sisters Delcpierre, are

still playing at the Friodrich-Wilhelmstadt Theatre.

The other attraction is Offenbach's operetta, M. ct

Had. Denis, which has already been played seven-

teen or eighteen times.

An opera by Lortzing, never previously performed
hero, has been produced at Kroll's Theatre. It

is called Die Bolands Knnppen will and is in three

acts, the libretto being founded upon a fairy story by
Miisiius. In a time so unproductive of really ster-

ling musical worivs as the present is in Germany, it

was natural that an urdinown opera by Lortzing
should excite the curiosity, or rather the interest, of

the public, but I do not think Die liolands-Knappcn
will contribute much to increase his reputation in

Berlin. The work was composed, unless I am very
much mistaken, for the Theatre an der Wien,Vienna,
at which Lortzing was conductor in 1846 and 1847.

It was performed there, and in Leipzig, some few
times, and then taken out of the bills. Lortzing's

operas succeed principally by an adroit employment
of stage effects, and by comic situations and charac-

ters, colored musically in an easily intelligible and
popular manner ; the vocal element occupies only a
very secondary place, so that good actors with only
tolerable voices are far more needed for his operas,

than good singers possessing really fine voices, but
deficient in histrionic ability.

Die Rolnnds-Koppen is an opera which bears the

unmistakcable stamp of the theatre for which it was
intended ; a large subject, such as is always popular
there, worked up in a superficial clumsy munnor,
into a libretto ; light, singable music, without origin-

ality or the slightest unity of style, occasionally re-

minding one of Mozart, but mostly of the modern
school of Italian Opera ; and a strain of comic in-

terest, after the exact pattern of the Viennese local

farces. Such are the component parts of this pro-

duction. Wherever Lortzing's more sterling works
are known and appreciated, this opera will never
prove successful. It does not contain a single num-
ber which will live. It is true that the whole is put
together with considerable skill, but it appears to

have been written by the composer without any real

love for the task—as if, indeed, he had "done " it to

order, as perhaps, for all I know to the contrary, was
the case. The work has been admirably produced
at Kroll's.

—

Corr. London Musical World.

Dresden.—Here Von Konneritz, the new Di-
rector-general ;of the Theatre Royal, entered upon
his functions last spring. In the first three months,
from April to July, the following operas were repre-

sented f

—

Le Nozze di Figaro, Die Zauberflotey Der
Freischiltz, Ennjanthe, Oberon, RobeJ't le Diable, Dino-

rak, Rienzi, Tannhduser, Lohengrin, Stradella, Guil-

laume Tell, 11 Barbiere, La Muette, Fra Diavolo, La
Dame Blanche, .lean de Paris, Norma, La Sonnambula,
iMcia, II Trovatore, Orpheus in der Unterwdt, and
Fortunio's Lied. The tragedies and dramas were :

—

Hnmlct, Zphigenie, Gfitz von Berlichingen, Torquato
Tnsso, Faust, Don Carlos, Cabale und Liebe, Wilhelm

Tell, Die Jungfrau von Orleans, Das Katchen von Heil-

bronn, Medea, Zopf und Scluvert, Der Erbforster,

Philippine Welser, Gottsched und Gellert, Dorf und
Stadt, Die Marquise von Villette, and Lorbeerbaum und
Bettelstah. In addition to these there were twenty-

seven comedies and farces.

It is reported that Mad. Burde-Ney has improved
materially in health, thanks to her lengthened stay at

Montreux, on the Lake of Geneva, and that she will

probably, reappear very shortly. The measures taken

for the proposed lowering of the orchestral pitch

have again been brought to a standstill. The low-

ered pitch was tried with some old operas, and the

results were satisfactory to the judges ; hut in modern
operas, for instance, Marsehner's Tempter, those

gentlemen considered the high pitch absolutely neces-

sary for the proper effect of the work. In spite of

this, however, the committee, appointed by Herr von
Konneritz, decided that it was necessary to lower the

pitch. But, in order for this to be of use in all cases,

it would have to be fixed beloiv the Paris pitch. Since,

however, the Dresden pitch is only 12 or 14 vibra-

tions higher than that in Paris, the committee were
of opinion that it would be as well to await the result

of the experiments made at other theatres.

A memoral window in commemoration of Vincent

Novello is about to be placed in the north transept

of Westminster Abbey.

'prial Sotires.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Publi«1ic<1 by Oliver Ditiiioii & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Come, come away with mo. Song. //. il/. D. 25

A sparkling, brilliant .'!ong. fti'l of life and cheerful-

ness. The scarcity of lively melodies and animating

words are much felt, and we therefore heartily wel-

come the stranger. The Piano accompanimeot shows

experience and taste iu the composer.

To Canaan, a song of the six hundred thousand. 25

Still the cry is, " they come."

Shoulder Arms. Zel'. 25

"War songs are the order of the day. Even " Zel' "

the author of the pretty songs commenced by us last

week, and who we fancied might belong to the feminine

order of creation, has added one to the crowd. It

has the true ring and will keep the course, we sincere-

ly trust.

The maid Hove hath many a grace. Sonpr.

J. L. Ilatton. 25

A truly English style of song; graceful words and

a flowing melody united to a masterly acfompaniment

are the usual characteristics of Ilatton's compo.sition.

Instrumental Music.

La Belle Americainc. J. TenzW. 25

Fawnsdale Polka. H. W. D. 25

Valse favorite. A. E. Wagner. 25

Pleasing compositions by good authors, and likely

to be much sought after,

Je t'ia ccoute (I have heard thee). Morceau de

salou. T. Bardanzewski . 25

A new work by the celebrated author of the " Maid-

en's Prayer," and rivalling it in brilliancy and sweet-

nes."5. A London paper says of It " Sparkling, joyous

and tripping—full of freshness, most effective and yet

not difficult "

Coldstream Guards. March. S. Glover. 30

A solid, substantial march of the English School.

Capital practice in this warlike age.

Handel's Dead March, for four Iiands. Blmhault. 25

A very complete arrangement, as full and true as

the piano-forte will admit.

Gipsey Polka, for six hands. T BisselL 30

Very useful for teaching. The arrangement is easy.

Books.

The Opera op Sonnambula. Piano Solo. 2.00

This is a new volume just added to the long series of

Standard operas of Ditson & Co's Edition. Nothing

need be said at this advanced stage of their publica-

tion in commendation of the neat and attractive, yet

substantial form in which they are issued. They

long since received the warm approval of those who

have doBired to see the works of these standard com-

posers in a garb befitting their worth. This volume

is uniform with those that have preceded it. Persona

having the previous Tolumes will wish this to complete

their set; and those who have not will certainly do

well to examine the series and consider whether they

can do a better act for themselves, than to add them

to their musical libraries.

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being

about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this Journal.

Mozart's Masses.

From the Deulsche Musik-Ztiumg (Vienna )

These peculiar compositions have in the course

of time experienced very difficult judgments,

favorable and unfavorable.

The Protestant North knows them only frag-

mentarily under the form of German Cantatas,

in which single numbers out of them have been

employed. The questionable propriety of this

transplanting of such products from the mother

soil of a special cullus, has already been alluded

to by Otto Jahn and by Mendelssohn in his

" Travelling Letters."

The choir directors of Catholic Germany held

these Masses , overflowing with fresh and genial

originality, especially the smaller ones among
them, in uncommonly high esteem, because they

offered some alternation to their Sunday reper-

toire, consisting for the most part of dry, me-
chanical contrapuntists, while the other great

masters wrote only Missas solemnes.

The uneducated portion of the church public,

choosing the better part, were wont on entering

the church to put themselves at once in immedi-

ate relation with the good God. The degree of

their edification was not at all dependent on the

greater or less perfection of the church

music, which, absolutely inaccessible to their un-

derstanding, made a mere ringing in their heads.

Art-loving visitors of churches—a smaller and
smaller handful— took about the same delight in

the Masses of Joseph and Michael Haydn,
Mozart, Beethoven, &c., that they did in the

church paintings, yielding themselves passively

and simply to their influence, and receiving from

them more or less religious edification, but neither

seeking nor avoiding it directly. This class have
of late years found their harmless gratification

much embittered. Critical knowledge, in its

ceaseless and impartial progress, has at length

got possession also of this quiet circle. In the

plastic arts, the conflict (never quite intolerable)

between the claims of religion and the laws and
consistencies of Art on the one hand, and between
these and the pretentions and encroachments of

strong artistic individualities on the other, has at

length yielded to an at least tolerable compro-
mise

;
while in the domain of church music all

the most heterogeneous extremes of our time

have come to such confusion of parties, that it all

seems like a set-to in the dark, where you hear
the blows, without seeing whether they fall on
friend or foe.

In such a state of things it is dangerous even
to venture upon this uncertain field ; and doubly
so to advocate a genius like Mozart, who just now
has the current of the times somewhat against

him, besides the existence of wide-spread and
deep-rooted prejudices against his church com-
positions as such.

It would seem most advisable to ignore the

controversy about the genuine church style,

and to consider these works of Mozart, in more

than one respect so interesting, not so much from

the strictly religious and church stand-point, but

rather from the stand-point of humanity and Art.

That this may remain as free and unprejudiced

as possible, it is well to premise the following

general considerations founded upon facts.

When Leopold Mozart became aware of the

unexampled musical talents of his son, two prin-

pal ways stood open to him for the foundation of

his future. He could educate him for the Opera,

where so many a composer had won fame and

money, even wealth like Gluck ; or for the music

of the church, where he might find in one of the

numerous chapels of that time a subsistence,

modest indeed, but secure against the capricious

moods of fashionable taste. Worldly wise as he

was, the thoughtful father chose both; and while

his gifted son, almost in his child shoes, was put-

ting the Italians in raptures by his operas, he

made him go through an uninten-upted course

of the severest studies, even beyond his twentieth

year, in the department of church music ;—studies

to which, and to his deeply grounded knowledge

in this difficult department, Mozart himself could

point with just pride in his applications to the

Emperor Leopold and the Vienna magistrate.

When Mozart wrote these Masses, he was

—

Jahn has collected incontestable proofs of it

—

not only a pure and spotless youth in body and

in soul ; he was also, what must not be overlook-

ed, a strictly believing, devout Catholic. In a

letter to his father he almost indignantly repels

the doubt whether he goes regularly to confes-

sion ; and he writes to him from Paris, that, after

the successful result of his concert, he had offered

up to God the promised wreath of roses, and

then he could take an ice-cream in the Palais

Royal with seme satisfaction. Even in his rip-

ened manhood he dismisses the remarks of his

Leipsic friends about the unsuitable Catholic

church texts with evident ill-humor, and with the

words :
" You Protestants have no conception

what one of us feels in these things, having

sucked in their impressions with the milk of child-

hood
;
you have no conception what I feel, when

I write down : Benedictus, qui venit, or Agnus

Dei, miserere."

Whoever bears such decisive moments as the

above in mind, will not wonder if, on closer ex-

amination, he should find these much decried

works to be far better than their reputation ; if

he should find in them, at almost every step, a

harmonic and contrapuntal art astonishing, con

sidering his youthful age, as well as a depth of

religiousfeeling and a grace in the expression of it,

which reminds one of Raphael, who in his art

and soul bore such affinity to Mozart.

Even from a more rigorous church point of

view, these Masses, in comparison with the Misice

solemnes of his followers, down to the most mod-

ern, have far greater strictness and compactness.

As with the older masters, so in them, even in

the last ones, which otherwise are treated in a

far freer manner, the whole power resides in the

four vocal parts, and in the great art with which

these are carried on together or contrasted. The

single short solos, with the exception of the last

Mass, which is also an unpleasant exception in

other respects, are either contrapuntally absorb-

ed by the accompaniment, or show an uncommon
plainness and simplicity, disfigured by no coquet-

t_ish ornaments. The violins (the viola is found

only in the B flat Mass, and there perhaps as a

later addition) remain, in spite of their sometimes

very ingenious treatment, closely adhering to the

vocal quartet, merely accompanying, filling it out,

or serving as a relief to it by imitation or anti-

thesis. The wind instruments are few and, with

the exception of the above named Mass, are em-

ployed only as ripieno, never as concerted parts,

as they were sometimes even by the severe

Michael Haydn. How modestly he dealt with

the wind instruments is shown by the fact, that

in two of the engraved Masses some instruments

are added by the publishers, to bring out more

effective tone-colors.

As these considerations explain the excellences

of Mozart's Masses, so the following may, if not

excuse, at least account for their faults.

It is well known that Mozart wrote them under

the cramping influence of the Archbishop Jerome.

Of course it would be ridiculous to assume, that

the influence of this coarse patron, who knew not

how to prize or recognize his own good fortune in

commanding such a genius, extended also to their

style and inward structure— two small, but

excellent Masses of Joseph Haydn show the

greatest affinity with some of Mozart's, and even

these, although they all originated under Jerome,

pass gradually over from the severe style to the

beautiful and finally to the gallant—but even

without this, the archbishop's contemptuous treat-

ment of the aspiring youth, as well as his stupid

fixing of a certain time, which was not to be

exceeded in these church compositions, were

clogging chains enough, since genius for its free

unfolding needs above all two things : encourage-

ment and an open path.

A further difficulty, and none of the smallest,

when Mozart entered upon church music, lay in

his own nature !

The question generally, how such extraordi-

nary artist natures, like Mozart and others, stand

related to religion and religious Art, is one which,

for reasons above indicated, can only be touched

upon here in passing.

If on the one hand Art, for the very reason

that is divine, has always found the worthiest

goal for its exertion and the full satisfaction of its

ambition only in divine things ;
and if religion,

heathen as well as Christian, has found its great-

est glorification through the greatest minds ; so

on the other hand it cannot be denied that these

overruling ooryphajuses of Art, on entering the

religious field, brought with them there not

merely the manifold requirements of the fine

arts, but also their own sharply marked artistic

individuality ; so that in the works, which they
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produced on this field, the religious criterion

alone does not sufBce to measure them correctly

on all sides.

Pious works strictly speaking, where no side in-

fluence disturbs the devotion, are not so much the

production of these great original geniuses, as

tliey are of less pretentious talents of the second

rank ; and therefore he, who in Art seeks merul}'

edification or pursues hierarchical ends, will find

more that is to his purpose in Michael Haydn

than in his more gifted brother, or than in Mo-

zart and Beethoven, more in the paintings

ofFrancia or Perugino, than in those of Raphael,

Titian or Michael Angelo.

Finally, we must not overlook the fact, that

these Masses are not sufficient to enable us to

judge what Mozart could do in the province of

church music, or to compare what he has done with

the achievements of others. For while we recog-

nize the depth and marvellous prematurity of his

talent, it is yet clearly evident in these works,

apart from their date — they were nearly all

written between his 15th and his 20th year, and

even the last two great Masses in C appeared

before Idomeneo—that they mere written by one

vjho tuax becoming, not by one who had become, a

finished artixt.

While the first ones show a decided leaning

toward older masters and traditional forms, the

later ones resemble bald, but dangerous, and by

no means always successful attempts, quitting tlie

common travelled paths—he returned to them

again afterwards in a markable manner in his

Requiem—to found for himself a new and

peculiar church style, relying solely on his own
artistic individuality, and guided by his instinct

of the beautiful, which however does not seem in

this field to have been a quite unquestionable

guide.

This change of artistic views, which took place

so rapidly in the young master, lends a peculiar

interest to these Masses, and at the same time

furnishes a motive for the following classification

of them, which appears the less forced, since it

coincides for the most part with their progressive

dates of origin.

A. IN Stict Style.

a. Missae brei^es.

Mass No I. (Composed in 1772.?)

dtig:ii—=i:T±::Ji_-il:rq-^T::T—:H5r3=r
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Ky-ri- e, &c.

Leaving out those Masses, which Mozart wrote

in his boyhood, and which for the most part are

only known by their first bars, as they are found

among his remains in Andre's possession, we com-

mence the series of those which have acquired

currency with this one, which, although its date

cannot be precisely established; seems by its style

to be one of the oldest.

It goes under Mozart's name in the thematic

catalogue of A. Fuchs ; Jahn, on the contrary,

denies that it is by him. There are reasons both

for and against.

A certain smallness of conception and timidi-

ty of execution
; the want of that inward fire

peculiar to JNIozart, and here and there a too

old-fashioned simple-heartedness and naivete, ex-

cite serious doubts. But on the other side, in the

Quoniam tu solus and in the Dona nobis, it shows
so striking an analogy with the Mass in P which
immediately follows, and which is certainly gen-

uine, the autograph existing at Gratz, that these

doubts partially vanish again. It certainly is

not, as Jahn thinks, worked up in a light and

careless manner, but in technical respects is fully

worthy of IMozart. The first eight introductory

measures of the Kyrie, the Qui toU'uf, and particu-

larly the difficult setting of the Credo betray the

master. But above all the Laudamus te, in the

Gloria, might decide the point. Who among the

Austrian composers at that time, except Mozart,

could have written this Laudamtis, which has to

find its equal in purity of feeling and in gracious

loveliness of expre.ssion.

Mass No. II. (Comp. 1774).

r^ fr -If ft -ft-ff-it -,-
-G-r ^-*-».-»-f-e—i-t"r-t:-to-t"t 1

(Set only for 4 voice parts, 2 violins and organ.

The Prague edition contains instrininental addi-

tions by another hand).

This Mass is known and celebrated, but not of

equal worth in every number.

Before all, the Kyrie astonishes us, not by the

contrapuntal art, which here as in the whole

Mass reveals itself in stern severity, but by a sur-

prising grandeur ofconception, by that surpassing

certainty and repose of the complete master (in-

comprehensible in the youth of eighteen), under

whose hands these stiff, contrapuntal masses

moulded themselves like soft wa.x into noble

forms.

The Gloria and Credo do not share this grand

and dignified simplicity ; but then they are

worked with such refinement of art, bordering

almost on ostentation, and therefore are so diffi-

cult to execute, that this Mass, like No. Ill,

becomes the test of a gbod choir (Capelle). In

the Credo, which is so, admirable in its way,

Mozart's favorite theme

:

which he often used, and finally in the C major

Symphony as one of the four leading subjects of

the Finale, runs through the whole piece, giving

it unity ; while the continual recurrence of the

words Credo, Credo, set to the above four notes,

lends it the expression of firm faith in a very

ingenious manner.

The rest of this Mass, composed so evidently

con amore in the first three numbers, is much
more briefly executed, as if under a pressure to

get to the end quickly ; doubtless in consequence

of the Archbishop's order, which shows itself in

this distinguished work in all its stupidity. The

accompanying violin figures in the Arpius impress

upon this piece a peculiar stamp of dreary hope-

lessness, of a repentance which almost despairs.

The Dona nobis has the noble simplicity of the

Kyrie without its grandeur; but through t\i& cres-

cendo and decrescendo of the voice parts, which,

although not marked, lies in the movement of the

melody, it has an admirable expression of long-

ing prayer for peace, entirely suited to the

words—supposing the Allegro to be taken in

the true church tempo (which was much slower
than these things are usually sung in our day).
What a pity, that some trivial ornaments disturb

the effect so much toward the close !

(To be continued.)

Memoir of Orlando de Lassus.

Of the subject of the following memoir, it may
be said, as of too many men of genius, that we

possess but few memorials of him, except such

as were of his own creation—and that we know
him almost entirely by his works alone. Of Chau-
cer, Shakspeare, and how many other stirring

names, must tlie same thing be said. We possess

the glorious offsprings of tlioir imaginations, the

fruits of tlieir active fancies are preserved to us

;

but if we would pry into the peculiarities of tlieir

lives, study thorn as husbands, fathers, and citi-

zens, andrevcroncing their genius, seek to elevate

ourselves by finding those points of character

which assimih\te to our own, the gratificaliou is

denied to us, and we are obliged to sulistitute,

for such cheering and interesting reminiscences

as we would fain possess of them, the dry records

of the pai'isli register.

Orlando de Lassus, for by such name we be-

lieve tills distinguished musician to be most
generally known, cannot be said to have died

and left no sign, seeing that there have been
handed down to us proofs that his musical genius

was as much distinguished by its fertility as its

profundity. But tliough the contemporary and
rival of Palestrlna, (and tlie time perhaps is not

far distant when he may be shown to be his

superior,) it is diflicult to decide whether the

biographical accounts of him, hitherto submitted

to the public, are most marked by the absence
of Information, or the presence of error.

M. Dehnotte, an accomplished French scholar,

has at length sought to satisfy the curiosity of

the musical public by furnishing them with

fuller and more authentic particulars of the life

of this accomjillslicil composer, and to do justice

to his fame by appending to his biograiihlcal

sketch a list of the exti'aordlnary number of

works which lils active imagination called into

existence.* This work, which I.s beautifully got

up, must be a welcome addition to the library of

the lover of musical literature.

But now for a few particulars concerning this

great ma.sterof the sixteenth century. And here

on the very threshold, we meet with a startling

proof of the obscurity in which all that relates

to him has heretofore been veiled. His very

name is almost a problem. By some he has been
styled Orland de Lassus, by others Orlando di

Lasso, Roland Lassus, Roland Lasse, and It is

now evident that his real name was Roland de

Lattre. Wliere was he born ?—Some have said

Italy, others Bohemia. Wlien was he born V

Numbers, and those of great authority, have
said 1520, others 1524, while it has been asserted

by authorities equally potential, that 1530 or 1532
was the year in question. Chance at length has

satisfactorily resolved these points. The author

of this memoir was examining a manuscript
chronicle of Hainhault in the public library at

Mons, when, under the date of 1520. be read as

follows :

—

" 1520,—Born In the city of Mons, Orland,
called Lassus : (It was in the same year that

Charles the Fifth was crowned emperor at Aix-
la-Chapelle,) he was in his time the prince and
phoenix of musicians, hence arose this verse

:

' Hie ille Orlandus Lassum qui recreat orbem.'

The chronicle then goes on to describe very
minutely the house in which he was born, and
the fact of his having been a choir boy in the

church of St. Nicholas, and then tells us that his

father having been convicted of coining and pub-
licly exposed on the scaffold, " the .said Orland,

who was called Roland de Lattre, changed his

name and surname into Orland de Lassus, and
departed out of the country, and went into Italy

with Ferdinand di Gonzaga, who was a partizan

of the King of Sicily."

This simple statement of the chronicler com-
pletely disproves the marvellous story of Orlan-

do's having been thrice kidnapped when a boy,

on account of the extraordinary beauty of his

voice, with which his earlier biographers, for lack

of better materials, have been accustomed to

swell out, if not decorate their accounts of him.

The simple fact is, he entered the service of

Gonzaga, who at that period commanded a divis-

* Notice Biographique sur Roland Delaltre^ connu soics le nom
rf' Orland de Lassits, par H. Dehnotte. Valenciennes. 1336.

London—Kernot.
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ion of (he army unrler diaries the Fiftli, and
accompanied him to Italy. At ei^rhteen years of
age, when his voice had chantred, he qnitted Fer-
dinand de Gonzafra and attachiul himself to

Constantine Castriotto, with whom he resided

for upwards of two years at Naples. Atone-and-
twenty he visiteil Rome, where he resided for

si.x months under the protection of the archbish-
op, and at the end of that time received the
appointment of Maestro di Capella at the Chapel
of St. John of tlie Lateran, a fact wliich is proved
by Baini in his splendid book on Palestrina, in

whose cataIop;ue of musicians, wdio held that
ofHce, we read, " 1541, Orlando di Lasso."

In 1543, having filled the duties of this situa-

tion with £jreat credit, he revisited his native coun-
try, in hopes of once more embracing those parents
towards whom, whatever might be their faults,

his heart still yearned. But on his arrival at
Mons, he found that the grave had already closed
over them. With the .view of restoring his mind
from the shock which it had sustained from this

discovery, he undertook a journo)' through
France and Fjugland, in the company of Jules
Cajsar Brancaccio, a young man of noble family,
and a great lover of the arts.

After this he resided at Antwerp, where he
was much esteemed, his company being sought
after by every person of rank and talent, until

1557, when Albert the Fifth, surnamed the
Generous, Duke of Bavaria, invited him to take
up his residence at his court. This offer was
still more flattering, as he was requested to bring
with him, from the Netherlands, at that time the
very hot bed of musicians, a number of the most
distinguished artists.

On his arrival at Munich, being anxioas to
justify the reputation ivhieh had preced^-d him,
he distinguished himself no less bvhi>- learning
and the beauty of his musical compof-iiions than
by his gaiety and wit. And as a reward for
these endeavors to please, he received not only
the friendship, but the hand of a lady of the
court, Reglna Weckinga, whom he married in

1558, the year after he took his residence at

Munich.
In 1562 Duke Albert appointed him master

of his chapel, at that time one of the finest, if

not the very finest in Europe, and which consisted

of no less than ninety-two of the most distin-

guished musicians of the age, men of all coun-
tries—namely twelve basses, fifteen tenors,

thirteen counter tenors, si.xteen boys, si.x castrati,

and thirty instrumentalists.

The fame of Lassus was now spread through-
out all Europe, and the prince of vmxicians, as he
was styled by his contemporaries, was over-

whelmed with marks of favor from tlie most
distinguished sovereigns and princes of the Con-
tinent.

Pope Gregory the Thirteenth, unsolicited,

created him on the 6th of April, 1574, a knight

of St. Peter ofthe golden spur, he being installed

in the papal chapel with all the honor and cere-

monies observed on similar occasions.

In 1571 he visited Paris, and was received
with every mark of favor and distinction, by the

King, Charles the Ninth, who having issued his

letters authorizing the establishment of an acade-

my of music, in the November, preceding is

supposed, and not unreasonably, by M. Delmotte,

to have invited Lassus to his court with the view
of consulting with him as to the means of making
this newly founded institution most effective.

It has been absurdly insisted upon that Lassus
composed his most celebrated work, the " Pene-
tenlial Psalms," at the request of this monarch,
and to assuage the bitterness of remorse which
he experienced for the massacre of St. Bartholo-

mew. But as that bloody scene was not enacted

until 1572, an<l the first volume of the magnifi-

cent manuscript of this work, preserved at

Munich, was completed in 1565, it is clear that

the work could not have been undertaken at the

desire of the French king. It is said, however,

that Charles was so touched by the performance
of this work, and the impression that it left upon
his mind was so powerful, that he felt the only

comfort to his troubled spirit would be to have
the musician at the head of his chapel, like

another David, to cause the evil spirit to depart

from Saul.

Lassus had no wisli to quit IMunich, and it was
only at the express desire of his patron, Duke
Albert, who pitied the condition of the French
monarch, that he consented to do so. He had,

however, .scarcely set forth on his journey, when
he received intelligence of Charles's death—intel-

ligence which determined him to retrace his steps

towards Munich with all possible despatch. The
Duke received him with open arms, restored him
to all his appointments, and, by an act dated 2.3rd

of April, 1579, secured to him an income of four

hundred fiorins (a considerable sum in those days,)

for the remainder of his life.

In the followins October Albert died. His
successor, AVilliam the Fifth, surnamed the Pious,

not only extended to our musician the same
patronage and friendship as his predecessor, but
proved equally acceptable to Lassus, who was
wont to say: '-I prefer a master who is a connois-

seur to all those who are but amateurs."
We must, however, draw this notif'e to a close,

and we regret to say that a cloud obscured the

later days of this great composer's life, which had
been of an activity and productiveness which
we can scarcely imagine. The mind which had
produced so many works—their number is said

to exceed two thousand—having been strained

beyond its powers, at length gave way. Orlando
did not, however, long survive the loss of his

reason. He died in 1595, and was interred in

the chundi of the Franciscans at Munich, where
a splendid monument, now removed, but happily

rescued from destruction, marked the resting

place of the phcenix of musicians :—

.

" K' ille est Lassus, lassum qui recreat orbem."

The Cadenza.

BY E. T. A. HOFFMANiSr.

At the exhibition of paintings in Berlin, in

1814, there was a painting by Hummel, called

"the party at the Italian Loeanda," which, by its

lively and characteristic style, drew the eye of
many a visitor. In an arbor luxuriantly verdant
stands a table loaded with fruit and wine; two
Italian ladies sit before it, opposite each other,

one singing, the other accompanying her on the
Chitarra ; and behind them, between both, is an
Abbate, acting the Music director. With raised

staff, he is waiting for the moment when the

signora is to finish by a long shake the Cadenza,
which she is just now singing, the eye raised

heavenward : he is giving the down beat, and
the guitar player is boldly striking the dominant
chord. The Abbate is full of admiration, full of

happy enjoyment, and yet nervously excited.

—

He would not for the world miss the right mo-
ment of the downward beat. He hardly dares

to breathe. He would like to close up mouth
and wings of every bee or gnat, to prevent all

humming. And just now, in the most important
moment, the bustling host brings in the wine that

has been ordered. The prospect opens into an
alle}', crossed by brilliant gleams of light, and
shows a horseman, who is taking a refreshing

draught at the loeanda.

This palntins; had attracted the two friends,

Edward and Theodore. " The more I look at

this rather old, but truly enthusiastic sinaer, in

her gay dress," said Edward, "the more I delight

in the serious, and genuine Roman profile, and in

the beautlfiil form of the guitar-player : the more
the excellent Abbate amuses me, and the more the

whole appears to me real life. It is evidently

caricatured, in the nobler sense of the word, but
full of serenity and sweetness. I feel tempted
to enter straightway into the arbor, and draw the

coric from one of those pretty little flasks

which stand on the table. Truly, I feel as

though I smelt the sweet flavor of the noble
wine. No, this excitement must not pass away
in the cold, sober air, which surrounds us here.

Come, let us go and empty a bottle of Italian

wine in honor of this noble painting, of the art,

of sweet Italy, where the classic soil inspires the
soul."

Theodore stood silent and musing, while

Edward spoke the foregoing words. " Yes, let

us do so," he replied, starting, as if awakened
from a dream. But he could scarcely tear him-
self away from the painting, and when, mechani-
cally following his friend, he was already at the
door, he turned round, casting wistful glances at

the singers and the Abbate. Edward's proposi-

tion was easily put in execution. Just over the

way was Sala Tarone, the Italian restaurator,

where they soon had, in his little private room,
a bottle placed before them, just like that on the

painting. " It strikes me," said Edward, when
they had emptied a few glasses, and Theodore
sat still silent and thoughtful, " it strikes me, this

painting has exerted a very different influence on
you, and one far less humorous than on me."

" I can assure you," replied Theodore, " that I

have fully enjoyed the humorous and sweet char-

acter of this lively picture; but is it not very
curious, that it represents a scene in my life, even
to the exact portraiture of the acting persons V

You win admit, that even cheerful reminiscences

will excite the mind in an uncommon degree,

springing up so unexpectedly as this did, as

though it was called up by the magic wand of

a sorcerer."
" In your life V" said Edward astonished, " this

painting represents a scene in your life ? I at

once thought the singers and the Abbale to be
real portraits, but I certainly had no idea of hear-

ing from you the history of the painting. Come,
let me have the story risht off; we shall not be

disturbed at this time of the day."

"I am very willing to do so," replied Theo-

dore, " but it will be a long story, for I must go
back to my young years."

"Never mind," replied Edward, "I know
ivithal as yet but little of your younger days.

—

The worst effect of a long story will be that we
empty a bottle more than we intended, and which

neither one of us nor Mr. Sala Tarone will

grudge."

Theodore began :
" My mind had already be-

gun very early to take that turn, which has made
me now devote myself altogether to the noble

art of music : even in the days of my boyhood, I

did not care for anything else, and fingered day
and night on my uncle's old, creakmg harpsi-

chord. Music was at a very low ebb in my little

native place, and there was nobody to teach me
but an old, stubborn organist. But he was a

dead, unfeeling man of ciphers, calculation, and
mathematics, teazed and tantalized me by his

tedious, ill-sounding toccatas and fugues. He
could not, however, frighten me off, and I faith-

fully persisted In my predilection. Sometimes
the old man would scold and grumble a great

deal; but then he would sit down and play a

well-wrought fu2ue in his forcible manner, and I

would instantly forget all my grievances, and be

reconciled to him and my art. I would some-

times have strange feelings come over me; and
some theme, especially of old Sebastian Bach's

composition, would appear to me like a ghastly,

dreadful story ; and I would feel the shudder,

the youthful imagination so willingly delights In.

But I felt as happy as in Paradise, when win-

ter came along ushering in the Concert*. These
were given by the town musician, with his ap-

prentices, assisted by a few rather feeble amateur
players ; and I was allowed, on account of my
good time, to play the kettle drums. I was not

then aware, how ridiculous the concerts general-

ly were. My teacher generally played two con-

certos on the harpsichord, by Wolff or Emanuel
Bach ; an apprentice of the town musician tor-

tured himself, the hearers, and his violin, by a

concerto of Stamitz's ; and the excise inspector

blew mo.st lustilv on the flute, taking such a sup-

erabundance of breath, that he blew out both

lights, which had regularly to be relighted. Sing-

ing was not to be had ; a deficiency wdiich my
uncle, a devoted friend of music, very much
regretted. He remembered with deliglit the old

times, when the four organists of the four

churches of the place united for the performance

of " Charlotte at Court," in the Concert Saloon.

He praised in particular the toleration which

united the singers for this performance, the four

churches being of a Catholic, Lutheran, and Re-
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formed persuasion ; which latter had split off

into the German and French Reformed church.

The French organist repularly took the part of

Charlotte, which he executed in the most agree-

able falsetto, with spectacles on nose.

There was in our place a Miss Meibel, a lady

of fifty-five years of age, who had retired hither

on a small pension, which she received from
the court, where she had been singing for-

merly at court. My uncle thought, she might
sing a little more, for the money, in our concerts.

She kept back, and my uncle had to coax her to

it; but at last she yielded, and we had in our

concerts also grand Arias di bravura. This Miss

Meibel was a strange person. I recollect, this

very moment, her small, thin figure, exactly.

—

She used to step forward very solemnly and seri-

ously, her part in her hands, and dressed in gaily

flowered silks; and salute the audience by a

slight bow of her head. She wore a curious head
gear, on the fore part of which a bunch of Italian

porcelain flowers was fixed, stranaely trembling

and nodding while she sang. When she had
finished, and had been sufllciently applauded by
the audience, she gave her part proudly to my
teacher, who was then permitted to take a pinch

from her porcelain snufi'-box representing a pug-

dog, and from which she also took a pinch with

great glee. She had a disagreeable, squeaking
voice, and always apjilied a number of trivial

embellishments and ornaments; and you may
imagine the ludicrous impression which this, to-

gether with her external appearance, made upon
me. My uncle was delighted, much to my aston-

ishment; for I agreed with the organist, who,
holding vocal music altogether in contempt, used
to give me, in his hypochondriac, malicious humor,
a most amusing parody of the curious old lady.

The more I shared this contempt of song with

my teacher, the more he thought me a musical

genius. He instructed me with the greatest zeal

in counterpoint, and 1 very soon began to com-
pose the most intricate fugues and toccatas. I

was just playing a very difficult piece of this

kind to my uncle, on my nineteentU birth day,

when the waiter of the first hotel of our town
entered the room, announcing two foreign ladies,

that had just arrived. They followed him imme-
diately, before my uncle found time to change
his figured morning gown. You know what an
exciting event every new appearance is, in the

daily life of a small town. This had the greater

effect on me, as it came so altogether unexpected
across my path. Imagine two slender, well-form-

ed Italian ladies, fantastictally and gaily dressed

after the latest fashion, stepping forward towards

my uncle in a virtuoso-like, bold, and yet very

sweet manner : and talking to him in a very loud,

but agreeable voice. But what curious language

do they speak ? It sounds only now and then a
little like our own German ! My uncle does not

understand a word : stepping back in great em-
barrassment, he silently offers them chairs. They
sit down ; they talk with each other ; it sounds
like music. At last they succeed in making them-
selves understood by my uncle : they are travel-

ing singers, intending to give a concert in the

place, and applying to him to prepare the way
for it.

From what they spoke together, I found out
their Christian names; and these seemed to give

me a clue to the particular impression each one
made on me, while they had hitherto only con-
fused me. Lauretta, apparently the elder one,

glancing briskly round with her beaming eyes,

spoke with great vivacity and violent gesticula-

tion, to ray quite embarrassed uncle. She was
not tall, but well forined. Teresina, taller, more
slender, with an oblong, serious face, spoke but
little, but more quietly aTid intelligently. Some-
times she smiled very curiously, as if amused by
my good uncle, who ensconced himself into his

silk morning gown, as into a case ; trying in vain
to hide a traitorous yellow ribbon, which tied

the night dress, and constantly kept creeping
more than a yard long out of his bosom. At last

they rose : my uncle promised to arrange the
concert for the third day ; and was invited by
them, together with myself, very civilly to the
eiocolala (chocolate) in the afternoon. I had

been presented to them as a young virtuoso.

In the afternoon, we mounted very solemnly

and heavily the stairs that led to their apart-

ments ; we both felt as though we had to en-

counter an adventure which was beyond our
powers. My uncle, well prepared for the occa-

sion, said many good things upon the art, which
neither himself nor either of the others under-
stood ; while I had twice burnt my tongue with
the scalding chocolate, yet smiled, a second

ScEevola, in stoical equanimity, at the furious

pain. At last Lauretta said she would give us a

song. Teresina took the guitar, tuned it, and
gave some full chords. I had never heard the

instrument before; and its peculiar, mysterious

sound struck my imagination wonderfully. Lau-
retta began a ton* piano-pianhsimn, swelling it

to fnrlissivio, and then suddenly breaking off into

a running figure through one and a half octaves.

I still remember the words of the beginning

:

Sento I'amica speme. I was out of myself; I had
had no conception of that. But when Lauretta
rose freer and bolder on the winas of song ; when,
more brightly sparkling, the brilliant tones pla)'-

ed around nic ; music, that had lain so long dor-

mant and lifeless within me, awoke, and rose into

a bright and splendid flame. O ! I had heard
music for the first time in my life.

When she had finished, both si.storg together

.sang those serious and deep duettos by the Abbate
Steff'ani. Teresina's full and celestially pure
Alto voice touched my very soul. I could not

repress emotion ; the tears gushed from my eyes.

My uncle coughed, glancing disapprovingly at

me, but in vain : I was indeed out of myself—

•

The sisters seemed to be pleased, they inquired

about my musical studies. I was ashamed of

what I had been doing in music hitherto, and ex-

claimed, emboldened by my enthusiasm, that but
now, for the first time in my life, I had heard
real music. "II bon fanciullo," lisped Lauretta
very sweetly. When I came home, I took, in a

sort of fury, all the toccatas and fugues, which I

had put together, nay, even forty-five variations

on a canon, which the organist had composed
and presented me in a neat.copy, and threw them
all into the fire, laughing scornfully at the smok-
ing and crackling of the double counterpoint.

—

After that, I sat down at the instrument, trying

first to imitate the tones of the guitar; then, to

play the melodies which the sisters had sung;
nay, at last, even to sing them. "Don't squeal so

dreadfully, but go to your bed and sleep," cried

my uncle at midnight, extinguishing both my
lights. He had been awakened by my singing.

I was obliged to obey. My dreams taught me
the secret of singing—so I imagined—for I sang
splendidly "senlo I'amica speme."

For the next morning, my uncle had convok-
ed every body that could in any way draw a bow
or blow a pipe, for a rehearsal. He proudly
meant to show how splendid our music was; but
it turned out very unfortunately. Lauretta gave
out a grand scena ; but in the very first recilativo,

all the instruments were in confusion : nobody
had any idea of an accompaniment. Lauretta
scolded, and cried of anger and impatience. The
organist was at the piano, and she assailed him
in particular with bitter reproaches. He rose

and went out of doors in silent obstinacy. The
town musician, incensed by an Asinn malcdetto,

which Lauretta had dealt upon him, had taken

his violin under his arm, and put on his hat in

defiance. He too moved towards the door ; and
his men, putting their bows between the strings,

and screwing off the mouth-pieces, followed.

The amateurs alone remained, looking embar-
rassedly round ; and the excise-gatherer exclaim-

ed tragically, "O God, how it affects me !"

All my diffidence had left me ; I ran after the

town musician, entreating him, imploring him, to

return ; nay, even promising him six new minuets

with double trio, for the public ball. I succeeded

in appeasing him. He returned to his stand, his

men following, and the orchestra was again com-
pleted, except that the organist was missing. He
walked slowlj' along the market place ; no beck-

oning nor calling brought him back. Teresina
had all the while looked on with half stifled tit-

tering ; Lauretta's anger had vanished on seeing

my ardor. She praised mc beyond measure, and
asked me whether I played the pianoforte ; and
before J had time to consider, I was seated in the

place of the organist, with the score before me.
I hail never accompanied the voice, nor led an
orchestra. But Teresina sat down by me, giving

me the time of each movement ; Lauretta gave
me one encouraging hrnvn after another; the or-

chestra followed my direction, and it went very
well. At the second rehearsal, every thing was
understood ; and the effect of the sisters' singing

upon the audience in the concert itself was in-

describable. Being engaged to sing at the con-

certs and upon the stage, at the festivals which
were intended at the capital on the sovereign's

return, and having no particular object in view
until that time, they resolved to stay in our town

;

and thus they gave a few more concerts. The
admiration of the public rose to ecstacy ; only

old jMeibel took considerately a pinch of snuff

from her porcelain pug-dog, and said that

such impertinent bawling could not be called

singing ; the singing must be done dolce. The
organist did not show himself any more, and I

did not miss him. I was the happiest man under
the sun.

I was all day with the sisters, accompanying
them, and copying the parts from the scores for

use in the capital. Lauretta was my beau-ideal :

I bore very patiently all her ill-humor, her im-

moderate impetuosity, and her tcazing me at the

pianoforte ; for was it not she, and she alone that

liad introduced me to genuine music ? I began
to study Italian, and to attempt the composition

of canzonettas ; and I felt as in heaven, when
Lauretta sang my composition and praised it ! It

often appeared to me as though I had not

thought and composed it, but that Lauretta's

singing alone created the thoughts. As to Ter-

esina, I could not make anything of her : she

sang but seldom, and appeared not to care much
for any thing I did ; nay, even sometimes to ridi-

cule me in secret.

{To be Continued.)

"Beatrice et Benedict," ty Hector Berlioz,

at Baden.
(From the Baden lUustration).

The piece Is based upon the Latin proverb, so wel'

known, and so debatable (Iheg your pardon, ladies !)>

" Si vis aniari, ama," " If you wish to he loved

hcirin by setting the ex.nmple yourself." The great

king, Louis XIV"., surrounded by the fascination's

of the most beautiful and most noble women of his

day, the Lavallieres, the Montespans, and the Fon-
tanges, was not proof against the love displayed for

him by a mere gardener's daughter. Beatrice is, of

course, a thousand times better than a gardener's

daughter, but it is solely because Benedict learns,

beyond the possibility of doubt, that she loves him,

that he sets about loving her, and vice versa. Now
this revelation takes place on the stage for Benedict,

but not for Beatrice. Tliis is an omission which not

only flings a certain degree of obscurity on the design

of the work, but which ought to have been filled up
both dramatically and musically. A female trio,

corresponding to the trio of the men, would not have

been superfluous, perhaps, to explain the sudden

passion of the beautiful and refractory Beatrice,

which is the important part of the knot to be untied
;

for a woman, as (at as appearances go at least, is

slower to fall in love thp.n a man, and does not sur-

render without being duly called upon, as it is tho

right, if not the duty of "a man to do. This ought

to have been sung, because song is the especial and

peculiar action of a musical work ; and, with all due

deference to Beaumarchais and his witty remark at

his own expense, it is precisely when things are

worth being spoken that they ought, in opera, to be

sung.

M. Berlioz will, of necessity, repair the above
omission, if, as appears most certain, his new opera

is revived this winter and produced in Paris.

When we recollect that a mediocre libretto has often

proved sufBcient to mar irrevocably excellent music

^—such for instance, as that of the Partie de Ckasse

de Henri IV., of which the marvellous overture alone

managed to survive—we must admire and congratu-

late M. Berlioz all the more on having succeeded in

rendering his music effective, connected, as it is, with

a series of situations by no means definite or precise.

Had he had a clear and amusing book like that of

Le Domino Noir, it is impossible to say how success-
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ful his opera inifrht have been ; even as it is, I believe

it will ran, and for a loni; time, too, despite the im-
perfection of the subject : for it contains a duet,

which we [mnst, withont being commonplace, desig-

nate a chef-d'cEuvre, and which will live as long as

French music live5. It is already imprinted on the

memory of everyone at Baden, as it will speedily be
on that of every lover of musical art in Europe. 1

allude to the admirable inspiration which terminates
the first act, and which, havin<r left Baden on August
1 1 last, will evidently, within the year, make the

round of Europe—in the concert-rooms most assur-

edly, and on the stage likewise, I believe. It cannot
he compared to " La ci darem la mano," the dnet
in Guillaume TeJl, that in Ofello, or aught else known
on the stage. It is something standing quite apart.

Two charming girls, in a garden at night, sing the
beauties of nature, viewed, or rather felt, in the mys-
terious light: this is all, neither more nor less. Eu-
gene Scribe would never have thought of such a
hors-cTauiTe, any more than M. Berlioz, as a librettist

will ever invent the complications of the Ainbassn-
(frice, the Fiancee or Lestocq ; but, as a composer, he
fully makes up for his deficiency in this respect, for

the duo is as fine as—what shall I say ?—the Lac, of
Lamartine, its congener : here I stop, and, naturally
do not add one word more of praise.

Another charming duet, or, rather, duettino, which
ends the piece, was more successful at the pianoforte
rehearsal than in performance. It is the duet sung
by the principal personaires (Hero aside) when they
are reconciled and married. Its comparative failure

results, I think, from the excessive and too great
petulance of the orchestral accompaniment, reprodu-
cing the principal motive of the overture, and depres-
sing the exqui.'iite strains of this final invocation to

the god of our soul. JI. Berlioz when writing in

future for tlie human voice—which he has hitherto
done too seldom, but will certainlv now do more and
more—will have, I think, to refrain—also more and
more—from similar refinements of science, from
similar examples of cttant conlrc chant, which may
sometimes be allowed as curiosities and certificates

of knowledge, but which frequently injure each other.
He may, also, give himself up with greater confi-

dence to that melodic inspiration which, as we are at

present aware, he possesses, abundantly, and which
(as we learned long ago) will always be, in his case,

lofty, spiritual, original, and eminently opposed to
commonplace.
The other remarkable pieces in the score are, firstly

the overture, reproduced in the form of a scherzo at

the end of the work, beginning a trots temps (three-

eight), and finishing a deiLx temps, like Caspar's fa-

mous air in Der Freyschitz ; the duet between Bea-
trice and Benedict ; the dance-air, eminently
corybantic ; the male trio. " Me marier, Dieu me
pardonne !

" Benedict's rondo, " A ! je vais I'aimer!"
Beatrice's air, and the " Nuptial March," supported
by a good orchestral rhythm. All this difficult music
requiring on the part of the executant continual vigi-

lance, attention, and, I will even add, tension, was
given most admirably by Mesdames Charton-De-
meur, Monrose, Geoffroy, MM. Montaubry, Balan-
que, Prilleox, GeoflFroy, and Lefort.*****
As for the Baden orchestra, I can say no more

than that it was equal to that from Carlsnihe, which
had been so justly applauded, two evenings previous-
ly, for its performance of C. Kreutzer's opera.
The second representation of Beatrice et Benedict

was preceded by La Serrante Maitresse, the music
by Pci^olese, and the French words a translation of
La Serva Padrona. It is a remarkable fact that the
same work was revived on the very same dav at the
Opera Comique, Paris. The bones of the poor
author of the Stahat and so many enchanting "Sicil-
iennes " must have trembled wfth delight in their
forgotten grave—a grave which will, probably, never
be discovered. Despite the weakness of the accom-
paniment, a quartet and two bassoons, the old work
pleased the audience, and most of the pieces appeared
what they really are—fresh and charming. Mad.
Geoffroy and JI. Balanque were very spirited in the
various comic situations, which are s'ufiiciently amus-
ing. They were supported only by a non-speaking
character—Scapin—played by M. Geoffroy. This
is not because Pergolese wished to avoid any'occasion
for writing a trio, which he was very capable of doino',

although his famous Slahnt is composed for onlv two
voices. It is simply the result of a stupid restriction
which oppressed the small theatres at Naples in the
year (of little grace) 17S1, and which prohibited the
appearance of more than two singing characters in
any work played at the theatres frequented by the
people. After the lapse of a century and a half, or
thereabouts, it must be owned that, in this respect,
we have not advanced much in France. At the
above date, when there were no railways or electric

telegraphs, novelties travelled but slowly ; it was not
until 1754 that Baurans translated, for the French
stage, /yz Serva Padrona of the young, illustrious,

and unfortunate composer of Ancona. His version,

written so long after the original, had an immense
success. It wasthe eminently ch.arminj Mad. Favart
who played the part represented at Baden by JIad.

Geoff"roy. When the piece had been performed some
hundreds of times, Baurans had it printed, and dedi-

cated it, with justice, to the young and seductive

actress, with the following quatrain :

" Nature ud joar epou-^a I'Art.

De leaur amonr naquit Favart,
Qai ?embleveuir de sa mere
Tout ce qu'elle doit k sod pere."

Felix Morsasd.

H«sit ^hoirb.

Beelix.—The correspondent of the London
lilusical World, Sept. 6, writes :

We have had a dghvt at the Royal Opera House,
the de'butanle being Mad. Richter, from the theatre at

Basle. The opera selected by the fair aspirant for

public favor was Beethoven's Fiddio, in which she,

as a matter of course, assumed the principal part.

—

One of the greatest difficulties, with which the man-
agement has to contend must, undoubtedly, be to

find a lady to replace a celebrity like Mad. Koster,

for such she must, in every respect, be denominatcd-
In the present mournful state of the opera in Ger-
many, where the art of singing—if art it can be
called—is running more and more riot every day,
and where the paucity of genuine and properly
trained vocalists is increasing with terrible

rapidity, this difiiculry must be a mo=t serious

one—all the more serious because, in the ch^ssic

school of music, there is nothing to be cflTect-

ed by mere cross naturalism, unaided by a
thorough course of conscientious and well-directed
study. The higher the position occupied by Mad.
Koster, one of the few duly accredited high-priest-

esses of dramatic singing, who belonged to a better
time, the more allowance ought we to make—bear-
ing in mind the present state of things— for such
fair artists as would follow in her line of business, to

adopt a professional expression. It is true that this

allowance should be made rather in the case of
young beginners, endowed with natural talent, and
giving promise of future excellence, than in that of
persons who appear, in all they do, to have attained
their artistic apogee. To these last belongs Mad.
Richter. Her voice, a mezzo-soprano, has long passed
its prime ; a certain vocal routine does not supply the
place of correct phrasing and impressive warmth of
feeling ; while, in difficult passages, the way in which
the lady undisguisediy counts the tempo proves that
she has not sufficiently mastered the purely musical
part of her task to display the requisite freedom in

the histrionic portion. Added to this, her manners
are those which characterize the member of a pro-
vincial theatre : she frequently takes breath in the
middle of a word, and she is "altogether deficient in

good taste ; so that the effect she produces is, on the
whole, despite many pleasing qualities, a far from
satisfactory one. The management cannot be blam-
ed for giving every person a trial. I only hope, for

its own sake, as well as for that of the public, that it

may at last succeed in discovering and retaining the
best available talent. For theatres of middling rank
Mad. Richter would, decidedly, be a valuable acqui-
sition, but, most assuredly, she is not competent to

fill the position of a prima donna at the Royal Opera
House, Berlin. Herr Krause was excellent in the
part of Rocco, a part peculiarly suited to his powers.
Mile. Zochiesche's singing, as Marzelline,was correct
and sure, but it would add much to the effect of her
performance if she could moderate the somewhat
shrill sound of her voice, and get rid of a certain
tameness which attends all she does. Herren Betz
(Fizarro), Kriiger (Florestan), and Koser (Jacquino),
acquitted themselves of their often difficult tasks
with commendable zeal. The second appearance of
Mile. Antonini, as Elvira, in Auber's Muelte di
Portici, confirmed me in the opinion I formed of her
at her first performance of the part. Mad. Selling
played Fenella for the first time, and took the audi-
ence quite by surprise. She is a pupil of Paul T.ag-

lioni, and displays great aptitude for pantomimic
impersonation. Her movements and gestures are as
attractive as they are natural, while her appearance
is exceedingly graceful and pleasing. The remain-
ing principal characters—namely, Masaniello, Pietro,

and Alfonso, were intrusted to Herren Woworsky,
Fricke and Kriiger, respectively.

The manager of the Friedrich-Wilhelmsladtisches
Theatre, whose activity in producing new and old

operas, or operas rarely performed here, cannot be
sufficiently praised, has just brought out a youthful

work by Rossini. It is a two-act operetta, entitled

Bruschino, composed, probably, for the carnival sea-

son in Italy. This is tolerably evident from the

burlesque and scant //Ve/fo; but the music throngh-
out bears the stamp of the composer of // Barbiere.

The cantilenas interwoven with solfeggios, and the

invariably flowing and well-conceived concerted

music, are so many testimonies of the great talent

which once captivated every one with its tones, and
the works of which, such as GuiUaume Tell, 11 Bar-
biere, Mos^, ^-c, still constitute the gems of every re-

pertory. A critical analysis of the eight numbers
which form the operetta is the more unnecessary as

Rossini's peculiar style, in all its pleasing light

charm, has been so frequently, and at such length,

described and discussed. The execution presents no
difficulties, and all the parts are of easy compass.

—

The overture in which (another evidence, by the way,

of the work having been written for a carnival audi-

ence) the violinists are directed to tap, at times, with

the back of their bows on the brass, was judiciously

omitted, in order not to begm by leadinr; the audi-

ence astray. The concerted music is highly effective,

especially the charming quartet of the second act, in

which the parodistlcal element is displayed with

great talent, and the finale with the repetition of the

melodious polacca. The performance, thanks to the

way the operetta had been rehearsed under the direc-

tion of the conductor, Herr Lang, afforded unmis-

takcable proof of the great pains taken by all con-

cerned. Jllle. Harting overcame, with much skill,

the many 6rn™ra difficulties of a Kossinian soubrette

part, and played, moreover, with great humor and

effect; in the quartet just mentioned, especially, she

was most warmly applauded. The bass voice of

Herr Leinaner was heard to advantage in his first

bujfo air, and in the plc.ising cantilena which com-
mences the final trio of the first act ; while Herr
Leszinskv was eqtiallv good, both vocally and dra-

maticaJlv. Herr Schindler might exaggerate a trifle

less. His face and gestures are too frequently most
unlike those of any human being I ever beheld. The
fiict of there being no chorus in the operetta, renders

the latter all the more practicable for small theatres.

From the interest evinced, and the applause bestowed

by the audience it is certain that no manager would

have cause to regret adding to his repertory this

operetta, which is for most people, remember, a nov-

elty by Rossini, and, .is a matter of course, interest-

ing to everv lover of mu,sic.

Cherubini.

(Continued from page 195).

[A Gap occurs between this and the last published

chapter, which will be supplied at a future period.

—

Ed. M. W.]
The Germans have frequently been reproached

with allowing their great mnsicians to starve during

their lifetime. There is some truth in the accusa-

tion, though the evil is not so great as it is asserted

to be by popular report, which generally singles out

a few individual cases, and ignores hundreds of a

contrary description. But that other countries, also,

and among them France, which is always so highly

extolled, affiards instances of great artists being neg-

lected, is proved by the case of Cherubini, who, till

he was nearly sixty—that is to say, during the far

greater portion of his life—had to struggle with pecu-

niary difficulties.

Cherubini received nothing from his parents. He
was the tenth child of a familyof twelve, all ofwhom
he survived.* His father died in 1792. At this

period, Cherubini resided in the Carthusian monas-

tery at Gaillon, which the architect Louis, one of his

most intimate friends, had turned into a country

house for himself. It was here the maestro passed

the years 1792 and 179-3, as, on principle, he avoided

Paris and its revolutionary tempests. Although we
asserted (in section No. II. of this sketch) that the

change produced in men's ideas by the revolution

exerted a deep influence on his musical style, it is a

characteristic fact that the patriotic enthusiasm which

at that period, seized even upon musicians, and iin-

pelled them to compose revolutionary songs, ic , did

not affect Cherubini. He wrote nothing of this kind
;

while, after Ronset de I'lsle's " Chant de TArmeedu
Rhin" ("La JIarseillaise"), "MeTinl composed
" Le Chant du De'part," " Le Chant de Victoire,"

and " Le Chant de Retour ;
" Gossec, " La Ronde

dn Camp," the " Hymn to Reason," the " Hymn
for the Festival of the Supreme Being ;

" Gaveanx,
" Le R^veil du Penple." &c.

In the opera of Eliza, ou le Mont St. Bernard, more-

over, we cannot attribute any patriotic or political

• Tlie difference existing in the supposed dates of his birth

has been now explained by his having been bom en the 8th

September, 1760, but not baptised till the 14th.
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motive to the composer, although the passage of tlie

French over Mount St. Bernard forms a part of the

story. The heautiful music, too, especially the music
of the first act, portrays a feeling very different from
that of war and freedom, namely, tlie feeling of love

which had obtained possession of the composer's
heart. In the year 1794, Cheruhini married Cecilia

Tourette, the daughter of a musician of the Royal
Band. Her admiralik^ heart and mind, her musical
education, and her faithful attachment to him through
life, proved a support and a solace under all circum-
stances. As a monument of his love, there is a song
Iiv him, entitled " L'Amitie'," dating from the vear
1792.

It is true that his marriage increased his anxieties

in a pecuniary sense. Operatic compositions for the

stage yielded, at that time, little, even in Paris. Mu-
sicians were then far from receiving the large sums,
paid down, and their subsequent sliare in the receipts

which now make Compositeurs de siicce's rich people.

It was not until the Conservatory was founded that

Cheruhini received a public appointment. Saretto,

the real founder of an institution since so famous,
had, in the spirit of the age, managed to secure the

interest of the influential party for the hands of the
National Guard, on the staff of which he was cap-
tam. In the first place, he formed a musical body
of 45 members, and then an Ecole gratnila de Miis-
irjnede laGarde Nationale (9th .June, 1790), consisting
of 70 musicians. From this, thanl<s to his exertions,

there sprang an InslHid Nationale de Mi(sicjiie (decree
of the Convention, November 8, 1793), comprising,
under his direction, 115 artists and 600 pupils, for

the purpose " of celebrating musically the national
festivals !

"—At length, out of this was organized
the Coiiservntoire de Mitsirpie, by a decree of the 25th
October, 1795. The classes were open on the .30th

October, 1796. The direction was confided to Sar-
rette, in addition to whom five inspectors were ap-
pointed—namely, Gossec, Gretry, Mehul, Lesueur
and Cheruhini.

Cheruhini had now an appointment, but the salary
attached to it was very small, and not sufficient to

defray his most necessary expenses. Napoleon did
nothing, as has already been stated more at length,
to improve the position of the celebrated composer ;

it was not until the Hundred Days that he even
named him a member of the Legion of Honor. The
Restoration neglected the Conservatory as being a
creation of the Repnblic* Yet Cheruhini had to
thank it for an amelioration in condition, being ap-
pointed professor of composition, and receiving
(from 1816—that is to say, not till he was in his fifty-

sixth year) a salary of 3000 francs. He was, more-
over, as Louis XVIII. raised the number of musical
academicians from three to six, made a member of
the academy.

Now, at length, the shortcomings of the Conserva-
tory became too outrageous. The Marquis de Lau-
riston. Minister of the Royal House, took the matter
seriously in hand. He perceived that a considera-
ble improvement of the funds of the institution, and
energy in the management of its internal affairs,

could alone raise it once again. He thought that

Cheruhini was the right man for this object, and he
was not wrong. He named Cherul)ini, on April 1,

1822, not Inspector-General, but actual Director of
the Institution.

A salary of 8,0,00 francs, with 1,500 francs instead

of a residence, now first enabled Cheruhini to lead a
life free from anxiety. But it was full time, for he
was already in the middle of his sixty-second year !

His salary was subsequently raised to 10,000 francs
altogether. Until now, a composer who was cele-

brated throughout Europe had inhabited a modest set

of rooms, on the third floor of the house, No. 19

* Sarette was dismissed, without a word, on the2Sth Decem-
ber, 1814. It is true he recovered his place during the Hun-
dred Days, but he lost it again in 1816. Louis XVIII.. indeed,
perceived what a wrong had been done to one who had exerted
himself so much for the advantage of the institution, and, in
1817, made him a member of the Legion of Honor, his patent
dating Dec. 7, 1814; but Sarette never obtained another place.
It was not until very recently, a few weeks before his death
(April 11, 1858), that bis honor received full satisfaction, when
it was resolved that a marble bust of him should be erected in
the principal room of the Conservatory, where it now stands,
sculptured by Poitevin. The resolution in question cheered
up for a moment the last days of the old man, then ninety-
three years of age. The management of the Conservatory was
iutru-sted to Pernc, with the title of Inspector-General. The
Government did nothing, however, for the institution, which
it litersUy alowed to perish. The Histohe <iit ConaervatO're
de Mitsiijue, by Lassabathie, published at Paris, in 18(30, con-
tains remarkable and almost incredible proofs of this. There
were several teachers, who did not receive more than BOO franca'
salary. The whole establishment was in a wretched condition

.

Many of the classes had no instruments; nay, in the first

year, there was a deficiency of firewood, old furniture, and old
pianos being burnt up instead. Perne was a thorough musi-
cian, as well as a scholar and author. He did his best to
obtain better salaries for the masters, and to introduce order
into the establishment; but all in vain. In 1821, or at the
commencement of 1822, he resigned his post.

Faubourg Poissonniere. In his bedroom stood, op-
posite the fireplace, a small piano of five and a half
octaves, which had served him for years, when
he was composing. At one end of it, before a win-
dow, was his writing table. The instrument came
from the workshop of old Sebastian Erard, and
Cheruhini set very great store on it. In fact, when-
ever ho went to visit any of his friends, out of Paris,
as, for instance, at Ch'imay, Chartres, Gaillon, &c.,
he always took it with him. After his death, his
widow gave it to Pierre Erard, for the latter's col-
lection of historically remarkable instrnments. and
in this collection it now is, by the side of the pianos
of Gluck and Piccini.

Immediately Cheruhini had assumed the reigns of
government, he began his work, and soon setevery-
tliing upon a firmer footing. Directly ho was the
master, he showed that he possessed great talent for
arrangement and administration, while his long prac-
tical experience proved most valuable to him'in set-
tling what should bo the course of instruction in each
class, and perfecting the method to be pursued. He
was, it is true, seconded in his efforts by an admira-
ble profession.al staff, which comprised such men as
Lesueur, Bcrton, Boieldieu, Reicha, Fe'tis and Daus-
soigne, for the theory of composition ; Lays, Garat,
Plantade, Ponchard, Blangini, Bordogni and
Garaude'. for singing ; and Benoist, Pradher, Zim-
mermann, L'Adam, Rudolph Kreutzer, Baillot,
Habeneck, Baudiot, Lavasseur, Lefebvre, Delcambre,
Vogt, &c., for instrumental music. The manage-
ment of the library, on which great care had been be-
stowed since the very foundation of the Institution,
was retained by Perne a year under Cherubini's
direction. He then retired to a little estate he pos-
sessed near Laon, where he died in 1832, aged sixty.
His writings on the system of notation of the Greeks,
and on the music of the Middle Ages, had rendered
his name generally known.
As early as August, 1822, on Cherubini's request,

the Pensionat, which had been abolished, was restor-
ed at the Conservatory, as were, soon afterwards, the
public essays of the pupils in orchestral and vocal
performances, to which all those persons were invit-

ed who had gained the first prize since 1816. These
performances were the prelude to the Socieie' des
Concerts da Conservatoire, afterwards founded by
Habeneck (1828).

{To be continued.)

Jbig|fs lonrnal of glum.
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Music in this Number.— Continuation of Handel's

^Messiah."

Mozart's Masses.

We commence on the first page of this day's

paper, the translation of an interesting article

about Mozart's Masses. It is written by a

South German, and from a Roman Catholic point

of view. But Mozart was a Catholic, a very de-

vout one when he wrote these Masses, and an

understanding of this fact is in truth essential to

their full appreciation. Naturally enough the

writer is somewhat more enthusiastic about these

early eflorts of that wonderful genius, than most

German musicians of the present day, familiar

with the larger,and maturer sacred works ofBach,

Beethoven and Cheruhini, can be. But then it

is right that the young Mozart should be judged

sympathetically ; it is the quality of the (/enius,

revealed in his earliest and slightest works as

well as in his greatest, which constitutes the chief

claim in a man so full of genius as Mozart was

;

it is the purity of his musical instinct, the full-

ness of his inspiration, the imaginative method,

habit, tone of his whole mind and being, which

interests us, far more than his complete musician-

ship (the acquired art of handling his ideas

and instruments), in which, as Oulibicheff con-

tends and no one doubts, he summed up in him-

self the whole history and growth of musical art

up to his own time. The name. Oulibicheff re-

minds us again how Mozart inspires enthusiasm

in all who come near to him ; his only live bio-

graphy was written by an enthusiast: only by

such enthusiasm (of course not without know-

ledge and judgment) could the true life be writ-

ten, could the man and the works be set before

us fairly.

In the case of these Masses, therefore, which

have charmed and edified so many music-lovers

at some time in their lives, even if increase of

musical experience and wider acquaintance with

great compositions has since greatly modified their

sense of their importance, we can easily make

allowance for all that is over-partial in the writer,

while we are thankful to him or to any one who

briugs us any nearer to any side or period of so

marvellously interesting an individuality as

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. If his Masses (al-

ways excepting the immortal Requiem) are com-

paratively small and unimportant works by the

side of such mighty masterpieces as Bach's Mass

in B minor and the Missa Solemnis of Beethoven,

rising like a vast Cologne Cathedral among ordi-

nary Masses, they acquire a peculiar interest

from the fact of their extremely youthful origin :

—they were all composed between Mozart's

fjteenth. and twentieth year ! Yet they are real

music; full of deep feeling and of true ex-

pression
;
parts of them dignified and serious in

style, worked up with real contrapuntal skill,

drawing from large resources of the school musi-

cian, and yet never destitute of fluid and spon-

taneous charm. In short the prevailing impres-

sion, after going through a number of the Masses,

in spite of some somewhat secular and superficial

passages, is that of truly sacred music; the

youthful fervorand exuberance may be outgrown,

but it is not the less real and divine.

Our author, however, with all his admiration,

is not blind to the weak points in these early

Masses, and gives us for the most part a pretty

faithful estimate of each work under considera-

tion. His classification of the Masses under the

two heads of " Strict Style " and " Beautiful

Style " must of course be taken relatively (to

other and earlier models). He treats of only

tzoehe Masses, citing the first measures of each.

Novello's collection, by which Mozart's Masses are

ehiefly known in this country, contains two or

three more, besides the Requiem, and numbers

them differently. Here we have them in the

order of their date of composition. No. 1, is not

found in Novello ; No. 2 is No. 3 in Novello, and

60 on. Many lovers of Mozart's Mass music will

be surprised not to find their favorite " Twelfth

Mass" (in G) even alluded to in this review ; in

spite of its beauties and strong Mozartean feat-

ures, we believe it is now generally conceded

among the learned ones in Germany, that Mozart

never wrote it ; Jahn, the very thorough critical

biographer, is said to be of this opinion. The

new thematic catalogue of Mozart's works names

twenty Masses ; this includes the Requiem (the

last work of his life) and several Masses of his

boyhood (before the age o£ fifteen). Of this

remarkable Catalogue, by Dr. L. II. von Kochel,

recently published in Leipzig, we shall have

something to say.

The Works of Gluck.

A recent number of the Neue Berliner Musik-

Zeitung gives a complete catalogue of the works of

this great master spirit and reformer (in his day)
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of the lyrical drama :—a catalogue based on the

researches of Dr. A. B. Marx, ivhose very able

book, " Gluck and the Opera," accompanies

almost every detail with instructive comments.

Gluck, it is well known, had reached the age of

mature manhood before he appeared as a reform-

er in his Orpheus and Euri/dlce, which was first

produced at Vienna inl7G2 (some earlier bio-

graphers say 1764, making him about fifty years

old). This was the beginning of tlie grand im-

mortal series of lyrical tragedies by which he is

now chiefly, indeed almost exclusively known,
namely: Orpheus, Alce.ile (with its famous pre-

face setting forth the true principles of any noble

marriage between the musical and the dramatic

art), Armida, and the two Ipldgenias. Would
that even these were better and more widely

known ! Would that they ever came upon our

lyrical stage at all here, and in most parts of the

music-loving world, instead of being almost en-

tirely confined to the Royal Opera House in

Berlin, besides an occasional performance of one

or two of them in Dresden or Vienna ! Paris,

with much fuss and labor, has achieved one soli-

tary revival lately of the Orpheus (and that too

in a mutilated form, we understand), although

Paris claims with pride a large part of Gluck's

greatest period as its own. In London and Man-
chester the music of Orpheus, without scene and

action, has been brought out several times under

the genuine classical impulse of Mr. Charles

Halle', and we are not sure that that work, and
j)erhaps also the Tphigenia in Atdis, have not in

time past figured a few times in London theatres.

Here in Boston some choruses and airs, indeed a

whole act or more of Orpheus, has been enthusi-

astically sung by an amateur club to delighted

audiences composed of their fi-iends ; and this

one little item is probably the whole account of

the attention paid to Gluck's music, beyond here

and there an aria or chorus, and the Iphigenia

overture, in this Beethoven-Verdi-loving country.

And yet these operas are the purest, noblest,

most poetic and dramatic models which exist in

the whole repertoire of Opera. Such they are

by the world's consent, that is, by the consent of

all those who have taken pains, competently, to

satisfy themselves about it, and to whom, as in

most matters of higher taste and knowledge,

the world is content to defer. Certainly the

American, travelling in Europe for the sake of

hearing what is best in music, will find no purer,

rarer, nobler pleasure than he may get by listen-

ing for the first time, and as frequently as possible,

to the operas of Gluck as given at the Berlin

Royal Opera House. Mozart and Beethoven

are great too, and must remain so
;

greater even

and richer in purely musical respects, greater

possibly in imaginative genius and invention
;

bnt no oi\e is or can bo greater, truer, and at

the same time so simple, as Gluck in dramatic

music as such. If our showy " Academies " of

Music in New York, Philadelphia and Boston

answered in any true sense to their name, the

singers would be«et to studying, not always Bel-

lini, Donizetti, Meyerbeer and Verdi, but some-

times these simpler, chaste and noble models of

their double art with which Gluck has enriched

the world, if the world only would !

We trust Dr. Marx's woi k, (which ought to be

translated) will call more general attention to

the music of the neglected master. Meanwhile
we contribute a small mite to that end by ap-

pending the catalogue above referred to. It will

be seen that a long list of operas precedes the

composition of the Orpheus

:

—operas represent-

ing the long apprenticeship which Gluck served

in the weak and sickly Italian style of the day.

In the subjoined catalogue it should be promised
tliat we have rendered the word "Slmjspid," of the
orisin.lI, "Piece interspersed with Music," and "Fest-
spiel," "Festive Piece," that is, a piece written for

some particular festival or commemoration, and en-

titled l>y the French "piece d'occasion."

(1) De Profimdls.
1741 Arferserse. Opera.
1742 Demnfoonte. Opera.

Clconice {Deinetrio). Opera.
Ipermnestra, Opera.

1743 Slface. Opera.
Artamne. Opera.

1744 Fedrn. Opera.
174.') 11 Re Porro (Alessandro nel Sordie.) Opera.
1746 La Caduta de' Girjanti. Opera.
1747 Lk Nozze d'Frcole e d' Ehe. Festive Piece.
1748 Srmiramide liiconnosciuta. Opera.
1749 Tetide Qudernes Traette. Serenade.

1749-50 Telemaco. Opera.
1751 La Clemema di Tito. Opera.
1754 Le Cinesi. Festive Piece.

Lj'Orfavo de la Civn. Ballet.

1754-55 11 Trionfo di. Camillo. Opera.
Antif/ono. Opera.

1755 La Vanza. Pastoriilo.

Tj'Immcenza qiiistijicata. Opera.
Zcs Amoins Champclres. Piece interspersed

wirh music.

1756 Tl He Paslore, Opera.

Le Chinois poH en France. Piece interspersed

with music.

Def/uisement pastoral. Piece interspersed with

music.

1758 Vile de Merlin. Piece interspersed with
music.

Im fausse Esclave. Piece interspersed with
music.

1750 A Ci/dwre assieg^e. Piece interspersed with
music.

(?) L'Arhre Fnchante'. Piece interspersed with
music.

1760 Tefide. Serenade.

L'lvroqne. Coirigi. Piece interspersed with
music.

1761 Don .luan. Ballet.

Le Cadi dupe'. Piece interspersed with

music.

(7) Le Viable d Quatre. Piece interspersed with
music.

1761 11 Trionfo di Clelia. Opera.

(1) A scene from Bgrgnice.

1762 On ne s'avise jamais de tout. Piece inter-

spersed with music.
Oipheus. Opera.

1763 Ezio. Opera.

1764 Lai Rencontre imprgme. Operetta.

1765 11 Parnasso Confuse. Festive Piece.

La Carona. Festive Piece.

1767 AlceMe, Opera.

1769 Paris ed Llelena, Prologo delle Feste d'Ap-
pollo. Festive Piece.

Aristeo. Festive Piece.

(?) Klopstock's Odeon and Lieder.

(1) Ilermannsshlachf

.

1774 Iphigenia in Atdis. Opera.

1777 Annida. Opera.

1779 Iphigenia in Tauris. Opera.
Echo et NaiTcisse."

Musical Instruction.—Mr. Henry SonRiMPr,

whose card appears in our advertising columns, is

an accomplished and gentlemanly musician, although

he has preferred hitherto to practise as an amateur,

whom we can cordially recommend as a teacher.

—

He is a graduate of the Conservatoire at Leipzig
;

accustomed to the society of the good artists in Ger-

many and in Paris ; and has enjoyed the friendship

of Stephen Holler, from whom he brought a letter

to this country. Besides heing an excellent violinist

and a good pianist, he has made music generally, in-

cluding composition in all the classical forms, a mat-
ter of earnest study and is competent to teach it.

Mr. Schrimpf has lived about a year in Boston,

teaching a few pupils in a private way, without an-

nouncement, and giving great satisfaction. His un-

obtrusive, refined, amiable manners have won him
the esteem of those who have had the fortune to

make his acquaintance.

It is pleasant to notice the deserved compliment

paid to Mr. Benj. F. White, who has had charge o
'

the music at the old Federal Street Church for sev-

eral years, and recently, at the Arlington Street
Church.

Boston, Sept. 12, 1862.
B. F. White, Esq.—Dear Sir:—I talie pleasure

in communicating to you tlie followini; unanimous
vote of the Prudential Committee of the Arling:ton

Street Churcli, passed at their meeting held to-day,

viz :

"Voted, That the thanks of this Committee, and
also of tlie Kcligious Society which they represent,

are due to Mr. Benjamin F. White, for his faith-

ful, untiiin;;and gratuitous services, for a lonjr term
of years, as Chairman of the Committee on Music

;

and that a copy of this vote be furnislicd to Mr.
White, by tlie Clerk, as evidence that his labors and
zeal are remembered and duly appreciated by those

who have long enjoyed the benefit of them."
I am very respectfully, your obedient servant,

Elisha Bassett, Clerk.

Exhibition Music. Heretofore we have read

nothing but eulogiums upon the pieces written by

Meyerbeer and Aubcr for the opening of the Interna-

tional exhibition. Mr. Thomas last week introduced

them to a New York auflience, and we think there

must be some jusdce in the following remarks of the

Musical Review :

We have been told, for instance, that Auber's In-

auguration music created quite a sensation in London,
that nothiiii^ fresher, nothing more charming could

be imagined than this last inspiration (!) of tlie very

old composer. Well, now we know, what ail the

"freshness," .all this "charm " means, and that a

more trashy and dull composition could not have
been written even by second rate composers. This
musique d'occasion gives a very poor opinion of the

occasion whicli )n-ompted it, of the taste which ap-

proved of it, and of the powers still at the disposal

of the composer. Again, we had to read, at the time
when Meyerbeer's Schiller March was first brought

out, that nothing could have been more worthy of

the grand occasion for which the music w,as written,

than this march. After having heard it at this con-

cert, we fully admit, that nothing grander can be

found, than this total .absence of ideas evinced in this

March. To honor .Scbiiler with such emptiness,

with such want of imaginative powers, is an insult

to the poet who excelled in these very powers. If

anything, so this march will prove the decline, on
which the composer has been traveling since he wrote
his " Huguenots." If we say, that the aria from
the Prophet, which followed the march, sounded like

music, it can be imagined how little of this must
have been in the March, for the idea in the aria are

as forced and unnatural as they possibly can be. Ah,
how was all this artificial show of ornament.al work,
covering so little of real and lasting value, swept
away by the first strains of the overture to " Ober-

on !
" Fortunately for all the poetical followers of

the Romantic School of Music, Weber has proved in

this overture, that romanticism and inventive powers
can go very well together. We could almost doubt

it, if we hear most of the modern compositions of

this class.

Greenwich, R. I.—The Pendulum, Sept. 26, has

the following account of an Organ Exhibition and

Concert

:

On Friday evening last we had the pleasure of

listening to the New Organ just completed for the

M. E. Church in Greenwich. The programme con-

sisted of a good selection of vocal pieces rendered

by a select choir wdth fine effect, under the direction

of Mr. Eben Tourjee. These and a variety of

Fugues and arrangements particularly adapted to test

the qualities of the organ were introduced by Mr.

H. P. Pierce, ol New Bedford ; Mr. Edwin Baker,

of Providence ; Mr. E. Tourjee, and j\[r. L. F.

Snow. Mr. Pierce's skill in combining and contrast-

ing the different stops in his extempore performance

on this occasion, seemed highly satisfactory

although some of his pieces, to be sure, were not

strictly classical in the highest sense ; but it was un-

derstood of course that the leading object was to

show the fine points of the Organ to a promiscuous

audience not vet educated to org.™ music.

This instiiiment was built by Mr. George Stevens

of East Cambridge, Mass., and is a fine specimen of

his well-known skill and t.aste. The material and

finish of the whole work is certainly of a superior

order, and the voicing throughout is pronounced to bo

remarkably pure and sweet, particularly the Gamba,

Hautboy, Melodia, Flute, Karaulophon and the Dia-

pasons, which are full and clear. It has manuals
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from C C to G, in all 56 notes, 22 Registers, two oc-

taves of Pedals from C C C to C. The action work
is extended, and the swell is carried through, which is

very effective.

Miss Carlotta Patti, if we may trust the

general voice of newspaper criticism, has been suc-

cessful in her debuts. But the New York corres-

pondent of the Evening Gazelle, who appears to

write thoughtfully, does not quite chime in with the

chorus. It is well to read the worst, as well as the

best, that can be said, and then we shall not expect

too much, which is the unkindliest thing a public

can do to a singer. He says :

The results obtained from this coup d*essai were

that Cnrlotta Patti never can become a prima donna
in the true sense of tliat injured term. The contriv-

ance to obviate apparent lameness enabled her to

move slowly and constrainedly, with a decided limp.

Siie of course had no by-play or freedom of move-
ment to carry out the character. Her voice is very
thin and weak in the upper notes, and the quality of

them, when produced other than in stace.ato accents

of tlio scale, is unpleasant. It is very unequal and
incompetent to loud singing, and slie therefore lias

recourse to sudden transitions from a scream or shout
in the medium tones, either in sotio voce, treatment of

passages in alio, or change of text, so as to bring it

ixer best traits in vocalization — staccato runs and
touches of an extreme high ncjte in a very diminu-
tive tone. The only parts of her vocal performance
creditable to a finished vocalist were the conclusion

of the cavatina .and the slow movement of iho rondo
tinale. Slie displayed admirable execution in the

repeat of the allegro, throwing oft brilliants in tak-

ing style, but in every close she made appeals to sen-

sation seekers by shouts in doses that seemed as if

her lungs or throat would burst in the effort. The
cliamlier-scene finale she acts badly, from sheer ina-

bility, it would appear, to sing that passionate music.

Sympathy for Patti infinitely softened the critical

disappointment of that public, who, at least, expect-

ed a vocal wonder—but general derision awa'ted
the overdoing of floral tributes early in the opera.

—

Bouquets, wreaths, harps, stars, baskets, were h.and-

ed or thrown upon the stage with profusion, and the

clique worked hard in standeedom for a furore. It

could not be made, however, and Carlotta must re-

turn to the concert room and her teaching if she
wishes renown or profit.

Miss Stocking made an utter failure in Lisa,

neither singing tolerably or making a fair show of

acting. Sbriglia's performance was very uneven.

—

Occasionally he made a good point in execution of

his music or enacting of character. He appeared to

be nervous on account of Patti's inability to meet
him in singing or acting. The opera was cut se-

verely, and slighted as usual by Italian performers.

Alessio and Lisa were, however, equal in merit, and
the orchestra deserved no more credit than the

ehorus. But displayed too much of the muff.

German Music in New Yokk.—The writer,

just quoted, speaks of other musical signs and doings

in Gotham :

There is some music left in New York despite of

war's rude alarms. The Philharmonic Society, after

reserves for expenses and charity fund, divided $69
to each member for the season. The Arion Society

were rich enough to present their brother German
singing association,—the Lieder Tafel, at Buffalo,

—

with a splendid engraved silver pitcher the other day,

and iavestsome of the surplus profits from concerts

in a new German opera enterprise at Wallack's,under

the baton of their own trainer, Anschutz. They
have in Mme. Johannsen a first rate dramatic vocal-

ist. Her improvement within a year or two is won-
derful in quality, tone and management of voice,

and she yet retains, after many hardships, the en-

thusiasm and vigor that move a public. We have
not heard in years a more thrilling and effective per-

formance of the grand scene .and aria for soprano,

which is the gem of Weber's " Der Freischiitz,"

than she gave on Frid.ay last. It magnetised and
electrified a large German audience into almost
Italian demonstrations of delight. Mile. Potter is

also excellent in the second characters formerly

taken by Von Berkel with so much acceptance. In
other respects the opera is not much but cheap opera
—fifty and twenty-five cents of coarse will not com-
mand first rate artists, or those who expect first-rate

pay. Quint and Wiendich are not in good working
voice, and Lotti, who has a pretty sweet voice of

good upward range is too light timbered for passion,

or even emotion, and is no actor. He is egregiously

overrated and overpraised.

There is promise, however, of Reichart, a real

primo tenore, who has obtained genuine ovations

and well-considered praise from the most intelligent

London critics. A large portion of the choir singers

in churclics hereabout are German ; the organists

also, the directors and writers in criticism, mostly
come from AUemania.

" OvEmnRiNG Organists." We find the follow-

ing complaints from English Organists (called forth

by reading the fine organ programmes of our young

countryman Last winter), in successive numbers of

the London Musical World.

Sir,—As a contrast to Mr. John K. Paine's organ
programme given in your last, allow me to inform
those of your readers who take an interest in organic

matters, that I heard, two months ago, four perform-

ances at the International Exhibition by London
organists, and although their programmes amounted
in the whole to some thirty pieces, there was not a

s('w;/« organ composition in this large number.
'rhe music, in my opinion, was quite tinsuited to

the character of the instrument, and included such
overtures as Zampa, Der Frei/scltiitz, Don Giovanni,

William Tell, Semiramide, L'ltaliana, Fra Diavolo,

the Bohemian Girl, &c., together with operatic scenas,

Scotch airs, and pieces of a similar character, which
no lover of organ music could for a moment defend.

To me, the playing sounded more like large barrel

organs at work, than anything else I can compare it

to. It was not at all like an orchestra. If we are

to have orgsn performances and .adaptations, let us

have something compatible, and let us also have at

least one-half organ music in each programme, say
I. If all the organists who give performances cannot
])Iay Sebastian] Bach or Mendelssohn, they perhaps
could give us some of the simpler works of Rink or

Adolphe Hesse.

An Organist in tho North.

Sir,—I was much pleased to see tli® letter in your
last, from "An Organist in the North," as it broaches
a subject which I have often thought required ven-
tilation .

It may be truly said that the present is a go-ahead
age; we have ingenious artists who make a counter-

bass sound like a violin, produce a piccolo solo from
a trombone, and vice versa. It really seems as though
organists were seized with a like mania, and endeav-
ored (frequently with success) to produce the effect

of a rather superior ** hurdy gurdy" upon some of

the noble instruments in our concert halls and else-

where; for this peculiarity is by no means confined

to the Exhibition.

Five out of si.x organ programmes do not contain

a single piece of organ music. This is really too
bad.

What would one of our " overtnring organists
"

think, if after giving a performance at, say the

Crystal Palace (chiefly consisting of operatic selec-

tions, adaptations from symphonies, and other or-

chestral works), he were to hear the band on the op-
posite side strike up Bach's Pedal Fugue in G
minor 1 I fancy he would be inclined to accuse the

band of trespassing on his domain, never for a
moment thinking that he had just been guilty of the

same offence towards them.
But this is not the worst side of the question ; I

was recently horror-struck by seeing in the pro-

gramme of a celebrated organist—a polka ! Now,
what does all this mean ^ The offenders will tell

you that "the public taste must be the guide;" but
I consider this a gross libel on the public taste. How
is it that the public will attend and enjoy pianoforte

recitals, where only classical pianoforte mnsic is ren-

dered, and yet lay itself open to the charge of an
utter want of taste for the classical music of a sister

instrument 1 If the state of the public taste is real-

ly so bad, it is high time.that something should be

done to improve it. I think that were some of the

leading men in the profession to set the example, and
devote at least one half the programme (as tho "Or-
ganist from the North" suggests) to classical music,

we might then reasonably expect to find improve-

ment.
Putting all this aside, however, ought not organ-

ists and musicians in general, to be taken into ac-

count ? They can appreciate the masterpieces of

Bach, Mendelssohn, &c., yet never by any chance
hear them at a public performance, being regaled

instead with dance music ; whilst the piece nearest

resembling organ music is probably a chorus of
Handel's played so exceedingly quick that tho com-
poser himself would fail to recognize it.

Hoping that you will use your powerful influence

in rectifying this evil, I remain, yours,

A Manchester Organist.

>ptia:I Solufs.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PubliHlied by Oliver DitMOii 9c Co*

Vocal, witli Piano Accompaniment.

Let me die at night. R. and D. Pond. 35

A sweet little song and of easy performance.

If e'er thy heart shouhl falter. Duet.

K. A. Samuels. 25

Simple, yet pleasing anj effective.

Flag of oiTT Country. M. F. 11. Smith. 25

A patriotic song full of life and enthusiasm; the

words and music well wedded.

Two merry gypsies are we. Duet. Macfarren. 30

A lively duet for soprano and mezro-soprano. The

title bears a strong resemblance to a couple of very

popular duets of Stephen Olover'.i, and so does the

music remind you occasionally of Glover- It is with-

al a very pleasant, charming composition, full of life

and spirit, and distinguished for graceful, striking

melodies.

Forfjet thee. IF. F. Wrighton. 25

Another new ballad by this fa?;cinating author,

whose song "Dearest Spot '* met with such gr»at fa-

vor, and who has since strengthened hia reputation by

a number of light, graceful songs, among which de-

serve particular mention ''Her bright smile haunts

me still," ''Trusting in thee," " You may win him

back by kindness," &c.

I've only 200 a year. Comic Song. //. Walker. 25

Lament of a bachelor who would fain marry, but

thinks be cannot afford it with an income ofbut £200,

since ladies are so extravagant.

Instrumental Music.

Warblingsat Dawn. For piano. BrinJey Richards. 40

A new and hriUiant composition of the anthor of

the popular *' Warblings at eve." The warblings of

birds are given with startling accuracy, and the whole

work is refreshing and full of pretty effects. It will

be a welcome acquisition to lovers of strikingly beau*

tiful and playable music.

Nocturne, op. 16, in A flat. Ad. Gutmann. 25

Thii nocturne is not less p'etfcy than the one which

is already so widely known and appreciated.

Gipsey Polka, for six hands. T BisselL 30

Very useful for teaching. The arrangement is easy.

Books.

The Opera of Sonnambula. Piano Solo. 2.00

This is a new volume just added to the long series of

Standard operas of Ditson & Go's Edition, Nothing

need be said at this advanced stage of their publica-

tion in commendation of the neat and attractive, yet

substantial form in which they are issued. They

long since received the warm approval of those who

have desired to see the works of these standard com-

posers in a garb befitting their worth. This volume

is uniform with those that have preceded it. Persons

having the previous volumes will wish this to complete

their set; and those who have no^will certainly do

well to examine the series and consider whether they

can do a better act for themselves, than to add them

to their musical libraries.

Mosic BY Mml.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving' of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translatt'd for this Journal.

Mozart's Masses.

From the Deutsche Musik-Zeituiig (Vienna }

(Continued from page 208).

Mass No. III. (Comp. 1774).

For only four voice-parts, two violins and or-

gan. The Prague edition contains the addition

of two horns ad libitum.)

For the sake of showing by analy.sis in at least

one number of this Mass, how much these little

unpretending creations of Mozart have in them
of an art, which sometimes rather hides itself

than presses itself upon attention, we will con-

sider this Kjjrie somewhat more closely.

It is a little remarkable, that it counts only

40 measures, and yet the motive repeats itself at

—+

—

Ky

-«/-

least ten times ; indeed more than twenty times,

reckoning the analogous, syncopated figure of the

second .violin, as well as the simple imitation in

:E=

the first violin. Any other person would have
fallen into the dreariest monotony ; Mozart by
his art steered clear of the rock and, by the fre-

quent repetition of a happily chosen motive,

which sounds like an exhortation, brought in a

collateral eflect, which is poetical and in perfect

keeping with the te.\t : continual calls of God,

a prolonged cry of distress on the part of humani-

ty, which goes up to Hira from all sides and all

conditions.

The first 5 measures form the exposition of

the theme, which is once more presented at the

close. From the 6th bar the intellectual play

begins. Tlie voice parts alternately imitate one

another, and at different heights, now more apart,

now close upon each other in a condensed man-
ner. The violins too imitate one another mutu-

ally or in combination with the vocal quartet,

either simply, or in syncopation, or inversion.

—

Thus for example, in the 6th measure, the so-

prano answers the tenor and the alto the bass,

both with another figure
; at the same time the

second violin imitates the tenor, but with synco-

pation, and the first violin the soprano, but with

inversion, and so on with perpetual change of

combinations.

And yet all this art were only half art, did it

not serve as means to higher ends, to lend the

fittest musical expression to the church text to

clothe a beautiful supersensual idea with a body
appreciable to the human ear.

The third division of the Credo forms an in-

teresting ofiset to this Kyrie. After Mozart has

started a fuglielta in the " Resurrexit," he glides

imperceptibly into the original theme of the

Credo ; thence into a solo, and from this back

into the theme, interrupting it again presently

by tlie/wf/AeWa, and interrupting this again by

the theme, which he at last closes altogether un-

expectedly in the same manner as the •' Descen-

dit;" and all this so unconstrainedly, without dis-

turbing the flow of the discourse at all ! Here

too is art, but not such as serves as the bearer

of a higher idea.

Tlie Agnus of this Mass is thrillingly effective.

Amid soft beats of the violin accompaniment one

voice enters solemnly after another, to make

public confession of guilt; all these single voices

unite at the close in a startling chorus, a general

prayer of self-accusation and repentance. "You

have no conception what I feel, when I write

down : Agnus Dei, miserere" e.xclaimed Mozart

on a certain occasion, already mentioned ; and

this Agnus shows what he felt.

The Dona nobis, which now follows, as if an-

ticipating the peace for which it prays, bears

throughout the stamp of unaffected, child-like

cheerfulness ; but by the artful distribution of the

melody among the single voices, and by the

blending of them into a tasteful whole, it betrays

the youthful master hand. A total overturning

of the theme and a transition from minor to

major, as unexpected as it is striking, are points

particularly noteworthy.

Nevertheless it cannot be denied that Mozart

in this Dona, with its lively ornament and its

pronounced Hondo form, has already made a

marked step towards that secular field, which at

a later time, as we shall see, he trod more fre-

quently and more decidedly.

Mass No. IV. (Comp. 1774? 1775 ?).

£• mm
This, like its three predecessors, is wrought

with contrapuntal strictness in the first numbers,

and hence offers difficulties in the execution to

the singers ; this is especially true of the solos in

the very beautifully wrought Gloria and Credo,

which last includes in itself a short but masterly

Crucijixus.

A strongly marked violin figure in the Hosan-

na has been the subject of some ridicule ; it

borders to be sure, like many another passage in

this here and there strikingly old-fashioned style

of Mass, upon the tasteless ; but this is mitigated,

if we consider it, not by itself alone, but in con-

nection with the voice parts as an integral part

of the working up.

Here again we remark a true-heartad, pious

Benedictus, and an Agnus full of deep feeling.

—

The Masses of this period, while in the strict

style of their first numbers they border some-

times upon pedantry, unfold for the most part

in the Benedictus and the Agnus, where the text

affords a chance, a true charm of the loveliest

grace and deepest feeling. Just so the piirest

and chastest, if not the most beautiful and artistic,

of Raphael's Madonnas fall within that youthful

period, when he still walks in the foot-prints of

his severer master, Perugino.

In the Dona, whore Mozart, reproducing the

very pregnant theme of the Kyrie, associates

with it a second theme of uncommon vivacity,

we already have the germ of that later

manner of conception, in which the Dona pacem
no longer corresponds with the gentle cheerful-

ness of the text, but closes the church office in a

stirring, pompous manner.

b. Missm Solemnes.

Mass No. V. (1773. In honorem St. Trini-

tatis.)

According to the date of composition it should

be inserted before Mass No. II. That is only

one year later, and yet what a difference be-

tween the two ! While there, in spite of the

severe form, every number bears already the

Mozai'tean stamp ; here, with the exception of

the Agnus, he has avoided every striking trait of

his own genial individuality so anxiously, that this

Mass, moving altogether in well-worn grooves,

might, if we did not know the author, be just as

well attributed to one of the better contrapuntists

of the time.

That even on this side the youthful work no

longer appears like mere school labor, and that

Mozart, so far as musical technics are concerned,

stood already in his 1 7th year upon a height,

which others have scarcely reached in their ma-
ture manhood, is certainly no small praise ; and

in this point of view it might be of interest to

connoisseurs to examine this work in detail, espe-

cially the two fugues in the Credo and the Dona.

The " Cujus regni non erit finis," preceding the

first fugue, and moving in incessant quavers and

semiquavers, borders, even if you take a slow

tempo, by the necessarily soulless babble of the

voice parts, on the burlesque. The same is the

case with the violin accompaniment in the Bene-

dictus, which impresses upon this number the

character of a periwig style pushed almost to

caricature. Did Mozart wish perhaps to parody

an older composer at the court of the archbishop 7

The young artist lacked neither the wit nor the

will for such fine persiflage. When the arch-

bishop gravely remarked to him : " The basso

Fischer seems to have almost too deep a bass

voice for a basso," he consoled him with the still

graver answer :
" That will come right gradually

;

next time he will sing higher."

It is singular indeed, and scarcely to be ex-

plained except by a secret purpose, that precise-

ly this insipid, pretty Benedictus is followed by

an Agnus in the noblest style, one which, by its

broad, majestic plan and dignity of feeling, be-

longs with the finest he has written.

Mass No. VI.

This little known Mass the present writer has
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seen only once, and hastily, in the score. It seems

to have much analogy with the preceding one

and, like it, to have more of the traditional pat-

tern than of the characteristic style of its author

about it ; which explains its smaller circulation.

It was performed at the Mozart centennial anni-

versary in Salzburg.

(To be continued.)

The Cadenza.

BY E. T. A. HOFFMANN.

Continued from page 212

At last their departure approached ;
and then

only did I become aware, how much I was at-

tached to Lauretta ; and felt it was impossible

to separate from her. Often, when she had been

very smorfioi'a, she caressed me, although very

innocently; but I was in aflame, and nothing

but the distant behavior which she knew how to

put on then, prevented me from declaring my
passion. I had a tolerable tenor voice, which, al-

though never before practised, I now quickly de-

veloped. We used to sing those sweet Italian

Duellini, which are innumerable in Italy.

AVe were singing one just before their de-

parture

—

'^Senza di te, ben wlo,vivere nonposaio."

Who could bear that ! I fell at Lauretta's feet

:

I was in despair ! She raised me, saying, "but

my friend, why must we separate ?" I was sur-

prised, and anxiously waited to hear what she

would add. She proposed for me to accompany

her and Teresina to the capital ; for, she said, if

I intended to devote myself altogether to the art,

I could not stay in this little town. Imagine

to yourself a man falling into the darkest fathom-

less abyss, despairing of life ; but finding himself,

in the very moment that he thinks he shall be

crushed to death, in a beautiful open arbor of

rosebushes, and a thousand bright sunbeams play-

ing around him, assuring him that he is still in

the full enjoyment of life. Thus I felt now. I

must go with them to the metropolis, that was

decided.

I had hard work to convince my uncle that I

must go to the metropolis, which was not very

far off'. At last he yielded, and promised even

to accompany me thither. This was altogether

against my calculations, for I dared not tell him
that I meant to go with the Italians. I was sav-

ed his company, by a violent catarrh, which be-

fell him just in time. So I departed alone in the

diligence ; but went only to the next stage,

where I waited for my divinity. A well filled

purse allowed me to prepare every thing need-

ful. I meant, like a protecting knight in romance,
to accompany the ladies on horseback ; and for

that purpose procured a charger, on which I

went to meet them. My beast was not very good-
looking, but, as his owner assured me, very quiet

and patient.

The little chaise soon came in sight. The
sisters sat on the back seat : on the opposite one
was their waiting woman, the little thick Gianna,
a dark Neapolitan ; and the rest of the carriage
was filled with a number of cases, bandboxes and
baskets, the indispensable companions of travel-

ing ladies. Two little pug-dogs barked at me,
from Gianna's lap, when I joyfully saluted them.
We got along very well, and were already on

the last route, when my horse very awkwardly
took it into his head to return home. I was con-
scious of the risk of applying coercive measures,
and used my best means of persuasion ; but the
obstinate beast would not listen to my coaxing ;

and all I gained was, that he went roimd in a
circle, instead of going back altogether. Teresina
leaned out of the chaise, laughing ; while Lau-
retta, covering her face with both hands, shriek-

ed as though my life was in danger. With the
courage of despair, I gave my hoi-se both spurs

;

but was at the same moment, not very softly,

prostrated on the earth. The animal stood
quietly by me, looking at me with outstretched
neck, as in derision. I was unable to rise, and
had to be assisted by the coachman. Lauretta
jumped out of the carriage crying, while Tere-

sina laughed outright. I had sprained my foot,

and could not mount again. What was to be

done ? The horse was tied to the carriage, into

which I had to creep. Imagine two pretty stout

ladies, a plump servant, two pugdogs, a dozen
cases, bandboxes and baskets, and me into the

bargain, all in one chaise, calculated for two per-

sons. Imagine Lauretta crying for want of room,

the dogs howling, the Neapolitan prattling,

Teresina cross, and my foot dreadfully aching
;

and you will have a fair idea, how pleasant my
situation was. Teresina could not stand it any
longer. She ordered the carriage to stop

;

bounced out of it; and, untying the horse, mount-
ed him, sitting sideways on the saddle, and trot-

ted and pranced along in advance of the chaise.

She looked splendidly. The dignity and grace,

which was her own in her carriage and posture,

showed to still better advantage on horseback.

—

She took the guitar, and hanging the bridle over

her arm, proudly sang several Spanish romances,

accompanying herself with full chords. Her light

silk dress waved in the air, playing in gaily

changing colors in its folds, and the white feathers

in her bonnet streamed and nodded, like spirits

of the air dancing to the tones. The whole ap-

parition was highly romantic, and I could not

withdraw my eye from Teresina, although Lau-
retta called her a fantastic fool, that would have

to suffer for her temerity. But all went right

:

the horse had lost all his obstinacy, or liked the

singer better than the knight : in short, Teresina

dismounted only just before the gates of the

capital, and joined us in tlie chaise.

Behold me now luxuriating in concerts and
oyieras, of every variety of music ; behold me, a

zealous correpeliior, at the Grand Piano, rehear-

sing airs, duettos, and heaven knows what else.

You see me an altered being : a new spirit has

come over me. All the embarrassment of the

villager is thrown aside : as Maestro, I sit at the

grand Piano, the score before me, conducting the

Scenas of my Donna. My whole soul, all my
thoughts are sweet melody. Setting aside all my
studies and skill in conterpoint, I compose
numberless canzonettas and airs, which Lauretta

sings, although she does so only in her rooms.

AVhy does she never sing any thing of mine in

the concerts ? I cannot divine I But Teresina

sometimes stands before me, high on the proud

palfrey, with the lyra in her han(is, as Art herself

in bold romance ; and involuntarily some high

and serious song rises to my fancy ! True, Lau-
retta plays with the tones, like a sportive queen
of the fairies. Whatever she undertakes, suc-

ceeds. Teresina does not attempt a single rou-

lade : a simple ornament, at best a mordente, is

all she essays ; but then her long-drawn tone

shines through the dark night-shades ; and then
strange spirits waken and look with solemn eyes

deep into my heart. I cannot conceive how I

could have overlooked her all this time.

At last the benefit concert granted to the sis-

ters arrived. Lauretta sang with me a lona

seena bj' Anfossi. I was sitting at the grand
Piano as usual : we came to the last Cadenza :

Lauretta summoned all her powers : her night-

ingale tones warbled up and down : notes were

sustained, succeeded by say, dazzling roulades,

—an entire solfeggio ! Indeed, the thing ap-

peared to me to be overdone, and too long con-

tinued. I felt a soft breath : Tei-csina stood be-

hind my chair. At this moment, Lauretta pre-

pared for a long, swelling harmonica shake, with

which she intended to fall back into the "o tem-

po." But Satan tempted me : down went both

my hands, striking the chord ; the Orchestra

followed ; and Lauretta's shake was spoiled, at

the moiuent when she meant to elicit one burst of

admiration from the whole audience. Lauretta,

piercing me with furious looks, wrapped her part

together, and throwing it at my head with such

violence that the sheets flew in every direction,

ran through the orchestra into the dressing room.

As soon as the Tutti was ended, I followed her.

She wept and scolded :
—"Out of my sitrht, vil-

lain," she cried,-^"devil, you have maliciously

robbed me of all,—glory, honor,—alas I of my
trilto. Out of my sight, wretch !" She rushed

towards me, and I escaped through the door.

—

The chapel-master and Teresina succeeded with

difficulty, during an instrumental concerto that

followed, in so f^ar appeasing the enraged Donna,
that she consented to appear again ; but I was
not allowed to take my seat at the grand piano.

In the last Duetto, which the sisters sang to-

gether, Lauretta actually succeeded in bringing

out her swelling harmonica shake, to her heart's

content: she was excessively applauded; and

was thus restored to good humor. I could not,

however, firget the treatment which I had re-

ceived in the presence of so many persons, and
resolved to return the next morning to my native

place.

I was busy packing my trunk, when Teresina

entered my room. On seeing what I was doing,

she exclaimed, "why ! are you going to leave us V"

I declared that after having suffered such a pub-

lic insult from Lauretta, I could remain no long-

er in her company. "So that foolish girl's mad
behavior, wliich she is already sorry for, drives

you away from us, said Teresina; " but can you
find any better way of pursuing your art, than

with us V And besides, it depends only on your-

self, by your own conduct to prevent Lauretta

from behaving again as she did. You are

too indulgent, too mild, too gentle. You
rate Lauretta's art altogether too high. She
has a pretty voice, of great compass, it is true ;

but all these strange warbling flourishes

these innumerable runs, these eternal shakes,

—

what else are they but dazzling tricks, which are

admired as the breakneck leaps of the rope

dancer are admired V Can they, however, touch

ns deeply, and affect the heart V That harmoni-

ca shake which you spoiled, is, beyond all her

other arts, disagreeable to me : it makes me feel

as if in anguish. And then this climbing up into

the region of the three leger lines ! Why, is it

not an overstraining of the natural voice, which

alone is truly touching ? Give me the middle

and lower tones ! A tone penetrating to the

heart, a true portamento di voce : that is what I

want ! No unnecessary embellishment I a tone

firmly and strongly sustained ; a distinct expres-

sion, touching soul and mind ; that is true sing-

in£r, and thus I sing. If you are tired of I^u-

retta, think of Teresina ; who likes you so much,

because, from your very nature and mind, )ou

are destined to be my fliaestro and Compositore.

Do not take it amiss; but all your well turned

canzonettas and airs are not worth a farthing,

compared to this one !" and Teresina sang, in her

full, sonorous voice, a simple choral-like canzonet,

which I had composed a few days before. I had

no idea that it could sound so weU. The tones

penetrated,with wonderful power, into my heart

:

the tears stood in my eyes : in the ecstasy of my
feelings, I took Teresina's hand, and pressed it to

my lips ; I vowed that I would never separate

from her.
iTo be continued.)

"Paganini's Ghost."

It happened a few years ago that T was sent to

Brussels to follow the classes of the Conservatoire

deMusique—that academy where M. Fetis pre-

sides as Maestro Assoluto, teaching fugue and
counterpoint as a duty, and writing musical

biographies and criticisms in his leisure moments
—where De Beriot endeavored to impart to aspi-

rants the art of singing on the violin, and the

tovr de force called " II tremolo "—where Ser-

vais taught violoncello logarithms, rattling them
off' himself to his astonished listeners with a

savageness which often made them fancy he owed
a grudge to the poor instrument in his grasp

—

and where Mad. Pleyel presided at the piano,

enmnjee at teaching only the young feminine idea

" how to shoot."

I was neither under De Beriot nor Servais. I

was a beginner, and being put through my
gamuts by a M. Cornillon, honorary professor to

the junior violin class. It would be useless for

me to attempt describing how badly, or how much
out of tune, I played : I could'nt do it. Suffice

to say, I was thoroughly hated in my rpiartier

and got turned out of several lodgings whose pro-

prietors had too much of an ear for music.
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I was known in the whole street as crins crinn,

and scouted by the neighbors with the nickname
of " Racleur de bnt/avx," terms equivalent in

Enjlish to ' Scrapefiut." Now I come to think

of it, I must have exercised ijreat influence over
the sanitary precautions taken by my neifrhbors,

for, during tlie most oppressive dos-days evim, I

had only to open my window and execute any
melody (however charming) to cause immediate-
ly ever^' window in the street to close v.dth a
banir. Nevertheless, I had one friend in mj' last

street ; she wouhl sit for hours on the balcony
opposite, her beautiful hazel eyes intently fixed

on me, her sweet voice accompanyino: my morn-
ing performances, entering into the spirit of
minor scales with enthusiasm, rejoicing and going
into ecstacies whenever a new E string caused a
gamut to modulate, without any preparation
whatsoever, with a key half a tone lower. She
was a beautiful "poodle" by the name of Fanny
(pronounced Fantiee), possessing a rich mexzo so-

prano voice and a beautiful curly coat. We two
used to have glorious concerts I Alas ! our rap-

turous harmonies excited the envy and misrepre-
sentations of a few dj'speptic neighbors, who,
finding out that the owners of the poodle paid no
taxes for her, discovered the whole affair to the
police, and Fannj', like " poor dog Tray," was
about to despatched to the Elysian Fields, when
I interceded for her, paid the fine and the tax,

and the poor owners, out of gratitude, gave me
Fanny, providing I would be good to her.

And so I made friends with the people oppo-
site. They were the first to encourage my infan-

tile, tottering steps, leaving their windows now
and then open of an evening (when I practised

recreative pieces only) ; and occasionally they
would approve of my versions of " Rendez-moi
ma patrie " and " Ah vous dirai-je mrman V " I

lived in an oddly-built house in the Beguinage
;

it was erected in 1400 and something; was loop-

holed, grated and rickety. The doors inside and
outside were immense, as if they had been made
to facilitate the ingress and egress of Howell and
his double bass. The inside had been decorated
at a time when oak and other wood must have
been very cheap. Everything was made of wood
—oaken staircase, with a hideous leopard stand-
ing on his hind legs, supporting a shield which
formed the knob of the banister. No paper on
the walls—all ivood wainscoting; and I often
reflected that some of the pine wood panellings
would have been excellent seasoned stufffor sound-
ing boards. I even thought of advising Broad-
wood, who no doubt would have purchased the
whole lot immediately.

With the changes of the weather, or during
high winds, this wooden furnishment would crack
horribly ! and the iron gratings outside the win-
dows would rattle in their stone sockets, making
a noise like demons rattling their fetters. The
windows were like those you see in churches, all

little diamond-shaped lozenges, fastened in leaden
framework. Everything was old in that house :

the proprietor was old, his wife was old, the ser-

vant was old, and the bread was always old. In
fact, it was just the sort of place, a ghost would
select as a favorite lounge. I forgot to say that
of course my fiddle was old—at least so Vuillaume
said I

In nay room. I had over the old mantlepiece an
old print of Paganini, which I had pasted up
alongside of an old picture of the Madonna ; and
I often surprised myself, whilst paying my devo-
tions to the latter, clasping my hands implorinsly
to the former. One cold night in January' (i't

was the 13th: I shall never forget it) I sat down
before my music-desk, tired of standing. The
page before^ me was virgin to me :

"^

it was
the first of Kreutzer's exercises, beginning c, e,

9^f> e,/-, d, e. I had been hours trying to violate
it, but to no purpose. Fanny was" as quiet as a
mouse, for I had clearly intimated to her, by sun-
dry kicks, that she could not join in until I could
play the intricacies before me sciollo. Slowly,
gingerly, out of tune, I tried every note—note by
note, bar by bar, andante, moderato, allegretto, al-

legro, and presto was sure to be a gallimaufry. I
could never get my first finger far back enough
for F natural Over and over again for hours.

until ray arm ached, my violin thumb benumbed,
and my fingers inflamed, my head swimmlna, and
the notes before me as Sanscrit—over and over
again, I could never transit from the first string

to the second without a hideous scratch. I

could not take the third B in the bar with the
fourth finger, so that my bow kepit hopping about
as if I were playing a sallarello ; and so sure as

I got into the second portion, as sure was the
music to resemble Wagner's or Berlioz's sans tete

ni queue. I can't say how long I kept upthisfun
but I soon discovered that it was time to go to

bed, for my candle was all butout: in afewmore
minutes I should be in utter darkness. I gobbled
down a portion of my supper (bread and a pick-
led herring), and throwino- the rest to Fanny,
had just one more try at Kreutzer. It was use-

less—F sharp F sharp, and when I got over that
it was B flat in the second bar.

Disheartened, angry, and with tears in my eyes,

I gave a deprecating look to Paganini on the wall
extinguished my light, and threw myself on the
bed. Cold as it was, I was in a violent perspira-
tion. The wind was blowing in fitful ruffianly
blasts, as if it had a mission thatnight to frighten

people out of the hiccoughs. Bang ! it came,
and immediately subsided into a low whistle in

consecutive fifths. Ten or twenty bars' re.st.

Bang ! baug ! again, and off up to the weather-
cock on the top of the church, and giving him a
twitch o' the nose to the east, making him
squeal

I?I-

out of tune, regardless of key, time, or anything
else

; then shifting, and coming back again, hit-

ting him to the west, making him screech

After a few gusts more violent than the, rest, my
door flew open, and a tall, thin, lanky gentleman
noiselessly stalked in ! . . .

He was dressed in rusty black, and his clothes

were made by contract, I should think ; be must
have bargained with his tailor that the less they
fitted, the more he would pay for them. The
collar of his coat was worn on the left side quite
shiny. The inside of his left wristband was
threadbare ; about the middle of his waist, was a

spot worn as polished as a looking-glass, as also

under the right elbow. His sallow face looked
as if it were made of yellow parchment, and
make up into a tolerably good imitation of a skull

—but an animated .skull, for there were in it two
eyes that would have scorched up mountains of

snow. Eyes that spoke poems ! tjniverse ! In-

finity ! Chaos ! Rhabdoraancy ! . . . one look at

him convinced me I had nothing but a skeleton

before me, and I could not make out where I had
seen this personage before. Well, in walked this

tall, serious, suffering-looking figure. My violin,

which was standing upright on the mantlepiece,

instantly left its place, and flew to his hands. In
its transit I distinctly heard the first string rise

fromE flat to E natural, and the fourth descend
from G half sharp to G natural of themselves.

He quietly put the violin under his left arm, and
proceeded to look about the apartment. He first

observed the picture of Paganini over the man-
tlepiece—and as he stood near it, it struck me the

picture was somewhat like him. After having
examined it for several minutes he gave a slight

contemptuous smile, and looking at himself in

the looking-glass, passed his hand through his

long raven locks with a little look of fatuity, I

thought. He next noticed a piece of bread on
the floor, and picking it up, put it carefully upon
a plate, mumbling something sotto voce about
Pane and Die. He was looking at my Kreutzer
with a naive smile on his face, and playing the

first one pizzicato with his left hand only, when
the church clock of the Beguinage began to

strike twelve I He raised the violin to

his chin—his whole body became distorted—his

elbow covered that part of his coat which I had
noticed so much worn—his left hip appeared as

an unsightly excrescence. His long bony fingers

curved nervously over the string, and raising his

right hand with the bow in it over the violin, at

least a foot from it, he brought it down on the
string simultaneously with the last stroke of the
bell—he struck the same note, so precisely and
with such percussion, that the note from the
instrument and from the bell souuded as but one.
It was D which he took with the third finger on
the fourth string, in that very position which
always puzzled me so much. The vibra-

tions of the note reached me in about
the third of a second — they rarified the

atmosphere around me—I gasped for breath,

and lay enthralled on my couch as in a fearful

nightmare. The note increased to intense sonori-

ty. The walls vibrated with it, and threw back
echos in thirds, fifths, and octaves. I heard it as

the peal of a powerful organ, and it had the same
effect on me as the first church music had, which
I heard after the death of a dear relative : it

made rae weep bitterly. Never until now had I

imagined what music there was in one note. The
room grew luminous with sound. I saw every
object about rae as if it were standing in brilliant

sunshine ; the figure before me was transparent

as crystal, and rich colors were chasing one an-

other in it, as on opal. The brilliant eyes were
closed, and the features were playing in smiling

yet painful ecstacy. With a suasive legato he
glided up to Bb on the same string and intoned
an Adagio religioso. Was this music learnt in

Paradise ? was it a prayer this poor spirit was
offering ? . . . . with such pathos, with such
agonizing beseechfulness? .... on my knees I

joined in his prayer, and in hysterical sobs re-

peated some of those words, which caused my
heartstrings to tend to snapping I under-
stood how poor penitents could heap ashes on
their head flagellate their loins with knot-
ted cords, and lick the dust from off the ground.
1 felt my littleness, my weakness, and all the aw-
ful sublimity of the Creator, when such a voice

could sing so sublimely to Him. My heart was
swelling and nigh bursting in my bosom, my brow
was throbbing painfully, and I was about to

swoon, when the melody broke forth in a Maes-
toso in the major key, which revived me and
gave me hope ! . . . . arpeggios recalling the

minor melody sraorzando, gracefully, tenderly,

soothingly, gently augmenting, growing, rising

and with a brilliant trillo breaking out with the

clic-ti-olack of a Tarentella—the first notes half

restrained, gradually increasing in speed, until,

worked up to frenzy, it burst forth as a savage
Bacchanalian dance—wildly reeling, voluptuously
writhing

Tempo di Taraotella.
"With the boom zi zing of the tambourine
And the claclc ta clacli of the castanetce."

and slentando, perdendosi, suavely into a little

pastoral movement breathing cool breezes, re-

freshmg shady bowers and furtive nooks, where
amoroso some shepherd breathed con anima his

love tale : so sweetly, despairingly and pei--

suasively, that nought but that soft rapturous

velvety voluptuous melody could have followed.

. . . . And he swept over the strings with amaz-
ing rapidity

—

trillando, the four strings in tutti,

staccato, pizzicato, unisoni, soare, sciollo, presto,

prestissimo, furioso e con amnre semper, tempo di

hallo, pomposo, sallarello, smorzando— delirious,

soothing, trio, duo, flutes, violins, and mandolinas,

linnets and nightingales. I heard all this—he
plunged me down into the deepest depths of hell,

where demons howled fearfully ; he wafted me
on high in heaven, where angels whispered

around me. He ma<le me weep ; he made me
love ; he made me feel tyrannical, charitable,

ambitious, drunk, meek, saucy, religious, serio-

comic, tragic, melodramatic buffoon. He made
me shed tears, he convulsed me with laughter

—

when—he suddenly stopped and looked at my
fiddle, exclaimed, "Per Bacco .' c callira ! callira!

cattiva! dashed it to the ground, and smashed it

to atoms I . . . . This was too much of a joke !

. . . Fanny, (who strange to say, had remained
silent during the whole performance) began bark-
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ing furiously, and sprang from the bed, followed

by me. Tlie room was pitch dark !....!
struck a light, and, sure enough, there was my
violin on the ground, with the neck oft and
otherwise damaged ! . . . I looked under the

bed, in the cupboards and fliund nobody. The
door was locked— I had a delicious dream,

I had heard Paganini. The tail-piece of my vio-

lin (which was standing on the mantlepiece) had
given way ; the instrument had fallen to the

ground, and caused the fracas which awoke me.

The violin was soon mended, and a few days

after, Fanny and myself treated the neighbors to

the following duo—
Fan. Con anima.

Eooh, wooh

'S Sciolto. ^=
''Ik,

ooli.

Self.

Boo, wooh, ooh, ooh
,

Any key, any time, any number o? JJats and
aharps and ad Id).

Cherubini,

(Continued from page 214).
'

Cherubini owed his appointment as Director of

the Conservatory miiinly to the reputation he had
acquired by his sacred compositions, especially the

Eequiem—for five voices and a full liand—written by

him for tlie anniversary of Lonis XVI. 's death, and
performed for the lirst time, on the 21st of January,

1816, in tlie Cathedral of St. Denis. It was not

repeated until February, 1820, when it was performed

in the same edifice, at the funeral of the Due do

Berri, muulered on the 13th of the same month by
the fanatic Louval.* Eight months subsequently, a

happier event for the royal family took place, namely,

tlie birth of the Due de Bordeaux, on the 29th Sep-

tember, 1820. In celebration of the child's christen-

ing, which took place on the 1st IWay, in Notre Dame,
the festival opera, Blnmdie de frovence, oit la Cour des

Fe'eSf was performed the same evening at the Tuille-

ries, and, the evening following, at tlie Grand Opera.

The book was written by The'aulon and E.anc6, and
the music by Berton, Boieldieu, Kreutzer, Paer and
Cherubini. It is now all forgotten, except the

delightful cradle-song, by Cherubini, for tliree female

voices in the chorus :
" Dors, noble enfant," which

still holds its place in the repertory of the Paris Con-
servatory, and has, also, lately been reprinted in

Germany.t
The next work composed by Cherubini for an

especial purpose was the Mass for the Coronation of

Charles X. This work, however, is endowed with

such a character of grandeur, that it will evermore

remain a lasting monument oi^ art, on account of the

greatness and loftiness of its ideas, the depth of its

conception, the nobleness of its expression, the rich-

ness and magnificence of its harmony and tone, and
its brilliant clearness in all that relates to polyphony
and harmonies. The coronation took place on the

29th May, 1825, in the Cathedral of Rheims. The
composition of the music for the festivities was en-

trusted to Lesueur and Cherubini, solos being exclu-

ded by the agreement. The chorus at the perform-

ance consisted of 20 first, and 20 second sopranos
;

28 tenors, and 28 basses, making altogether 96 sing-

ers ; the instrumental portion was represented by 36
violins, 30 violas, violoncelloes and double-basses, and
36 wind instruments and percussion instruments

—

making a total of 102, and a grand total of 198

artists, all of first-rate talent. The king entered the

Cathedral to the strains of a majestic march. As
the officiating Archbishop handed him the sword, the

* It will be remembered that the dagger of the assassin
struck flown the Oake on the steps at the srand entrance to

ttie Opera-hou.se, as his Royal Iligiincs.s was accompanying h's

wife to her caiTiage. It is not so well known tliat tlie then
Archbishop of Paris, Monseigneur de Qnelen, consented to

administer to the dying man, who had been carried into the
nianager\s room, the last consolations of religion, only on
condition that the hou.se shoulil be pulled down. The Opera
wa.s first removed to the Salle Favixrt, and then inaugurated
on the 19th August, 1821, in the building in the Rne Lepelle-
tjer, where it etill is. since the works have only just been com-
menced for the erection of a new Opera-house, on the Boule-
vard des Capucins, opposite the Rue fie la Pais. See ArcM-
tectonoi^rajikie des r/icao«, par Alexis Bonnet et Meizzi, con-
tinued by Kaufmann.

t By C. F. Peters, Berlin and Leipsic, with pi.anoforte
accompaniment, and a German translation ofthe words. Price
12 1-4 Neue-Groschen.

anthem " Confortare," by Lesueur, swelled forth,

and, during the preparations for the anointing, the

anthem, " Gentem Francorum." by the same com-
poser. During the seven different stages of the

anointing, there resounded the choruses :
" Unxo-

runt Salamonem," and " Vivat Pcx, vivat in oster-

uum." This was followed by the " Coronation
March," while, at the moment the crown was placed

upon the head of Charles X., the " Vivat Rex " was
again heard, accompanied on this occasion by the

full organ. At the same moment, and in accordance
with ancient custom, a number of doves antl other

birds were let loose in the cathedral, the doors of the

edifice were flung open, the people rushed in, the

cavalry and infantry bands, stationed around the

Place, struck up, the bells pealed, and the cannon
roared. Simultaneously, a short " Te Deum," also

by Lesueur, was sung.

This was followed by Clicrubini's Mass, in which
besides the choruses, the " March at the Commu-
nion," one of the most lofty and cenial pieces of

instrumental music ever written, proiluced a wonder-
ful impression. Johann Sebastian Bach's Mass in

B, Beethoven's Miasa Soleiimis, in D major, and
Cherubini's il/f.9se rfw Socrc, are the three most bril-

liant stars in the firmamentof sacred music. For the

interests of the art, a consideration of the various

phases in the development of sacred music from the

time of the old Italians, .and Netherlanders, down to

that of Bach, and from him throufrh Haydn, Mozart.
Hummel aufl his contemporaries to Clierubini and
Beetiioven. would be a highly useful undcrtakinf;.

How great an influence was exerted by the spirit,

which, sustained by the grand ide.as of the time,

sprani;- up in music dnrinir the concluding ten years

of the last century, antl the first thirty of the present,

is proved by the two works in question of Beethoven
and Cherubini, which were produced, quite indepen-

dently of each other at the same period, and yet

which present so many points of resemblance in the

treatment of the text, the lofty character of the musi-
cal thoughts, the way in wdiich by means of broadly
developed forms, these latter are fashioned into shape,

and the employment of all available musical resour-

ces for the purpose of carryinc: out the object in view.

The principal portions of Beethoven's Mass were
performed for the first time in Vienna, on the 7th

May, 1824, while Cheruhini's work was executed at

Rheims, on the 29th May, 1825; but Beethoven's
was not printed till 1827, after Chernbini's. The
same thing which had already happened to the two
masters in the composition oi^ the operas of Faniska
and Fidelia was now repeated in another branch of

the art ; on both occasions, however, Cherubini had
been the first, by his Lodoiska, in the operatic style,

and by his Requiem, and the Masses in F and D, in

the sacred style.

It is from the first few years of Cheruhini's

appointment as Director of the Conservatory that we
must date the foundation of the Socie't^ des Concerts,

which has preserved, until the present day, the repu-

tation of having introduced to the French public the

works, most admirably executed, of the German
masters of instrumental music. The real founder of

the Society was, as we well know, Ilabeneck,* who
was also its very heart and soul. Chernbini's share

in the matter consisted in his having been the person

who always advocated the public practice or displays

of the pupils who had left the Conservatory, as well

as of those who were still there, and, whenever they

came to a standstill, always exerted himself to set

them eoing again ; furthermore, in his recognition of

Habeneck's decided talent as a director, in conse-

quence of which the direction of the concerts in

question was entrusted to Habeneck, on the recom-
mendation of Cherubini, Gossec, and Mdhul, even

* Francois Antoine Habeneck was born on the 23rd January
1731, at Mezieres, where the regiment to whose band his father,

a native of .Mannheim, belonged, was then in garrison. He
turned out an infant musical prodigy, and gave concerts Jis a
violinist when only in his tenth year. In 1814, he carried off

the first prize for violin playing at the Conservatory, and was
patronized by the Empress .Tosephine who made him an
annual allowance of 12.000 francs. He soon afterwards
entered the orchestra of the Grand Opera, as solo violin-

ist, with Rud. Kreutzer. His talent as a conductor was
fleveloped by his conducting the practice of the pupils at the
Conservatory from 1806 to 1815. On one of these occasious he
caused Beethoven's Symphony in C major to be played for the
first time in Paris. Being afterwards appointed director of
the Concerts Spirituels, got up by the management of the
Grand Opera, he endeavored to have the Second Symphony
performed, but, instead of the AfJagw, which the band uncon-
ditionally rejected, he was obliged to interpolate the Andante
iAllegretCn\ of the Seventh Symphony in A, which was encored
at the very first performance. From 1821 to 1824, he was
director of the Grand Opera, while Kreutzer was conductor.
From 1824, he took Kroutzer's position, and was, at the same
time, appointed professor of a violin class established express-
ly for him. The Conservatory Concerts began in the year 1R28.

On the .31st October, 1846, he retired from the Opera and the
instruction of his class. He conducted the Concerts for the
last time on the 16th April, 1848. Nine months afterwards he
died, on the 8th February, 1849.

—

Histoire de la Societe des
Concerts, par A. Elwart, Paris, 1860.

under Sarrette ; and lastly and chiefly on his support-
ing, with the whole weight of his own position,

Habeneck's plan, and thereby rendering its execution
possible.

As the establishment of the Socie'le des Concerts
in Paris not only marks an epoch in the history of
music in that capital, but is likewise of importance
for the propagation and the artistically perfect execu-
tion of German music, we have already described its

origin at length, in Nos. 20 and 21 of the series of
tliis paper (the Niedcrrhemische Musik-Zeitnng) for

1860, taking as our authority the Histoire, etc., by A.
Elwart, quoted in the foot "note. All that is now
requisite is for us to adduce from the same work, the
proofs of Chernbini's energetic co-operation. At
jjage 62, et ser/., we read :

" When Cherubini was
informed of the plan by Ilabeneck, he agreed to the
request that he should obtain the authority of the

INlinistcr with a degree of warmth which does honor
to his memory." "The Minister, M. dcLarochofou-
cault, assented to Chernbini's proposal.^," and the

decree of the 15th February, 1828, permitting the

establishment of the Concerts, commences : "At there-

quest of the Directors of the Erole lioyalede Musiqne,
we have resolved, Slq.., &c., " and Art. 9 charges
him with the execution of the decree. The statutes

of the Society contain, at the very beginning, the

words :
" With the agreemcut of the Director of the

School of Music." He was cliairman of the admin-
istrative and executive committee (p. 98), and it was
his order, and strictly according to his directions,

tliat the moveable platffjrm, rising step by step,

was built just as it now exists.—Cherubini knew very
well that Hahenurk's object w.as the performance of

the works of Beethoven. Had he entertained so

mean .an opinion of the latter as he is reported to

have entertained, he certainly would not have pro-

moted and arranged the whole affair with the zeal he
did, as, in other things relating to the Conservatory,
he adhered to Ids own opinion with great firmness, or

rather stubbornness. Thu.s, for instance, he prohibi-

ted the young ladies of the School of Music fiom
taking part either in the solos or choruses of the

smaller concerts (Concerts d'Emulation) given by the

young artists, and concerts which Elwart conducted

from 1828 to 1834. The fair pupils were only

allowed to play publicly the piano .and harp, while

the band might execute nothing but compositions of

the pupils. Despite all the representations of the

most celebrated professors, Cherubini adhered im-

movably to these regulations (Elwart, p. 126).

If we look thiough the Conservatory concert bills,

which are given by Elwart from their beginning

down to 1 860, we shall nearly always find Beethoven
and Cherubini together, the former as representative

of instrumental, and the latter of vocal music.

{To he Continued.)

for Bwight's Journal of Music.

Ciiriosities of Criticism.

No. VL
My dear Journal,

My soul, for several years past, has been pained

and at the same time disgusted with the immense

amount of sublime nonsense which Wagner's works

have called forth from the "critics," especially those

in England antl France, and the contradictory nature

of their contemptible highnesses. Bless my con-

science ! just let any one look at the history of the

man, view that which he has accomplished, and con-

sider his present prominence as a partial Mahommed
of the Musical World, then turn to the petty on-

slaughts upon his genius which are so continually

appearing from inappreeiative or antagonistic

sources, and can he fail to perceive their resemblance

to the stings of sand-gnats upon some lord of the

field or forest, who, although annoyed thereby, is by

no means weakened, but rather proceeds onward

from strength to strength until his fame has reached

all lands where Art is vernacular.

As Schumann is, and Mendelssohn was, in Sym-

phony, so is Wagner in Opera. I mean by this that

all have excited emulation on account of the fasci-

nation of their mannerisms ; for those they assuredly

possess in a marked degree, and in this point con-

sists their greatness and their complete isolation as

composers. Should not this fact alone protect them,

and especially our subject at least from that insult-

ingly frivolous tone, which characterizes many criti-

cisms we see often from the least reliable authorities

regarding intricate and intelkctuaL Opera ?
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Some of these gentlemen laugh at Wagner, be-

cause he undertakes to interpret the poetry of his

own works. Did any one ever laugh at Milton for

appending notes to his poetry 1 Why are not the

cases analogous? Others growl because he does

not follow beaten tracks. I ask if Beetlioven was

not repudiated by old Father Haydn for his innovat-

ing propensities. And was ever any mere copyist, a

great man ?

Even in like manner one of the New York dailies,

some time ago, declared Schumann to be foolish

when he " attempted to be a critic," and said that he

should have "kept on!i/ to composition in ordei- to be

successful !" as if any had the same right to be

critics that artists and composers themselves pos-

sess !

It was Wagner's misfortune to bring disasters

upon the London old Philharmonic pecuniarily dur-

ing his one year's direction of the concerts, because

he was neither the automaton that Costa is, nor the

millionaire that Mendelssohn was. Hence his mttsic

could not be tolerated by John Bull, and toady Am-
ericans in a great measure had to follow suit for

some little time and in some places.

But every amateur knows how hard it was for

Meyerbeer, with all the prestige of 11 crociato memory,

and all his money, too (for he is an imensely wealthy

man, as was Mendelssohn) to obtain a foothold in

that blessed land of fogs and befogged intellects. Is

it not also a well known fact that they even ijet have

not allowed Chopin's and Schubert's transcendent

works to awaken their unqualified admiration. How
then could their antagonism to Wagner be allowed

such weight in the woi-ld of Music 'i

Poor Wagner next fell into the hands of tlie

Gallic Philistines, and led as is a notorious fact by

the Jocky fraternity of that Sabbath-keeping (!) city,

and that on a Sunday night to begin with ! Just

imagine the first rehearsal of Israel in Egypt, with

similar " advantages," my dear Journal, and how
much chance would it have for success ? Or even

Beethoven's Pastorale Symphony. Would not the

witty Fiorentino have a fine opportunity for crack-

ing jokes over Handel's imitation of frogs jumping in

the "And their land broughtforthfrogs 1 " And perhaps

M. Scudo would not forget to cavil at the "iterated"

violin arpeggios in the storm of the Pastorale, which

make one shiver with cold, and actually feel as if

being drenched by the relentless fury of descending

torrents.

I get out of all patience with these shallow, nar-

row-minded writers, whose ideas are confined,

contracted to the one current, in which they

happened to have been travelling all their lives, and

who show so little reverence for hard labor, and a

lifetime of earnestness, even if not backed by that

genius, which they are so slow to acknowledge.

In the estimation of these gentlemen it is nothing

to have written a new opera (of course not, for have

not hundreds of addle-pates done it 1) It is nothing

to have inaugurated an artistic crusade against

effete conventionalities and sickly platitudes (of

course not, for how many times has not Rossini re-

peated the following original and heroic, forcible and

affirmative cadence or its cousins german ?

^-•-a--,^-»-i--Tp2-^T^—
^ T-

gi &C.

viarcatiss.

isSiglsiii?"'
It is nothing to have set the musical world agog

by the efforts of one poor unaided and whilome

insignificant pen (Oh, no! for has not Eugene Sue

done as much?) It is naught to have one's operas

placed in the standard repertoires of the great Ger-

man Theatres, beside those of Gluck, Mozart and

Cimerosa, and that during one's lifetime. Oh, of course

not. Can anything command the respect of these

critics 1 Why can they not wait until one makes an

actual ass of himself before treating him as if he

were an unsuccessful circus-rider, contortionist or

stage dancer.

M. Scudo heard Tannhduser "four times." Won-

drous depth of study ! I should like to know how

many weeks he was studying the score? I i^hall not

ask how many he would require to understand it, for

the reputation for profound erudition of Jockey Club

critics is entirely too well established to admit of a

doubt

!

I presume if he should hear Bach's St. Ann's

Fugue "four times," he could give us a clear and

lucid exposition of its frame-work, with subject, re-

sponse and imitation points, clear down to the stretto.

Even so, Jules Janin could give us a commentary

upon the decalogue, I suppose, especially that part

relating to the seventh commandment, judging from

his " eloquent preface " to the charming novel

" Fanny."

When the Tannhduser was produced in New York,

Mr. Fry sent for the score in order that he might

thoroughly understand the composer's ideas before criti-

cizing the work. Show me another such conscientious

desire to do a net» work justice. Bless rae! you

might as Avell send most of these critics a Chinese

Bible or a piece of Egyptian mummy-papyrus, for

all the aid it would be to their comprehension of

the work. And yet, look at the analogy. Suppose a

new novel were to be reviewed from a copy printed

with a sentence periodically left out throughout the

volume or with many a page torn out, just where

denouements ought to occur, how could the author be

held accountable ? And yet the way in which new

musicalworks are oft-times presented to the public, is

one in which the poor composer has to suffer from

mutilation, almost, if not quite, as badly as our

Author would. Wagner was doubtless more for-

tunate than this at Paris, for his resources in material

were all that could be wished for, but then there was

no sympathy, in fact there was a league against him,

and the musical world need not be told the thousands

of little ways in which antagonism to a new work

can be shown by artists during its performance when

they are almost paid to cause its failure, as was the

case in this instance. You need not be told it my
dear Journal, and need M. Scudo, and above all M.

Berlioz need not, for he ought to know something

about a composers difSculties if anyone does.

But adieu for the present. Next week I shall cite

examples and try not to deal in quite such a whole-

sale and overwhelmingly crushing manner with poor

Wagner as M. Scudo is pleased to do.

TiMOTHT Trill.

For Dwight's Journal of Music.

Robert Schximaim on Mendelssohn's "Songs

without Words."

(Translated by f. M. Raymond).

(Second Book op " Songs without Words"
FOR THE PiANO-FoETE).

Who has not sat at his piano in the twilight, and,

while improvising, sung a quiet melody ? If, at such

a time, one can perform both melody and accompani-

ment with the hands alone, provided one is only a

Mendelssohn, the finest songs without words will come

to life. It were a comparatively easy thing to do, if

one composed to a text, and then rubbed the words

out and gave the work to the world.—but this would

be a kind of deception.

To our Songs ! Clear as sunlight they look us in

the face. The first comes near, to the one in the

first book (and in C major) in purity and beauty of

feeling ; here is a gush from the mother spring.

Florestan says : "He who has sung such a song, may
expect a long life, before and .after death." The

second song reminds me of Goethe's Hunter's Even-

ing Song :

" Tm Felde schleich' ich sMU und Tvild,

Qespanut mein Feuerrohr," &c.

Its tender, airy structure is equal to that of the poet.

The third is of less importance, and resembles a

Catch that should belong to one of Lafontaine's family

scenes ; but it is true, unadulterated wine, that

makes the round of the table, although not of the

rarest or strongest. I find the fourth most beautiful

;

a little sad and self-concentrated, but speaking of

hope and home in the distance. In the French edi-

tion we find, in every piece, but especially in this,

many alterations that do not seem to belong to Men-

delssohn. The next is somewhat undecided in

character, even in form and rhythm, and leaves an

undetermined impression behind. The last, a Vene-

tian barcarole, softly and gently closes the whole.

These gifts of a noble spirit will again delight

you !

Third Book. Opus 38.

We confidently point out this book without many

words. Evei-y one knows that a rose bush blooms,

and sheds perfume all about it ; and if an eye looks

happily up to the moon, no one doubts that it exists.

These later songs difi^er but little from the former,

and stand, like them, between painting and poetry
;

colors or words might well express them, did not

music speak them more sufiiciently.

They are all the children of a rich fancy ; but it

often h.appens that the best mother will prefer, know-

ingly or ignorantly, one of her offspring to tlie others,

and people will observe it. So I fancy, that the

second song, and the closing duet, are the poet's

favorites ; and also the fifth, more passionate, if one

m.ay so speak of the noble agitations of a fine heart.

The fourth ple.ases me the least ; it speaks of a com-

fortable but more prosaic nature, rather reposing on

soft pillows, than outside under flowers and among

the nightingales. It grieves me that our rich German

tongue has no words to express anything so utterly

unadorned and naive as the " duet " ; it is lovers

talking together softly, securely, trustingly.

Fourth Book. Opus 53.

Another book of genuine "Songs without Words."

They differ but little from Blendelssohn's earlier

collections, save, that they possess greater simplicity,

and, in a melodic sense, have a leaning toward the

People's Songs. This is especially the case with the

song, which the composer himself has entitled "Peo-

ple's Song "
; this has sprung from the same source

from which Eichendorff has taken his most wonderful

poems, and Lessing his " Eifel-landscape." One is

never tired of hearing it. The national character

that is beginning to show itself in so many composi-

tions of our younger artists, is an encouraging sign

of the future ; it was openly displayed in Beethoven's

later works ;—a remark that will sound strangely

enough to many. The third song, in G minor, has

also a popular tone, but not that of a chorus ; it

rather resembles a four-part-song. One observes

th.it Mendelssohn, in his songs without words, steps

from the simpler song, through the duets, to the four-

part-song and chorus. Ths it is with the genuine,

inventive artist
;
just where one thinks he can go no

further, he h.as undauntedly taken a step forward,

and won new ground. Some songs in this fourlh

book remind us of things in the former collection
;

certain turns and repetitions that savor of manner-

ism. Yet this is a reproach that a hundred others

wonld fain purchase at the price of many sacrifices

—

namely, to be so recognizable by peculiar forms and
characteristics, that one can swear to them. And
we shall greet many more such books with welcom-

ing pleasure !

Milan.—M. Gounod's Faust will be produced in

the course of this season at La Scala.

Cologne.—The new Stadt-theater will be opened
about the 20th October.
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Music in this Number.— Continuation of HandePE

"Messiah."

Gottsehalk in Boston—Then and Now.

Mr. Gottsehalk, the great pianist, and great

theme of controversy, is again announced in

Boston. It is nine years since his first and last

appearance here before, when he gave only two

concerts, under not perhaps the most favorable

circumstances, and with so much less than his ac-

customed brilliancy of outward success, that it

appears to have soured his temper with regard to

Boston ever since, and to have put this naughty

" Athens" under ban, dooming it to the terrible

"punishment" of being passed by on the other

side by the indignant artist, while other cities,

even the " rural districts " right about us, have

been refreshed by the Olympian rain.

During all these nine years the admirers of

Gottsehalk have talked and written bitterly of

the unkind, unappreciativc tri'atment which his

talent has received from Boston. And this

Journal has been the especial object of such

accusations ; our unbiased, honest criticism, con-

sisting in the main of praise, while it discrimi-

nated between the virtuosi and the composer, and

dissented from certain extravagant and undis-

criminating claims, by which we sought to show

that the young artist's cause was only injured,

was pronounced cruel and malicious.

These accusations have been flying in the at-

mosphere of concert rooms and newspaper musi-

cal criticisms very livelily all over the land of late.

We are repeatedly asked: "Why are you such

an enemy of Gottsehalk ?" We have uniformly

disavowed ail enmity ; but the impression on the

part of many seemed inveterate ; in vain we
said you are mistaken ; have you read what we
actually wrote ? No. Of course no one remem-

bers, or will look back to find what we printed

nine years ago. To show, therefore, how much

this " enmity " amounts to, we reprint here all

we wrote of Gottsehalk after his two concerts in

1853, confident that many will be surprised to

find these " bitter and violent attacks " made up

for the most part of hearty recognition of the

pianist's real merits.

[From Dwight's Journal of Music, Oct. 22. 1853.]

The extravagant fame and the peculiar kind of en-

thusiasm wliich preceded the arrival of the young
New Orleans virtuoso, announced in the bills al-

ways as " the great American pianist," had fore-

warned us what to expect of him. We expected

brilliant execution, together with perhaps some litde

touch of individuality enough to lend a charm to

pretty, bat by no means deeply interesting or import-

ant compositions of his own. Some of the composi-

tions we had heard from other players, and by their

triviality were forced to feel that cither these belied

him, or that it was by sheer professional puffery that

he had been so long proclaimed the peer of Liszt and
Thalberg and even Chopin ; all of whom, particu-

larly the last, have been true tone poets, of decided

individuality, which is stamped upon their written

works, with which the Gottsehalk Bananiers and
Dances Ossianiques bear no more comparison than

the slightest magazine versos with the inspired lyrics

of the great bards. Yet upon composition, it would
seem, he chose to take his stand; for in his programme

of Tuesday evening every piece performed by him
was of his own composing ; and the newspapers and

pamphlet biographies of him, innumerable letters

from abroad, and eulogistic critiques in the papers

from New York to New Orleans, harp upon this with

a peculiar energy.

Well, at the concert—which, by the w.ay, did not

half fill the Boston Music Hall, owing partly, we

hope, to distrust of an artist who plays wliolly his

own compositions—our expectation was confirmed.

There was indeed most brilliant execution ;—we
have heard none more brilliant, but are not yet pre-

pared to s."iy that Jaell's was less so. Gottschalk's

touch is the most clear and crisp and beautiful that

we have ever known. His play is free and bold and

sure and graceful in the extreme : his runs pure and

liquid, his figures always clean and perfectly defined;

his command of rapid octavo passages prodigious
;

and so we might go through with all the technica'

points of masterly execution. It was great execu-

tion. But what is execution, without some thought

and meaning in the combinations to be executed ?

Could a more trivial and insulting string of musical

rigmarole have been offered to an andience of earnest

music-lovers than "American Reminiscences" to

begin with ! These consisted of a thin and feeble

preludmg, in which the right hand ran with exqui-

sitely liquid evenness and brightness up and down the

highest octaves, over and over, without, any progress

of ideas, as if it were more scale exercise, followed

at last by fragmentary and odd allusions to " Old

folks at Home," and then by that homely tune, (which

seems to be a sort of catching, melodic ildi of the

times) fully developed, and then varied in divers diffi-

cult and .astounding ways. Also " Susanna" (if

we remember rightly) in the same fashion. There

was an eruption of silly applause here, and an encore

which he answered with—" Yankee Doodle "! We
say sillij applause ; for who, that admired such exe-

cution as a power worth having, could but feel mel-

ancholy to see the power so thrown aw.ay ? and who

that went there eager to hail and praise a young na-

tive artist, could but be mortified to see an artist so

little in earnest with his Art. And to find the dilet-

tante public still so ready to extol as Art what prop-

erly is little more than sleight of hand !

The most imposing piece of Mr. Gottsehalk was

called "Jerusalem, a triumphal fantasia," for two

pianos, in the great difficulties of which he was ably

seconded by Mr. J. Pychowsky, who played at dis

advantage from a hastily made manuscript copy. In

portions of this there was a certain De Meyer-like

pomp and breadth of harmony ; but the ideas seem-

ed commonplace and the work as a whole left but a

heavy and confused impression. There was a cer-

tain grace and individuality in the Savanna and

Bananier, which he styles " Poetic Caprices," though

not enough to build the fame of genius on. His

"Carnival of Venice" we did not hear.

Skilful, graceful, brilliant, wondeiful we own his

playing was. But players less wonderful have given

us far deeper satisfaction. We have seen a criticism

upon that concert in which it was regretted that his

music was too fine for common apprehension, " too

much addressed to the reasoning faculties," &c. To
us the want was that it did not address the reason,

that it seemed empty of ideas, of inspiration ; that it

spake little to the mind or heart, excited neither

meditation nor emotion, but simply dazzled by the

display of difficult feats gracefully and easily achiev-

ed. But of what uso were all these difiiculties ?

—

("Difficult! I wish it was impossible," Baid. Dr. John-

son.) Why all that rapid tossing of handsfull of

chords from the middle to the highest octaves, lifting

the hand with such conscious appeal to our eyes ?

To what end all diose rapid octave passages 1 since

in the intervals of easy execution, in the seemingly

quiet impromptu passages, the music grew so mon-
otonous and common-place ; the same little figure re-

peated and repeated, after listless pauses, in a way
which conveyed no meaning, no sense of musical

progress, but only the appearance of fastidiously

critical scale-practising.

We seriously doubt if Gottschalk's forte is com-

position. A far less brilliant fortune would have

been a far truer friend and teacher to him. They

have wronged him, who have assured him that his

trivial though graceful fantasies were enough to

place him in the rank of finely original piano-forte

composers. He must do more and very different

from that to earn the title. But in justice to him,

we are assured that he does play the compositions of

the masters with real understanding and indeed con

amore, and it promises well for him that in his second

programme he announces his determination to play

classical music, from Beethoven, Onslow, &c. We
shall rejoice to forgive and forget all hitherto, if with

bis splendid execution, he will evince the soul and

fire and judgment also for the interpretation of

such works.

[From Dwight's Journal of Music, Oct. 29, 1853.]

Had his first concert been like his second, wc

should have had a far pleasanter task in writing

about it ; for the second gave us a better opinion of

him as an artist. In the first he was only a virtnoso

;

and much of the exception which we took to

him, was simply the instancing in his case of our

profound conviction of the false and superficial ten-

dency of the whole modern virtuoso school in Art.—

We could not but judge him by the extravagant

claims that come before him, claims of genins, both

in phiying and in composition, equal to that of Liszt

and Chopin. And as his first programme seemed a

re-as.sertion of that claim, as it consisted wholly of

his own compositions, it was impossible not to dwell

more upon their triviality and heaven-wide distance

from Chopin, &c., than upon his transcendent powers

of execution, which we admitted to the fullest ex-

tent.

In the second concert he played some classic

music and played it well,—with clearness, delicacy

and feeling,—especially the sonata for four hands,

by Onslow, in which he was ably seconded by Mr.

Pychowsky. The surpassing beauty of his touch

lent a rare beauty to these works. The " Kreutzer

Sonata," with Mr. Suck as violinist, we enjoyed
;

but not more than we have done at the hands of sev-

eral less remarkable pianists. There might have

been more of the Beethoven fire and earnestness in

opening the Adagio, if they had first wrought them-

selves up to the true pitch of fervor by playing the

first movement.

Again, on the first night, Mr. Gottsehalk appeared

to play with a cold nonchalance, like a merely execu-

tive virtuoso. This time his very sadness (from the

news of his father's death, as well as from wounded

self-esteem at missing the enthusiasm here which he

had raised in Paris), seemed to re-act in the way of

inspiration on his playing ; there was a touch of

genuine feeling added to his grace of execution.

Again, the few little pieces of his own which he

did introduce, had more charm of individuality

than those he gave before ; and they did not disap-

point us, because they did not claim too much. They

were quite unpretending, pleasing little fancies ; the

ballade, with which he answered an encore, was even

more than that. But who could think for a moment

of comparing them with such fine inspirations as any

of the little mazurkas or notturnos of Chopin ; the

" Invitation" of Weber ; the little tone-poems of

Henselt, Stephen Holler, &c.; and much more that

we might name.

His execution of Liszt's fantasia on Lucia was

wonderful, and electrified his audience. But was it

wise and artist-like to introduce more difficulties into

the piece than Liszt had written ? We saw the won-

drous feats ; but with our eyes shut would the music

have sounded any better for them 1
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Reading the above impartially now, at this dis-

tance of time, we think it will be difficult to find

in it any traces of " enmity," any thing like per-

sonal antipathy, or any disposition not to recog-

nize the real merits of the man. What in fact

do we find ?

1. A protesf, such as any serious musician or

friend of Art neeessarily must make against the

extravagant and to himself injurious claims with

which he came heralded to us : against the

claim of equal respect for such trivial composi-

tions as he played at his first concert, with the

respect felt for the tone-poems of Chopin and

other fine imaginative masters. Does anybody

now pretend to say that the fame of a great origi-

nal composer can possibly maintain itself upon

Bananiers and variations upon " Yankee Dood-

le" ? Were we not right in that ?

2. An undisguised disappointment with the

character of his programme. If we were e.Kpect-

ed to accept him either in the character of a

significant composer, or ofan earnest, high-toned,

intellectual interpretative artist, had we not a

right on our part (we the public) to expect

either that the " original compositions" should be

works of far more mark than the aforesaid trifles,

or that the works of others chosen for interpreta-

tion should be works more worthy of this artist's

wonderful executive ability ?

3. Unstinted praise of his pianism, of his

execution, of his mastery of his instrument—
" free, bold, sure and graceful in the extreme."

4. Pain at seeing so gifted an artist so much

led away from earnest paths, from the true digni-

ty of an Art he had so much power to serve, by

the foolish applause of that portion of an audi-

ence who only care to have the ear tickled with

sweet sounds.

5. Sincere, almost (oo willing gratification at

the better programme and the worthier artistic

tone of the second concert.

6. As the underlying basis of the whole criti-

cism, as the point of vieio from which it was all

written, a careful keeping apart of the two char-

acters of ortist in the higher sense and virtuoso,

as characters not to be confounded, but which

mere utterly confounded in the claims made by

his admirers for the " great artist and pianist."

This is a distinction which it is always incumbent

upon a critic, upon one who undertakes to point

the public toward irulli in Art, to insist upon with

earnestness. DiflTerence of tastes ! you may say,

prejudice of schools! AVell, this would open an

interminable discussion, and we forbear ; not, how-

ever, at all recognizing in this question the prin-

ciple "rfe gustibus -non est disputmidum." For it is

not merely a question of the natural varieties of

individual and accidental tastes. There arc

principles in Art, as well as tastes. We do not

discuss these now ; enough for our present pur-

pose to show, that the worst that can be charged

upon what we wrote of (Jottschalk was faithful,

resolute and frank adherence to our own "school,"

our own " tastes," our own principles, call them
"ultra-classical," "pedantic," "transcendental,"

or what you please. If you, on the other hand,

think that music in which the piano, the instru-

ment, plays the chief part, and the thought in the

composer's brain the least part, is equally impor-

tant, equally entitling to the high name of Artist,

with the " classical " less popular creations of a

Bach, a Beethoven or a Mendelssohn, you have

a perfect right to your opinion; but fairness,

kindness to your favorite artist certainly does not

require that we should judge him from your point

of view.

So much for the past. If Mr. Gottschalk still

cherishes a bitter memory of Boston, or a bitter

feeling towards our musical public, simply be-

cause those two concerts of 1853 were attended

with but mo<]erate outward success, and because

the " taste of Boston," was not at once interested

in his style of thing, like that of Paris, Spain,

Havana and the cities South or West of us, he

is foolish and stands only in his own lighs. A
wise man would either speedily forget it all, or

turn the lesson to a good account, so that what

was so bitter in the month should become all the

sweeter in the stomach. Let it pass. Blr. Gott-

schalk is again among us. He does wisely to

give his concerts in a smaller hall (Chickering's),

and make them sociable, appreciable saloon per-

formances. There doubtless will be great desire

to hear him, and the readiest admiration for all

about him that is admirable. We believe and

hope that he will have a sympathetic audience
;

and we cannot help anticipating better composi-

tions of his own, better selections from the works

of others and a higher artistic tone of the whole

concert, than it was our unpleasant duty to

record of his first debut here nine years

ago.

«* MBit JhoaK
Vienna.—On the occasion of the recent perform-

ance of two symphonies, by M. Hector Berlioz, the

Deutsche Sfusilc-Zeiiuny contains the following re-

marks, which our friend of the London Musical

World caUs "quasi impertinent, and wholly sophisti-

cated"—we wish he might be right

!

" We remember with tolerable clearness that, at

the Berlioz Concerts, on the Wien, of all the com-
positions performed the overture to 'The Romish Car-
neval,' and the '//aio/rfA//»i/)7!0)i?/,' displeased, compa-
ratively, the least ; while the 'St/niphonie Phantastique/

on account of the events pourtrayed in it (the Execu-
tioner's March/ the 'Guillotines,' etc.) excited in us the

greatest aversion. Although we do not belong to

that school of aesthetics which perceives in music noth-

ing more than ' moving tone-forms,' we are certainly

of opinion that all music, supposing it expres-

ses what it desires to express, must first satisfy

its own conditions ; and that, fnrther, when it

descends to the delineation of events, even these

should correspond to the sense of the beautiful and
ethical requirements. AVith regard to Berlioz, we
must persist in the assertion that his mnsic is, of it-

self, rarely beautiful {i. e., steeped in pleasing sound,
and captivating by the harmony of tlic various parts,

and thus tlie logic of their development); it is far

o{t&ner unbeautiful and distorted, or poor in musical
invention ; that the subjects to which this is allied

must produce a feeling of repugnance, especially in

every man of a well organized, profound mind, as

the impure pictures of a wild aiid a morbid fancy
;

and that, when these pictures (as the poet gave them)

are not originally open as a whole to this animadver-
sion, Berlioz has elaborated and prepared those por-

tions of them which struck him as best adapted for

being drawn within the sphere of his wild fancy, and
to proTe his 'Genialitat in Factur, as Mendelssohn so

happily observed, when speaking of him.

The Hrst movement of the ' Harold Symphoni/,'

(performed at the Gesellschafts Concert), is perhaps,
the most supportable, although it does not contain

the slightest sign of aught like gennme tliematic in-

vention or symphonicsiUy-dramatic development.

—

Solos for the viol alternate wearisomely with extra-

vagant and orchestr.al effects, but there is never any
serious working out of musically significant ideas,

or a clear poetic picture. Although the explanatory
programme, written by P. Cornelius, and distributed

among the audience, prates about ' most vivid im-
pressions,' and although the whole work is intended
to transport us to Italian scenes, we confess that we
never saw aught to justify this ; wo feel more inclined

to think of surly Laplanders, and the Italians

ought to thank Berlioz for the way in which he has
represented their country. What a different picture,

how Italian, how magnificently colored, how fresh,

is jMendelssobn's symphony in A major ! And then,

too, this is Harold as viola ! He is one of the most
wearisome fellows it is possible to conceive ; neither

fish nor flesh, neither warm nor cold, neither merry
nor soiTowfid, neidier in love nor unhappy. '77ie

Pilgrim's ilarrh,' given last year, is cleverly plan-

ned, hut a musical joke completely overules and
spoils the intention of the whole. We ask whether

any production can he entitled ' poetically musical,'

when, throughont an entire movement, the composer
considers nothing of so much importance as the in-

troduction under all circumstances and in all keys, of

C an eccentric idea, which, from constant repeti-

tion, becomes sillj. The Quasi-Sc/zerco : 'Serenade

in the Abruzzi' is a joyous composition, .and we will

not indulge in finding" fiitdt with it. 'That Berlioz

shoulil have selected as the foundation of the finale

an 'Orgy of Brigands,' which in the musical treat-

ment, is a pcifect pattern-card of atrocities, is some-

thing else for which the Italians ought to thank him.

With regard to the work in its intirety, the first

thing to be done is to strike out the title
—'Sym-

phony.' The Symphony has nothing to do with

such a heap of exotic stuflT, hut works by musical

means, a fact in which its value principally consists.

Were the pictures unfolded in dievarions movements
really and truly emanations of the soul, seen and

suit.ably decked" out with tune, we might overlook

the fact o#the whole not being a symphony ; as it is,

however, we have neither the one thing nor the other,

and are simply delighted, when the last strains died

away, and we are once more in the open air. We
have not the slightest desire to peruse the work of tlie

great poet (Byron), which inspired {'.) the composer

to set about his task. How ditl'erent is the case with

Schumann's Manfred!
At the last Philharmonic Concert, Berlioz's '5ym-

phonie Phantasliipie'—'An episode out of the L'fe of

an Artist'—proved too much even for our very lib-

eral public, and was declined rather plainly. All

five movements were given ; the last, however, ac-

cording to the objectionable custom given here, be-

ing greatly cut and curtailed. It is true that, by this

course, the public enjoyed the benefit of being tor-

mented ten minutes less than they otherwise would
have been by mnsic, which may be entitled the ex-

act opposite of all that is holy, noble, and beautiful

;

hut it would have been preferable to go right on, and
enable-all persons still in doubt to enjoy a radical

cure. The execution was, in every sense, perfect."

ScHWALEACH.—The members of the Liedertafel

lately serenaded M. Meyerbeer by torchlight. To
mark his appreciation of this compliment, the w.g d
renowned composer has promised to dedicatt- ^o

them a new choral piece.

HoMBUitG,—Vieuxtempts and Alfred Jaell hate

been playing at conce.its to the great satisfaction of

the visitors.

MijIjE. Patti has been giving, during the week, a ,

series of operatic performances at the Theatre Royal,

Manchester, with Signers Gardoni, Delle-Sedie and
Ciampi.
Mllb. Tkebelli, who recently arrived in Paris,

has beeu singing in a concert at Colombes for the

benefit of the Association of Dramatic Artists.

Sacred Music in Mayence.—The following

notice in the South German Musik-Zeitung is ti'ausla-

ted by the Mw-ical World (London) :

It is a well known fact that the majority of Roman
Catholic Bishops in Germany wish to banish instru-

mental music from the church. Unfortunately,

they have carried out their resolve almost everywhere,

so that, with the exception of Vienn.a, Munich, Dres-

den, and Salzburg, few large German cities can boast

of a regular orchestra for the performance of sacred

music, and, consequently, the rich stores of sacred

instrumental cempositions bequeathed to us by onr

best masters lie, unplayed, and almost unknown to

the rising generation, in the various libraries. Even
in Cologne, the ecclesiastical authorities are begin-

ning to close the doors of the cathedral on these chefs

d'ceuvre, while, with regard to our golden Maycuce,

the golden age of sacred mnsic h.as long since past,

and, instead of hearing, under the roof of our mag-
nificent cadiedral, the elevating strains of the grand

creations due to Mozart, Haydn, Cherubini, &c., we
have to put up with the by no means edifying singing

of the seminarists. In spite of all this we have,

however, or rather we had, an Association for Sacred

Music, but that Association in consideration, proba-

bly, of the fact, that, in consequence of the churches

being hermetically sealed against it, there was no
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field left for the exclusive cultivation of sacred music
was, a short time since, rechristened the Cecilia Asso-
ciation (for mixed choral singinfl)- It is but rarely

that it lias an opportunity of stealing into one of the

smaller parish churches and performing an instrumen-

tal mass. One of these opportunities cf rare ocear-

rence is the birthday of the Emperor of Austria,

which is solemnized by high mass in St. Peter's

Church. The said opportunity was seized on, tliis

year, by the director of the Cecilia Association, Herr
Friedrich Lux, to perform a grand instrumental

mass, his first essay in this branch of his art. It is

a difficult, if not an impossible, task to produce any-

thing absolutely new of the kind, and we cannot

designate the work in question as strikingly original.

It struck us, however, that while purposely imitating

the dignified clearness wliich distinguishes the incom-

parable models left us by the great German musters,

the composer has, like Cherubini, profited by the

richness of modern instrumentation, and the advan-
tage of dramatic expression. The " Ivyrie," treated

in a strictly contrapuntal style, produced in the hear-

er an appropriately serious and dovout frame of mind
while a feeling of joyful faith and veneration finds

vent in the " Gloria " and " Credo." The " Et
incarnatus est " is most impressively efiFeetive. Es-
pecially original and full of tenderness is the " Bene-
dictus," for soprano solo, and chorus of female voices,

with organ accompaniment, worthily followed up by
the " Agnus Dei," and " Dona nobis." The inter-

est, too, is never weakened by wearisome length.

Hsitnl Correspnbente.

Nett York, Oct. 7.—Bostonians have had, ere

this, an opportunity to judge for themselves as to the

merits of Carlotta Patti as an operatic singer.

Amina, Elvira and Lucia, were the parts she assum-

ed here during the last fortnight— with success,

only as regards her vocalization ; for the rest, kind-

ness disarms criticism.

Mr. GoTTSCHALK has given a short series of con-

certs with tolerable success ; the first took place on

the evening of October 2nd. It is needless to en-

large on his playing, with which all concert goers are

familiar; he gave his own compositions, two pre-

ludes by Chopin, and Henselt's charming morceau,

\"Si oiseau j' etais." A programme more varied than

sefect, was composed of the pieces played by Mr.

Gai^schalk himself, a cornet a-piston solo (Beet-

hor"tn romance, by the bye \) from Mr. Sohreieer,

a (juartet, and a part of a quartet, not too smoothly

gi«en by Messrs. Noll, Ryan, Matzka, and Bergner

;

sinking by Mr. J. R. Thomas, and violin playing

by/Mr. T. Thomas. The latter gentleman was an-

nounced as musical director; lioW? forMr.Timm play-

ed the accompaniment, and, as there was no orchestra,

what was left for Mr. Thomas to direct, save the

movements of his own bow? Mrs. Jenny Kempton
sang, and it will please her Boston friends to know

that she was very warmly applauded. She will

prove an acceptable addition to the stock singers of

New York, and can certainly claim a place among
the best American contralti.—Adelaide Phillipps,

spite of her long residence here, should not come

into question, not merely because she is an English-

woman, but because her voice (voices being as much
affected by climate and race, as physiognomies) is

essentially English in quality, and her hearty ex-

pression, and broad style of phrasing, also English,

notwithstanding, and yet perhaps because of her

partial education here and with Garcia. Mrs.

Kempton's voice is not powerful, or any longer very

fresh, but of a pleasing quality ; her medium tones

are either worn, or incorrectly produced, for she

emits more air that sound with them ; but she makes

an excellent use of the head voice, and her lower

tones down to A below the treble clef, are very good.

With the exception of the trill, her execution is very

finished, and although not an impassioned singer,

she has a tasteful sentiment in expression, that is

highly agreeable. Mrs. Kempton's appearance is

most prepossessing, too ; no inconsiderable item in

the impression produced by a singer on an audience.

The German opera companj' continues in success-

ful operation. " Stradella," " The Child of the Reg-

iment," " Der Ereischiitz," and " Czar and Zim-

mermann," have been given more than once, during

the past fortnight. The chorus and orchestra are

really excellent, considering their small number, and

the highest praise is duo to Mr. Anciiuetz, as a most

efficient leader. Although the company is not what

it might be, in purely vocal qualifications, there is

far more perfection in the ensemble, more attention

to the details of dress, action, grouping, &e., tlian

we are accustomed to find on the more pretentious

stage of the Academy; and this, with tlie enthusiasm

of the usually crowded audience, renders the per-

formance of this company most enjoyalile. So far,

the most interesting representation has been that of

" Der Ereischiitz,'" that lovely romance of the green-

wood, whose fresh melodies, sonorous instrumenta-

tion, and dramatic coloring, no repetition can render

trite. Had Weber chosen to employ his fluent pen

as the propagandist of his own music, he might

have said, with far more truth than Mr. Wagner in

speaking of his, that the melodies of the opera were

intended to produce in the hearer " a mood of mind,

similar to that awakened in the pedestrian who has

just escaped the noise of the town, by the view of a

beautiful forest at sunset ;" he might even have said

with justice, that ** tliis music will have an eternal

echo within tlie hearer." If not what Wagner calls,

in rather more vague and declamatory, than

truly poetic, language, " the great, the unique

melody of the forest," Weber's melodies, and

well understood, his harmonies also, are among

the most beautiful and truthful pictures of German

woodland romance, pathos, and humor, that were

ever presented by artist in tone, word, or color.

Erau JoiiANNSEN was by no means the ideal Aga-

tha, but she gave a good outline of the part. Fran

Rotter is, in her own parts, the most valuable mem-
ber of the present company. A pretty person, a taste-

ful dresser, a charming actress, and as a singer, quite

equal to the music she had to execute, she made a de-

lightful Aenncheu. Herr Qdint, as Max, looked well,

and we are so accustomed to the walking-sticks on

the Italian and English stages in the tenor parts, that

when we find a singer who, like Quint, acts intelli-

gently and pleasingly, we are agreeably surprised,

and apt to overlook his vocal shortcomings ; but

Herr Quint's cultivation as a vocalist is deficient in

much that is needful, and people who cannot judge

of what he might do, from what he does not do, scarce-

ly give him credit for the fine voice he really posses-

ses. Herr Weinlich sang and acted pretty well as

Casper, but his " making up " was a little exagger-

ated. The Wolf's Glen scene was as frightfully fun-

ny as usual. Stage machinists might reflect, we

think, whether more effect might not be obtained

from black and white, from darkness, and phantoms

of gauze, than from rockets and cracker spitting

devils, blue fire, and owls with smoking heads ; tra-

dition, and the little boys, might grumble at first,

but singers' throats, at least, would thank them for

a diminution of powder in the atmosphere.

Anschiitz continues his Sunday concerts, with

very good ])rogrammes, at the same theatre.

The first rehearsal of the Philharmonic Society

will take place on next Saturday afternoon. The

price of subscription tickets has been increased to

five dollars for all members, which is little enough

for so much music of the best kind. No one will

complain except the dead-heads, and Young Ameri-

ca and Young Germany, who consume as much

money weekly in lager-bier, cigars, tobacco, &c., ad

nausGam.
The Brooklyn Philharmonic season is in jeopardy

from a resolution of tlie orchestra to have more pay
or no play ; and they are quite right ; no musician

works so hard (for the time) as the orchestral player,

and no one receives so little credit for what he does.

ZiNCALA.

>ptial 'Baixtts,

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

FubBislte<l by Oliver Dit8on Sc Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

I'm sitting alone in the moonlight. Song.

./. C. Messhger. 25

Words and music exceeding eweet and touching.

Patrick, darling, would you leave mc. Song.

C. W. Glover. 25

Thy voice is near. Ballad. W. T. Wrighton. 25

Rosaline. Ballad. Geo. Barlcer. 25

Laura Gray. Song and Chorus. C. Hodgson. 25

All pretty and singable. We will particularize

Wrighton's song, as one of great delicacy and sweet-

ness. Ilodgson'e song and chorus, ia of the " Lilly

Dale" order, and must prove popular with minstrel

bands.

God bless thee, brave soldier. T. H. Howe. 25

This song is an answer to "Thy blessing, dearest

mothfc. ," which has been so well received.

Instrumental Music.

Woodland Waltzes. G. Stanley. 40

Brilliant, yet not diflBcult.

Victoria Bifle Corps Quadrilles. M. Jung. 35

" Forget me not." Waltz. W. Ph'dp. 25

Child Waltz. Geo. Gretton. 25

Excellent dance music. The last named piece is

beautiful.

Morning Thoughts, Varied. Handel Pond. 35

Elegant and delicate, for ladies fingers.

Overture '* I Montecchi e Capuletti." Bellini. 30

A good arrangement of a standard overture.

Two Sonatas, in C and G, for four hands, opus 22.

Anton Diabelli. each, 30

Of superior merit for instructrve purposes. They
are warmly recommended by Julius Knorrin his "Me-
thodical Guide," which is acknowledged authority in

matters of this kind.

Books.

Arion : a collection of four-part songs for male

voices, in separate vocal parts, with score. 5

Vols, bound in cloth. $3,00

The want of a good collection of four-part songs for

men's voices has long been felt, and has been amply
supplied in this work. Many of the finest gems that

have hitherto remained untranslated and therefore

kuown only to the German societies, are now produc-

ed for the 'benefit of the many quartette clubs that

exist in this country, who will be glad to add so

many good things to their stock. Care has been

taken to give a large variety from grave to gay, and

to include nothing that is not really good. It is

published in a most convenient form with each part

separate, and a score for the use of the leader in re-

hearsal. The style in which it is published, the ex-

cellence of the music, and the low price all combine

to render it most worthy of the 'attention of all ama-

teur quartette clubs

Mdsic bt Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles ; beyond that it is double.
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Mozart's Masses.

FrcDi the Deutsche Mustk-Zeitiui^ (Vronna
J

(Continued from page 218).

B. Beautiful Style.

Mass No. VII. (Comp. I77G).

a. Mlssce Breves,

•*—»—I »-ff—».a
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This Mass ferms an interestmg transition from

the first to this second period. It no more be-

longs, like the precedinj; ones, to the worked

Masses, and shows, even in the aecompanyins

violins (see particularly the Gloria at " Qui

tisUis")j a freer treatment; youthful fire and
genius try to break through everywhere, but are

still covered up aad mitigated by all sorts of con-

trapuntal artifices. Thus for example the some-

what gallant and worldly accompaniment of the

first violin to the solo " Qui cum Paire" has no

very disturbing effect, because a sort of contra-

puntai damping is produced by the second violin

taking up at the same moment the figures just

before played by the first violin, making the

whole appear iess glaring.

Also the short, but e.^ceedingly expressive

" CrucijixLis" which rests upon a chi-omatic

movement of the bass voice ; the " Sanctus," not

iess short, but bearing in itself a certain touch of

solemnity ; and above all the " BenedictKS," the

grandest which Morart has written, aive proof

of a loftier conception and a freer treatment.

—

The principal theme is borrowed from a Bcne-

dictus by Reutter, but was used by Mozart only

as the bearer of a higher poetic idea, namely to

personify, in accordance with the text—as Haydn
and others have done in their solemn Masses-
Christ's entrance as a godlike triiimphalor, into

the hearts of all men that go forth in love to

meet him. In this sense the master lets the long,

heavy notes of Eeutter's theme, strengthened by

the whole instrumental accompaniment, alternate

continually with lovely, soulful melodies, while at

the same time the prescribed Tsmpo moderato

in comnson measure, and the solemn main theme,

always repeating itself in measured pauses, pro-

duce the impression of a slow and stately trium-

phal procession.

What a pity, that this admirable Benediclus

again is so essentially injured in its effect by
some sweetish violin figures (measures 30-34, and
so on) ;• a way which Mozart has of surprising

his admirers more frequently than wisely in this

kind of music.

The Ayrms and the Dona nobis, which run to-

gether into one, must be counted among the

most deep-felt things that ever came forth from

his susceptible and loving soul. The very an-

guish of remorse is painted in the Miserere, the

most yearning hope for a better future in the

Dona ; a few ravishing violin figures, kept how-
ever in the background by the prescribed

pianissimo, emerge like a far off ray of hope
;

the expression of the voice parts rises in contin-

ual crescendo, until at last they die away in a

long drawn note.

Mass No. VIII. (Comp. 1776.)

Although originally instrumented with trumpets

and drums, this IMass must nevertheless be reck-

oned among the Missm breves oi this period, with

which it evidently belongs by its concise and

compact form. Like its predecessor, it too holds

a certain mean between the all too formal one

that goes before, and the succeeding one, which

here and there is treated in a hyper-genial style

;

and it shows in the Kyrie and Gloria a peculiar

gentleness and mildness, as well as in the

ITosanna, which becomes more interesting through

the unexpected falling in of the bass voice, a

singularly lovely feature.

The Benedictus contains a concertanle Organ

solo, such as the older masters sometimes excep-

tionally held admissable upon this instrument,

which they esteemed particularly sacred. Like

the- analogous one in a small Mass by Joseph

Haydn, it is a model of an accompaniment taste-

fully entwining itself about the vocal parts, so as

to bring them out in full relief, instead of cover-

ing them up.

In the Dona, which at the beginning rivals the

preceding Agnus in tenderness and depth of

feeling, a new theme of uncommon trivialit}'

enters at the 1 7th measure, the disturbing influ-

ence of which is aggravated by a noisy Forte of

the violins moving in commonplace figures, and

which suggests anything rather than the solemn

close of the Mass apparently intended.

Jahn's remark about Mozart's Piano-forte

Sonatas— they show much analogy with the

Masses in the inequality of style and various

worth of the single numbers— that the final

movement is generally the least successful, ap-

plies fully here ; only exceptionally do we find a

Dona, which closes the work satisfactorily.

Mass No. IX.

:fcd2--—^
W=^-:

If in the preceding numbers the gradual trans-

formation of the complicated contrapuntal forms

into softer and more sensuously expressive

passages is here and there discernible, in

tJtis Mass the Kyrie already bears that thorough-

ly melodious character, and at the same time

that transparent clearness and unstudied simpli-

city, which are so characteristic of those works of

Mozart, in which his individuality is fully devel-

oped. It consists really of only two leading

thoughts, the latter of which developes itself na-

turally out of the former ; and it is only by the

fact that these are delivered now by one voice

and now by another in solo, and now in tiiUi, that

unity and variety are effected in the whole.

The same mild, cheerful character is preserv-

ed in the Gloria. In the Laudamus te, Mozart

suddenly leaves all the accompaniment silent, and

the voices alone come in a capella : which acous-

tic experiment—and many passages and numbers

of his Masses seem like such tentative experi-

ments—may have pleased him, since he intro-

duces it again towards the close of the Gloria.

Following the example of the older church

composers, who were not shy of using the most

trivial street song as the theme for a Kyrie or a

Credo, if it only seemed well suited for working

up, Mozart in the present Credo has made the

attempt to work up an old people's song: ''Bauer

hang den Putnmerl an," as a thematic basis :— an

attempt, which succeeded in so masterly a man-

ner, that this Credo in artistic and ingenious

treatment almost rivals that in No. II., as it does

that in No. XI, in resistless fire.

The fine Fuglietta in the Sanclus, interesting

also through the beautiful use of a simple motive

of the violins, now in direct and now in inverse

motion, makes us regret,' that the limited space

did not admit of a larger development.

Mozart seems to have breathed his whole soul

into the Benedictus. Short as it is, nay monotonous

as it is too, yet it surpasses all his other Masses

in depth of religious feeling, and in touching, al-

most sad expression of it, which is heightened by
a violin accompaniment, whicii could not be more
discreet and tender.

In powerful contrast with this lovely flower

follows the grandest Agnus written by Mozart
before his Requiem. In bold and searching l

pathos it even surpasses those of Masses No. V. ''

and No. X.

And after an Agnus of such high conception

and true church-like dignity he has the courao-e,

by a transition of only four eighth notes, to glide

over into a Dona, which not only by the most

decided Rondo form, but also above all by the

manifest coquetry, with which he displays his

mastery in the exhausting of all conceivable

combinations of that form, assumes a wholly pro-

fane character. Neither the opera-like recita-

tives, which occur here and there, nor the fop-

pish embellishments with which each solo voice

seeks again to catch its original theme, serve to

wipe out this impression.

Hence we can scarcely blame the Imperial

chapel (of Vienna), among others, for leaving

out this Dona, in spite of its excellencies other-

wise, and for adapting the Kyrie again to the

Dona te.xt as well as may be.

(To be continued.)

The Cadenza.

BY E. T. A. HOFFMANN.

(Concluded.)

Lauretta perceived my relation to Teresina
with envious heart ; but she could not do with-
out me ; for notwithstanding her art, she could
not study new music without aid ; she could not
read readily, and was not firm in time. Tere-
sina, on the other hand, read what was laid be-
fore her, at sight : and was firm in time. Lau-
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retta's caprices, and her -violence of temper, made
it a difficult thing to accompany her. The ac-

companiment never suited her : she considered

it a necessary evil : she wanted the grand piano

not to be heard at all,

—

piano pianissijiw,—al-

ways to be indulged,—every bar to be played in

different time, just as her mind's fancy turned at

that particular moment. I now began firmly to

oppose these whims. 1 combateil her bad

habits; proving to her, that without energy no
accompaniment would succeed, and that tlie

portamento in singing was very ditlerent from a

total disregard of all time. Teresina assisted me
faithfully. I now composed church music only,

giving all the solos to the lower part. Teresina

found no little fault with me, but that was a dif-

ferent case ; she had more knowledge, and, as I

thought, more feeling for the noble German art,

than Lauretta.

We traveled throughout the south of Germany.
In a small city we met an Italian tenor singer,

who was on his way from Milan to Berlm. My
ladies were in raptures at this meeting : he re-

mained with them, attaching himself in prefer-

ence to Teresina ; and to my great ve.\ation I

was thrown much into the background.

One day, with the score under my arm, I was
just going to enter their room; when I heard
them in eager and loud conversation with the

Tenor. My name was mentioned : I stopped

and listened. I understood the Italian language
well enough by tliis time not to lose a word.

—

Lauretta was just telling of that tragical scene

in the concert, when I had cut off her shake by
my untimely striking of the chord. " Asino
ieclesco," cried the Tenor. I felt as though I

must rush in and throw that flighty theatre hero

out of the window, but I restrained myself

—

Lauretta went on, saying that she had intended

to dismiss me; but that ray earnest entreaty had
prevailed on her pity to suffer me still to accom-
pany her, in order to study the art of singing

with her. To my utter astonishment, Teresina

confirmed all this. " He is a good child," she

added; " he is now in love with me, and com-

poses only for the Alto. He has some talent,

but he has yet to emerge from that stiffness,

which belongs to the German character. I hope
' to educate in him a good compo.ser for me, to

write me a few good pieces, so little music being

composed for the Alto ; and then I shall dismiss

him. He is very tiresome, with his constant

languishing and caressing ; and teazes me much
with his compositions, which are as yet very

miserable." " Well, I have got rid of him, at

least," said Lauretta: "you have no idea how
that man persecuted me with his airs and duet-

tos : don't you remember, Teresina V"—Lauretta

began to sing a duetto which I had composed,

and which she used to praise highly. Teresina

took up the second part, and both caricatured

me in voice and manner most cruelly. The
Tenor laughed till the room rang again, while

an icy current ran through my veins.

My resolution was irrevocably taken. I went
on tiptoe back to my room, which looked out on

the po.st office. I saw the Bamberg mail-coach

drive up to be packed. The passengers were
standing in the gateway, but I had a full hour's

time. I put my things together as q;iick as I

could, magnanimously paid the whole bill, and
hurried over to the post office. AVhen I passed

the house in front, I saw the ladies still standing

at the window with the Tenor, looking out to see

the coach go off". I pressed back in the back-

rrround, and chuckled at the idea of the killing

effect which the bitter note that I left for them

at the hotel, would produce.

Theodore sipped with great C(jmplacency the

rest of the ardent Elealica which Edward had
poured out for him. Edward, opening another

bottle and skillfully shaking off' the drop of oil

at the top, said, "I would not have thought Tere-

sina guilty of such malice and falsehood. That
beautiful picture of her singing Spanish romances
on the prancing steed !"

"That was her point of culmination," rejoined

Theodore. "I still remember that strange im-

pression, which the scene made on me. I forgot

my pains : Teresina appeared to me like a su-

perior being. It is but too true, that such mo-
ments have a deep influence on life, and that our

turn of mind, our destiny, may be formed by
them, never again to bo changed. If I have
ever succeeded in composing a bold romance,
Teresina's image most certainly appeared in tlie

moment of its creation clearly and vividly to

my mind."
"And yet," said Edward, " let us not slight

and forget that skilful Lauretta : let us rather

lay aside all old feelings of anger, and empty
this glass to the health of both sisters !" They
did so. "Oh!" said Theodore, " how the sweet

odors of Italy play around me in this wine !

—

how it pours fresh life tlirough my nerves and
veins !—oh, why was I obliged to leave that

glorious country so soon !"

"But," said Edward, "I have as yet not dis-

covered any connection with that splendid paint-

ing in all you have said hitherto, and thus I be-

lieve you have still somcthina; to tell of the sis-

ters ; for I perceive that the ladies on the paint-

ing are Lauretta and Teresina themselves."

"It is so," replied Theodore, " and my longing

sighs for that beautiful country may very well

introduce the rest of my story. Just before

leaving Rome two years ago, I made a little ex-

cursion on horseback. I saw a very pretty girl

standing at the door of a locanda on the road,

and fancied it very pleasant to be helped by that

pretty child to a draught of noble wine. Stop-

ping before the front door in the alley, through
which the sun shed his glowing rays, I heard at

a distance singing accompanied by the Chitarra.

I listened attentively, for the two females voices

struck me very singularly, exciting dark recol-

lections, to which I was not able to give any
shape. I dismounted, and approached slowly the

arbor of grape vines, from which the tones pro-

ceeded. The second voice had closed, and the

first was singing a cazonetta alone. The nearer
I came, however, the more I lost the traces of
my recollections ; the singer had just begun a

florid cadenza ; the notes rolled up and down—

-

up and down ; at last she held out a long note

—

but all at once, a female voice bi-oke out in pas-

sionate scolding
; detestations and curses succeed-

ed each other ; one man protests, another laughs.

A second female voice mixes in the quarrel,

which grows wilder and wilder with all Italian

passion ! At last I stood before the arbor ; and
an Abhate, rushing out of it, ran directly against

me ; he looked round, and I perceived him to

be my good Signor Ludovico, my musical news-
monger from Rome.
'What is the matter, for heaven's sake ?' I cried.

'Ah, Signor Maestro ! Signor Maeetro !' he ex-

claimed, ' save me, protect me from this fury, this

crocodile, this tiger, this hyena, this devil of a
girl. True, true, I was beating the time to An-
fossi's canzonetta, and beat down at the wrong
time, in the midst of the cadenza ; I cut off her
trillo ; but why did I look into the sorceress's

eyes ! the devil may take all the cadenzas !
'—

With my curiosity thus excited I entered the ar-

bor with the Abbate, and at first sight remem-
bered the two sisters, Lauretta and Teresina.

—

The former was still scolding violently, while the

latter tried to appease her. The host, with his

naked arms folded, stood by, looking on with a

smile, and the servant girl was putting fresh bot-

tles on the table. As soon as the singers perceiv-

ed me, they both made towards me, exclaiming,
'Ah, Signore Teodoro,' and saluted me joyfully.

The dispute was forgotten. ' Look here,' cried

Lauretta to the Abbate ;
' a compositore, grace-

ful like an Italian, powerful like a German 1'

—

Both sisters, constantly interrupting each other,

spoke now of the happy days we had lived to-

gether ; of my deep musical knowledge, even in

my youth ; of our exercises ; of the excellence
of my compositions, and so forth. They said they
had never liked to sing any thing else but what
I had composed ; and at last Teresina told me
she had been engaged as first singer in the Opera
Seria during the carnival, but that she should
declare she would not sing except in case I was
commissioned with the composition of at least one
tragic opera; for serious music was what I ex-

celled in, &c. Lauretta said that it would be a

pity if I would not follow my inclination for the

delicate, sweet—in short for the Opera iuffo.—
She had been engaged as first singer in it; and,

that none but myself should compose the Opera
in which she was to sing, was matter of course.

—

You may imagine the curious feelings with which

1 stood betwen the two. You will see, however,

tliat Hummel must have seen the company in the

arbor, at llie moment when the Abbate blunder-

ed upon the cadenza of Lauretta, and has paint-

ed it in that picture."

"But," said Edward, "did they not mention at

all your parting and that bitter note of yours V"

" Not one word," replied Theodore, " nor did

I ; for I had long ago given up the grudge
against them, and considered my whole adven-

ture with the sisters in a humorous light. Tlie

only mention I made of it was, to tell tlie Abbate,

that some years ago, I had had a similar misfor-

tune in an air of Anfossi. 1 condensed my whole

stay with the sisters into the tragi-comical scene

which I i-elated to the Abbate, and by occasional

hints made the sisters feel the advantage which

the experience of my latter years in life and art

had given me over them. I concluded by say-

ing, ' It is well, after all, that I cut the cadenza

short, for the thing seems to be planned to last

forever; and I believe, if I had not interrupted

the singer, I should still sit at her piano. ' And
yet, Signor,' replied the Abbate, ' what Maestro

dare presume to command a Prima ilonna! and,

moreover, your fault was greater than mine; you

were in the Concert Saloon. I was in this arbor,

a Maestro only in imagination; nobody looked to

me ; and if the sweet looks of these divine fiery

eyes had not dazzled me, I should not have been

such an ass.' The last words of the Abbate

were soothing, and pacified Lauretta ; whose eyes

were beginning to sparkle in anger again while

the Abbate was speaking."
" We spent the evening together. Fourteen

years,—such was the interval between our first

meeting and the present,—make great changes.

Lauretta had grown much older in appearance,

but had not yet lost all her charms. Teresina

had preserved her beauty much better, especial-

ly her fine figure. They were gaily dressed, and

appeared externally altogether as at our first

meeting ; that is to say, fourteen years yoanger

than they were now. At my request Teresina

sang some of those serious songs, which bad for-

merly roused my whole soul ; but it seemed to

me as though they had sounded differently then
;

and Lauretta's singing also, although her voice

had not lost much either in force or in height,

was very different from the recollections of

former days which glowed In my heart. This in-

voluntary comparison of the ideal which lived in

my own heart, and the reality so far below it,

heightened the ill humor which the hypocritical

ecstasy of the sisters, and their indelicate admira-

tion (which took the form of protection never

theless), had created. The droll Abbate, how-

ever, who in the sweetest phrases played the

part of Amoroso to both sisters, and the good

glass of wine which we took, restored me at last

to good humor : and the evening passed very

pleasantly off. The sisters earnestly invited me
to visit them the next morning, to arrange at

once every thing for the parts which they want-

ed me to compose for them. I left Rome, how-

ever, without seeing them again."
" And yet," said Edward, " you owe to them

the awakening of that spring of song which lives

within you."
" Certainly," rephed Theodore, "and a num-

ber of good melodies also ; but for that very

reason I ought not to have seen them again.—
Every composer, no doubt, carries in his mind a

mighty impression, which time cannot efface.

—

Tlie spirit, which lives in the tones, spoke ; and

that was the word of creation which suddenly

awoke the kindred spirit that slept in his bosom ;

it shone powerfully forth, never to set agatn.

And it is certain, that, thus excited, we think all

the melodies which our own inmost heart created,

belong to the singer, who threw the first spark

into our mind. We hear her, and only write

down what she has sung to us. .But it is the in-
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lioi'itance of our weakness, that we, creepiriG; in

(lie dust, strive to drafj tlie spiritiial idea down
into those earthly limits. Thns the sinjer whom
wc have heard, becomes our beloved—our wife !

The charm is broken, and the melody in our

heart formerly breaking; gloriously forth, turns into

moiirninp: over a broken soup-turreen, or an ink-

spot in new linen. Happy is that composer, who
never in his life, sees Iter afrain, who first with

mysterious power awoke music within him. Let
him pine in the tortures and desperation of love ;

when the fair sorceress has left him, her form will

be jjlorified into a heavenly, brilliant tone; and
that tone will live within Iiim in eternal youth
and beauty, creating; melodies in his heart, which
praise her and identify her. For, what else is

she, but the highest ideal, which is reflected from
our own heart upon the external outward form
before us ?

"Strange, but plausible," said Edward; and
the friends left Taroni's shop.

Chembini.
{Continued from page 220).

The coucerts of the Conservatory did not,

however, sprin;; into life all at once, like, Jliner-

va from the head of Jove ; they had been pre-

ceded by others, and simply constituted the last

and culminating point in the development of

public concert music in Paris. The Concerts

.S'/nV/VwA- wei-e established as far back as 172-5,

by Anne Danican Philodor, a relation of the

c-elebrated composer Andre Philidor. He was a
member of Louis XV's private band, and ob-

tained the privilcfre of ijivint;- concerts at the

Tuileries, durino; the two weeks at Easter, and
on grand festivals, when the Opera was closed.

These concerts took the name of " apiriliiels,"

more for the period at which they were given
than from the composition of their programmes.
After having been under the management of
various persons, they came under the hands of
Legros, who, in conjunction with Gluck and Pic-
ini, had, since 1771, been improving them, and
who obtained the permission of Louis XVI to

give them in the Salle des Marechaux. They
were continued tiil 1791. In the year 1805, the
raanaffement of the Italian Opera endeavored to

resuscitate them, an attempt which was repeated
in subsequent years, and in different places with
varying success. Under the Restoration, the
management of the Grand Opera undertook to

give these concerts on a grander scale than ever,
but it proved an impossibility to restore their

former brilliancy. At last they merged into the
Concerts of the Conservator}', which, even at

the present day, retain, during Easter week, their

sacred character. The Concerts des Amateurs
were founded in 1775, by some high functiona-
ries attacked to the court, and the musical direc-

tion was confided by them to Gossec, the composer.
These concerts are important historically speak-
ing, because it was at one of them, in the year
1779, that a Symphony by J. Haydn, which the
Polish violinist Fontcski had taken with him to
Paris, was first played in France. In 1 786, these
concerts made way for the Concerts de Inge Olym-
pique. The Queen Maria Antoinette patronized
them. Through her influence, a room in the
Tuileries was granted to hold them in. For
them—according tq the French—J. Haydn com-
posed the six Symphonies, published among his

works as Op. 51, with the title "Repertoire de
la Loge Oljmpique;" among them we find how-
ever, two. Op. 33, composed at an earlier period.
The society was dissolved in the year 1789. In
addition to the above, there were the concerts
given in the Salle Feydeau from 1796 to 1802;
others in the Rue de Clery, under Grasset's
direction, for the first few years of the present
century, and new Concerts d' Amateurs, At Yaux-
hall.from 1815 to 1829. The concerts of the
Socie'te des Enfants cV Apollon, of which society
Cherubini was a member, extend back to 1741.
The society still exists.

Returning to what Cherubini did as a compo-
ser, we find that after 1820, when he supplied
two or three pieces for Blanche de Provence, he
wrote nothing for the opera. It was not until
the year 1832, that a few friends induced him to

remodel an opera he had by him. This was the

three-act opera Kongourgi, which he had com-
posed as far back as 1793, when residing in the

country at Guillen, with his friend Louis, the

architect. On account of the fearful stupidity

of the Uhretto, it was doomed never to be pro-

duced on the stage. As, however, it contained
some most charming pieces, a few intimate friends

undertook the task of getting chambers to take
it once more in hand. Thanks to Auber's media-
tion. Scribe and Melesville wrote the composer a

new libretto, the subject of which they took from
the Arabian Nights. Cherubini accepted the

book, but retained very few pieces from the

music of Kongourgi. He wrote an almost new
score, the original manuscript of which contains

one thousand pages. Such was the origin of tlie

o^ors, oi AH JBaha, ou les quwante Vohurs. It

was performed for the first time on the 22nd of

July, 1833, at the Grand Opera-house. All com-
petent judges were lost in astonishment at the

fact of a composer, whoso first works bore the

date of 1771, being able, sixty years subsequent-

ly, to produce another, full of such extraordinary

freshness, and such glowing fancy! Cherubini
was 73 years of age, but both his head and his

heart had remained 3'oung, and his latest dramat-
ic production displayed, in conjunction with the

maturest knowledge and the most beautiful form,

the loveliest blossoms of profound f eling and
youthful passion. That the work did not main-
tain its ])lace in the repertorj-, was not astonish-

ing, in the case of a public who were intoxicated

by the perfumes arising from the flowery path
which Rossini and his imitators had compelled the

Opera to take.

All Bttba was Cherubini's last dramatic compo-
sition. But a man with a mind like his, and with

a soul so thoroughly musical, could not remain
altogether idle. Several " Solfeggios," full of

beautiful melodies, date from the latter years of

his life, as do, likewise, four Quartets, and a Quintet
for stringed instruments, as well as the second
"Requiem." Although the latter is inferior in ele-

vation of thought, to the first one for four voices, it

is still a most important work. It is a three-part

composition for male voices. Cherubini wrote it

in his 77th year, and intended it for performance
at his own funeral. In obedience, however, to

the earnest solicitations of those by whom he was
surrounded, he allowed the " Dies Iras " from ij:

to be played at the fifth Concert of the Conser-

vatory, on the 19th March, 1837. It was repeat-

ed, by desire, on the 24th of the same month.

On the 25th March, 1838, the entire work was
done in two parts.*

The last work he wrote, appears to have been
a Quintet for stringed instruments. " In the

winter of 1838," Fetis informs us, " he invited a

few musicians to his house and laid before them
the Quintet which he had just completed.

Though the composition was admitted to bear
signs of his very advanced age, yet all acknowl-
edged that it was characterized by a freshness of

ideas which no person could possibly have be-

lieved to be possessed by a man, who stood, so to

speak, with one foot already in the grave." In

the year 1841, Cherubini resigned his place as

Director of the Conservatory. The weakness of

old age made rapid strides from that instant, and
on the 15th March, 1842, Cherubini breathed his

last. His fame and his works will last longer

than the monument of bronze, which is to

be raised to his memorj' in his native city, Flor-

ence. The best engraving of him is that after

the portrait painted by M. Ingres.

The catalogue of his compositions, drawn up
by himself, has been published by Bottee de Toul-

mon, under the title : Notice des Manuscrits

Auiographes de la Musiqve composee par ]\I.

Cherubini, Paris, 1843 (36 pages, 8vo). We can

here give simply a brief summary of the various

works contained in it^ according to their respec-

tive kinds :

A.

—

Sacked Music.—1. Eleven Grand Masses,

the scores of five of which are pulilishcd.—2. Two
Masses for the Dead (Requiems).—3. A largo num-
ber of " Kyrie's," " Gloria's," " Credo's," " Sanc-

* Between tliese was a violin-solo, by Habeneck, played by
one of his pupils ! (Elwart, Histoire, p. 187).

tus's," and " Agnus's," which, tofrether, formed five

masses for the King's Chapel, and some of which
have been pulilished.—4. " Credo," eight voices,

with orj^aii accompaniment (the Fugue in it is pub-
lished in Tliiorj o/' Harmoni/,hy Cheruliini, and in

that by Fe'tis).— .5. Two "Di.xit's."—6. Fourpavt
" M.n;;niticat," with orchestra.—7. Four-part "Miser-
ere."—8. Four-|iai-t " Te Dcum."—9. Two Lit-

anies.— 10. Two two-part "Lamentations," with
orchestra.— 11. An Oratorio.—12. Thirty-eight
Motets, Hymns, etc., with grand and small ovches-

tra.^13. Twenty Anthems, four-part, five-part, and
six-part.

B.

—

Profane Vocai, Mosic.—1. Thirteen
Italian Operas.—2. Fifty-nine Italian Airs, for

various operas.—3. Nine Ducts, for various operas.

4. Five Trios and Quartets, for various operas.

—

5. Seven Choruses and Finales, for various operas.

6. Several Italian Madrigals.—7. Sixteen French
Operas (the scores of seven of these operas have not

been published, and four were written in conjunction

with other composers).—8. A Ballet.—9. Seven-
teen Vocal Pieces, for French operas.—10. Seven-
teen Grand Cantatas and Pieces de Circoiistance, with
orche.5tra.— 11. Seventy seven Italian Notturnos,
French Romances, &c.— 12. A lar}j;e number of

Canons.- 13. A large numlicr of Solfeggios, for

one, two, three, and four voices.

C.

—

Instkujientai. Mnsic.—1. A Symphony.
2. An Overture, for concerts.—3. Interludes, Mar-
ches, and Dances, for orchestra.—4. Fifteen Marches
for military bands.—5. Six Quartets, for two violins,

alto and violoncello (published).—6. A Quintet.

—

7. Sonata, for two organs.— 8- Six Sonatas, for

pianoforte (pulilished)-—9. Grand original Fantasia,

for piano.— 10. Various Solo Pieces, for different

instruments.

(To be continued.)

Barbaja.

(Translated from the German for the City Item).

Domcnico Barbaja was a genuine type of the Ital-

ian Impresario ; tliat is to say : Director, Prompter,
Treasurer, Controller and Roj'al Commissary, all in

one.

The Impresario is a despot, a Soldan, he rules in

his Theatre hy divine right, and like all legitimate

sovereigns obeys no other law than his supreme will,

and is only accountable to God and his own con-

science for his administration.

He is a man who traffics in "white goods" forhis

own account and judgment, and acknowledges no
right of visitation upon the stage boards ; the flag

covers his goods, and he defends the former with true

American intrepidity-

Domenico Barbaja the First, had in this way held

swa}' in unlimited sovereignty for forty years. He
was of medium height, but herculean frame, full

breast, shoulders four-cornered, iron hand, rather

ordinary head ; his features could not be called regu-

lar ; his eyes, though, were animated with shrewd-

ness and intellin-ence.

Barbaja first turned up in a Milanese Cafe as an
attendant, and by degrees became Director at once
of the Theatres of San Carlo, Delia Scala, and the

Italian Opera at Vienna ; and de jure and de facto

without contradiction, and uncontrolled by his Italian

and German audience; the former of whom is known
to be the most cajiricious, as the latter is to be the

most difficult to please. While Barbaja was thus

sous by sous amassing his fortune, he likewise expen-
ded it in grand style and for magnanimous purposes,

lie owned a palace in which to lodge his artists, a
villa to receive his friends, and gave public festivals

for the entertainment of all. lie possessed an instinc-

tive genius, not aide to write a letter, but with rare

discernment to design a subject for a libretto or a

composition; with a screeching and unmusical voice,

he cultivated nevertheless by his advice the celebra-

ted vocalists of Italy ; in his Milanese patois, he

could make himself well understood among the Em-
perors and Kings, with whom, as with an equal

power, he had to deal. His obligations wore faith-

fully met, although he would never enter into condi-

tions ; always sulijcct to his own discretion. He liad

the means of munificently rewarding or chastising.

If for instance, any ciiy was lavish in the decoraiions

of the slago, or the public showed indulgence to any
new artist of rising powers, or the Government sub-

sidies were not stinted, then were city, public and
Government received into Barh.ija's graces. He
then sent them Huhini, Labhiehe, Pasta, the elite of

his troupe. But if, on the other hand, the opposite

of this occurred, Barbaja only sent the refuse of his

company, his " curs," as ho forcibly called them,

and tormented the public for the scasou being ; mean-
while receiving the murmurs and hisses with the stoi-
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cisni of a Roman Emperor at a glafliatorial display

in tlio Amphitheatre.
It was ^vorth seeing the Impresario seated in his

stage box opposite to the King, at a first perform-
ance; serious, unbiased and unshaken, now witii the

public, tlien with the performers. Woe to the artist

wiien maliing a false note I Barbaja was the first to

sacrifice him, with a severity worthy of Brutus, and
to thunder forth a Can de Dio I at them that shook
the whole house; if on the other hand, the public

was at fault, Barbaja would twist himself about like

a viper, and scream at them :
" Ye calves ! will you

be quiet? Yon only deserve caHU(//e .'" Slionld the

King forget to applaud at the proper moment, Bar-
baja contented himself with shrugging his shoulders

and leaving his box in a hnff.

Barbaja would entrust no one with the formation
of his troupe. His principle was, wherever possible,

to engage unknown artists, as a reputation once estab-

lished can only decline, and more was to be risked

with the most celebrated artists than won. Much
rather would he seek to cultivate fresh voices, and
commence in anima viJL

He would proceed, thus :

Hiding out some fine May or September morning
to the vicinity of Naples, he would leave his carriage

and proceed on foot alone, in search of some clear

Ut-de-poiirine. If he met with a good-looking, like-

ly peasant, who seemed to possess sutHcient distaste

of labor for a tenor, he approached him, and in a
friendly manner laying his hand on his shoulder,

thus entered into conversation with him :

" Well, my friend, labor is tiresome, do yon not
think 1 The spade is a little heavy to handle 1"

"1 was resting, Kxcellonza."
" Know it ! know it ! the Neapolitan yieasant

always rests."
" The heat is stifling, and then the ground is so

parched."
" I'll bet you have a fine voice. Nothing in the

world revives so much as music; sing me a little

song."
" I. Signor ! I never sing !

"

" So much the better ! Your voice will sound all

the fresher."
" But you jest-"
" No, no ; I wish to hear you."
" What will I earn by singing for you."
" Maybe, if your voice pleases me, you will not

need to labor any longer, and I will take you with
me."

" As servant !"

" Still better
!"

" As cook V
"Better, I tell you."
"Wherefore then 1" The peasant getting suspi-

cious.
" What is that to you ? Only sing."
" Shall I sing very loud 1"

" With all your might, and above all open your
month as wide as possible."

If the Unfortunate only possessed a baritone or
low tenor voice, the Impresario then turned on his

heel, and left him with a homily upon the love of
labor and happiness of rural life ; but if In's day's
work had been crowned by the discovery of a real

tenor, he took him along, and bade him get his seat

on the—box.
He never spoiled his artists—that man !

When a young artist came to be engaged :
" how

much should you have '>" asked BarbiTJa with his

curt voice and blunt manner ; "50 francs a month
are enough to begin with—shoes, clothing, maccaroni,
what more do you want ?—If you become a great
artist, then you make me yonr own conditions, as I
do now,—The time will come soon enough.—You
have a fine voice, otherwise I would not engage you

;

you have common sense, that is plain, from your try-

ing to cheat me.—Be of good cheer, friend, monev
and singing come together; if I give you much
money now, you will become careless, drink every
day, and in a few iveeks. gone would be your fine

voice."—With young women his transactions were
more brief and to the point.

" My dear child, I shall not give you a sou; on
the contrary, you must pay me ; l"will give you
every opportunity to display to the public your natu-
ral gifts—you are pretty— ii' you have talent, you will
soon succeed, if you have none, still better. Believe
nie, you will yet thank me, when you will havs
gained experience."

This logic was so conclusive, that the young can-
tatrices accepted engagements at 50 francs a month

;

but as a rule, it happened, that after the first quarter
they -n-cre indebted to some usurer for some 600
francs

; Barbaja then paid their debts, in order not to
see them put in prison, and thus the account was
settled.

As to his musical knowledge the following anec-
dote will testify :

—

It was in the depth of winter; a new Opera had
been rehearsing ; the principal artists, however, un-
willing to leave their downy beds, always came too
late to the rehearsal. Barbaja, incensed, swore at

night, that he would punish the first one to be too
late on the spot, in order to make an example, even
if it were the Prima Donna or Primo Tenore. The
reheai-sal commences, Barbaja steps behind one of
the scenes to abuse some machinist or other, when
all at once the orchestra comes to a sudden stop.

" What is the matter?" exclaims the Impresario,
and walks to the front of the stage.

" Nothing, Signor," answered Violino Primo.
" Something is missing.—Wlio is it ? I will know

it!"
" A Re is wanting."

—

{Re means king, also the

note of L)).

" Then ho shall be punished !"

W^itlial, Tamburini, Lablache, Rubini, Donzelli,

Colbran, Pasta, Fodor, Donizetti, Bellini, and even
the great Rossini, owe to Barbaja much of their

education.

The c/iefs d' ceuvre of the ruling artists ivere com-
posed for Barbaja, and only God knows what
trouble, entreaty and artifice it; must have cost the

poor Impresario, to compel the most independent,
careless and happiest of talents that ever graced
Italia's sunny clime, to undertake to sing or com-
pose.

For Dwight's Journal of Music.

Curiosities of Criticism.

No. VII.

Wagnek AN1-) THE Critics.

My dear Journal,

Is it not conceded by all that Music is the most

inimitably licentious of the Arts, and that Opera is

the least rule be hampered description of Music 1

How then can a composer be taken to account for

his peculiar conception of musical poetry, with a

shadow of excuse on the part of the accuser ' Has
not Beethoven in his 31tssa Solemnis prayed God to

give rest to the departed^* with trumpets and drums ?

Does not Spohr in his Symphony, the " Consecration

of Tone," give a shepherd's dance to the dme, that

traditionally wailing and grief-associated instrument 1

I do not object to the expression of dissentient taste

in such matters, but why turn the man into ridicule

who chooses to do such things 7 There's the rub

!

I quote from M. Scudo's remarks upon Tannhduser :

" The Overture to this symbolical drama is well
known. . , It is agreat body badly built"

So " badly," that the astonishing ingenuity, with

which the rules oi form are respected, has been a fer-

tile theme for the admiration of artists whenever the

work has been sufficiently heard to become familiar.

Does not the passage

&c.

occur twice and only twice, and is it not brought in

in the two different keys at different times in the tra-

ditionally conventional way, and in fact is not the

indispensable swivel-point present in the middle of

the overture, from which as it were the composer's

pen has as usual retraced its steps to the haven of

Tonic "where it would be." Has M. Scudo failed to

discover this in his " four hearings " ? He says,

also ;

" The overture in itself is not good ; its coloring

is dull, itsframe-work fo:ulty."

Most assuredly, then, bis " four hearings" could

not have been sufficient. He proceeds to say that

certain other overtures (among which he includes

those oi Fidelia and Don Giovanni) "are pieces of in-

strumental music which bear their signification with

them, brilliant and vigorous abridgements, which

have no need of a • psychological commentary to

make them easily understood by all."

* Are you not in error, Timothy ? Beethoven's Missa So-
le7nms is not a HiquieTn.—Ed,

Docs any student of art need to have the egre-

gious lies herein contained pointed out to him?

Arc not the primary failures at least of the overtures

we have mentioned, (together with the operas to

which ihcy were attached) a well-knov/n and estab-

lished fact in the history of the theatre ? Wh.at if

our critic had been one of that damnatory audience

who, for three nights rnnning, condemned Don

Gf'oijanHt; would he alone have perceived its "signi-

fication " without any " psychological commentary

to make it easily {very/ easily) understood by all 7" It

was curious then that they did not seem to do so.

Teutons though they were. But pardonnez—Ah ! per-

haps that was the reason ! If they had been Paris-

ians, t/ten they mtfst have perceived it I

He then goes on to say

:

" The second act passes entire!}' in the grand
hall of tlie Wartharg, where the poet-singers hold

their sessions. Elizabeth, the landgrave's niece,

who sccietly loves the knight TannbSuser, en-

vokes there the souvenirs of her youth ;" Kail

to ihce, noble abode I" in a species of recita-

tion which we fli/t hiow not how to characterize. It

is not an air, it is not one of those l^eautiful tragic

recitations such as there are in Don Jnan, m Pidtlio,

in the Frei/srfiii/z, in the Ves^ale, and in the master-

works of GInck, who almost created this intermedi-

ate form between pure and developed song and the

noted declamation of Lulli and Ramcan."

Then, according to the confession ofM. Scndo him-

self, Wagner /'ni'e»y(?rf a new "species of ix'citation"
;

yet if the part of whieli he sy^eaks liecd been like some

of those he mentions, he wonld then have pounced

down upon him as being a "copyist," most nudoubt-

edly ! It is hard to please this critic, for if one came

onto him neither eating nor drinking, he would say

" he hath a devil" ; and if he should happen to eat

and drink, he would exclaim, as did the Jew of old :

"behold a gluttonous man and a wine-bibber, a friend

of publicans and sinners "
! Would he not ?

The celebrated March in Tannhmtser, it seems, was

actually applauded in Paris ; but our critic cannot

even chronicle this, vt'ithout a separate and distinct

thrust at the composer for thus "being unlaithfol to

his own doctrines," which, to believe M. Scudo,

would seem to consist of a necessitated cacophony, a

total discord, and tonal confusion. He says :

" Of two things one : If Herr Wagner is right as

a theorist and initiator of a new music, he has been

unfaithful to his own doctrines in the march and cho-

rus just referred to, which are conceived and treated

accoi'dimj to the Jcnoian rides of art ; but ice are not

duped by the subterfuges of impotent vanity."

Thus intimating, I suppose, that the overture, and

all the rest, are not " treated according to the known

rules of art " '. A monstrous libel ; otherwise how can

the man's works have become the subject of such

learned controversy among the highest in the pro.

fession, all over musical Christendom ? Do the pro-

fessors at the Leipsic and Parisian Conservatories

generally trouble themselves in dissecting the works

of uneducated charlatans who do not even obey the

" known rules of art ?" Would the Chorleys, Davi-

sons and Glovers of the English Art Journals write

volumes in the aggregate about a beginner or a

dunce ?

Would the Emperor Napoleon (under whose im-

mediate patronage this work was produced in Paris),

and M. Calzado, be likely to become the " dupes of

the subterfuges of the impotent vanity" of a man so

insignificant as Richard Wagner ? I sincerely hope,

since M. Scudo pats himself so patronizingly upon

the back, in his Pharisaic selfcongratulation that he

is not so to be "duped," that his own vanity may not

eventually produce the same effect upon his gorgeous

self!

Observe, gentle reader, how this visionary contra-

dicts himself. He in one place says :

" We have undertaken, (and this often happens to

us), to plead tlte cause of Wagner, and not to go away
from his point of view, but to judge the result of

his efforts according to his own doctrines."
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So it has often happened to hira that he has under-

taken to "plead the cause of Warner 1" Very sood ;

now read a little fiirtlier on :
" The f;ill of this had

icork appeared to ns to be irrevocable. We think wo

have a right to rejoice over an event, which we fore-

saw and ardently desired. For ten years we have

combated the fatal doctrines propagated by Wagner

and his partisans."

Is this less than monstrous ? Does not one find it

diificult to reconcile these two extracts from this pro-

found criticism t What a " short metre " manner

this is in which to treat a great and colossal esthetic

creation ! What an encouragement to incipient

genius ! What n healing balm of oil and wine to

pour into the lacerations of poor, toiling, persevering,

unflinching, courageous, but (at one time, and not so

very long ago) starving Wagner!

Thus it is, hut must it so he with the burning lights

in progressive art ? And have the critics—even in

this age of enlightenment—yet to learn, that music

cannot be properly judged while it is new, and that

like certain wines, it can only be properly enjoyed

after years of acquaintance ? With the innnmera-

ble instances on record of the utter non-success at

first of new works in a// departments of creative pro-

ductions, can it be ]iossible that men are yet found,

men of education, intelligence and of historical

knowledge, who pci-mit themselves in their writings

so entirely to ignore all historical precedents, and

who so insultingly throw buckets-fall of corrupt

literary dish-water, under the guise of "criticism," in

the very face of one who at the verj' least is a great

artist ?

I hope as an offset to the above to give some
quotations from Wagner himself in my next, in

which I shall appeal to the ears, eyes, and hearts of

all unbiased and soul-ful readers, and tlius beg for

a little more of their indulgent attention.

Timothy Trill.

Boieldieu.

Adrien Fran(;ois Boieldieu was born at Ronen, in
December, 1775. His parents were in humble cir-

cumstances, and could ill afford to give tlieir son the
education which the decidedly literary bent of his
mind seemed to demand. He struggled through
many difficulties, and sensibility and good taste soon
procured him friends.

It was an organist in his native town, named
Broche, who first initiated Boieldieu in the art which
he has since so much honored. He made rapid pro-
gress, but found little favor in the eyes of his master,
M. Broche, who, being much addicted to in ebriety,
considered inebriation necessary to a musical educa-
tion. Boieldieu was the only one of his pupils who
did not seem anxious to follow his example or pre-
cept touching the above-mentioned necessary accom-
paniment, and was pronounced to be fit for nothing
but blowing the bellows, although the world gave
him credit for playing as well as his master.

Boieldieu was scarcely eighteen years of age when
he wrote an opera in one act. It was brought out
at the theatre in Eouen, and proved successful be-
yond all expectation. Representation succeeded re-
presentation, all Normandy crowded to see it, and
the popularity of Boieldieu was, to all appearance,
established. M. Broche now remembered that he
had predicted the greatness of his pupil from the
first time he saw him.

Shortly after this, Boieldieu went to Paris, deter-
mined to submit his maiden production to the judg-
ment of severer critics than those of his native town.
He was particularly recommended to Cherubini,
Mehul and Kreutzer, and Jadin, who wore the ac-
knowledged judges of the day. They invited the
young artist to one of their weekly dinners, and con-
sented to pronounce judgment on his performance as
a piano-forte player. He arrived at the house with
a beating heart, agitated alternately by hope and fear

;

he found himself in the presence of the dread critics
who held his fate in their hands. He was requested
to take his place at the instrument : he moved across
the room more dead than alive, and with a shaking
hand touched the notes. He performed in his best
style, but the judges would not smile : they declared
that the false notes were innumerable. During din-
ner no one referred to what had passed.

Little did those umpires think that he whom they

had treated almost with disdain, would die, in 1834,
covered with glory, and regretted by the civilized

world:—that under the sublime cupola of the Inva-
lidcs, 10,000 people would pass round his bier, anxi-
ou.s to \r.\y the last tribute of respect to the mortal
remains of him who had afforded them so much
pleasure—who had delighted half the civilized people
in Europe.

Boieldieu knocked in vain at the doors of the

Paris theatres for some time after his ungracious
condemnation by the four fiworites of the day. In
despair he folded up his manuscript, and began to

consider how he should provide against the crisis of
destitution fast .approaching. His hour was not yet
come, but it did come—and come it will to every
man of sensibility and talent, who possesses hcallh,

perseverance, and patience. He procured an intro-

duction to the saloons of M. Erard, where he met
some men of letters, who gave him the words of a
number of romances, and he found Garat there, who
was kind enough to sing them. These romances
had an unheard-of success ; every one was in rap-

tures with the music, and the composer was sought
by all the people of taste and fashion.

Immediately after these romances, Boieldieu pub-
lished a numberof concertos, waltzes, marches, duos,
&c., for the piano, harp, and violin, which were re-

ceived with equal favor by the public. At this time
Garat, by choosing him for his accompanist, contrib-

uted much to bring him into notice.

Boieldieu now found himself in easy circum-
stances : fortune smiled on him, and he summoned
up suflicient courage to undertake the composition of
an opera in three acts, called "Zoraime and Ztilnare,"

which did not succeed. This new misfortune did
not discourage the young composer. He now had,
at least, the means of subsistence secured to him,
and he determined to push his fortune. In 1797, he
commenced his career of triumph. His productions
followed each other in rapid succession. La Famille
Suisse, and Montreiiil et Verville appeared in the same
year; they were succeeded by " Zoraime and Ziil-

nare," which proved successful this time. Ka Dot
de Suzcffe, Los Meprises Espaijnolcs, Le Calife de

Bagdad and Beniowski, were represented, for tlie first

time in 1800. At the same period, the National
Convention p,assed a decree establishing the Conser-
vatoire de Musique ; the number of pupils was fixed

at 600, and the professors at 115. Boieldieu was ap-
pointed one of the professors. Zimmerman and the
two Chamcourtois were his pupils.

Boieldieu married a danseuse of the Opera, named
Clotilde, and the union proving unhappy, he accept-

ed an ofter of the Emperor Alexander to make him
director of the choir of the Imperial chapel at St.

Petersburgh. During his long stay in Russia, he
composed a number of operas, among which ,Tean de
Paris, (an opera comique) full of melody and action,

and pieces of music, amongst others Telhnaqiie,

which is considered his chef d'muvre. He returned
to Paris in 1811, and political events obliged him to

remain there. He made several attempts to get liis

wife divorced, but could not succeed. Napoleon was
angry with Boieldieu for some reason or other, and
it was to him that his want of success was attributed.

After his return to Prance his productions appeared
as rapidly as before. La Dame Blanche must be fa-

miliar to every one. The composer had attained his

fiftieth year when it appeared. This opera has made
the circuit of both hemispheres, and the music con-
tinues to be as much sought after as in the days it

was first published. Such was the height to which
his reputation rose, that a medal was struck at

Rouen in honor of him.
Some time before his decease, the great composer

had been complaining, and was not able to undertake
any work of consequence. He was obliged to re-

linquish an opera which he meant as his farewell to

the world. For many months he had been confined
to his room, and after long and painful sufferings, he
expired at his house at Jarey, on the 10th of Octo-
ber, surrounded by sorrowing relations and friends.

Gloucester MusicaLFestival.

The one hundred and thirty-ninth of the musical
festivals which alternately take place at Gloucester,

Worcester, and Hereford, began this year on Tues-
day, the 9th ult., at the first-mentioned city. It is

almost needless to say that these great meetings are

purely charitable in object—that object being the

benefit of the widows and orphans of the poorer
clergy of the three dioceses.

The novel feature of performing an oratorio on
the same day as the opening service was not a profit-

able device on the part of the stewards. The sale of
tickets scarcely reached 900, and the paucity of the

visitors presented a marked contrast to the thronged
aspect of the cathedral a short time before. The

Creation, however, was magnificently given. The
solos, sung by Mile. Titiens, Mr. Sims Reeves, and
Mr. Weiss, fulfilled every desire. Mdlle. Titiens

acquitted herself, as she seldom fails to do, to admi-
ration. Her delivery of Haydn's attractive music
gr.atified the most critical expectation, and exhibited
the full perfection of which the art is capable. The
minor vocal parts were allotted to Miss Eleonora
Wilkinson, Mr. Montem Smith, and Mr. Winn, who
were extremely efficient. The lady is yet a novice,

though of considerable promise. The choruses were
given broadly and vigorously. The subsequent
evening concert in the Shire Hall was attended better

than tlie first of the miscellaneous concerts usually is.

The programme was as inviting as it was various.

—

It opened with Meyerbeer's international overture

—

which, however, was verv indifferently executed

—

followed by selections from Acis and Galatea, and a
copious list of separate vocalities by Balfe, Verdi,

Donizetti, Bishop, and other composers, there being
no novelty, excepting a very pretty song by Mr.
Howard Glover, "They offer rank," written express-

ly for Mile. Titiens, who, it is unnecessary to remark,
rendered it the amplest justice. Verdi's cant.ita,

performed at Her Majesty's Theatre, was also an in-

gredient in the scheme. The singers, besides Mdlle.

Titiens, were Mile. Parepa. Madame S.ainton-Dolby,

Madame Laura Baxter, Miss Wilkinson, Mr. ,Sims

Reeves, Mr. Weiss, Mr. Winn, Signor Bossi, and
Mr. Montem Smith. M. Sainton was also present

as a contributor to his popular fantasia on Scotch
airs. The attendance of visitors on Wednesday
morning at the cathedral, when Elijah was perform-

ed, was manifestly an improvement upon that of the

day before, when the Crmtion was given. Mendels-

sohn's great work was listened to with peculiar inter-"

est^the interest that never fails to be awakened
when hearing it in a cathedral edifice. Praise may
be awarded generally to the performance. The
principal soprano music fell to the lot of Mdlle.

Titiens, whose declamation of the majestic " Hear
ye Israel" was faultless. The well known trio,

"Lift thine eyes," w.as another of the remarkable

events of the morning, Mdlle. Titiens, Madame
Laura Baxter, and Madame Sainton-Dolby being the

exponents. 'That most consol.atory, and at the same
time fascinating, of airs, "Oh rest in the Lord," was
given by Madame Sainton-Dolby in her usual ear-

nest and impressive manner. The oratorio, through-

out as regarded the principals, was exceedingly well

rendered. The double quartet in the first part, "For
He shall give his angels," was unexceptional ; while

the episode of the widow and the prophet, the dis-

comfiture of the Baalite priests, and the snpplications

for rain were developed with masterly care and
effect. The principal singers, in addition to those

we have mentioned, were Mr. Sims Reeves, Mr.
Montem Smith, Miss Wilkinson, Mr. Winn, and
Mr. Weiss—the last mentioned vocalist distinguish-

ing himself very honorably, as usual, in the part of

the prophet. The choruses were not sung wholly

without flaw, and one of the finest in the oratorio, it

may be mentioned, was sadly interfered with by the

retreating feet of the luncheon seekers, the noise of

which was unseemly and inopportune.

The second everiing contained a choicer selection

than the first. The first part was confined to Mo-
zart, the Znvherfiote, Idomeneo, Figaro, the Chmenza
di Tito, and the Seraglio and comprised a series of

gems, most of which were as familiar to the hearer

as " household words." It is needless to say that

Mile. Parepa sang the beautiful air, "Zeffiretti lusing-

hieri" charmingly ; and that "Crudelperche," in the

hands of Mdlle. Titiens and Signor Bossi, was ad-

mirable. Among the best incidents of the Mozart-
ean selection were the " Deh per questo," sung by
Mr. Sims Reeves ; the "!Che pur aspro," by Mdlle.

Titiens ; and the "Plaeido e il mar," by Miss Eleon-

ora Wilkinson, Madame Laura Baxter, Mr. Montem
Smith, and Mr. Winn. The " Exhibition Ode" of

Dr. Sterndale Bennett was the leading event of the

second section of the scheme ; but it seems to be the

fate of this fine work to be seldom executed as it

should be. The delivery at Gloucester was no ex-

ception to the unfortunate rule. To this succeeded

Lake's pretty aria, " Summer is sweet," which Mr.

Sims Reevas gave so thoroughly to the satisf^iction

of the audience as to render a repeat inevitable, not-

withstanding the oflScial edict against encores. Au-
ber's song, "Le serment," by Mdlle. Pcrepa, just as

brilliantly as she has sung it times out of number in

London; and with Mr. Wciss's version of Schubert's

"Wanderer" the London amateur is equally familiar.

The remainder of the programme consisted of mor-

ceau.r, all more or less known, sung by Madame
Sainton-Dolby, Mile. Titiens, and others. The
special contributions of the band were the overtures

to the Za.uberfole and Dcr Frcischiitz, and Mendels-

sohn's " Wedding March," but neither they nor the

accompaniments to the vocalists were well given.
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The performances in the cathedral of Thursday
morning were the "Lohjresanfj" of Mendelssohn, and
an abridf^ed edition of Handel's Jiidan ]\/accahcaus.

The hj'mn w.is rendered admirably, Mile. Farepa
and Mr. Montem Smith being the in-incipnl vocalists,

and both extremely effective. The chorus singers

exerted themselves with signal ability ; while the

symphony which precedes the work, one of Mendels-
sohn's greatest orchestral triumphs, has seldom been

more closely and intelligently performed, even in tlie

metropolis. The quotations from the J«f?«s .Ifacca-

beaiis will be easily guessed by a reference to the

score of the oratorio. All the most popular pieces

were, of course, retained. It is sufficient to say that

Mdlle. Tiliens in "Pious orgies" and "Froin mighty
kings ;

" Mr. Sims IJeeves in " Call forth thy pow-
ers," " Sound an alarm," and "How vain is man ;"

and Mr. AVeiss in " Arm, arm, ye brave," were

grandly successful ; while the other vocalists. Miss
Klconora Wilkinson, Madame Laura Baxter, and
Mr. Montem Smith, were at least careful, and in

some instances especially praiseworthy. The chor-

uses were delivered with tolerable steadiness, though,
here and there, there might have been superior pre-

cision and more picturesque contrast. It may he
mentioned tliat the oratorio was ]iorformed without
the additional accompaniments written either by
Costa or Perry. Handel, in fact was represented in

all his orchestral purity, though, in this ease, hardly
to the advantage that is experienced in Exeter Hall.
The third of the evening concerts at the Shire Hall
attracted a large audience, Benedict's Undine, given
entire, occupied nearly the whole of the first part.

—

The composer was fortunate in bis solo executants,
for they were Mdlle. Titiens, Mr. Sims Eeeves.
Madame Sainton Dolby, and Mr. Weiss. The can-
tata in other respects was not at times so well inter-

preted as it might have been, but, upon the whole,
there was not much to find fault with. The miscel-
laneous pieces comprised a variety of operatic ex-
tracts, mingled with popular songs and ballads, in

which all the principal vocalists were concerned,
much to the delight of the auditory ; and the concert
terminated with a vigorous delivery of the National
Anthem. The musical portion of the festival came
to a conclusion on Friday morning, with the per-

formance, in the Cathedral of Handel's Messiah.—
U))wards of 2.j00 persons were present, and the ora-

torio thus exercised its old influence, which, happily,

seems never destined to be distributed. The pro-
ceeding of the week came to a final close with a grand
dress ball at the Shire Hall.

Mendelssohn—A Minority Eeport.

Mr. Editor.

The following remarks by M. Franz, the Berlin

Correspondent of the " Revue Germanigue," on Men-

delssohn, though a few months old, may be as inter-

esting to other readers of j'our valuable journal as

they have been to me, especially to those who have

been reading in it the translation of tlje Mendelssohn

letters. However just or unjust his opinion may
seem to the admirers of Mendelssohn, there can be

no umbrage taken, for there is enough cleverness in

his remarks to give hm a right to differ, and then

moreover, if Mendelssohn be really one of the

" Anointed," severe criticism will only serve to

make his greatness more visible.

" The Germans treat music as a State affair

"

Spontini said ;—and he was right. In no other coun-

try, I think, do they attach as much importance and

bring as much serious reflection to bear on a musical

execution ; in no other place are musicians valued so

highly, no where else so well informed and cultivated,

60 independent and ardently interested as well as

humbly devoted to their art ; all the various systems,

prejudices, envy and evenunworthiness,which swarm
here as elsewhere, cannot reverse this assertion. Else-

where music is a diversion, a trade ; here it is a study,

a religion, and if the artist is, in Germauy, more

exposed to invectives, comes in collision oftener with

the crowd, it is because he forms an essential part

of public life ; it is because the people occupy them-

selves more with him.

The execution of the 5th Symphony and of the

Missa Svleinnis of Beethoven, that of the Mass in

A minor of Each, the first representation of the

Lohengrin of Wagner, have been the events of which

people still talk at Berlin : one might say that music

is the spiritual vine which pours over the ears an in-

visible draught reanimating and vivifying a whole

people.

Since my last letter we have bad the Com'
memoration of Mendelssohn, which was celebrated by

a concert composed exclusively of works by the

celebrated artist : a Cantata, a Psalm, the finale <y

Lorelei/, a fragment from Oedipus, a concert air, a pre

lude and a fugue, some fragments from " Midsum-

mer Nights' Dream." This consecutive execution

of different works is a fiery proof for an author, and

I know only Beethoven and one contemporary com-

poser who could sustain it victoriously. Whatever

there may be that is artificial in the composition re-

veals itself pitilessly. That which seems an origi-

nality in an isolated work, appears as a stereotyped

manner or as a knack, and wo soon find out whether

we have to deal with a high priest of art or simply
with one of its clever advocates. We recognize in a

word, not if the artist in the interpretation of his sub-

ject has treated it o/j/pc/j'ce/i/ (an accessory merit too

much boasted of, as that of impartiality in a historian)

but if he is one of those powerful individualities who
see, bear, walk and express themselves entirely dif-

ferent from ourselves, who are moved by an intense

sentiment always, wliether they laugh or groan,

whether they dream or act ; like the eagle who soar-

ing above a lake or beating against the rocks seems
always to us in pursuit of the sun.

Mendelssohn was not one of these individualities
;

this concert,which produced a monotonous impression,

has proved it to me: there was excellent notation (I

use this word, for want of a better, meaning nothing

contemptuous) which gave pleasure, like a beautiful

garden walk well laid out and well raked ; it was
not fine music.

" Vers parfaits, pas de poesie " (Perfect verse, not

much poetry) has been said of certain works not very

common ; this just expression came to my memory
while I was listening to these compositions which,

entirely perfect, admirable, excellent as they are, do
not correspond with the sense which I attach to the

word music—a mysterious and indefinable sense, in

which is mingled passion, prayer, suffering, benti-

tude, struggle, resignation and ecstaey. The refiec-

tions with which this Concert inspired ms have been

corroborated by the reading of the Mendelssohn Let-

ters, a recent publication, the success of which has

been undisputed. Full of nature, more vivid in ex-

pressions than in impressions, simple in gay and
grave things, these let- ers bear ont each page the

stamp of an upright and candid soul and denote a

strong, active and certain mind ; I have sought

dainly in them for the furrowwhich profound

and ardent thought traces ; no passion, no
suffering, no struggle; he composes in themorn-

ing, goes out at mid-day, visits the most distin-

guished persons, who receive him with esteem and
cordiality, traverses Italy without bringing any bias

from any place, allows himself to be struck with the

beauties, and all without vowing himself to God or

selling himself to the devil ; he improvises, he ob-

serves, he admires, he criticizes ; he sparkles, but he

never bursts into a flame.

I account for ths success which this book has met
with by remembering the pleasure most persons feel

in assuring themselves that distinguished men do not

differ so much from themselves ; and besides, if I had

not thought that these letters came from an illustri-

ous musician and a musician [of twenty two years, I

should have given myself up without reserve to the

charm of the sincere ingenuousness, honest-hearted-

ness, which while it does not expend to actual kind-

ness, attains to cordiality. I should have taken pleas-

ure also in the simple recitals where he speaks of

himself with a reserve directed by good taste and
dignity to his succinct and agreeable descriptions ; I

should have followed him freely to the home of the

old Goethe, where he played the Symphony in A
minor of Beethoven and did not appear to take much
pleasure in it ; then in the studio of Vornet, whom
he depicts with grace ; and across Italy, which he

liked less than Switzerland ; also as far as Paris,

where while he amused himself he regretted London.
That which is very characteristic is, that, having

already composed the "Midsummer Nights Dream,"
and the " Walpurgis Night," his Concerto for the

piano, his Symphony in La., he implores counsel and
criticism with an unaffected modesty more respecta-

ble than sympathetic, and he begs his sister to send

him some poetry to be^et to music ; sad or gay, no
matter which, ho wishes to compose ; and he is not
subject to sudden fits of humor, ho knows neither ex-

uberant joy nor heart-broken sadness, he works me-

thodically. For men ho experiences neither love, nor

pity, nor contempt, he accomodates himself to them

so long as they do not disturb him ; only for his

family do we feel his heart beat more quickly ; we see

that he bore for his fiither one of those holy affections

which became virtues from the sacrifices and sub-

missions which they command, and he had for bis

sisters a sweet and frank tenderness, which clothed

itself in charming forms."

I cannot leave this hasty translation without a few

words. " In our Father's hoa.se are many mansions"

may without irreverence be applied to the great

Cathedral of Art. Branching aisles and exquisite

side chapels are there to be found, that each sweet

saint may have its proper place of honor. There is

the sober alcove for the honest, hard working inferior

Saint, the gay colored niche for the brilliant erratic

artist, and the grand High Altar bearing the statues

of the great Geniuses who possessed all the steadi-

ness, purity and earnestness of the one and the glow-

ing, sparkling light of the other.

Montegut says there are three divine messengers

who visit man, religion, love and the spirit of music. ^

Some blessed mortals receive the visit of all three ;

to some others only one or two of these dear angels

come, and there are unhappy beings whose dark dull

souls are never lightened by the presence of either.

And there is a fourth angel who however, comes to

all, an angel as quieting as religion, as clinging as

love, as soothing as music; he is serious, sad and

sweet, and his name is Death !

To the artist— the gifted mortal — there comes

also sometimes, alas, a fifth visitor, who may be as

divine as either of the others, God only knows ! but

he leaves fearful marks behind him on the soul and

mind ; dread doubts, the anguish of temptation, and

the still keener agony of remorse, a sorrowful loss of

that Holy Grayle the Ideal, and a yearning for that

Peace which is never found in this lif'^, only the in-

stinct and the longing for it known :these are the

evidences of his sad visit.

Mendelssohn seemed to have received placidly all

these visitants but .he last and the want of this last

deprives his compositions to many ears of that tone

of rich sad purple, which is never found in them.

His sadness is, it must be confessed, a little monoto-

nous rather than profound, and his cheerfulness

never bubbling over nor buoyant. While listening

to his Tone language, " our natures are never cloven

as with the shaft of Beethoven " nor lifted on high

and mighty wings as in that " lark's song at heav-

en's high gate " of Mozart. But for this, must his

beautiful side-chapel built and decorated so tenderly

by his admirers be demolished ? There are many
calm, happy mortals whose lives are also sweetly de-

livered from the visit of the dread fifth angel, whoso

knowledge of sorrow is as vague and dreamy as was

Mendelssohn's. To their ears, his music will be the

truest Tone tongue, and up the peaceful morning

ai.sle leading to his sanctuary will they flock like

young spring birds to listen to him. A. M. H. B.

Bridgelon, N. J., October 11, 1862.

Jtoigljfs loiirnal of Husk.

BOSTON, OCTOBER 18, 1863.

Mnsic IN THIS Ndmler.— Continuation of Handul'B

'Messiah."

Gottschalk's Concerts.

This famous pianist has now (at the time we
write) fulfilled his original announcement of

three Concerts (Saturday and Monday evenings

and Wednesday afternoon), in the Messrs. Chick-

ering's saloon ; and two more are announced, at
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a more popular price, in a larger hall, the Melo-

deon. The last will occur this evening ; and we

think no one who has not heard him should omit

the opportunity ; those who have, do not need

our advice.

Mr. GoTTSCiiALK has no reason iJiv< time to

complain of his reception, or of his success, at

least so far as numerous audience and applause

go, still on the crescendo. In that kind of ap-

plause which a real artist values most, and which

in many, perhaps the majority of cases has to

comfort the real artist in the lack of crowds and

fashionable admiration, we think he has gained

considerably. The tone of the concerts, as n

V)lioh, has been more artistic than it was upon

his former visit here nine years ago ; this we may

say almost without reserve (dropping the com-

parative and adopting the positive degree) of the

First Part of his Matinee on Wednesday. Yet

the true music-lover must regret things positive-

ly unartistie in each programme and performance,

and wonder that such rare executive ability, not

ungraced with certain finer qualities, should ex-

pend so much of itself upon things not seriously

worth the doing.

Mr. Gott.schalk's genius, if he have any, is spe-

cifically that of playing the Piano. He is first

of all and mainly a pianist. All that he does be-

gins with the Piano; if he invent, if he compose,

the inspiration seems to come from that iustru-

ment, that is to say, from that perfectly easy

master relationship which he has established be-

tween himself and it. The willingness of the

instrument, under hands that seem to have been

so made for it, would almost suffice (under ordin-

ary conditions of musical temperament, feeling,

sense of fitness) for such crop of tone-flowers as

he bi'ings before us. He has certainly a most

rare power of bringing out the tone, all the best

qualities of that often disparaged, but really

noble instrument. (And this time he had an in-

strument, a new one, upon a scale invented by

Mr. C. F. Chickering, worthy of him or any

artist ; tones more rich, more sweet, more bril-

liant, more purely musical we never heard in a

piano). He maj'be said to ride the Piano as the

Centaur did the nether continuation of himself;

whether the piano has grown up into him, or he

has extended himself thus downward, we will

leave an open question. His mastery of that in-

strument, his identification of his own will with

it, is the great wonder in him ; this is what strikes

his audience first and last ; for whatever there

may be pleasing in his little compositions, it re-

mains to be seen how long the charm, the novel-

ty will last ; but his handling of the instrument,

the tone, the sonorous effects he gets from it,

these are always new. And here is certainly a

genuine individuality, which is not to be despised,

and which may imply perhaps a deeper talent

than we dream of; if so, it will be quite sure to

assert itself triumphantly in time ; it is not the

fault of the earnest lover of Mozart and Beet-

hoven if so far he finds its results mostly trivial.

And if his talent be assumed to be one of the

very highest, as his eulogists have claimed for it,

then certainly the question is inevitable, why
does it not devote itself to highest ends in

Art ? Why does he for the most part make a

plaything of his instrument, his hands, his brain

too, to revert to our Centaur simile ?

Mr. Gottsehalk's touch is the most rcmark.iblo we
ever heard ; in power, in fineness, in free vibratory

singing qualitiy it leaves nothing to be desired. His

chords are struck with perfect precision and simul-

tancoiisiiess, always crisp aud ringing ; and he has a

peculiar art sometimes, as in the opening chords of

his transcription of Verdi's 3Jiserere, of liberating

one tone of the chord so that it swells out long and

belllike, with a charm resembling that of the luir-

mnnic tones, only without their seeming remoteness.

This effect was due in groat part, we presume, to the

rare instrument, hut can be feebly p>*oduc'ed on any

Grand Piano. Nor can anything surpass the liquid

evenness and graceful shading of his runs, arpeggios,

&c., nor the startling force and vivid outline of some

of hi,s sudden /brt/ssonos—lightnings in the upper oc-

taves, thunder claps in the bass. But above all it is

the beauty of his tone snd touch in singing passages,

in tlie Cantilena, that wins the best tributes of his

audience. This is full of delicate expression. There

is great clearness in it, so that no ear can miss a

point of it. And in this respect, as well as in a cer-

tain pretty conceit of idea, the most satisfactory

things in his programmes have been such little bal-

lad-lil^e pieces as the Pa>>torella e Cavnliere, and above

all the Berceuse, in which distinct voices are clearly

outlined against a happily chosen, simple, clear ac-

companying figure. There is not much in these lit-

tle compositions, but what there is is genuine, indi-

vidnal, the thought just completely expressed, and all

the better for their simplicity.

Since we have begun, we may as well recall here

our impressions of all these compositions. " La

Jeunesse" is a sparkling, graceful iMazourka, rather

reflecting the Chopin style. A "Marclie Sulcnnelle,"

we think he calls it, played for an encore, seemed
worthy of its name, and to our feeling, was more in-

teresting than the " Afarche funebre." " Last Hope"
hardly justified its title of " Religious Meditation ;"

there were jack o'lantern freaks in it. "vEoIian Mur-
murs" could scarcely pass for more than a show
piece : it displayed some of the most brilliant, exact,

exquisite execution imaginable ; but too many of the

fine finger tricks for an honest tone-ponn. The
Banjo is a humorously close imitation of the vulgar

original; good enough for a joke. "OJos Criollos,"

too, for four hands, might be all well enough in its

way, did not its author in a note coolly place it on a

level with Chopin :

"In this morcea, which is entirely orluriual, the au-

thor has endeavored to convey an idea of the singular

rhythm and charming characters of the music which
exists among the Creoles of the Spanish Antilles.

—

Chopin, it is well known, transferred the national

traits of Poland to his Mazurkas and Polonaises, and
Mr. Gottschalk has endeavored to reproduce in works
of an appropriate character the characteristic traits of

the Dances of the West Indies."

It is after all only a freak, more loud and bright

than beautiful, and splashes saucy sunshine in your
eyes by rioting upon the highest octaves ; this artist

is exceedingly partial to the piccoio. Two pieces

played in the iVIatine'e. for violin and piano, and
composed by Gottschalk, had dignity of character,

and large sonority, impressing us somewhat like sim-

ilar works by Ernst and others, without being partic-

ularly original or free fi'om monotony ; they were
called ^'Meditation Rdigieuse" and ^'Romance Drama-
tiqne."

And now we come to arrangements, transcriptions

&c., in more pretending form. The first was simply
abominable in an artistic view and as an arrangenient

:

it was the ' William Tell " ovestuve, for two pianos.

It consisted of an ordinary piano arrangement,
played, with certain omissions before agreed upon,
&c., by our excellent pianist, Mr. Lang (we pitied

him), while the arranger, at his more brilliant instru-

ment, piled upon it such tours deforce as served to

illustrate his own virtuosity rather than the overture,

now trilling and twiddlidg, with senseless, painful

riipetition, in those piccolo octaves, now startling by a

tremendous rush upon the lowest bass,—and this was
the ".arrangement"! That there were beautiful and
telling passages, here and there, wc do not deny ; but

is not such a thing a caricature ? The Miserere tran-

scription was interesting for the peculiar effect we
have before meotioned, for the fine way in wliich the

melody was made to sing itself, and indeed for the

em])honious character of the whole piece.—The
Fantasia on themes from La Favorita was not much
unlike Thalberg's models in that kind, and inspired

the same sort of interest, if not in an equal, at least

in a high degree.

And how does he render the great masters ? Does
he seem to love them as an artist soul, with what-
ever new or wavward tendencies of its own, natural-

ly would ? Not, if we .are to judge from his so
very seldom seeming attracted to the task of inter-

preting them. But be has played a Sonata-duo
of Mozart, with Mr. Eicheekg, who plaj's always
admirably, and judging from that, wenre sure he is

ompetcnt enough to pl.iy such music finelv and ar-

t's ical'y : there wa; clean, finished execution, (rood

expression, and no nonsense ; we have beard others
whose intc'pretation would please us quite ns well, to

^ay the least : but wo wnre glad toliear this from him.
Two well known Preludes of Chopin were rendered
finely, beautifully in one sense ; and yet we have
heard them, from more than one playt'r, when we
have more warmed to Chopin, and more felt the

poetrv, the dreaminess, the fine aroiua. The
Chonin " Funeral March " wo did not hear.

These are mere notes of detailed impressions, and
not a complnte jud'^ment ; we are still open to evi-

dence. And wc must clo-e. for the present, with

simply mentioning the addition.il interest which Mr.
Gottsehalk's concerts have received from the valua-

ble assistance of Mr, EicnuERG and Mr. Laxg, and
from such promising vocalists as Mrs. Motte (for-

merly Miss Washburn), Miss Caliste HcNTLEr
and Miss Granger.

" Orpheus." — Our tuneful German friends, in

their genial, soci.al way, gave their first Musical

Soiree to a crowd of invited guests, at Chickering's

Rooms, on Wednesday evening. They sang two

noble choruses by Schtdjort/ the Psalm; "The
Lord is my shepherd," and " Nachtgesang im Walde"

(night song in the forest). Tliese alone were worth

going some way to hear. Also part-songs by IMen-

delssohn ; two charming Volkdieder by Silcher

{"Ijoreleij" and "Abschied") ; and for a finale two

droll, grotesque chorCkSes by Ap])el (" Was hat rr

gesagt?" and "the Spinning wheel," which gave vast

amusement. Mr. Kreissjian sang beautifully three

of the Pranz songs, viz., Goethe's " E/:stlose Liebe,"

the " Schlummerlied," and " Die ITnrrende." Mr.

Langerfeld sang Mendelssohn's " ^.s- ist hestimmt

im Gottes Rath " and " Hunting Song," with much

acceptance ; and Mr. Schraubstaedtrr sang a
bass air by Ferdinand Killer (from his opera " The
Christmas Dream "), which, with its fine accompani-

ment, so delighted everybody, that it had to be re-

peated. All the accompaniments were played as only

Mr Dresel pla^^s them, who also contributed an
exquisite piano solo—Liszt's transcription of We-
ber's " Slumber Song."

Mr. Carl Zekrahn's Card speaks for itself

We have few teachers of music so experienced and

capable. Those who seek instruction on the piano,

or the Ante, or in singinir in classes, will do well to

go to him. His plan of flute and piano readings

opens an easy access to some aiquaintance with ope-

ras and other larger compositions. Mr. Zerrahn
mav be found at the music store of Oliver Ditson &
Co." every Wednesday and Saturday from 10 to 11.

The " Italian Opera " came la.stweek and went.

Its managers did not seem to think wetl enough of

their own enterprise to wish everybody to witness it.

We are glad to assure our readei-s that Mr. J. K.

Paine proposes soon to commence a series of Organ

concerts.

iliisit ^h'oab.

Berlin.—We take some passages from the Lon-

don ]\fiislcal World's lively correspondent, (Septem-

ber 15).

The Friedrich-Wilhelm-siiiillisches Theatre wag
crammed in every nook and corner the other evening,

to witness the first appearance, this sea<on, of Ilerr

Wacbtel, as Chapelon, in ie Postilion de f^nnjumeau.

This gentleman had already created a great sensation

in the part last year. The fact is, he really possesses

a voice, and that is saying a great deal, when we bear

in mind the vocal powers of too many of out tenors

at the present ilay. However jieople disagree here

on other iiKitlcis, thoy asree, at any rate, on one
point, namely, that Ilerr Wachtel is one of the finest

histrionic vocalists on the German stage. On his
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entrance, he was nearly overwtielmeJ by a shower
of bouquets and flowers, flung from all parts of the

house, while the orchestra brayed out a fanfacr, or

"Tusch," as the Germans call it—an honor which I

never know paid to any other artist. It is rather

late in the day to enter into a detailed criticism of

his Chapelon. I will, therefore, content myself with

observinf; that it was as attractive as ever ; that tlie

singing was perfect, and the acting full of spirit and
intelligence ; indeed, everything that could be desir-

ed. Herr Wachtel was called on—well, I hardly
dare tell you how many times in tlie course of the

evening. According to report, he will repeat the

character twice or thrice, and then appear in several

others. The remaining parts were filled up in the

same way as l.ast year. Mile. Unger was a charm-
ing Madolaine, and Ilerr Scliindler a most diverting

Marquis. The orchestra and chorus seconded tlie

principal singers with laudable spirit and precision.

At the Royal Opera House, a young lady of the

name of Jllle. Voggenhubcr-Vilma, has made her

first courtsey before a Berlin audience, and promises
to become a really valuable addition to the company,
as far as it is possible to judge from bearing her only
once. She is an importation from the Theatre at

I'esth. The part she selected for her de'hut, was that

of Kecha—or Rachel—in Halevy's Jiiive. She pos-

sesses, beyond a doubt, considerable natural powers.
Her voice is a ricli and sonorous mezzo-soprano, of a
noble and .sympathetic cliaracter, at once enlisting the

audience in its favor. In addition to this, it is dis-

tinguished by that versatility which enables it to

mirror correctly everv phase of feeling. Its compass
is considerable. Mile. Voggenliuber-Vilma does not,

it is true, always employ her natural gifts in an ar-

tistic manner. For instance, she indulges in a very
strong tivmo/o—especially in the recitative—whicli
becomes, in tlie long run, exceedingly disagreeable.

Mile. Voggenhul)er-yiIma has youth and personal
appearance in her favor. The audience seemed to

like her more and more every successive scene, so

that, at the fall of the curtain, she bad produced an
impression on which she has every reason to con-
gratulate herself. Herr Formes, who played Eleazar,
was welcomed with long and continuous applause at

his entrance. The part is one of the best in his re-

pertory. His voice seemed to have gained fi-esli

strength, sounding remarkably fresh and full. Herr
Fricke was especially good as tlie Cardinal, a part he
has made quite his own upon these boards. To Mile.

Marcon, from the Konigsborg Theatre, was allotted

the character of the Princess Eudora, but as in all

probability she will never play or sing it again at the

lloyal Opera House at Berlin—she neither played
nor sang it on the.occasion to which I am referring.

The following will be the cast of M. Gounod's
Faust. Faust, Herr AVov.'orsky ; Mephistopheles,
Herr Solomon; Gretchen, Mile. Eucea ; Valentin,
Herr Robinson ; Sybel, Mile, de Ahiia ; Martha,
Mile. Gey ; and Brandor, Herr Bost.—Mile. Artot
is engaged for three months. She will appear late

in the autumn, or, if you prefer it, early in the win-
ter ; some time about November, I suppose. She
will sing in German, which language she has been
studying assiduously, for a considerable period.

—

Taglioni's new ballet : Die Sterne, will bo produced
about the same time, namely : November, since the

talented muitre de ballet will profit by his leave of ab-

sence, which begins in December, to be oif to Milan,
and superintend the rehearsals of his BalJarirla.

At the Friedrich-Wilhelm-siadtisches Theatre,

Herr Wachtel still continues his successful sway,

indeed, say, his triumphant career. After charming
the public by his Chapelon in Le Postilion de Loncfjit-

meau, he has been delighting them by his impersona-
tion of the hero of Herr von Flotow's Slradella. . . .

The hymn in the last act was magnificently given,

and brought the house down in fine style. Mile.

Unger was excellent and graceful as ever, in the part

of Leonore. She possesses a talent hors de li;/ne, for

what are here termed Spielopern— play operas,

gaUicc : ope'ras-comiques, and it is a great pity that

she has not more frequent opportunities of exhibit-

ing that talent. Tlie two Bravos were ably repre-

sented by Ilerron Leinauer ami Brenner. Accord-
ifig to iX']>ort, the next characters in which Herr
Wachtel will appear, are the bandit-chief, in Fra
Diuuolo, and Count Alinaviva in 11 Barbiere,

Grand Festivel in Honor of Heru Cor-
NKi.ins, IN DussELDORP.—Dusscldorf has just

been the scene of a most interesting festival, which
was given by the Artist's Union " Malkasten

"

(Paintbox), and which lasted two days. Peter Von
Cornelius, the most celebrated of Dusseldorf's sons,

was the person in whose honor the festival was held.

It may easily bo imagined how greatly the few friends

of his youth, still alive, as well as the youngest artist

in the place, were rejoiced to see him. Since the

year 1825, when bis royal friend, Ludwig I. of Bava-
ria, summoned him from Dusscldorf to carry out so

many grand works at Mnnich, where he was appoint-
ed Director of the Royal Academy, he had only
visited the town once. This merely served to in-

crease the satisfaction univorsallj'fclt at greeting him
again, accompanied by a young wife.

Immediately on the celebrated artist's arrival, the

Chief-Burgomaster, Herr Hammers, at the head of

a deputation frcm tha Stadt Collegium, proceeded to

the residence of Professor Acheniiach, where Herr
Cornelius bad taken up his quarters. The worthy
Burgomaster then informed him that he bad been
made an honorary citizen of Dusseldorf, bis native
city, which always honored arts and artists. Herr
Friedrichs, as president of the Artists' Union, ex-
pressed his concurrence with the sentiments conveyed
through the month of the Chief-Burgomaster, by the
town, which had now as.5ociated tlie prince of art

with the two princes of the blood royal, who had
hitherto been the only honorary citizens, and express-
ed a fervent hope that heaven would long preserve
him in the enjoyment of every earthly happiness. In
the evening, a specially written prologue, in honor
of the newlyelected citizen, wai spoken at the Vaude-
ville Theatre. At a later hour, there was a bril-

liant party at Herr Acheiibaeh_M
On the following evening, the Festival got up by

the Artists' Union took place. The proceedings com-
menced with a grand ilinner, ut which more than
four hundred ladies and gentlemen—among the latter

the Chief-Burgomaster, the principal civic dignitaries,

and the most notable persons in the town itself and
tho neighborhood—were present. After a number
of toasts had been enthusiastically drunk, the com-
mittee of the Artists' Union "Malkasten" presented

their honored guest with his diploma as an honorary
member of that Society. As soon as it began to

grow dark, the company proceeded to the Jncobischer

Garden, close at hand, and the property of the Soci-

ety. Under the majestic trees, the festival now
assumeil a more fantastic character. In the first

place, an appropriate piece, written for the occasion

by K. Niels, was performed upon the terrace, the

latter being illuminated as though by magic. The
interlocutors, Dante and Faust, personified the relig-

ious and historical tendencies of the great artist, in

his professional eflForts. In the course of the dia-

logue, which was eminently poetical, the author had
introduced, with appropriate accom])anying music,
large transparencies, representing " Mary with the

child," in the Ludwig Church, at Munich, and "Sieg-

fried," from the NiebeJ-itnrjen, so that, when, at the

conclusion of the scene, Dante, taking off the laurel

wreath from his own head, laid it at the feet of Faust,

and tho latter, picking it up, crowned Cornelius with

it, the audience broke out into long and universal

applause.

Faust then exerted bis magic power once more,

and pronounced the following command :

" Frisch auf denn, Feen l\Ielodie,

Dass aelbst Ausoniens Wohllant uhertbne
Der doutschen Tonkun.st reich're Harmonie!^
Schair BUrgergru.s.s und I\Unstlerruf zum Schluss:
Iloch Diisseldorfp Corneiius I

" *

Suddenly, over the grass plots and amid the bu.shes

of the park, there appeared numberless colored lights,

while gnomes and imps, gamboling and frisking

about, endeavored to catch the fairy elves who glided

in fantastic dances, over the thickets. This indescri-

bable scene was accompanied by Mendelssohn's

charming music to A ]\lidsummer Nir/Iits Dream, the

musicians being invisible. The lights now disap-

peared, one by ouo ; red and green Bengal fires threw

their magic brilliancy, from time to time, over the

groups of trees ; rockets shot hissing, in fiery rivalry

towards the sky, and then the goblin doings were at

an end. The spectator thought he must have been

dreaming some fairy tale.

A festive march "was next heard, and there issued

from behind the bushes a long line of individuals, in

strange costumes of various hues. They wound
slowly along the walks in the park, and formed a

sight highly entertaining to the hero of the evening.

At one moment, the procession was mirrored on the

still surface of the lake ; at another, it was bathed in

the dazzling purple of artificial light; then it van-

ished behind the cinmps of trees, and then again it

suddenly reappeared in the open ; in a word, the

charming variety of aspect under which it was
viewed jiroduccd a deep impression upon every spec-

tator. These torch-bearers, moreover, accompanied,

their honored guest to his lodgings, but returned them-

selves to the terrace, for they did not forget that the

day was the fourteenth anniversary of the foundation

of tho "Malkasten."

—

Vienna Recensionen.

* '• Quick! liriae, yo fairy melodies, so that the richer har-

monies of Germn music may drown even the .=:oft strnius of

Ausonia. Let burghers and artists finally escluim, Hail to

Diiaseldorrs Cornelius I

"

•ptial Uoliru.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PiibliHlsctfl by Oliver PitHoii & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Daylight is fading. Ballad. C. W. Ghver. 25

The rose and the bow. S. Lover. 25

I love the summer blossoms. J. W. Owtt/. 25

Three very pretty songs, selected from the latest and
best of English novelties.

Over the river they beckon to me. Ballad.

E. M. Wheelock. 25

A fine musical version of this exquisitely beautiful

poem. Easy.

There is a joy the sad henrt feels. (Ah, cosi ne'

di rider.) From Donizetti's "Anna Bolena." 25

Celebrated Bravura song, adapted formedium voices.

I have no mother now. L. 0. Emei'son, 25

.\ very touching song, one of this popular antbor'3

best efforts.

The snn wiU shine again. F. WaUerstein 25

A pretty parlor ballad.

Instrumental Music.

Bonnie Doon. E. F. RimhauJt. 12

Campbells are coming. " 15

Arranged for very young pupils, to be used even in

the first quarter.

Ange si pur. From "La Favorita." Transcribed

by W. V. Wallace. 30

An excellent arrangement of the celebrated air

" Spirto gentil," of medium diEaculty.

La Marseillaise. Serenade militaire. A.W. Berg. 25

There is hardly any author at the present day with

whose compositions teachers are so generally pleased

aa with those of Berg, Uis style is graceful and bril-

liant, his taste unexceptionable. The pupils are uni-

versally delighted witb hie pieces, and this "Serenade

militaire" will be no exception to the rule.

BookB.

The Modern School fok the Drum. Con-

taining full instructions and a choice collection

of music for the Fife and Drum. By 0. W.
Keach and B. A. Burditt.

This is the most thorough work of the kind 'pub-

lished, and presents, in a concise and agreeable man-

ner, all information nei-essary for the learner, with

exercises and music useful not only to begiunera but

to practised players.

HIusic BY Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a paving of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Paradisi Gloria.

WRITTEW AFTER HEARING A SERMON BY

HEV. DR. PDTNAM.

BY. T. W. P.

**Ofraternio! ciasciwa e ciitadina

D'una vera citta
"

There is a city, builded by no hand,

And unapproftcljable by aea or shore.

And unassailable by any band

Of storming soldiery forevermore.

In that pure city of the living Lamb,

No light shall shine of candle or of sun,

Or any star; but He who said, "I Am,"
Shall be the Lamp—he and his Holy One.

Nor shall we longer spend our gift of time

In time's poor pleasures—doing needful things

Of work or warfare, mercliandise or rhyme
;

But wc shall sit beside the silver springs,

That flow from God's own footstool, and behold

The saints and martyrs, and those blessed few

Wlio loved us once and were beloved of old,

To dwell with thorn and walk with them anew,

In alternations of sublime repose.

Musical motion, the perpetual play

Of every faculty that heaven bestows,

Through the bright, busy, and eternal day.

— Christian Inquirer.

Translated for this Journal.

Mozart's Masses.

(Continued from page 225).

B. Beautiful Style.

6. Misses Solemnes.

Mass No. X. (Comp. 1776)?
Ky

"^
-'^.

This, together with No. II, and No. XI, is one

of the most favorite Masses and one of the most

in vogue. It owes this distinction to its uncom-

monly pregnant forms and to that plastie dramat-

ic quality, which, already here and there

observable, for instance in the Benedictus of

Mass No. VII, develops itself more and more
prominently in Mozart's subsequent compositions

of this kind.

Tet it is unmistakable, that, just in proportion

as these creations gain in animation and artistic

interest, you begin more or less to miss

that breath of real piety, which was an unques-

tionable excellence of his earher Masses, with

all the stiffness of their antique forms.

An uncommon fire animates the Kyrie now
before us, which is introduced by an imposing

cadence ; a fire almost rising to an impassioned

glow in the Gloria ; eflfects, for the production of

which passages and sequences occur in the instru-

mental accompaniment, reminding one only too

clearly of Symphony and Opera.

Already the ecclesiastical and worldly spheres

border upon one another here in a neighborly

and friendly way. This is evident in such passa-

ges as " Et in ierra pux " of the Gloria., or the

" Miserere " of the Agnus, the first of which is

found note for note in the last movement of the

well-known piano Quintet,—the second in the

Andante of the " Jupiter " Symphony. The
" Dnmine Deus," too, which bears quite the char-

acter of a little dramatic Trio, occasionally

interrupted by a chorus, might without difficulty

be transferred to an opera.

We have already, in speaking of the Credo of

the Mass in F, remarked how Mozart, by the

periodical repetition of the words " Crerfo, Credo,"

has lent a deeper poetic sense at the same time

to that ingeniously wrought piece of music. The

same thing is found in this Mass, only in a far

more pregnant manner. One part of the Chris-

tian congregation utter the confession of faith
;

the other interrupts it from time to time by the

exclamation: "yes,! believe, I believe!" Ex-

clamations, which are variously accented by the

composer, according as he wished to describe the

individual gradations of belief: tranquil convic-

tion, joyful emotion, slight shades of doubt, or

that resolute enthusiasm which is ready to die for

its faith.*

Unfortunately this Credo is almost never sung

with this understanding; but for the most part it

is conceived and rendered with a piquant man-

nerism, as if it were a sort of musical joke :

—

almost as bad a fate as it experienced at the

hands of a Leipzig publisher, who in his edition

struck out the four above-named characteristic

notes wherever they occurred.f

The inspiring but short Sanctus of this Mass

awakens a regret, that just this portion of the

Mass service, which by its sublimity seems better

fitted than any other to prompt gifted composers

to a loftier flight, had traditionally always to be

kept concise and short, in order not to detain the

priestly function in its progress.

The same endeavor of Mozart to lend to every

number a distinct individual character and dra-

matic form, which moved him in the Incarnatus

to render the mysterious night of the nativity by

a dreamily soft Siciliana (6-8 time), also led him

to conceive the Benediclus this time as a cheer-

ful Idyl. What saves it from becoming too secu-

lar is, that he has assigned the melodj-, than

which nothing could be nobler and more soulful,

to the voice parts, and the embellishments almost

exclusively to the stringed instruments, by which

they fall more into the background.

* Tiiis description does not at .lU apree witli the Cretio given

in Novello'8 edition of this Maas.— Ed.

1 This has given occasion to strange scenes. In N. . . some

years ago the new village church was to be consecrated, and
this " Credo Mass," so called, was to be performed. Musi-

cians of the two towns N. and B. were invited, who brought

with them their parts, one set having the mutilated, the other

the genuine Credo. At the heginningall went well and to the

edification of the congregation ; but in the Credo the mischief

broke loose ; nothing was in tune, nothing went together, i;

was regular cat music ;
scolding and stamping of feet soon

became audible; the enraged musicians fell upon each other

with hard words. A comparison of the single parts, however,

soon explained the trouble.

From the spirit of a Mass so obviously striving

after outward effect, we should naturally expect

a verv pathetic Agnus ; and in fact it rivals that

in No. IX, without reaching it, in spite of its

stronger instrumentation, while it is weakend by

a Miserere altogether too effeminate.

It was a great mistake, essentially impairing

the total effect of this genial and clever Mass,

that Mozart carried this Miserere, half suggestive

as it was of a dance motive, over into the Dona
as a theme, and with a quicker /on^o too ; so that

all church-like impression was necessarily lost, in

spite of his seeking to quicken it with passages

which aim at loud solemnity.

The secret ground of his mistake in this and

the following Masses evidently lay in the fact,

that he sought to combine the then customary-

drumming and trumpeting of the people out at

the close of the festival Mass, with the touching,

pious idea, which lies originally at the foundation

of the Dona text. Joseph Haydn, who was

equally at home in solemn pomp and splendor of

musical coloring, and in the broad portrayal of

religious feelings, solved this double problem for

the most part successfully ; Mozart failed more
or less in it every time in the solemn

Masses of this period.

Mass No. XL (Comp. 1779).

In considering this Mass we cannot overlook

its date of composition. It was written in

the year 1779, a good while before " Idomeneo "

and Mozart's properly classical period ; and yet

the Kyrie of this Mass stands already at a level

which he only reached at long intervals in his

operas, almost at the end of his career. Indeed

such a peculiar charm of lofty gentleness and
quiet dignity is breathed over this Kyrie, together

with the noblest simplicity, that one is involun-

tarily reminded of the choruses of priests and
other kindred passages in the " Zauherfloie."

Also the conclusion of the short but incompara-

ble number, where single motives of the strino-

and wind instruments sound out once more in

the last two bars, and then softly float away as

in a breath of air, reminds us of kindred things

from the period of his full bloom and master-

ship.

The Gloria is very interesting in another res-

pect. The text of this number, we know, con-

tains in detached sentences, now praise and
glorification of God, now crushed humiliation

and remorse, now triumphant jubilation, now
childlike supplication, and thus almost insurmoun-

table obstacles to an)' unity of conception.

Joseph Haydn and others in their solemn Masses

obviated the difficulty by following the example

of the old Italians and dividing the Gloria into

several independent pieces, giving to each its

fitting character. Mozart makes here the diffi-

cult attempt, to reconcile the musical unitvof the

whole with the special accent thai befits each
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single text. Accordingly he had to choose such

ideas, as should be exceedingly unlike as regards

the expression of feeling, and yet so capable of

combination and of being systematically inter-

twined, that at every periodical recurrence,

according to musical laws, they should fall on

Tvords corresponding to their character. In this

Tvay one may explain to himself the inner struc-

ture of this composition ; and still he will not

quite be able to comprehend how it is that this

so musical Gloria, judging by its total impression

both on ear and mind, seems a complete and

rounded whole.

This advanced art, which already knows what

it wants to do and can do, even if its designs ap-

pear like accidents, is also manifested in the

Credo. Quite unlike what goes before, to ex-

press the various shades of belief, here the voice

parts, reciting the confession of faith in rock-fii'm

conviction, now in Choral, now in vigorous imi-

tations, move on in a compact mass ; and for

such a Credo Mozart has purposely chosen the

most fiery, most figurative of figurative accom-

paniments; yet all this seems to have come out

at one cast with the voice parts, since these innu-

merable eddies, rising and sinking incessantly,

always fall as if by calculation on corresponding

passages of text, which they are designed more

or less to mark.

This mighty flood of tones is suddenly dammed

up, as by the shutting of a sluice, in the Incarna-

tus, and only single broken chords of the violins

still trickle down in soft cascades. By this^ne.s'se

Mozart gained doubly : first, an excellent accom-

paniment for the Incarnalm and Crucifixiis text,

and then a means of bridging over the passage

to the resumption of the violin whirl in the Res-

urrexit, so as to make it less abrupt.

The Benedictus again is quite upon the same

height with the Kgrie. If the Allegretto is kept

in the church tempo, as at Mozart's time, the slow-

ly advancing tones, as if in transfigured bliss, of

the first theme, the somewhat more animated

tones of the second, bearing in them a slight

shade of a solemn march ; the unexpected en-

trance of the bold, lighting-like Ilosanna, fol-

lowed anew by the holy Benedictus, produce an

extraordinary impression. It is capable of expla-

nation also, how the Hosanna this time came to

be in the middle of the Benedictus. Mozart, in

his striving after simplicity and clearness, so

remarkable everywhere in this Mass, as well as

after unity and rounding of all parts, had chosen

only two admirable themes for the Benedictus

;

he had already twice presented them to the ear ; to

have done it three times in succession would have

been to cast a shadow of monotony over the

whole latter half of the Mass, inasmuch as the

Agnus was kept monotonous on purpose. So he

purposely introduced the Hosnnnn into the Bene-

dictus ; and thus by the divine repose of the one

and the lightning fire of the other gained an

exceedingly effective contrast; at the saine time,

by the blending of such apparently heteroge-

neous parts, he gained a harmonic rounding and

unity of the whole piece.

AVe have seen before, in the Benedictus of

Mass No. IX, how Jlozart, fearing no satiety from

this .
monotony, purposely reproduces several

times a theme which conies home to the heart,

without varying it by larger interludes or orna-

ments. So too in the present Agnus he has the

courage to present the principal theme four times

in succession—once by way of prelude in the

violin, three times in the soprano voice, without

sotting it off even the fourth time with more than

a few modest ornaments. He built with reason

on the irresistible beauty of the simple and touch-

ingly mournful melody, which was always regard-

ed as a chief ornament of this widely known and

favorite work.* But in spite of such unmistak-

able excellences, there is in this solo, so stronjrly

contrasted with the other numbers, a slight trace

of ostentation and coquetry, wliich stands out in

the most glaring manner in the Mass which

follows.

Alter Mozart has taken the Kyrie, beginning

from the seventh measure, as a theme for the

Dona nobis, it almost seems at first as if he meant

to return to that altogether ; and if he had really

done so, if he had merely written "Da Capo ut

Kyrie," the admirable work would have found a

conclusion worthy of it, at all events a better

one than he was pleased to sive to it.

(To be continued.)

* Yet this Mass does not appear in Novello's collection.—
Ed.

A Draught for the Particular History of

Phonics; or, the Doctrine of Sound

and Hearing.

(From LoRB Bacon's "Sylra Sjlvarum."

Continued from page 204

SECTION III.

THE MAGNITUDE, SMALLNESS, AND DAMPS
OF SOUNDS.

Let one person whistle at one end of a shoot-

ing trunk, whilst another holds his ear at the

other end ; and the sound will strike the ear so
sharp as to be scarce tolerable : for sound natu-
rally diffuses in a sphere, and so spends itself; but
if made to go in a canal, it must needs acquire
greater force. And thus enclosures not only pre-
serve, but also increase and sharpen sounds. A
French-horn, being greater at one end than at the

other, increases the sound more than if the horn
were of an equal bore ; for the air and sound,
being first contracted at the lesser end, and after-

wards having more room to spread at the greater,

dilate themselves; and in coming out strike more
air, whereby the sound is rendered larger and
deeper. And even hunters' horns, which are
commonly made straight, not oblique as the
former, are always greater at the lower end. It

should be tried also in pipes, made much larger
at the lower end : or with a belly towards the
end, and then issuing in a straight concave
again.

There is in St. James's fields a conduit of
brick, with a low vault adjoining ; and at the
end of that, a round house of stone : in the
brick conduit is a window ; and in the round
house, a small slit; so that when a person hol-

loas in the slit, it makes a fearful roaring at tlie

window. For all concaves that proceed from
narrow to broad, amplify the sound at coming
out.

Hawks'-bells, that have holes in the sides, give
a greater ring, than if the pellet struck upon
brass in the open air. For the sound enclosed
by the sides of the bell, comes out at the holes
unspent, and stronger. And in drums, the close-

ness round about, that preserves the sound
from dispersing, makes the noise come out at the
drum-holes, much louder and stronger, than if

the like skin were struck, extended in the open
air.

Sounds are heard better and farther in an
evening, or in the night, than at noon, or in the
day : because in the day, when the air is thinner,
the sound pierces more ; but when the air is

thicker, as in the night, it spreads less: as beinor

now in a degree of enclosure. It is true also,

that the general silence of the night contributes
to this eflect.

There are two kinds of reflection in sound ; the
one at a distance, or the echo ; wherein the ori-

ginal is heard distinctly, and the reflection also

distinctly; the other in concurrence ; when the

sound reflecting near, returns immediately upon
the original, and so repeats it not but amplifies.

Whence music upon the water sounds sweeter ;

and better in chnniliers that are wainscotted, than

such as are hung.
The strings of a lute, viol, or virginal, give a

much greater sound, on account of the knot and
concavity bencntli, than if there were only a flat

board without that hollow snd knot, by which the

upper air communicates with the lower. An
Ti-ish harp admits the open air on both sides of

the strings ; and its belly runs not along with the

strings, but lies at the end of them. It makes a

more resonant .souml than the bandora, orpharion,

or cittern ; though these have wire-strings as well

as that. The cause seems to be, that the open
air on both sides helps where there is a concavity

;

which is therefore best placed at the end. A vir-

ginal, when the lid is down, makes a slenderer

sound than when the lid is up : for all shutting in

of air, where there is no competent vent, damps
the sound.

There is a church at Gloucester (and I have
heard the like of other places) where, if a per-

son speaks softly against a wall, anotlier shall hear
his voice better at a considerable distance than

near at hand: inquire more particularly of the

structure of that place. I suspect there is some
vault, or hollo IT. or isle, behind the wail; and
some p;issage to it from the farther enrl of that

wall, against which the person speaks; so that

the voice slides along the wall, then enters at

some passage, and communicates with the air of

the hollow ; for it is somewhat preserved by the

plain wall ; but that is too weak to give an audi-

ble sound, till it has communicated with the back
air.

Place the horn of the bow near your car. then

touch the string, and the sound will be increased

to a degree of tone : the sensory, in this case, by
reason of the near approach, being struck before

the air disperses. The like happens, if the horn

be held betwixt the teeth : but this is a plain

propagation of the sound from the teeth to the

organ of hearing ; for there is a great intercourse

between these two parts; as appears from hence,

that a harsh, grating tune sets the teeth on edge.

The same thing happens if the horn of the bow
be applied to the temples : the sound thus sliding

from hence to the ear. If a rod of iron, or brass,

be held with one end to the ear, and the other be

struck upon, it makes a much greater sound than

the same stroke upon the rod, when not so con-

tiguous to the ear. By which, and other instan-

ces, it should seem that sounds do not only slide

upon the surface of a smooth body ; but also

communicate with the spirits in the pores of the

body.

In Trinity College, Cambridge, there was an
upper chamber, weak in the roof, and therefore

supported by an iron prop, as thick as a man's
wrist, placed in the middle of the chamber : which
iron, if struck, would make only a little flat noise

in the room ; but a great bomb in the chamber
below. The sound made by buckets in a well,

when they strike against the sides, or plunge into

the water, &i'., are deeper and fuller than if the

like percussion were made in the open air: on
account of the confinement and enclosure of the

air in the concave of the well. So empty bar-

rels placed in a room under a chamber, make all

the sounds in the chamber more full and resound-

ing. Hence there are five general ways of in-

creasing sounds— viz., 1. Simple enclosure; 2.

Enclosure with dilatation ; 3. Communication ;

4. Approach to the sensory ; and 5. Concurrent
reflection.

"With regard to exility of sounds ; it is certain

the voice passes thsough solid and hard bodies,

if they be not too thii;k
; and again, through

water : but then the voice is, by such a passage,

reduced to a great exility. Thus, if the holes of

a hawk's bell be stopped, it will not ring, but

rattle like the eagle stone, which contains another

stone within it. And as for water ; take a pail,

turn the bottom up ward, and carry the mouth of
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it down to the level of the water; pUintie it six

inches deep, still keeping it even, that it may not

tilt on either side, and so jret the air out : then
let a person dive so far nnder water, as to put his

head into the p;iil; and there will rome out as

much air in bubbles as to make room for Ins

head. Now let liim speak, and his voice will be
heard plainly, though now made extremely sharp,

like the mock-voice of puppets
;

yet the articu-

late sounds of the words will not be confounded.
It may he more commodious to put the pail over
a man's head above water; then, he sinkinu:

down, to press the pail down with him, so that

by kneeling or sitting, he may be lower than the
water.

In lutes, and stringed instruments, if you stop

a string high, whereby it has less scope to tremble,

the sound is more treble, but more dead. Take
two saucers, and strike the ediie of the one
against the bottom of the other, within a pail of

water; and as yon put the saucers lower and
lower, the sound will grow flatter, even while
part of the saucer is above the xvater ; but that

flatness of sound is joined with a harshness,

caused by its inequality, as coming from the

parts of the saucer that are under the water.

But when the saucer is wholly under the water,
the sound becomes clearer, though much lower

;

as if it came from afar.

Soft bodies damp .sound much more than hard
ones. Thus, if a bell be wrapped round with
cloth or silk, it deadens the sound more than if

the bell v.cre surrounded with wood. Trial was
made in a recorder, and varied several ways ; the
bottom of it was stopped— 1, with wax; 2, set

against the palm of the hand ; 3, against a dam-
ask cushion ; 4, placed in sand ; 5, placed in

ashes; and 6, set half an inch deep in water,
close to the bottom of a silver bason ; and still

the tone remained : but when the bottom of it

was set against— 1, a woollen carpet ; 2, a plush
lining ; 3, a lock of wool, though loose ; and 4,

against snow, the sound of it was quite deadened,
and no more than a breath.

Hot iron produces not so good a sound as

cold ; for, while hot, it appears to be more soft,

and less resounding. So likewise, warm water in

falling makes not so full a sound as cold ; being,
I conceive, softer, and nearer the nature of oil

;

for it is more slippery, and scours better.

Let a recorder bo made with two tipples, at

each end one ; the trunk as long as two record-
ers, and the holes answerable towards each en<l :

let two persons play the same lesson upon it in

unison; and observe whether the sound be con-
founded, or augmented, or deadened. So like-

wise, let a cross be made of two hollow trunks,

and let two persons speak, or sing—the one
lengthwise, the other transverse; and let there
be two hearers at the opposite ends, to observe
whether the sound be confounded, au<rmented, or
deadened. These two instances will also give
light to the mixture of sounds.

Bellows being blown in at the hole of a drum,
whilst the drum beats, makes it sound a litlle

flatter, without any other apparent alteration.

The cause is, that the bellows in part prevent the
issuing of the sound, and in part also make the
air less moveable.

SECTION IV.

OF THE LOUDNESS OR SOFTNESS OF SOUNDS,
AXD THEIR PROPAGATION TO LONGER OR

SHORTER DISTANCES.

The loudness and softness of sounds is a thing
distinct from their magnitude and exility ; for

a bass string, though gently struck, gives the
greater sound

; but a treble string, ifhard struck,
will be heard much farther ; because the bass
string strikes more air, and the treble less, but
sharper. The strength of percnssiou is, there-
fore, a principal cause of the loudness and soft-

ness of sounds ; as in knocking harder or softer,

winding a horn stronger or weaker, &e. And the
strength of this percussion consists as much in

the hardness of the body struck, as in the force
of the striking body ; for if you strike cloth, it

gives a less sound; if with the same force, wood
a greater ; if metal, a still greater. And, in

metals, gold gives the flatter sound ; and silver,

or brass, the more ringing sound. But air, whei-e

strongly confined, resembles a hard body ; whence
the loud noise in discharEing a cannon. We find

also, that a charge, whether with bullet, or paper,

wet and hard stopped, or with powder alone,

rammed hard, makes no great difference in the

loudness of the report.

The sharpness or quickness of the percussion

is a great cause of the loudness, as well as the

strength. So if you strike the air with a whip,

or a wand, the sharper and quicker it is done,

the louder sound it makes. And in playing upon
the lute, or virginal, the quick touch adds great

life to the sound ; the quick stroke cutting the

air suddenly; whilst the softer one rather beats

than cuts it.

SECTION V.

ON THE COMMUNICATION OP SOUNDS.

An apt experiment for demonstrating the com-
munication of sounds, is the chiming of bells;

fin" if you strike with a hammer, first upon the

upper part of the bell, then upon the middle, and
lastly upon the lower part, you will find the

sound to be more treble or more bass, according
to the concavity on the inside, though the per-

cussion be only on the outside.

When the sound in wind instruments is pro-

duced between the blast of the mouth and the

air of the instrument, it has yet some communi-
cation with the matter of the sides of the instru-

ment, and the spirits therein contained ; for in a

flute, or trumpet, of wood and another of brass,

the sound will be different : so if the flute be co-

vered with cloth or silk, it gives a different sound
from what it would do of itself; and if the flute

be a little wet on the inside, it will make a differ-

ent sound from the same flute dry.

(To be Continued.)

Cherubini.

(CoDtinued from page 227).

If, on concluding this biographical sketch of a

musician, who, like so many of his contempora-
ries in art, is more talked of and praised than
known by the present generation, we add a few
abstractions respecting his style, we do so for the

purpose of declaring that we share the views
enounced by Eiehl, in the second series of his

Musikalhche Characlerkopfe (Stuttgart, 1860,

p. 90), when he says: "On the production of

Cherubini's last opera (A/i Baba), people in

France regretted that the old master came two
hundred years too late, while German musicians
glanced with a holy feeling of bashfulness into

the finely written score, as though they had a

presentiment that the creations of such a man as

Cherubini would first be neglected as unfashion-

able, to rise up again at the expiration of a few
years as unperishable works of art."—This opin-

ion is, truly, as yet nothing more than a wish,

without any prospect for the present of its being
fulfilled ; still, during the last few years we have
observed in Germany certain facts, calculated to

in.spire us with fresh hopes for its accomplishment.

Among these facts we do not include simply the

attempts to revive U[)on the stage certain of his

operas, such as UTedea and Les Deux Journees,

which has, properly speaking, never been banish-

ed from the repertory ; but we allude more espe-

cially to the remarkable circumstance that his

overtures adorn more than ever the concert pro-

grammes of almost every place in Germany ; and,

furthermore, that in more important concert so-

cieties, and even at German musical festivals,

portions of his sacred compositions are given,

when those works are not actually played in their

entirety. If the reader should he not possess the

Paris scores, will look at old pianoforte arrange-

ments of Lodoislca (Kiihnel, Leipsic), Fanixkn,

(A. S. Miiller, Leipsic), Medea (Imbanlt, Paris),

Elha (in German, Brietkopf and Hartel), ie.s-

deux Journe'es, (Imbault, Paris), and the ballet

of Achilles at Sci/ros (Kiihnel, Leipsic), he will

find an exhaustlcss mine of musical precious

stones. And, then, what shall we say about the

Masses 1

In nothing that Cherubini wrote do we come
across aught that is not noble, far less upon aught

that is low. The noblest feeling pervades his style.

Mere sensual charm in his melodies he despises.

The melodies frequently flow on in astonishing

simplicity, but are mostly sustained by artistic har-

monies, in the combinations of which he equals

the greatest composers. The musical ideas and
motives, moreover, are characterized by wonder-
ful sharpness ; nothing is vague or obscure

;

everj'thing is clear, distinct, and firmly sketched

in.

There can be no doubt, it is true, that Cheru-
bini's services as the reformer of French, or

modern opera, are appreciated, especially in

Germany, but by no means sufficiently so, be-

cause they date from the same period as IMozart's

transformation of opera, which transformation

came more directly under the notice of the Ger-
mans, and, indeed, was of such overpowering
geniality that naught else could interest them

—

at least, if they were competent judges. People
still talked and wrote a great deal about Gluck,
and the principles he laid down for the

musical drama, but, meanwhile they forgot

that Cherubini effected just as much as Gluck,

the blending of the music with the poetry, and
the characteristic representation of the dramatic

situation, though with far greater richness of

musical fancy, since he employed in his harmonic
combinations a much richer store of instrumental

resources and knowledge, and raised the music

above the nervous interpretation of the words,

without sacrificing the psychical truth of expres-

sion in the melody. At the same time, he de-

veloped the received forms, and created, especi-

ally for the so-called concerted pieces, perfectly

new ones, distinguished for a scope never before

known, and for an amount of work previously

unattempted. Such a finale as that in the second

act of LndoislM, and that in Les deux Journees,

was without parallel upon the French operatic

stage; and if Spontini subsequently surpassed

Cherubini in these points, he enjoyed the advan-
tage of Mozart's great example, which he was
enabled to follow, while it was impossible, as we
have already proved historically, that Cherubini

could have known anything about Mozart's chefs-

d'ceuvre, when cora\)Osia^ Lodoiska, Medea, Elisa,

and Les deux Journees.

That he afterwards deeply respected and rev-

erenced Mozart is certain. He was the first to

introduce that master's Requiem to the notice of
the Parisian public (in 1805). ''Despite the dis-

inclinations of the Parisians for German music,"

said German papers of the period, "and, despite

the repugnance of Parisian artists to such a diffi-

cult performance, Cherubini's zeal and love for

this work of Mozart enabled him to get it per-

formed by 200 of the best singers and instrumen-

talists, and performed, too, in such a manner
that, on the very same day, he received a request

to repeat it. As a mere musical work, unassist-

ed by any of the brilliant adjuncts of the stage,

it had produced a deep impression on the Paris-

ians." Gerber, from whom we take the above,

adds in his new Lexicon der Tonkiinstier (vol. 1,

p. 698), that Prince Esterhazy, on leaving Paris

in 1810, after having resided there several years,

sent Cherubini a ring worth 4000 dollars.

The worthy Gerber makes an interesting con-

fession, by the way, as to how much Cherubini
was in advance of his age. After relating, under
the heading " Cherubini," the observations of

Joseph II. and Napoleon on the music of Mozart
and Cherubini, with respect to the " too many
notes," he continues thus:

—

" When such could he tlie opinion of two of the

most sccomplished dilettanti (Napoleon, as wo all

know, had no right to the title) in Vienna and Paris,

what can he the opinion of otiier,s in places where art

is immeasnralily less flourishinff and less practised ?

Unfortunately, I fear that, with tlie extraordinary

progress of instrumental compositions, this would at

present be the unanimous opitnon of the majority of

dilettanti on hearing such nmsic, supposing them
capable of saying what they thousjht with the free-

dom of a Joseph 11. or a Bonaparte. For how is

it, how can it he possible for them, unprepared, to

follow the artist in the expression of his multifari-

ous ideas entwined into a whole *? Who will choose,

and who will lie ready, to thank him for the rreat

but unappreciated art ho has employed ? We feel
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inclined to exclaim to composers :

— Even thoiich

ye sliould turn ngain and become as children, ye will

not,' &c.—It is the same over-tension, the same rela-

tion which the new-fasliioned theology and philoso-
phy of the professors in our academies bear to the
ideas and powers of comprehension of the rest of the
world !"

And yet the same man says of Beethoven

C1810):—

"How desirable is it that the health and life of this

extraordinary artist should be spared, in order that we
may he enabled to g:ain from his p:reat and lofty p:en-

ius still much more that is rare, admirable, and tend-

in;; to perfect art itself. It is a pity that, in most of
his works, his genius inclines to seriousness and mel-
ancholy ; sentiments, on account of the misfortunes

of the period, only too predominant in his German
fellows ! Happily, the encouraging and joyous
spirit of Haydn still exists among tis in his works,
and by their means we may still be enabled to re-

cover a more happy frame of mind."

Now, Cherubini was also acquainted with
Haydn's symphonies, which he appreciated most
highly. Aceordinj; to a statement of Reichardt,
in the Briefe aus Paris, these symphonies were
the cause of the greater breadth and depth of
Cherubini's style. Cherubini proved l)ow great
was the veneration he entertained for Haydn by
the answer he gave his friends when tliev unred
him to dedicate the score of Les deux joiirneex

to the old composer : "No ; as yet I have written
nothing worthy of such a master." No one will

now reproach him, as the critics of the time re-

proached him, with his music being too learned
;

on the contrary, it must be admitted that liis

most recondite poly[ihonies and contrapuntal
combinations are invariably clear and transpa-
rent. That the French could not appreciate his

style of melody, and that his tunes, with a few
exceptions, among wliich is the first romance of
the water-carrier in Les deux Jnurnees, never be-
came popular, was really no fault of his. The
melody with him is not only beautiful and noble,
but appears in new forms. Fetis himself, whom
no one, certainly, will accuse of injustice to the
French, says :

—

"There is a copiousness of melody in Cherubini,
especially in Les deux Journ^es, but the richness of
the accompanying harmony, the brilliant coloring of
the instrumentation, and the inability of tlie public of
the period to appreciate the combination of such
beauties, were so great, that the real worth of the
melody was not at all understood ; thus it was lost

sight of beneath all those things for which the French
possessed no intelligence. Their critics and biogra-
phers, who do not know what they are saying, accuse
Cherubini's melodies of want of originality .wliile orig-
inality is precisely one of their most marked charac-
teristics, since, with all their charm, they are perfectly

new and unusual in form. There would bemorejustice
in accusing him of not having always been guided
by a perception of what was requisite for the stage.
His first idea is almost invariably a happy one, i)ut

his partiality to give his notions greater breadth, by
working them out, often causes him to forget the ex-
igencies of the dramatic action ; the oudine becomes
too extended as he is writing ; he is too much taken
up and carried away by musical considerations, and
the consequence is that the situation sometimes suf-

fers. Too elaborate development injures the ani-
mated progress of the action."

As is well known, the musical epoch of the
nineteenth century began in the last ten years of
the eighteenth. First and foremost, Mozart, then
Haydn, in his last twelve symphonies and the
Creation, Winter, and among the Italians, Piccini,

Salieri, Cimarosa and Paesiello, contributed their

most valuable treasures, while Cherubini, in his

Lodoiska and Medea, and Beethoven in his earlier

works, came forward as the representatives of the
new period. The above-named Italians, to whom
were added, after 1800, Simon Mayr, Paer, etc.,

rifled the inheritance left by Blozart, but they
were deficient in the sacred fire bestowed from
above. Even the patronage of the mighty ones
of this world, especially of Napoleon, and the
petty courts of Germany, could not save them
from perishing. Oulibicheff describes most cor-
rectly, in the introduction to his last work, the
two overpowering circumstances which, in the
first few years of the present century, proved the
ruin of Italian music :

—

"In the first place, Mozart's operas, at the com-
mencement little understood in Germany, and as
good as unknown in the rest of Europe, bcL'an, with
the new century, to become nation:iI works among
the Germans

; while Ihcy were spreading in Russia,
France, and other countries, (here was liL'ht in the
world of rnnsic. The man of all times, of all place.",

of all nations, became also liie man of the dav, the
fashionable composer—an honor which did not f;dl

to his lot till some fifteen years after his death, and
which he was not destined to enjoy long. We can
easily understand how much this popniaritv of Mo-
zart, after his decease, must have thrown the Italian
masters of the transition period into the background.
But there was another rival element still more terri-

ble and destructive to them, namely, tlie contempo-
raneous rise of the true dram.-itic music of the nine-
teenth century, the music founded by the great mas-
ters of the French school—Cherubini, Mc'hul, and
Spontini. What could composers who continued to

work according to a worn-out system do against
such works as Lndoiska, Les deux Journ^es, Faniska,
Joseph, and Die Festa/m, which Europe received with
enthusiasm, and in which it instantly recognized it-

self? Even France, wliich gave the first impulse to

the nascent century, was naturally the first to find in

music expressions and forms for the storm-Ioadcd
time it had produced. Music mirrors the state of
men's souls, just as literature reflects a people's
mind. If, on the one hand, Gluck's calm and plas-

tic grandeur, and, on the other, the tender and vo-

luptuous charm of the melodies of Piccini and Znc-
chini had suited the circumstances of a state of soci-

ety nourished with classical exhibitions, and sunk in

luxury and gallantry, nothing of nil this could satis-

ty a society shaken to the very foundations of its

faith and it.-! organization. The wliole of the dra-
matic music of the eiglitcenth century must naturally
have appeared cold and languid to men whose minds
were so moved with troubles and wars, and even at the

present day, the word ' languor ' will, perhaps, best
express generally that which no longer touches us in

the operas of the last centurv. without quite except-
ing even Mozart himself. What we require for the
pictures of dramatic music is larger frames, in-

cluding more figures, more passionate and more
moving song, more sharply marked rhythms,
greater fulness in the vocal mas,ses, and' more
sonorous brilliancy in the instrumentation. All
these qualities are to he found in T^odoisha and
Les detir Journ^es, and Clicrubini may he regarrled
not only as the founder of modern French opera,
but also as that musician who, after Mozart, has ex-
erted the greatest influence on the general tendencv
of art. An Italian by birth, and the excellence of
his education, which was conducted by Sard, the
great teacher of composition, a German by his musi-
cal sympathies, as well as the variety and profundity
of his knowledge, and a Frenchman by the school
and principles to which we owe his finest dramatic
works, Cherubini strikes me as being the most ac-
complished musician, if not the greatest genius of
tlie nineteenth century. The overtures of Lodoiska, Les
deux Journe'es, Fnnisl-a, and Medea, to which we must
add M(?hul's Cliassedu Jemie Henri, models of our
modern instrumental music, so picturesque, so poetic,
and so full of warmth and effect, and which Beet-
hoven, Weber, and Mendelssohn were destined sub-
sequcndy to elevate and bring to perfection. Haydn
and Beethoven acknowledged Cherubini to be the
first of dramatic composers. But such masterpieces,
to be fully understood and enjoyed, demanded musi-
cal education, and an intelligent audience, and, as a
natural consequence, could produce no impression on
the masses."

In conclusion, we may add a few anecdotes,
gathered from a friendly source, and more or less

characteristic of Cherubini. In the after dinner
conversation at the Tuileries, the exact words of
Napoleon, when finding fault with the orchestra
for being too loud in Cherubini's opera.s, were :

'^11 y a trap d'accnmpar/nement." Cherubini did
not forget this, and when several years later (in

1805), the Emperor spoke to him at Schonbrunn,
about the opera of Faniska, the composer ob-
served :— " Sire, cet opera ne vous plaira pas."—"i?7i, pnurquni non V"— " C'est qu 'il y a trap

d'accompagnemenl." A musician, speaking to

him about H. B.* in Paris, said, among other
things : "B. me dit qutil n'aime pas la fugue."—
^^ C'est que la fugue ne Vaime pas," was Cheru-
bini's dry rejoinder. One evening he was pre-
sent at the first representation of an opera writ-
ten by one of his best pupils.f who was in the
same box as himself. Cherubini not having ut-
tered a word, the composer at length exclaiming:
" il/o)i cher mailre, voila deux heurs que nous

ecoutons, el vous ne me diles pas tin mot."—"il/nt.»

vous ne me dites rien nonplus,"—said the unbend-
ing master. (^Translated from the " Nieder-
rheiniche Musik-Zeitung,'' for the "London Mu-
sical World," by J. V. Bkidgeman.)
•Hestor Berlioz. t IlatfeTy.

(To becontinuetj.)

Mons. Calzado.

From "Splridion'i" letter from Paris to the EvcDing
Gazette.)

The manager of the Italian Opera has published
the programme of the coming season, which will

have been begun by the time vou receive this letter.

It has not commanded satisfaction, for the list of
artists is anything but the best that can be made in

the present state of the musical market, and we are

not people to content ourselves with second best ar-

tists.

Mons. Fiorentino gives so amusing a sketch of the

Italian Opera here, you must let me translate it :

—

"Mons. Calzado is a lucky fellow. He was on the

eve of building a new theatre which would contain

nothing but first tiera—two hundred and fifty boxes
on the first tier—subscribers to the Italian opera
doesn't care for any boxes except those on the first

tier. He had selected a site for his opera-honse. It

was on the Boulevard Malosherbes, and it was said

that workmen had already begun to labor on it. I

did not see tlicm. Had the new opera-honse been
built there, it would have been next door to a church.

Sacred and profane things should not be mixed to-

gether. In some Italian towns this proximity is dis-

agreeable. The manager is obliged to be on the

best of terms with the beadle, either giving bim a

pretty pension or as nuiny opera tickets as he wants

;

if he docs not, on the eve of great festivals, just when
the curtain rises, the chimes begin and the bells peal

as loudly as po.5sible for two honi;s together. What
tenor's voice can strive with these iron tongues.

—

where can we find tlie Crnvelli who can enter the lists

with the big boll of Notre Dame ? Mons. Calzado
is a lucky fellow. The very day he gave np bnilding

a new opera-hnnse he heai'd the Salle Ventadour
was on snie. (You are to know that Mons. Calzado
is the manager of our Italian opera, and that the

Salle Ventadour is the Italian opera-house). He
went to the auction room and bid with heroioal ob-

stinacy. Mons. de Saint Salvi, who was as obstinate

as his tenant, bid too. One million, two millions,

twenty-five hundred thousand, twenty-six hundred
thousand, twenty-seven hundred thousand ; both

were determined not to bid higher than two million,

nine hundred and eighty thousand francs. Mons.
de Saint Salvi forgot himself and bid ten thousand

francs over. Mons. Calzado was about to bid again,

but his partners palled him by the coat-tail and he
barely escaped bidding. Am I not right to say that

Mons. Calzado is the luckiest of men ^ At the

legal, lowest rate of interest he ought to pny $30,000
a year rent ; he only p.ays $28,000, and he is free of
ali those taxes and charges which most annoyed him.

He is sole master of his opera-house. No share-

holders have free tickets or boxes or stalls. He will

have no more lawsuits, no more witnesses. He will

have the peace, the calm and the quiet of the golden
age ! While all this was arranged to the entire

satisfaction of Mons. Calzado, nnmerous candidates,

sure that he was already kicked out of doors, were
begging for his place. Some offered to take the

opera with $10,000 annual subsidy from the govern-
ment,—others with no subsidy,— others again offered

toBubsidize the government. Mons. Calzado laughed
in his sleeve at all these intrigues, and, to strip hia

rivals of every means of success and of all desire to

enter the list against him, he engaged for five or six

years every singer and songstress to be found on the

face of the earth. His friends said to him, "You
don't want so many singers and songstresses." He
replied, " I don't engage them because I want them,
hut to prevent other people from getting them."

—

Such is the way Mons. Calzado, the luckiest of man-
agers, happens to be at the head of one of the most
numerous opera companies ever collected in any
theatre.

T'other day he passed this formidable army in

review, and I am able here to mention the prelimin-

aries of the coming campaign, 1862-63. "The com-
pany was formed in a square. Mons. Calzado stood
in the middle and spoke as becomes a skilful general
well satisfied with himself " Mademoiselle Battu,"
said he, "come np. You are at the head of the pro-

gramme, but by alphabetical order—don't forget

that. I don't pretend to deny your merits. You are

young. You have talents. Be modest. Kemember
that if your name began with a Z,—if you were
Mile. Zoe, or Mile. Zulman, or Mile. Zina,—you
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would be the last, instead of being; the first, on the

playbills. This said, tell me now what parts do you
intend to play this year ? There are a great many
ladies, both married and single, here, each more illus-

trious and more charming than the other. I have

assembled you here before the commencement of tlie

season in order to avoid all conflict and all quarrel-

ling between you and to endeavor to come to an ami-

cable settlement of all questions which arise out of

the future." Mademoiselle Battu replied : "Mon-
sieur, I begin by thanking the alphabet which allows

me to stand at the head of the programme, and as I

am the first who is questioned, I shall modestly reply

as becomes my youth and inexperience. I see the

embarrassmeut which perplexes you : we are fifteen

prime, donne, to say nothing of the basses, tenors and
baritones. I am conscious that my duty is to limit

my ambition. Therefore I shall only sing this year

Riqoletto, Lucia, La Sommmbula, I Puritani, 11

Barhiere, Don Paaquale, Zerlina, La Serva Padroiia,

La Travmta, Le Jyozze di Figaro, Cosi Fan Tutte, 11

Ballo, ilarta, Stradella , " Excellent well. I see

you are extremely discreet. I hope you are well,

Madame Frezzolini
;
pray what part do you wish to

appear in V "Monsieur, to please you, I will sing

Riqoleito, Lucia, La Sonnamhula, 1 Puritaui, 11 Bnr-

hierc, l>on Pasquale, Zerlina, La Serva Padrona, La
Traviata, Le Nozze di Figaro, Cosi Fan Tutte. II Ballo,

Maria, Stradella; but the parts which suit best with

me are the great dramatic parts ; therefore I pray
you to allow me to make my first appearance in

Norma, or in Semiramide, or Poliuto, or T^es Horaces,

or 1 Lombardi ; in fine, in some opera which requires

a great deal of voice, a great deal of strength and a

great deal of energy."

"That is really what I call talking! And pray.
Mademoiselle Guerra, what are your wishes 1" "Ex-
actly the same as those expressed by Mile. Battu
and Mme. Frezzolini. I select all the parts which
are mentioned on the programme and all which
may l)e added to it. If you tell me that I am young,
I answer it is true ; but I have proved myself to be
a good songstress as well as those ladies. I see no
good reason why I should not advance the same
pretensions they make. I'll make my first appear-
ance in any opera you choose, provided you choose
Rigolelto or La Traviata." I have reserved for you
a chorus in Norma, which is written expressly for

you." "What chorus V "The chorus beginning
Guerra, guerra ; as it is dedicated to you these ladies

will not touch it. Come up, Mademoiselle Saint
Urban, and tel! us what j'ou wish to sing this winter?"
"Spare me, Monsieur, a painful explanation. When
you re-engaged me I could not suspect that you
would re-engage at the same time Mile. Battu and
Mme. Frezzolini. I shall not say that it is treachery
to me, but it is doubling, tripling the parts. If these
ladies take my parts, what will I have V "My
esteem." "That is something, —that is a great deal

;

but in what opera shall I make my first appearance?"
"We'll see about that, we'll see about that ; I'll

manage it; leave that to me. As for you, Madame
Volpmi." "Oh, as for me, I am your very humble
servant and your very obliged fellow-countrywoman.
As the Italian operas are all monopolized by my
comrades, I shall sing Spanish operas, if you will

allow me." "What do you think, Madame Penco t

I sought to have begun with you, but this infernal
alphabetical order which I was obliged to adopt in
order to avoid wounding the vanity of your comrades,
has made me appear wanting in the attention I owe
you. You are 'the star' of my theatre ; I shall al-

ways remember it, Madame Penco, despite the little

jars which may have made our relations lukewarm."
" Yon are very kind, my dear manager. You know
that it is expressly stipulated in my engagement per
potto di scriltura that nobody can touch my roles ex-
cept with my permission. You pay me agreat deal
of money, and that very punctually, it is but justice
to say so. Therefore you need not have taken the
trouble to disarrange these ladies. But as you are
rich enough to enjoy the luxury of possessing fifteen
prime donne who are absolutely useless to you, the
best thing you can do is to ask Rossini, Verdi, or
Mercadante (blind as he is) to write a new opera for
you with parts for fifteen prime donne. As for my-
self, I will sing if you wish me to sing ; but if you
have no use for me (which heaven send) I shall pro-
long my stay at Enchien, which I find a delightful
residence." "Now that we have all the soprani on
excellent terms, let us see what the contralti have to
say for themselves.

"May I care. Countess

—

V "Don't be calling me
a contralto, if you please," answered Mme. Alboni,
in her most delightful voice. " I am no longer a
contralto. I refuse to be a contralto. I sang last

year Anna Bolena, I sang before it La Gazza Ladra,
La Sonnambula, La Nina Pazza Per Amore. By
transposing some pieces I can sing this year the

soprani, Lucia, I Puritani, Riqoletto." " Rigoletto !"

You play Rigoletto, Mme. Alboni ! Wearing thick

boots to boot ! eh V " Thick boots to boot, or thin

boots to boot, that is nothing ; masculine attire suits

me admirably." "If Madame Alboni takes the honey
parts," exclaimed thin M'lle Trebelli, "I'll take the

thick parts." " And I," exclaimed M'lle Mariotti,

"I'll take the parts streaked with fat and lean, as I

am neither fat nor lean." " Why ! why ! why ! what
dear delightful, charming creatures you are," ex-
claimed Mons. Calzado, rubbing his hands, " how
easy you make my managerial career. I expected
no less from your well-known good nature. To-
morrow I shall review my tenors, my baritones and
my buffi ; if they are half as conciliatory as my
prime donne, we shall have nothing to fear. Call

Mario!" "Mario! Mario! Mario!" Silence reigned.

At last a friend of the celebrated tenor stepped forth

from the ranks and said :
" Monsieur Mario will not

m.ike his appearance. He is busy cheapening a
magnificent Murillo for his villa near Florence. He
has no desire to sing at the Italian Opera this winter.

He does not care for money, and he is satiated with
glory." "But ! but ! but !" said Mons. Calzado,
scratching his ear, "some subscribers cannot live un-
less they see his name on the bills." "In that case,

and solely to oblige you and to gratify those sub-

scribers, "Monsieur Mario is good enough to he will-

ing to consent to enter into an engagement for an-

otlier season, but he cannot take less than 18,000f.

per month." "Eighteen thousand francs ! Why, last

year he only asked 15,000." " True enough, but

you foreet that he had more voice last year than he
has this year. His organ is sensibly decaying. The
rarer a thing is, the higher is the price it commands."
"Eighteen thousand francs ! W-h-e-w ! Gracious !

That's enormous !" " You had better be in a hurry
to accept It ; for next year he will not have a sin-

gle note left, and then you will be obliged to give

iiim 20,n00f. a month."
Isn't that a lively picture of the green-room of an

opera house ! Are not the pretensions of a puny,
incomplete creature like M'lle Battu, and of a de-

cayed, voiceless, feverish songstress like Mme. Frez-

zolini, and the leonine grasping of Mme. Penco, and
Mme. Alhoni's ambitious unconsciousness of the

degree her obesity has attained, capitally depicted ?

I hope you may laugh over the scene as much as we
did here, as you ought to do, as you are quite as fa-

miliar as we with all the dramatis personiE, except
M'lle Battu.

For Dwiglit's Journal of Music.

Curiosities of Criticism.

No. VIII.

Wagner and the Critics.

My dear Journal,

I lately observed in some paper or other, a labored

and learned attempt to prove that Wagner must be

a barefaced pretender because of the resemblance be-

tween his theories and those upon which LuUi con-

structed his operas. Would it not have been a good

idea for the gentleman in question to have one of old

LuUi's works revived (exactly as they used to be played at

Versailles, under the g«as! direction of Louis Quatorze

himself), and then immediately to produce Tann-

liauser, so that the public might the easier observe the

points of resemblance. Even so ? I should accuse

Stephenson's double cylindered tubular-boilered loco-

motive of being an infringement upon old Newcom-

men's pumping machine, which made one stroke in

about every five minutes ! for didn't they both go

by steam ?

In some remai-ks about Wagner (for unfortunately

I have not yet done with M. Scudo) there occurs the

following : — " When Wagner has ideas, which is a

rare thing, he is far from being original ; when he

has none, he is unique and impossible."

And yet in the same article is the irreconcilable

assurance that :
" One feels from the first that Wag-

ner is a confused mind, grasping more than he can

hold."

Now if his mind " grasps more than it can hold,"

one would naturally think that the matter grasped

ought (psychologically at least) to be ideas, and yet

these are almost denied him ! Will M. Scudo kind-

ly tell us what Wagner's mind does grasp 1 Is it

yellow kids, or rouge et noir, or pates de foles-gras ?

or is it the pretty feet and ankles of charming _/?5r«-

rantes ? Not this last, I should judge, from the unwil-

lingness with which he introduced the meaningless

and obtrusive baUet in the Tannhduser, on its Parisian

representation ! What then is it ? Does that

solemn and noble, soul-ful and religion-breathing

Pilgrim Chant, with which the overture opens, evince

a lack of "ideas V

P

&c.

And mark its treatment in that sublime score.

—

Does it evince a lack of that precious knowledge of

the " known rules of Art 7" Yet what does M.
Scudo call the final embodiment of the theme, which

forms the glorious culmination of this wonderful

overture ? Has any one done such a thing before,

as that mighty stream of brazen melody through the

dense and almost overwhelming avalanche of chro-

matic instrumentation? If so, who is it? Liszt

has done it q/to- him in his Preludes ; but then how

vast the difference in the wfeas of the moiivo! (M.

Scudo to the contrary notwithstanding !) This by

him is termed "one interminable phrase, traced by the

violins, which lasts through more than a hundred

measures. Upon this persistent trait, the wind in-

struments, particularly the trombones, fling ont a

sort of accentuated clamor, which forms the perora-

tion."

"Accentuated clamor." Good Heavens ! I could

pity the barharianism of this heathenish critic, did I

not more than suspect his Gallic malice and inex-

orable besotted prejudice.

Is it not also curious that he has not mentioned
the now celebrated Romance (for Tannhauser, in his

summing up of those few points the least to be laugh-

ed at in the whole opera ?

KoMANCE. (Transposed.

iil^fei^f >*=
I.-C 1

What can be more melodious, smooth and des-

pairingly love-lorn ? and what more original. The

pulsating gondellied accompaniment calls for special

consideration as a peculiarly beautiful feature of this

exquisite morceau ; and as for the concluding modu-
lations in a chromatic ascension, gaining more fervid

inten.sity with each note, it is not too much to say
that for originality it stands alone in the range of

lyric works.

Agitato.
.!:"

r3==5|?3=pi|^3ii

^i^^fW^
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Kall.-'i.* *-
PP &c.

These quotations being from memory, I shall not

vouch for their infallible corrcftness, in anything; but

the harmonics ; but can the intelligent and unpreju-

diced reader (to whom alone I appeal), fail to observe

the beauty of this creation, in which one is brought

safely out again on to the "dry land" of the key note

without knowing it, and yet by means so legitimate

and fascinating when once traced throughout?

People and critics cavil unceasingly at what they

choose to call scientific beauty in music, and which

(/iei/ can neither understand nor appreciate ; but no-

thing can he less sensible. I have long thought that

music-lovers might be classed under two grand heads,

namely ; tliose who can " take in " the meaning and

use of chromatics, and those to whom semitones are

"as foolishness." This latter class is an astonishing-

ly extensive one. To them belong the congregation

of a sertain church, who calmly stand and hear

"Coronation" sung (in the second part that intensely

" Method^" tune) as follows

:

^"T^^ —u"*" r~^

^?E£^f

ffmm
I would that there were a way of italicizing music,

for then would I have the C tiatnral so printed ; but

my horrified render is besought by no means to make

it sharp, for then all the point of the quotation will

be lost.

It is a positive truth that the ability to appre-

ciate chromatic harmony is very rare even among
musicians. Amateurs constantly repeat the sickening

whine of " Give me some sweet, plaintive, simple

melody." It may be sweet and plaintive, but must

besimple. To my mind (although I by no means

hold that it must necessarily be sweet, or even good

because chromatic), the analogy is complete between

such tastes in music and those in literature. A child

in education wishes some simple story book or other

to interest him, while a scholar or one of maturity,

of a properly balanced education, becomes passion_

ately fund of Milton, Spenser, or perhaps, even Spi.

noza or Cousin. The child " despises " such books

because " there is no story in them ;" even so do

children in Art affect a contemptuous estimation of

the grand creations of the great tone-poets, because

" there is (at least to them) no loon to them "
!

But if we do not submissively bow to the dictum of

the literary child, why should we do so to the other 1

When will these two-legged jackasses learn to keep

in mind the fact that music is a clear and distinct Ian-

guage, and as such can only be understood by the

favored few f A white man in Indian captivity may
hear his death-warrant read, and may laugh at the

uncouth sounds of the barbarian lingo, and perhaps

call it "gibberish," but when the war-whoop and

scalping-knife follow up that "gibberish" soon after,

he is, perhaps suddenly brought to imagine that there

was some meaning in it after all.

It is just so with the effects of certain kinds of

music upon differently constituted and differently

educated people. Hardly any two agree on the same

performance ; but I deny in ioto the right of any one

to condemn, in unmeasured terras, any new musical
work, merely because it does not suit him ; always
provided the work under consideration is not entirely

despicable when judged by the rules of libei-al Art.

Where is the use of such treatment of composers ?

One may strut about for ii few miserable months or

even years, in the self-congratulatory atmosphere of

his own fincied infallibility, hut time must reduce or

elevate all intellectual creations, whether literary or

artistic, to their proper level ; and since history has

shown such numerous instances of false and errone-

ous first impressions proven by a subsequent popular-

ity of the very works they damned at first, where is

the use of any critic, who cherishes any regard for

his own reputation in the long run,— where is the

use, I ask, of his running so fearful a risk of ultimate

stultification in the eyes of the present public, or of

posterity ?

Timothy Trill.

PS. I ^niilj thank the Editor for pointing out an error in

the following pap.'sage in my last article ;
" Has not Beethoven

in his MIssa Snhwnin pr.aycd God to give rest to the dep.arted

with trumpets and drums?" An omission in my manuscript,

hastily written, will account for it. The pass.nge should read

thus: " Has not Beethoven in the '' Dona nobis " of his Mis-

ia SohTnnts prayed God for peace with trumpets and drums?
And has not Berlioz in his Jicipiiem prayed for rest for the

departed with the great trumpet? Does not Spohr, &c." T. T.

Jhngljfs loiinml of Sliisit.
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]\Id3jc in this Ndhber.— Continuation of Uandel's

"Messiah."

The Mozart Catalogue.

We allnded a short time since to the admira-

ble " thematic catalo£;ui! " of Mozart's works,

which has recently appeared in Germany. The
full title is as follows:

" A chronological thematic Catalogue of Wolf-
gang Amadeus Mozakt's complete ^corlcs

;

with a li<:l nf those compo.iitiorm tchich are lost, in-

complete, doubtful, or merely attributed to him. By
Dr. L. R. von Koechel. Leipzig : BreUkopf
and Harlet, 1862."

It is a book of 551 pages, besides IS pages of

preface, in large quarto form, and got up in that

splendid stjle which distinguishes the publications

of Breitkopf and Hartel,—such as their noble edi-

tions of the complete works of Bach, of Handel,

of Beethoven, of Palestrina, now all at once in

progress.

The strange thing is that the works of the

most favorite of all composers, of the man wliose

whole being and activity seem to have been the

beau ideal of what we mean by genius, and com-

paratively so recent too, should now for the first

time be catalogued with anything like accuracy

and completeness. And yet not so very strange,

for the very reason that he was a man of genius

and a really great master. It is the little men
in music, at the most the little great men, who
take care to have all they manufacture cata-

logued and numbered. Every sixth-rate piano-

forte virtuoso, who gets it into his silly head that

it is necessary to his fame that he should compose,

and who therefore contrives some flashy variation

pieces, "fantasias," "transcriptions," or what

not, just to bring in the finger-tricks and

tours de force, which are his stock in trade

;

every sentimental very " minor poet " (of

tones), who patches up some feeble imita-

tion or reflection of the usual pattern of

Nocturnes, Mazurkas, Songs without Words,

&c., rushes to print with it, and is very sur-3 to

have the efiort numbered Opus 1 or Opus

10, and so on, as if there were danger that ad-

miring posterity might fight about the date and

order of these precious immortelles hereafter.

—

To-day music, like everything else, is more a

trade, than in the days of Mozart. To-day

every one looks out for money and for present

fame, and catalogues him.self as he goes on ; if lie

can advertise his "0/). 100," of course he is a great

man ! Not so in the days when there were giants.

Not so with Bach, who for each Sunday service in

his Thomas Kirche created more than these men

in a lifetime; nor with Handel, Haydn, Mozart.

Beethoven comes down more into the midst of

our own time, after the numbering fashion,

which is certainly a convenience in the case of

any real man like him, had become established ;

but Beethoven did not number or preserve all

his trifles ; every true master burns or throws

Bway far better inspirations than the best which

these weak aspirants are ever blessed with.

—

These great men—we have had a striking instance

almost in our own day, in Schubert—composed

for the very love of it, because they were full of

it, aiming at the ideal in whatever kind, and

tasted their reward in the work itself, possibly

with some sweet, proud foretaste of an immortal-

ity, but without troubling themselves to advertise

and catalogue their doings; carelessly throwing

rich manuscripts aside, to float about at random,

or lie in dusty cupboards, until a later age discov-

ers them and reverently brings them to the h'ght.

The same obscurity and vagueness, therefore,

hangs over the lives and labors of the great mas-

ter musicians, that hung over Shakspeare.

—

" Careless child of genius," men say ; not that

genius is in any worthy sense more careless or

less conscious than minds of commoner stamp
;

but they are careful of the thing itself, of the

right doing of it, and cannot waste thought upon

avaricious advertisement of themselves. The

world, however, which has been so much delighted

and enriched by them, naturally wishes to know

more of them, to find out all they did, to save

whatever they have left from getting lost, and to

distinguish once for all, if possible, what really is

theirs from a hundred things of doubtful authenti-

city, which tradition or some resemblance in style

have long confounded with theirs. Hence we have

reason to be thankful to these learned German

^'Forscher" (researchers) who devote themselves

so indefatigably and successfully to the historical

elncidation of great composers ; like Jahn, in his

biography of Mozart, Chrysander in his life of

Handel, and we hope ere long to be able to add

to the list the fruits of our own countryman's

long and conscientious accumulation of materials

for a life of Beethoven. This present catalogue

of Mozart's works, which the author dedicates

to Professor Jahn, is in a like sense a work of

great labor and value; every musical scholar,

every musical library at least, ought to possess

it. Not having been so fortunate thus far as to

procure a copy ourselves, we borrow an abstract

of its contents from the London Musical World.

After an ample preface, the contents of the book
are divided into two parts, being very unequal in

extent. The first comprises a summary of the com-
plete compositions according to their class and num-
ber (p. 1

—

24); and the second, the chronological

catalogue of the complete compositions (p. 25—496).

In the latter lies the gist of the whole work. An ap-

pendix (p. 497—531) gives us a list of those com-
positions designated on the title pages as "lost," &c.

The book concludes with a copious list of names and
productions, and another of the words. The first

summary is very judiciously compiled ; indeed, the

execution and arrangement of the entire book are
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excellent, the ease with which every detail can he

found leaving nothing to he desired. The first part,

then, contains the series of completed works of each

various class in continuous small numhers, as, for

instance, "Masses, No. 1—20; Symphonies, No. 1
—

49, &c.;" the themes are given only in two bars of

music, with tlie tempo, on one system. We are i-c

ferred, however, to the chronological inde.x hy a

larger (thick) number before each one, thus: " lie-

quiem 20, 626." Thus this first part furni-iihcs us

with an idea of Mozart's labors generally,5and, at the

same time, of his productions in each separate liranch

of his art, while the reference to the second part

shows us wliat he did at the various periods of Ills

life. And what a result does its summary disclose ?

It displays :

—

I. Masses 20

II. Litanies, Vespers 8

III. Offertories, Kynes, Te Dcums, &C...40

IV. Organ Sonatas 17

V. Cantatas with orchestra 10

VI. Operas, Theatrical Serenades, &c 23

VII. Airs, Trios, Choruses with orchestra. .66

Vlir. Songs with I'iano 41

IX. Canons for 2—1 2 voices 2.3

X. Pianoforte Sonatas and Fantasias. .. .22

XI. Pianoforte Variations 16

Xir. Pianoforte Pieces, Rondos, &c 23

XIII. Pianoforte Compositions for 4 hands

and 2 pianos 11

XIV. Pianoforte Sonatas and Variations with

Violin 4.5

XV. Pianoforte Trios, Quartets, Quintets..

U

XVI. Violin Duets and Trios 6

XVII. Violin Quartets (also with one wind in-

strument) 32

XVIII. Violin Quintets 9

XIX. Symphonies 49

XX. DIvertisements, Serenades for various

instruments 33

XXI. Orchestral Pieces, Marches 27

XXII. Dances for Orchestra 39

XXIII. Concertos for various instruments .55

A total of 626 works ! If we now examine the com-
positions,—for instance, the Masses,—by the num-
bers referring to the chronological catalogue, we find

that No. I belongs to the vear 1768 ; Nos. 2 and 3,

to 1769 ; 4 and ,5, to 1771 ;" 6 and 7, to 1772 ; 8, to

1773; 9 and 10, to 1774; 11, to 1775; 12,13, 14

and 15, to 1776; 16, to 1777; 17, to 1779; 18, to

1780; 19, to 1783; and 20 (the Requiem], to 1791.

The continuous numbers from 1 to 626 refer to the

clironological order in which the works were written,

from 1761 to 1791. Next comes the description of

pieces according to the voice or instrument for which

it was written, thus, 550 ;

"Symphony for 2 violins—tenor, bass—1 flute, 2

oboes, 2 bassoons, and 2 horns. Mozart himself sub-

sequently added 2 clarinets. Coi^iposed 25th July,

1788, in Vienna.

—

Mozart's Cataloque, 92."

Then we have the themes of each movement on
two systems, in 4—6 bars, with the number of bars

of eacli movement, according to the autographic

MS., thus, in the case of this same G minor Sym-
phony :

"1. Allegro 7nolto, 299 bars.—2. Andante, 121 bars.

—3. Minuet, Allegro, with Trio, 84 bars.—Finale,
Allegro ussai, 306 bars."

At the end, are notices of the autographic MS.
copies, editions, and arrangements, with remarks
(historical and aesthetic, the last generally extracted

from Otto Jahn.) * * * * *

Tiie reader will now be able to form a just notion
of the contents of this catalogue. The first consid-

eration before inserting each separate composition in

the catalogue, was its genuineness ; the second, its

originality. In most cases its genuineness was proved
by the existing autographic MSS. and Mozart's auto-

graphic catalogne, as well as by editions published
under his own eye. Wlien these were not to be
found, the material reasons for belief in the authen-
ticity of the work are given, though, of course, they
had to be corroborated by internal evidence. What-
ever was open to doubt has been cleared under the

head of " doubtful," or " imputed." The term
" complete," that is to say, finished, compositions,
must not be taken in its strictest sense. Among
these—and, most assuredly, with ju.stice,—are inclu-

ded works of wliich Mozart wrote the principal por-

tions, although he never put the finishing touch to

them. In every such case it is carefully remarked
how much of them is Mozart's own. The greatest

difficulty occurred in deciding the chronological order
of the various compositions. The certain authori-

ties for this were Mozart's own notes ; first, in the

autographic catalogue of his works, from the 9th

Hornung (February), 1784, to the loth November,
1791, published by A. Andr^ in 180,5, and, corrected,

by Offenbach, at Johann Andre's in 1828 ; secondly,
Mozart's autographic headings upon the existing
original MSS., the unvcslricted use of which was
most cheerfully accorded to the author by Herr Julius

Andrtf ; and, thirdly, the correspondence of the Mo-
zart family, with announcements, &c., in the publica-

tions of tlie period, as well as similar notices, scat-

tered here and there, although it is true, these are

not entirely to be relieil on.

In spite of the numerous authenticated dates, for-

tunately abundant, there remained a considerable

number of compositions for which more uncertain

evidence, such as, materially, the character of the

handwriting, and, internally, the tenor and style of
the work, had to be taken into account. How this

has been done, we will allow the author himself to

explain ;

" tt appeared advisable to adopt five periods, of

which, in order of time, we possess strictly marked
characteristic pieces. I. Period 1761-1767, Boyish
Essays (symphonies, concertos, pianoforte pieces).

II. '1768-1773, Mozart, the Youth (ia Finla Sem-
plice— Mitridate—Ascanio—// Sogno di Scipione—
Litanies, Masses). III. 1774-1780, The Young
Man (La Fintn Giardiniem— 11 Be Paslore—"Misere-

cordias"). IV. 1781-1784, The Mature Man
{Idomeret. Die Enlfuhrniig). V. 1785-1791, The
Master's Prime (Ilaydn-Qunrtets

—

Fianro—Don Juan
— Cosi fan Tulle—Die Zauberflbte— Titus—C major
symphony

—

Requiem)."*********
A highly interesting portion of the hook, as rela-

ting to the amount of work performed bv Mozarq, is

the catalo(rne of existing compositions onlgromuienred.

This catalogue is based mostly on autographic MSS.
That, however, such is invariably the case, as stated

in the preface, p. xvii., is not l>orne out by the cata-

logue itself, since many pieces are mentioned, on the

authority of Nissen, Jahn. &c., with the addition :

" Autographic MS. unknown." Among those

pieces are the beginnings of twelve masses, or other

ehureh-compositions ; five airs ;
thirty-nine sonatas,

rondos, duets, trios, .ind concertos for the piano
;

twenty-four trios and quartets for stringed instru-

ments ; eight for wind instruments ; and ten for

symphonetie movements. Most of the nncompleted
autographic MSS. are preserved in the Mozarteum,
Salzburg. The catalogue of the douUful composi-

tions comprises forty-six pieces, but many of these,

as for instance ten symphonies, have never been
published, and only their themes are known. Among
the more important works in this class are the two
masses in C major and E5 m.ajor, included jn J.

Novello's London edition, the pianoforte Sonata in

C minor, published as Op. 47, &c.—Sixty-two com-
positions are given as suppositious. In addition to

four masses (that in G, published as No. 7, by Sim-
rock, Lcipsic. as No. 12, by J. Novello—that in BA,

Peters, Leipsic, No. 7, J. Novello—and two "miss,

brcv." in C and G), there are a great many songs.

The great merit of the book consists in its arrange-

ment, which is admirably adapted to facilitate refer-

ence. Whether its compass might not have been
reduced, and, consequently, its price diminished, is

another question ; both these objects might have been

attained by the omission of the very numerous quo-

tations from Otto Jahn's Mozart. Instead of the

quotations, a mere reference to the work would have
answered all the purpose. There are not many new
observations. At p. 421 there is a statement of the

price paid by Mad. Viardot to J. Andre's heirs for

the autogr.aphic MS. of Don Jaun—180 pounds
sterling. This supplies a deficiency in Jahn, vol. IV.,

p. 363.

JIr. J. K. Paine's Organ Concert, at the

West Church (Dr. Bartol's) in Cambridge Street,

this afternoon, is alike worthy of the attention of the

truest music-lovers and of the humane and patriotic.

Every ticket bought will aid the labors of the Sanitary

Commission, while it will give the buyer an hour or

two with old Sebastian Bach and other masters of

the real Organ music. We have had no such inter-

preter of Bach on the Organ here before, as this young
countryman of onr's. It is as good as an hour with

Shakspeare, or with Raphael, or before one of the

grand old Gothic Cathetlrals, to sit and really enter

into the spirit of Bach's music; but how very rare

our opportunities of coming near to him ! Let us

make sure of this one. Mr. Paine will play :

1. Toccata in D minor Uach
2. Variations on a Choral "
3. Trio Sonata (E minor), for 2 Iieyboarda and pedals.

Bach
4. Toccato in P "
6. Concert Variations : "Old Hundred.". . .J, K. Paine

J,
(a. Andante Fisctier

(6. Allegretto Mendelssohn
7. Illustration: Longfellow's " Song of the Silent

Land " Paine
8. Star-splangled Banner

Another Patriotic Concert will take place

this evening, on a grand scale, in the Boston Music

Hall. It is given by the Handel and H.aydn Socie-

ty, in compliment to their late President, Colonel

Thomas E. Chickering, and in aid of a fund for

the fine regiment (the 41st), which he is soon to

lead out in defence of country sind free institutions

This regiment has not, like others, received help

from private sources ; and everybody, certainly

every musical person, must take an interest in it and

its popular commander. Besides the great Chorus

of the Society, the fidl Philharmonic Orchestra and

all the Military Bands of the city will perform,

heartily uniting in this testimoni.al.

Improvement in Harmoniums.— For some

years the best thing produced among the various

forms of reed organ, Melodeons, &c., has been the

" Harmonium " made by Messrs. Mason & Hamlin,

of this city. Besides the beauty and great power of

tone for so small an instrument, furnishing the great-

est amount of organ tone for the smallest price, it

has had the ad vantage of a douhle bellows, acted upon

btj tiro hlow-pedals. They have now added to the re-

sources of the instrument a new one, wonderfully

effective and wonderfully simple, which they call the

"Automatic Bellows Swell." It is in fact a contriv-

ance for swelling and diminishing the sound at

pleasure, without the aid of a separate swell pedal,

but simply by the same action of the feet which

works the bellows by the blow pedals. With a little

practice it opcr.atcs to a charm, and the swell and

'dying fall" of harmonies become as obedient to the

performer's will and feeling, as if the reeds v/ere set

to vibrating by his own breath.

The Berlin correspondent of the London Musical

World says :

You may remember that, last week, when speak-
ing of the dffbnt, at the Eoyal Opera House, of a
lady named Mad. Eicbter, I forecast her failure. I
am sorry to say that I was right, and that my pre-
diction has been verified by the result. As Rezia, in

Oberon, and Lucrezia Borgia, in Donizetti's opera of
the same name. Mad. Richter was not more success-

ful than in the previous parts she had sung here.

—

Her vocal and dramatic deficiencies appeared to in-

crease in number at every performance. Thei-e is a
long and arduous course of study before her, ere she
can expect to occupy an important position at the

first class theatre. She was particularly weak in the
first act of Oberon. Her vocal powers struck me as

totally unequal to the grand air of the second act,

while her dramatic impersonation of the part was
unimpassioned, and her conception of it obscure.—

-

She was least unsuccessful in the "F minor cavatina,"

in the third act. After what I have said, you will

easily believe that Mad. Riehter did not efface from
the minds of the audience the performances of her
fair predecessors as the famous, or rather infamous.
Duchess of Ferrara. She wanted force, vigor, vocal
finish, and indeed, almost every requisite. In
Weber's c/ief d'aiuvre, Herr Woworsky was especially

good as Huon. He gave all the really diflicult, and
by no means thankful, music—I mean thankful as

far as regards the singer— with great judgment,
consummate clearness, and excellent effect. His
acting and appearance were far from diminishing the
favorable impression produced by his singing. Mile.
Mik was highly entertaining as the waiting-woman,
Fatima, and infused a vast deal of quiet humor into

the part. She is rapidly rising into public fa-

vor, and realizing the good opinions formed of her.

Herr Krause, as Sherasmin, and Herr Kriiger, as

Oberon, the fairy king, contributed their full share to

the dramatic and vocal success of the performance.

In Lucrezia Borgia, I cannot coiiseientiously aflirm

that Herr Woworsky was as much at home as in

Oberon.

Madame Csillag, the celebrated prima donna, has
accepted an engagement to sing in Barcelotia during
December, January, and February, in consideration

of which she will receive the sum of sixty thousand
francs.

The sisters Marchisio are to appear in Rome dur-

ing December, and are to sing, for the first time in

Italy, Verdi's new opera entitled "La Forza del

Destino," which has been written for St. Petersburg.
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New Toek, Oct. 21.—After the pretty, bnt

" elap-trap " music of the " Daughter of the Rei,'i-

ment "—after the tame, wishy-washy melorlies of

" Stradella "—which opera, to our tliinkinjj, has

nothing redeeminn; about it, save the two mild and

comic Bravos, who are perpetually hiding in corners

where it is a visible impossibility that they should

not be seen, and appearing in places where they are

very much out of place, but whom one is .so glad to

see, in the hope of a short respite from sentimental

love-songs, that one pardons the improbability of

their apearance ;—after these, what a glorious relief

have been the representations of Moz.art's " Entfuhr-

ung axis dem Sei'ait " at the German opera house !

(Four evenings—October 10th, 13th, 15th, and

17th).

We can scarcely believe it possible, that this fine

opera has never before been produced in America,

yet such, we are told, is the fact. What has been

wanting heretofore ? Lack of energy on the part of

musical directors, or of a proper monetary support

from those who are willing to enjoy the glory, without

bearins the responsibilities of what are called "pa-

trons " (detestable title !) of mnsic? However, it

has been brought out at last. Prauen Johannsen"

and Rotter, sang Constanze and Blondehen ; Her-

ren Lotti and Quint, Belmont and Pedrillo ; Herr

Weinlich took the part of Osmin on the two first

representations, while Mr. Graf essayed it 'suhse-

quently. It would be difficult, even on the best

European stages, to ficl the cast of this opera satisfac-

torily ; each part, almost, requires an artist of first-

class talent; that of Constanze a bravura singer of

immense resources ; and Osmin—where is an Osmin

to be found ? a part that requires a voice with a com-

pass of nearly three octaves, powerful even in its

upper and lower extremes, possessing great fle-xibili-

ty, to say nothing of the intelligence and dramatic

talent necessary to personify one of the" most origi-

nal characters ever created by poet or composer;

such a part, it is easy to surmise, has rarely been

satisfactorily sustained since the days of Louis

Fischer, a bass singer of the old school, with two

octaves and a half of chest voice, immense force, and

wonderful flexibility, for whom the part was writ-

ten.

If we measure the resources of the company now
gathered under Mr. AuscnnTz's direction, with the

requirements of this opera, we find comparison un-

reasonable ; and it would be unjust to judge the

singers by a higher standard than the highest they

can reach. The representations have been, on the

whole, most enjoyable, and the shortcomings less

than we expected ; and had they been more numer-

ous, Mozart would still have remained Mozart.

There were few omissions : Constanze's slow aria in

the second act, which we were sorry not to hear,

—

Pcdrillo's somewhat too heroic air: "Frisch zum

Kamp/'e," and the third aria in the part of Belmont.

We had a pleasant feeling that each member of the

company was trying to do his or her best; although

we would suggest to the orchestra" that it is not al-

ways advisable for an instrumental performer to do

his loudent, when a singer is supposed to occupy the

foreground of the tone-picture. The occasional

want of delicacy in the accomp.animents, and the

difBcully of keeping Mr. Weinlich up to the time in

the rapid movements (Osmin is elephantine, it is

true ; but even elephants sometimes engage in a

run), were the greatest defects of the performance.

And could not Mr. Lotti have infused a little more

"chivalry"' into the personation of Belmont 1 It

seems impossible tliat any Constanze would be will-

ing to risk the dangers of an elopement, for the

sake of so very unconcerned and indifferent a

lover

!

We are glad to say that this opera has attracted

crowded audiences ; it has been warmly received, the

performers recalled, and several pieces re-demanded;

among them the airs sung by Blondehen, which we

cannot agree with Oulibicheff in esteeming as

"among the most mediocre of the Mozartean reper-

tory," but which seem to us, if not possessing the

grace and charm of Zerlina's airs in Don Juan, the

songs of the page in Figaro's Uochseit, &c., yet still

endowed with something of the same enchanting

character ; the duo sung by the two principal char-

acters in the last act, and the great quartet in the

second, of which Otto Jahn, the most trustworthy,

perhaps, of all Mozart's biographers, says :
" This

was the first truly dramatic ensemble piece of the

German opera ; in this number we find the concen-

tration of all that Mozart accomplished for the Ger-

man stage in Die Entfilhrung ; an entirely free use of

every vocal and instrumental means for the musical

expression of feeling, without being limited by other

forms, save the firm laws that exist in the very na-

ture of music and dramatic character."

What richness, what variety in the coloring of the

whole opera ! Blondchen's coquettishly tyrannical

naivete, the noble tenderness of Belmont, the quick-

witted valet Pedrillo (though somewhat after the

stereotyped fignre in Spanish comedies), the cruel,

comic, stupid, sensual colossus Osmin I And those

two choruses, so truly Turkish in character, if we

may trust what we know of Turkish music from the

few Eastern airs that our collections possess I Only

in the part of Constanze, with its heroic flights and

passages in alt, has Mozart sacrificed something of

truth and beauty to the prevailing taste of his time,

and, as history tells us, to the great vocal abilities of

the singer for whom the part was written
;
yet the

slow movement :
" Welche Kummer herrscht," of that

terribly long aria in the second act, which movement

Mad. Joliannsen for some reason omitted, (the

second might have been cut with more propriety)

paints the supposed situation and character of Con-

stanze with Mozart's accustomed ideality.

It would be a most interesting study to compare a

hearing of this opera, with those comic operas of

Rossini, " I! Turco in Italia*' and " L' Italiana in

Algefi," so diflijrent in character, yet in plot some-

what alike. While the kindly, earnest South-Ger-

man takes the troubles and constancy of the lovers

as the moving spirit of his music, the Turkish fea-

tures of the story merely as accessories,—does not

the genial, ardent, superficial (by comparison) Ital-

ian make these accessories the principal objects in

his picture, and so vividly color them, that most of

the deeper interest drops into the background ?

A morning paper (the Herald] has made the fol-

lowing remarks, too palpably ignorant and ludicrous

to need any comment, on this opera; "Although the

music belongs to another day, and is neither rich in

melody nor orchestral efifects, it is interesting from

the quaintness of its style." And again : "Although

a curiosity in a musical sense, it justifies the compos-

er's opinion of his own work ' that though good

enough in a room, it is insignificant in the thea-

tre." (P)

The Philharmonic Society gave their first rehears-

al of the season, at Irving Hall, on the afternoon of

October 11th, under the direction of Mr. Theodore
EiSFELD. The members rehearsed Beethoven's
Fourth Symphony, and an overture by Hiller, en-

tith'd " Trainn in der Cliristnoclit" Mendelssohn's
violin Concerto was to have been executed by Mr.
E. MoLLENUAUER ; but that gentleman disappoint-

iprial Uotires.

ed his audience. AliSACE.

A Coponhaf:;en journal says that a p^reat sensation

is hrinii: produced in that city by a sinfjer of the name
of Nyemp, formerly a firsherman, in the character of
Masaniello. A musician havine: accidently discover-

ed that theyounf^ man possessed a ma^jnificent voice,

])revai!cd on him to study singinp,", wluch he did for

two years. Tlie result has more than verified the an-
ticipations of the philanthropist.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Published by Oliver DiiHOii U Co*

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

The sun will shine again. F. Wallerstein 25

A pretty parlor ballad.

There is a joy the sad he.art feels. (Ah, cosi ne'

di rider.} From Donizetti's "Anna Bolena.'* 25

Celebrated Bravura eong, adapted for medium toicm.

1 have no mother now. L. 0. Emerson. 25

A very touching song, one of this popular author's

best efforts.

Over the river they beckon to me. Ballad.

E. M. Wkeelock. 25

A fine musical versioa of this exquisitely beautiful

poem. Easy.

Daylight is fading. Ballad. C. W. Glover. 25

The rose and the bow. S. Lover. 25

I love the summer blossoms. J. W. Cherry. 25

Three very pretty songs, selected from the latestand

best of English novelties.

Instrumental Music.

Blazing Star Polka. Henry Tucker. 25

Melodious and brilliant, Much above the general

average of Polkas.

Institute Grand March. L. 0. Emerson. 30

A composition for ambitious young players. The
title page has a fine view of the Powers Institute, Ber-

nardston, Mass., where Mr. Emerson superintends the

musical education of the pupils.

Dreams of the past. Nocturne. J. W. Turner. 25

A sweet melody, full of feeling and sentiment, and

easy withal.

Aurora Waltzes for Violin and Piano. Tjahitzlcy. 35

The original set of five waltzes, in the arrangement

of the author.

Books.

The Modern School for the Drum. Con-

taining full instructions and a choice collection

of music for tlie Fife and Drum. By O. W.
Keach and B. A. Burditt. 75

This is the most thorough work of the kind |pub-

lished, and presents, in a concise and aj^reeable man-
ner, all information necessary for the learner, with

exercises and music useful not only to beginners but

to practised players.

Music BY Maii,.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a djatance will find
the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Bells on the "Wmd,

BY PANNT MALONE RAYMOND.

Bells on the wind,

Wafted anear,

Past mount and meadow,

Through sun and shadow,

Crystalline clear !

Bells on the wind,

Calm me, console

!

Soften this lonely

Sorrow, this only

—

Grief of my soul

!

Bells on the wind,

Sink soft and low

!

Cheer me and charm me ;

Care cannot harm me.

While your tones flow !

Bells on the wind.

Rocking to rest

Useless complaining

;

Tenderly raining

Balm in the breast.

Bells on the wind.

Were mine the choice,

Fam would I follow.

Over this hollow

Circle, your voice !

* tfc .

Translated for this Joarnal.

Mozart's Masses.
(Concluded from page 234).

In the Mass last mentioned (No. XI)* we have
seen that, for a composer of great mental endow-
ments, if he chance to be in a high and holy

mood—as was evidently the case in this work
—it is quite possible exceptional/}/, even without

traditional, church-like forms, to produce the

impression of solemnity and dignity.

It might be interesting to compare this church

composition of Mozart's, which is nearly all writ-

ten in the free style, with his Requiem, built al-

most entirely in the severe forms of choral, imi-

tation and fugue ; and also with the solemn
Masses of the two Haydns, Beethoven, &c., who
by a mixed writing, employing now the free and
now the close style, sought to blend and recon-

cile the richer means of an advanced period and
art, and the rights of their own original individu-

ality, with the demands of ritual tradition. It

might convince a candid person, that even in this

field there is more than one way to the top, if

only the two fundamental conditions, genius and
inspiration, be not wantinor.

The onslaught which has been raised of late

years, from different sides and different motives,

against these masterworks of the South German,
as well as others of the North German school,

Bach's B minor Mass for instance, has not even
the charm of novelty. It is but a few years
since the sect of the Nazarenes, so called, follow-

ing out a principle, if not correct yet worthy of
* We were mistaken in saying that this Mass is not found

in NoTello's collection
; it is No. I there.—Ed.

consideration, with a rigid consistency until it be-

came absurd and ridiculous, attempted to give to

Christian painting the exclusive stamp of the old

German starved and meagre forms before

Albrecht DUrer, andthe "stiff-legged" old Italian

before Giotto, and to drive out of the temple all

the other painters, who -ventured to express any

independent vitality in this field of art, even if

they bore the names of Raphael, Michel Angelo,

Da Vinci, DUrer, Holbein, &o. But it is thought

they still remain inside.

Mass No. Xn. (Comp. 1780).

But already the next shows how hard it is for

even genius, robbed of such supports (tradition-

al church forms), to sustain itself upon this narrow

edge, without plunging over into the secular

field.

Full of fire and genius, like No. X., this ex-

tremely unequal composition contains on one

hand truly sacred strains, such as the Kyrie in

its introduction, as well as other beauties—for

instance the peculiar setting of the Qui tollis,

also interesting for the harmonic progression

—

and then again frequently, on the other hand,

passages ii\ an altogether worldly, in fact frivol-

ous style. Thus the Ilosanna, which is kept en-

tirely in the style of an opera aria, contains a

sort of musical mousetrap, the flow of the melo-

dy, at the repetition of the same, being suddenly

interrupted by a half-pause easily overlooked by

the singers.

After such a Hosanna one will be not a little

surprised in this very Mass to come upon a strict,

masterly wrought fugue in the Benedictus, against

whose barren heights the following Agnus stands

in all the sharper, nay repulsive contrast. Treat-

ed precisely like a bravura aria, and furthermore

accompanied by gallant concertmiti instruments,

this Agnus Dei miserere ! resembles to a hair the

Magdalen pictures of the Bolognese school, those

beautiful sinners, still seductive in their humilia-

tion, as they beat remorsefully their bared bosoms

painted con amore.

These two consecutive numbers in this Mass,

the Benedictus and the Agnus, stand out against

each other in too strong contrast, not to lead

us to suspect a secret purpose, as in Mass No. V.

Was the whole Mass written perhaps in involun-

tary connivance with the taste of some influen-

tial personage, and the Agnus for one of those

travelling cantatrici, who wished to produce her

" liquid throat " also in the church f And was

the over-strict style of the Benedictus a protest

in notes against such profanations ? At any rate

this supposition has more in its favor, than the

idea of the degeneracy of Mozart's taste, after

it had just shown itself in the most advantageous

manner in the Mass immediately preceding this.

If we think over these remarkable works col-

lectively, we must be astonished at the length of

road he left behind him in so short a time, and

at the great variety of manifestations that pre-

sent themselves. And we must feel convinced

that Mozart, in years before he had scarcely

made the first attempts in Opera, when even

"Idomeneo" and the "Seraglio" still lay in his

head in embryo, had already run through a

whole cycle, representing a continual conflict of

old traditional forms with his own inborn sense

for beautiful shaping and dramatic life. The
mixture of the church-like with the secular do-

main, which thus arose, presents a real period of

transition and of clarification, from which Mo-
zart's sound and happy nature must certainly

have come out victorious, entering upon another

far higher cycle, in which the severer typical

forms, sought out anew, would have become

transfigured into high ideals of ehurchlike beau-

ty-

This cycle now lies before us, like grand old

temple ruins, in its beginning, the Misericordias,

and its end, the Ave verum and the Requiem ; the

whole space between, the period when his genius

was in bloom, is filled up with innumerable works

of every kind, only not with church works.

One who knows, how in all ages the highest

in Art has been achieved, and here in the nature

of things could only be achieved, in the sphere

of Religion, may estimate the loss which the

world has suffered from the fact, that Mozart, less

fortunate than Raphael,* found no Julius and

Leo, no encouraging influence of highly cultivat-

ed ecclesiastical princes, to lead him to adorn the

temple of God, as Raphael did the Vatican, with

immortal works,— which he, by the happiest

union of knowledge, genius, taste and religious

feeling, seemed predestined more than any other,

to create.

Those, who acknowledge Mozart only in Opera,

and who would shut him up in that sphere, as if

to keep him out of mischief, will of course shake

their heads at such assertions. But, apart from the

Misericordias, the Ave and the Requiem, and so

many other noble things found scattered through

his Masses, Litanies and Vespers (proofs which

only perfect deafness could deny), there are

other indications enough how Mozart felt and

thought in his riper years about church music.

—

It is remarkable that on one occasion he calls

it his favorite department ; at another time he ex-

presses himself in this way : "He who does not

love and cultivate the Fugue, cannot boast of un-

derstanding anything of music ; he himself, when
left all alone to himself in his chamber, improvises

chiefly Fugues and kindred forms so that his wife

wonders and asks him why he does not put these

things, which he appears to love so much, more

frequently on paper ?" In Leipzig he plays the

organ so entirely in the spirit of Sebastian Bach,

that the old Doles, Bach's pupil and successor,

full of rapture, hints, that the great master him-

* The collective works of Moxart may amount to about

630-640, among which 40 at the most are found belonging to

the church. Raphael's works, including the drawings and

sketches, are reckoned by Passavant at 1000-1100 ; certainly

800 of them at least have religious subjects.
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self has risen from the dead. And when he ob-

serves the kapellmeister in the Catholic court

church in Dresden, at the head of an excellent

choir and orchestra, conducting; a church compo-

sition in a masterly manner, he exclaims, touch-

ed to the bottom of his soul by the thought of

having for the most part missed the true aim of

his life: "0 God, if thou hadst only placed me.

before siicJi an orchestra and in the church !"

But they are gone forever—the knowledge,

the genius, the taste, the religious feeling—Mo-

zart has taken them with him into the great

Hereafter. It would be a useless, if not alto-

gether an uninteresting undertaking, to try to

imagine what he might have done. One thing is

certain ; even if he had been free from all un-

worthy hindrances, he never would have pushed

things to the colossal ; for no one had a greater

aversion to the cloud-land of the vague and lim-

itless, than this genius, who always knew how to

limit himself in Art, if he never did in life. lie

was not like those nightingales, who having once

begun to sing, you must needs wring their necks

before thej' will leave off again, as Goethe says.

Even the Requiem, although a grand, is by no

means a very extensive structure.

On the other hand it cannot be doubted that,

independently situated, he would joyfully have

flung far away the miniature pencil pressed upon

him by his archbishop ; for he was too well initiated

into the nature of all Art not to clearlj' see, that,

apart from their depth, a certain breadth is also

necessary to the production of important works,

as well as to the understanding and enjoyment of

them, and that too small proportions detract from

the free unfolding of the artist's powers, not less

than from his success with the friends of Art. The
incredible disadvantage of too small pro])ortions

is also seen in other arts. If Albrecht Diirer's

" Adoration of the Trinity," which now hangs in

the picture gallery of the Imperial Belvidere in

Vienna, a picture of some three feet square, un-

noticed by thousands, had been executed by him

upon a church wall on a grand scale al fresco,

the world would have made pilgrimages to the

masterpiece, as it does to Michel-Angelo's Sistine

and Raphael's Stonze in the Vatican.

But let us turn from this painfully fruitless

theme back to the Masses we have been discuss-

ing, and consider once more their structure and

internal arrangement. They are remarkable

enough, and do not find their parallel in the

whole field of music ; but we find perhaps their

explanation and their justification in a letter,

written by the young master to the celebrated

Father Martini. In it he complains bitterly, that

the Masses designed for the archbishop, with all

the accessory music. Gradual, Offertorium &c.,

even at high festivals, were not allowed to occu-

py at the most more than three quarters of an

hour; and then he adds significantly: "This

sort of composition demands therefore a peculiar

study." What do these few words mean, if not

just this: "I mu.st, to stand with honor before

myself, for this sort of musical miniature paint-

ing, first invent and prepare all for myself; a

finer pencil, softer colors, more precise, condensed

ideas, often only a sketched grouping thereof"

—

If we keep this firmly in view, we shall think

better and more justly of many of the seeminglj-

wilful hizarreries in Mozart's Masses. This cease-

less oscillation of the voice parts between quar-
ter, sixteenth, half and eighth notes, giving rise

to a peculiar rapid recitative-like ^nr?aiM7o (Mo-

zart had to speak rapidly, for he had much to

say and a short time to say it in) ; these little

solos, so sharply circumscribed to a hair's breadth

within this little space ; these hatching strokes of

the stringed instruments, drawn across it this way,

and that designed like the cross shading in painting

to bring the lights out more; in short the whole

ingenious contrivance of these works, about

which the only riddle is, that when you only read

them, they seem artful, but not beautiful, where-

as, when you only hear them, they seem beauti-

ful but not diflficult. (As to the difficult)', choir

conductors can tell you, who had rather under-

take to drill their singing boys into the grandest

solemn Mass of Joseph Haydn, than into one of

Mozart's. In fact you seldom hear them more

than half tolerably performed, to sav nothing of

the spirit in which they are conceived.)

If nevertheless, now that they are nearly a cen-

tury old, they still retain their youthful freshness

unwithered, it is only one more proof of their in-

trinsic worth, and that they belong to those com-

positions, which, as Zeltersays, are not to be de-

stroyed either by bad critics, or by bad perform-

ers.

Music-lovers, not acquainted with these works,

therefore, might derive great and manifold en-

joyment from the performane of them. It would

require no further apparatus (supposing of course

some indispensable knowledge of thorough-bass),

than a clever organist for the organ part at the

piano, four singers firm in the saddle, and two

middling good violinists; since, as was mention-

ed in the beginning, all the rest is unessential.

Besides the charm of watching the various

phases in the young master's sadly interrupted

period of transformation and coming out of the

chrysalis state—a source of most peculiar and

striking manifestations—they would find, along-

side of many and essential faults, which he ex-

poses with all the unaffected naivete of youth

and genius, already those extraordinary excel-

lences associated with his name : The highest

originality and richness of ideas, struck out, alike

ingeniously and soulfully, in beautiful precision

of form ; deep human feeling
; and that unspeak-

able euphony of musical language, such as could

only be the attribute of the man, who possessed

the finest ear among all mortals.

A Draught for the Particular History of

Phonics ; or, the Doctrine of Sound

and Hearing.

(From Lord Bacon's "Sylva Sylvarum."

Continued from page 235

SECTION VI.

OF THE EQUALITY AND INEQUALITY OF
SOUNDS.

We come next to such inequality of sounds, as

proceedi- not from the nature of the bodies them-
selves, but is accidental ; either through the
roughness or obliquity of the passage, the doub-
ling of the percutient, or the trepidation of the
motion. A bell if cracked, whereby the sound
has not a clear passage, rings hoarse, when, by a
cold, the wind-pipe grows rugged and furred.

—

And in these two instances the sounds are un-
grateful, because totally unequal ; but when un-
equal in equality, they prove grateful, though
purling.

All instruments that have either returns, as

trumpets ; flexures, as cornets ; or are elevated
and depressed, as sacbuts

;
yield a purlinn-

sound
; but the flute that has none of these ine-

qualities, gives a clear sound. Yet the flute itself,

moistened a little on the inside, sounds more sol-

emnly and with a degree of purling or hissing.
And a wreathed string, such as the bass strings

of a bandora, also yields a purling sound.
But a lute string, if it be altogether unequal

in its parts, gives a harsh and untunable sound
;

which kind of strings we call false strings, as be-
ing bigger in one part than another : whence
wire-strings are never false. So, to try a lute-
string, we extend it hard between the fingers and
fillip it ; and if it give a double species, it is true ;

but if more it is false.

The running of waters afibrds a trembling
noise

; and in regals, which have a nightingale-
pipe that contains water, the sound is continually
tremulous. There is also a plaything for chil-

dren calls cocks, with water in them, which,
when blown into, yield a trembling sound ; and
this trembling of water has an affinity with the
letter L. And all these inequalities of trepida-
tion are rather pleasant than otherwi,se.

All bass, or very treble notes, give a rough
sound

; the bass striking more air than it can
well strike equally ; whilst the treble cuts the
air so sharp, that it returns too swift to make the
sound equal : and therefore the mean, or tenor,
is the sweetest part in music.

AVe know nothing that can at pleasure make
a musical or immusical sound, by voluntary mo-
tion, but the voice of man and birds. The cause
is, no doubt in the windpipe ; which, being well
extended, acquires an equality ; as a bladder
that is wrinkled becomes smooth when extended.
The extension is always greater in tones than in

speech ; whence the inward voice, or whisper,
can never give a tone. And in singing, there is

a greater labor of the throat than in speaking;
as appears from the thrusting out, or drawing in

of the chin, when we sing. The humming of
bees is an unequal buzzing, conceived, by some
of the ancients, not to issue at the mouth of the

creature, but to be an inward sound. It should

rather seem to proceed from the motion of their

wings, for it is not heard hut when these stir.

All metals quenched in water give a hissing

sound, (which has affinity with the letter Z)
;

notwithstanding the sound is created between
the water or vapor, and the air. Boiling also, if

there be but little water In a ves.sei, makes a
hissing sound ; but boiling in a full vessel makes
a bubbling sound, somewhat like that of the cocks
used by children.

Trial should be made, whether the inequality

of the medium will not produce an inequality of
sound; as if three bells were made, one within
another, with air between them, and the outer-
most bell were chimed with a hammer ; how
would the sound differ from that of a singlebell ?

So, likewise, join a plate of brass and a plank of
wood together, and strike upon one of them, to

try if they do not give an unequal sound. Again,
make two or three partitions of wood in a hogs-
hea<l, with holes or knots in them, and mark the
diflTerence of their sound from that of a hogs-
head without such partitions.

SECTION VII.

OF THE MORE TREBLE, AND THE MORE BASS

TONES, OR MUSICAL SOUNDS.

'Tis evident that the percussion of a great
quantity of air causes the bass sound, and the
less quantity the treble. The percussion of the
greater (quantity of air proceeds from the large-

ness of the striking bod)', and the length and
breath of (he concavity through which the sound
passes ; whence a bass string is greater ; a bass

flute, wider than a treble; and in pipes, and the

like, the lower the note-holes are, and the farther

from the mouth of the pipe, the more bass sound;
and the nearer the mouth the more treble ; so, if

you strike an entire body, as an handiron of
brass, at the top, it makes a more treble sound

;

and at the bottom, a more b.iss. 'Tis also evident
that the sharper or quicker percussion of the air

causes the more treble sound ; and a slower, or

heavier, the more bass sound. So, in strings, the

more they are strained, the quicker they start

back, und the more treble the sound ; as, on the
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contrary, the slacker they are, the basser flie

sound ; and hence, a bijrger strinn; more stretch-

ed, and a smaller string less stretched, may fall

into the same tone.

Children and women have smaller and shriller

voices than men, not because men have greater

heat, which may make the voire stronger (for

strength of voice regards only loudness and soft-

ness, not tone) ; but from the dilatation of the

organ, which, indeed, may proceed from heat.

—

But the cause of changing in the voice, at the

years of puberty, is more obscure. It seems to

be hence, that when much of the moisture of the

body, which before watered the parts, is drawn
down to the spermatic vessels, it leaves the body
hotter ; wlien<'e the dilatation of the organs ; for

all the effects of heat manifestly come on at this

time, as pilosity, roughness of the skin, hardness
of tlie flesh, &c.

The industry of musicians has invented two
other ways of straining strings, besides winding

;

the one is stopping them with tlie finger, as in

neck of lutes, viols, &c., the other is by shorten-
ing the strings, as in harps, virginals, &c. Both
these depend upon the same principle, as they
only cause the string to give a quicker start. In
straining of a string, the farther it is stretched

the less super-straining goes to a note, for a string

requires to be considerably wound before it will

make any note at all ; and in the stops of lutes,

&c., the higher they go, the less distance there is

between the frets.

If you fill a conical drinking-glass with water,
then fillip it on the brim, and afterwards empty
part of the water, and so more ami more, still

trying the tone by fillipping, you will find the tone
more bass, as the glass is more empty.

(To be Continued.)

Wliat are the Symptoms of a Speedy De-
cline of the Voice ?

Dr Doctor Schwarz.

Translated for the Musical ReTiew and World by Fanny
M. liaymond.

As the human voice is merely the effect of ex-
piration, and of the muscles of the laryn.x : so

the signs of its approaching loss are to be referred
to this complication of breath and muscle. And
he who understands the requirements for every
good shade of tone in the human voice, and who
knows what inward muscular working creates
such tone, will be able to give the muscular
ground for every false quality of tone that strikes

his ear, and also the safest means to use in order
to counteract such vocal defects. Heretofore,
the human voice, and the art of song have never
been studied from this only true and certain
point of view : why not ? because the clear in-

sight into this muscular system and its mode of
working was wanting at an earlier period, and
because those who had a tolerably correct
idea of generalities, knew little certain in detail,

which is here of so much consequence. Far be
it from us to treat with contempt or disregard
what has been already accomplished ; far be it

from us to accuse those who are yet imprisoned
in traditional errors of teaching

; but we regard
it as our holy duty, to share the results of'^our
investigations with others; and as we have hith-
erto avoided even naming the names of those
who have a reputation as trainers of the voice, in
spite of their ignorance, so also the present arti-

cle only treats of our subject, and not of person-
alities. Therefore the writer requests, that the
subject be judged according to its own worth,
and not censured with mean and malicious side-
cuts. AVhoever can confute me, let him do so !

And let him who can not confute, rejoice in a
recognized truth ! These are the tactics of the
honest in all branches of human knowledse.
And now, back to our theme ! It is not our
intention to describe here the vocal-muscular-sys-
tem and its varied means of working, both correct
and incorrect; we will merely mention the symp-
toms of an approachins; loss' of voice, and the
fore-runners of speedy vocal ruin, as they can be
observed by the ear, with the physiological mus-
cular grounds for the same ; and, in order to
avoid unnecessary details, we will suppose that

the singer in question, whose voice is threatened
with early destruction, is free from those defects,

fatal in themselves to the voice, of throat and
nose tone. There are three stages of vocal decline,

or of incorrect management of the vocal muscles,
which may be perceived even by the unlearned
in the art of song, because, the ear is unpleasant-
ly impressed by them. These three stages
usually succeed each other at short intervals of
time, but sometimes two, and even all three are
there at once. To begin with the first sign ; how
often has the Intelligent hearer asked himself the
question as to this or that singer, " why do those
tones tremble V " and as nothing in the situation

led him to suppose that it was done intentionally,

he has come to the conclusion that this celebra-
ted singer could not produce the tones otherwise.
I do not mean an intentional vibration of tone,
but an aimless tremolo; the ear feels this tremo-
lizing to be a continued wavering between rising

and falling, with an inclination to falling, which
becomes very perceivable at the close of the sus-

tained tone, while the tremolo is most audible if

the tone in question is commenced fortissimo.

This usually commences in the high or highest
tones of a voice, and then spreads from the
upper register down through the medium and
lower register. What are the physiological
grounds for this unmusical and unssthetic phe-
nomenon V From the mere fact that this aimless
tremolo on the high tones, to produce wdiich an
energetic impulse from the ascending column of
air is necessary, first appears, we know : that the
use of the muscles of expiration must bear the
principal blame ; and indeed such singers can
no longer produce their high tones with a quiet
expiration of air, regulated according to their
will, but the air is forced out by sudden, violent

contractions of the muscles of expiration. This
sudden shock again gives to the whole larynx (as
the flexible summit of the whole moveable wind-
pipe) such a violent upward jerk, that those
muscles which are used to draw tlie larynx down,
or that sustain each tone (sternothyreoidei. stern-

ocyoidei, and omohyoidei) begin to tremble, and
at last lose so much of their quiet, independent
power of contraction, that all opposition between
them and the muscles that serve to draw the lar-

ynx up gradually ceases. This jerking up of
the larynx (as a whole), or—what is the same
thing— this trembling, is then heard not merely
at the commencement and during the holding out
of the high tones, but soon at the commencement
of the medium tones, and finally at the attack of
every tone, producing tones that resemble the
bleating of a goat.

This unintentional tremblins; of the tone is

nothing but an unintentional trembling of the
muscles: if the muscles did not tremble, neither
would the tone. Certainly there is a means of
concealing this tremolo ; it is that stroke of art,

so much admired by many singers,—the lightly

touching, never long sustaining such tones ; then,
instead of full tones, we hear screamy high out-

cries, sudden exclamations, which often have a
powerful effect on the "great public," but which
do not conceal the cause of their often unaccount-
able appearance from the connoisseur, but rather
perhaps, first awake in him a sincere longing for

noble, easy song.—This unintentional tremollzing

is the first stage of a speedy ruin of each musical
tone, or of the singing-voice, and is nothing but
a tottering, a shaking of the entire vocal machine,
the laryn.x. And if we now pass from the first

to the second stage, which is caused by a false

use of the muscles of breathing, we shall be led

inside the already tottering machine. We care-

fully tread an unsafe building, to see how the

separate stories and beams look inside. But be-
fore we enter, we will listen, and mark how far

these inward proceedings can be perceived by
the ear.

In the first stage of decline, our ear perceived
a continual wavering between the rise and {a\\

of tone, with a greater tendency to sink ; but
what do we hear when this has lasted for some
time, and increased ? Continual false, flat into-

nation. A singer who has reached this stage,

tremolizes only in the first act of a opera, per-
haps, but sings the second too flat throughout.

And who can pretend for a moment that this

false intonation is intentionally done ? It is an
open, involuntary weakness, a want of power to

commence, or sustain a tone at its proper height
of pitch. (We do not here allude to sharp into-

nation, for it does not properly belong to this

article). At the first stage, a tendency to sing
flat merely showed itself, but in this second we
hear it in perfection. What is the cause of this

una?sthetic and unmusical phenomenon ? asks the
reader. And so I invite him to enter, with me,
that already unsafe and tottering building, the
trembling larynx. And alas! how docs it look
there ?—The larynx, it is well known, consists

principally of two large cartilages, the thyroid

and crycoid, with the two arytenoid cartilages

which rest upon the preceding ; these form the
front and back wall of the building, and are
united by means of two horizontal and parallel

ligaments, the vocal cords. Now, when one of
these walls approaches, or recedes from, the other,

a greater or less tension of these cords ensues,
and, consequently, a lower or higher tone. This
position of the walls or cartilages to each other,

which is necessary for every tone, is eflected and
regulated by muscles, the crico-thyroids, and the

thyro-arytenoids, of which those unite both car-

tilages outwardly, and these inwa]'dly. at least so

far as they stretch beneath the vocal cords. And
as in every building that once begins to totter,

we find that the once firmly placed walls rock
back and forwards, so this necessarily becomes
also the ca,se with the trembling laryux.

Tla-ough the violent upward jerk of the whole
larynx in the first stage, we find the position of
both walls, and of the muscles that effect the ten-

sion of the vocal cords, greatly shaken ; and the

oftener this concussion returns, the sooner they
lose the power of holding the vocal cords at the

necessary degree of contraction ; while they
naturally strive to return to their tranquillizing

expansion, to a condition of indifference,—which
means, that the tone falls below the true pitch.

I say " naturally," because every muscle of the

human body, if it be hindered in its correct

efficiency, finally loses all its activity. Only too

often, and too early this involuntary false intona-

tion, this relaxation of the above named muscles,

shows itself, and also in what are called singers

by nature, who have never learned how to com-
mand the necessary muscular action ; but in the

case we treat of at present, it is the consequence
of a too violent or too frequent use of a fatigued

vocal apparatus. But the sound of such a tremb-
ling and sinking tone may still be passable ; the

sound, so far as It is the result of the firm mass
and soft molecules of the vocal cords, of a proper
breadth of the larynx and pharynx, may yet be
pleasing and agreeable to the ear, although the

tone has already become musically incorrect and
even completely false. But the case is altered in

the third and last stage of a declining voice ; or

indeed to whom has it not often happened, that

a once fine and fresh sounding voice has become,

after a few years (through improper practice),

or at most, after a series of long continued ef-

forts,—quite different, hollow, dull, and hoarse ?

Yes, even more ! Whoever knows how to dis-

criminate, will find, only too often, that with

many singers, even those who are just beginning

their career, while the upper and lower tones

seem to sound well, the medium register is always

hoarse. With such beginners, this is a still easily

curable consequence of an incorrect use of the

necessary muscles, but where this defect prepon-

derates overwhelmingly, it is the conse(iuence of

a gradually lost, at last worn out, muscular

action. These tones have a hissing, whistling

sound, as if mixed with the hollow rush of breath,

and from year to year they grow more toneless,

and more mixed with breath as the tone decreas-

es. In .short, at first we hear tone with a little

rush of breath, but at last only breath with a

very little tone; so that the tone strikes the ear

more as an expiration of air than as the sound

of vibrating vocal cords. Whence comes this

tonelessness, this rattling breath ? AVe need not

leave the larynx, within which wo have just

stepped, to find the cause, for as soon as we turn

our glance towards what we have named above
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its back wall (the crycoid, and two arytenoid

cartilages), we find this already shaking. To
each arytenoid cartilage a vocal cord is fastened

by its back end, and when these two cartilages

lie close together (for thus the back wall is closed

up), the vocal cords also lie so close, that they

almost touch each other. This is the case with

every fine tone : and the very fine stream of air

that then passes between these vocal cords, then

just touches their edges, and so causes them to

vibrate. All air that passes through is then im-

mediately and entirely transformed into tone

;

and the muscles that cause this by their contrac-

tions, are the arytenoidus transversus (by closing

the arytenoid cartilages) and the thyro-arytenoid-

us (by sphincterish approximation of the vocal

cords). When a whistling rush of breath min-

gles with the tone, it is a sign that the above
named muscles have lost their power of contrac-

tion. The thyro-arytenoid muscle, which, in

the second stage of decline of the voice, became
weakened through too long tension of the vocal

cords, has, in the third stage, lost its control over

the rising and swelling of these, and the aryte-

noidus transversus muscle is no longer able to

bring the arytenoid cartilages together ; and now
the vocal cords stand so wide apart, that the

stream of air that passes between them is unable

to make their vibrations resound. And thus we
hear, at the same time, the passage of sounding
and soundless air; that is to say, tone and a rush

of breath, sound and empty air; and the more
this weakness of the above named muscular

action increases, the more toneless grows the once

full, metallic, healthy voice.

We have mentioned above, that the three

stages, of which we have given the details, some-

times make their appearance almost at the same
time ; indeed, the union of the first and third

stages is unfortunately too often observed, for

such trembling, bleating high tones easily agree

with a hoarse, or trembling medium register.

The shock which is experienced by the vocal or-

gans as a whole, soon affects every part of this

whole, and in place of the former command of

the muscles, an utter uselessness of the debilita-

ted apparatus gains more and more the upper
hand.

But while, according to our correct statement,

founded equally on science and experience, the

early loss of a singer's voice commences with the

false and violent use of the muscles of breathing,

and then the natural working of the sterno-tby-

reoid, crico-thyreoid, and arytenoid muscles is

gradually destroyed—other influences, such as

colds, &c., brought to bear on the mucous mem-
brane, may render the use of the voice difficult,

and even destroy it. Such accidents can be
treated by the science of the physician ; but the

causes we have described belong to the teaching

of singing, and their cure can not be effected in

a blindly empirical manner, but only on a physi-

ologically safe basis. No thinker can doubt but
that a total cure is often possible, for, thiough
our description, he must have become convinced,
that this trembhng, singing out of tune, and
hoarseness is not—as the ignorant would have it

—an anatomically, organic defect, but only a
mistake in the use of those muscles which should
be subject to our will. However, where too much
is already ruined, nothing good can be restored

;

of this also physiological knowledge gives certain

and early information.

Manager and Critic.

When will managers of theatres thoroughly
understand the relationship that should exist be-
tween themselves and the representatives of the
press ? Never, we fear. It seems to be an in-

eradicable conviction of maragers that reporters
should bestow nothing but praise on their doings,
whether that praise may be deserved or the op-
posite. A more erroneous conviction could not
possibly be entertained. That a reporter for the
press should rather dwell upon the strong than
on the weak parts of a performance, we readily
admit ; bnt that he should (invariably and under
all circumstances) see everything—good, bad, or
indifferent

—

couleur de rose, it is nothing less than
monstrous to expect. What becomes of his

office under such conditions ? Who will believe

a single word he writes ? Not only does the

critic, who eulogizes one performance after an-

other, quand meme, do injustice to himself, but in

an equal measure, to the theatre he attends.

—

His reports degenerate into mere puffs, and thus
lose all authority ; so much so, that when his

praises, however enthusiastic, are entirely merit-

ed, they carry no weight with them, or, indeed,

are regarded with suspicion. But managers will

not see, much less understand, least of all admJt
the worth of this. They look upou the reporter,

who honestly, fearlessly, and conscientiously per-

forms his duty, as no better than an enemy in

disguise—an anonymous assailant in short.

Such narrow-minded views are, unfortunately,

too prevalent ; and just now we have a case in

point. Every one has heai'd of The Manchester
Guardian, as a paper (in spite of its Parisian

correspondence) remarkable alike for talent and
independent speaking. Well, last year. The
Manchester Guardian was somewhat severe upon
certain performances of Italian Opei'a, got up by
Manager Knowles, at the Theatre Royal. The
Guardian had a right to its opinion, and, as a
public advocate, was bound to express it openly.

This, however, was so little to the taste of Man-
ager Knowles, that, on the resumption of the

operatic performances, a short time since, the re-

presentative of the Guardian was struck off' what
is called the "free list." Such a proceeding was
not likely to intimidate, much less to influence, a

thriving and powerful journal. It was a direct

and premeditated insult; and the Manchester
paper, proud in its intesrity, thus, at one and the

same time, explains the circumstances to its

readers, and resents the affi'ont in manly and ap-

propriate terms :

—

"In justice to ourselves we desire to call public at-

tention to a deliberate insult inflicted upon our re-

presentative by the manager of the Theatre Royal.

The manager has thought fit to withdraw from our

musical critic that free entrance to the Theatre dur-

ing the present operatic series which by custom the

gentlemen of the press are supposed to possess as an

appendase of their profession. This step was taken

arhitrarily, without previous complaint, notice, or

explanation to any one ; and when the cause of this

withdrawal of our customary privilege was asked,

the only pretext was that the lessee had become dis-

satisfied with the operatic criticisms which have ap-

peared in the Guardian, and in a fit of pique had de-

cided to punish the gentleman who had written

them by refusing him the entree to his house. This

course could have but one object—the desire, by a

paltry exercise of power, to dictate to us who shall

be our critic, or in what strain the musical perform-

ances at the Theatre Royal shall he criticized in our

columns. Were it not for the desire which is thus

manifested to control the free expression of opinion

in the press, this unworthy act would have been

treated by us with the silent contempt which it would
then alone, deserve ; but viewed in the light which

we take of it, we feel that these facts ought to be

known to our readers, who have an interest in that

fidelity and freedom in the expression of opinion

wnich we have always exercised. We need, per-

haps, scarcely add that the lessee has gained no ad-

vantage whatever by his unworthy act. The gentle-

man who has now for years past conscientiously per-

formed the duties of musical critic for the Guardian
will continue to represent us at Theatre Royal as

elsewlicre ; but for the future we must pay for his

admission to the house of a man who has to thank

us for many favors and much aid during a not in-

considerable period of time."

Manager Knowles should read the foregoing

spirited and vigorously expressed defiance every

morning before breakfast, and endeavor—if not

wholly dead to all sense of what is straightforward,

just, and honorable, to profit by it. It may be taken

for granted that theatrical speculators can never
safely tamper with, can never bully with impuni-

ty, a public journal, conscious of, and prepared

to fulfil with undeviating integrity, its duties to

its patrons and sujiporters.

—

London Musical
World.

Mozart's "Seraglio" in New York.

This opera has been repeatedly performed by the

Germans at Wallaok's, and each time with increased

success. Mozart wrote it, when he was engaged to

Constanze Weber, and it is said, that the troubles

and joys he felt at that time, are fully reflected in his

music. We readily believe, that Belmont's (the

tenor) beautiful strains are the echo of his own feel-

ings and longings. Sweeter music and purer and
loftier thoughts have never been put into a lover's

mouth by any composer, not even by Mozart him-
self. Especially the second aria in A, "Constanze,"
is a gem, and became immediately a favorite of tlie

public, when the opera was first performed, (in 1782).

The third aria (in B flat) is of unsurpassed sweet-

ness and tenderness, while the fourth and last hears

a more manly and resolute character. It is very
difficult, and was left out at the late performances.

The soprano part (Constanze) is less happily
treated. It is evident, that when writing it, Mozart
considered more the peculiar abilities of the prima
donna who sang it first, and the then existing fashion,

than his own genius and taste. The arias are full of

ornaments, wbich sound to our ears oldfashioned,

and, while all the rest of the opera can be keenly en-

joyed by any modern audience, it is this soprano
part, which reminds us that the opera was written

eighty years ago. A really grand and grotesque

figure is that of Osmin, the favorite of the Bashaw.

It was not in the original book of the opera, and the

credit of its introduction is entirely due to Mozart.

The music, which this large, cunning and ugly fel-

low has to sing, is thoroughly comic, and his very

first aria (in F) may be looked upon as the

model for a great many arias, which since then have

been written for comic" operas by German authors.

—

Whatever Osmin does and sings, it is to the point

and so exquisitely characteristic of the man, that we
do not know of any other comic figure in Mozart's

operas, which puts forth his dramatic genius in more
prominent hght. And just as if he was anxions to

remind us of the versality of this genius, the master

gives us in the roguish confidante of Constanze, in

Blonde, another comic character, but of a different and

more refined style, and a part just as happily plan-

ned and treated as that of Osmin. These two char-

acters, together with that of Pedrillo, another of the

prisoners of the Bashaw, whose serenade in D is an

original and charming composition, quite modern in

its style, form the chief characters of the work, which

is very iustly called the comic opera of the Germans.

Mozart has never written any other dramatic mnsic

wbich is so tborongbly comic. His Nozze di Figaro

is in this respect far " more deficient, although the

music itself is of a more elevated character. What
gives an additional interest to the opera, is the fact,

that it was the first Mozart wrote for the national

theatre, which Joseph the second was polite enough

to found in opposition to the Italian opera, which at

that time ruled supreme, .and to which he himself

was more favorably inclined. Perhaps it was owing

to the ruling taste of the day, although in general

the music to^The Seraglio may be called thoroughly

German.
The performance was in a great many respects

satisfactory, especially when we consider, that the

energetic and able manager has no so-called stars at

at his disposal. Mad. Johannsen sustained the nn-

grateful and difficult role of "Constanze" exceeding-

ly well. Mad. Rotter (Blonde) was as usual very

fimny and sang her part well. She overdid, how-

ever, in some instances, and was here and there not

quite—lady like. Mr. Lotti sang the part of Bel-

monte. This singer has a pretty voice and good

delivery. What ho lacks, is soul and intelligence,

unfortilnafely two little items, which are difficult to

obtain. We are afraid, Mr. Lotti will never be able

to boast of their possession. Mr. Quint did well

with the part of Pedrillo ; less acceptable was Mr.
Weinlich as Osmin. The orchestra, especially in the

first two performances, was not quite so satisfactory

as we are used to hear it under the direction of Mr.

Anschiitz. In conclusion let us say, thtit the over-

ture, especially in its Presto movement, sounds

rather thin and old fashioned at the present day ; on

the other side the Andante in C minor, so happily

reproduced (in C major) by Eelmoute in his first aria,

sounds as fresh as ever, and will be still relished,

when even this lively little opera shsU have no other

but a historic interest, a time which has by no means
yet arrived.

—

Musical Review and World.

Life and Genius of Mozart.

From Fitzgerald's City Item.

What shall I say of Mozart that is not already

known to you 1 His short life of thirty-six years,

his small deffcate form, his wonderful tiicility both as

a composer and performer—his travels in Germany,
France, Italy, Switzerland and England—the diffi-

culties that beset his path—jealousies, rivalries, in-

trigues, neglect—his unsuccessful first love—his mar-

riage—the birth of his children—his dazzling tri-

umphs, whenever or wherever he appeared—his
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adoration of music—the simplicity of his character

—

the purity of his life—the steadfastness of his friends

—is not all this well known to you ? Have you not
heard it and read it a thousand times, and is it not

in your "memory locked" like some well-remember-
ed story ?

There may, however, he a few who are not familiar

with the history of this most remarkable man, and
for their benefit I will say that John Chrysostom
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born on the 27th of
January, 1756. At three years, he miinifested a
lively interest in Music—at four he remembered all

the brilliant solos in the concertos which he heard,
and now his father—who was possessed of no mean
ability as a composer and performer—began, half in

sport, to give him lessons. In learning to play, he
learned to compose, his own nature discovering to

him some important secrets in melody, rhythm, sym-
metry, and the art of setting a bass. In the course
of his fourth year he composed little pieces. At six,

he made his appearance before the Bavarian court at

Munich, where he performed a concerto in the pres-
ence of the Elector, and, together with his sister,

excited the liveliest admiration. Well assured, now,
of the remark.able aptitude of his son for music, the
father set to work in good earnest to develope his
talents. The progress he made in his studies aston-
ished and delighted his father and friends. Although
he applied himself with energy and activity to all

subjects in which he received instruction, music was
the occupation which seemed to completely fill his
soul. About this time he wrote a concerto for the
harpsichord—this was perfect, according to the rules
of art, but so difficult, that only the most practised
performers could play it. His unequalled execution
excited universal surprise. Singular stories are told
of his sensibility to the finest differences of tones.

—

Even at this early period, he had the greatest aver-
sion to discords and rough, shrill tones, not softened
by combination, as, for instance, the sound of the
trumpet, which, on one occasion, so affected him,
that he fell to the ground pale, lifeless and convulsed.
This delicate sensibility is apparent in all the works
of Mozart.

It would weary you to present, in detail, all the
triumphs of this ho3'--composer and performer.

—

Enough to say, that he overcame easily all the diffi-

culties which were presented to him. His success on
the violin was as great as on the hai7)sichord—on the
organ he excited greater wonder and enthusiasm,
while as a composer he fairly staggered belief Al-
most impossible tasks were given to him, but no ex-
ertion seemed too great—he triumphed grandly
everywhere, on all occasions. At twelve years of
age he was employed by the Emperor of Germany
to write a comic opera. About this time he compos-
ed a Mass, and a concert for trumpets, and this little

boy of twelve led the performance in presence of the
imperial court. In Italy he was lionized and eulo-
gized as no other boy or man had been lionized or
eulogized before. He had a most sensitive ear, and
an astonishing memory ; he could retain very difE-
cult airs, and play them afterwards to the surprise of
all his hearers. In Rome he wrote down (after hear-
ing it only twice) the famous Miserere, annually sung
in the Sistine Chapel, and at this time kept very
secret. This was considered a wonderful perform-
ance. In Bologna, after having composed in half an
hour an antiphony for four voices, in a room in
which he was shut up alone, he was elected member
and master of the chapel of the Philharmonic Aca-
demy. In his fourteenth year he composed the opera
Mithridates, which was performed and repeated more
than twenty times in succession. And, now, having
become famous, he received orders from various man-
agers and crowned heads to compose for them. In
his seventeenth year he composed his third opera,
Liic.io SilJa, which was performed and repeated twen-
ty-six times in succession. Two years afterwards he
wrote another opera.besides several masses, concertos,
waltzes and accompaniments in the interval.

But, why multiply evidence of the fertility and
exhaustlessness of the genius t In every instance
he satisfied expectation, and was universally pro-
nounced the wonder of his age and profession. He
did for Music what Sir Joshua Reynolds did for
Painting—-created a school of his own—a school
destined to live while a love for the trne and the
beautiful exists in the world. The breadth and sym-
metry of his style—its largeness and nobleness—its

undoubted originality—the amazing fertility of his
ideas—his clear and happy designs—his profound
knowledge of all the intricacies of his art—his in-
genious and masterly arrangement of the orchestra
and wind instruments—his uniivalled richness, ex-
pression, energy and grace, all these great excellences
proclaim him the master of the school which he
established and left as an inestimable and enduring
legacy to the world.

Is this school appreciated ? Millions, who have
lived and died since Mozart, have answered and still

answer, " Yes !" As music is a universal language,
so is Mozart universally loved and venerated.
More than one hundred years have rolled away

since Mozart first opened his eyes upon the world,
and what do we behold ? Wherever Music has a
"local habitation and a name," the little, pale, deli-

cate, but wondroualy gifted Mozart is remembered,
quoted, loved and honored ; and this is immortality.
Herein we behold the type of a pure, ideal, exultant
soul—a genius of the highest order—a creative, self-

reliant, imperishable nature—too good for earth, and
early translated to a higher, a better, an eternal ex-
istence.

Judging of the future by the past, may we not
safely predict that Mozart will be even better under-
stood and more universally appreciated in the long
years to come 1

It would occupy too much time to specify in de-
tail all the compositions of this great master, who
was equally happy and equally successful in every
kind of composition. His instrumental compositions,
his beautiful symphonies, his etherial quartets, con-
certos for the iPiano, sonatas, &c., will remain a pat-
tern for all nations and all ages. He hasequalfame
in sacred music, particularly for his grand hymns,
and masses. His works, singularly enough, delight
the mere amateur and the accomplished musician,
notwithstanding the complete novelty of their char-
acter. He explored all the resources of the art, and
attained the highest degree of perfection, by the rich-

ness, purity, and depth of his ideas,

His greatest and most permanent operatic successes
were " Idomeneo," the " Marriage of Figaro," the
"Magic Flute," and "Don Giovanni." "Idomeneo,"
and "Don Giovanni," we are told, were his favorites.

It is impossible, however, to over-estimate the bril-

liant and solid glory of any of his achievements.
The great and all-absorbing idea of his life was

Music. A musician almost by intuition, he lived in

an atmosphere of his own creating. All that he saw,
heard, thought or dreamt of, was music—only music
—music ever. The roar of the ocean, the howling of
the storm, the thunders of the cataract, the gentle
breath of summer, the songs of birds, the happy
laugh of childhood, sweet words of love, or loud and
angry reproaches, all furnished to him in a greater
or less degree, ideas of harmony. With rare facility

he blended these sounds and reproduced tones whose
equal in beauty, force and grace have never been
heard.

Mozart was the sport of genius. Notwithstanding
the unrivalled splendor of his musical talents, he was,
in all other affairs of life, a mere child. In him,
Music was a specality, and so largo and overshadow-
ing and monopolizing was the gift, that it shut out
every other quality, unfitting him for the ordinary
business of every-day life. Genius-like, he never
knew the value of money, and was, in consequence,
often in want of means to discharge the expenses of
his household—but these things sink into insignifi-

cance, when contrasted with the dazzling and impos-
ing grandeur of his musical endowments.
The honor of having given birth to this extraor-

dinary man. belongs to Germany, a country which
has achieved a most enviable musical renown. Her
hundreds of eminent composers and performers,
have given her first rank in the musical world, and
it is not too much to say that the modern school of
music throughout Christendom, is largely indebted
to her sons and daughters, who, as composers, per-

formers and teachers, have elevated, dignified and
embellished the art.

Of the profession itself, one cannot speak too high-
ly. It adds grace and beauty to every walk of life.

The scholar, the divine, the lawyer, the mechanic,
the merchant, the farmer, the gentleman, the lady of
elegant leisure, the boy, the girl, all derive pleasure
and profit from its refining and elevating influence.

It is fit, then—nay, it is most becoming, that every
respect and honor should be shown to a musician,
like Mozart, who was pre-eminently great ; whose
works, after a century, still remain a " starry point-

ed pyramid ;"—who excelled in every species of
composition, from the impassioned elevation of the

tragic opera to the familiar melody of the birthday
song, who was ever the legitimate exponent of senti-

ment and passion, and who finally, like the immortal
Shakespeare, was " not for a day, but for all time."

The Choice of Music. Let us not think that
we have accomplished small things if wo become
really effective ballad singers. It is by no means an
easy thing to sing a ballad. The highest order of
talent may find ample field for itself even in ballad
singing. There is nothing in music that more might-
ily moves the human heart than the ballad. A person
may be born for naught else, that we can see, but to

sing a ballad—with a special gift for this—Heaven
seeming, thus, specially to signalize this command-
ing power. The great ballad singers of a nation are
remembered. They are apt to live as long as the
ballads they sing—they become identified with them
and go down to posterity in their tuneful company :

just as do the great impersonators of certain charac-
acters in high tragedy. If for no other reason than
that the ballad appeals to by far the largest class of
those who ever listen to music, should we be well
content if we be only finished ballad singers.

In our choice of ballads let us not be limited, of
course, to the English language—rich as we know
this to be. For aside from musical considerations

(let us here passingly remark), we know of no better

method of acquiring an accurate and pure pronunci-
ation of the words of any language, than to sing those
words. For does not musical articulation require
that very dwelling upon the sounds, which reveals at

once to the ear of both pupil and teacher the fact

whether those sounds be the right ones or not 1 And
what better method of storing the memory with
words than in the shape of ballads 1 where concur-
rent numbers and concordant rhyme and pleasing
melody form so admirable a mnemonic combination,
and render the task so easy.

The languages richest in ballads are perhaps the
English and Gennan. But French, Spanish and
Italian offer us a charming store also. It should be
the aim of every singer gradually to form a choice
collection of such ballads. Next to some standard
work of good vocal exercises (which we should
always keep by us for purposes of practice), a collec-

tion of the ballads and national songs of different

lands should constitute the basis of every library.

They should be well learned, put into permanent
binding, and be kept for life purposes ; never to be
put aside, because always needed ; never out of place
because always demanded ; never out of taste,

because there is life-blood and heart-blood in them.

—

Richard Storrs Willis.

On Concerts.

(From Hoch's Musical Magazine, Boston, 1839).

The name concert, being derived from the Latin
word " concertare

"—to contend, to vie with—implies
that several persons are engaged in it, who unite
in the performance, and vie with each other in the

most perfect production of a composition. A series

of pieces of music, performed by a single musician
before an audience, cannot therefore be properly
called a Concert.

In Europe, the full orchestra is generally employed
at the present time in concerts ; whether they be
concerts of musical societies, or of musical men

;

whether they be sacred concerts, or vocal or instru-

mental concerts ; and most certainly the orchestra is

the proper material for a concert. In our own coun-
try, however, the employment of a full orchestra is

always expensive, and often altogether impractica-
ble ; and moreover, orchestral music is neither

understood and appreciated by the public, nor is it

ever brought out in that style of uniform and effec-

tive performance, that commands attention and
interest.

The means for a concert are therefore far more
varied in Europe than with us ; and so is their ob-
ject ; which may be either the performance of greater

compositions, such as Oratorios, or that of mixed
instrumental and vocal compositions, such as Sym-
phonies, Overtures, concerted vocal pieces, &c. ; or
it m.ay be the exhibition of rare talents, either vocal

or instrumental.

Where the performance does not consist of one
single greater composition, the greatest care must be
taken by the director, in the selection and arrangement

of the pieces to be performed. His chief object must
not only be a pleasing and beantiful entertainment

for the audience, but also the cultivation of their taste

and feeling for the art. This cannot be done by more
solo performances, whose object generally is more to

astonish by execution, than to touch the heart, and
give a real treat of the power and effect of art to the

soul. They should most certainly not be excluded
from a concert ; on the contrary, they are very use-

ful, to bring variety into the performance, and to

create emulation. They should not, however, form
the chief part of the performances ; which should

consist of concerted vocal or instrumental pieces,

such as Choruses, Symphonies, Overtures, Quintet-

tos, Quartettos, &c. The director must therefore not

merely take the pleasure of the great mass of the

public as a criterion for his selection ; but with a

duo regard for this, in order not to drive the audience
away from the concert, and thus to frustrate its de-

sign altogether, he must so plan it as to raise the

public taste for the art. He must therefore take care

—first, not to give too much ; it is not quantity that
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is reqaired, but qualiti/ ; let the audience leave the

concert desiring to hear more, rather than over-satia-

ted ; it will be better for the art, and for the artist too :

—second, not to bring the long and heavy pieces at

the end of the concert, when the ear and the mind
begin to grow weary :— third, to give a pleasing va-

riety of brilliant and more elaborate pieces ;—fourth,

not to break np a Symphony or a Concerto, and
give only pieces of them : they are written as one

whole, and ought to be performed as such. We
would recommend a selection like the following.

Pirst Part, an entire Symphony. Second Part, an

Overture, a Vocal Solo piece, an Instrumental Solo

piece, a Concerted Vocal piece with orchestra.

The attention of the director must next be turned

to a careful nhearsal, as well of the single parts, iis

of the whole. In any greater performance, the di-

rector must study the composition himself, in order

to direct every Solo as well as Choral performer in

the proper expression of his part : for it is mainly by
his activity, skill and exactness in the rehearsals,

that unity in the performance is to be effected. In

the concert itself, he must preserve a dignified calm-

ness ; beating the time with the full score before him,
so as to be able to detect, and quietly to point out to

the individual performer, any mistake or inaccuracy.

The leader must coiiperate with the director, fol-

lowing his directions, and communicating them to

the Orchestra ; and especially by his own playing he

must move the whole Orchestra to energy or softness,

as may be required. The individual members of the

Orchestra must have their eyes constantly on both,

and follow the playing of the leader in his more par-

ticular expression, while they take from the director

the modulations of time and of the general character

of the piece.

The position and right proportion of the Orches-
tra and Singers is the next important object. They
must be so placed, that the f((f// preserves the greatest

unity in its effect upon the audience. The chief con-

dition, and a nine qua non^ is, that every individual

member can see the director as well as the leader.

The orchestra ought therefore to be amphitheatrical

;

having the Director in front, turned towards the

Orchestra ; and the Leader at the head of the first

violins, immediately at his left ; the second violins at

his right; behind the first violins, the flutes and
oboes ; and behind the second violins, the clarinets

and bassoons. In the middle, between these two files,

the double basses and violoncellos must be extended
down the whole length ; and behind, on the last

platform, the brass instruments and kettle-drums
should be arranged. The Choir must by every
means be placed before the orchestra, or at least as

much so as can be ; and the Solo singers must on no
account stand behind the orchestra.

The number of instruments and voices must
depend of course on the size of the Saloon, and on
the character of the piece. Far more important than
the number is it, to have the different instruments
and voices in the right proportion to each other. The
general rale is, that, as far as possible, all the parts

should be kept in even proportion ; that is, so that

no one is covered by the too great preponderance of

another. In our Orchestras, a deficiency in this

respect often appears in the second violins and violas,

which are sacrificed to the first violins ; as the

stringed instruments are constantly drowned by the

wind instruments. The right proportions would be
about 6 first Violins, 5 second Violins, 3 Altos, i
Violoncellos, 2 Double Basses, and all the parts for

wind instruments single. The wind instruments
ought not to be doubled, even though the stringed

instruments should be double the above quantity.

In vocal Choruses, the four parts ought to be about
equally manned. The Bass voices might be a little

more in number, to give more distinctness to that

part ; as well as the Alto, which is seldom strong
enough, being mostly sung by Sopranos. Care
should be taken to have good firm singers on the
Alto.

The Orchestra, in accompanying Choruses, ought
always to keep in mind that its business is only to

support the voices ; and must therefore be subservi-

ent, both in power and expression.

The Director has a great responsibility resting on
him in this respect also ; and it is to him that the

composer looks, for guiding those over whom he
holds his sceptre, to keep the right degree and
measure.

M. Pasdeloup's popular Classical concerts in the

Cirque Napoleon were to re-open on the 12th Oct,

The programme was 'composed of the overture to

Don Juan, Beethoven's C minor Symphony, a

Haydn Quartet (played by all the strings of the

orchestra !), and overture to Freym'diz.

Jfoigljfjs loiirnul of
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Music in this Number.— ContiDuation of Handel's

'Messiah."

What for the Winter?

Are there any sings of a musical season, to

cheer and comfort us through war and partj'

strife ? A few scattering ones, at least ; some

cheerful twitterings of early birds, enough to jus-

tify the annual confidence that spring is coming
— the musical and social spring and summer,

coinciding with the fall and winter of tlie natur-

al year. Signs and beginnings there are, with

notes of preparation, warranting assurance that

we shall have as much and as good music during

the coming winter, as we had last year, to say

the least—possibly more and better. We need-

ed it then ; it was so necessary to all peace and

rest and sanity of mind ; so impossible to endure

the never ceasing strain and pressure upon every

faculty and every sensibility, caused by the con-

sciousness of the fiery trial, the new birth-throes

(let us believe), through which our country

is passing, without some such diversion, some

such harmonizing, tranquilizing, hope and

joy reviving angel influence as music. We need

it still more now, that we are grown so weary of

the protracted struggle, while the call is clearer

than ever to flinch not short of the one only

glorious conclusion ; now while the cry goes up

with intenser agony : Will the night soon pa.ss ?

For health of mind and spirits, to make us feel

that we are still ourselves, we must have recrea-

tion,—none so pure, so fit, so sweetly restorative

as music. The want then remains unchanged
;

the means of satisfying it never yet tax-

ed anybody very heavily, and a thousand

costlier luxuries are not yet discarded. There-

fore it is pretty certain we shall have it.

To begin with our own city, what beginnings

are there? What sigcs ? Such as have already

risen on the field of vision are the following

—

small ones perhaps, but yet significant and full of

promise.

We call it significant, in the first place, that

we have a beginning, with the purpose of indefi-

nite continuation, of classical Organ concerts

—

representing one important side of musical cul-

ture and enjoyment which has been too long

strangely unprovided for among us. Year after

year we have been urging our clever organists to

do this thing ; it is so cheaply done ; it serves to

keep the organist in practice in the true organ

music, such as finds little chance in ordinary

church service, and in rapport with the lovers

of such music ; while it gives the public, however

small at first, easy and frequent opportunity to

hear and know and feel what real Organ music

is, and how inestimable the treasure bequeathed

to the world by such a spirit as Sebastian Bach,

if half the pains were taken to know him that

are spent upon the empty triumphs of modern

virtuosity. This want our young countryman,

Mr. John K. Paine, has undertaken in a mod-

est, simple manner to supply in some degree.

—

His two concerts at the West Church, in aid of

the Sanitary Commission (one last Saturday and

one to-dayj, are, we are happy to say, but the

commencement of a series of Organ concerts.

which he will give at stated times, to such listen-

ers as care enough about it to pay the very small

price, and with a view, not so much of gain, as

of keeping the artist alive in himself, and of

keeping Art and the interest therein alive in

such public as it may command. This is the mo-

tive for which the best artists in the German

cities give concerts ; it is seldom that they hope

to make money by them.

On Saturday evening, next week, Mr. Julius

EiCHBEP.G will give a soiree at Chickering's,

which will have many features of interest to

lovers of the best in music. Besides his own ad-

mirable violinism in the Chaconne of Bach, and

smaller pieces, he will, with Mr. Paine's assist-

ance, present one of Bach's Sonata-Duos for

violin and piano,—for the first time, we fancy, in

our concert rooms. Also his own Concerto for

four violins, which has made a mark before. There

will also be part-singing by the " Orpheus," and

songs by good solo talent, for still further fresh

variety.

Next in the field will probably be the Men-

delssohn Quintette Club, who are prepar-

ing to open their annual supply of good things

—

Quintets, Quartets, Trios, Sonatas, &c.—on the

12th inst. It is their fourteenth season \ Among

the new works in practice are a quartet by

Schumann, and another of the so-called Posthu-

mous Quartets of Beethoven ; also some modern

varieties, attempts by young composers, &e., will

mingle in their programmes and pique curiosity,

if nothing more.

Mr. Carl Zbrrahn informs us that he is in

no doubt about renewing his Philharmonic Or-

chestra Concerts, and at an earlier day than

usual, perhaps before the present month runs out.

His materials for an orchestra will be at least as

good (essentially the same) as last year, perhaps

with some increase of force. We shall not be

suflered to forget or miss the inspiration of Beet-

hoven's Symphonies—outlive them who ever can

as long as there shall be any chance to hear them ?

Mr. Zerrahn has imported a large and various

supply of new orchestral works, overtures, ar-

rangements, dance music, &c., of which he will

doubtless give us a taste both in the Philhar-

monic evening concerts, and in the Afternoon

concerts of the Orchestral Union, which are

sure to follow when the first lead of^.

As for Oratorio and large sacred choral music,

we hear of no special movements ; but the old

Handel and Haydn Society still lives, to

which we owe all that we know hereabouts of the

" Messiah," and " Samson," and "Judas Macca-

bajus," and "Israel in Egypt," and "Jephtha," and

the "Creation," and "Elijah," &c., &c., and

doubtless they have something good in store for

us. But we need also one or more new choral

societies upon a smaller scale, and somewhat dif-

ferent principle, to cultivate acquaintance (and

diffuse it as they may have means and opportuni-

ty) with such works as the Cantatas, Masses,

Passions, &c., of Sebastian Bach ; and with the

works of Palestrina and other old Italian and

Flemish masters. Such things will spring up in

time; they depend on individual enthusiasm

and enterprise ; the fit materials may not as yet

be numerous, but enough so for a small beginning

which may grow.

We shall have semi-private, social concerts too,

given to whole rooms full of friends and guests,

by such societies as the "Orpheus," the " Mozart
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Club," &c., which rank among the most pleasant

and profitable of our musical occasions. And it

will be strange if out of all this movement there

do not spring many occasional, individual good

things in the concert line, such as were among

the finest grain of last year's reaping. (For in-

stance, Mr. Lang's production of the "Walpur-

gis Night;" Mr. Dresel's piano-forte soirees,

&c.")

New York imfolds of course a richer pro-

gramme. Her large German population, and

abundant supply of good musicians, make more

and larger undertakings in the higher fields of

music a necessity. Yet always until very lately,

in Symphony, Oratorio and classical Quartet per-

formances Boston has borne the palm. But New
York has a permanent Orchestral Society, on a

much ampler scale than ours, which has to be

regathered every winter by the individual con-

cert giver. Her noble " Philharmonic " has al-

ready had its first public Rehearsal (Concerts to

follow in course) ; and the bill was good : Beet-

hoven's 4th Symphony, an Overture ("Christ-

mas Dream") by Ford. Ililler, Mendelssohn's

violin Concerto, &c.—Nor is this the only chance

for great orchestral music ; Mr. Carl An-

SCHUETZ, with his German Opera orchestra, are

giving Sunday evening concerts, intending to

bring out all the nine symphonies of Beethoven in

course, besides a great variety of overtures and

other works by older and newer masters, both clas-

sical and still debatable. In Brooklyn, too, which

is but the other lote of New York, the Philhar-

monic Orchestra has summoned Mr. TnEODOitE

Thomas to its conduc.torship, and will soon again

divide attention with the parent Philharmonic on

the other side.

In New York, too, as we have seen by the

excellent letters of our correspondent(s), they

have Opera—and German Opera too—which

looks like a settled thing, an institution, where

such things are heard as Mozart's Seraglio and

Zauberflole, Weber's FreyscTiiXtz, and many a

good thing which we only hear ohout in these

parts :—not to speak of the various crumbling

kaleidoscopic combinations of Italian Opera,

chiefly shaken together out of the same old bits

of glass by sharp Jew managers, and now and then

a peep or two at it peripatetically vouchsafed

here in Boston and the larger towns about us.

Then there is the " Liederkranz," under the

direction of Mr. Paur, announcing four con-

certs made up of some rare selections ; such as :

Finale from Mendelssohn's Lorely; Gade's ^'Co-

mala "
; the •' Mignon-Requiem " and the

" Manfred" music (melo-drama, solo and chorus)

by Schumann ; the Symphony-Cantata by
Mendelssohn

; Eight-part choruses by. Pal estrina

and Lotti ; Gloria from Beethoven's great Mass
in D ; and Credo from the Mass written by Liszt

for the Convent at Gran. Truly a tempting

feast in these dry times !

Of the plans of the Harmonic, the Mendels-

sohn, and other sacred choral societies, we are

not informed. They probably will not be

idle.

Then too there will be the interesting pro-

grammes of Messrs. Mason and Thomas's Cham-
ber Concerts, which will commence again next

month, and doubtless give rich feasts of Beet-

hoven, Schumann, Schubert, Chopin, &e., not

confined to the commonest well-known selections

from their works. At least such we take to be

the spirit of their enterprise.

In PnrLADELpniA, too, there will probably be

no falling off; though we are not yet informed of

the intentions of the Oratorio and Musical Fund

Societies oF that City of Brotherly Love. Mean-

while it is certain that the popular, in part

classical " rehearsals" of the Germania Orchestra,

under Carl Sentz, will be resumed on the

22d of this month. Perhaps they (that is, their

audiences) have reached the point where they

may essay a whole Symphony, instead of only

now and then a S<'herzo or Andante as in past

years.'—Mr. Wolfsohn's Classical Soirees will

come round again, offering such attractions as

:

Mozart's Quintet for piano with wind instru-

ments ; his Trio for piano, violin and clarinet

;

Beethoven's Trio with clarinet ; some of Schu-

mann's compositions for piano and clarinet ; a

Septet by Hummel, &c. Other Classical Soirees

are announced by Messrs. Jarvis and Cross.

Such are the results of a hasty lookout over

the chief points of the field. The report is by

no means complete, but there is enough to show

that there will be a "musical season." Whether

it will be marked by real musical progress, whether

the standards of true Art will be borne farther

forward, remains to be seen.

Organ Concerts.

Mr. J. K. Paine's first of two concerts, for the

Sanitary Commission, took place last Saturday Af-

ternoon at the West Church (Rev. Dr. Bartol's).

There was a goodly assemblage of quite earnest lis-

teners, althoufrh the church was very far from being

crowded. Musically it was an occasion of great iind

unique interest, and altogether a success. By far the

most effective pieces, on that organ, were those in

which the full organ was employed, especially the

two Toccatas hy Bach. For these the instrument

lent itself more heartily and positively, than to the

Choral Variation ond the Sonata Trio, in which the

softer stops employed had a certain unsatisfactory

dullness and monotony of sound, a lack of that

clear, pronounced individuality which goes with the

sweetness in most of the excellent organs hy the

same makers. In the Variation, to he sure, the

Choral melody sang itself upon a reed (oboe) stop of

marked quality, which stood off in good contrast

against the flowing figurative accompaniment
; yet

the voices mingling intertwined in this were dull ; no

fault of the organist's, whose rendering is always

clear and accurate, keeping the individuality of the

parts distinct, and binding all together in an artistic

cemplex whole. It was a little unfortunate that the

Trio Sonnta began immediately after it, with a selec-

tion of stops, different indeed, and doubtless the right

ones, hut yet of so essentially the same quality of

tone, that the ear was not roused to sei ze hold of the

movement with the fresh appetite of contrast. No
one, however, could fail to become interested in the

work as it wont on. It is a beautiful imaginative

composition, in E minor, for two manuals and the

pedals, each peiforming the part of one person in the

trio. Its three movements, the first and last quick,

the middle one an Andante and a lovely one, conform

closely enough to the developed Sonata form of a

more modern day. It is one of six such Trio Sona-

tas, which we have hy Bach, and they are full of the

fine poetry, as well as of the euphony and cunning

art of music, in which the inspired old master contra-

puntist stands unrivalled.

But the Toccatas, in T) minor .and in F, leaped out

with real spring and vigor, salient and solid in their

strongly moulded limbs and muscles ; for the full or-

gan is truly telling, rich and brilliant. What glori-

ous disportings of a free, strong, wholesome fancy

these Toccatas are ! How quaint, full of honest

sense and hnmor ! Union of play and earnest— and

how much more rewarding than the forced, sephisti-

cated feats of modern virtuosity, fantasias, and what

not ! And yct.Bnch always is himself; in the Fugue
he had mastered the vital principle and secret of all

form in Art, just as philosophers have traced the

spiral through all growth in nature. Fugue had be-

come second nature with him, the readiest, spontane-

ous method of his whole musical activity; not an

acquired artificial system, a thing of learned pedant-

ry, but a live instinct of genius, of the rare soul of

music in him. And so in these free Toccatas, these

fanciful and flighty touches as it were of captivating

themes, ideas, to be plaj'ed with freely, rather than

worked out with exhaustive contrapuntal treatment,

he still relapses now and then involuntarily into the

Fugue hahit: for Fugue with him is ju«t as free as

fancy; and each fancy all tlie more charming that it

takes perfect form. These pieces were admirably

played hy Mr. Paine ; the precision, fluency, con-

nected sequence of each part in the harmony, and

espechally the rapid pedal passages, being fair speci-

mens of what orgim-pliiying is in Germany, the land

of Bach.

We coidd not help thinking it a defect in Mr.

Paine's programme, th.at it did not include at least

one regular organ Fugue, as such, hy Bach ; sucli

as those grand ones he has pl.ayed in former concerts.

As yet the audience for an organ concert must no-

cessaiily he made up in some measure of persons

curious to hear for once that very mysterious thing

which they have he.ird so much about, a Fugue of

Bach ; they would like for once to be in presence of

the formidable creature, and see if they can make
anything out of him.

The second part of the concert consisted of an

Andante by Fischer ; an Allegretto from one of Men-

delssohn's Organ Sonatas, a sweet and pensive song

without words as it were, played perhaps a little too

fast ; and hy Mr. Paine's own concert variations on

"Old Hundred" and the "Star-Spangled Banner,"

Avhich lose none of their popularity ; also hy a sort

of twilight reverie in tones, us'ng the swell freely with

a rich combination of stops, in which he illustrates

with some warmth and beauty of poetic feeling,

Longfellow's lines : "Into the Silent Land." This

was particularly enjoyed by most.

Mr. Paine's second concert, in aid of the same

good ol>ject, will take place in the same church this

afternoon, at half-past three. The programme will

he mostly new, and will include one or more of

Bach's grand Fugues.

CoKRECTiON.—We have to call the attention of

the reader to a puzzling misplacement (which occur-

red in the hnrry of "making up" last week's paper),

in one of the musical citations in " Timothy Trill's"

letter .about "Wagner and his critics." The two
short staves at the bottom of page 237 are inverted

;

the top one should be the lower one, and vice I'ersa.

Thus read, the passage will make sense ; let no sat-

irical Anti-Wngnerite suggest that witli his music it

matters not, as some liave said of Turner's pictures,

whether you take it right or wrong side up !

«.' wsxt ^k0Ji^.
Paris,—The pieces at the Grand Opera, during

the first week of October, were Les Umjiienols, La

Jtiive, Giiillaume Tell, and Babert lo Diable.

The Bouffes-Parisiens reopened Oct. Lwlth four

little pieces by Offenbach : Apothecaire et Ptrruqnier,

La Clianson de Forfniiio. Tronih-alCzar, and ?L
Ch'wflenrii . The witty hnflboncry and pretty music

of tliose little pieces has stood the test, they say, of

hundreds of representations.
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Berlin.—Mr. Chorley has been to the Prassian

capital of late, and writes (in the Athentzum) glow-

ingly abont Liehig's concerts, fully confirming all

that we have often said about them in these col-

nmns

:

While the managements of the Berlin theatres

are so strenaously working out the hopeless task of

giving musical dramas without adequate singers, and
while, betwixt this incompatibility and the noxious

influence of false principles paraded as discoveries,

public taste sutFers, Berlin has still its own quieter

musical parishes, in which a love of what is sterling

in composition and excellent in performance flour-

ishes unobtrusively and wholesomely. Herr Liebig's

Symphony Concerts, which were originated some
fifteen years ago, and are given on the cheapest pos-

sible scale of admission, are of the very highest

merit. This is the programme of a six-penny enter-

tainment at which I was present in tlie Sommer-sa-
hn;—Overture, " Idomeneus," Mozart; Symphony,
C minor, Spohr ; Overture, " Elise," Cherubini

;

Romance, Schwantzer ; Overture, " Enryanthe,"
Weber ; Symphony, F major, BecthoA'en. The
Summer-/Sa/o«, a cool, cheerful, room in three divis-

ions, decoi-ated in the best state, was filled by a

burgher audience of some eight hundred strong,

most prepossessing in appearance, in attention, and
in refinement of behavior ; an audience worth pleas-

ing, by the best offerings. Hcrr Liehig's baud con-

sists of forty-five performers. I have never heard

such sympliony-playing for many a long day, nor

German symphonic music more competently con-

ducted, with due ease, expression, breadth and spirit.

The fnllowing has been the repertory of the year :

—

Tlie nine symphonies of Eeerhoven, all his overtures,

his music to " Egmont " and to " The Ruins of

Athens," entire , also his "Septuor"—twelve sym-
phonies by Mozart, all his overtures, and three

unpublished marches—clioice pieces by Bach and
Gluck—eighteen symphonies by Haydn—three sym-
phonies by Spohr (including "The Power of

Sound ")—Schubert's Symphony in C major, Schu-
mann's in B flat major—all the overtures of Weber,
of Meudelssohn, and his symphonies also, and his

"Midsummer Night's dream " music—all the over-

tures of Cherubini—the triumphal symphony of

Titus XJIrieh, with lighter music ! It is impossible
for an Englishman to draw out such a list, and to

recall the unimpeachable excellence and finish of a

performance which may be fairly accepted as a speci-

men, without shame at the contrast presented by such
liberality of classical repertory, and such perfect exe-

cution under conditions so limited, with the narrow
and unsatisfactory proceeding of our costly and once
far-famed Philharmonic Society.

Vienna.—Sig. Mocelli's Italian Opera Company
will begin the season at the Carltheater on the 24th
February. Tlie season will last from that date to

the 24th April, and will consist of thirty perform-
ances. Sig. Mocelli has engaged Mdlle. Patti at a

monthly salary of ^lono. After the first fifteen per-

formances, Madlle. Trebelli will arrive and alternate

with Madlle. Patti. Signor Giuglini will be first

tenor ; Signora Fillpplni, contralto ; and M. Faure,
baritone. Among the operas already selected to

form part of the programme may be mentioned : Lu-
cia^ Martha^ 11 Barbiere, Linda, U Elisire, etc.

—

Herr von Flotow is at present stopping here.—The
old " Widow and Orpiian Society " has changed its

title, and is now called the " Haydn Society." To
commemorate the fact, the members will, at their

next concert, give Haydn's oratorio of Tobias, under
the direction of Herr Esser.—A German lady from
Odessa, whose name is not known to the writer, has
had Franz Schubert's grave freed from the weeds
with which it was overgrown, and planted around
with flowers. She has also set aside a sufficient

annual sum to keep it in order.

Carlsruhe.—-An interesting discovery has just

been made while looking through some old archives
belonging to the court. This Is nothing more nor
less tlian somewhere about twenty well-preserved
and elegantly got-up scores of operas and ballets by
Lully. Among them is the score of his Alceste,

and that of C(irfm«s, his first opera. All the.'ie MSS.,
60 interesting both in a historical and musical point
of view, have already been lodged in the Grand-Du-
cal Library.

St. Petersburg.—A correspondent of the Neue
Berliner Musik-Zeitting, is enthusiastic about the way
in which musical art is fostered by the Czar. He
writes :

Musical matters are making a greater advance
here than in any other place, and it is gratlfviug to

professional artists as well as to amateurs to see how.

under the most unfavorable political circumstances,
a wise government, if really in earnest, can manage
to spare some money to work out noble ends, and,
with money and a willing spirit, is enabled to do
great things. The love of such a government is,

however, impressed deeply and permanently on men's
minds. First and foremost, we have been successful

in the principal point; we have obtained a public Con-
servatory, a model institution for Russia, nay, for the
rest of Europe. It will be solemnly opened to-mor-
row, in the presence of its Patroness, the Crown
Princess, by the Minister of Education and the Di-
rector, Herr Rubinstein. I already gave yon in

April last a list of the distinguished staff of profes-

soi-s, such a staflF as is to be found within the walls

of no other city—and I mentioned, likewise, the ex-
traordinary privileges which will be enjoyed by the

pupils. The foundation of this noble institution is

the greatest blessing which could ever have been con-
ferred upon us by the Russian Mnsical Society, which
spreads all over Russia, after it had been striving for

years, by giving really good concerts, and by push-
ing forward persons of talent, to attain this object.

Consistently with their general principles, its mem-
bers obtained a cabinet order from the Emperor for

the immediate introduction of the French normal
pitch, and while Intelligent Germany is still hesita-

ting and turning the matter over in her mind, to be
after all, compelled to adopt the salutary lowering
of the chambertone, we have already the finest instru-

ments, concerts, and operatic performances with the
newly adopted pitch. " Forward, Russia, In every-

thing good that raises and advances art !" Who
would have sought, in the extreme North, ten years

ago, this motto of a truly great and noble-minded
Emperor! Yet to-day, it has become a truth, and
the Institution which "will be brilliantly Inaugurated
under the most favorable auspices, to-morrow, is a

guarantee of its seriousness and genuineness. A
period has probably arrived when the immortal
works of German genius are presented more perfect-

ly in Russia than in any other country. The per-

formances of the Musical Society here and in

Moscow, as far back as last year, set this nation

afloat. The military bands also, will be subjected to

a thorough reform. Apart from the fact that the

French normal pitch will be introduced at once, as a
matter of course, Herr Dorppel, the director of the

bands of the Guard regiments, has profited by the

results of a tour of musical inspection through Mid-
Europe, to draw up extensive plans of reform,

already submitted to the Emperor. Prussia has been
taken as a model for the cavalry.

The theatrical world is in a state of lively agitation
;

Herr von Saburofi', Intendant-General of the Impe-
rial Theatres, has, at the special command of the

Emperor, been removed from his post, and no one
has been, as yet, appointed to succeed him. This is

another proof of the sovereign's good sense, and we
have no doubt that the helm will be entrusted to some
better qualified and more intelligent person.* The
Imperial Italian Opera is looking forward to the arri-

val of its forces, most of whom have been playing
in London, as well as of the maestro, Verdi, who will

resume the rehearsals of his opera. La Forza del

Destino, the production of which was unfortunately

prevented last year, by the illness of Mad. Lagrua.
Evil-minded persons saw in this illness a well-consid-

ered fiction. So much is certain ; Mad. Lagrua will

not play the principal part, which, at Verdi's recom-
mendation, Mad. Barbet will only too cheerfully

undertake. I am acquainted with the work from
having heard it at some of the rehearsals, and I

again prognosticate for it an extraordinary success,

since it pursues, with tact and talent, an artistic aim
in every respect far more than usually serious.

Meanwhile the National Opera has recommenced at

the Maria Theatre with Les Huguenots, and 11 Trova-

tore. The primx donna Is a novice in art. Mad. Val-

entine Bianchi, daughter of a celebrated singing

master here. She has produced a favorable impres-

sion and achieved a success. I have already in-

formed you, in a few words, that, to the delight

and satisfaction of all lovers of art, Meyerbeer's im-

mortal opera has been given, by Imperial command,
for some short time past, under its true and proper

name. At the same theatre, the charming and grace-

ful dansBuse, Mdlle. Mouraview, is creating a furore.

The capital of the North has been terribly spoilt in

the way of ballet, from the days of Taglioni and
Elster down to those of Bosati and Farraris. The
fair little Russian, however, throws them all into the

shade ; her tour to Berlin, Paris, Milan, and Vienna,
will speedily substantiate this bold assertion.

* I have just heard that the place has been conferred upon
Patkul. formerly miniater'of police. Better qualified persons,
such, for instance, as Count Wielhorski, etc., could, unfortu-
nately not be Miouslit of, as the ofiSce is an honorary one,
without any salary.

^-^tthl MfithtB.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OP THE

JL. .A. T E S T IbA: XJ S I O
,

PublBMlicd by Oliver DiiHOii & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Years ago. Ballad. C. Hodgson. 25

Thee only I love. Song. Franz AU. 25

Kathleen Aroon. Song. " " 25

My heart remains with theo. John Morgan. 25

Laddie. Ballad. Geo. Linley. 25

Reprints of the latest and best German and En-
glish songs. The aongfl by Abfc, are very sweeC. The
English translation is excellently well adapted.

We are coming, Father Ahraham. N. J, Sporle, 25

Dream on. Quartet. J. M. Stewart. 25

To Inez ! Come back to mo fair Inez. T.Johnson. 25

A charming song.

Instrumental Music.

On song's bright pinions. AufFIiigehn dcs

Gesanges. Stephen Heller. 75

A transcription of oneof Mendelssohn's mostlorely

songs. Very brilliant and difficult, but well worth a

mouth's hard practice.

41st Regiment's March, dedicated to Col. T. E.

Chickering. A. Bendelari. 35

The march was performed at the Concert for the

benefit of the 4l9t Regiment, and was received with

great favor. It is illustrated with a most striking

likeness of the popular young commander, and is well

deserving a place in the Repertoire of every young
pianist—especially of the fortunate owner of one of

Chickering & Son's fiue pianos,

Circassian Polka. Four hands. Chas. D'Alhe)i.. 50

Palermo Quadrille. " " 50

Schomberg Galop. " " 45

A piece of dance-music, if performed by two good

players instead of one, is generally so much stronger

marked, much more uniform in time, that in playing

for dancing, a four-hand arrangement should always

be preferred, if possible. The above arrangements

offer hardly any difficulties.

Books.

KmG*s New Collection of Chtjbch Music.

Mostly selected from the works of the Great

Masters, with separate Organ accompaniment.

By W. A. King. $2,00

Those who have seen the" Grace Church Collection"

one of Mr. King's former works, will recognize a kin-

dred production ; the same careful selection and
excellent arrangement which commended that book

to the immense favor it received among the best

quartet choirs, being eminent in this. An exanination

of its pages will convince all who seek a book of supe-

rior church music, of its complete exceilence

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double. »
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Chopia.
From Fetis'S Eiographle XTinvfr^elk des Miisictens faecOTid

edition).

CnopiN (Frederic FRAK901S), a celebrated

pianist and composer, was born on the 8th of

February, ISIO, at Zelazowa-Wola, near War-
saw. His family, of French orioin, were unfor-

tunate. Of a feeble and morbid constitution, he

did not seem destined to live: he suffered, vege-

tated through his infancy, and there was nothing

in his first years to indicate that he would distin-

guish himself by any talent.

At the age of nine j'ears, he was put to the

study of music under the direction of Zywny, an

old Bohemian musician, a passionate admirer of

the works of Baoh, who was his only master on

the piano and continued for seven j'ears to give

him lessons. Those biographers who have said

that Chopin was a pu[iil of Wurfei, the pianist

and composer at Warsaw, have been led into

error. The delicacy and grace of his execution,

results of his physical constitution as well as of

his sentimental organization, attracted the atten-

tion of prince Anton Kadziwill, whose generous

soul conceived the design of giving the youno-

artist a distinguished education. He had him
admitted to one of the best colleges of Warsaw,
and payed his expenses until his studies were
completed. Of a gentle, easy character, and
polite even to dissimulation, like all those who
are concentrated upon themselves and who do
not grant their confidence, Chopin pleased his

fellow students: he made friends and <;ounted

among them Prince Barys Czetwertynski and
his brothers. He often went to pass the festivals

and vacations with them at their mother's, a

woman of distinguished intellect and endowed
with a poetic sentiment of Art. Presented by
this princess to the Polish haute noblesse, and al-

ready fixing attention upon himself by the charm
of his talent, Chopin acquired in the midst of

that aristocratic world the elegance of manners
and the reserve which he retained till his last

days.

He had arrived at the age of sixteen years,

when the composer Eisner, an educated musician
and director of the Conservatoire of Warsaw,
taught him the theory of harmony and the pro-

cesses of the art of writing in music. Some
journeys which he made a little later to Berlin,

to Dresden and to Prague, procured him oppor-
tunities of hearing artists of merit and exercised
some influence upon his talent, without altering

at all the originality which formed its distinctive

character. In 1829 he resolved to risk a more
distant tour and betook himself to Vienna.
There he made his debut on the 11th of Septem-
ber, in the concert of Mile. Veltheira, and then
gave several concerts hmiself. Liszt says (in the

monograph entitled F. Chopin, p. 155) that he

did not produce there all the sensation which he
had a right to expect ; nevertheless the judgment
passed in the Leipzig Allgemeine Zeilung fiir

Musik after these concerts, proves that the talent

of the artist had been estimated at its just

worth.

" At the first start," says the correspondent,

" M. Chopin placed himself in the first rank of

masters. The perfect delicacy of his touch, his

indescribable mechanical dexterity, the melan-

choly tints of his manner of shading, and the rare

clearness of his play, are in him qualities which

have the character of genius. He must be con-

sidered one of the most remarkable meteors that

shine in the horizon of the musical world."

It is true that he remained a long time in the

same city without making himself heard in public,

and that he gave there only a single farewell

concert, in 1831, on the eve of his departure for

Paris. The calamities which overwhelmed his

country, after the revolution of Nov. 29, 1830,

had decided him to fix his residence in London

;

but he desired to stop some days in the capital of

France :•— he passed the rest of his life there.

Chopin was twenty-two years old when he

made himself heard for the first time in Paris at

Pleyel's, before a reunion of artists : he produc-

ed a lively sensation by playing his first Concerto

and some of his first detached pieces. The
opinion of that select audience at once assigned

to his talent the exceptional place he occupied

to his last day. Some criticisms, to be sure, were

mingled with the praises. Kalkbrenner found a

thousand incorrectnesses in Chopin's fingering

:

it is true that the Polish pianist had a singular

system of pushing forward the third (middle)

finger of each hand, which he often substituted

for the passing of the thumb. Such a system

was the abomination of desolation in the eyes of

the classical disciple of Clementi. Field, who
heard Chopin about the same time, judged him

with as little favor, and declared that it was the

talent of a sick man's chamber. The high Polish

families that chanced to be in Paris, received him

with eager warmth, and he lived in the in-

timacy of princes Czartoryski, Lubomirski,

counts Plater, Ostrowski, and the countess

Delphine Potocka, whose beauty, grace and

talent excited admiration in the circles of that

time. It was in this society that Chopin's exist-

ence concentrated itself during the first years

:

he was seldom met in any other. He shunned

the artists ; the greatest talents, even the celeb"

rities, were unsympathetic to him. His patriot-

ism, which drew him incessantly to his compa-

triots, also exercised a powerful influence over

his talent : the direction which his genius took

in his works was evidently the result of it. He
was continually brought back, as if unawares, to

airs of the characteristic dances of his country,

and he made them the subject of works in which

the originality of his talent manifests itself in the

most remarkable manner. We have by him two

Concertos and other pieces with orchestra, a Trio

for piano, violin and violoncello, some grand

Etudes and Sonatas, in which one remarks a dis-

tinguished talent ; but his genius only displayed

all its originality in his Polonavtes, Mazurkasi
Nocturnes, Ballades, and other pieces of small

compass. He is great in little things ; but large

proportions do not suit his frail organization.

—

With his talent for execution it was the same as

with his inspiration : that talent did not produce

effect in concerts. Full of ravishing poesy and

charm in a saloon, it was extinguished in a great

hall. He felt himself that he lacked the force,

the energy, the _ brilliancy by which large audi-

ences are impressed. It was only with regret

and on rare occasions that he ever consented to

make himself heard in public, or to give concerts

himself. He always had a painful memory of the

one he bad organized to bring out his Concerto

in E major. He had hired the hall of the Italian

Opera; Habeneck conducted the orchestra, and

the crowd filled every seat. Chopin had hoped

for a brilliant success: but scarcely did he receive

some few signs of applause from his most devot-

ed friends. He was deeply mortified, and the

feeling finally became resentment. His haughty

spirit despised the masses, and his aristocratic

talent took pleasure only in the intimacy of select

natures. Liszt has well understood and analyz-

ed the inward feelings to which Chopin was a

prey in his distaste for producing his talent be-

fore numerous assemblies, and in his inclination,

at least apparent, for private hearings ; these are

his words

:

" And yet, if we may be allowed to say it, we
believe that these concerts were less fatiguing to

his physical constitution than to his sensibility as

an artist. His voluntary renunciation of noisy

applause concealed, as it seems to us, a wounded
feeling within. He had a very distinct conscious-

ness of his high superiority; but possibly he did

not receive from without sufficient echo and re-

verberation to give him the calm certainty of be-

ing perfectly appreciated. The popular accla-

mation failed him, and he undoubtedly asked

himself, how far the select saloon society could

by its enthusiasm supply the place of the greater

public which he shunned. Few understood him;

and did theg understand him fully ? . . . Par

too fine a connoisseur in irony and too ingenious

a satirist himself to expose himself to sarcasm, he

did not assume the garb of genius misunderstood.

Under a seeming complacency, full of good grace,

he so completely dissembled the wound of his

legitimate pride, that one scarcely remarked its

existence."

From his arrival in Paris Chopin gave himself

up to teaching: the remarkable distinction of

his person, no less than the superiority of his

talent, made him sought for as a teacher by the

women of the highest classes of society. He
formed among them many good pupils, who imi-

tated his style and manner : most of them played

only his music, for which there was a predilection

in certain saloons amounting to fanatacism. Far

from experiencing the distaste which many cele-

brated artists have had for giving lessons, Chopin

seemed to take pleasure in it when he met in a

pupil sentiment united with intelligence. The

empire which his will always exercised over his

feelings, appeared there as in his whole existence.
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When near his pupils, his tendency to melan-

choly reverie disappeared entirely, at least in

appearance. Serenity was depicted on his fea-

tures ; he was as smiling as if ennui and fatigue

had become transformed into pleasures.

In 1837 Chopin's health beran to fail, and the

symptoms of a pulmonary disease became so

alarming that his physician advised spending the

winter in a Southern climate. Majorca was de-

signated ; the artist made arrangements to go

there, although fearing the isolation in which he

should find himself, far from his usual habits and

his necessary comforts; Mme. Sand, his friend,

came to his aid and wished to accompany him.

—

The "Memoirs" of this lady,justly considered as

the greatest French writer of her time, contain

information about this period of Chopin's life, re-

vealing the truth about his character, his mortifi-

ed humor, and the despotism exercised by his

feelings in the most intimate relations he had

ever had : there vanished all the comedy of

sweetness, of amenity, of good grace, which he

had condemned himself to play in the world and

with such as are conventionally called one's

friends. Mme. Sand has made efforts to conceal,

under her gilded language, what she had per-

ceived ; but to any one who knows how to read,

the reality is evident. The sojourn at Majorca

had produced a sensible amelioration in Chopin's

health
;
yet after two or three years the disease

reappeared with more intensity, and its progress

grew almost incessant from 1840 to his last day.

In the years 1846 and 1847 he was scarcely able

to walk, and painful suflocations seized him when

he went up stairs. The revolution of February

1848 came: the friends of the artist feared lest

the democratic agitations should increase his suf-

ferings, for they were antipathetic to him : but

on the contrary he seemed to be reanimated in

the spring of that year. It was then that he

thought to realize his project, long since formed,

of visiting England. He set out for London in

the month of April. If he was not greeted there

by the enthusiastic transports lavished by the

Southern peoples of the Continent, he at least

had a reception worthy of his talents. A sort of

over-excitement then appeared to govern him,

and made him forget the cares due to his shat-

tered health. He played several times in public,

received invitations from the aristocracy, and

spent the rest of his strength in watches prolong-

ed during a portion of the nights. He also visit-

ed Scotland, and only returned a dying man.

Returning to Paris, he reappeared among his

friends in a frightfully prostrate condition. The
disease made such rapid progress, that soon he

no longer quitted his bed and had scarcely

strength to speak. Informed of his state, his

sister hastened from Warsaw and never left his

pillow. The last hour approached : it arrived

on the 1 7th of October, 1849. The funeral took

place on the 30th of the same month from the

church of the Madeleine ; Mozart's Requiem was
performed then.

The genius of Chopin was elegiac. Sometimes
his compositions have the elegant and graceful

style
; but more frequently the sombre, the mel-

ancholy, the fantastical predominate in them.

—

There was also here and there energy in his

music
;
but it seemed always to e.xhaust him, and

his delicate nature led him incessantly to the

small canvas made for him. It is there above
all that he has the supreme merit of originality.

His melody has charms which are not those of

any other composer ; it is not exempt from affec-

tation; but it is always distinguished. It is not

rare to meet in his harmony successions of chords,

which are false to the tonal feeling ; but some-

times he is so happy in it that the unexpected is

not without charm. In short, Chopin was an

artist of great worth ; if the merit of his works

has been exaggerated, if fashion has exercised

its empire in their success, it is none the less true

that these works occupy in Art a place which no

other composer had taken, and where he will not

have successors. We have by him 3 Sonatas

for piano alone, op. 4, 35 and 58 ; a Sonata for

piano and violoncello, op. 65 ; a Polonaise for the

same instruments, op. 3 ; a Trio for piano, violin

and violoncello, op. 8 ; two Concertos for piano

and orchestra (in E major and F minor) op. 1

1

and 21 ; some fantasias and variations with or-

chestra; grand Etudes for the piano, op. 10 and

25 ; a grand Polonaise (in F sharp minor), a piece

in which there is nioi-e of fever than of real in-

spiration : Polonaises for piano alone, op. 26, 40,

53 and 61 ; eleven sets of Mazurkas, op. 6, 7,

17, 24, 30,33, 41, 50, 56, 59, and 63; three

Kondos, op. 1, 5, 16 ; eight sets of Nocturnes, op.

9, 15, 27, 32, 37, 48, 55, 62; four Ballades, op.

23, 38, 47, 52; Preludes, Tarentellas, and other

little pieces. Fetis pere.

(From the Atlantic Monthly).

Blind Tom.
Only a germ in a withered flower,

That the rain will bring out—sometime.

Sometime in the year 1850, a tobacco-planter

in Southern Georgia (Perry H. Oliver by name)
bought a likely negro woman with some other

field-hands. She was stout, tough-muscled, will-

ing, promised to be a remunerative servant; her

baby, however, a boy a few months old, was
only thrown in as a makeweight to the bargain,

or rather because Mr. Oliver would not consent

to separate mother and child. Charity only

could have induced him to take the picaninny,

in fact, for he was but a lump of black flesh, born

blind, and with the vacant grin of idiocy, they

thought, already stamped on his face. The two
slaves were purchased, I believe, from a trader :

it has been impossible, therefore, for me to ascer-

tain where Tom was born, or when. Georgia
field-hands are not accurate as Jews in preserv-

ing their genealogy ; they do not anticipate a

Messiah. A white man, you know, has that

vague hope unconsciously latent in him, that he
is, or shall give birth to, the great man of his

race, a helper, a provider for the world's hunger:
so he grows jealous with his blood ; the dead
grandfather may have presaged the possible son

;

besides, it is a debt he owes to this coming Saul

to tell him whence he came. There are some
classes, free and slave, out of whom society has

crushed this hope ; they have no clan, no family-

names among them, therefore. This idiot-boy,

chosen by God to be anointed with the holy

chrism, is only " Tom,"—"Blind Tom," they call

him in all the Southern States, with a kind ca-

dence always, being proud of him ; and yet

—nothing but Tom ? That is pitiful. Just a

mushroom-growth,—unkinned, unexpected, not

hoped for, for generations, owning no name to

purify and honor and give away when he is dead.

His mother, at work to-day in the Oliver planta-

tions, can never comprehend why her boy is

famous ; this gift of God to him means nothing
to her. Nothing to him, either, which is saddest

of all ; he is unconscious, wears his crown as an
idiot might. Whose fault is that f Deeper than
slavery the evil lies.

Mr. Oliver did his duty well to the boy, being
an observant and thoroughly kind master. The
plantation was large, heartsome, faceil the sun ;

swarmed with little black urchins, with plenty to

eat, and nothing to do.

All that Tom required, as he fattened out of

baby into boyhood, was room in which to be
v/arm, on the grass-patch, or by the kitchen-fires,

to be stupid, flabby, sleepy,—kicked and petted

alternately by the other liands. He had a habit

of crawling up on the porches and verandas of

the mansion and squatting there in the sun, wait-

ing for a kind word or toucth from those who
went in and out. He seldom failed to receive

it. Southerners know nothing of the physical

shiver of aversion with which even the Abolition-

ists cf the North touch the negro: so Tom,
through his very helplessness, came to be a sort

of pet in the family, a playmate, occasionally, of

Mr. Oliver's own infant children. The boy,

creeping about day after day in the hot light, was
as repugnant an object as the lizards in the

neighboring swamp, and promised to be of as

liltie use to his master. He was of the lowest

negro type, from which only field-hands can be

made,—coal-black, with protruding heels, the

ape-jaw, blubber-lips constantly open, the sight-

less eyes closed, and the head thrown far back

on the shoulders, lying on the back, in fact, a

habit which he still retains, and which adds to the

imbecile character of the face. Until he was

seven years of age, Tom was regarded on the

plantation as an idiot, not nnjustly ; for at the

present time his judgment and reason rank l)Ut

as those of a child four years old. He showed a

dog-like afiection for some members of the house-

hold.—a son of Mr. Oliver's espeiially,—and a

keen, nervous sensitiveness to the slightest blame

or praise from them,— possessed, too, a low ani-

mal irritability of temper, giving way to inartic-

ulate yelps of passion when provoked. That is

all, so far ; we find no other outgrowth of intel-

lect or soul from the boy : just the same record

as that of thousands of imbecile negro-children.

Generations of heathendom and slavery have

dredged the inherited brains and temperaments

of snch children tolerably clean of all traces of

power or purity,—palsied the brain, brutalized

the nature. Tom apparently fared no better

than his fellows.

It was not until 1857 that those phenomenal
powers latent in the boy were suddenly devel-

oped, which stamped him the anomaly he is

to-day.

One night, sometime in the summer of that

year, Mr. Oliver's family were wakened by the

sound of music in the drawing-room ; not only

the simple airs, but the most difficult exercises

usually [ilayed by his daughters were repeated

again and again, the touch of the mn.sician being

timid, but singularly true and delicate. Going
down, they found Tom, who had been left asleep

in the hall, seated at the piano in an ecstasy of
delight, breaking out at the end of each success-

ful fugue into shouts of laughter, kicking his

heels and clapping his hands. This was the first

time he had touched the piano.

Naturally, Tom became a nine-days' wonder
on the plantation. He was brought in as an
after-dinner's amusement ; visitors asked for him
as the show of the place. There was hardly a

conception, however, in the minds of those who
heard him, of how deep the cause for wonder
lay. The planter's wives and daughters of the

neighborhood were not people who would be apt

to comprehend music as a .science, or to use it as

a language ; they only saw in the little negro,

therefore, a remarkable facility for repeating the

airs they drummed on their pianos,—in a differ-

ent mannerfrom theirs, it is true,—which bewild-

ered them. They noticed, too, that, however the

child's fingers fell on the keys, cadences followed,

broken, wandering, yet of startling beauty and
pathos. The house-servants, looking in through
the open doors at the little black figure perched
up before the instrument, while unknown, wild

harmony drifted through the evening air, had a

better conception of him. He was possessed ;

some ghost spoke through him: which is a fair

enough definition of genius for a Georgian slave

to offer.

Mr. Oliver, as we have said, was indulgent.

Tom was allowed to have constant access to the

piano ; in truth, he could not live without it

;

when deprived of masic now, actual physical
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debility followed ; tbe gnawinjr Sonietliin;i; had
found its food at last.. No attempt was made,
however, to '^Ive !iim aii}' scientific miihical teach-

inn; ; nor—I wish it distinctly borne in mind

—

has he over at any time received such instruc-

tion.

The planter began to wonder what kind of a

creature this was which he had bought, flesh and
soul. In what part of the unsightly haby-cari:ass

had been stowed away these old airs, forgotten by
every one else, and some of them never heard

by tlie child biit once, but which he now repro-

duced, every note intact, and with whatever
quirk or quiddity of six'le belonged to the person

who originally hail sung or played them ? Stran-

ger still the harmonies which he had never heard,

had learned from no man. The sluggish breath
of the old house, being enchanted, grew into

quaint and delicate whims of music, never the

same, changing every day. Never glad : uncer-

tain, sad minor always, vexing the content of the

hearer,—one inarticulate, unanswered question

of pain in all, making them one. Even the vul-

garest listener was troubled, hardly knowing
why,— how sorry Tom's music was!

At last the time came when the door was to

be opened, when some listenirr, not vulgar, recog-

nizing the child as God made him, induced his

master to remove him from the plantation.

Something ought to be dore for him; the world
ought not to be cheated of this pleasure ; besides

—the money that could be made I So Mr.
Oliver, with a kindly feeling for Tom, proud, too,

of this agreeable monster which his plantation

had grown, and sensible that it was a more fruit-

ful source of revenue than tobacco-fields, set out
with the boy, literally to seek their fortune.

The first e.xhibition of him was given, I think,

in Savannah, Georgia; thence he was taken to

Charleston, Richmond, to all the principal cities

and towns in the Southern States.

This was in 1858. From that time until the

present Tom has lived constantly an open life,

petted, feted, his real talent befogged by e.xag-

gcration, and so pamjiercd and coddled that one
might suppose the only purpose was to corrupt
and wear it out. For these reasons this state-

ment is purposely guarded, restricted to plain,

known facts.

No sooner had Tom been brought before the
public than the pretensions put forward by his

master commanded the scrutiny of both scientific

and musical skeptics. His capacities were sub-

jected to rigorous tests. Fortunately for the

boy : for, so tried,—harshly, it is true, yet skil-

fully,—they not only bore the trial, but acknoivl-

edged the touch as skilful ; every day new
powers were developed, until he reached his

limit, beyond which it is not probable he will

ever pass. That limit, however, establishes him
as an anomaly in musical science.

Physically, and in animal temperament, this

negro ranks next to the lowest Guinea t} pe

;

with strong appetites and gross bodily health,

except in one particular, whic^h will be mentioned
hereafter. In the every-day apparent intellect,

in reason or judgment, he is but one degree above
an idiot,—incapable of comprehending the sim-
plest conversation on ordinary topics, amused or

enraged with trifles such as would affect a child

of three years old. On the other side, his affec-

tions are alive, even vehement, delicate in their

instinct as a dog's or an infant's ; he will detect
the step of any one dear to him in a crowd, and
burst into tears, if not kindly spoken to.

His memory is so accurate that he can repeat,
without the loss of a syllable, a discourse of fif-

teen minutes in length, of which he does not
understand a word. Songs, too, in French or
German, after a single hearing, he renders not
only literally in words, but in notes, style, and
expression. His voice, however, is discordant,

and of small compass.

In music, this boy of twelve years, born blind,

utterly ignorant of a note, ignorant of every
phase of so-called musical science, interprets

severely classical composers with a clearness of
conception in which he excels, and a skill in

mechanism equal to that of our second-rate
artists. His concerts usually include any themes

selected by the audience from the higher grades

of Italian or German opera. His comprehension
of the meaning of music, as a prophetic or histor-

ical voice which few souls utter and fewer under-

stand, is clear and vivid : he renders it thus, with

whatever mastery of the mere material part he
may posses.s, fingering, dramatic effects, etc.

:

these are but means to him, not an end, as with

most artists. One could fiiucy that Tom was
never traitor to the intent or soul of the theme.
What God or the Devil meant to say by this or

that harmony, what the soul of one man cried

aloud to another in it, this boy knows, and is to

that a faithful witness. His deaf, uninstructed

soul has never been tampered with by art-critics

who know the body well enough of music, but
nothing of the living creature within. The
world is full of these vulgar souls that palter

with eternal Nature and the eternal Arts, blind

to the Word who dwells among us therein. Tom,
or the da;mon in Tom, was not one of them.
With regard to his command of the instrument

two points have been especially noted by musi-

cians: the unusual fiequency of occurrence of

tours de force in his playing, and the scientific

precision of his manner of touch. For example,
in a progression of ausmented chords, his mode
of fingering is invariably that of the schools, not

that which would seem most natural to a blind

child never taught to place a finger. Even when
seated with his back to the piano, and made to

play in that position, (a favorite feat in his con-

certs,) the touch is always scientifically accu-

rate.

The peculiar power which Tom possesses,

however, is one which requires no scientific

knowledge of mu.sic in his audiences to appreci-

ate. Placed at the instrument with any musician
he plays a perfect bass accompaniment to the

treble of music heardfor the first time an lie plays.

Then taking the seat vacated by the other per-

former, he instantly gives the entire piece, intact

in brilliancy and .symmetry, not a note lost or

misplaced. The selections of music by which
this power of Tom's was tested, two years ago,

were sometimes fourteen and sixteen pages in

length ; on one occasion, at an exhibition at the

White House, after a long concert, he was tried

with two pieces,—one thirteen, the other twenty
pages long, and was successful.

We know of no parallel case to this in musical

history. Grimm tells us, as one of the most
remarkable manifestations of Mozart's infant

genius, that at the age of nine he was required

to give an accompaniment to an aria which he
had never heard before, and without notes.

There were false accords in the first attempt, he
acknowledges ; hut the second was pure. When
the music to which Tom plays secondo is strictly

classical, he sometimes balks for an instant in

passages ; to do otherwise would argue a creative

power equal to that of the master composers

;

but when any chordant harmony runs through it,

(on which the glowing negro soul can seize, you
know,) there are no " false accords," as with the

infant Mozart. I wish to draw especial attention

to this power of the boy, not only because it is,

so far as I know, unmatched in the development
of any musical talent, but because, considered in

the context of his entire intellectual structure, it

involves a curious problem. The mere repetition

of music heard but once, even when, as in Tom's
case, it is given with such incredible fidelity, and
after the lapse of years, demands only a com-
mand of mechanical skill, and au abnormal con-

dition of the power of memory ; but to play

secondo to music never heard or seen implies the

comprehension of the full drift of the symphony
in its current,—a capacity to create, in .short.

Yet such attempts as Tom has made to dictate

music for publication do not sustain any such

inference. They are only a few light marches,

gallops, etc., simple and plaintive enough, but
with easily detected traces of remembered har-

monies : very difl^erent from the strange, wierd
improvisations of every day. One would fiincy

that the mere attempt to bring this mysterious

genius within him in bodily presence before the

outer world woke, too, the idiotic nature to utter

its reproachful, unable cry. Nor is this the

only bar by which poor Tom's soul is put in mind
of its foul bestial j)rison. After any too pro-

longed effort, such as those I have alluded to, his

whole bodily frame irivcs way, and a complete
exhaustion of the brain follows, accompanied
with epileptic spasrass. The trial at the White
House, mentioned before, was successful, but was
followed by days of illness.

Being a slave, Tom never was taken into a

Free State ; for the same reason his master re-

fused advantageous ofl^ers from European man.a-

gers. The highest points North at which his

concerts were given were Baltimore and the

upper Virginia towns. I heard him sometime in

1860. He remained a week or two in the town,
playing every night.

The concerts were unique enough. They were
given in a great barn of a room, gaudy with hot,

soot-stained frescoes, chandeliers, walls splotched

with gilt. The audience was large, always ; such
as a provincial town affords : not the purest

bench of musical criticism before which to bring

poor Tom. Beaux and belles, siftings of old

country families, whose grandfathers trapped and
traded and married with the Indians,—the savage
thickening of whose blood told itself in high
cheek-bones, flashing jewelry, champagne-bib-
bing, a comprehension of the tom-tom music of

schottisches and polkas ; money-made men and
their wives, cooped up by respectability; taking
concerts when they were given in town, taking
the White Sulphur or Cape May in summer,
taking beef for dinner, taking the pork-trade in

winter,

—

totite la vie en programme: the debris of

a town, the roughs, the boys, school-children,

—

Tom was nearly as well worth a quarter as the

negro-minstrels ; here and there a pair of re-

served, home-sick eyes, a peculiar, reticent face,

some whey-skinned ward-teacher's, perhaps, or

some German cobbler's but hints of a hungry
soul, to whom Beethoven and Mendelssohn knew
how to preach an unerring gospel. The stage

was broad, ])lanked, with a drop-curtain behind,

—

the Doge marrying the sea, 1 believe ; in front,

a piano and a chair.

Presently, Mr. Oliver, a well-natured looking
man, (one thought of that,) came forward, lead-

ing and coaxing along a little black boy, dressed
in white linen, somewhat fat and stubborn in

build. Tom was not in a good humor that night

;

the evening before had refused to play alto-

gether ; so his master perspired an.xiously before

he could get him placed in rule before the audi-

ence, and repeat his own little speech, which
sounded like a Georgia after-dinner gossip. The
boy's head, as I said, rested on his back, his mouth
wide open constantly; his great blubber lips and
shining teeth, therefore, were all you saw when
he faced you. He required to be petted and
bought like any other weak minded child. The
concert was a mixture of music, whining, coax-
ing, and promised candy aud cake.

He seated himself at last before the piano, a
full half-yard distant, stretching out bis arms full-

length, like an ape clawing for food,—his feet,

when not on the pedals squirming and twisting

incessantly,—answering some joke of his master's

with a loud " Yha ! yha 1
" Nothing indexes

the brain like the laugh ; this was idiotic.

" Now, Tom, boy, something we like from
Verdi,"

The head fell farther back, the claws began to

work, and those of his barmonies which you
would have chosen as the purest exponents of
passion began to float through the i-ooni. Selec-

tions from Weber, Beethoven, and others whom
I have forgotten, followed. At the close of each
piece, Tom, without waiting for the audience,

would himself applaud violently, kicking, pound-
ing his hands together, turning always to his

master for the approving pat on the head. Songs,

recitations such as I have described, filled up the

first part of the evening; then a musician from

the audience went upon the stage to put the boy's

powers to the final test. Songs aud intricate

symphonies were given, which it was most im-

probable the boy could ever have heard ; he
remained standing, utterly motionless, until they

were finished, and for a moment or two after,

—

then, seating himself, gave them without the
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break of a notp. Others followed, more difficult,

in which he plaj'ed the bass accompaniment in

the manner I have described, repeatinf; instantly

the treble. The child looked dull, wearied,

during this part of the trial, and his master, per-

ceiving it, announced the exhibition closed, when
the musician (who was a citizen of the town, b_y-

the-way) drew out a thick roll of score, which

he explained to be a Fantasia of his own compo-
sition, never published.

" This it was impossible the boy could have

heard ; there could be no trick of memory in

this; and on this trial," triumphantly, "Tom
would fail."

The manuscript was some fourteen pages long,

—variations on an inanimate theme. Mr. Oliver

refused to submit the boy's brain to so cruel a

test; some of the audience, even, interfered ; but

the musician insisted, and took his place. Tom
sat beside him,—his head rolling nervously from

side to side,—struck the opening cadence, and
then, from the first note to the last, gave the se-

condo triumphantly. Jumping up, he fairly

shoved the man from his seat, and proceeded to

play the treble with more brilliancy and power
than its composer. When he struck the last oc-

tave, he sprang up, yelling with delight :

—

" Um 's got him, Massa ! urn 's got him !

"

cheering and rolling about the stage.

The cheers of the audience—for the boys es-

pecially did not wait to clap—excited him the

more. It was an hour before his master could

quiet his hysteric agitation.

That feature of the concerts which was the

most painful I have not touched upon : the mo-
ments when his master was talking, and Tom
was left to himself, when a weary despair seemed
to settle down on the distorted face, and the

stubby little black fingers, wandering over the

keys, spoke for Tom's own caged soul within.

Never, by any chance, a merry, childish laugh of

music in the broken cadences ; tender or wild, a

defiant outcry, a tired sigh breaking down into

silence. Whatever wearied voice it took, the

same bitter, hopeless soul broke through all:

" Bless me, even me, also, O my Father !
" A

something that took all the pain and pathos of

the world into its weak, pitiful cry.

Some beautiful caged spii'it, one could not but

know, struggled for breath under that brutal

form and idiotic brain. I wonder when it will

be free. Not in this life ; the bars are too

heavy.

You cannot help Tom, either : all the war is

between you. He was in Kichmond in May.
But (do you hate the moral to a story ?) in your
own kitchen, in your own back-alley, there are

spirits as beautiful, caged in forms as bestial, that

you could set free, if you pleased. Don't call it

in bad taste in me to speak for them. You know
they are more to be pitied than Tom, for they

are dumb.

For Dwight's Journal of Music.

A Musical Revival.

One day last winter I returned home rather early.

I had promised to call on a musical friend in the

afternoon and was anxious to be with him at the

appointed hour. Our business was to study, in each

other's company, Berlioz' overture to the " Vehm-

richter." We had frequently conversed about our

author and, as our opinions on this and kindred sub-

jects were almost the same, I looked forward to a

pleasant hour in his company.

I was ready to go long before three o'clock, our

appointed time of meeting. When I found that I

had so much leisure upon my hands, I concluded to

take a short nap. I was very tired and thouglit I

might invigorate myself to an extent that would im-

prove my sociability. I was soon in a delicious

doze, which gradually became a sound sleep.

At about half past two, I heard a knock at the

door. Direcdy afterwards, a tall individual entered,

carpet-bag in hand. He had a decidedly foreign

look and bore the aspect of having travelled a great

distance. His manner was off-hand and, making

himself perfect!}' at home, he walked np to me and

saluted me in French. I had a distinct recollection

of having seen the face before, but whether in print-

window or among my acquaintance I could not re-

member. I stared at the stranger vacantly and was

only recalled to a sense of propriety by the freedom

and apparent regard for his own comfort with which

he drew my favorite armcliair towards mc and en-

sconsed himself in it. " Too cool by far for this

season of the year," I thought and determined

to learn who my visitor mifrht be.

" You have the advantage of me, sir. l\Iis;bt I

inquire to whom and to wliat I owe the honor of this

visit V was the original remark, or series of remarks,

with which I broke silence.

The stranger smiled. '• Excuse me," said he, " I

am here as one of the Congress of musicians that

meets to-morrow at the JMusical Fund Hall. My
name is Berlioz."

I was on my feet in an instant, offering my dis-

tinguished visitor the freedom of my house as cohe-

rently as my surprise and confused manner would

permit.

Tliere before me was the man whose fame had

filled both continents of the musical world. From
his own lips might I obtain tlie uuravellmg of some

of those mystic passages in bis works over which I

had so often pondered. I found him communicative,

full of musical and literary anecdote and averse to

any conversation about his own music, except when

asked to explain some hitherto unclear passage oc-

curring in it. I gradually became quite intimate

with him and became so engrossed that I forgot my
appointment.

There was one thing that worried mo. I bad never

before heard of the IMusical Congress, of the revival

of the Musical Fund Society, nor of the concert that

was to celebrate the rcvaissance of that sleepy insti-

tution. I thought it best, however, to look wise and

listened to his allusions to the event lliat brought

him to Philadelphia as though I had long known all

about it. So cleverly did I impose upon B., that bo

several times asked me questions about minor mat

ters connected with it, such as the relative strength

of the stringed and wind instruments, the skill of

the orchestral performers, &c., &c.

Time wore on very pleasantly. For every ques-

tion, B. had an answer ; for every answer I had an-

other question. Heat last stopped our conversation

by remarking that it was time to go to rehearsal.

Of course I went and, for the first time in my life,

was shown around my native city by a new]}' arrived

foreigner. We were soon on the steps of the Musi-

cal Fund Building. Large posters announcing the

festivities of the morrow were stuck all over the front.

Here was ocular evidence, I could no longer doubt.

We entered.

There things looked changed. Becket .seemed con-

sumptive and in a decline. I noticed something that

looked like a covered statue and inquired of my com-

panion about it.

"That," answered he, " is a statue of Charles

Gardiner, the musician of the age. It will be uncov-

ered to-morrow." I received the intelligence rather

irreverently ; in truth be it told, I felt tempted to

pull off the cover and invite the man of stone to tell

me "one little joke."

A few seconds later, I found myself in the saloon,

where a novel scene presented itself On all sides, in

every corner, on the stage and in tlie aisles were musi-

cians, standing gathered in knots of from two to four

(sometimes surrounded by listeners and, at others,

undisturbed), with here and there a critic interspers-

ed. Under guidance of Berlioz, I navigated myself

through these conversational eddies, surveying the

speakers and listeners,' but not allowing myself to be

drawn within their circles. It was already late and,

unless I economized my time, I would not get half

through. The groups seemed, sometimes, ill assort-

ed, and the subjects upon which they were engaged
equally strange.

To note a few : I found Bach (John Sebastian, en
my word) disputing with Clemcnti about the relative

merits of the Steinway and Steck pianos. A little

further on, were Li.«2t and Charles Grobe; before

them lay an open music hook and in Liszt's hand
was another. I looked overL.'s shoulder and listen-

ed to their words. The one book was " Das wohl
tempcrrito Clavier," the other the "Productions Sym-
pboniques." They were talking about counterpoint.

The next group that attracted my attention was
wlierc Harry Sanderson was explaining to Thalbcrg

and Satter how Beethoven ought to be played. After

tliat, I was not surprised to find Ernst and Lipinski

listening to Ilertzlcr's instructions and learning from

his lips how a Stradnarias violin may be distinguish-

ed from a Nefi^ instrnment; nor did it shock me when
I overheard Clara Schumann engage to play over

the " Ojos Criolos " with its author the same even-

ing.

I stumbled over some critics for the daily press.

—

The cleverest of them huns around the loudest

among the musicians, to carry home as wisdom their

outpourings of ignorance, envy and conceit. The
othei-s were playing the agreeable to some young
ladies, whom, from the clatter they were making, 1

supposed to be musical belles. I heard one of them

speak of an jesthetic sociable, or literary chocolate

party, that had come ofi' the night before.

"After the literary exercises, camefiiaucing." (.Mind

and muscle, thonght I) " Hassler's band was there.

It was so lovely. They played nothing but Chopin's

music—you've no idea what delightful waltzes and
mazurkas he wrote."

I turned on my heel and was about to look for

some more congenial crowd, when Berlioz, who had
a few minutes before left me, returned to tell me that

the rehearsal was about to begin.

The stage had been enlarged to accommodate the

increase of numlrers in the orchestra, the mcsnbevs

of wdiich came pouring down towards the footlights,

and soon I saw before me a band of nearly four

hundred musicians awaiting the signal to commence.

Meignen led. I presume the compliment was intend-

ed as a recognition of his long services as conductor

of the society's concerts. The work was a light

overture of Auber's. It was sparkling and cheerful

in tone, never claiming the listener as do some of

the greater works that the German masters gave to

the world. And yet was I delighted. I had never

heard such orchestral effects l>eforc.

They all played together so well that repetition

seemed unnecessary. Meignen stepped from the desk

with a proud air and exclaimed ;
" this is grand."

Then came the Eroica Symphony. This time

Berlioz was at the desk. To listen, spell-bound to

to this musical epic, as I did on that day, is the great-

est happiness I can conceive of. As the sublime

harmonies of this monument to its author rolled into

space breaking one into the other like the waves of

the ocean, I forgot myself and all around me and

seemed to feel myself, as it were, drifting on these

sound-waves into a world new to me, into a region

often before the subject of my dreams, by day or

nighs.

But all things have an end. The last note of the

symphony had liardly died away liefore the hum and

noise began again. At last, thought I, has Phila-

delphia aroused to a sense of what is due to the age.

The reign of the Italians is at an end. The Ger-

mans have come. Under such auspices, the Divine

Art must flourish, taste improve and the works of the

masters become as household words.

My hopes were raised even higher when I read the

prospectus and learned that the society had en-

gaged the eminent Clara Schumann, the violinists
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Joachim and Auchester, and when I read the list of

orchestral works announced for the forthcoming

season.

I returned home delighted with what I had seen

and heard. Arnold, who was to play in the Festival

concert, went with me in order to try over his solo

with me. It did uot go smoothly. An uneven

string gave him great trouble.

" It is too late to put on a new string, and I fear

this one will hrcik," said Arnold, as he wiped the

perspiration from his forehead and placed his in-

strument again,st the piano, right near me.

We were talking about the rehearsal and the great

men we had met there, when, all at once, the string

broke, hitting ray eye and giving me intense pain. I

rubbed the eye and, while I rubbed, the pain grew

worse until, looking around me, I found myself on

the sofa to which I had repaired for my after-din-

ner nap.

Near me lay the Bulletin. I looked for the "amuse-

ments," and read that the Musical Fund Hall was

engaged for the next night by the Sheffler Hose

Company, who intended there and then to have their

"Annual Grand Ball."

And so it was all a dream, and the Musical Fund
Society still as dead as Noah.

Moral.—The reader is respectfully requested to

supply the same if he thinks one necessary.

For Dwight'fi Jouroal of Music.

Schiller's "Glocke" at Nazareth (Pa).

The denizens of this little Moravian village were

among the earliest pioneers of music in America,

since we find the old Moravian and Lutheran chorale

solemnizing the employments of daily life among
them as early as the year 174.'5. When, during that

rude period, the red Brethren, who had been brought

under the religious culture of the early missionaries,

came to and departed from Nazareth, they were in-

variably greeted and dismissed with several verses.

—

The verses sung for the Indian were intended to be-

token a hearty welcome to the newly arrived guest,

and on his departure from this asylum, which was

then a peaceful retreat in the depths of a vast forest,

a blessing was invoked in psalms that were sung by

a choir of voices.

The whole scene was such as an artist might readi-

ly seek for, and indeed one of the most interesting

points of early Moravian life and labor, has been

seized by the painter Schussele, in a newly complet-

ed work representing Zeisberger, the Moravian Mis-

sionary, among the Indians. But music at Nazareth,

which traces its inception to these primitive and sim-

ple transactions, in which the North American In-

dian himself was an actor, rose into some significance

at a later period. Towards the close of the last cen-

tury, regular musical organizations of the Brethren

were formed, devoted to the divine pursuit in its high-

er and more cultivated forms ; and stated times were

appointed, when, during relaxation from field and

mechanical labor, they were wont to assemble to-

gether and play and sing the classical compositions

which were imported from the Fatherland. During
the 117 years, throughout which time music has been

more or less cultivated at Nazareth, many epochs of

decadence might be found, consequent upon the dis-

appearance at one or another time of all the choice

spirits, whose ardor, taste and musical feeling con-

spired to establish a musical re-union and keep alive

the flame of art.

We could not attempt to tell the long tale of the

musical vici.ssitudes of a place which dates its orio-in

as far back as 1 740. Our present purpose is to relate

the musical event of 1862 and that event was the

performance of Schiller's "Glocke " through the

medium of Romberg's music. The present guardian

and director of music happens to be the " Pastor

Loci," whose zeal for the art, both in its sacred and
secular character, has led to the best results, in as

much as he has brought the female parochial pupils

of the place to such a degree of proficiency that they

have been able, by means of some extraneous aid, to

give the public a very successful interpretation of

the "Glocke." But before speaking of the dramatis

persona!, let us have a little introductory colloquy

with the reader about the " Glocke."

In the first place, the "Glocke" now referred to is

the lyric of Schiller's own composition and in his

own language. This was the " Glocke," as we heard

it a few evenings since in the little Moravian concert

hall, and such only is the work to which we should

like, at all future times, to listen When the

"Glocke" becomes the "Lay of the Bell" and all the

touching sentiment of the great German poet passes

through the alembic of the English translation, the

poet himself becomes transmuted into his shadow.

—

Nothing would more emphatically point to the high

merit of the " Glocke," as a work of poetical art,

than the fact that the rivalry of translators has been

incessant to render it an English favorite, and al-

though many of our writers have succeeded in its

reproduction in another language, and in adapting

their rhythm to sound, it is yet evident that the duc-

tility of the German tongue was always wanting to

render human thought and the lyre fraternal. Hap-

py, therefore, are the singers who can revel in the

Gcrmau " Glocke," and equally so is the audience

who, with Schiller's own poem in hand, can listen to

the music of Romberg. The alliance of good music

and good poetry is so nearly formed, that we are

especially attached to the performance of a work

which is the joint production of such kindred mas-

ters. The poetry of Schiller is all more or less, im-

bued with a vein of philosophy ; —there is great de-

sign in all he writes ; the hand of Art is at work

there, and the product is finished, and without spot

or blemish. It resembles an elaborate design of the

sculptor, which harmonizes in all its proportions. In

the "Glocke," the beauty of his figures is inimitable,

and the gi'eat depth of this, like that of all his other

poems, claims our faithful study. But Schiller's

native language- was the means that enabled him to

give outward form to his admirable lyric, and the

great difficulty the transla,tor encounters is the want

of those plastic tone-words and inflections in which

the German language abounds.

The Pastor Loei having provided each of his au-

ditory with a text of the " Glocke," the enjoyment

reached both by reading and hearing was supreme.

As to a critique of Romberg himself, we could hard-

ly attempt that in the "Glocke," since the lyre was

pre-existent in the poetry before the tone-poet took

possession of it, and in sitting in the presence of

such a performance, the kindred spirit of tone and

written melody become intermingled. The composer

is lost in the poet, the poet disappears in the com-

poser. Such is the peculiar and distingnishing quali-

ty of the "Glocke." A venerable friend remarked

to us that the casting of the bell was a solemn event,

the impressions of which fill the minds of all the

workmen. When, a few years ago, we visited the

great "Erzgieserei," or Bronze Foundry of Munich,

the whole scene of the "Glocke" came up vividly in

our recollection, and we imagined ourselves present

at the realization of the picture Schiller so faithfully

draws. The great poet's memory was forcibly re-

vived at the time by the fitct that his own body was

just in the act of being moulded for the casting of his

bronze statue, intended for exhibition at Berlin.

—

But let us concede that Schiller has done as much
for Romberg's music as the latter has for the poetry

of the former, and then say a word of commendation

for the performers ; since musical criticism consists

chiefly in describing how a work is performed and

in what manner each virtuoso played and sung.
The art of analyzing mu.sic itself may hardly be

said to have been reached, since many of the phases
of emotion which music is supposed to portray, have
DO vocabulary in written language.

Ipso,

The Pastor Loci, as we have said, has succeeded

in training his pupils up to the point at which the

" Glocke" is successfully mastered. But some aux-

iliary forces from the villiage itself, afforded by its

able church choir, and two members of the Beethoven

orchestra, Messrs. Agthd and Weiss, also kindly

lent their nssistance.

Mr. Agtlid is known in our Moravian circles as

an accomplished musician. Mr. Weiss has sung so

long and well that he is regarded as the very Nestor

of song. He is really an old institution and the

staunch philharmonic pillar of Bethlehem and Naz-

areth. As long as he lives the edifice cannot

and as long as he sings in the " Creation,"

"Seven Sleepers," the "Seasons" and the "Glocke,"
"

may we be there to see and hear him. He is now
adorned with silvery locks ; hut nevertheless stands

forth and sings : "Feat yemauert in da- Erden," with

all the energy and expressive declamation of the

former youthful Basso. Schiller lives, Romberg

lives, and so does Weiss

!

The two Soprani, who had in charge the most ex-

quisite passages of the poem did full justice to the

task assigned them. The young ladies have had the

advantages of instruction at Bethlehem, and in the

performance of the solo : "Ach ! die Gattin ist's die

theiire .'" the good use made of an excellent musical

culture under the auspices of Mad. Dresel of the Beth-

lehem Seminary is very conspicuous. The German

words, well pronounced and accentuated, gave good

effect to their singing, and we felt so well satisfied

with this effort of the soprano to render the touching

passages of the poet, that we concluded we would

not idealize ourselves into any higher imaginings of

good singing. An early development of a chest

voice is a great adjunct to the qualifications of the

youthful soprano who attempted this part, and lends

a richness of tone to her vocal powers, without which

all cultivation would avail her but little.

The gift of the chest voice in the Italian woman
struck us on the occasion of our first placing foot on

Italian soil. The opportunity for remarking this

Wiis afforded us by a lady calling by name for her

friend, who had strayed among the rocks and ruins

of Susa. She called repeatedly, long and loud, until

the echos of her deep-seated voice were lost among

the hills and broken walls of the old Roman town.

—

It was in the early twilight of morning, just as the

first rays of the sun had reached the summits of snow-

capped Mount Cenis, and we have often since recur-

red in thought to the fine melodious tones of that

Italian, and all subsequent observation in Italy con-

firmed us in this first impression of the unrivalled

intonation, depth and compass of the Italian voice,

as heard in its native clime.

Our little village, now far advanced into its second

century, thus sustains its good name for a love

and cultivation of music. Some of the performers

in the "Glocke" are teachers in Nazareth Hall, while

others are denizens of the place, and all these devote

themselves to and sustain German classical music.

—

Where sufficient material exists, nothing more is

needed to sustain a musical organization than a lead-

ing spirit. This we have at present in the Pastor Loci,

whose soul is in the work and who, we think, with

the excellent Philharmonic now under his surveil-

lance will soon give us another classical production.

When that event comes off, we hope to again com-

municate the results. J. H.

Hsir ^hoaK
Paris.

The newest news is that Mario has accepted a

engagement at the Grand Opera. All Paris is astir

at the tidings, and the greatest excitement prevails

in all circles, and nothing else is talked about in mu-
sical squares. The great tenor is secured for three

months, and the engagement was ratified and coun-
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tersigned last week h}' Ilis Excellency the Minister

of State. In England the Minister of State would
think it derogatory to his dignity and calling to sign

the engagement of Mr. George Perren, at the Royal
English Opera. But they manage these tilings bet-

ter in Frsnce. Mario will make his rentre'e at the

Grand Opera on tlie 15th of next month, either in

Comte Oi'f/ or the Hugitenotn. Mario in the Coiiite

Ory ! Mr. Frederick Gye ! hero is a hint for you !

Mario commenced his operatic career, ji>- att" fire

world knows, at the Gran^ .CjjCi'a," In 18.38. His
debut was thus all;"!i<vij at the time by the Entr'acte:

"It wjis oju-t^ 30th of November, 1838, that the

j^iiSti^ and brilliant Viscount of Candia made his

primal apparition on the scene, under the name of

Maj^u*. it was only two years previously that he ap-

•med to the opera in quality of pupil. His suc-

I j6 as singer of the Saloon had awakened the attcn-
' iion of M. Duponchel, then director of the opera,

who was eager to attach him to the theatre, and al-

lowed liim a pension of 1500f. per month, all the

time he followed the classes of Ponchard and Bor-
doni, at the Conservatoire.

"He de'biitfd in Robert U DiaUe. Me_verbeer had
added an air to the second act expressly for him.
His success was complete. Mario not agreeing well
with the director, M. Pillet, quitted the opera in

1841. His farewell representation took place on the

19th of January. He sang the second act of Gnil-
lauiiie Tell, the third and fourth acts of the Bucjiie-

nots. He was engaged immediately at the Salle
Ventadour, when he was heard in divers circum-
stances, and every one knows how his fortune was
rapid and brilliant in the Italian repertory."
The The'atre Italien opens on the 2d of November

with Norma, as I told you last week, with Madame
Penco, who is a far greater favorite in Paris than in

London. The performance of the Cenerevtnla is

looked forward to with more than usual interest, Al-
boni being announced for her most celebrated part,

Angelina. It is not stated who plays Dandini. The
new tenor, Sig. Vidal, who makes his first appear-
ance in Don Ramiro, comes from Milan with a bril-

liant reputation. Sucli at least I am told. It is now
settled that Mozart's Cosi fan tutte will be produced
during the season, the first time at the Salle Venta-
dour.— Corr, of Musical World.

Beklik.—It will be a hundred years on the 5th
October, 1862, since Gluck's Orpheus was performed
for the first time, The performance took place in

the Hoffhurg theatre, Vienna. Referring to this

circumstance, the Neu eBerliner Music-Zeilung, makes
the following remarks :

—"Of all the opera's which
maintain their place in the repertory of the present
day—for we must recollect how successful Orpheus has
proved within even the last few years in Berlin and
Paris

—

Orpheus is the first which has had a continual
anniversary. There was the greater reason to cele-

brate this important day, because, as we all know, it

was with Orpheus that Gluck decidedly commenced
the operatic revolutions which led to a modern opera.
With the centenary of Orpheus, we celebrate simul-
taneously the rise of that opera, which combined
with dramatic principle and truth of expression, first

seriously discriminated between different individuali-

ties. The memorable event will be solemnized at

the Royal Opera house by a performance of Orpheus
and other special entertainments, but, as the 5th of
October falls on Sunday, the commemoration will be
held on Monday the 6th October. The manage-
ment of the Royal Opera-house will increase still

more the gratitude which every lover of the noble
art will feel towards them for consideriug it a sacred
duty to pay this tribute to the memory of Gluck, and
of his first masterpiece, by the fact of their having
successfully exerted themselves to prevail on Mad.
Jachman-Wagner to give, on the day in question,
one more performance of Orpheus. The great artist

who infused new life into Orpheus among us, and
gave 80 ideal a representation of the hero, was the

most fitting person to usher the immortal work into

the second century of its existence."

Jbigljfs lowrnitl of M^m.
BOSTON, NOVEMBER 8, 1869.

Music in this Number.— Continuation of Handel's

"Messiah."

" Blind Tom."—The story of this blind

black idiotic musical—or quasi musical—prodigy,

by the authoress of " Margret Howth," which

we copy from the Atlantic Monthly, is certainly

wonderful and full of interest, alike for the

strange phenomena recited and for the clever-

ness and beauty of the recital. "We wish to put

it on record in those columns against the time

when some more satisfactory light may be shed

upon the puzzling and imperfectly read facts.

It-i« seldom, in such cases of alleged musical pre-

cocity, that we get the right kind of evidance
;

we certainly have not got it in the present case,

with all that there is so appreciative and finely

intuitive in this writer's mind. People who are

unmusical, or half musical, or musical, in a very

superficial sense, are tar readier to go into ecsta-

cies over some newly discovered "musical f/e» fits,"

than are the really musical. This slave boy's

musical fame is wholly a growth of the Southern

States, whose institutions certainly have never

acted very favorably upon Art culture, or tended

to produce any thing like Art or the love of it

among a people semi-barbarous tlirough wilful

rejection of the corner stone of Civilization,

which is Freedom. That this phenomenon should

excite such admiration In the South, goes but a

little way toward persuading us that it is a case

of musical genius, or that it can properly be

brought into any comparison with such an in-

stance as the childhood of Mozart. We need

the judgment of a really musical community, or

at least of those who really know what music is.

Taking all the phenomena as related, do you

suppose that a jury of sound musicians, say of

men of acknowledged musical cenius themselves

—could we summon together Beethoven, Men-
delssohn, Rossini, Weber, for instance— would

see in them acase ofmusical j/enius, or recognize a

true affinity with that which has been the inspi-

ration of their own lives ? Is it so clear that this

poor blind boy, with the shadow on his brain,

lives in the same element with those men ? If

so, they would find it ; but it is far from proved

by such loose, thongh touching statements as we
have.

For instance, what weight can we attach to

the judgment of a witness, who talks of the

child's ecstacies " at the end of each successful

fugue
"—as if it were at all likely that he ever

played a fugue, or even heard one ! And again

what becomes of the " Singular truth of touch"

upon an instrument whose tones are fixed?—
unless perhaps it is merely meant that he never

fails to touch the right key. Such loose expres-

sions make it doubtful whether we have the

testimony of an expert in the Atlantic article.

We often hear it said of such or such a youth,

that " he has extraordinary musical genius"—"he

plays all the operas, only from hearing them a

few times," and so on ;
" all the operas" really

meaning only some of the leading melodies, which

he has caught and can pick out by ear, with the

addition of at most a humdrum guitar-like ac-

companiment of a few chords. This is not at all

what a musician would call reproducing the

music. Now in all this account there is just that

confusion in speaking of melody and harmony,

which leaves it by no means clear whether the

child catches much more than the mere melody,
the tune.

Again, there is no hint of the child's having

any preferences, any particular likings, for one

thing more than another in the whole medley of

styles and pieces he ia said to play ; he rejoices

in all alike, the dull fantasia (14 pages long) of

the nameless professor, the showy exercise, the

sentimental ballad, Verdi, Beethoven. Gottschalk,

and what not. The intellect, denied him in

other things, would seem to have quite as little

to do with his musical performances. It looks as

if he played it all with as little feeling or under-

standing of it, as we are assured he has of the

meaning of the discourse in words, fifteen min-

utes long, which he repeats without missing a

syllable. A frantic, idiotic delight in the triumph

of doing it, especially of doing something that is

admired and draws attention, but a blank me-

chanical indifference to each and every grist put

through the mill. As the memory of the long

string of words proves no understanding, so the

memory of all sorts of tone-chains proves not

necessarily the inward gift of music. One state-

ment, to be sure, appears to militate against this

:

he " interprets severely classical compositions

with a clearness of conception, in which he ex-

cels"'; of this we need classical evidence.

Several of the leading statements could only

be accepted upon much more rigorous proof than

any cited. Two of them at least : first, that the

boy had never before touched the piano, when

he was first discovered playing all the airs

and dilBoult exercises of his young mistresses.

—

Nothing short of miracle could account for his

finding the right key for each sound, on the first

trial, he being blind ; to say nothing of the fact

that any degree of execution implies mechanical

and gradual practice. Secondly, the playing of

a bass, or a secondo, as this writer calls it (it

being not very clear just what is meant), to the

upper or right-hand part of a piano piece never

once heard by him before. It must be an exceed-

ingly empty, humdrum piece, that would admit

of that. We think, after all, that the Georgian

slave's " definition of genius" ("some ghost spoke

through him") is not only " fair enough," but

quite as sensible as any other that has been sug-

gested in thi? case. Surely a morbid, brainless

memory, a freak of idiotism, is not genius.—But

the subject is greater than we would fain grap-

ple with, or think to clear up without far more

time and evidence. The phenomena may be

full of vast significance to one who shall know

how to read them truly. We dismiss the matter,

thanking the reporter who has clothed it with

such charming, sad romance, and hoping for more

light upon it.

Songs of the Port Eoyal " Contrabands."

We have received No. 1 of " Songs of the

Freedmen of Port Royal, collected and arranged

by Miss LuCY McKim," with the following inter-

esting letter, which speaks for itself. We trust

we violate no confidence in printing it. The

melody has a simple and touching pathos, a flavor

of individuality which makes one desire to know

more of these things; and we trust that " Poor

Rosy " will be followed by other specimens as

genuine.
Philadelphia, Nou. 1st. 1862.

Mr. Diuight,

SiK :—In a recent number of your journal there

appeared an article relating to the music of the slaves

of Port Royal, taken from an address delivered by

my father before the members and friends of the

Port Royal Freed-men's Association of this city.

The extract included the words of one of their songs,

beginning " Poor Rosy, poor gal I

"

My chief object in writing to you, is to say, that

having accompanied my father on his tour to Port
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Royal, and being much struck with the songs of its

peoplfl, T reduced a number of them to paper ; among

them, the liallad referred to. I send you herewith a

copy of it, hoping it may interest you. Whether to

have the others printed, is as yet, a question with

me.

It is difficult to express the entire character of these

negro ballads by mere musical notes and signs. The

odd turns made in the throat ; and tha curious

rhythmic effect produced by single voices chiming in

at different irregular intervals, seem almost as im-

possible to place on score, as the singing of birds, or

the tones of an JSoIian Harp. The airs, however,

can be reached, They are too decided not to be

easily understood, and their striking originality

would catch the ear of any musician. Besides this,

they are valuable as an expression of the character

and life of the race which is playing such a conspicu-

ous part in our history. The wild, sad strains tell,

as the sufferers tliemselves never could, of crushed

hopes, keen sorrow, and a dull daily misery which

covered them as liopelessly as the fog from the rice-

swamps. On the other hand, the words breathe a

trusting l:)ith in rest in the future—in " Canaan's

air and happy land," to which tlieir eyes seem con-

stantly turned.

A complaint might be mada against these songs

on the score of monotony. It is true there is a great

deal of repetition of the music, but that is to accom-

modate the leader, who, if he bo a good one, is always

an improvisator. For instance, on one occasion, the

name of each of our party who was present, was dex-

terously introduced.

As the same songs are sung at every sort of work,

of coarse the tempo is not always alike. On the

water, the oars dip " Poor Rosy " to an even

andante ; a stout boy and girl at the hominy-mill

will make the same " Poor Rosy " fly, to keep up

with the whirling stone ; and in the evening, after

the day's work is done, " Heab'n shall-a bo my
home " peals up slowly and mournfully from the

distant quarters. One woman,—a respectable house-

servant, who had lost all but one of her twenty-two

children, said to me :

" Pshaw ! dont bar to dese yer chil'en, misse.

Dey just rattles it off,—dey dont know how for sing

it. I likes " Poor Rosy " better dan all de songs,

but it cant be sung v/iioata fall heart and a troubled

sperrlt !
"

All the songs make good barcaroles. Whittier

"builded better than he knew " when he wrote his

" Song of the Negro Boatman." It seemed wonder-

fully applicable as we were being rowed across Hilton

Head Harbor among United States gunboats,—the

Wabash and the Vermont towering on either side.

I thought the crew must strike up

'^ And massa tiuk it day ob doom,

And we ob jubilee."

Perhaps the grandest singing we heard was at the

Baptist Church on St. Helena Island, when a congre-

gation of three hundred men and women joined in

a hymn

—

" Roll, Jordan, roll. Jordan *I

Roll, Jordan, roll I
"

It swelled forth like a triumphal anthem. That
same hymn was sung by thousands of negroes on the

4th. of July last, when they marched in procession

under the Stars and Stripes, cheering them for the

first time as the " flag of our country," A friend
writing from there, says that the chorus was indes-
cribably grand,—" that the whole woods and world
seemed joining in that rolling sound."

There is much more in this new and curious
music, of which it is a temptation to write, but I
must remember that it can speak for itself better than
any one for it.

Very respectfully, Lucy MoKim.

Mr. Paine's Organ Concerts.

Mr. Paine's second concert in aid of the Sanitary

Commission, last Saturday afternoon, was even more

interesting than the first. The programme was as

follows :

1. Fantapie and Double Fugue in E minor .T. K. Paine
2 In provisation
3. Trio Sonata in E flat

)
1. A I IpRro moderate. 2. Adagio. 3. Allegro.

J
Bach

4. Fantasie in G )

5. Ooncei't Variations upon the Austrian Hymn. .J. K. Paine
6. Choral Vor,';piel in E fiat Fischer
7. Choral Vor-^piel. '-Rv the Rivera of Bab)-lon" 1 ,, ,

8 Fantasie and Fugue in G minor f

We thought tlie artist happier than before in the

order in which the pieces were presented as to con-

trast of character, of stops, &c. His own "Fantasia

and Double Fugue" really surprised us by the solidity

and grandeur of its well connected, complex, truly

contrapuntal movement : it showed that he had really

studied Bach with a sincere love, and penetrated

.some way into the subtle mysteries of form ; nor did

the "Fant.asia" part lack fancy. The "Improvisa-

tion," which followed, did not appear much ambi-

tious, nor much blessed
;
yet it was musician-like,

and made a good bridge over to the Bach Sonata,

which was altogether lovely, quaint and fascinating
;

how clear, spontaneously flowing, happily and wisely

measured each of the three contrasted movements I

What a positive live thought animates each move-

ment and goes on pleasing itself with its own logical

complete development, never wearying the listener

with its imitations and its changes on itself; while

each of the three parts of the harmony is a distinct

voice or per-^on singing. The Bach Fantasia in G
was all alive and glorious ; the soul could run out

and revel in its brilliant flights .and not feel dissipa-

ted
;
genius may have its freaks, but there is method

in its madness.
The second part we were obliged to renounce

;

and it was no sm.all loss, seeing that it included that

great Fantasia and Fugue in G minor, as well as the

varied Choral : "By the rivers of Babylon." We
have reason to hope that Mr. Paine will conlinue to

give us such opportunities of hearing the true organ
music.

Mr. JnLius Eichberg's Musical Soiree, at Chick-

ering's Hall, this evening, offers solid attractions to

the lover of what is classical, composed by men of

genius, great musicians, and lighter things for those

who find themselves in such. He is disappointed in

the expected aid of the "Orpheus," but the pro-

gramme is rich as it stands. The first pait is purely

classical, consisting of one of Sebastian Bach's So-
natas for violin and piano, in which the excellent vi-

olinist will h.ave the valuable cooperation of Mr.
John K. Paine ; Beethoven's Rom.<inza in F, for

violin, and the magnificent Clmconne by Bach, with

Mendelssohn's piano accompaniment. Here is

enough already for a feast.

The second part will cont.iin some smaller violin

pieces, very pleasing ones, of Mr. Eichberg's compo-
rition, including his arrangement of the ancient

dance. La Pavane ; and one piece not so small, his

Concertino for four violins, in whichMessrs. Meisel,
CoENEN and H. Suck will take part. Miss Hunt-
ley is to sing two pieces—by Bellini and by hei

teacher, Signor Bendelari.

We must give the interpreters of good music a
good audience, if we wish them to go on and give

good music.

We have looked over a list of the new music of

a miscellaneous kind, selected for the Orchestral

Uuiou, by Mr. Eichler, dnring his recent visit to

Germany, and intended to add variety to the concerts

of Mr. Zerrahn and of the Union this winter. It is

a large and seems to be a rich collection. It consists

chiefly of orchestral arrangements from the best

operas and larger classical works ; for mstanee, from

Mendelssohn's Loreki, " Midsummer Night's

Dream " music, CEdipus, Auligone, Lieder ohne

Worte, &c. ; from Weber's Freijscliills ; Gounod's

Faust; Schubert's songs and choruses ; Cheruhini's

Wasserlriiger ; Rossini's Tell and " Siege of Cor-

inth " ; Mozarf's ZauherJlBle ; things by Wagner,

Laehner, Kroutzer, Hiller, Reissiger, Spolir, and
many more.
What Symphonies we are to have we do not learn,

but wo may feel secure that Beethoven will not go
unrepresented.

Sliisiral Cffi'rtspnbentf.

Cincinnati Nov. 3.—Our Cecilia Society have

given their first concert and have commenced the

season very auspiciously. They have started with

fresh zeal and promise a good deal for the coming
winter under their new, very able leader, Mr. C.

Barns, who during tiie last two years has acquired

considerable reputation as a leader by the efficient

manner in which he has got up several German
operas, which have been reported at the time for this

Journal.

The programme of the Concert, which I enclose,

embraced, as an entire novelty, scenes from the "Pil-

grimaire of the Rose," by Robert Schumann, which

probably on tlii.s occasion have been brought out for

the first time in the United States. Tliey are, to use

a homely phrase, "short and sweet ;" they are con-

ceived in Schumann's peculiar, poetical and original

vein, the suiijcct being very congenial to him, and

contain great and rare beauties.

1. Chorus froai "Erlkint;'s Danffhter." Gade.
" Mornin;^; Dawn.*'

2. Song for Tenor. "Adelaide." Beethoven
3. Sonata for PiiLiio. Opns 90 ReetVioren
4. Oavatina for Soprano from '' Pi»r Fr^ischiifz,*'. .TV'elier

B. Chorus from the Oratorio '' The Creation,". . . .Haydn
'*The Tleavens are telling."

6. Scene from ^' The Pilfrrimage of the Ro.'^e," a poem
by Moritzllorn. Music hy Rob Schnmann

Rosa (Soprano) nnd Martha (Alto,) Who is asked for

and nfiises sbelfer.

Tenor : "It wag the Rome's first Krief"
Rope, t'lft Riirier (TJi'^so). at work upon a frrave for

the daughter of the Miller (who afterwards adopts
Rosa) and tlie burial proression (Chorus).

T. Nocturne for Piano in P. Op. 15 Chopin
8. Qnintetfco for Soprano. 2 Tenor.^ and 2 Bassos, from

the 42 Psalm Mendelssohn
9. Aria for Soprano from •' Ti-aviata," Terdi
10. Scene from the "Pilgrim of the Rose Schumann
Basso : Describing the wooing of the son of the For-

ester for fair Rosa.
Soprano and Alto. ) ,, _. v i. j.i i.- i

Sopr,ino and Chorus. )
''""^ ""^'"S" ^""^ nuptials.

X.

Brooklyn. Nov. 8.—Our musical season was

fairly and hrilliantly inaugurated at the Academy of

Music last Saturday evening by the first Philhar-

monic Concert (Sixth season), of which here is the

programme :

Part I.

Symphony No. 1. in B. (Fir-i^t timel It. Schumann
1. Andante Mnepto^n I'd allegro vivice.

2 Larghetto ed attacc;L.

3. Scherzo niolto vivfice.

4. Allegro aniniiito e (rrfiztn.=o.

Aria, '' Domino Noir," (Orr-liestrjil nrcompaniment). . . .Terdl
Mr. ^Villiam Castle.

Grand Duet. Di bravura. Piano Forte L. M Gottschalk
Miss Eugene Earuetehe and Mr. Gottschalk.

PiRT II.

Overture. " Medea." (Fir.^t time) Chembini
Rodes's Variations, (Orchestral Accompaniment)....

Madame Borchard.
Pianoforte, A. Berceuse, Cradle Song.

B. Home, Sweet Home h. M. Gottschaik
0. Murmures Eoliena.

Mr. Gottschalk.

Duo, II Poliuto, (Orchestral accompaniment) Donizett)
Mme. Borchard and Mr, Castle.

Overture, Oberon Wel)er

During the summer our Opera House has been

much improved tn its infernal arrangements and en-

tirely reseated, so that every chair now commands

an excellent view of the stage. It was a much

needed change, and the result is all that can be de-

sired—a perfect auditonum. Most charmingly was
it filled on this occasion, and hundreds of lovely

faces (set in lovely bonnets) smiled their approbation

of Mr. Eisfeld's enthusiastic haton and the brillian-

cies of Gottschalk's pianisni, to say notliing of the

efforts of our new native tenor, of which, anon. To
particularize a little. Tlic Symphony was played to

a nicety and revealed beauties unusually fantastic

and elegant (for splendid Sclmmann), and met with

great favor, even from the large mnjority, who, it

must be said, attend the "Philharmonic" not for the

Sympho7iy. The blessed Symphony ! after the

three rehearsals and concert, how sorry we are to say

good-byo to it. We would walk a good many miles,

and in the rain, too, to hear "Schumann. No. 1"

again. Wo found Cheruhini's "Medea" Overture
rather dull (!) after S!u7i a Symphony, but Weber's de-

liirhtful "Oberon" fully raised the enthusiasm again,

which was most admirably ])layod ; all nr.iisc tn Kis--

feld and his talented band. Madame BoRcii.MtD's
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selections were pay and agile, displaying the flexi-

bility of her larynx, but not considering the

fact that all voices will wear out. Miss EnGENiE

BAr.NETCHE, a charming appearing young pianiste,

(just from Paris), who played the "Trovatore" duet

with GoTTSCHALK, has much talent, but was so ner-

vous as not to do herself complete justice on jhis

occasion. We hope to hear her soon again, for she

is a decided acquisition to our long list of pianists.

Gottschalk, as usual, met with great saccesscs, and

although suffering with a bruised finger he played

most beautifully. The "Berceuse" gains in true

loveliness at each hearing, and the "Murmures Eoli-

ens" with its extraordinary trill and cadenza was

never more brilliant and brouL'ht an enthusiastic en-

core. Two of the new Chickering Scale Grands

were used and it w.is the universal opinion that noth-

ing approaching them has yet been heard in Amer-

ica ; and among those who thus jndged were Joseph

Burke, Rackemann and Richard Hoffmann. Vive

le Chickering ! who has done so much to assist the

pianist and perfect the most useful of all instruments.

Mr. William Castle, the new tenor, deserves

more than a passing notice. Possessing n really

splendid voice, which he is already beginning to use

remarkably well (under the tuition of Signer Abella

who conducted the vocal part of the programme), he

will be a very valuable addition to that great scarcity,

good tenors. As he had already made his mark

at Irving Hall, New York, he was received with

great favor, and thus encouraged, made the "welkin

ring," even rivalling the trombones which always

have so much to do in Verdi's music. Bye and bye,

Mr. Castle will be more chary of those fine upper

notes, which he gave us so bountifully on Saturday

evening.

To finish up, one of your correspondents a few

weeks ago wrote that the Brooklyn Philharmonic

was in trouble. Such was not the fact, although

there are some who would have liked to have be-

lieved it. The orchestra desired more pay, which,

after due consideration, they got, making a difference

of $200 in the increase of the expenses of each con-

cert. In yoar paper of last Saturday, you make Mr
Theodore Thomas our conductor in tofo, which is

not exactly as it is either. It is the intention of the

directors (as far as I can learn) to choose a conduc-

tor for each concert, not for the whole season, as

heretofore. Mr. Eisfeld was elected by acclamation

for the concert of Saturday, and never did he acquit

himself more brilliantly or carefully; his rigorous

rehearsals leaving no flaw for the critic's pen. For

the second concert, conducted by Theodore Thomas,

the talented violinist of the Classical firm of Mason

& Thomas—and a very skilful and able director

although young, ardent and progressive (good faults

such are), we are to have the following orchestral

pieces :

Symphony, No. 1 in C major. (First time) Beethoven
Overture, Melodramatic. 'Strueusee,' with Choruses, first

time Meyerbesr
Overture, 'Droama on Christmas Eve.* First time.. . .F. Hiller

all of which doth please Jem Baggs.

Bremen, Oct. 10.—The free city of Bremen—

a

real, genuine republic on the smallest scale— is not

one of the noted musical places of Germany. Still

Bremen society is immensely musical. The love of

music, or, still better, the practice of it, is the best

letter of introduction a stranger can bring to its citi-

zens. But as Bremen is a commercial city and not

a literary one, there is but little of its inward musical

life ever gets known beyond its borders, although it

is well worth while to keep a record of passing

events. I will try to furnish you one for the coming

season, and trust that your readers will not only find

it interesting, but may also occasionally profit by it.

A small number of influential men, great lovers

of music, have every winter, for some fifteen years,

arranged a series of eleven concerts, on the plan of

Zerrahn's Philharmonic Concerts in your city, and

under the name of " Privat-Concerts." Tlje hall

in which they are given is not the largest, but the

most convenient one in the city, and holds, unfortun-

ately, but about 1000 persons, if so many. It is

then, not to be wondered at, that a single notice year

after year suffices to fill the subscription lists in a

single morning, at the price of seven Ri.x dollars

—

about five dollars of our money—for the series. The

concerts take place on alternate Tuesdaj-s, the first

one about the middle of next month.

For the intervening Tuesdays a series of si.x Sym-

phonic Concerts is announced by the members of tlie

Orchestra, at three Rix dollars—about two dollars

and a half—the proceeds to go towards a fund for

the benefit of musicians' widows and oqAans. This

series, too, pays very well. I should think that a

similar enterprise in Boston, where the musicians are

not a shifting set of men as they are in other Ameri-

can cities, but mostly quiet, well settled citizens,

might meet with encouragement and become an in-

stitution of lasting benefit to the musical fraternity.

Besides these two series there are to be two sets

of Quartet evenings, six each, by different players,

at very low prices.

The Sing-Academie under Reinthaler, a young

musician of eminent talent, whose name has already

a good sound abroad—his Oratorio of "Jephtha and

his daughter" has been performed in London two

years ago with fair success—are studying " Israel in

Egypt." This society has about three hundred

voices. The great difficulty with these Choral Socie-

ties everywhere almost in Germany seems to be the

lack of m.^Ie voices. That is to say there is no lack

of material. There are plenty of men. Tenors and

Basses, who sing well enough ; but these Choral

Societies with their severe drill and cold social eti-

quette have no charms for them. Persons who have

had this matter under observation, maintain that

ever since the year 1848 the participation of the male

element in these societies has been alarmingly small.

As a necessary consequence a new branch of com-

position, viz., large choral works for female voices

only, has of late been largely cultivated by the best

writers, like Hiller, Reinecke and others. The Bre-

men Society has been obliged to engage about a

dozen Tenors and Basses for pay, to have at least

a reliable stock, be it ever so small, comparatively.

I attended an interesting Concert of the "Dom-
chor" of this city about a week ago. A teacher in

one of the schools here, by the name of Kurth, a

pupil of Loette in Stettin, has, after the pattern of

the celebrated Berlin institution of the same name,

established this Domchor. The chorus consists of

about eighty girls and boys—the Berlin clioir has

boys only—whom Kurth has selected from the Lu-

theran schools, and a number of really fine Tenors

and Basses, taken from the middle-classes and remu-

nerated from the profits of two annual concerts. Mr.

Kurth's services are entirely gratuitous. They re-

hearse twice a week. The programme this time

consisted of

:

1. Prelude for Organ, by Bach.

2. Herzlich lieb hab' ich dich. Choral, harmoniz-
ed by Bach.

3. Psalm 23, for male voices, by Bernhard Klein.

4. rest in the Lord, Solo from " Elijah."

5. FUrchte dich nicht, Motet for eight parts by
Bach.

6. Hear my prayer, for Solo and Chorus by Men-
delssohn.

7. Organ Interlude.

8. Wenn ich Ihn nur habe, for 4 parts, by Loewe.

9. Male chorus, by Silcher.

10. Motet by Rolle ; Gnadig undbai-mherzig.

11. Motet by Bortniansky (1772) : Ehr sei Gott.

Everything was well' done, especially the eight-

part Motet by Bach, the like of which no one after

him has ever written. B.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

L -A. T E S T X^ XJ S I O
PubliHhed br Oliver Dilsoii Sc Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Guide me, oh ! thou great Jehovah. Solo and

qaartet. L. 0. Emeison. 35

A piece well adapted for opening and clope of ser-

vice, and for home use. The author is well known
for hifi successful efforts in behalf of Church and
Juvenile music.

Now or never. Patriotic sone:. i?. Culver. 25

A splendid soug for a tenor voice—the music easy

aad spirited.

Friendship. Ballad. H. G.Hayci-qft. 25

Where'er I stray. Song. E. J.Fitzhugh. 25

Two songs by favorite authors.

Ths soul of music's gone. Song. Geo. Linleij. 25

A sentimental parlor song, pleasing and easy.

Will you leave the land, Jespie. J, W. Cherry. 25

Distinguished by this author's usual grace andbril-

liaucy.

I love thee yet, or the home of my childhood,

C. W. Glover. 25

An animated, pretty strain.

Instrumental Music.

The Bride^s prnyer on her wedding day,

Th. Oesten. 25

A most fascinating and charming Piano piece. Bril-

liant yet easy, it must become very popular.

Angelina Quadrille. II. Farmer. 35

A capital dancing set, full of spartling melodies

and arranged easily for the Piano

.

On song's bright pinions, Auf Fliigeln des

Gesanges. Stephen Eeller. 75

A transcription of one of Mendelssohn's most lovely

songs. Very brilliant and difficult, but well worth a
month's hard practice.

4l8t Regiment March, dedicated to Col. T. E.

Chickering. A. Bendelari. 35

The march was performed at the Concert for the

benefit of the 4l3t Regiment, and was received with

great favor. It is illustrated with u. most striking

likeness of the popular young commander, and is well

deserving a place in the Repertoire of every young
pianists—especially of the fortunate owner of one ^of

Chickering & Sons' fine pianos.

Books.

Youthful Voices ; a collection of Hymns and

Tunes for the use of Sunday Schools. Com-
piled by a Committee of the Boston Sunday

School Tecicher's Institute. The music edited

by B.J. Lang. In boards, 37

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for Dwigbt's Journal of Music.

About ' Liedertafebi."

A Chance Dialogue.
(From the Deutsche Musik-Zeittmg).

So, I hear, you did not attend the Singers'

Festival at ?

" The Sangerfist ? What do you think ? I—
a declared foe to the whole Liedertafd busi-

ness ?
"

You joke

!

" I am quite in earnest. If I snuff the

approach of a Sangerfesl on the JIain, I run right

off to the Oder, to avoid it."

And to what envious spleen do these noble
institutions owe it — these Liedertafohi I mean,
or these Singers' festivals—that theyhave e.\cited

your wrath to such a degree V

" The former owe it to their own character
and manner, the latter to their whole direction

and tendency."

I am really curious to know your reasons for

thus defying and scouting the taste of the whole
musical world ....

" There are exceptions, friend !

"

.... the whole musical world, I still maintain.

Either you are a whimsical creature, who takes

pains to view everything through differently

colored glasses than other good people which
would be something new to me ; or you are a
misanthrope as such I never knew you ; or

finally you are a downright
" Why do you hesitate ?

"

a music-hater

" But in Hoffmann's style ?
"

— in good German prose, and I have always
esteemed you the opposite.

" Now what if I really confess myself to be
this opposite ?

"

Then I cannot comprehend your aversion.

" If you can spare time to listen to me a quar-
ter of an hour— perhaps not so long— your
wonder will perhaps be less."

Or — for you allow me to make objections—
your obstinacy, But begin, for I already burn
with eagerness for knowledge and for novelty.

"Your indignation will burn fiercer than
yourself, when I begin. For— to plunge at

once in medias res— the Liedertafel clubs are in

my colored eyes nothing less than : murderers of
men's throats, corrupters of good taste, promoters
of vanity and one-sided virtuosity, and obstacles

in the way of singing with mi.xed voices."

No more offences ?

" None. I begin with the first. You will

admit, that in the compass of from two to two
and a half octaves— or else would you crowd
the Bass down deeper than to F, or E at the
farthest, and screw up the Tenor higher than to

Vb or J" ?—that in this small compass, in which
the four parts have to move, the outer voices, if

they would avoid continually crossing the rest

must find themselves compelled to take refuf^e in

their extremest region (the second Bass from F
to f, the first Tenor from a to a)."

Wliy not cross ? I ask.

" Because by that means the male part-song

would sacrifice the very secret of its popularity

:

to-wit clearness, or— popularity (in another

sense). Now in themselves Iieight and depth are

not fatiguing to any class of voices, whether male

or female — presupposing that it does not in

either case exceed the nature of the individual

—

but it is the staying of the voice in one of the

two extremes that does the mischief. Staying in

the high tones, because the continual tension of

the muscles (and partly too of the vocal liga-

ments) employed, relaxes them and weakens

them and finally makes them languid: staying

in the deep tones, because, through the non-exer-

cise of the same muscular energy, the organ loses

its elasticity and sacrifices in the upper region

what it has gained (though questionably) in the

lower. Hence a large proportion of the first

Tenors, after a good deal of Liedertafel singing,

turn out either forced, screaming Tenors, or thin

"straw" Tenors ; while an equally large proportion

of the second Basses become either 'straw' or

' beer Basses ' so-called."

And so, because a thing may possibly injure

this or that person, you dispute its right alto-

gether to existence ! Because the horse some-

times throws a bad rider, therefore riding shall

be altogether interdicted ?— And then too a

thing of Art, an Art institution ! Were the

Liedertafeln originated, then, in the interests of

human health, or do they stand under the super-

vision of the sanitary police ? What they are

good for is, to cherish Art ; nothing more.

" You ideal enthusiasts, who come at last to an

abstract Art, as they do in politics to an abstract

State ! To yon—I know it well—to you all men
exist for the sake of the State, and not the

State for men's sake. The latter may be exter-

minated en masse, provided only that the State

itself, or, what is the same thing, the ideas of the

State may have their ideal life prolonged. Let

the singers right and left wither like singed

grass, or grow out like corn in constant rain —
we have our Liedertafel left, the glorious thought

!

But seriously : they are not under the care of the

sanitary police, your Liedertafeln, but would to

God that they were so subjected ! Not because

now and then perchance this or that voice may
be injured ; but because such injury becomes the

necessary course of nature in the distribution of

forces in our Liedertafeln ; because this is the

rule, to which only herculean natures form the

exceptions — therefore I hold them to be danger-

ous to the voice. But to follow out your compar-

ison : riding, in a natural way, is not to be

abolished because now and then a bad rider falls ;

but riding on the bead and tail of the horse

should not as a general rule be tolerated, since

even the best rider would be almost sure to fall.

In the case of the horse they will discontinue the

exercise of their own accord (unless exceptionally

in fancy horsemanship)
;
yet they pursue it day

by day— in your Liedertafeln."
But then who obliges us always to have

recourse to these extremes? Certainly you wiU

not refuse your recognition, with me, to the

German Lied in general, whether it be sung by

one voice or by a whole choir, by female or male

voices ? What if we should only sing in three

parts in the Liedertafeln, or in two parts, or in

unison ? Then what you declare injurious to the

voice, would fall away.

" Let it fall away, and I am satisfied. But so

too would your whole Liedertafel institution fall

away. If a body of men, students it may be, or

other good people, see fit to meet together now
and then, and sing to their heart's content a few,

or even a great many German Lieder tunes, we
have no objection. In fact, right heartily we
will sing with them. And if then it occurs to

these or those musical natures, to improvise a

second part, above or below— such as one hears

daily in the mountains— it sounds splendidly, if

it is only done in a musical manner, and no one

can say it naught. Bui the mere adding of a

second part to it is hardly important enouo-h to

justify special meetings for practice, and the

organization of a whole institution for that end

for musical people (and the unmusical had better

keep out of it) such an exercise is not important

and not difficult enough. But now to think of

whole concerts of such two-part affairs, not before

accidental guests, but before invited, perhaps

paying audiences ! You yourself would think

that an excess."

Whole concerts 1 You always talk of the

extravagances, the violences they do the thin",

and put these ofi upon the thing itself. Is the

whole Liedertafel institution bad, because a con-

cert lasts too long for you, or indeed for all of

us ? Let us talk of the real thing !

" You are zealons, my dear friend, and foro-et

that I am not speaking of the German Lied, to

which, I need not tell you, I always, whenever it

comes up, accord full recognition. But I speak

of the Liedertafeln, as they have constituted and
organized themselves here and everywhere

to-day, as they conduct their business here and
everywhere. We set out, as you will not fororet,

from a Singer's Festival, and I stuck to the text.

But very well, if you wish, let us digress a little

and come to the thing itself and its significance

for Art. Here too I believe that I am justified

in assigning only a quite modest stand-point to

the four-part song for men's voices."

But first, if you please, let us take your cata-

logue of sins in order. Throats— was it not'?

That point I yield. Next you mentioned, I

believe, the corruption of taste.

"Of taste— decidedly. And that chapter,

paradoxical as it may sound, is most intimately

connected with the preceding. But here I must

expiate a little farther and beg you to follow me
closely. The compass of our voices, we saw, was

small, very small — only 2 1-2 octaves. Within

this has to be accomplished melodically, nay har-

monically (for the Liedertafel claims the latter as

its justification), what otherwise employs the

entire vocal range in 3 1-2 octaves, or frequently.
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when accompanied by only the usual instruments,

in 6 octaves. All this is distributed among three

at the least, possibly four voices, and yet it must

not be intricate, confused, too learned, not un-

clear. How will you conduct the voices here, so

that they may move freely as to harmony and

enjoy their natural scope, without continually

treading on each other's heels, continually crowd-

and disturbing one another ? How will you do

it, if you should wish to be contrapuntal (and

who can for a long time together, be he creator

or be he listener, endure the chains of nothing

but pure harmony ?), without having the parts

continually crossing one another's path ? This

is one point: limitation of room, limitation of

movement of the parts. A second . . . .

"

Let me interrupt you with one question : Why
then do you allow such frequent crossing of the

voices in the mixed choir, the Tenor stepping

above the Alto (Bach often does it), and the

Alto going below the Tenor ?

" Because the different tone-colors—and tliat's

the very point of which I was about to speak—
of the four voices, besides the wider space they

have to play in, keep all clearly and distinctly

apart to tho ear ; because my Tenor in his high

notes is a very different thing from my Alto in

her corresponding low notes ; no part covers up

the other, and nothing vanishes hy the moans."

And is it otherwise with men's voices '/

" Unquestionably. The sound of men's voices

is not rich, not variously mingled, as it is with the

whole range of voices. Here we have part light,

part dark ; in the high sphere again the light

relatively to the dark, in the lower part of the

scale the latter contrasted with the former. But

with male voices only we have but one sphere,

the low one, shaded light and dai-k to be sure,

but at the best only so shaded as the violoncello

on its a (Tenor) against the other strings; orthe

bassoon, with its higher, more piercing and its

lower tones ; or finally the clarinet, with its

chahtmeau and its peculiar timhre. As I have

said, I allow that two parts go very well ; there

we have difference enough. But jnst imagine a

series of pieces performed by 4 violoncellos, 4

bassoons and 4 low clarinets. Could you endure

it long ? No ! You would cry out against the

intolerable monotony. Far better were 4 violins,

which possess less concrete sound, and so repre-

sent better what is universal in music. (Nay,

almost better still 2 Altos and 2 Sopranos, since

these at least lead us away out of the everlasting

sombre sphere to the more passionate and

upward striving light and splendor. But who

founds singing societies for female chorus ?) This

then, is the other point : Monotony in the quality

of tone.

(To be continued.)

Beethoven's Quartets, Op. 18.

The Monday Popular Concerts are gradually
rendering Beethoven's quartets as familiar to our
musical amateurs as the plays of Shakspeare to

the lovers of theatrical entertainments. The
first six, and even the three dedicated to Count,
or Prince, Easoumoffsky, are already so well
known that preferences have begun to be estab-

lisheil for one quartet over its immediate fellow

and vice versa. The time is equally at hand for

the general appreciation of Nos. 10 and 11, and,
as a natural sequence, for the so-called "Posthu-
mous." The few observations we have to make
at present, however, relate exclusively to the
first and most widely appreciated set—the six

quartets. Op. 18, inscribed by the illustrious mu-

sician to his friend and constant patron, Prince
Lobkowitz, Duke of Raudwitz.
The published order of these quartets is not

that in which they were written ; the one in F
major, which stands first in the printed editions,

being third according to the date of the manu-
script ; while the one in D major, which comes
down to us as "No. 3," ranks "No. 1," according
to the same authority. It is somewhat remarka-
ble that two of the least pretending as to style,

and least elaborate as to construction and detail,

among these six masterpieces—viz., the A major
(with the popular variations), and the B flat

major—should have been last in the order of pro-

duction—Nos. 5 and 6 ; nor is it less worthy of

note, that the most admirable, beautiful and
thoroughly original of the set (original, notwith-

standing that the spirit of Mozart is clearly re-

flected in the principal theme, and in certain

other passages of the opening movement)—viz.,

the one in D major—should (not even excepting

the (juartet in F major, with its superb adagio)

have preceded them all in the design of the com-
poser. The first three quartets in Op. 18, (D
major, G major, and F major) were engraved
and printed before the others—about 1801, if the

journals of the time may be credited (some years

previous to the early Fidelia : or, according to

the original German title, Eleonore, oder die

eheliche Liehe) and therefore during the most

fresh and vigorous period of Beethoven's produc-

tive career, just in the advance of that which
gave the Tiroica Syinphony and the "Rasoumofl-

sky" Quartets to the world, when the composer,

.still young, entirely freed from the influence of

his once favorite model, laid the solid foundation

of what has been designated his "second manner,"
and of his future renown as the Colossus of in-

strumental music.

The "model," to whom allusion has been made
was, of course, Mozart—the only composer with

whose music even the earliest productions of

Beethoven can be said to present any marked
features in common. The six Quartets, Op. 18,

which belong exclusively to the so-styled " first

manner," have often been compared with the set

of six composed by Mozart, and dedicated to his

illustrious friend and affectionate rival (his pre-

decessor, contemporary, and survivor), Haydn.
The comparison, whatever stipulations may be

made, is not without good show of reason. Be-
fore Beethoven was entirely and unreservedly

Beethoven, Mozart was not only his pattern, but

his idol. For Haydn, although he studied with

him some time, he entertained no very deep or

hearty sympathy ; and, except, perhaps, in their

orchestrnl symphonies in C and D major, their

pianoforte sonatas in C minor, and their concer-

tos for pianoforte with orchestral accompaniments

in C major and C minor (in which a very strong

affinity is evident), nowhere do Mozart and Beet-

hoven more nearly approach each other than in

the six quartets respectively dedicated by either

master to Haydn and Prince Lobkowitz. The
Quartet in G major is the least elaborate of
Beethoven's Op. 18 ; but so ceaseless is its fiow

of melody, so spontaneous even the most quiet

and unpretending of its themes, so neat, compact,

and ingenious the structure of every movement,

that, as a work of art, it yields to none of its five

companions. It is a highly-finished cabinet pic-

ture, the more to be prized as one of the very

rare e.xemplifications of absolute repose and un-

clouded serenity to be found scattered through-

out the rich catalogue of Beethoven's productions.

On the other hand—as was once suggested of its

companions in A and B flat major—notwith-

standing its comparative simplicity, its almost

Haydnesque scherzo and trio (almost—for Beet-

hoven can never quite put on the wig of " Papa
Haydn"), and other ingenious, not to say primi-

tive features, the entire work, from the first bar

of the first movement to the last of the finale,

reveals the independent spirit of the "immeasura-

bly rich musician," whose inexhaustible inven-

tion and ever-active fancy never permitted him
to borrow ideas from the intellectual storehouses

of others, but to the end supplied him with abun-
dant materials for the exercise of his art, Beet-

hoven is Beethoven, even when shaking hands

with ISIozart across their admitted art-frontiers
;

and what is more, even when joining in the

cheerful laugh of Hayiln, and, with resolute (if

not heavier) step, emulating that genial master

in the measured pace and staid progressions of

the minuet.

—

London Musical World.

Spohr's "Jessonda," or the Rajah's V/ife.

The story is taken from Lemiere's Veuve dii

Maluhnr, and possesses considerable interest and
stage effect. The scene is at Goa, on the coast

of INIalabar, and the outline of tlie story is as

follows:—Jessonda, the young widow of a deceas-

ed Rajah, is. after the manner of the i-ounti-y,

devoted to the flames. Having been forced to

accept the hand of the Rajah, and though -she

had i)reviously pledged her love to a Portuguese

officer, whom the chance of war had thrown

u]ion these shores, she advances reluctantly to

meet her fate. The Portuguese are at this time

besieging the town, and the offiie-, hearing of tlie

intended sacrifice of the object of his former love,

scales the wall with a band of faithful followers,

rushes into the town, and rescues the intended

victim.

The overture commences with the subject that

is afterwards employed in the scene of the fun-

eral of the Rajah, and is full of powerful and

increasing effect. The first .scene displays the

interior of a temple, where Brahmins and Baya-

deres are assembled to solemnize the funeral ob-

sequies of the Rajah. The powerful chorus of

the forrnev, contrasted with the more softened

and lovely strains of the Bayaderes, which are

interspersed with dances by the lattf-r, and ter-

minate in a grand hymn to Brahma, form the in-

troduction
;
yet amidst ail this variety, the beau-

ty and unity of an entire whole are admirably

preserved.

This solemnity over, the chief Brahmin com-

mands a young priest to announce to the widow
Jessonda, the destiny that waits her. In a reci-

tative and duet which follow, the characters of

these two persons are strongly marked ; the first

has all the wild fanaticism of an old priest,

while the other, who has only been forced into the

service of Brahma, is impressed with a sense of

the barbarity of this custom. This contrast of

feeling is powerfully marked in the duet, which

is considered as one of the most striking things

in the opera. An Indian warrior appears, and

announces that the Portuguese army is in motion

and advancing towards the city. Tliis awakens
anew the deep hatred felt towards these strang-

ers, and gives occasion to a short and powerful

air and chorus, in which destruction is threaten-

ed, and imprecations called <lown on the invad-

ing foe. After this we are introduced into the

apartments of Jessonda ; she is overwhelmed

with sorrow, but endeavors to console her discon-

solate sister. We learn that she is faithful to her

former lover, which is announced in an air of

great tenderness and pathos. After a short re-

citative, the finale commences with a scene in

dumb show, in which the Bayaderes, by the

breaking of staves, rending asunder a veil, and

the extinguishing of torches, to the accompani-

ment of characteristic music, announce her in-

tended sacrifice. The young priest now appears

as the messenger of death ; with averted face,

and with feelings opposed to the duty he is obliged

to perform, he declares her doom in a plaintive

and monotonous melody, with a slowly-moving

accompaniment for the stringed instruments,

broken in upon by occasional beats of the drum.

He raises his eyes, and meets the look of the sis-

ters; his speech fails him, and he stands motion-

less. Conformably to his sacred character, he

has never yet beheld a woman unveiled. He at

on<'e becomes an altered being, and the music

expresses this new state of his mind, in a manner
which is indescribably striking, and full of en-

chanting effect. Then begins an impassioned

quick movement, in which joy and sadness al-

ternate—she is in love, and yet recollects he is a

Brahmin. Being gently reminded by Jessonda

of his duty, he tries to recover himself, and

to finish the sentence which he has to pro-

nounce. The sister approaches him in the atti-
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tutle of supplication, and overcome anew by licr

cliai-nis, lie is borne away by his feelings, finfls

his whole existence chanyicd, and is determined

to throw off the yoke whicli relision has imposed

upon him. Here follows an extremely bcantiful,

though somewhat long, terzetto, with which the

first act concludes.

The second act beirins with a chorus of Portu-

puese, which is the same subject that has been
interwoven in the overture. Their leader ap-

pears, and is saluted with warlike honors. A very

spirited and original march follows. Wlien the

scene is cleared, Tristan D'Acunha remains alone

with his friend Lopez, wrapt in melancholy
thoughts ; he reveals to his friend the story of his

early love in these lauds, before the fate .of war
had separated him from his object. This is e.v-

pressed in an air alia Ei^patjnuola:, it is very

beautiful in itself, though it appears too soft a

character for the hero D'Acunha. Lopez ob-

serves a train of women advancin;^ from the

town ; tlicy come to the Brahmins to announce
that a female is on her way to a sacred spring,

to prepare herself for a pious rite, and to solicit

permission for her to pass without interruption.

This is obtained. When D'Acunha and Lopez
have retired, Jessondaand the Bayaderes appear.

The introduction to the recitative that follows is

full of heavenly calm, and expressive of the com-
posure that reigns in the bosom of Jessonda.

—

She begs to be left alone with her sister. When
the rest are retired, she asks her sister to gather

some of the flowers that cover the meadow in

rich profusion, in order to form a wreath of peace
to the memory of her former love. During the

weaving of this wreath, a duet takes place

between the two sisters. Our space will not

allow Hs to enumerate all the beauties that are

thickly scattered through this opera, and there-

fore we are obliged to forego any remarks upon
this piece, on an air of the young priest, and a

duet between the latter and Jessonda's sister,

who acknowledge their mutual flame, and plan

how to save the sister. The young priest de-

termines to have recourse to the Portuguese
leader, and he acconlingly hastens to him. Jes-

sonda and the Bayaderes return from the spring.

Finale ; a short chorus of the Bayaderes, inter-

woven with a solo air by Jessonda.
In the third act, D'Acunha appears in haste

;

Jessonda observes him, utters a cry, and falls into

a swoon. Her lover makes his way through the

women that surround her, raises her veil, and
discovers his faithful Jessonda. The music em-
ployed during this scene is simple, but of

powerful effect.

D'Acunha kneels before his beloved, and sup-

ports her in his arms. She opens her eyes, and
expresses her rapture at beholding him again.

—

Lost in their ecstacies, the two lovers do not hear
the warning voice of the Bayaderes, who an-

nounce the approach of the high priest and the
other Brahmins; they are aroused from their

delirium onl)- by their appearance. Enraged at

beholding her who is sacred to the gods in the

arms of a man, and he too an enemy, they wish
to tear Jessonda away by force.— D'Acunha
draws and defends her. Portuguese and In-
dians rush in from different sides, and prepare
for an attack. A fine contrast takes place be-
tween the twoditlerent choruses, which produces
a very striking eflTect. The high priest reminds
D'Acunha of the truce, and of his promise to

allow the women to pass without interruption.

—

He recalls this to mind in the deepest anguish.
An Allegro agitato follows, which is finely taken
up by the chorus of .soldiers, who stand menacing
each other. This finale is rich in ideas, origi-

nality, and effect, and shows Spohr to be a com-
plete master of his art, and deeply versed in the
knowledge of scenic effect.

The introduction of the last act presents a pic-

ture of D'A;unha's distracted state of mind,
which is happily expressed by broken and inter-

rupted music, with scattering pieces from the

last finale interwoven, which serve to awaken re-

collections of the parting scene between himself
and the object of his love. He is seen wander-
ing in melancholy mood along the sea-coast; in

imagination he views his Jessolida expiring in

the flames. This is expressed in a recitative of

such power, that we scarcely know anvthiiig that

will stand in competition with it.[!] From as oft

and plaintive unisonous movement, the music
gradually advances through harmonies of the

most rare and touching kind, till it terminates in

a burst of despair, at the moment when in fancy
he beholds Jessonda throw herself into the flames.

At this point he sinks exhausted into the arms of

his friend Lopez. The young priest appears, and
announces that the chief of the Brahmins had
himself broken the truce, and had issued an
order to .set fire, that very night, to all tlie Port-

uguese ships. These words recall him to life;

and, being released from the obligations of the

truce by the treachery of the enemy, he is deter-

mined to attack the town, and a call to arms of

an inspiring nature concludes the scene. We are

next transported to the square in front of the

temple Brahma, in the centre of which stands

the image of tlie god. It is night, and thunder
is heard rolling at a distance. From the interior

of the temple the nocturnal hymns of the Brah-
mins break upon the ear. Tlie thunderstorm
approacdies. A procession is seen moving from
the temple, led by a group of wild-dancing

Bayaderes. They approach the statue of the god,

and the chief Brahmin utters an imprecation of

terrible effect. The storm increases; and then
a thunderbolt shatters into pieces the image of

Brahma. This is attributed to the effect of Jes-

sonda's guilt, and it is resolved that she shall im-

mediately be sacrificed. The composition of this

scene is in the highest degree grand, both with
respect to the music and the scenic effect. Jes-

sonda, ornamented for the sacrifice, appears fly-

ing in distraction before the pursuing Bayaderes.
A grand scena and aria follow, expressive of

the reviving hope of life, and of being united to

her beloved ; this movement is full of truth, and
in a tone of pathos which admirably harmonizes
with the rest of the scene. At this moment
Jessonda's sister hurries in, and announces the

approach of their deliverer ; the Portuguese
storm the town, the chief Brahmin demands the

death of Jessonda; the Indians are seen flying

in all directions, pursued by the victors; the

Brahmins are forced to retire, Jessonda is saved,

and a triumphal chorus concludes the piece.

How Wind Instruments affect tlie Health.

Mr. Alphonse Sax has written an article in La
France Miisicale, regarding the iic^lthfulness of dif-

ferent instruments, from which we translate some
passages. He says :

" I hear it said every day—and it seems that phy-
sicians agree with the popular belief—that wind in-

struments, and particularly brass ones, predispose to

pulmonary complaints. ... I do not pretend
to speak on matters of medical science ; I only wish

to oppose real facts to an opinion which I think to

he erroneous. . . . The son of a manufacturer
of wind instruments, a manufacturer and performer
myself, I have been brought into contact with thou-

sands of artists who play on these instruments which
are thought to be so injurious to the health ;. and yet

only three of these have, so far as I know, died of

lung complaints. Besides this, it is important to

know—and the fict has been proved—that those were

net the victims of their profession, but of excesses of

all kinds, to which they were addicted.

"Persons who practice wind instruments, are, in

general, distinguished—and anybody can verify the

statement—by a broad chest and shoulders, an une-

quivocal sign of vigor. In the travelling bands that

pa-s through our cities, who has not seen women
playing the horn, the cornet, tlie trumpet, and even

the trombone and opiiiclide, and noticed that they all

enjoyed perfect health, and exhibited a consideralile

development of the thorax t In an orchestra a cu-

rious circumstance can be noticed ; and that is the

corpulence, the strength which the players of wind
instruments exhibit, and the sp.are frames of the di-;-

ciples of Paganini. The same may be said, with

more reason, of pianir^ts.

" If I may bo allowed to cite a personal instance,

I will say that our family of twelve children was
condemned, by the faculty, to pulmonary consump-
tion. This sinister prediction of the physicians was
realized by eight of us ; but the other four—those

wdio from early childhood blew upon wind instru-

ments— still remain in full health, with every appear-

ance of long life. Artists who play upon wind in-

struments are generally possessed of good appetites,

easy digestion, and, after copious meals, they are

able to play without fatigue or inconvenience, four or

five hours. If, by chance, they are forced to sus-

pend their use for a time, they lose their appetite, the

digestion becomes difficult, and the general well-being

and regular functions of the organs are disturbed. I

have proven all this in my own person. In 1847,

from certain causes, I was deprived of my flute and
all other instruments for three months, and I became
ill from the lack of that pulmonary exercise to which
I was accustomed. When the crisis of my illness

was over, I resumed my instrument, and my conva-

lescence was so rapid that Dr. Requin was astonished.

That, wind instruments may produce the best effects,

it is important that the professor should leach his pu-

pils the mode of breathing. Kespiration should be

taken with the whole chest ; first, because a large

quantity of wind permits the best execution of a

musical phrase ; and secondly, because by this kind

of exercise, the respiratory organs may acquire

strength and energy.
" 'The piano, the organ, the violin, obliged the

artist unconsciously to nervously contract his chest.

In a musical phrase which demands sentiment, soul,

the executant appears to wish to transfer his own
life to the inanimate instrument under bis hands, and
render it, at will, sad or gay, full of excitement or

rapture, as he is himself excited or rapt. lie iden-

tifies himself with it ; they exist through each other,

and are but one. It is only on this condition that he

becomes a true artist. Rut what does this condition

cost him 1 He h,as sought to transfer his own life

into the instrument ; and might not one think, in-

deed, that his life is passing, when his troubled and
gasping respiration is observed ?

" The grave influences upon the health do not,

cannot exist for those who perform wind instruments.

However instinct with emotion the musical phrase

may he, the full employment of the lungs is indispen-

sable to the production of the sounds. . . . We
may therefore conclude that if the practice of string

instruments is prejudicial to the health, especially in

persons predisposed to affections of the lungs, the

practice of wind instruments is, on the contrary, of a

nature to prevent these affections, or to diminish their

violence in such persons. We should say that the

exercise of wind instruments is to the organs of res-

piration what gymnastic exercise is to the body in

general.

—

21ns!cal Times.

St. Louis Pliilharmonic Society.

(Extract from the Secretary's Second Annual Report.)

I am indebted to the President for a summary
of his serial reports upon the music and its per-

formance, which will be of great interest, espec-

ially to the active members. He says

:

" Owing to the unsettled state of affairs in the

country, our list of active members (for the

season of 1861-62) was not as fully represented

as we could have desired. The female portion

(Soprano and Alto) was excellent; the voices

were fresh, full and evenly balanced. Not so

with the gentlemen (the Tenor and Bass parts).

JSIany of our able members of the previous sea-

son were absent, and even with those that

remained, frequent changes became necessary.

A programme would be selected, and parties

assigned for the various parts, but by the time

the Concert was to be given, one or two promi-

nent members would he called away suddenly,

and their places had either to be filled by substi-

tutes or some other pieces had to be hastily gotten

up in their stead. I mention these incidents only

to show to our patrons that it was no easy task

to I'et up a series of Concerts at a time when
there was so much uncertainty in public affairs

generallv. How far we succeeded in pleasing

our friends, we can only judge by the increasing

interest manifested in our Concerts. Among the

novelties brought out were the Finale from

iVIozart's ' Don Giovanni,' a composition that

tried the talent and resources of the Society to

its fullest extent ; the ' Walpurgis-Night,' by

Felix Mendelssohn Barthohly, one of the best

productions of this famous author, and which

owes its introduction to an .-Vmerican audience to

our exertions; the Grand Finale and Benedic-

tion Chorus from the 'Huguenots,' by Jleycrbeer
;

the beautiful ' A^iutage Chorus,' from ' Dinorah,'

Meyerbeer's latest Opera ; the Cruciflxus, by

Lotti ; the original and effective Four-Part

Songs of E. Sobolewski ; the Finale from
' Fidclio, by Beethoven, together with many
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other compositions by equally eminent com-
posers.

In the Instrumental Department were pro-

dnced, of Beethoven, the First Symphony entire,

and parts of the second, third and eiffht Sym-
phonies ; of IMozart, the entire second Symphony
and almost all his Overtures; of Haydn, part of

the Second Symphony , of F. M. Bartlioldy, the

Overtures 'Melusina' and the Concerto, in G
Minor, for Piano and Orchestra ; of Nicolai, the

Overture to ' Merry Wives of Windsor ;' of C.

M. Von Weber, the Overtures ' Euryanthe' and
' Spirit. KiniT ;

' of Rossini, the Overtures
' Guillaume Tell' and ' Gazza Ladra,' besides

many other beautiful productions by authors of

well known reputation.

There were no less than forty-si.'c New Pieces

introduced, and only two repetitions. To
accomplish which, no small amount of time, labor

and perseverance was required on the part of the

most active members aud Directors.

Our patrons, although called upon to contrib-

ute each a small .sum for the support of the

Society, cannot too highly appreciate the efforts

that are made to please them and their friends,

and we sincerely trust that they will continue to

encourage and facilitate, in every way, the prost

pects of such an Institution. They should also

judge us leniently when we appear before them.

We are no ortis/s ! Whatever we do is designed

to please our friends, and we always endeavor to

do our best ! We give our time, talent and ex-

perience cheerfully, to enliven the sad moments
of the present gloomy times. It has often been
remarked that our Programmes are too classic,

and that we do not give music enough of a popu-
lar order. We can only answer that our object

is to improve and advance the ta.ite in miLsic

!

Should we lose that aim, the interest manifested

in our Concerts would soou vanish. It is only
by hohling up the truly beautiful and good that

we can succeed in the end. But if our patrons

will examine our Programmes, they will find that

we have generally given a selection of different

styles ; yet frequently pieces of a light character
have failed to give the satisfaction anticij)ated.

It is true, that it is almost impossible for the

Master Works of Beethoven, jMozart, Haydn,
Handel, Gluck, Mendelssohn, Jleyerbeer, Schu-
mann and others, to be properly understood and
appreciated at the first hearing. To obviate this

we urge upon our patrons the necessity of visit-

ing our Rehearsals oftener. By doing so, the

objection to our selections will be removed, and
the enjoyment of the Concerts will be doubly
enhanced. Finally, I would once more say to

our friends and patrons, ' try to ejicouraye us.'

Nothing inspires the members so much as to see

that their efforts are properly appreciated."

Decline of Musical Interest in Boston. The
Causes, &c.

Mr. Editor :— Will you allow me the privilege

of addressing your numerous readers on the above

topics ? I consider it a theme of as much interest

to the masic-lover as the professional musician To
the latter it may not he needfid here to substantiate

the fact that so large a decline in musical interest has

actually taken place, especially if he has livad for the

last twelve or fifteen years in Boston. But for tlio

benefit of those who have come on the scene in later

years, it is necessary to know what the former state

of music was in Boston, in order to appreciate what I

have to say hereafter on the subject. Briefly then :

about ten or twelve years back, there were in exist-

ence three choral societies, viz., Handel and Haydn,

Musical Education, and Mendelssohn Choral. Each

gave from four to six subscription concerts during

the season, producing the best Oratorios in a tolera-

bly satisfactory manner, and with pecuniary success.

Add to these the Orchestral Societies, Musical Fund
aud Gormania Musical Society. It is a pleasant

and yet sad retrospection to look back to the early

efforts of the Fund Society. A little uphill at first,

then the utmost encouragement and support. In

fact there was for several seasons, a competition

among the supporters as to who should obtain the

largest list of subscribers. Evervtluiig went swim-

mingly. Then came the visits of the Gcrmania So-

ciety ; they were highly successful and so much en-

couraged that they partly made Boston their home.

One year the subscription list to their concerts re-

sembled those monster petitions sent to Congress

when some laudal>Ie oliject is in view, and to wbich

every honest man thinks it an honor to append his

name.

Both Societies gaye a large number of subscrip-

tion concerts, the Fund six ; and one public rehear-

sal every week, during the season. The Germania

gave one season twenty subscription concerts, and as

many public rehearsals. The concerts of both socie-

ties were not altogether classical, but the good and

classic predominated. Co-existing with these, were

the chamber concerts by the Mendelssohn Quintette

Club and German Trio, the first of which gave an-

nually eight subscription concerts and twice that

number of public rehearsals. The Trio gave six

concerts. Both sets of concerts were fully suppor-

ted and the programmes were exclusively classic mu-

sic. In addition to the concerts by the above organ'

izations, were many given by the best resident and

other Pianists. At the same period there were a

number of private societies, who met at each other's

houses for the study of good classic music, and large

numbers of parlor concerts were held at the houses

of our wealthy amateurs, in which the services of the

Quintette Club and other organizations were in much

demand.

This, Mr. Editor, is not an exaggerated record, as

all who were in public life at that time can testify to

the general interest, and I might say musical enthusi-

asm whtch existed.

It will take but a few lines tn sum up the musical

doings of the present day. Of the choral societies,

two are defunct. The third, the Handel and Haydn,

are encouraged only to appeal for public support one

eveniug during the season, in the Messiah at Christ-

mas. Aud it is the religious, more than the musical

interest which fills the Music Hall on that occasion

only. Of the instrumental societies, great or small,

the Quintette Club only remains. We cannot say it

lives, it exists or remains, whichever will truest state

the exact condition of it to the reader's mind.

Of the new societies I may now speak. Two
years ago the principal musicians formed a Philhar-

monic Society, for the purpose of giving the best

concerts possible within their means. An appeal was

made to the public to come forward and give a help-

ing hand. There was no response ! From that

time to this, there have been no signs of encourage-

ment to the society to begin action. We all know

by what great exertions Mr. Zerrahn has managed to

give for a few years hack a short series of so-called

Philharmonic Concerts, when, in order to be se-

cure against loss, it was necessary, at a great outlay,

to drum up and dun up a small audience, compara-

tively speaking, to hear classic music.

The Orchestral Union is a flourishing society,

whose principal field of action is in the giving of af-

ternoon concerts of light and good music. On the

encouragement given this Society and the success it

meets with in its particular field, hinges much of

what I have to say. I shall begin by putting the

question squarely before my readers : What is the

cause of this decline in musical interest ? running as

it does in such complete opposition to the old theory,

" that if you desired to cultivate a community up to

a good stand-point, you must simply give them

plenty of classic music, and after a while they cannot

exist without it." This theory has been floored com-

pletely, for with the exception of about four or five

hundred persons, the community has mauiiged pretty

well for several years to exist without it, and, to all

appearances, does not care to hear it, and cannot be
coaxed at any price to hear it. Every musician in

|

Boston can honestly say that this is the exact state

of the case ; and no pride we may have in the many
good institutions of this city ought to lead us to

gloss over the truth for fear it will lower our city's

musiea! reputation abroad. Aud this decline is not

a temjiorary one, caused by the sad inharmonic state

of the country, for it was no better or worse five

years since.

Now to answer the question concerning the cause.

Most persons would at once say from the enumera-

tion of the doings in the " good old times," that it

was simply overdone, and that that only was the

cause. Undoubtedly it was slightly overdone, but

much reflection on the subject, coupled with long

practical experience in concert giving, has led mc to

quite another conclusion.

I wish the reader now to refer back to the kind

and quality of the concerts given by the different so-

cieties. He will see that they were nearly .all of the

same stamp, every society worked in the same field,

on el.assic ground. There were none that gave pop-

ular concerts, those being in a measnre t.abooed.

The Choralists wei-e called upon to give the heaviest

of Oratorios, and the Instrnmentalists the heaviest

and best of Symphonies, Overtni'os, Quintets, Quar-

tets, &c. There w.as no change, no relief; Italian

Opera had not then visited us but a few times, or

we should have received the death-blow earlier. As

a natural consequence the fashion which led large

numbers of people, for a fevr seasons, to classic con-

certs, from which they received but little real mnsicaf

pleasure, as quickly subsided. Thousands went to

those concerts, easily led, having all more or less nat-

ural inclination for musical entertainments, and

these were the only ones within their reach.

The mistake was in preparing programmes for the

mass with a quality of music that could only have

been appreciated by cnltivated masicians—and at

that time, but few could be styled as such. Then

and there was the injury inflicted,from which the com-

munity has not recovered, and thousands know

classic mnsic now only as sometliing which will bore

them immensely.

Hence, it is my settled conviction that the decline

in musical interest was first brought on by ail the

societies giving classic music and none popular. Wot

that I think there was too much classic for a city the

size of Boston, bnt that there was not enough popu-

lar to show a healthy action.

The four or five hundred mentioned above as be-

ing all who cave for classic music (that is those who

care enough for it to give their r/tdd prorjuo ; for

thei'C are many moi'e who like classic music who do

not care enough though to encourage the thing in

the ordinary vulgar way of paying for it), are those

who have been sifted down, so to spe.ak, from the

large mass of worshippers of former years. To a

dead certainty we gain no recruits from the gener-

ation now coming on the scene, nor .shall we so long

as the only evening concerts given by a complete

orchestra are demanded to be classic.

To many the opinions I advance will seem rank

heresy, coming as they do from an exponent of

classic music. This ought not however, to invalidate

me from having an opinion, as to the best course to

pursue, to permanenlhj inculcate a taste for classic

music among the mass. When I say the mass, I

mean that particular class in the community, from

which, by a right course of action an audience of

about 1500 might at some distant day be led up to

really prefer the best music to that that is flimsy and

trivial.

The four or five hundred who now re.illy want the

best masters must by all means be gratified with the

choicest music. But for those who .are not prepared

for such, orchestral evening concerts of light music

only should be given.

With regard to the classic concerts—I humbly
and with all deference suggest that they should be
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given in a small hall, where the orchestra of forty

(which is about all Boston can giro support to), will

have a chance to do the best it can in Sympliony and

the like. It is the experience of all who have listen-

ed to symphony concerts in Europe (England ])er-

haps excepted) that they are given in rooms that

hold from 800 to 1000. This admits of the com-

plete orchestra of 65 or 70 musicians to make the

proper effect on an audience, that is to sa.j~to pull it

along with it. Now I ask in all reason, how can onr

incomplete little orcliestra do any such thing in the

Music Hall 1 I find no fault with that noble hall, it

self, which sprung into existence when musical en-

thusiasm was at fever heat, but I must feel that in-

jury is always done to symphonies when produced

there, bearing in mind of course our incompleteness.

There cannot but be injury done when there is thin-

ness lack of volume, and fullness in the inner parts,

and when in the fortissimos the most acute listener

hears but noi.se, the drums, etc. Strange as it may
seem, the wood and brass instruments, in a small hall,

would not so largely predominate over the strings.

Now this being the case, has it not tended to make
matters worse and do we not lose ground year after

year, because with our small orchestra, classic music

is heard under the poorest circumstances—and Sym-
phony music is of course the kind that is most injur-

ed, when its elaborations and careful writings of each

and every inner part are completely lost. With light

music, which is mostly but melody with accompaniment,

it is different ; and this is the reason why a waltz or

the like, played at the afternoon concerts, with its

well pronounced melody, makes an effect, where the

best symphonies awake emotions only in some of the

softer parts.

We shall gain only for classic music wlien largo

numbers of popular concerts, in which light brilliant

music consistingof overtures, waltzes, arrangements of

opera and popular music, shall be given. Solos should

never be omitted, to the end that the characteristics,

quality of tone, and general features of each instru-

ment become known to all. How can a person who
cannot pick out the different instruments, appreciate

even to a moderate degree a large orchestral work,

whose beauties lie as well in the instrumentation per-

haps as in the intrinsic merit of the music itself.

—

Besides, solo playingjstiraulates the artists to excel,

and this must not be lost sight of in the comprehen-

sive view of the progress in music.

The listener to this light orchestral music for the

first time will probably only be gratified by the sim-

ple pieces. It naturally follows that by degrees his

taste rises, till by a course of attendance on these

concerts he is prepared to enjoy a symphony, pro-

vided it is given under favorable circumstances.

If one fourth of the societies in former years had
given classic and others popular concerts, we should

perhaps now bo a musical community. But each

labored faithfully and sincerely in the false direction
;

the result was that each dug its own grave. I will

not say that there were no side causes for dissolution

—but it is a safe theory to hold that no society will

fall to pieces, if it is supported pecuniarily ; and with-

out that support, no society, whose members are de-

pendent on their daily exertions for subsistence, can

live.

Let us suppose that some gentlemen of good liter-

ary tastes and attainments suddenly come to the con-

clusion that their fellow citizens are in a rather back-

ward state, literary tastes considered. In order to

bring them up to a cultivated standard, these gen-

tlemen make up their minds to open a book store in

which there shall be for sale nothing but the last

standard works, classic and other books of great re-

no^vn. The enterprise meets with a great and a sud-

den success, large numbers of people purchase more
or less of these celebrated works, which their best

authorities tell them are of the most refining influ-

ence and character. The books are taken home to

be read ; need we follow tlie readers home who have

purchased Shakspcare, Milton, Drj'den, Pope, etc.,

etc., readers who previously had been most gr.atified

with tales found in " Beadle's dime novels " or the

weekly story papers, etc., etc. ; tliey try very hard to

enjoy the works, seeing that they have purchased

them, but all to no use, they give up in disgust, with

their confidence shaken in the refinements to come
from books which to them speak not.

I think we risk little In surmising that the gentle-

men, who with the best of motives, but with a zeal

that led them wrongly, in appealing to a taste that

was not yet born in their fellow citizens, had to "shut

up shop " after a short season of doubtful usefulness.

Mr. Editor, I have at the risk of wearing out the

patience of all your readers, presented all the fore-

going in order to show from what I draw my deduc-

tions. I will add a little more personal and practical

experience g.nined in the many years with the Men-
delssohn Quintette Club. During the fourteen years

of our labors in the cause we have given from ten to

twelve hundred concerts in all parts of New England

and South as far as Washington. It has been our

invariable experience, that when we gave too high a

quality of music in a new place, we received no fur-

ther invitation to repeat the same. When on the

contrary our programme was of light, pleasant music,

we were asked for again and again, till after a while

we were able to improve the quality given. By these

means have we managed, I trust, to lay the founda-

tions of a real taste which will surely outlive our

ministrations. All concert givers are repeatedly made
to understand that people will only continue to go
where they are entertained, and if they do not re-

ceive the entertainment from white minstrels they

will turn to the black.

Mr. Editor, I have freely given my opinions on the

above, with the hope that they will be received as an

evidence of a sincere wish to see the cause prosper.

Believe me, respectfully yours,

Thomas Ryan.

New York, Nov. 4.—The Academy of Music will

open on November 10th with an Italian Opera com-

pany, including Guereabella, (who, on the

strength of having married a Russian count, has

risen, in newspaper puffs, to the rank of princess),

CoKDiEK, Kellogg, Stockton, Wm. Castle,
Beignoli, &c., &c. The first opera promised will

be Traviala, with Guerrabella as Violetta ; then Le
Pardon de Ploermel is to come, with Cordier as

Dinorah.

Mr. Gottschalk has given another series of con-

certs at Irving Hall. Their mixed character, reduc-

ed prices, and curiosity regarding the de'buts of some
of the " assistance," have drawn large audiences.

—

Mr. Wm. Castle, a tenor, has been much applaud-

ed. He has a remarkably fine voice, and after two

years more of steady study, might become a singer

of superior order ; but his style is at present unequal

and unformed, sometimes excellent, but too often

betraying tlie coarseness of the negro minstrel style

C?) of singing ; for under the name of Reeves, Mr.

Castle has sung during the past two or three years,

with Christy's Ethiopian troupe. It is to be regret-

ted that more time has not been devoted to the culti-

vation of so good a voice. Messrs. Thomas, Timm,
Abella, Mdzio, Sanderson, Eben ; Miss Bar-

NETSCHE, a pianist of considerable talent ; Madame
De LnsSAN, Miss Hawley, Miss Stockton, Mad.

GoESSEL, a lady with a good voice, but of whose

school the less said the better, have taken part in

the programmes, the selections of which have been

as usual, with an occasional good thing sandwiched

between bad and indifferent. Carlotta Patti
sang at the matinee ; her intonation was so false,

that we wondered whether her late operatic efforts

had not been too much for her. On this occasion,

the number of accompanists was amusing ; Muzio

played for Patti, Abella for Castle, Timm for

Thomas, and Thomas for Eben.

The Philharmonic Society of Brooklyn gave their

first concert on the evening of November 1st, under

the direction of Mr. Theodore Eisfeld. As is

usual in Brooklyn, the programme consisted for the

most part of solo pieces, no less than six out of nine

numbers having been devoted to these. This rather

belies the professed object of the Society, and looks

as though the subscribers to, and directors of it, had

musical cultivation less in view than mere passing

entertainment. Mme. Comte Boechaed sang, with

her light and agreeable voice, a pretty air from Le

Domino Noir, Rode's variations, a duo with Mr.

Castle ; Miss Barnotsche and Mr. Gottschalk play-

ed. The orchestral numbers consisted of Weber's

overture to "Oberon," that of Cherubini to "Medea,"

and Robert Schumann's first symphony in B flat,

played here for the first time. Schumann's sym-

phonies have a peculiar charm for us ; in them we
he.ar a great soul struggling with musical form for

expression ; a mind so full, that its rich contents

often overflow the boundaries we are accustomed to

regard as the proper limit of ideal beauty. The first

is one of the finest of Schumann's four symphonies.

Romantic, poetic, as is nearly every creation of this

most imaginative composer, it possesses, combined

with all Schumann's rich individuality, a manly

strength, a healthy humor, that we sometimes miss

in him, especially when he forgets the outward world,

and becomes too self-concentrated. The first move-

ment. Andante maestoso and Allegro vivace, is fiery,

melodious, of astonishing rhythmic effect. The Lar-

ghetto is not so clear to us ; it resembles the speech

of a man of genius who stammers, and whose diffi-

culty of expression seems greatest when he is fullest

of thought and enthusiasm. The Scherzo is an airy,

lovely fantasy. And a glorious romance is the con-

cluding Allegro, filled with m.anifold pictures, dark

and bright, and throughout wonderfully instrumen-

ted.

The Philharmonic Society of New York will give

its first concert of the season, Nov. 8th, also under

Mr. Theodore Eisfeld's direction.

On the evening of October 22nd, the German

opera company performed " Jean de Paris," Boiel-

dien's comic two-act opera, for the first time in

America, said the announcements. For some reason

best known to the direction, the two acts of the

opera were lengthened into three, or rather, the cur-

tain was lowered at the end of the duo in the first act,

between Jean and the page—an insufiicient close.

—

Why did Mr. Anchiitz make us wait, musicless, once

more than was necessary, in the small seats of the

unventilated little theatre. Where every wandering

breeze that woke Among the warm and crowded folk.

Bore, as upon the sense it broke. Those fumes that

sore all dames provoke. Thine, sharp and strong, to-

bacco smoke ? The story of the opera turns on the

meeting of the disguised Prince John of Paris, (Herr

Quint) with his intended bride, the Princess of Na-

varre (Mad. Johannsen) whom he has not yet seen
;

she divines his rank, but graciously receives, and

affects to see in him merelj' a private gentleman.

We have also the comic difliculties of the innkeeper

Pedrigo (Keonfeld) with the princess's Seneschaj

(Gkaff) and the prince's page, (Fran Rotter) as

to which has the best right to engage his inn. The

prince becomes enamored of, and declares his rank

to the princess. On so slender a thread, some

charming music has been strung,—fresh, pleasing,

spirituelle, and not much more. The instrumenta-

tion is light, tlie airs are mostly cut after the old-

fashioned rondo form. The best numbers are the

once so celebrated romance, trio, and chorus, "Le
troubadour," which is graceful, and was rapturously
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re-demanded ; a very characteristic duet between

the page and Lorezza, (Fiiiulein Clemens) "Dans

im humble -et simple romaoce ;" this, and an air siin<j

by Jean de Paris, "Tout a I'amour, lout a I'honueur
!"

as well as some other morceaux, remind us of the

romances of Raymond the Troubadour, and the

Provencal melodies of the time of Thibaut, king of

Navarre. Local coloring, and that of the time, was

a good point in Boieldieu; "La Dame Blanche" is

a better known example than " Jean de Paris," of

his conscientious study in this respect. There is also

a fine ensemble piece between the six characters and

the chorus, finale to the first act, containing a pretty

episode for the princess, "Quel plaisir d' etre en voi/-

age." The miso en scene was as good as the re-

sources of Wallack's small theatre allow—Costa

Theleur and Wietoff danced a pas-de-deux towards

the close of the opera—the dresses were very good,

—save that Prince John's wardrobe must have been

raarvelloitsly deficient in gloves ! The singing, and

also, wonderful to relate, the aciiin] of the chorus

was excellent. This opera has had four representa-

tions so far.

Adolphe Adam's capital little opera, pretty well

known here, " La postilion de Lonjumeau" has hctn

played twice during the past week. Its sparkling

melodies and neat accompaniments, and the spirited

acting of Mad. Rotter and Mr. Quint, as Madelaine

and the postilion, have been much enjoyed.

Mr. Anschutz's Sunday concerts (the Beethoven

symphonies in succession) have progressed as far as

the Sixth (Pastoral) ; the programmes always an-

nounce a good selection of miscellaneous music in

addition.

Mozart's " Magic Flute " is promised for Novem-

ber 7th. Cesekentola.

New Yokk, Nov. II.—The election of Seymour,

removal of McClellan, and opening of the opera !

Those who have been waiting patiently for " some-

thing to turn up," are undoubtedly immensely

gratified. Speaking for the musical people, they

certainly are.

Gottscbalk and the Philharmonic at Irving Hall,

Anschutz at Wallacks and Grau at the Academy.

Well who can complain at such a bill-of-fare in these

days of wars and rumors of war, drafts and rumors

of drafts ! Gottscbalk after a season of anusual

brilliancy and success, has withdrawn fora time from

our sight—hearing rather, and is ooncertizing around

the country with Carlotta Patti. Wont his manipu-

lation astonish the country people ! As to his selec-

tions, it makes no difference ; the " Banjo " will he

as acceptable as Chopin's loveliest.

The Philharmonic Society gave their first concert

on Saturday evening, and as a matter of course— it

stormed. If we had any Vegetable Pills to adver-

tise, or any Soothing Syrup to recommend to the

public as an infallible cure for Asthma, Apoplexy,

Bruises, Burns, Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds or Con-
sumption, we would publish an Almanac, and all

through the Philharmonic Season we would run

down the page — " Look— out— for— unsettled

—

weather." Does the oldest inhabitant recollect a

Philharmonic concert that he was not compelled to

attend with overshoes and an umbrella ? Well, it

may be a test of appreciation, but after you get all

safely ensconced in your seat, wrapped up in your
shawl and yourself, is'nt it pleasant to have right

in your line of vision, an enthusiastic old lady, with

a wig and a pair of spectacles, draw out a volumi-

nous piano-forte score of the symphony, and at the

first movement of Eisfkld's graceful baton, com-
mence a series of gyrations — hands, head, book and
feet—until theJinale ends her ccstacy and your misery

!

Stormy as was the night, the programme was very

good, the concert well worth wet feet, bedraggled

clothes, and the nervous head-ache consequent upon
the peculiar fancies of our friend with the big book.

Beethoven's Symphony No. 4, in B flat ; Schu-

mann's overture to "Manfred"; Hiller's overture

to tiic opera " Ein Traum in dcr Chrisinacht "
>

Mendelssohn's Concerto for the violin in E, very suc-

cessfully performed by E. Mollenhauer ; Fantasia

for the piano in C, by Schubert, and one of Chopin's

Ballads in A flat major, the two latter very creditably

performed by Wm. Mason. Mr. MoUenhauer, the

solo violinist of the evening, is undoubtedly a fine

artist ; but the " splurge " he made in answer to an

encore was very much beneath the notice and dignity

of the Philharmonic.

Mr. Mason's performance was very successful, and

upon his recall he played his well-known " Silver

Spring." Mr. Eisfeld's careful supervision at (he

rehearsals, has been rewarded in one of the best con-

certs of the society as far as nicety of execution and

purity of conception is concerned. Mr. Carl Berg-
MANir will act as conductor at the second, at which
the following orchestral pieces will be produced :

—

Symphony. No. 1, in C minor N. W Gade
"Tasso :" Poeme Syraphonique F. Tjiszt

Overture, "Leonore" No. 3, in C Beethoven

The soloists have not been announced, but it is

probable Gottschalk and Wm. Castle will offi-

ciate on the occasion. By the way, in the interval

of my letters there has been quite an acquisition to

the concert room in the person of the young Castle.

He is a pupil of Signer Abella, and has won much
praise from the critics of the press and the profes-

sion. He has a rich voice of great power and a

very pleasing method. It is rumored that he will

make his debut in opera

—

Ernani— ere long. We
hope not for his own good. A very good concert

singer very often makes a wretched opera singer.

Grau has pronounced the " open sesame " at the

porlals of the Academy and the doors fly back
with a " thud " that echoes drearily in the stock-

holder's ears. Would you know the cause of the

poor stockholder's grief? He has been limited !

—

Only think of it, a stockholder of the Academy of

Music limited ! What a happy idea it is for a man
to demand an enormous rent for his house, and
claim the right of reserving the best apartments
thereof for his own use ! And yet it is no imagina-

tive simile. The Academy is rent.ed for two or

three hundred dollars a night, and with it a reserva-

tion of two or three hundred seats, the best in the

house, for the stockholder. Grau has grappled the

monster, .and it does one's heart good to see the

poor men walk in with " outrage," " injustice,"
" imposition" trembling on their lips. Vive le Grau.
None will forget the great Speranza and Cresci-

mano furore. The opening night of the present

season brought the scene of Speranza's debut vivid-

ly before us. Mme. Gdekabella has been the

town talk for a month past. There is much about
her history that made her first appearance before an

audience of her own nationality, one of great inter-

est. As an American, gifted with beauty, grace,

and all the accomplishments that long study and un-

limited wealth, combined with a perfect love for Art,

could secure, she certainly had many influences in

her favor. The opera selected by the fair debutante

was " Traviata," and, as a dramatic efibrt, was a

most successful realization of our ideal of the fallen

Violetta. Throwing aside the prejudices which
might be charged to one admiring her many attrac-

tions, it is but honest to express some disappoint-

ment. Mme. Gaerrabella lacks voice. Although
her execution is brilliant and effective, still, her

voice seems worn and weak. She is a fine actress

and adds to this consummate knowledge, a fine form,

pleasing face and a charming freedom from the con-

ventionalities of the stage. Her rendition of Violetta

stamps her as an artist of undoubted merit.

Brignoli was as sweet, as lazy as ever, and yet,

with all his faults, we could not well replace him.

—

Amodio is improving, but was singularly unfortu-

nate in singing frequently out of tune. He bids fair

to be as great a favorite as his brother was before

him. Mme. Guerrabella appears again tomorrow
evening in " Trovatore" with Miles. Morensi, the

new contralto. " Dinorah" (Le Pardon de Ploermel)

is in active preparation. Mile. Cordier will make
her debut in it. There seems to be great difficulty

in obtaining a goat for the opera, so much so, that

the m.anager has been compelled to advertise. In
roaming through the lobbies we think there must be
some two-legged "Billies" who will cut a much pret-

tier figure on the stage on " all-fours." Why don't
Scola seize on some of these whiskerandos and put
them on his bills ; "Mr. So and So has kindly volun-
teered to play the goat."
Mme. Virginia Whiting Lorini will appear

'n " Norma" and " Lucrezia Boigia" and Miss Car-
LOTT.A Patti in some of Bellini's light operas.—

.

Miss Kellogg, who wi,shes to devote herself ex-
clusively to dramatic music, will appear late in the

season in the "Vespers." We trust Gran's ten nights

will be lengthened out ten weeks. The inauguration
of the season is very auspicious ; crowded, paying
houses ; a desire on the part of all for the opera

;

"dead-heads" are gone to the war, artists willing

to sing for moderate compensations, and a large

body of them to choose from. Ought not the opera
be successful 1

Anciiutz is doing well. He has been faithful to

his promise and really deserves much praise. " Die
Zaul>erfi6te" was produced last evening with Messrs,
Johannsen, Rotter, Lotti, tenor, Weinlich
bass, and Graff as Papageno. On Fi'iday Beet-
hoven's immortal "Fidelio" will be produced. There
will be a big race between Auschiitz and Grau. The
former has laid away enough however, to suffer a
partial eclipse, but we doubt not but that he will

come out head up.

Big things are all the rage now-a-days. Big
pumpkins, big squashes, and other miscellaneous

matter of like dimensio?is predominate, but the last

is the appearance of Teresa Caneno, the child

pianist who at the age of eight, plays some of the

most difficult compositions of Thalherg, Liszt and
others. The list of private concerts, &c., opens with

Mrs. Segcin of the English opera, who aimounces
the rehearsal of Verdi's International Exliibilion

Cantata in addition to her usual programme of

operas, masses, &c. Yours, &e. T. W. M.

Jtoigljfs lonrnitl of Jliisk.

BOSTON, NOVEMBEB 15, 1862.

Music IN THIS Number. — Continuation of Chopin'a
Mazurkas.

The Alleged Decline of Musical Interest in

Boston.

The communication of Mr. Ryan, of the Men-

delssohn Quintette Club, which we present to-

day, touches important questions. There is much

truth in his remarks ; there is much also that is

questionable.

Whether the interest in music in our city lias

declined—Music as Art, we mean, and not as idle

entertainment—in spite of all the facts he passes in

review, appears to us, to say the least, debatable.

That people do not throng as often and in such

crowds to Oratorios and Symphony Concerts, as

they did ten years ago ; that many of the con-

cert societies have died out, while even the old

" Handel and Haydn " is content with keeping

"all quiet on the Potomac "; that Mr. Zerrahn's

subscriptions have gone hard, &c., &c., is too

true. Yet we make bold to doubt if concert-

going be the final test of real interest in good

music. Admitting all the mortifying facts, the

case is open to an opposite solution ;—which

is the right one we do not now decide
;
possibly

it lies between the two. The facts may mean

that people have lost their old interest in music,

or never had more than a too willing or ambitious

show of one ; or they may mean that the music

(i. e. the concerts) has wavered in its high and
true direction, has too timidly trusted its audi-

ence, has not kept pace in character and purpose

with the more and more enlightened interest of

such audience as could be called really musical,

has sent too many wistful side glani^es off to

larger and more fashionable and more remuner-

ating crowds, to whom the standard must be low-

ered. It may be that with musical societies and
concert-givers business has become primary, and
Art incidental ; in which case naturally the mu-
sical audience {ahoays a minority, of course)

sinks into the background, while a larger and
more frivolous audience comes forward, with

whom amusement is primary, and Art (beyond

the glitter of mere execution) an element but

slightly entering into the account.

It IS clear that both the.se solutions deserve to

be considered. If a certain number of people
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—"four or five hunclred" if you please—have by-

hearing Beethoven's Symphonies and the like re-

peatedly played, come really to love and appre-

ciate such music, it is clear enough that their

taste will in the same ratio grow more exacting
;

that they will miss their enjoyment, their high in-

spiration, when the programme falls below the

standard, when a faltering policy caters to lower

tastes, and things are brought in with the mani-

fest end of winning new votes, while " the

cause " itself undergoes alteration in the process.

If one has tasted the enjoyment, has shared the

spirit of a truly artistic, classical concert, he can-

not but feel, the first time he sits through one in

which a lower spirit reigns, somehow as if he

had been caught in bad company. The spheres

are changed ; this is no longer his heaven ; it

may have its recommendations, but to him its at-

mosphere is not quickening. The spirit which

pervades the arrangement of a concert or a set

of concerts, even sometimes where a considera-

ble parade of great masters' names, of classical

and " heavy" music, as our friend says, is made

upon the bills, is often repulsive to sincere and

sound artistic instincts. Then again such per-

sons naturally acquire not only a more fastidious

appetite, a liaut ion if you please, with regard to

programmes : they become also more exacting

as to means and manner of performance ; the

ear and taste grow critical as it regards the or-

chestra, the separate instruments, the conductor,

the whole style and artistic tone of the affiiir.

—

Could we have always had among us say the

Leipzig or the Berlin orchestra, is it at all likely

that the interest in such performances as theirs

would have fallen off here any more than it does
there ? Do these societies ever dream of such a

fto artists) suicidal necessity as that of making
their programmes " light," of catering to an un-
musical audience ? And would they here V For
the musical public does not differ so very widely
in its tastes in different places.

We say then, it is at least an open question
whether the musical societies, the concert-givers,

have on their part been always true to " the
cause," as Mr. Ryan calls it ; whether lliey have
shown "neither variableness nor shadow of turn-

ing " after once entering upon a high direction

with encouraging response ; whether they did

the best they might have done to cultivate the
interest, even if it were in part factitious, which
they had helped to raise ; whether they showed
so much anxiety not to let the army of their sup-
porters become demoralized, as they did to win
more recruits. We impute no special blame to

any one ; we will allow that accidents and cir-

cumstances unforeseen and uncontrollable proba-
bly had much to do with it. (One such accident,

in orchestral mus ic, we may refer to : the eclipsing

of our local organizations by the "Germania," which

did so much to improve the taste here, and then the

disbanding of the " Germania " just when in had

made itself necessary to us. Then followed, to dis-

turb the calmer spheres of classical enjoyment, and
distract not too firmly rooted public taste, the irrup-

tion of the loud and dazzling JuUien orchestra,

Italian Opera, kc). But we do declare it our con-

viction, that the number of persons who love and
prefer classical music in Bsston, has not diminished,

but increased
;
probably there never were so many

genuine admirers of Beethoven, Mozart, Bach,

Schubert, Chopin, Mendelssohn, &c., in this very

city, which neglects the higher concerts and which

"Gottschalk has conquered," as might be counted at

this present moment. If they go less to concerts, it

is perhaps because concerts (partly) go the way of

Gottschalk, and these are not the people to be " con-
quered."

And now as to the matter of fact. The con-

stant audience for Symphony concerts, and the like,

has settled down, you say, to about four or five bun
dred people. It has been reduced, you say, and we
admit, by the falling off of hundreds who did not

really relish Symphonies or anything called classical.

It has also, let us say (and we speak from personal

acquaintance) been reduced, not to the same extent

but largely, by a fidling off of the very persons whoso

taste in classical music is most cultivated and whose

love of it is most deep and real. It has been painfu'

for years past to miss in Symphony and Chamber
Concerts so many of those familiar faces which were

ever sure to light up in answer to the appeals that

were the highest. It is not that those persons do not,

most of them, " still live," and still live here. One
is, of course, glad to see new faces, hut it is a tanta-

lizing fate that while we gain the one we lose the

other. It may be that those persons are to blame
;

and we feel half inclined to preach them a good lec-

ture on the duty of publicly supporting, countenan-

cing, even if they must tolerate somewhat, the efforts

to supply such feasts of Art as they fastidiously re-

gret and seek in smaller select circles, But be they

right or wrong, thoughtless or over-serious and ex"

acting in the way they turn their faces to or away

from music, the fact stands to be taken into the ac-

count, that something h.-is been wanting in out- publio
musical economy to draw these people out. They
certainly would go in Leipzig or Berlin, or even Lon-
don, so far as it nnght lie within their means.
By all this we merely mean to hint our strong sus-

picion — for we are not yet prepared to settle the

question, and bad rather have tlie whole discn.<sion

out— that the decline of interest in classical concerts,

while partly due to the cause assigned by Mr. Kyan,
is still more due to wavering and timid policy, want
of persistency in any one good direction, too much
catering to many tastes (or no taste at all) and listen-

ing to many voices, on the part of musical purveyors
— resulting, in fact, in the want of any settled tone
of high society in music. That resulting, the whole
field is open to the game of speculating managers
and Jews, and naturally the Gottschalk element
" conquers." Wo only hope it will not conquer Mr.
Ej'an.

And this brings us to his remedy. To a certain

extent we are inclined to accept it. But not to the

full extent by any means. We like his idea of a di-

vision of labor ; so many societies, so many conceits

for light and popular music (hut with tempting
glimpses of the higher thing occasionally), and so
many sacredly devoted to master-works or works of
masters. ^Ve believe the miscellaneous concerts help

to educate, so long as the fire burns on the purer al-

tars side by side with them. Make the classical con-
certs sure and frequent, and the lighter ones will con-

stantly be sending them recruits. But we utterly

dispute the proposition, that the constant and exclu-

sive hearing of " light " music educates the taste to

higher things. As well say that a mere confectionery

diet will create the taste for wholesome food and edu-
cate the stomach ; or that the way to learn to appre-
ciate Raphael and Titian, is to educate the eye
through gaudy daubs of superficial flashy painters

;

or that the love of Shakspeare and the Bible comes
of cramming sentimental and sensation novels. Be-
sides, the classical masterworks have their " lights

"

as well as shades, and one good Symphony is in it-

self the model of a richly varied, happily relieved,

contrasted concert.

Onr remedy would rather be the remodelling of

Societies upon sounder bases ; the formation of So-

cieties, founded purely on the love of Art, and not

dependent upon public pecuniary support, not to be

tinned oflF their track by reason of any answer which
the said fickle public miifht make to their "appeals"

;

Societies, which may begin humbly and in private
;

if their pursuit of Art be genuine and earnest, they

will blossom out into publicity full fast enough.
Best of all would be a Conservatory to quicken en-

terprise and set the tone ; not such a Conservatory
as any speculators might set up for their own pur-

poses, but such as should represent and concentrate

for influence the truest musical feeling and best artis-

tic authority we have or can induce to come to us.

This, and several other points of Mr. Ryan's in-

teresting suggestions, deserve more attention than we
have room for now. We shall try to express our-

selves more fully and clearly, alike in justice to our-

selves and him. Meanwhile we thank him for the

frankness with which he has laid bare the problem,
and we give him full credit for his " sincere wish to

see the cause prosper."

Mr. Eichberg's Soire'e, at Chickering's, last

Saturday, made a very fine impression. The attend-
ance was large in spite of the stormy night. It seem-
ed to us that Mr. E. had never played Bach's Cha-
comie so well before ; its breadth and stateliness, the
rich perpetual crescendo of its inspiration, never came
out so fully in our experience before, except imder
the bands of Joachim the king ; and we have heard
other famous violinists render it in Germany. It is

truly an inexhaustible thing to listen to with ever
new delight, and we are happy in having here an ar-

tist who can play it. The I?ach Sonata Duo (No.
1), which he plaj'ed with Mr. Paine at the piano, of
course received good treatment, and was extremely
interesting in all of its four contrasted movements
(Lento, Allegro, Andante, Allegro). We wish wo
had a series of concerts simply for ensuring us the

hearing of such things ; and both these artists are
at home in them.

Beethoven's Romanza in F, with its warmer and
more modern expression, was rendered with great

beauty and perhaps, if we may be pardoned the sug-
gestion, a slight excess of pathos. A little over-
doing in this respect, meeting a too willing public
half way, by sliding jiortamentos and exaggeration of

sentimental accent, has seemed to us to have grown
somewhat upon our ablest violinist since he has lived

in Boston ; applause is dangerous, inveigling the

artistic chaste morale of many a fine talent. Wo
take the opportunity to note this (what little there

was of it) on an occasion ^vhen we can say that gen-

erally our artist played chastely and in bis old noble
manner. In this, the Cfiaconne, and other pieces, the

accompaniment was well supplied by Mr. C. Mater.
Mr. Eichberg's own compositions, in the second

part, gave much ])leasurc. His Femllet cV Albnni^

his happy treatment of the quaint old dance " La
Pavane," bis "Lullaby and Nursery Tale," all had
individuality and grace. And his Concertino for

four violins (Messrs. Meisel, Coenen and H.
SncK assisting), though rather Italian and common
in its ideas, was very flowing and euphonious, with
a sonority as of "four and twenty fiddlers" instead

of only four,—Miss Huntley's songs could hardly
be accounted an addition ; her clear and naturally

pleasant voice continually hits the sense with vio-

lence, and she has the bad habit of not taking a tone

fairly and squarely; indulging in too many slides

and tremolos.

Concerts at Hand.—We have unconsciously yielded up all

the apace in which we hoped tojspeak of Diaay things, and
have only room to mention :

1, The Mendelssohn Qdintette Cldb. whose opening night
of their fourteenth series of Chamber Concerts conies next
Thursday. They will play the fine old Beethoven Quintet in

C, Schumann's Quartet in A. &c., and will present us a nov-
elty in the shape of an American Trio for piano-forte and
strings, composed by C. Jerome Hopkins, who will himself
take the piano part.

2. Me. Gilhore's first " Monster Concert " at the Music
Hall to-nieht. Mr, G. has acted handsomely in waiving his

claims to the Hall on crtain afternoons and evenings to the
Orchestral Union and Piiilharmonic, and he will lose nothing
by this good example. His Band is excellent, and programmes
brilliant,

3, Mr, Gottschalk, assisted by Miss Carlott.v Patti. gives

a second concert at the Melodeon to-night, having already
given one on Wednesday,

4. The Quintette Clue have another plan—an excellent

one— they will give concerts in the Melodeon of compositions
between Chamber music and Orchestral ; such as septets, oc-

tets, nonets, &c.. by Beethoven. Spobr, Mozart, Mendelssohn,
&c. The first will take place Saturday evening, Nov, 22,

ci» wsit Shoah
Leipzig. The annual twenty concerts at the

Gewandhaus commenced Oct. 6. The principal

orchestral pieces were Chernbini's Anacreon overture

and Beetlioven's 7th Symphony. Mile. Julienne
Orwil, of Paris, sung several pieces, and two violin

compositions were performed by Vieuxtemps (a con-

certo and a polonaise)- The singer's voice is siiid

to be sympathetic, without having much brilliancy.

The second concert opened with a concert overture

by Beethoven, and closed with the first Symphony
by Schumann. Frau Butschek, of the royal Opera
at Dresden, sang with expression the aria of the

Queen of the Night from the Zaiiherflule, and an air

of Alice in Robert. Frl. Sara Magnus, a Swedish
lady, played the piano, and Frau F. Friese the

violin.

On the 13tli of October the Conservatorium cele-

brated the 70th birthday of the worthy music-director

Dr. M. Hadptmann (who holds old Buch's place of

"Cantor" in the Thomas Kircho). Various cho-

ruses of his composition were sung by the pupils.

One young man of the violin school played Bach's

Cliaconne, and a pupil of the singing school sang
songs by Spobr. Moreover, the kapellmeister t^'arl

Reinecke played Mendclssolin's Prelude and Fugue
in E minor, and Professors Moscbelcs and David
performed Hnuptmann's G minor Sonata for piano

and violin.
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The brothers Mueller are giving "Quartet enter-

tainments" here. The first took place Oct. 14, wlien

they plajxii Hayfln's Quartet in C with variations,

Schumann's Quartet in A major, and Beethoven's

in C minor. The playing of tlieso gentlemen is

described as " remarkably precise and full of impe-

tus, but not free from arbitrary traits. The prima-

rius (1st violin) sometimes failed in power, w.as

drowned occasionally in the forte. Also the fresh

and bold humor requisite for Haydn and Beethoven,

seems not to be there. The 'cellist is very clever,

only in /orte passages he plays too mnch ponllcello."

Between the Quartets, Frau Reclam sang an aria from

Gluck, and some " Lieder " by Herr Carl Miiller

(the primarius), "which however do not bear the

best testimony to the direction of the composer.

Far-fetched and even faulty harmony, inflated ex-

pression and minute painting form the ground features

of these compositions, which cannot properly be

called " Lieder."

The organist at the Nicolai church. Christian Her-

mann Schellenberg, died recently at the age of 46.

E. F. Richtcr has been named as his successor.

Dresden. At the invitation of the Royal Chapel

and Court Theatre a musical congress was held here

in tlie first week of October, when various operas

were listened to with refei-ence to tiie proposed lower-

ing of the concert pitcli, according to the normal

standard lately introduced in Paris, or some other.

Among the artists assembled were Lachner, general

music director at Munich, the kapellmeisters Abt of

Brunswick, Reiss of Cassel, Scholz of Hanover,

Thielo of Dessau, Riccius of Leipzig, and Taubert

of Berlin. They heard Gluck's Ij}higenla in Autis

and Mozart's Idoineneus performed in the low pitch

(850 vibr.itions to the A), and Rossini's "Tell"
in the usual Dresden pitch (892 vibrations). They
also made a rigorous trial, with instrumental and

vocal pieces, of the Dresden, Pari.s and the Mozart

pitch. The result was that a lowering of the pitch was

thought necessary, but only down to the Paris Diapa-

son(S74 vibrations), so as not to increase the difficulties

too much for instrnmentists, and so as to be uniform

with other cities, like Cologne, Vienna, St. Peters-

burg, which had already adopted tlie Parisian pitch.

The Royal Orchestra (Kapelle) has published the

interesting programme of its six subscription con-

certs. Of works not given before the following are

named : A concert Overture by Rubinstein ; an

overture to Medea by Barziel ; the Lustspiel overture,

by Rietz ; Symphony No. 1, by Veit ; Handel's

" Water Music " (composed 1716) ; Symphony in E
flat, by Schumann, &c. Also the love scene and

Queen Mab, from Berlioz's dramatic Symphony,

"Romeo and Juliet," which has not been heard here

for a long time.

A society of young musicians, in connection with

Witting's choir, have arranged three concerts. The

first took place Oct. 8, when Fraulein Marie AVieck

played the F minor concerto of Chopin, and Frilu-

lein Orwil sang arias from Figaro and Sonnamhula, A
symphony by Rietz was to bo performed.

The " Tonkiinstler-verein " (Musical Artists'

Union) b.is commenced its winter meetings. On
the 17th Sept. they plaj'ed, among other things, the

splendid thirteen-part Serenade by Mozart, in the

presence of his distinguished biographer, Prof. Otto

Jahn of Bonn. On the 27th they gave a farewell

feast to their fellow member, the pianist Adolph

Blassmann, who goes to Leipzig as director of the

Euterpe concerts.

Vienna.—The Deutsche Musik-Zeituug (Oct. 11)

gives the programme of the various musical societies

for the season just now opening, as follows :

The Gfsellscliaft der ilitsikfreunde (Society of

Friends of Music) think of performing in their four

orchestral concerts ; Handel's HJessiah (on the 9th

November, which is the first semi-centennial anniver-

sary of the society) ; a "new" violin Concerto by

Mozart; Beethoven's i?)Oi'crt, and his chorus: Mecr.

esslille imd gliicliiche Fahrt
; Mendelssohn's Lobge-

sang ; Schumann's Nac/itUed ; a Serenade by Brahms,

and Pcrfall's " Dornroschen." They will also in some

non-subscription concerts give ; Bach's glorious Can-

tata :
" Ich halte viel Bekiimmerniss " ; Schubert's

Easter Cantata, "Lazarus"; Cheruhini's Requiem

in C minor, and two "Prize Symphonies."

The Philharmonic Society announce eight cen-

certs with the following programme : S. Bach's Pas.

sacaglia, instrumented by H. Esser ; Bargiel's Medea

overture; Beethoven's Leonore overture No. 3, music

to Egmoiit, and his 2d, 4th and 9th Symphonies
;

Gluck's Iphigenia overture ; Haydn's D major Sym-
phony ; Franz Lachner's new " Suite " : Mendels.

sohn's 3Musian overtnTS, A minor Symphony, "Mid-

summer Night's Dream " mu.^ic, and Walpurgis-

nacld; Mozart's Symphony in E flat, and overture to

Genoveva ; Spohr's overture " in the first style.'—
(There's richness !)

The Siiigakademie propose to bring out this win-
ter Handel's " Bolsbazzar."

Berlin.—Meyerbeer's Feldlager in Schlesien, that

tribute paid by the celebrated master to his native

land, has just been permanently restored to the reper-

tory of tee Royal Opera House, which was crammed
to tlie very ceiling,—not a place to be had for love or

money—on the first night of its reproduction. The
opera, as most persons who trouble themselves any-
thing about theatres in general, and opera houses iu

particular, are aware, was composed to inaugurate

tlie present edifice, erected on the site of that which
was burnt down. The libretto, written by the late

Herr Rellstah, is a sorry affair.

Herr von HiilsefF has done all in his power to

render the revival as magnificent as posrible, super-

intending the mise-en-scene himself. "Tlie whole exe-

cution of the work, musically as well as scenically

(to coin a word for the occasion), aflxirds irrefutable

evidence of the care bestowed upon it, and will, as a

matter of course, draw crowded houses for some
tiine to come. Mile. Lucca sustained the part of

Vielka, originally composed for Jenny Lind. It is

always a difficult, and frequently an ungrateful, task,

to play a part " created," as the French say, by a

celebrated artist, who has not yet been forgotten, and
the task becomes the more difficult the greater the

difference in the individualities of the original and
subsequent representative. Now, Jenny Lind and
Mile. Lucca are very different indeed, and, therefore,

tlie latter was quite right in ignoring altogether the

traditions handed down from the fair Swedish prima
donna, .and in following out her own original ideas.

The readings of both ladies find their admirers.

We may assert of Mile Lucca's " Vielka " tliat it

approached more nearly than did Jenny Lind's the

part which afterwards grew out of it in L'Etoile du
"Sard. It captivated the audience by its natural tone

and youthful freshness ; the vocal and dramatic ele-

ments were united in one harmonious whole, and the

fair artist reaped a rich harvest of applause. Tlie

other parts served but to bring out more prominently

that of " Vielka," but they were all admirably sup-

ported. The band and chorus went admirably under
the direction of Herr Taubert, while the ballet con-

siderably increased the general good impression.

Four days after the revival of the Feldluger in Schle-

sien, we had a performance of Ouillaume Tell, with a

fresh cast of three of the characters. Herr Robin-
son played " Tell," but the music throughout was
not suited to bis voice, and he would do well to have
it transposed, as was done by Herr Schober, who, by
the way, was, I am given to understaiid, one of the

best representatives of the part ever seen here. Mile.

Marcon, " Mathilde," was evidently indisposed, and
OMiitted the by no means difficult air, "Du Stiller

Wald." ' WaUher Fiirst " was sung by Herr Blaha,

a young man, who appeared on the stage for the first

time. The part, consisting really only of a share in

the grand trio for male voices, offers but little oppor-

tunity for display, besides which, "stage fright" ex-

ercised, doubtless, no small influence in preventing

the debutant from giving his voice fair play, so that it

is impossible to pronounce a definitive judgment on
him until he has essayed some other characters.

Herr Ferenczy, as " Arnold," had a wide field for

the exercise of his fine voice, and, on the whole, ac-

quitted himself satisfactorily, although his efforts

were still marred by, certain defects of which he must
rid himself before he can hope to be accepted as a
finished vocalist of the first class. La Muelte was
announced for the 21st.

—
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Bi^tthl Slotites.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

I-. ^A. T E S T I^ XJ S I C
Pnblis^ietl by Oliver DIchou S-i. Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

I am always making blunders. OssianE, Dodge. 25

An exceedingly humorous song. As sung by
Dodge it is inimitable.

To Canaan. Song and Chorus. W. Williams. 25

Still another rendering of these thrilling words

—

the music is pleasing and easy.

The Holiday. Concone. 25

A new number of the " Harmoneons," a series of

Duets, Trios and Choruses, especially written for

female voices, with French and English words. Noth-

ing can be more acceptable in Seminaries, Conrents

and Young Ladies' schools, than this collection by

the celebrated French. yocal teacher, Concone.

Instrumental Music.

Souvenir de Stciniiach, Ichjlle. J. Kafka. 35

A charming Piano piece by a new but talented

author.

Birds' soug. J. W. Ilai-vistroyi. 25

A song without words. Very sweet and plaiative.

Equal to many of Mendelssohn's.

Marcella Mazourka. J. Gorton. 25

Easy, pleasing and danceable.

Como Polka. J. G. CaUcott. 35

Vasa Polka. C. A. Ingraham. 25

Talisman Polka. S. T. Snow. 25

Nothing more Polka. J. von Joel. 25

Fancy Polka. R. B. Taylor. 25

Le Conge. Polka brilliante. 0. J. Shaw. 50

The Archers' Polka. D'AIbeii. 25

A string of pretty Polkas, from which every onecan
suit himaelf.

Auld lang Syne. Transcr, Brinley Richards. 35

Blue Bells of Scotland. " " " 35

Tasteful transcriptions, novel in form and rich iu

effect.

Books.

The Constellation. A collection of An-
thems, Choruses and Sacred Quartets, Selected

mostly from the works of the Great Masters,

and adapted to the wants of Conventions, Cho-

ral Societies and Social Practice. 75

So fully does the title of this work represent its con-

tents that nothing need be added to convey an idea of

its merits. It is a most capital collection, and one

that is BO much needed by those for whom it is de-

signed, that it will be heartily welcomed, and at once

become an established favorite in their musical libra-

ries.

Mosic BT Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense beirg
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find
the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Rooks can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles ; beyond that it is double.
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About ' Liedertafeln."

A Chance Dialogce.

(From the D'^vlac/te Musik-Zeltun^).

(Continued from page 258).

" These objections— ov what else ? — may-

have prevented our greatest connposers from de-

voting themselves with any partiality to the male
part-song as a peculiar form ; and while Blen-

delssohn, for example, wrote three volumes (five,

including the posthumous ones) of songs for a

mixed choir
; while Schumann has set many for

female voices, both have given us comparatively
little, and that exceptionally, for male voices

without accompaniment. In Schubert's works
too they are sprinkled sparingly, and for the most
part with piano or other instrumental accompani-
ment. Of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven I say no-
thing ; for you might object : ' The time of

Liedertafeln had not come.'

" But the less there exists of it by the above
named masters (hardly enough to last through
the whole year with its concerts), with so much
the greater furore have the whole mediocre stamp
of German composers rushed into this welcome
field, as the|host of would-be artists into photo-

graphy. Once made easy sailing, just as they
liked to have it, and presently the printed parts

in continual demand became as legion, and there

was money to be made. So the thing soon got

to he a matter of trade ; the market in a short

time was deluged with the most shallow, sweetish

and insipid ephemerals, all which met with most
rapid sale, since people wanted always something
new. What wonder, if the shallowness never
failed to exercise its corrupting influence upon
the general public, which never brings a settled

taste with it beforehand, but forms it, or misforms

it, upon what it hears ; and more especially upon
the performers who are continually occupied with

it!"

And Schneider, Blarschner, Spohr, Carl

Maria von Weber, Silcher, and better still—

what do you say of them ?

" They could but shake a few drops into the

sea, plant their oases in the wild sands of the

desert ; so that as against the ocean of the bad
they scarcely enter into the account. Besides,

their achievements in this line belong in part^
and for this the male part-song, even when it is

contrapuntal, is especially adapted—to the comic
or humoristic genre ; and this we can endure only

to a very limited extent, exceptionally, in music."

—And Zbllner's Schone BMlerln for example ?

" There we come upon a regular Mannerge-
sang chapter, upon an example in which it en-

tirely oversteps its peculiar sphere. And if we
are also to go a little outside of the line, I feel

an impulse to dispatch it here at once, else I

may lose the opportunity."

If you are going to rail at ZijUner you will

soon be railing at everything. Carl Zollner, is

in my opinion just one of the happiest who have
written for men's voices. In my opinion, I say,
which to be sure is no law to others.

"Who is not lead, consciously or unconsciously,

by Ihis little prejudice, this subjective feeling,

&c. ? To wish to be authority is indeed rash or

presumptuous. But now it happens that your

opinion—authority or no authority—is also my
opinion. Carl Zollner has written some of the

most excellent music for male chorus. And yet

I must break a lance with you over his Schone

Millhrln (alas, he himself is no more !). Love-

songs, especially such love-songs as Wilhelm

Muller has here written, are, like all that is felt

in a purely lyrical subjective manner, thoroughly

individual, and must either be directly delivered

by an individual, or conceived and treated as if

they were. If such an individual is to be repre-

sented by a chorus, it can only be done either in

unison (and then by any kind of voice you

please), or by the whole collective range of

voices, because in this all the individualities of

tone ai-e represented, that is to say blended, and

so may be considered as mutually cancelled again
;

so that the mixed choras is able in a certain man-

ner to repi'esent the universal human element.

—

But even in this case it must be simply harmonic,

all singing the same words as far as possible at

once, and not dissolved into independent voices.

But to take one portion of the vocal range hav-

ing a decided character of sound, and distribute

it among three or four independent voices

(parts), following each other alternately, answer-

ing each other, &o., is tantamount to creating

distinct individualities ; and how such can be al-

lowed to appear instead of a single subject, puz-

zles me. This way of composing love-songs is, if

not a misconception, at least an obliteration of

their whole character.—But this aside. Let us

bend our steps round again into the main road

and resume the course of our discussion.—I want-

ed to speak, further, of the vanity and the vir-

tuofo airs of these brothers in song."

Of the vanity. . . . Amen ! I am well aware

that in every corporation there are vain fellows,

who have more eye to themselves, than to the

real business. But how these can cast a shadow

on the whole, I for my part cannot see.

"And yet it this closely involved in the preced-

ing objection, as that was in the first one. If

our Miinnergesang literature contains, as I hold,

more of the bad than of the good, in fact com-

paratively only a minimum of the latter—an as-

sertion, of whose truth you can convince your-

self, my dear friend, by a perusal of what has

already appeared and is still appearing,"

I am convinced of it.

" then the natural consequence must be,

that the What will no longer constitute the

quintessence of the singing, and they will of

course have to make the mere IIoio the starting

point and end of all their striving. And this

mere How, this way of elevating e.xcellence of

execution not only to a means, but to the high-

est end, is precisely what distinguishes 'virtuosity'

from true ' Art.' In this way came all this cox-

combry into our male part-singing, this crack style

of changing the tempo, this unworthy ring of

sforzatos and porlamentos, these piano-pianissimos

and forte-fortissimos, these smorzandos and

morendos and Jlilstrnndos. Here arose the

rope-dancer emulation, who should achieve the

most in these sort of things ; here the vanity,

first of the director, then of the whole choir,

finally of individuals making themselves conspic-

uous—whether in the chorus or as soloists with

perhaps (God help us 1) humming or drone parts.

Thus, simply and solely about the How (for the

What was thrown together kaleidoscopically, just

as it happened, the beautiful and noble side by

side with the most miserable trash

—

nomina sunt

odlosa—), sprang up these singer competitions,

not alone intra muros, no, but beyond their own

precincts carried into other cities, into foreign

lands—in short Art-tours of whole Liedertafel

corporations, in which the desire to avail oneself

of such an opportunity to see foreign countries

and cities, has perhaps not the smallest part."

From which may God preserve us

!

" The only really practical and satisfactory

reason I can comprehend or sanction for such

Art-tours ; for certainly we can ascribe to them

no real artistic end, at any rate no artistic effica-

cy. Have you ever heard of a travelling mixed

chorus (I except the Domchor of Berlin, and

that is not free fi-om this sort of afifectation) ? or

of competitive performances of classical compo-

sitions for the whole range of voices ? But real-

ly : in a genuine striving for Art, in the produc-

tion of classical compositions, one has enough to

do, to do this well, without being able to look

abroad to see, not how others do it (for then he

might learn something), but how he may surpass

others in this or that small speciality ; enough to

do, in short, without hankering after outward

effect, after effect with the pubhc."

(Conclusion next week.)

From ttie Saturday Review.

Musical Biography.

The universal badness of musical biographies

will hardly be disputed. It will at all events
soon be conceded by any one who will take the
trouble to compare half-a-dozen standard lives of

workers in any other department of art with the
lives of half-a-dozen great musicians. Among
the most common defects in these books there is

a provoking tendency to secondhand gossiping,

which alternates with critical passages of a won-
derful kind. We know of no parallel in litera-

ture to the portentous use of superlatives which
it is not unusual to meet with when the musical

biographer comes to review, or addresses himself

to worship, his hero's masterpieces. The want of a
genuine critical standard is apparent at every

turn. We sometimes get mere complacent
twaddle like that of Burney, who was the Cory-
phjBus of musical writers a hundred years ago,

and who has prefaced his bulky Historij of Music
with a definition worth quoting :—

-

"What is music 1 An innocent luxury ; not ne-
cessary, indeed, to our existence, but a great im-
provcmcut and gratification of the sense of liearing."

This is taking the extreme sensuous view with a
vengeance. One wonders whether painting is

an innocent luxury, not necessary indeed to our
e.xistence, but a great improvement and gratifl-
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cation of the sense of sight. Yet, after all, mere
twaddle is better then the silly pretentiousness

that would set Music above Poetry, or than the

literary i<;norance which has permitted a com-
parison of Beethoven, sometimes to Dante, some-
times to Shakspeare and Michel Angelo, and
sometimes to Jean Paul Richter.

The reason of these shortcomings is not far to

seek. It must be remembered that the great

prizes of the musical profession not only may be
secured without, but, as a general rule, mnst be
sought for by a more or less definite abandon-
ment of, an enlarged and liberal cultivation.

—

The demands made upon mechanical dexterity

in every department of music are now so heavy
that little short of engrossing practice from a

very early age is found suflicient to meet them.

During Mendelssohn's visit to London, it was re-

marked of him, as an unusual and unexpected
merit, that he was good company without his

music. Now, it is upon eminent professional

musicians that the duty of commemorating their

brethren generally devolves. It devolves, that

is, upon men whose lives have been spent within

a narrow circle of interests and sympathies, and
whose judgment, naturally inclined to be biassed

and distorted, is very poorly provided with the

salutary checks and compensations that come of

a genuine liberal education. Many of Mr. Mill's

readers will remember an interesting passage
treating of music, in his Dissertation on Poetry
and its Varieties. Short as the passage is, it is

quite enough to set the general run of musical
criticism in strong relief against what such writ-

ing might become, if illustrated by the attention

of only a few independent thinker.s, possessed of

real learning and wide culture. The failure of

the art to attract writers like these has been ac-

counted for by supposing that a taste for music
is a kind of defect in the organization of the

brain, and that your man of first-rate intellect is

uniformly unmusical—sure to be disinclined, if

he is not organically disqualified, to treat of the
subject. It is really curious to find how much
apparent ground for this notion may be gained
by running over at random a list of great names
whose likes and dislikes in this respect happen to

have been recorded ; though the single exception
of Milton is enough to show that the notion is

nothing more than a fancy. Milton not only un-
derstood and regularly practised music himself,

but in his Tract on a model scheme of Education,
he warmly recommends it as a means by which
— in Aristotle's phrase

—

xuXag axol&'QBiv, a

worthy and noble method of relaxation.

. Men of letters have probably been repelled by
several causes working together. There is, first,

the fact that the section of the public who take
an interest in music as an art is a very small one
indeed. As a mere source of amusement, music
is almost universally patronized. The rush to

the pianoforte made by both sexes of late years
proves that the effort of mastering the rudiments
of execution is an increasingly popular diversion.

The statistics of concerts show that people like,

better than ever they did, assembling to listen

even to the elaborate compositions of great mas-
ters. But the combination of physical and non-
physical endowments necessary to judr/e of music,
and to perceive its real intention' and scope, is a
very uncommon one indeed—much more uncom-
mon, probably, than the analogous combination
which makes a tolerable judge of paintings.'

—

Beethoven himself, forty years ago, believed the
capacity of musical perception to be then decid-

edly on the decrease :—
"I once asked Beetlioven (says one of his biogra-

phers) why he had not affixed to the different move-
ments of his Sonatas an explanation of the poetical
ideas they expressed, so that these ideas niifiht at

once present themselves to the mind of the intelligent
hearer. His answer was that the age in which he
composed his Sonatas was more poetical than tlie

present (182.3), and that at the former period such
explanations would have been superfluous. 'At that
time,' he continued, ' every one perceived that the
Lanjo in the third Sonata in I), Op. 10, painted the
feelings of a grief-stricken mind, with the varving
tints in the light and shade, in the picture of melan-
choly in all its pliases. There was then no need of
a key to explain the meaning of the music.'. . . .On

another occasion I requestsd him to furnish me with
the key to two Sonatas (F minor, Op. 57, and T)

minor, Op. 29), His answer was, abruptly, ' Read
Shakspeare's Tempest.'

"

But there is a more important explanation of

the estrangement of men of letters from musical
matters. It accounts, at any rate, for an unwil-

lingness in such men to write about music. This
is the ill-defined position of music as a branch of
art. More, incomparably more, than any other

branch, it has suffered from the foolish claims of
its devotees. The broad expression and the in-

tensification of passion were its eai'liest known
functions: and these still remain its most legiti-

mate province. There are, however, many
ardent musicians who go farther, and claim for

music a versatility and delicacy of delineation

equal, if not superior, to the productions of poe-

try and painting. The question then is, obvious-

ly, how comes it that no sooner does a musical
passage approach actual and pronounced descrip-

tion than we are sensible of a violation of taste V

The magnificent oratorio of Israel in Eyypt, and
the works of Handel generally, supply plen-

ty of instances. Or (to look at matters from
another point of view) take the well known
canto (xi.) of In Memoriam, which begins

—

" Calm is the morn, without a sound,
Calm as to suit a calmer grief,

And only through the faded leaf

The chestnut pattering to the ground."

It would be hard to meet with a poetical passage
more capable than this is of being rendered, in

its broad outlines and general tone, by musical

sounds. More than one strain from the Lieder
olme Worie might be used for the purpose, almost

without alteration. The conception of unbroken
peace in earth and sky, of clearness and far-

reaching prospect, of the gentle swaying of
waves felt, not seen, to underlie the silver sleep

on the sea—all these might be expressed with
great power and beauty, either by the pianoforte

or by concerted music. But leave the poet's

broad outlines and come to the details. Observe,
not only the echo from the stillness, magically
drawn out to mingle with his own sttspirium de

profundis, but the consummate art which has, in

fewest words, conveyed that harmony to other
ears in tones of absolute clearness. What sonate

palhelique has done, or could be made to do, the

same ? Not that music would be unable to dash
the calm with melancholy, to infuse an element
of passion into the wide tranquility, but compared
with the surpassing delicacy of this poem, the

effect would be wavering and indistinct. There
would be just this result, and no more, from the

musical sounds. Passion would be understood to

be entering into the calm—the hearers would ht
left to complete the union ad lihitum.

Mr. Mill, in the Essay mentioned before, re-

fining on a favorite air of Winter's ("Paga fui,")

says that the melody seems to express not simple

melancholy, but the melancholy of remorse.

—

But this is only to give passion a new turn, to

deepen a shade in the coloring of the picture.

—

To intensify is one thing—to draw is another.

—

What we are contending for is that music draws
vaguely—that its descriptive power is feeble

compared with the capabilities of other arts.

Music falls short of poetry in this—that unless

aided from without it is able only to enhance ex-

isting modes of feeling. It has no power of close

demarcation, analysis, or illustration—at any rate

none that can hold the field for a moment
against the articulate powers of language. It is

when the framework of passionate expression has

been at least begun, if not completed, from alien

sources, that the real triumphs of music become
apparent in a gorgeous decoration or superstruc-

ture. Music will not dig the channels of emotion
with the precision of language, of painting, or

of sculpture ; but, those being once indicated, it

will widen and fill them to overflowing. It wjll

prove fuller of meaning than the very words
without whose aid its own meaning would have
been doubtful and hard to interpret. To refer

once more to In Memoriam. Any lover of Beet-
hoven's music will feel- how well he would have
set the Canto (xv.) beginning, " To-night the

winds began to rise ;" or, the single verse (cxxi.x),

" Thy voice is on the rolling air." But if, im-
pressed by the very same emotions as the poet,

he had sat down to give them utterance with his

own art as the sole vehicle, he would never have
equalled the distinct delineation of the poet.

—

Similarly, in a little piece called The Lake, Pro-
fessor Sterndale Bennett has very cleverly de-
scribed a calm sheet of water, presently ruffled

by a creeping current of wind. Tet, if it were
not for the verbal announcement of the subject,

one sees no reason why the same strain should
not do duty as the description of a calm noon-
light scene, broken by some envious cloud, and
by-and-by relapsing into serene light. But, what-
ever be llie value of these individual distinctions,

it is to some wider and sounder method of criti-

cism that we must look in order to define and'

raise the artistic platform of music, and to make
it worth the while of cultivated and reflecting

men to pay more attention than they now do to

the subject. Men of genius among mnsicians
may then hope for some worthier memoriat than
they arc now likely to obtair.

A Draught for the Particular History of

Phonics ; or, the Doctrine of Sound

and Hearing.
(From Lord Bacon's " Sylya SyiTarujn."

Continued from page 243.

SECTION VIII.

OF THE Pr.OPORT]0>f OF TKEBLE AND BASS
TONES.

The just and measured proportion of the air

struck, with regard to the basenes.s or trebleness

of tones, is one of the greatest secrets in the con-
templation of sounds ; for it discovers the true

coincidence of times into diapasons, vi^hich is the

return of the same sound ; and so of the concords
and discords between the unison and the diapason.

This may be discovered— 1, in the proportion of
the winding of strings : 2, in the proportion of
the distance of frets ; and 3, in the proportion of

the concavities of pipes, &c., but more commo-
diously in the last.

But first try the winding of a string once
about, as soon as it is brought to that extension

as to give a tone, then twice about, thrice, &c.,

and mark the scale, or difference of the rise of
the tone ; whereby you will at once discover two
effects, or the proportion of the sound, in respect

to winding ; and the proportion of the sound, in

respect of the string, as it is more or less strained ;

but to measure this, the way will be to take the

length in a right line of the string, upon anj'

winding about of the peg.

As for the stops ; take the number of frets

;

and, principally, the length of the line from the

first stop ot the string, to such a stop as shall

produce a diapason to the former, upon the same
string.

But, as we before observed, the thing will best

appear in the bores of wind-instruments : let,

therefore, six pipes be made alike, in length, and
all things else, only with a single, double, and so

on to a sextuple bore, and mark what fall of tone

every one gives. But in these three instances it

must be diligently observed, what length of string,

distance of stop, and concavity of instrument,

gives what rise of sound : thus, in the last case,

you must set down what increase of concavity

goes to the making of a note higher, what of two
notes, what of three, and so up to the diapason,

for then the great secret of numbers and propor-

tions will appear. Perhaps the makers of wind-
instruments know this already, because they make
them in sets ; and likewise bell-founders, in ad-

justing the tune of their bells, so that inquiry may
here save trial.

'Tis observed by one of the ancients, that an
empty barrel struck with the finger, gives a dia-

pason to the sound of the like barrel when full

;

but how that should be I do not well understand,

because the striking of a barrel, full or empty,

scarce gives any tone.

Some sensible difference is required in the pro-

portion of creating a note, with regard to the

sound itself, which is passive, and that it be not

too near, but at a distance ; for in a recorder, the
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three uppermost holes yieW one tone, wliich is a
note lower than the tone of the first three ; and
the like, no bonbt, is required in the winding or

stopping of strings.

SECTION IX.

OP EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL SOUNDS.

There is another difference of sounds, which
we call external and internal. Thei-e is neither
soft nor loud, bass nor treble ; musical nor im-
musical ; and though there can be no tone in an
external sound, yet it may be both musical and
immusical. The internal sound we mean, is rather
an impulse or contrusion, than an elision or cutting
of the air ; so that the percussion of the one, with
regard to the other, differs as a blow does from a
out. In speech, the whisper, whether loud or soft,

is an internal ; but speaking out, an external sound;
whence we can never make a tone, nor sing in

whisper, but in speech we may. So breathing,
or blowing by the mouth, bellows, or wind,
thousli loud, is an internal sound; but the blow-
ing through a pipe, or concavity, is an external
one. So likewise the greatest winds, if they
have no coarctation, or blow not hollow, give an
internal sound ; but the whistling or hollow wind,
yields a singing, or external sound ; the former
beini confined by some other body, and the latter

confined by its own density ; and therefore when
the wind blows hollow, 'tis a sign of rain. So
flame, as it moves within itself, or is blown by
bellows, gives a murmur, or internal sound.

There is no hard body, but when struck against
another hard body, will yield an external sound,
greater or less : insomuch that, if the percussion
be over-soft, it may induce a nullity of sound,
but never an internal sound, as when one treads
so softly as not to be heard. Where the air,

whether confined or not confined, is the percu-
tient against a hard body, it never gives an ex-
ternal sound, as in blowing strongly with bellows
against a wall. Sounds, both external and inter-

nal, may be made as well by suction as by emis-
sion of the breath, as in whistling or breathing.

SECTION X.

OK THE ARTICULATION OF SOUNDS.
'Tis one of the greatest mysteries in sounds'

that the whole sound is not only in the wdiole airi

but the whole sound is also in every small part of

tlie air; so that all the curious diversity of artic"

ulate sounds, as in the voice of a man or birds,

will enter at a small chink, without confusion.

The unequal agitation of the winds, or the
like, though it promotes the conveyance of
sounds, yet does not confound their articulation

within the distance the}- can be heard to, though
it may cause them to be heard the less way.

Too great distance confounds the articulation

of sounds ; thus we may hear the sound of a
preacher's voice when we cannot distinguish
what he says. And one articulate sound will

confound another, as when many speak at once.
In speaking under water, when the voice is re-

duced to an extreme exility, yet the articulate
sounds, that is the words, are not cenfounded. I

conceive that an extreme small, or an extreme
great sound, cannot be articulate, but that artic-

ulation requires a mediocrity of sound, as the ex-
treme small sounds confound the articulation by
contracting, and the large ones by dispersing':
and though an articulate sound already created,
will be contracted into a small compass" and pass
throiigh a narrow chink, yet the first articulation
requires a greater dimension.

It has been observed that in a room, or chapel,
vaulted below and above, a preacher cannot be
heard so well, as in the like places, not so vaulted.
For in this case the subsequent words come on
before the precedent ones vanish, and therefore
the articulate sounds are more confused, though
the gross of the sound be greater.
The motions of the tongue, lips, throat, palate,

&c., which go to make tlie several alphabetical
letters, relate to the inquiry of sounds. The
Hebrews have been diligent herein, and deter-
mined which letters are labial, dental, guttural,
&c. The Latins and Grecians have distinguished
between semi-vowels and mutes ; and in mutes
tolerably well between mutae tenues, medise and

aspirate, though not with diligence. For they
have little examined the particular percussions

and motions that create those sounds ; as that the

letters, B, P, F, M, are not expi-essed, but with
contracting or shutting the mouth ; that the let-

ters N and B cannot be pronounced together,

without the letter N turning into M ; as Heca-
tonba will become Hecatomba ; that M and T
cannot be pronounced together,, but P will come
between them ; as Emtus is pronounced Emptus

;

and there are many of the like instances. So
thst whoever inquires to the full, will find there

are fewer simple motions required to the making
of the whole alphabet than there are letters.

The lungs are the most spungy part of the

body, and therefore able to contract and dilate
;

and when they contract, they expel the air,

which, passing through the aspera arteria, throat

and mouth, makes the voice ; but articulation is

not produced without the help of the tongue, the

palate, and the rest of those called the organs of

speech.

There is a similitude between the sound made
bj' inanimate bodies, or animate bodies that have
no articulate voice, and several letters of articu-

late voices; and men have commonly given such
names to these sounds, to these sounds as allude to

the articulate letters. Thus the trembling sound
of water bears a resemblance to the letter L ; the
quenching of hot metals, in water, to the letter

Z ; the snarling of dogs, to the letter R ; the
voice of screech-owls, to the letters Sh ; the voice
of cats, to the diphthong Eu ; the voice of cuck-
oos, to the diphthong Ou ; the sounds of strings,

to the letters Ng. So that, for instance, to make
an inanimate body pronounce a word, the motion
of the instruments of the voice must be consid-

ered on the one side, and the like sounds made
in animate bodies on the other, and what confor-
mity causes the similitude of sounds.

(To be continued.)

"Blind Tom" Again.

(From a lady who is musical.)

New York, November 17th.

Mr. DwiGHT.—The story of Blind Tom, publish-

ed m the Atlantic Bhnthh/ and " All the year round,"

and copied by the Journal of Music, with your edi"

torial thereon, has made me desirous of shedding a

little more light on the subject (which certainly looks

rather dark at present), so far as lies in my power.

—

The cause of truth will not he served in dismissing

so exaggerated a statement without a disclaimer. The
well-meaning, but musically ignorant authoress of

the sketch in question, evidently knows not what she

says, when she compares this boy with young

iVIozart ; when she speaks of his touch, while play-

ing with his back to the piano, as " scientifically ac-

curate " (the attempt charlatanism, and success a

physical impossibility); when she talks of " each suc-

cessive fugue," " a progression of augmented

chords," " chordant harmony," " a classical se-

condo," (?) &c., &c.

I am only sorry that I cannot give actual personal

evidence as to the negro boy's playing :—some two

years and a half ago, on a visit to Kentucky, I was

pressingly invited by some southern friends, to go

and hear Blind Tom ; but so much humbug was dis-

played in the " show "—I will not say concert—ar-

rangements, that my distaste overcame my curiosity,

and I did not hear the poor boy. The report of my
friends, and especially of those among them who
were professionally musical, and on whose judgment

I could rely, was;— that Tom had a good ear and

memory ; in playing pieces like Thalberg's " I Tome,

sweet home," and things of that class, that he had

often heard and played, his execution was sometimes

good, but oftener incorrect, and so far as he faithful-

ly reproduced what he had heard, his expression had

some meaning ; but that as soon as his memory be-

gan to falter, his playing became worse than bad, his

chords so false, his scales so stumbling, that it was

plain he had neither creative nor mechanical power

sufficient to cover the deficiency of memory. That

his fingering was " .absurd," his touch awkward and

heavy. That his so-called improvisations were

merely an incoherent tacking together of passages

from pieces that he knew. That when called on to

repeat compositions played by persons among the

audience, and perhaps heard by him for the first time,

he repeated them imperfectly, reproducing the

most strikingly melodic portions well enough to lead

the unmusical to believe that the whole had been

well played. And apropos of what the writer of

this sketch says of Tom's " interpretation of classi-

cal compositions with clearness of conception," &c.,

one of my friends played for him one of Beethoven's

little sonatinas, so very clear, you know, in construc-

tion. Tom's reproduction was, my musical friend

said, "abominable"—far worse than when he repeat-

ed more common -place, though apparently more dif-

iicult, pieces. In short, my friends heard enough to

convince them :—that Tom possessed a good ear

and remarkable memory, hut by no means that gift

of heaven, a distinguished musical organization (we

know how many separate gifts make up that one !) ;

but that, on the contrary, he was idiotic, save in this

matter of memory. From the humbug and decep-

tion which even they, strangers to most facts of the

case, could detect in the statements of his exhibitor,

they felt that it would be difficult to get at a coiTect

knowledge of the time at which Tom really began to

play, and how much he had been taught ; supposing

the truth of all that was stated about him, they re-

garded his ear and memory as uncommon,—but as

to genius !

—

Indeed, from all that I have learned about Tom's

playing, from persons who have heard him, I more

than doubt whether his talent merits discussion :

—

but it seems to me, that it would be an injustice to

the black race, to let Tom pass current as a phen.

omonal specimen of their musical abUities—or possi-

bilities. That the blacks are a musical people, no

one, who has known much of them, disputes. I have

met with two cases among them of musical ear and

memory, as remarkable as, and certainly more pleas-

ing than the case of Blind Tom. One was M. Le'on

Fouchard, a French West-Indian gentleman (ebony

black, with woolly hair), retired soldier and officer of

the Empire, and an esteemed professor of belles-

lettres and foreign languages in London ; he instruct-

ed my sisters and self in French literature (not the

drudgery of the language ; that had been done in the

nursery). Although a man of extensive culture, and

valued in society for his accomplishments, he had

never studied written music ; but, possessing a deli-

cate ear, and a quick and retentive memory, had ac-

quired s self-taught way of playing the piano with

expression, elegance, and a certain correctness, even

judged by a musician's standard. On our lecture

mornings, if he had chanced to hear, on the previous

evening, an opera, English, French, Italian, or Ger-

man, that was new to him, he would sit to the piano,

give us a sketch of the plot, criticize and play each

morceau in proper rotation, with, as we sometimes

afterwards pioved, uncommon melodic fidelity, tol-

erably correct, and sometimes strikingly fine original

harmony. It never struck us that this was quite a

feat for a blacJc man, but simply that it would have

surprised us in any one; but his gifts did not deceive

our parents into raising him to the height of a " mu-

sical genius." The other case was that of a slave

gill who lived near us in New Orleans ; she had a

powerful and lovely contralto voice of extensive

compass ; she was allowed to attend the French

opera with her master's family every night during

the season ; and poor Louise ! how she sang what

she had heard ! what pure intonation, clear scales,

rich trills ! I believe that she had a genuine musical

or"-anization, for her singing was no mere imitation
;

its dramatic coloring sometimes exceeded, in truth

and beauty, that of the trained prime donne—whose
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singing had fornaed her musical education. The

perfect sight was no help to either of these persons.

I think that the exaggerated opinion as to Tom's

ability is only lield by southern people, wlio liave

been so long accustomed to regard the blacks as mere

animals, that they are astonished at anij display of

intelligence among them ; or by generous, but non-

musical persons, like the talented authoress of the

sketch in question, who are so anxious to aid the

down-trodden race,—but whose enthusiasm about

Tom is clouded, not clear-sighted. F. M. K.

(From a German musician.)

Mr. Editor ;—Tlie attention of the musical world

this side Dixie has again been called to that wonder,

known as "Blind Tom." I have carefully read the

article from the Atlantic Monthly, and your comments

thereon in No. 5.53 of your Journal, I believe all will

agree with you that the unparalelled feats of this boy,

before being credited, must be testified to by those who

really know what music is. The story in the Atlantic

may read well enough to a person not mnsical, but

the musician shakes bis head, sorely puzzled in his

attempt to comprehend the phenomenon as related

there. Thus it is reported of Tom tliat " when seated

with the back to the piano, his touch is always scien-

tlfcalhj accurate." Has it ever been said of Liszt or

Thalberg, thus far the greatest players the world has

produced, that, even when seated right before the in-

strument, with their eyes wide open, their touch was

scientifically accurate ? Sureely, it would have been

considered as overdoing the matter. Again we read :

"in a progression of augmented chords his fingering

is invariably that of the schools." "What composer

ever wrote progressions of augmented chords, since

a single augmented chord is sufficient to cause an

ear-ache? And then, Tom fingers them invariably

after the schools, without being ever taught by any

school whatever ! He plays "fugues" and "intricate

symphonies "; from which we may infer that music

under the patronage of the Southern slaveholders

has risen to a much higher position than at the

North ; for the pianists hereabouts rarely play

fugues and intricate symphonies. Besides, Tom
counts among his audience German cobblers " to

whom Beethoven and Mendelssohn knew how to

preach an unerring gospel." It may be that, by emi-

grating to the South, German cobblers become par-

takers of the high degree of musical culture preva-

lent there ; for in their native country, as I know

through long experience, they are an honest but de-

cidedly unmusical set. "They keep within the limits

prescribed by the well-known proverb: "Ne sutor

ultra a-epitam." In the opinion of cultivated musi-

cians a man must have been endowed with much

talent, must have studied music diligently for some

ten or fifteen years, especially the works of the great

masters, before it can be presumed that Beethoven

and Mendelssohn preach an unerring gospel to him.

The statements quoted, which easily might be mul-

tiplied, plainly show that the witness, as you justly

remark, in the present case is not to be relied upon,

and, therefore, until we have more positive evidence,

until we hear with our own ears, we will continue to

believe in the eternal laws of nature, according to

which musicians do not grow out of the ground, like

mushrooms, in one night, ready made. The age of

witchcraft and miracles has fortunately gone by. We
live—we blessed ones—under the golden rule of

reason.

The most incredible tiling related of Blind Tom
is, doubtless, that he was discovered one fine midsum-

mer night, playing all the airs and diflScult exercises

of his young mistresses without having ever touched

the piano. Still, there is a parallel to this, well veri-

fied in the history of music, though not generally

known. To one not at all inclined to a belief in the

supernatural it is almost mortifying ; at any rate, it

has puzzled mo ever since I read of it, many years

ago.

Tou rember that Nestor of modern organists, J.

C. H. Rink, who died in 1846 at Darmstadt, Ger-

many, no less renowned as a masterly performer,

than as a very prolific composer, chiefly for the organ.

Rink also contributed largely to the periodical musi-

cal literature of his time, in which capacity he was

likewise mudi esteemed. As a private citizen he en-

joyed the reputation of being oneof the most upright,

solid men, not at all given to romance or eccentricities.

In his autobiograpny published in the Eutonia, (a

musical periodical founded in 1828 and continued

for a dozen years or so by Ileintsch) Rink relates

the following incident of himself, by which his father

was first decided to give him a musical education.

Rink, the father, was a village schoolmaster and

besides gave private lessons in music. One d.ny when

he instructed a pupil on the piano at his own house,

the pupil hesitated and blundered more than usual in

a piece which, for several lessons, had been assign-

ed him for practice. The piece had to be played

over and over again, though with no better rcsnlt

than the first time. The teacher was not sparing in

his expressions of censure and reproof, which at-

tracted his little son, a mere child, who was present

in the room engaged with his playthings," but who
nevertheless had paid close attention to the proceed-

ings at the piano. The child at once stepped up to

the instrument and innocently asked his father to let

him play the piece, which the pupil could not over-

come ; he thought he might do better. His father

told him to go away and not disturb them any longer.

But the child insisted so determinedly that father

Rink thought there was no getting rid of him nnless

he should have his way for a moment. As the boy had

never touched the piano, his father considered the

whole afl^air a mere whim, snch as children are fre-

quently seized with. So, to cut the matter short, the

pupil wag ordered to rise and the child placed on the

seat. He commenced and, without the slightest

hesitation, without a single mistake, played the piece

through from beginning to end.

Let every one explain this miracle as he best may.

As before remarked, it is long ago since I read it,

but it has been in my memory continually, so that I

do not fear to have fallen into any important error in

relating it.
'

Besda.

(From a Spiritualist.)

Boston, Nov. 13, 1862.

To the Editor of the Journal of Music

:

—
I have recently seen a very readable account in

your paper of the blind idiot negro Tom, of whom
we bad previously heard remarkable stories.

After conceding a fair allowance for errors in judg-

ment as to his precise status as a performer, we find

sufficient remaining to excite our wonder, and na-

turally ask how we are to account for snch a mani-

festation.

My belief has been from the first, that he is one

of those beings of whom there are now very many
among us—subject to possession by influences from

the other world.

There are individuals who can be used to write

with a pencil in each hand, upon two different sub-

jects, while conversing at the same time upon some-

thing quite foreign to either.

There are many more who are exercised in writ-

ing from right to left with astonishing rapidity and
in a hand quite unlike their own.

In fact, physical manifestations are so common,
that I can only wonder that this case has not al-

ready been classed among them, as I am sure it will

be hereafter.

It may be that our people are not yet ready to ac-

cept the direct action of those who have gone before

us to the other world, but I think from what I have

seen, that we shall sometime have more faith. W.

(From a true Southern "Gentleman" (of either sex.)

J. S. DwiGHT, Esq.—No one that ever saw or

heard of " Blind Tom" in the South, ever dreamed

of comparing his, (at the best,) " gropings in the

dark," with those first proofs that Mozart or Chopin

gave in their childhood, of great musical tendencies
;

your mistake in thinking they did, is attributable only

to your wrong-headed contemptible tendency as a

New Englander—to damn every thing that has had

the great misfortune of having been born too far

South—nothing else could have induced you to write

as you did upon Tom.
But how deliciously refreshing (in .an insipid way)

was that grand allusion of yours, to the " semi-har-

harmis" nni " wilful" people of the South, — that

wicked people that will " reject (your) cm-ner stone."

Now, my dear Sir, if you will only once overcome

your deep-seated prejudice against the Southerner

(which arises solely out of your jealousy of the high-

toned manners, that you hnozv always mark him),

and come to Mobile, Charleston or Montgomery

—

we will show you a nation of gentlemen, in whose

presence, you, (with all New-Englanders) will feel

the irrepressible desire to take off your hat. Why,
it is perfectly nnbearable to see yon, thick-headed,

close-fisted fellov/s in New England (we do not speak

of New York, people are entirely different there) sit

on your (imaginary) imperial " hub" sxni criticize the

barbarous Southerner. Pray let us abide the decision

of the educated foreigner, who comes to America,

travels from North to South, and then tells his experi-

ence, tells of which portion of our country, contains

the greatest nnmher of the elegantly educated and

polite ; that tale, fortunately for the South, has been

told too often, and by those in whose bosoms not a

particle of prejudice, ever existed against the North.

But we do sincerely sympathize with yoo, in your

sad misfortune of " to-day," being kicked by the rest

of the nation " out in the Cold."

Addio ! Cola il sipario. Montgomery.

For Ihvjght^s Jonmal of Musie.

Classical and Popular—Another View.

Mr. Editor.—Each thinker views a subject from

his own stand-point ; and the numerous opinions

expressed on any given topic are therefore only the

idiosyncratic expressions of individual thought.

—

The Bible is the same book everywhei'e ; and yet all

the manifold sects of the world draw from it the

special support of their special beliefs. We all view

things through the eyes of our own peculiarities.—

Mr. Thomas Ryan has contributed a paper to your

Journal on the " Decline of Musical Taste," and

you have responded to it. He thinks it is because too

much classic music has been crammed into the public

ears, and you think that too little has been furnished.

He has had a long, practical experience as manager,

and he finds that more people are drawn to hear popu-

lar than classic music. Yon have a theory at heart

which ignores the vulgar dollar and insists oa the

persistent production of the classics, for Art's sake.

You believe that the classics have not been brought

forward in the right way, and that when so brought

forward, public admiration and appreciation is sure

to follow.

Now I have another idea, difl'ering from yon gen-

tlemen, and founded on an entirely dilferent ground.

I do not think that there is any decline in the musi-

cal taste of Boston. I think that it has increased :

but just in proportion to the numerical increase of the

citizens. Music is an enjoyment of certain natures,

and necessarily of peculiar natures, and it would be

as vain to expect that the mass of people should all

be fond of astronomy, botany, zoology, sculpture,

poetry, as to expect that they should all be enthusi-

asts or lovers of music. Those who love music de-

votedly can hardly understand that others could ex-

ist without it ; but one must be a hermit indeed, who
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fails to see that the mass of people care nothing

whatever for music, except as one of many amuse-

ments, of no more importance and worthy of no

more attention than fifty other things which please

an idle hour. Berlioz in a recent work says :

" Music, the art of moving, hy combinations of

sounds, intelligent men, endowed with special and

cultivated organs. To define music thus is to avow

that we do not think it, as folks say, made for every-

body. Whatever may be, in fact, the conditions of

its existence, whatever may have ever been its means

of action, simple or composite, gentle or energetic,

it has always been evident to the impartial observer

that a great number of people not being able to feel

or comprehend its power, these were not madefor it,

and consequently, it was not made for them."

You and Mr. Ryan believe in the ultimate eleva-

tion of the people to your appreciation and percep-

tion. I have no belief in this whatever. Communi-

ties can never be educated in special directions, with-

out their interests and predilections point that way.

Individuals can be educated, but not in any direction

contrary to their natures. Ho who loves fancy and

fiction can never be made an entliusiast over figures

;

and he who is a born mathematician will not forsake

the passionless charm of mathematics for the nerv-

ous excitement which springs from music and poetry.

But each can go on, ad infinitum, in the direction

towards which his idiosyncrasy tends. Communi-

ties only seek enjoyment. They care nothing for

advancement. The individual seeks to improve

himself, and always in the direction that his fancy

dictates. Communities are swayed entirely by their

love of enjoyment, and are never led in the pursuit

by those who seek to act as their mentors. On the

contrary, the knowing ones are ignored and despis-

ed, thought to be too learned, too abstract, too the-

oretical, and are left to the worship of their own

gods. That such is the case everywhere is too sim-

ple a fact to demand proof. The Gottschalks toill

be followed and admired and applauded in spite of

the most eloquent judgments of educated minds,

for the simple reason that the public finds pleasure

in the elegant superficialities beyond which the public

never goes. You will find that the audiences that

follow such pleasure are not composed of the.

really cultivated musical intelligence of the city.

A refined taste in and judgment of music is as

"caviare to the general" as any thing else which

requires nicely strung natures for its proper appreci-

ation. You cannot educate men up to this. No
common or high school can grow up Thackerays,

Dickenses, Bulwers by any amount of education.

—

No community can be found in which Shakespeare,

Milton and Dryden are preferred to the current

newspaper literature of the day. The reason simply

being that only minds and hearts capable of appre-

ciating and feeling the great efforts of the human
mind and heart are drawn to them in admiration.

—

You cannot control the nature by instruction or alter

it ; but you can advance it in the line of its greatest

peculiarity.

Can it be expected that young people who liavo

known no sorrow, who have seen nothing of the care

and anxiety and disappointment and regret of life,

should be moved at the profoundly sad utterances of

the human heart through music and poetry ? Can
any one who is all joy and hope, or all callous and

cold, read those lines of Tennyson, " Break, Break,

Break," with the vital appreciation of one who has

heard that voice and touched that hand ? Can na-

tures, therefore, which have not tlio profoundness and

breadth to take in the great thoughts of man,5mora'

or musical, be expected to enjoy them ? Here lies

the great mistake of all who hope for that musical

millenium, when everybody shall throng to enjoy and

feel the great works of great minds. Tlie error is a

fundamental one, for it expects that all people are to

become equal in point of intellect and feeling. Such

never can be the case. Yet there will always be a

certain number who attain this point of appreciation,

and a certain number who hang somewhat doubtful-

ly around the real worshippers, and a certain num-

ber who follow where fashion leads. Then again,

taste and fancy break up this number into sub-sects,

each one strenuous in the support of the special

phaze of beauty he worships.

In any large community this body of refined, deli-

cately-attuned natures must be small. They are

really tlie exceptions, not the rule ; and it is futile to

hope to instil into the mass the ch.aracteristics of the

few. The old cities of Europe present no diflfercnt

state of affairs. The superficial, bright and simple

are there the delight of the people, as they have ever

been and, in the nature of things, must ever be.

—

Look back on the musical history of this city. We
began with the very best. The first introduction we

had to orchestral music was through Beethoven's

symphonies. Year after year we heard them, and

year after year concert-goers became most familiar,

with them. We began with the best introduction,

and how has it gone on 1 One after another, foreign

bands came, and they played waltzes, potpourris, &c.

and Beethoven's Symphonies were left, while the

public went into raptures over what it really under-

stood and appreciated. It had heard before what it

could ; now it heard what it liked and thorouglily

enjoyed. What conclusion must be drawn? That

the symphonies were above their powers of apprecia-

tion, although made quite familiar by repetition.

—

But in these audiences were some who did appreciate,

and grew up in the enjoyment of them, and where

are they now ? Why they are you, Mr. Editor, and

others, who have been members of that select, smaller

number, who are so constituted as to enjoy the loftier

flights of musical thought and progress in their con-

templation. To-day, after twenty years of a hearing

of the very best of music, after a progressive educa-

tion in the best of schools, after Beethoven, Mozart,

Mendelssohn, Chopin, &c., &c., the Boston public

had rather hear a Labitzky waltz than a Beethoven

Adagio, and crowd to hear " Martha," when "Israel

in Egypt " would not attract a hundred auditors.

—

This must be always the case, and therefore the cru-

sade, honestly and conscientiously undertaken against

"popular " music, will never meet with success. The
people must have amusement and there are always

enough to cater to their tastes.

I do not think there is any decline in musical taste

in Boston among those who ever had any musi-

cal taste. The fashion to go to concerts may
have changed ; but there are as many music lovers

as ever. Their number will always remain dispro-

portionately small among the many ; and the many

can never be educated up to what their natures can-

not attain. As well expect all trees to reach the same

altitude, all flowers to attain the same size. As well

expect everybody to be equally good, broad-hearted,

intelligent, pure. Therefore I hold that the small

number of classic-lovers in Boston is not due to any

decline or any mismanagement, but to an inherent

necessity in human nature ; a necessity paralleled in

other phases of the vast inequality of sentient and

inanimate life on the earth.

Still I do not definitely affirm that the lovers of

good music must necessarily be very intellectual, and

those who are not musically inclined necessarily very

unrefined. Ry no means ! The contrary is often-

times the case, and markedly so. The refinement

and intelligence I imply is a musical refinement,

musical intelligence, which are qualities per se, and

sometimes go hand in hand with a most lamentable

want of purity and nobleness of nature. A taste for

music must be presupposed ; for I take it, no one

would pretend to awaken a love for the classics in a

person to whom music was not a real, positive de-

light. Therefore it would be very arrogant and

ridiculous for one who loves music to affirm

that one, who does not, lacks refinement and

perception. A love for music is only one way in

which man's emotions are aroused, and it cannot be

hoped that all men should be equally drawn in that

direction. Those who are so must move on together,

enjoying what they can ; it is in vain for them to ex-

pect to make others equally sensitive to the same en-

joyment. S.

Pitsiral Corrtspnkitce.

Bremen, Oct 24.—since my last I attended a

Quartet-Soiree with the following programme :

1. Quartet in D minor Ilaydn
2. Piauo-Qu.irtet in K flat Mozart
3. String Quartet in C minor Beethoven

The entertainment, which did not last longer than

an hour and a half, was a very pleasant one, and

was evidently relished by the 300 persons, mostly

ladies, present. The programmes of the series of six,

which are all printed on the back of the admission

card—at one Thaler each for the Series—were prob-

ably adapted to the wishes of old subscribers. Schu-

m.ann's name appears but once (Pianoforte Quiirtet

'n E flatj and Schubert's twice (Piano Trio in E flat

and string Quartet in J) minor). All the rust is

made up of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. As

these Quartet Evenings have alseady lived through a

great many seasons, their present programmes but

confirm the old experience, that lime-honored musi-

cal institutions gener.ally keep well to the safe, com-

fortable and well-established high-way of the so-called

classical period.

I hear that a Mass by Schumann—something

which those most intimate wtih his character and

peculiar genius never supposed him likely to have

written—is in course of publication.

Feed. Hilleu h,as written a new choral work,

"The Night," for two Solo-voices (Soprano and

Tenor (Chorus and Orchestra, which is highly

spoken of.

In the " Musical Journal for Southern Germany "

I find the following item which I translate for the

benefit of your Boston readers :

"The Organ-builder, C. F. Walker, in Ludwigs-

burg, has lately put together in his workshop a large

Concert Organ, intended for the Music Hall in Boston,

U. S., a work which, if sent to the London Exhibi-

tion, would have served to represent the art of Organ-

building in Germany in the most favorable light.

This new and grand work is indeed a fine monument

of German art and industry. The Organ contains

86 registers (stops), all of excellent, some of superior

tone. The one of the largest compass is a 32-feet

Principal, part of which forms the front of the work.

The entire disposition is very ingenious and yields

the greatest variety of combinations. Besides four

manuals, all of which respond very nicely, and a

Pedal Piano in two sections, the Organ has 12 addi-

tional ped.als and 4 effective swells, two of them for

single soft voices, the third for the second manual of

18 stops, and the fourth for a Crescendo and

Diminuendo of the full work. The latter contri-

vance. Walker's last invention, by which the power

of tone can be regulated with mathematical precision

according to degrees indicated on a dial before the

player, adds much to the effectiveness of the instru-

ment. The bellows are worked by steam. The price,

without case and cost of transportion, wo understand

to be 48.000 Florins. None of the old Organs which

have obtained a large celebrity, like those at Wein-

garton, Freiburg and Harlem, can compare with this

new work, which is not the result of largo empirical

experience, but which has been conceived hy the

master-mind of a thinking inventive genius."

I trust there will ho no time lost now to get the

Organ to the place long since assigned to it.

The police of this good city of Bremen must be

gentlemen of a fine musical ear. Perambulating
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street bands arid orijan grinders are warned not to

belch forth their strains in such close proximity to

each other tliat in any place such strains can be hoard

simultaneously, on severe penalty. This manner

recommends itself. Majristrates of some other cities,

not only in Germany, mitrht make it their own.

A committee of musical gentlemen in Wiesbaden,

Joachim Raff Secretary, propose to open a national

subscription for the benefit of Riciiaed Wagner,
'n order to secure him an independent living.

Whether this step is authorized by the composer or

not is not known.

Gounod's " Faust" has been performed fifty-two

times in our neighbor-city of Hamburg, the composer

being present from Paris at the 52d performance

upon special invitation of the managers. Truly a

great success for a Frenchman in the days of

Wagner !

The Theatre here does very well. There is a per'

formance every night. Opera, Drama, Comedy,

Ballet : everything is well represented. The prices

are but moderate, the house not overlarge — 1560

seats— no government subsidy — yet it pays. The
interior is extremely handsome as well as comfortalde.

Proprietor and lessee is the Bremen State. The

tenant has the monopoly of theatrical representations

in the city. B.

Chei'ubini.

Among those of his colleagues in the Institute

with whom Mehnl had the most sympathy, Cheru-
hini ranked the first. When Napoleon offered the

author of " Joseph " the place of director of the Im-
perial chapel, Mehul requested that his friend might
share the post with him. The Emperor refused, and
gave the place to Lesueur. Cherubini, indeed, dur-
ing his entire career, enjoyed but little of the impe-
rial favor. His character, which was extremely
original, and his freedom of speech frequently some-
what unparliamentary, were not unconnected with
this disfavor. It is related tliat General Bonaparte,
on being received at the Conservatoire, had to un-
dergo tlie performance of certain laudatory cantatas

composed by Lesueur, Mehul, and Cherubini. The
conqueror of Italy addressed to the last-mentioned
some critical remarks upon his production. "Gerce-

eral," said Cherubini, " when you lay down the plan
of a battle, you only consult your own genius."
Upon which, it is said, the great captain turned his

back upon him.
Between Cherubini and Mehul there was a certain

affinity of talent. Although an Italian by birth, by
his works ho approached more nearly the German
school than that to which he owed his education.
In truth, the style of Cherubini belonged, far more
tlian did that of Mehul, to that eclectic school which
cbaractei"i/,es the musical productions of the French
stage. He brought on towards peifection that style

to which the existing compo.sers of France devote
themselves, and who, for the most part, are his pu-
pils. " His manner," says Adolphus Adam, " is

'less Italian than that of Mozart ; it is purer than
that of Beethoven. [!] In it we see rather the res-

urrection of the ancient Italian school, enriched with
the discoveries of modern harmony."
A singular fact comes out in respect to the works

of Cherubini. His scores exercized an immense in-

fluence on those of his contemporaries. He was, in

some sort, the fixed star round which gravitated the
planets Lesueur, Berton, Kreutzer, who each had
satellites of their own, such as Steibelt, Gaveaux,
Solie, Devienne, Bruni, Reicha, &c. ; and yet the
operas of the illustrious director of the (conservatoire
are now scarcely ever played in France. Posterity
bows to him as one of the great artists of the age :

and the greater part of those who would burn in-

cen.se at his altar are unacquainted with his ivorks.

A hundred times superior to Nicolo as a musician,
ho never attained the popularity of the composer of
" Jocondc." Something of the same kind was
shown to have occurred in the case of Philidor and
Monsigny.

Cherubini wrote for the dainty in Music ; and the
subtleties of touch which swarm in his scoi-es passed
unheeded before the eyes, or rather the ears of the
audience. The many are far more deeply impressed
by the actual thoughts of the author than by the
manner in wliich they are expressed. Delicacies of
style are not estimated at their true value save by the
learned and tlio.se iniliated in the craft. This is why
Cherubini has not obtained, as I before observed, the

degree of success proportioned to his immense
worth.

His worship of form and completeness in the
development of musical ideas betrayed him into pro-

lixities which, however muchn'u their places in eccle-

siastical or chamber music (in the Credo or the

Consecration Mass, I'or example), retard, upon the
stage, the march of the drama. The audience are

more likely to complain of the tediousness of the
dramatic action than to admire the high finish of the
work. " In the operas of Cherubini," says M. Fe'tis,

in his first letter to dramatic composers, "there are
pieces which have always commanded the admiration
of a select audience, when executed on the piano, and
which are as remarkable for their dramatic expression
as for their beauty of form

;
yet they failed to produce

any effect on the stage, because the great artist did
not understand that the music is not the most impor-
tant thing in an opera."

ftotgljt'^ loiiriml of Sliisk,

BOSTON, NOVEMBER 39, 1803.

Mustc IN THIS Number. — Continuation of Chopin's

Mazurkas.

The Alleged Decline, &c.

We trust that, in what we wrote last week in

reply to Mr. Ryan, we made it sufficiently clear,

that we have no objection in the world to " light

music," or to concerts al together composed of

such. The plea for classical music, for concerts

whose whole motive, spirit, tone sacredly ex-

cludes whatsoever is frivolous, or maudlin-senti-

mental, or merely for effect (i. e. for startling the

ignorant and showing off the artist, who in the

very act lays down his artist title, or who in

claiming the title confesses that he has no right

to it),—this plea by no means implies any denial

of the right of what is not classical to flourish in

its own sphere, its own proper places and occa-

sions. In other words the plea for music as Art

seeks not to revoke the licenses of music as

amusement. A Muaa (without the Muse, or

recreation of the brain) is, in proper seasons, quite

as legitimate a motto, as Muna, which means

dedication to the beautiful, the true, in real

earnest. But if the Muse may not have her

rights and due occasions, and if she may not

rei(/n in these occasions, ordering and blending

all by her own fine heavenly instinct, with full

right to say: Odi prnfanum viilgus el arceo, then

certainly the term which implies negation of the

Muse, amusevient, loses all meaning, and drops

out of all relation.

We believe in Art, and we believe also in

Amusement. Man must have both ; while at the

same time there is a constant tendency between

them to coalesce, not by compromises, not by

heterogeneous minglings, not by any stooping of

the Muse to spheres beneath her dignity ; but by

virtue of the fact that true Art is a willing, lov-

ing sacrifice, that Art, musical Art above all, in

the very secret of its heart, and as the very end

and acme of its toil, means Joy (as Beethoven so

splendidly interpreted it), means reconciliation of

work and play, of law and freedom, duty and

delight ; so that to a true artist nature, to the

sincere artistic spirit, to a soul of thoroughly ar-

tistic tone and temper, play itself becomes as

pure, as beautiful and worthy in the sight of

heaven, as work itself or worship. And herein

lies the great justification of Art, that it all typi-

fies and prophecies this reconciliation of mind

and matter, soul and sense, the heavenly and the

earthly, and of a life of man which shall in all

its manifold relations be the complete Piue Art.

But this of fiourseis an ideal, far off glory, whose

coming shines in comparatively few faces ; its

prophets, or great artists, are but few, and their

appreciating circles must of necessity remain

select.

Still there have been and are such artists;

there are those, (more than your " four or five

hundred," we believe, even here in Boston), who

find delight and inspiration in the hearing of their

music
; their number is always on the increase

so long as true teachers and opportunities to hear

and read and practir^ do not die out, and just in

proportion to the gift and earnestness of the

teacher and the fineness of the opportunity. All

that we plead for is, that the higher opportuni-

ties of hearing music, such as appeal directly to

the few, but indirectly and prospectively to wid-

ening circles round the few, shall still be held

worthy of that unremitting jealous care and pre-

servation, which society extends to all things

which are considered vital blessings and good in-

fluences, however small the number of those who

can entirely appreciate them :—for is not this the

case with Christianity itself, with the ideas that

underlie the State, with Education, Literature

and Art of any kind, with our Shakspeare, and

all the great possessions of the general mind ?

In music, then, we only want to have the

higher class of concerts made secure and perma-

nent, as frequent and as good as possible. Let

these lamps be still kept filled and lighted, and

let the oil be pure, although the light thereof may

not redeem more than a small circle from the

general darkness. The fact that they do speak

to such a few, and they not so ve?'t/ few, and

still increasing, is reason enough for their being

kept up to as high as possible a standard. The

purer the tone of them, the more uncom-

promising the artistic standard, the more certain

will they be to keep the few, as well as win new

converts. In a popular, "light" concert there is no

impropriety in introducing now and then a Sym-

phony or part of one, a classical overture, &c., and

it may prove a revelation to some among the audi-

ence who are supposed to go for mere amusement.

But the converse of the process in a classical

concert is hardly proper ; where Beethoven sets

the key-note, the introduction of a frivolous show

piece, or a poor maudlin sweetish melody, by

way of pea-nuts for the gallery, is sheer intrusion

of strange "gods" and breaks the spell of the oc-

casion
;
you have come in wedding garments

(spiritually speaking) and behold, the feast has

vanished, and you are in—the fish-market, a

dance saloon, a vulgar theatre ! You go home

feeling as if you had been caught in bad com-

pany.

We say, then, organize, support, strengthen,

elevate the classic concerts ; for on them depends

the musical prorjress of the community, even if

the smallest few of the community attend

them. Every live member of those few becomes

a centre of influence himself. And we entirely

distrust the suggestion, that concerts of light

music only tend to educate the hearer up to an

appreciation of the masters. It does educate the

ear of course, teaches the distinctive sound of

instruments sharpens the sense (unless by too

much brilliancy, too much of the " monster

"

sort, it blunts it) ; and therefore, as well as on

the ground of innocent amusement, it is good

that there should be light, popular concerts, ad-

dressed to the comparatively unmusical. But
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there is no need of any plea or effort in behalf

of these ; they take care of themselves, or find

plenty of shrewd manajjers to take care of them,

for there is money to be made by them. The

care is needed on the other side ; we simply ap-

peal to that class, without whom there could be

no occasion for the existence of this Journal

;

our appeal is to the lovers of musical Art ; our

proper business to address them, and serve

them as a jealous watchman over the true

interests of Art; we do not quarrel with the

purveyors or the seekers of musical amusement,

because we mind our proper duty and pursue the

only ends for which we ever undertook, or should

have thought it worth the while to undertake, the

rather thankless task of musical journalism. Let

there be as many light concerts as you please
;

the more the merrier ; we want everybody to

enjoy themselves, and every musician to earn a

good and comfortable living, and amusement it-

self to cease to be a thing despised and dreaded

as unholy ; for something of Art and poetry does

mingle with it in the long run, and it is far better

than constrained solemnity with furtive restless-

ness or blank vacuity of mind. Live and

let live, we say to those who enjoy it ; we shall

enjoy with you sometimes, and shall note a good

sign of progress now and then, or drop a useful

hint, when it occurs to us; but our main business

is with Art and artists and Art-lovers. You
are abundantly competent to take care of your

side of the house, your cause is sure to flourish
;

pray allow us to do what little good we can on

our side.

There are two points, on which we wish some

day to speak more fully : we merely name them

now. First, in a community where an artistic

standard is kept up by worthy influences, as

teachers and concerts of the right stamp, it will

be possible to insinuate more and more of the

artistic leaven into the concerts professedly de-

signed for mere amusement. Secondly, there is

great danger of confounding light music with had

music ; the term " light " stands in need of defi-

nition. We have also yet to consider Mr. Ryan's

ideas about the size of music halls.

In conclusion we can but refer to the temper-

ate and common-sense-like article on the same

subject, which we print to-day, from another

source. Nor need we do much more than refer

to it ; for, strange to say, we agree with its main

propositions. The author mistakes us. We
never have believed that it was possible to edu-

cate the whole mass of society up to the love of

what is classical and great in Art : we know that

all the great loves, the fine perceptions and ap-

preciations belong to the few ; we know that

" the Gottschalks always wiWoQ followed and ad-

mired," &c. But we maintain that what the few

so appreciate is fully worthy of all the attention

and support which it can get, that it is for the

interest of society and civilization to protect it,

that it benefits all indirectly if not directly, and

that the whole world is richer by the fact of

Shakspeare, even if ninety-nine persons in a

hundred prefer a poor sensation novel to his no-

blest play. We agree with him that most peo-

ple do and will seek music chiefly as a light

amusement, without believing in it any further.

But as we both believe also in Art, and think it

high and worthy, what more do we need but

simply : " Render unto Cfesar the things that are

Caesar's " ? That is, let Art be Art, true to its

own character and self-respect, and not resort to

cunning arts or tricks of popularity, thinking to

multiply impressions of its own godlike image

any faster by letting them grow less and less like

to the original. And let not, on the other hand,

the caterer to mere amusement, the one who
provides music simply to the end of popularity

and money, assume the name and airs of Artist.

The two things should not be confounded.

Boston Mozart Cltte.—The first social orches-

tral entertainment of this, the tliird, season, filled

Mercantile Hall on Monday niglit as full as it coidd

hold with invited puests, who came eagerly and

listened with great satisfaction. The orchestra has

become more complete in nnmhers, all the compo-

nent elements being now fairly represented, and its

playing, under Mr. Zerralin's careful drill, seconded

by the earnest purpose of the members, certainly

exhibits great improvement. It is a very promising

sign indeed when amateurs can give so creditable a

presentation of such pieces as compose the following-

programme :

Part I.

1. Overture. " La Clemenza di Tito." Mozart
2. Grand Symphony in D major. No. T Haydn

Adagio; Allejrro—Andante—Minuetto and Trio

—

Finale, Allegro Tiv.ace.

Part IT.

1. Andante from Symphony No. 4, (Italian).Mendelsaohn
2. Festival March Lanner
3. Transcription of a German Song. (For Select Or-

chestra) Franz Abt
4. Overture. " Nozze di Figaro." Mozart

The stringed portion of the band (four first violins,

four second, two double basses, &c.,) was really effi-

cient ; there was a horn solo played, too. in the

" transciption," which would have done credit to the

Music Hall. The Symphony, one of the most elab-

orate of Haydn's, told its whole story with but very

little stammering or feebleness of utterance. Who
knows but that the orchestra we want may yet grow

out of this 1 It starts on the right principle.

Concerts at Hand.—Mr. Zerrahn will re-com-

mence his Philharmonic Concerts on Saturday even-

ing, Dec. 6th. The Symphony will probably be the

Pastorale.

The " Saturday Popular Concerts" of the

Mendelssohn Quintette Club commence this even-

ing at the Melodeon. The programme includes an

Octet by Pranz Schubert ; Suppe's overture to the

" Poet and Peasant "
; solos on the flute, the violin,

and the Saxophone (a new instrument in these parts)
;

and singing by the favorite vocalist, Mrs. J. M.
Motte.

Mr. Gillmoee's Promenade Band Concerts,

which made a most successful beginning in the

Boston Music Hall last Saturday evening, will be

continued there this evening.

"Blind Tom."—We present to. day a string of

communications on this blind problem. The letter

of • F. M. R.," which we have placed first, contains

we think, a very sensible view of the whole matter,

and goes far toward clearing up the mystery by

rightly qualifying some of the extravagances of the

story. It is by a lady who evidently knows what she

is talking about when she speaks of music.

Musical Biography.—The article with this head-

ing, which we copy from the Saturday Review, con-

tains food for reflection ; hut it betrays a singularly

low and shallow view of music, to our thinking.

From a Jew.— AVe cheerfully print the fol-

lowing
,

Philadelphia, Nov. 11, 1862.

Mr. Editor : — From your article in the last

number of the Journal of Music I am almost led to

believe that you think the cause of music suffers

when in the hands of Jews. To say nothing of the

refined intolerance that alone could give birth to such

an idea, I content myself with asking you how you
reconcile your theory (if such it is) with cases of

the Israelites like Mendelssohn, Meyerbeer, Hiller,

Halevy, Jo.achim, Ferd. David, Moschelos and
others, well known to fame and to yourself.

Yours truly, A Jew.
When we spoke of " speculators and Jews

''

occupying the musical field, we used the term
more figuratively, and as it is every day used in

common parlance, than as meaning to intimate
that all persons of that oriain (among whom we
personally count valued friends) are necessarily

mean and mercenary. And certainly we do not

need to be reminded what great lights in music
and in literature have sprung from that perse-

cuted race.

WBU S^broitK

Meyerbeer.— It may save disappointment to
state, on trustworthy authority, that there is no chance
of M. Meyerbeer being in Paris for some time to

come; and thus that no new opera from bis port-
folio is to be expected during the season of 186.3.

Munich.—Herr Augu.st Banrnfrjirtner, orp;anist

and inventor of a new system of musical stenogra-
phy, died hereon the 27th September.

Leipzig.—The London Musical World translates

the following letter, dated Leipzig, Oct 6, from a

German musical journal :

The musical Mich;elmas Fair is now at boiling

point. Nothinfj greets the ear save music in every
direction, but what music'? The gangs of Miner's
bands, guitarists, harp-girls, organ-grinders, and
other peripatetic wretches appear to start out of the
earth, and the statistic returns of the police must
prove their numbers to be such as to make one's hair

stand on end with horror. The lovei of art is sur-

rounded by contrasts. " Per aspra ad astra," he
thinks, as, accompanied by the discordant sounds of
a miserahle polka, he hastily leaves the confused
crowd and bustle in the street, and ascends the steps

of the Gewandhaus, to revel in Beethoven's Seventh
Symphony. Completely carried .away by the im-
mortal strains, full of the heavenly beauties of the
work, his heart teeming with the noblest and migKL-
iest melodies, he hurries off, and a fearful street-

quartet, consisting of a screeching clarinet, a trum-
pet, a horn, and a bass-tuba, snatches him with a
spirit of grinning mockery, by me.ans of the Radetz-
ki-March, from his illu.sions. With stoical compo-
sure, the genuine Leipsieker bears this most teiTible

of all nuisances, and retains sufficient good sense to go
and enjoy Menzel's music in the Schiitzenhnu*;, or die

concerts of the Prussi.in military-director. Her Rosen
Roanz, in the Centralballe. The opera selected for

the fair at the Stadttheater was Wagner's Fliegeiider

Holla-nder, not a very advantageous selection in .a pe-
cuniary light, since there has been a decrescendo in

the atendance, out of keeping with the expenses in-

curred for scenery and machinery. It would be use-

less to go into a detailed account of the work itself,

which is an embryo of the Wagnerian Art-Produc-
tions of the Future, and is placed even by the advo-
cates of the Wagnerian school in the doubtful do-
main of striving and non-.attainment. Shall we col-

lect the stubble, to praise what pleases, and censure
wbai displeases ns ? Of all Wagner's librettos, that

of the Fliegender Hollander is the most interesting,

despite the bad verses, of which, like his other libret-

tos, it contains a large number. It has genuine dra-

matic touches, which keep the attention fixed to the

very last, and upon which a musical superstructure

might well have been raised. At present, however,
the music is simply a conlinuons experiment, with
dramatic effects following each other without due se-

lection or connection, .and, at times, mirroring nude
nature with revolting truthfulness. The overture

and first act were coldly received. There was noth-
ing like applause till tlie " Spinning-song," and bal-

lad in the second act, but the applau.se was bestowed
upon precisely those pieces which are founded upon
the so-called " worn-out standpoint." The pertbr-

mance was good and careful, proving that the Leijisic

theatre possesses at the present moment, a highly
valuable company of vocalists. The girlish charac-
ter of Senta was admirably embodied by Mme. liiib-

samen Weith. Her dramatic impersonation, how-
ever, is still here and there deficient in certainty and
vivacity. Her singing, however, is marked' with
feeling, and rendered by a fine voice, diough the of-
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feet of the latter is marred, at intervals, by a harsh,

guttural tone. Ilerr Ossenbaeh (Datand), has a line

soft, bass voice, distinguished for its elevated charac-

ter. Herr Weidomann, who had to represent the un-

happy personage Erik, is a valuable tenor, whose
voice, however, is unfortunately deficient in that cer-

tainty and power of endurance requisite for more
important parts ; his intonation is invariably waver-
ing. Herr Jungmann, on the other hand, pleased us
very much in the small part of the Hclmsm.an. The
hero found an excellent representative in Herr Riib-
samen. He possesses a fine, powerful baritone,

which he knows how to turn to the best advantage.
His prontinciation, however, is blurred by faults, of

which, as a vocalist, he should get rid. The cho-
ruses are exceedingly difficult, and were badly exe-

cuted. That the run of the opera will be only ephem-
eral, no one doubts. The first Gewandhaus con-
cert was a brilliant one, as regards programme, at-

tendance, and execution. It began with the "Anac-
reon Overture," that clever piece of mosaic by Cher-
ubini, the melodic fragments of which are worked up
into a wondrous whole. The mode in which it w.is

performed was nothing more nor less than unsurpas-
sable ; there was such perfection, even in the slight-

est details, that the delight it afforded was something
extraordinary. The execution of Beethoven's A
Major Symphony, also, was a success, especially in

the alleijretlo, but the scherzo betrayed the conductor,
Herr Reinecke, into a far too precipitate tempo. In
Mile. Orwill we made the acquaintance of a talented

pupil of Mme. Viardot Garcia. She possesses a fine

and snfficientl}' strong mezzo-soprano, of agreeable,

but by no means overpowering tone, which has com-
pleted the higher study of its art, so as to merit the

diploma of " very good." The bravura and shake
still exhibit short-comings, which, however, may be
surmounted by study and perseverance. The young
lady selected an ai'ia from Handel's Julius Cmsar,
with the " Ah, desio " of Mozart, and, iiy so doing,
paid rather too much deference to so-called good
taste. Her reception, however, was particularly fa-

vorable. iI/(ies<ro-Vieuxtemps consecrated the eve-

ning by a chej'-d'ceuvre—his A Minor Concerto, a
composition as/full of manual difficulties as distin-

guished for ffieling—and by an unpublished Polo-
naise, which idoes not contain any striking features.

His perfornrlance was eminently fine. The second
concert is fixed for the 12th inst. The directors
have secured the services of Mile. Sara Magnus, as

soloist. This young pianist made her d^but here, a
few months ago.

J
' Paris.

/
(
From Correspondence of London Musical World,

'I Oct. 9.)—The Grand Opera still keeps ringing
the unchangin<; changes on Guillaume Tell, the Hu-
guenots, La Juive, and Robert le Liable. But great

alterations loom in the distance. Masaniello is re-

hearsing, and the Conite Orij, *' with new scenery and
decorations," is to I)e given, on the 13th proximo,
for the d^but of Signer Mario. The direction has
entreated M. Faure to support the caste with his

powerful talent iu the character of Raimbault ; but
that high-swollen barytone—M. Faure, not Raim-
bault—-has signified his opinion that the part is be-

neath his dignity; notwithstanding which, if Rossini
would write a new air, he would condescend. The
general opinion seems to be that Rossini will not

oblige M. Faure. There is confident talk of the
production of Don Giovanni. liumor already as-

signs the parts as follows :
—"Donna Anna," Mile.

Sax; "Zerlina," Mad. Vandenheuvel-Duprez; "El-
vira," Mile. Hammackers ; "Don Giovanni," M.
Faure ; "Ottavio," Signor Mario, or M. Michet

;

"Leporello," M. Obin. The translation is by M. E.
Duprez. I can hardly fancy Mozart at the Grand
Opera, his anti-" sensation " music requiring more
faith than is possessed by the majority of Parisians.
However, I may be mistaken, and the cast of Don
Juan must have a special attraction, except in the
instance of Sig. Mario, who may be deemed an "in-

terloper."

Mad. Cinti-Damoureau has been recently stricken

with apoplexy at Chantilly, and the greatest fears

are entertained for her recovery.

The revival of Gre'try's Zemire et Azor at the Op-
era Comique has been essayed with success. Gre'try

is famous as the composer complimented by Vol-
taire on his wit, while affecting to believe that all

musicians in general were remarkable for their b^tise.

Times are changed since then. Rossini, Auber,
Meyerbeer, are all proverbial for rivalling the most
spiritual of their coUaborateurs in wit and grace.

Rossini's honraots are often cruelly piquant ; as, for

instance, when Lamartine suggested that he should
place a "lyre" over his iron gate. "And you a tire-

lire" (a money-box) replied the composer. Poor
Lamartine is again reduced to beg for charity in the

shape of a lottery at twenty-five centimes the ticket.

The obolus of Bolisarius may thus be translated by
the Gallic (catch) penny.

{From the same, Oct. 20).—Mad. Frezzolini h.is

appeared at the Italiens, and met with a rapturous
reception. The Parisians have been often accused
of fickleness, but this charge cannot, with justice, be
brought against them as fiir, at least, as Mad. Frezzo-
lini is concerned. She was always most popular
with them, and what she hitherto has been she still

remains.

As a critic of one of your Ereneli contemporaries
remarks :

" there are grand and beautiful lines which
time cannot injure, and we are obliged to take time
into .account when speaking of Mad. Frezzolini,
since, in her case, time signifies thirty years of suc-
cess. We find a striking example of these grand
lines, these fine proportions unalterable, when viewed
in the light of art, and through the prism of enthu-
siasm, in the person of Mad. Frezzolini. On the
stage, she is still the most beautif'nl Lacia it is possi-
ble to behold. Her profile stands out magnificently,
and, in the dramatic scenes of this touching work,
resembles an antique cameo, after appearing, in the
softer scenes, as pure as a head painted by 'Titian or
Raphael."
To speak the truth, the whole truth, and nothing

but the truth, however, M.ad. Frezzolini's voice is not
what it was, but still it retains sufficient of its former
foixe and beauty to dominate over the others in the
concerted music, as was triumphantly proved in the

famous sestet. Thanks to Mad. Frezzolini, this

splendid page of composition produced an overpow-
ering effect. Her vocalization is irreproachable; her
style invariably that of a great artist ami a perfect

cantatrice. Her phrasing is a model of finish. What
a study does she afford for some of our young would-
be Grisis and Malibrans !

The last revival at the Imperial opera is M. Feli-

oien David's Hercukmeum. It was produced on Fri-

day, and well received. By the way, are you aware
that M. David has been named officer of the Legion
of Honor?
The second series of the Popular Concerts for

classical music commenced on Sunday the 12th inst.

Once more has M. Pasdeloup unfolded the standard
of Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, and Mendelssohn.
The proceeds of the first concert were devoted to the

poor children of the 11th arrondissement, and must
have amounted to a considerable sum, for the Cirque
Napoleon was nearly fnll. I say " nearly," because,

here and there, I perceived some vacant places, but

I believe they were paid for, although not occupied.

At concerts given for charitable purposes, one person
will sometimes take three, four or more stalls, and as

he cannot possibly fill them all himself, some neces-

sarily remain vacant, unless he takes the trouble to

send the tickets to his friends.

The programme comprised Gluck's overture to

Iphigenie en Aiilide ; Beethoven's Symphony in C
minor, the Andaate of Haydn's 50th Quartet, and the

overture to Da Freiscliiitz. The Andante of the

Symphony was encored, and the finale very narrowly
escaped the same mark of approbation. But the

public felt that it would have been rather too much
to insist on the orchestra playing it again, and conse-

quently did not persevere in their demand. In wri-

ting the present letter, I have abstained as much as

possible from indulging in criticism, as my opinions

might, perhaps, not tally exactly with yours. What
I have endeavored to give you is a catalogue—a cata-

lorjue raisonni, however—of facts. But at present, I

cannot be silent ; I must speak. What do you say
to M. Pasdeloup's having Haydn's quartets, in-

tended for four stringed instruments, as the veriest

tyro in music is aware, performed by a full orchestra
;

M. Pasdeloup is a gentleman who has done much to

advance the cause of classical mtisic in France, and
therefore, I am loth to find fault with him ; but
patience has certain limits. Does M. Pasdeloup
require to be told that if Haydn hadwi.5hed any com-
position of his to be performed by a full band, he
would not have written it as a quartet? Such per-

version of a composer's—and a great composer's to

boot—intention is unworthy of a conscientious musi-
cian like M. Pasdeloup. It is highly bombastic, and
I fear, eminently French. Still, eminently French
though it be, I trust it will not occur again : but I

have serious misgivings. The programme of the

second concert, on the 19th inst., consisted of
Haydn's Symphony in G major. No. 31 ; Adagio of
Mozart's Third Quartet ; Mendelssohn's Overture to

Buy Bias ; and Beethoven's Symphony in A. I was
not present at this this .second concert, and, therefore,

I will not swear that M. Pasdeloup did not have
Haydn's Symphony played as a solo on the Jew's
harp. I do not suppose, however—despite the liberty

he took with the quartet—that he would go quite as
far as that.

Spnal Sotins.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Piiblislicfl by Oliver Ditson & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Those dear old times. Ballad. E. W. Faithful. 25

Thorpe Seed. 25

J. W. Chemj. 25

E. J. Loder. 25

All is o'er 'twixt thee and me.

How I love the gentle murmurs

Flowers ever bloom around us.

Very desirable parlor songs for medium voices.

May thy lot in life be happy. Ballad. C. E. Horn. 25

How keen was the pain. Song. Reichardt. 25

Long, long ago. Ballad. Frank Musgrave. 25

Very desirable parlor songs, in the sentimental style.

Margaretta. Song. ]\J. W. Balfe. 25

A new and pleasing ballad from the pen of this gift-

ed composer, which the most distinguished English
vocalists have introduced to the favor of the London
musical public.

Rich and rare were the gems she wore. From
" Moore's Irish Melodies."

O think not my spirits. " " "

By that lake whose gloomy shore. " "

Three of the best songs in Moore's celebrated collec-

tion, never before published separately.

Instrumental Music.

Polka de New York. A. Wallerstein. 25

One of the best polkas which this popular composer
has ever written.

Ever of thee. Galop. Carl Zerrahn. 25

A capital galop, pronounced by some unhesitating-

ly the prettiest galop of the season.

L'Agate Waltz.

L'Onyx.

0. J. Shaw.

Two salon pieces of moderate difficulty, good for

teaching.

Les Filles du Ciel (Heaven's messengers)

Waltzes. Camille Schubert. 60

Camille Schubert has for years provided the ball-

rooms of Paris with a multitude of charming dance-

pieces. Some of his compositions, have retained a
place upon the lists. Among them is this waltz and a

few more, which are to follow soon.

Books.

Twelve Characteristic Stddies, byAdolph
Henselt. Handsomely bound in cloth. 2,50

These studies should be in the libraries of all ad-

vanced pianists. They not only contain highly valu-

able matter for the technical development of the

hand and fingers, but each of them is a charming
piece in itself, with an original and significant motto.

Some of these studies are now known everywhere, for

instance, " If I were a bird," which is unsurpassed

in its way.

Musio BT Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find
the conveyance a saving of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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From the Atlantic Monthly.

Longfellow's New Poem.

THE CUJIEERr^AND.

At nnchor in Hiimpton Roaiis we lay,

On board of the Cumlieriatu! slaop-of-war
;

And at times from tlic fortress across the bay
The alarm of drums swept past.

Or a buglc-lilast

From the camp on shore.

Then far away to the South nprosc

A Sttle feather of snow-white smoke,
And we knew that the iron siiip of our f«es

Was steadily steering' its course

To try the force of owr ribs of oak,

Down «i)on iss heavily runs,

Silent and sallen, the iloatins; fort;

Then coraes a puff of smoke from li«i- gtsiis.

And leaps the terrible dwilis.

With fiery breath.

From each open port.

We are not idle, but send her straight

Defiance back in full broadside

!

As hail rebounds from a roof of slate,

Rebounds our heavier haii

From each iron scale

Of the monster's hide, "

" Strike yoar iiag I" the rebel cries,

In his arrogant old plantation strain.

" Never !" our gallant Morris replies

;

" It is better to sink than to yield !"

And the whole air pealed

With the cheers of our men.

Then, like a kraken huge and black.

She crushed onr ribs in her iron grasp !

Down went the Cumberland all a wreck.

With a sudden shudder of death.

And the cannon's breath

For her dying gasp

.

Next morn, as the sun rose over the bay,

StiH floated our iSag at the mainmast-head.
Lord, how beautiful was thy day !

Every waft of the air

Was a whisper of prayer.

Or a dirge for the dead.

Ho
!
brave hearts that went down in the seas !

Ye are at peace in the troubled stream.
Ho ! brave land ! with hearts like these.

Thy flag that is rent in twain,

Shall be one again.

And without a seam !

Translated for Dwight's Journal of Music.

About ' Liedertafeln."

A Chance Dialogue.
(From the Deutsche Musik-ZeitunQ).

(Concluded from page 265).

Now I am very curious to learn how you will

establish your last objection to the Liedertafel
system. If you have not thoroughly convinced
me of all that you have said

" If this and that have got a foothold in your
mind, I am content."

Yet I confess that you go to work very
diplomatically with me. So you make the

Lidertafeln ruin throats, undermine good

taste completely, flatter vanity and poor virtuosi-

ty:—how, I ask, can all that injure the mixed

chorus V Docs it prevent one person from enter-

inp; it, if he pleases? Need he sing any the

worse in it, or introduce worse things into it, or

transfer his vanity to that arena ?

" You say that I speak diplomatically. Say

rather : systematically. I constantly deduce

what follows from what precedes, and just so

here.—When vanity has once pushed its way to

the foreground and made itself the main thing, it

undermines all nobler strivings and reduces them

to a hankering for mere empty glitter. Hov;-

shall the zest sustain itself for sucking by little

and little, and with much pains, the genuine

honey from the flowers, when the public offers it

to them ready made, and none the less sweet, in

full sparkling cups? A genuine Liedertafler

(one who is so ax prnfesao) is never—I speak

from experience, my dear friend—a genuine

chorister in a mixed choir at the same time. His

taste for that is spoiled. How many musical

natures I have known, who boasted of their en-

thusiasm for music, which never would allow

them to miss an hour at their Liedertafel (and it

was so) ; and if there came a request to them to

take part in a mixed chorus, they repented and

withdrew immediately or after a few irksome

trials with yawning mouths ! Indeed was it not

one of the North German Liedertaflers (such a

thing could hardly happen in our Southern Ger-

many), who—a splendid Tenor, of the purest

ear, taking every thing at sight—confessed with

the most perfect naivete: That he knew some

things of Verdi, he had sung the Quintet from

Lncia, the part of Arnold in " Tell " and various

things from Meyerbeer ; but of Mozart's operas

not a note—you look at me inquiringly 7 it is a

fact!—not a note had he ever seen or sung ; but

all the first tenor part in the collection called

Orpheus, all of it at least which he had sung, he

knew verbatim and by heart."

Monstrosities, my friend ! Pyramidal mon-

strosities ; sheer sportsmen's stories ! How can

you wish to cite such an anomalous example as

proof.*

" Not as proof ; only as an example. As an

example showing how one may be a Liedertafler

half his lifetime, and a good Liedertafler, and yet

a barbarian in all the rest of music. Show me
a similar example of a singer in a mixed choir,

one who has a musical nature (like my man), and

who has taken part in it for years, and—I will

strike my flag."

That will not be in a hurry, so far as I know
you. But I will take it home and think about it.

Meanwhile you owe me one thing more to-day.

" And that is ?"

The relation of male part-singing (I interrupt-

ed you, when you were about to speak of it be-

fore) to musical art generally.

" Good. If I can only succeed in hitting upon

the right word at once. But first, to make it

easier, a word from Vischer, the writer on

.33sthetics ; I have it at my tongue's end, having

dictated it to a friend yesterday. ' A limitation

of music,' says Vischer, 'to one or another region

(low or high), the exclusion, for instance, of the

higher voices from song, .... brings a uniformity

into the tone material, which can only hinder the

free movement of music. If our most recent

times in the violent and unnatural screwing up of

song to shrill and chirping high tones, have gone

to an inexcusable extreme, since the old ordinary

compass of the tone-system really afforded room

enough to music of soul and meaning for the

most manifold differences and contrasts of pitch ",

so on the other hand it is bad if this room be not

actually used ; for only so does music acquire

color and contrast, life and variety.—" It is no

contradiction to this, if the same writer in an-

other place, speaking of Semi-chorus, extols the

male chorus as particularly suited to bring what

is great and powerful before the mind, and if

along with this powerfulness he also praises in it

the more pronounced and telling unity of a col-

lective mood.' For he goes on to say, if I re-

member rightly : ' Of course this diversity of

higher and lower regions of tone must not come

in play in every single composition ; it belongs to

the very variety of musical forms, that there shall

be also pieces, which move within narrower

limits, and even within a very few tones, in order

to express repose, forbearance, or the like ; but

'

•—and now conies the main point—' such pieces

can form only a single and subordinate kind of

music, which far more gains its peculiar anima-

tion, power and fullness in the contrast, the al-

ternation, the mutual response, the working to-

gether to a perfect whole of all the different do-

mains of the voice.'

"

Your memory is unsurpassable, and I only

wish that mine enabled me to confront you with

similar citations and authorities in support of the

opposite opinion. But your own view, your

own !

" I used the word of the sesthetical philosopher

partly to complete my own, and partly by way of

introduction to what I have to say. I recognize

the male part-song, then, 1. as a part of the col-

lective vocal body, co-working, alternating, also

occasionally for a short time appearing independ-

ently ; 2, wherever it represents its own sex, as

in hunters' choruses (like horns), choruses of

warriors, &c. ; 3. for humorous purposes, comical,

especially, where, as I said before, even counter-

point is in its place ; finally, 4. by itself inde-

pendently, but accompanied by a portion or the

whole of the orchestra, which forms the

complement to it. But I do not accept it,

1. where it undertakes to represent the

individual, as in subjective lyrical effusions,

love songs and the like ;
or 2. where it oversteps

its limits, striving to embrace the whole field of

four-part harmony, crowding the vocal compass

down into the limited sphere of the lower chords,

while it renounces the natural range of its own
voices (the middle one) and drives its two outer

voices (the highest and the lowest) as widely as

possible apart.
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" This view is in harmony with a leading princi-

ple of instrumentation, which holds good in all

times and places. If you look into the doctrine

of instrumentation—whether in the live green

tree of our classical composers, or in the grey

theory—you find the following comprehensive

rule :
" The higher up in the scale, the more

compacdg may you set your harmony ; the lower

down, the more openly and lighily mu^l you

set it.' Why ? The more rapid vibrations of

the higher tones allow the ear easily to discrim-

inate the difference between them, however close

together they may lie ; whereas to the same ear

the slow vibrations of neighboring low tones run

together and become confused. Indeed Nature

herself has already demonstrated this rule ad

Tiominem in the unstopped, or so-called natural

tones in horns and trumpets.'—The application to

the male part-song (in more than two parts) you

will easily make yourself. With only two parts

there is room enough for the open mode of writ-

ing ; three contract the field considerably ; but

with four the lower story is shoved down so deep,

that frequently a mere rumbling comes out of it,

instead of any intelhgible harmony. Such things

may serve for practice, just as I make no com-

plaint if four bassoons go through t.lieir studies

together (even in Quartets). But whole produc-

tion's of many such pieces one after another drive

me to despair, to say the least.

" To sum up the whole result : In the world

of Art,_/br Art, I assign to the unaccompanied

male part-song only a place subordinate to the

full range of voices ; but to every other special

kind—except the stringed Quartet, which by its

rich and not one-sided character of tone, and by

its compass, has power to represent the universal

—a co-ordinate position. It was never born to

be a peculiar kind of music to be cultivated by

itself (nor was the female chorus). Nor is it

justified in putting on such great and swelling

airs, and strutting round upon the sham Cothur-

nus of an artistic, musical self-consciousness.

—

One other justification, on the other hand, I will

not deny it ; to be sure, it is not a particularly

artistic or musical stand-point ; but it carries

such weight, that I, with you, should not wish to

see it die out,

—

provided it shall get the better of

the weaknesses which I have named."

You grow amiable, my friend ! exceedingly

amiable !

" I should like to part with you in that state

of mind, but at the same time pay proper honor

to the truth. This—in fact double—standpoint,

which I claim to be peculiar to our much mooted

institution, is in the first place of a social, and in

the next place of a national nature. Does it

need further explanation ? In a large promis-

cuous assembly, offering too many general and

too few special points of contact, where the whole

threatens to split up into little single groups, or

else, which is worse, where weariness creeps over

all, how often will the telling word of a clever

speaker, or some startling proposition suddenly

create a new life in them, or some bold parado-x

awaken wit and sharpness; still more so the

sudden tuning up of a male part-chorus. Where
the German student—be it in his Kneipe or in a

torchlight procession— lets his " Gaudeamus

igilur " ring out, or his " Father Noah," his "

Jerum" and " Cramhamhuli," ^^Ca, (;a geschmau-

set," "Bekrcinzt mil Laid}" " Voni Iioh'n Olymp

Jierab;" or even his mere Burschen drolleries, like

" Die PinscTigauer" and " Leineioeher " and "

tempora, mores," and hundreds and thousands

of the sort ; where the trusty family " Kriinzchen"

resounds with " Des Jahres lelzle Stunde," " Ich

und mein Fldschen," " Der Wein erfreut," and
•' Lasset die feurigen Bomhen ;" finally where the

German mechanic's apprentice, with his knap

sack on his back, shouts through wood and field

his "O Berlin, and must I leave thee " and •'3fuss

i denn"—there we have something, the like of

which is not to be found in any otlier nation

.

there I say, is joy, there is life, there (as the pro-

verb says) you may lie down in peace. And so

long as that lasts, so long will German heart and

German Gemulhlichkeit never die out. Nor in

the second place will German nationality die out.

What his " Pflri6'(en(ie" and Allans enfiins " are

to the Frenchman, his " Kong Christian" to the

Dane, his '' God save " and " Rule Brittannia"

to the Englishman ; that the German has in his

"Z)a.! deutscJie Vaterland," together wit1i his

hundreds upon hundreds of genuine people's

songs, from the Rheingau to the Pomeranian

shore, from the Tyrol to 'Westplialia ; and if in

Schleswig-Holstein nothing kindled up more en-

thusiasm in its time than Bellman's " Schleswig-

Holstein " sung by men's voices, it certainly was

not the music—which is dreary, even tedious

—

but it was the right word in the right time, it

was the " sea-girt nation " in the garb of music,

which caused a whole region to resound at the

same time.

"And even now, while I am improvising all this

to you, to my alarm it occurs to me : am I not

speaking rather of German Song in general,

than the male part-song as a speciality 'i" Am I

not nnintentionally abandoning all that I sought

to save for it ? But let us leave to it this glory

unimpaired. It is this that has taken possession

of all that wealth of song as an Art institution,

this that cherishes and propagates it from ear to

ear, from province to province. And so it medi-

ates between Art as such and the people, the

people as Society, the people as a Nation."

A Draught for the Particular History of

Phonies ; or, the Doctrine of Sound

and Hearing.

(From Loud Bacon's "Sylva Sylvarum."

Continued from page 267.

SECTION XI.

THE DIRECTION OF SOU^'DS.

Sounds move in a sphere—that is, e\ery way
;

upwards, downwards, forwards and backwards, as

appeai-s in all instances. Sounds do not, like

the rays of light, require to be conveyed to the
sense in right lines, though they move strongest
in a right line, because such a line is the short-
est distance. Hence, a voice on one side of a
wall is heard on the other, not because the sound
passes through the wall, hut archwise over
it.

If a sound be stopped and repelled, it goes
round on the other side, in an oblique line. Thus,
if a bell be rung on the north side of a chamber,
and the window of that chamber open to the
south, a person within the chamber would think
the sound came from the south ; and the case is

the same in a coach, &c.
Sounds, though they move in a sphere, yet are

strongest, and go farthest in the front-line, from
the first impulse of the air ; and therefore, in
preaching, the voice is better heard before the
pulpit than behind it, or on the sides, though it

stand open. So a piece of ordnance will be far-
ther heard forward from the mouth of the piece,
than behind or on the sides.

It may be suspected that sounds move better
downwards than upwards. Pulpits are placed high
above the pcofile ; and when the ancient generals
harangued their armies, they had always a mount
cast u(i for them to stand upon. But this may
be imputed to tlie stops and obstacles which the
voice meets with in speaking on a level. Yet
there seems to be somewhat more in it, for per-
haps spiritual species, hotli visible and auilible,

move bettei'downwardsthan npvi'ards. It is strange
that to men standing upon the ground, others U|)-

on the top of St. Paul'.-J, seem not only much
less but cannot be known ; whilst to tliose above
the ])crsons below seem not so little, and may
be known

; though all other things to them above
seem somewhat contracted and better dcfin d, or

collected into figures. .So knots in gardens show
best from an upper window or terrace. But to

make an exact trial, with regnnl to sound, let a

man stanil in a ch.amber not nnich above the

ground, and speak out at the window through a

trunk as softly as he can to one standing on the

grouud, the other laying his ear close to the trunk
;

then let the person below speak in the same de-

i;ree of .softness, and let him in the chamber lay

his ear to the trunk ; and this may be a proper

means to judge whether sounds descend or ascend

the better.

SECTION XII.

THE DURATIO^' OF .SOUNDS, AND THE TIJIE

TIIEY REQUIRE IN THEIR GENERATION
OR PROPAGATION.

After sound is created, as it is in a moment, we
find it continues some small time, melting by
degrees. And here a great error has yjrevailed,

in taking this to be a contiiinance of the first sound,

whereas it is a renovation ; for the body struck

has a trepidation wrought in the minute parts, and
so renews the percussion of the air. This is evi-

dent, because the melting sound of a bell, or string,

ceases as soon as the bell or string is touched.

And here are too trepidations to be distinguished
;

the one manifest and local, as of the bell when it

is pensile ; the other secret, and of the minute

parts; yet the local greatly helps the secret one.

So likewise in pipes and other wind-instruments,

the sound lasts no longer than the breath blows.

It is true that in organs there is a confused mur-
mur for a small time after, but this is only while

the bellows are falling.

It is certain that the report of ordnance, where
many are fired together, will be carried above
twenty miles by land, and much fiirther by water;

but then it comes to the ear, not in the instant of

shooting, but perhaps an hour or more after, which

must needs be a continuance of the first sound,

for there is no trepidation to renew it. And the

touching of the ordnance would not extinguish

the sound the sooner, so that in greater sounds

the continuance is more than momentary.
To try exactly the time wherein sound is

propagated, let a man stand in a steeple, with a

taper, veiled, and let another man stand a mile

off; then let the person in the steeple strike a

bell, and at the seme instant withdraw the veil

or blind, that the other at a distance may measure
the time between the light seen and the sound
heard—for light is propaaated instanteously. This

may be tried in far greater distances, allowing

greater lights and sounds.

It is generally observed that light moves swiftei

than sound, for the flash of a musket is seen

sooner than the report is heard. And in the

hewing of wood we may see, at some distance,

the aim lifted up for a second stroke before we
hear the sound of the first. And the greater the

distance the greater is the anticipation ; as in

thunder afar off", when the lightning long precedes

the crack.

Colours represented to the eye, neither fade

nor melt by degrees, but appear still in the same
strength ; whilst sounds melt and vanished by little

and little ; for colours participate not of the

motion of the air, as sounds do. And it is mani-

fest that sound participates of some local motion

of the air, because it perishes so suddenly ; for in

every division or impulse of the air, the air sud-

denly restores and re unites itself, which water

also does, though not so swiftly.
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SECTION XIIT,

THE PASSAGE ASD IKTEnCEFTSOM OF SOUNDS.

In experiments of the pn.-sase, or resistance of

sounds, care must lie had not to mistake the

passinsr alonj; the sid(?3 of a body, for the passing;

throujih a body; and therefore the interceptinir

body should be very close, for sound will pass

thonjrh a small chink, Hut when the sound is

to pass tlioui;h a hard or close body, as a wall,

metal, water, &c., the bodv must be but thin and
small, otherwise it utterly damps tlie sound :

whence in the experiment of spoakinj; under
water, the voice must not be very deep within the

water, for then the sound would not penetrate

throush.

It is certain that in the passage of sounds

throiish hard bodies, the spirit or pneumatical
part of the body itself co-operates, but much
better when the sides of the hard body are struck

than wdicn the percussion is only internal, without
touchinj the sides. Take, therefore, a hawk's
bell, with the holes slopped up, and hanfr, it by a

wire, within a "lass bottle, (dose the mouth of the

glass wdth wax, then shake the jjlass, and try

whether the bell will irive any sound, or how weak.
It is certain that a very wide arch deseendinu

sharp will quite extiu;_niish .souud.s, so that the

south] which would be heard over a wall cannot
he heard over a church; nor the sounil, audible

at some distance from a wall, be heard close under
the wall.

Soft and foraminous bodies will deaden sounds
in their first creation, for the strikin;; against

cloth or fur makes little sound, but in its passage

they admit it better than harder bodies; so cur-

tains and hangings do not stop a sound much, but
glass windows, if very close, will check it more
than the like thickness of cloth.

It is worth inqun-ing, whether great sounds do
not become more weak and exile, in passing

through small chinks; for the subtleties of articu-

late sounds may perliaps pass then unconfused,

but magnitude of sound not so well.

SECTION XIV.

OF THE MEDU'M OF SOUNDS.

The mediums of sounds are air, water, soft and
porous bodies, and in some degree also hard ones

;

init all of them are dull anil inapt, except the air.

The thinner air does not convey sound so well as

the denser. This appears from sounds in the

night and evening, in moist weather and in south-

ern winds ; for thin air is better penetrated,

whilst a thick air better preserves the sound from
waste. But let farther trial be made by hollow-

ing in mists and gentle showers ; for dampness,
perhaps, will somewhat deaden the sound.

How far flame may be a medium of sound,

especially such as are created by air, and not

betwixt hard bodies, may be tried by speaking

where a bonfire is between ; but then allowance
must be made for some disturbance in the sound,
caused by that of the flame itself.

Whether any other fluids, being used as me-
diums, propagate sound differently from water,

may be easily tried, as by striking the bottom of

a vessel, filled either with milk or oil, which,
though more light, are more unequal bodies than
water.

(To be Continued.)

How Singers were Paid.

The. Niederrheimsclie iliisik-Zfitunrj publishes some
statistics connected with the s.nlaries'of theatrical ar-

tists at the commencement of the last century, which
possess an interest even at the present tiaie, when
singers are paid as liherally as Archbishops, and
twice as well as Prime Ministers or Lorrl Chancel-
lors. It appears that the Electoral Prince of Saxo-
ny—afterwards Elector Friedrich August II.—con-
cluded, at Venice, in the year 1717, the following
contracts for the Italian Opera in Dresden, for the
space of one year, beguming on the 1st September

:

Antonio Lotti, conductor, together with his wife,

Santa Stella Lotti, 2,100 louisd'ors at 5 thalers the
louis-d or = 10,500 thalers. Marghcrita Zani Maru-
cini, second soprano, 4,000 thalers. Lucia Gaggi
Bavarini, contralto, 3,000 thalers. Francisco Ber-
nard! Senesino, first male soprano, 7,000 thalers.
Varselli, second male soprano, 4, .500 thalers. The

tenor, Gnicciardi, ."SiOOO thalers; the poet, Leschina'

1,000; the first bass, 1,000, &o. The violinist, Vo"
rocini, 1,200 tlialers. These artists were allowed,

moreover, a liberal sum for travelling expenses, he-

sides free lodgings, board, fire, and candle ; Senesino
and Vcr.sclli having, in addition to all this, a car-

riage ! The total number of persons eniraged at the

theatre at the beginning of Angtist, 1719, was as fol-

lows :

Chapd and Chnmber Music.—J. C. Schmidt and
.T. Dav. Ilciuichen, conductors, 1,200 thalers each

;

Vnlumier. leader, 1,200 thalers ; Vcrocini, violinist,

1.200; Pctgohl, 450; J. W. Schmidt, 300; and
Pantaleon Ilebenstrcit, (oreanists), 1,200; Weiss,
1,000; Arigoni, 400; ( Violdagambists) and G.
Bentlcy, tbeorbist, 400 ; seven violinists (one of

whom was J. G. Pisendal, with 500 thalers), 2,930
;

five tenors, 1,168; five violoncellists (three French-
men and two Italians), 1,750 ; three double bassists

(one of whom was Per.sonnelli, with 800 thalers, and
another Job. Dism. Zelenka, with 400), 1,400; two
pianists (one of whom was Pierre Gabr. Bnffardin,

with 500 thalers), 900 ; five oboists (one of whom
was E. Le Uiche, with 2,600 thalers, and another,

,Toh. Christ. Bichter, with 600), 3,080; two French
horn players, 640 ; three bassoonists, 940 ; an in-

spector of inatrunienis, 140 ; a copyist, Joh. Jak.

Lindner, 80 ; a barpsicliord tnner. .Job. Ileinrich

Giiibncr, 150 ; and a servant for the orchestra, 100.

Total, 21,820 thalers.

Jtiilinn Oppva.* Conductor, A. Lotti, 9,975 tha-

lers
;
poet, Slef. Pallavicini, 1,333 thalers, 8 gros-

chen. Female singers, Santa Stella Lotti (see A
Lotti) ; Slarg. Durastanti, 5,225 thalers ; Mar. Ant.

Laurentitu. called Coralli, 2,375 ; Vittoria Tesi,

2,375; Madclaine des Salvay, 2,000; Livia Con-
stantina, 1,600. Male singers, Francesco Bernardi,

called Senesino, 6.650 thalers ; Mateo Bcrselli, 4,275 ;

Guiseppe Maria Boschi, 3,325 ; Francesco Guicciardi

2.850 ; Lucrezio Bossari, 1,323 thalers, 8 grosehen
;

two prompters, 320 thalers. Total, 43,636 thalers,

15 grosehen.

Miisiciens vocales Frnngms.—Margh. Prache de

Tilloy (ffosHS-so/7?-r7."?o), 400 thalers ; Francois Gode-
froid Beauregard (haute contre, counter tenor), 400
thaler^; Pierre V>\ar [tnille, tenor), 500 thalers; J.

Dav. Droh (basse), 600thalers. Total, 1,900 thalers.

Coinedle Fraiigitise.—Ten actors, eleven actresses,

and one woman-prompter. Total, 10,866 thalers, 16

fiTo^chcn. Daitse.—Dnpare, ballet-master, 1,000 tha-

ler' ; Nic. Corette, under ballet-master, 400 ; ten

male and ten female dancers, 9,433 thalers. Total,

10,833 thalers. Comedie Ifalieime.—Sixteen actors

and actresses. Total, 5,333 thalers 8 grosehen
Attached to the Italian Opera are—two architects,

one with 2,666 thalers, and the other with 960 tha-

lers ; six painters, 3,288 thalers ; five carpenters,

3.384 thalers ; an interpreter, 120 thalers. Total,

10,418 thalers, 16 grosehen. Officials and laborers.

Inspector of the theatre and opera-house, as well as

stage painter, Wilhelm Castell, 100 thalers ; two
French decorators, 166 thalers, 16 grosehen each;

inspector of the wardrobe, Joh. Fried. Tiiinkel, 200
th.alers ; a French draughtsman for costumes, 500
thalers; a tailor for the Opera, 100 thalers ; his as-

sistant, 50 thalers ; a stage-joiner, 14 thalers ; a stage

locksmith, 20 thalers. Total, 1,426 thallers, 8 gro-

sehen.

Grand Total of the entire Sa!ari/-list: 106,234 tha-

lers, 16 grosehen— a sum which, represented by its

equivalent in Enjlish sovereigns, Mr. Gye would be

only too happy to know would cover one half of liis

expenses for the season of 1863.

—

Land. 3Jus. World.

* Joh. Christ Hepse and hi.'; "wife are not included in the
salary list, since they were engaged for only 800 thalers, with
320 thalers for travelling expenses, and 1,000 thalers as a

present.

"Black Tom."
(From the Sprinjrfield Republican.)

The remarkable story of this idiot-genins, as some
wonld have ns regard him, wdiich is so touchinffly

told in liie November Atlantic, is exciting consider-

able comment from lovers of the curious and marvel-
lous. Although not now for the first time made
public, wo believe it has never before been presented

in the form of a connected narrative. The facts, as

stated, are hrietly these :

A planter residing in Georgia, Oliver by name,
bought in 1850 a negro woman .and her boj', then
only a few months old. The child was blind and, as

w.as supposed until his seventh year, an idiot, or but
little better. He w.as incapable of comprehending
even the simplest conversation, and for successive

weeks was completely stupid. But one night in the
summer of 1857, Mr. Oliver's family heard tlie

pieces which the young ladies were accustomed to

practice upon the piano, played over and over again,
and it was ascertained that the pianist was none

other than the little idiot, Tom. This, it is asserted,

was the first time that he ever touched a piano, yet

the blind boy gave the exercises, etc., he had heard,

with great correctness and brilliancy. After this

discovery, he played daily, but no instruction was
then given him, nor has be since received any. In

lS!;8andthe next year and a half his master took

him into the principal southern towns and cities,

where be gave concerts and developed new powers.

He would extemporize a bass and accompaniment to

a melody which ho had never before hoard, while it

was being played to him, and immediately after

would play the whole piece correctly—both melody
an,l accompaniment. Some of the pieces that be

played in this way were fourteen or sixteen pages in

length but illness followed too severe mental exertion

of this kind,—for an effort of the mind it must be

considered.

A very strange and seemingly inexplicable case,

surely. But unless we take the supernatural view
of it—which we are not inclined to do—we hope we
shall not be called upon to believe impossibilities.

—

The writer in the Atlantic lets it pass for genius. Now
a pianist must possess something besides genius to

do what this Idind black boy is said to have done.—
The question in doubt is here a wholly mechanical

one. Fingers entirely unused to playing—muscles

entirely untrained—can not on the first trial execute

well, or execute at all, " difficult evercises," even

though guided by all the musical genius the world

has ever known. As well expect a youthful Rem-
brandt to draw elegantly when the pencil is first put

in his hand !

The feat of playing an accompaniment to a new-

melody is not so remarkable as to need special men-
lion, were it not for the statement that it w.as per-

formed by a child, blind and an idiot to boot. The
succeeding performance of the whole of the piece

just heard is wonderful as an effort of the meniory,

and is jnst as easily understood as Paul Morphy's
memorization of the position of chess men on ten

boards at the same time, during protracted games.

—

It seems Tom's jiowers of memory are not confined

to musical matters, as "he can repeat, without the

loss of a syllable, a discourse fifteen minutes in

length, of wdiich he does not understand a word."

—

French and German songs too, he sings, and com-
prehends nothing— in which he is not unlike most of

our fashionable singers.

Another point is not a little curious : Tom's mode
of fingering is stated to be " invarhably that of the

schools." Then he shows a very philosophiciil mind
to discover and select the best modes (which is hard-

Iv snpposable), or ho plays as he has been taught

—

wliich does not .agree with the assertion that he has

not been taught. It is impossible that he should .al-

ways h.appen to use the correct fingerings ; it is some-

thing more than haphazard.

The only remaining point upon which the claim

of (renins can rest—improvisaiion—is by no means
maintained. We have nothing to prove that his ex-

temporization is but a reproduction of the remem-
bered harmonies ; or it may be an original succos-

si(m of chords—cleverly, perhaps, and even remark.a-

bly put together for a negro boy of a dozen years,

but we cannot believe worthy of being thought an
effort of genius. The word is too sacred to be

lightly applied. Has not Miss Harding, in ascribing

genius to this little nesro, crowned her hero (as is

her wont) with the aff'ulgence of her own poetic tem-

perament 1 AVho can say to how great an extent

"Black Tom" is a genius of her own making 1

To our mind the story discovers not genius but a

meniorj-—extraordinary in the highest degree and
in its particular field altogether unpar.alleled

—

coupled with perhaps considerably more than the

average taste for music. That a person in other re-

spects idiotic can possess such a memory is hardly

less strange than that genius should be found amid
the same ignoble surroundings. To .accept the

theory of those who believe in actual spiritual pos-

session, to which Miss Harding may be thought

to allude when she speaks of the "demon Tom," is

to place insurmountable obstacles in the way of the

solution of the problem, while it deprives the boy of

all claims to genius. But all speculation, so long as

wo have only the present imperfect data to reason

from, is unva'iling so far as tending to any positive

conclusion. We dismiss the subject with the hope

that these may be secured, and some satisftxctory ex-

planation of so great an anomaly given to the

world. P.

Another "Curiosity of Criticism ".

The " Chm-ch Music " man of the Sundai/ Mcrciinj

still keeps laborionsly at it, a conscious martyr in

the cause. The following is rather subjective, to be

sure, and seoras to intimate that the heroic " critic
"
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finds his path beset by nnbelievers ; but clear as mnd
is the insight which he gives us into his last topic of

the week, the music namely of

St. Matthew's CrioRCH.

The most nnenviable, heaet-distrcssins, and thank-
less position that was ever held under the sun, by a
literary man, is that of a critic.

If the poor critic is gifted with one cubic inch of
brains more than his fellows, and ventures to com-
pare the intellectual disparity of the latter with the
transcendent weight and value of the former's intel-

lect, he is most justly and naturally placed upon " a
par with Mr. Igno Ramus."

There have been so many trite aphorisms given to

the world, and they have proved so prophetic and
philosophic in their intent and meaning, that the
writer of these sketches, although not " an old-fash-

ioned fellow," can see the appropriateness of becom-
ing plagiarist with a quotation "license," and men-
tioning one or two. Whether those aphorisms be of
a sacred or secular character, it is, we trust, unneces-
sary to say.

Therefore, returning to the first paragraph, in

which the burthen of these remarks are concentrated,
the " poor critic " is not only questioned why he was
bom brighter, more gifted, more conceptive—and
why his intellectual t'lculties are more thoroughlv
and fully developed than those .shallow, beni>;hted
beings who sit in judgment npon his natural gifts

and intellectual acquirements, hut he is, in ihe nar-
roTvne.ss of their minds and the meanness of their
hearts, considered their equals, and oftentimes their

inferidrs, simply because their actions and speech are
surprising and mysterious to them geeerally.

Then again, there are so many men in the xvorid

who "hath no music in their souls," as Shakespeare
says—-who pretend to have an idea or judgment of
the theme, and who are somewhat intellectual other-
wise—that it is almost suicidal to a proficient in the
art to contemplate their presumption in expressing
their ideas in regard to the matter.

" Would that God the giftie gie us
To see ourselves as ithers see us."

is an aphorism which Burns gives us, and he was a
great philosopher. He was born great, and nothing
but words of magnitude ever sprang from his lips.

He contemplated the assumption and hypocrisy even
of the nineteenth century.

In the history of Christendom there has been no
work, no matter how inspired or grand the subfect or
character, that has not been reviewed and criticized,

the Bible included.

The criticisms of the present dav upon " men,
manners, and things," are mere ion-mots and repartees

on the inspiring notices and observations of the men
and their effusions of the past.

The ill-spelt, ill-written,and—grammatically speak-
ing—frightful communications received by the author
of " Church Music " sketches, have necessarily led

the aforesaid individual into this reverie, and prompt-
ed the following brief essay ;

Those would-be musical connoissenrs t.ike leave to

differ with us that Miss Maggie Dash is a better vo-
calist than Miss Maggie Blank.
Whether or not these very animative creatures

know a crochet from a semibreve, they have an idea
of music—of course, they have. "Old Dog Tray"
is a nice song and better music than the .serenade

from "Don Pasquale" in their distinguished estima-
tion, and the poor critic must suffer the mental pain
and agony of hearing this opinion asserted.

"Old Hundred," the "Doxology," or a "Te De-
nm," are considered by many to be the conception of
greater minds than any thought, work, or execution
of Haydn, Mozart, Donizetti, Mendelssohn, Bianclii,

Eossi, Schubert, or, in fact, of the one hundred and
one immortal names who have electrified the world
with their transcendent lyrical compositions, and
their instrumental execution.

But "let the galled jade wince," tha "ignorant will

prate of what they kiiow not."

We have conscientiously and faithfully endeavored
to show the difference between those compositions,
and to discuss the relative merits of the artists en-
gaged in their interpretations.

In doing this, we have been questioned by persons
who know about as much .about the subject upon
which we treat as they know about the disposal of
the angels in heaven. The.se questions have been
received with an indifference and meekness at once
refreshing and charitable. It is enjoyable to read
the protests of an old ehurch-choir fossil verging up-
on half a century of years against a criticism saying
that he does not sing as well as he did twenty years
ago. Then Madame A, B, or C takes offence be-
cause we say she is old, and her voice gradually
loses its power and sweetness—because she is not
placed in the category with Miss So-and-So.

In passing upon the compositions of the grand
masters above-mentioned, and criticising the artistic
abilities and voeal excellences of the ladies and gen-
tlemen engaged in giving them life and expression,
we may have been at times a little impassioned, or
we may h.ave employed a liberal display of adjce-
tives in expressing our appreciation of their efforts.

But we would wish it understood, once for all,

that no inducement under heaven, save a conscien-
tious, fair, and honest impression and belief in
the musician's merits, ever actuated us to utter a
compliment or expression of fuvor in any one's
behalf.

Those people who complain have reason to do so—not because we think so, but because they are in-
competent to perform the duties of their offices.

St. Matthew's Church is located on Walker street,

between Elm street and Broadway. The foretroiiig
brief essay has absori)ed so much of our space thnt
we must refrain for the present from giving particu-
lars relative to this ehvirch.

It has itn reminiscences ami incidents, however. ,so

indellibly impressed upon the dial of time, that
to render them worthy of notice, and entitle them to
a place in the observations of our travels, it is neces-
sary to be more communicative.
Upon another occasion, .ind, musically considered

a more auspicious one, we shall be happy to revert to

St. Matthew's, and speak of the vocalists as we fiivd

them.

The Philcsophy of Music.
(From 77ie Littrart/ Buffgel.[

There are few writers on musie, thongl] tJiere

are many writers about music—that is to saj-, per-

sons who write concerning what surrounds it, or
is more or less distantly connected with it. Any
one can write about music who can describe a
concert-room, or the dress am] appearance of a
singer, or who can narrate the plot of an
opera or tell an anecciote of its composer. In
the same way any one can write about painting,

who is able to give an account of the opening of
an exhibition, to relate and explain the story

illustrated by a figure-picture, or to give bio-

graphical particulars respecting some eminent
artist. Indeed, a certain German critic is said to

have asked.in a paperon Rembrandt's Ecce Homo :

^'- An Deus homo esse potest?" and having an-
swered this question at prodigious length in the
affirmative, to have ne.xt inquired " Cur Dens
Homo?" and thereupon to have broken oat into

an elaborate essay on the divine incarnation.

Nevertheless, numbers of critics have discussed

and do in the present day discuss, painting as an
art and pictures as artistic results. Music does
not readily admit of such treatment. One may
form some idea of what a picture is like fl-om

reading a description of it, but who can possibly

decribe a symphony or sonata so as to convey the
impression which the music itself would convey '?

A critic who has a true feeling for pictorial art,

and at the .same time possesses great descriptive

power, may reproduce a picture in written Jan-

guage so that to a reader who has the eye of an
artist it shall be almost visible. A critic who
would so wish to reproduce a musical work would
have to resort to the more material expedient of
transcribing the notes. If he attempts regular
description he falls more or less into the ingenious
absurdities of the Ru.ssian critic, M. Lenz, who
in the sonatas of Beethoven sees gad-flies, tor-

rents, volcanoes, and many other wonderful
things not visible to the naked eye nor audible to
the unassisted ear.

In fact, no one even endeavors to describe
music except indirectly by comparing it to some-
thing el.se, which it can only resemble in the very
vaguest manner. Those comparisons are by no
means objectionable in themselves when they
simply proceed from an emotion which the writer
feels irnpelled somehow or other to exprcs.s, but
they are ludicrous when they are employed as

descriptive agents. In plain reality, no piece- of
music is like anything else except some other
piece of mu.sie, and if a writer really wishes to
describe a musical work, all that he can do is to
state what school' it belongs to, and what particu-
lar influence it exhibits, and to give such techni-
cal information as to its construction and general
form as will convey the same notion of the music
as one would have of the poetry of Tennyson's

la Memnrkim from being told that the poem was
written in stanzas of four oi;lnsyllabic lines, the
first rliyming with the fourth, and the second
with the third.

A writer on the j)iiilosoj)hy of music has the
same sort of diffictiltics to contend with, which
l"orm such serious obstacles in the path of the

writer on music as an artistic restvlt—obstacles

whitdi the latter, foT the most part, knows yery
w(dl how to avoid, and which, when he is writing
fiir a newspaper, he ruu.st avoid, on pain of being
stigmatized as a pedatjt if he does otherwise.

Tlie reason why the phil<si(>[)hy of music has

been hitherto neglected is, according to I\!r. Joseph
fioddarcl, who has just published a vei-y interest-

ing work on the subject,* that, " with regard to

other mfnlstrntions of art it does the least with

the pah 'able fijrms and inlim^nces of nature, and
Is the otiiv one withoirt tlie ficulty of represent-

ing them in their natural aspect. .Coiiseijitcntiy,

in tracioL' its influence, in vyandcring amongst its

array of exposition.s, w-e meet witl) no effect con>-

mon to other branches of moral deiiaonstration,

and with no object of external hismau interest.

And thus the large sphere of sisggestivencss

which these Influences pxsess is lost in the coiv

templatlon of music Tlnw, the uiind, in the ex-

ploration of music, does not ar-rive at new .start-

ins points of thotJ<rht, hut ti-aveysing the etbenjal

stream of sound, glides eontii>t>ouf;3y on its emo-

tional course, nndiverted into new cisaivnels by

the externa! features of nature."

BIr. Goildard, in his endeavor to explain the

nature and meaning ofmusical elTect in the mind,

begins by eonsicSerirsg the oi-lgin of music, arsd

finds that it Is "developed fi'om the ordinary mate-

rials of language as the blossom is fi-om the

substance of the shrub
: " that it is the iar^gaage

of passion and emotion in its higlvest expression,

its most rarefied form ; or, to continne Mr._ God-

dard's image, " that it retains the finer attributes

of speech as the flower still pi.->ssesse3 in its rose-

ate petals the beautiful likeness of the greer>

leaves; and that it loses the mixed at>d dull

.sound of ordinary langitage, and wholly assiinies

the vesture of meWJy, as tlje fiov,>er relinquishes

the opaque and neutral tints of the pltint and

beams totally in the dazzling raiment ot color."

In the essay termed Rela/hnsMp of Masie tn

the oilier Fine 4 rf.s', the author seeks to e.xplaii!

the essential dilierence between music and the

arts of painting, poetry, and the dr;tn>a. Tl>e

latter " convey the natural incentive of emotion

first and then the emotion." Music iresparts the

emotion at once and in a direct manner.
_

Tliis

distinction is very marked as betv?ee!i music and

painting. To be affected or in any way ii»-

pressed by a picture it is necessiiry not only to

see it, but to consider it. So to be moved by

poetry it is necessary not only to read it or hear

It recited, but to understand it and take in all

its meaning. With music, however, we are pene-

trated at once by the mere sound ; to hear is to

feel. Painting seeins to produce its effect more
rapidly than poetry in general, but less rapidly

than dramatic poetry, which in that respect

approaches as nearly as possible to inusic, the

very language of emotion. It wonld appear,

then, that there is no mental pleasure to be de-

rived from listening to music. [!!] Nor, in fact, is

there ; unless, indeed, the mind of the hearer be

occupied in following the design of the composer

in which case it may be as actively employed as

it would be in pursuing a problem in mathemat-
ics. This, however, is not the ordinary mode of

enjoying music ; nor is it with a view to this sort

of enjoyment that great mnsleal works are writ-

ten. The finest music, though its effect may be

elevating and ennobling, gives no intellectual

gratification, and is none the less important for

that. It Is not for their intellectual value that

either the finest pictures or even the finest poems
are esteemed.

There Is a point at which human speech may
be said to become musical—at least in its cilect.

A man under the influence of deep emotion ex-

presses that emotion by the tone of his voice as

much as by any words he may utter. At the

battle of Ulm, Napoleon, who did not speak Ger-

* Tht 'Philosophy of Mujic, (Boosey and Sons).
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man, liaranc;ueil some Bavarian troops who did

not understand French. They understood him,

and were as much inspired by his voice as they

would have been by the sinffinp; of a national

anthem, a sono; of liberty, or any kind of war-

soncc. Jlr. Goddard is probably riiiht in lookintj

upon •' tone" in the human voice as the equiva-

lent to " melody " in music, and " emphasis " as

equivalent to " phrase." Napoleon's oratory was
remarkable both for emphasis and for tone, and it

may be said that all impassioned oratory holds a

medium position between speech and sonrr. In

the instance that we have adduced, Napoleon's

address was something between the ordinary dis-

course of modern general and such a composition

as the " Song of Roland " that Taillefer sung at

the battle of Hastings. AVe may add, it is be-

cause tone and emphasis cannot be reproduced

that speeches which make the greatest effect at

public meetings often appear so flat when we
read them the next day in the newspapers.
" Tone and emphasis " will carry off the most

commonplace stuff at a public meeting, and
" melody and phrase " will cause downright non-

sense to be listened to with delisht in an opera.

Mr. Goddard's remarks on the power of music

to awaken feeling, and to express several distinct

feelings simultaneous!}', are also very interesting.

It has always struck us as one of the great

advantages of the operatic drama, that in it not

only different and conflicting sentiments can be
expressed at the same time, but also that large

bodies of men can be made to speak (or sing) as

in a crowd, and to take such a part in the action

of the play as would be impossible in the ordina-

ry drama. Fancy the great choral scenes in the

Huguenots or Masaniello without the music !

They would simply be unactable.

In conclusion, the little book of which we have
given a rambling and somewhat unconnected
account, is well worth perusing systematically

from beginning to end. It is a contribution to a

class of literature which numbers very few speci-

mens. We have plenty of books in which the

authors treat of composers, singers, and musicians,

but very few in which music itself is made the

subject.

Muzio Clementi.

This highly distinguisibed musician, who may be

considered as the father of the piano-forte, was born
at Rome, in 17.52, it has been stated, though we
have good reason to think that this birth ought to

have been dated four years earlier. His fatlier

worked in silver, as an embosser and chaser of fiss-

ures and utensils for the service of the church ; and
he bad a relative, Baroni, principal composer at St.

Peter's, from whom he received his first instructions

in music. At nine years of age he was appointed to

an organist's place in his native city ! And three

years later he composed a mass for four voices. At
this time his talents attracted the notice of Mr. Peter
Beckford, then travelling in Italy, to whose protec-

tion his parents consifjned him, and he was taken to

the seat of that gentleman in Dorsetshire, where he
recived the most liberal education ; and in the society

of a family as much distinfruisbed by literary habits

and taste as by wealth, he acquired the love of the

belles lettres and of science, which characterized him
to the latest period of his life. At eighteen he com-
posed his Op. 2, a work which it is needless to eulo-

gize ; and though now attainable by all moderately
good players, was, when fir.st published, declared by
J. C. Bach, Schroeter, and others of the same order,

to be too difficult for them to attempt. Shortly after

this he was engaged as accompanist on the harpsi-

chord at the King's theatre. In 1780 he made his

first tour on the Continent, visiting nearly all the

principal cities of Europe.
In Vienna, Clementi became acquainted with Mo-

zart, with whom ho performed before the Emperor,
Joseph II., and the grand duke (afterwards emperor,)
Paul of Russia, and his consort. On one occasion,

when the imperial trio only were present, Clementi
and Mozart were desired to play. Some question

of etiquette, as to who should begin, arising, the em-
peror decided it by calling on Clementi, who, after

preluding for some time, performed a sonata ; and
was followed by Mozart, who, without any other ex-

ordium than striking the chord of the key, also

played a sonata. The grand duchess then said that

one of her masters had written some pieces for her
which were beyond her powers, but that she should
much like to hear their effect ; and producing two,

Clementi. played one and Mozart the other, at first

light. She next produced a thenne, on which, nt her

request, tlie two great masters extemporized, alter-

nntely, to the astonishment and deliiiht of their im-

perial audience. The plan was evidently premedi-

tated, and hardly fair towards the eminent profes.=ors,

who were thus surprised into immediate competition.

The result, however, was equally honorable to both,

belwecn whom existed no unworthy feeling of jeal-

ousy, and creditable to them as artists, on whose

talents no demand, however unexpected or unusual,

could be too great.

Puring the progress of dementi's tour, he wrote,

in Paris, bis Operas 5 and 6, and in Vienna his

Op 7. 8, 9 and 10, and on his return to England
published his Op. 11 and 12. In 178-3 he made a

second visit to the Continent, and returning the fol-

lowing year, printed many other works. InlSOO
the house of Longman and Broderip having failed, a

new firm was established, ,at the head of which Cle-

menti placed himself, and there continued till within

a short time of his death. In 1802 he went for the

third time to the Coiuincnt, remaining abrond about

eight years. While in Berlin be married bis first

wife, but had soon to regret her loss in childbed with

a son, who reached man's estate, and promised to be

the source of much happiness to his father; when,
by the accidental discbarge of a pistol, his life paid

tfie forfeit of an incautious use of fire-arms.

To dissipate the grief occasioned hy the loss of a

beloved wife, the widower had recourse to travel, and

set out for St. Petersburgh ; but vcrv speedily left

Russia, and proceeded to Vienna, whence he was
soon called by the death of bis brother, which render-

ed bis presence in Rome necessary. In 1810 he re-

turned to England, and in the year entered again

into the matrimonial state. He now published other

works, and among them his Practical Harmony, in

four volumes, and bis Grachis ad PamofySTm, in three.

Clementi was one of the founders and directors of

the Philharmonic Society, to which he presented two
symphonies, and every season conducted one of the

celebrated concerts of that institution. In 1827 the

musical profession, as a testimony of affection and
respect, invited him to a dinnci* at the Albion

Tavern, and during the evening he was prevailed to

sit down to the piano forte, when, choosing a subiect

from Handel's first organ concerto, be extemporized

on it in a manner that proved bow little his powers
of imagination were affected by time, and excited

the wonder of a very numerous company of judges

assembled on the memorable occasion.

Clementi died on the lOtb March. 18.32, after an ill-

ness of short duration, though his mind bad for some
time previous been gradually yielding to the attacks

of age. His remains were deposited in the cloisters,

Westminister Abbey, the three choirs of London,
and a great number of his brother-professors .attend-

ing to pay the last tribute of respect to so valuable a

man, and so eminent a composer.

xisxt S^hoab,

Music in Berlin.

(Correspondence London Musical World).

An evening or two ago we had Fidelia, with Mad.
Koster in the part of the heroine for the last time

but one, previous to her retirement. Mad. Koster

will be much regretted hy a great number of opera-

goers, but, alas ! all their regret will be in vain.

Even supposing Mad. Koster were to continue a

member of the company, she cannot " go backwards

like a crab " to the days of her youth, and Time
would not—que je sac.lie—spare her voice for the sake

of pleasing the worthy Imrgbcrs, their wives and

families resident upon the banks of the Spree. As
the German poet observes in the song :

" Scheidcn

thitt well." And yet thers is no help for it. We
must all take our leave—for a longer or shorter jour-

ney, a more or less protracted period—some day or

other. Your respected contemporary, the Neiie Ber-

linsr Musik-Zeitunei, refers to Mad. Koster, approach-

ing farewell in the following terms :
—

" We can

scarcely rel'rain from giving way to the most sorrow-

ful feeling, when we reflect that Mad. Koster, at

present the last female representative of the classical

opera, is about to part from us forever. After the

' stars ' which we have seen flit before us during the

last few months, we are compelled to call the loss a

truly irreparable one. At all times the number of

good female singers has been limited, but never was

the prospect of replacing vocal celebrities so mourn-

ful as at present. The latest musical works for the

stage have helped to lower the art of singing, and,

instead of noble vocalism, we have, on the one hand,

empty declamatory pathos without invention, or

musictd charm, properly so-called, and on the other,

voices fatigued by the employment of the most glar-

ing effect, and a practice of wild screeching on the

highest notes. For this reason, if for no other, the

position of a fair operatic vocalist at onr Royal Opera

House IS one of incalculable difficulty, for the reper-

torv is of the most comprehensive description. In it

modern works in every style, the chefs-d'cmvrc of

Meyerbeer, the prodnclinus of Wagner, Auber, Ros-

sini, Bellini, Donizetti and Verdi have the place they

deserve, but the very essence of the repertory still

consists of the works of Mozart, Gluck, Beethoven,

and Weber, and the first thing a fair dramatic singer

has to do iu Berlin is to know how to animate the

various personages in the above operas. The more,

however, the style of singing of the present day

departs from what is required by these operas, the

less prospect is there of finding any one to replace

Mad. Koster, who mnv he regarded as the last singer

who has known how to preserve in spotless entirety

the tradnions of a better time, now passed, _
as a

priestess of the most beautiful and purest religion.

On this account—apart from the fact that every artist

who leaves us, after having sacrificed to us his or her

prime, has the fullest right to our gratitude and our

sympathy—our feelings at losing Mad. Koster are

especially sorrowful ; it seems to us as though we

beheld tlie figures of 'Fidelio,' 'Donna Anna,' Tphi-

genia,' ' Armida,' and the ' Countess Alniaviva,

with their faces mournfijllv veiled and the question

trembling' on their pale lips :—' Who now will find

the greatest source of delight in regarding us as the

go.al of her artistic efi'orts V What we could not

help valuing much more than aught else in Mad.

Kijstcr was—as is always the case with really great

female' artists—her constant progress, her industry,

which is never contented with itself, but which is con-

stantly .seeking for new materials^ for study, and,

consequently, attains to perfection."

The next' opera on the list was Meyerbeer's Feld-

laqer in SMesien. The house was, I need scarce-

Iv sav, crammed to the very roof During the course

of the performance Mdlle. Lucea was taken so seri-

ouslv ill that, though she went through her part

somehow or other, she was compelled to omit all her

soncrs in the third act. Following the FAllmja- came

Mehul's .Tam'h. tolerably given hy Herr Fornies,

(Simeon); Herr Kriiger Herr FncliCl (Jacob);

and Mdlle. Mik )Josepli); and after Joseph

(,.,me—a fine specimen of autumn weather, damp,

uncomfortable and changing. Indeed the the weather

bad such an effect on the pers^omwl of the Opera House

that the entire programme of the week had to be

cbann-ed save and except as regards tlie opera of

Ohei-on, wliich retained its place in the hills despite

of every adverse circumstance. Mad. Koster was the

Rezia, and went through the part with great success.

The other characters were well sustained by Mdlle.

Mik, Herren, Woworsky and Kr.ause.

Le No-^e di Fifinro. otherwise Firjaro's Hochzeit,

was given on the l'7tb inst., for the purpose of mtro-

duciu'' a new Susanne in the person of Mad. Berin-

ger She must produce a greater impression m
future characters if she would be engaged as a per-

manent member of the company, which 1 do not

much fancy she will he, for at present she is little

better than a mere amateur. At any rate, she re-

quires two or three years' training in the coimtry

before she will he fitted to appear before a Berlin

audience. Her sine-ing was devoid of aught resem-

blino- dash or stvle ; her voice, too we.ak for a large

house • and her' acting awkward and meaningless in

the extreme. Beaumarcbais himself would have

failed to recognize the gay, sprightly, petillante Susan-

ne as impersonated by Mad. Beringer. There must

he a fearful dearth of good singing m Germ.any, or

the management of the Royal Berlin Opera House

is singuLnrlv oblivious of its duties towards the pub-

lic in introducing to their notice so many incapables

as it has lately brought forward, to withdraw imme-

diately afterwards, if better artists are to be procured.

Mdlle. Lucca was the page, Chernbin, n part she

plays with charming mii-ete. She was much applaud-

ed throughout, and encored in her romance m B flat

major. 1'he other characters were thus cast
:

Herr

Salomon, Count Almaviva; Herr Bost, Bartbolo
;

Herr Woworsky, Basilio ;
Herr Basse, Antonio

;

and Mdlle. Mik, the countess Almaviva. Among
the other operas promised was Le Prophcle, but on

account of the onslaught made on the singers hy

hoarseness and bronchitis, to which I have already

referred, we had Guillamne Tell, instead. Herr

Eerencz'y again appeared as Arnold, and confirmed

the good imVession ho had previously produced.

Mad. Harriers-Wippern has completely recovered,

and will shortly recommence her professional duties.

On the other hand, Mdlle. Lucca is so indisposed

that it is feared she will not be able to sing for some

time. At KroU'e Theatre the business is vei7 good.
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The Operatic troupe of the Frietlrich-Wilhelmstadt

Theatre are still performins there. I hear that the

manager, Herr Enp'el, has secured the services of

Mdlle. Trehelli for a night at least, at her approach-

ing visit to Berlin. She will, most probahly, sing at

a concert got up expressly for her.

I told you, a few weeks since, that the members of
the Singacadcmie were al)ont to give a performance
of F. E. Wilsing's setting of the 1 aOth Psalm (" De
Profundis"). They have now fnlhllcd their inten-

tion in a Iiighly satisfactory manner. The jjcrfortn-

ance was under the direction of Professor Grell.

That it was perfect, or that there were not here and
three certain short-comirgs. especiallv on the part of

the band, is something I will not attempt to denv
;

but that such should have been the case is not sur-

prising, when we remember the work is perhaps one
of the most difficult to be found in the whole range
of sacred music. The choruses on the wliole went
extremely well, especially the part in E minor.

Among the audience, which was most numerous, and
comprised the majority cf the musical notabilities in

Berlin, was Meyerbeer himself, who followed the

work most attentively, score in hand, and, at the

conclusion, expressed himself highly gratified. The
Singacadcmie has, without a doubt, inaugurated the

season most successfully.

The members of the Koniglichc Kapelle beg.an

their winter campaign with a Symphony-Soire'e. The
room was crowded in every part. The programme
comprised a Suite in T> (with three trumpets) by Se-

bastian Bach ;
Beethoven's Symphony in C major;

tlic overture to Euri/nnllir ; and, tliough last not least,

Mendelssohn's Symphony in A minor. A new vocal

a.ssociation, under the title of the Nener Berliner

Sangerhund, has been formed from the fusion of

Erk's Mannergesang-Verein, the "Melodia" and
the •' Orpheon." Its object is to give concerts for

charitable purposes. I wish it every success.

Joseph Fischer, who, from 1810 to 1818 was a

celebrated member of the Boyal Opera ITouse, has
just died at Mannheim, aged 82. He was a hnsso

like his father, Ludwig Fischer, a member of the

Berlin company from the year 1788. Joseph Fischer
was at one time a great favorite, but fell into disgrace

on account of his overweening pride as an artist, and
in consequence, left Berlin in 1818. He was accoun-

ted in his day the best Don .luan and Figaro on the

stage, hut was continually getting into trouble

through his contempt for all the laws and regulations

of the theatre. In Stuttgart ho lost his engagement
for this reason. On one occasion he was so violent

that Count Briihl, the Intendant of the Royal Opera
House here, and a very kind, good-natured gentle-

men, stationp<l a non-commissioned officer and three

men behind the scenes, to carry Fischer off to the

prison attached to the theatre—for the Royal singers

and actors are, as I have before informed you, subject

if needs be, to military punishment—in case the re-

fractory singer does not moderate his conduct. From
Berlin Fischer proceeded to Italy, where he was high-

ly successful. For some time he was manager of the

theatre at Palermo. He then returned to Mannheim
wdiere he made his first appearance on the stage, in

1801. Some twenty years ago, when he was already

sixty years old, he still delighted connoisseurs by the

beauty of his voice, and the fiery vigor of his

style.

Cologne.—The first Gesell.schafts Concert of the

Season, under the direction of Herr Ferdinand
Hiller, took place in the Giirzenich, on Tuesday, 21st

October. The following was the programme :

First Part.—Overture to Oberon, Weber ; Aria,

"Der Tod Jesu " Graun, (Herr Jul. Stockhausen) :

three four-part songs for chorus, without accompani-
ment ("Liebe," N. Gade ;

" Saatengriin," Mendels-
sohn : "Abendlied," Hauptmann) ; Aria from (Edipe
a Colonna, Sacchini, sung by Herr Jul. Stockhausen

;

Concerto for violin, Spohr, played by Herr Grun-
wald ; Three songs with pianoforte accompaniment.
(" Herbstlied," Mendelssohn; " In. der Fremde,"
Schumann ;

'' Wilkommen und Abschiod," F. Schu-
bert;) sung by Herr Stockhausen.

Second Part.—Sinfonia Eroica, Beethoven.

The programme was materially affected by the

presence hereof Herr Julius Stockhausen, and, in

consequence, as an exception to the very praise-

worthy custom of former years, did not comprise
any grand general performance at the commeEce-
ment of the winter season. Sacchini's air is fine

music, though more lyrical than dramatic. Herr
Jul. Griinwald gave a masterly performance of

Spohr's Violin-Concerto ; his playing was full of vig-

or and grace. Herr Griinwald has reached a degree
of peifection which places him on a level with some
of the greatest violinists of the day. The execution
of the Overture and Symphony under Hiller's admi-
rable guidance was worthy the opening for the season

of so important a concert-institution as that of Co-
logne. At the next concert on the 4th November,
when Mendelssohn's .Si- Paul will he performed, the
chorus ivill have an opportunity for the display of all

its strength, and step beyond tlie limits of the modest
part which fell to its lot on the present occasion.

Monday Popular Concerts.—The playing of
Herr Joachim on Monday night at the second (104th
concert will not he easily forgotten by those amateurs
who were fortunate enough to hear him. The pro-
gramme afforded an unusually wide field for the

exhibition of bis very remark.abic talent. In Haydn's
quartet, witli which the concert began (No. .3, Op.
.54), ills performance of the atJ'i,-fio, not to speak of

other movements, reached the ideal of poetic expres-
sion ; such genriine singinq, indeed, is too rarely

heard from the human voice, much more rarely upon
an instrument. His leading of Spohr's double-quar-
tet in E minor, at the commencement of the second
part, was one of those well sustained and masterly
displays in which the highest intellectual conception
goes hand in hand with unerring mechanical address,

and obtained from the crowd that filled St. Jarae's

Hall a heartier and more unanimous recognition of
Spohr's great merits than, original, ingenuous, and
beautiful as this double-quartet is, was probably elici-

ted till now. The applause seemed even warmer
(the attention could not have been more marked) than
that bestowed on Mendelssohn's OlMlo at the pre-

vious concert. The great length of the work became
altogether forgotten under the spell of such faultless

execution ; and at the conclusion of the Jiimle the

general feeling appeared to be one of regret that no
more was to come. The Prelude and fugue in G
Minor of John Sebastian Bach—(one of Herr Joach-
im's two demigods, Beethoven being the other)—was,
perhaps, however, the most surprising exhibition of

the evening. With what indomitable spirit and un-
erring skill the Hungarian violinist gives these trulv

marvellous solos— in difficidty unparalleled, as they
are unrivalled for elaborate contrivance—our musi-
cal I'caders are aware ; but on the present occasion
he fairly outdid his previous achievetnents. The en-

thusiasm with which he threw himself into his task

was quickly imparted to the audience, who, at the end
of his performance, with one voice recalled him to

the ]ilatform. There was no resisting the unani-
mously expressed desire to hear the Fugue again

;

and so, to the manifest delight of all present, Herr
-Toachim compiled. We never remember him " in

finer play." Tlic other performers in Haydn's quar-
tet were M. Pollitzer (Herr Joachim's associate as

leader of the second part in Spohr's more trying

composition), M. H. Webb and Signor Pi.-itti, "the
incomparable," and to these, in the double-quartet,

were added Messrs. Watson, Wiener, Hann, and
Paque—all practi-sed- adepts in "quartet."
The pianoforte sonata, in the absence of M.

Charles Halle, was entrusted to Mr. Lindsay Sloper,

whose sterling qualities as a classical pl.ayer have
been more than once advantageously exhibited at

these concerts, and than whom a more efficient sub-

stitute for the popular German pianist could hardly
have been chosen. Mr. Sloper played the beautiful

sonata. Op. 90, dedicated by Beethoven to his friend

and patron, Count Moritz Lichnowski, and Hum-
mel's brilliant trio, Op. 9.3 (in E flat), in which his

partners were Herr Joachim and Signor Piatti. The
singers were Miss Banks, who was more thoroughly

at home m the plaintive romance of Glinka (repeat-

ed "by desire," and encored), than in the well-known
bercarole of Schubert; and Mr. Henry Haigh, who
gave songs from F7-a DiavoJo and T/ie Lily of Killar-

nex/, the former encored, notwithstanding an opposi-

tion, the strenuous expression of which should, we
think, have precluded its repetition. Mr. Harold
Thomas (Mr. Benedict still being abroad) was the

accompanist, and performed his duties in a thorough-

ly musician-like manner. At the next concert the

principal feature is to be Hummel's celebrated septet

for pianoforte, wind, and stringed instruments

—

pianist, Mr. Halle'.

—

Tirnes, Oct. 25.

Although the instrumental programme did not

present any novelty, it was in no way inferior to any
of its predecessors. The Octet oif Mendelssohn,
Spohr's Double Quartet, and Hummel's Septet, each

of which has in its turn formed a distinctive feature,

could not possibly have been more worthily succeed-

ed than by the Septet of Beethoven, in which the

stringed instruments are so ingeniously blended with

the wind. Such a performance of this masterpiece

has rarely been given, and the earnest attention it

commanded, the long continued applause which fol-

lowed, to say nothing of the enthusiastic encore for

the scherzo, spoke volumes for an audience whose
taste the Monday Popular Concerts have done so

much to cultivate. TThe performers were Messrs.

Joachim, Webb, Lazarus, p. Harper, Hutchins

(bassoon), C. Severn fdouble bass) and Piatti.

—

Weber's quartet in B flat brought the concert to a

successful close. Next Monday Mr. Sims Reeves
makes his first appearance since the Gloucester Festi-

val.

—

Musical World, Nov. 8.

Jfor§j)fs loiirnal tif W-^mt.

BOSTON, NOVEMBER 29, 1863.

Music in this Number. — Continuatioa of Chopin's

ma/.urkas.

Mendelssohn Q,uintette Club—First Subscrip-

tion Concert.

These meritorions and well-known represen-

talivos of classical chamber music in our city

opened their fourteenth season last Thursday

evening, at Chickering's Hall. The weatherwas

exceedingly unfavorable, and yet a large audi-

ence were in attendance. The Club is still com-

posed as it was last year, of the following

gcntlemon : Messrs. Wji. Schultze, first violin,

Caul Meisel, second violin, Roheijt Goehikg

and Thomas Ryan, tenors, and Wulf Fries,

violoncello. It was good to see their pleasant

faces, thus united, once more. This was their

programme:
1. Quintet, in C, op. 29 Beethoven

Allegro moiterato—Adagie molto espressivo

—

Scherzo. Allepro— Presto.

2. Trio, for Piano, A'iolin and Cello. . .C. Jerome Hopkins
Allegro raoderato—Andante religioso—Scherzo

—

AlU^gro as.^ai e Faghetto.
Messrs. Hopkins, Schultze and Fries.

3. Dance Air, from the 16th Century,—transcribed Eir

Tioloncello, by Servais

Wulf Fries.

4. Quartet, in A, op. 41. No. 3 Schumann
Andante espressivo and AlleKfO raolto moder-
ate—Afisai agitato—Adagio molto—Fioale,

Allegro molto vivace.

The grand old Quintet of Beethoven, opening

so rich and full in its calm strength, and develop-

ing so passionately, was the right sort of courtly,

warm, familiar welcome back to halls of tunefuJ

happiness long closed. It made us all at home on

the old ground again at once. The Quintet has

the right to be more dramatic ard impassioned

than the Quartet, which is the quintessence of

the purely musical ; because the fifth instrument

naturally partakes to some exteut of the charac-

ter of a solo voice superadded to the four accom-

panying parts. This one is eminently dramatic

in its Finale, with those fitful alternations of fiery,

impatient Presto and half thoughtful, half jocose

Andante. The whole work was finely played

and found very few dull listeners.

The Trio and the whole appearance of Mr C
Jekome Hopkins was something quite anom-

alous and episodical in such a concert. This

gentleman, the son of Bishop Hopkins of Ver-

mont, has resided for the last teu years in New
York and Brooklyn, (in which latter city he is

now engaged as organist), having first forsaken

the study of chemistry for ardent amateurship

in music, which has for some time engrossed him

wholly and professionally. He certainly seems

to have been possessed by strong musical impulses

and a singular ambition to try his hand in all

spheres of vocal and instrumental composition, as

well as interpretative exeution on the piano-forte

and organ. We should judge that he had had

piore of impulse than of clear and positive direc-

tion ; had begun with flying confideutly at all

kinds of game, making everybody his teacher i

emulating every model, starting off eagerly upon

the track of every chance idea (frequently per-

haps only a remembered one) unknowing whither

it might lead, and in the excitement of such con-
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tinual activity too easily self-pleased to doubt that

such random plunges must mean jienius. Quite

different from the ordinary offensive vanity is

the sinijular naivete with which such a young

man, (who, though he has studied much, can

hardly be said to have the complete training with

whicli musicians enter upon such formidalile tasks

in the old world), comes before the public with

such an array of original compositions, both in

the highest classical and in the merest virtuoso

forms, as Mr. Hopkins has done during his first

artistic visit here in Boston.

But our present business is with the Trio, the

most formidable of these works, and certainly a

most didicult task for any but a master musician to

undertake. For how many good Trios (for piano,

violin and 'cello) does the whole musical litera-

ture contain V The few by Haydn and Mozart,

models of course in style and form, are pretty

much forgotten ; while those of Beethoven and

Mendelssohn, with a few of Schubert, Schu-

mann(?) and two or three others, constitute

about the whole repertoire which artists and

publics really find interesting. For a young

American, beginning as an amateur, (Mr. H.

wrote his Trio five or six j'ears ago), to succeed

greatly in it would indeed be a wonder. We
must confess we listened to the greater part of

it with interest ; we thought there were indica-

tions of talent, but scattering and fitful ; sugges-

tions of ideas which promised well, but soon ran

wild and became dissipated into virtuoso passage

music, where display of mere pianism became

the main thing. Although nominally, and to

some extent really, adhering to the classical form

of the four movements, it seemed yet as a whole

formless. The Allegro (first) was the most con-

sistent movement, and flowed freely, boldly, with

considerable effect
;
yet there was lack of sym-

metry. The opening of the Adagio was impres-

ive and somewhat original, but soon it seemed tos

wander from its text. The Scherzo is bright,

lively, with a graceful minor tune for the Trio,

of a rather commonplace old Volkslied character
.

The Finale contains a Fughetto in three parts, c

which the theme is quite pointed and attractive,

which goes on interestingly, but soon lands you

in one of those modern piano fantasia con-

elusions which the finger virtuosos tack on equal-

ly upon all sorts of pieces. On the whole, then,

there seemed to be flushes of talent ; a good deal

of industrious study ; impressibility to various

reigning models showing itself in unconscious

imitations and reflections ; a something all the

time to pique curiosity as to what was coming

next; but at the same time a strange deal of

incoherence. As a pianist Mr. Hopkins showed

a singularly hard, unsympathetic touch, perhaps

to be explained by nervousness,with an uncommon
degree of brilliant execution. He was applaud-

ed after every movement, particularly the

Adagio.

Mr. WuLP Fries sang the old Dance Air on

his violoncello with his usual warmth and beauty

of expression.

But the great point of interest in this concert

was the indeed wonderful Quartet by Schumann.

It is a work of extreme diflioulty, and the clear

manner in which it was brought out (for the first

time, if we mistake not) was a triumph for the

Club. To say that it was original, profound,

imaginative, full of soul and feeling, a most ex-

citing work to listen to, unless one's musical pre-

judices or want of culture be such as to make
him deaf to it, is not to give a very clear idea of

it. Yet this is all we will say now, not being at

all pre[iared to enter into a description of it,

meanwhile reminding the Quintette Club that

one performance of such a work entails it upon

them as a duty, both to author, public and them-

selves, to give us several hearings, and that too

before we lose the first impression.

Saturday Popclak Concerts.— Under this

title tlie j\Ten(lelssohn Quintette Club commenced

last Saturday evening another series of those mis-

ce'Ianeoiis iwenfy-five cPiit concerts, which they initi-

ated two years ago. The title seems to have I>ecn

su£>-2:estetl t)y the " Monday Popular Concerts " in

London ; I>ut the agreement is more in name and

price than in the idea ; for whereas the St. James's

Hall Concerts have aimed, most successfully, to

make purely classical mnsic popular, these at the

Melodeon aim at the pnpnlar in the first place, work-

ing in only enough of the classical to save the pro-

gramme from emptiness in the eyes of those wlio

seek in music something more tlian mere amusement.

Tiie night was stormy and t!ie Melodeon cnily half

filled ; still this made a goodly numher, and the en-

tertainment seemed to he greatly relished. The pro-

gramme was as follows :

1. Overture— to the "Poet anrl Peasant. . . .V. Ton Suppo

2. Flute Solo—-'Souvenir de Paris'' Ileinemeyer

Robert Goering.

3. Cavatina "Ah! con lui," from Saffo Pacini

Mrs. J. M. Motte.

4. Octet, In F. Op. 66 Franz Schubert

For 2 Violins, Viola, Violoncello, Bass, Clarinet,

Horn and Bassoon.

Introduction and Allegro—Andante—Scherzo, Allegro,

Vivace—Finale, Andante and Allegro.

5. Violin Solo— Fantasie on Themes from '• Masaniello

Alard
Carl Meisel.

6. Solo on the Saxophone—Rhode's Air, with Variations

Thomas Ryan.

7. Song—"Ye Merry Birds,'' with Flute Obligato

F. Gumbert.

Mrs. ,T. M. Motte.

8. Polonaise, Chorus and Air—from " The North Star,'

Meyerbeer

Of course the notable selection in the list, out-

weighing all the others, was the Octet of Schubert,

which made so fine an impression among real music-

lovers here two years ago ; these have a right to feel

the more confirmed in their impression, when they

find a newspaper " critic," who seems to pique him-

self on systematically decrying all good things in

music, however great the master (so much the great-

er the critic's independence!), dismissing it with

these words :
" Schubert's Octet, which formed the

staple of the concert, is a tedious and unme.aning

composition, and, like nearly all of his concerted

pieces, fully clairns the distinction of ' broken crock-

cry ' music." That critic did not need a Gottschalk

to make " conquest " of him. But it is enough to

say that the Octet, in wealth and beauty of melody

and harmony, in the constant upspringing of original

ideas all tending in a consistent current to a nnitv of

purpose, in wonderful power of instrumentation,

coming nearer than any man to Beethoven, is worthy

of Schubert, and so we think most people felt it.

The Overture by Suppe, written we should sup-

pose for some light little opera, is pleasing, if not

strikingly original. The Flute Solo discoursed an

interminable deal of nothing, not a small part of

which was solemn, as is the wont of these labored

variation pieces ; but it served to display such featness

in execution as delights and astonishes many young

people. Mr. Meisel, in his modest, artist-like way,

rendered his violin solo very gracefully and nicely.

The new instrument of the Sax family, which Mr.

Ryan modulated so nimbl_y, milking it play Rodo's

violin variations, has a brass body with a bell ter-

mination and is blown into by a reed ; its tone is a

cross between the clarinet and the round, volumin-

ous brass born or tuba tone. Mrs. Motte was in

good voice, and gave us some good honest genuine

singing. The bird song, -with flute ohhlirjato, just

suited her serious mezzo soprano qualitv.

The second " Saturday Popul.ir " takes pl.ice this

evening ; the programme we have not seen, but wish

the Octet might be repented.

ORcni-;sTRAT, Concerts.—We are sorry to le.irn

that the suljscription for Mr. Zkrraiin's "Philhar-

monic Concerts " falLs so far short, that it is doubt-

ful wiietber he can commence them next Saturday,

a.s he ha<f so confidently expected, or even at all this

winter. We ti-ust however that this simple mention

will induce music-Iovinc: people to put down their

names, and s.ave themselves from so great and so ex-

traordinary a privation.

But the AVednesday Afternoon Concerts, at all

events, of the Orchestral Union are a fixed fact,

and are announced as actually to begin next Wednes-

day, at the Boston Music Hall.

The hurry of getting our papcj- to press a day

earlier than usual, on account of Thanksgiving,

postpones our notice of several things ; among others

two Private Soire'es, one for the Piano, one far the

Organ, given this week by Mr. C. Jero.me ITopkins,

in which he has treated large invited audiences to a

great variety of his own compositions as well as

works by Sebastian Bach.

M. Fetis on the Steinway Pianos—A Cor-

rection.

In the interesiing articles (which we translated

some time since) by Jf. Fe'tis on the musical instru-

ments at the International Exhibition, it will be re-

membered that he spoke in high praise of the only

American piano-fortes exhibited, those of Messrs.

Steinway & Sons, of New York ; and also that he

woinid up by expressing his fears as to their capacity

of standing in tune, owing tfi the fact that he always

found a person early in the morning amusing himself

with tuning them.

Having translated to what appeared to be the end

of his remarks on the Pianos, and not thinking his

review of other instruments of equal interest to our

readers, we overlooked a passage in a later letter

(Sept. 28), in the same Journal (R^uue et Gazelle

Musicah), in which M. Fe'tis dismis.ses all his doubts

upon the point in question. There he says :

" I owe it to myself to declare now, that these

fears were unfounded. Many letters that I have re-

ceived from some of my honorable colleagues of the

Jury, and from distinguished professors of London,

inform me that the disadv.antagcous conditions under

which the instruments of Messrs Steinway & Sons

are exhibited at the London Exhibition are the real

cause of the observations I have made. In other

words, the portion of the Exhibition where these

pianos are placed is excessively humid
; one of the

principal entrances to the building, constantly open,

causes a draught of air highly pernicious to race

through it ; moreover the lively sensation that was

created by the brilliant and sympathetic sonority of

these instruments was the cause of their being play-

ed upon, or rather banged by all sorts of hands from

ten in the morning until six at night. Placed in

their normal conditions, s.ay my correspondents, to

whom I accord my entire confidence, the instruments

of Messrs. Steinway preserve perfectly their tune, and

their strength leaves nothing to be desired. I would

not that the doubt expressed in my letter, should

conflict with the interest of these intelligent manu-
facturers, and I do not hesitate to publish the ex-

planations that have been furnished me on the sub-

ject by gentlemen who are both capable and disinter-

ested."
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Siisial Correspttbente.

[The following letter arrived just too late for last week's

paper].

New York, Nov. 19. — " Fidclio " .nntl the

" Magic Flute " have hcen the re-productions of the

past two weeks at the German Opera. With all our

admiration for the musie, we found it difficult to

enjoy Mozart's celchrated work. Surely, he was

wantinn; in the respect he owed to his own nrenius, ho

carried complaisance too far.fwhen he accepted such

a foolish libretto I

Still deeply moved, still freshly impressed by a

hearing of Beethoven's wonderful " Fidelio," it will

be difficult for ns to convey an idea of the beauty of

this sublime creation to those who have not heard it

;

and those who have, know bow inctl'cctual is the

power of words to express the influence and effect of

such music. We had never beard the opera before
;

a dear mother had cautioned us afrainst first hearinp:

any careless rendition of " Fidelio," and rendered

our fancy difficult to please, by her description of

Schrudcr-Devrient's jjreat power in isolated points,

and Malihran's more womanly and heart-rcndinn; pa-

thos in the whole part of Leonora. Our acquaintance

with " Fidelio " had been confined to the score, the

bioo-raphers, and those extracts, few and far between,

which are to be heard at concerts. After even this

familiarity, the bearing of the whole was a species

of surprise, and it is snmethina; to thank God for,

when one has heard, and is able in part to compre-

hend, such music. In this ideal work we breathe a

pure atmosphere, we Iiear the natural language of

lofty, noble souls ; there is snrely no opera in exist-

ence that more fully expresses the feeling of the

characters, than this ; it takes both judgment and

imagination captive. From first to last, here is no

patchwork, no filling in; the interest never flags;

impassioned vocal accents, profound instrumentation,

warm, living feeling, render this admirable creation

almost painfully beautiful. Ea'Cu the weakness of

the opera (the too great elevation of character in

some of the music belonging to the subordinate parts)

seems to proceed from the unwillingness which the

great Beethoven must have felt in descending from

the heroic height of Leonora's womanly devotion, to

the common-place level of Marcellina's improbable

love for the supposed Fidelio, Jaquino's stupid im-

portunity, and the every-day prudence and servile

obedience of Rocco.

On the whole the opera was effectively given, the

chonis augmented by the addition of several mem-
bers of the Arion Seciety ; the work was divided in-

to three acts ; the orchestra first played the Fidelio

overture ; between the first and second acts, the orig-

inal one ; and before the last, the " Leonore " over-

ture, No. 3. It was a happy idea to give these on

the same evening
; all honor to Mr. Anschuetz's di-

rectorial energy ! he is doing that very uncommon
thing among managers,— keeping his word as to

the continual and careful production of fine works.

Crowded houses have received " Fidelio " with emo-

tion and enthusiasm ; it has rained bouquets (de-

served, but out of place except between the acts), and

encores and recalls have been attempted or effected

after each act, and almost every nuntber.

As Leonora, Mine. Johannsen appeared to more

advantage than on any occasion during the present

season. Her vocal means were not always sufficient to

fulfil the demands of the music, but her earnest and

intelligent acting was more than satisfactory, espe-

cially in the terrible dungeon scene, which, with the

prisoners' chorus (0 loelche Lust!) we might call

Dantesque, but that Beethoven has a depth of hu-

man feeling, such as never warmed the heart of the

grim Florentine. Mr. Lotti. in the part of Florcs-

tan, showed improvement.

Lortzing's " Wildschutz," Auher's " Mason and

Locksmith," and Biisfow's "Eip Van Winkle," are

the next novelties to come.

As to the Italian opera, we have no report to give

from personal audition. Wc have heard "Norma,"

"Lucrezia," " La figlia," " Trovatorc," and " Tra-

viata " played, sung, screamed, hummed and drum-

med, almost ever since we have inhabited this sublu-

nary sphere ; nor do we care to hear them often

again, save when executed by an unexceptionable

company. People praise Guerrabella's beauty,

and tact as a singer, Lorini's intelligence, and the

voice of Signorina Morknsi, alias Mile. Montmo-

rency, ali.as— Miss Kate Duckworth. The first

novelty of the season, ".te parrlon de Ploenuel " is

announced for Mile. Cohdier's debut next Monday
night.

The German Liederkranz Society gave their first

of four subscription concerts on the evening of Nov.

1.3th. The programme was not happily selected,

and was, with few exceptions, fatiguing. Gade's

" Michel-Angelo " overture opened the proceedings
;

it is interesting, sonorously instrumented, mannered,

characteristic of the composer, inicbaracteristic of the

subject. Lobe's overture " Reisehist," Killer's "Song
of the Spirits," Vinz. Lachner's " Hymn to music,"

and Fr. Lachner's " Stm-mea Mi/the," are well made

works, devoid of the divine fire. Mr. Bruno Wol-
LENHAnPT played Mendelssohn's exquisite violin

concerto, which Mr. Mollenhauergave us so recently

at the first Philharmonic concert. The comparison

was not in favor of Mr. Wollenhaupt. who was more

happy, however, in his execution of Vieuxlemps'

" Fantaisie Caprice." Madame Hotter sang Schu-

bert's " Ai:e Maria," and the solo part in Mendels-

sohn's " Loreley " finale ; she is less successful as a

concert singer, than as the soubrette of the German

opera, where her sprightly acting has so enlivening

an effect. The " Loreley " finale was the feature of

the concert, but so soon after hearing the impassioned

"Fidelio "we were not in a mood to appreciate

Mendelssohn's cold finish as it deserved to be en-

joyed.

The first Philharmonic Rehearsal for the second

concert will take place on Saturday next.

OKrEO.

Philadelphia, Nov. 22. — We are promised,

for this winter, two series of Chamber Concerts, Mr.

WoLFSOHN, (formerly of the classical firms, Wolf-

sohn and Ilohnstock and Wolfsohn and Thomas)

announces six soire'es. His programme comprises

numerous compositions that are entirely new to

Philadelphia audiences. I refer to the works for

Pi.ano and wind instruments by Onslow & Spohr,

the trio for piano, clarionet and viola, by Mozart,

Schumann's Fantasie StiicJce for piano and clarionet,

and for pi.ano, clarionet and violoncello, Gounod's

Meditation for piano and two violoncellos, &c. Mr.

Wolfssohn's enthusiasm for his art is such that he

would carry out his ideas of what is due to it at

even pecuniary sacrifices. He, for that reason, the

more deserves a continuance of the success that has

heretofore attended his exertions.

Messrs. M. H. Cross and C. H. Jarvis promise

us four soirees. The programme of the first is pub-

lished, accompanied by a prefatory prospectus or cir-

cular, the elegant diction of which betrays its author,

our old friend. Professor V. Gates. Messrs. C. and

J. have engaged Mr. Gaertner, undoubtedly our

best quartet violinist, and other able assistants. From
present indications both series will be well attended.

The Germania public rehearsals are to commence

next Saturday.

A Mr. IlARTiMAN gave a piano matinee at Stein-

way's rooms on Wednesday last. His playing was

to the satisfaction of those who heard him. It is his

intention, I believe, to remain in Philadelphia.

Chanterelle.

^ptial Bfftiru.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OP THE

L-A.TEST 3VCXJSIC
Published by Oliver Dilsoii Si. Co.

Vocalj with Piano Accompaniment.

The Spirit of Light. Song. M. W. Balfe. 25

A song with some preteaaions in regard of expres-

sion. Balfe evidently has taken more care with this

song than he usually does with the numerous light

ballads he composes.

^Fiiiry dreams. Duet. .5'. Glover. 35

Very pretty. Will soon be known extensively.

Song of the silent Land. H. Strachauer. 75

A fine poem, translated from the German of Salis

by Longfellow, and set to music for solo and chorus.

Well adapted for singing societies. Not difBeult, yet

effective.

The snow is fivUin;^ fast, love. Ballad. 25

*Twas one, 'twas two, 'twas three. Sonp:,

S. Lover. 25

You ask me to forget the spell. Ballad. Susini. 25

Instrumental Music.

Courtship (Die Werber) Waltzes. Four hands.

Lanner. 75

A full and effective arrangement of a set of waltzes

which are now considered almost classical. Four-hand

playing must become more and more frequent, and
hardly anything will please better than a set of these

old German waltzes, played with spirit and energy.

Johanna's farewell. Albert Lindahe. 25

A "Song without words," which bears for its motto
the words addressed by Joan of Arc to her native bills

previous to her departure upon her mission, in Schil-

ler's drama of the same name. The music is highly

expressive, full of sweet melancholy and tenderness.

The piece will make a hit.

Books.

The American Musical Class Book. De-

signed foi' female Colleges, Institutes, Semina-

ries, and Normal and High Schools. Contain-

ing Elementary Instructions, Yocal Exercises

and Solfeggios, and a valuable Collection of

Duets, Trios, and Concerted pieces. By T.

Bissell. 50

Among the numerous works of the kind this new
candidate for popular favor cannot fail of a promi-

nence, since its peculiar features are such as willcom-

mend it at once to the patronage of those for whom it

is chiefly intended. Its rudimental lessons proceed

with a regularity of precission that cannot fail to fix

permanently on the mind of the pupil the essentials

of success in future studies,—the exercises are in a

form to attract the attention, and the selection of mu-
sic is one of the best if not the superior of all similar

collections. Principals of Educational Institutions,

music teachers, and others interested in books of this

class will find it advantageous to examine this vol-

ume.

Masio BY Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expensebeing
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find
the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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A Lost Chord.

EY ADELAIDE ANNE PROCTOR.

Seated one day at the oi'friii

I was weary and ill at ease,

And my finsers wandered idly

Over tlie noisy keys.

I do not know wh.at I was playin(^,

Or wliat I wijs dreaming then
;

But I struck one chord of music,

Like the sound of a great Amen.

It flooded the crimson twilight.

Like the close of an Angel's Psalm,

And it lay on my fevered spirit

With a touch of infinite calm.

It quited pain and sorrow.

Like love overeoining strife,

It seemed the harmonious echo

From our discordant life.

It linked all perplexed meanings

Into one perfect peace.

And trembled away into silence

As if it were loth to cease.

I have sought, but seek it vainly,

That one lost chord divine,

That came from the soul of the organ,

And entered into mine.

It may be that death's bright angel

Will speak in that chord again,

It may be that only in heaven

I shall hear that grand Amen !

Haydn's Diaries in England.

My Dear Dieight:—In the bioofraphical notices

of Haydn, by Griesinger (Leipzig, 1810), and
Dies (Vienna, 1810), are extracts from note and
memorandum books kept by the composer during

his two visits to England. Most of those given

by Griesinger were translated into English and
and published with notes in the first number of

the Harmonicon for 1827, and thence have pass-

ed into the common stock of musical anecdotes.

These memorandnm books have long been an

object of my inquiries—there being reason to ex-

pect in them information upon certain points

important to my main object here— in which,

however I have been disappointed—but I could

find no elue to them and give up all hope of their

being still in existence.

On the 30th of July, I found a stranger at the

table in the inn, where I usually dined with sev-

eral of the gentlemen of the imperial library, to

whom I was introduced by Prof Perger as an
American much busied with memorials of Beet-
hoven. The stranger, Herr v. Schmidtler—head
of the government's school-book publishing

office—remarked that it was a pity he could not

aid me, as he might do if Haydn had been my
subject. Upon my asking, how so V he replied

that he had in his possession two note books kept
by Haydn in England 1 Since that time he has

kindly allowed a copy of them both to be made
for me—like the original, even to the line and
number of pages (including also those which

Haydn had left blank), and with the same num-

ber of words not only on each page but in each

line !

These two books belong to the first visit of

Haydn to England—those of the second seem to

have been irrecoverably lost, save in so far as

they were copied by Griesinger and Dies.

With the permission of Herr v. Schmitler I

send to the Journal as correct and literal a transla-

tion of these memoranda, as I can make, with such

notes and remarks as may add, perhaps, both

to their interest and their value as historical

data.

You will see at a glance, that anything like a

regular diary does not appear ; these notes are

merely memoranda, and a large portion of them

have no other interest than that which attaches

to them, as being by so distinguished a man as

Haydn, and as giving us additional means of know-

ins bini, as it were personally. Dies thus speaks

of them

:

" He (Haydn) noted, for instance, visits which

he paid or received, jaunts to places near Lon-

don : descriptions of the same ; divers anecdotes

;

theatrical notices ; verses ; facts worthy of note
;

in short, many of those things which would nat-

urally strike a stranger in London. The few

personal memoranda are just sketched in few

words ; they merely served to recall to memory

the events to -which they refer, leaving them to

the humor of the moment for the form in which

they should appear, when related by Haydn in

conversation—the natural result following, viz.,

that the theme was often varied. Hence, per-

haps, the reason that the same anecdote some-

times appears in different forms—Haydn himself

being at fault in his fondness for amusing his

auditors."

This last remark of Dies is a very gentle state-

ment of the fact that Haydn sometimes told the

same story in different versions — of which

the failure of his memory in his old age is a

sufficient explanation — without charging upon

him any intentional violation of the truth. I

have not, however, found the humorous story-

teller, either at home or abroad, very particular

as to exactness, when the object is merely to

raise a laugh. A very curious instance of this

clashing of stories is in regard to the " Surprise

Symphony "; Dies says Haydn wrote it to prevent

his auditors from indulging their after-dinner nap

in the concert room ; Griesinger says he once

asked Haydn if this was so, and he distinctly de-

nied it ! (Compare Dies, pp. 91, 92, and Gries-

inger, pp. 56, 57.)

Haydn has left many pages of these books

blank ; others have but a line or two upon them

—others still a single name or address. In this

translation the heavy lines, , show the

division of the pages, experience having taught

me that even so small a matter is worthy of note.

Occasional errors of Haydn in proper names are

corrected—some well known ones are left as he

wrote them. I send at this time only one of the

books; should it please you and escape without

serious errors of the press, I cannot but think it

will prove, even in its trivialities, a welcome ad-

dition to our knowledge of Haydn and of music

in London in 1791-2. A. W. T.

Vienna, Nov. 10, 1862.

HAYDN'S NOTE BOOKS IN LONDON.
HAYDN'S POCKES book op the year 1791 IN

LONDON.

Needles, scissors and pocket-knife for Frau v.

Kees.

For Biswagner spectacles fitted for fifty to

sixty years.

For Hamburger scissors for the nails and a

larger pair ; chain for a lady's watch.

For Frau v. Genzinger various things.

(In English.)

Head of Juno white cornelian, 6 guineas.

That other white red cornelian, 3 1-2 guineas.

6 Schiots [?] . . 8

12deto, . . . 12

Watch from gold, . . 30

The chen [chain] . . 1

The 5th of November I was guest at the din-

ner of the Lord Mayor's festival. At the first

table. No. 1 , sat the new Lord Mayor together

with his wife, then the Lord Chancellor, the two

SheritTs, Duke of Leeds, Minister Pitt and the

other judges of the highest rank. At No. 2, I

dined with Mr. Sylvester, the greatest lawyer

and first State Counsellor in London. There
were in this hall, known as the Golden Hall, 16

tables, and others in the adjoining rooms. The
guests in all were towards 1200 persons, all most

magnificently dressed—the dishes very neatly

served and well cooked.—Wines of many sorts

in superfluity. The dinner began at 6 o'clock

P. M. and closed at 8. A long procession in the
order of rank accompanied the Lord Mayor to

and from the table, with many ceremonies
; the

sword and a sort of golden crown being carried

in front to the sounds of trumpets accompanied
by Harmony music (1); and so after dinner the
entire distinguished company from table No. 1

retired to a room, previously set apart for this

purpose, to take coffee and tea. We, the other
guests, were taken into adjoining rooms. At 9

o'clock the No. 1. company ascended to a small
hall, where the ball was opened. In this hall is

a dais for the high nobility, where the Lord
Maj-or and his wife sit as upon a throne. The
dancing began immediately in the order of rank,

but only one pair at a time, as is the ease also at

court on the 6th of January, that is, on the

King's birthday. On each side of this small hall

are elevated seats, to which the ascent is by 4
steps, occupied mostly by the fair sex. In this

hall Minuets only are danced. I could not
remain here over a quarter of an hour, first be-

cause the heat was too great, there being so many
people in so small a hall, and secondly on account
of the wretched dance ; music for two violin and
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and one violoncello players form the entire or-

chestra. The Minuets were rather Polish than

in our and the Italian styles. Thence I went

into another hall, which was more like a subter-

ranean hell. There the dances were Enfflish.

—

The music was a little better, becau.se of a drum,

which in some degree covered the bad fiddling.

I then proceeded to the grand hall where we had

dined. The musicians were there more numerous,

and rather more bearable. They danced English,

but only on the dais where the Lord Mayor and

the 4 No. ones had dined. The other tables

were all again filled with masculine forms, which,

as usual, bravely caroused the night through ; the

strangest is, that a part of the company danced

away without hearing a note of music, for now

on this now on that table some were howling

songs, others drinking toasts, with mad cries,

swinging their glasses and yelling, hurrah ! hur-

rah ! hurrah ! The hall and all the rooms are

lighted with lamps, which send forth an unpleas-

ant smell, especially in the small dancing hall.

—

Eemarcable (sic) is it, that the Lord Mayor

needs no knife at the dinner, because a carver

standing before him in a place extra prepared

for him in the midst of the table cuts up every-

thing for him. (2)

Another man stands behind the Lord Mai or,

who calls out the toasts, according to the eti-

quette here, with straining throat, and each call

is followed by trumpets and drums. No health

was more applauded than that of Mr. Pitt. In

other respects there is no order. This dinner

cost one thousand and si.x hundred pounds, half

of which, the Lord Mayor, the other half the two

Sheriffs must pay. The Lord Mayor is chosen

annually. As to his dress he wore a great, wide

long cloak like a satin domino, richly ornament-

ed with stripes of gold lace, especially on the

sleeves. He wore a heavy pold chain, like our

Thoasonists (3), about his neck. His wife had a

similar one—she is " Mylady " and remains so in

the future. Every year a diflferent man is elect-

ed. The entire ceremonial is worth seeing,

especially the procession on the Tems (Thames)

from the (?) to Westminster.

jlisiris Schroeter, No. 6 James Street, Bucking-

ham gate. (4)

The public debt of England is reckoned at

over two hundred millions. Some one computed

that if this sum should be paid in silver, the

wagons, which should carry it off, would e.xtend

in a close line from London to York, a distance

of 200 miles, supposing no wagon to have more
than 6000 pounds to the load.

Mr. Hunter is the greatest and most famous

surgeon in London, Leicester square.(5)

N. B. Mr. Silvester, Chamberlain of the

Duchess of York.

[This page contains a sort of proverb upon the

morals of the women of France, Holland and
England—funny but indelicate.]

Que I'Amitie soit aussi solide. Sill. Pok.
N. B. Lady Blake from Langham. [In Emr-

lish.]

On the .3d of June, 1792, I dined with Mon.
and Mad. Mara, Mr. Kelly, and Mad. Storace at
Storaee's, brother of the latter.

Scqyicnli pauca.

On the 30th of May, 1792, the grand widows'

concert, which was given last year for the last

time in Westminster church with 885 performers,

was, on account of the great expenses, given in

the church of St. Margaret. At the rehearsal

800 persons were present, at the performance

2000.

The king gives each time 100 guineas.

Last week, ]\Iay 2.5th, 1792, was the 92d. day

of the Hastings trial in Westminster Hall.

—

Hastings had for his defence three advocates;

each of these receives on the days of the trial

10 guineas. This trial had its beginning four

years ago. They say that Hastings is worth more

than a million pounds sterling.

On the 15th of June I went from Windsor

to to visit Dr. Herschell, where I saw the

great telescope. This is 40 feet long and 5 feet

in diameter. The machinery is very extensive,

but so artistically made, that a single man can

put it all in motion with little exertion. There

are also two smaller instruments, one of which is

22 feet long and magnifies GOOO times.

The king has had two constructed for himself,

each of 1 2 feet. He paid for them 1000 guineas.

Dr. Herschell was in his j'ounger years an oboist

in the Prussian service during the seven years

war, deserted with his brother, came to England,

supported himself many years by music, became

organist at Bath and devoted his spare time to

astronomy. After providing himself with the

necessaiy instruments, he left Bath, hired a room

near Windsor ; studied day and night ; the mis-

tress of the house becamea widow, fell in love

with him, married him and gave him a marriage

gift of 100,000 florins. Besides this he has an

annuity for life of £500 from the king." His wife,

now 45 years old, has brought him a son in this

year, 1 792. Ten years ago he had his sister come

over to him, who is of the greatest service to him

in his observations. Pie often sits in the coldest

weather five to six hours in the open air. (6)

To-day, January 14, 1792, the life of Mrs.

Billington was published. Her private history

is there made public to a shameful extent. The

author is said to have had her autograph letters

and to have offered to restore them to her for 10

guineas, threatening in case of her refusal to make

them public through the press. She did re-

fuse to pay the 10 guineas and brought an action

to recover the letters. The court decided against

her, and she appealed, but in vain ; for her op-

ponent, paying no attention to the appeal, offer-

ed her £500, and to-day has published her doings.

By 3 o'clock, P. M., not a copy was to be had.

—

They do say that her character is very faulty ;

but nevertheless she is a great genius, and all the

women hate her because .she is beautiful. N. B.

She is said to have written all these shameful

letters, in which she relates her amours, to her

mother. She is said to be a natural daughter,

and some even believe, that her reputed father

was a party to the intrigue. Such stories are

unusual in London. The

Husband gives his wife into temptation for the

sake of profiting thereby and fleecing the para-

mour in the sum of £1000 or even more.

On the 14th of June I went to Windsor and

thence 8 miles to Ascot Heath, to see the races.

These take place upon a large field expressly

selected for this purpose. On the field is a circu-

lar course two English miles in extent, six

fathoms wide, made very even and smooth.

—

Along the entire field extends a slight elevation.

At the top the circular form is lost in a straight

line of some two thousand paces. Along this line

are booth.s, amphitheatres of various sizes,

some large enough for two to three hundred per-

sons—the others smaller. In the centre is one

for the Prince of Wales and the high nobility.

—

The places cost from one to forty-two shillings a

person. Opposite the place of the Prince of

Wales is a lofty stage, above which rises a bell.

On this stage are several persons selected, ap-

pointed and sworn, who strike the bell first, as a

sign for the performers \_sic] to take their places

immediately before the stage. When they are

ready the bell is rung a second time, and at the

first blow away they ride instantly and he, who,

after making the entire two mile circuit, first

reaches the stage where they started, receives

the prize. At the first heat there were three

riders, who had to make the entire circuit twice

without stopping. They made the double course

in 5 minutes. No stranger would believe this

unless he has the chance of seeing for himself.

The second time there were seven. M'hen they

were half way round, they were all seven still in

a straight line, but as they drew nearer the end

of the course, some fell behind, though none more

than some ten paces; and while all thoaght the

one who was now near the goal, and upon whom
at this moment large bets were made, would

come out first, rushes another with incredible

force hard by him to the winning point. Tlie riders

are very thinly clothed in silk, each of a different

color, that they may be the more certainly dis-

tinguished, without boots, a small cap on the

head, and all as fleshless as greyhounds and as

their horses. Each is weighed, as each rider

must have a weight in proportion to the strenrtth

of their horses, and If one is found too light he

must don heavier clothes or they make up the

weight with lead. The horses are of the very

finest blood, light, with very slender limbs, the

manes bound in tresses—the hoof very fine. The
instant they hear the tone of the bell they rnsh

away with the greatest force. Each leap of these

horses is 22 feet long. These horses are very

costly. The Prince of Wales bought one a few

years since for £8000, and sold it again for £6000.

He, however, had first won 50,000 with it. Anion"

the booths is one large one in which the English-

men make their bets. The king has at one side

his own booth. I saw the first day 5 heats.

Notwithstanding the heavy rain there were to-

wards 2000 coaches all filled with people and

three times as many of the common folk on foot.

Moreover there are all kinds of puppet-shows,

charlatans, jugglers' shows during the races, a

multitude of tents with eatables, all sorts of wine

and beer, and a great number devoted toio play,

(which in English is written eo), a play which is

forbidden in London. These races continued five

successive days. I was present on the second

day. The commencement was about two o'clock,

the^close after five. On the 3d day the racing

continued until half past six, and yet there were

only 3 heats. The reason of this was that three

persons, each of whom had come out first, had to

make the course four times in order to decide
which should have the prize.
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(On same pan;e).

"When a man steals £2, lie is hunp: for it. If,

however, I entrust £2000 to any one's care, and
lie jroes to the devil with it, he will be aequitterl.

Murder and forrjery cannot be pardoned. Last

year a priest was hung for the latter crime, not-

withstanding the king himself did all in his power
for him.

NOTES BY THE TRANSLATOR.
(I). "Harmony J[usic"— that of wind instru-

ments alone.

(2). Not knowing the ceremonies of the Lord
Mayor's feast 70 years ago, I translate the words of

this passiige—but the se/ise !

(3). Members of one of the Austrian orders.

(4.). Haydn's account of JImc. Scbroetcr in his

conversations with Dies is tlius recorded by the lat-

ter :

" Haydn put into my hand.s anotlier Utile book of

notices
; I opened it and found a dozen or two letters

in Enerlish. Haydn smiled and said, " Letters of an

English Widow in London who loved me ; and in-

deed, althougli she already counted her sixty years,

she was still beautiful and amiable,—a pcr,«on wliom
I, if I had then been single, might very likely have

married.' This woman, continues Dies, ' is the still

living widow of the celebrated pianist Schroeter,

whose melodious strains Haydn prai.<!ed with em-
phasis. In the letters of the widow, who was also a

virtuoso, vfc see that slie was in love with Haydn's
genius

; she can often find no words to convey the

feelings which Haydn's music aroused ; and besides

this is the liighest respect for the man, whose works,

so full of genius, were the wonder of the entire re-

fined world. Haydn enjoyed very delightful hours

in the widow's company; and when not otherwise

engaged (generally dined with her."

Johann Samuel Schroeter was a native of War-
saw,—horn there in 1750—brother of the once cele-

brated songstress Corona Elizabeth Wilhelmine S.

of Weimar and Leipzig, and of Johann Ilciniich, a

violinist of great note in those days. Johann Samuel
came, while slill a young man, to London and in

1782, on the death of Christian Bach, succeeded him
as pianist in the Queen's concerts. Gerber quotes

fio:n some Englisli authority (not named), that

Schroeter secretly married a pupil, the possessor of

a large fortune. Her family was so enraged as to

threaten to make it a chancery matter, and the musi-

cian finally consented to settle the matter by accept-

ing an annuity of £500, giving up all claim to his

wife and binding himself to play no more in public.

To escape the congratulations of his friends, says

Gerber, he went into the country, where he fortun-

ately attracted the attention of the Prince of Wales,

who gave him a place in his musical establishment

with a fine salary. He died Nov. 2d, 1788. Now
what puzzles me is, that, four years after, Haydn
should find his widow a woman of sixty j'cars of ao-e

—her husband having died at the age of 38. There

is a mistake somewhere— for what right had her

friends to interfere with her marriage—she no longer

being in her " teens " by a great deal ?

(5). Haydn was afflicted for many years with a

polypus in his nose, wliich had been unsuccessfully

operated upon on the Continent, and which Hunter
upon examination offered to eradicate. Here is the

story Haydn told Dies :

—

" I had half agreed to it, but the operation was put

ofl^ and put ofi^, until at length I forgot all about it.

Shortly before my departure (from London), Mr.
Hunter sent for me requesting my presence on a

matter of pressing importance. So I went. After

the usual compliments several great, stout fellows

came into the room, seized me and undertook to

force mo into a chair. I cried out, struck them black

and blue and kicked them until I got away and made

Mr. Hunter understand, that I would not have the

operation jDerformed. He was astonished at my ob-

stinacy and seemed actually to feel a sort of pity for

me, that I would not he so happy .as to test his skill.

I excused myself on the ground of want of time, as I

was to leave immediately, and then took leave of

him."

(G). About the year 1760, Herschell played the oboe

in the Durham militia. Dr. Miller, organist of Don-
caster, dining one day with the officers of the regi-

ment, found him in this situation, and perceiving

that he was a man of talent, obtsined permission for

him to quit the service in which he was engaged, and

he was shortly afterwards appointed to the organist's

place at Halifax ; whence he removed to Bath, where,

in a similar situation, he received a better salary and

procured more pupils.

—

(Harmonicon, vol. v. p. 6.)

(To be continued.)

For Dwisht's Journal of Music.

More About " Tom."

Mr. DwiGiiT :—I fear you may think your readers

have had enougli of " Blind Tom," but, having

been present at a concert given by that glowing ne-

gro soul a few years ago, I cannot resist the impulse

to express my full concurrence with the views of F.

M. R., in a late number of your .lournal ; and really,

I must say, that by republishing the article which

has called forth so many letters, you have fairly laid

yourself open to the reproaches and the continued

reproaches of your friends.

I heard Tom in Charleston in January, 1860, at

what I believe (though the writer in the Atlantic says

he played there in 1858) to have been one of his first

concerts in th.it city. Now, Sir, I am no musical

expert and .seldom venture an original judgment in

difficult cases; I know nothing of " chordant har-

monies " or " progressions of augmented chords ;"

nay, I am so very ignorant I do not even dare to

suppose that such phrases have no meaning, when I

meet with them in a respectable periodical ; but with

regard to the occasion in question, I feel myself per-

fectly competent to saj- that there was no evidence

whatever of the extraordinary powers which are ascrib-

ed to Tom. The programme consisted (I believe,

entirely) of the most common-place pieces, of the

rub-a-dub, tum-tum, diddle-diddle order, which give

the performer no opportunity to exhibit a remarka-

ble mastery of the piano, and with the playing of

which it is laughable (or blasphemous ?) to connect

the idea of divine inspiration. At the end of the

concert, tlie exhibitor gave a general invitation to

the audience to test Tom's power of playing at a

single hearing any piece that might be performed in

his presence. After a considerable pause, and after

the request had befen urgently repeated, a gentleman,

who announced himself as a professional musician,

about to take part in a concert the next evening, took

his place at the piano and played a very complicated

and showy composition. The hoy stood meanwhile

by and over the instrument, writhing with the effort

to follow and master the piece. I certainly did not

expect that he would be able to repeat it with any

near approach to perfection ; but neither was I pre-

pared for tlie utter failure which followed. Tom s.at

down and began with a faint semblance of the orig-

inal music, but immediately fell into an incoherent

fumbling among the keys, and soon gave up the at-

tempt altogether. And so the exhibition ended. It

was monstrous, I fully admit, to propose such a task

to such a musician ; and, for my own satisfaction, I

should have preferred an ordeal in which success

would be conceivable, though still difficult ; but let

it bo remembered that failure even in tliis undertak-

ing is wholly inconsistent with the pretensions wb'ch

are maintained by Tom's master and by his admir-

ers. Of these pretensions we have specimens in the

following passages (in which the italics are, except

in one instance, mine). "In his execution he not

only reproduces the piece with perfect fidelity, giving

everi/ note its sound, but tlie style of the performer is

likewi.se exactly imitated. Several of our most dis-

tinguished musicians performed in Tom's hearing

lon(/ and coiuplex operatic pieces, and the heaven-

taught hoy re-produced them without committing a

single mistake." (Printed on the bill, from the

Charleston Courier). "His memory is so accurate

that he can repeat, without the loss of a syllable, a dis-

course of fifteen minutes in length, of which he does

not understand a word." (Atlantic Monthly). "Plac-

ed at the instrument with any musician, he plays a

perfect bass acccompaniment to the treble of music

heard for the first time as he plays. Then taking the

seat vacated by the other performer, he instantly

gives the entire piece, intact in brilliancy and sym-

metry, not a note lost or misplaced." {Ibid) ! ! I

The conclusions to which I, for my part, have

come from this concert, and after all I have read on

the subject, are these. I am thoroughly convinced

that all such pretensions as the above are in a very

high degree extravagant ; I see no reason for believ-

ing that Tom is the possessor of anything that can

properly he called genius ; and I think th.at it is by

no means demonstrated that there is anything re-

markable about the case.

With respect to the honesty of the exhibition, the

only question can he concerning the more or the less

of charlatanism. Tom is said to be an idiot. But

if this word is used in its strict sense, the statement

is most certainly untrue; and I know of no evidence

we have that he is in any degree deficient in intelli-

gence. Again, we' are told that he is blind. There

is no necessity of questioning this. But when I saw

him, the tliought suggested itself that the frequent

throwing back of his head as he stood before the au"

dience had possibly the object of enabling him to

look out under his eyelids.

But shall we believe (what is indeed incredible), on

no other evidence but the word of a showman, that

Tom never learned the piano, but suddenly played

without teaching or practice, hy the force of a divine

impulse ? It is conceivable that the uncultiv.ated

soul should be opened by the immediate inspiration

of genius to a deep appreciation or raised to the orig-

inal conception of the highest music ; but that genius

alone can give the understanding of the manner in

which a particular instrument is made to utter that

music, that men ever have an a priori knowledge of

the piano and an innate propensity to " the fingering

of the schools,"—he who believes this may hold, with

Dogberry, that "to he a well favored man is the gift

of Fortune, but to write and read comes by Nature.'

An exhibition which comes before us with such a

tale presents surelj' a prima facie claim to he classed

with such vulgar wonders as Joyce Heth, the Mer-

maid, and the What-is-it. Yet the greatest impos-

ture often has a nucleus of fact, it may well enough

be that this young Mozart has his real talents, if we
could only find them out.

In further illustration of the character of the show,

I subjoin a part of one of Tom's hand-bills, which

I think you will pronounce a fine specimen of the

richest barnumesque. I am sorry that I have lost

the list of pieces .and have, therefore, been forced to

rely, in what I have said on that point, on a mcmorv
which was not at the time very deeply impressed.

—

I should remember, however, I am confident, if there

had been, on the evening wlien I heard the boy, any

selections from Weber or Beethoven, or even, I think,

any themes from the " higher grades of Italian or

German opera."

COMPLETE TRIUMPH!
(See Courier and Mercorv of this Morning).

OF

The

C?" SECOND NIGHT

T o ]s/r!
Blind NegTO-Boy Pianist

!
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Not 3'et 10 }'ears old !

trr-X^J^ST KTIO-IST BXTT31-0
IMMENSE SUCCESS!

Hall Crowded with Fashionables, Clitics, Profes-

sionals, &c.

A PLANTATION NEGRO-BOY
Without ONE HOUR'S INSTHUCTION,

and perfectly Blind from Infancy,

Plaijs viore than WOO pieces of MUSIC upon the

Piano with a copiousness of style and power, and bnl-

lianci/ of exeaition, surpassing anything ever heard

before. ^
ffllBERlVIA MAIili.

TUESDAY EVENING, JAN'Y 31.

DoOKS Open at 7 Commence at 7 1-2.

Admission 50 cts. ; Children under 10 years, 25 cts.

HE WILL PLAT

MABCHES.

Celebrated AIRS, with VARIATIONS,
QCADKILI.ES,

OAYATINAS,
CONCERTOS, &c.

This Extraordinary GENIUS of HARMONY'
will also plav the National Air with one hand and

Fisher's Hornpipe with the other, and both at the

same time.

CARD.—The Blind Boy, Tom, ivaa born near Columbns,

Ga., and is only nine years and some months old
;
and being

perfectly blind, was caressed and petted « » * •

But when the veil of darkness was drawn over his eyes, as if

to make amends for the infliction npon the poor Negro Boy,

a flood of light was poured into his brain, mysterionsly even

through the darkened portals, and his mind beeame an

opera of beauty, written by the hand of God, in syllables of

music, for the delight of the world- The development of his

ability which is startling the musical Armament, was purely

accidental. The boy being the pet of the family, had access

to the parlor in which the piano stood. The Ladies in an

adjoining apartment heard with surprise the instrument

touched by no ordinary hand ;
entranced, they listened to tlie

melody, and hastening to know who could produce such ex-

quisite music, found the little Blind Plantation Negro, TOM,
scarcely abletrreach thekeys, flngoring them with the .skill

of an accompl,shed artist. Can anything be more won-

derful than the history of this gifted negro boy ? It

is worthy of speci,al mark, too, that in all his wond-rful irn-

vrovisatims he has never been known to be guilty of kepeti-

TION- orpHGlAKlSM. He Is presented to the Chaiieston public

as surpassing everything hitherto known to the world as a

MUSICAL WONDER.

In our Northern cities such advertisements arc fa-

miliar, and wo know how to interpret them. Proba-

bly the same rules should be applied in Charleston

and Savannah for discrimination between the coun-

terfeit and the true paper.

It is little creditable to the Atlantic that it should

admit into its columns an article so warmly advocat-

ing so suspicious a prodigy and so horribly stuffed

•with epithets of music unmeaningly and ridiculously

applied. ^

Meyerbeer's '' Dinorah."

(From the New York Tribune, Nov. 25).

The public has been ready if not eager for some

distinct novelty in the production of operas. Nov-

eltv must be in fact as well as in name. The bowl

and dagger of the Italian school—the Italians have

foro-Qt to laugh any more at the opera—would not

be "novelty, if repeated under a new name. We
have had enough of that in plots, good like that of

Lticrezia, and worse than bad, as that of Trorntore.

Relief, in scene, sentiment, dramatic construction, is

required by the law which makes variety the necessi-

ty of life, not as the proverb imperfectly says, the

spice of it.

A very large and brilliant andience was a.ssemhled

last night at the Academy of Music, to enjoy the first

presenmtion of M. Meyerbeer's latest work, Dinorah.

The weather finally favored the Muses, Clear skies,

if not a conciliatory temperature, enabled all,

whether walking or driving, to attend, who desired

to do so.

The composer of the opera played last night, M.
Meyerbeer, is no longer a young man. He is in the

dark autumn of life ; but still younger than the Hon.

Josiah Quincy, who says he enjoys life hugely with-

out the earlybothermcnts of love and so-forth, and

Mr. Quincy is ninety—was a young man at " the

Court of President Washington"— to adopt that won-

dciful phrase, whatever it means. So we may, ac-

cording to this rule, consider M, Meyerbeer in the

prime of life, for wo believe he is only turned of sev-

enty. Unlike the charming, genial, elegant Mr.
Quincy, M. Meyerbeer does bother himself with love
—jilots. He lights his battles over again. A whole
generation has gone under the gveen-sod, and another
has grizzled, since M, Meyerbeer first began to write
music—to find the highest expression of his emotions
not, like his brother, in penning tragedies in blank
verse—but in the more indefinite sonorousness of mu-
sical rhythms. He was a pupil of the Abbd Voglcr,
along with Carl Maria Von Weher, the great compo-
ser of Der Frei/schiit:, and the best writer of orches-
tral overtures who ever cnine npon the lyric-nl field.

Von Weher stuck to his German antecedents ; or, at
least remained in Germany. The teacher of Mover-

.
beer told him to travel to'ltaly and learn the art of
composing melodies. Accordingly M, Meyerbeer,
being a m.aii of independent fnrtnne, and the son of
a banker, went, as he chose, to Italy, and wrote Ital-
ian operas. The most noted of these was 11 Crocialo
and it was plti3fed at Paris and London. His Italian
works, as such, were not first-rate, have not lasted on
the boards, and excited the ire of his friend and fel-

low stndent Von Weber. Next we hear of M. Mey-
erbeer in Paris .setting music to French words ; aiid
finally after delay, difficulty, and tradition says, heavy
expenditure on his part to make the crooked places
straight, Pohr-rt te Diahle was produced, and estab-
lished peremptorily his fame. The style of this was
not Italian, nor French, nor Gorman exclnsivelv, hiit

eclectic; a composite of the three, in which the
dialilerie and snpernatnralism of Von Weber, the
brilliant phrasing of Rossini, and the extension of
orchestral means to snit French Academic tastes,
appeared along with the peculiarities of the author's
style, and his admirable musieo-rhetorical studies.
The effect, however, of portions of Eohei-t is tinsel-
ish : nor is it imbued with the spontaneitv of some
other masters. Then followed another and grander
production, Les Huguenots—which was the largest
and finest subject ever treated on the operatic staoe

—

and confirmed the reputation of the author. Next
ensued Le Prophe'te, which, if it did not augment, did
not extenuate his reputation. Afterwards, came a
work written for the French Comic Opera, L' Etoile
duNord; and finally Z)(nom^, the opera produced last
evening. Another work given in Germany, Struen-
see, must be added to the list.

It will he seen by this that M, Meyerbeer is not a
quick worker—or not so to the knowledge of the
public. Thirty odd years for five operas, is an odd
contrast to the marvelous fecundity of Possini, who,
whether it was on the Barher or'on William Tell,

dashed off" his ideas which time cannot dim or art
improve, with irrepressible fervor and rapidity.

In all M. Meyerbeer's works he takes care of his
orchestra. In this department novel uses of instru-
ments were made by few composers before M, Mey-
erbeer first began to write for the orchestra, Rossini
had upset a good many traditions for the orchestra

;

and Weher put instruments to new poetical uses.
We find in the scores of others of the second epoch
of the classic school little more than the usages of
Mozart's time. We are not speaking now of ideas
but of orchestral treatment simply. In Dinorah, of
course, M. Meyerbeer makes use of his instrumental
palette, according to custom—painting situations by
suggestive tones when possible. The situations are
good for special orchestral treatment as will be seen
by the following Argument,

Dinorah (Mile. Cordier), a peasant girl of Brit-
tany, goes crazy, as she had a right to, because her
lover Hocl (Amodio) had left her on the eve of mar-
riage. The lover did so because his paternal cottage
had suddenly burned down, and he was left without
the means of keeping the said house ; and being a
person of large imagination, not to say small brain,
he went loosely about at the instigation of a fortune-
teller, in search of gold—a quantity of which lay
buried somewhere. At this point the play opens.
The girl i!> crazy—the lover fortune-hunting—and a
peasant, Corentino (Brignoli), a third party, is to ho
made the means of the lover's finding the mysteri-
ous gold. But he will not go to the dreary glen
where the fortune-teller said the gold w.as (we believe
we have the plot pretty straight— it is a little muddled
at best for a simple story)—for he learns from the
crazy Dinor.ah whom he takes for a witch that he
who first touches the gold dies—such is the legend,
Dinorah sees at this moment her goat (a prima donna
who acts well) cross on a crazy bridge over a roar-
ing waterfall, and she runs after it, before the lover
(not knowing her in the gloom of midnitrht) can
stop her. The bridge of course breaks. She goes
into the water, and would have been drowned, but
the lover rescues her. The bath, the agitation, and
the shock generally fetch her back to her senses.
Then the lover finds out that she is the treasure be
was to seek in the wild glon. The lover Hiiel is not
a perfectionist ; for he tries to get Corentino (Brigno-

li) to pick up the first auriferous nugget, though he
believes according to the legend it is death to the
hand that touches. Corentino, not to he outdone,
wishes the Hitch, as he supposes the crazy girl, to go
to the perilous place.

An orchestral symphony, interspersed with a
chorus behind the curtain, is played. Music can by
allusion alone tell a story, and then it is necessary
for the hearer to know what the compo.ser is " driv-

ing at :
" and if the outlines of the subject he sharp

and clear, and the composer be master of his trade,

a pretty definite statement by mere sound is some-
times possible. Sometimes not even then. M,
Meyerbeer, accordingly, in this symphony, gives ns
some rural hurdy-gurdyisms, pipings, hell-tinklings,

and suave fluencies of sound which may he taken for

the soft satisfactions of qniescent nature. About
what the chorus are engaged there can be no donht.
Like good Bretons and Catholics they are oflTering

their simple orisons to the Blessed Virgin. Besides
this prayer taken up and drnpt hectically, there is a
snatch of a religions march. Melodramatic, lan-

guor, grief, insanity, and so forth, figure in connec-
tion with the scene paintings ; and there is some
hurly-burly due the dilficulties which a cracked girl

with a goat encounters in scouring hill, forest and
precipices after the lover who is fool enough to be
half-cracked also. V/e beg to mention that Mr,
Ditson of Boston has republished the English edition

of the opeiM—with IfaHan and English words origi-

nal French set aside); and the translation being by
an English critic and scholar, Mr. Chovley, may be
recommended as pertaining to our language in par-

ticular—in which it differs from the so-called " stan-

dard " original English translations of most other

operas, which are so bad as to be cariosities of iWit-

erature.

The prefatory business being got through in the

Sinfonia Argument, the cnrtain rises on a Britten

bit of landscape, with the cottage, the interior

revealed, of Corentino, a shrine, rude rocky steps,

etc. ; and where goatherds and shepherds sing ac-

cording to their ealiing, words anglicised by Mr.
Chorley thns ;

The bright antt?mn cJay

Is fading fVir away
;

Thyme and broom and heather
Scent theinoor toirether.

My flock, white and gray,
Hither from yonr play,

On the bight, or in hollow.

Come at a call, your herdsmen -follow

Yonder in the gloom.
Dwarf and brownie roam

—

AVaiting but to slay
j

All they find astray,

etc.

This chorus is written with leading sopmno, and
sung by Miss Morenci, doing a peasant without a

name, and accompanying parts. Of the value of the

central idea, or main melody, in it or other pieces,

we shall offer no opinion. Time, popularity, and
experiences not to be set aside, determine sach

questions. A melody may be artistically impeccable

on paper, and in the voice of the singer, and yet

just want something to give it afiiatns. In regard

to the ingenious writing, the careful Mosaic work of

M. Meyerbeer, there cannot be two opinions.

The second air is preceded by the waving orches-

tral passages with which the Symphony opens ; they

are the precursors ; along with bell-tinklmgs of the

presence of Dinorah ; and as that wandering fair

was played and sung by the debutante. Mile, Cor-

dier, a stranger, utterly so, to our boards, we may
here state something about her. Mile. Cordier is a

young French lady, who has the talent to do the part

in Italian—subject to the drawbacks of translation.

She acts well and has a great deal to do as an actress.

Her voice, without being of the first quality, has a

large range, vast flexibility, command over half-

tone passages, hills, and other difficulties. Where
she got hold of a square clear melody—as in the

shadow dance scene—of sufficient snap and rapidity

to catch the popular ear, she obtained a tnmtiltiious

encore. Her appearance was successful in a part

written up to the ability of the highest class Sopra-
nos of the Opera Comique, Paris.

The introductory piece of Dinorah is fitfil nntil

we get to the Cradle-song. The undulations of the

orchestra mark the business. On this there is simple
melody, major at first, and rocking into minor and
out of it again.

No, 2 A is an air of the Breton pipe, and some re-

citative by Corentino (Signor Brignoli)—whose ap-

pearance with the bagpipes was comical.

No, 3, is an air by the same individual—a strofe—
of quaint texture in D, f time. It is too wild in its

simplicity—rapid changes from minor to major—in-

terjections of triplets and so-forth to be popular—like

little bits of plainer tune.

No. 4 is a Duet, betwi.xt Dinorah and the other
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" misevaMe." Dinorah besrins by mimiclving tbe

shepherd's pipe ; and then the duet begins. This
winds hut with some super triplets irood for brilliant

vocalization
; and goes into to more movements,

where tbe crazj' maiden wanders about yet in trip-

lets of music. After some intcrjectional exclama-
tions Dinorah helps tbe Academicians to a simple
strain of some Bretonisb quality, with a Scotch bit

k la Robin Adair. Then she jjoes off in more re-

condite and lively strains where her simplicity re-

quires very good intonation of difficult passages and
transitions.

No. 5 is an aria by Hoel, in E minor, 9-8 time :

wliere that gentleman discusses his nnfound gold
with as much eagernes.5 as if it were at 37 per cent
premium, and deposited in tbe Chemical Bank.
There are various transitions in this piece, warranted
by the high state of financial excitement into which
tke gentleman is thrown by bis air-castle. Only the
connoisseur can fully sympathize with the peroration
harmonies which portray the rise of gold and so-

forth.

No. 6 is a Soma e Scanrjiurazione—where there is

is much insrenuity exhibited by the composer to de-
tail the different emotions of the excellent pair—

•

Corentino and Hoel. This is common time, and
several keys.

No. 8, is a Terzeteno . a most ingenious piece of
voice-writing—and all about the silver-bell.

No. 8 A—is an Iiitermrdio.

No. 9, Chorus in wliich men are bawling-out for
wine ; and women more sober, discuss the fact that
the morrow is a feast day.

No. 9 A— is a Capricorn discussion—Solo and
Chorus.
No. 10 is recitative and romance—the air quite an

oddity in some phrases.
No. U is an Aria of Dinorah—unconventional and

crazy-wise and befits the girl.

No. 12 is a Canzone by Corentino—which is also
unconventional and deals in numerical figures.

No. 1.3 is the Legend told by Dinorah, while the
orchestra trembles under the weight of the announce-
ment.

No. 14 is a Duet between Hoel and Corentino in
which they discuss the gold—Hoel, fine fellow, only
wanting Corentino to touch the treasure first and
then die—according to the legend, he then becoming
heir on the spot.

No. 15. Terzetto Finale between the masculine
worthies and tbe crazy girl—very elaborately no-
tated, and the climax finely workedup—with an
unusual ending.
No. 15 A. is a rural entr'acte.

No. 16. Is a hunting-song—sung effectively by
Signer Susini—who condescended to do a peasant
without a stage name.

No. 17. A harvesters-song by Signor Brignoli with
a sickle.

No. 18. A goatherds song or duet by Miss Morenci
and another. These pieces are independent of the
progress of the play.

No. 19. Scena and prayer by peasants.
No. 20. A romanza by Hoel in which be shows

signs of coming to his senses and was much ap-
plauded.

No. 21. Duet and Finale—being '-Bless you,
my children " of tbe happy wind-up, Dinorah having
found her brains too. To make the cure complete
she hears the Ave M.\ria of tbe peasants, who hap-
pen that moment to be putting up their prayers.
They enter; and tbe excellent Corentino asking
about the treasure, Hoel points to Dinorah. After
that there was nothing more but to invoke grace
once more and let the curtain fall to an exultant solo
by Dinorah, which was done accordingly—amid loud
applause likewise.

In regard to the music it may be said that M.
Meyerbeer writing to an idyllic subject should be
idyllic—that is very simple in his forms and modula-
tions. Then on the other hand simplicity is not so
easy, along with original interest. But he had more
than peasants to deal with. The three characters are
all more than peasants ; they are crazy in degrees.
Hoel is half cracked in his supernatural bunt after
gold : Corentino is three-quarters cracked by nature,
and keen only in avarice and meanness, and'Dinorah
is cracked altogether. So that a delineator of their
insanities lyrically must deal with the abrupt, tbe
involved, and the scientific as contradistinguished
from simple melodies on simple harmonies.

There were-calls before the curtain ; and we judge
that the opera gave great pleasure to the immense
audience.

New York, Nov. 25.—" Le Pardon de Ploer-
mel" was performed for the first time in America,

at the Academy of Music, last night. This opera

plainly shows that Meyerbeer, the intelligent master

of effect, has lost his youthful fire, which never was
the genius that outlasts youth. The music of " Le
Pardon de Ploermel," or " Dinorah," as the Italian

version has it, is made, cold, sougbt-for, far-fetched.

Dance melodies, and themes that bear about as much
resemblance to popular Brittany songs, as bears tbe

painted, powdered, frizzled, spangled paisanne of the

masquerade, to a fresh country maiden, chasing sheep

or goats over the windy downs of Brittany, alternate

through the work. How differently have Weber,

Boicldieu, Gnde, even Rossini, treated national

music !—Only in the third act, in the air Hoel
sings before Dinorah's recovery, and in the duo that

follows it, could we detect the accents of nature and

the heart. Beside such music as this (the heaviest

of light operas !) Bellini's melodies are golden, and
Rossini's spectacular, operas, classic. The plot is

continually broken up by unnecessary episodes, in-

tended to display the composer's power of torturing

melody, and to give color and character to the work.

For instance, on the opening of tbe last act, when
one naturally feels a little anxious about the fate of

the heroine after her cold bath, the composer brings

on a hunter, wlio sings the pleasures of the chase in

a common-place melody ; then a reaper conies in and
tells us what be will do at and after work ; then the

goat-herds laud their calling. To our thinking, this

is very tiresome and undramatic.

Angiolina Cordier, is a pleasing singer and
actress of the French school, and made an interest-

ing Dinorah
; indeed her singing was the redeeming

feature of last evening. Morensi, ("Miss Duck-
worth) sang the first goat-herds' music with a sound,

sonorous contralto, that needs further training, bow-
ever. Brignoli was awkward as Corentin, and
sang ill; SusiNi had but one air, (the hunter's);

Amodio will be a good singer, when he has learned

to dispense with that senseless tremolo. The music
was much cut; the mise en scene fourth-rate;

the orchestra insufficient, the chorus miserable.

The singing of the chorus in the " Ave Maria

"

behind the curtain, which interlards the overture, was
fearfully false ; the hand-bill ridiculously styles this

chorus "invisible"; we wished it inaudible also.

Said a Frenchman near us, " when they get this

opera up very well in Paris, it is rather interesting
;

but here they have turned it into a farce !

"

The house was crowded by an elegantly dressed,

stiff and uncomfortable looking audience, .afraid to

venture on an expression of opinion for or against

the opera, applauding (when it did applaud) in the

wrong place, as is usnally the case with Academy audi-

ences, and generous in bouquets to the extent of
Two !

!—which were thrown to Cordier.

How differently was this " fashionable " represen-

tation of a German opera, to " the real thing" down
at Wallack's little old theatre, where tbe breath of

poetry (to say nothing of flowers ; at the first repre-

sentation of " Fidelio," Mdme. Johannsen must
have received nearly two hundred bouquets) quite

overpowers the fumes of those cigars that young
Germany loi/l smoke in the outer lobbies ; and where

the audience knows how to applaud (and sometimes

to hiss) and does it con fuoco, furore, e fanatismo '

The first Philharmonic Rehearsal for the second

concert took place last Saturday afternoon ; they

played Gade's first symphony, and Liszt's sympho-
nic poem " Tasso." We will speak of them after

further bearings. Orfeo.

Neiv York, Dec. 2.—Carl Anschiitz is my theme
in the present epistle. He is a small-sized theme,

with long black curling hair, just tinged with grey, a

quick nervous eye, and a pair of arms which have
discovered the secret of perpetual motion.

Carl Anschiitz is a musician of the first water and
his art is to him bread, meat, lager bier, sweet pota-
toes and caramels—lodging and washing. He lives

for Art and by Art. He sleeps with Art, or rather

sits up all night with it, for I am credibly informed

that as soon as the opera is over, he goes to the

manager's room, and copies music all night; pre-

paring from a piano score, the orchestral parts of the

next new opera. He has already in less than 40

opera nights produced a dozen operas, and intends to

produce a dozen more this season, thus introducing

to our musical public works which but for him they

would never have heard of before. "The Poacher,"

or Wildschiitz of Lortzing is one of these. It is

a charming little work, full of fun and pretty

music. Herr Graff makes a great hit as a good-

natured old schoolmaster, while the opera needs and

enjoys the services of some thirty boy singers, who
act as scholars, and sing very well. Here is the

programme of this pleasing little opera.

The curtain rises upon a rural festivity, a village

schoolmaster, Baculus (Mr. Graff) celebrating his

betrothal to his w.ard Margaret (Mrs. Schaumberg).
The schoolmaster, in order to enhance the attractions

of the feast, has become a poacher and shot a deer
in the count's park. Unluckily be has been seen in

the act and informed against. In the midst of the
merry-making he receives a letter from the count,
dismissing him from his oflice. Tbe idea strikes

him that be might avert his removal by sending Mar-
garet to the count and having her ask pardon. Yet
finding bis betrothed rather suspiciously eager to do
so and being well aware of the amorous propensities

of the count, he grows jealous and refuses bis permis-
sion.

In the mean time the count (M. Weinlich), accom-
panied by the baron (Mr. Quint), who acts as his

*'eciii/cr" in oi'der to become acquainted with liis in-

tended bride, the baroness Freimann (Mrs. Johann-
sen), without being known by her, on his return from
the chase approaches the rural scene. The baroness,

a dashing young widow, having also resolved to see

her intended bride-groom without being known by
him, has arrived, dressed in the garb of a student.

—

But becoming frightened at the risk of detection, and
learning the embarrassment of tbe schoolmaster, she
offers to take tbe part of Margaret and to beg the

count's pardon for tlie schoolmaster. That offer is

eagerly accepted by Baculus and she is sanguine of

success when the count, delighted at the frolic, in-

vites the whole rustic party to iiis castle.

Act 2. The count's wife, sister of the baron, but
not knowing him under his disguise, is under the be-

lief that she is the object of his admiration. Having
the aspirations of a blue stocking, she proposes to get
up a performance of a play of Sophocles. The
schoolmaster, knowing of this "foible" of the count-

ess and unwilling to rely too much upon tbe interces-

sion of the baroness, whom he really believes tojbe a
student, and whom he suspects to have inspired ten-

der feelings to Margaret, has hit upon a little plan of
his own. He tries to obtain the intercession in his

favor of the countess by pretending to be an admirer
of the classics. A ludicrous conversation between
the two is interrupted bj' the entrance of the count
and baron. The count once more reproaches the

schoolmaster with his poaching, when tbe baroness,

clad like a village girl, enters to beg mercy. The
count, as well as the baron, finding the girl, always
believed by Baculus to be a young man, very inter-

esting, desires to win her favor. A heavy rain set-

ting in, gives them a pretext to invite her to stay at

the castle over night. Each being anxious to foil the

intentions of the other, it follows, that they extend
their invitation to the schoolmaster.

Thus, the countess having retired, the count and
baron begin to play at billiards, neither of them be-

ing willing to leave the other witli the baroness, while
Baculus, sitting tn a corner, takes out his hymn
book and in a stentorian voice commences to sing.

In the midst of his devotion, however, he falls asleep.

The count and baron, perceiving their opportunity,

begin to quarrel and, by gesticulating with their cues,

extinguish the light, 'ifhen, in the dark, they grope
around after the supposed Margaret, who eludes

them. The noise, created by this scene, awakes the

countess who enters the room with a light. Perceiv-

ing the cause of the disturbance she proposes to do
away with all temptation and invites the baroness to

stay with her, at the thought of which the school-

master, believing,as he does, that it is a dashing young
student who is invited to share the countess' room, is

considerably delighted. The baron, unwilling to

lose the fair girl and being seriously in love with her,

offers the schoolmaster S5000 for releasing " his be-

trothed" to him. Baculus, almost crazy with joy,

consents to tbe bargain, supposing, of course, that it

is Margaret whom the baron wants.
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Act 3. BacuUis hjivins: appriseri Mai'garet of the

barffain, she also is delighted with it. The birthiiay

of the count is hcint; ceichmterl hy anotlier rural fes-

tivity. Bacillus offers Margaret to the haroii. wlio

spurns her to her great mortification. The haroness

appears in lier proper character as the bride of the

baron and the count's sister. The count, remeniber-

ing his courtship, feels rather queer about the dis-

covery, especially towiirds his wife. He sets it off,

however, by slyly hinting at the tender feelings

which her own lirolher, the baron, has awakened in

her. So-thev have to forgive and accept forgiveness

all round. When in this mood, the count, of course,

pardons the schoolmaster, who meanwhile has in-

troduced all his school children and caused them to

sing a ludicrous prayer for mercy, composed by him.

The baron endows lilargaret with the sum of money
he had proposed to pay for the "schoolmaster's bride"

and the curtain descends upon a scene of genera!

jollity and liappiness.

" Fidello " has, however, been the great success of

the season. Madama Joiiannsejj singing and act-

ing the part superbly. This lady has been in obliv-

ion and Philadelphia for some years back, but now

resumes lyric life and is vastly increasing her reputa-

tion. The tenor, Lotti, acts and sings as if he

were frightened to death. Weinlich, the fcns.so, is

admirable as Rocco, but unsatisfactory ia his other

parts.

The present experiment has, however, proved the

ability of New York to sustain a German Opera.

Amateurs who don't understand the German lan-

guage find their way to Anschiitz's dirty little

theatre and endure vast wastes of dismal dialogue

so as to enjoy the oases of music. Auschiitz, more-

over, has an excellent orchestra, of which he is the

life and soul.

A number of the patrons of the German Opera

will this week present the spirited little conductor

with a testimonial in the shape of a purse containing

almost a thousand dollars. Anschiitz hopes to con-

tinue the season till May, and next year to import

good inale singers and give German Opera in a better

house.

In the mean time " Dinorah " at the Italian

Academy of Music drags along rather wearily. It

is not a very brilliant success and will be soon with-

drawn to make way for the " Ballo in Maschera."

There is a great flood of concerts of which yon

will hear next week from Tkovator.

"Blind Tom" (and done witli).

Mr. Editor.—I have finished reading the chapter

on " Blind Tom," contained in a late number of the

Journal. It took me about three days to get through'

as I could only read until my mingled feelings of

pity, contempt, indignation and hilarity obtained a

victory over my patience. Why all this ? Perhaps

you will inquire. It is simply because / have heard

this " Tom, or the demon in Tom " — and being a

musician, I will endeavor—perhaps feebly—to fulfil

" the time when some more satisfactory light may
be shed upon the puzzling and imperfectly read facts,"

as you desire. Let me first thank you for your edi-

torial comment, which, after such a catalogue of mu-

sical nonsense and physical impossibilities, is truly

refreshing ; and the thoughts you have recorded must

also occur to every truly educated musician and dis-

creet amateur who reads that " charming, sad ro-

mance " from the Athiatic Monthly.

Just before the war broke out I was present at two

of this prodigy's concerts held in one of the South-

ern towns. " Being a slave," you know, "Tom was

never taken into a Free State ;" but Mr. Editor, you

have most aptly hinted at the true reason ; Tom
would excite no interest in the North apart from the

rausic by which he challenged our criticism, and his

manager only showed his tact by keeping him in that

dark corner of our country " whose institutions cer-

tainly have never acted very favorably upon Art

culture."

Being duly heralded. Tom appeared, under the

control of one " Mr. Oliver,"—but whether "Perry

H." I know not,—who opened each concert with a

very tedious speech concerning the nigritudinous mir-

acle he was abotit to exhibit. I survived that speech

twice ! and as it was a tremendous olio of incompre-

hensible musical phrases, egotism, the most exagger-

ated promises of the things which Tom was about to

do, and all done up in the "highfalutin" style, I can-

not forget it.

Well, Mr. Oliver told his audience one thing true,

namely : that he knew nothing about music ! and if

there is any one thing characteristic in the chapter

under review, it is this fact. With all this prefatory

admission, however, he reiterated exactly this same

hragadncio about Tom's eclipsing Mozart, Beethoven

and everybody else, fi'om their youth upwards. Then,

as if to prove to his audience what an incongruous

phenomenon Tom was, he asserted that the boy was
" destitute of time and tune." There, think of that '.

Let the musical world turn out to see and hear a

darkey who is " destitute of time and tune" put to

shame all our knowledge and recellections of the

great mnsic-mflsters of the past. But this singular

conformation of the boy's faculties must have been

clearly comprehensible to Mr. Oliver, or he would

not have mentioned it. So also I presume are those

mysterious expressions and allusions of " Margaret

Howth."

It was promised that Tom should not strike a

false note—not produce a wrong chord—play any-

thing and everything, any way, anywhere—and

abundant beyond what was ever before attempted by

mortal man ! He would also play his own com-

positions, which competent judges (?) had pronounc-

ed beautiful and classic ; sing in several languages,

&c., &c.

It is needless to add that all this was done— but

how 1 Here I would prefer to stop, for I can no more

convey to your readers what a complete puzzle the

performance proved to be, than I could attempt to

explain how Tom " struck the opening cadence" of

that fourteen-page Fantasia—"variations on an inan-

imate theme." (Could it have been " The tune the

old cow diid to 1"

The programme was made up of those ephemeral

compositions which every player has thrummed to

death ; but how often had I heard many young girls

play them a hundred times better. The " selections

from Weber, Beethoven, and others" were the "La«t

Waltz" of the former and those so-called waltzes of

the latter. The " something we like from Verdi"

—

Mr. Oliver's taste, not mine—was the Anvil chorus I

Tom's original compositions, were, indeed, " sim-

ple and plaintive enough, but with easily detected

traces of remembered harmonies." Yes, veri/ "easily

detected," that's a fact. But how is it that this

dusky victor over the combined genius of Mozart,

Beethoven, Weber & Co., would plagiarize " remem-
bered harmonies " and palm them off upon the

chivalrous children of the sunny South, from "Balti-

more and the upper Virginia towns" to the Crescent

city, as evidences of his own sublime inspiration I

—

"We know of no parallel case to this in musical his-

tory." "Grimm" forgot to tell us that concerning

Mozart! Tom's most celebrated original is the

" Oliver Gallop," a sort of hand-organ tune, and

intended to immortalize his good-natured master.

—

To show how "feri/ different from the strange, wierd

improvisations of every day" his compositions are, it

is only necessary to state that next day and for weeks

after his concerts, every lady in town was drumming
that Gallop on the piano—and yet thei/ had only heard

it at his playing ! Ditson would not risk a dollar on

its musical merits ; although it was published, and
" the everlasting nigger" influence made it sell.

Seriouslj', Tom is a wonderful negro and has a

facultji for music which must be considered very as-

tonishing; but if he is 'to be compared with what we
know of the great souls of musical historv, he sinks
into contemptible insignificance. His powers of imi-

tation, so peculiar to his race generally, are excessive
;

his memorif is very plastic, and his performances assur-

edly exhibit a spirit within him far in advance of his

kind. But after we consider him as a /(/,<;f/s nai«r(E the
whole story is told. It is not too sweeping to assert

that he scarcely plays anything correcthi. To Mr.
Oliver's ear it may be all right, hut to those who only
attempt to fol'oiv where the music-giants have gore
before, Tom's murderinr/ of the " severely classical

composers " is an imposition we would fain abolish.

Many of Tom's running passages, if heard separate-

ly from the slower melody-part of the piece, could
not be recognized as belonging anj'where ; and the

dexterous twisting, dove-tailing alterations of many
strains to suit his peculiar abilities, is both amusing
and painful to those who, like mvself, profess to

know something about orierlnals. So long as Tom's
performances consist of those humdrum common-
chord pieces, he is entertaining; but when he essays

aiything In the operatic and classic repertoire, he is

nowhete ! Indeed, nothing more pitiable and ridicu-

lous cm be imagined, and I trust your refined ear

mav never be so offended.

But how has he attained what ability he does pos-

sess, if he is not the extraordinary hcing his friends

assert *? In response to this I would merely state

what I l-nnw to be the fact, that the very individual

who travelled with Tom, in the capacity of tickcf-

aqrnl, was a verij fair pianist ! After ascertaining this,

/ had no further questions to ask : I thought 1 could

draw some very safe inferences,without peeping behind

the scenes.

It i« (or was) unfortunate for Tom that he had not

been introduced to the public I>y some one who did
know something about music. The boy's powers
would then have been fairly and comprehensively
stated and his efforts duly appreciated ; but when we
are told that " this negro ranks next to the lowest

Guinea type," and is but "one degree above an
idiot," that he must be recognized as musical perfec

iion, and a worthy compeer of the " infant Mozart,"
our senses are insulted, and we are forced to pity not

only the infatuated writer of the article on lilind

Tom, but those who have read it and may not be

luckv enough to get the other side of the story from
Yours truly, G. B. A.

Sfotgljfs Jownia:! of M^m.
BOSTON, DKCEMBER 6, 1862.

Music in this Number. — Continuation of Chopin's

Mazurkas.

Conoerts.

Orchestral Union.—The first Afternoou

Concert of the ninth season took place in the

Boston Music Hall on Wednesday. A cheerless

day, and a small audience ; but there was no

cause for discotiragcment, for the music was good,

the orchestra good, and the attraction in the long

run is sure. There was about the old number of

instruments (say thirty), in the same hands, by

this time from long practice well assimilated ; the

first violins excellent as usual, as well as most of

the other representatives of the viol family ; and

oboes, flutes, clarinets, bassoons, &c., each in

effective pairs, and not (as in one or two instan-

ces last year) obliged to borrow to fill vacancies

occasioned by the call of war. The collective

sound of the orchestra was good, and ohbligalo

passages of individual instruments were severally

creditable. For some reason which we have not

learned, Mr. Carl Zerrahn, announced as

usual as the conductor, was not present, and

modestly and gracefully, yet firmly, Mr.

ScnuLTZE, the popular first Tiolinist, performed

that duty. The programme was a very good

one, as follows

:

1. Overture—" Ruy Bias," Mendelssohn
2 Concert Waltz —*' Ttiermen," Strauss

(First time in Boston )

3. Symphony. No. 2 Haydn
1. Adagio, Alio, con brio. 2. Andante. 3. Minu-

etto) 4. .Alio. Finiile.

4. Franz Schubert's 'Eil-King." Transcribed for

Orchestra. (First time in this country^
5. Second Finale from the Opera "Zemireand Azor.'Spobr

(First time).
6. Grand Galop Militaire Herfurth

(First time).
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Mendelssohn's highly dramatic, finely passion-

ate, incisive overture was remarkably well ren-

dered, and found the audience all alive to it. The

Haydn Symphony was the great one in D, of

the famous Solomon set, marked No. 1 in some

editions, in others No. 7 the same one that

was played a few weeks since by the Mozart

Club, and one of the best known here and every-

where. It has a great deal of matter in it,

especiallj' the Andante, with its comforting

warmth and tenderness, yielding for a time to

agitating thoughts, recurrences of tragical sug-

gestions out of darker depths of feeling—

a

powerful passage, in which you may detect loose

sketches of figures much more powerfully worked

out by Beethoven. The quicker movements are

full of sparkling, playfid ideas; fine fun in the

finale, with its ancient dance-like melody begin-

ning upon a drone bass. The whole is of course

worked up with the clear symmetry and elegance

of Haydn, but grows a little tedious by its length

as compared to its depth and quality of inspira-

tion, which can never be the ease with Beet-

hoven. There are wind instrument passages in

it requiring to be delicately blended, and these

left not much to be desired.

The other varieties were all new. Schubert's

" Erl-Konis " was very powerfully illustrateil in

an orchestral arrangement, for which the song is

well adapted, both by the dramatic alternation

of supposed voices (the child, the father and the

spirit), and by the large background of accom-

paniment, only suggested by the piano, and for

the first time realized in the greater mass and

richer coloring of orchestral tone. Tliose tremo-

los tell far better in the violins. This piece

made an impression. The finale from Spohr

sounded of course characteristic, aud good, but

not of his best. The new Strauss waltz was
capital of its kind, an ingenious mingling ot

delicious harmonies. We could not wait for the

'' grand gallop," but choose an earlier and more
quiet e.xit.

Next Wednesdny an entirely new programme,

and we hope, and do not doubt, a larger audience.

Perhaps a Beelhoven symphony would have

drawn more this time.

Mendelssohn Quintette Club.—Wo have

not often known a Chamber Concert audience

kept so alive through a whole evening, as at the

second subscription concert (Wednesday, Dec.

3). Seldom too have the instruments sounded so

well, to our ear—we mean as to quality, sub-

stance, pnrity of tone—sonority, euphony, or

what not. Was it something in the air, or was
it mere chance, or perhaps the inspiration of such

a programme as they had fortunately drawn up
for their own and our sakes ?

1 Quartet in A, op. 41, No. 3 Schumann
Andauie esprcssivo and Allegro molto moderato—
Assai agitato—Adagio molto—Finale. Allegro uiol-

to vivace.

2. Grand Sonata, for Piano, in B flat, op. 22. .Beethoven
Allegro con brio—Adagio con moUo espressione

—

Minuetto—Rondo Allegretto.
Mr. B .T. Lang.

3. Adagio, for Stringed Instruments, (Serenade). .Moznrt
4. Song without words, for Piano Mendelssohn

I
a—Duet in A flat, No. 5, Boots 3

I
6—Hunting Song, in B flat. No. 2, Boole 5.

.

'.

Mr. B. .f. Lang.
5. Kfth Quintet, in r, op. 29 Veit

Andante con moto and Allegro vivace—Adagio
Allegrtto {Maekrelv.n)—Allegro molto.

The Schumann Qtiartet took us fresh—and
was it not just about the most desirable thing to
hear, for those who had heard it for the first time
two weeks ago ? The inspiring effect of that
hearing was confirmed and heightened. Alike

in the inventive and imaginative qualities of ge-
nius, and in artistic handling of ideas and instru-

ments : alike in inspiration and in counterpoint,

in poetic substance, feeling, and in form, it is one
of the most rewarding Quartets one can listen to

and study. From beginning to end it is full of

matter,—we mean musii.'al ideas, all fine, original

and fresh ; there is not a common-place bar or

cadence in it; nothing feebly said at second
hand ; nothing which does not somehow seem to

open your mental vision, as when you come in

contact with a fresh, clear soul. In the mere
matter of pnrt-writing it is as free and clear and
natural, while finely complicated, as Mozart
almost; no part in another's way, nor in its own
way ; no part wonderina; why it is there. The
coimterpoint is all transparent, a mingling of

currents each alive. Then as to the instruments,

significant and lovely, pas.sages, now in the 'cellos,

now the tenor. &c., lie on the open strinffs, so that

the sound thereof is marrowy and goes (vibrates)

to its mark. The first theme of the Allegro,

consisting of a sort of pointed invitation of two
notes (foreshailowed in a few bars of introductory

Andante of exquisitely pensive harmony), and a

])ln'ase of graceful, airy melody for answer, is

presently offset by a counter theme sung in some
one of tlie parts, while the others catch their

breath in the rather nice task of accompanying;
and these, with wayside and connecting thoughts,

are developed into a beautiful and rich poetic

whole.

The second movement (^Assai nc/iiciio) is a

siuicession of distinct delicately quaint thouffhts,

all pointedly and briefly hinted as it were ; among
them a sliort fugue, and a bold motive (lem/>o ri-

soluto) in which the frisky instruments leap

about for a while with a vivacity that made us

think of Handel's frogs; but what page of four-

part music can be more ideally lovely, as if writ-

ten for the fairy Fine-ear. than that which fol-

lows, and in which the series subsides and mur-
murs to a close ! We will not dare to speak of

the Adagio, save to say that in its profoundly

serious mood there is nothing to overcome one
with drowsiness, and that it docs not fall below
one's expectation of an Adagio in a work all so

admirable. The Finale is in that old narrative

ballad-like strain, to which Schumann takes so

naturally, beginning with a jaunty, quaint refrain,

which recurs after each stage of the finely diver-

sified and fascinating story. But what we have
said is nothing ; perhaps some time we shall at-

tempt a fuller description of the contents of this

Quartet. Meanwhile who does not long to hear

it still again ?

The Beethoven Sonata followed well upon the

Quartet. It is one seldom heard in our public

concerts, although one somewhat well known in

private circles, and one full of interest. Mr.
Lang played it intelligently, clearly, elegantly,

if not always with all the poetic charm his text

admitted of We could not help thinking that

some of the movements were taken a little too

fast, particularly that little Minuetto, which is the

perfection of grace, and which the ear would
fain drink in more moderaio. The Adagio too

moved at a rate as if the artist were a little im-

patient with it, or feared it might prove dull; as

Indeed with all its beauty and its depth of feel-

ing sometimes it is apt to; it is the case with one

or two other Adagios of Beethoven ; the best

way is to be patient with it, weighing every note,

and entering into it con molto espreKsione, as the

author has marked it. But saving these ques-

tions, which we raise not without diffidence, the

Sonata seemed to us admirably played, the first

and last movements particularly ; the Adagio
was most relished and applauded by the generel

audience, hearing for the first time, as slow move-
ments always are, being reiore readily appreciable.

Mr. Lang bas done us a true service in brinoing

out such a work, and we hope he will have
courage to go on in that direction. The two
"Songs without Words" were highly welcome on
his presentation."

The "Serenade" Adagio by Mozart hardly
rises above the everyday level of that never fail-

ing and inspired composer ; it would have sound-
ed fresher, had it not come after things of so

much mark as that Sonata and Quartet. From the
character of some passages in It, we could not
help suspecting it to be' an arrangement from
wind instruments.—Veit appears to be a good
clear, musician-like composer, not particularly in-
spired, apt to be common-place like Onslow, yet
now and then relieved and relievinar you by
thoughts more striking, such as the Mcih-'chen, or
fairy tale, of the third movement of this Quintet,
which, as well as the Finale, had a certain charm.
But coming after great things, it could not much
enliven.

The next concert will be on Thursday, Deo.
18, when another of Beethoven s latest Quartets
(in C sharp minor) will be uncorked to us for the
first time.

Saturday Populak Concerts. — We regret to

be only ahle to record the pro^ramuie of the second

of the Quintette Club's scries of "popular" con-

certs at the Melodeon. The ros-l/ifwas a nine-instru-

ment affair by Onslow.

1. Overture—" A Night in firenada " Kreutzer
2. Rondo Valse—" II Baccio," (The Kiss) Arditi

Miss Granger.
3. Clarinet Solo—Introduction. Theme and Variations. . .Kiel

Thomas Ryan

.

4 Nonetto, in D minor, op. 77 G.Onslow
For Violin, Viola, Cello. Bass. Flute. Obne, Clarinet, Horn and

Bassoon Allegro— Tema, with Vfiriations and Finale.
5. Violin Solo—S.altarelle, op. 26 Delphin Alard

William Rchultze.
6. German Ballad—"When the quiet moon is beaming."

Miss Granger. Scbondorf
7. Fantaisie for Violoncello, on Scotch Melodies Kummer

Waif Fries.

8. Schubert's Serenade for Saxophone (the new instrument)
Thomas Uyan.

9. Ballad—'' Fly, my Skiff" Kiickcn
Miss Gr.anger.

10 Air and Finale, from " I Puritani " Bellin.

To-nitrht Beethoven supplies the solid — namely,
his Septet in the original form.

GiLMORE gave three of his Promenade Concerts

in the Music Hall last week; two on Thank.sgiving

Day, and one on Saturd.ay evening. On the last oC
casion his orchestra performed a couple of move*
ments from Berlioz's Symphony " Harold in Italy."

Messrs. Mason & Thomas announce their eighth

season of Chamber Mu'^ic Soire'es in New York, to

commence Tuesd.ay evenina;, Dec, 2.3. We have re-

reived tlic programme of tlie whole series, .nnd wc
say happy they who have six fe.asts .so rich and class-

ical, so rare witlial, in prospect. Read, and consider
what you have to call yon to New York.
First SoinnE—1. Quintet, Piano and Stringed

Instrameuts, (E flat minor. Opus 87), Hummel ; 2.

Qunrtet, (F major. Opus T8, No. 1), Beethoven ; 3,

Fnntasie-Stiicke. Piano, Opus 12, Nos. 2. 3, and 4,

Schumann ; 4. Quintet, Stringed Instruments, (G mi-
nor), Mozart.
Second Soiree—1. Trio, Strineed Instruments,

(C minor. Opus 9, No. 3), Beethoven; 2. Trio, (D
minor, Opus 63), Schumann ; 3. Quartet, (D minor.
Posthumous), Schubert.

Third Soiree—1. Quartet, (C major, No. 2),

Cherubini ; 2. Trio, (D major, Opus 70), Beethoven
;

3. Quartet, (A major, Opus 41, No. 3), Schumann.
Fourth Soiree— 1. Quartet, (F major. No. 8),

Mozart ; 2. Trio, (B flat major. Opus 99), Schubert
;

8. Quartet, (C major, Opus .59, No. 9), Beethoven.
Fifth Soiree—1. Quartet, (E flat m.ajor, No.

4), Mozart ; 2. Senate, Piano .and Violin, (E major,

No, 3), Boch ; 3. Polonaises, Piano, (A m.ajor, C
minor, Opus 40), Chopin; 1. Octet, (E flat major,

Opus 20), Mendelssohn.
Sixth Soiree—1. Quartet, (C major. Opus 33,

No. 3), Havdn ; 2. Sonate, Piano and Violin, (B
flat major. No. 4), Mozart; 3. Concerto, Two Pia-

nos, (C major), Bach; 4. Quartet, (C sharp minor,

No. 14), Beethoven,
The interpreters of this tempting list of works

are: William Mason (piano-forte), TriEOnoRE
Thomas (violin), G, Matzka (viola), and F.

Beroner (violoncello.

Paris.

The Correspondent of the London Mimical World
(Nov. 8) writes :

Another week has passed and still I have nothinp;

novel or parlicularly interesting in the musical way
to recount to you. Everywhere preparations arc be-

in}j( made for rjreat events, but no actual accomplisli-

mcnt lias taken place. Of the Grand Opera I have
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nothing to state except tliat Mario will make his de-

but in La MueUe de Porlici on the 14th. This has

been definitively settled.—At the Theatre-Italien the

Barbiere has been given with Alboni, Sifjnors Gardo-
ni and Delle Sedie. Rosina was incomparable, Al-

maviva fluent and loverlike, and Figaro anything
but funny. On the second night of the performance
of the Barbiere, Signer Gardoni being indisposed, a

new tenor, Signor Danieli, made his first appearance
as the Count. The Parisian press, I think, have
been too hard upon this gentleman, who, in my opin-

ion has much talent. In the case of lljc new tenor a
" Daniel has come to judgment " with a vengeance.
The Cos! fan tiitte, it is said, will be produced on the

16th, and' Mile. Patii will make her debut before a

French audience—an awful ovdeal where a high rep-

utation has been previously won. The Parisians de-

sire all artistic fame to be derived through them
The director, I have been tnld, has discovered a new
Tamhurini and is putting Se.mirnmide in preparation

for him, Alboni, and Madame Penco. He is called

Signor Agnesi and has earned, according to some
accounts, a great name in certain p.arts of Italy.

Nothing is more wanting on the Italian stage than a

good baritone. To sing the music of Assur the per-

former must be not only a good baritone but a good
florid baritone, which is better than a good baritone.

Signor Agnesi, it would seem, is not only a good
baritone but a good actor to boot, else M. Calzado
would have not selected for his first appearance the

most difficult part for a baritone in the whole range

of the Lyric drama.—The Thcatre-Lyrique opened

in the new building on the .SOth of hist month under

the direction of M. Carvalho. The interior is very

liandsome and commodious and has been likened to

the Salle Ventadour. The sonority is admirahle, the

greatest pams having lieen taken by the arclii'ect to

secure the conformation of structure best adapted to

the reiinircd acoustic purposes. With respect to the

new mode of liiriuing from a huge sort of gas-sun

fixed in the ceiling and covered with a glass globe,

in place of the customary chandelier suspended from

the roof, and candelabra surmounting the boxes,

there are differences of opinion. Some contend that

it is a great improvement and a great saving ;
others

insist that it spoils the looks of the theatre, too much
glare being projected into the body of the house.

The ladies are decidedly on the opposition side, af-

firming that their toilettes are submitted to too bright

a scrutiny. I am not sufficiently interested one way
or the other to give an opinion, but rather incline

to vote against the ladies. The candelabra were a

great nuisance to those placed immediately above

them ; and their removal at all events is a special

benefit. The new company is unusually strong, and
comprises the names of Mmes. Viardot, Miolan-Car-

valho, Marie Cahel, Faure-Lefebvre, Miles. Girard

and Moreau, M.M. Battaille, Saintc-Foy and others

of lesser note. The inauguration performance was

not an opera but a medley of vocal and instrumental

pieces selected at random, which had little or no in-

terest for the general public.—The concerts of classi-

cal music for the people, founded and directed by M.
Pasdeloup, continue to draw large crowds to the

Cirque-Napoleon. The London Monday Popular
Concerts no doubt furnished M. Pasdeloup with the

idea for his new entertainment. I heard the 'Eroica'

symphony of Beethoven extremely well executed

the other evening, listened to attentively, and ap-

plauded warmly. So you see classic music for the

million has a chance in Paris as well as London.

London.

Monday Popular Concekts. — St. James's
Hall was on Monday night crowded to the very
doors, on the occasion of the third Concert of this

prematurely inaugurated season.

Scarcely could a concert have been more impress-

ively announced than by the few mysterious bars of

adar/io winch usher in the first alleyro of Mendels-
sohn's Quartet in E flat. This, the twelfth opus of

the gifted successor of Beethoven, was written when
its composer bad scarcely counted as many happy
summers ; and to this effusion from a child's untried

hrain, greybeards are now glad to listen, intent to

draw from its melodious accents intellectual profit as

well as sensuous delight. Of all musicians, as it

seems to us, Mendelssohn preijininently shares with

his nobler compeer, Beethoven, that wondrous faculty

which reaches, its highest development in Kaphael's
" San Sisto," of suggesting beneath external forms

of ahsolute beauty the presence of thoughts and feel-

ings that " lie too deep for words." That a mere
boy, such as Mendelssohn, when he wrote this fasci-

nating quartet, should be able to excite the mind and
aflfcct the heart, as well as gratifv the ear, is a niucli

more remarkable phenomenon than the purely musi-

cal aptitnde which displayed itself at so early an age
in Hummel and Mozart. In the ethereal second

movement {"cnnzonet"), Mendelssohn seems to liave

vaguely imagined the first germs of the exquisite

fairy music, afterwards wrought into perfect shape in

his Midsummer Nif/ht's Dream : even the quaint and
fanciful drone of the violoncello in this movement
reminds the hearer of a similar use of the ophicleide

in the later and more el.iborate effort. Tlie whole
work was played to perfection by Herr Joachim,
Herr L. Ries, Mr. Webb, and Signor Piatti, tlie

equality of tone, no less than the accuracy of the

petformers being alike remarkable in the staccato

passages of the ramonet, and in the broad, richly

harmonized melody of the andante.

Mr. C. Halle should he complimented for his

choice of Beethoven's sonata in F. Op. 54, it being

not only difficult, hut, on account, perhaps, of the ali-

sence of a slow movement, comparatincli/ ungrateful.

It was given for the first time at these concerts, but

Mr. Halle has proved in each of his series of "Beet-
hoven's recitals " how thoroughly he can enter into

its spirit. The never-flagging animation and bril-

liancy of the aJler/retto is particularly well adapted to

exhibit his delicate and unerring mechanism. From
the melodious minuet-like opening of the sonata to

its abrupt conclusion, indeed, Mr. Halle was reward-

ed with the deenest and most appreciative attention.

In Hummel's Septet the pianist was aided by Mr.
Pratten, flute, Mr. Baret, oboe, and Mr. C. Harper,

horn, together vvith Mr. Webb, .Signor Piatti, and
Mr. Severn, viola, violoncello, and double bass.

More efficient executants could scarcely he found in

Europe, nor could the performance have been better.

In the trio of the sclierzn the phrases of the melody
for the horn were splendidly given by Mr. C. Harper,

and to the effect be produced, no less than to the

pleasing character of the movement, must the enthu-

siastic "encore" he attributed.

About Herr Joachim's performance of .Tohn Se-

bastian Bach's Prelude and Fugue in C ninjor we
must hesitate to speak lest we be accused of a desire

to exhaust oar limited stock of encomiastic epithets.

The Fugue with its bold and wonderful complica-

tions seems undestined for human fingers ; to Herr
Joachim, the Napoleon of the fiddle, however, the

word " impossible " is unknown. It requires not

only rare dexterity and rarer brain to execute and
remember, hut absolute genius thus to animate a con-

trapuntal study into a noble, exciting, and triumph-

ant exhibition.

The concert could not have closed more effeetively

than with Haydn's irresistible trio in G major (No.

5). played in a spirit of kindred geniality by MM.
Halle, Joachim, and Piatti. Of the vocalists we
need not say much. Both Miss Lascelles and Mr.
Haigh have superb voices. The lady sang " In

quests tomba oseura " (Beethoven), and "Lily Lye"
(Mcfarren) ; the gentlem-in "Good night, beloved

"

(Balfe), and "The Nightingale" (Henry Smart).

In the accompaniments Mr. Lindsay Sloper mani-

fested his customary tact and skill.

—

Telegraph, Oct.

28.

Wallace's "Love's Triumph."

The London papers have come to us with long

and elaboriite criticisms's of Mr. Wm. Vincent

Wallace's latest musical work, " Loves' Triumph."

Opera Comic in three acts, which was produced at

the Covent Garden Theatre London on Monday 3d

inst, with complete success. The Libretto is fur-

nished by Mr. J. R. Planche (one of tho most suc-

cessful English dramatists, famous as the author of

Weber's "Oberon") and was suggested by a French

Comedy entitled " Le Portrait Vivani," by Messrs.

Melesville and Laya. One these critics says :

Mr. Wallace has we think fallen more firmly on

nis feet here than in any of his four former Operas.

There is a consistent style in " Loves Triumph,"

such a style .as befits a French Comic Story, showing

an advance on that of jhis ' Maritana ' 'Matilda.'

' Lurline ' or even his ' Amber Witch.' The music

is of a light and elegant nature somewhat after the

style and manner of Auber, but yet original and full

of the most refined and masterly instrumentations.

The encores were numerous, the Overture and no

less than seven of the songs and concerted pieces

having been re-demanded and the composer and prin-

cipal artists called for at the end of each Act. In

short ' Love's Triumph ' was an artistic triumph and

pronounced an undoubted success."

We understand that this opera is soon to be pub-

lished, in piano and vocal score, in New York.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

I-, .j^ rr IS ^ rv 3S/2:t:jsio

PubliMlicd br Oliver Ditsoii U Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Maryland, My Maryland I Patriotic Song. 25

The melody of this song is striking and graceful,

and the stirring words

,

They came with proclamations loud

They came a ragged, squalid crowd, &c.

by Linley Johnson, have the true " ring " to them,

and completely turn the tables on the eouthern

" Maryland."

The Bonnie Red, White and Blue, or our Beau-

tiful Flag. AVords by J. C. J, 25

The melody is that of the " Bonnie Blue Flag,"

very popular at the South, and is too Rood to be any

longer coupled with a secesh song. The words,

•' Oh no the Bonnie Blue Flag

With its white and ghastly star."

—

" But up with the Southern poor man !

Strike off the captives chain I " &c

are spirited, and the song, in its new and reformed

life, should be a favorite.

Westward Ho ! Song. J. S. Porter. 25

A regular western song, bright and cheerful.

Instrumental Music.

Alice Waltz. Illustrated. E. L. Eime. 75

Very melodious, excellent for learners, and not diffi-

cult.

Flag of our TJnion. Polka. E. C. Howe, M. D. 25

It seems that Dr. Howe prescribes music as well as

medicine to his friends and patients. The present

mixture seems to be well triturated, has no harsh

ingredients, and is not bad to take, being really a

very pretty polka. Easy.

Dew Drop Polka Redowa. A. E. Warren. 25

Medora Waltzes. Illustrated. D'Albert. 60

Marcelle Mazourka. J. Garten, 25

Autumn Leaves. Schottische. Lizzie M. Harvey. 25

The first publication of a talented young '' musi-

cienne," and a very pleasing composition.

Warblings at Dawn. Romance for piano.

Brinhy Richards. 40

Books.

King's New Collection of Chukch Music.

Mostly selected from the works of the Great

Masters, with separate Organ accompaniment.

By W. A. King. $2,00

Those who have seen the " Grace Church Collection"

one of Mr. King's former works, will recognize a kin-

dred production ; the same careful selection and
excellent arrangement which commended that book
to the immense favor it received among the best

quartet choirs, being eminent in this. An esanination

of its pages will convince all who seek a book of supe-
rior church music, of its complete excellence.

Music BY Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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By the Danube.

From tlie Gevmaa of Karl Beck.

Ani I saw tliec yonnij and glowing,

Rich in sorrow's wealth untold,

Where tlio truth in liearts is growing,

Like the mine-slinft's precious gold,

By the Danube,

By tlie blue, the beauteous Dannbe.

In tlie stars 'twas writ, above tliee.

That we two one day should meet,

And I should forever love thee

—

Am] I read tlie record sweet

By the Danube,

By the blue, the beauteous Danube.

And my heart cast off its sadness

:

On each withered, wintry bough
Blossoms o]iened eyes of gladness.

Nightingales came singmg now
By the Danulie,

By the blue, the beauteous Danube.

Ah, too soon am I forsaken.

Ah, too soon thou^rt fled from me,
Hast my heavenly ladder taken

And my Gods away with thee

From the Danube,

From the blue, the beauteous Danube,

Where Romance and Rose, appealing.

Call thee by a sister's name.
Restless one ! I see thee stealing

Toward the Orient's heart of flame

Down the Danube,

Down tlie blue, the beauteous Danube.

When 1 think that I, tomorrow.

Ah, so soon ! must with thee part,

What a billowy flood of sorrow

Rolls unfatbomed through my heart.

Like the Danube,

Like the blue, deep rolling Danube !

Then, when lone and sorrom-laden,

Nightly by its waves I pine

—

Lo ! the shadowy mermaiden
Rises, by the pale moon-shine,

From the Danube,

From the blue, the beauteous Danube.

And the murmuring waters borrow
Love's sweet tones of pitying woe :

Fevered heart ! 'twould ease thy sorrow
Wert thou sleeping down below
In the Danube,

In the cool, blue rolling Danube !

C. T. B.— * ^

Haydn's Diaries in England.
(Concluded from page 283),

The city of London uses annually 800,000
cartloads of coal, each load containing 13 sacks
each sack 2 bushels. Most of these coals come
from Newcastle; 200 ships laden with coal often
arrive at once. The cartload costs £2 1-2.

Anno 1795, tlie shalter (chaldron) or load was
£7.

During the last 30 years 38,000 houses have
been built.

,

AVIien a woman murders her husband she is

burnt alive, on the other hand a man is hung.

The punishment of a murderer is increased by

adding to his sentence that his body after death

shall be anatomized.

January, 14th 1792, the Pantheon Theatre

was destroyed by fire about two o'clock, A. M.

On the 21st of May was Giardini's concert in

Rauleigh. lie played like a swine. (7)

June 12th was Mad. Mara's Benefit in the

great Haymarket theatre. Tliey played Dido,

music by Sarti.

N.B. There was only the terzet, some recita-

tives and a short air of Sarti's composition. The

rest of the music was by six other masters.

Tlie prima donna sings an old air by Sacchini,

S. Regina, etc.

Once when an Archbishop in London demand-

ed of Parliament that a learned preacher of the

Herrnhuters should be silenced, the Vice Presi-

dent answered, "That is a very easy matter—only

mnke him a Bishop and he will be still enough

the rest of his life !

"

Each sluice costs 10.000 pounds. (8).

In Oxford street I saw an engraving of St.

Peter, dressed as a secular priest with out-

stretched arms. To the right is seen the glory

of heaven, on the left stands the devil whispering

in his ear, on his head is a windmill.

June 1, 1792 was Mara's Benefit. He gave

two of my symphonies, and I accompanied all

alone, on the pianoforte, a very ditHcult English

air by Purcell. The company was very small.

(9)-

'

In the month of January 1792 a roasting

fowl cost 7 sh., an Indian [turkey ?) 9 sh., a dozen

larks 1 crown. N.B. When they are without

feathers, a duck 5 sh.

On the 3d of June, the evening before the

King's birthday, all the church bells throughout

London are rung from 8 to 9 o'clock, So also in

honor of the Queen.

Feb. 8th, 1792 was the first Ancient Con-

cert.

Feb. 13. The Professional concerts began.

The 17th. Salomon's Concert.

Anecdote. As the Director in a grand Con-

cert was about to begin the first piece, the drum-

mer called to him, he must wait a moment as his

two drums were not tuned. The leader neither

could nor would wait any longer and said he

should in the meantime transpose.

[A mere memorandum of another anecdote is

omitted],

When Mr. Fox was canvassing votes for his

election to Parliament a citizen told him, he

would give him instead of his vote, a rope. Fox^

answered, it being a family inheritance, he would
not deprive him of it.

Duchess of Devonshire his protectress. An-
ecdote

N.B. from the Wurmland.

[Latin proverb omitted.]

Ex nihilo nihil fit

Domine, praxis est multiplex, qui n'intelligat

est simplex.

Stella a Stella diflert claritate, non eadem lu:c

omnibus.

Lord, it is not all light that shines.

Interesse toto mundo

sin fronte colitur

sine satis, sine fundo

jnterque quaeritur.

Mel in ore, verba lactis,

Fel in corde, fraus in factis.

Supernumeraries, the fifth wheel of a coach.

Mens, ratio et consilium in senibus est.

Si mei non essct, perfectus quilibet esset

raro sunt visi, qui caruere nisi.

Eight days before Pentioost Iheard in St. Paid's

church 4000 charity children sing the following

tune. A parformer [sic] gave the time. No
music in all my life has moved me so 'deeply as

this, so devotional and simple.

N.B. All the children have new clothes and

walk thither in procession. First the organist

played the melody through very neatly and sim-

ply, and then all began to sing at the same mo-

ment. (10).

In the year 1791, 22,000 persons died in

London.

Lokhart, a blind organist.

lo vi mando questo foglio

Dalle lagrime rigato

Sotto scrito dal cordoglio

Dai pensieri siggillato

Testimento del mio araore

Vi mando questo core.

February 13th 1792 was the first Professional

Concert.

On the 17th Salomon's concert.

March 20th 1792 in the evening there was a

thunder shower—something unusual in London.

A journeyman mechanic, as a rule, works year

in and year out from 6 A. M. to 6 P. M. and has

of this time not more than an honr and a half to

himself He receives a guinea a week, and must

board himself Many are paid by the piece.

Every quarter of an hour absence is detected.

Smiths must work about an hour a day more.

To-day, June 5th 1792,1 was in Vauxtall,

where the King's birthday was celebrated. It

was lighted by more than 30,000 lamps ; but

there were very few people there, owing to the
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extreme cold. Tbis place, with tbe variety it

affords, lias perhaps not its like in the world.

There are 155 very neat little dining rooms scat-

tered in various parts of the grounds, in each of

which six persons have room enough for comfort.

There are long lines of stately trees, the passage

between being elegantly roofed and splendidly

lighted. Coffee and almond milk are gratis

—

the entrance fee half a crown. The music is

moderately good. We see there a statue of

Handel in stone. On the 2d of tbis month there

was a Masked Ball here, by which the lessee

made 3000 guineas.

Singers and Songstresses in London.

Mara.
Storace.

BilHiigton.

Cassentini.

Lops, N.B.
Negri.

Celestini.

Choris.

Bend.i.

Mrs. Barthelemow.
and daughter.

Schinotti.

Mad. Seconda passahiL

(a).

Poet Badini.

J

I

Maffei

I
bella ma
poco musica.

Capelletti.
e (d)

Davis, detta,

Inglesina, biqiiale

recitava a Napoli
quando I'aveva 13 anni.

Ella e adesso vecchietta,

ma ha una bnona Scola.

Calcagni.
(b)

Crautsch.

Harrison.

Simoni.

Baccbierotti. Kelly.
Davide.
Albertacelli.

Doreli.

Lazarini in the l^antheon.Miss Pool.

Mazzanti. ,,. _ , W
Morelli.

Miss Barch.
Mrs. Bland.

Compositwes.

Baumzartu.
dementi.
Dussok Dessek.
Girowetz. (c).

Cboris.

Chelsea College—Burney,
Hiilmandel. [Dr.

Graff.

Dittenhofer.

Storace.

Arnold.
Bartelemon.
Shield*
Cartel*
Crames.
Tomich.
Mazingi, {/) Friedericci.

Pianist at the Pantheon.

I Frike, No. 24.

Blandford St.

Manchester Sqave. .

Colcott, Scholar.

La Trolie,

dedicated to me
bis Pianoforte Sonata.

A berrnhuter.

Burney.
|

Titseh'field St. |

Clementi.

Duselek. {g).

Girowetz.

Diettenhofer.

Barney.
Mrs. Burney.
Hiillmandei.

Salomon.
Cramer.
Clement, petit. (A).

Barthelemon.
Shield.

Hindmarsh, Ingl.

Scheener, Germ.
Eaimondi, Hal.

Giardine.

Pianists.

Graff, also flutist.

Miss Bartbelemon.
Cramer.
Miss Jansa.

Hummel of Vienna.
Mrs. Janseu.
Lenz, still very young.

Violinists,

Serra, in service

of Marquis Durazzo.

Borgbi.
Giarnonicbi
Felix Jamilricz.

Jaronez.

Grosdill.

Mencl.
Mara.

Fischer.

Hamington.

I
Depins, a grand

I organist.

Violoncellists.

.

Sperati.

Shramb.

Oboists.

Lolli and his son came
from Stockholm.

Doctors Music.

Barney.
Hess in Oxford.
Anold.

Krumpholz, I'Arpa. Mr. Blumb imitated a

parrot and accompanied himself excellently on

the pianoforte. Mr. de le Valle, a pupil of

Krumpholz, not quite so fine a player (on the

harp) as Madame Krumpholz—plays also tbe

pianoforte. Her sister-in-law plays the violin

very nicely.

Mr. Antis a Bishop and Composer for piano-

forte.

Nicolai, chamberlain of the King and com-

poser.

Hartman, fluteplayer, had to leave England

from poverty, lost his wife by death—was at last

a scamp.

December 31, I was with Pleyel in the Pan-

theon theatre, they gave the'Pastorella Nobile' of

Gaglichni. Mad. Cassentini played tbe leading

part, Lazarini Primo huomo, tbe lean Calueri

I'ultima parte. The opera did not please, nor

did the ballet notwithstanding the great Hillis-

berg (Hillisbery ?) danced.

Ambaschiador, C. Comte de Stadion.

Prince de Casteleicala of Naples.

Le Marquis del Campo of Spain.

Friend ! You think

You're loved by me. In this you err

- - - - - - not, certainly. (13).

In solitude also there are divinely beautiful

duties, and to perform these in secret is better

than gold.

Seek not from fortune gifts too great

Seek not a wife too fair,

Lest Heaven perchance for you this fate,

As punishment prepare. (14).

Who wisely marks, that naught on earth is

stable,

Good fortune ne'er elates, nor bad makes

miserable.

Intra in gaudium
babeo et non habeor.

Resurgam.
in coelo quies.

chi ben commincia, ha la

meta
deir opera, ne si commin-
cia ben
se non (a) in dal cielo.

God in tbe heart, a good
wife on tbe arm,
Tbe soul is made blessed

the heart is made warm.
And so, with tbe warmth
of true friendship,

commends himself toyour
loving remembrance

Kenne Gott, die Welt, nnd dich,

Liebster Freund, und denk an mich.

So viel zum angedenken Ilines - - -

Keune Gott die Welt und dieh Liebster freund und denk au
[Mich! und

DA CAPO.

* deuk au mich heme Gott die Welt aud dieh leibster freund.

Within the last 31 years 38,000 houses have
been built in London.

Painter, Mr. Oft, of GuttenbrunE.

Capelletti.

On the 5th of November the boys celebrated

the day on which the Guys [sic] set fire to the

city.

On the 9 th of November I dined with the Lord
Mayor.

Kotzwarra. (15).

NOTES ET THE TKANSLATOK.

(7). This was an attempt by Giardini to repair his

broken fortunes. He had not been heard publicly in

England for some years, and the present was his last

performance ; on which occasion bo gave his own
Oratorio, Ruth, but it failed to attract a profitable

audience; he scarcely covered bis expenses. Such

was tbe lot of a man, who had once been almost

idolized in tbis country ! {Harmomcov,\o\. v. p. G.)

It must have been a bitter cup to Giardini to he so

forgotten—to see tbe worship formerly paid him

transferred to tbe swarthy, ugly little man from

Vienna ! Fourteen years later Haydn spoke more

kindly of bis playing than is his record of it at tbe

time. Tbe following is from Dies :

"Haydn desired to become acquainted with Giar-

dini on account of bis remarkable fame as a violin-

ist, and expressed tbis desire in the presence of a lord,

who immediately olfered to take bim to tbe Italian.

They drove thither and sent in their names by tbe

servant whom they found in the ante-room. Tbe

door not having been fully shut, they beard distinct-

ly Giardini's answer in Italian, in aloud voice, to

the servant :
' I will not make the acquaintance of

tlie German dog !' The lord was excessively indig-

nant at Giardini's conduct, and thenceforth cut his

acquaintance. Haydn, on the contrary, felt the comi"

cal side of the matter and to this day [1806] always

laughs at tbe name Giardini. * * The Italian gave

a public concert soon after. Haydn was one of the au-

ditors, unrecognized, and wondered at tbe skill of the

virtuoso, who in his old age [he bad already been

over 40 years in England] played with the fire of

youth, drew tbe tenderest tones from his violin in the

Adagio and thus won over his .auditors. So Haydn

pardoned bis ill humor and attributed tbe burst to the

petulance of age."

Gerber mistakes in saying that in 1784 Giardini

left England forever—a mistake repeated by Schil-

ling and Gassncr in their Musical Lexicons.

(8). Probably tbe passages into the docks are here

meant.

(9). Mara was originally a violoncellist in the

employ of Frederic II. at Berlin—and a very good

one. He was a great ass, but bis wife was besotted

with his beauty of person.

(10). This /(^)Pin as Haydn terms it,* was a chant,

composed by Mr. John Jones, the organist at St.

Paul's. The manuscript shown to jMr. Beyle t by

Haydn himself, was undoubtedly a copy of this chant,

the melody of which is printed, though not quite ac-

curately, in the Lettres sitr Haydn. A composition,

that so powerfully affected the great composer, is

worth preserving, and as we believe it is not publish-

ed in a correct and practicable form, we here insert

a copy of it from tbe author's MS.

mmmmmmM
ictaves.

8vi. I

This chant was performed in the following man-

ner when Haydn heard it. The first portion of tJiree

bars was sung by the choir accompanied by the

or^an ; the thousands of children assembled, and

who were well instructed for the purpose, responded

* It is well known, now, that Beyle's book (published under
the assumed name, Bombet), was a plagiary of Carpaui's "Le
Haydine." On the 33d page of "Le Haydine,*' Carpani quotes
the anecdote from the Leipzig AHeg. 3iusik ZeiUmg. Of course
Haydn never showed Beyle the chant in question.

1 Haydn's word is "Zted "—Song, not Hymnus.
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in the second portion. The third was then given in

the manner of the first and the fourth in a similar

way to the second ; altogether producing an effect

that haffles description and which could not have

failed to operate with extraordinary force on such

strong religious feelings, united to such susceptihility

to mu'iical effect, as the great composer possessed.

—

{ITarmonicon, as above.)

Dies says to this point: " Haydn wrote in his me-

morandum book :
' No music in my life has affected

me so deeply as this, so devotional and simple.'
"

He added orally to this, "I stood there and wept like a

child." He remarked that the voices sounded like

Angel's voices ; that the falling down to B in the

first three bars produced an anxious heart-touching

effect, since'the tones produced by the tender throats

of the children died away and the B sounded bnt as

a passing breath ; that in the sequel tlie tones of the

melody, rising gradually, gained more and more life

and strength, and hence, tlie melody, thereby gaining

light and shade, acted powerfully upon the feelings,"

The reader will notice 1st. that Haydn's copy

gives the key of E, and 2d. that according to his re-

collection the children sang both parts of the chant.

—

Ha3'dn's testimony was given some 14 years after the

performance—the Harmonicoii's more than thirty.

—

Haydn's is certainly the the more weighty.

(II). The directors of the Professional Concerts,

Cramer, dementi, &c., did their best to draw Haydn

away from Salomon and Gallini, but Haydn could

not be induced to break his engagement with the last

named gentlemen.-

(a) Pacchierotti, (b) Crouch, (c) Parke(?), [d)

Davies, Cecilia, (f) Mazzinghi, author of the lovely

"Peace, troubled sou! !
" (e) Adalbert Gyrowitz,

(who in his old age wrote an autobiography in the

third person) was one of Salomon's composers—

a

favorite symphonist of the London public. We in-

tend to make his life better known to the readers of

DioighCs Joiirtial—when the stars come into the right

conjunction. ((;)Dussekor Dussik. (/i)Franz Clement,

for whom Beethoven wrote his violin concerto some

13 years later.

(13). The German is : — Mein freund ! du meinst

ich liebe dich ! Du irrest dich wahrhaftig nicht.

(14). The German is :

Beghere nicht ein Gliick zu gross

Und nicht ein Weib zu schon,

Der Himmel mijchte dir dies Loos

Im Zorne zugesethn.

(1 .5). With this single name " Kotzwarra," on one

of the last leaves, this memorandum books ends.

—

The name, no doubt, was a mere note to remind

Haydn in the future of the following ;

—

Franz Koczwara, a native of Prague and a fine

musician and composer, came early to London, where

he published much and very popular instrumental

music and several English songs. It was early in

September (1791), Gerber, says that K., leaving the

theatre where he had played with applause, joined a

company of "good fellows."

Becoming heated with wine he allowed himself to

be hung in the door way, as he had done several

times before. The company however seem to have

chosen to enjoy his struggles longer than usual, and

was in no hurry to release him. When at last they

did see fit to take him down—Koczwara was dead !

Thoroughly English sport

!

Scudo on Auber.

Translated from L'Art Musical, by J. V. Bridgeman.

There has been a talk for soaie time past of
the revival, at tlie Opera, of M. Aubei's Muette
</e Portici. It is said, moreover, that the illus-

trious master, who bears so lightly the weight of

so many years, and so many charming chefs d'

(etivres, is engaged on a new work in three acts,

for the theatre of his predilection and his glory ;

whence we may legitimately oonclndc that the

author of Le Domino Noir, Le Mafon, Fra Dia-
volo, etc., etc., never intends to cease from his

labors, appearing to apply to those impertinent

persons who insinuate that it is time for him to

lay down his pen, " Auber dies, but does not sur-

render." Heaven forbid that we should belong
to those who grow weary of good things and be-

come impatient of hearing others always praising

the virtue of Aristides. Musicians like M. Auber
are not made in a day, and those nations which
produced them are perfectly right to be proud of

them, and never to tire of admiring them.

When a man has been engaged for a somewhat
considerable period in the rough career of criti-

cism militant, he feels, at some time or other, the

necessity of collecting his thoughts, and asking

himself how, in the heat of jiolemical discussion,

and of that improvisation frequently necessitated

by the exigencies of the periodical press, he has

appreciated, on the spur of the moment, the va-

rious successive works of a fertile and justly re-

nowned artist. He an.xiously asks himself

wdiether he has been equitable, and whether he
has not been deficient in correctness, taste, or

moderation, when judging the labors of an emi-

nent composer who holds the first rank in the art

of his native country. I have never had an op-

portunity of discussing at any length M. Auber's
numerous operas. The first time I took the lib-

erty of writing anything about this composer,
whose talent is so popular, and yet so contested

by a group of wrong-minded individuals and pre-

tended innovators, was on the production of L'

Enfant Prodigue, grand opera in five acts, repre-

sented in the month of December, 1850. Speak-
ing of that singular experiment of an amiable
composer, who had ventured to select a subject

so opposed to the known character of his talent;

I said :
—"Acquainted as we are with M. Auber's

numerous works, and having seen and admired
Le Domino Noir, Les Diamants de la Couronne,
La Part du Diahle, and even La Muette de Por-
tici, we ask what can have induced so clever an
artist, to take a fancy, at so advanced a perioil of

his career, for a biblical subject ! M. Auber
possesses too much experience to fancy that an

artist skilled in his profession, can take up, with

impunity, every subject, and say to a block of

marble:—" Tu seras Dieu ou Couvelle, jast as it

suits my pleasure." If art consists merely in ac-

quaintance with material processes, if the differ-

ence of style was a result of the will alone and
if, to express all kinds of sentiments and passions,

it were sufHctient to be master of the instrument
one employs, M. Auber would have the right to

set the Bible to song with the same freedom that

M. Horace Vernet has used to transfer to canvas
the great scenes of the Old Testament. M.
Auber is a musician of a good race. Pupil of

Cherubini, and the contemporary of Mehul,
Boieldieu, and Nicolo, M. Auber, who was about

forty when he turned his attention to the stage,

adopted the musical forms then current. The
arrival of Rossini in Paris, and the immense suc-

cess his great genius had obtained throughout

Europe, excited the attention of M. Auber. He
modified his style, strengthened his orchestration,

and like Herold, become one of the most felicit-

ous imitators of the author of II Barbiere. La
Dame Blanche, ie Domino Noir, I^a Muelle de
Portici, and Xe Pre aux Clercs, afford a living

evidence of the influence of Rossini upon the

French school, just as Tm Juive, La lieiiie de
Chypre, and Charles VI., are plainly connected
with the impulse given by Robert le Diable.—
Less tender, less sweet, but better as a musician

than Boieldieu ; more varied, more fertile, and
more skilful than Nicolo ; inferior to Herold, as

well in breadth and vigor of style, as in the color

and elevation of the melodic ideas, M. Auber be-

longs to that school of amiable and ready artists,

who succeed in expressing the lesser movements
of the soul, arch gaiety, light gallantry, and that

tempered emotion which moistens the eyelid

with a furtive and discreet tear. M. Auber's
melodies, without possessing great originality, are

always elegantly turned, and admirably suited

for the voice ; his harmony, boasting of little va-

riety, is always full, and frequently abounding in

pungent modulations, while his orchestration,

sparkling with spirit and varied rhythms, is a
genuine model of good scoring.

" The opera of L'Enfant Prodigue will add
nothing to M. Auber's reputation. An elegant

composer, a ready musician, and a man of deli-

cate, sharp intelligence, well ac(juainted with the

stage, and all the resources of composition, the

author of La Muette de Portici and Le Domino
Noir ventured far away from the flowery path
traced out for him by nature when he chose a

redoubtable subject, which requires the genius of

Mozart, the imagination of Rossini, or at the

very least, the serious and elevated talent of

Mehul. We cannot deceive our vocation ; we
cannot find in our soul what nature has not plac-

ed there, and, as a great writer has observed, the

style is the man. Charming master ! who en-
chanted our youth, throw away the heroic trump
which distends } our cheeks so frightfully, and,

above all, do not meddle with the harp of the

Prophets ; resume your shepherd's pipe ; tell us,

once more, one of those tales, slightlj' drolalique,

which you tell so well ; remain one of the beloved
children of France who, despite of all that may
be done and all that may be decreed, will always
love a laugh, even on Sunday."*

In 1856, M. Auber brought out, at the theatre

of the Opera-Comique, a new work in three acts,

Manon Lescaut, the words of which were by his

inseparable collaboraleur. Scribe. "The patri-

arch of the French school," we remarked in re-

ference to this work, " has just committed afresh

eri-or of youth. It is called Manon Lescaut.—
Indefatigable, and always in the breach, the

author of so many light scores, which have
charmed an entire generation, will not withdraw
from the lists, where he still appears to advan-
tage. Man is a spirit, served \>y a machine con-

tracting habits, wdiich become, at last, a second
nature. The interruption of these habits, the fact

i)f changing the pace of one's steed, and making it

walk, when it has galloped all its life, produces a

shock which is invariably dangerous. M. Auber,
who has been an elegant horseman, and who takes

his little ride in the Bois de Boulogne every day,

trotting along and enjoying the fresh air, together

with the gentle melodies, which he hastens to put
down in a pocket-book kept for the purpose—M.
Auber will not yet sing with a certain refined

poet, from whom he has caught some of his amia-
ble weaknesses :

—

" Tircis, il faut penser a faire la retraite :

La course de nos jours est plus qu' a demi faite
;

L'age insensiblement nous conduit a la mort

;

Nous avons assez ou sur la mer de ce monde,
Errer au gre des flots not'C net vagabonde

;

II est temps de jouir des delices du port."

It is true that the light bark of the author of

Le Macon never encountered any very severe

tempests, and, consequent!}', never had to repair

any very great damage. M. Auber has not car-

ed to venture too f;ir from the banks of the Seine,

and if, by an excess of temerity, he has happened
to do so on one or two occasions, after the Enfant
Prodigue, which dragged him to Egypt, where
he was lost, he soon returned, protesting that he
would never be caught doing such a thing again.

The subject of Manon Lescaut, altogether French
by the grace of tlie mind which conceived it, was
of a nature well calculated to tempt the coquet-

tish muse of Auber. We are even astonished

that he should have waited so long before singing

the caprices of this mad-brained j\limi Pinson,

this Fretillon of the eighteenth century, who
ended as they all end, without a roof to shelter

her. M. Scribe, who is an ogre, a vampire, living

on the blood of the finest chefs d'o:ucres of French
literature, has treated the Abbe Prevost's work
as he treated the Bible in L'Enfant Prodigue.—
Thus, the Manon he has given us is no longer

Manon ; no, no, it is " no longer Lisette," and
but for the final catastrophe he was compelled to

retain, the title would be the only thing in com-

mon between his three acts and the ailmirablc

* An allusion to a ressolution for thi.s observance of Sunday,
then under discussion in the Lpgislatire Assembly.
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episode which has immortalized the name of the

Abbd Prevost." After havinjr minutely analyz-

ed the score, and carefnlly pointed out the most

striking pieces, such as the couplets, " Manon est

frivole et legere ;" a charminij duet between
Blanon and Desarieux, '-Lorsque I'orafte gronde ;"

and, above all, the final prayer of Manon, expir-

ing in the midst of the desert, we conclude in the

fnllowinij words:—" By this last page of music,

M. Auber has raised himself almost to a level

wiih the noble emotion produced hy the, chef fl'

fcui're of the Abbe Prevost, and has proved, in

opposition to the usual tendency of bis ready

genius, that the impression of love is more diffi-

cult to imitate than the fancy."
•' To speak of M. Auber," I observed, when

noticing La Cii-cas.fienne, " is an easy and agree-

able thing for a critic who has not imprisoned his

taste in one particular school, or in one exclusive

form of art. If it suited us to reply to oppo-

nents of no authority, we could easily prove to

them that no ai'tist of merit ever found us insen-

sible to his efforts, and that no one feels enthusi-

asm more readily than ourselves for things and

men worthy of admiration. Extravagant encomi-

ums, uttered on every occasion, and without

moderation, will never be confounded with tlie

JLidgment of well-considered criticism, which

knows whence it sets out and what end it would

attain.

"France may have produced greater musicians

than M. Auber, such as Mehul, and above all,

Ilerold, but she has never found a composer more
sympathetic, more inspired with her amiable,

gay, and railing spirits, or more clever in expres-

sing musically, not the profound sentiment of

love and the stronger passions of the human heart,

which are hardly in keeping with her tempei-a-

ment, but that exquisite gallantry which has

reiirned in the language and the nation ever

since, the formation of polite society.

"The author of Le Domino Noir and Fra
Dkn-olo, of the Blneite and thirty other works,

which are well known and have become popular,

possesses a joyous and ready imagination; he is

an ' legant musician, full of happy melodies ; an
exquisite harmonist, and a wit, tempered by
grace, angry at nothing, and easily consoled ; who
amuses and charms us without violent transports

or loud bursts of laughter Were the last

two acts of La Circassienne equal to the first act,

]\I. Auber might boast of having written, when
eighty years of age, one of his best operas. It

is a meritorious work, worthy, to some extent, of

the master whose life it crowns ; I inean of the

most charming and youngest of French com-
posers."

Born at Caen, the 29th January, 1782, M.
Auber is eighty years old. He is the son of a

printseller, in very easy circumstances, who in-

tended him for trade. He studied music as an
amateur, and went out into society, where his

wit, his agreeable manners, and his taste for the

art which was destined to render his name illus-

trious, procured him a warm welcome. lie was
favorably known among the artists and amateurs
of the day by i-omances and a few pieces of in-

strumental music, when he yiroduced, at the
Theatre Feydeau, in 1813. a one-act opera, Sejour
Militaire. This attempt did not satisfy the con-
fidence his friends had in his talent. After some
years of silence, and a reverse of fortune experi-

enced by his father, M. Auber found himself
obliged to look for the means of livelihood to that

art which had previously been only a source of
amusement for him. He brought out, at the
Opcra-Comique, in 1819, Le Tcslamenl et le

Billet-doux, a one-act opera, no better received

than the first. It was by Zn Berr/ere Chdleleine,

a comic opera in three acts, represented in 1820,
that M. Auber became favorably known to the
Parisian public, which he was to charm for so
long a period. Emma, ou la Promesse Impru-
dcrite, a three-act opera, performed in 1821, con-
firmed the reputation of the new composer, then
thirty-nine. The fir.st work M. Auber composed,
in conjunction with Scribe, was Leicexlei; a comic
opera in three acts, belonging to the year 1822.
After this essay, which was a complete success,

the minds of these two men, so marvellously able

to understand and assist each other, produced a

series of cliefi tVoiuvres, of which it will be suffi-

cient to mention Le Mncon, in 1825 ; Lm Muelie

de L'ortici, in 1828; La Fiancee, m 1829.; Le
Dominn Noir, in 1837; Zes Diamants de la

CouTonne, in 1841 ; La Part dii Dinhle, in 1843
;

La Sirene, in 1844
; and Ilaydee, in 1847. The

world has rarely seen such an example of pro-

ductiveness, so constantly successful, as that of

these two illustrious men, whose partnership was
brought to a close only by the premature death

of Scribe. People have frequently compared
the one with the other, and it has been said that,

both by the good C|ualities, as well as by the de-

fects, of the common productions, they were
made to amu.se and divert a rich bourgeoisie,

which does not boast of a very severe taste, and
whose favor they enjoyed ; that their art is defi-

cient in truth, elevation and sentiment, and that

both of them, cherished children of fashion and
caprice, would last only as long as a j-ose, or the

passing tastes of the day. Without denying that

a portion of this rather severe judgment may be
founded in truth, we must at once acknowledge
that, bv elegance, flexibility, and coriectness of

style, Jt. Auber is an artist of a superior order

to Scribe, who never knew how to write. The
musical science of M. Auber is much more real

than that of Halevy, of which people were con-

stantly speaking, in order to excuse the monotony
and fewness of his ideas. M. Auber is an ex-

quisite musician ; a charming painter of the pet-

ty passions of the heart, and of the coquetry of

the inind ; a Frenchman ne malin, and of the

family Voltaire; a true Parisian, with his joyous
humor, his gallantry, and his amiable carelessness.

His works will live, in their essential j)arts, be-

cause they are the truthful expression of an en-

tire generation and because, amonu them there are

numerous pages of that unalterable beauty which
is for all time. From the nature of his ideas and
the qualities of his style, M. Auber belongs, in

his proper rank, to the grand race of Mozart,
Cherubini and Rossini. [! ?]

Eemarks on the Eendering of the "Sinfo-

nia Eroica."*

We fancy we need not commence this article by
assuring? the renders of the Nieda-rheinisclte Mitsik-

Zr-ltnnij that, in the foHowintr reflections and remarks

upon the rendcrins: of the Sivfoiiia Eroira, we shall

not refer to the dreamy interpretations in which the

ajsthetical expounders of this master-piece think

themselves at lilierty to indulge. Our opinions of

such fantastic flights are sufficiently known, and what
Beethoven himself thought of them we liave fre-

quently been informed by A. Schindlcr. both in many
pas,sages of his Biorjraplii/ of Beethoven, and in this

paper, namely in No. 2 of the series for 1856, where

the energetic protest of the composer against such

interpretations, and against the errors resulting from
them, is proved by a letter of 181 9.

t

It may, however, be objected :
" That the third

symphony has a programme, which Beethoven him-

self wrote for it; we know, also, that it was, at first

his intention to pourtray (!) or, at least, slorify the

First Consul, Nnpoleon Bonaparte, in the symphony.
Consecjueutly, this profframme must be taken as the

basis of the proper reading aud performance of the

work."
We have already, on various occasions, stated our

views with regard to the Bonaparte-story, and,

aniouo- other things, shown that it is beyond a doubt

tluU Bcrnadotte requested Beethoven to contribute

some musical work to tlie glorification of the hero of

rlic age (because Beethoven himself has expressed

his feelings on die su'ijcct, which he mentioned, more-

over, ill the letter with which he transmitted the

yl//.w(! Solcmnis to the King of Sweden). Bcrnadotte

could have made this request only in the year 1798

(see No. 22, pafre 171 , of the Niederrheinische Musik-

Zeitmri for 1861), while the Sympliony was not com-

posed till 1804, and not pkayed for the first time till

January, 1805. To these dates we merely add that,

T'rom the NirrJcrrJieinisclie Mitsi'k-Zeilmig. Tr.^nslated fo.r

tho Lonilo/i Mitaicnl World by ,7. V. Bvidf^eman.

t This letter iv.is dictated to Schindlcr by Deethoven, in the
niitumn of 1819, at Miidling. near Vienna, and addressed to

Dr. Chrtstian Miiller, at Bremen. We repeat the request
made by lis. on the occasion in question, to Herren Rhein-
thnler, Pelzer. .Schmidt,^ Engel, etc.. of Bremen, for informa-

tion as to what ha.s become of the papers left by Dr. Miiller,

amongst which there must have been several letters from Beet-

hoven, since Miiiler visited hira in Vienna, and they corres-

ponded with each other for a considerable period.

early as the 16tli of JNIay, 1S04, Bonaparte was pro-
claimed by the Senate Emperor, the throne being
declared hereditary, and, on the IStli JMay, the consti-
tution of the Empire was published. In the year
1803 (according to Schindlcr), Beethoven compo.sed
" Christus am Oclherge,,' three Sountas witli violin,

Op. 30; three Sonatas, Op. 31 ; ami fifteen Varia-
tions, Op. 35. In the year 1804, the Symphony No.
II, in D major, and the Pianoforte Concerto in C
minor. In Januaiy 1805, tlie first performniice, soon
followed by the second, of tlic Eruica took place.
And yet it is asserted that tlie fair cn|>y of the score,
with the title pajre :

" Bonap:nte. Luigi van Beet-
hoven "—and " not a word more," as F. Ries says

—

was completed as early as the beginning of June,
1804. This may be possible? But the subjoined
assertion " that Beethoven had already thoujiht of
handing it to General Bcrnadotte, to send to Napo-
leon," is cortiiinty impo.ssil>le, since Bernadotte had
not retnir.ed to Vienna since 1798.
To our object, the question is a matter of indiffer-

ence
;

if Bonaparte was in the symphony, he was
not removed from it by tlie fitct of the title-page—or,

to n.so without doubi, a more correct term, the dedi-
cation page, being torn out. We have not to pay
attention to litos's Bonaparte programme, bnt to
Beethoven's iirogramme ;

" Composed to celebrate
the memory (Andenken) of a great rann "—the
" memory " (per fesla;[riictre il. souvenirc), tliat is :

" of a hero who was deaci," as is plainly proved by
the .second movement, the dead mai-ch' Bat the
trnth is that the anecdote is more acceptable than the
oriH;?nal docutncut to the piomamme-ma^iciaus of
the present day : they would lie only too delighted to
stamp the Eroica, by the inscription " Bonaparte," as
the predecessor of the Symphonies : Faust, Cdnmhus,
Dante, etc. The sole qnestion for us is : " Can, or
must Beethoven's programme infiuenee the rendering
of the Symphony ?

"

If the idea of the hero was to be set forth by
means of masie, it would fill into the domains of the
Beautifal, because music is an art. It would not,
therefore, be expressed by reflection, but only by the
composer's fitncy, within the limits of niusic^ and by
means of the resources the latter offers for the pur-
pose. Beethoven's fancy consequently created for

the principal movement, a theme, a musical motive,
which, ill addition to the first tiling required of it,

namely, that it sh.ill be beautiful, pos.sesses a certain
characteristic something, wliich may awaken in the

hearer, but in no way must necessarily awaken the
notion of heroism. It is, however, tfie triumph of
Beethoven's genius, that the purely artistic labor of
that jienrns, namely the anion of creati\e fancy with
the conscious employment of musical knowIed};e,
conttnnalty forces upon tis, with increasing vividnes.s,.

the idea of the heroic, by means of the principal mo-
tives of the first movement, and can'tcs along with it

onr fancy, because, to the latter, for the conceptfou of
the purely musically Beantiful, the tendency to the
heroic is imparted, by the inscription " Eroica."
Not only, however, does its object lend this work its

purport, hut also the musical motives, aud their vrnn-

derful development. In this, in the development of
the leading musical thoughts, there is certainty dis-

played in Beethoven, more especially, the character-

istic, nay, the dramatic quality of his style; for he
attains the powerful eff'ect of this development, not
by his thematic work, based upon polyphony and
counterpoint, as is the case with Bach, ilaydn, and
Moznrt, hut by repetition, variation, modulntion, con-
trast, expansion, extension, preparation, and gradual
elevation of the theme.

But to return to the main question, namely,
whether the supposed idea of the " Heroic'' ought
to exercise an influence upon the execntion, this in-

fluence can only aflect, on the whole, the conception
of the first movement (for of this alone are we treat-

ing to begin with), that is to say, thetempo, and what
is (renerally ad;iptcd for characteristic rendering, so
that what is grand may be rendered in a grand and
spirited, not a little and afi^ected, a sleepy, or senti-

mental manner. But even this is greatly modified
by expression of details, otherwise, for instance,
everything in the first movement would have to be
played strongly and vigorously, and everything in

the Dead March sadly and sorrowfully.

There remains, in point of fact, therefore, only tho
lempo as that component part of the execution which
is fixed by the character of the entire work. In the
first movement of the Eroica, it is determined not by
what is heroic generally, but by the manner in which
Beethoven has expressed mnsically what is heroic.

The former view of the matter has been productive
of grave mistakes in the tempo, and, in consequence
of the reprehensible practice now prevalent of hur-

rying the measure, may, probably, be productive of
many more. Beethoven's principal theme, as well
as its whole development, docs not suggest a fiery
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hero wlio conquers the world by storm, but some
great heroic nature, stronj; in itselif, thoroughly noble,

vigorously tenacious, and seeking out every obstacle.

One would imagine that such a character was so

plainly expressed by the breadth and nobleness of the

principal theme, in the softness of the middle por-

tions, and in the entire rhythm of the Allegro, that a

mistake in the tempo was altogether out of the ques-
tion

;
and yet we have found, by experience, that the

first movement has absolutely been rendered, by too

hasty a tempo, an absolute caricature of one of the

most elevated tone-paintings which Beethoven
and art ever produced.
But it is not enough to hit upon the correct tempo

;

it is absolutely necessary to adhere qiiietli/ to it in the

AJJeqro of the Eroica. We are declared foes not only
of the so-called "individual conception," or reading
of musical works on the part of conductors and exe-
cutants, but also, in quite as high a degree, of all

fluctuation in the tempo; and as, in our opinion,

there is only one tempo for every separate piece of
music, an arbitrary dragging or retarding of the time,
too early degenerating into a tempo rubato, annihilates
the value of classical music. When C. M. von
Weber says :

—

" There is no slow tempo in which
passages do not occur that require a quicker move-
ment, if we would prevent a feeling of dragging

;

there is no presto that does not, on the other hand,
and in precisely the same degree, demand the quiet
rendering of many passages, in order that the means
of expression be not destroyed by too great haste "

—we can admit the correctness of the assertion only
in the case of solo pieces, and not in that of orches-
tral works, except when we have to do with passages
where the composer himself expresslt/ marks a " strin-

gendo'^ ov ** ritardando." All hurrying towards the
conclusion of a musical work is es]iecially revolting,

and, in fact, vulgar. Against this error we should
always be on our guard, but more than any where
else in the first allegro of the Eroica. The first en-

trance of the horns, in the Coda (p. 73 of Simrock's
score), with the theme, must not be in a tejnpo the
slightest degree quicker than the theme in the violon-
cello part at the commencement of the symphony,
especially as the figures for the violins, and, subse-
quently, the tenors and basses, would be one confused
jumble, as with a too quick tempo is the case, also,

with the earlier inverted figures (p. 7, and in many
other places) :

—

—which thus, between the energetic forte of the
basses and wind instruments, produce "a perfectly
ludicrous effect.

But I hear the admirers of young Mad. Musica
exclaim : "Ah ! we are to play according to the me-
tronoraeter, are we! Oh, how pedantic!"— No,
gentlemen ! Play, for instance, on the piano, any-
thing you choose from the works of writers, from
Chopin to Liszt, just how you like, provided you
fancy you can .answer for what you do. But when
you conduct a symphony—unless it be your own

—

carefully keep correct time, for correct "time is the
basis of all form m music. But to keep correct
time and to play by the metronometer, are, for all

reasonable beings, two different things, just as differ-

ent as an automaton and a living musician. We do
not, therefore, hesitate even begging musical conduc-
tors imperceptibly to retard certain passages—only,
however, by periods, and not by bars—in the first

movement of the Eroica, in order to obtain the
proper breadth and weight of expression, which are
also the best safeguard against the so-called " fiery"
bolting off. Such passages are, for instance, as early
as in p. 4, the fourth and fifth bar, with the sforzan-
dos on the third crotchet (before the scale leadmg up
to the enfrance of the theme in the

ff")
:
—

Viol.

Then the powerful chords, rhythmically and harmoni-
cally so effective, with the intermediate pause (p.
IG)

;
and then, twelve bars before the conclusion of

the first part, the four bars with the kettle-drum,
in B flat, which, with the intermediate crotchets of
the second violins and the tenors, cannot be brought
out too weightily. In the second part, the same
holds good of the entire series of chords at
pp. 33—36 (thsit wonderfully magnificent expan-
sion and development of the figure just mentioned
at p. 4); their effect being the more powerful, the

more measured, and enduring the expenditure of
power with which they are introduced. The im-
pelling and impulsive element lies here in the rhythm-
ical accentuation, in the conflict of the latter with
the regular intonation of the bars, and in the all-

crushing modulation, and not in hurrying of the
tempo; the contrary is rather the case.

Finally, we will once more direct attention to the
Coda, in reference to the same point. Tlie effect of the
Coda, which consists in a gradual rise to a climax, of
which it is one of the most perfect specimens Beet-
hoven has given us, is altogether destroyed if the
orchestra does not preserve the greatest calm. The
theme must he rendered in Us original clear form,
full of quiet confidence, upon the first horns ; the
violins take it up, while, a bar afterwards, the three
horns join them, imitatively, and the violoncellos
twine round it in connected quaver-figures, until,

combined with the basses and tenors, they undert.ake,

with gradual increasing strength, its management,
amid the gradually increasing braying of the trum-
pets, when, at length, by means of "the latter, and all

the other wind instruments, it appears, like some
brilliant sun over the wdiole horizon. We will ad-
here to this picture ; it shall serve us for the execu-
tion as well ; the lofty majesty of the spectacle af-

forded by nature, consists in the slow and gradua!
rise of the bright luminary ; a quick or sudden ap-
pearance of the latter would surprise us, but all would
be over with our admiration and sentiment of aught
that is exalted. The tempo of thetWa must not only
not be hurried, but the conclusion of the movement,
properly speaking, the four bars of dominant chords

Jf, wdiieh must be played in slow {pesante) crotchets,

receive effect after the syncopated notes only in strict

tempo, which is better retarded a little, so that they
effect in conjunction with the violins ;

—

Viol. _^

:j: i
-s/

'^ -^-

—the final impression of the concentrated triumph-
ant power of a great thought that transforms
a whole world. If the tempo be too quick, the over-

vigorous expression of the climbing upwards in the
fiddles will become mere meaningless scraping.

In order to prevent any misunderstanding, we beg
to state, once again, that the remarks we are about to

offer are intended more as a ivarninq'^ than as precepts ;

their right application depends upon the feeling of the

conductor, and cannot he metronomically prescribed.

Finally, we will remark, in reference to the te7npo of
the first Allegro, only that its episodical iioints, p. 11,

p. 36, etc., would be sufficient to bring back to the
time any one who had taken the movement of the
theme too quickly, unless he were totally deficient in

all appreciation of, and feeling for, that inelodious
expression of tbeFlegiac, which, bj' the movements
in question, Beethoven has united so beautifully, and,
also, with such genuine musical contrast, to the prin-

cipal poetic thought.

It may boldly be asserted that dynamic expression,
apart from the different grad.ations of light and shade,
resulting from forte, piano, crescendo, decrescendo, etc.,

has never been so originally applied, and so precisely
marked, as far as regards accentuation, in any of
Beethoven's compositions as in the first movement of
the Sinfonia Eroica. Never before Beethoven, and
never even by him previous to the composition of
the Eroica, has rhythm been employed with such
racy freedom, and accentuation treated as something
so essential and redolent of character. It is princi-

pally this which imparts to the movement in question
the stamp of individual life, by raeavis of an original

animatioa of the strain.

(To be continued.)

nixtnl Correspitbente.
Philadelphia, Dec. 5.—Mr. Wolfsohn's first

soire'e was given to a large audience in the Foyer of

the Academy of Music, last evening. The attend-

ance was such as to assure Mr. W. that this series

will prove one of his most successful.

The performance comnenced with Schubert's Trio

in E flat major (op. 100) ; one of the most interest-

ing works of its kind. As in the other Trio (op. 99)

by the same author, the opening movement and the

Andante are better than the other parts. The Alle-

gro of the Trio in E flat is a noble movement full of

life and beauty ; abounding in changes from the

grave, to the gay and containing passages requiring

the greatest power, as well others thatjare only pleas-

ing when played with the utmost delicacy. The
second movement, equally grand and yet more ma-
jestic, is a perfect poem. It is sometimes called the

funeral march, and at the hands of Liszt would have

elicited a description .as fervid as his beautiful word-

translation of Chopin's Marche Funehre.

Part of the finale was dispensed with in order to

avoid the very frequent repetitions. Though I had

often complained of its gre.at length, it now seemed

too short, thus illustrating the danger of tampering

with such works.

Meyerbeer's " Schiller March," as arranged by

Liszt, followed. It is more coherent than Liszt's

"Rakoczy March" given us last year by Mr. Wolf-

sohn ; though, like most other attempts to make a

piano sound like an orchestra, the effect partook, in

its nature, more of the marvellous than the musical.

It is immensely difficult and was skilfully performed.

Beethoven's Sonata in A, (for Piano and Violon-

cello, came next, and welcome as sunshine after a

storm was the change. It contrasted so gloriously

with the Sehiller-March that it sounded more beauti-

fully than ever before. It was carefully and most

acce])tably rendered by Messrs. Wolfsohn and

Sehmitz.

The soiree ended with Hummel's Quintet in E flat

minor, op. 87. It contains many brilliant piano

passages and other " things of beauty," but few of

which seem calculated to remain "joys forever."

Mr. Wolfsohn never played better and deserves the

tangible evidence, just given him, of the estimation

in which he is held by our lovers of classical music.

Mr. Kammerer should not forget that more tone

is required to make a violin audible in a piano Trio

or Quintet than in a string Quartet.

Chanterelle.

New York, Dec. 9.—This is the last week of

Gran's opera season. It has been longer than at first

anticipated, and we take this as an evidence that it

has been fin.ancially successful. Artistically viewed,

it has been somewhat remarkable for the introduc-

tion of three American debutantes, GnEmiABELLA,

LoRiNi .and MoRENSi ; a new French artiste,

CORDIER, and the performance, for the first time in

America, of Meyerbeer's "Dinorah" {Le Pardon de

Ploertnel). This is a fair summary of the novelties

of the season. Mme. Guerrabella's debut in Traviata

and her success in Trovatore was certainly very

gratifying, and her exquisite acting in the fourth act,

the best act of the opera, such as to excite the

sympathy and admiration of the audience. Her ren-

dition of the aria "0, mio Fernando," in the third act,

and the rondo introduced immediately after, was

very effective, and in the duo " Vieni ah vieni .'" she

divided the honors with Brignoli, whose Fernando

was excellent. This is Brignoli's favorite opera, and

in it he does himself and the public more justice than

iu any other.

To-morrow we are promised Guerrabella as Amelia

in tha Ballo in Maschera, with Cordier as Oscar, the

page. It will bring up the cheerful, happy face of

the lamented Hinckley, who was charmingly adapted

to the role. Morensi will sing Ulricfi's music, and

we opine, very successfully. She is a very meritori-

ous artiste and with proper care and cultivation

will rank high in the lists. At her debut as Azucena,

a trying role, the most prominent feature of which,

is the effort to make one appear as ugly and hideous

as possible in the cloak and paint of the gipsy char-

acter, Morensi was well received, but with the stains

washed off, and in the plain, simple robes of Adal-

gisa, her pleasant face, and unaffected manner, added

to a [rich contralto voice of very fair power and

cultivation, won for her very hearty praise. In

"Lucrezia Borgia," given as a " dieap" opera on

Thanksgiving-day evening, Mile. Morensi sang

with great success, especially in the Brindici, ivhich

w.as received with great enthusiasm and a well mer-
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ited encore. This " cheap " opera performance was

one of the best of the season. Very rarely has there

been heard such a successful rendition of the differ-

rent roles. Lorini, Morensi, Brignoli and Susini

were the artists, and they seemed to be inspired. It

was, perhaps, because the audience was an appreci-

ative one. There is a good deal in that to artists. A
cold reception freezes them up. The patronage ex-

tended to the cheap opera experiment has led to the

commencement of a second of the same sort this

evening, at which "Norma " will be presented with

Lorini, Morensi, Maccaferri and Susini.

Last night " Dinorah " was given for the fifth time.

Many critics have stamped this late production of

Meyerbeer a failure. It certainly lacks the elements

of popularity. It is not that enchanting style of

music that one can carry away with him in his head

and whistle and hum at his leisure. It, however,

like all Meyerbeer's music, bears study and improves

upon acquaintance. There are themes and melodies

that grow upon one and gain fresh charms upon

every hearing. But what diiTcrenee docs it make

to the patron who, in the midst of the beautiful

" torrent trio," wonders alovd " why don't the

dear little goat come out?" or laughs at the poor

fat girl in the chorus who always claps her hands at

the wrong time ! There was to be an acting goat

(memories of Donetti's acting monkeys !), and an

acting tenor, both of which were startling announce-

ments; an invisible chorus—there is a smack of mys-

tery in this that excites the curiosity of many,—

a

shadow song, still another incentive to curiosity,

and an inundation. So what matters it, whether the

music be good, bad or indifferent, or whether the

opera be patronized from curiosity or appreciation f

"Dinorah" has certainly met with a very cold recep-

tion. The attendance has been, at some representa-

tions, quite large, and the house a paying one, but

everything seems chilled and repulsive. The only

applause is when Cordier sings the " Omhra Uqqera "

or Shadow song, but the exquisite romanxa of Hoel

in the third act met with no response. The beauties

of the opera are concentrated in the orchestra ; the

"Sancta Maria" or pardon chorus ; the " trio of the

bell," the finale of the first act ; the "Shadow Song"

in the second, and the romanza of the baritone in the

last act. The music of the last is beautifully des-

criptive of the grief and sorrow of the unfortunate

lover, and Amodio's rendition is very effective.

—

Well ! Dinorah, Corentin, Hoel, goat, bag-pipes, and

all, have passed off the stage, and to-morrow niglit,

themasqueraders dance over the spot where Dinorah

plunged into the torrent, and peer into Corentin's

cottage and look into all tlie corners for the goat,

but it will not be found. Morensi, tired of a goat-

heard's life, will have taken the magician's wand and

may tell some future Hoel where another treasure lies.

Friday evening, and a matinee on Saturday will close

the season, and then ho ! for Philadelphia ! Grau

has kept all his promises, done even more than he

promised and has certainly won many friends.

Now that the opera is about departing this life,

concert managers and givers are arousing themselves.

S. B. Mills, the pianist, gives a grand vocal and in-

strumental concert this evening at the German Opera

house. He will be assisted by Mme. Johannsen,

Herr Weinlicu, the Arion Society, and the orches-

chestra of the German Opera, all under the conduc-

torshipof Cakl Anschutz. The last of the Cakeeno
concerts will take place this evening at Irving Hall.

Miss Carreno is a great attraction and her playing is

so wonderful that many have questioned the correct-

ness of her age. A certificate from the Spanish

consul certifies that she is but eight years of age.

—

The care and correctness with which she performs

the difficult compositions of Prudent, Liszt, Thai

berg and others, is perfectly wonderful. She has

been assisted by Mme. D'Angri, Mrs. Jenny
Kempton, Miss Salembier, Castle, the new

tenor, Theo. Thomas, violinist, and Eben, flutist.

Mr. Harrison, the enterprising manager, and owner

of Irving Hall, has had the privilege of presenting

this new artistC?) to the public and he has been amply

repaid. Mr. Harrison has in contemplation a season

of English opera early in February, for which pur-

pose he has engaged the Winter Garden, made fam-

ous by the Maretzek troupe in 1860 with " Nahuco"

and " La Juive." All the new English operas will

be brought out, including Wallace's " Lurline " and

perhaps Bristow's " Rip van Winkle." This latter

is promised, however, by the German company.

—

Willie Barnesbiore Pape has just returned from

Canada, where he has been giving concerts. He has

ofi'ered his services to the International Relief Com-
mittee and proposes to give a concert, the proceed.?

of which are to be devoted to their fund. Mason
and Thomas commence their soirees on the 22d, with

the usual performers.

C. Jerome Hopkins announces his "Te Beum"
at the Brooklyn Academy of Music on Thursday
evening next, under the auspices of the Young Men's

Christian Association. If it costs as much as

"Dinorah" and returns as little, Timoth.y will not

care to repeat it.

The second concert of the Brooklyn Philharmonic

Society will take place on Saturday under the direc-

tion of Theo. Thomas. The programme includes

Beethoven's Symphony No 1, in C major; Meyer-

beer's " Struensee" music, and Mendelssohn's "Euy
Bias" Overture.

Stoepel's "Hiawatha" is to be produced at Irving

Hall soon with D'Angri, Castle and Edwin Seguin.

T. W. M.

From "War Songs for Freedom."

HARVARD students' SONG.

( Denhst du daran ).

Remember ye the fateful gun that sounded

To Sumter's walls from Charleston's treacherous

shore 1

Remember ye how hearts indignant bounded

When our first dead came back from Baltimore ?

The banner fell that every breeze had flattered.

The hum of thrift was hushed with sudden woe
;

We raised anew the emblems shamed and shattered,

And turned a front resolved to meet the foe.

Remember ye, how forth to battle faring

Our valliant ranks the fierce attack withstood.

In all the terrors of the tumult bearing

The people's heart of dauntless lionhood 1

How many a hand forsook its wonted labor.

Forsook its gains, as prizes fall'n in worth.

To wield with pain the warlike lance and sabre.

To conquer Peace with God for all on earth ?

Remember ye, how, out of boyhood leaping,

Our gallant mates stood ready for the fray.

As new-fledged eaglets rise, with sudden sweeping,

And meet unscared the dazzling front of day.

Our classic toil became inglorious leisure.

We praised the calm Horatian ode no more :

But answered back with song the martial measure.

That held its throb above the cannon's roar.

Remember ye the pageants dim and solemn,

AVhere Love and Grief have borne the funeral

pain

The joyless marching of the mustered column.

With arms reversed to Him who conquers all ?

Oh 1 give them back, thou bloody breast of Treason,

They were our own, the darlings of our hearts I

They come benumbed and frosted out of season.

With whom the summer of our youth departs.

Look back no more ! pur time has come, my Broth-
ers !

In fate's high roll our names are written too :

We fill the mournful gaps left bare by others.

The ranks where Fear has never broken through !

Look, ancient walls, upon our stern election

!

Keep, Echoes dear, remembrance of our breath 1

And, gentle eyes and hearts of pure affection,

Light us, resolved to Victory or Death !

Julia Ward Howe.

Jfoiglfs loiuitEl of Sliisit.

BOSTON, DECEMBER 13, 1869.

Music in this Number.—Continuation of Handel's "Mes-

Biah."

Adelina Patti in Paris.

The young and gifted songstress—lyric artist

we may truly call her—whose earliest triumphs

were the privilege of New York, Philadelphia

and Boston, and who has since shone as the

" bright particular star " of Covent Garden, while

Germany and Belgium and Holland have each

claimed their turn of homage, has at last con-

quered Paris—that Paris which claims so jeal-

ously the right to set the final-stamp upon an

artist's fame, and which never could forgive

Jenny Lind for never needing it ! Adelina

Patti made her eagerly expected debut at the

Imperial Italian Theatre on Sunday the IGth of

November, in the character of Amina. It seems

to have been a brilliant triumph, which was amply

confirmed on the following Thursday. Never

before, as the accounts say, were the Parisian

connoisseurs " more on the alert, more suspicious,

more insensible to the voice of rumor speaking

in praise of one to whom (as to Jenny Lind) the

baptism of the ' Metropolis of Civilization and

the Arts' was wanting." Eager as they were to

see and hear her, yet they reckoned on a failure,

or at least a .lucch cle souffravce, as certain—for

was not such a failure one of the a priori rights

and sweet prerogatives of these supreme critics ?

But she came, she sang, she conquered ! And
all Paris was too happy to acknowledge a new

idol. A fresh, young, beautiful one, too ! All

Paris could not resist that, so long as the severe

artistic claims afforded a legitimate excuse for

the surrender. But it was no doubt a genuine

artistic triumph.

As an evidenre of her reception by the critics,

we translate the first article which appeared after

the debut in the Revue et Oazette Musicale.

" The destinies of artists differ not less than

their characters. There have been celebrated

singers who, like Jenny Lind, have disdained

Paris, but Paris also will be always wanting to

their glory " (in Paris—he should add, for out

of it there is no lack of glory for the Lind).

" Others, applauded everywhere, like Piccolomini,

have come to extinguish themselves and make a

wreck upon our stage. Here now is a third,

who, not less rich in fame than the two others,

disdains nothing, fears nothing, and, God be

thanked, will have nothing on that score to repent

of. Adelina Patti must have known that we de-

sired her, that we expected her impatiently. She

has flown to us, without needing to be too much

entreated : she has sung, played, triumphed from

the first day with an extraordinary eclat, and

from this time behold her in possession of a vogue

which would make her fortune, had not that for-

tune been already made in the two worlds, which

dispute the honor of laying their tributes at

her feet."
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After a brief sketch of her history, making her

now but nineteen and a half years old, the writer

gives a first impression of her person, her figure

and her voice :

" Adelinna Patti is petite, but well shaped and

well proportioned in her stature. She has beau-

tiful black eyes, admirable hair of the same

color, eyebrows that meet, a lightly swelling fore-

head, brown complexion, white teeth, and a

mouth which speaks, even when she says nothing.

She is assuredly pretty, very pretty indeed, but,

what is much better, she is charming. She takes

possession of your eyes as well as your ears ; one

would like to look upon her always, hear her al-

ways, for her voice resembles very much her per-

son. The timhre of this voice is pure and frank
;

its emission singularly easy, saving a few notes,

the attack of which supposes an effect. She

sings as by instinct, because she has that which

no master and no school can give : she is a singer

by nature far more than by education. She

does what she wishes with her voice, and some-

times she wishes a little too much ; but if she is

not always irreproachable in her adventurous

fantasies" (due rather to her advisers, as it seem-

ed to us in London, than to her own instinct of

artistic propriety, which almost always leads her

right) " she makes you pardon all by force of such

hranura and such spontaneity.

" What we say of her singing must be said also

of her acting, which is her exclusive property :

she plays like an actress who has no need of les-

sons from anybody. For example, this part of

Amina, in which we have seen so many artists,

she has remade it after her own mind and soul.

At her first entrance, instead of appearing seri-

ous and composed, according to the tradition of

Mme. Persiani and some others, she bounded on

with the vivacity of joy. She is about to marry a

fine fellow whom she loves and who loves her

:

why then should she have that sad and mournful

air, the useless presage of her future calamity,

too soon announcing that she is a sonnambulist ?

When the Count approaches her and pays his

compliments, you should see how the tender

Amina, knowing the jealousy of her Elvino, looks

disturbed and anxious, moderating the one, reas-

suring the other by her finely furtive glances. In

short, Adelina Patti has forgotten nothing that

could rejuvenate a masterpiece, whose date is not

new, and upon which nevertheless she has found

the means of setting her own impress.

" Success, bravos, recalls, bouquets received

and constantly accompanied the debutante, of

whom we shall have to speak too often to wish

to express now all that we think about her. In

each role which she shall undertake, and she is

to go through almost the whole repertoire, we
shall study her with the care which she deserves,

and we doubt not that, in remaining always the

same, she will offer us happy and numerous trans-

formations, which will aid us to complete her ar-

tistic physiognomy."

Concert Review.
Third " Saturday Popular."—The Mendels-

sohn Quintette Club had a new and never failing at-

traction last Saturday evening in the aid of the " Or-

pheus Musical Society,"—or at least a select delega-

tion of them, with their leader Kreissmanw. Their
voices, with their well blended and well shaded har-
mony, were very welcome, and the expressive passa-
ges of Mr. Schraubstaedter (baritone) won their
way, as usual, to liearty approbation. The pro-
gramme was the following :

1. Overture—" Prfe aux Clercs," Herold
2. Flute solo—L'lllusion Fuerstenau

Robert; Goering.
3. Liedes Freiheit (Freedom of Song) Marschner

Orpheus Mupical Society.
4. Second Part of ttie Septet, op. 20 Beethoven

For Violin. Viola, Cello. Basso, Clarinet, Horn
and Bassoon. Theme and Variations—Scherzo,
Allegro molto vivace. Finale, Adagio alia mar-

cia and Presto.
5. " Les Rivals '—Orand Duo Ooncertante. . .Kalliwoda

For Two A^iolins.

William Schultze and Carl Meisel.
6. Schlaf in Ruh (Sleep in Peace) Uloering

Orpheus Musical Society.

7. Romanzafrom "L'Eclair," for the Saxophone. T-Ialevy

Thomas Ryan.
8. Duo from "Linda" Donizetti

Arranged for Quintet.
9. ' She is mine." Haezer

Orpheus Musical Society.

10. Canzone and Chorus—feom " Uu hallo in Maschera."
Yerdi

The latter half of Beethoven's Septet (quite tanta-

mount to an cntii-e Sonata in length and variety of

movements) was well played, bating some slight im-

perfection of tune, and generally much reli.shed. It

is an ingenious, elegant and graceful composition in

Beethoven's earlier style, but one which has grown a

little dull and uninspiring to those admirers of Beet-

hoven who are most familiar with his greater works.

Still it is a work which should be kept in remem-

brance, and not bo suffered to remain too many years

unheard. In Berlin we once heard it played with

the string parts reinforced by nearly all the orchestra,

which seemed to put new life into it. We see that

it has been treated in the same w.ay in the Popular

Classical Concerts of the Cirque Napoleon.

Orchestral Union. — The second Afternoon

Concert, on Wednesday, showed a considerablj' lar-

ger audience ; but it ought to be still larger. Allow

us to make one suggestion : if concert-givers wish

to charm people to the Music Hall, they mast see to

it and not let them get discouraged by a cold recep-

tion,which they may afterwards associate with the very

thought of the place. That ts, the hall, and also the

corridors, ought to be warmed ; so that the perpetual

swinging of so many doors may not freeze the very

soul of music and of comfort, and endanger health,

by cold draughts which no mortal head and shoulders

can bear with impunity.

The Concert was a good one, embracing the follow-

ing selections i

1. Grand Concert Overture to " Faust.". . .Lindpaintner
2. Concert Waltz—" Lustschwiiermer." [first time in

this country] composed by (the younger bi-other)

Joseph Strauss
8 Symphony, No. 2, in C Mozart
4. German Song—" Dem Schoenen Heil," for Cornet

obbligato. Performed by Anton Ileinicke Neidhardt
B. Grand Fantasia from "Midsummer Night's Dream."

[First time in this country.] Mendelssohn.
6. Franz Schubert's "Erl-King." Transcribed for Or-

chestra.
[Second timo in this country] by request.

7. Major-General Sigel's "March '' Wiedemann.
Composed and dedicated to Major-General Sigel.

Mr. Carl Zeeeahn, we regret to say, is confined

at home by illness, and Mr. Schultze was a second

time compelled to take the baton, leaving us minus

one good violin. But for the most part all wont well.

Lindpaintner's "Faust" overture, if not a woi-k of

great creative genius, is a musiciandike, effective and

appropriate opening to Goethe's tragedy— or such

part of it as is capable of stage performance—and

in that connection we heard it several times in the

Royal Opera at Berlin. It was pleasant to refresh

one's memory of it. The orchestra, small as it is,

played finely, and the audience appeared to relish it.

The new Strauss waltz was not less voluptuous

than the fairest of the numerous sisterhood. The
Mozart Symphony in C was not the " Jupiter," not

one comparable to it in greatness, nor to the well-

known ones in G minor and in E flat in charm and

rare originality. But Mozart is always Mozart, even

in his every-day mood. All that he does is the

work of one of the most purely musical natures that

ever strayed Into the midst of this prosaic world.

—

The first Allegro, after its stately and sombre intro-

duction, is graceful, lively and spontaneous, and only

less interesting than is usual with Mozart. The
slow movement, however, makes amends, and has

his unmistakable charm, his depth and tenderness of

feeling. But as a whole this Symphony cannot be

counted into the same choice category with the fa-

miliar four: in C ("Jupiter"), in G minor, in E
flat and in D. In the performance it went smoothly,

but jjerhaps a little drowsily.

The " Midsummer Night's Dream" Fantasia was
an ingenious and agreeable review of the leading

points of Mendelssohn's music (such as the Nocturne,

the Scherzo, the bombastic march of Bottom and his

actor clown.s, and finally the Wedding March), to re-

ceive which the overture is made to open in the mid-
dle, preluding to the series and again i-oundingit off

dreamdike. Some portions were not quite so clear-

ly rendered^ as most things are by this orchestra.

But in the main die thing was relished, for everybody
loves to dream that pleasant dream.

Concerts at Hand.—This evening at the Me-
lodeon, the fourth " Saturday Popular" of the

Mendelssohn Quintette Club. The solid piece will

be the Nonette by Spohr (for nine instruments).

—

Auber's " Crown Diamonds" Overture, a clarinet

solo, a 'Cello solo hy WuLF Fries, an Entre' acte
&c., from Le Propliete, and songs byjMiss Julia E.
Houston, are the lighter attraciions.

The next Wednesday Afternoon Con^iert of the
Orchestral Union offers Beethoven's "Heroic
Symphony," Weber's Overture " Ruler of the
Spirits," and other good things.

Mendelssohn Quintette Club.—Next Thurs-
day evening's Chamber Concert offers a novelty of
the highest interest to lovers of Beethoven's music,
namely, the first performance here of one of the
Quartets of his latest period, that in C sharp minor

!

Other pieces will he a Pinno and Clarinet Sonata by
Weber, Mendelssohn's Quintet in A, and a couple
of movements from the Quintet by Veit played at

the last concert.

Mr. Elliott W. Pratt, who offers his services

to give instruction on the Piano-forte, is a son of

Massachusetts, who has recently returned from

three years of musical study abroad. For two

years he laid the foundations well in the Conser-

vatoire at Leipzig, where we enjoyed his acquaint-
ance during our own brief delightful visit there, and
found him a favorite among his fellows : since then
he has spent a year in Paris, under the immediate
tuition of Stephen Heller. We believe him to he
well taught m the best schools, and do not hesitate
to recommend him as judicious, faithful, kind and
gentlemanly teacher, one without absurd pretentions.

It gives us pleasure to state that our excellent vo-

calist and teacher, Mr. J. Q. Wetherbee, has re-

cently and unexpectedly received the honorary diplo-

ma of an Associate from the Royal Academy of
Music in London, the institution in which he studied
several years to so good purpose.

Mrs. J. M. Motte.—In the dearth of Oratorios

and first-class concerts, and what with the very mod-
erate remuneration offered by our churches, Boston
seems destined to lose one by one all of its really able

public singers. We have now the painful duty to

announce that Mrs. Motte, who has hut so recently
taken a foremost position among our church and con-
cert singers, and wliose noble voice and steadily im-
proving style and execution give so much satisfac-
tion and promise so much more, has accepted an en-
gagement from the first of April at St. James's
church in Albany, having been offered a salary of
seven hnndred dollars. Ovfc Concert Societies "and
churches must do more for music, or all our talent
will take wings and fly away.

Richard Wagner was to direct a performance

of the overture to his new comic opera : "The Mas-

ter singers of Nuremburg," at a concert of Wende-
lin Weissheimer in the Gewandhans at Leipzig.

Joachim, it is said, intends to m.ake the last Quar-
tets of Beethoven intelligible to "the Englanders."
Rather a difficult task, thinks the Vienna Musik
Zeitnng !

Carl Klinge.iiann, one of the most intimate

friends of Mendelssohn, the poet who furnished the

words to many of his songs, died recently in London,
where ho has lived for many years. (A genial and
kindly gentleman ! Wo shall" not forget the evening
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when he sat by our side in Exeter Hall, while Jenny

Lind, Sims Reeves, &c., sang "Elijah"). Ferdinand

Hiller pays a tribute to his memory in the KSlnischer

Zeitiwg. Mrs. Otto Goldschraidt has been elected to

fill his place as a trustee of the Mendelssohn Schol-

arship Fund, by which an English pupil is sustained

at Leipzig.

Handel's Oratorio " Hercules" has lately been per-

formed at Breslau by the Singakademie.

Paris.

The programme of the third Popular Concert of

Classical Music included Cherubini's Overture to Lo-

doiska ; an Andante Eeiiijioso, by Mcndelssob.n ; Beet-

hoven's &oi'ca Symphony; a Hymn by Haydn, exe-

cuted by all the stringed instruments; Weber's Oheron

overture; M. I^asJeloup directed the orchestra. These

concerts are a complete success, growing more and

more truly "classical," it would seem, and more and

more " popular." The vast space of the Cirque

Napoleon is filled.—In the fourth concert they per-

formed : Overture to Semiraniide; Mozart's G minor

Symphony ; Adagio from Beethoven's Septet (by

all the strings, with clarinet, bassoon and horn)
;

Symphony in B flat, by Ha3»dn.—Alfred Jaell, the

pianist, appeared in the fifth (Nov. 16), and played

Beethoven's E flat Concerto. The other pieces were

Weber's Jubilee Overture ; an Air de ballet, by Re-

meau ; Beethoven's Overture to Coriolanus ; Sym-

phony in G, by Haydn.

Miss Adeltna Patti has made her debut before

a Parisian audience witii the most bi-illiant success.

Grand Opera.—The usual round of pieces in

November : Hugtienots, William Tell, La Juive, Le

Trouvere {Trovalore), L'Etoih de Messine, Hercula-

num, Prophete, &c. La Maette de Portici was in re-

hearsal.

Liszt was expected in Paris, to give several con-

certs in the Italian theatre

—

Emile Pkudent, the

composer pianist, had returned, and was to produce

several new works—Mme Pleyel and ALFiiED

Jaell, also, are among the piano-playing notabili-

ties of the season.

London.

Monday Popular Concerts. — At the fifth

(107th) concert, on Monday, St. James's Hall was
crowded to the doors. The concert was one of the

most attractive ever given. Besides the quartets

—

and there were two on this occasion—and besides the

fiddle solo (J. S. Bach, of course) the vocal depart-

ment assumed a new importance. Mr. Sims Reeves
made his first appearance since the summer, and was
welcomed with acclamations. Both his songs

—

"Gentle airs" and "Adelaida"—were rapturously

encored, and, in great good humor (no wonder, at

such a reception), the valiant champion of the "no
encore " system complied in both instances. His
voice was in first-rate condition (thanks, in a meas-
ure, to the air and early hours, if not to the water, of
Ilkey Wells), and he sang his verv best. Verbnm
sat. In the air from Handel's Athaliah, Sig. Piatti

played the violoncello oW>//jf«to : in "Adelaida" Mr.
Lindsay Sloper was at the pianoforte ; in each the
combination was irreproachable.

The other vocalist was Miss Martin, for whom
were set down Schubert's "Aufenthalt" (the English
version, "Torrents whose waves," and Mendelssohn's
"Zuleika" (No. 2, in B major. Both are impass-
eioned songs, and therefore unsuited to Miss Martin,
who, though she sings well, sings without passion.

The quartets were Beethoven's No. 7 ("Rason-
mofFsky,"in F). and Haydn in C major (No. 3, Op.
33).

Joachim was superb in the "Rasonmoflfsky," su-

perb in the "Haydn," and superb in the Bach (Pre-
lude, Loure, two Minuets, Gavotte and Rondo, the
Bourre being omitted). In every instance he excited
the entimsiasm of the audience to "fever point."

The pianoforte sonata was one by Cherubini, in B
flat (from a set of six) ; the pianist Herr Pauer, who
also played Hummel's brilliant trio in E, most bril-

liantly, with Herr Joachim and Sig. Piatti.

—

3Ius.

World. Nov. 15.

It would be hardly possible for any capital in Eu-
rope to bring together in one concert four professors

of higher eminence than those who were heard on
Monday last, for with Herr Joachim were associated

Mr. Charles Halle (than whom there are few pianists

of greater ability), Mr. Sims Reeves (who stands

alone amongst tenors), and Mr. Benedict (wliose

reputation as a composer is only equalled by his skill

and exquisite taste as aecorapanyist). Moreover, it

was Mr. Benedict's first appearance since his

return from the Continent, where we trust he

will have recruited his powers after his long and ar-

dous labors of the past musical campaign. Six

pieces comprised the entire sclieme. The magnifi-

cent quintet in G minor of Mozart (allowed by all

musicians to be one of the inspirations of the com-
poser) went to perfection ; indeed, it could hardly be

otherwise, with Ilerr Joachim for leader, and the co-

operation of such artists as iNIessrs, Louis Ries.Webb,
Hann and Sijinor Piatti—all worthy associates of

their chief 'I'hat the .applause was commensurate
with the beauty of the work and the excellence of the

performance will be readily conceded. For the eighth

time Mr, Sims Reeves sang that exquisite circlet of

love songs, the Lieder Kries of Beetlioven, as per-

haps no other artist can sina it. Weber's imagina-

tive and romantic sonata in D minor, introduced for

the second time bj Mr. Charles Halle, well deserv-

ed the hearty reception it met with. Again
Herr Joachim selected Bach for a display of his

powers, t.aking the prelude and fugue in A minor

for his solo. The violin fugues of the old Leipsic

master hear such a strong family likeness to each

other that the motto, "ar uno disce omnes," may be

fairly applied to them, and if they do not strike any
sympathetic chords in the soul of the hearer, must
always command admiration for the artist who has

the courage to attack such difficulties, and not only

vanquish but cause a demand for their repetition. A
new song of Blumenthal's, "The Message," was sim-

ilarly honored, thanks to the admirable manner in

which it was sung by Mr. Reeves, who seems just

now in finer voice than ever. Beethoven's trio in

G major for pianoforte, violin and violoncello,

brought the sixth concert of the season to a satisfac-

tory termination. Our readers should bear in mind
that Herr Joachim can only make two more appear-

ances.

—

Ihid. Nov. 22.

RoTAL ENGListi Opera.—The success of Love's

Triumph increases with each representation, and the

improbabilities of the plot are overlooked in the

beauty of the music and general excellence of the

performance. This week the new opera was given

three instead of four times, in consequence of the

services of Miss Louisa Pyne and Mr. Harrison be-

ing required at Liverpool on Wednesday evening for

a charitable performance. Love's Triumph continues

to be alternated with the most popular works of the

repertory in which Mile. Parepa can take part, such

as The Bohemian Girl, Dinorah, Maritana, and Fra
Diavolo.

Crystal Palace Concerts.—The uniform ex.

cellence of the first concert, both with regard to pro-

gramme and execution, shos^ed Herr Kapellmeister

Auguste Manns determined to sustain the credit of

an institution which, under his fostering care, has

grown to such importance. The performances of the

"Crystal Palace Philharmonic" (why nof?) are, in-

deed, equal to anything this musiedoving country

can boast. They are model entertainments of their

class, neither too long nor too short, almost invaria-

bly well made out, and quite invariably well pre-

sented How much of this is due to the conductor

we need hardly insist.

Tlie programme of the first concert was as follows :

Symphony No. 4 in B flat N. W. Gade
Rondo, 'Pensa alia Patria,' (Mile. Zeiss) . . . .Rossini

Serenade, 'Oh, Moon of Night,' (Mr. Santley).Manns
Concerto, violin, in E (Herr Joachim) Spohr
Cavatina, 'Ah! quel giorno,' (Mile. Zeisse). .Rossini

Song, 'Bliss for ever past,' (Mr. Santley) Balfe

Overture, 'Der Frcischiitz' Weber
After the concert the new gas candelabra in the

nave were lit up for the promenade, during which

Mr. James Coward, organist to the Crystal Palace,

with his accustomed skill, gave selections from Han-
del, Mozart, Beetiioven, Mendelssohn, and Meyer-
beer (besides an improvisation), on the great organ

in the Handel orchestra. Altogether the entertain-

ment was one of the most delightful that can be im-

agined. At the second concert (to-day) Herr Joa-

chim is to play Mendelssohn's violin concerto.

—

Mus.
World, Nov. 15.

New Oratorios. — Three new oratorios are

talked of in the German musical papers : A St. Eliz-

abeth, by Dr. Liszt (not yet produced) ; a Raisinij of
Lazarus, by Herr Vogt ; and a St. Peter, by Herr
Berthold of St. Petersburg. This last announcement
makes it expedient, ,in avoidance of future question,

to state that Mr. Benedict's oratorio, on which he has

been for some time engaged, is on the subject of St.

Peter, arranged for music by Mr. Henry F. Chorley,

with words from Holy Writ.

—

Athenaeum.

descriptive list op the

J-i .A. T E S T 3WE XT S I C
PubliHiiCfl br Oliver DitNOii &. Co*

Vocal, with Piano Acconipaniment.

Marching Song. " Good bye, old friends, good

bye." T. H. Hinton. 25

A volunteer's soDg, with a good spirit-

No more ! Ballad. B. Covert, 25

A wail for the lost in battle, who return to the cot-

tage, the farm, the family circle, to the lOTed wives

and mothers,—no more,

But the Lord of hosts will call,

And gather those that fall,

TVho fight for truth and liberty

.

Shall I ever be married ? Ballad. Maggiore. 25

Always an interesting question for the demoiselles,

to whom the song is commended.

They are coming home. Song;. G. J. Wehh. 25

The name of the author is sufBcient guarantee for

its excellence.

The merry, merry month of May. Song and

Chorus, S, C. Foster. 25

Love me, sweet, with all thou art. Boxi^.Fitzhugh. 25

Instrumental Music.

41st Regiment March, dedicated to Col. Chicker-

ing. A. Bendelari. 35

The friends of the 41st and its Colonel will welcome

this march, with its accompanying portrait. The
music is spirited and powerful.

A te o cara. For Cornet with Piano accompani-

ment. 35

The first of a series of arrangements for this instru-

ment, which has of late found so much favor with,

amateurs. They are designed for the drawing-room,

moderately long, easy and melodious, and will meet

a long-felt want.

Hail Columbia. For 3 Performers on one Piano.

T. Bissel. 25

Washington March. " '* 25

Duke of Reichstadt Waltz. " " 25

Teachers in seminaries will save themselves much,

time and trouble by employing some of the above

pieces with their young scholars. They are invalua-

ble for teaching time.

Charming Sorrentina. Canzonetta. G. Linley. 26

Light and playful, resembling in rhythm ths bold

and gay strains of the ''Colassa" and " Manola,"

about as difiicult as the latter. A highly effective

song, if delivered gracefully.

Books.

YotiTHFUL Voices ; a collection of Hymns and

Tunes for the use of Sunday Schools. Com-

piled by a Committee of the Boston Sunday

School Teacher's Institute. The music edited

by B. J. Lang. In boards, 37

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Person.=! at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles ; beyond that it is double.
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Stradivarius and the Violin.

By P. J. Fetis.

Translated for this Journal by IIenrp W. Bellows.

I.

HiSTORicAi, Researches on the Origin
AND Pkogresk of Bowed Instrcments.

The origin of bowed-instraments is very

obscure— a few equivocal expressions in the

classics have induced some eri'onoously to believe

that the viol was known to the Greelis and

Romans. Among all the monuments of Greek
art, there is nothinjj to indicate the existence of

any instrument with a key-board or a bridge,

both essential to the idea of a bowed instrument.

The ancient plectrum, derived from tiXij/tpo',

to strike, had no real resemblance to the bow ;

altliough define^ in dictionaries as the bote of a

musical instrument. Statues, bas-reliefs and the

pictures on Greek vases, afford us countless re-

presentations of the jikcirum—hut in all, we see

a rod of wood, bone, or ivory, armed with hooks

to pull the cords, or else strike them with its

back. Had the Greeks wished to describe a bow
strung with hair, fitted to set the cords of a viol

in vibration, they would have called it, to^&qiov,

that is little bow. Nothing like the bow appears

in any Greek or Roman monuments.

The country which affords the most ancient

monuments of an advanced civilization, of a

philosophy where all directions of human thought

find some expression, of a various poetry, and of

a musical art, which corresponded with the lively

sensibilities of the poople^—India, appears to have

given rise to bowed-instruments, and after having

made them known to other parts of Asia, to have

communicated them at last to Europe. This is

not hypothesis, but demonstrable fact; for the

instruments themselves still exist and preserve

the characteristics of their native origin. To see

the origin of bowed instruments, we must look

for the simplest possible form in which they could

exist and one which required only the lowest

skill to devise. We find it in the ravanastron,

made of a cylinder of sycamore partially hol-

lowed out, about 11 centimetres long, with a

diameter of 5 centimetres. At one end is stretch-

ed a piece of 6oa-skin, which forms the sounding

board. Two cords made of the intestines of the

gazelle are attached to this skin and stretch toward

the other end, where they are fastened by two
pins. Under them runs a stem of fir wood, an-

swering for a key-board ; and a Httle bridge

raises the strings to different heights. The bow
is made of a split bamboo, of which the upper

half is bent, the lower straight, and in which a

mesh of hair is fastened. Such is the first bowed
instrument—now abandoned to the people of the

lowest class, and to the poor Buddhist monks,

who still carry it about seeking alms. The
sound is sweet though muffled. According

to Indian tradition it was^invented by Ravana,

King of Ceylon, five thousand years before the

Christian era.

To a later era belongs the omerti, another bow-

ed-instrument, giving evidence of a higher skill.

Its body is made of the cocoa-nut shell out away

about one third, its thickness diminished to two

millimetres, and then polished inside and out.

—

Four small ellipsesand one lozenge are cut in the

front side of the shell to serve as breathing-holes.

In some the sounding-board was formed of the

skin of the gazelle, in others of a delicate slice of

satin-wood. The key-board is made of red fir,

and the handle shows some faint resemblance to

the head of the violin of which it is evidently

the rudiment.

The Arabs have an instrument called the

" Kemansjck," and another called the " rebab,
"

which have evidently been modelled after the

Indian instruments.

None of these instruments fall within the do-

main of Art ; they belong to the elementary

epoch when the popular instincts demand and

find expression for themselves through these rude

organs.

If we now turn to Europe, and examine the

oldest monuments of musical art, we shall find in

them evident signs of Indian origin. " Rien

dans rOccIdent qui ne vienne de I'Orient." It

was formerly thought that the bow had its origin

in the "goudok" of the Russian peasantry, but

later investigations have disproved this hypo-

thesis. The "goudok" is a viol in a high state of

excellency, and must itself have been derived

from the East.

No traces of bowed instrument."! appear in

Europe before the end of the 8th century, or the

beginning of the ninth.

The Welsh " crouth," which had sometimes

two strings, is one of the very earliest of which a

record remains. Among theMSS of the eleventh

century found in the Bibliotheque Imperiale (No.

1118 of the later MSB.) there are several rude

designs of musical instruments, among: which a

figure represents a crowned monarch playing

upon the " crouth " with three cords, held in his

left hand, the bow being in his right. The in-

strument is known by the opening through which

the hand passes to the strings. Among the ex-

terior ornaments of Melrose Abbey built in the

14th century, in the reign of Edward II., there

is a representation of the three-stringed "crouth."

The six-stringed " crouth," was an instrument

requiring much skill in its construction. It is

doubtful whether it had any bottom, or whether

the sounding board was not its only flat side.

—

The bridge was not at right angles with its sides,

but obliquely placed.

It is remarkable that the sixth string was call-

ed in the Celtic tongue " vjrdon," and that the

heaviest cord of bowed instruments in Europe

from the middle of the 18th century was called

"bourdon"—evidently the same word passed into

the Roman languages. Bottee de Toulmont, in

his dissertation on the musical instruments used

in the middle ages, has conjectured that an in-

strument called " rotta," " rota," " rote " and
" rothe," by writers of the middle ages and by
bards, was the " crouth," surmised to be an alter-

ation of the word "rothe," and not, as some have

thought, the hurdy-c/urdy, whose sounds were pro-

duced by the fretting of a wheel—whose name

was symphony, cifonie or cliifonie. .He argues

this from a passage in the commentary of Nother

(a monk of Saint Gall in the 10th century) upon

the Symbols of Athanasius. But this passage re-

fers to an ancient instrument called the psalte-

rion, which was strung with ten chords and had

the form of the Greek letter z/, and which, modi-

fied by various musicians, received the barbarous

name of " rotta." There is no sign of a bowed

instrument here. The rotta, rota, rote or rothe

was a harp, not the ancient lyre which was play-

ed supported on the breast (xiduQa) but the

Teutonic harp, an adaptation of certain changes

in the form of the psalterion, and in the number

of its strings. The angles of the Delta were

rounded, end thence its name rota—a round in-

strument. The erudition of Bottee de Toulmont

was misled. The rote was not a hovied instru-

ment, but a stringed in^gtrument only.

The reheck, the common viol of the continent,

which is nothing more than the rubehe or ruheUe

of the middle ages, having at first like the rehah

of the Arabs only one or two strings, was nar-

rowed towards the handle or neck, and swelled

regularly towards the lower end. The most an-

cient representation of an instrument of this

kind has been taken by the Abbe Gerbert from

an old MS of the ninth century. It has but a

single cord. Semi-circular holes are pierced in

the sounding board and the string rests on a

bridge; a part of the neck is higher than the

sounding-board. In the plate, the hand is seen

directing the bow.

In the centuries succeeding, an instrument be-

tween the crouth and the lute prevailed and was

called the Rubeb. The shrill kind was called in

France the gigue in the 12th, 13th and 14th cen-

turies—and only in the 15th century was this

name changed into Rebeck for all instruments of

thisfkind, little, medium, or big. The Germans
called them Geige ohne Bunde (viols without ribs),

to distinguish them from more perfect instru-

ments.

The rubeb, the gique, the four kinds of rebec

already known in the 15th century, to wit, the

treble, alto, tenor and bass, were instruments in

popular use, and were employed in dancing and

street music.

The other class of instruments for the tew,

which consisted of a sonorous chest, formed of

upper and lower surfaces, held togetlier by deli^

cate sides, and which were sunk towards the mid-

dle of the sides, i like the guitar— this class of

which the crouth is the type, and which was call-

ed by the name of Viol, belonged to a more ad-

vanced Art. In India, the saumgies, the sasoh and '

the chickera, having four or five gut strings, con-

structed with much elegance and finish by Gun
Pat and by Mahamdou, the Stradivarius and

Guarnerius of Benares, differ essentially from
the i^vanestron and the omerti, and belong to a
more advanced Art. It is likewise true that the
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Jcemanqeh roumy "with four and six strings, in

use in Persia, Arabia, Turlvey and Egypt, belongs

to music cultivated as an Art, whilst the keman-

geh a (joiiz,keman(jeli fark, the kemangeh soyhaer

and the rehah strung with two cords, are aban-

doned to the people and exact hardly any study

in their use.

Toward the end of the eleventh century, viols

begin to appear on the monuments. The oldest

show us the instrument having already four

strings. The author of an anonymous treatise

on musical instruments, not later to appearance

than the 13th century (in the library at Ghent

under No. 1 71) attributes the invention of the

viol with four cords to a certain Albunis, and

gives an imperfect figure of it. The guitar form

prevailed through the 14th century, and the ab-

sence of the bridge is the most remarkable char-

acteristic of these instruments.

Some of the viols, with three, four and five

cords, met with in plates of the 14th and 15th

centuries, have bridges, and others none. But it

is certain that the plates often represent instru-

ments which it would have been impossible to

play upon with any effect. See one instance

where the cords are attached to a fixture similar

to that seen in the guitar, and where no bridge

appears. Obviously it would be impossible for

the bow to avoid striking at once all the cords of

an instrument thus made, and whatever sounds

could be drawn from it must be very feeble. It

is the bridge which gives the cords the angle

necessary to produce any brilHancy of vibra-

tion, or to strike any splendor of tone from the

sounding-board ; and finally it is the vibration of

the bridge itself which communicates those ener-

getic oscillations whence results intensity of

sound. AVe must not forget that from the very

origin, of the principle of the production of

sounds by the fretting of the strings with a bow,

the bridge has been a necessary appendage. We
find it in the primitive forms of the ravane^iron,

and omerii in India, and in the rebah and heman-

geh a gouz of the Arabs, in short, wherever the

bow is found. It is undoubtedly then through

inadvertance, that the bridge is omitted in some

monuments of the middle ages.

Two new facts of importance disclose them-

selves in the plates published by Agricola, Nacht-

gall and Eanassi del Fontego, namely, the em-

phatic hollows which take the place of the slight

curves that formerly shaped the sides of the in-

struments, and the cross-lines upon the neck of

the viols still seen in guitars. The plates exhibit

these hollows inexactly determined,— and com-

monly much too large to allow proper proportion

to the instruments. Want of skill in the per-

formers doubtless originated the idea of indicating

by cross-lines where the fingers should be placed

to jjcoduce the desired notes. This custom was

preserved until the early part of the 18th cen-

tury. The violin has not been free from this

embarrassing shackle a hundred and fifty years.

There was clearly a great variety in the con-

struction of viols up to the time when true

music began to appear and Harmony refined it-

self. This epoch may be considered to be fixed

near the end of the 14"th century, by the efforts

of three musicians, superior to their age, Dufay,

Binchois and Dunstaple. The art of harmony

was up to their time exhausted in the union of

voices of different kinds. They wished to jjiake

instruments do what voices could, and as there

were high voices called soprano, less high called

contralto, medium voices called tenor, and deep

voices called hass, they conceived the idea of

making in every kind of instrument families,

which should represent the four kinds of voice.

Viols, hautboys, flutes, horns, had their soprano,

alto, tenor and bass, sometimes even their double-

bass. This distribution, first made in the 15th cen-

tury, was maintained through the 16th and 17th

and has not ceased in our day for bowed instru-

ments. Then the most vulgar instruments had

ihtiiv guatuor. Agricola gives us pictures of the so-

prano, alto, tenor and bass of the reheck, each

mounted with three strings, with a triangular

bridge, the top of which supports the middle cord

and lifts it out of the way of the bow touching

either of the others.

Singular variations in the form and in the

method of stringing viols is observable through

the first half of the 16th century. Germany and

Italy had quite different styles.

The Italian viols were strung with six strings

;

they had seven cross-lines on the key-board, by

means of which each viol was divided in its key-

board, into a chromatic scale of two and a half

octaves.

In Germany, Michael Pretorius, a great musi-

sician, a composer of rare skill and equally wise

in the history and the theory of his art, produced

a grand treatise on mu^ic early in the 17th cen-

tury, in which the second volume is entirely oc-

cupied with an account of the instruments of

music in use in his time and in former eras. We
there see that the quatuor, or rather the quintet

of the viola cU Gamha, as the Germans have

since called it, was larger in proportion and that

they were in a lower key. We notice also, that

the soprano was strung with three, four, five or

even six cords, according to circumstances ; that

the alto had but three or four ; the tenor five or

six ; the bass three, four or six and the double-

bass five or six. They are strung a quarter lower

than the Italian viols. In concert they produc-

ed necessarily a dull and sad music. They were

played upon the knee with the exception of the

bass, held between the legs, and the double-bass,

rested on the ground. The bastard viol had,

however, ribs and was strung by fifths and

fourths.

(To be continued.)

A Draught for the Particular History of

Phonics ; or, the Doctrine of Sound
and Hearing.

(From Loud Bacon's "Sylva SylTarum."

Continued from page 275.

SECTION XV.
OF THE FIGURES OF THE CONCAVES, OR BODIES
THROUGH WHICH SOUNDS ARE CONVEYED.

The figure of a bell partakes of the inverted,

truncate pyramid, but comes oif and ddates more
suddenly. The figure of the huntsman's horn
and cornet is oblique, though there are likewise

straight horns, which if of the same bore with the

crooked ones differ little in sound, though the
straight ones require a somewhat stronger blast.

The figures of recorders and pipes are straight,

but the recorder has a less bore above and a
greater below. The trumpet has the fipure of the
letter S, which makes the purling sound, &c.
Generally the straight line makes the clearest

and roundest sound, and the crooked the more
hoarse and jarring.

Trial should be made with a sinuous pipe,
having four flexures

; as also with a pipe made
in the form of a cross, and open in the middle

;

and again with an angular pipe, to see what

would be the effects of their several sounds. Try
likewise a circular pipe, made perfectly round,
with a hole to blow in, and another not far from
that, but will) a transverse, or stop between tliem,

so that the breath may go the round of the circle,

and issue at the second hole.

Percussions may be likewise tried in solid

bodies of several figures, as globes, flats, cubes,

crosses, triangles, &c., an<l their combinations, as

flat against flat, convex against convex, convex
against flat, &c., to show tlie diversities of the

sounds they produce. Try also the difference of

sounds in several thicknesses of hard bodies when
struck. I have tried tliat a bell of gold yields an

excellent sound, not inferior to one in silver or

brass, but rather better ; yet a piece of gold coin

sounds much flatter than a piece of silver.

The harp lias its concave nmning cross-wise to

the strings, and no instruments yields so melting

and prolonged a sound as the Irish harp. So that

if a virginal were made with a double concave,

the one all the lennth, as the virginal has, the

other at the end of the strings, as the harp has, it

might have the sound more perfect, or not so

shallow and jarring. It may be tried without any
sound-board along, but only harp-wise at one end
of the strings; or lastly, with a double concave,

one at each end of the strings.

SECTION XVI.

OF THE MIXTURE OF SOUNDS.

There is an apparent diversity between visible

and audible species in this, that the visible do

not mix In the medium, but the'andible do ; for

we can see a number of trees, hills, men and
beasts, at once, without one confounding the other;

but if so many sounds came from several parts,

they would utterly confound each other. Thus
voices, or concerts of music, make harmony by
mixture, which colors do not. It is true, indeed,

that a great light drowns a smaller, as the sun

does that of a glow-worm, and a great sound

drowns a less. So likewise if there were two
glass lanthorns, the one of a crimson color, the

other of an azure, and a candle were included in

each, I suppose these colored lights would mix
and cast a purple colour upon white paper. And
even colors yield a faint and weak mixture, for

white walls make rooms more lightsome than

black. But the confusion in sounds, and dis-

tinctness of visible objects proceeds from hence,

that the vision is made in right lines, by means
of several distinct cones of rays, whence there

can be no concidence in the eye. or visual point

;

whereas sounds, that move in obli()ue and crook-

ed lines, must needs meet and disturb one an-

other.

The sweetest and best harmony is made when
every part or instrument is not heard by itself,

but a general consent of them all, which requires

the audience to be at some distance, after the

.same manner as the mixture of perfumes is re-

ceived, or the smells of several flowers in the air.

The disposition of the air, as to other qualities,

unless joined with sound, has no great effect upon
sounds ; for whether the air be light or dark, hot

or cold, in silent motion or at rest, sweet or foetid,

&c., this can make only some petty alterations ;

but sounds disturb and alter one another, some-
times by drowning, sometimes by jarring and
discording, and sometimes the one mixes and
compounds with the other, and makes harmony.
Two voices of the same loudness will not be

heai'd twice as far as one of them alone ; and two
candles of equal light will not render things visi-

ble twice as far as one. The cause lies deep, but

it should seem that the impressions from the

objects of the senses mix respectively, every one

with its kind, but not in proportion ; the reason

may be that the first impression, which is from

privative to active, as from silence to noise, or

from darkness to light, is a greater degree than

from less noise to more noise, or from less light to

more light. The reason of this again may be,

that the air, after it has received a charge

does not receive a greater charge with the

same appetite as at first. But to determine

the increase of virtues in proportion to the in-

crease of matter, is a large field that requires a

particular treatment.
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SECTION XVII.

OF THE MELIORATION OF SOUNDS.

All concurrent reflections make, sounds prreat-

er ; but if the body that gives the original sound,

or the reflection he clean and smooth, it makes
them sweeter. Trial may be made in a lute or

viol with the belly of polislied brass, instead of

wood ; we find even in the open air that the wire-

string is sweeter than the gut string. And for

reflection, water excels; as we find in music
near a river, and in echoes. It has been tried

that a pipe a little moistened on the inside, yet
so as to leave no drops, make a more solemn
sound than if the ])ipe were dry, yet with a sweet
degree of purling; for all porous things, by be-

ing moist, or, as it were, in a state between dry
and wet, become a little more even and smooth

;

but the purling, which proceeds from inequality,

I take to be caused between the smoothness of
the inward surface .of the pipe, which is M-et, and
the rest of the wood of the pipe, to which the
wet docs not reach.

Music within doors sounds belter in frosty

weather, perhaps not so much from the disposi-

tion of the air as of the wood or string of the
instrument, which is thus made more crisp, and
thence more porous or hollow ; and we find that
old lutes sound better than new ones, (or the
same reason ; so do lute strings that have been
long kept.

Sound is likewi.se meliorated by the mi.xins of
open air with confined air. Trial, therefore, may
be made of a lute or viol, with a double belly

;

and another belly with a knot over the strings ;

yet so as to leave scope enough for the strings to

play below that belly. Trial may be likewise
made of an Irish harp, with a concave on both
sides: though perhaps it might thus resound too

much, whereby one note would overtake another.
To sing in the hole of a drum makes the voice
sweeter. So I conceive it would if a song in

parts were sung in at several drums ; and for ele-

gance sake, there might a curtain be drawn be-
tween the drums and the audience.
The sound created in a wind instrument, be-

tween the breath and the air, is meliorated, by
communicating with a more equal body of the

pipe for there would doubtless be a different

sound in a trumpet or pipe of wood, from that of

a trumpet or pipe of brass. It were proper to

try the etiects of brass recorders and brass horns.

Sounds are meliorated by the intension of the
sense, whilst the other senses are collected to the
particular sense of hearing, and the sight sus-

pended ; whence sounds are sweeter in the night
than in the day, and I suppose sweeter to blind

men than to other. And it is found that between
sleeping and waking, when all the senses are

bound, music is far sweeter than when one is full

awake.
(To be Continued.)

Kemarks on tlie Rendering of the
*'

Sinfo-

nia Eroica."*
(Continued trom page 293 )

If we begin by considering the theme from this

point of view, we shall be astounded at the variety
in the treatment of it as a whole, as well as in that
of its separate component parts.

After the first two chords, which not only fix the
key, but, at the same time, announce somethinrr deci-

ded and vigorous (how inappropriate an Introduction
would have been here, while, for instance, it is quite
in place in Symphonies 2, 4, und 7), the composition
commences ;)('ano and /ef/«/o, with the usual ,ind reg-
ular accent nf the tone-note (which might, as a rule,

be termed in music the measurement of quantity in

opposition to accentuation) :

zV±m:zz^^tt
Precisely the same course is pursued, immediately
afterward.^, in horn and clarinet, and then, fortissimo,

with /k^/( (p. 4.) Here, however, in the expansion,
there is anollior accent

:

s/

m§m

Then, p. 16, a different one for the violoncello and
violin. Page 22, is first unaccented pp in C minor,
aud then "witii crescendo on the unaccented portions of
the bar. In the rise towards the climax of the sec-

ond Jf, p, 25, however, the last crochet is suddenly
accented. At p. 39, the theme appears for the first

time in C major, forte, with a Staccato:

While speaking of this passnce, we mnst direct at-

tention to a delicate effect, which is nearly always
lost. In the last two bars, in order to strengthen the

decided rhythm of the three staccato portions of the

bar, ISeethoveu introduces tiic liorns, also, with G,
in crotchets up to the sfz ; and this sforznndo of the

Ttitti is, it is true, heard very jilainly ; but the imita-

ting sfz. of file trumpets alone, two bars later, upon
the last crotchet, while the horns sustain G, and the
remaining instruments execute the descending figure

in quavers and semiquavers, is, generally, not heard.

Just in the same manner, this is repeated in C minor :

Trumpet Cokni. sf

" :d?-.^:?^TSii;:=:i;8/:-ai'z:i:i:i:si.
"^

/.III =/! ~l

i;9:"Sz:s;rg:B.e;T:=^

I

Further on, at page 4.3, where the first bassoon pre-

sents the theme in B flat major, we find a new accen-

tuation of the third bar, in its repetition by the vio-

lins.

The famous introduction of the second horn (p.

47) witli the first two bars of the theme, as a sort of

distant" and suggestive presen,timent of the return of

the principal idea, must also be played legato, al-

though there are no tics over the notes in the horn
part (Original Edition; Vienna, presso A. Steinei' Sj-

Co., and Simrock's Score)—probably an oversight.

All reminiscences of the theme jn the concluding pe-

riod (beginning at page 43) of the magnificent de-

velopment are marked legato for all the wind instru-

ments (as is the case even for the second horn some
thirty bars previously, page 44) while the direction

pp. as well as the only signification of w-hich the

passage is capable, speaks decisively in favor of the

connected style of execution. If we had naythiug

to do iicre with aught humorous and witty, the case

would be different, antl such a staccato execution
would make it.

It is in the following solo of the first horn in F
major, and then of the flute in D flat m.ajor, that the

theme is first marked clolce. We have always ad-

mired this charming intermezzo between the simple
re-introdnction of the E flat major theme in the vio-

loncello (p. 48) and the full volume of the same in

the tutti (p. .50) as one of the greatest beauties of the

whole movement. Let the reader only compare
these twenty bars with those which .also in the begin-

ning of the allegro separate and connect both points

—the simple theme and its radiations into the tutti.

There the entrance to the career ot the hero, who
would force his way upwards, is obstructed by an
opposing power thrusting him back and keeping hira

down :

im
T^

rz
cr&s. sf f

The sharply accented syncopations stem the stream

like so many rocks, which the water miist break

throuirh by main force ; here everything is different;

the wild combat is over ; the most precipitous cliffs

have been scaled ; and tlie eye perceives a charming
valley, that suggests the blessings of peace and the

fruits of viciory. The melody, confined, for tlie

sake of soft, gentle, profound, and quiet effect to the

softest instruments—F horn and flute—remains
dwelling npon the highest note of the theme :

CORNO IN F.

* From the Niederrheinisctxe Musik-Zeitimg. Transt-ited for
tile London Musical World by J. V. Bridgenuin.

the eye lingers upon the soft slopes, while the man-
doline strains of the pizzicato in the bass, and then
in the first violin, offer a fresh aud astounding charm,
especially when they are imitatingly repeated, a bar
subseipiently, by the rising melody of the horn and
of the flute. We shall meet this delicate imiiation

once more. The execution of the entire ]iassage,

which, by the way, especially belongs to those pas-

sages whose effect is anuiliilatod by too guide a tempo.

mnst, however, be wholly free from aught like affec-

tation or false sentimentality; the dolce must be ren-

dered principally by the softness of the tone ; the

greater the simplicity, nay. the greater the w.ant of
accent—and this is true of the pizzicato likewise

—

witli which the tones melt away, the more wonder-
fully will they reecho in the mind. A. ivealc crescendo

upon the sustained c (and a flat) is the sole touch of
light and shade allowable.

But, in the last bar of the flute solo the orchestra

modulates dccresceudo to the seventh chord of B flat

;

the soft, unaccented strain of the theme in the lower
notes (page 50) sounds like a warning to end the

hero's career, and, consequently, everythiug hastens

with increasing enthusiasm towards the tutti, in

which, the theme once more unfolds its pinions in the

principal key. Its flight tends, upwards more and
more; the accents upon e and upon y sharp in tlie

fourth and the sixth bar, and the piu forte in the four

follovving bars carry us on and on, until in the fortis-

simo (page 51) the theme appears, as it has not yet

appeared, in the greatest splendor and fullest sym-
phony, with kettle-drums and high trumpet notes, and
—which is tlie great ]ioint—with the accent for all

the instruments upon the tlurd crotchet, wliich, also,

i.s something we have not had before ; the legato disap-

pearing from all the instruments, because it is not
adapted to the power here to be developed.
But the legato again comes in for the last time in

the coda (page 73). We have already mentioned
the coda in reference to a quick tempo: but we must
here direct attention to the accentuation, once more
changed, for the execution of the theme. The latter

here appears upon the horn, first as a reminiscence of

the heroic idea from which everything originally

sprang ; the violin figure gambols around it as if

with a feeling of joy at wh.at has been achieved. Its

expression softens down the determined will into in-

ward satisfaction ; the melody remains here, as in

the solo for the F horn (page 48), which represents a

similar frame of mind, dwelling upon the high h flat

in the fourth bar. In order, however, that this ex-

pression may not be lost, the last crotchet must be
played staccato before the sustained h flat, so that the

third bar appears as follows :

in
In bar 4, we have in addition the imitating oboe

with the second horn, plaved in the same style,

wdiicli is still more sharpened in the horn (reminding
us of the pizzicato of the violoncellos, page 48.) The
violins take up the theme thus :

while all three horns, imitating the violins, a bar in

arrear, present it to us for the first time in full triads

and corduct it with this victory announcing clear-

ness to its original representatives, the basses and
tenors, which, with their old and constantly increas-

ing strensth, cause it to resound through the jubila-

tion of the figures for the flute, oboe, clarinet, and
bassoon, until they themselves join in the jubilation,

and leave to the trumpets and all the clear-sounding

wind instruments, the task of fashioning it into a tri-

umphant hymn. But the . accentuation upon the

third crotchet disappears, despite the same develop-

ment of strengjb as at page 51, for we have now no
longer to do with the overthrow of opposition, but

with radiant glory alone.

In the analysis wo have given of the accentuation

of the first movement of the Eroica, we plainly per-

ceive one of the means which Beethoven employed
for the purpose of avoiding monotony in the repeti-

tion of the leading motive. But the repetition of the

principal thought is a' characteristic quality of his

style, never used in such a manner, by any previous

master, and—far from becoming monotonous, Ircavy,

or wearisome— it is one of the principal elements in

the comprehension and admiration of his works, and
pprticul.arly of his Symphonies, even with the great

mass of the public of nil nations. It is in the /?ro«-a

that this new mode of the development, or, rather,

of the repeated introduction of the theme, so that it

is impossible for the hearer to forget, or even to Iocs

sight of the latter—ajipenrs for the first time, in a

most striking, but, also—because the plan is carried

out with genius—in a most effective manner. The
theme of the first movement offers us a specimen of

this pe'culiar treatment at the very outset ; it first

ajipears in the has^ piano, in a single j>art, and, liarmo-

niallv, with only a twopart accompaniincut ; then in

the highest part, the flute, supported by the born and

clarinet in octaves, aud with a thrco-part accompani-

ment ; and then, for the third .time (after the pro-
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pressive expansions, taken from the second half of
tlie theme) with all the resources of the orchestra,
and in harmonic symphony. This fixing- of the
principal thought takes up quite 38 bars. In the en-
tire movement, however, the complete theme of -1 bars
occurs 23 times (in which, at pages 43 and 44, only the
bii^soon part is counted, the imitations for the clari-

net, flute, and horn not being included), and the iirst

half ahsolutely 43 times ! If, in addition to this, wo
take the repetitions and expansions of the third bar
alone, or partly with the unaccented portion of the
bar, partly with the final or culminaling note, we
find an unexampled recurrence of the theme, and a
varied exhibition—effective in the highest degree

—

of the same, by means of higher or tower notes ; the
dilferent character of the instruments

;
prepared and

unprepared change of key; richer, accompaniment

;

fuller and more ample harmony; strengthened in-

strumentation; simple and double imitation ; expan-
sion and growth ; addition of characteristic subordi-
nate figures ; by the prescription of the dynamic ex-
pansion, in all possible gradations of light and shade,
from pianissimo to fortissimo, or vice versa; and,
finally, by variety of accentuation.

(To be continued.)

W.V. WaUace's "Love's Triumph."

(From the London Times.)

In Zoi'c's Triumph Mr. AVallace has ventured on
ground he can hardly be said to have trod before,
challenging comparison with the masters of the
Opera Comique, headed by M. Auher, who as a mu-
sician so worthily represents the genins oC his coun-
try.

_
The book with which Mr. Planche' had suppli-

ed him, no doubt suggested, if it did not positively
necessitate, this metamorphosis — or perhaps, to
speak more accurately, this ultimate settling down
into a style towards which, even in his romantic
operas, the composer of Marifana has always betray-
ed more or less tendency.. The plot, the .s'itnations,

the dialogue, the dramatis persons, and everything
else, even to the laying out of the "scenario," are
eminently and exclusively French. Nay, in his de-
partures from the piece, upon which bis libretto is

foimded {Le Portrait Viwant of MM. Melesville and
Liiya, produced at the The'atre Franijais in 1842), the
English dramatist has, if possible, given a still deep-
er French coloring to the work, by a freer use of that
element of improbability upon which French authors
of the Scribe period, imbued with the spirit of Scribe,
just as French composers of the same period are
injbued with the spirit of Auber, so mnch delight to
exercise their invention. Whether he has done well
to heighten the perplexity of the audience by bring-
ing that visibly before them, which the original leaves
to their imagination, is questionable. But, even ad-
mitting the English version to be, in this particular
respect, an improvement, we cannot think otherwise
than that the manner in which the new incident is
handled leads to the extreme verge of absurdity.

—

We may accept as legitimate in a theatrical portrayal
of life the fact of a French Princess Roval and the
daughter of a Dutch burgomaster bearing so close a
resemblance to each other in everv phvsical attribute
as to deceive not only a father but even a devoted
lover; but when they are brought so near together
that the one retiring from the stage becomes the sig-
nal for the other to appear, and vice versa, the improb-
ability of the situation overtaxes the credulitv of
the mo.st easily convinced spectator. Thus the third
act, which might have been rendered the most inter-
esting in the opera, stands out conspicuonsly the

ff,
^^'•„ '^*"® P°s'*'0" of Theresa, the Prin'cess's

'"double" (the " living portrait"), and her lover,
Adolph de Savigny, whose first interview takes place
while the Princess is concealed behind a pedestal,
overhearing what passes between them, is imagined
with singular infelicity. It maybe stated here that
Adolph, rejected hy Van Groot, Theresa's father—
who, unmindful of his daughter's inclination, has
aflianced her to Canillac, a dissolute nobleman at-
ta<:hed to the Court—has come to seek employment
in the army, hoping to drown his grief in the "active
perils of a soldier's life. Presented to Mademoiselle
deValois by the Marquis de Pons, Chief Equerry,
inilebted to his father for certain important though
hitherto unrequited services, Adolph is at once con-
founded by the resemblance of that Roval lady to his
own beloved Theresa, and behaves in siich a manner
as at first to attract the curiosity of the Princess, and
gradually to awaken a profound interest. Mean-
while, appointed to a place of honor near her person
Adolph accompanies his Royal mistress to the chase,
and IS fortunate enough to save her from imminent
danger,—a wolf, made furious by a gunshot, having
spi ung upon her horse from behind. The hero kills
the wolf and restores Mademoiselle de Valois to her
friends, but in the scuflle drops a miniature, which

being placed in the hands of the Princess, she, with
ill-suppressed emotion, beholds the very conterpart
of herself. Persuaded now of the real object of her
young champion's admiration, the feeling that agi-

tates her breast augments in intensity. Just at the
point, however, when Mademoiselle de Valois is

about to forget her high station and the duties im-
peratively attached to it. Mynheer Van Groot, the
father of Theresa, most opportunely arrives. He,
too, i.s perplexed with the likeness of his danghfer

;

but his strange conduct at first partially opens the

eyes of the Princess, and then—with the aid of a
duplicate miniature, which Van Groot has intrusted

to the Marquis de Pons^wholly dispels the allusion,

so fondly and secretly cherished, that the obiect of
Adolph's distracted passion wns really herself, and
not some humbler Dnlcinea. With selfdenial more
than princely she straightway resolves that such true

devotion shall not go unrewarded ; and, having the

power, no less than the will, she speedily vanquNhes
all obstacles, and by expedients, of which the specta-

tor must be left to judge—brings about the union and
the happiness of the lovers. This leads us back to

the pedestal, and the pretty games of "cacli cichi',"

played hy the Princess and Theresa, who—both im-
personated hy Miss Lonisa Pyne, and alternately

taking possession of the stage at very short intervals

—are expected to be looked upon by a bewildered
audience as two different personages. Endowed with
the curiosity as well as 'the magnanimity of a genn-
ine woman. Mademoiselle de Valois longs to witness

unperceived an interview between the lovers, being
not yet quite convinced, that her own rhnrms have
not in some degree obliterated in Adolph's breast the
impression of his first attachment. She has her wish.
Theresa, arrayed in the mantle and cornet of the

Princess, taxes Adolph with having found her por-

trait ; Adolph declares that the likeness is not hers,

but that of one, so marvellously resembling her, "in
feature, form, and voice," that it is difficult for him
to believe it is not she herself whom he is addressing,

and " whose accents thrill his very soul ;" the Prin-

cess at these and such like declarations lets fall a
rose from one of the vases on the pedestal, the pre-

concerted signal at which Theresa is to declare her-

self, and ultimately has the enviable privilege

of listening to the raptures of Adolph and the
triumph of the Burgomaster's daughter— Love's
Triumph, of course, though, taking Mademoiselle
de Valois herself, by far the most interesting rhar-

acter, in consideration. Love's Sacrifice would have
been even more an appropriate name.
These are the materials out of which Mr. Wallace

has built his first veritable comic opera. That he
should look at them about wholly from the point of
view of modern French lyric comedy, and treat them
accordingly, was by no means surprising; but that

he should for the most part have accomplished his

task so well says no little for his readiness, tact, and
general ability. Indeed, the omission of one or two
of those conventional ballads, which are the Nemesis
of our dramatic composers, would make the work as

complete as it was spirited and engaging. Mr.
Planche, with the experience of an old practitioner,

has supplied a set of characters highly favorable to

contrast, and in the true poetic vein has written

verses distinguished in an equal measure by clearness,

elegance, and pleasing variety of rhythm—verses as

sensible throughout as they are polished and well

balanced. The prose, too, is as honest as the rhythm,
and inclines us to overlook improbability and weak-
ness of construction in uniform healthiness of lan-

guage. No favorable point for genuine eflTect has

escaped Mr. Wallace. Abundant in melody, like all

his operas, Tmvp's Trimnph in marked decision of

style, if UQt in ambitions aim, surpasses any of them.
The overture, introducing several themes afterwards

recurred to, is airy, brilliant, and in keeping ; and
though the choral introduction to the first act cannot
be compared with so elaborate a piece as that which
follows the orchestral prelude to Tlie Amber Witch,

it is fresh, genial, and equally to the purpose. Here,
in the chorus, "Long life to her Highness," which
brings on the Princess (with a solo), and in the capi-

tal hunting song, "Mount and away" (for chorus with
quartet of " principals "), the business of the scene
is admirably kept up. All is well contrived and
effective on the stage, the orchestral accompaniments
imparting with lively earnestness the requisite tone
and color—true forest music, in short, picturesque,
vigorous, and well sustained. The other important
concerted piece of this act is the finale, where the
Princess describes, in a phrase of striking melodious-
ness, her providential escape from the wolf:

"Carelespij cantering down a lonely dell,
AVhere. through the tangled branches, scarce a sunbeam

fell "—

and where the consignment of Adolph's lost minia
ture produces such agitation in the bosom of its sup-

|

posed fair owner as to arrest the attention and excite
the curiosity of those immediately about her. The
conflicting emotions here involved—the confusion of
the Princess ; the pas.sion of Adolph, though sorely
perplexed, still dreaming of his Theresa; the sly

malice of the page. Henri de Vermeuil, who, with
page-like rapidity, detects the sccict of his mistress ;

the jenlnnsy of the courtiers, Canillac and Duretete,
who regard with instinctive apprehension the sudden
favor into which an unknown stranger has been lifted

—are skillfully coiiihined and forcibly depicted. The
acclamations of the chorus in praise of Adolph's
gallant deed, and their signal note of departure, the
hunt being ended, endowed with extra animation a
scene of the most animated. This first act also com-
prises a dance of villagers, the music of which, in

the style of the mediicval romanesca, with variations

and imitations, is quite perfect in its way, and in the

clever treatment of the second theme, by means of
what musical theorists term "double counterpoint,"

reveals a praiseworthy emulation of the elder mas-
ters—some of whom v/ere nothing if not " contra-

puntal." While speaking of the pm-ely orchestral

music, we may mention the interludes between the

first and second, and second and third acts, both

highly interesting, the first including a solo for clari-

net, with florid crxln, built upon the theme afterwards

sung by Theresa at the end of the last act—a solo

written, no doubt, with an eye tr> Mr. Lazarns, and,

as the result has shown, with an intimate apprecia-

tion of the gentleinnn's remarkable talent. 'I'lie .se-

cond act is terminated, even more effectively than

the first, hy a Jimife which, affording still Jarger

and more marked diversitv of material, has been
planned and accomplished with proportionate success.

In this finale, as in the first, allusions to prominent

phrases of the overture carry on the orchestral under-

current, to which in the opera of Love's Triumph,

Mr. Wallace h.as striven—if with occasional over-

eagerness, on the whole with undeniable felicity—to

impart unceasing musical interest. It also contains

a part song

—

" Corin. for (Tleora dyinff,

Wastes his life away in sighs'^

—

a delightful inspiration, with a genuine smack of the

old English flavor, both in its tune and its harmony.
There is nothing at all "French" in this, nor, indeed,

in any part of the concerted music that follows, where
the dialogue is supported hy an accompaniment of

the orchestra, in the time and style of the old minnet,

with an ingenuity that cannot fail to win the hearty

praise of musicians. But the predominant features

of the second finale are the arrival of Mynheer sow
Groot, the sensation he creates among she courtiers,

the impression he produces on the Princess, and th»

eflijcts of the inebriate condition in which he presents

himself, or rather is presented by the Count Canillac,

his intended son-in-law—the ultimate resalt being

considerable hiliarity and very general confusion.

—

The comic power of Mr. Wallace in the treatment

of this situation is most favorably exhibited ; and it

is difficult to imagine anything more animated, or,

in a musical sense, more happily contrived, than the

whole scene, from the laughing chorns ("Hal ha!
ha ! he is delightful") to the end, when van Groot,

having made himself eminently ridiculous, escapes

from the midst of his pitiless tormentors. No won-
der that, night after night, this should evoke an up-

roarious summons for the composer—and let us add
a hearty demonstration in favor of Mr.H, Corn, who
is every inch a Dutchman, and very drunk to boot.

The third and last act contains no important piece

in which the chorus plays a part ; but it introduces

an accompanied sestet

—

"Tn mystery shrouded,
The future still lies,"

which ^vouId atone for a multitude of ballads (here

there are no more than two), and, is in the fullest ac-

ceptation of the word, masterly. The principal

characters are fnrther developed in certain duets and
trios, more or less meritorious, from which we would
specially single out, as sterling dramatic music, the

trio ("A simple Cymon ") where the Marquis de

Pons brings Adolph de Savigny under the notice of

the Princess, furtively ridiculing his pretensions,

while he openly aflTects to intercede (Act 1.); and
that for Van Groot, Canillac and the page (" Wel-
come, I am all on fire," Act. 11.), ending with the

exhilarating hrindisi, " For me if you would garlands

twine," ill which Bacchus is apostrophized with

more than ordinary enthusiasm. There is also an

unquestionably comic vein in the duet between the

Marquis and Adolph (" My poor young friend,"

Act 1.), where the wily courtier pretends to under-

take the fortunes of his unpaid creditor's son
;
genu-

ine expression in that where the Princess, unseen by
Adolph, watches, with womanly anxiety, the effect

produced upon hira by the miniature, the common
likeness of herself and Theresa ("As in a dream I
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wander," Act II.) ; and vivid dramatic movement
in that where the Marquis gives Mademoiselle de
Valois the miniature he has obtained from Van Groot
("To tlie secret of our Cymon," Act III.), which,
regarded simply as a piece of abstract music, is th»

most interesting and skillfully conducted of the

three. Of the solos incomparably the best is the

grand scena of the Princess ("O rank, thou hast thy

shackles," Act II), which comprises two slow move-
ments of such genuine beauty, sothoroughly expres-
sive and appealing, as not only to redeem the some-
what commonplace brilliancy of the last part (a bra-

vura), but to charm on their own account. The
first air of the Marquis ("Patience, prudence ") is

sufficiently bustling and lively ; that of Canillac
("Wayward fortune")—in the style of a polacca
somewhat vague in its relation to the personage from
whose lips it is made to proceed ; that of Henri de
Vermeuil ("I'm a model page"), pretty and in good
keeping, if not over-refined ; that of Van Groot ("I
have brought my daughter," Act II), quaint and
original—in short, another hit of unafl^ected humor.
Of the ballads we prefer "Those withered flowers"

(Theresa), being not deeply touched either hy that

allotted to Adolph in the first act ("Though all too

poor"), styled rojiwmn, nor by that in which Canillac

sacrifices Theresa, "Lovely, loving, and beloved."
The slow introduction to the ^finale of Theresa ("It

is not in the summer tide"—identical, as we have
hinted, with the theme of the clarinet interlude), in

spite of its showy cocin, in which the flute (Mr. Prat-

ten) largely participates, is inferior to another excerpt
from the overture, first recognized in Adolph's ballad

"Night, love, is creeping," and subsequently as the
familiar strain by which Theresa, in the dress of the
Princess, convinces her lover of her identity. Much
more might be written about the music of Love's Tri-

umph, did space allow of our entering into details ; but
enough has, we think, been adduced to show that in

treating a new kind of subject, Mr. Wallace has suc-

cessfully proved the versatility of his powers. On
his many admirable qualities as a dramatic compo-
ser we have already dwelt more than once and we
are glad to recognize their easy adaptability to the

expression of light comedy. Love's Triumph, if here
and there exception may be found, will add at any
rate to its composer's well-earned reputation, as the

result of serious thought and well-directed labor,

combined with rich fancy and distinguished talent.

usital Correspjiknte.

Philadelphia, Deo. 8.—At Mr. Wolfsohn's
first Soiree of the season, given last Thursday, a

laborious composition in the nature of a string quinte'

by Hummel was performed. Now, I have always

been taught to open my eyes in reverential admira-

tion at the very mention of this great name; bat

permit one who professes a fondness, almost amount-

ing to a passion, for good music, to express his con-

viction that ordinary mortals are not so much to

blame, perhaps, if they do yawn and grow restless

under such a production as this very quintet. Perhaps

a stickler for the unadulterated classic will suggest

that the want of interest in such music is frequently

and chiefly the fault of the performers, rather than

of the composition they presume to render. I am
aware, indeed, that the best music, to be'satisfactorily

treated, must be performed by artists of correspond-

ing excellence, and I am not insensible to the fact

that the chief defect in their performance was the ab.

sence of requisite ability in one of the principal in.

struments ; still, apart from this deficiency, I could

see that the composition is not of the kind that ever

create a rational sense of delight in any one, unless

it be in the soul of that classical man whose eyes,

" Albeit unused to the melting mood,

Shed tears as fast as the Arabian trees

Their medicinal gums,"

whenever he heard a prelude of Bach performed.

Now this is the idea of an " uninfatuated" with

reference to a Quintet of -Hummel. It was a regu-

lar feast of the Barmecides, the motions were all gone

through, but the appetite was by no means satisfied.

It has always been to me a mystery, why pianists

will place upon their programmes such tedious mis-

ery as Liszt's diluted transcription of a naturally

weak affair—the Schiller March of Meyerbeer ; —

a

composition of itself by no means musically memor-

able, and not a whit enhanced by the very common,
place treatment of the transcriber. There is better

piano music ofj this class, which people of taste

would rather hear, and which I am sure that an ac-

complished artist like Mr. Wolfsohn would much
rather perform. After all, the musical public is not

so dead-set after novelty as to find very great pleas-

ure in the performance of music, of which this trans-

cription is a specimen.

At the same soiree the magnificent Trio in E flat,

opus 100, of Schubert, perhaps the finest ever written,

and the Sonata in A, for piano and 'cello, by Beet-

hoven completed the concert. The trio would have

been perfection itself, had Mr. Wolfsohn been fortun-

ate enough to secure the services of a first-class

violinist. Mr. Kammerer did as well as he could, in

fact his best, which is saying a great deal for that

gentleman, but unfortunately not so much for Mr.

Schubert.

Never was the glorious Sonata of Beethoven so

well performed in this city as by Messrs. Wolfsohn
and ScHMiTZ. We have a musical, as well as per-

sonal, treasure in the latter young gentleman. What-

ever he has to do, he does well, and he rarely, if ever,

allows himself to got careless. He is a faithful and

conscientious musician, and to use rather an odd, and

by no means unusual simile, he shines like a bright

oasis in the great desert of Philadelphia violon-

cellists.

The Germania last Saturday performed the "Con-

secration of the Flags" from the Siege of Corinth
;

a noisy rattle-clap affair, inevitably prompting the

suggestion that since Meyerbeer has gone into the

"censecration" business, it were well for Eossini to

give it up.

A feature of our military parades is the fine band

of Mr. Adolph Birgfeld, without which no public

display in that direction is complete. At the funeral

services of Gen. Patterson last week, I heard their

performance of Chopin's Funeral March ; it was

very satisfactory indeed. Although I am no rhapso-

dist like Liszt, and hope never to be guilty of perpe-

trating such nonsense as is to be found in his mono-

gram upon the gifted Pole
;
yet I must own to being

strangely affected by this divine composition as the

funeral corte'ge wound its way with slowly measured

steps, through the quiet avenues of Laurel Hill, that

gloomy afternoon, in the dull November twilight. It

will be a memory of a lifetime.

The Soirees of Messrs. Jarvis and Cross are

about to be inaugurated by the first of the series on

Monday next. Both of these gentlemen are native

Philadelphians, and are competent in every respect.

I have no doubt they will succeed, as they deserve

to succeed ; not that success always follows merit,

but that in this instance the association of merit bids

fair to prove irresistible. Their first programme

includes a happy combination of the light and severe

in the musical classics, which cannot fail to prove ac-

ceptable to a diversity of correct tastes.

Mekcutio.

Philadelphia, Dec. 13. — With the exception

of the usual Germania rehearsal, there was, during

the week, no musical event but the one of which I

icnd you the following clever sketch, taken from the

Evening Bulletin of yesterday. Chanterelle.

A Real Ethiopian Concert.

A concert was held last evening by some leading

colored vocalists of this city, and was visited by us

in the character of the philosopher to whom one un-

explored side of human experience remained. The
entertainment was given by "Mad. Brown," a
" niece of the late Frank Johnson," whose dusky
manes must have been gratified at the audience as-

sembled, to carry out his nepotal schemes. "Mario"
was there, and the sab'.e " Swan "

; the former a

portly bronze figure, wjth all the confident air of a
favorite tenor, and a costume of suitable perfection :

the latter a plain, stout colored woman, whose rib-

basket foretold, by its great capacity, the magazine

of sound stored up in its embrasure. Besides these,

and less known to fame, was a tall African, a sort of

ebony Musard, who parted his hair in the middle,
and bore the fine dramatic name of Ira Cliff. Misa
Sedgwick, a singer of considerable feeling and culti-

vation, also bloomed upon the scene.

The selections were mostly from Donizetti and
Verdi. The "Mad." entering with the careworn ap-

pearance of the hostess of a country party, led off

with a selection from the Trovatore, and then betook
her bandolined head dejectedly off the stage. Mario
ensued, with every maiden eye in the audience melt-

ing sweets upon liira. After him the Swan, and the

rest as per programme. The performers retired and
emerged by a screened recess at the corner of the

stage, and it would seem were not averse to a private

examination of their hearers from the coigne of van-

tage this retreat afforded ; the edges of the frame-

work constantly exhibiting the downy outline of the

Musard head, or the tenor's snowy hand, or the can-

tatrice's hem, lifted at the height of a stool from the

stage. It was refreshing to observe a singer receding

from the audience with the amiably-heroic profess-

ional bearing, as to a desert, with the profoundest

apparent ignorance of side issues, and then to see

the greetings and congratulations of the expressive

extremities appearing at the edges of the partition.

The audience, a goodly fraction whereof was Cau-
casian, applauded with the utmost vehemence, and

encored almost everything ; by reason of which the

performance was of nearly double length. The fa-

mous duet, " haste, crimson morning," from

Lucia, in which the mellow voice of the tenor Mario

braided finely into the baritone org.an of Cliff, drove

the hearers half wild, and was truly impressive.

The Swan was also in great favor : on one occasion

of an encore, she showed « determination to assert

her stuffs and treat the people to a surprise. Banish-

ing the pianist, she seated herself at the instrument,

and, striking the symphony with great emphasis, be-

gan the song, " When stars are in the quiet skies ;

"

but it was the rich bass organ of a masculine per-

former ; the deepest notes were reached without the

slightest failure of sweetness or power ; it was a

strange sensation to close the eyes, and, after imbib-

ing the male sentiment of the performance, to re-open

them upon the deep-bosomed woman's figure, and

the smiling and saucy face ; in the second stanza she

recovered her femininity and soared in strong sopra-

no flights.

The selections were all in the English translations.

Fine training was exhibited in the whole manner and

delivery of most of the performers, and even the

pronunciation was giaen with the most aristocratic

precision ; a curious offset to which was displayed

when Mario came on to announce a speedy repetition

of the concert ; the true negro unctuousness usurped

the place of the clear articulation, and consonants

melted into one another and dissolved among the

vowels in the style of barber-shops and restaurant-

kitchens. S.

Netv York, Dec. 16.—On Wednesday evening

last, Verdi's II Ballo in Maschera was given by the

It.alian company, with Gcerrabella, Morensi,

Maccapeeei, and Amodio. Brignoli was still

indisposed and was replaced by Signor Maccaferri,

certainly one of the most energetic artists of the

company. The success of the rendition of the

opera was not more than ordinary. The change of

cast, and newness of roles, made it but little more

than a full dress rehears.al. On Friday evening

"Ernani" was given with Mme. Lorini, Signors

Maccaferri, Amodio and SnsiNi. Mile. Cor-

DIER sang the Shadow aria from "Dinor,ah," and

Mme. Guerrabella the Brindisi from " Macbeth."

—

Such lengthy and mixed performances are very rare-

ly enjoyed, for the reason that the audience tire, and

even the best artists grow weary and dispirited. The

"Ballo" was repeated at a matinee on Saturday and

last night the artists tendered Mr. Grau a benefit,

which went oS with great eclat. The whole of Puri-

tani was given with Mile. Cordier as Elvira and an

act of "Ernani." An act of Traviata was also an-

nounced, but late in the evening the audience were

informed that Mme. Guerrabella had met with an

accident, and would be unable to appear. The even-

ing's entertainment closed with a national anthem,

sung by Miss Morensi and Signor Amodio with a

chorus. It was composed by Mr. Charles Hodges,

but did not seem to meet with the success that gen-
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tleman anticipated. To a large majority it seemed

very stupid. The following words were printed on

slips and circulated through the Academy, and were

deserving of a better fate :

—

FREE AND UNITED.

God save our land in peace,

Free and United

;

Grant us from foe.s release,

And that all war may cease,

And peaceful arts increase :

All wrongs be righted.

Thy mighty sceptre wield,

Keeping guard o'er us
;

In thy great bounty shield

From blights our ev'ry field,

Sendiog a plenteous yield,

—

Thy gifts before us.

TVhen we before Thee kneel.

Favors imploring,

Make US to see and feel

.Toy in our common weal.

Pity for want's appeal,

Justice adoring.

Make us work hand in hand.

Faith truly plighted
;

Brother by brother stand.

All great good works expand,

God save our noble land,

» Free and United !

To-day the company leaves for Philadelphia, where

they open the Academy to-morrow evening with Tra-

viata. The season will he a short one, probably not

more than one week, and the troupe will then return

to New York. The good people of the Quaker city

will have an opportunity to see " Dinorah" and all

the novelties of the New York season. The goat

compelled special negotiation and finally succeeded

in having everything his (or her) own way.

Grau commences at the Academy again on the

5th of January for a series of twelve performances.

Some new debuts and novelties are in preparation,

but as yet are kept profoundly secret. It will prob-

ably be our good fortune to hear Miss Kellogg
once more, and perhaps " The Vespers" will be

put on the stage for one or two representations.

—

Mr. Grau will find it policy to make his "cheap

nights" more desirable by presenting some of his at-

tractions, such as " Dinorah" or the " Sicilian Ves-

pers," rather than such worn out cards as " Norma"
and "Lucrezia Borgia." The cheap opera will pay

him well, provided he is willing to make the attrac-

tion a little greater.

Mr. UUman leaves this week for Europe with two

good artists in his pocket ; Morensi and Brignoli,

who are open for engagements abroad. Miss Kel-

logg has been engaged by Maplesori, and will make

her debut in London in "Linda di Chamounix," with

Trebelli, Giuglini and Gassier. TJlImann, to make

amends for this wholesale robbery of our favorite

artists, renews his promises of Titiens and Ristori.

—

As soon as the unsettled state of the country will

allow, we may look for these celebrities.

The German opera is progressing finely. Last

night, Kreutzer's " Nachtlager in Granada" was pro-

duced for the first time. To-night there will be a

concert by the Arion Society. On Thursday night-

Mme. Rotter will take a benefit, on which oc-

casion Mozart's Nozze di Figaro" will be performed.

The pupils of Signor Antonio Barili gave an

invitation concert last evening at Irving Hall. It

was a very pleasant affair and reflected great credit

upon this popular teacher. Miss Eugenie Bar-

netche, the lady pianist, who made such a hit at

one of Gottschalk's late concerts, announces a con-

cert at Irving Hall, on Thursday evening next. She

will be assisted by Mme. D'Angri, Castle and

Theo. TnOMAS. Little Carreno has created quite

a sensation in the musical world. She bids fair to

make a fine artist, if not overtasked at so young an

age. Next Monday she will be nine 3'ears old, and

her birthday will be celebrated by a grand concert at

the Academy of Music, in which a largo number of

eminent artists will participate.

At the Philharmonic concert next Saturday night

the artists will be Centemeri, the baritone, and

Pattison, pianist.

Mme. Anna Bishop after having been horribly

burned to death by some Iloosier paper, returns to

us as crisp and palatable as ever. Her voice is a

little worn, but she sings with the same happy suC;

cess. The widely circulated report of the fatal dig.

aster to this lady is happily without foundation. She

still lives. T. W. M.

Cincinnati, Dec. 1.3.—The Programme of the

second Concert, Seventh Season, of the Cecilia

Society, which I subjoin, seems to have given very

general satisfaction and to be thought one of the

finest ever offered by the Society.

Part r.

1. Chorus from the Oratorio. ^' The Creation.". .. Haydn
"The heavens are telling," ,

2. Chorus, a Capella, " Tantum ergn." Sebasfc. Bach
3. "Improvisation" for Pi.ano on Mendelssohn's Song

" On Song s bright pinions." St Heller
4. Scene from the Oratorio •' Elijah." Mcndel.ssohu

Reeitativn: Alto (the Angel). Basso (Elij ih).

Aria for Attn: " rest in the TjOrd."
Chorus; " He that shall endure to the end."
Ttecitativo: Basso (Elijah). Soprano (the Angel).
Chorus: " And a mighty wind rent the mountains
around."
" And in the still voice onward came the Lor4."

Part II.

5. Chorus; " Song of the Spirits above the Waters."
Poem by Goethe. Music by. Ferd. Hiller

6 Song for Sopr.ano. 'Mv heart's in the Highlands'.Krebs
7. " Marche de^^uit." for Piano Gottschalk

Lebois," Morceau de Concert for Piano. . .Prudent
8. Scene from " The Pilgrimage of the Rose.". Schum.ann

Basso : Describing the wooing of the son of the
Forester for fair Rosa.

Soprano and Alto
Soprano and Chorus.

> Merry milking at their nuptials.

9. Duetto for 2 Sopranos from " Stabat Mater.". .Rossini
10. Finale from the Opera " Euryanthe." ..Weber

The execution, also, this time was remarkably good

and showed to best advantage in the beautiful chorus

" Tantum ergo" by Bach, sung without accompani-

ment, which was rendered with great precision, very

pure intonation and a close attention to the crescendos

and decrescendos. The effect was truly imposing.

The composition is a jewel of the first water, the very

ideal of sacred music ; it expresses a depth of calm

and firm religious feeling, which is beyond all des-

cription.

The chorus by Hiller, " Song of the Spirits," is

rather an interesting composition, embracing many
felicitous parts, without being in any way remarka-

ble. The Scene from the "Pilgrimage of the Rose"

by Schumann, performed for the second time, pleases

more and more ; it is as original and fresh as possible,

has charming melodies, a striking rhythm and makes

a very lively, and pleasing impression.

The Cecilia Society is in a very flourishing condi-

tion. The choruses heretofore this winter have been

accompanied by only a double quartet of string in-

struments ; but there is a prospect, that the next con-

certs will be given in our largest Hall with a full

Orchestra.

Gottschalk has been giving here four concerts

;

bnt such concerts as his do little for Art. What a

pity, not to say shame, tliat an artist of such eminent

talents should descend to so much clap-trap ! He
reminds one of a remark said to have been m.ade by

Liszt, that in the United States the public seemed to

care more to see an artist, than to hear him. Thus

Gottschalk seems to think, that the animal must

make a show. X.

Fine Arts.—Mr. Soule has made an excellent

photograph from Mr. Hunt's picture of the little

drummer. The picture is most admirable in its ani-

mated expression : the whole figure is instinct with
action ; the bare-footed, bare-headed boy seems in-

spired by the enthu.siasm of a genuine patriotism,

with eager joy summoning the people to the defence

of their country, and yet witfc thoughtful brow, indi-

cating a sense duly impressed with the solemnity of

war.

One of the recent letter-writers, in describing the

crossing of the Rappahannock, says that "a drum-
mer boy of the 7th Michigan, ten years old, was in

the first boat that crossed." This crossing, it will be
remembered, was undertaken by picked soldiers,

from those who had volunteered, and was effected

under the brisk vollies of the enemy s bullets. The
reality of the little Michigan drummer ten years old,

upon that scene of actual war, proves that Mr. Hunt
painted his picture with the prescience of genius.

—

Advertiser.
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BOSTON, DKCEMBER ao, 1869.

Music in this Npmber.—Continuation of Handel's " Mes-

siah."

Concert Eecord.

- OncHF.STRAL Union.—The third Afternoon

Concert, on Wednesday, ofFered a truly temptincp

programme ; the proportion of classical and solid

music was larger than usual ; and it was encour-

aging to see a decided increase of numbers in

the audience.

1. Overture—"Ruler of the Spirits''. . . .C. M. von Weber 1
fFirst time in fourteen years.]

2. Concert Waltz—" Immer heitercr" Strauss
[First time.]

3. Grand Symphony, No. 3—"Eroica," op. 55. Beethoven
1. Allegro con Brio.

2. March Funebre.
3. Scherzo and Trio.

4. Allegro molto.

4. Nachtwaechterlied (Night Watchman's Song)
Mendelssohn

Transcribed for Orchestra [first time in this country],

6. "Finale from the Opera "Ariele." E. Bach
[First time in Boston.]

6. Maskenzug Polka John Strauss

[First time].

Mr. Zerkahn has happily recovered from his

illness and conducted the orchestra with his ac-

customed energy and firmness. The Overture

" Ruler of the Spirits " is one of the lighter ones

by Weber, and cannot rank with those to Frey-

schiilz, Oheron and Euryanthe
;
yet it is full of

Weberish traits and has plenty of charm. The

middle melody is his upmistakeably, and so are

characteristic bits for the clarinet, the horns, &c.

It will bear to be repeated occasionally.

The new Strauss waltz this time is called

" Immer lieiterer," which may be translated " jol-

lier and jollier ;" but it seemed to us to maintain

an equal level of jollity throughout, with the ex-

ception of the sudden burst of laughter from the

musicians, which rang out with a fiendish rather

than a jolly sound. But every waltz of Strauss

is graceful and is lusciously compounded.

It was really something remarkable to note

with what close attention all four movements,

very long ones, of the " Heroic Symphony,"

never one of the most popular, were listened to

by the audience, and what decided applause fol-

lowed the first and second movements particular-

ly, as well as not a little at the end of the whole

work. We think it was made clearer, than it

has been usually heretofore, in the performance.

The opening Allegro, in which the " heroic" ele-

ment chiefly resides, that calm, self-possessed, all

suffering, all conquering musical type of heroism

(as it is described in the analysis which we have

copied in another column), seemed to open peo-

ple's minds like a new revelation of something

great in character. And the Funeral March,

always profoundly impressive, had of course

everything to give it entrance into sad, yet

heroic, hopeful hearts at this time. The other

movements are somewhat more difficult to com-

prehend, or hear with appetite after themes so

earnest and exhausting; yet the most listened

and were rewarded.
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The " Niijht Watchmen's Sonrj" contained

very little to remind one of Mendelssohn. A
trombone solo, answerino; to a horn, very long

and very empty (an imitation probably of the

watchman's horn in old German cities), soundinj;

on and on in this empty way, while you wonder

when it will begin to say something, is at last an-

swered by a phrase in the orchestra, also with

nothing in it; and then the trombone goes

sounding on again, and finally we get to a
,
light

and lively Allegro of the orchestra, which is

pretty enough, but not particularly striking.

—

How much of Mendelssohn's there may be in

this transcription we know not; he may have im-

itated the watchman to amuse a child, without

intending a serious composition, to be made pub-

lie with his name to it. But this is conjectnre

merely. Nor do we know who or what E. Bach

is, nor could we stay to learn by listening to his

"Ariele." The concert as a whole, and its re-

ception, were full of encouragement for the

future.

Saturday Popular Concerts.—Last Sat-

urday evening the Mes-delssohn Quintette

Club gave the following programme — light

things and bright things gathered around Spohr's

rather dull, if classical, Nonetto. We were not

able to be present.

1. Overture—Crown Biamoncia Auber
2. Clarinet Solo Ryan

Thomas Ryan.
8. La Zingarella L. Vennano

Mis? Julia E Houston.
i. Nonet in F. op. 31 Spohr
For Violin, Viola. 'Cello, Ba.<:.'!. Flute, Oboe, Cl.arinet,

Horn anit Bassoon.
Allefxro. Scherzo, Adagio, Finale vivaee.

5. Selections from "II Trovatore," for the Saxophone. . .

.

Verdi
Thomas Rvan.

6. Cello Solo—on Themes from " The Daughter of the
Regiment " Servais

»Wult Fries.

v. Scotch Ballad—"The Star of Olenjary."
Miss Julia E. Houston.

8. Scene and Air. from " Pre Aux Clercs," Herold
For Quintet, with Violin Obligato by

William Schulz.
9. Song, " Shoulder Arms." ZeP

Miss Julia E. Houston.
10. Entr'act, Pastorale and March from "The Prophet."

Meyerbeer

Concerts at Hand.

Tnis Evening.—The fourth "Saturday Popular"

of the Quintette Club, when the Jirst part of Beet-

hoven's Septet (for string and wind instruments) will

he played,—the second part having been given at the

concert before the last.

Wednesday, Dec. 24.—The Orchestral Union

will perform, at their next Afternoon Concert, a

piece of father Haydn's child-loving drollery; to-wit

his celebrated " Holiday Symphony," or " Kinder-

Si:ifonie—i. e. a Symphony for the children. All

the little Kinder-gartners will of course turn out to

hear it ; it will quicken their imaginations of what

they may find hanging on the Christmas tree when
they go home.

The Kinder-Sinfonie was ])layed in the same hall,

on the same day, nine years ago, by the Germanians,

and gave a deal of amusement. It has three move-

ments, if we rcmemher rightly, and in it the compo-

ser has introduced all sorts of musical toys collected

by him in the German town where he wrote it, which

was fjmous in the toy trade. After the performance

just referred to we spoke of it as "delightfully droll

;

little drums and penny trumpets, and hum-birds, and

the melancholy two notes of the cuckoo, &c., were

all wrought into the web of the violin music, like the

bright-colored yarns that peep out a stitch or two at

a time upon a sober canvass. The Andante was es-

pecially quaint, by the contrast of a solemn, senti-

luental movement' with those masqueradish litde

auxiliaries. How the partridge-like whirr of the

Wakltenfd fwood imp, a German toy) put in the

element of mystery. Germans know how to wake

a child's fancy.'"

New Year's Day.—On the afternoon of Jan. 1,

a fjrand Jubilee Concert will he civeu in the Music

Hall, to celebrate the great day, bij: with hopes of

raitional salvation, unity and peace, when the Presi-

dent's enancipation proclamation goes into effect.

Musically, a.s well as patriotically, it will be an occa-

sion of great interest. The full Philharmonic or-

chestra will perform Beethoven's Fifth Symphony,

the " Tell " and other liberty inspired overtures ; a

grand chorus, conducted by Mr. Lang, will sing

appropriate choruses from the " Hymn of Praise,"

" Elijah " and from Handel's Oratorios ; and other

music, worthy to be coupled with the immortal themes

of such a day, remains to be definitively settled upon.

And there in the midst of choir and orchestra will

stand Beethoven himself, one of the world's great

types of Freedom, with the scroll in his hand bearing

the words of the Joy Symphony, Schiller's great

hymn of universal brotherhood :
" Embrace, ye

millions "

!

Seyd umschlungen, ^lillionen !

Dieseu Kuss der ganzen Welt I .

What true countryman of Schiller and of Beet-

hoven will not rejoice and sing on that day I Par-

ticulars will be made known in a few days.

Mendelssohn Quintette Club.—The next

Chamber Concert, which would have fallen on New
Year's night, is, at the request of many subscribers,

postponed to Thursday, Jan. 8, 1863. The famous

C sh.arp minor Quartet of Beethoven, given for the

first time this week (hut too late for notice jn our

this week's Concert Record), will probably be then

repeated.

"Wak Songs for Freemen."— Tliis is the

title of a very useful little book, edited by Prof. F.

J. Child, of Cambridge, published by Messrs.

Ticknor & Fields, and dedicated to the army of the

United States, especially to certain regiments of our

Massachusetts volunteers, in wliose members Cam-

bridge and Bo.5ton feel a peculiar interest. It con-

sists of words and music of twenty-one war songs :

just the things for our brave soldiers to sing together

by the camp fires, or on the march, or before battle.

There is good cheer and courage in the strains. The

words have been, for the most part, expressly writ-

ten for the book by some of our true poets, as

Holmes, Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, C. G. Leland,

Eev. C. T.Brooks, and others. Rev. Dr. F.H. Hedge

contributes an admirable translation of Luther's

Ein' feste Burg. The tunes are partly German

student songs and war songs, having the right ring

to them
;

partly national airs, like the Russsian

hymn and Mourir pour la Patrie ; and some few are

original, as two or three by Mr. .John K. Paine,

whose "Cavalry Song" we like very much. They

are mostly harmonized for three or four voices ; but

some are left to he sung in unison.

We trust that these " War Songs " will spread

through our army, warming the heart thereof and

nerving the right arm. We understand that a con-

cert is to be given next Tuesday evening, at Chicker-

ing's Hall, when these songs will be sung by a fine

volunteer choir from Cambridge and this city ; the

object being to raise means of circulating the book

where it ought to go.

We have already copied one 'of the songs (Mrs.

Howe's) ; here is .another :

WE'RE AT WAR.
We're at war ! and the word is to battle !

We're at war !—and will dare it like men,

When the roar and the rush and the rattle

Call the soldier to glory again,

Go on ! go on ! we're here !

Go on ! without a fear !

With the foe drawing nigh, and our ranks sweeping'
by.

We will conquer or die, boys, hurrah !

We're at war !—and the men who begun it

May jeer us as hirelings ,nnd slaves !

Let them fill to the fight—when they've won it

;

Let them fill—we will soon fill their graves.

CHORUS.

Go on ! go on ! we're here ! &o.

We're at war ! Hip hnrrnb for the order !

Fire and charge ! Hip hurrah for the fight

!

We will drive them to deatli o'er the border
;

They are breaking to left and to right

!

AVe're at ^var in a glorious communion,
With Freedom .and F.nith on our side:

Then in God's name, three cheers for the Union !

He'll remember the soldier who died.

Go on ! go on ! we're here !

Go on without a fear !

With the foe drawing nigh, and our ranks sweeping
by.

We will conquer or die, boys, hurrah !

C. G. Lel.vnd.

Christmas and New Years Gifts.—Those

desirous of making presents at this season are

referred to our advertising columns, where a fine

variety of musical works are announced by Messrs.

Ditson & Co. Operas, Vocal and Instrumental ; Beet

hoven's and Mozart's Sonatas, Chopin's Mazourka.?

—

Mendelssohn's songs, etc. But where givers are

anxious that the gift should be .something new and
particularly adapted to this season of all others, we
call attention to Sig. Bendelari's Musical Album for

1863. It contains 12 pieces of vocal music of his

own composition, and is handsomely bound in cloth

with gilt edges, etc.

Misprint.—In our last our types made ns say
that Mrs. Otto Goldschmidt had, been chosen a trus-

tee of the Mendelssohn iScholarship Fund, in the

place of the late Mr. Klingemann ; it should have
been Mr. Otto Goldschmidt.

Worcester, Mass.—" Stella " of the PaUadium

(Dec, 1.5) writes :

So we are glad that music is kept alive yet. Not
so much the music of fashion—the opera, with its

extravagancies and ontlays for so much licsides

music, as the quieter mode of performance^that of
the concert-hall and soiree, where music is sought for

itself alone. In our own city we cnn expect to hear
comparatively little this season. The Moznrt Socie-

ty will probably give but one concert, at which it is

oxpected they will perform Haydn's " War Mass,"
under direction of Mr, B. D. Allen. The Mende's-
sohn Quintette Club, of Boston, propose a series of

six popular concerts, one of which has been given,

with good success ; the second t.aking place this

week. Our resident musicians are generous and pub-
lic-spirited, as their friends often have occasion to

know. On Friday evening, 12th inst,, Mr. A AVhi-

ting gave a very pleasant musical entertainment at

Brinley Hall, which was filled with an appreciative

audience. The Beethoven Trio Club, Messrs. Allen,

Burt, and Stearns, conscientious and talented mnsi-
cians, performed A, Fesca's first grand trio, with sig-

nal success. The work is brilliant and sparkling

;

rich in ideas, which are well expressed ; and through-
out the long movements the interest is well sustained.

The Club played well ; the violin giving the clearest

and purest tones; the violoncello a rich, artistic

shading ; and the piano, a fine Steinw.iv grand, in

Mr, Allen's hands was brilliant and telling, even in

the most difficult passages. The Hauptman Quar-
tette sang, most acceptably, Schnbcrt's fine "Twen-
ty-third Psalm," also two four-part songs by Mendels-
sohn, Their singing was wai-mly applauded. Mr.
Whiting sang " The Maid of Ganges," and Schu-
bert's song, " Thine is my heart ;

" Mrs, .Monroe,

whose rich contralto is always heard with pleasure,

sang a Serenade by C. ,R Coiiant ; and Miss Perkins

made a snccessfnl debut in " Angels ever bright and
fair,'- The trio of vocalists sang Curschmann's Addio,

and Mr. B. D. Allen performed two piano solos by
Mendelssohn—a delicate, lovely little Spring Song,
and a People's Song, full of Teutonic fire aiul

strength, 'fhc programme was a good one, its per-

formance good ; and the occision one that reflected

much credit upon Mr. AA'hiting and his talented asso-

ciates.
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Bkignoli (so Fitzgerald's City Item says) having

been severely criticised and condemned by the critics

for his performance of Corentin in the new opera of
" Dinorah," which has recently had a run at the New
York Academy of Music, the Baron Ullman comes
to his rescue in gallant style, as will be seen from the

following letter of his published in the New York
Herald, Dec. 1 :

New York, Nov. 30, 1862.

Mt Dear Brignoli :—It has always been a sys-

tem of mine to prevei:t any artist taking up the cudg-

els in his own behalf, hut the attacks which are

showered upon you in consequence of the way you
personate Corentin in " Dinorah " are so manifestly

unjust that vou should ask some friend of yours to

come to your assistance, atid explain to the public

that Corentin, in the French opera comiqe of " Le
Pardon de Ploermel," is quite a different personage

from Corentino. in the Italian version of the grand
opera of " Dinorah." The one is a raw and half

idiotic peasant, with long, straggling, yellow hair,

and an ungainly walk
; the other a peasant of the

Nomorino or Elvino style. Gardoni, who plays Co-
rentino in London since the last four years, and where
" Dinorah," has been brought out under the imme-
diate direction of Meyerbeer himself, gives it the

same reading as you do. Those critics who have
assailed you should as well blame you for appearing
in a neat jacket and cleaiL shoes, in " L'Elisir d'

Amore," instead of wearing wooden shoes, fitted

with straw, as in " Le Philtre," which is the same
opera in French.
Were it not that I have temporarily withdrawn

from 0])cratic matters I would fight your battle : but

I hope you will manage to survive the " knocks,"
and you need not be afr.iid that I shall withdraw the

magnificent Paris and London contrasts I am re-

quested to negotiate with you, and which you, for

the present, so obstinately refuse to sign.

Believe me, my dear Brignoli, yours, very truly.

B. Ullman.

usit ShcaK
Paris.

The correspondent of the London Musical World,

under date Nov. 13, writes :

Still the musical world of Paris is sufficiently dull

in actual accomplishment, and my letter, in a great

measure, must relate to what is likely to take place.

Nothing new at the Grand Opera- M. Michot, hav-
ing recovered from his recent indisposition, has reap-

peared as Manriqne in the Trouvere. The debuts of

M. Bonnesseuf, the new penfiionnaire of the opera,

will be made shortly in St. Bris, in the Huguenots.
Mario will appear most probably on Snnday in the
Afiiette. This is the extent of my hebdomadaUbudget
anent the doingi of the Acade'mie Imperiale de Musi-
que et de Danse.—The tidings nboat the Th^atre-
Italien are equally in prospectu. To-night the Cost

fan tutte will be produced for the first time, I believe

in Paris. You shall have a full and true account ot

the performance in my next. A priori I cannot
anticipate a very favorable reception for Mozart's
exquisite and too much neglected work. The French
have but little liking for " absolute music," as Rich-
ard Wagner says. Mozurt is loo ideal, too abstract

for them, and appeals too much to the intellect to

gratify those who are pleased mostly through the

senses. I shall be glad to write myself down in

error, but verily I have my fears. The debut of
Mdlle. Adelina Patti is fixed for the 16th.

Semiraiiiide was given on Sunday for the first ap-
pearance of Signor Agnesi. I was unable to attend
but shall be in my seat at the next representation,
and send you my report. I hear from many that the
new baritone is good, if not great; an acquisition, if

not exactly a Fillippo Galli nor an Antonio Tamhu-
rini.—A new opera in one act, entitled Le Cabaret
des Amours, the libretto by MM. Barbier and Carre',

the music by M. Pascal, has been produced at the

Opera Comique with success. I may allude to this

further in my next.—The Theatre Lyrique has com-
menced its campaign with brilliant eclat in its new
abode. After two successful representations of the
Chxtte Mervellleuse, M. Maillart's pleasing and popu-
lar opera Les Dragons de Villars was reproduced and
played several times. M. Buvard, the new tenor,

appears to much advantage in the character of the
hero, and Mdlle Girard sings and acts most charm-
ingly in the part of Rose Friquet. Madame Viardot
has appeared in Orphee with all the usual effect. The
general performance of Gluck's grand old woik is

extremely good. A new opera in four acts by Prince
Poniatowski is announced. The principal characters

have been assigned to Madame Marie Cabel, MM.
B.ittaille, Monjauze. Sainte-Foy and Balanque. By
the wav, Madame Miolan Carvalho will play the part

of Arline in the French version of Mr. Balfe's Bohe-

mian Girl.

Another correspondent of the same journal, a week

later, deserihes the debut of Adelina Patti, to witness

which scores of English admirers, it is said, crossed

tho channel

:

AVell, the night came—the (to our young debutante

whose English, and American, and German, and

Belgian laurels were about to be snatched from her

girlish brow by the unrelenting hand of Parisian

dilellantisme) memorable night of the 16th November
18B2. The house was thronged by an audience

whose excitement before the drop scene was feverish

and noisy, but who. no sooner were allowed a glimpse
of the stage than they became mnte as mice—silent

as stones, rigid as the board of Inquisition, or the

inscrutable Council of Ten. Nevertheless, the

"Lisa" of the evening (Mdlle. Danieli, not as one of

your correspondents has created her, "a barytone")

was applauded and caressed jnst as a coquette, who,
in her heart, looks up to one man, will, to vex him
bestow her favors on another ever so much his infe-

rior. At length, with elastic step, and artless inno-

cence of mien, "Amina" tripped before tho lamps.

Not a hand, not a voice, bade her welcome, not a bit

of encouragement, however trifling, made her feel

that she was in presence of an assembly of ladies

and gentlemen to whom she had never given cause of

offence, and whom she was about to make her best

efforts to please. "Un accne.il vraiment glacial'^ said

a critic (a Frenchman), whose mind had already

been made up. to an amateur (an Englishman), who,
with the "phhgme" .attributed to his eonntrvmen.
looked on with cool indifference, and merely replied
** Jicontons."

However disconcerted by such a cavalier reception,

the young singer, apparent!// unconcerned, began her

recitative. A phrase or two sufficed to melt the ice

in which the affectedly stern but really generous
public had, with ill-assumed cynicism, embedded
themselves. The "Come per me sereno" speedily

followed ; and here a "son fiW (as only in the

present day Mile. Patti can perform this particular

feat) scattered all prejudice to the wind, and "Brava

!

brara! bravissima !
" rang through the house. At

the end of the slow movement the triumph of the

new comer was a fait accompli.

I shall not intrude upon the .readers of The Musi-
cal World my criticism of an Amina, with the mani-
fold beauties of which they are so well acquainted.

It is enough for me to state, that the cabaletea was as

successful as the andante ; and that after the duet with
Elvino, which brings down the curtain npon Act T.

Mile. Patti was led on by Sig. Gardoni, and hailed

with reiterated acclamations, which would not sub-

side until she came forward again and again. In

the " fot/er," between the first and second acts, all

musical and critical Paris congregated ; and a Babel
of indistinguishable clamor proclaimed the excite-

ment the new reputation "faite a I' Anglaise" had
created. The second act was the scene of a still

greater triumph. The former cold and ascetic audi-

ence were now besides themselves with enthusiasm.

The dramatic and intense,/?Wc, dramatically and in-

tensely portrayed brought down the curtain amid
applause that must have made the heart of the

young singer glad, as it plainly made her dark eyes

glisten. Three more recalls ensued, the devoted
"Elvino" (Gardoni) gallantly leading on his "Ami-
na" on each occasion. It is scarcely requisite for me
to say that the last act—the descent from the mill,

and the "Ah non credea," and the "Ah non ginnge"
—was the culminating point, the Finis coronal opus.

Again thrice recalled, overwhelmed with plaudits,

and oppressed with magnificent bouquets (one might
have imagined that summer had come back to wit-

ness the "solemnity"—Spring consigned by Autumn
to the care of Winter), the "Amina" of the evening
retired, to sleep, no doubt, upon a bed of roses. She
came, she saw, she conquered ; they came, they saw,

they yielded—not recreant, but sei'viteurs d(foou<fs.

Thus Adelina Patti has received the baptism of Paris

—which, moreover, has pronounced her a great act-

ress. Enough for the present. C. L.

P.S.—I may add that Mnrio will make his first

appearance at the Opera, as "Raoul," not as "Masan-
ieljo." The Muette has been postponed, owing to an
accident at the rehearsal (on Saturday, the 15th),

which nearly cost Mile. Emma Livry ("Fenella")
her life. Her clothes caught fire at the lamps, and
she was so severely burnt, that even now apprehen-
sions are entertained of her recovery. One won! of
Cosi fan tutte. The singing of Alboni, as "Dor.i-

bella," was absolute perfection;

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

PubliMlietl l»r Oliver OilHon & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Laughing Song, from Auher's opera of Manon

Loscaut. French and English words. 35

This sonfj i^ well koown, and a favorite with all

thofe who Ii.ive attended the concert.'! of the two

Pattis. It 1^ li;^ht. stay. Fparkling, and not hard for

a flexible soprano voice.

0, did'nt she seem to like it ! Comic Song.

G. French. 25

Tery pretty melody.

Memory. A. Reichardt. 25

Of standard excellence, In words and music. It

adds one to tie .somewhat limited list of good Gonga

for Mezzo Soprano, or Barytone voice?. Of medium
difficulty.

I watch from my window. TJnlei/ aui Dusselc. 25

A sinple melody on three tones. B6. C and D, by

Dus-sek, with a florid accompaniment by I.inley. It

wiis a .saying of Roii.s.seaii. that the .simplest nielodirg

were the best. To prove it, lie composed the Ode to

5Ipl''dy. on three ton*>.s. A friend immediately har-

monized the air. wit.h excellent etfect. Linley has

done thesameby Dussek's melody. The accompani-

ment and song together being both varied and fine.

Maryland, My Maryland. Patriotic Song.

Noticed last week

Our Beautiful Flag. Patriotic Song.

Or, tho " Bonnie Red, White and Blue."

25

25

Guide, me thou Great Jehovah. Solo and Quin-

tet. X. 0. Emerson. 25

Now or Never. Patriotic song and chorus.R. Culver. 25

Instrumental M-usic.

Grand Etude G.alop. By Quidant, arranged for

four peiformers, on two pianos. Bissell. 1.25

This etude i.s noticed, not as among the latest music,

but as one likely to be steadily popular in Seminaries,

or in other places where two pianos can be brought

together.

Manthor. Fontaire, Brilliante. H. Alberti. 1.50

Another pretty piece for four performers on two

pianos. Teachers who have once introduced this style

of piece into their exhibitions, will be apt to continue

it as, perhaps , the most attractive feature in them

.

Books.

Ariov. A collection of four-part songs for

Male voices. In separate vocal parts, with

piano score. Mainly to be sung without ac-

companiment. Compiled by John D. Willard.

Complete $3,00. Set of vocal parts $2,25.

Separate vocal parts, 75 cts. , Piano Score, $1.25

These four-part songs are becoming quite popular,

as they should be. There can be no richer harmony

than that from a well balanced quartet ofmale voices.

One of the parts of Arion can be conveniently carried

in the pocket, and will be ready for use at any place

in doors or out. Doubtless Arion will hereafter be a

favorite companion at social songs, at ^serenades, (say

with a dark lantern for lightl, or on boat excursions

and picnics.

Mnsio ny Mail—Music is sent by mail, the expense being

about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a savin? of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand

miles; beyond that it is double.
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Ottilia.

A low sari brow-, with folded hair,

From whose deep iiif;ht one pallid rose

White moonlight through the darkness throws
;

A Iiead, wliose lordlVj only crown

Of pride Olympian Juno might

Have worn for the great God's delight

;

Deep eyes, immixed of night and fire,

III whose large motion you might see

Her royal soul lived royally.

Unstained by any earthly soil.

And only caring to walk straight

The road ordained to her by Fate.

Her jewelled hand across the keys

Flashed through tlie twilight of the room
A double light of gem and tune.

Still while she played yon saw that hand

Glide ghastly white, .and fearless wave
Deav faces up fram Memory's grave.

The firelight flickered on the wall,

Sweet tears came to the heart's relief.

She sat and sang us into grief.

Tet now she played some liquid song,

A happy lover would have sung

If once he could have found the tongue.

And now the sparkling octaves ran

Through the quick dance, whose tangled braid

Now caught the sunshine, now the shade.

And now, the boatman's evening song.

As, moving homeward down the stream,

He sees his maiden's garments gleam

Beside the tree, the trysting place.

While the sad singer, whippoorwill.

Cries from the willow by the mill.

Yet howsoe'er her music ran,

A sigh was in it, and a sense

Of some dread voice that called us hence—
A voice that even now I hear—
Although the hand that touched those keys

Rests on her heart that sleeps in peace.

Stradivarins and the Violin.

By F. J. Fetis.
Trauslatecl for this Journal by Henry W. Bellows.

(Continue4 trom page 298
)

We have reached the end of the 16th century,

and until this time there is no resemblance in

the viols, to what we now know as the violin, al-

though the name was mentioned in a work of

John Maria Lanfranco, printed in Brescia in

1533. Does he really mean the violin, or onlv

the little viol, called a little later violelta ? It is

hard to say. The first distinct reference to the
violin, although then indirect and brief, is found
in the Practica di Musica of Louis Tacconi,
printed at Venice in 1596. He gave a list of
the musical instruments in use in his time, and
among them the violin is found, represented as to
its compass in this manner :

Iw== ^

This was the real extent of the instrument, at

that time ; for the fourth string was of no use

until the fourth finger was trained to the use of

the treble-string ; and the deynanche was then

entirely unknown, and even long after.

But this compass matches no existing viol. It

is evident then that the violin existed, but proba-

bly its use in Italy was very limited, for the name

is not found in the list of instruments analyzed

by Cerreto in his book of 1601. The first cer-

tain use of the violin was in the representation

of the Orpheus of Monteverde, which took place

at Mantua in 1607. Still, the author's words do

not give the impression that this modification of

the viol was original in Italy, since in the enum-

eration of the orchestra which precedes the in-

troductory Symphony, he along with ten viols

da hrazzn, three basses, cle jamhle and two coun-

ter-basses, (200 little violins "alia francese." How-

ever this may^be, we find soon after the violin, in

the form in which we now know it, in the

Theatrum Instrumentum, or SciagrapMa of

Michael Betorius, published at Wolfonbiittel in

1620.

The indentations of the ribs, and the other

features are the same as in our violin. The

ff holes are substituted for the semi-circles ; the

handle, disengaged, straight and round, has taken

the place of the large and flat handle of the

viols. The key-board is without cross-lines. The

bridge alone is different, being as yet imperforat-

ed and cut away only at the bottom to form its feet.

Already the system is complete—and the alto,

the violoncello, the bass and the double-bass are

all in existence.

Such is a brief sketch of the history of bowed

instruments, up to the epoch when the great

Italian school illustrated it so gloriously. We
have now to trace the relation between the suc-

cessive makers of this instrument, until its su-

preme perfection was attained by Stradivarius

himself.

II.

Violin-Makers of the Italian School

PROM THE Earliest Times.

The fifteenth century reveals but a single

name, and that name is an object of doubt.

According to Laborde, there was in Bretagne,

about 1450, a violin-maker named Kerlin, of

of whose workmanship he had seen a violin made

in 1449. In 1804, that is about twenty-five years

after the date when Laborde wrote, this instru-

ment was in the possession of Koliker, violin

maker at Paris, and was examined by M. Fetis.

It was not a violin, but a viol, whose handle had

been changed, and which was mounted with four

strings like a violin. On investigation, it appear-

ed that this instrument was not a product of

Bretagne, where names beginning with Ker are

very common, which accounts for its being ascrib-

ed to that province, but was the work of Jean,

Kerlino, a violin maker at Brescia about 1450,

who may probably be considered the founder of

that school, one of the most ancient and distin-

guished in Italy. It is worthy of remark that

Kerlino, like all the makers of the first epoch,

whose names and works are known, made only

rehecs, viols of all dimensions, lyres with the bow,

and the lirone with 11 and 12 strings.

After Kerlino the most ancient Italian violin-

maker is Pietro Dardelli, of Mantua, who

wrought about 1500, and of whose works there

remain yet some fine specimens in the cabi-

nets of the curious. Then came Gaspard

DuitToprugcar, a celebrated artist, born in the

Italian Tyrol, and who was established at Bou-

logne about 1510. Beautiful instruments of this

maker, such as bass-viols, tenors and violettas,

fashioned by him for the chapel and chamber of

Francis I. King of France, have been in the

possession of different amnte«rs in Paris within

our own day.

Approaching gradually the 16th century, we

find Venturi Linarolli, who worked at Venice in

1520; Peregrino Zanetto of Brescia in 1540, and

Morglats Morcello of Mantua, a pupilperhaps of

Dardelli, and of whom instruments are known

bearing date 1550. It thus appears that these

old masters made viols of every kind and all

sizes. The greater part of them have been de-

stroyed to make altos, and to repair old instru-

ments still in use. They have always been val-

ued and sought for this purpose.

To the first epoch of Italian viol-making, of

which we have jrst spoken, succeeded that of the

creation of the violin, and its analogous with

deeper voices, the alto, violoncello, bass-viol and

double-bass. The first in order among the artists

of the second period is Gasparo de Salo, so call-

ed, because born in the little city of Salo on lake

Garda in Lombardy. He was one of the best

makers of the 16th century, being more distin-

guished for the larger kinds of the instrument,

than for violins, although of these he produced

some very beautiful specimens. One very re-

markable one, dated 1566, was sold in a collec-

tion of precious instruments at Milan in 1807.

—

Rudolph Kreutzer speaks with enthusiasm of one

owned by Baron de Bagge in 1788. Mr. T.

Foster, an English amateur and possessor of a

numerous collection, has one marked " Gasparo

de Salo in Brescia, 1613." But, if genuine, it is

a degenerate product of this maker's old age.

A little later, Jean Paul Blagini, pupil, (per-

haps) of Gasparo, a native of Brescia, worked in

that city from 1590 to 1640. He particularly

distinguished himself in the manufacture of vio-

lins. The pattern of his instruments is large,

the proportions the same as those of Gasparo,

which they resemble in workmanship. The

swell is decided, and reaches almost to the ribs

which are low ; the tops (or bellies) are strong

and of good quality ; the bottoms thin, and the

wood with the grain. Remarkable for its delica-

cy, the varnish, of a fine brownish yellow, is of

excellent quality. The extended proportions

and combination of the swells and thicknesses

give the most of these instruments a tone ma-
jest c, grave and melancholy.
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Before Gasparo tie Salo, there was nothing ab-

solutely settled in the form of the violin—but his

productions definitively fixed the actual shape.

—

Henceforth the slight differences among the

works of different makers in respect of external

form are obvious only to very practised eyes.

Antoine Mariani, of Pesaro, also made violins

from 1570 to 1620, but his instruments, made as

experiments, on no fixed plan, have no worth,

even as objects of curiosity. It is not so with

' those of Magini. Early in this century they

were little kno%vn in France ; bnt the celebrated

violinist, De Beriot, fixed the attention of artists

upon their quality, and made their reputation by

the successes he obtained in Paris and London

with an instrument of this master.

We must not confound Jean Paul Magini with

another maker of Brescia, probably of the same

family, who worked in the 17th eentury, and was

named Santo Magini. Santo is more particu-

larly celebrated for his donble-basses, which, in

Italy, are thought the best instruments of that

sort.

The Brescia School had two other meritorious

artists, though infei-ior to Jean Paul Magini ; Ja-

vietta Budiani, and Matteo Bente. The instru-

ments of Bente are much sought by collectors.

We come now to the head of afemily, illustrious

in the manufacture of musical instruments, and

founder of the great school of Cremona. Andre

Amati was descended from an ancient and

knightly family of that 'city, which is mentioned

in the annals of the city in 1097. His birth can

not be fixed, as tlie registers of the churches of

Cremona do not go back to the beginning of the

16th century, the probable epoch of his birth-

But lacking a baptismal record, we have a posi-

tive hold upon the artist's epoch furnished by a

violin with three cords, or rebec, which existed

in the precious collection made by Count Cozio

de Salabue, of Casal Monferrato, and which is

found at Milan, in the house of the Chevalier

Charles Carli. This instrument bears the name

of Andre Amati, and the. date of 1546. The
Baron de Bagge possessed also, about 1 788, a

viola bastarda, bearing the date of 1551. It is

then oettain that Andre Amati was born during

the first twenty years of the 16th century.

Who was the master of Andre ? Whence de-

rived he the skill so remarkable in his works ?

We cannot say. The author of a letter found in

" the correspondence of professors and amateurs

of music," which Cocatrix published in 1803, as-

sures us that Andre Amati worked as an appren"

tioe at Brescia, before establishing himself a

Cremona in his own shop. The fact is not im-

probable, for the two cities are not far apart ; but

assertions of this kind are not to be received, un-

supported by documentary evidence of indispu-

table authority. The instruments of Andre

Amati have peculiarities, sensibly distinguishing

them from those produced in the ancient school

of Brescia. He must have made special studies

before adopting proportions adapted to the neces-

sities of his epoch. When he worked, nobody

demanded that power and splendor of tone re-

quired to-day. So far from it, an instrument

possessing so great a sonority would have wound-

ed the ear of an audience accustomed to the soft

music whose records we possess. The spinets,

lutes, iJieorbes, mandolins and guitars, which made
up the chamber and saloon concerts of that date

— all thsy then had— had little power. What

was demanded of a violin-maker of that era, was

that his instruments should be sweet and melting.

Now, we must do this justice to the head of the

Amati family : his violins, viols and basses leave

nothing to be desired in this respect. Andre

Amati produced numerous instruments, but time

has abused and accident destroyed a great many

of them. Before the first French revolution

(1789) there existed among the curiosities of the

Chapel Royal a collection of violins and viols

which had b,een made by Andre Amati at the

order of Charles IX, a passionate amateur in

music. After the days of October 5 and 6, 1790,

all these instruments disappeared from Versailles.

Cartier (See this name in the BiograpMe uniper-

sdle (les Musiciens) found two of these violins

many years after. Their sonority lacked splen-

dor, but the timbre was charming, and the work-

manship exquisite.

The violins of Andre Amati are of small <ind

medium patterns ; their swell is very decided

toward the centre. The wood of the bottom

runs with the grain ; the tops are moderately

thick
; the varnish, of a clear brown, is substantial.

Their intensity of sound, however, is only rela-

tive to the epoch when they were made.

The date of Andre Amati's death is not known,

bnt it probably occurred about 15S0—for the in-

struments marked with the name of Amati after

this date belong to his sons, Jerome and Antoine.

Antoine, born at Cremona about 1550, succeed-

ed his father, and after being some time associ-

ated with Jerome, finally separated from him.

Antoine had adopted the patterns of Andre;

but he made a much larger numberof small than

of large violins. The products of the associated

brothers are much esteemed, and when in good

preservation, greatly sought for. The violinist

Libon possessed one admirable for the charm of

its timbre, with which he executed the quatuors

of Haydn, about 1809, with Messrs. de Sermental,

de Noailles, and de Villeblanche, all passionate

amateurs. The violin of Libon, made, b}^ An-

toine and Jerome Amati, bore the date of 1591.

The small violins of Antoine Amati possess a

quality of great sweetness and purity, but un-

happily little intensity. The first and second

strings are the best parts of his instruments ; the

third is a little dull, and the fourth too feeble.

—

In the good specimens of the two brothers, the

work is of exquisite finish. The wood, well

selected, is with the grain for the bottoms and the

ribs ; the fir of the tops is of a fine and delicate

grain ; the swell is high in the centre, the incis-

ions are deep. The combination of the thick-

nesses with the conditions already named, gives

these instruments that fine, delicate and sweet

tone which is their distinctive quality. Antoine

Amati died, it is thought, in 1635 ; at least it is

certain that his name does not appear upon any

instruments, made later than this.

After working a long time with his brother,

Jerome married, and this change of condition

separated the two. Thenceforward Jerome no

longer held to the exact models of Andre, for

several of his violins are known of a larger pat-

tern than those of Antoine or the old Amati.

—

Jerome, after his separation, has sometimes ap-

proached Antoine in finish, but on the whole is

inferior to him. He died in 1638.

Among the pupils of Antoine and Jerome
Amati, we may distinguish Gioacchinoor Giofredo

Cappa, born at Cremona in 1590. In 1640 he

established himself in Piedmont and there found-

ed a school of violin-makers at Saluzzio, the res-

idence of the reigning prince. He made a great

number of instruments and formed good pupils,

among whom we may name Acevo and Sapino,

whose works, without equalling those of the

Amati, were formerly esteemed. The violoncellos

of Cappa are his best productions.

Nicholas Amati, son of Jerome, justly the

mo.st celebrated of the arti.sts of that name, was

born Sept. 3, 1596 and died Aug. 12,1684, at

the age of 88. lie made few imjiortant changes

in the models and proportions adopted by the

family, but he gave a higher finish to details, more

perfection to the curves, and was master of a

more subtle varnish, one more mellow and of a

more beautiful appearance. The relation of the

swells and the thicknesses of his instruments is

better planned than in those of Andre, or Antoine

and Jerome. Thence it is, that while preserving

their distinguishing sweetness of tone, they attain

more power and brilliancy. Some violins, on

which this maker would seem to have worked

with partiality, are true master-pieces of his art-

One of two dated 1688 \vas to be found at

Milan in the collection of Count Cozio de Sala-

bue. In perfection of finish, purity and mellow-

ness of sound, this instrument was considered a

miracle of its kind. The Count of Castel-Barco,

of Milan, possesses some which are admirable,

and one belonging to the celebrated violinist

Allard is cited as being one of the best instru-

ments that ever came from the hands of Nicholas

Amati.

Nicholas, by his wife Lucrece Pagliari. had

two sons, of whom the oldest, Jerome, was born

Feb. 26, 1649, and the other, Jean Baptiste, born

Aug. 13, 1657, became a priest and died about

1706. Jerome worked in his father's shop and

succeeded him. He enlarged a little the pattern

of his violins ; he was much less pains-taking in

his work than the other members of his family,

and Mery inferior to his father. He was not pro-

ductive. One violin of his is known, dated 1673.

It is one of his last manufacture. Jerome was

the last artist of the name of Amati.

The pupils whom Nicolas Amati fashioned are

Jerome his son, Andre Guarnerius, Paolo

Graneino, who established himself at Milan and

worked there from 1665 to 1690, and the illustri-

ous Antoine StrXdivari, or Stkadivarius,

of Cremona, of whom we shall presently give a

full account. The following listcontains in chron-

ological order all those considered as belonging

to the school of the Amati. ' Some of them had

worked with Jerome, son of Nicholas ; others had

been formed by the pupils of the school and had

followed its traditions with more or less exact,

ness.

SCHOOI. OF THE AMATI.

Jo.«eph Guarnerius, son of Andre, at Cremona,

from 1680 to 1710.

Florinus Florentus, at Bologna, from 1685 to

1715.

Fran9ois Rugger (or Ruggieri), surnamed il

Per, at Cremona, from 1670 to 1720.

Pierre Guarnerius, brother of Joseph and

second son of Andre, from 1690 to 1720.

Jean Graneino, son of Paolo, at Milan, from

1696 to 1720.

Jean-Baptiste Graneino, brother of Jean, at

Milan, from 1690 to 1700.

Dominicelli, at Ferrara, from 1695 to 1715.
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Alexandre Mezzadie, at Ferrara, from 1690 to

1720.

A'^incent Rugsrer, at Crpmoiia, from 1700 to

17.30.

Jean-Baptiste Rugger, at Brescia, from 1 700

to 1725.

Pierre Jaques Rugger, at Brescia, from 1700

to 1720.

Gaetano Pasta, at Brescia, from 1710 to ... .

Domenico Pasta, at Brescia, from 1710 to ... .

Francois Grancino, son of Jean, grandson of

Paolo, at Milan, from 1710 to 1746.

Pierre Guarnerius, son of Joseph, grandson of

Andre, at Cremona, from 1725 to 1740.

Santo Serafino, at Venice, from 1 730 to 1 745.

{To be Continued.)

Haydn's Note-Books in England.

Translated for this Journal by A. W. T. •

II.

Lord Barrymore gave a ball, in the beginning

of May, 1792, which cost 5000 guineas. He
paid 1000 guineas for 1000 peaches; and bought

2000 small baskets of gooseberries at 5 shillings

the basket.

Prince of Wales's punch. 1 bottle of Cham,

pagne, 1 bottle of Burgundy, 1 bottle of Rum-
10 lemons, 2 oranges, 1 1-2 lbs. sugar.

June 22d. 1792, the Duchess of York gave a

dinner in her garden, under a tent, to 180 per-

sons. I saw it.

La risposta del S. Marchesi sopra una lettera

d.d S. Gallini. Nell' anno 1791.

" Horecevirto la sua gentilissima lettera.

Buona Notte.

Manchesi."

When a Quaker goes to Court, he pays the

porter for taking off his [the Quaker's] hat : for

the Quakers take off" their hats to no one. Their

taxes are paid the King thus ; at the proper time

an officer enters the house and takes away, in the

Quaker's presence, articles equal in value to the

tax. No sooijer is the pretended thief out of

doors with the property, than the Quaker calls

him back and asks how much he will take for the

stolen goods. The officer demands only the

amount of the tax. And'so the quaker pays the

King his taxes.

Anno 1791 was the last grand concert with

885 performers in Westminster abbey. Anuo

1792 the concert was removed into St. Margaret's

Chaj)el, with 200 performers. This called out

criticism.

On the 4th of Augnst I went into the country

12 miles from London to the Banker, Mr. Brassy,

and remained there 5 weeks. I was very well

entertained. N.B.—Mr. Brassy complained once

that things went too well with him in this

world, (a).

To keep milk or cream fresh for a long time,

you fill a bottle with it, and place it in an earthen

or copper vessel, with water enough to cover a

little more than half, cover it, place it upon the

fire and let it boil half an hour, then take the

bottle out and seal it thoroughlj-, so that no air

can get in. In this manner milk c;in bo kept

good for several months. N.B. The bottles

must also be placed beforehand in the water and

the stopples must be thoroughly well fitted.

A ship captain told me this.

On the 26th of March, [1792] at the concert

of Mr. Barthelemon, an English priest (b) was

present, who when he heard the Andante

-"-a^-f-'r-o-'-^l-l— ,—^-
etc.

sank at once into the deepest melancholy,

because the night before he had dreamed of this

Andante, with the circumstance that the piece

was a warning of his death. He immediately

left the company and went to bed.

To-daj', the 25th of April, I learned from Mr.

Barthelemon that this evangelical preacher is

dead.

Nov. 24th, I was invited by the Prince of

Wales to Oatlands, to his Brother, the Duke of

York. I remained there two days and received

many gracious and honorable attentions, both

from the Prince of Wales and from the Duchess

daughter of the King of Prussia. The small

chateau, 18 miles from London, stands upon a

hill, and has a most noble prospect. Among the

many beauties of the place, especially notewor-

thy isthe grotto, which cost some £25,000 ster-

ling. It was eleven years in construatiug, is very

large, off'ers great variety, and has living water

from various quarters. There is a beautiful

English garden connected with it—it has various

approaches and a very neat bathing place. The

Duke gave for the estate £47,000 sterling. On
the third day the Duke forwarded me, with his

own coach and horses, 12 miles on my way to

London. The Prince of Wales asked for my
portrait. During these two days, we made music

each evening, for 4 hours, that is from 10 o'clock

till 2 hours after midnight ; then we took supper

and at three we went to bed.

On the 30th I was three days in the country

100 miles from London, at Sir Patrick Blake's.

On my way I passed through the small city of

Cambridge, visited the Universities there, which

are very conveniently placed in a row one after

another, yet each separate. Each University

has in the rear a very fine and extensive garden,

with a handsome stone bridge for crossing the

river, which winds around. The King's Chapel is

verj' celebrated for its vaulted ceiling, which is

wholly of stone, but so finely wrought, that no

wood work could surpass it. It has already stood

400 years, but no one could think it more than

10 years old, owing to the firmness ot the stone

and its peculiar white color.

The students behave like those of Oxford, but

it is said they have better teachers. In all there

are 800 students.

Story of Mr. Fox's breeches and the sedan-

chair man. He lost £4000 and won it again by

this dirty manoeuvre.

As soon as two lovers obtain a marriage license

from the civil authorities, the priest must marry

them upon their appearance in the church, even

though against the will of their parents ; if not,

the bridegroom and bride have the right, the mo-

ment the priest is out of the church, to tear his

clothes from his body. The priest is then degra-

ded and incapable of resuming liis functions.

The obligation of 1000 florins, which is deposi-

ted with Prince Esterhazy, bears date July 10th

1791.

Covent Garden is the national theatre.

I was there on the 10th of December to hear

the opera called " the Woodman," (d) on the

very day on which the career of Mad. Billington,

on both its good and bad side, was advertised.

Such scandalous enterprizes are mostly under-

taken for the sake of gain. She sang this even-

ing somewhat anxiously, but exceedingly well.

The first Tenor (e) has a good voice and a pretty

good method, only he uses the falset too much.

He made a shake on high C, and went up to G.

The second Tenor wants to do the same, but

cannot join the falset to the natural voice, and

besides is. very unmusical. He takes the time to

suit himself, now 3-4, now 2-4, and abbreviates

where he pleases.

Tee orchestra is however very much used to

it.

The conductor is Herr Baumgartner (f) a Ger-

man, but one who has almost forgotten his mother

tongue. The theatre is very dark and dirty. It

is about as large as the Court theatre in Vienna.

The rabble in the galleries is very impertinent in

all the theatres and uproariously takes the lead,

causing or preventing repetitions at will. The

parterre and all the boxes often have to applaud

a long time to secure the repetition of a really

good thing.

As was the case this evening with the duet in

the third act, which was very beautiful, (g) The

contest pro and contra lasted almost a quarter of

an hour, when at last parterre and boxes con-

quered and the duet was repeated. The two

performers stood in great anxiety on the stage>

now retiring, now coming forward again.

The orchestra is sleepy.

Mozart died December 5th 1791.

December 23d Pleyl came to London, (h).

On the 24th I dined with him.

Notes by the Translator.

a. Dies reports this matter thus :

" Haydn was invited in the most complimentary

manner by the Bpnker * * * to give his daughter

music lessons ; he accepted the invitation and was

treated at the house with distinguished honor. At

one time the whole family went into the country;

Haydn was invited to accompany them and fre-

quently entertained the company by his descriptions

and stories of passages in his own history, which

often, when compared with the brilliant circnmstances

of his host, must have exhibited a remarkable con-

trast.

" On one occasion, Haydn and * * * were alone

together, and * * * listened with close attention to

one of these narratives. Suddenly the latter started

up like a madman, cursing terribly, and swore that

' if he had a loaded pislol he would shoot himself

on the spot.'

" Haydn, too, sprang from his seat and cried, now

for help, and now 'Onl.i/ don't shoot me!' thinking that

he had but one life and it seemed hardly time yet to

lose it.

" The Banker's v^'ite and several other persons

rushed frightened into the room. * * * called to

them 'Bring me my pistols ; I wish to shoot myself.'

The others sought to calm him and to learn the rea-

son for his suicidal intent. For a long time no an-

swer ; at hHt tears caino into his eves, ho liroko out

again with oaths, and declared ' he wi<lieil lo ^ho.ll
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himself because he had never known misfortune
;

he knew nothing of care, distress, and necessity,

could say nothing of them from experience, but, as

he now saw clearly, he was not happy, for he could

do nothing but eat and drink, knew nothing but su-

perabundance, and he was sick of this.'

" Haydn closed his story here. But that the

reader may not worry himself on the Banker's ac-

count, I can assure him that he did not shoot him-

self."

b. Haydn here and in other places writes "Pop"

for priest; I cannot see for what reason.

c. Heydn sat for this to Hoppner, who produced

an admirable likeness of the composer, which is in

possession of his present Majesty, [George IV.].

From this an engraving was made by Facius ; M.

Beyle, speaking on tlie subject in his Lettres sur

Haydn, (published under the name of Bomhet) con-

founds Sir J. Reynolds and Hoppner together in his

usual hasty and inaccurate manner.

—

[HarmouKon).

The error was made by Carpani ; but see Gard-

ner's " Borabet," Boston edition, pp. 1.51, 152.

d. Written by Rev. H. Bate Dudley and set to

music by Shield.

—

(Harmonicon.)

e. Haydn here leaves the name blank. The Ilar-

moaicon gives the following note :

"Incledon. Most likely Ilaydn alludes to him

also in the latter part of the paragraph, for a second

tenor would hardly have been allowed to cha/tge the

time, abbreviate, /j-c. Incledon was nearly self-taught

and never gained any great knowledge of music."

f. The Harmonicon gives the name Baumgarten,

which agrees with Gerber, and says, he was also or-

ganist of the Lutheran church in the Savoy, and re-

markable for the depth of his theoretical knowledge

of music. Some distinguished professors studied

under him the principles of harmony ; and he is sup-

posed to have assisted many in preparing their com-

positions for the public. But such was his modesty,

and his habits of so retiring a.nature, that he was

very little known in his day, and is now (1826) al-

most forgotten. Gevher gives his initials C. F., and

says he " may be reckoned amongst the most excel-

lent composers, organists and violinists; so Dr.

Burney wrote of him in 1789."

g. This duet, to which Haydn applies so correct

an epithet, was Dr. Boyce's " Together let us range

the fields," introduced with great judgment by Mr.

Shield into the opera.

—

Harmonicon.

h. Ignatz Pleyel, a pupil of Haydn, born some-

where in Austria, in 1757, a year later than Mozart,

was at this time musical director in the cathedral at

Strasburg, and had been called to London to com-

pose for the professional concerts, which are not to

be confounded with those of Gallini, for which Haydn
had been engaged to come from Vienna. Dies's

version of the history is this :

" This was a weekly conceit given in the new hall

in Hanover Square, and Haydn (with consent of

Gallini) had bound himself to produce a new work
of some kind in each of twelve performances

; the

managers on their part agreeing that these works

should invariably have their place in the second part

of the concert. On the one side, Haydn had by this

proviso added much to his labor, as he must, at each

performance, produce a work superior to those in the

first part of the concert ; on the other side, was this

advantage, that if his works surpassed jhose which
preceded them, they would fasten themselves more
strongly in the memory of bis auditors and the ap-

plause be so much the greater
; still he might have

misjudged, for he exposed himself to the danger of

meeting all the greater disapprobation in case his

pieces were a falling off, and therefore of falling all

the lower.

Salomon was first violin in these concerts. Haydn,

completely occupied with the composition of his new

works, took no notice of the rising quarrel between

Salomon and the other directors, which finally led to

a separation, and to the establishment of another

weekly concert in the new Hayraarket theatre. Gal-

lini and Salomon undertook the cnterpri.se, placing

their dependence for success upon the fame of Haydn
— in which they were not deceived.

The directors of the Professional concerts in the

mean time cast about for means to sustain their rep-

utation, and, if possible, to add to it. After the se-

cession of Salomon the distinguished Cramer

[William] became first violin. Men of distinguished

fame, Clementi, for instance, were generously

paid for their compositions, and, in fact, no steps

were omitted, which might possibly prevent the suc-

cess of the new enterprise (i. e., of Gallini and Sal-

omon). The public, however, joined in the univer-

sal opinion, which gave Haydn the laurel, crowded

the theatre, went less often into the professional con-

certs, wliose directors soon felt the falling off and

sought for means to sustain their former reputation.

Haydn must, perforce, so to speak, be conquered.

Clementi was called upon for a symphony— proba-

bly not knowing the use to be made of it— which

he wrote and which was worthy of his distinguished

reputation. The first part of a concert was opened

with this upw work, and the audience received it

with loud applause. Haydn knew nothing of the

secret plan and was deprived of the advantage of

being able to produce a work prepared expressly for

the occasion, which would have been no more than

fiiir ; however, as the purpose was to lessen his fame,

the directors gave in the second part of the concert

one of his symphonies already well known, thinking

by this means to gain their end.

Their expectations were defeated ; the applause

was incredible ; Clementi flushed up and expressed

his wrath in few words, at the, for him, so unfortu-

nate selection from Haydn's symphonies. The affair

could not long be kept secret, it spread from mouth

to mouth, and added not a little to Haydn's reputa-

tion.

The directors now adopted another course. Per-

ceiving that unless they could renew their contract

with Haydn, they would be unable to retain the first

place for their concert in the eyes of the public, they

determined to send a deputation of six members to

him, offering him very advantageous terms and ur-

gently praying him to enter into engagements with

them (ihn durch Bitten zu einer Verbiudung geneigt

zu machen). The deputation did its best. "Haydn

however, would not break his word given to Gallini

and Salomon ; nor involve them in loss through a

base desire of gain. Since they had undertaken so

hazardous an enterprise on his account, and had al-

ready incurred such large expenses, he thought it

but right to seeure them the profits."

The deputation was soon after sent to him a second

time; it renewed the original offers, and added,

" they had full power to offer him 150 guineas in ad-

vance of the sum secured to him in his contract with

Salomon, if he would only enter into engagements

with their directors." Haydn to this gave again the

reply, which the reader has already read above.

Not long afterwards Ilaydn had his attention

called by his friends to an article in a newspaper re-

lating to him. I am sorry (adds Dies) that I have

not the sheet before me and am therefore unable to

say in what paper the article appeared. Haydn re-

membered only ',' that in it he was represented as be-

ing old, feeble, and unable to produce anything new

;

that he had long since written himself out, and was

forced by weakened mental powers to repeat himself.

On this account an engagement had been made with

Haydn's celebrated pupil, I. Pleyel, who would soon

reach London, there to compose for the Professional

Concerts."

Haydn saw at once through the wretched cabal and

had no doubt that every cunning means had been

employed to persuade Pleyel to come to London.

Since his opponents had gone so far as to describe

Haydn in the public prints as a weak, superannuated

man, there was good reason to believe that they had

gone still fartlier in their letters to Pleyel, that they

might the more surely inveigle him into their snare.

At all events Haydn saw the matter in this light and

was grieved that his pupil should be made the tool of

the cabal against him—which he might easily have

avoided had he simply written to his old master him-

self to know how the land lay. Very likely he

would have done this had more time been allowed

him ; his sudden appearance in London, however, was

a good reason for Haydn to think otherwise.

After his arrival,T-Iaydn .saw clearly in his manner

that he had a rival in his former pnpil intent upon

striving with him for the prize. But as he was una-

ble to perceive anything of that weakness, of which

he was accascd, Hnydn remained extremely at case

in this regard and trn.stcd to his genius and taste.

As be however thought he could see that his former

pupil's manner was reserved and he no longer sought

his society so freely as formerly, it made him sad,

and embittered him against the cabal, through v/hose

arts Pleyel had been entangled and was now foreed

to play the part of an ingrate against Ms old teacher.

' Pleyel entered upon his new dnties, and at first his

reputation and the novelty of the affair were of

course advantageous to the professional concerts. So

much I [Dies] could see from Haydn's narrative

;

but that I may leave no gap in my own, I suppose

that the audience soon saw that Pleyel, although he

had a beautiful vein of melody, could by no means

venture to make any pretensions to Haydn's univer-

sal knowledge of his art, especially as the latter con-

tinued to produce a new work weekly, in the new

theatre. It is further to be supposed, that the profes-

sional concerts could not gain the victory over those

in the theatre, but had to be contented with She

second rank. Here I close my guessing and add as

a fact, that Pleyel finally found oat the cabal, con-

fessed the wrong he had done his old master and at

a dinner given for this very purpose asked his for-

giveness. I will give the reader the few words, with

which Haydn closed the conversation to'day [Dec. 9,

1805], as he spoke then : "I gladly foi^ave my pupil,

and since then we are friends again as before.""

So far Dies. I have only to add that Haydn's

visits to London would form a very interesting chap

terin musical history, and are still to be written.

(To be continued.)

Verdi at St. Peterslrarg'.

(Translated from a letter addressed to the Bemie

et Gazette Mvsicale.) 30th October (llth November),

1862. The first performance of the opera composed

expressly for our Italian Opera House by Verdi,

took place last night. The libretto is founded on a

five-act drama, in prose and verse, by Don Angelo
Saavedra, Duke of Rivas, which was represented,

for the first time at Madrid, on the 22nd March,

1855, with great success, and which soon made the

round of Spam. The author evidently drew his in-

spiration from the grand romantic dramas, of which

the French public were then so passionately fond,

particularly from those of Victor Hugo. In this

piece, the Terrible walks, at each step, side by side

with the Burlesque. The work has been adapted for

the Italian stage by Piave, who has had to shorten

and alter it considerably. Even as it is, and although

reduced to four acts, it is still too long, and the

habits of our public will certainly render cutting ne-

cessary. The original title. La Forza del Destino, is

retained, and the scene laid in Spain. Don Alvares,

son of the viceroy of Pern, has been despatched to

Seville to obtain the pardon of his relations, who
labor under an accusation of high treason for having

endeavored to reconquer their independence. He
has seen Donna Leonora de Vergas, the daughter of
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the Mavquis de Calatrava ; he loves her, and is be-

loved in return. At the rising of the curtain, the

young lad)', having granted him a rendezvous, has

just consented to follow him, when the Marquis, with

his drawn sword in his hand, appears menacingly
on the threshold of the apartment. At the sight of

the old man Don Alvares has armed himself with a

pistol, but, on hearing the cry of terror uttered by
Leonora, flincs away the fatal weapon, which re-

bounds from the ground. It goes off, and the ball

strikes the Marquis in the heart. In the second act,

Leonora, who does not understaml the accident of

which her father was the victim, and believes her lover

guilty of the eld man's death, has fled from the

Chateau de Verges, and from Don Carlos her bro-

ther, w ho has sworn to revenge his father's death

upon her and her seducer.

Di.sguised as a cavalier to escape her brother's pur-

suit, Leonora' knocks at the door of the monastery
of Neustra Senora de los Angeles, and begs from the

father prior the privilege of ending her days in an
adjacent hermitage, which has been pointed out to

her by a monk, anil which is situated in the miclstof

precipitous rocks. Her demand is granted, and the

whole of the community swear to preserve her se-

cret. In the third act, Don Alvares has become a

captain of Sjianish Grenadiers campaining in Italy.

Plunged in melancholy reverie, he hears not far from
him the clashing of swords, and flies to the help of

an officer attacked by bandits. He puts the latter to

flight, and brings back in safety the grateful oflicer,

who is no other than Don Carlos de Vargas. After

exchanging fictitious names, the preserver and the

preserved swear mutually eternal friendship, and
leave together, to take part in an engagement about
to be fought with the Austrians.

Soon afterwards, Don Alvares, mortally wounded,
is brought back upon a litter. Don Carlos will not
quit his new friend, who entrusts to his honor a seal-

ed packet, asking him to swear he will burn it in case

he should die. A doubt has crossed the mind of

Don Carlos on receiving the packet, to which a locket

is attached. To clear up this doubt, he opens the

locket, and in it finds his sister's portrait. At pres-

ent, certain of not being mistaken, he gives Don
Alvares, who has escaped death, the time to recover.

He then says who he really is, and despite the protes-

tations of innocence made by Don Alvares, who has
escaped death, the time to recover. He then says
who he really is, and, despite the protestations of
innocence made by Don Alvares obliges him to draw
his sword. In this duel agam, destiny does its oflfice,

and Leonora's brother falls mortally wounded. Don
Alvcres flies in affright. In the fourth act, five years
have elapsed. Don Alvares has come to bury his

grief in the monastery of Neustra Senora de los

Angeles, where he is revered for his holiness. On
the other hand, Don Carlos has not perished from
his wound. Still following up his plan of vengeance,
he, in his turn, knocks at the door of the monastery,
to seek out his father's murderer, whose retreat he
has succeeded in discovering.

Here we have a very fine scene, which you may re-

member having witnessed at the PorteSt. Martni, in

1836. It occurred in a drama, entitled Don Juan de
Alarana, by Alexander Dumas, and was no doubt
borrowed by the celebrated dramatist from the Span-
ish author.

In vain does Don Carlos overwhelm his enemy
wjth insults ; in vain does Don Alvares, now Father
Raphael, manifest, on the other hand, increased hu-
mility ; the force of destiny has not yet fulfilled its

task. An insult more terrible than all the rest, and
offered by, Don Carlos in the paroxysm of his fury,

at length arouses in Don Alvares all his instincts as

a nobleman and a soldier. In his turn, he seizes,

with rage, the sword brought to him by his adver-
sary, and leaves the sacred precincts of the monas-
tery to engage in another combat. This takes place

at the very toot of the hermitage inhabited by Leo-
nora, and Don Carlos is stabbed to death before the
eyes of his sister, who has run up on hearing the
noise. But he will not die without having a portion
of his vengeance. At the instant Leonora bends
down to assist him, he recognizes her, and, collecting

all his strength, plunges his dagger in her breast.

—

At this horrid spectacle Don Alvares feels his reason
deserting him. He rushes distractedly to the sum-
mit of the rocks overhanging the hermitage, and
precipitates himself down the abyss. He has done
all in his power to turn aside this series of misfor-

tunes, but everything has been compelled to yield to

the force of destiny. We have said that, from time
to time, comic scenes are introduced to relieve the

sombre and mournful situation. Despite of this, we
think that the element of sadness is too predominant.
It also struck us that the passion of Don Alvares for

Leonora is not sufficiently developed. Except in the
first act, the heroine appears only at rare intervals,

and then to fly from her lover ; so that hatred, the

thirst for vengeance, and the fury occasioned by it,

are the sole sentiments for three acts, brought to

bear upon the spectator. One duel follows another

to the detriment of all ; the author should have
omitted the first, which altogether weakens the high-

ly dramatic effect of the second ; the final catastro-

phe would have .gained considerably by such a

course. Lastly, the Songs of the Pilgrims, the

Chaunts of the Monks, and their processions, take

up too much room in the work itself, and too much
time in the business of the stage. For religious

ceremonies to make an impression in a theatre, they

should be soberly employed.
The subject oif La Forza del Destino was, doubtless,

a seductive one for the maestro, whose talent is par-

ticularly partial to violent situations, to which it is

indebted for various great successes. We do not
pretend, after having heard it only once, to pronounce
a decided judgment on an opera of such a length.

—

But there is one thing that struck us at once : in the

whole course of the work, there is not a trio, a quar-

tet, or a concerted piece. The entire opera is a suc-

cession of cavatinas, duets and choruses.

An introduction of a few bars takes the place of

an overture and precedes Se rising of the curtain.

The first act is filled up by a cavatina of Leonora,
is continued as a duet on the arrival of Don Alvares,

and terminates in a well accentuated strelta. It was
well snng by Mad. Barbot and Tamberlik. The
second act is divided into two tahleoux or scenes.

—

We noticed on the first (the interior of a " posada")
a sort of warlike hrindisi : "E hella la querra," sung
with much spirit by Mad. Nantier-Didier, the refrain

being repeated by the chorus ; and then a recital, in

the form of a ballad, by Don Carlos, given with
great taste by Graziani ; the two artists were applaud-
ed. In the second scene, Leonora's cavatini, al-

ternating with the matins sung in the monastery, did

not, despite of a fine phrase : "Pieta di me signore,"
produce much effect. In the duet which follows with
the Father Superior, the violins, muted, accompany
in a most felicitous manner, Mad. Barbot, who sang
the last couplet :

" Eterno iddio," with deep feeling.

In the subsequent number, sung, a dialogue with
the chorus of monks, by the Father Superior (Ange-
lini), the strain is kept up by the violins. interrupted,

from time to time, by the outbursts of the orchestra,

which, formulated in bold chromatic scales, imparts
great breadth and majesty to the finale.

The third act commences with an air in which
Tamberlik was warmly applauded ; the melody is

sustained by a clarinet solo, admirably executed by
Cavallini, and deserving a greater amount of notice

than it received. The air of Graziani, after he has
recognized Don Alvares in the captain of grenadiers,

is terminated by an explosion of joy well expressed

by the music, and excellently brought out by the

artist's fine voice. In the scene of the camp, a pretty

chansonnetta, sung with much brio by Mad. Nantier-

Didier, was called for again. Although delivered

with a great deal of spirit by Debassini, a buffo air of
the Brother Porter made no impression. Nor did

the audience receive very warrhly a "Eataplan,"
sung by Mad. Nantier-Didier, the refrain being re-

peated by a chorus of soldiers, although it was given

with great precision. Tamberlik and Graziani infus-

ed great energy into the challenge which terminates

the act, and which ends in Don Carlos falling danger-

ously wounded by his adversary. The stretta, ex-

pressing the regret of Don Alvares and his complaint

against destiny, is very fine.

In the fourth act, we have a huffo scene of the

Brother Porter, distributing soup to the indigent.

—

Debassini displayed in it all his talent as an excellent

actor, and all his dash as a no less good singer; we
may mention also the very remarkable duet which

follows between Debasini and Angelini. This piece

is certainly one of the best handled numbers in the

score. The contrast between the voices is turned to

no less advantage by the composer in the challenge

duet between Don Alvares and Don Carlos, which

is followed by the final cata.strophe. Tamberlik
rendered with consummate talent all the gradations

of feeling through which he is made to pass by the

outrages of Don Carlos, while Graziani was not in-

ferior to him in the contest, where his magnificent

organ did him such good service. It is a fine morceau.

The second scene of this act contains nothing but an
air for Leonora.
The artists, who, as you have seen, were the elite

of the company, were, as a rule, called on after each

of their airs. Verdi was led on the stage by them
every time, and, at the fall of the curtain, had to ap-

pear repeatedly again, being then more warmly ap-

plauded than "during the course of the work, when a

certain opposition was manifested against the re-

calls.

You know how luxuriously things are done by the

management of the Imperial Theatre, which was not

untrue to its custom on the present occasion. The

"getting up" and costumes are splendid ; the scenery

magnificent. The audience noticed especially the

scene representing in the second act the exterior of

the monastery of Neustra Senora de los Angeles, by
moonlight ; that representing in the third, act, the

Spanish camp, and, above all, that in the fourth act,

of the interior of the monastery chapel, with a very

fine sunlight effect. The tempest which accompanies

the last scene, the wind, the rain, and the lightning,

do honor to the talents of the machinist and scenic

artist, MM. Roller and Wagner.

Pianofortes at the Exhibition of 1862.

{From the Report of the Jury.)

Having in view the copious account given of the

history and construction of the pianoforte in the Re-

port of the Jury on the Exhibition of 1851, it will

be superfluous to insert on the present occasion any
remarks on the instrument generally. It is only ne-

cessary to record what has been done since that peri-

od, and to notice the present state in which we find

the manufacture.
Although during the eleven years that have passed

since the Last Exhibition we have not to record the

introduction of any very important novelty, yet a

considerable general advance has taken place in the

manufacture. The best class of instruments, in the

hands of the first-rate makers, have improved both in

qualitv of tone and in perfection of make ;
while the

manufacture of instruments of a more humble de-

scription have been more widely extended, and the

possession of them brought within more general reach

6f the public, by the reduction of price, which al-

ways follows production on an increased scale. Thus,

to illustrate both these changes, we may say that the

first-rate concert-grands of Messrs. Broadwood,

which in 1851 sold for 175 guineas, are now, by

reason of improvements in their construction, _ in-

creased in v.alue to 250 guineas, while small upright

instruments may now be obtained in many quarters,

of full compass, for less than twenty pounds each.

The compass of pianofortes generally has increas-

ed. In 1851, the usual compass of the grand was a

little over six and a half octaves—C to G, or A,

more' than this being exceptional ; while six octaves

Y to F or C—was considered a reasonable compass

for smaller instruments. Now, first-class grands are

made universally seven octaves—A to A ;
and

scarcely a single 'instrument is constructed in which

the bass does not extend down to C.

The stringing has somewhat increased in thick-

ness, which, combined with the increase of compass,

and the continued unreasonable rise in pitch of the

opera and concert bands (which concert pianofortes

have been obliged to follow), has much increased the

tension on the framing. In 1851, the aggregate ten-

sion on a full-sized grand was about eleven or twelve

tons, now it is above sixteen tons.* Of course extra

strength in the framing has become necessary to meet

this increased strain.
_

The action remains pretty much as it was. The

rage for "repetition" mechanism, a contrivance orig-

inally introduced only to meet an almost exceptional

refinement of first-class playing, has now calmed

down, or at least has been transferred to a lower

grade in the manufacturing scale. The chief houses

have reduced the mechanism for this purpose to the

simplest possible addition to the ordinary action ; it

is only the inferior makers who now rack their brains

to produce complicated and costly contrivances for

this purpose, to be applied in cases where they can

never be of the slightest utility.

In making the awards for pianofortes, the Jury

have felt a difficulty arise from the Medals being all

of the same value, which compelled them to award

apparently the same degree of honor to any merit

shown by a small maker that they would to the most

successful performance of the first manufacturers in

Europe. The rules established by the Commission-

ers do not warrant any special awards being given
;

but the Jury consider they will not be exceeding their

powers in placing certain makers at the head of their

list, with notices more full and special than those

which follow. The makers which the Jury wish

thus to distinguish are

—

Great Britain Broadwood.
HOPKINSON.

France Herz.
Pletel, Wolff, & Co.

Zollverein Bechstein.

The constint and unreasonnWc rise of the pitch, prevalent

of late year'! hns toU in a way that cornea home directly to al-

most every family, in rettard to the price of pianofortes. It

is a fact well kooWn that the great cause of expen.se is in get-

tinn- strength to resist the enormous tension of the stringing
;

and when it is considered that the elTect of the modern ri.se in

pitch has been to increa.se this tension by about fifteen per

cent, it will bo easily understood that every person who buys

a piano has really to pay something considerable for the high

pitch which it. pleases our opera and orchestral authorticsto

use.

—

Reporter.
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Messrs. Broadwood & Sons
(
United Kingdom,

3372), stand, without controversy, at the head of the

pianoforte makers who exhibit on the present occa-

sion. The .Jury award them a Medal for excellence

in every kind of piano, power and quality of tone,

precision of mechanism, and solidity.

They exhibit four crand concert instruments, ex-

emplifying; their latest improvements, and constitut-

ing the most perfect specimens of their manufitcture.

The most important improvement refers to the ar-

rangement and construction of the metallic braces

used to strengthen the general framing of the instru-

ment, and to enable it to resist this enormous tension

of the strings ; for it will be recollected by those con-

versant with the history of the pianoforte, that as the

demand for increased power led to the adoption

gradually of thicker wire, the increased tension render-

ed some additional sustaining power necessary to aid

the woodwork of the frame, and this was supplied

by a system of iron bracing, placed above the strings.

Down to about the year 1851 this bracing consisted

of several bars placed parallel with the strings, abut-

ting at the front end upon tlie wrest plank, and at

the back end on the metallic string plate. The num-
ber of these bars, however, required for large and
powerful instruments, introduced considerable evils

into the manufacture, to remedy which Messrs.

Broadwood introduced a new system, much more
simple, and free from the objections to the multiple

bars. The iron string plate at the back, and an iron

sweep bar attached to the wrest plank in front, are

connected together by a bar at the extreme right, and
another at the extreme- left of the instrument, so as

to form a complete iron framing ; the number of in-

termediate bars being reduced to one placed parallel

in the middle of the instrument, and one extending
obliquely from the bass end of the wrest plank to

the junction of the string plate and intermediate bar.

The wrest plank is strengthened with iron plates,

and the whole forms a highly stable, mechanical and
effective system of resistance, which has enabled

strings to be used of great thickness and powerful

tone, without any undue strain to the framing.

A pianoforte on the principle was exhibited in

18.51; but the plan was new, and required further

trial ; the result of the eleven years' experience

gained since that time has justified its advantages, as

the makers state that two grands, finished by them
In 1852, are still, after much hard wear, among the

most approved concert instruments of the present

season.

Messrs. Broadwood have also patented, in the

present year, an iron cover plate to the wrest plank,

into which the tuning pins are accurately screwed.

—

This iron plate forms an integral part of the general

framing, and contributes much to the stability, as it

elimnates any inconvenience which might arise from
the crushing of the wooden fibres of the wrest plank
under the heavy strain.

The Jury cannot speak too highly of Messrs.

Broadwood's instruments, either in quality of tone or

in perfection of manufacture. The iron work espe-

cially deserves commendation, not only for the me-
chanical excellence of its design, but the accuracy

and finish of its workmanship. The instruments are

altogether such as well sustain the mechanical pre-

eminence of our own country.

In addition to their finished pianos, Messrs. Broad-
wood exhibit a great number of separate parts of

pianos, with copious descriptions and elaborate dia-

grams, calculated to explain, to any one interested in

such matters, the entire construction of their instru-

ments in the fullest detail ; art instance of liberality

for which the Jury think they are deserving of special

commendation.

The Piano Accompanyist.
(From the Revue et Gazette Mttsicale.)

I beg the reader's permission to borrow from Bril-

lat-Savarin the form of one of his most celebrated

.aphorisms to express a musical truth but too little

known : a person becomes a pianist, but is born an ac-

companyist.

The above fact is one which the public will always
experience great difliculty in understanding, and yet
it is incontestible for all professional musicians.

Piano-accompanyist ! Everybody fancies he is

one, for the mildest amateur accompanies at a pinch
;

but, in reality, Paris does not contain more than
seven or eight real accompanyists out of the twenty
thousand pianists who adorn" that harmonious capi-
ital, and exist on the profits derived from semiqua-
vers. And how could it be otherwise, when we con-
aider the combination of rare, I would almost say,
superhuman qualities, required by this profession, as
unthankful as it is difficult %

The fact is, the natural and exceptional qualities

of a musician do not constitute all that is required

by an accompanyist. In addition to a large amount
of science, he must possess the rarest of all the vir-

tues of man, a virtue so sublime that it is accounted
holv ;

abnegation.

Examine, in turn, the different social positions,

professions or trades, and you will find they all have
the stimulus of profit or glory ; many of them lead

to glory and fortune simultaneously.

Of all human beings who enjoy the honor of pay-

ing taxes to the state, and of wearing a paletot, the

piano-accompanyist alone fatally closes for himself

the door of fortune, when be embraces his profession,

and—which is a sacrifice a thousand times greater

for an artist, voluntarilv condemns his name to ob-

scurity, while, most frequently, appearing personally

before the public.

The wise men of Greece want one thing to merit

my entire admiration : they ought to have been piano-

accompanyists.
And I am convinced that a goodly number of can-

onized martyrs did not merit this signal honor of

canonization by their patience, their resignation, and
their humility more than accompanyists generally.

Yes ! Accompanyists are truly martyrs, victims

of the incessant persecution of singers and soloists,

as well as of tlie ignorance of the pul>lic, who look

at them without seeing them, who liear them without
listening to them, and who consider them as the nec-

essary but very slightly interesting supernumeraries
of concert-music. With regard to operatic music,

as the accompapyists figure neither in the orchestra

nor on the stage, the public, who are not conscious

of the active and intelligent share the accompanyists
have had in getting up the work performed, do not,

and never can, think of them.
As a rule, the papers do not render them the jus-

tice due to them in this respect, by associating in the

criticisms, their names with those of the musicians,

and different persons employed in a theatre, and by
whom a new piece is executed and put upon the

stage.

A few musical journals only remember, from time
to time, to fulfil this duty of the critic by saying a
word or two in praise of the accompanyists, whose
office in a lyrical theatre, like the lyrical theatres of
Paris, is as imporrant, or certainly as indispensable,

as that of the conductor himself.

To be a good accompanyist, a person must

:

1. Be a good pianist, for the accompaniment of

certain operatic numbers is as difficult to play as ac-

tual solos, and is nearly always awkward and un-
grateful to execute ;

2. Be able to decipher rapidly, which a penson can
never succeed in doing unless his eyes are actually

formed to seize with promptitude the objects before

them, and convey the impression to the brain
;

3. Be able to transpose music into all keys with
the same ease that he ought to read it in the key in

which it is written
;

4. Arrange at sight an orchestral score for the

piano, because it may happen that the accompanyist
is called upon to accompany the singers from the full

score ;

5. Be able to accompany by means of figured

bass

;

6. Be a sufficiently good harmonist to accompany
a song without the help of bass, and have enough
taste and intelligence to extemporise the continuation

of an obstinate figure in an accompaniment of which
the composer has written only the first few bars

;

7. Possess that natural gift by which an acompa-
nyist does not follow the singer—which is a very bad
slJyle of accompanying—but divines his intentions

;

takes into consideration his- good qualities and his

defects, so as to bring out the former, and disguise

the latter ; and identifies himself with the singer, by
forming with him one perfect whole. This sove-

reign quality of the accompanyist, this rare gift of

intuition, has been wanting to some of the greatest

composers. Beethoven accompanied in a very medi-
ocre fashion, and conducted in defiance of common
sense; it was this quality which caused me, on com-
mencing, to lay down the aphorism, after Brillat-

Savarin : A person becomes a pianist, but is born an ac-

companyist ;

8. He must be endowed with great patience, and
have no will but that of the artist he accompanies

;

9. In public, he must always be silent, without a

murmur, and take upon his own shoulders the faults

of memory or of time sometimes made by the sing-

ers or solo-players he accompanies, so as not to de-

stroy the prestige with which every virtuoso wishes to

surround himself.

For instance : suppose a singer begins at the
wrong time, or misses a few bars. In such a case,

he most frequently darts at the accompanyist a with-
ering look, which politely expresses ;

" Stupid !

"

and the accompanyist is bound to be silent.

But, on the other hand, once out of sight of the

public, the accompanyist may give vent to the feelings

of his cankered heart

:

" You humbug, you ! You gave me a terribly

severe look, and it was yourself who made the

mull."
" That's true, my dear fellow ; but, as a solo-

player, I could not appear to be wrong to the audi-

ence."
" Oh, of course not. It is the poor accompanyist

whe must bear all. Hark ! the applause continues.

They are calling for you. Go and make your bow
to tlie worthy public."

" Yes ; I will."

10. Lastly, the piano-accompanyist, like a soldier

in a campaign, must brave hunger, thirst, fatigue,

and want of sleep, to accompany at all hours and
for ever, Oscak Cojiettant.

5big|fs lonrnHl of Slnsk.
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Mdsic in this Ndmbee.—Continuation of Handel's ''Mes-

siah."

Concert Record.

Mendelssohn Quintette Club.— The

following was the programme of the third Cham-

ber Concert, Thursday eveninj:, Dec, 18.

1. Two movements from Quintet. No. 5, op. 29 Veit

Andante con moto and Allegro vivace—Allegretto, Maerchen,
(Fairy T.ale).

2. Quartet in C sharp, minor, op. 131 Beethoven
(First time.)

I.

—

a. Adasio ma non troppo molto espressivo : 6. Allegro

vivace ; c. Allegro moderato ; d. Andante ma non tropp e

molto cantabile.

II.

—

a. Presto ; b. Adagio quasi un poco Andante ; c. Alle-

gro.

3. Andante and Hondo from the Sonate for Piano and Clari-

net, op. 48 CM, Von Weber
Messrs. C. Mayer and Thomas Ryan.

4. Quintet in A. op. 18 Mendelssohn

Allegro con moto—Intermezzo, Andante Eostennto—Scherzo,

Allegro di molto—Allegro vivace.

Of course the great feature, as well as novelty,

of the concert was the C sharp minor Quartet of

Beethoven,—the last but three of the Quartets

he wrote, and one of the most profound and diffi-

cult of conception and of execution. It could

not be expected that it would be fully understood

on a first hearing ; nor do we feel yet much in a

condition to enlighten our fellow listeners about

it. To say that it was intensely interesting, that

it is full of thoughts of startling (perhaps we

might say " bewildering ") beauty, tenderness,

majesty and grandeur; that in its strange de-

parture from the ordinary form and structure of

Quartet composition, you still felt and were

borne along by a logical unity of design, even

while bewildered ; that, however imperfect your

understanding of what you were hearing,

you yet felt the presence and thrilled to the con-

tact of a great, deep, loving and imaginative

soul, a master genius,—were but to repeat what

nearly every one said or hinted somehow as he

went out. But this is about all that we are yet

prepared to say. Any analysis of the contents

of such a work must be reserved for future hear-

ings and to a time of greater leisure. The ren-

dering by the Club seemed to us as good as we

had any right to expect for a first attempt, in-

deed better. Portions of it come out quite clear-

ly, and as if intelligently as well as mechanically

mastered. Other portions were somewhat con-

fused ; following with a score, you could not de-

tect the sound of every phrase set down for this

or that middle part in the complex harmony.

—

And was not the tempo (Ad&gio ma non troppn)

of the short fugue with which the composition

opens (Beethoven seems to have been more and

more drawn toward the fugue in his latter years)

taken a little too fast to be "ynollo espressivo" as
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the composer directs ? The concludinjj Allefiro

wont quite clearly. We hope to hear this Quar-

tet asain at the next eoneert, and meanwhile

heartily thank the artists for pjivinp; us this first

taste of it. They must suffer us to drink deeply

of it, ere they take the cup away.

The rppetifinn of the two movements from the

Quintet by Veit did not reveal (o us the frenius

that we missed in the first hearin<r. Either we

are dull, or it is not there. A musician-like

mediocrity is all we could detect ; the Mfirchen,

to be sure, is pretty, but only one of the numer-

ous offshoots from the Mendelssohn fairy stock.

—

The Andante and Rondo from -Weber's Sonata,

for piano and clarinet, have that composer's indi-

vidual flavor and poetic charm, always enjoyable.

In Mr. Carl Maykr we have a sound, tasteful,

competent pianist, and of Mr. Ryan's skill upou

the clarinet we have no need to speak. The

most satisfactorily rendered piece of the whole

eveninp:, truly delisrhtful in all its movements,

wat the well-known early Quintet in A, by

Mendels.sohn.

" Saturday Popular."—The mixture of solid,

briffht and sentimental took the foUowins; form last

Saturday evcnina;, and we doubt not the audience

were well ]>leased.

1. Overture. **Pnet, ani P,»apant Puppe
2. Duo Concert:Lnte, for Themes from Maria Padilla.

Clinton
For Two Flutes.

Robert Goerintr and Thomas Ryan.
3. Oaro Nome— from " Ris:oletto," Verdi
4. First part of the Septet, op. 20. . . Peethoven

For Violin. Violn. Oello, Basso, 'Clarinet. Horn and
Bassoon. Introdiietion and Allegro—Larghetto

—

Minuetto.
5. Violin Solo—Grand Hungarian Fantasie Molique

TPilliam Schultze.
fi. Last Seene from "Lucia." for the Saxophone.Boniz^ti
7. Sonc without Words, in G, No. 4. Book5.Mendel.esohn
8. " Elegy of Tears,'' for the Horn Schubert

Afr. Hamann.
3. Introduction and Rondo—a la Talse Tenzano

Orchestral XJniox.—We co to press so early

this week, on account of Christmas, that we cannot

notice the Weilnesday Afternoon Concert and the

children's Christmas Symphony, which Father

Haydn wrote for them.

War Songs for the Army.—The concert

at Chickering's Hall, on Tuesday 'eveninc, in

which an improvised male choir of amateurs of

Cambridffe and this city gave a taste of the

songs in Prof Child's excellent little book, drew
together and held tegether a large and intelligeit

audience. Piece after piece was received with

satisfaction and response. We only heai d the

latter portion. The solemn minor tune, song n

unison, to Mr. Leland's " Shall Freedom droop

and die " was truly impressive. The " Tru npet

Song" (words by Dr. Holmes), to a German tune

in three parts, rang' lustily and clearly. But
best of all and grandest was the old Luther's

choral :
" A mighty fortress is our God," which

was finely sung. In the rendering of some pieces

there was hardly " snap " enough, short rehear-

sal having not brought sufficient confidence.

—

Mr. J. C. D. Parker accompanied on the piano,

and the Quintette Club varied the entertainment

with some of their lighter pieces. The object

of the concert was to give the songs a start and

help to introduce them among our brave boys in

the army ; and we must all thank Prof Child
and his collaborateurs and wish them God speed
in so patriotic and humane an enterprise.

Orchestral Union. — The next Wednesday
Afternoon concert is postponed to the week after

New Year. ,

Concerts at Hand.

CHRTSTjfAS Oratorio -The Handel and Haydn
Society are still true to their time-honored custom of

performing Handel's sublime " Messiah " during

Christmas week. This time they announce it for

to-morrow (Sunday) evening, at the Boston Music

Hall. Mr. Zerrahn will conduct the full chorus

and orchestra, as usual, and Mr. B. J. Lang is still

the organist. There can be no failure in those parts.

Excellent talent also is provided for the solos in the

engagement of the followinc vocalists : Mrs. J. H.

Long and Miss Therese Gilson for the soprano

airs; Miss Annie L. Carbt for the contralto ; Mr.

Wm. Castle, who has m.ade siifh a mark lately in

New York, for the tenor, and Mr. Fr. RuDOi.ijnSEN

for the bass. It is a matter of course that the hall

will be crowded, as it always is on tluit occasion.

Philharmonic Concerts.—We are happy to

say that Mr. Zerrahn sees throuffh the doubts and

discourajremcnts which clouded his good enterprise

for a while, and has at length determined to begin

his series of Six Orchestral Concerts on Saturday

evening, the 10th of January. We shall have a

grand Symphony each time of course, and much
more of the finest music written for the orchestra.

All our readers within easy reach of the Music Hall

will rejoice in this announcement.

New Year's Day.—The" announcement, in our

advertising columns, of the " Grand Jubilee Con-

cert " speaks for itself. It is to celebrate a day,

which opens a new era in our history. It is to give

worthy utterance to the joy which millions of loyal,

liberty-loving, true American hearts feel at the arri-

val of the distinctly and officially recognized Provi-

dential necessity of disowning slavery and addressing

ourselves as one people to the task of ridding this

nation of its curse, after so much shame and party

bitterness and finally rebellion, civil war and precious

blood which it has cost us. This is no political occa-

sion. The measure we rejoice in has become a neces-

sity ; the President, as the Commander in Chief, sees

that witliout it llie war cannot he ended, unless by

such a compromise as shall surrender all that a free

American holds dear outside of his own petty selfish

interests.

The question has past the stage of politics ; Pro-

vidence has taken it out of that spliere altogether
;

and now can millions of hearts, that in their inmost

depths have always longed and prayed for some de-

liverance from this wrong, this poison in the veins

of the whole body politic, yet could not see the way

under the obligations of the Constitution, now can

they rejoice, with joy unspeakable, at the necessity

whereby the all-wise Providence relieves us from

those bonds, and makes us free to free four

millions of our injured weaker brethren as fast as

our arms shall win approach to them. Thus may
we hope in time to see the Southern maniac deliver-

ed from his madness, and ourselves delivered from

the constant terror and the shame in which that mad-

ness of our brother keeps us. Is not this cause for

rejoicing 1 Is not here a " Jubilee," in spite of all

the glooms that now surround us ? It is no levity,

no foolish nor- affected joy ; it is a deep religious

patriotic joy in the entering upon a new policy, the

opening of a new era, which promises Peace and

Liberty and Union, by ranging this great nation

wholly and consistently upon the side of Freedom,

and making it for the first time a genuine Republic.

Justice, even though we are compelled to do it at the

eleventh hour, shall be our safety.

To the emotions that swell so many breasts on such

a day it is fit that highest Art, the inspirations of the

great tone-poets, should lend utterance. Never were

the glories of the Fifth Symphony, and of those

choruses of Handel and of Mendelssohn coupled with

events and themes more worthy, or so .suited to bring

out their full significance. Musically, the programme
offered is one of the grandest ever given in our city.

Every piece in it will be sure to interest, while it is

of the best of music ; every piece has a kindred in-

spiration with the occasion itself Scarcely could all

phases of the present "situation, the night of long-

suffering and almost despair, the longing for the

morning, the glimmering of hope, the return of

doubt and fear, and finally the certain promise and

announcement of the perfect day, he more aptly

portrayed than in that solo and chorus from the

Hymn of Praise :
" Watchman will the uight soon

pass V " The night is departing," which is to

form part of the programme.

Mendelssohn Quintette Club.—On account

of Thursday being New Year, the next Chamber
Concert is postponed a week, to January 8.

lltisital Cffrrespirbente.

Philadelpata, Dec. If?.—Messrs. Cross and

Jarvis' first soiree was attended by one of the largest

audiences ever drawn to the Foyer of the Academy.

The programme was

Part First,

Trio in G major. (No. 3) "Fpsca

Alleirro Onn Spirito—Rarcarole—Scherzo Allegro Tivo
—Finalp. Allesro Moderato.

Mestsre. Jarvis, Gaertner and Schmitz.

Part Second.

1, Recitative and Scena. from " Faust". Spohr
A. R. Tavlor.

2, Deuxieme Concerto, Op. 40, Quintet Accompani-
ment Mendelssohn

Adagio Cantahile—FinRle. Rondo Presto.
Michael II. Cross.

3. Fantaisie Caprice Tieuxtemps
Carl Gaerti;er.

4. Good Night, Farewell Kiicken.
A. R. Taylor.

Part Third.

Quintet in A. for Clarinet and String Instruments. Mozart
Alleqrro—Larghetto—minuetto—Allegretto.

Messrs. StoU, Gaertner. Cross, Greim and Schmitz.

The performance was in every respect successful

and the audience applauded every part of it with

more enthusiasm than is generally sliown on such

occasions.

Messrs, C. and J. are both skillful and conscien-

tious Ttiufiiciiins and have had a most encourag:inff

manifestatiou of an appreciation of the direction and

character of their present effort. Chanterelle.

nut ^hoab.

London.

Monday Popular Concekts.—To speak of the
Concert of last Monday. Beethoven's rragnificent
and much loved septet was given, for the second
time at the Monday Popular Concert, and, as on the

occasion of its first performance, evoked applause
'long and hearty from the entire audience. The tune-
ful scherzo, in which the violoncello— Signor Piatti's

violoncello—discourses so elo(|neutly, was encored
with enthusiasm, the whole work being played from
beginning to end superlatively, not to be wondered
at considering that Herr Joachim, Messrs. Webb,
Lazarus, C. Harper, Hutchins, Severn, and Signor
Piatti were the interpreters. Mr. Lindsay Sloper
gave the well known and alw.ays welcome Sonata of
Beethoven in G Major (Op. 31, No. 1) in his most
finished manner, and joined Herr ,7oachim in " Dns-
sek's Sonata in B fiat, which, thanks to the iMonday
Popular Concerts, has become almost .as familiar as

the famous Kreutzer. " Repeated liy desire," the
Prelude, Loure, Minoet, and Gavotte, of Bach were
played by Herr Joachim with as great effect as he-

fore. Those who remained for the final quartet of
Haydn in E flat (Op. 71, No. 3,) enjoyed a treat,

and wo arc greatly deceived if this, the first perform-
ance, will he the last. The vocal music must be
briefly dismissed. Miss Eodcn's extreme nervous-
ness prevented her doing the utmost justice to Chera-
bini's "Ave Maria" (in which Mr. Laaaras's
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c\iinnet obbligato was a remarkable feature); but in

the tenor air, " lo son Lindoro," from Paesiello's

JBarhiere di Siviglia, she was far more happy, singing

with charming voice and unaffected feeling. A new
song by Signor Piatti (violoncello ahbligato by the

composer), very finely sung by Mr. Santley, was
warmly encored ; and another novelty, " Oh ! moon
of night," from the pen of Mr. A. Manns—the ac-

complished conductor of the Crystal Palace band

—

also magnificently given by Mr.' Santley, completed
the scheme. At the next concert Mendelssohn's
Ottet will be repeated for the last time this season,

and Herr Joachim will make his last appearance but

one.

—

Musical World, Nov. 29.

KoTAL English Opera.—Although the success

of Mr. Wallace's new opera would have justified its

nightly performance, the discretion of the manage-
ment has been shown in presenting it only four times

in the week—on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday—by which arrangement the public appetite

has been whetted, and some of the principal singers

have had a rest they never enjoyed in previous sea-

sons. We must not, however, say much about the

repose enjoyed by Miss Louisa Pyne and Mr. Harri-

son, the week before last, for we heard of their taking
advantage of the performance of The Bohemian Girl

on Wednesday, to sing in opera at the Hull Theatre
Royal. Love's Triumph has drawn very good houses
and the repetitions of the work have placed the per-

formers more at their ease, while the dialogue has

run more smoothly and smartly. The music was so

well done on the first night, thanks to Mr. Alfred
Mellon, his superb band, and everybody concerned
in the representation, that we cannot record any im-
provement. On Wednesday Fra Diavolo was again
performed, with Madlle. Parepa in the character of

Zerlina. The popularity of Auber's music should
induce the management to put forth the Domino Noir
which would, u'e feel certain, prove truly welcome.
Mr. Wallace's opera improves on every hearing, and
it will no doubt run on to the above mentioned nights

until Christmas, when we suppose Mr. Balfe's new
opera is to make its appearance. Last night Miss
Anna Hiles from Liverpool made her first appear-
ance, as Arline, in the Bohemian Girl. Of her we
shall speak in our next.

—

Ibid.

Crystal Palace.—The unfavorable weather on
Saturday week deprived many of the pleasure of
hearing a concert of great excellence. "The princi-

pal attraction was again Herr Joachim, whose execu-
tion of Mendelssohn's violin concerto was a marvel of
skill and expression. The accompaniments were
admirably played, and it was not surprising that at

the conclusion of so perfect a performance the ap-

plause should be loud and long-continued. In Tar-
tini's sonata, introducing the famous ^•trilJe dudiahle,*'

so thoroughly opposite in style, Herr Joachim was
no less successful, literally astonishing his hearers.

It is to be hoped that he will be heard once more at

the Crystal Palace before bis Enclish engagements
terminate. The symphony was Haydn's in E flat,

and there was a new overture by Rubinstein, which
we hope to have an opportunity of hearing again.

The vocal music was entrusted to Madlle. Zeiss and
Mr. T. Yomg.—Ibid.

Paris.

Grand Opera.—M. K. De Peue, in the Gazette

des Etrangers, thus describes Mario's late debut and
discomfiture

:

The greatest expectation bad been excited by the
performance of last evening. The debut or the ren-

treg, the attempt at acclimatization upon the French
stage of the most celebrated and most beloved of
Italian tenors could not leave those friends of art

among the public indifferent. Yesterday morning
nhe last stalls were negociated in the environs of the

opera at the rate of from 40 to 50 francs. There was
great curiosity to hear Mario sing in French, to see

him again on the scene of his earliest debut, always
young, always handsome, always elegant, conqueror
of time, which docs not count for this charming
gentleman. Then it was known that the Huguenots
—in Italian—was one of his most splendid triumphs.
Those who had heard him in London sing Eaoul in

his heat days—and we were of the number—went
about asserting that certain parts of the French reper-

tory had shown a Mario unknown to the Parisian,s,

who were on the (jui vive to make his acquaintance.
The representation yesterday, we must acknowledge
did not realize all that was hoped. The general re-

hearsal had been brilliant, Mario, in fine voice,

master of his resources, singing in a manner to satis-

fy the most difiScult among his friends. The illustri-

ous tenor was less happy at the representation. It

should be remembered that Mario is perhaps more
timid now, after five and twenty years on the stage,

than when he appeared for the first time in any thea-

tre in Robert le Viable, A nothing puts him out.

The least symptom of disfavor or even of hesitation

in the audience paralyses him. He has been so

spoilt ! He cannot sustain himself at his proper

height unless supported by the sympathy of the au-

dience. He, who is, above all, a magnetiser and a

charmer cannot transmit the magnetic fluid but in an

atmosphere at once genial and confiding.

Well ! From the first act, his entrance on the

stage, it was evident that a minority of the public

were determined to judge him with ferocious impar-

tiality, to reproach him for his accent, to note his

least failing, to take into account, not the tour deforce

which he had accomplished in learning the IJugnenots

in six days, but the little that might escape his mem-
ory in this part of Raoul, new to him in French.

Was it his fault if Mdlle. Livry burnt herself?—if

the Muette, at the moment of passing, was postponed

to the Greek Calends ?—that he was compelled, im-

promptu, to unlearn the Ugonntti, for the purpose of

stuffing his brain with the poetry of the Huguenots'?

To be watchful of his pronunciation, to govern his

memory, to overcome his anxiety, to carry away one

part of the public by main force, to conceal perhaps

an ill condition of voice—such were the combined

difficulties against which an artist, the least constitu-

ted to struggle, had to contend.

He sang the air of the first act very well, with all

sorts of elegant vocal turns and refined ornaments.

The whole house applauded him, except one little

coterie stuck-up and defiant which had determined to

extend no indulgence except in the case that Mario

would give proof of as much sonority as Gueymard.
This was like seeking cocoa nuts from a strawberry

bush. In the second act Mario gave several doubt-

ful tones, but also some very fine chest tones in the

finale. If at this period of the evening he bad felt

himself warmed by that benevolence which is alwaj'S

extended to him at the Italian Opera, and which

makes him at home more or less in .all his characters,

we should probably have had a third and fourth act

of the most magnificent. Instead of this, the sym-

pathy of the audience gradu.iUy diminishing, the

anxietv of the singer increased in proportion, and his

voice stuck in his throat. Two or three phrases ex-

cepted, in which the incomparable Mario was recog-

nized, the scene which should have been most favor-

able to him, the grand duet with Valentine, merely

confirmed the non-success of the evening.

Those who know their Mario by heart, tho.se who,

like ourselves, have marked the vulnerable parts of

his nature, will easily explain to themselves a failure

which it is impossible to dissemble, and which, let us

add, it was impossible to avoid, in the conditions in

every respect disadvantageous under which the essay

was "made. Even to the Italians, moreover, Mario

was not himself. ' He should have been taken as he

was, brilliant to day, cloudy to-morrow, veiling and

unveiling himself by turns. If the public does not

persist in asking of him that which he cannot give,

if his memory serves him and confidence is re-estah-

li.shed, he is very likely to be as superb at the second

representation as we saw him hesitating at the first.

P.S.—We have this instant heard that Mario has

thrown up his engagement at the Opera.

The next attempt was better. A Paris correspond-

ent (Dec. 5) writes ;

Mario has taken his revenge for the treatment he

received at the Grand Opera. He appeared on Sun-

day night at the Italiens, as Count Almaviva, in the

Barbiere, and was received with true Italian fervor-

It is possible that Mario might have been nnable to

sing the music of Raoul and yet perfectly competent

to that of Almaviva. Be it as it may, I can assert

that the great tenor surprised and enchanted every-

body on Sunday, except, doubtless, those who, the

previous week before, had insulted him at the Im-

perial theatre, and gloated in advance upon his fail-

ure at the Italiens. If many such were present on

Sunday night they must have quitted the theatre

convulsed with rage and disappointment. Of course

Mario had his supporters, who, even if he was not

.in the vein, would have made allowance ; but he re-

quired no favor ; he felt'strong in himself, was in

splendid voice, and sung adorably. Need I tell you

hoiv he acted '>. A performance at once so gentleman,

ly, so graceful, so easy, so spirited, so genial, so an-

exaggerated, I have not witnessed for years on any
stage.

Another event of the night, no less charming and
interesting to the subscribers and the public, was
Mdlle. Patti's first performance of Rosina, but I

must postpone my remarks until next week. Enough
to add just now that Mdlle. Patti's success in her

new essay was triumphant, and that she convinced

the brilliant auditory that she was as perfect mistress

of the music of Rossini as that of Bellini and Doni-

zetti.

^pthl %si\ut%.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Xj .A. T E S T Js/L XJ S X C
PubliMlicd by Oliver DitHoiB & Co,

Vocal, witli Piano Accompaniment.

With thee. Song from " The Prince of Cauca-

rus." Franz Abt. 25

May be classed among the " Gems of German
Song." There is a difference in this kind of jewel

however. Many " Gems " require a German tem-
perament to appreciate them. Although really excel-

lent, the melodies are not bright and taking enough
for the world at large. This is not the case with
'' ^yith Thee." The'melody is flowing, and the har-

mony rich and varied.

Come pretty Birds. German and English words.

Gumbert. 35

May be fairly classed with the preceding. One of

the sweetest kind of songs, both in words and music.

Thev offer rank. Bullad. Howard GIove7: 35

A g-porf song, with a great deal of pathetic power.

The accompaniment good, and the whole of medium
difficulty.

Make your home beautiful. Song. H. S. Pei'Tcins. 25

Yes, and one way to do it is to sing Fuch songs as

the above. This song takes its place gracefully

among the cluster of melodies that exalt and make
home pleasant to us. Easy.

Guide me, O thou Great Jehovah. Solo and Quin-

tet. L. O.Evierson. 25

Now or Never. Patriotic song and chorus./?. Culver. 25

Instrumental Music.

Lightfoot Schottische. Ch. Spintler. 25

Bright, sparkling, and pretty easy.

Carol of the Mocking Bird. N. P. B. Curtis. 35

There is something in this piece which reminds one

of the Fairies' Midnight Waltz, by the same author.

Yet on examination there is very little like it. Full

of pretty snatches of song, "-a la mocking bird,"

trills, neat arpeggios, &c. Will be a favorite with

those who like imitative mrisic. Of medium difficulty.

Tinney's New Lancer's Quadrille. 35

Equally pretty with the old Lancer's Quadrilles,

which is saying a great deal. But entirely fresh and

neVr. Easy.

Grand, Etude Galop. By Quidant, arranged for

four performers, on two pianos. BisselL 1.25

llhis etude is noticed, not as among the latest music,

but as one likely to be steadily popular in Seminaries,

or in other places where two pianos can be brought

together.

Books.

Youthful Voices.—A collection of Hymns,

and Tunes, for the use of Sabhath Schools.

Compiled by a committee of the Boston Sun-

day School Teachers Institute.

The music edited by B. J. Lang. 37

Contains 267 sweet Hymns, and about 100 appropri-

ate tunes. Besides being a work of standard goodness

for Sabbath Schools, parents will no doubt be glad to

keep a copy at home, for the benefit of the little

hymn-learnera.

Music bt Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving^ of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand

miles ; beyond that it is double.
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Stradivarius and the Violin.

By F. J. Fetis.

Tmuslated for this Journal by Uenky W. Beiiows.

(Continued trom page 306 )

The labors of Gaspard (ie Salo, of Jean Paul

Majiini, and of the Amati, fixed the actual form

of the violin, which pri^iinated in 'the 16th cen-

tury ajid was carried at once to perfection, not

the least amonp; the astonishing things of that

age so fertile in wonders. Let the violin be

compared with one of those viols whose use was
kept up in France to the time ofRameau (1750),
and which are vulgarly known as quinlons, and
it will be hard to understand how from such a
rude and imperfect affair should have issued, at

one stroke, an instrument, wiiich all attempts to

modify in later times have wholly failed, and
from which nothing can be taken away, to which
nothing can be added, without injury.

In truth, nothing can be more felicitous than
tlie acoustic combinations of the violin. Its chest,

whose length is from 13 1-2 to 14 1-2 inches, its

greatest breadth a little over 8 inches, its least

4 1-2, is at its greatest thickness only 2 1-3 inches.

Its walls are so thin that the weight of the chest

is only about 7 1-2 ounees ; nevertheless, this

fabric, so frail in appearance, offers a prodigiously

energetic resistance to the destructive forces

which incessantly tear at it; for the violin sus-

tains for ages a tension of from 515 to 541
pounds (from 40 to 42 kilogrammes) and a pres-

sure of 156 pounds (12 kilogrammes), upon its

weakest part. Its symmetrical figure, its graceful

and well-proportioned outlines, the opposite in-

dentations in the middle of its length, the arch-

ing surfaces of its upper and lower tables, the

four triangular columns concealed in the corners
of the indentations, and the two ledges placed at

each extremity, co-ordinate themselves so harmo-
niously, that resistance and elasticity find them-
selves in perfect equilibrium.

The indentations in the sides of the instrument
are hot solely designed to allow the bow to act

freely upon the four strings ; but they exert a
very great influence upon the brilliancy and the
energy of the tone, since the extremities of the
instrument produce those energetic vibrations

which return in reverberations to the place
whence they derived their impulse. This was
not understood by Chanot, when he wished to

do away the indentations, expecting by this in-

novation to increase the resonance of the violin,

and ignorant that he was only returning to the
imperfect forms of the middle ages.

Every thing has been anticipated in the con-
struction of the violin—not only the production
of its tones, but the security of its substance, its

preservation and the means of remedyinT the
accidents to which it is liable. For instance it

was necessary that it should be made interiorly

accessible, for indispensable repairs. To attain this

end, the ingenious idea was hit upon of makino-
the two tables slightly wider than otherwise
necessary, overlapping the ribs about a quarter

of an inch, which aflTords the tool used in unglue-

ihg the tables a neccessary support, and then

covers up the operation itself Further, these

borders have been raised and ornamented with a

tri-colored thread, which sets off the instrument

;

and finally they serve as a defence to the fragili-

ty of the tables. Nothing similar exists in, the

viols which immediately preceded the violin.

It would be a great mistake to suppose that

the position and shape of the //, which in the

violin, the alto and the bass replace the openings

in the more ancient instruments, were arbitrary.

The position of these //, their shape, the least

details in their cutting are so essential, that in

nothing can they be changed without injury to

the quality of the tone. The neck of the violin

deserves not less praise than the other parts of

the instrument, for the simplicity of its arrange-

ment, and the softness of its outlines so happily

terminated by the elegance of the scroll. And
the apparatus for stretching the strings, whose

vibrations reveal the qualities of the instrument,

are such as to leave nothing more simple or

effective to be conceived of.

Maple and fir are the chief materials of the

violin. These two woods afford infinite varieties,

on account of the different climates in which

they grow. The maple used by the Italian manu-

facturers came from Croatia, Dalmatia and Tur-

key. It was sent to Venice prepared for the

oars used in the galleys ; and the Turks, it is said,

constantly in rivalry and often at war with the

Venetians, took care to send the most wavy wood,

that it might the more easily break ! It was from

those portions of the maple specially destined for

oars, that the Italian makers chose what suited

them for the manufacture of their violins.

The fir used by the Cremona school of makers

was taken from the Southern declivity of the

mountains between Switzerland and Italy and

from the Tyrol. Stradivarius, of whom we shall

speak presently, chose in general such parts as

possessed thin and straight fibres, well compacted

and always perpendicular to the plane of the

violin.

We have already given the results of the skill

of the great workmen of the school of Brescia

and of the Amati family. In the instruments of

Garparode Salo and of Magini, a sonority grand,

majestic and penetrating, but muffled and melan-

choly ; in those of Nicholas, the most skillful of

the Amati, a tone pure, sweet, silvery, but of

feeble intensity. Mellowness and sweetness

united with clearness, brilliancy and vibratory

power, was the last problem to be resolved. The

man came, who by constant advances, at length

found out the secret of all these combined per-,

fections. This man was Anloine Stradivarius, of

whom we are now about to speak. After stating

all that the utmost diligence can collect about his

person and family, we shall follow him into his

works and put beyond doubt or discussion, we

think, the principles which were the fruit of his

studies and which guided him in the best produc-

tions of his skill.

III.

Antoine Stradivauics.

^ Born at Cremona, Antoine Stradivarius de-

scended from an ancient knightly and senatorial

family of that city. In a catalogue of the ancient

families who have been in public employ, stiH

preserved in the municipal archives of Cremona,

we find a succession of the Stradivarius family,

whose members have been clothed with the high-

est dignities from 1127 to 1474.

Although the precise date of his birth cannot

be discovered, from any public register, yet in a

violin in the collection of Count Cozio de Sala-

bue, a label is found written by his own hand, in

which his name and age (92 years) and the date

of 1736 appear. Stradivarius..was born, then>

in 1644,

A pupil of Nicolas Amati, he made as early

as 1667, at the age of twenty-three, some violins

which were only Qxact reproductions of the

forms of his master, and in which he placed the

label of Nicolas. It was not till 1670 that he

began to sign his instruments with his own

name. During the twenty years which elapsed

from that period to 1690 he produced little. We
may be tempted to think that he was meanwhile

occupied with experiments and theories in this

art, rather than with works having a mercenary

end. In respect of the position of the wood, laid

in its native plane, in pattern, and the peculiarity

of the swells and of the varnish, the instruments

made by Stradivarius up to this time are not

essentially different from those of Nicolas

Amati.

Sixteen hundred and ninety furnishes an epoch

of more marked transition in the works of Stra-

divarius. At that date he began to give more

amplitude to his model, to perfect the swells, and

to determine the thicknesses in a more rigorous

manner. His varnish is deeper colored ; in a

word his productions have assumed another look
;

there remain in them still, however, evident tra-

ditions of the school of Nicolas Amati. The
instrument-makers of the actual time designate

them habitually under the^name of "Stradivarius

Amati-sized." In 1700, the artist has reached

his 56th year ; his talent is then in all its strength .

and from that date to 1725, the instruments

which leave his hand are so many perfect works.

He stumbles no more ; sure of himself and of

his purpose, he carries into the least details the

most precious finish. His model has all the size

desirable ; he designs the lines with a taste and a

purity which for a century and a half have exci-

ted the admiration of connoisseurs. The wood,

chosen with the finest discernment, unites with

the greatest beauty of shades, all the conditions

of resonance. * In the bottom, and the ribs also

he then changed the old plan and used the wood

across instead of with the grain. The swells of

his instrnments, without being too elevated, flow

in mild and regular curves, which have all the

flexibility necessaif. The gills, out with a mas-
terly hand, become models for his successors. The
scroll, which has taken on a severer character, is
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carved with a great perfection. The beautiful

yellow tones of Stradivarius's varnish date from

this era ; the substance of it is very fine and of a

superior fluidity.

In the interior, the artist's work offers no less

perfection. Every thing there is done with the

greatest care. The thicknesses are fixed by

strict reasons and are remarkable for a precision,

which could only have been attained by long

study. The bottom, the top and all the parts are

in perfectly harmonious relations with each other.

Reiterated trials and persevering observations

must have led Stradivarius through all this period

to have made the supports and the ribs of his

violins of willow, whose specific lightness surpas-

ses that of all other woods. In short, everything

has been foreseen, calculated, settled in a final

manner, in these admirable instruments. The

beam alone is too weak, in consequence of the

progressive raising of the diapason since the

beginning of the 18th century, which has inevi-

tably resulted in a considerable increase of ten-

sion, and a much greater amount of pressure on

the top of the violin. Thence has come the

necessity of re-beaming all the old violins and

violoncellos.

At the very time that Stradivarius had arrived

at the perfection of which we have just spoken,

and was working with absolulecertainty of desired

results, he occasionally varied from his definite

type, to satisfy the fancies of artists or amateurs.

Thus he made some violins of a longer pattern.

They are less graceful in form, but the same care

presided over their finish ; all is proportioned to

tbe modification of the shape, to maintain equilib-

rium in the vibrations. In these instruments, as

in the others wnich left his hand at this period of

his life, the sonority has that noble power, that

brilliancy and peculiarity, which have assured

every where the great renown of Stradivarius.

The instruments produced by Stradivarius

from 1725 to 1730 still keep these qualities,

although the worl:; has not quite the same per-

fection. The swells are a little more round,

whence results a little less splendor in the tones.

The delicacy and finish both decline regularly ;

the varnish is browner. The durability dimin-

ishes—for, in a regular proportion, tbe works of

this epoch have more rapidly disappeared. In

1730, and even a little earlier, the stamp of the

master almost entirely disappears. A practised

eye discerns that the instruments have been made
by less skilful hands. He himself designates

many as having been made only under his direc-

tion : Sub discipUna Slradivarii. In others we
recognize the hand of Charles Bergonzi and of

the sons of Stradivarius, Omohono and Francesco.

At the death of this celebrated man many unfin-

ished instruments existed in his workshop. These

were finished by his .sons. The most of them

have his name on the label. Thence follows the

uncertaintly and confusion which prevails in

regard to the productions of his last days.

Stradivarius made only a small number of

altos ; all of the large size. Their quality of.

sound—penetrative, noble, symp^hetic—is of the

highest beauty.

A much larger number of violoncellos came

from his hand ; and the same as(!ending scale in

perfection of work and exquisiteness of finish is

to be observed in them, as in the violins. These

instruments are of two sizes ; the one larger, to

which was formerly given the name of basso
; the

other, much smaller, which is the violoncello,

properly so called. In the first class, belongs the

bosso of M. Servais, professor in the royal con- .

servatory at Brussels, and a virtuoso of European

reputation. The sonority of this fine instrument

is extraordinarily powerful, and matched by a

silvery mellowness. The violoncello of the excel-

lent artist, M. Franchomme, is of the second pat-

tern ; it belonged formerly to Duport : it is an

instrument of the greatest value. This pattern

is preferred in our day, its dimensions being

much better suited to the execution of difficulties.

It needs the hand of Servais for an instrument

such as his is.

The violoncellos of Stradivarius have an im-

mense superiority over all instruments of the

same kind ; their powerful voice possesses an

amplitude, a distinction of iimhre, and a brilliancy

which nothing can equal. These precious qualities

result first from the choice of the wood, and second

from the effect of the thicknesses, which are

treated in a large manner, and finally from the

exact relation of all parts of the instrument to

each other, so balanced that the vibrations are

free, energetic and prolonged. What assures

the superiority of these instrumects and of the

violins, is the constant regard paid to acoustic

principles.

At the time when Stradivarius was working,

viols of all kinds were still in use in the orches-

tra ; he himself made many of diverse forms and

dimensions, some with si.x and seven strings;

quintans, also, with elevated ribs and arched tops
;

guitars, lutes and mandolins besides. One of

these last instruments is to be found at Paris

now ; the fineness of the, work and the beauty of

the varnish are very remarkable ; the carvings of

the head are of a rare delicacy, and in the gen-

eral effect, as well as in all its details, this beauti-

ful instrument unites all kinds of perfections.

Two things are equally noticeable in the career

of Stradivarius, the excellence of his instruments

and their almost endless number. It is true

the multiplicity of his works is accounted for by

the great age he reached, and by the persever-

ance in work wnich he kept up to the last. Stra-

divarius was of that small number of men, who,

having made perfection their goal so far as hu-

manity may attain it, never wander from the way

which conducts to it ; whom nothing distracts,

nothing delays ; whom disappointments do not

discourage ; and who, full of faith in the worth of

their aim and in their own ability to reach it,

make their best successes only fi-esh starting-

points for new endeavors. To Stradivarius, his

art was the entire world ; in it he concentrated all

his faculties. Even so, he could not have attained

his great results if his genius had not corres-

ponded to his aspirations. His long life of 93

years flowed away in a peaceful workshop, he

sitting at his bench, compass or tool in hand.

We have already mentioned the fact that Stra-

divarius finished a violin at 92 years of age, in

1736. He had been expecting his end long

before this, for he had built his tomb in 1729.

We have a proof of this in an extract from the

Inscripiiones Cremonenses universce, in which the

fullest evidence is afforded under the seals of the

civil and ecclesiastical authorities of Cremona in

1855.

The date of 1 729 upon tbe tomb had left the

impression that Stradivarius died that year ; but

the discovery of the violin, in which he had

stamped his own age at 92, overthrew that tradi-

tion. New researches, made with indefatigable

diligence, have been rewarded with success, and

have established the precise date of the death of

this distinguished artist. In an authenticated

extract from the Register of the Cathedral at

Cremona, attested by M. Jules Fusetti, vicar of

that church, we have proof that Antoine Stradi-

varius was buried the 19th Dec. 1737 ; and we
infer that he had died either on the 17th or 18th

of that month, at the full age of 93.

(To be continued).

For 'Dwight's Journal of Music.

Mendelssohn's Songs for the Voice with

Pianoforte.

With whatever readiness other nations may have

adopted German music, the so-called Lied has not

found much favor with iiny of them ; and yet it may
he boldly asserted that just in this form the tme

German genius is most clearly reflected. Those not

thoroughly acquainted with the .musical hterature of

that country can hardly form an idea of the immense

flood of songs (Lieder) that have been composed,

from the middle of the last century, from the days of

Adam Hiller and Mo-zart, down to Selinbert, Men-

delssohn and Robert Franz. For a long period it

seemed to be the custom with every young composer

to make bis debut jvith a set of six or twelve songs
;

many continuing to cultivate this field exclusively,

while others would return to it in their happiest

moments and occasionally present to their admirers

a new book of songs. No composer of any note has

neglected to add his share to this store.

The number of songs which Mendelssohn has

contributed amounts to about eighty. It was his

custom to publish them in sets of six each ; at first,

however, so that two sets formed one Opvs ; accord-

ingly, ops. 8 and 9, comprise each twelve songs.

—

Mendelssohn was undoubtedly a believer in the

sacred number Three. All bis compositions left the

press in sets of three or six (twice three) each ; the

lai-ger ones, of course, excepted, which he published

singly. If there are some extant in sets of four, or

any other number, they must be posthumous works.

Opus 19 consists of six songs for the voice and six

for the piano solo {1st book of the well-known

Lieder oline Worte). Op. 34, 47, 57, 71 (the last he

published) contain each again six songs, making in

all fifty-four. Besides these a few more appeared,

not numbered, as fugitive pieces, daring the com-
poser's life. The rest, op. 84, 86 and 99, of three

and six songs respectively, were published after his

death.

It may seem to come somewhat post festtim to

speak of these songs, now that Robert Franz has

enchanted the world with his wonderful lays. Still,

one may be a great admirer of Franz's songs, and be

none the less charmed by those of Mendelssohn

;

provided yon have still left you some purity of mind,

some innocence, some simplicity. To mnsical poli-

ticians, speculators, demagogues, and similar folks,

I should cry out : stand back ! The aversion to

short, simple and expressive pieces, now so common
among musicians and amateurs, is no doubt one of

the causes why Mendelssohn's songs have lately been

much neglected. They share tins fate, however, with

many others; those of Schumann and Beethoven,

for instance. It seems, moreover, at if the piano-

forte, this despot of modern music, as it has killed

nearly all all other instruments, were about to ex-

tinguish also the voice. People like now better to

play than to sing a song.

In his songs Mendelssohn is entirely himself ; the

matchless, amiable, tasteful, profound composer.

—

Here, perhaps, more than in any of the other forms

he has cultivated, all his fine qualities are concen-

trated. How many brave musicians and singers
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could I name who will never forget the pleasure they

have derived from these beautiful little tone crea-

tions! My friend Theodore—I see him still at the

instrument, .with a bound volume of our master's

songs, jusfthen published, before him. He had per-

formed that charming Miimelied or love song (op. 34,

No. 1),

" Leucht't heller als die Soddc,

Ihr Heheii AUgelein."

(Beam brighter than the fsun,

Ye .sweet, dear little eyes !

)

and that incomparable Spring song (No, 3 from the

same opiis

)

,

"E.s brechen im' schailenden K#igea

Die Friihlingsstimmen los."

(In clear melodious chorus

The voices of Spring break forth),

when he turned round to me, his cheeks flushed, his

blue eyes gli.'stening with enthusiasm, exclaiming:

let Liszt, Wagner, Berlioz, and all of that tribe, pros-

trate themselves before the master who could create

such music !

Although I did not wholly approve of the tenor of

his invocation, still, since the two songs belonged to

my favorites, I solemnly responded : let them pros-

trate themselves ! Then, taking up the volume, he

flourished it triumphantly in the air and cried : Bring

me a man able to show" me in the whole of this col-

lection a single measure that does not give proof of

the purest taste, of the most refined ear, of the deep-

est sentiment

!

Theodore was a Mendels.sohnian of full blood and

naturally jealous for the fame of his idol; still, with-

out reason ; in regard to these songs at least there

has been heard no voice but that of praise ; their

excellence is universally acknowledged. But how to

choose fi"om among so much that is beautiful ? There

is, for instance, that Venetian Gondola song"(op. 57,

No. 5), the text a translation of Moore's well-known

"When through the Piazetta

Night breatiies her cool air."

How characteristic of the cool sea breexe, of the pale

moon, of the lover's longing and yearning is that

melody, supported by so truthful an accompaniment

!

How original, and natural at the same time, is the

harmonic web, with the suspended notes in the voice

which, when just about to close, find themselves

again suspended over a foreign bass ! That is in-

deed music for which a great poet has good reason to

thank a greater composer. In this as in most of the

songs there is an ample field for vocal display in the

better sense; the good singer may here revel,in his

element, as the fish in the water. Next may be men-

tioned the Spring song (op. 19, No. 1) :

"In dem Walde siisse Tone

Singen kleine Vogelein."

(In the forest little birds

Sweetest sounds are singing).

the words of which are from the Old German. I

hardly know why I am so fond of this little piece

(don't laugh at me !)—it is so charming, so innocently

cheerful

—

" Sweet voice of comfort I 'twas like the stealing

Of summer wind thro' some wreathed shell

—

**##***
'Twas whispered balm—'twas sunshine sung I

"

It will be remembered that in one of his famous

" Travelling Letters," (see Vwhjht's Journal, vol.

XXI, No. 3), Mendelssohn writes :
" There are new

songs under way again, dear sisters ! You do not

know my principal song in E major, ' On the Jour-

ney;' it is very sentimental," The song here

referred to can be no other than the Eeiselied {ops. 19

No 6).

" Bringet des treusten Herzens Griisso,

Eilende Welleu, zu ihr hiu !"

(Bring to her, swift moving waves,

Greetings of my faithful heart !)

It is, indeed, sentimental enough, but just the right

song for a gentle soul torn from the beloved ; it dis-

solves sorrow into sweet tears.

A great number are too well known to need

description here ; for instance :
" On Song's bright

pinions," '' It is ordained by Heaven's decree," and

others.

As stated above, the last work Mendelssohn pub-

lished— if we except that collection of small pieces

for the pianoforte (Kmderstuclce) marked as op. 72,

(known here, under the name of " The Gfift "), but

which belong to an earlier period—was a book of six

songs, op. 71. To the many, many admirers of the

great composer it was always a " grand time " when
a new set made its appearance ; but little did we
dream that these were to be his "swan songs." In

the selection of the poems for this last set he seems

almost to have been guided by a presentiment of his

approaching end (as indeed, sometime before he lay

down never to rise again, he was troubled by the

gloomy thought of an early death). They are

mostly of a mournful character ; they speak of

anguish and pain which should be forgotten ; of a

•' better morrow " that will soon dawn, since God's

grace and goodness are never far ofl' ; of wandering

away to a "distant land"; of joys passed; "the

friend's faithful counsel, the beloved one's sweet

glance, where are they ?
"—and similar prophetic

allusions. The music to the first, inscribed Trostung

(Consolation), breathes that tender piety, that sweet

comfort, for which the composer of St. Paul is cele-

brated. The sixth and last one is a Nachtlied (Night-

song). How ominous the words :

" Time travels, thus, thro' all the night.'

And many an one must join his tiight

Who never ivould have thought it."

and towards the close :

"God we will praise till the clear, bright morning shines."

The music accords wzth the text. A syncopated

octave in the bass (the .5th of the chord of E flat),

indicative of the tolling of the night or vesper bell,

first heard alone, serves as the foundation over which

melody and harmony, closely united, move mourn-

fully along. At the entrance of the words " God we
will praise " the voice soars powerfully up to the

highest region, but soon resumes its former position.

The low, subdued tolling of the bell, after the voice

has ceased, is heard again ; it grows softer and softer,

and then all is still. Benda.

Hayd.u's Note-Books in England.

Translated for this Journal by A. W. T.

II.

(Continued from page 308).

The Duke of Cumberland has had to pay

£25,000 for adultery.

Mein Weib singsi si geigsi. (i)

Haymarket Theatre.

This theatre held 4000 persons. The pit or

parterre alone is large enough for 1200; in each

box ten persons can sit comfortably. The am-

phitheatre is perfectly round, is 4 stories high,

and to light the same a very large and beautiful

chandelier is let down from the ceiling, contain-

ing some 70 lights. Its position is in the centre

of the amphitheatre—cuts no one off from the

view of the arena, and lights up the whole house.

Besides this, there are in the first and second

boxes small lustres, which are fastened about a

foot distant from the front of the boxes.

For the bell-ringing in Oxford on occasion of

my taking the Doctor's degree I had to pay 1 1-2

guineas ; andfor the useofthegown half a guinea-

The jouriiey cost me 6 guineas.

The city of London owns 4000 carts for street

cleaning, of which 2000 are daily in use.

March 17, 1792, I was bled in London.

In the month of August I dined on board an

East India merchant vessel carrying G guns.

I was splendidly entertained.

In this month I went with ]Mr. Fraser by way

of the Thames from Westminster bridge to Rich-

mond, where we dined upon an island. We were

24 persons, besides the band of music.

The size of war vessels in England is reckon-

ed bv the number of their cannon—each cannon

is reckoned as a thousand pounds.(V)

Madame Mara was hissed at Oxford, because

she would not rise from her seat during the Hal-

lelujah chorus, (j)

December 14th I dined for the first time with

Mr. Shaw. He received me below at the door,

and took me immediately to his wife, who was

surrounded by her two daughters and other

ladies. As I paid my compliments to them in

turn, I suddenly became aware that the lady of

the house, her daughters and the other ladies had

each, in addition to their headdresses, in front a

pearl-colored ribbon, three fingers broad, with

the name Haydn very neatly wrought thereon in

gold ; »and Mr. Shaw had the same name wrought

with the finest steel beads into the ends of his

collar-bands in front of his dress, which was of

the finest cloth, smooth, and with handsome steel

buttons. Mrs. Shaw is the most beautiful woman

I have ever seen. N.B. Per husband asked* me
for some token of remembrance. I gave him a

snuff-box, which I had just bought new for a

guinea, and he gave me his own in return. Some

days after I called upon him and saw that he had

had a silver case made for my box, on the top of

which is very neatly engraved an Apollo's harps

and round about it the following words :
" Ex

dono celeberrimi Joseph! Haydn."

N.B. The Mistress gave me in remembrance a

pin.

In the first concert the Adagio of the new

Symphony in D was repeated.

In the second concert the chorus and the above

Symphony were given again, and the first Alle-

gro and the Adagio were repeated.

In the third concert the new Symphony in b

fa was given, and the first and last Allegros were

encored.

Lord Clermont once gave a grand supper and,

when the health of the king was drunk, he or-

dered the band of wind instruments to play the

well-known " God save the King " in the street

—in the midst of- a furious snow storm. This

took place Feb. 19, 1792. So madly do they

drink in England.

The Castle church of Windsor is a very old

but noble building. The high altar cost 50,000

florins—the picture is the Ascension of Christ on

enamelled glass ; at the side altar on the right a

smallar picture of the appearance of Chi-ist to

the herdsmen, has been finished this year, 1792.

The value of this smaller picture ie considered

greater than that of the larger. The view from

the terrace is divine.

Hardy. Otto. Guttenbrijn.

Hoppner. Dassie artist in wax. *

N. B. The first four gentlemen painted my
portrait. Dassie in wax. (k)
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The Theatre of Varietes Amusantes in Saville

Eow. Nov. 23d I was invited thither. It is an

exhibition of Marionettes. The figures were

well arranged. The singers were bad, but the

Mara, before her departure for Italy, sang 4

times in the Haymarket theatre in the English

Opera " Artaxerxes " by Dr. Arne. She again

gained a universal tempest of applause. She was

paid for each night £100.

The larger blacklead pencils cost 1-2 guineas.

The smaller 5 shillings 6 penz.

The writing pens, 6 6

Shillings. Pence.

Steel buttons, . . £2

A steel girdle . . 1

A steel chain . . 1

2 sacisars (scissors) 3 sh. each

3 " at 6 sh. each

1 " at ...
1 " at

7 penn knifes . . 1

Nov. 14th, 1791, sent o"ff to Herr v. Kees, by

the post, 2 Symphonies, for which I paid 1

guinea 11 1-2 shillings
;
paid also 3 shillings for 2

letters, and 1 guinea for copying.

Notes ey the Translator.

(i)A very queer bad German saying, which Haydn

picked up somewhere, meaning only " My wife sings

and plays violin."

(j) What made the matter worse was that Madame
Mara was on the stage as a vocalist.

The Hannonicon gives the following note :

Madame Mara was in the habit of taking great

liberties with the public, and in the ftmstant practice

of keeping her seat, while the other principal singers

#ere more decorously standing. The young men at

Oxford seized a very favorable opportunity of re-

buking her. Everybody knows that the moment the

Hallelujah chorus commences, performers and audi-

ence all rise ; Mara, however, was silly enough to

resist this custom [on the occasion alluded to, and

was fairly hissed out of the orchestra.

(k) Correction. In the other book I mistook aus

for und, and translated " Otto und Guttenbrun,"

"Otto from Guttenbrun';" the reader sees, however,

that a man, not the place of that name, is meant.

—

Dassie's likeness was a wax medallion portrait.

Now I am in for corrections, here is one in relation

to a mistranslation in the letters of Haydn, publish-

ed in the Journal of Music a year or two since.

When a lady asked Dr. Johnson why he had given

a certain definition to some word or other, he answer-

ed "Ignorance, Madame, pure ignorance." The same

excuse is here given for having translated "Eng-

lische, gnadige Frau"—" English,",&c., instead of

"Angelic," which I am assured, the word means.

—

The mistake was natural enough, as Haydn wrote in

London and began with a capital- E.

(To be Continued.)

The Funeral of the Poet TJhland.

By Mary H. C. Booth.

ZoRicH, Switzerland, Nov. 27, 1862.

To the Editors of the Independent

:

—To whom has
Ludwig Uhland failed to sing, and on what has his
muse been silent? Surely upon nothing good, or
grand, or beautiful!

Beneath the sacred sod, in his poet-grave at Tu-
bingen, sleeps the great singer and patriot, for whom
the mighty German heart mourns with one sorrow-
ing thrill.

There, where the sweet key-note first sounded.

among the majestic bills, to which the grand anthem
of his life was so melodiously attuned, where its mu-
sic swelled and soared, and from whence it ran
round the world, in undying echoes, its last notes

sank to silence. In the twilight of the day and the

year, and of his loving life, the life-l.imp went out in

its socket. He died, where he was born and lived,

ou the evening of the 14th of November, 1862, at

his home in Tiibingen, Germany, aged seventy-six

years.

No German poet, not even excepting Schiller and
Goethe, is so familiarly known to American readers

in general, through the medium of small translations,

as Uhland. We find his poems in reading-books, in

newspapers, in scrap.books — scattered all about.
His songs of the Minnesingers are, perhaps, the
most universally attractive ; their ideal romance is

enchanting. But I cannot love him more tlian in

his smallest, simplest bursts of melody ; as, for in-

stance :

POET BLESSINGS.

As 1 passed a cultured way.
Listening to the Lark's sweet lay,

I beheld a Laborer there,

Working, with his silver hair.

Blessings—cried T—on the Field;

Rich its golden harvest yield!
RlesPings on this withered hand,
Sowing still the fruitful land.

Spake to me his e.arnest face,
" Poet blessings out of place,
Uringine, like the heaven's scorn.

Crops of Flowers instead of Corn !
"

Friendl my simple minstrel powers
Waken not too many flowers,

Only what the gleaners may
Leave your gnndson for his play.

A distinguished German artist has taken for the
theme of one of his most beautiful and exquisite
paintings, Uhland's well-known

shepherd's sabbathsong.
God's holy day is here !

In the wide pastures I am all alone.
Only one bell's sweet tone

—

And silence, far and near.

Prayerful. I bend the knee.
Mysterious awe!—Oh. sweet to feel

How many at this moment kneel
Unseen, and pray with me.

The heavens that arch away.
So clear their tranquil scope

—

As if the clouds would ope.
It is God's holy day.

The artist has thrown the whole soul of the verges

upon his canvas
; the very atmosphere is laden with

prayer and stillness, and with Sabbath peace.

Among his minor songs, perhaps none are more
universally known, none more sure to be found in

every nook and corner of Germany and Switzerland,
than

THE CASTLE BY THE SEA.

Have you ever seen that kingly house^
That high house by the sea

;

The golden and the rosy clouds
Above its turrets flee

;

And fain it would lean downward
To the mirroring wave below.

And fain it would soar upward
In the evening sunset's glow ?

Indeed, and I have seen it.

That castle by the sea.

And the moon above it beaming,
And thd mists that round it flee.

The winds and ocean's billows

Sung, as they surged along.
Didst thou hear from the hall of the castle
The harp, and festal song ?

^he winds and the waves are dying
Stiil, in their mystic spheres.

—

A song of mourning fi:om tho hall
I heard amid my tears.

Saw'st thou upon the turrets
The King walk with his Queen,

Their crimson mantles waving.
Their jeweled crown's bright sheen ?

And led they not in rapture
A beauteous maiden there.

Resplendent as the golden sun.
Glowing with golden hair ?

I saw the regal parents.
In mourning robes arrayed

;

I could not see the royal crown,
I did not see the maid.

The funeral obsequies in honor of the dead poet
were of the most imposing nnd magr\.ificent charac-
ter, as befitted the last tribute of the nation to the
memory of its most beloved singer and honored pa-
triot. The toflfin,as is the custom at European fun-
erals, was placed outside the door of the house, and
was completely covered with flowers. Twelve laurel

crowns adorned its top. At the right and left of the
head were the two crowns brought by the German
and Schwahen Singers' Union, decorated with the

German colors
; between them, that brought by the

academic scholars of the gymnasium ; at the foot,

the crown of laurel inwoven with roses, as the last

token of love nnd devotion, by the Liederh-am of
Kvchevhehn. Upon this crown lay the single palm-
leaf—emhlem of peace—the offering of the Singars'
Society of Stuttgart. As the coffin was lifted upon
the hearse, tlie members of tlie Stuitqart Liederkram
and of the Academy's Liedertafel joined in the

beiiutifiil choral, "Shall not Love also weep ?
"

Th^ hearse was drawn by four white horses, draped
in mourning, led by eight students, four on each side.

The city was overflowing with strangers from every
direction, far and near, who had come hj the extra

trains to take part in the funeral ceremonies ; Sing-
ers, Turners, Firemen, and Ereeshooters came flock-

ing to Tubingen that day, not only in hundreds, bnt
by thousands—every society with its garlands and
crowns of laurel. The procession moved slowly

forward in the following order : the body, preceded
by the dear old friends and school companions of the

deceased, all with silver hair, clad in the garments
of sorrow ; then came the Academie Liedertafel ; stu-

dents; the faculty of the University; Stuttgart Par-
lament ; court nnd county officers , teachers of official

institutions ; Citizens' Associations of Stuttgart

;

Citizens' Guard ; Citizens' Collegiates of Tubingen ;

mn^ic ; deputations of the various Singers' Unions ;

Tiibingen " Gesanr/i'ei-ein " ; citizens of Stuttgart

and Tiibingen
;
general participators and mourning

deputations from various states and cities ; Turners'
and Shooters' societies ; firemen.

The imposing appearance of the flower^decked

flag of the " Schwnhischen Sdngerhimde," which, five

years ago, first waved in festal splendor before the

house of the poet, attracted universal attention, and,

owing to its hallowed associations, was waved over

the open grave.

On reaching the " narrow house," the Academie
Liedertafel sang the first verse of the song,

"Silently the singer sleeps,

Whose ear has listened at the gates of other spheres."

Bishop Georgii of Tiibingen then followed with

the funeral discourse, every word of which was a
pearl, but from which (for want of space) we only
quote the following :

" The deathless poet crown, which encircled

his brow, he ennobled, through high moral worth,

stainless parity of life, unwavering truth, and child-

like piety. A true son of the people, he dedicateii

his highest powers of thought, and language, and
life, to the cause of his Fatherland and the Right.

—

Beloved alike in palace and in hut—by princes and
by people—no German heart but loved him ; no
German tongue but ipraised. * * * Whether
he sang of the Alpine glories, or of the meadow's
peace, or in inspiring strains of the noble love for

Fatherland and for Freedom, it was all the same."
While the coffin was being lowered to its last rest-

ing place, the Academic Liedertafel sang the grand
choral, "Christ is my Life ;" and the bearers of ban-

ners waved them slowly, one after another, above
the open grave. Then came the countless thousands
with noiseless tread and overflowing hearts, to cast

last lingering looks upon the crowned coflSn that hid

forevermore from mortal sight all that was "of the

earth, earthy" of the dear dead songster. "He is not

dead ;"—even the httle children cry, "Why, he
sings." Yes, and the nations listen.

The oldest and dearest of the poet's poet friends,

his intimate companion for years, Karl Mayer, spoke
with faltering voice the last tender farewell ; the

coffin was then covered nearly a foot in depth with

garlands and laurel crowns, brought by private indi-

viduals and societies. Prof. J. G. Fischer, standing

beside the open grave, in clear and thrilling tones,

recited the following

ODE.

Holy the sacred spots where the footsteps

Of all high men h%ve wandered : one there is

More holy— where over their slumbering ashes
Prayerfully gathers the Nation.

Where the last mile-stone stands, which a great life's

Life border marks, whereon a name is graven.
The like of which the history of our time
Has not one such another.

And now to-day a great and sunlit name,
Thou point'st thy people to the hallowed spot

To which thy spirit led them—point'st to show
How great the blessings of man's well-used powers.

The Master's benediction we accept,
With all the thousands who h.ive come from fep

To celebrate this great, unusual day
O'er our immortal dead.

A moment, and we bid our last farewell.

And leave thee to thy slumbers, ail alone

;
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Yet thy admiriTig people's heart ttIU seek,
And find, strength by thy grave.

Weeping maidens, to whose hearts thy harp
Sang golden songs, will come with tearful vows,
And pledge to live the noble pictures out
Then hast of woman drawn.

To you. German sons, who swing the torch
O'er Uhland's grave in honor of his name,
He calls to you, and from the goblet bids
To Life's first struggle— forward 1

Children in song I come here, come here, and learn
What are the songs, and what the loving deeds
Your nation deems its pearls of priceless worth —
Come to this grave and learn !

Up to the banners press the reverent crowd
;

His spirit vain their honest souls still moved ;

They come to hear how clear the bright shield rings
Above the Patriot's grave.

And when thou comest, thou Spirit of the Future !

And seek'st among the names of German sons
The first who broke their country's path to glory,
Thou wilt cry

—

Ludwiq Uhland !

" Ludwig Oldand .'" responded a resounding echo
from the opposite liills—as if tlie spirit of the Ger-
man people had thus confirmed theanswer.
The prave was then filled, hy the throwing of

handfuls of earth upon the coffin by the thousands
who passed by with drooping banners and strains of
muffled music. The grave hill was completely bur-
ied with crowns.
As the shadows of evening darkened, the students

came with funeral tread, and marched solemnly in

torchlight procession around the crowned grave.
They afterwards repaired, together with the Uni-

versity faculty, members of the clergy, and others, to

one of the City Halls^ where the last funeral services

were closed, and the last chorals chanted.

"When the good man yields his breath,
For the good man never dies,

Bright beyond the fields of death,
Lo ! the land of promise lies."

Remarks on the Rendering of the " Sinfo-

nia Eroica."*
Continued from page 300.

The fact of our mentioning this last point, brings
HS back to our object, properly so speaking, namely,
the discussion of how the Third Symphony should
be rendered. But, even for this object, it struck us
as necessary to show at some length how different

was Beethoven's treatment of the principal idea from
the treatment of it by all preceding composers, be-
cause no one can ever perform the Symphony prop-
erly without a clever comprehension of the said
mode of treatment.

As is partly apparent from what has been said, in

order to ensure correctness of performance, the ac-
centuation of separate notes, by the sforzando, has
been more extensively and characteristically employ-
ed by Beethoven than by any previous composer. It

is essential to pay attention to them, but they can
hardly be overlooked, with common care, and they
are easily executed. In the cases of fp and sfp, how-
ever, double attention must be given, both in the
case of the figures and in that of the sustained notes,

For instance, as early as page 3, in the second violin

and the violoncello ;

—

/ P

while the first violin, tenor, and all the wind instru-

ments have the fp upon a minim :

—

fp '

where very often, especially in the wind instruments,
the forte is kept up too long. Just in the same way,
at page 16, we must allow for the sfp in the viojon-
cello, tenor, bassoons, and oboes, which frequently
occurs, especially with the figure in the second
part, beginning at page 20 and recurring at page
29:—

Viol I. iii^^iii
This figure must be played by all the instruments as
it is played by the first violin, although the p after

the sf in the score and in the parts has been sometimes
accidentally omitted.

* From the Ntederrheiniscke Mu^ik-ZpAtung. Translated for
the London Musical World by J. V. Bridgeman.

This brings ns to the difference of the sfi in forte
and in piano passages ; its force must be determined
by the dynamic direction for the entire period. The
word rinforzare, whence is derived rinforzando, for

which, at present, sforzando (from sforzare, to force)

is always written, means to give additional strength

(Germanice, yerslarfcen), and is never applied to a
series of tones, like the forte, but only to the addi-

tional strengthening of a separate tone in the series.

If a series of notes is to be more strongly accented,

the direction sfz is repeated .upon each note ; fre-

quent instances of this occur in the Eroica. As a
rule, this strengthening process is combined with a
certain breadth, corresponding to the accentuation of

words or syllables marked "with emphasis" in spok-
en language. The sfz occurs consequently seldom
in the staccato, as, for instance, page 13 :

—

mm^
where, by this means, the contrast between the in-

tended sharpness of the tones in the violins and the

breadth of the tones in the minims of the wind in-

struments, which are also introduced at the second
crotchet with sfz, is intended to be marked. It thus

becomes a mere direction for the accent. That this,

then, must become strong, and exceptionally strong,

is required by the_^?-te of the entire period.

But very different from a fortissimo of this descrip-

tion is the strengthening of the separate tone in the

passages to be played in the half strong (mezzoforte)
piano, and especially in the piatiissimo. Too strong

an accentuation in these instances is a serious error

;

the amount of strengthening must be regulated by
the character of the period, Some persons will ox-

claim, "Everyone knows that!" Good! but how
comes it to pass, then, that, despite this knowledge,
we so frequently hear, at the very commencement of

the Eroica, the sfz in the tenth bar, accented upon
the d fa flat with a degree of energy not at all in

keeping with the character of the period, which char-

acter, on the contrary, it completely obliterates by
an abruptness that renders the gradually dying away
of the sound, down to the complete piano, almost
impossible in the space of time apportioned to a
single bar, while the mark >- immediately following
the sfz shows plainly enough what kind of expres-

sion is required. The free progression which Beet-

hoven annexes in eight bars to the theme, until the

latter occurs, at the fifteenth bar, in the highest part
even, still piano, must not diflfer, in the first or second
crescendo, or in the sforzando, from the character of
the entire period. This character is sufficiently

marked by the piano of the theme, as well as by its

repetition and expression, up to bar 22, and further-

more, by the p which is placed (bar 7) as a warning
before the crescendo, upon the first g of the first

violin.

The same holds good of all the crescendos and
sforzandos in the middle episode, page 10 and 11 :

—

iiPil
p Cres. sf :s=—

To the same category belongs the cresc. and sfz in

the thirteenth and fourteenth bars of the second part

(page 20), where both impart light and shade to the

pianissimo of the entire passage only by a moderately
rising tone, which directly afterwards subsides again
into a piano. Furthermore, all sfp's in the second
episode (page 36 et Segg) :

—

î s^i
^j!=fc=rt(Prr=^r=f=— fi

^^^s^
p rf

The matter becomes most apparent in softly melo-
dic portions in the adagios ; when, for instance, in

the remainder of the theme of the funeral march of

the Eroica the first crotchet of the sixth bar is mark-
ed «/">-, but the whole, except the pp, sotto voce, also

;

no one, we presume, will ever take it into his head
to change the emphasis upon a flat into an outburst
of sound, while such an outburst, even as the forte

in the stringed quartet shows, is quite appropriate in

the last bar but one at the end of the march, with the

same mark sf in the wind instruments.

Opposed to accentuation, we find in Beethoven, as

a new means of expression, not employed by any
composer before him, or, at any rate, not to the same
extent, the system of non-accentuation, the absence of
accent, and of everything like light and shade result-

ing from increased or diminished strength of tone.

—

This peculiar kind of execution occurs only in the

piano and pianissimo, which are, furthermore, provid-

ed with a warning beacon in the shape of the word
sempre (always). The great point, in the execution

of, such passages, is the avoiding even of a scarcely

perceptible crescendo.

In the first movement of the Eroica, there are only

two passages requiring a perfectly equal, we might
almost say, indifferent, style of execution, firstly,

the eighteen bars at the conclusion of the develop-

ment in the second part (pages 46 and 47), anil,

secondly, the sixteen bars (pages 65—68), where,

after the/or(iSstTOo of the first two bars of the theme
in C major, the second violin takes it up pianissimo,

until the return of the episode in F minor.

The scherzo, on the other hand affolds one of the

most remarkable instances of the unaccented style of

execution, devoid of any gradation of light and

shade, of very long periods in continuous piano. The
sempre pianissimo and staccato are retained, in the

first place, for ninety-one bars, then for twenty-eight,

and, in the repetition, for ninety-four more

!

» (To be continued,}

Henry Pnrcell.

Henry Purcell, the greatest of English musicians,

was born in Westminster, in 1658. His father and

uncle were both gentlemen of the Chapels-Royal, but

the former he lost when only six years of age. He
was entered as one of the children of the Royal
Chapels, Captain Cook being th6n master, and fin-

ished his musical education under Dr. Blow, in

whose praise it is monumentally recorded that he was
" Master to the famous Mr. Henry Purcell." While

yet a boy in the royal choir, he composed more than

one anthem that was thought worthy of performance.

In 1676, at the age of eighteen, he was appointed

organist of Westminster Abbey, and the following

year produced the music of " Dido and ^neas," an

opera in three short acts, written by Tate, and per-

formed at Mr. Priest's boarding school, Chelsea, by

young gentlewomen." This, though now so little

known, exhibits a vigor of genius, and a perfection

of taste possessed by only the favored few, and in no

other instance attained at so early a period of life.

In 1682 he became one of the organists of the

King's Chapel.- In 1694 he produced his grand Te

Deum and Jubilate, which were performed at St.

Paul's at the Feast of the Sons of the Clergy till the

year 1713, when Handel's Te Deum for the peace of

Utrecht supplanted it.

Of Purcell's numerous dramatic compositions, we
shall only mention " The Indian Queen," produced

in 1689; "The Tempest," and •" Dioclesian," in

1690; "King Arthur," 1691; "Don Quixote,"

1694, and "Boadicea," 1695. All these operas were

successful, and the music was sung almost every-

where. They are doubtless his most elaborate com-

positions, and are fine specimens of the English

style. He also wrote a great number of single songs

aiid duets for dramatic pieces, most, if not all of.

which appear in the Orpheus Brittanicus, a work com-

prising nearly the whole of his secular compositions

for one and two voices ; among those are his unri-

valled cantatas, "Mad Tom," its companion, "Mad
Bess," and " From Rosy Bowers," which although

they had an immense popularity in their day, are

probably now almost unknown.
He also composed Ten Sonatas, very graceful and

pleasing compositions, Lessons for the Harpsichord,

Odes on particular occasions, a volume of quartets for

male voices, trios for children, &c. His anthems far

exceed in number those of any other, and would

alone have furnished sufficient employment for a mod-
erately active mind, and a life of average duration.

Some of these show great thought and a profound

knowledge of harmony, but many, we are convinced,

were written only for temporary purposes, and never

intended by their author to survive the day or the

month for which they were produced. A volume
of them was published after his death.

Purcell dipd in 1695, in consequence of a severe

cold, it is said, but it is more probable that it was
consumption brought about by those convivial habits

into which men of genius in his time were too fre-

quently led by their " friends," His remains were

deposited in Westminster Abbey, where a tablet to

his memory was placed, with an inscription on it by

Dryden.

nsiral Corrfspnknre.

Philadelphia, Dec. 23. — Wo have had" Di-

norah," -7- and the goat ; the latter personage by no

means the attraction that one was induced to antici-

pate by the very verbose posters of the management.

Beyond behaving as any ojber well conducted goat
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might be expected to deport himself upon such an

occasion, there was nothing to call fortli any extraor-

dinary demonstrations of satisfaction with his perfor-

mance, from the audience ; and with those to whom
there was no assignable connection between the pres-

ence of the goat and the opera story, the absence of

his goatship would not, probably, have been matter

of great complaint.

"Dinorah" is a great work
; [>] but, it is like a fine

picture, it must be studied to be entirely appreciated
;

one hearing does not sufBce for such a composition,

as one glance is not enough for one of the great mas-

terworks of Michael Angelo or Murillo. Such mu-

sic appeals to the head as well as to the heart. We
learn to love, as we learn to understand it. An Ital-

ian, fresh from the languid enjoyment of the evenly

flowing, melancholy platitudes of Belfini or Doni-

zetti, finds, indeed, in "Dinorah," much that is

strange to him, little that he can comprehend, and

less that awakens a responsive sympathy in his own

soul. He finds that this music is scarcely enjoyable

with the little effort he is used to exert for the appre-

ciation of the strains of his native composers.

I do not] wonder that many of our Americans,

though so cosmopolitan in their tastes, fail to find

merit in " Dinorah," at a first hearing. Tl is rather

a testimony to the abiding beauty of the music. I

remember, that that New York public, which

scarcely vouchsafed to applaud a note of this opera

a week or so since, failed a few years before to ap-

preciate a work of such superficial and evanescent

beauty as "La Traviata "
; and if there was no hope

for the " Traviata" on its first representation, what

chance, think you, could "Dinorah " hope to stand

upon a similar trial ? But the love for sueh music

grows with our acquaintance with it ; it is only be.

low a certain plane, that we need look for that con-

tempt that is bred by familiarity.

I ara not bigot enough to deny to Mr. Verdi a

claim to an elevated position among composers ; but

I would respectfully refer him and the disciples of

his school to this new opera, for the verification of

a proposition, with the truth of which I fear they are

not as familiar as they ought to be ; namely, that an

unlimited expenditure of brass and bass-drum is not

indispensable to a complete dramatic effect. Here

is "Dinorah," as "quiet" an opera as ever was

written, and yet, the dramatic effects in it, of their

kind, are unsurpassed and unsurpassable. I think

the critic of one of our dailies rather missed it, when

he undertonk to pronounce the Jinale to the 2d Ac)

" tame and commonplace." I suppose that his ear

has been spoiled to the degree that he was disap-

pointed that the curtain did not fall to the almost in-

evitable accompaniment of a pandemonial uproar of

brass, double-bass, kettle-drum and side-drum fortis-

simo. Thanks to Mr. Meyerbeer, that, herein, he

has introduced a happy reform ; and may this un-

wise critic live sufficiently long to see it. So much

for " Dinorah "
; our appreciation of it was greatly

enhanced by the presence of the best, if not the

largest, orchestra, that has been brought together

within the walls of the Academy ; but to which, in.

deed, the public, who are supposed to enjoy the opera

at the price of $1 ,50 a seat, are certainly entitled.

To-night we have the " Sicilian Vespers ;
" and

judging from the character and calibre of the artists

who are to assist, I fear it will not be so great a suc-

cess as was its first representation two years since,

with Colson, Brignoli, Ferri, and Junco.

Sterndale Bennett's " May Queen," recently pub-

lished in " Dwight's," is in rehsarsal by the Handel

and Haydn Society. This is not a first-class society,

and as their performances are generally below the

standard, it is safe to predict that this beautiful can-

tata, by the pupil of Mendelssohn, will not receive

that justice in their hands, that it merits. Wc have

never had an association of talent for the production

of such works, of which we might be proud ; unless

I may except the "Harmonia," now, practically,

defunct. The " Musicsl Fund," so happily satirized

by a recent writer in Dwiglit, give? token, periodi-

cally, of a torpid existence by holding annual meet-

ings, whereat officers are elected, committees ap-

pomted and reports read ; but what is done for Art

thereat, let some one relate who is more competent

than your correspondent. I will be just, however,

and give them all they deserve, the single credit of

being the proprietors of a public hall, the best for

acoustic properties in the world, say they that have

seen and therefore know. This, to be sure, is some-

thing in behalf of Art ; for what wonld become of

the music, if we could not hear it 1 Of which ques-

tion ponder the deep significance. MEKonxio.

(From an old friend, and welcome.)

New York, Dec. 27, 1862.—I cannot let the

year close without giving you some little account of

myself, and proving that I have not yet lost all in-

terest in the Journal. Of our present musical op-

portunities here other correspondents have kept you

informed, and I rejoice with them at the encourage-

ment and patronage with which Mr. Anschiitz's en-

terprise of German opera has met. Again and

again have I heard it said by those who heretofore

wasted all their enthusiasm upon Italian music :

—

" Oh, I like the German opera so much better than

the Italian—there is so much less pretension about it,

and then the music is so much more to the heart "

—

or the like. And is it not a triumph that just

"Fidelio" which has been denounced as heavy, incom-

prehensible, devoid of melody, etc., should have

drawn the fullest houses, and had altogether the most

success ? I regret to say that the opera will close

ere long, the troupe having accepted a favorable en-

gagement in Philadelphia.

In these sad, cloudy days, music, to those who

love it, is a true comfort and solace, and never have

I felt this more than at Mason and Thomas's first

Soiree last Tuesday. A Quartet of Beethoven,

Quintets of Hummel and Mozart, and two or three

of Schumann's lovely Fantasie Stiicke, (among them

the mysterious " Warum ?") were so finely interpret-

ed that the listener could enjoy their beauties without

alloy, and be wonderfully cheered by what he heard.

During my six months stay in Europe the past

summer, I had, owing to the season, comparatively

few opportunities of hearing music. In Berlin the

opera was closed, and not many concerts were given,

except those, ever fresh and enjoyable, of Liebig.

—

Let me cite to you one of his programmes, and ask

you whether we can ever hope to listen to a similar

one here. The concert Was at Sommer's Saloon,

July 16th, and the following pieces were played :

—

Mozart's Overture to Belmont and Constance, Chorus

from Mendelssohp's St. Paul, Haydn's Symphony

in C, No. 13, Beethoven's C minor Symphony,

Overture to Cherubini's Les deux Joiim<^es, "Adelaide"'

and the Overture to "Oberon," besides Mendelssohn's

"Fruhlingslied" and an Adagio from one of Beet-

hoven's Sonatas, as extra pieces. A concert by the

" Domchor" was a great enjoyment, as was also, in

a different way, a festival of Stern's Singing

Society. This was given at Treptow, a pretty vil-

lage on the banks of the Spree four or five miles

from Berlin. It was, in a measure, private, the

tickets not being for sale, but distributed by the mem-

bers to their friends ; nevertheless, as there are many

members, it was a very large gathering. Table by

table was set in the town and under the trees of a

large coffee-garden, and at these sat the youth and

beauty and fashion of Berlin, the ladies enlivening

the picture with their gay, light summer dresses, and

the flower gardens attached to their bonnets. A
dozen short pieces were down on the programme, and

were excellently sung by the Society, but the best

part of the entertainment occurred in the intermis-

sion, when a select chorus went out upon the river

in two large gondolas, and there, floating about, and

surrounded by innumerable smaller crafts of all

shapes and kinds, sang half a dozen of the sweetest

"Volkslieder" or melodies of like character. It was

a charming picture—the boats upon the water, the

crowds upon both shores, the pretty landscape sur-

rounding it all—a picture which is not easily forgot-

ten.

There were a number of Americans studying

music in Berlin, to one of whom (who I hope has

not forgotten the Invaliden Park, and the pleasant

musical hours in the Louisen Strasse) I was indebt-

ed for the pleasure of meeting Dr. Ilaupt, whose

pupil he was, and hearing him play on his organ in

the Parochial Kirche. To a few Americans assem-

bled for the occasion. Dr. H. played a Toccata of

Bach, in F, an Andante and Allegretto of Mendels-

sohn, an Andante of Mozart, and a couple of very

brilliant and difficult compositions of Thiele. I/liave

hardly ever heard such organ-playing. Dr. Ilaupt

spoke with enthusiasm and pride of our countryman,

Mr. Paine, who had studied with him, and I consid-

ered tt no small compliment to my friend W.^ his

above-mentioned pnpil, when he said he hoped to

make a second Paine of him.

In Halle I was fortunate enough to hear "Paradise

and the Peri" admirably sung by the"Sing-Akade_

mie" underthe direction of Rob. Franz. Although all
'

even the solo-singers, were dilettanti; the performance

was most satisfactory, and spoke volumes for Dr.

Franz's powers as capelmeister, in which capacify he

is also verj' popular. He is still absorbed in Bach,

rather, I am sorry to say, to the exclusion of other

work, so that we can hardly hope for more of his

beautifuls ongs very soon.

A few days at Munich were rendered most agree-

.able by an accidental meeting with our friend the

"Diarist," whom I found, I am happy to say, in much
better health than formerly, and in good spirits. His

work progresses, surely, though slowly,,and he is

beginning, I think, to see the end. To give yon an

idea of opera novelties in Munich, I need only tell

you that on the four opera nijihts of two successive

weeks, were given Figaro, Don Giovanni, Fidelio,

and FreyschUtz and this is the usual style of the

repertoire in that city. Figaro and Fidelio, 1 had the

pleasure of hearing—and enjoyed them exceedingly

Without any one part being rendered in an extraordi-

nary way, all were so equal, extremely well balanced,

and the orchestral chorus so excellent, that the

whole was perfect.

With this closes my list of musical opportunities

enjoyed in Germany, and I have at least the satisfac-

tion that if they were not many, they were yet of the

bestjkind. — i —

Jlmgljfs Joiirnal of M^m.
BOSTON, JANUARY 3, 1863.

Music in this Numbeb.—Continuation of Handers "Mes-

siah."

Concert Record.

The week from Christmas to New Year has

been a very musical one with us, as well in con-

cert halls as churches. Not less than si.x concerts

may we enumerate, anil we are not sure that we

have not forgotten one or more. We note them

in their order of occurrence.

Wednesday Afternoon (Dec. 24).—The

audience of the Orchestral Union was not so

large as might have been expected, for every-

body almost, that pleasant afternoon, was an

atom in the crowd that poured through the

streets and eddied into all the shops where

Christmas gifts were sold ; never before had the
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venders thereof snch a haul. But there were

some hundreds of people to hear Haydn's Kinder-

Sinfonie, and enjoy the way in which penny

trumpets, whistles and toy-drums were worked

up into the classical forms of the AUejjro, An-

dante and Finale. A quaint, old fashioned,

rather meagre thing it is, yet with pleasant

graceful melodies. The overture to Die Felsen-

miihle, and the usual lighter variety filled out the

programme.

" Saturday Popular."— The Mendelssohn

Quintette Club had a somewhat better audience

on Saturday evening. Two good classical pieces

occupied the middle of the programme. Schu-

bert's Octet revealed new beauties on a second

heanng ; it is' a rich, delicious piece of instru-

mentation, abounding in happy inspirations, al-

though not as a whole to be ranked among his

greatest works ; here and there you are too con-

scious of its length ; but it is genuine stuff, and

no true lover of music could fail to be interested

in it. It was followed by Beethoven's Ro-

manza in G, for violin, played most acceptably

by Mr. Meisel. The overture was Herold's to

Xe Pre au Cler'cs. There were solos.on the flute,

by Mr. Goering, on the clarinet by Mr. Ryan,
and on the 'Cello, by Wui.F Fries ; and Miss

GiLSON sang some ballads in a pleasant voice

and manner. A Polonafse, chorus, &c., from

Meyerbeer's "North Star " closed the concert.

On the same evening Gilmore's Promenade

Concerts wound up with a Benefit for that enter-

prising manager and leader, at which Mnie. Anna
Bishop made her reappearance after years of

travel an(i adventure. Her voice is of course

not all it once was, but the talent and the culture

remain, and we are told she executed some of

her old pieces wonderfully well.

Christmas Oratorio.—On Sunday evening

the Boston Music Hall was crampied to hear the

annual performance of the " Messiah " by the

Handel and Haydn Society. The performance

on the whole was a very fair one ; several of the

choruses indeed never went better. The chorus

was very large in numbers, but by no means well

balanced ; the Contraltos being few and feeble

in comparison with other parts ; while the So-

pranos, spreading over an uncommonly large

space to the eye, emitted much of the time no
more volume of sound than would have proceeded

from one third of their number of effective

singers. Tenors and Basses therefore seemed too

powerful. The orchestral parts were mostly e.x-

cellent.

The great soprano solos : " There were Shep-
herds," " Rejoice greatly," and " I know that my
Redeemer," were rendered by Mrs. Long, who
never sang better, being in good voice, while in

truth of feeling and conception, and matured
style and finish she has still been gaining. The
other soprano airs :

" He shall feed his flocks,"

" But thou didst not leave," " How beautiful,"

*c., were given with a clear, fine voice, in some
respects creditably, by Miss Gilson ; but a cer-

tain " stage fright " never seemed to leave her,

which accounts doubtless for her often singing out
of tune.

" O thou that tellest," "He shall feed his flock,"

and " He was despised " were sung by Miss
Annie L. Gary, heretofore a stranger to so

large a stage, who has a large and rich contralto,

with considerable execution. There was much
that is creditable in her effort, but the chief

fault was a general heaviness and lifelessness

of style. It did not seem as if the soul was fairly

in it. Perhaps this was timidity, and future

hearings may remove the ftnpression.

Mr. Wm. Castle, the new tenor from New
York, made certainly a very good impression

;

few would suspect that he was singing this Ora-

torio for the first time. His voice, a pure, sweet

tenor, has power and endurance enough for the

important work he had to do ; and, although his

experience in such music is not great, yet for the

most part he managed it with such skill and

judgment as to. give fair expression and effect to

the recitatives and airs entrusted to him. Some
slight defects will disappear with culture. " Com-
fort ye" and "Every valley," gave excellent assur-

ance ; and the truthful expression, tone, accent,

phrasing, with which he delivered the pathetic

music of " Thy rebuke hath broken his heart
"

really surprised us.—although of course it is ca-

pable of yet deeper feeling and finer conception,

the perfection whereof the most gifted singer

still approaches through a lifetime. The difficult

and trying air: " Thou shalt break them with a

rod of iron " requires a singer with the force and

mastery of Sims Reeves for the rendering of its

tough, energetic rhythm, and such positive and

nervous accent as shall make those roulades tell.

Reeves, whom you might hear for weeks in

smaller concerts and think him only the most ex-

quisite of sweet, sentimental singers, shows him-

self a giant when he is challenged by such pas-

sages. It was the only piece in which Mr. Castle

can be said to have failed; but he did so much
well, and he has life before him !

Mr. RuDOLPHSON, (Rudolphsen it is properly,

we believe, for he is a Dane by birth), delivered

the principal bass songs with a powerful, telling,

well sustained voice, and very good effect.'

The audience appeared much edified by this

rendering of the " Messiah," and we trust the

Handel and Haydn Society, true to its honorable

traditions, has other noble things in store for us

this winter. God grant that it may soon have

occasion to sing for all of us another " Hymn of

Praise " and Victory Te Deum !

On Monday evening there were two amateur

concerts, classical in character, and each with

overflowing halls by invitation among friends.

The first was at Chickering's, given by twenty-

eight or thirty ladies and gentlemen composing

the Singing Club, who have been practising good

music for two seasons under the direction of Mr.

James C. D. Parker, and who sang Gade's

"Comala" on a similar occasion last year with so

much acceptance. This time the voices were all

fresh and telling and well balanced, with that

peculiar charm which general culture lends to

singing which lacks not the other requisites, vocal

and technical ; and their blended effect in plain

full harmony, their nice light and shade, precision

of accent, and prompt taking up of imitative

passages, &c., did them great credit.

The first piece was a noble Choral by Bach, a

" Prayer for Peace," which sounded solemnly and

grandly. Then came a well connected series of

pieces from the second part of " Elijah," in which

the solos of tenor and bass ("Elijah,) were finely

rendered by Mr. Langmaid and Mr. Thomas
Ball

; the Angel Trio by three beautiful voices,

doing it great justice ; the angel sentences by a

petite, bright young soprano ; and the Contralto

air: " O rest in the Lord," by a young lady who
sang with such rich voice (slightly too tremu-
lous), earnestness and true feeling, that the
audience were delighted. The choruses :

" He
watchingr over Israel," '' He that shall endure to

the end," and the thrilling one :
" Behold ! God

the Lord passed by!" (about the wind, the

earthquake, the fire, and the still, small voice),

needed only orchestral accompaniment to make
them quite effective. As it was, for that room
and number of singers, Mr. Parker's piano-forte

accompaniment was truly to the purpose.

Next came two four-part songs :
" O fly with

me." by Boie, and "Hunter's Song" by Schu-
mann—both beautiful, the latter difficult,—which
went well unaccompanied. Then the tenor aria

from St. Paul : " Be thou faithful unto death,"

expressively rendered by Mr. Langmaid ; and
two more part-songs. The fir.st :

" The world's

wanderers." a serious and musician-like compo-
sition by Mr. Parker, made a very favorable im-

pression- The other was the liglit and buoyant
" Love in spring-time," by Hauptmann, which

quite bewitched the listeners and had to be re-

peated.

After an intermission, Mendelssohn's Forty-sec-

ond Psalm (" As the hart pants"), for solos and
chorus, was sung entire and with beautiful effect.

The voung lady entrusted witli the soprano solos

made remarkably sood use of them, anil the

gentlemen who joined their voices with her in

the Quintet ;
" The Lord hath commanded,"

came in for a good share of praise.

The other Amateur Concert last Monday
evening was that of the Mozart Club (Or-
chestra), at Mercantile Hall, which was also

crowded and enjoyed. Its programme we have
not before us; we only remember the " Fidelio"

overture—a considerable undertaking for ama-
teurs ; and of course there was a Symphony, and
other good selections. Mr. Carl Zerrahn
conducted.

To these we should add the " Grand Jubilee
Concert," in the Music Hall ; but we print

while it is going on ;
with what success we will

report next week.

Concerts at Hand.

This Evening, at the Melodeon, the seventh, and
wo are sorry to say the last (!) " Saturday Popular
Concert " of the Quintette Club takes place.

Orchestral Union.—The Afternoon Concerts

will be resumed next Wednesday, in the Music
Hall, at 3, P. M.

Mendelssohn Quintette Clue.—The fourth

reffnlar subscription Concert will take place next
Thursday evening (J.an. 8), at Chickering's Hall.

—

Beethoven's great C sharp minor Quartet will be
pUyed for the second time, and the Club will have
the assistance of Mr. Hermann Daum as pianist,

who will take part in a charming Trio (with clarinet)

by Mozart.

Philharmonic Concerts.—Best news of all,

Mr. Zerrahn announces the first of his annual
feasts of symphony and other fine orchestral music
for Saturday evening, Jan. 10, at the Boston Music
Hall. The series will consist of si.x concerts.

—

Doubtless one of the matchless Beethoven Sym-
phonies will figure in the first programme, hut as

yet we have not heard how it is made up. These
are our opportunities, O classical music lovers ! let

us not neglect them and run the risk of forfeiting

them hereafter.

Berlin.

" Vale," the lively correspondent of the London

Musical World, writes, among other things, in the

hast received number of that journal

:

I may as well commence by giving you a list of

the principle operas performed at tlie Royal Opera-

house since I last wrote. They are : Titus, Die
Zauherfllite, Iphiqenie in Tauris, It Trovatore, La
Muettede Portici and Dei- Freischiitz. In the first two
works Mad. Kijster sang, for the last time, the parts

of Vitcllia and Ipbigenin.

It is a melancholy thing to have to part with a
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favorite artist, particularly if that artist happens to

be a lady, still in the enjoyment of all her powers, as

is the case with Mad. Koster. Without going into a

detailed account of her rendering of the two char-

acters in question, which would b^ unnecessary, see-

ing how often I have spoken of it, I may state that

she sang and acted charmingly. Not a point was
missed, and the audience testified their delight by the

happiest applause and recalls before the curtain.

—

Mad. Koster was well supported, in Tittis, by Mdlle.

De Ahna, as Sextus. This young lady con-

tinues to improve steadily in public estimation. She
has made great progress since she has been a mem-
ber of the establishment, and her name in the bills of

the day always adds strength to any cast. The only

thing in which she is deficient is dramatic force.

—

This, however, 1 make no doubt, she will acquire.

—

"Where there's a will there is a way." The proverb

is good, because, in nine hundred and ninety-nine

cases out of a thousand, true. I think Mdlle. De
Ahna possesses the "will;" consequently I do not
despair of her finding out the "way."

In Gluck's Iphigenia in Tanris, Herr Worowosky
sang for the first time, the part of Orestes. His task,

as you, and all other persons well up in their Gluck
are aware, was no easy one, but Jhe performed it to

the gratification of the audience, critics included.—
Time and practice will, of course, impart to his im-
personation more finish and smoothness, but, even as

it is, it is a very creditable display, both vocally and
dramatically. The characters of Thoas and Pylades
were sustained by Herren Beta and Kriiger, respec-

tively. Both these gentlemen were highly eflfeetive

auxiliaries.

In the Die ZnuherjiotK, Mad. Beringer appeared as

the Queen of Night. You have already heard my
opinion of the lady. This was, I believe, her last

appearance. Gallantry suggests that I should say
no more. But criticism, conscientious and unbend-
ing, insists on my not listening to the voice of the

charmer. I am compelled, therefore, to state that

although Mad. Beringer got through the part much
better than could have been expected from her for-

mer efforts, her absence from the boards of the

Konigliche Opernhaus will entail no irreparable in-

jury on that establishment. The other principal
parts in the opera were thus cast : Pamina, Mad.
Harriers-AVippern ; Papagono, Herr Krause; Saras-
tro, Herr Fricke

; Sprerher, Herr Bost : and Mono-
Btatos, Herr Basse. The chorus was good—as it

ouqld to be in a classical work like Die Znuberflote,

though, I am sorry to say, snch is not always the

case—and the band went admirably.

In Verdi's Trovalore, Mdlle. Lucca made her re-

appearance, after a temporary absence, necessitated

by an aff"ection of the throat. The house was very
full, and Mdlle. Lucca was received with rapturous
applause, accompanied by an avalanche of bouquets
and wreaths. She gave the part of Leonore with as

much effect as ever. Mdlle Mik. was the Azuana

;

Herr Formes, Manrico ; and Herr Betz, the Count
de Luna.

Signora Trebelli has proved a great attraction at

KroU's Theatre, which has been crammed every
night she has sung. The other evening she gave for

the first time, the waltz from M. Gounod's Faust, and
the two airs of Cherubini from Le Nozze di Fiqaro.

In order to afford the admirers of the fair and accom-
plished artist an opportunity of hearing her in

opera, Herr Merelli, the impresario, telegraphed
somewhere or other, Heaven knows where, for an
Italian operatic company, as cooly as an English
gentleman would telegraph to Footman and Mason's
for a hamper to take to the races, and the company
was forwarded with praiseworthy punctuality. I
cannot say whether it was ticketed " with care." At
any rate it was delivered at KroU's Theatre safe and
sound. The first three performances consisted of //

Barbiere (twice), and selections from II Trovatore.—
As Rosina and Azncena, Signora Trebelli created as

great an impression as ever, and was enthusiastically

applauded, encored, recalled and be-bouqueted. The
artists by whom she was supported were nothing out
of the common. Indeed, they were rather in it than
otherwise. But then what can you expect from the

members of a company sent by rail, in obedience to

a telegraphic notice, "at the shortest notice," like a
midihipman's outfit, or an extra supply of provisions

to Mr. Strange 's department at the Crystal Palace,
when there happens to be an unexpected influx of

diners ! The tenor, Sig. Daniele, has but a poor
voice, no more able to fill so large a house than the
Living Skeleton of years gone by could have filled

the costume of Stephen Kemble as Falstaff. The
voice of the baritone. Signer Zacchi, is no
longer remarkable for its freshne.ss. Voices tvill

wenr out. Signor Campana, who played Basilio,

does not boast of a fresher voice than Signor Zacchi.

Signor Mazzeti (Basilio), on the other hand, was

very good. The Leonora was Signora Leonpietra,

which being translated, signifies Fraulein Lowenstien,
who, imitating the example set by several celebrities,

including Luther's friend Melancthon, and a host of

other celebrities on the world's stage, has thought fit

to metamorphose her original name, and disguise is

in a foreign garb. To be consistent, she should en-

title herself Mdlle. Pierre de Lion, if she sang in

French opera, and Miss Lionstone, if she ever treads

the English stage. As however she will probably do
neither, the suggestion is perhaps superfluous.

Herr von Biilow, the Champion of the Future, the

Disciple ef Herr Richard Wagner—the prophet of

that division of time—and the Son-in-law of Liszt,

has begun his annual [series of Soirees of Ancient
and Modern Pianoforte Mnsic. The first concert

opened with a posthumous sonata in A major, by
Franz Schubert. I cannot say it proved extraordi-

narily acceptable to the audience. The first two
movements are terribly spun out, while tho melody
and rhymical motives of the finale are weak and in-

significant, the Scherzo, however, is fresh and full of

piquant pianoforte effects, which elicited a considera-

ble amount of applause. The next piece was
Chopin's Nocturne in E major, this was followed by
the same composer's Grand Polonaise in F sharp

minor. Then came the parts of an unfinished suite

for the piano, by Mozart, and published under the

title of "Overture in Handel's style," and then Beet-

hoven's F major Sonata, Op. .54. After this we had
a Barcarole in G major, and another piece entitled

"Le Bal," by A. Rubenstein. The great feature of

the evening, however, was Dr. Franz Liszt's "Don
Juan Fantasia." All the pieces in the programme
were performed by Herr H. von Biilow without the

aid of a printed book, or MS. This speakes vol-

umes in favor of his—memory.

Another gentleman who plays from memory is

Herr Hasert. He, also, gave a concert lately in the

Englisches Haus. It was but poorly attended. The
principal pieces in the programme was Beethoven's
Sonata in B flat major, which Herr Hasert perform-
ed with a tolerable amount of manual dexterity,

though he did not display much energy or a very
profound appreciation of the work of the great mas-
ter.

From Schubert's " comedietta interspersed with
music"—as I suppose the word " Singspiel" must be
rendered into English

—

Die Verschworenen has been
performed, with gratifying success, by Krigar's Ge-
sangeverein. The execution reflected great credit

both on the conductor and the executants.

P. S. Mad. Koster has appeared in Spohr's
Vastalin, as Julia, for the last time, and in Gluck's
Armida, as the heroine, for the last time but one.

—

After what I.have said, so often about her rendering
of these two characters, I need only observe, on the

present occasion, that she sang and played admirably
to a most appreciative audience. 'The other charac-
ters were well supported by Mdlle. de Ahna, Herren,
Formes, Fricke and Krause, in the former opera ; by
Mad. Harriers-Wippern, Mdlle. de Ahna, Herren
Pfister, Betz, Kriiger, Fricke, and Krause, in the

latter.—We have had another unsuccessful attempt
on the part of a fair aspirant for public favor. Mad.
Moser appeared as Queen of the Night in Die
Zanberflole, and failed dismally. Really the man-
agement ought to be hauled over the coals for the

many incapables they have lately introduced to their

patrons—Spontini's Nurmahal, thanks to the splen-

did m.anner in which it is put upon the stage, drew a
good house the other evening, as in fiict it always
does. I congratulate the scene-painter, costumier and
master-carpenter. While on the subject of Royal
Establishments, I may mention that Mad. Jachmann
Wagner has been engaged at the Theatre Royal.

—

She is to receive, so, at least, report says, and I do
not doubt it, an annual salary of 4000 thalers, and
10 thalers feux, or as we call it here, " Spielgeld,"

besides being allowed a holiday of three months.

—

"Very tidy," as Robson remarks in The Wandering
Minstrel. See what it is to be a great favorite with

—

tlie powers that be I Before entering upon her en-

gagement, she intends "starring" it in the provinces.

What as, I wonder ; as a singer, or a newly fledged

tragediennie 1—Mad. Ines Fabri, a German lady, who,
I am told, has made a great hit in America, is to ap-

pear next week at the Royal Opera house. I trust

she will not prove to be another incapable.

Herren Papendick, Spohr and Koch gave tire first

of their series of concerts last week in the Englisches
Haus. The concert was not very well attended.

—

The programme contained, among other pieces, a
Trio in A majqr, by Kiel ; a Sonata, for piano and
violoncello, by Rubinstein, and a trio in C minor,
by Mendelssohn. A concert has also been given by
Signor Angelo Bartelloni, a violinist. The room
was well filled, but I cannot say I was greatly im-
pressed by the Signor's playing.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Published br Oliver Ditson & Co.

Vocalj with Piano Accompaniment,

The Picket Guard. Song. J. n. Goodwin. 25

The Picket Guard. Quartette. Male Voices.

/. H. Goodwin. 25

In this BODg or quartette are graphically described

the lonely walk of a picket-guard on the forest cov-

ered banks of the Potomac. We see the cle.ir moon-
light, the forest glade, the tents of the sleeping a*my.

Tiew the soldier's emotion while thinking of the wife

and children at home, and are startled by sudden

flash of the foeman's rifle, and the fall of the sentinel.

A composition of great power.

Come pretty Birds. German and English words.

Gumbert. 35

A very sweet German Song. Try it.

Make your home beautiful. Song. H. S. Perkins. 25

Noticed last week. Very pretty.

The merry, merry month of May. Song and

Chorus. S. C. Foster. 25

Probably Mr. Foster finds it impossible to write a

poor song. If he should uttempt it, he would be likely

to fail,—as he has in this song. That is, it is just the

reverse of poor and dull.

Instrumental Music.

The Feast of Roses. Nocturne for Piano.

Lizzie M. Harvey. 37

This pretty nocturne will probably be a favorite

with teachers and pupils. It is of medium difficulty,

with a graceful melody, quite bright and cheerful,

and fits easily to the fingers. On6 of the first pub-

lished compositions of the authoress, but of great

promise.

The International Quadrille. C. D'Albert. 75

A collection of very pretty national and other airs,

labelled, The Turks, Greeks, French, &c., in memory

of the nationalities that attended the great exhibi-

tion. Mostly very easy, with a few little variations a

degree harder.

God save the Queen. Brinley Richards. 50

Another fine piece by this favorite composer. One

wonld suppose that all the variations possible on the

above air had been written. But Mr. Richards seems

to have succeeded in bringing out a new set, and al-

most every one good. Of medium dicffiult^.

Books.

The Silver Chord : A companion to the

" Home Circle.

"

A collection of favorite Songs, Ballads,

Duetts and Quartetts, with Piano accompani-

ment. $2.00

Sheet music although not costing much by the

single sheet, is expensive in the aggregate. The songs

which appear between the covers of the Silver Chord,

would coat, probably. Twenty Dollars if purcha.'sed

one by one. The music is of a sterling quality con-

taining much that is new, and a number of acknowl-

^ edged favorites.

Mosic BY Mail.—Music is aent by mail, theexpeDsebeirg
about oue cent on each piece. Peraons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books nan also be sent at the rate of one cent pe
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousan
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Stradivarius and tlie Violin.

By F. J. Fetis.

Translated for this Journal by Hbnuy W. Bellows.

(Continued trom page 314.)

Antoine Stradivai'ius Lad been married

and had had three sons and one daughter. The
sons were named Francesco, Omobono, and

Paolo. The two elder worked in their father's

shop till his death, but the younger son went into

other business. If Catharine, his daughter, was

the first child, we might approximate the date of

his marriage ; for she died at the age of about

70, in 1 748, according to the parish register at

Cremona. She must then have been born about

1678, and we may conclude that Stradivarius

married in 1676 or 77, at the eai-ly age of 22, or

23. The life of Stradivarius was as serene

as his calling was peaceful. The year 1702

alone must have cost him some a£itating thoughts,

when Cremona was taken by Marshal Villeroy,

retaken by Prince Eugene, and finally taken a

third time by the French ; but from that date

Italy enjoyed a long tranquility, in which the old

age of the artist ilowed peacefully away. We
know little concerning that uneventful existence.

PoUedro, former first violin in the Chapel Royal
at Turin, who died not many years ago at a very

advanced age, declared that his master had
known Stradivarius, and that he was fond of

talking about him. He was, he said, of a tall

and thin build. Habitually covered with a cap

of white wool in winter, and of cotton in sum-
mer, he wore over his clothes an apron of white

leather when he worked, and as he was always

working, his costume was scarcely ever varied.

He had acquired more than competency by labor

and saving; for the people of Cremona had a

phrase, " rich as Stradivarius." Old La Houssaie,

remembered by many now alive, who had visited

Cremona a short time after the death of Stradi-

varius, said that the price fixed upon his violins

was fourlouis d'ors. At this rate, considering the

time when he lived, he must have acquired some
wealth. Bergonzi, grand son of Charles, (the

best pufiil of Stradivarius, Guarnerius excepted),

who died not many years ago at the age of 80,

used to point out the place where the celebrated

artist worked in a house numbered 1239, on the

Square of Saint Dominie, in front of the Porta
Maggiore. Afterwards the shop was for a long

time occupied by a cooper, and still later by an
upholsterer. These details may possess some in-

terest for passionate admirers of the beautiful in-

struments of Stradivarius.

The question is often raised whether Stradi-

varius was guided in his works by any other

principles, than the results of his long practical

experience, and whether the excellence of his in-

struments is not simply the result of experience,

and more particularly, the effect of time upon the

wood of which they were made 1 To speak truly,

those who ask this question have generally an-

swered it in advance; for there is scarcely a
violin-maker, who is not convinced that no in-

strument can be worth much until it has been

much played upon, or until time has robbed the

wood of qualities injurious to the tone. But

facts are peremptorily opposed to this prejudice.

There is, for instance, at this moment a violin of

Stradivarius at Paris, made in 1716, which, after

having reposed sixty years in the collection of

Count Cozio de Salabue, was bouffht by Louis

Tarisioin 1824, and afterwards became the prop-

erty of M. Vuillaume—which has never been

played upon. The wood of which it is made is

of the choicest description, and remarkable for

the richness of its grain. Perfection of work-

manship, beauty of varnish—nothing is wanting

in it. It is a fresh violin, seemingly just out of

the maker's hand ; it is finally the sole instrument

of Stradivarius which has come down to us in

this state of perfect preservation. Now this un-

touched memorial of the old Master, this instru-

ment which has not resounded to the bow for the

century and a half which has elapsed since its

manufacture,—this instrument gives a splendid

refutation to the idea that a free and pure tone

cannot come from an)' violin which has not itself

been long in use, or made of the wood of a Sa-S-to

which has been much played ; for here in this

new instrument we find all perfections united :

strength, mellowness, roundness, delicacy, easy vi-

I bration, a distinguished, noble and emphatic tone ;

in one word, this violin is a type of consummate

external beauty and of perfect sonority.

In regard to the salutary effects produced by

time, which is vulgarly supposed to bestow a por-

tion of their finest qualities upon the vioKns of

Stradivarius and of Guarnerius, it seems to be

forgotten that the instruments of Booquay,

Pierret, Despont, Veron, Guersan, Castagnery,

Saint-Paul and Salomon, have at least as much

age as those of Stradivarius, and that they are

not worth, notwithstanding their antiquity, a

hundred francs in Paris—not even the best of

them ! It is equally forgotten that the Tyrolean

makers, who lived in the 17th and early in the

18th century, have acquired equally the benefit

of age for their works, and that they had the ad-

vantage of a choice of equally good wood
;
yet

who would put their works in competition with

those of the two great masters to whom we have

referred ?

There is then something more than age requir-

ed to give quality to the tone of the violin, and

something more than a shape satisfying to the

eye ; and that is deference to the laws of acous-

tics. It was these that our master set himself the

task of finding out.

Acoustic laws, like all other physical or natural

principles, are laws of relation. Every phenom-

enon results from relations between certain

elements and certain other elements. Did Stra-

divarius understand these laws ? Theoretically,

not ; but, being a man of superior skill, he had
made practical experiments, which, after long

trials, ripened into a knowledge that enabled him
to do with certainty and precision, what turns
out to be exactly that which according to the

laws of acoustics, as since formulated by scien-

tific men, he should have done. Take him at his

starting point, and what do we see in the works

of his master? A tone, pure, silvery, mellow ; a

workmanship of careful finish ; but an absence

of intensity in the voice of the instrument

;

owing to too great a swell in the chest, and the

lack of proper proportion. Stradivarius himself

remained for some years under the same bondage,

and only gradually emancipated himself. What
led him to modify his instruments thus progres-

sively ? Evidently the desire to give them quali-

ties wanting in those of his predecessors.

In 1 700 his ideas became settled ; his model

was formed, and his hand, skilful to second his in-

telligence, gave to the form of the violin all de-

sirable perfection. What was wanting to the

Amati, power united with brilliancy and mellow-

ness, he had discovered. He did what he would,

because he knew what was wanted. Was it

chance ? No ! We shall see that it was not.

A man gifted with the rarest powers of obser-

vation and deduction, Fehx Savart, too early

lost to Science, was for nearly twenty years ab-

sorbed in the problem, how the best possible

sounds could be drawn from bowed instruments,^

and having passed through all possible theories

on the subject, finally took up the ide,a of sub-

mitting the instruments of Stradivarius to analy-

sis,hoping to derive thence the illumination he had

not elsewhere found. As he himselfdeclared in the

course of lectures in the college of France in the

academic year 1838-39, he owed to the generosi-

ty and zeal of M. Vuillaume the opportunity of

experimenting upon a great number of the vio-

lins of Stradivarius and Guarnerius, as well as

on the remnants of their instruments. It was

as the result of these reiterated experiments,

varied in a thousand ways, that the learned pro-

fessor formulated his theory for the construction

of bowed instruments,- the principles of which he

set forth in his course, and of which he was pre-

paring a definite abstract, which death unhappily

prevented him from finishing. It is from these

researches that we borrow what follows.

It is clear, at once, that all the doubts which

perplexed the mind of Savart concerning the

laws that govern the construction of bowed in-

struments, were immediately dissipated when he

experimented upon the instruments made in the

grand era of Stradivarius, because there he

found the same results constantly produced by the

same causes, the same forms, the same proportions.

Sagacious as any one could be to penetrate to

these causes by experiments as nicely executed

as they were well conceived, he was able at' the

close of thera to determine the laws which, with-

out his knowing it, had directed our great artist

in his labors.

In general terms, the instruments of Stradi-

varius owe -their precious qualities, first, to the

excellent choice of the wood ; second, to the re-

lations of sonority which subsist among the difier-

ent pieces which compose these instruments

;

third, to the capaciousness of the chest combined
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with the thicknesses of the tables ; -whence results

the sound produced by the vibrations of the air

under the action of the bow, which sets the

sounding apparatus in motion ; lastly, to the exact

• precision of th j workmanship, and to the varnish,

whose essential properties are to defend the wood

against the influence of thermoraetric changes,

without ofi'ering any obstacle to the elasticity on

which depends the freedom of the vibrations.

The analysis of Stradivarius's instruments

must have begun with an analysis of the wood

employed by him : looks settle nothing in this

direction ; the most practised eye can discover

nothing ; careful experiment could alone lead to

any information.

All woods give forth sound ; nobody can doubt

that—but by what method can they be interro-

gated so that their intonation may be determin-

ed ? The specific sonority of different woods

was known as early as when Mersenne published

his " Treatise of Universal Harmony" (1C3G);

he speaks of it, and suggests percussion as the

method of determining it. No doubt this method

was employed by Stradivai'ius ; indeed we have

proof of it in what follows. Let us say, first,

that the experiments and discoveries of Chladni

upon the vibrations of sonorous plates of all

kinds had made known a method preferable to

percussion for determining the specific intonation

of woods of given dimensions ; this method con"

sists in the fretting of a bow upon a rod fitly set

up. The next thing was to find that dimension

of the rod, from which could be easily brought a

sound capable of distinct and exact appreciation

—the intonation of which could be determined

and compared with other tones likewise produced

by the fretting^of the bow.

Fragments of the instruments of Stradivarius

offered themselves large enough to allow rectan-

gular rods to be made, cut in the perpendicular

anja parallel to the fibres of the wood, of a length

ofjeight inches, a breadth of three-quarters of an

inC,h and a thickness of one-fifth of an inch.

—

These rods were put, by turns, in vibration,

holding the piece under examination between

the fingers in such a way as to touch them only

at points a quarter of their length from each end,

and offering the side of the thickness to the

action of the bow, at the . exact middle of the

length. On the upper surface of the rod fine

and dry sand was scattered, and to leave this

surface perfectly free, the rod was held at one

end with the thumb and finger, while the other

end rested on the point of the little finger. In this

position, the bow acting, the sand was seen separ-

ating in two lines parallel to each other upon the

sides of the rod ; affording a proof that the whole

rod had participated in regular vibrations.

These experiments have given the following

results.

1. A rod of very wavy maple of the dimensions

given, furnished by a fragment of a violin of

Stradivarius made in 1717, produced la sharp

2. Another rod of straight maple, a fragment

of an instrument of the same master made in

1708, gave the same note.

3. 4- I'd of fir, taken from a violin of Stradi-

varius made in 1724, produced the_/a.

i i

4. Another rod of fir, taken from an instrument

of the same master, made in 1690, gave the same

note.

5. Finally, a third rod of fir, furnished from

another instrument of his, bearing the date 1730,

gave still the same note.

The diapason having for a quarter of a cen-

tury past undergone continually ascending per-

turbations, in these experiments the old diapason

was used, which gave for the ul of the violin 512

vibrations a second.

Results so identical produced by woods em-

ployed at such distant periods, do not allow any

doubt that Stradivarius made use of means ana-

logous to those employed by Savart in his ex-

periments, and that he attached a great import-

ance to them ; for his eyesight, acute and prac-

tised as it was, could never have revealed to him

the intonation of the woods he used without such

trials. This Is proved by the fact that experi-

ments made on different woods of an Identical

appearance and of the same dimensions, have

given enormous diversity of tones, such as a third,

a fourth, and even more.

(To be continued.)

Haydn's Note-Books in England.

Translated for this Journal by A. W. T.

II.

{Concluded from page 316).

Noyau, a drink prepared from nutmeg, rum,

and sugar. It comes from Martinique, one of

the West India Islands, belonging to France.

Oranges come from Portugal by the middle of

November, and they are very full in color and

not so good as at a later period.

Dec. 5. The fog was so thick that bread

might have been buttered with it. I had to light

my candles at eleven o'clock, to see to write.

On May 18th, 1792, was Salomon's last concert

in Hanover Square.

English Fanaticism. Bliss Dora Jordan, a

mistress of tlie Duke of Clarence and the best

actress at Drury Lane, wrote,—on an evening

when she was to play, an hour before the begin-

ning of the comedy,—to the manager, that she

had suddenly been taken ill and consequently

could not appear. The curtain was raised, notice

of the fact was given to the audience and the

question put, whether another piece should be

substituted ! The entire .audience cried out, that

the piece announced should immediately begin,

another actress reading the part of Miss Jordan.

The Manager objected to this at first, but the

public was obstinate, and their demand had to be

complied with. Miss Jordan injured her reputa-

tion with the public, by driving openly with the

Duke in Hyde park without (m)— . She how-

ever asked pardon in all the papers and was fully

forgiven.

da capo.

A mob of crippled scamps singing this song at

the top of their voices. They yelled so as to be

heard 1000 paces off, in the most out-of-the-way

Mr. Bressy, No. 71 Lombard Street.

COESTHS:

[I know no reason why, now that seventy

years have passed away and no descendents of

either of the parties remain, the letters and notes

of Mrs. Schroeter to Haydn, which he has care-

fully copied intd this book, should not be put

Into the hands of the musical pubhc. Trivial

they may seem, it is true, iut let no one say they

can be.of no use until he or she has undertaken

to write a biography ! How curious that a little

dark-skinned, pock-marked man, with a polypus

in his nose, should have inspired such an affec-

tion, when 60 years of age !]

I.

Mrs. Schroeter presents her compliments to

Mr. Haydn, and informs him, she Is just returned

to town, and will be very happy to see him

whenever it is convenient to him to give her a

season.

James St. Buckingham Gate, Wednesday.

June the 27th 1791.

IL

Wednesday, Feb. 8, 1792.

M.D. [My Dear].

Inclosed I have sent you the words of the song

you desired. I wish much to know, how ymi do

to-day. I am very sorry to lose the pleasure of

seeing you this morning but I hope you will have

time to come to-morrow. I beg, my D, you will

take great care of your health, and do not fatigue

yourself with too much application to business.

My thoughts and best wishes are always with

you and I ever am with the utmost sincerity,

M. D. your F, etc. -

III.

March, the 7th, 1 792. My D.

I was extremely sorry to part with you so sud-'

denly last night. Our conversation was particu-

larly interesting and I had (a) thousand affection-

ate things to say to you. My heart mas and is

full of tenderness for you, but no lanauage can

express half the Love and affection I feel for you.

You are dearer to me erery day of my life. I

am very sorry I was so dull and stupid yesterday;

indeed, my Dearest, it was nothing but my being

indisposed with a cold, occasioned my stupidity.

I thank you a thousand times for your concern

for me. I am truly sensible of your goodness

and I assure you, my D., if anything had hap-

gened to trouble me, 1 wou'd have open'd my
heart. I fold (?) you with the most perfect con-

fidence. Oh how earnestly I wish to see you. I

hope you will come to me to-morrow. I shall be

happy to see you both in the morning and the

evening. God bless you, my love ; my thoughts

and best wishes ever accompany you, and I

always am with the most sincere and invariable

regard, my D.
Your truly affectlo

—

My dearest, I can not be happy

till I see you ; if you know,
do tell me, when you will come.

IV.

My D. I am extremely soi-ry I cannot have

the pleasure of seeing you to-morrow, as I am

going to Blackheath. If you are not engaged

this evening, I should be very happy, if you will

do me the favor to come to me ; and I hope to

have the happiness to see you on Saturday to

dinner. My thoughts and tenderest afiections

are always with you, and I ever am most truly,

my D., your F. and etc.

April 4th, 92.

V.
My D. With this you will receive the soap.
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I beg you a thousand Pardons for not Sending it

sooner. I know you will have tlie goodness to

excuse me.—I hope to hear you are quite well

and have slept well. I shall be happy to see you,

my D., as soon as possible. I shall be much

obliged to you if you will do me the favor to

send me twelve tickets for your Concert. May
all success attend you, my ever D. H., that night,

and always, is (he sincere and hearty wish of

your Invariable and
surely affectionate.

James St. April 8th, 1792.

VI.

M.D. I was extremely sorry to hear this

morning, that you was indisposed. I am told you

was five hours at your study's yesterday ; indeed,

my D. L., I am afraid it will hurt you. Why
should you, who have already produced so many

wonderful and charming compositions, still fatigue

yourself with such close application. I almost

tremble for your health. Let me prevail on you,

my mucTi-loved H., not to keep to your study's so

long at one time. My D. Love, if you conld

know how very precious your welfare is to mei

I flatter myself you would endeavor to preserve it

for my sake as well as your oion. Pray inform me
how you do, and how you have slept. I hope to

see you to-morrow at the concert, and on Satur-

day I shall be happy to see you here to dinner.

In the meantime, my D., my sincerest good wishes

constantly attend you, and I am ever with the

tenderest regard your most

J. St. April the 9th, 92.

VII.

(Undated).

I am just returned from the concert, where I

was very much charmed with your delightful and

enchanting compositions, and your spirited and

interesting performance of them. Accept ten

thousand thanks for the great pleasure I always

receive from your incomparable Music. My D.,

I entreat you to inform me, how you do and if

you get any sleep to-night. I am extremely anx-

ious about your health. I hope to hear a good

account of it. God bless you, my H., come to me
to-morrow. I shall be happy to see 3'ou both

morning and evening.

I always am with the tenderest regard, my D,

your F. and aff.

Friday night, 12 o'clock.

vin.

James St. Thursday, April 12th.

M.D. I am so truly anxious about you, I

must write, to beg to know how you do? I was

very sorry I had not the pleasure of seeing you

this evening, my thoughts have been constantly

with you and indeed, my D.L. (dear love), no

words can express half the renderness and affec-

tion Ifeel for you. I thought you seemed out of

spirits this morning. I wish I could always

remove every trouble from your mind. Be
assured, my D., I partake with the most perfect

sympathy in all your sensations, and my ren-ard

for you is stronger every day. My best wishes

always attend you and I ever am, my D. II., most

sincerely your faithful etc.

IX.
April 24,1792.

My D.

I cannot leave London without sending you a

line to assure you my thoughts, my best wishes

and tenderest aflections will inseparably attend

you till we meet again. The bearer will also

deliver you the March. I am very sorry I could

not write it sooner nor better, but I hope, my D.,

you will excuse it, and if it is not passable I will

send you the dear original directly : if my H.

would employ me oftener to write music, I know

I should improve, and I know I should delight

in the occupation. Now, my D. L. [dear love],

let me entreat you to take the greatest care of

your health. I hope to see you on Friday at the

concert and on Saturday to dinner, till when

and ever I most sincerely am and shall be

your—

•

X.

M. D. I am very anxious to know how you do,

and hope to hear you have been in good health

ever since I saw you. As the time for your

charming concert advances I feel myself more

and more interested for your success, and hearti-

ly wish everything may turn out to your satisfac-

tion ; do me the favor to send me six tickets

more.

On Saturday, my D. L., I hope to see you to

dinner. In the mean while my thoughts, my
best wishes and tenderest affections, constantly

attend you and I ever am, my D.H., most sincere-

ly and aff

—

J. S. [James St.] May the 2d, 1792.

XI.

(Undated.)

M.D. I am heartily sorry I was so unfortu-

nate not to see you when you called on me this

morning. Can you, my D., be so good as to dine

with me to-day. I beg you will if it is possible.

Tou cannot imagine how miserable I am that I

did not see you. Do come to-day, I entreat you.

I always am, M. D., with the tenderest regard,

most etc.

Monday, 2 o'clock.

XII.

James St., Tuesday, May the 8th.

My Dt. I am extremely-sorry 1 have not the

pleasure of seeing you to-day, but hope to see

you to-morrow at one o'clock, and if you can

take your dinner with me to-morrow I shall be

very glad—I hope to see you also on Thursday

to dinner, but I suppose you will be obliged to

go to the Concert that evening, and you know
that the other concert is on Friday, and you go

to the country on Saturday. This, ray Dt. Love,

makes me more solicitous for you to stay with me
to-morrow, if you are not engaged, as I wish to

have as much of your company as jjossihlc. God

bless you, my D. H.

I always am with the tenderest regard your

sincere and affectionate

—

XIII.

May 1 7th.

M. D. Permit me to return you a thousand

thanks for this evening's entertainment. Where
your sweet compositions and your excellent per-

formance combine, it cannot fail of being a most

charming concert ; but independent of that, the

pleasure of seeing you must ever give me infinite

satisfaction.—Praj' inform me hoto you do ? and

if you have slept icell? I hope to see you to-mor-

row, my D., and on Saturday to dinner, till when
and always I remain most sincerely, my D. L.,

most faith—etc.

XIV.
M. D. If you will do me the favor to take

your dinner with me to-morrow, I shall be very

happy to see you, and I particularly wish for the

pleasure ofyour company, my Dt. Love, before our

other friends come. I hope to hear you are in

good health. My best wishes and tenderest re-

gards are your constant attendants and I ever am
with the firmest attachment, my Dst H.,

Most sincerely and affcctionatelj' yours

James St., Tuesday Ev. May 22. K. S.

XV.
My. Dt. I beg to know how ynu do ? I hope

to hear your headache is entirely gone and that'"

you have slept loell. I shall be very happy to see

you on Sunday, any time convenient to you after

one o'clock. I hope to see you, my D. Le., on

Tuesday as usual to dinner, and I shall be much
obliged to you if you will inform me 'what day
will be agreeable to you to meet Mr, Mrs. and
Miss Stone at my house to dinner. I should be

glad it was either Thursday or Friday, whichever

day you please to fix. I will send to Mr. Stone

to let them know. I long to see you, my Dt H.
Let me have that pleasure as soon as you can,

till when and ever I remain with the firmest

attachment, my Dt L.

Most faithfully and aflfectionately yours.

Friday, June the 1st. 1792.

XVI.
M. D. I cannot close my eyes to sleep till I

have returned you ten thousand thanks for the

imexpressible delight I have received from tjour

ever enchanting compositions and your incompara-

bly charming performance of them. Be assured'

my D. H., that among all your numerous admir"

ers no one has listened with more profound atten-

tion, and no one can have such high veneration

for your most brilliant talents as I have. Indeed,

my D. L., no tongue can express the gratitude I

feel for the infinite pleasure your music hns given

me. Accept then my repeated thanks for it

and let me also assure you, with heart-felt affec-

tion, that I shall ever consider the happiness of

your acquaintance as one of the chief blessings

of my life, and it is the sincere wish of my heart

to preserve, to cultivate and to merit it more and
more. I hope to hear you are quite well. I shall

be happy to see you to dinner and if you can
come at three o'clock, it would give me n-reat

pleasure, as I should be particularly glad to see

you, my D., before the rest of our friends come-
God bless you, my H.—I ever am with the firm-

est and most perfect attachment,

yours etc.

Wednesday night, June the 6th, 1792.

xvn.
My Dt. Inclosed I send you the verses you

was so kind as to lend me, and am very much
obliged to you for permitting me to a copy of

them. Pray inform me how you do, and let me
know, my Dt L., when you will dine with me. I

shall be happy to see you to dinner either to-mor-

row or Tuesday, whichever is most convenient to

you. I am truly anxious and impatient tv see you

and I wish to have as much of your company' ^s

possible : indeed, my Dt. H., I feel for you the

fondest and tenderest affection the human, heart is

capable of, and I ever am with the firmest attach-

ment, my Dt Love, most sincerely, faithfully and

most affectionately yours.

Sunday Evening

June 10, 179'2.

XVIIL

(Undated.)

My Dearest

:

I am quite impatient to know how you do this

morning and if you slept well last night. I am
much obliged to you for all your kindness yester-
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day and heartily thank yon for it. I earnestly

long to see you, my Dt L., and I hope to have

that pleasure this morning. My tlwughis and

best regards are incessantly with you and I ever

am, my D. H,

most faithfully and most affectionately yours

—

XIX.
(Undated).

M. D. I was extremely sorry I had not the

pleasure of rjottr company this morning, as I most

anxiously wi.iJi'd to see you—my thoufihts are

continually with you, my beloved H., and my

affection fov yon increases daily. No words can

express half the tender regard I feel for you. I

hope, my Dt L., I shall have the happiness of see-

ing you to-morrow to dinner. In the mean time

my best wishes always attend you, and I ever am

with the firmest attachment, my D. H., most,

etc.

XX.
My Dearest

:

I hope to hear you are in good liealth and have

had an agreeable journey, that you have been

much amused with the race, and that everything

has turned out to your satisfaction. Pray, my Dt.

Love, inform me how you do ? every circumstance

concerning you, my beloved H., is interesting to me.

I shall be very happy to see you to dinner to-mor-

roxo and I ever am with the sincerest and tender-

est regard, my Dst. Hn., most faithfully and affec-

tionately yours E- S.

James St., Thursday Even.

June the 14th, 1792.

XXI.

M. D. I was extremely sorry, I had not the

pleasure oiseeing you to-day; indeed, my Dt Love,

it was a very great disappointment to me, as

every moment of your company is more and

7>iore precious to me now your departure is so

near, (n) I hope to hear you are quite well and

I tehall be very happy to see you, my Dt., Hn.

aiiytime to-morrow after one o'clock if you can

c6me, but if not, I shall hope for the pleasure of

seeing you on Monday,—You will receive this

letter to-morrow morning. I would not send it to-

day for fear you should not be at home and I

zoish to have your answer. God bless you, my

Dt. Love. Once more I repeat, let me see you

as soon as possible. I ever am with the most invio-

lable attachment, my Dt. and most betoved H.,

Most faithfully and most

Saturday affectionately yours

June the 16th, 1792. K. S.

xxn. I

My D. I hope to hear you are in good health

and that you slept well last night. I shall be vei'y

happy to see you on Monday morning—permit

me to remind you about Mr. Frasers, and you

will be so good as to let me know on Mond.

how it is settled. God bless yon my D. Love,

my thoughts and best wishes are your constant

attendants and I ever am with the tenderest

regard, my D. H. most etc.

June the 26th, 1792.

Notes et the Tkanslator.

(m). The word here omitted is " shu "—does it

mean " Srheu"—fear ?

(n). Karajan, in the sketch published with the

Haydn-Genzinger correspondence, says that he has

been unable to determine, when the composer left

England. I have also no means of ascertaining the

point, and yet it is one of some importance, as tend*

ing to ii.K the time when that breakfast given to

Haydn by the Bonn musicians at Godesberg, took

place, as related by Dr. Wegeler. Doubtless the

matter could he cleared up in a few minutes by re-

ferring to the (iles of periodicals in the British Mu-

seum.

.June 26, the date of Mrs. S's last note, fell on

a Tuesday. She desires to see Haydn the next Mon-

day—i. e., on July 2d. We know therefore that

Haydn returned to Vienna in the month of July, for

August 4th he writes a note to Mad. Genzinger,
" from Home." in which he speaks of an invitation

to di-ne that dav with Herr von Kees.

Remarks on the Eenderina^ of the " Sinfo-

nia Eroica."*

Continued from pagR 317.

The Scherzo on the other hiind, affords one of the

most remarkable instances of the unaccented style

of execution, devoid of any gradation of light and
shade, of very long periods in continuous piano.—
The sempre pianissimo and staccato are retained, in

the first place, for ninety-one bars, then for twenty-

eight, and, in the repetition, for ninetv-four more,!

—

That the marked minims here (page 128, et serj.),

must he rendered with only a slight emphasis, which
immediately sink.s, in the very same bar, to an al-

most inaudible piano, is, after what has already been

said concerning the sfi: in the piano, self-evident. All

tendency to the crescendo in these long periods, up to

the last bar before thefortissimo, must be sternly kept

under. This, as experience often proves, is most
difficult in the middle prssage of twenty-eight bars after

the passage descending towards g, through the grada-

tions of the E flat major triad, in the f (paoe 134
and page 156), especially when the second violins

begin with a figure which hurries forward, almost
irresistibly, to the crescendo, and yet the latter must
not commence even when the figure is taken up by
the first violin, as well as by the trumpets and horns

at the same time, hut only four bars before the for-

tissimo of the dominant chord (page 137).

On the whole, these extended periods, in piano,

and without accent, belong to the system of prepar-

ing an astounding effect, also first employed by Beet-

hoven, on a grand and, therefore, originally, striking

scale. This system of preparation excites the atten-

tion of the hearer in an extraordinary fashion ; but

it is the taslv of genius not to disappoint expectation

{'^nnscetur ridiculns mns"), but. all at once, to cause

the light, whose brilliancy fills both eye and soul,

and extorts an outcry of admiration, to stream in

upon the Tn_vsterious darkness of the softly whirring

and buzzing tones. In the first movement of the

Eroica, the passage cited from the end of the devel-

opment, the 18^—20 bars pp, come under this head,

and even the long pianissimo in the scherzo is, after

all, nothing more nor less th'an a preparation for the

entrance of the fortissimo.

Even as early as in the Symphony No. 1, in C
major, Beethoven employed, in the trio of the Min-
uet, a continuous piano for forty bars ; but, in that

instance, more in simple opposition to the forte, as

Haydn and Mozart also have done. The motives,

too, of the trio in question, cannot possibly be play-

ed by the wind instrnments with a total absence of

accent, although the figures of the violins must be so

played. In the Symphony, No. 2, in D major, the

system of preparation is alreadv more evident in the

Finale, pages 143 and 144 {Simrock's Score), and
especially after the Double Ferinata, page 150 to

pase 153.

But the genius of the master is exhibited still more
plainly in preparing for the return of the principal

theme in the second part of the first nller/ro of the B
flat major Symphony, No. 4. These fifty-six bars

sempre pianissimo (page 38—45) without any accen-

tuation or gradation of expression, with their enhar-

monic mutation, the beautifully simple modulation to

B flat major, and the mysterious r-idl of the kettle-

drums, excite the mind in a wonderful manner, while

the crescendo, twelve bars long, which follows the

silent expectation thus produced, gradually works it

up more and more, until, at the entrance of the

theme, joyfully drawing breath, it finds relief and
satisfaction.

Who does not recollect, also, out of the C minor
Symphony, No. 5, the transition from the scherzo to

the grand Finale in C major,:—that gem of nil in-

stances of preparation ? We have here a scries of

132 bars sempre ]>ianissimo, ten and eighty of which
(pizzicato) belong to the repetition of the scherzo,

and 42 (beginning with the kettledrum introduced in

c and the bass in n flat) to the preparation, properly
speaking, for the Finale, the crescendo of which does
not commence till eight bars before the C major.

—

* From the NiederrhemiscJie Musik-Zeitnng. Translated for

the Londojt 3Ivsicai World by J. V. Bridaeman,

Here, as also to some extent in the scherzo of the

Eroica, there is, among other things, a touch of play-

ful sarcasm aud humor conveyed by the sempre piano.

The whole of this long series is totally free from any

accent, any light and shade ; the more uniformly it

is played, the more surely docs it effect its purpose.

—

Not an instrument, not a note, must dare to play a

prominent part, or in anyway to coquet with the

hearer ; we have nothing to do with the tones of

flesh and blood ; we have only the archly sarcastic

ghosts of tones, which hop about and whirr (let the

reader remember the tenor), until the soulless going

on with the A flat of the bass, marked pp, sinks be-

neath the dread gloom of complete night, in wliich

there is no longer any melody or harmony, but sim-

ply rhythm, produced by the quiet sonnds of the

kettle-drum, to resound once again, but, Heaven
knows, sempre piano, for they are still far too fright-

ened to be louder , they are trying to gain a view of

things around ; but itjis not till after twenty-seven

bars of timorous climbing that they take courage,

and, in the last eight bars, greet, from their high po-

sition, loudly and more loudly the streaming light,

which bursts forth at the C major, common time.

Finally, many passages, also, in the A major Sym-
phony, No. 7, belong to this category, as well in the

first movement vivace, 6-8 time, as in the alleqreUo,

2-4 time, and then the whole repetition of the scherzo,

in F major, eighty-two bars, pianissimo, .altogether

devoid of light and shade, the previous sharp accent

at the commencement and in the middle being en-

tirely dropt—floating past like a recollection, a

shadow.
With regard to the accentuation, we have now to

speak only of those cases in which, though, it is true,

dynamic as well, its principal effect is rhythmjcal.

Here, too, the sforzando sign is of use. The sf either

strengthens the ordinary accentuation of the accent-

ed part of the bar, or—which is of greater import-

ance—serves to create a rhythm opposed to the pre-

dominant rhythm, partly by the assistance of synco-

pated notes, and partly without them.

The object of the composer is not always an al-

teration of the rhythm, where the accent is placed

upon the subordinate part of the bar ; this kind of

accentuation is often only a means of expression, as

we have already seen in many examples taken from

the Eroica. For instance in the passage, page 13 :

'• / ff

the composer does not wish to denote by the accent

upon the second crotchet a rhythmical contrast, but

an expression of peculiar power, an augmented sug-

gestion of the motive :

—

which suggestion comes out still more strongly in the

repetition with dotted crotchets (page 14). But, im-

mediately afterwards, the power of tlie_^ is not suf-

ficient for the composer to effect the increase of

power he has in view, and so he obtains a stronger

eflrect, though it appears nearly impossible to do so,

by the rhythmical contrast (p. 15) :

—

Si^ii^iS^S
ff fi ff ff

(To be Continued.)

Oratorio Singing.

(From the London Musical World).

That oratorio singing requires a special training,

no less than a special talent, we need scarcely ob-

serve. Madame Clara Novello, so eminent in sacred

music, was indebted to education, as well as to na-

tural abilities, for the high position she attained.

—

She had a lovely and capable voice—all, in the opin-

ion of too many, that is indispensable to a singer

—

but was somewhat deficient in expression and in that

sensibUity which is born of " divine fire." Madame
Novello's effects were, for the greater part, produced

by her voice alone. Such a voice could not fail to

touch any but the most apathetic, and the more so,

be it understood, since it had undergone the most

careful preparation under the best instructors. Jenny

Lind, on the other hand, has triumphed over the

hearts of her hearers by her thorough artistic skill,

united to an energy which nothing could subdue.

—

At times, in Elijah for example, she has seemed like

the inspired Pythoness, standing on her trijiod and
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deliverina her oracles in words of fire ; and all de-

spite an organ which would not invariably realize

the highest aspirations of the singer's will.

Mr. Sims Reeves is nndeniably the most legiti-

mate interpreter of" sacred music now before the

public—and, indeed, perhaps the greatest to whom
this country has given biith. In him Nature and
Art have made a glorious compact. His voice, one
of the purest and richest tenors ever heard, has re-

ceived every possible aid from scientific study, and
the result is a thorough mastery, to which no kind of
music offers any difficulty. But Mr. Reeves' voice
alone, enviable gift though it be, could not, even with
the aid of more than averajre acquirement, have
made him the singer he is. It is his sentiment and

_ feeling—which give him dominion over the whole
range of expression, his severe judgment and classic

taste—which help him to a proper estimate of every
composer and every style, rather than his physical
endowments and rare mechanical skill, that have
won him the sceptre of sacred song. Never was re-

putation more honorably earned, or preserved with
more watchful jealousy. Like all great artists, Mr.
Reeves is an enthusiast, and regards his profession

with profound affection. His heart is bent on grati-

fying and satisfying his admirers, and he lives and
breathes upon their good opinion. No public artist

we have ever known, is more deeply solicitous for

public approbation. Mr. Reeves will never sing,
unless he knows he can sing well—in other words,
he will never risk dissatisfying those who pay to

hear him, and who expect to hear him, as they have
already heard him—at his best. Other singers

—

" not to disappoint the public," as it is expressed

—

will go forth to sing even when unable to articulate

—thereby naturally creating greater " disappoint-
ment " than it they did not sing at all. This is a
plain miscalculation, whatever maybe said to the
contrary. Fortunately, Mr. Reeves" has a vigorous
constitution, and takes care of it, which enables him
to be one of the most useful, as he is one of the
most able and one of the most esteemed of " public
servants."

The few singers we have, men or women, whose
talents allow them to excel in sacred music, proves
that there must be something defective in the prev-
alent system of vocal education. Perhaps the fact

that the sympathies of some of our best Italian
teachers are with Opera rather than with Oratorio,
with Rossini and Bellini rather than with Handel
and Mendelssohn, may in some measure account for
it. Or, perhaps, their pupils are deterred from the
severe school of sacred music by its, to them, com-
parative want of charm, ils Handel too exacting,
or Mendelssohn too plain ! or does the all-attractive

theatre " loom m the distance," with a fascination
not to be resisted ? Whatever the cause, Oratorio-
singers of the first class are rarer, much rarer, than
Opera-singers

; and, as our experience of the Conti-
nent has shown, this is as much the case abroad as at

home. We have been compelled to go to Germany
for a -prima donna, which, no doubt, we should not
have done, could we have found as good a one in

every respect at home. Now, however, that the ora-
torios, masses, &c., of the great masters are coming
into wider vogue than ever, we may reasonably pre-
sume that siugers will begin to bestow more serious
attention on sacred music, and that study and know-
ledge will enable them to assort, once again, that su-
periority in oratorio-singing, which, until lately, was
the boast and pride of English artists, and which is

now concentrated in Mr. Sims Reeves and a few
others, whose names might be reckoned on the fingers
(of one hand?).

The Last Chickering " Grands."
Gottschalk has been writing letters to the Home

Journal, in the course of which we find the following :

" I wish the Borne Journal would do me the favor
to publish my opinion of the pianos made by Chicker-
ing upon his new temperament of the scale, and after
an entirely new model of his invention."

In Parenthesis.
(We last week gave our verdict upon these instru-

ments, bnt gladly make room for Gottschalk, not
only on account of the prestige attaching to any views
which may come from him, but because we consider
the present expression of his opinion one of the finest
testimonials ever accorded by an artist to the manu-
facturers of his instrument, and as such well worth
preserving for a specimen. Mr. Chickering's modesty
might have led him to tone down the praise which it

bestows, had we shown it to him before publishing
;

we have, accordingly, kept it from his eyes until now,
that he might have no instrumentality whatever in
the utterance of his own appreciation.)

The True Yankee.
" This Chickering family is veritably the most

legitimate specimen of the Yankee character upon its

best side. I like the Chickerings, because they .are

fjenthmen in every acceptation of the word. More-
over, I honor their name, made doubly illustrious as

it has been in our commercial annals, by the founder
of the firm, who was hardly less known as a man of
character and fortune than as a builder of celebrated

instruments. Both from personal regard and from
a genuine couviction of his recent work's pre-eminent
merits, I wish that I may be allowed to say through
the Home Journal what I would say to Chickering
himself—thus :

The Piano Problem.
" The great sensation which, in all my recent con-

certs, has been produced hy your pianos of the new
model ; the admiring testimony of the artists before
whom I have played upon them ; and, indeed, the
unanimous verdict of the whole public—would ex-
cuse me from expatiating upon the excellence of
these superb instruments, were it not that the qualites

which distinguish them, in my opinion, constitute a
veritable era in the progress of musiaal art, and de-

serve, in consequence, to attract the atsention of all

musical people.
" The problem, which for more than half a century

the great European manufacturers have been pro-

posing to themselves, may be reduced to this :

—

hoio

to obtain the greatest possible volume of tone without

alten'ng the charm, and at the same time to preserve its

clearness and homogeneiti/ through all the extent of the

hey-board.
" These different qualities seemed to exclude each

other. For instance, one instrument, charming in a
parlor, would become thin and powerless in a large
concert hall ; another only owed its force to the
acuteness of its tone, or to a confused vibration pro-
duced hy too great length of strings. You alone,

Mr. Chickering, have succeeded, as I fully believe, in

combining the different elements which have so
long been sought after, in a manner which will hence-
forth make our modern piano the most complete of
instruments.

The Traits op Success.
"Harmonious roundness of tone, force in the bass

notes, limpidity in the npper notes, equality through-
out all the registers, sinying qualiti/ in the middle
tones, and, above all, an astonishing prolongation of
sound without its becoming confused—were signs of
an artistic progress which I at once discerned on
playing the new instruments for the first time. Soon
after, when I had been obliged to transport your
pianos several hundred miles hy railroad, and play
upon them without the time to have them re-tuned, I
was still more surprised at the rare solidity of their

construction by finding them in as perfect tune as

when they started. Furthermore, when giving con-
certs unassisted, and playing fifteen or eighteen
pieces in succession, I have been capable of appreci-

ating, by the comparatively trifling fatigue which I

experienced, the precision and promptness of action
which characterize your instruments.

"Accept, dear sir, my sincere congratulations.

—

Henceforth the United States may advantageously
compete with Europe in the construction of pianos

;

and it is not the least of all our commercial triumphs
that you have succeeded in matching and surpassing
the efl'orts of the Erards, the Pleyels, the Col-
lards, and the Broadwoods.

Truly yours, L. M. Gottschalk."

Ristori, Titiens, and Mr. TJllmann.

To the Editor of Dwight's Journal of Music.

So many different reasons have been assigned for

the non-arrival, this season, of Madame Ristori

and M'Ue. Titiens, thtit I appeal to your kindness

for space to define my position with regard to these

celebrities.

Certain artists occupy a rank in the Art-world so

exceptionally high, and their professional income in

Europe is so large, that no American manager can

possibly engage them at a fixed salary, as he may
artists of ordinary talent. The only way to induce

them to come to this country is to give them an esti-

mate of the probable financial results of the enter-

prise, to allow them a Large proportion of the

receipts, and to insure them a minimum of profits.

In this way I succeeded in bringing to this country

Madame Sontag, Piccolomini, and Mr. Thalberg.

A similar arrangement existed, too, between Mr.

Barnum and Jenny Lind.

Contracts on this basis were signed by me with

Madame Ristori in June, 1861, and with M'Ue. Ti-

tiens, also, last May. The stipulated cash advances

and securities for the fulfilment of my part of these

agreements have been regularly furnished hy me
through the banking house of Messrs. August Bel-

mont & Co., under the supervision of the Italian

Consul-General. Besides, all arrangements were

completed with Mr. E. Cunard for their passages to

this country, by the " Scotia " and the " Persia,"

when the disturbed state of the country, and the high

premium on gold and exchange, made it obligatory

on me, at the earliest request of Madame Ristori and

M'Ue. Titiens, to transfer my contracts with them

until a more propitious state of things in this coun-

try. The annexed documents are ample evidence

of this fact :

—

Supplementary Contract between Mme, Ristori and J/r.

Ullman.

L'etat de la guerre dans les Etats TJnis rendant

tre's perillense P execution du present contrat, il a ete

convenu de commun accord ce qui suit

:

1. Le dit contrat est transporte' avec toutes ses

clauses et conditions y compris les changements, qui

y ont etc' opportds 'a, Bruxelles le 30 Mars, 1862, a 1'

anne'e prochaine, 186.3.

2. Let deux parties ddclarent de nouveau de con-

firmer et respecter le dit contrat dans tons les autres

articles et dans toute sa force et valeur.

Cesena, 30 Aout, 1862.

Approuve'e I'ecriture,

Mauro Cokticelli.
Approuvee I'ecriture,

B. Ullman.
Jules Buti, Temoin.

Approuvee en ce qui me concerne,

Adelaide Ristori,
3Jarquise del Grillo.

J' autortse ma femme k la dite signature,

Giuliano Capkanica.
Marquis del Grillo.

Supplementary Contract between M'Ue. Titiens and Mr.
Ullman.

In view of the present disturbed state of the

United States, it has been mutually agreed upon be-

tween the undersigned, that should B. Ullman, on
his arrival in New York, find that the political and
financial circumstances of the country be likely to

interfere with the expected success of their joint en-

terprise, he has the right to transfer the carrying out

of the contract signed between them in London the

10th of M.ay, 1862, to 1863, or any other yefir, that

may be mutually agreed upon.
Theresb Titiens.
B. Ullman.

Gloucester, September 10, 1862.

I trust that I have now disposed of one rumor,

namely, that I have had no contracts either with

Mme. Ristori or M'lle. Titiens, and of another, also,

that I did not, or could not, furnish the requisite se-

curities. To those who insinuate that I showed a

want of courage in not carrying out any contracts

for this season, I would say, that although I had the

legal right to enforce them, I could not betray the

confidence placed in me by subjecting these two

ladies, and with them about forty artists comprising

their suites, to the risks of an enterprise carried on

under unfavonable circumstances, when, by remain-

ing in Europe for the present, they could there realize

aboat half a million of francs each, without half the

labor and fatigue which they necessarily would have

to undergo in this country.

Madame Ristori is the most prominent dramatic

personality that this century has produced. A few

years ago her name was entirely unknown out of

Italy. One single performance in Paris, in 185.5,

carried her reputation to the confines of the entire

civilized world. That event sufficed to announce,

through the powerful voice of Parisian journalism,

that Rachel had found an equal, if not a superior.

—

That single night's performance made her immortal

as are Garrick, Talma, and Mrs. Siddons. The

world never has seen a similar instance of the power

of n-enins in an artiste passing triumphantly from

city to city in Europe, like a queen, and entrancing

nations, while speaking before them in a foreign

language.
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Much of this may be said, also, of Mile. Titiens.

She is called the Ristori of the opera, and is known
throughout Europe as the great soprano of the day.

Never in our time has there heen heard a voice of

such extraordinary power and beauty as hers. This
fact, added to her youth, commanding appearance,
and unapproachable versatility, has made her the

most prominent, and only really prreat, dramatic vo-

calist of the present time. In "Norma" great as

Grisi—in "Lucia" brilliant as Persiani—in the

"Messiah" majestic as Clara Novello, she is con-

sidered as the only legitimate successor of these three

great artists, none of whom had, even in their palmi-

est days, a voice compared to Mile. Titiens.

Am I, then, to be blamed, since I have selected for

their appearance in this country a period when the

public will be in a mood to thoroughly enjoy the

rare treats that are in store f

I am, dear sir.

Your obedient servant, B. Ullman.

Slwsttal Corrtspnbeitte.

Philadelphia, Jan. 3, 1863,—Our concert-goers

have this season no ground for complaints that per-

formers and performances of a very high order are

rare. In addition to the successful classical soire'es

already alluded to in this correspondence, music-lov-

ers have been delighted to resort to Mr. Haktman's

piano-matinees given on alternate Saturdays, at the

rooms of Messas. Blasius.

Mr. Hartman is a pupil of Kullak. His playing

is admirable as respects power, precision and all

technical requisites. The programme this morning,

on the occasion of the second matinfe of the second

series, was as follows :

1. Midsummer Night's Dream F. Liszfc

2. Perles d' Ecume Kullak

3. Gondola Henselt
Nocturne Chopin
Serenade F. Li.«zt

4. Polonaise (A flat) Chopin

As an encore, Mr. Hartman performed Heller's ar-

rangement of Mendelssohn's " Auf Ftiigeln des

Gesanc/es."

I am glad to know that Mr. H. has already numer-
ous pupils and that he intends to remain in Philadel-

phia. He is certainly a great acquisition.

The Harmonia Society performed Sterndale

Bennett's " May Qneen " and a variety of solos,

and choruses, operatic and otherwise, at their last

concert.

Absence from the city, during the presence of the

Italian Opera troupe, places it out of my power to

give you any account of its doings.

The German Opera company announces a

performance, to take place on the 13th of this month.

I regret that the Academy of Music is the only house

at command, as, in a smaller establishment, Mr.
Anschiitz's resources might be displayed to even

greater advantage. Chantekblle.

gfoiglfs |0nrnal of Busk.

BOSTON, JANUARY lO, 1863.

The JuWIee Concert.

If a great occasion, great music, great audi-

ence full of joy that craves expression, if inspired

performance, helped by consciousness of sig-

nal triumph over fears and difflculties, making

the history of the celebration reflect that of the

event celebrated, can make a concert, then the

concert in the Boston Music Hall, on the after-

noon of January 1, 1863, " in honor of the Day,

the Proclamation, the Emancipation of the Slave,

the spirit of the Fathers and the Constitution,"

was in the most complete sense a success, and

must remain memorable among our festivals of

music. The idea of celebrating the day of the

reaffirmation of the President's Emancipation

Proclamation, whereby the nation suddenly felt

clean before God and the world, was nothing

strange. But the idea of coupling with such

jubilee, the highest Art, and nothing meaner or

more commonplace, as the one medium of expres-

sion, was, for these parts, somewhat novel, as Trell

as difficult of execution. The whole plan and

programme of this jubilee was based upon the

conviction that the great thoughts of Humanity

and Freedom, the progressive moral instincts of

the age, although to this day spit upon and cru-

cified, are yet in most intimate alliance and sym-

pathy with the loftiest inspirations and utmost

refinements of creative genius and Art,—musical

Art especial!}'. The marriage of the two is the

prediction of all history. They need and they

imply each other. Art prophecies, assumes the

nobler heights of Humanity ; as long as Art

breathes, there is a hope, a chance for Freedom,

and tyranny and meanness feel rebuked. On
the other hand, the glorious instincts of a liberty

and justice loving people need Art for a lan-

guage ; no meaner and more prosy dialect can

worthily interpret them.

Hence the propriety of celebrating this New
Year of the Nation's truer life, this Day of Jubi-

lee, by a concert of grand music, in which Beet-

hoven and Mendelssohn and Handel, only such

great masters, should speak for us through such

of their sublime inspirations as should seenj prac-

ticable. But the practical part of the plan was

almost as forbidding, as the idea was exciting.

Not that it needed to go a begging for support

and sympathy. Strong names to endorse it stood

ready in such numbers, that the only problem

was to keep the list of signers within limits. A
great audience, too, was certain ; it scarcely

needed any aid of newspapers to gather it ; so

large and fine a representation of the best intel-

ligence and character of Boston and New Eng-

land, of thorough-goiug reformers and of refined

amateurs in music (incongruous as those elements

might seem upon the surface), of conservatives

and radicals, of all classes capable of some pure

enthusiasm, the most respected citizens, the

noblest women, and the children too (long may
they remember it !), was never seen on any musi-

cal occasion in our city. And it cost no factitious

arts or advertisings to attract that assembly
;

they came too willing and taking all for granted

sure that the Day and Art would justify them-

selves ; the only fear and trouble was to meet

such expectations, to really produce the music,

fitly intended, easily enough conceived, but by

no means so easy of execution. Little did that

vast audience, as they sat there on that splendid

winter day (one of the most beautiful that was

ever born of a stormy night), amid the flags and

patriotic emblems that so tastefully adorned the

hall, in face of a stage covered with singers and

musicians, all looking radiant, and the majestic

form of Beethoven rising behind them, the score

of the " Joy " Symphony in his hand, himself a

noble type of Freedom,—the chief type of t^at

union of Art with Freedom, of which we have

been speaking ;—little did they dream what an-

noyances and difficulties had more than once

well nigh balked the whole plan of the celebra-

tion, so far as the music was concerned. The
short time for preparation ; the many engage-
ments of musicians at that season ; the want of

any organized society of singers, political ani-

mosity dividing those existing so that they could

not be applied to ; the necessity of raising a cho-

rus of 150 or 200 voices by individual invitation,

in most cases personally made ; the almost impos-
sibility of finding times for rehearsal, or even
music to rehearse from, finally, the risking of the
whole thing without any rehearsal of singers and
orchestra together ; then the storm of the pre-
ceding night, the only real rehearsal of the voices

alone, and the threatening indications that the

snow increasing might blockade our orchestra,

playing far away in Springfield all night at a

New Year's ball ; then the justifiable nervousness

of artists and conductors about risking themselves

in an efl'ort so unprepared.-—all this made the

success of the concert one of the bright rewards

of faith. For by faith and enthusiasm only, by

the inspiration of the occasion, was it done.

Not, however, without meritorious agency and

sacrifices. The whole-hearted manner in which

Mr. B. J. Lang gave himself to the raising,

drilling and leading of the vocal forces ; in which

Mr. Dresel, overcoming his habitual shrinking

from appearing before publics, contributed the

best of his rare art botlr as interpreter and as

composer, and helped on everything with his wise

counsel ; in which Mr. Kreissmann risked (but

so triumphantly) his voice under the most un-

favoring circumstances ; and in which the ladies

and gentlemen of the chorus poured out full

hearts in their song—all with no reward but

their own Joy in the occasion, and in the response

of such an audience—deserves more thanks than

most of that audience could be aware of. Mr
Zerrahn, too, and his orchestra (numbering

some 46 instruments), appeared to catch the

spirit of the hour, and did their best to meet the

full wish of the most listening and impressible

of audiences (even more so than the audiences

of simply musical occasions), for never, so all

thought, did they play better, if so well ; that is,

with a spirit carrying the music home so, what-

ever little technical imperfections there might be.

And so the great day came, the most beauti-

ful and brilliant of the winter. Nature and the

heavens smiled, and all the omens were with us.

The Proclamation was a certainty, and so was

our concert. The programme, after all the

threatenings, stood intact ; and only the shadow

of a doubt remained that it would go through

well. We have only to record it, with some

brief description of the execution and a few

spontaneous episodes.

Prolgque, by R. W. Eheesoh.

Part I.

1. Overture to "Egmont" Beefchoveu
2._ Solo and Chorus from " Hymn of Praise^Mendelasohn.
Air— (Mr. Kreissmann), The sorrows of death had closed
around me, and hell's dark terrors had got hold upon
me, with troubles and deep heaviness. Put said the
Lord, Come, arise from the dead, and awake thou thac
sleepest

; 1 bring thee salvation.—^We called through the darkness, Watchman, will the
night soon pass ? The Watchman only said, though
the morning will come, the night will come also. Ask
ye. inquire ye, ask if ye will, inquire yp, return again,
ask : Watchman, will the night soou pass?

Soprano.— The night is departing !

Chorus.—The night is departing ,' the d.ay is apprcachrng.
Therefore let us cast off the works of darkness, and let

. us gird ou the armor of light. The night is departing.
3. Concerto in E iiat, for Piano and Orchestra. BaethOTen

Piano-forte by Otto Dresel.

Part II.

4. Dr. 0. W. Holmes'3 Army Hymn, for Solo and Chorus.
O. Dresel.

Solo. Mr. Kreissmann.

Lord of Hosts ! Almighty King T

Behold the sacrifice we bring I

To every arm Thy strength impart.
Thy spirit shed through every heart ?

Wake in our hearts the living 15res,

Thy holy faith that warmed our sires
;

Thy band hath made onr nation free :

To die for her is serving Thee.

Be thou a pillared flame to show
The midnight maze, the silent foe ;

And when the battle thunders loud.

Still guide us in its moving cloud.

God of all nations ! Sovereign Lord !

In thy dread name we draw the sword.
We lift the starry flag on high,
That fills with light our stormy sky.

No more its flaming emblems wave
To bar from hope the trembling slave

;
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No more its radiant glories shine
To blast with woe a child of Thine 1

From treason's rent, from murder's stain
Guard Thou its folds till peace shall reign.
Till fort and field, till shore and sea
Join our loud anthem, Praise to Thee 1

5. Fifth Symphon.y, (in C minor) Beethoven.
1. Molto Allegro. 2. Andante con moto.
3. Scherzo Allegro. 4. Marcia Allectro.

6. fa) Chorus from "Elijah"
,

Mendelssohn.
Angels.—lie, watching over Israel, slumbers not, nor

sleeps. Shouldst, thou walking in grief, languish,He will
quicken thee.

(6) Hallelujah Chorus, from the "Messiah". .. .Handel.
Hallelujah ' for the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth. The
kingdom of thi.s world is become the kingdom of our
Lord, and his Christ ; and He shall reign for ever and
ever.

7. Overture to " William Tell" Rossini.

We have wished to record this programme
in full, because of its significance in every
part and as a whole ; its poetic and artistic

unity. Every piece in it is good music, in

the highest sense of Art
;
yet every piece was

sure (as it then proved) to interest an earnest

miscellaneous audience, however large, and make
its poetic adaptation to the occasion felt. Those,
who asked for a mingling of what is not good
music with what is ; those, who thought there
could not be a patriotic utterance or celebration

without "National Airs," " tunes that everybody
sings," "Star Spangled Biinner," " Glory, Halle-
lujah," and what not, forgot their wish as the

grand musio carried them along, and were in too

much ecstacy to think of it when it was over.

—

The appeal in this case was from Philip sober to

Philip drunk. It was a triumphant practical de-
monstration that the highest, under proper cir-

cumstances, speaks to all ; that great Art, great
music, like the air, the sunlight and all finest bless-

ings, is, or is to be, the common boon of Man

;

and that the artist, who most trusts his public,

instead of stooping to it, shall surely be reward-
ed. The "Hail Columbias" and "John Browns"
are all well in their^way and in their proper
places ; but they have no right in an artistic

programme, any more than cabbages and turnips
in a bouquet -of flowers. They will be all, or
nothing

; so will Art. And now for our narra-
tive in course ; for criticism it was no time :—who
could remember to be critical ?

At the appointed hour of three Mr. Conductor
Zeerahn tapped upon his desk and brought the
orchestra to their bearings, as if to attack the
overture. This was but a'feint. Attention thus
secured, Mr. JosiAH Quincy, Jr., in behalf of
the Committee, came forward and announced
that a Prologue had been written by Ralph
Waldo Emerson, who would himself recite it.

This was not in the bills; the Committee, making
a virtue of necessity, had kept it back for a sur-

prise. The truth is, our poet, while he wished
and strove to do it, feeling the imperative sp''-n-

dor of the opportunity, was far too true a poet
and too much upon his honor with the Muse, to

compromise her name by any rash announcement
without authority of her own sign manua', to-

wit the actual "arrival of the poem ;" in spirit

heartily he said yes, but it was only for the Muse,
the inscrutably capricious, better knowing one, to
say yes in fact. At the eleventh hour, however,
poet and poem (sa}- rather poem and poet) did
"arrive," to crown the other omens with
completeness. It was a hymn of Liberty and
Justice, wild and strong, arid musical and verv
short, and in his rich tones spell-bound the great
as.^embly. We ought to have the poem here to
make our record whole; but the vigilant editors
of the Atlantic Monthly, who have established
for themselves a sort of presumptive right to
everything that is good, have secured it for the
next number of that ever welcome Magazine,
and there, reader, you will be sure to look for it.

1. The "Egmont" overture then beg.in in ear-
nest and went through at a heat ; a fiery, heroic,
patriotic thing, in the right temper for the times,
suggesting gloom, oppression, popular division, fear
and murmurs, the struggle and the triumph of the
right, ihe vision of Liberty and Country to the dying
hero, crowning him with laurel.

_^
2. Then came voices. The 'extract from the

" Hymn of Praise" conveyed, hy its words, the key-
note of the occasion and of the whole musical cor-
respondence of the programme. But this was the
critical piece, which had to be risked almost without
rehearsal, and which had to be done as it were by

faith, heinff the least familiar and most diificult, and
full of delicate points requiring nice agreement be-

tween voice and orchestra, especially in the "watch-
man " recitative, so full of tremvlo accompaniments,

pauses, and wild, startling replies of wind instru-

ments to the anxious, almost agonized inquiries

:

" Will the night soon pass ? " But it was kncwu,
that if it did not actually break down, the magnifi-

cent dramatic climax of the music, and its wonderful

adnptation to the occasion, would be sure to tell

upon the audience, and it did. Mr. Kreissmann,
who had the most to ri.sk, did his part artistically and
feelingly ; and wlien the clear soprano voice of Miss

PlousTON, like a stream of sunshine, announced
" The night is departing ! ", the audience were in

raptures, and the glorious crescendo of the chorus,

flooding the world with daylight, iu spite of feeble

enterings in some parts, carried all before it in a

blaze of high-pitched harmonies and trumpets.

Tlienceforth all was safe.

3. The Beethoven Concerto was also well adapt-

ed by the lieroic temper of the themes in the Alle-

gro, the heavenly peace of the Adagio, and the

joyous sunshine of the Rondo finale. It is one of

the richest and finest of Beethoven's' works, crowded
with thoughts, and .so full of exquisite traits of or-

chestral treatment, and trying passages for the pian-

ist, that it is no child's play to follow it. Considering

the fact, too, that it was new to most, and that a good
half of the andience were not particulariy musical,

it w.as really a wonder to note thebieatbless,5revercnt

attention with which all listened through so complex
and so long a work. Mr. Dkesel gave a masterly

interpretation of its beauties, so far as the principal

instrument was concerned ; nothing, indeed, of fire,

precision, delicate shading, vital and poetic touch

was w.anting ; and he was well supported by the

orchestra, whose parts abound in points of delicacy,

which, considering that they had but one rehearsal, is

great praise.

Between the parts the news that the Proclamation
had been issued, was announced from the stage, when
there arose such a demonstration of uncontainable

enthusiasm, such cheers, and waving, of handker-

chiefs, and throwing up of hats, as 'nas scarcely ever

seen in an assembly of so much character and culture-

It lasted many minutes, when cheers were called for

and given with a will and with a ring, first for the

President, the typical man of the Kation, and then

for Mr. Garrison, tlie typical man of the Emancipa-
tion cause. Mr. Quincy also read aloud the New
Year's greeting of Gen. Saxton to the colored freed-

men of Port Royal, which was as good as a Procla-

mation, and when the enthusiasm had given all the

vent it could to itself in its own way, it subsided into

a silent call again for music.
4. Dr. Holmes had written a new verse to his

"Army Hymn," namely the fifth, to give it point for

the occasion, as well as to fit it m Mr. Dresel's mu-
sical form, which covers two vp'ses. The melody,
nobly sung by Mr. Kreissmann, is very simple and
impressive, and the refrain in chorus lifts one up by
its full tide of broad, rich, noble harmony. It was
at once accepted as a true tune, and a repetition was
insisted on.

5. There is no need to apologize for the introduc-

tion of the Fifth Symphony, nor to point out how
gloriously it sums up and typifies all phases of the

struggle and the triumph of the good instincts of the

soul over the powers of Fate and Darkness. That
Symphony is too well known among us, and every

one has felt its meaning,—felt it more than ever upon
this occasion, for which indeed it would seem to

have w.iited. Did not the bronze Beethoven almost

look alive and radiant to hear it, as much as to say :

Yes, this is what I meant ! The orchestra played

it with remarkable spirit, as if they too felt the mean-
ing. (For a better appreciation of the long mysteri-

ous passage after the Scherzo, which )ircpares tlie

outburst of the triumphal March, we would refer the

reader to a paragrapli iu the article on the "Eroica"
Symphony in anotlier column.)

6. The soothing Angel chorus from "Elijah," full

of heavenly tru,st, fell like a sweet, gentle rain, after

the exciting Symphony. And in the Hallelujah

Chorus, the joy and praise and confidence of the

occasion reached their climax, and the festival its

virtual close.

(*• 7. But a bright, patriotic, popular strain, a lively

recreation piece, was needed still to let the enthusi-

asm down and let the audience disperse ; and for

that what could be better fitted than the beautiful,

the brilliant overture to "Tell" "! The cool, placid,

Swiss lake scene of its opening, with the violoncellos,

put its smart, secular conclusion far enough away
from the "Hallelujah," and it is all good music, it is

heroic, it expresses one phase of the thoughts and
feelings of that day.

This concert will be long remembered. It will

become an anniversary. Whether regarded as a

patriotic celebration, or as a strictly musical occasion,
it has called forth more spontaneous expressions of
delight than any festival that most of us remember.

Little Miss Teresa Careno is indeed a wonder.
We do not care much for " prodigies," but this one
did interest us. A child of nine years, with fine head
and face full of intelligence, rather Spanish looking
(she is from Caraccas), runs upon the stage of tlie

great Music Hall, has a funny deal of difficulty in
getting herself upon the seat before the Grand Piano,
runs her fingers over the keyboard like a virtuoso,

and then plays you a difficult Notturno by Doehler,
with octave passages and all, not only clearly antl

correctly, but with true expression. It would charm
you even where she not a child. Off she runs again,
fast as eye can follow, till arrested for an encore, when
she plays some little Gottschalk thing as gracefully

almost as he would. Again she plays a yet more
formidable piece, Thalberg's Fantasia on Norma, full

of all kinds of difficulties ; this too with brilliancy,

with nice shading, with expression, her chords struck

square .and even, like a master, &c. There can be
no doubt of real talent here ; may it only have wise
training, and not be early wasted before publics I

It is too precious for continual exposure. Such
gifts are of God, and ought not to be prostituted for

mere gain.

Miss Matilda Phillipps, who v.aried the con-

cert of Friday (last week), has a voice much like her

sister Adelaide's,- and gives good promise as a
singer.

First PniLHARMONic-Mr. Zerrahn begins thi.^ evenins;, and
with an admirable programme. The " Pa.storal .Symphony,"
as sweet to hear, as Inne.ss's " Sign of Promise" is to look
upon in these rough times; Mendelssohn's charming over-
ture to " The Fair Melusina :" Weber's "Euryanthe over-
ture" :—what can be better ! Then, in recogniticn of "the
newness," the "Bridesmaid's Procession" from Wagner's
Lohengrin. And then the Orpheus Glee Club, who will sing
four good German part-songs, two of them patriotic. This
should ensure an audience

;
and a large audience will ensure

better yet to come.

Grau's Italian Opera Company have taken tho Boston
Theatre for four weeks from the 19th inst. Then we shall
hear "Dinorah" and shall have a first taste of Guerrabblla
and the other new prime donne, besides the old favorites,

Brignoli, Sdsini, and the rest.

The Mendelssohn Quintette Clttb's next Snbscription
Concert will take place next Tuesday evening, Jan. 15.

Bangor, Me.—A correspondent writes us about
a new Organ, built by Messrs Hook of this city,

for the Universalist Socict}'".

" The plan is as follows :

Great Orgaw.
1. Double Open Diapason to C 44 pipes

3. Open Ditipason 56 "

3. Stop Diapason ) - „

4. Melodia.
.

j
"'"

5. Dulciana, through ."iS "
6. Principal 56 "
7. Twelfth 56

8. Fifteenth 56 "

9. Sesquialtera, 3 ranks 168 "

10. Flute, to C 44 "
11. Trumpet, through 56 "

Swell Organ.
1

.

Bourdon 56 pipes

2. Open Diapason 56 "

3. St. Diapason, Bass, ) . „

4. St. Diapason, Treble, )

^^

5. Viol di Gamba 44 "

6. Principal 56 "
7. Harmonic Flute - 44 "

8. Flageolet 56

9. Cornet, 3 ranks 132 "

10. Trumpet, Bass, ) „ „
11. Trumpet, Treble, ) '

•'"'

12. Oboe 44 "

Pedal Organ.
1. Double Open Diapason. . ...' 25 pipes

2. Double Dulciana 25 "

Codplers.
Great and Swell, Great and Pedals, Swell and

Pedals.
Accessories.

Bellows Signal, Tremulant.

"In all, thirty registers ; making a very efl^ctive or-

gan and one of which bolh builders and Society

may feel proud. The case is of black walnut and
the front pipes are ornamented with colors and de-

signs which harmonize with the prevailing tints and
style of the fi'esco painting. The above plan is be-

lieved to make a more efi^cctive and useful organ

than any other arrangement of the stops of the same
number" and cost. The organ has been exhibited

twice, before large audiences, and the universal opin-

ion was one of commendation for Messrs. Hook, ^vbo
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hare now six enduring monuments of their skill in

tliis city. One j'ear since they built a very fine

organ for the Catholic Church, unquestionably the

finest organ in this State."

Worcester, Mass.—The Beethoven Trio Club
gave a pleasant entertainment at the Oread Institute

on the evening of the 26th ult., performing A. Fes-

ca's first grand trio, and a beautiful Tnrki.sh rondo

bv Hummel. The Club were assisted by Mr. and

Mrs. A. S. Allen ; the latter singing Schubert's Ser-

enade with a fine violoncello accompaniment, Hat-

ton's Shi-Lark, and a ballad. Mr. Allen's song
rec.illed similar performances by Carl Formes. Mr.

B. D. Allen gave two of Mendelssohn's Songs with-

out words, a Duet and a Hiintinrj Song. The enter-

tainment, so generously offered, was very acceptable

to the members of the school as well as to the invited

guests who were present. A pnper, edited by the

pupils of the school, was read. The "Oread," under

charge of Rev. Dr. Pattison, lias become again a

successful insHtution, well deserving the patronage

it receives.

—

Palladium.

The excellent musical journal of Vienna, the

Deutsche Hilusik-Zeituni], from which we have transla-

ted so much valuable matter, came to an end with

the old year. But there is no cause to mourn, since, i

we are rightly informed, a phojnix is about arising

from its ashes. That is to say, Herr Seljia Bagge,

its able, high-toned, conscientious editor, has been

called to Leipzig, to take charge of the old Allge-

meine Musilcalische Zeitimg, which the great music

publishers, Messrs. Breitkopf and Hartel, have deter-

mined to revive. This old journal was founded in

1798, and died in 1848. Its fifty volumes stand upon

the shelves of our Harvard Musical Association

library in the Athenjeum, and contain the fullest

record of the history of music during the first half

of the present century. It died because the publiish-

ers (Britkopf and Hartel) would not select editors

who kept pace with the time, and because all the

genial, young musicians turned their attention to the

new Leipzig paper, founded by Robert Schumann,

under the title of " Neue Zeitschrift filr Mnsih,"

which became the organ of the new ant\-Philisler

tendency in music. This latter joui'nal still exists>

edited by Brendcl, but it has sadly degenerated in

the tone of its criticisms ; it has pushed " New
School," " Music of the Future," &e., a little

too far ; and it is now a significant fact, that Messrs'

Breitkopf and Hiirlel think the time has come for

reviving, in the same city, their old AUgemeine Zeit-

ung. Under so wise and catholic an editor as Herr

Bagge, and with the support of such sound musicians

and thinkers as Robert Franz, Joachim, &c., equally

alive to what is true both in the old and in the new,

we doubt not that the revived journal will prove the

most valuable of all the European musical jour-

nals.

Fetis, in his biography of Stephen Heller (see

his Biographie Univei'selle des Musiciens) says, that

" he is much more the moderu poet of the pianoforte,

than Chopin." There is plenty of reason for admir-

ing Heller, but old M. Fetis will hardly bring the

world to his opinion in placing him above Chopin !

Mil ^h'OEb.

Leipzig.—Hans von Biilow was to give three

soire'es in the Gewandhaus during the past month.

—

The programme of the first included a posthumous

Sonata in A by Schubert, pieces by Chopin, an

Allemande and Sarahande by Mozart, a Chaconne by

Handel, a Courante and Passepied by Bach, and

ended with concert waltzes upon themes from

Gounod's Fanst (a joint affair between him, Rubin-

stein and Liszt.)

Mme. Clara Schumann was to be present at the

performance, in the 8th Gewandhaus Concert, of her

husband's "Faust music," with the aid of Frau von

Milde and Herr Julius Stockhansen. She gave a

concert with the latter on the 6th De.\

Riedel's Singing Society produced Handel's "Sam-

son" on the 21st November in the Thomas Kirche.

At a concert in aid of the orchestral pension fund,

in the Gewandhaus, Lachner's Suite and Wagner's

prelude to the Meistersinger were performed. The

latter was repeated, not without some hisses. In the

town theatre, a new opera, " The Maid of Orleans,"

by Aug. Langert, was gii-en.

On the 7th Dec. a commemorative festival, on

occasion of the death of TJIdand, was organized by

the Schiller Association. Songs of the famous

Swabian poet, set to music by Kreutzer, were snng.

Vienna. — The yoimg pianist and composer

Brahms gave a concert here in the beginning of De-

cember, in which he produced a piano Quartet of his

own, in A major, which the Deutsche Mnsik-ZeJiung

pronounces a " perfectly clear, finely wrought, inter-

esting, lovely composition." It praises, too, not only

the enormous technical skill, but the extremely geni-

al and musical quality of his playing, especially in

the Toccata in F by Bach. " The playing of Herr

Brahms is not distinguished by that infallible certain-

ty, or that outward brilliancy peculiar to raVfwosos ,-

but how high above all such glitter and coqnetry

(making the impression of inward untruthfulness)

stands the modest yet expressive, simple yet artistic

rendering of Brahms !"

In the second " Quartet production " of Messrs.

Hellemsberger & Co., a rarely heard Quartet of

Haydn in B minor was performed. Herr Tausig,

one of the Lisztian pianists, played Schubert's B
flat Trio, "with less exhibition of the bad sides of his

playing than usual." Beethoven's B flat Quartet,

op. 18, closed the evening.

Handel's " Belshazzar " has been given by the

Singakademie. Also a concert with the following

programme : Cherubini's Medea overture ; air from
" Joseph and his Brethren," sung by Herr Walther

;

scene from Gluck's Orfeo (alto solo, Fr. Bettelheim,

and chorus of Furies) ; Liszt's piano transcription of

the " spinning song " in Wagner's " Flying Dutch-

man," played by Tausig ; three of Mendelssohn's

part-songs " to be sung in the open air ;" scene from

Cherubini's Medea (Frl. Kraus, Herren Ander and

Schmidt) , Beethoven's "Adelaide" (Ander) ; Beet-

hoven's Choral Fantasia; and Schubert's D minor

Symphony.

At the second " Gesellschafts " concert, Brahms's

Serenade in D minor, for orchestra, op. 11, made

a succe's d'estime; Mile. Bochkolz-Falconi sang an air

from Mozart's Tito and a concert aria by Weber

;

Concertmaster Bennevvitz, from Salzburg, played

Mozart's violin Concerto (in T) major) ; and the

fragment of Mendelssohn's " Christtis " filled out

the programme.

The third Philharmonic Concert took place Dec.

8. The selections were : Beethoven's first Leonora

overture ; Bach's splendid Passacaglia in C major,

arranged for orchestra by capellraeister Esser; an

aria from Handel's "La Reisurrezione," sung by

Herr Mayerhofer ; overture to Athalia, by Mendels-

sohn ; and Beethoven's fourth Symphony.

Mozart's death-day (Dec. 5) was celebrated in

Znaim (Moravia) by the performance of his E fiat

Symphony, his D minor Concerto, Don Juan over-

ture, and vocal pieces from Don Juan, Figaro and the

Requiem.

Florence.—The Quartet Society, now in its

second year, produced at its second matinee (Nov.

25), for the first time, a Quartet by Cherubini (a

born Florentine); also Beethoven's C minor Quartet

(op. 17), and Menilelssohn's Octet, for the second

time. All three pieces were enthusiastically applaud-

ed, which the Vienna musical journal thinks shows

progress in Italy.

Special Satires.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

L -A. T E S T Is/L XT S X O
Fnbllslied by Oliver DitHon 8c Co-

Vocal, with Piano Acoompaniment.

O, sin^ me those dear old songs. Song find

Ciionis. F. BucJdej/. 25

A rich and satisfying melody, with a chorus if de-

sired.

I love, I love but thee. From "Simon Boecane-

}?ra." Adapted to English words by G. TJnJey.

With Italian a#l Eno-lish words. 25

The Italian part of this gong transports «a to the

sunny squares of Genofi, adorned for a festival,—the

scene of oneof the nets of Verdi's opera. The Eng-

lish words are on a different subject, but quite pretty.

Sweet, flowing melody, and a good song. Not diffi-

cult.

Gentle Annie Ra_y. Song and Chorus. Z^. Buclcley. 25

A very gentle song, and a sweet one, about gentle

Annie, who. of course, is dead and gone to Hearen.

Can hai-dly fail of being a favorite.

Kiss me, darlin^, ere we sever. Sonir.

S. C. Meiniyiger. 25
A very beautiful song.

Instrumental Music.

The Swiss Boy. "Variations. Brinleij Bichards. 35

A well known air, with graceful variations by the

above popular composer. Contains echoes, arpeggios,

and sparkling rnns, and very good for a learner. Of
an easy—medium degree of difficulty.

Doctor of Alcantara Quadrilles. Eicliberg. 35

Those who attended the renderings of this favorite

comic opera, the past season, will be pleased with this

set, containing airs from the opera, by its composer.

-

Col. Chickering's Battle March. E'lchherg. SO

Tinney's New Lancers Quadrille. 35

The International Quadrille. CD'Albert. 75

Flag of our Union Polka. E. C. Howe. 25

Alice "Waltz. E. L. Mime. 75

The above are recent issues, and are of the kind

that teachers like to select. It may not be out of

place to add, that the present writer of these notices

is a teacher of long experience, and perfectly familiar

with that greatest plague of a teacher's life, the selec-

tion of new pieces for pupils. While wishing to give

every new publication a good wordj if it deserves it,

he endeavors to assign to each piece its true grade and

character, hoping that his fellow teachers will place

confidence in bis descriptions, after testing them.

Books.

Richardson's New Method for Piano. 3.00

Is almost altogether different from the first " Mod-

em School," which, although greatly praised, we

practical instructors could not use to advantage. With

the introduction of a multitude of recreative pieces,

with the American fingering, and other changes, the

book becomes certainly equal to the best, while it is

new, the best looking, and at present, decidedly the

favorite.

Mnsio BY Mail.^—Music is sent by mail, theexpensebeing
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent pe

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousan
miles; beyond that it is double.
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New Year Song, 1863.

BY JOHN A. DORGAIT.

Hail, birthday of new ajres !

Dawn of more lieroic years !

Not in vain they watched, the sages

;

Nor in vain they spake, the seer?

;

Not in vain they fell, onr martyrs,

Scour<red, reviled and crucified,

Till with holy blood the charters

Of our peace are stained and dyed.

Aye, onr peace ! though still dilating

Our frail human to divine,

Hark ! the air is palpitating

All along-the seried lines :

Flash the bayonets, gleam the pennons,
Over seething clouds of war

;

And the thunders of the cannons
Yet reverberate afar.

For of war the fiery Demon
Laid, we know, full soon shall he

;

Years of glowing peace shall beam on
Union worthy Liberty.

For rejoice, oh, soulful gleeman !

Aye, rejoice, rejoice with me !

That the slave is grown a freeman.

And the whole wide world is free.

And our beautiful Desire is

Shaped and perfected in strength
;

And of Justice gleams the Iris

In our tempest skies at length
;

Young Atlantis stands in glory,
'

Queen of land and Queen of sea ;

Theme of song and theme of story
;

Hope of all the years to be !

—Fitzgerald's City Item.—

—

,

Stradivarius and the Violin.

By F. J. FETig.

Translated for this Journal by Henr? W. Bellows.

(Coatinuel trom page 322.)

We have already said that the table of har-
mony, or top of the violin, supporting the strings

and the bridge, is of fir, and that the bottom, or
back, is of maple. Fir is preferable to any wood
for the top, on account of its feeble density, and
specially on account of its elasticity. Its resist-

ance to flexion is not only greater than that
of any other wood, but even than that of many
metals. It is equal to that of glass, and has the
advantage of very great lightness. Sound pro-
pagates itself as rapidly in fir as in the substances
just named—a statement easily verified. Take
three strips of glass, steel, and fir cut the way of
the fibre, all the same size, and cause them to

vibrate lengthwise, or transversely, in such a
manner as to cause them to produce the same
mode of vibratory division, and the intonations

of all three will be exactly the same—which
would not be the case with any wood but fir.

Thus the rapidity of sound is as great in fir as in

glass or steel, or it is even greater ; and more-
over, fir ofl^ers the considerable advantage of
presenting a broad resisting surface to the flexion

inevitable in a table as thin as that of the violin,

while it possesses the greatest possible elasticity.

Maple is preferable to every other wood for

the bottom or back of the bowed instruments : the

great makers of Italy having employed no other

kind of wood. In maple sound is propagated

much less quickly than in fir : in fir it is from

fifteen to sixteen and a half times more rapid

than in the air, while in maple it is only ten or

twelve times swifter. It follows that if two rods

are made one of fir and the other of maple, of

equal size, the tone of the fir rod will be sensibly

higher than that of the maple. Thence it comes

that the top and the bottom of the violin, pre-

cisely alike in dimension, have not an identical

intonation. The importance of this fact will ap-

pear presently.

What the relation of the upper and lower

tables should be, before being put together, is a

question which only the most careful experiments

could have settled. A violin was made with

both tables of fir, in perfect unison. The tone

was feeble and dull. A bottom, of maple was

substituted for the fir bottom in careful unison

with the top. The instrument was absolutely

bad—and the quality of the tone very feeble.

—

The reason is obvious : the maple not being en-

dowed in the same degree as the fir with facility

in propagating the waves of sound, it is clear

that the bottom of the instrument could not be

put in unison with the top without giving it 'too

much thickness. It is thus proved that the two

tables ought not to be in unison—and not only

so ; they ought to differ sensibly in order to avoid

the shake, always produced by two sounds whose

intonations approximate. To determine that re-

lation of tones between the top and bottom, most

favorable to the best resonance of the instru-

ment, it was necessary to have direct recourse to

experiment, made conjointly by Savart and M.

Vuillaume upon many violins of Stradivarius

and Guarnerius of great price. The bottom was

found to be exactly a tone lower than the top.

—

No other relation answered. Tables constructed

in unison, jarred with each other, and if made
with a greater interval than one tone, they would

not vibrate in a normal way.

This is a new fact acquired for science. The

maple table, or bottom of the violin, must be one

note lower than the fir-table, to give them the

best possible sonority when they are put to-

gether. Can we believe it was accident that

made this relation uniformly such in the excellent

instruments of Stradivarius and Guarnerius, and

that the first of these masters, of whom the other

was a pupil, had not had experiments made to

settle their relation, of which his great experi-

ence and skill must have taught him the necessi-

ty ? Chance may produce a happy result now
and then ; but she does not regularly repeat

these felicities.

We come now to another point not less essen-

tial. The intensity of the sounds given by a

violin depends on the quantity of air it encloses,

which ought to be in a fixed relation to the other

elements—a relation it is our business now to

understand. By ingenious experiments, made

with an apparatus which allowed the mass of air

contained in a violin to be lessened or increased,

it was ascertained that if the strings are agitated,

when the air is at a medium, sounds mellow and

powerful are obtained ; if the volume of air is

too great, the lower notes are feeble and dull,

the upper, shrill and meagre ; if the volume is

too small, the bass notes are harsh and the treble

string loses its brilliancy.

If we examine the sound produced by the air

of the chest, when the sound given by the strings

is finest and most intense, we find that it is de-

pendent on certain conditions of form, and on

other elements in the instrument. In trying the

mass of air contained in many of Stradivarius'a

instruments by means of a port-vent, formed of a

simple tube of brass, slightly conical and flatten-

ed at the larger end, in such a way as to allow

no wind to escape except by a slight vent, it was

found on placing the broad end of this apparatus

over the mouth of one of the jf, and breathing

at the other end, that the air always produced a

sound corresponding to 512 vibrations a second,

which was that of the Ut, in the time of Stradi-

varius, but which in 1838, when Savart made

his experiments, Tyas th§ Si-sharp. On account

of excessive tension which the diapason has ex-

perienced for about eighteen years past, the

sound produced by 512 vibrations is really in

unison with Si-Jlat. The excellent violins of

Stradivarius have all given the same result. This

fact then is acquired for science ; the air contain-

ed in a violin ought to produce a sound equal to

512 vibrations a second, when it is agitated by

the apparatus of which we have spoken. If the

intonation of the air is higher, the low notes of

the instrument are dry ; if it is too low, the tre-

ble notes have a painful escape, and those of the

fourth string resemble those of the alto. It may
be asked, whether Stradivarius made all these

experiments. Probably not ; but it is certain,

since he always arrived at the same result in re-

spect of the quantity of air contained in the

chest of his instruments, that he knew, through

attentive studies made upon his own works, that

whether by the bend of the swells, or by the

height of the ribs with reference to the pattern

of the violin, certain proportions must be observ-

ed, which he understood howfto realize by the

marvellous dexterity of his hand. Chance, we

again ramind our reader, does not repeat the

same results.

The jf holes in the top of the violin exercise

an important influence over the mass of air con-

tained in the instrument. If a bit of paper is

pasted over one of these holes, the tone of the

mass is observed to be sensibly lowered and that

of the instrument strikingly changed. The de-

duction from this experiment is, that the sound of

the air will be lowered, eis the openings are d

minished, and that signal defects will thereupon

appear in the instrument. If on the contrary

the- openings are enlarged, the sound of the air

will be higher. This was very observable in a

violin of larger pattern of Maggini, which from
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the mass of air must have given a sound gravei"

than that of 512 vibrations a second, but which

on the contrary produced a higher sound, be-

cause the jf holes were larger than those of Stra-

divarius ; but this circumstance is an exception in

the works of that master. By similar observa-

tions proof has accumulated of the extreme care

taken by the great maker to establish a perfect

harmony in all the parts of his instruments and

to secure a steadfast equilibrium. Any one may

see what perfect regularity there is in the cut of

hisy, always so pure and graceful

!

Occasionally Stradivarius departed from his

fixed dimensions, to gratify the caprice of artists

or the taste of amateurs, who aimed at some

special result ; but herein appears the clearest

evidence of the principles which guided him in

the make of the great proportion of his works.

—

There are violins of his make decidedly larger

than his rule, and in which the mass of air is not

in exact relations with the resonance of the tables;

and in these cases the instruments prove inferior

to the others. In the perfect equilibrium of all

the parts dwells the cause of the excellency of

the violins, altos and basses of Stradivarius, and,

to speak more exactly, of all instruments of that

kind. It is noticeable that two violins, one of

Stradivarius, the other of Guarnerius, which

have a striking resemblance in size and form,

and which are both in the same harmony of pro-

portions, possess an identical quality of sonority

—and that they are both in the first rank of the

works of those great masters.

The necessity of harmonious proportions is

observable in everything. Let the table be too

thin : the sonority will be feeble. Give it too

much thickness : the emission of tones will prove

hard and stiff; you will lose by this excess of

thickness the advantages which the wood might

afford by its rapid transmission of the waves of

sound, and by its specific and acute sonority. Give

your upper side too plump a form, to the swells

too much rise, and the equilibrium of the mass

of air will be disturbed and the tone of the in-

strument become dull and nasal.

The height of the ribs is also of the highest

importance—since of course it determines the

capacity of the air-chest. In giving a violoncello

dimensions proportionate to those of the violin,

and according to the relations above indicated,

the tables should be 35 inches long, and the

breadth 20 inches ; for the la of that instrument

is twelve notes below that of the treble of the

violin, and it is necessary that the volume of the

sound should be proportioned to the gravity of

the intonation. But these large dimensions

would be inconvenient to execute. Stradivarius

has accordingly given his violoncellos tables

whose length is only 26 to 27 inches, and a

breadth of 15 to 16 at most
; but he has furnish-

ed in the height of the ribs a necessary compen-

sation for the mass of the air, allowing four

inches instead of three, which with tables of the

proper length would have been the exact pro-

portion. The proportions of Stradivarius and

Guarnerius must govern the height of the ribs

in all violins, if the sound of the air is expected
to come into harmonic relations with the tables.

^ (To be continued.)

Operatic Composers and their Works.
Some musicians compose at such a rate, as if

to give the world assurance of a " plentiful season;"
and as though to provide against the inevitable

" dearth" of original talent, the " barren years"

in the annals of musical art.

There are others again who employ a lifetime

with one single work, that is to make their re-

putation for evermore. Examples of certain

composers of the dramatic art will prove very

entertaining. We will only cite the most celebra-

ted of these names. The earliest and at the same
time most productive composer of renown was
Scarlatti, (1650-1725,) who managed to hring

forth nearly 200 Operas; certainly none equal in

length to the present grand Operas, yet very

amazing to consider when we think of his 200

Masses, 400 Cantatas, and so on to infinity ! Such
examples are, however, rare, although the Italian

school has ever been remarkably productive.

Witness the labors of Piccini (1728—1800.), and
of Paisiello, (1741—1816,) two celebrated com-

posers who have had their day ; the former is

credited to the amount of 175 Operas, while the

latter was contented with the modest sum of 150 !

However, such fertiliy was due to the good old

times. Handel composed no less than 42 Opferas,

and not one of them has outlived him. His

immortality is contained in 23 Oratorios, the

brightest stars of which, " The Messiah." '-Judas

Maccabjeus," " Israel in Egj pt," will long yet

illumine the firmanent. It is not generally known
that Haydn composed 25 Operas, whose
" tongues are mute " to this day. Still, had he

never written anything else but "The Creation,"

this alone would furnish him with a passport to

immortality. The great reformer of dramatic

music, Giuck, had composed over 40 Operas in

the " dolce far niente " style of his predecessors

before he opened his eyes to the fact—that he

had done nothing yet for posterity. What a

gigantic step in the history of dramatic art ! The
next ten of Gluck's Operas were of a kind that

will forever hand down his name and deeds to

future generations. What Gluck had originated

was then carried out and brought to the highest

point of perfection by Mozart, who has perpetu-

ated his name and fame in the pages of " Don
Juan," " Figaro ' and " Zanberflote," Next to

Mozart should Beethoven be mentioned. His
single Opera "Fidelio" is worthy a niche (!) in the

temple of Fame. The genial Weber has created

an Opera in " Der Freyschutz " that will never
die as long as Music is endowed with heart and
soul. The Italian school was in the beginning of

this century enriched by the illustrious name of

Rossini, who contributed 50 Operas to the stage

of his native country. " The Barber of Seville"

and " William Tell " are his masterpieces. His
success brought forth a host of imitators ; of

whom Bellini and Donizetti were the most
remarkable. Of the two, Bellini had cultivated

the Sentimental school with most success. Of
his ten Operas (for he died in the flower of his

life.) " Norma," " Sonnarabula," and " I Puri-

tani," were most successful. The latter Opera
gave great promise of coming excellence. The
productiveness of Donizetti was extraodinary.

In a space of 30 years he had composed 63
Operas, which is an almost herculean task in our
days. Of the Operas some 30 were successful,

and many gave evidence of remarkable talent.

The composers of the French school of the

present day are headed by Auber, who has com-
posed some 40 Operas. His " Masaniello" is a
work of great drancatie excellence. Amont? the

English composers. Sir Henry Bishop was the

best and most prolific. About 75 musical dramas
claim him as author; the best of them are:

"Maid of the Mill," " Clari," and the "Miller
and his Men." Among the living, Meyerbeer
stands lofty and unapproachable as Olympus in

the grandeur and variety of his Operas.[V] He
favors no particular school, but combines the chief

excellencies of each. His reputation commenced
with "II Crociato in Egitto," (in 1825,) and
reached the highest with " Robert le Diable,"
(in 1831,) and " Les Huguenots," (in 18363.
But it must be remembered that Meyerbeer
takes a period of five years to compose an Opera
and is besides the most careful of composers in

keeping back every new Opera for' some years
longer, until a fitting occasion presents itself to

have it produced with the greatest possible eclat.

With Mej'erbeer we close our list of remarkable
men. Verdi is still a young composer who has
much ;o (/o ?/e< for posterity. We subjoin a list

of the principal composers, with their works :

Auber, 40 operas ; Adam, 30; Balfe, 16; Beet-
hoven, 1 ; Bellini, 10; Bishop, 75 ; Boieldieu, 31

;

Carafi),31; Cheruhini, 31 ; Ciniarqsa, 76 ; Doni-
zetti, 68; Fioravanti, 25; Galnppi, 52 ;

Gluck, 50
;

Gretry, CO; Gualielmi. 80 ; finlevy, 31 ; Handel,
42

; Haydn, 25 ;' Herold, 26 ; Isouarrl, 39 ; Jomelli,

40; Kreutzer, 30 ; Leo, 28 ;
Lintlpaintner, 26 ; Lull!,

45 ; Marschner, 20 ; Mcliul, 49 ,
Meroadante, 47 ;

Meyerbeer, 18 ; Mozart, 18 ; Pacini, GO; Paer, 60
;

Paisiello, 150: Pioeini, 175; Porpora, 24; Ricei,

(brothers) 26 ; Possini, 50; ScarlaiU, 200; Spohr,

12; Spoutini, 25; Verdi, 20; Wagner, 8; Weber,
U ; Weigl, 46; Winter, 54.

For Dwight's Journal of Music.

An Improved Fingering of the Flat Scales

npon the Piano.

By E. S. Hoadlt,

Teacher of Mu.=ic in WilUston Seminary.

The diflSculties of the Pianist Art are so many,

and the expenditure of time and labor in acquir-

ing it is so great, that any improvement, however

slight, either in the manner of playing, or in the

process of learning, is of real value, and, as soon

as it has been thoroughly tested, should be pub-

lished for the benefit of all.

The fingerings of the Major scales was long

thought a settled thing, and all the important

text books, that preceded Richardson's, were

perfectly agreed in regard to it : indeed, most o'

the scales were, probably, as perfect as human

ingenuity could make them. Yet, those that are

written with flats were wanting in uniformity in

their system for the left hand, and one of them,

certainly, was susceptible of improvement. It

was a common remark among pupils that " B5

was harder than any other scale,' and there was

an evident reason for its excessive difficulty : the

third finger of the left hand was placed upon E6

and the second upon F ; thus these two, which

are naturally closely bound together, were wide-

ly separated, and the third, weakest of all, was

taken at a disadvantage.

I had long been sensible of these defects in

the fingering of the flat scales, but never, until

about throe years since, made any attempt to

remove them. The idea was then suggested to

me, by Richardson's mode of marking the AJ
scale, that perfect uniformity with the scale of

F would be as convenient in the Left hand as in

the Right, and that a system based upon it would

be entirely free from the imperfections of the old

system. This would require two scales only to

deviate from Richardson's method, and three

only, from the time-honored plan : B5, E&, and

Ah would be marked thus for the Left hand.

1x21 i33 1

B6 C D EJ F G A B6
1 X ! 2 1 X 2 1

E6 F G A6 B6 C D E6
2 1x21x32
A6 B6 D?. E?) F G A6

I immediately began to teach all my pupils,

who had not already formed fixed habits of fin-

gering, to play by the following

RULE.
Place the Thumb of each hand upon F and C

or C6, and the Third Finger of Right upon B&,

and the Third of Left upon G or Gh in all the

scales that are written with flats.

I have, ever since, continued so to teach, and

have found that the uniformity aud simplicity of

is mode of fingering very greatly assist the
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pupil's memory. I have senerally given all those

scales at one lesson, and have never heard a

scholar complain that Bi was more difficult than

C or G. On the contrary, these scales have

often appeared easier than those that are written

with sharps. 9
To one, who tries this finurering with a hand

long accustomed to the old system, it will, at first,

appear awkward ; that it is, nevertheless, the

best system yet devised, my experience with a
large number of pupils, some of whom have
attained great execution, wholly forbids me to

doubt.

Remarks on the Rendering of tlie " Sinfo-

nia Eroica."*

(Concluded.)

Through this accentuation, he throws, all at

once, four 2-4 bars into the J rhythm; then two
bars further on, by the pause upon the accented

portion of the bar and the chords, upon the last

two crotchets he leaves the hearer in anxious un-
certainty as to the rhythm, and finally then falls

once more into the equally divided rhythm.
. . . What fantasias might be based, in a

"programmatic sense," on the extraordinary
efiect produced by accentuation alone, of a by
no means extraorilinary harmonic progression !

... That the correct rendering of the syncopated
notes is everywhere, but especially in Beethoven,
a principal requisite of expression, should be con-

sidered so universally known as to render it

superfluous for us to direct particular attention to

it. Unfortunately, however, such is not the ease,

for we have often observed that various individu-

al performers, belonging to otherwise very good
bands in different towns, err in this respect.

The stringed and the wind instruments can
certainly syncopate audibly and inaudihly, but
the latter is the rule, and the former the excep-
tion, and, as such, is particularly marked by the

composer when the syncoj)ated note is to to be
played with more than ordinary emphasis. An
instance of both these cases is afforded by bars
9^-14 of the violins in the second part of the

first movement of the Ernica (page 20) :

—

.—

^

.^^ cres. sf i:r=

—

iig!iSi|fpigfi
Here the s/ marks the stress upon the syncopated
notes e flat and c, while the precedmg syncopa-
tions must sound exactly like ^' , and not like
~*'^'

. And this mode of execution, com-
bining the two notes in one sustained tone, is as

we have said, the regular mode, always to be em-
ployed where there is not an especial sign, sf,

or >~ for the second note, or •' ^ for both.

We do not wish to draw up a register of crimes
or to enumerate all those passages whose melodic
or rhythmical expression is destroyed, in Beet-
hoven's Symphonies, by the careless execution of

the syncopes We will only put our readers on
their guard against spoiling the effect of certain

ones in the Eroica.. For instance. Part 1, page 14,

in the bassoon, the clarionet, and especially the
flute :—

page 17, in the violin and flute:—

tit"

^E^glggESi
EE

Part II, page 20 et seq. in the first violin, bas-

soon, etc.

:

where the mark is really quite plain enough in all

the parts (In Simrock's Score, in first violin part,

theme pases 20, bar 8, the quaver g is marked
with the sign of staccato by mistake).

Page 32, in bassoons, clarionets, and flute (for

the last, correct in the parts, but incorrectly

marked in the full score, with two staccato

points).

Page 49, in the horn solo in P, where in the

fifth bar of it the syncopated c must not be
played staccato, because, if so played, the effect

of the c pizzicato in the basses, which ought to

contrast with the sustained tone of the horn, will

be lost. The same is the case immediately after-

wards with the clarinet, etc., etc.

To conclude this subject, we only refer, in ad-

dition, to the solos of the oboe, clarinet, and horn
in the scherzo (" Ltistiges Zusammensein"^ of the

Pastoral Symphony, in which everything is spoilt,

unless the syncopated notes are correctly played.

No composer can mark his intention more pre-

cisely than Beethoven has done in the last two
bars of the oboe solo (pases 105 and 107) of the

score published by Breitkopf and Hartel

:

SEEfiESZJEriEzi
Cres.

where the diminishing sign of the crescendo com-
mences actually upon the third crotchet ! And
yet we sometimes hear the minim c given quite

audibly, even when all the preceding syncopated
notes have been correctly played ! In the horn
solo, the tie over the two (cf) is wanting in the

score (page 108).

... In the eyes of many persons, these observa-

tions will be considered pedantic trivialities. We
are of quite a diflTerent mode of thinking, and
look upon the analysis of the mode of perform-

ance, into the smallest details, both as a justifica-

tion of the opinion that it is not necessary to

introduce anything into Beethoven, but only to

bring out what he intended. In this consists the

difference between the classical execution of his

pianoforte Sonatas and Concertos, and the mode
of playing them adopted b)' virtuosos. Classical

reproduction requires the abnesation of one's

own nature, and, the manual skill being the same,

he best comprends Beethoven who endeavors to

reproduce Beethoven's spirit, and not to impress

his own individual mind, supposing he possesses

any, on the composer.
With regard to the proper mode of playing

the Crescendo and Decrescendo, and the contrast

between /b)'(e and piano, we have already, in the

first series of the Rheinische Musik-Zeitung, for

1850—51, Nos. 28, 30, 33, discussed these means
of expression, which Beethoven employed much
more frequently than his predecessors, and with

very different graduated effects. We will, at

present, treat of them only in a cursory manner,
with especial reference to the Eroica,

The ordinary crescendo leading up to the farle

requires no explanation, but the contrary is the

case with the two other kinds, the crescendo lead-

ing to the piano, and the crescendo leading to the

decrescendo or diminxiendo, for they were both

first rendered important means of expression by

Beethoven.
A. Instances of the first kind are afforded by

the first movement of the Eroica, page 2 :

pages 12, for flute, oboe, clarinet, and bassoon:

^^ii^M^i
Cres. 7>

* From the Niedenfieinisclii Musilc-Zeitvng. TraDsIated for
the London Musical World by J. V. BridgcmaD.

... In playing all these passages, the principal

thing requisite is to allow the crescendo to go on

increasing up to the last moment previous to the

piano, and then to play the p softly, which is not

always easy, since the performer is frequently

seduced, by the sight of the p in the following

bar, into weakening the crescendo, or actually

playing diminuendo. It is even still worse, how-
ever, when the 7) is strongly given as the finish

to the crescendo.

B. Instances of the second kind—the crescen-

do leading to a diminuendo—are :

Page 1, the last four bars, namely, three cres-

cendo, and the fourth, diminuendo.—Similarly,

page 11 and page 20, bars 4' and 5.

Page 50, at the conclu.iion of the flute-solo:

1 .

1^-'— -^-.
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Page 72, of the first four bars, two are crescen-

do, and two decrescendo. The crescendo here
begins four bars earlier ('page 71), where the

melody is given expressive to the clarinet and bas-

soon ; in the whole passage, however, which com-
mences, at page 71, with pp, and then subsides,

at page 72. to p, the crescendo must not rise into

an actual forte.— Many passages in the funeral

march, and two in the poco andante, of the finale

(pages 224 and 225), also belong to this head.

.... The usual contrasts between /orte and
piano are found just the same in Beethoven as in

his predecessors. What, however, is original in

him is the unexpected breaking off" of the forte

before a fresh motive commencing piano.

He employs this form of expression in two
ways.

In the fir.'it place as a, preparation for a surprise,

when the forte begins, but, as it were, only to

make room for the following piano period, or to

fling open boisterously the door for it. This is

done most strikingly, for instance, in the scherzo

of the A major Symphony :

ilSiS ?t«:ms
ffor.

11 m
And in exactly the same manner in the F major

Symphouy, No. VIII. . . . Similarly even in the

Symphony No. II., in the trio of the scherzo

(page 107,. Simrock), . . . and in the finale

(page 159) of Symphony No. IV.

.... In the Eroica, we must refer to this

head the first two chords/, in the first movement,

before the commencement of the theme ; the

piano entrance of the tenor and violoncello, after

the above mentioned six-chord beats in 2-4 time

(pace 16) ; the two bars of the dominant chord,

and the C major chord (page 65).

In the second place, this mode of expression

occurs in the cadence, the complete or incom-

plete conclusion of a series of notes, the prepara-

tion for such conclusion being marked /, or jf,

while the real final chord is introduced p, as the

point of commencement of a fresh motive. Such
oonclu.sion might be designated as " interrupted

dynamic cadences," similar to the harmonic ones.

A partiality for these is shown as early as in

the C major Symphony, at the cadence to G
major, and page 7 of the new score published by
Breitkopf and Hartel, where, nevertheless only

the G in the bassoon and basses, which commence
the new motive, is marked pp, while the pp of

the violins and tenors stand only at the second

crotchet of the bar. As there is the same sign

in the orchestral parts of the edition published

by C. F. Peters in Leipsic, there exists in this

passage only the tendency, as we have to intro-

duce'with p a new motive after s,ff. Subse-

quently, in similar cases, Beethoven marks with a

p not only the parts which play the new motive,

but, also, the final chord in all the accompanying

parts, and in the fundamental part. This sign

appears, most decidedly, even in the first Sym-
phony, a few pages further on, page 10, system

2, bar 7, on the B flat major chord. Although

the parts (C. F. Peters) have the ju only in the

1st violin and in the 1st flute, we accord the

palm of correctness to the new edition, which

lias the ;) throughout

In the Eroica we often meet with this form of

writing, and it is exceedingly instructive to com-
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pare those passages wliere the final-chord of the

cadence remains /orJe. despite a new motive be-

ginnino; in the same bar, with those in which the

final-chord, like the new motive, is marl^edpfnno.

In the alleqro there are nine examples of the first

kind (including the repetitions) and five of the

second

Lastly, we must here mention the episodical

passages, which, in the development, come in,

piano, between the /f reminiscences of the theme
in the basses: page 24, bar 4, and page 27, bar

2, with p commencing on the first crotchet or

quaver. In the first violin part (and in the full

score) the sign p is, in both passages wanting;

upon the final notes, A and D of thejf ; this is

evidently an unintentioned omission, since the p
exists in all the other parts, even in the first and
second wind instruments, and it is impossible that

Beethoven can have intended the first violin

alone to play ff, since it has a crotchet with a

dot, and thus would out-scream and cover the

piano of the first three quarters of the basses and
tenors.*

We here conclude our analysis, with reference

to the proper mode of executing the first move-
ment of the Eroica. In all conservatories, this

movement is, perhaps, the very best exercise

which can be selected for the pupils when play-

ing together, since there is no variation of grada-

tion of light and shade, in style, which it does

not contain.

* The reader will perceive from our notice, how much re-

mains to be done in the new edition of the score of the Eroica,

to be published hy Breitkopf and H'Artel. and how much a
new edition is required. We have, this moment, read, that
it is published. It is not our fault that we could not take it

into account. L. B.

Beethoven's "Posthumous-" Quartets.

As there exist so many erroneous notions

with respect to what, in the majority of insrances,

have been, without justification, styled the Post-

Jiumous Quartets, an authentic historical account

of the production of the last five quartets, deriv-

ed from materials in the new edition of Beetho-

ven's Biography by Schindler, may not be out of

place. It is a known fact, that the composition

of these quartets was due, in the first instance, to

Prince Gahtzin. The period of their production

commenced with the summer of 1824, and ended
in November, 1826. As early as December Beet-

hoven was attacked by the disease to which he fell

a victim, on the 26th of March, 1827. During the

above period, he was not engaged in the compo-
sition of anything but the last quartets. The
arietta, Dnr Kuss (published as Op. 128) and
the Rondo a. Cappriccio for the pianoforte (pub-

lished as Op. 129), are trifles interpolated in the

general catalogue, and dating from a much ear-

lier epoch. All the five quartets were in the

publisher's hands during Beethoven's lifetime

;

consequently the addition : "Aus dem Nachlass "

(from the Posthumous Papers) on the title of the

quartet in A minor, and of that in F major, pub-

lished by M. Schlesinger, is incorrect. This is

an important fact, the real circumstances con-

nected with the matter proving that Beethoven
had given the last touches to every piece, and
did not intend to make further alterations in any
of them.

The order in -which the five so-called "Posthu-

mous" quartets were actually produced, is as fol-

lows :

—

1. Quartet in E flat major, Op. 127.

2. " A minor " 1.30 f instead of 1.32).

3. " B flat major" 131 (instead of 130).

4. " C sharp min." 132 (instead of 131 ).

5. " r major " 133 (instead of 135).

The fugue in B flat major* (printed by Ar-
taria, at Vienna, in the year 1830, as Op. 133)
originally constituted the finale of the grand
quartet in B flat major written in 1826, and first

played publicly in the month of March during the

same year). The • publisher, Matthew Artaria,

prevailed on Beethoven to write a final move-
ment in the free style, and to publish the fugue

as an independent work. This was the origin of

the present finale of the quartet in B flat major
{allegro two-four time), a movement which, in the

* That is—reckoning the grand fugue in B flat major as No.
16.

joyousness of its character, and the clearness
with which it is worked out, forms a remarkable
contrast to its predecessors. Yet this ;fHa/e was
Beethoven's last composition (November, 1826) ;

and he wrote it at Gneixendorf, in his brother's
house, under the influence of the most painful
domestic circumstances, while a victim of un-
merited contumely, and (which to the illustrious

musician was always a punishment) confined tn

the house in rainy weather. The fugue in D
major for two violins, two violas, and violoncello,

published as Op. 137, in the year 1827, by Has-
linger, Vienna, was written as far back as 1816.

All who feel an interest in the matter (and who
does not, that feels an interest in music ?) should
read in Schindler's book, under what predomin-
ating changes and excitements Beethoven's last

five quartets were produced. The narrative
throws an important though sorrowful light upon
the latter years of the great master's life, and
explains, at least partially, a fact, which cannot
be denied, viz,—that, during these years, in his

musical creations, the struggle of inventive
genius with moody contemplation commenced,
and that the torch of the former did not always
flash through the errors into which the latter too
frequently led him.
The 17th and last of the quartets, although

not the last composition of Beethoven for four
stringed instruments—the rondo of the quartet.

Op, 131 (usually marked Op. 130) in B flat,

written (as has been stated) at the request of Ar-
taria, the publisher, to replace the fugue which
originally stood for finale, having been produced
within feur months of'Beethoven's death— is one
of the two that were not published till after the
demise of the composer. The other, in A minor,
dedicated to Prince Galitzin (Op. 130—usually
styled Op. 132), was nevertheless finished before

the quartet in B flat. Op. 130. Tliis last (in B
flatj, the fusjue, which was its first finale, the

quartets in E flat (Op. 127) and C sharp minor
(Op. 132) were all engraved and printed during
Beethoven's lifetime.

—

London Musical World.

ith his

Translated for this Journal.

Stephen Heller.

From Fetis's " Bioj^raphie Universelle des Musiciens" (new

edition).

Heller, the pianist and composer for his in-

strument, was born on the 15th May, 1814,* at

Pesth in Hungary. His father intended him for

the bar, and sent him to study at the college of

the Piaristes. During this time he to took les-

sons of Brauer, an artist of talent. At the age

of nine years. Heller executed with his master,

at the theatre of Pesth, Dussek's Concerto for two

pianos. The success which he obtained there

and his predilection for music induced his father

to yield to his entreaties and to those of a few

friends ; he left him at liberty to follow the career

for which he felt a decided calling, and sent him

to Vienna to continue there his studies under the

direction of Carl Czerny. I am ignorant of the

circumstances which led him to take but a few

lessons of that excellent master, and to become

the pupil of another professor, named M. A.

Halm.

In 1827 and 1828 Heller gave concerts in

Vienna; then he made an artistic tour with his

father, giving concerts at Pesth and in all the

cities of any importance in Hungary. Thence

he went to Cracow, where he stopped some

months; then he visited AVarsaw, Breslau, Dres-

den, Leipzig, Blagdeburg, Brunswick, Hanover

and Hamburg. He passed the winter of 1830

in the last named city, giving there as every-

where concerts and lessons ; but already fatigued,

disgusted with this nomadic life, he aspired to a

* Tlie Universal Lexicon of Music, by Schadebach and
Bernsdorf gives the 15th May, 1816 ; but I have my informa-
tion from Heller himself.

less agitated existence, more in keepin^

melancholv and dreamy disposition.

At the end of 1830 Stephen Heller had to

think of returning to Hungary, and he set out

with his father, passing through Cas.sel, Frank-

fort, Nuremberg and Angsbnrg. <His entry into

this last named city had nothing gay about it, for

he arrived there extenuated by fatigue and ill.

—

He was then sixteen years old, and he began to

under.stand that his musical education was yet to

be acquired, and that he was only a pianist with

tolerably agile fingers, knowing nothing of the

art but what they call les morceatix de concert. A
few elementary lessons in harmony, which he had

received at Pesth from the old organist Cibuika,

composed his whole scientific stock in the art of

writing. He scarcely understood the composi-

tions of Beethoven, and the admiration he had

found at Leipzig for that master's works appear-

ed to him inexplicable.

A lady of fashion at Angsburg, passionately

fond of music, had occasion to hear Heller, and

interested herselffor hinj. This lady had children,

who were beginning to study the piano; Heller

was engaged to give them lessons, lodging with

his pupils and being treated as a friend. His

father left him at Augsburg and returned to his

family. At that time Chelard was in Angsburg
;

his counsels directed Heller in Iris studies in com-

position. Mme. d'H. . . . possessed qaite a fine

collection of music, which he read attentively,

and which other araatenrs in the city completed

by lending him their treasures. From this mo-

ment he began to be a musician and regard the

art from a more elevated point of view. Connt

Fugger, a descendant of that illustrioaa family

which, for more than three centuries, hatl been

the providence of artists and men of science, a

man of a very pure taste and vast knowledge,

was al.so very useful to Heller in the direction of

his studies.

From 1831 to 1833 he composed much for the

piano alone or with accompaniment, and for the

voice ; by these labors he acquired experience in

the art of writing. Jn the summer of 3833 he

made a jonrney to Pesth to revisit his family ; bat

he had scarcely passed a few months there, when
the desire of seeing his dear Augsburg again took

him back there into the midst of his friends.

—

There be resqraed his labors, and composed the

first works which he pnblished at Leipzig and at

Hamburg. The support of Robert Schumann,

in the Neue Zeilschrifi fiir Mmik, contributed to

the success of these productions. Thencefor-

ward the talent of Heller assumed the original

and sometimes fantastic character which still dis-

tinguishes it.

In the month of October 1838 he quitted

Augsburg to go to Paris, attracted by the hope

of greater reputation. Fiom his arrival in that

city, the gulf and paradise of artists, the history

of his life is summed up in his works. He did

not carry with him there the dispositions which

contribute more to success than talent ; for he

shunned the world, and found pleasure only in

solitude or in the society only of intimate friends
;

his own personal taste in Art brought him in

conflict with the inclinations of the public ; and

finally he had the misfortune to take sometimes

the part of critic in the musical gazettes : hence

hatred and detraction on the part of rivals. Add
to all this, that his music, generally difficult and
of unusual form, was seldom understood by those
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who had not the tradition of it. After these con-

siderations, one will easily comprehend the

causes of the slow and tardy success of this

artist's works, notwithstanding their incontestible

merit of originality. Conquered, however, by

the solicitations of publishers, he has softened

down occasionally and assumed ways more easy

and a little vulgarized ; but with him the native

impulse came hack on the gallop, as the poet has

it.

Come what will, Stephen Heller will not pass

unnoticed in the history of Art, and true con-

noisseurs will never deny him the power of a

personal feeling marked with passion and with

vigor. We shall always consider as productions

of a remsrkable talent his Scherzos, ops. 7 and

24, his Caprice Symphonique, op. 28, his Bolero,

op. 32, his Caprice, op. 38, his waltzes, ops. 42,

43, 44, his Arabesques, op. 49, his Scenes Pas-

torales, op. 50, his Venilienne, op. 52, his Taran-

telle, op. 53, his Fantaisie, op. 54, La Fontaine,

caprice, op. 55, the Serenade, op. 56, the Scherzo

faniastique, op. 57, the second Taranlelle, op. 61,

his Sonatas, his Promenades d'un Solitaire, in

four sets, his op. 82, divided into four books which

contain eighteen pieces, under the title of Nuits

blanches, and a multitude of other compositions

which exhale a perfume of poesy. Certam forc-

ed affectations remarked in the earlier works of

Heller have disappeared in the others. True or-

iginality prevails decidedly over studied effect,

and charm has succeeded to certain asperities

with which the composer might formerly be

charged.

If there is anything that consoles in the midst

of the degradation which Art has reached, it is

to meet a vigorous mind, an active sentiment

which, within narrow limits, know show to present

j the Grand and the Beautiful, always result-

ing from originality of thought. Such a mind

is Stephen Heller, For the rest, the indifference

which artists formerly manifested for his produc-

tions has completely disappeared ; and the edi-

tions of these same works have multiplied, — an

unequivocal sign of their success. A day will

come when the influences of coterie will have

disappeared, and will allow the world to judge

things by their real merit ; then it will be ac-

knowledged without any doubt, that Heller is,

far more than Chopin, the modern poet of the

piano. (! !)

Haudel's " Messiah " at Hartford, Conn.

One of the Hartford journals gives the following

report, which we have heard abundantly confirmed.

The " Germania Orchestra" means, we suppose, a

pretty strong delegation from our Boston orchestra.

The third performance in Hartford, by the Beet-
hoven Society, of this sublime composition was
given on Christmas night, 1862, and it was the
grandest success, in every point of view, that the
society has yet achieved.

Such music should be worthily performed ; and
that it was so at AUyn Hall, on Christmas night, the

solemn, silent attention, or the irrepressible bursts

of applause, of the crowded audience fully attested.

The chorus of nearly a hundred voices, with its huge
billows of sound, was magnificent. The evidence of
thorough drill since one year ago are pleasantly ap-
parent. Mr. Barnett must have been gratified at

his snccess on this occasion. The excellent balance
of the parts was particularly noticeable. The Ger-
mania orchestra is always unsurpassed in its per-

formances, and all must have been satisfied with the

instrumental part of the concert. The Pastoral
Symphony was the very essence of sweet sounds.

—

Such strains one would like to hear on a dying bed.
The reputation of the solo performers is too well

estiiblished to need an eudorsement. Dr. Guilmette
was evidently at home on the most difficult solos.

—

His sineing was especially fine in the air, "Why do
the nations," &c. Of Mrs. Preston and Mr. Hunt-
ington it is sufficient to say that they sang as they
can sing.

Mrs. Risley eclipsed all her former efforts in the

air. "He was despised." The most desolate sorrow
and yearning pity thrilled her fine voice. And
what a voice this lady has I How rich its quality

—how full of expression — how eloquent with in-

ward melody and emotion—bow capable of varied
expression, touching sweetness, profound feeling!

Her rendering of that air was " beautiful exceed-
ingly." Her tones linger in our memory, more
sweetly sad, more desolately musical, than the wail
of autumn winds, or the lament of falling waters in

sombre dells.

Every one most bave'been surprised at the perfect
manner in which Mrs. Hantinsrton rendered "I know
that my Redeemer liveth." This most difficult and
most affectinc: air was sung with wonderful power
and taste. In its sublime harmony, risinc: triumph-
ant in mighty faith over the trials and doubts of the

earth-life, the singer's voice vvas poured out in strains

of ravishing sweetness, clearness, and power. Never
before have we heard this lady sing so well : never,
indeed, hut one by singer, so far as we know, has she
been surpas.sed in her rendering of this beautiful air,

and that was Jenny Lind.
Nothing could have equalleci the effect—the thril-

ling eflfect—of the grand Hallelujah Chorus, when
the whole vast audience rose to render homage to the
"Lord God Omnipotent."
On the whole, notwithstanding its length, (people

assembled before 7, and it was 11 o'clock when it

was finished,) the Messiah will bear listening to more
than once, and especially when it can be rendered by
the Beethoven Society assisted by the Germanians.

Ppicnl ^0trespnbeitte.

Philadelphia, ,Tan. 12, 1863 —Owing to a

severe shower, there was but a small audience at Mr.

Wolfsohn's second soiree.. Those of his subscrib-

ers whose musical ardor is weather-proof had full

reason to congratulate themselves, as the treat

oflfered them amply repaid them for having braved

the dangers of the muddy deep into which the rain

had converted the streets.

Mozart's Trio, for piano, viola and clarinet, is one

of those lovely creations that almost make one won-

der whether its author was not musically possessed

in somewhat the same way as the young lady, men
tinned in one of the fairy books, who never opened

her lips without uttering diamonds or other precious

stones. It is so surpassingly beautiful that it pleases

when done by the veriest tyros. It was, on this oc-

casion, rendered irresistible by the fine clarinet per-

formance of Mr. StoU and the judicious playing of

Messrs. Wolfsohn and Kaemmerer. The last men-

tioned gentleman played with fuller tone than in the

first soiree, and bids fair to obviate the objectionable

weakness of style than observed.

The next concerted piece was a Duo for piano and

clarinet, by C M. von Weber. The first movement

is bold and passionate. The second, an Andante

eon moto, and the finale, a Rondo Allegro, thoroughly

Weberish. No one previously familiar with the style

could have any difficulty in naming its author. His

melodies always flow easily and the effect of his

wonks is always grateful. In the Rondo a fine effect

is produced by the change from the lively 6-8 move-

ment in major to a plaintive minor passage, which is,

in turn, abandoned for the original subject of the

finale.

In arldition to the novelties just noticed, we
were also treated to a revival of Spohr's Quintet, in

C minor, for piano, flute, clarinet, horn and bassoon.

It is a long time since this most brilliant production

was last played before a Philadelphia audience. To
hear it is to be reminded of the soirc'es of the lament-

ed Thorbecke, who, in the prime of his life, and

when his professional position was in many respects

more enviable than that of any other musician in the

city, was lost on the steamer Austria. To his efforts,

more than to any one man, do the older portion of

our musical circles owe their first acquaintance with

classical piano music.

To those present who believed that anything label-

led Spobr must, in consequence, be dry, counterpointy

and full of every thing but ideas, the Quintet must

have come like a new revelation. Particularly on that

account did I regret the absence of many who usu-

ally attend these concerts. The opinion cited, re-

garding the versatile Spohr, is, indeed, that of many

who might know better. It is not long since a writer

in the Athenmum spoke of him as one who made

bricks without straw or, in other words, musical

compositions without ideas.

Before noticing the other portions of the pro-

gramme, I must not omit to praise the ensemble, the

oneness, of the concerted pieces. They were all

carefully and judiciously performed.

Mr. Wolfsohn gave us Chopin's Polonaise in C
sharp minor with fuly poetic conception, and play-

ed it more satisfiictorily than anything of Chopin's

we have yet heard at his hands. The other piano

piece was, " Aux bords d'une Source," by Liszt, and

is exceedingly difficult.

In all, the soire'e was a most delightful one.

At the Gekmania " Rehearsal," last Saturd.ay,

I was much amused by the fortitude with which

sundry unmusical habitu(fs underwent the beautiful

movement from Mozart's third symphony.for the sake

of being able, subsequently, to bob their heads to the

time and tune of the " Shadow Dance " from Di-

norah. • I really pitied their ineffectual attempts to

stifle the slow music by conversation.

I wonder whether Meyerbeer considers the aria

dell'ombra the best thing in his new opera.

On Monday, an orchestral concert given by Mr.

Weston drew a large audience to the Academy of

Music. Tuesday evening next we are to have Martha,

by the German Opera Troupe. Chanterelle.

New York, Jan. 13.—Major-General Gran,

after some very successful skirmishing in Philadel-

phia and Washington, returned on Monday last to

his original "base of operations"—Irving Place,

and issued a general order announcing the victory of

his forces, and promising more brilliant successes in

the future. The season commenced with " 11 Poli-

uto," with the rentrge of Miss Kellogg as Paolina

;

but Brignoli was not there, and in his place came

a certificate from Dr. Carnochan, and as a substitute

in the emergency. Signer Maccafekri, an artist of

very fair voice and unusually obliging and energetic

disposition. The unexpected change of cast, the

absence of the Poliuto with whom Miss Kellogg had

rehearsed the opera, and the newness of the role to

Signer Maccaferri, tempers the tone of criticism. The
opera is almost too long and difficult for a voice of

the nature of Miss Kcllogg's ; but she did the music

and herself great justice, and with the able support of

Brignoli would have been entirely successful. As it

was. Signer Maccaferri deserves great credit for his

imdertaking. Signer Amodio rendered the part of

Severus with great care and success. The opera was

a fair performance. The house was brilliant and,

for a wonder, quite demonstrative, although its ap-

plause was often ill-timed.

Verdi's " 1 Vespri Siciliaui" vias ajmomicai for

Wednesday evening's performance, but another poster

printed during the afternoon made this announce-

ment :

Mr. Grau regrets to be compelled to announce that

the continued and severe indisposition of Signer

Brignoli will render it impossible for that gentleman
to appear tliis evening in "7 Vespri Siciliani," al-

though up to the last moment he was anxious to do
so, and wonld have made the effort if not prohibited

by the Doctor. Signer Maccaferri never having ap-

peared in the opera, its performance has become im-

possible. Not to disappoint the public. La Traviata

wdl be given with Mile. Cordier as Violetta. In-

asmuch as Signer Brignoli's indisposition is of a
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character to detain him for several days in his room'
and to utterly forbid his participation either in the

performances or rehearsals of the coming week, Mr.
Grau announces that, heing unahle to fulfill the

promise of his opening programme, in his absence

he has determined to discontinue the performances
after Saturday, until Signor Brignoli is sufficiently

recovered to be able to appear in the "Sicilian Ves-
pers," "Martha," " Giovanna d'Arco " and "Rob-
ert il Diavolo."

"Traviata" was given with Mile. Oordier a? Vio-

'etta, Maccaferri, as Alfredo, Amodio as Germont.

There seems to be a great dfFerence of opinion in

regard to the performance of the evening, some call-

ing it the greatest performance at the Academy, and

others regarding it as but a partial success, and much

inferior to Mme. Guerrabella's interpretation of last

season. Mile. Cordier sings with care and pains,

bat her style is better adapted to roles like Dinorah

and Oscar in " Un Dallo in Mascha-a."

" Trovatore " was announced for Friday evening,

and here another contretemps : Mme. Lorini was

taken sick, very unexpectedly, very unavoidably, and
'' Traviata " was repeated witli the cast of Wednes-

day evening. The latest from the bulletin of the

Academy reports

Signor Brignoli . . sick

;

Mme. Lorini . . ditto

;

Wm. I. Grau . . ditto,

with no fear, however, of an epidemic. Enough
convalescent men left to give " Poliuto " and a por-

tion of " Trovatore " at a matinee on Saturday, and

thus the Season is suspended for a^while. It will be

resumed probably on Monday the 19th, and we
doubt not Mr. Grau will fulfill all the promises

made at the commencement of the season. Miss

Kellogg is actively preparing for the production o'

Verdi's " Giovauna d' Arco " and it is also rumored

that she will sing in the role and opera of "Dinorah,"

'he music of which .she has been diligently studying

under the instruction of Signor Muzio. To those

who have heard Mile. Cordier in this part, it will be

an event of considerable interest to hear Miss Kel-

logg.

The Brooklyn Academy had the honor of one
performance this season, of the Grau artists, and
that because they refunded two hundred dollars over-

charged of last season, and made reasonable terms
for the present. The attendance, however, was mis-

erable, and if Grau does not lose all patience it is

not that the cause would not justify his so doing.

Max Maretzek returns here in February and
will give a short season of opera early in March. No
programme as yet.

ANSCunTz, after a very successful season, has gone
to Philadelphia with his whole company, for a short

series of performances. It is to be hoped that he
will return to his New York friends with new attrac-

tions and sensations. He has been well supported in

his enterprise, and will be, if he continues as faithful

as heretofore.

Mr. Edward MoLLENHAtrER gave quite a success-

ful concert last Tuesday evening at Irving Hall,

assisted by the principal artists of the German opera.

The principal attractions of the evening were the

selections from Mr. MoUenhauer's operetta " The
Corsican Bride," which were very meritorious.

Your appreciation of little Teresa Carreno is

very gatifyingto her numerous friends in New York.
She is certainly a wonderful child, and her perform-
ance has created much interest in musical circles.

A comtianion-piece to litjle Teresa is now before

the New York pnblic. Master Willie BARNESivrORE
Pape is the name af this noted little individual, and
although it is familiar to many who heard him a year

ago, at Mme. Anna Bishop's concert, yet this is his

first appearance in his own concerts, the first of

which was given on Wednesday evening. Willie is

but twelve years of age, and his performance is cer-

tainly very wonderful. The brilliancy, power, and
correctness of his execution, combined with a most
perfect taste [7] and conception, has placed his name,
high on the list of eminent pianists. Liszt, Prudent,

Thalberg, Gottschalk have no difficulties too great

for him to overcome, and if he lives to reach the age

of maturity he bids fair to be one of the most accom-
plished of performers. He repeats his concert, which
was an emineut succes, the Hall being crowded, al-

though on aa opera night, on next Saturday evening,

and on th 31st plays at the Philharmonic concerts.

The last of this month Willie leaves for Europe,
where he has engagements in the principal cities. If
he finds time to appear in Boston, perhaps your criti-

cism may he as favorable' at in the case of Miss Car-
reno, who by the way is a great friend and admirer
of Willie, and vice versa. It is quite dull now in the
matter of concerts.

The Harmonic §ociety are rehearsing Spohr's
" Last Judgment " to sing on Good Friday.

T. W. M.

Jfoig|fj5 lonrtial d Slwsir.
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Concert Eeview.

First Philharmonic.—A very good open-

ing of Mr. Carl Zerkahn's new season, so far

as programme and performance went, was Satur-

day evening's concert. The only drawback was

the stormy weather, which chooses Saturdays

of late with a peculiar malice against music and

musicians. Yet music's votaries, loyal and brave

enough to defy the storm, were not so few as to

make the Music Hall look empty. It was a good

kind of audience what there was of it, and it was

at least respectable in numbers. The orchestra,

as nearly as we could .iudge, numbered about

forty instruments, complete in all its parts, and

in good working order. We would that there were

eighty ; that the strings were twice or thrice as

numerous as they are ; but that is what Boston

under present circumstances cannot have, and we
must be thankful for the best thing practicable.

Appreciate, support well what you have, and

better and larger will be drawn this way. Open

the doors (of your hearts) to them—purse-

strings also—and the current of good-violinists,

'cellists, players of all kinds will set this way.

The programme stood thus

:

1. Symphony PaPtorale. (No. 6) Beethoven
2. Overture to "Die schoene Melusine" Mendelasohn
3. a. Gehefc vor der Schlacht Weber

(Prayer before the Battle.)
6. An das Vaterland Kreutzer

(To the Fatherland.)
Orpheus Glee Club.

4. "Zug der Frauen," ("Procession of the bridesmaid.1,")
from " LohenRrin" Wagner

5. a. Wanderer's Nachtlied 1

(Wanderer's Night-Song) 1

j- Lenz
b. Abschied |

(Farewell) J

Orpheus Glee Ciub.
6. Overture to the Opera :

" Euryanthe" Weber

Of the familiar and ever welcome Pastoral

Symphony it is needless to say more, than that

it was on the wliole well rendered, the theme of

the first movement stealing over one's senses

with a beautiful dream _of summer in the fields.

It is not exciting like the other Beethoven Sym-

phonies, if we except in some degree the

" Thunder-storm," which was very efiectively

brought out ; but it is tranquilizing, resting, re-

creating to the weary spirit, and therefore good

in these times.

If Nature in lier summer loveliness reigned in

the first part of the concert, with breezes wan-

dering over grassy fields, and rustling leaves, and

birds, and meditative walk by shady brookside,

and peasant merry-makings, cooling thunder-

storm, purple snnset after rain, with homeward

trooping herds and hymn of gratitude, the in-

strumental music of Part Second was entirely of

the Romantic order. First Mendelssohn's exqui-

site overture suggested by Tieck's fairy tale of

" The fair Blelusina," which has not been heard

here for many years, and which is about as in-

teresting as the " Fingal's Cave " and the " Mid-

summer Night's Dream " overtures, while wholly

individual and as distinct from both of them as

they are from each other. This is what Robert

Schumann said of it after its first performance

in Leipzig in December, 1835 :

" There are works of such fine spiritual struc-

ture, that bearish criticism itself stands as it were

abashed before them, scarce knowing how to

make its compliments. This was already the

case with the ' Midsummer Night's Dream ' over-

ture (at least I only remember to have read

poetical reviews of it, and not a word of opposi-

tion) ; and now it is the case again with this to

the story of ' The fair Melusina.'

" To understand it, no one needs to read the

long-spun, although richl}' imaginative tale of

Tieck ; it is enough to know : that the charming

Melusina was violently in love with the hand-

some knight Lusignan, and married him upon his

promising that certain days in the year he would

leave her alone. One day the truth breaks upon

Lusignan, that Melusina is a mermaid—half fish,

half woman ! The material is variously worked

up, in words, as in tones. But one must not here,

any more than in the overture to Shakspeare's

'Midsummer Night's Dream,' wisk to trace so

coarse a historical thread all through. (A curi-

ous person asked Mendelssohn once, what the

overture to Melusina meant ; Mendelssohn

brusquely answered :
' Hm— a mesalliance ').

—

Always conceiving his subject poetically, Men-

delssohn here portrays only the characters of the

man and the woman, of the proud, knightly

Lusignan and the enticing, yielding Melusina
;

but it is as if the watery waves came up amid

their embraces, and overwhelmed and parted

them again. And this revives in every listener

those pleasant images b)' which the youthful

fancy loves to linger, those fables of the life deep

down beneath the watery abyss, full of shooting

fishKS with golden scales, ofpearls in open shells, of

buried treasures, which the sea has snatched from

men, of emerald castles towering one above an-

other, &c.—This, it seems to us, is what distin-

guishes this overture from the earlier ones : that

it narrates these kind of things quite in the

manner of a story, and does not experience

them. Hence at first sight the surface appears

somewhat cold, dumb ; but what a life and inter-

weaving there is down below is more clearly ex-

pressed through music than through words; for

which reason the overture (we confess) is far

better than this description of it.

"What may he said of the musical composition,

after two hearings and a few chance peeps into

the score, limits itself to what is understood of

itself,—that it is written by a master in the hand-

ling of form and means. The whole begins and

ends with a magical wave figure, which emerges

several times in the course of the piece ; the

effect is to transport one, as it were, suddenly out

of the battle ground of violent human pas.sions

into the vast, earth-surrounding element of the

water, particularly from the point where it mo-

dulates from A flat, through G, to C. The

rhythm of the knight theme in F minor would

gain in pride and consequence by a still slower

tempo. Right tenderly and clingingly still sounds

on in our mind the melody in A flat, behind

which we descry the head of Melusina. Of

single instrumental effects we still hear the beau-

tiful B flat of the trumpet (near the beginning),

which forms the seventh to the chord ;—a tone

out of the primeval times."
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The fair Melusina, through the nice rendering

of the orchestra, did not fail to charm ;
and now

that she has proved so tractable and so enjoya-

ble, we trust that she will become a frequent

visitor in the concert room ; but we don't wish to

see her ivhen she is alone !

The '' Bridesmaids' Procession " from Lohen-

grin is one of the most beautiful things in that

romantic opera of Wagner, the music of which

whatever else it may lack, has nobility and dig-

nit}' throughout (at least so we felt it in Berlin)-

A richly colored, pensive, subtly modulating

stream of harmony, in keeping with its subject.

Few things of Wagner suit the concert room so

well.

Weber's glorious overture to " Euryanthe,"

brilliant, vigorous, romantic, with a smell of the

woods about it, was rendered with great spirit,

and will henceforth claim to be known as well as

the Oberon and FreystchUtz overtures.

Our tuneful German townsmen of the Orpheus

Glee Club, under the sure lead of Mr.

Kreissjiann, sang their four pieces remarkably

well; especially the Wanderer's Alac/irtierf, which

had to be repeated as usual.

Mendelssohn Quintette Club.—The fourth

subscription Chamber Concert, at Chickering's, took

place on Thursday eveninj^ of last week. The pro-

gramme consisted of just- four numbers; two of

which, the second and fourth, were works of great

interest, at least considering our small acquaintance

with them.

1—20th Quintet, in D minor, op. 45 Onslow
Allegro gmndioso—Andante cantahile.

2—Grand Trio in E flat, op. 14, for Piano, Clarinet and
Tiola Mozart

Andante—Minuetto—Rondo Allegro.
Messrs. H. Daum, T. Ryan and C. Meisel.

3—"Les Adieus," Romance for Cello Teit
Wulf Fries.

4—Quartet in C sharp minor, op. 131 Beethoven
{Second time*.

1-

—

a—Adagio ma non troppo luolto eapressivo ;
6—Al-

legro vivace; c—Allegro moderato; d—Andante ma
non troppo e molto cantabile

II.—a—Presto; b—Adagio quasi un poco Andante
c—Allegro

The two movements from the Onslow Quintet

were rather better than an average specimen of the

level musician-like excellence of that not very inter-

esting or inspired composer ; it is music convenient

(0 the instruments, and so made effect. The Adieux

of Mr. Feies's violoncello only made many feel

how unwilling they would be to part with it.

The Trio byMozart (for piano, clarinet and viola)

has too long remained unknown among us. It is

indead a charming and delicious work ; and right

feelingly was it interpreted. Mr. Hermann Daum,
though he has for some years lived among us as a

teacher, and been favorably known iu private as a

high-toned, modest, conscientious artist of no mean
ability, has never before (to our knowledge) taken

occasion to assert his claims in public. And this

time he did it very unassumingly, and very succesful-

ly ;
he limited himself to a faithful exposition of the

beauties of the work, in which he bore the principal

part, and the able service was appreciated.

The Club did well to repeat the unfamiliar, verv

remarkable and very difficult Quartet in C sharp

minor by Beethoven. It certainly gained in interest,

and many portions of it became clearer, althoujjh

doubtless it was " slow " and uninspiring to a dull,

bewildered portion of the audience. It ought to be

played again and again ; oiUy in that way can our

audience be brought into live and feeling contact

with any of these '' posthumou.? ", Quartets of Beet-

hoven. When one of them is takeu up, why should

it not be made a standing item in the whole season's

programme? It were worth a season's listening and

study to master one such work ; let us get as near to

it and as familiar with it, as we are with the C minor

Symphony, and then ask ns whether we do not find

it rewardin;;. Last year tha " Season " ot the Club

was also signalized by the l^ntrottuction of one of

these fomons Quartets, that namely in B flat (No.

12) : why not revive this at once, and deepen its

fading impression, in alternation with the second

specimen now before us ? On some occasion, too,

one of Beethoven's early Quartets, given in contrast

with one of these latest, would be instructive. Alas I

Art is long, and time is short

!

The Qu.irtet gained considerably in the rendering^.

But allow us one more suggestion. In form it differs

from most works of this kind by havinp; seven dis-

tinct movements, instead of the usual three or four.

These were all played through continuously, without

pause, as Beethoven indeed designed they should be.

This long stretch of attention was perhaps too much

for our audience; it i.s found fatiguing in Germany,

and there the practice prevails of separating by

pauses portions which appear to have no necessary

connection. A little examination .shows that the

seven movements group themselves readily into four,

which answer to the usual Allegro. Adagio or An-

dante, Scherzo, and Finale. Taken in this way hy

instalments, each referred to the usual type of.form

in well known Quartets, Symphonies, Sonatas, &c.,

an unacquainted audience many seize and hold itbet-

ter. For inst.ance :

1. The opening slow Fugue movement (n) leads

directly into the Allegro Vivace (h) ; so that here

we have the usual opening Allegro, with a slow in-

troduction. The only strange thing is that it .should

begin with a Fugue, which is commonly reserved for

the Finale. But this is not an exciting, brilliant

fugue ; it is all suhdned, sad, meditative, tranquil

;

and it opens out, through its long closing hold on

C sharp, into the D of the Allegro, as into the joy

of heavenly hope.

2. The Allegro moderate (c) is but an episodical

recitative introduction to the Andante with wonder-

ful Variations \d), which follows. Here is the regu-

lar slow movement, to which we are accustomed. '

3. The Presto (II. a.) is a genuine Scherzo, al-

though in common time instead of triple ; and its

second theme forms an equally genuine Trio to it.

4. The short Adagio (II. b,) forms an introduc-

tion to the Finale Allegro. And thus the whole

work is found true, after all, to the organic law of

the Quartet, Symphony, Sonata structure.

We hope the Quintette Club will soon let us hear

this work again ; it will be interesting to look more

closely into it.

Orchestral Union.—The grand feature of the

Wednesday Afternoon Concert, last week, was the

Fifth Symphony of Beethoven. Tliis week the

programme was :

1. Overture, "Tphigenia" Gluck
2. Concert Waltz—'-Wahlstimmen." .Strauss'

3. Grand Symphony—" Historical," (No. 6, op. 116
L Spohr

In Four Movements.
1st Movement—period of Bach and Handel, 1720.

2d Movement—period of Haydn and Moznrt, 1780.

3d. Movement—period of Beethoven, 1810.
4th Movement—period of 1840.

4. The ''Wanderer" Transcribed for Orchestra, with
Trombone Obligato by A. Regestein, {1st time in this

country). . ._
Schubert

5. Salon Schwarmer Galop (tirst time in Boston. .15. Bach
6. 3d Finale—from "Der FreischUtz" CM. Weber

{First time iu this country.)

The noble, beautiful overture of Gluck had as

fresh a charm as almost anything that one could

listen to ; and it is such satisfying, edifying

music !

Spohr's " historical " Symphony succeeds in illus-

trating the period of Bach and Handel unmistake-

ably enough, since it is chiefly a matter of reproduc-

ing /orm,—the contrapuntal, polyphonic manner of

those times ; and this first movement we confess we
foimd much the most interesting. In the other

three, regarded either as illustrations, or as original

inspirations, it seems to us to miss the mark. Be-

,

youd the frequent recurrence of a single phrase,

bearing the family features, we could trace very little

of Haydn or Mozait, but very much of Spohr, in the

second movement. The third, too, is Spohr-ish in

spirit, although it is Beethoven Scherzo-like in form.

The fourth movement, we presume, does not pretend

to he anything but Spohr. Of course there is musi-

cianship, and fine instrumental effects throughout; a

curiosity worth hearing once or twice.

Teresa Carreno, the child pianist, gave a

Soir&d'Adieu, last Tuesday evening, at Chickering's

Hall. This was an excellent opportunity to see and

hear her, and it was an occasion of the deepest inter-

est. Rarely have we seen so intelligent an audience

so pleased and so moved. She was the sole per-

former, and this was her programme (encores were

wisely excluded):

1. Barcarole Thalberg
2. Grand Fantasia nn Themes from "II Trovarore".Goria
3. Andante and Rondo Cappricioso Mendelssohn
4. Nocturne Chopin
.5. Grand Fantasia on "I Puritani"' Herz
6. Nocturne. Dedicated to the Princess Belgoioso. .Dohler

Here was indeed a task for a little girl of nine

years. The mere physical exertion required in

playing through so many pieces of great length, and

full of all the modern diffii'nities of execution, made
it a wonder that she should succeed at all. But she
has great strength of hand and arm, and her execu-
tion, although laboring occasionally, was clear, bril-

liant, facile and precise. Yet all this would not
make it interesting, except painfully. What catches

you at once, and makes it pleasant to listen to her,

i.5 that you feel she has a true musical accent; the

chords are struck, the p.issages are phrased, e.xpres-

sively. There is something iu it more than could
be taught, although undoubtedly too much that is

taught. That these traits should not be overdone
sometimes, should not become tricks of expression,

and to a certain degree acquired and false (those

ritardandos, forzandos, &c.). would be impossible and
inconceivabie in a child without experience of life

and culture, and joiih so much experience of modern
forms of music, nnich of it of the mere virtuoso or
show kind.

The danger is lest her talent, hy such early con-
tinual exhibition and exposure, should all run to

waste in superficial, showy music; and no less, that

such abnormal and excessive tasking of the brain

should wear the life out soon. Such a child, such
genius (if it be that) needs a wise director, such as the
young Mozart found ir) his father, who reverenced
the gift of God, did not waste it in exhibition, huj
educated it largely and broadly into sound musician-
ship and sterling Art.

Would it not be wiser to let the music lessons fall

into the background for a year or two, and give the
time to (jfneral cultitre, physical and mental ? The
body must he saved from the deformity that might
result from undue exercise of certain member'; al-

ready the arm appears almost unnaturally large.

—

The mind and character must be formed, refined,

developed, until such wonderful facility in the
technique of music shall learn to serve Art's higher
meanings. The child's face beams with intelligence

and genius ; these speak too in her touch, in a certain

untaught life that there is in her playing. It is a
precious gift ; treat it reverently and tenderly

;

educate it, save it, and not let the temptation of daz-
zling success or gain exhaust it ere its prime !

m wnt JhffaK
Cologne.—The London Musical World trans-

lates the following letter from the Neue Berliner

^lusik-Zeltung.

With the Winter-Season here, onr agreeable "Ge-
sellschafts-Concerte" have i-ccommenced in the Giir-
zenich. Good and varied progi-ammes, the admira-
ble management of the town Cnpellmeister, Ferdi-
nand HiUer, and .excellent instrumentalists and vo-
calists, distinguish these perfi)rmanres as a sonrce
of great enjoyment for the lovers of mu'^ic. Tlie
numerous audience, which, re-iufoi-ced hy manv vis-

itors from the neighboring cities (Dusseldorf, Bonn,
etc.) fills the Giirzenich, even to the galleries— the
building contains about 1300 places—shows the just
and warm interest created.

Tlie first conoert was held on the 21st October, and
its programme— comprising the overlure to
Oheron, tlie Sinfonia Eroica. (with solo and chorus
singing between whiles) and a violin concerto hv
Spohr—formed an excellent introduction to this
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year's cyclus. The overture to Oberon was given

very finely, although the introductory andante was
talcen somewhat slower than usual. Much is left,

however, to the judgment of a conductor in the

choice of tempo, and it is sufficient to recognize the

spirit and consistency with which the work was ex-

ecuted, and which reflected the highest credit upon
the genial director as upon the performers. The
overture was followed by Schumann's air :

" So
stehet ein Berg Gottes," sung byHerrJul. Stock-

hausen. Last winter we had already enjoyed the

pleasure of hearing this gentleman, so endowed with

natural powers and technical skill. Herr Ferdinand

Hiller accompanied witli a " virtuosity " peculiar to

himself. His playing was artistic perfection, but

—

as should always be the case—not the less subordi-

nating itself to the singer. In three four-part song.s

for chorus without accompaniment, Herr Hiller and
the members of his chorus did wonders. Next came
an air from Sacchini's CEdipe a Colone, also sung by

Herr Stockhausen. One of the greatest treats of tlie

concert was the violin playing of Herr Griinewald,
who has formerly been extolled in appropriate terms.

The second part included the Sinfonia Eroica, the

rendering and execution of which were equally
good.

The second concert (on the 4th Nov.,) was distin-

guished by a performance of Mendelssohn's St. Paul,
which may be pronounced highly successful, with
some trifling exceptions in the solos. Tt was the

first time that the organ, erected last Whitsuntide
for the celebration of our Musical Festival of the
Lower Rliine, was employed at these concerts. At
the Festival it afforded ns a great treat, being an ex-
cellent instrument huilt in Barmen, and played in a
masterly fashion by Herr Franz Weber, Cathedral
organist. As it was uncertain, this Summer, whether
the Concert Society intended to retain the valualjle

instrument parmanently, people were now doublv
delighted to see it for good in our Giirzenich, and
destined, let us hope, to prove a source of frequent
enjoyment. A good organ—which will always be
an instrument to be replaced by no other, and which,
despite its peculiar defects in many respects, is su-
perior to all other instruments in the elevating im-
pression it produces—ought properly to he absent
from no concert room of importance. Thus then, in

this particular, Cologne has outdone Berlin, for in

the latter city not even the Academy possesses an
organ, and if. now and then, performances of ora-
torios, etc., take place in the Protestant churches, the
Academy has hitherto been compelled to manage
without this feature in its concerts. While in Lon-
don, we cannot avoid remarking, in all the music we
hear there, with the exception of the individual per-

formances of great foreign celebrities, a vast inferi-

ority to our music at home, there is one point in

which the English appear to be in advance of us, and
that is ; that in nearly all their large concert-rooms,
there is an organ. How magnificent is the eflr'eet of
a good organ with a chorus and orchestra ! Its broad,
full volume of tone forms an incomparably fine foun-
dation for the latter, a golden background on
which, when properly treated, the various lights and
shades of the orchestra stand prominently forth. It

is necessary, however, to have a master, like Herr
Franz Weber, to subdue its power without injurine
its volume. Herr Franz Weber succeeded by his

playing in divasting the organ accompaniment of
airs (without the aid of any other instruments) of
aught like heaviness, causing it to equal in softness

anything we ever heard. How powerful, though, is

the effect when, in the fortissimo passaees of the
chorus and orchestra, the organ in all its might,joins
in and swells majestically through the whole room !

Herr Franz Weber's performance was truly artistic

and unsurpassable. The most delicate precision,
and the nicest harmony with the chorus and orches-
tra were never wanting.—The orchestra and chorus
performed their duty most effectively, as they always
do. Some of the solos were well rendered. Mdlle.
Adeliiia Biirhner, of Cologne, sang the soprano part

Jo the satisfaction of every O'.e. This was, I heheve.

her fi "St appearance in public. It is with a feeling

of sincere admiration that we direct attention to the

great certainty of this tab'nted singer, who sang the

whole part without music

—

sincp she never saw the

ll(/ht of heaven. Mdlle. Asm:inn, from Barmen, who
sang the contralto part, pleased us still better on this

occasion tiian when we heard her before. The tenor

of Herr Gunz, from the Tiieatre Royal, Hanover,
although displaying power, was rather husky, while
the intonation was, at times, uncertain. On the

whole, however, this gentleman's good qualities out-

weighed his shortcomings. The part of Paulas suf-

fered from the manifest defects of Herr Heinrich
Belir. from Brem^'n His singing sutfered through-
out from " tre'molo," such as we have hardiv ever met
with before. We should be unjust, however, did we

not acknowledge, despite this draivback, having
found plenty that was beautiful in the execution, gen-

erally good, and sometimes admirable of the oratorio.

This, we must mention, as particularly succes.sful in

the chorals, in addition to the quartet of the "False
Witnesses," distinguished for the very graceful way
in which it was given. They produced a magnifi-

cently solemn impres.sion, each in its peculiar man-
ner. This was the case with the choral :

" Dir,

Herr, will ich mich ergeben," with accompaniment
of the stringed instruments and organ in the First

Part, and then with the splendid choral; "VVachet
auf," the first three lines of which closes with trom-

bones and trumpets.

London.

Monday Popular Concerts.—The ninth and
final concert of the ante-Christmas series took place

on Monday night. Among other attractions there

was Mr. Sims Reeves, whose classical singing has.

had so marked an influence on the success of these

entertainments from their earliest institution, and
who was received, as he in%-ariably is, with enthu'ii-

asm. It was also tlie last appearance of Herr
Joachim, whose engagement at the Hanoverian

Court has necessitated his immediate departure from

England. The quartet and solo-playing of this

gentleman have been the chief topics in musical cir-

cles since the concerts were resumed in October; and
his performances of Bach's violin solos—to speak of

nothing else—have given a special tone to the season.

That they will he remembered with delight and anx-

iousl,y looked forward to again in the summer of

1863 may be concluded without reserve. Herr
.To.achim, having created a new and universal taste

for the music of Bach, has imposed upon himself the

honorable duty of standing forth as modern champion
to the greatest and most profound of the older Ger-

man masters. He is now Bach's apostle no less

than Beethoven's, and, happily, quite equal to the

task of representing both with dignity. The other

players in the quartet were MM. Ries, H. Webb and

Piatti; the other singer was Madame Florence

Lancia ; the pianist, Mr. Charles HalM. We ap-

pend the programme, which yielded in interest to

none of its 1 II precursors :

Part I.

Quartet in D Minor (strinEs)
' '

' 'Schuliert

Priere efc Barcarolle (I'Etoiie du Nordl Meyerbeer

Songs ;;
?'"' "f '''^ summer nigW Molique

^ ''I know thou dost love me" ^

Sonata in A flat, Op. 39, for pianoforte alone Weber
Part II.

Selections from Sonata, in B minor, for violin alone. Each
Pong, '' The Mep.«age" Blumentbal
Song, " The merry Flower Cirl G. A. 0.«borne

Sonata, in A, dedicated toKreutzer, for piano and violin,

Beethoven
Conductor Mr. Benedict

There was not a flaw in the entire performance.

No more perfect quartet-playing than that of Schu-

bert's " D minor " (the most imaginative and admi-

r.able, perhaps, of all his instrumental compositions)

has been listened to, even .at the Monday Popular
Concerts ; Mr. Halle has never displayed more con-

summate ability than in the romantic and truly

beautiful sonata of Weber ; Mr. Sims Reeves threw

a world of feeling into the graceful songs of Herr
Molique (from a set of six, dedicated to himself),

and was compelled to repeat M. Blumenthal's pretty
" Message ; " and Herr Joachim in the " Sara-

bande" snd " Bourre'e," from Bach's second solo

sonata, produced the accustomed extraordinary sen-

sation. Being, as a matter of course, unanimously
called upon to produce some other movement from

the same source, Herr Joachim did so with the hear-

tiest goodwill. About to take leave for so long a

period of one of the most thoroughly musical audi-

ences before whom he had probably ever appeared,

the gifted Hungarian violinist played as though he

felt it, and created an impression not easy to be

effaced. Madame Lancia, too, seemed inspired by
the occasion, imparting more than ordinary expres-

sion to the prayer and barcarole from Meyerbeer's

opera, and more than ordinary spirit to Mr. Osborne's

lively little song. About the "Kreutzer" duet of

Beethoven—the executants being MM. Halle and
Joachim—we need say no more than that it was the

culminating point of one of the most stirring and
exciting concerts ever held in St. James's Hall. The
crowd was so enormous that several hundreds of

persons were sent away, for whonr it was impossible

to find even standing room ; and, though the rows

of stalls were verylconsiderablyjincreased in number,
the extra chairs, placed in every direction, to accom-
odate late comers, almost chokedjup the avenues.

And this, too, at a concert exclusively devoted to

quartets, sonatas,' and solo .songs, the I12thin the

space of little more than three years !

The Monday Popular Concerts are to be resumed

I
on the 12th of January, 1863.

'ptial Soothes.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OP THE

3-..A.TEST 3S^TJSXC
Publi8]ie<] by Oliver Ditsoii Sc Co.

Vooal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Corn is King, Song and Chorus. 25

A liTely Yankee song, haying for a subject tbe de-

thronement of King Cotton, ond the coronation of

young King Corn.

Morning Service in C : Unison Te Deum, and

Jubilate. Henri/ Wilsoii. 75

Let us hope that we ahall all have cause to sing

Te Beum Laudamua, and Jubilate, and all the Jubi-

lee songs, before long, in honor of the great Union

restored. But there is no reason why we should not

praise God for present blessings. The woi'k is com-

mended to choirs.

The Nightingales are singing. Franz Aht. 25

Singing all tbe way through the song, and first

class nightingales, too. Those who can master the

German pronunciation, should sing the foreign words

as well as the others, as tbe ballad is a fine one.

Moderately difficult.

Thou art so near and yet so far. Guitar.

Reichardt. 25

An arrangement for guitar of the above very favor-

ite song.

Te Deum in B6. G. P. Tuckerman. 75

Mr. Tuckerman has a special and excellent genius

for ecclesiastical music, and his new composition

needs no further introduction than the mention of

his name.

Instrumental Music.

Sumraer^night, from "Don Pasquale," with

variations. Ch. Grobe. 35

Polacca in Puritani. J. BdlaJc. 15

Gentle Kettie Moore Schottische. " 15

Darling Nelly Grey Polka. "15
Three easy pieces for young pupils.

Ohio Sounds. Valse Brilliante. • J. Duning. 30

A very pretty waltz, about the diflSculty of " Bords

du Rhin."

Overture to Fra Diavolo, by Auber, for four per-

formers on two pianos. 1.50

One of those effective and brilliant things, that are

so taking in seminary exhibitions, or in any place

where two pianos are combined.

Books.

The Voice 'of- Phatse.—A collection of

Music for the Choir, Singing School, Musical

Convention, and the Social Circle. By Edward

Hamilton.
$9,00 per dozen.

This book is now selling largeiy, and seems to give

general satisfaction. It combines a fooii collection of

church music with a goodly number of exercises, easy

quartets, &c., for singing school practice. It has 378

p:iges, a number of new motets and anthems, and a

teacher's index.

Mosic BT Mail.—Musicis sent by mail, theexpensebeing
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent pe

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousan
miles ; beyond that it is double.
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The Prologue.

The forthcominft number of the Atlantic

Montlihj has tlie followino; strong and rujrijed

verses, in -wliidi all who were fortunate enough
to be present at the Jubilee Concert in the

Music Hall, on New Year's Day, will recognize

the Prolopfue read on that occasion by Ralph
Waldo Emerson.

BOSTON HTMJT.

The word of the Lord by night

To the watching Pilgrims came,

As they sat by the sea-side,

And filled their hearts with flame.

God said,—I am tired of kings,

I suffer them no more
;

Up to my e.ai- the morning brings

The outrage of the poor.

Think ye I made this ball

A field of havoc and war.

Where tyrants great and tyrants small

Might harry the weak and poor ?

My angel,—his name is Freedom,
Choose him to be your king

;

He shall cut pathways east and west.

And fend you with his wing.

Lo ! I uncover the land

Which I hid of old time in the West,
As the sculptor uncovers his statue,

When he has wrought his best.

I show Columbia, of the rocks

Which dip their foot in the seas

And soar to the air-borne flocks

Of clouds, and the boreal fleece.

I will divide my goods,

Call in the wretch and slave

:

None shall rule but the humble,

And none but Toil shall have.

I will have never a noble.

No lineage counted great

:

Fishers and choppers and ploughmen
Shall constitute a State.

Go, cut down trees in the forest,

And trim the straightest boughs
;

Cut down trees in the forest,

And build me a wooden house.

Call the people together.

The young men and the sires.

The digger in the harvest-field,

Hireling, and hira that hires.

And here in a pine state-house

They shall choose men to rule

In every needful faculty,

In church, and state, and school.

Lo, now ! if these poor men
Can govern the land and sea.

And make just laws below the sun,

As planets faithful be.

And ye shall succor men
;

'T is nobleness to serve
;

Help them who cannot help again
;

Beware from right to swerve.

I break your bonds and masterships,

And I unchain the slave :

Free be his heart and hand henceforth.

As wind and wandering wave.

I cause from every creature

His proper good to flow :

So much as he is and doeth,

So much he shall bestow.

But, laying his hands on another

To coin his labor and sweat,

He goes in pawn to his victim

For eternal years in debt.

Pay ransom to the owner,

And fill the bag to the brim.

Who is the owner ? The slave is owner.

And ever was. Pay him.

Oh North ! give him beauty for rags,

And honor, South ! for his shame

;

Nevada ! coin thy golden crags

With Freedom's image and name.

Up ! and the dusky race

That sat in darkness long,

—

Be swift their feet as antelopes,

And as behemoth strong.

Come, East, and West, and North,

By races, as snow-flakes, '

And carry my purpose forth.

Which neitlier halts nor shakes.

My will fulfilled shall be.

For, in daylight or in dark.

My thimderbolt has eyes to see

His way home to the mark.

Stradivarius and the Violin.

By F. J. Fetis.

Translated for this Journal by Henry Vf . Bellows.

(Continued from page 330.)

The little column placed under the table of the

violin, just at the left of the bridge, is now too

weak in the old instruments, and particularly in

those of Stradivarius and Guarnerius ; in all it

has been found necessary to replace it with a

stronger one. We need not conclude that these

masters were deceived in this part of their work :

they proportioned the column to the pressure of

the strings, as it exerted itself according to the

existing diapason of their day. Tartini discov-

ered by investigations made in 1734, that the

strain of the four chords upon the instrument

was equal to 63 pounds. It must be borne in

mind that the strings of Tartini were much
smaller than those with which violins are now
mounted, and that his bridge was less raised, so

that the angle formed by the chords was consid-

erably less. Twenty years ago the treble string

did not reach its proper pitch under a pressure

of less than 22 pounds, and the other chords re-

quired only a little less ; so that the total pres-

sure amounted to about 80 pounds. The diapa-

son had crept up a half-tone as early as 1 734
;

instruments were strung with stronger chords, and

the angle they made with the bridge was more

acute : thence the necessity of a stronger column

to support the pressure. Since then, such an

excessive raising of the diapason has attended

the search for a more brilliant sonority, that the

diiference of a semitone exists between the dia-

pason of 1830 and that of 1856. If an attempt

were made to estimate the present pressure of the

strings on the table of the violin, no doubt it

would be found greatly increased. This enor-

mous strain tends incessantly to bring about the

destruction of the old instruments, and necessi-

tates a greatly increased power of resistance in

the column under the bridge, This is the real

cause of the necessary change which has been

made from the weak columns of Stradivarius to

the stronger ones uniformly substituted for them.

The greater part of violin makers are ignorant

that it is with this appendage, as with the tables

of the instrument. The wood, whose sonority,

in given dimensions, is the most marked under

the action of the bow, is that which ought to be

employed in the supporting column ; and the

same is true in regard to the wood used for the

bridge.

If any other proof than their success were re-

quired of the profound knowledge which the

great makers of Cremona had of their art, and

of all the phenomena of resonance in their in-

strnments,^it would suffice to examine the form

of the bridge, and to follow Savart's experiments

upon this essential part of the sounding apparatus.

Through how many guesses must not they have

passed before coming to know the necessity of

all the cuts seen in the actual bridge, which even

artists themselves coiisider merely ornamental.

From the immense diversity of form which the

bridge offers in the instruments that have come

down to us, we may mention two varieties of

bridge belonging to viols—one a viol of seven

chords, the body of which has no incisions except

in the sides, and the other a viol of five chords,

pierced in every part ; next two bridges of

violins, the first attached to a small patterned

violin of the ancient school of Antoine Amati,

the other belonging to a violin of Nicholas Amati.

These two last belong to the settled form of the

bridge, but with varieties—some in the number

of the apertures, others in their shape.

Stradivarius fixed at last permanently the pre-

cise form. Delicate experiments, made with the

minutest care, have demonstrated that any

changes introduced into this model, injure the

sonority of a good instrument.

Thus it appears that Savart's fine experiments

demonstrate the excellence of the principles

which have guided Stradivarius in the making of

his instruments from 1700 to 1725. He did not

wander from them in his later works, but the

great age to which he attained gradually took

away something from his firmness of hand. The

form is not essentially altered, but the execution

shows timidity. His finest known instruments

are: 1. That which belongs to the Grand Duke

of Tuscany ; 2. M. Allard's ; 3. Yiotti's, which

did belong to M. Brochaut de Villiers; 4. Artofs

—which is now in possession of Count Cepol at
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Nice ; 5. M. Bocpier, at Geneva, and finally those

of Messrs. Betz, Goding, Rawdens and Fountain

in London. '

These principles, so rich in results, the Master

communicated to his best immediate pupils, at

the head of whom stand Joseph Guarnerius—

a

great but capricious genius ; next Charles Ber-

gonzi, the most e.xact copyist of his master, from

whom we have excellent instruments. Fran9ois

Stradivarius has also made some excellent in-

struments, between 1725 and 1740, which bear

his name ; but we know others made by him in

company with Omohono his brother, which bear

the inscription : SoUo la d'lsciplina d' A. Stradi-

varius, Cremona.

Omob&no Stradivarius was more particularly

employed in the repair and mounting of instru-

ments, than with their manufacture. He died

early in June 1 742, and was buried the 9th of

that month—as we learn by an authentic record

from the church of St. Dominic at Cremona.

—

His brother Francjois .survived him only eleven

months, having been interred, according to the

same record, the 13th May, 1743. Both were

laid with their father in one tomb. The other

immediate pnpils of Antoine Stradivarius are

Michel Angelo Bergonzi, of Cremona; Laurent

Guadagnini, also of Cremona; Fran9ois Gobetti,

of Venice, and Alexander Galiano, of Naples.

They are arranged in the following table, in the

chronological order of their works.

1. Francisous Gobettus, Venitils, 1690 to

1720.

2. Alexander Galianus, Neapoli, 1695 to 1725.

3. Lorenzo Guadagnini, Cremona, 1695 to

1740.

4. Homobonus Stradivarius,^ sub disciplina a

> Stradivarii,

5. Franeiscus Stradivarius, ) 1700 to 1725.

G. Homobonus Stradivarius, Cremonae, 1725

to 1740.

7. Francisous Stradivarius, Cremonae, 1725

to 1730.

8. Carlo Bergonzi, Cremonae, 1720 to 1750.

9. Michel Angelo Bergonzi, Cremonae, 1725

to 1750.

Among Italian violin-makers of the third clasS)

some were pupils in the school of the Amati i

others were formed by the immediate pupils of

Antoine Stradivarius. They may be placed in

the following chronological order :

Pietrodelia Costa, at Treviso, 1660 to 1680.

Michel Angelo Garani, at Bologne, 1685 to

1715.

David Techier, at Rome, 1690 to 1735.

Carlo Giuseppe Testore, at Milan, 1690 to

1700.

Carlo Antonio Testore, at Milan, 1700 to 1730.

Paolo Antonio Testore, at Milan, 1710 to 1745.

Nicolo Galiano, at Naples, 1700 to 1740.

Gennaro Galiano, at Naples, 1710 to 1750.

Spiritus Sursano;at Coni, 1714 to 1720.

Tomaso Balestieri, at Mantua, 1720 to 1750.

Ferdinando Galiano, son of Nicolo, at Naples,

1740 to 1780.

Jean Baptiste Guadagnini, at Placenza, 1755
• to 1785.

Carlo Landolfi, at Milan, 1750 to 1760.

Alessandro Zanti, at Mantua, 1700.

Laurentius Sturionus, at Cremona, 1780 to

1795.

Some makers, born in foreign countries, were

formed in Italy, in the school of the Amati, or in

that of Antoine Stradivarius. At their head

stands Stainer, originally from the Tyrol, and

founder of a school of violin-makers in that

country. He was born at Absom, near Hall, a

city of the Tyrol, a few miles from Inspruck, and

in his youth worked at Cremona with Nicolas

Amati. His history is enveloped in obscurity

and romance, but we can say confidently that he

was a great master. His glory was obscured,

and his instruments have not the commercial

value, which really belongs to such as came from

his hands, because the Tyrolean manufacturers

of the third class often put his name on their

mediocre works to raise the price. The greater

part of the pretended Stainers in the market

have this origin. The real instruments of this

artist were formerly classed by Lupot, an excel-

lent maker of Paris, and by the violinist Cartier

in three epochs. To the first belong the violins

dated from Cremona, which have inscribed tha

mark and signature of Stainer: they are of the

greatest rarity. They are known by these char-

acteristic signs; being of a smaller pattern, hav-

ing the /f small and narrow ; the scroll less

elongated than in the Amatis, and much larger in

front. The wood is broadly veined, and the

varnish is that of Nicholas Amati. A fine in-

strument of this era passed from the possession of

M. Desentelles, former intendant of the privy

purse of the Kinp, into the hands of Gardel, first

master of the Ballets of the Opera, and a distin-

guished amateur of the violin. It bore the date

of 1644.
(To be Continued.]

Moritz Hauptmann.*

Moritz Hauptmann, whose name is mentioned with

deep respect wherever the practice and science of

music are cultivated, attained the age of seventy on

the 13th October, 1862. As he beean his profession-

al career fifty years previously in Dresrlen, a JMnnoir

by Oscar Paul (published by Alfred Dorffel, Leip-

sic), has, at the suojrestion of a number of his pupils

and admirers in Leipsic, jii.'^t come out, bnndsoinely

jrot up to commemorate this double jubilee. The
biopraphica'l details, and the description of Hanpt-
mann as an artist and a man, are preceded by a

poem, written for the occasion, by Ad. B6tt};er, and
a preface by Ad. "Falchner, while, at the end, there is

an appendix containing a catalogue of Hanptmann's
compositions and theoretical.works. The little book
is, on the whole, despite certain marks of haste, well

written, and will, no doubt, exemplify in the case of

Hauptmann's admirers, Goethe's maxim, quoted in

the preface :

" Halte das Bild der "WUrdiRen fest? TVie leuehtende Sterne,
Theilte sie aus die Natur durch den unendlichen Raum."

Early in the morning the members of Thormann's
chorus greeted the Septnafrenarian ; congratulations

were arriving all day, from far and near ; a telegram

was even sent from Cologne ; and, in the evening,

the Conservatory, got up a musical festival, when
four part-songs by Hauptmann were sung, and,

among other things performed, his Son.ita in G
minor, for pianoforte and violin, played by Herren
Moscheles and David ; Prelude and Fugue by Men-
del.ssohn, played by Herr Bernecke ; and Bach's
Ciacconna, played by Herr Wilhelmi, from Wies-
baden, a pupil of David's.

On the 13th October, 1792, Herr Hauptmann,
first-class Government architect, at Dresden, became
the father of a son who received in baptism the name
of Moritz. At an early age, the boy manifested a

predilection for music. His father fostered this, and
improved the boy's capabilities by causing him to be

taught the violin. His education was, however, in-

tended to be principally classical, and the hero of

our notice applied himself studiously, as a. boy and
as a youth, to the study of mathematics, natural phi-

losophy, drawing, and languages. In his nineteenth

year, however, the young man's partiality and voca-
tion for music became so strongly pronounced, that

his father gave his consent for him to be a musician

* From the Niederrlieinische Musilc-Zeitung, Translated by
by J. V. Bridgeman,

In 18U, the young man went to Spohr, at Gotha,
and made himself a good violinist. He received,

moreover, lessons in composition from Spohr, and
the foundation of the subsequent friendship between
the two appears to liave been laid at this period.

After studying a 3'ear, Hauptmann was, in 1812,

appointed violinist in the Eoyal band, at Dresden
;

but he scarcely kept the situation a twelvemonth,
since he ofiiciated in 1813 as member of the band at

the theatre in Vienna for the space of five months.

In this city he again met Spohr, who was conductor
nt the Opera House. From Vienna he returned to

Dresden, whence he was summoned in 1815, to

Russia, as music-m.aster in the family of Prince Rep-
nin. His wandering life in St. Petersburg, Moscow,
Pultava, and Odessa, necessarily exerted a great in-

fluence on his mind. But it was more especially his

residence in the Sonth of Russia which proved of

importance for the general development of his capa-

bilities ; since, in that part of the world there w.is

little or no possibility of hearing anything like good
mn-iic, his mind became .again absorbed in scientific

studies. His matliematical knowledge enabled him
to undertake the most varied tasks involving that

knowledge—even including land-surveying—and to

solve the mostdiflicult problems, as be could estab-

lish musical combinations on mathematical ones. He
composed, .also, among other things, during his stay

here, for a friend, a " Divertimento for violin and

guitar," published iifterwards, by Spina, Vienna, as

Op. 8. In 1820, after having breathed Russian air

for five years, he returned to Dresden, A\here he resi-

ded for two years as a private individual.

In 1822 he was summoned, as violinist, to Casseli

where the friendly relations between him and Spohr

were still more extended. Spohr soon sent him pu-

pils, desirous of perfecting themselves in theory and

composition, such as Curschrnann, Norbert Burgmiil-

ler, Horsley, etc., and Spohr in his Biography (Vol.

II., p. 170), says that Hauptmann displayed " espec-

ial talent " for the task of instruction. Hauptmann
now composed with great activity. Thns we read in

Spohr's Biography (Vol. II., p. 199), that on the 5th

April, 1834, the fiftieth birthday of the latter, a Can-

tata by Hauptmann was performed at the house of

Spohr's son-indaw. Hauptmann assisted, also,

in an opera, afterwards frequently performed, Der

Matrose, the composition of which had been under-

taken by himself, Spohr, Baldewein, and Granze-

bach. His opera Mathilde, moreover, was success-

fully performed twice.

Hauptmann now visited Italy and- France. Afte''

a short stay in Paris, whitber he had gone, in the

summer of 1842, for the sake of his health, with his'

wife (originally Madlle. Susette Hummel, daughter

of the director of the Academy at Cassel, and mar-

ried to Hauptmann since the 27th November, 184i)

he found on his return an offer of the situation of

" Cantor " and Musical Director at the Thomas
School, Leipsic (in the place of Weinlig). Spohr,

who himself had returned from Carlsbad, was pain-

fully affected by the intelligence of his friend's speedy

departure. " Although " as we read in his Biogra-

phy (Vol. IP, p. 267), "he rejoiced heartily at see-

ing Hauptmann exchange his situation in the Court

Orchestra at Cassel for one so much more appropri-

ate and honorable, the predominant feeling for the

moment was one of sorrow at the losing thenceforth

the society of one, who, both as a man and an artist,

had been intimately connected with him for twenty

years. As, among other things, Hauptmann had

been an active and highly esteemed member of the

Cacilien Verein, the latter, at Spohr's suggestion,

got up a farewell festival, the mnsical portion of

which consisted principally of compositions by

Hauptmann. As, however, Spohr desired to add at

least one piece of music having especial reference to

the solemnity, he selected the pleasing Cantata com-

posed by Asel for the Golden Wedding of his father

and mother, and which, having been furnished with

appropriate words, entranced all, present, the more

from the fact that Spohr himself undertook the 066/1-

gato. violin pai-t which is added to the pianoforte

accompaniment."

Hauptmann now became the Cantor at the Thomas
School. His induction into this institution, on the

12th September, 1842, gave the then rector,
,

Stall-

baum, an opportunity of composing for the usual

anniversary of the school, on the 31st December,

1842. an inaugural discourse :
—"On the close con-

nection between the musical education of youth, and

the genera! aim of the gymnasium, together with

biogr.aphical details concerning the Cantors at the

Thomas School, Leipsic,"—a discourse distin-

guished for its admirable authorities. What Haupt-

mann did in Leipsic, not only in the Thomas School,

but as teacher at the Conservatory, after the founda-

tion of that Institution, in 1843, has been often and

generally acknowledged ; a few facts, however, con-
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nected with this suhject micht be welcome, to recall

the Past to the memoiy ofthe Present. We must
direct especial attention to those performances, of

which part took pUvce, under his direction, in the

Thomaskirclie, and ]iart in the Gewandhaus. In the

last, for instance, in May 1847, he conducted
Mozart's Requiem. In the former, his wife frequently

appeared as a vocalist. What he did at this time, as

a composer, is shown hy the catalofrue of Ins works.

The ffrand Mass in G minor, with instrumental

accompaniment. Op. 30, with which he entered on

the discharge of his official duties, the 2nd October,

1842, still further confirmed and extended, as we
learn from the Allf/emeine Miisik-Zeitiitir/ (44th An-
nual Series, p. 804), the frreat respect with which he

was received, and of which, as soon as he arrived,

numerous proofs were publicly given. " So thor-

oughly admirab|e a work as this Mass," continues

the critic of the above journal, " rich in fancy, as

well as masterly, and full of good taste in the treat-

ment, can be written only by an artist of the first

class. That we have gained such a one in Herr
Kauptmann is our firm conviction, and that his

efforts will really aid in furthering our musical do-

ings, already so active and fresh, is our hope."
Hauptmann was also named honorary member of

several societies, and, after the publication of his pro-

found theoretical work. Die Niit'tr der Havmomk und
der ]\retrik, in the summer of 18.57, honorary Docior
of Philosophy and the Fine Arts, 113- the University

of Gotringen.

The author of the Memoir dwells at length on sev-

eral of Hauptmann's compositions and critical

works, such, for instance, as the two-part songs with-

oat accompaniment; several four-part songs; the

Vocal Mass in F minor. Op. 18; the twelve three-

part canons, Op. 50 (Italian and German) ; the

Erldiiternngemu J. S. Bach's Kunst der Fupe (Leipsic,

Peters), the Criticisms on Klengel's Caytoiis and Fu-
gues, etc. He ends by praising, from personal expe-
rience, Ilauptmann's great merit as a teacher ; and
certainly all who have been fortunate enough to enjoy

Hauptmann's instruction and advice will agree with

him.

The catalogue of Hauptmann's printed composi-
tions contains fifty-three with the "Op." number, and
five without it. In addition to these, there are, as

theoretical works, the ErlUnterungen zu Bach's Kunst
del- Fvge ; Die Natur der tiarmonik mid der Metril,:

:

the " Preface " to the Edition of Bach's Masses (in

F major, A major, G minor, and G major), and sev-

eral other critical productions.
We will conclude with one of Hauptmann's max-

ims, which is doublv valuable from the fact of its

emanating from the lips of so profound a thinker in

musical matters, and so learned a theoretician :—
" The highest triumphs of art do not exist exclusive-

ly for the artist, and the judge of art, but for man-
kind."

Florentine Epistles,

I.

Florence, Dec. 8, 1862.

Mr. Editor :—Possibly it may be in the memory

of some of your readers that, nearly a year since,

you published a letter signed X. and dated Dresden;

giving it the title, " On the Pretended Lore for

Classical Music," and accompanying it with a lead-

ing article headed " De Gustibus." Although I think

your comments did not do either mj' remarks or my
views (for they were mine) full justice, yet I ani

willing to leave text and commentary to the judg-

ment of any one interested enough to turn to No.

510 of the Journal, published in January, 1862. The

subject of Franz may be fairly laid to its final rest

in a pigeon-hole of that vast Columbarium, bearing

on its portals your motto, De Gvstibiis. Yet I shall

never cease to wonder that the same heai-t can be so

-ample as to admit Schubert's Serenade, with its beau-

tiful close on the major third, and feel even toleration

, for the LotosUume of Franz.

The charge that many, indeed a largo majority,

have deceived themselves in thinking they really felt

and admired the classics, (I neitbersaid, nor thought,

all.) I am willing to leave facts to decide upon. Let

the statistics in Mr. Ryan's late communication speak

for me. He beads it, " Decline of Musical Interest

in Boston." I doubt the fact. I believe with you

that it has increased, and that in spite of the " Blind

Tom" article in our leading magazine. I would

rather entitle his paper : The Decline of Self-Delu-

sion in Musical Matters. In spite of the falling-oflf

of concert-goers, I believe that real taste and knowl-

edge have increased since the time when Mr. Schmidt

initiated us into the mysteries of Beethoven—those

far-off days of the Odeoii, whence, after spending

long evenings with our heads in our hands, we used

to retire, sadder, if not wiser, men. The following

number of the Journal has an article on the same

suhject signed S., with which I agree in the main.

—

You say you do. It is agreeable to me to feel that

we are not really so mnch opposed as I had reason

to believe a year ago.

There remains one subject, and one only, on which

I would beg leave to say a few words. If you will

refer to my letter, you will find that, as evidence of

self-deception and of the fact that we of English race

sometimes follow, in our admiration, rather authority

than our own tastes and impulses,*after speaking of

a Paris audience that confessed openly its preference

of Verdi to Mozart, I added :
" Anglo Saxons go

so far in the other extreme as sometimes to he satis-

fied with Mozart's name alone. That Mass wliich,

under the name of ' Mozart's Twelfth,' is the one,

perhaps, in the highest repute in England and

America, was a few years ago, oft'ered to a Com-

mittee of the highest authority in Germany to decide

on its merits. The verdict was, that, for various

reasons stated in the report, it had no claim to be

considered one of Mozart's compositions." I cited

too the opinion of^ a distinguished Italian contra-

puntist and admirer of Mozart, to the effect that there

was nothing at all in this work that showed the

Mozart stamp, and that it was " wholly unworthy of

his pen."

In your answer you say :
" Your case of Mozart's

'Twelfth Mass' proves nothing — only another

hit of special pleading. Admitting (what we never

knew before) that some ' Committee ' (our friend is

great on ' Cominittees ') has pronounced it not au-

thentic, that does not prove the fact ; nor does the

fact, if proved, amount to more than this ; that it is

quite possible for non-expert lovers of the great

masters to be deceived sometimes, and take a Mass

or a Madonna by a third-rate hand to be a genuine

Mozart or Raphael."

Now I wish to say that all I ever knew of this

German " committee " was derived from the Journal

of Music. It was contained in a letter from your

very exact and trustworthy correspondent A. W. T.,

then in Germany, and so many years ago that it is

not remarkable it escaped your memory. There is

a particular reason why it did not mine, for I hap-

pened to have purchased the Mass but a short time

previous, and had expressed my wonder at its repu-

tation. When I found such a backer, was it in

human vanity to forget it 1

I have waited with tolerable patience for some of

your many readers to find out this fact. A. W. T.

at least, I thought, will stand by his own letter. Or

perhaps, out of the many admirers of what is,

throughout all Anglo-Saxondom, held to be the

crowning work of one of the high priests of Art, one

will be found ready to break a lance in its behalf. If

it is fair to consider this silence as an exponent of

the interest taken in classical music in our communi-

ty, it would be most eloquent.

But at last, I thought, the spell was to be broken,

when I saw in some late numbers of the Journal

extracts from the catalogue of Mozart's complete

works published at Leipzig, consisting of criticisms

on the twelve Masses acknowledged to be his, ac-

companied by a leading editorial article, headed

" The Mozart Catalogue.' But I am disappoint-

ed. It is true the proof of what I claimed lies in

these extracts, but no reader not actually searching

for it, would be aware of it. He might, by a com-

parison of the first few bars given of the onlj' Masses

admitted to be genuine with those of the Mass in

question, get at the fact by the process of exclusion.

But there is also positive evidence. In No. 551 of

the Journal, there is an abstract of the contents of the

Catalogue from the London Musical World, and

here in a little corner of fine print he would find that

among the " supposititious works" is the " Mass in

G, published by Novello as No. 12."

Will you, Mr. Editor, oblige a constant reader by

publishing this fact so that it will be known and ac-

knowledged, and that there shall be no excuse here-

after for ignorance. Let this be the last we hear of

" Mozart's Twelfth Mass." Let not the soul of the

gifted composer be disturbed by such Masses as this.

Nail the counterfeit to the counter, and let us hear on

this side the Atlantic, too, the blows of the hammer,

which none can wield better than yourself. F. B.

Florence, Dec. 15, 1862.

Mr. Editor :—The Academy of Fine Arts gave

its first public concert of classic music yesterday. I

am not aware that such opportunities are vouchsafed

to their citizens even by German Governments. I

will send you a programme of the concert, as I con-

clude from the letters of your correspondents that

your readers are partial to these Barmecide feasts.

1 Reethoven.—Sinfonia t']roica.

' 2. Mozart.— Coro : Ave Vencm.
3. Handel —Coro ; AUduja.
4. Meyerbeer.—Gran Sinfonia* in.forma di Marcia. &c.
5. Mendelssohn.—Coro finale della prima parte nell' Ora-

torio Paolo.

Meyerbeer's Symphony written for the London

Exhibition, was heard for the first time here and at-

tracted great attention -from its novelty. The treat-

ment of RuJe Brittania fugally is ingenious and

effective. It has been published here in full orches-

tra score, as a study in instrumentation ; it being

in pocket-form, I will endeavor to send it to you, as

I have seen no notice of its having been performed

in the United States. I think it will please in Boston.

Rule Brittannia is a disagreeable theme at present, it

it is true—^but we can agree to parse her as an ac-

cusative.

During the past few j'cars the same publisher has

brought out eighteen overtures by Beethoven, Mo-

zart, Weber, Mendelssohn, Kossini, &c. Also

pocket editions in score of six of Beethoven's quar-

tets, and his septuor — besides several entire

operas, such as Tell, Robert, Huguenots, with full

orchestra. The moderate prices show the great de-

mand for such publications, the purchasers being of

course mostly students. It is much the habit with

us to sneer at the Italians as superficial in music,

and they are charged with a mere " conventional

respect for the names of Handel, Beethoven and

Mozart." It is true their means do not allow them

to indulge in that luxurious and easy form of study,

that " royal road to learning," the attendance at

fashionable concerts. But that money is spent, and

that largely, in procuring the means of studying the

classics in the closet, Sig. Guidi's advertising sheet

gives good proof.

When will our publishers have the enterprise to

follow suit ? Or rather, for they have no lack of en-

terprise, when will musical knowledge in the public

make it worth their while ? When shall we begin

to approach the Italians in such wide and thorough

musical education that there may be a large class of

music students and experts ? When shall we learn

to begin at the right end, and fortify the stomach be-

fore crowding it with Mr. Ryan's " heavy" food ?

—

When will a portion of the money that is spent in

forcing the classics into uneducated ears be devoted to

thorough, radical education in musical science f—
When will our leaders in musical taste give such en-

couragement to students and .to the first flights of

native composers, that their bounties may be in-

creased, and (if not, in time, themselves) at least their

successors in another generation may learn lo rise

on a strqugcr wing ?

* The Italians use the term Sin/onia alilte for Symphony

anii Overture.

—

Ed.
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You will see in the Academy programme our old

friend, Ave veriim. We had it with orchestra accom-

paniment. I never hear it but with renewed de-

light. It seems to me a perfect model of devotional

music—melodious, rich in harmony, free from the

shackles of past periwigs, just enough in the fugue

stylejtoward the close to keep it sound and enhance its

beauty, and erring only in its shortness and the sense

of regret it leaves when ended. How fortunate that

Mozart wrote it ! All can enjoy it without a twinge

of conscience. With an inferior name, a thing so

beautiful, so modern (excuse the heresy) might never

be heard. To me it seems in music what Gray's

Elegy is in poetry—enougli, alone, to make a repu-

tation. F. B.

Blind Tom.

CCMEEKLAND, Md. DeC. 18.

31r. Dwiffht :

No doubt you are quite sated with the flood of cor-

respondence which has poured in upon you, all about

" Blind Tom." We believe we have reason to be

better acquainted with the peculiar powers of this

ebon-hued " prodigy " than any of those, who have

thus far so liberally laid their offerings of praise or

dispraise on the altar of liistory.

We were surprised that the versatile genius which

invented the exquisite story of "Margret Howth,"

should have so utterly failed in giving a resume' of

the powers and performances of that strange anomaly,

Blind Tom. She could not ha.ve distorted a trurh

more than she has done in the present instance, and

the consequent mischief is inSalculable. Issued, as

her sketch is, in a stereotyped magazine, it will be

handed down to coming generations as a truthful ac-

count of a most wonderful human phenomenon. Her

Blind Tom is as much a myth as are the dramatis

personas in Margret Howth. It is a piece of pretty

romance, but very unreliable history, the truth of

which we feel it our duty, in the present instance, to

vindicate.

In the fall of 18.59, while we were spending our

vacations at home, it was announced that Blind Tom
was to come. Immense show-bills, a wood-cut done

in black ink representing a huge black boy seated at

a huge piano and above and below it these words:

"Blind Tom is coming," were pasted about. Suc-

cinct but unintelligible accounts of this wonderful

boy had reached us when his talents were first dis-

covered, long before. We were on the qui vive to

see this new candidate for fame. At last he came.

As we passed the hotel wherein he was lodged, we

saw Tom looking out of a window, while below a

crowd had gathered looking at him. His general

appearance is pretty much as Miss H., has described

it; he possesses all the peculiarly African character-

istics, prominently developed : protruding chin, blub-

ber lips, bright teeth, fiat no.se, eyes of a blurred ap-

pearance, such as may be observed in very aged

negroes, and partially closed, retreating forehead,

head very full in the occipital but deficient in the

frontal region, wool on his head, of course, and feet

like cradle-rockers, that is as much foot behind the

ankle as in front of it. His face is always upturned

to the sky. Is the poor fellow striving to catch

glimpses of light, or is the sensuous portion of his

head (which, wo have already remarked, is very full)

so heavy as to make this position the more

comfortable one? In face he is hideously ugly, but

his form is good, especially his lower limbs, which are

well rounded and straight ; and his hands above all

are of a beauty, which in in point of shape—not

color—any lady might envy ; they are small with

.slender, tapering fingers.

There he stood in the window, going through the

most ludicrous contortions of the face and attitudes

of the body ; at one time he would jump up and

down as if on a springboard ; then he would seize

hold of the window sill and hang his head out and

down as far as he could get it ; then throw out his

hands and feel for the brick wall, then place his ear

to the wall as if listening—to what?—there was no
music afloat—nothing but the noise incident to large

towns.

That evening he gave his concert. The hall was

crowded to excess. On the stage was a large, fine,

square piano, presented to Tom by the celebrated

makers, Wm. Knabe and Co., of Baltimore.

Presently Mr. Oliver appeared with Tom and went

through his quite agreeable "after dinner speech."

Every few moments Tom would turn round and softly

touch the piiino, his master would correct him,

then he would keep his fingers off again, but only

for a little while. Whenever Mr. Oliver said any-

tliing that flattered Tom, he would burst out into a

wild "yaw, yaw." Then Tom began to play, we
do not remember what it was, we know it was not

over.well done, but we did not expect to be astonished

by musical perfeclion ; the wonder was that one

idiotic, blind, untaught and so young should be able

to play at all. Then followed other pieces, all of an

extremely commonplace character ; no AVeher, no

Beethoven, " no augmented chords," no fugues,

nothing of all that of which Miss IT., with so much
pedantry, speaks ; nothing but simple polkas, marches,

Schottischcs, &c., pieces in which he tenaciously clung

to the tonic and its related harmonies. The " Anvil

chorus " was plaj'ed really well, the accentuation

was good and the time (as in all other cases) was

correct. How in passages like this ;
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a blind boy could accurately hit the high chord and

then fall back into the melodic current, (only here

and there could a few false notes be detected) we can-

not comprehend, unless he could see a little out of

the corners of his eyes. It certainly evinced that he

had practised it considerably. All these pieces were

interspersed by the exhiliitor's speech. After this

came the " Monastery Bells." This was quite ex-

cruciating ; here was agony piled mountain-high.

Half the time it was an unintelligible jumble of

sounds. That part in which the bell-note is struck

on the second quaver, while at first the right hand

and then the left have scale passages, was particularly

ear-tearing. He could not master the scale (A6 I

believe) at all; every other note was wrong ; very

many were left out altogether. Even the rather un"

musical audience did not accept this for " rcines

Spiel " as the German calls it, but their sympathetic

natures found a cause for the shortcomings. " He
probably plays it," they said, "just as he heard it."

So then this gifted, inspired urchin accepts false

chords and passages for music, reproduces them in-

tact, and his musical nature experiences no revulsion,

no shudder from this. Surely this is a new species

of musical genius, of which Tom is the first represen-

tative. After this we had the Oliver Galop—com-

posed by Tom and dedicated to his master. This,

we were employed, under circumstances which we

shall hereafter relate, to copy, and it has been pub-

lished. It has the peculiar plantation-music ring

about it and is as good as many more pieces of the

same class. We may as well remark that its opening

passage ;

4 44 4 4

etc.

was properly fingered. He was then asked to play

something by his favorite composer. This brought

forth a plantation dance something like this :

8VA. 8v.v. fvA. 8VA.

That very vulgar piece of virtuosity, playing behind

one's back, was also exhibitedr In this position Tom
played Yankee Doodle—the melody only—at an in-

terval of two octaves. Then he played Yankee

Doodle with one hand and Fisher's Hornpipe with

the other. Comments upon things of this kind are

needless, they bear their judgment along with their

recital. It will be seen that Yankee Doodle formed a

great portion of his programme, it seemed to be his

favorite tune. He had a little box which, by turning

a crank, made the music of this tune. This he would

hold to his ears (it was very feeble-voiced) and grind

out the wishy-washy old melody.

After this he w'as tried on imitations, descriptions

etc. Among these was the "Drum and fife ;
" at the

upper (soprano) end of the piano he played some fife

melody, while in the bass he reproduced that old

well-worn formula illustrative of drums

:

-^-^--f V—+ '-J-— 't-'d-—+-<'— -f
— '

Then he imitated a locomotive about to start.

Taking the common chord of C, he commenced strik-

ing this ppp and slow, gradually accellerating the

tempo and playing louder, while from his chest he

puffed forth the steam (0 horrors !) thus : tschoo,

tschoo ! Tom also sang ; his voice is very strong,

but rather screechy, and at times he gets terribly flat,
j

He sang " When the swallows " in German. As we

are a German, we profess to know something about

our vernacular. We could detect what the first few

words were intended for, they were somewhat thus

"Wenn die Schwa-ben heim wad seen "—fartlier on

it was nothing but a jargon of unmeaning syllables
;

hau saw, dau, etc. Then he sang "Hear me Norma,"

most of which was done quite well. He always sang

without accompaniment and facing the audience.

Then another of the freaks of his " genius " was

exhibited in the shape of a recital of the Our Father

in Latin. This, we distinctly remember, was his

opening :
" Pater noster ques coel aanclificetnr (pro-

nounced sanctifissei'er) nom turn," etc. About one

third was entirely omitted and the rest scarcely intel-

ligible.

This being concluded, Mr. Oliver told the audience

of Tom's wonderful powers of reproduction and

called on some one to ascend the stage and play to

Tom's bass. No one else going up, we were induced

to do so. Mr. Oliver asked :
" What is your name,

sir." Having been told, he said to Tom :
" Tom,

this is Mr. ." "Who is it, sir!" he asked ; our

name was repeated and he extended his hand which

we shook. Mr. Oliver then asked us to play some-

thing " simple, with a distinct melody." We sat

down and played quite a simple original theme in

about twenty-four measures. Tom listened to it very

attentively and played his " faultless accompani-

ment," which consisted of the simplest chords in

their simplest hum-drum positions, and even though

the melody chanced to stray out of its simple rela-

tions, Tom still vigorously hammered away at his

tonic, dominant and subdominant, just as thousands

of other children are apt to do long before they come

into the hands of their music-teachers. After our

theme was ended we changed seats and Tom played

the treble. The melody of the first eight measures

he got nearly right ; but after that he stumbled over

the keys in a most discordant manner. Then it was

sui-prising to see the gaping audience ; it would not,

of course, do to tell them that Tom had not played

it correctly, they heard it, and ,so that was a proven

fact. This miracle of music, this heaven-taught
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negro, this brain-giant, towering far above your infant

Mozart and the lilce, hears a simple theme twice djs-

inctly played, then attempts to reproduce it and

succeeds only in one third of it and fails in the bal-

ance,—and this is called wonderful ! !

During the second exhibition Mr. Oliver asserted

that he had employed several eminent musicians of

New Orleans as well as of Baltimore to copy Tom's
compositions, and that, after having made the attempt,

they acknowledged their inability to do so, pronounc-

ing it impossible to copy his weird music. At the

conclusion of the concert we went to Mr. Oliver and

told him that it could not heimpossible to write Tom's
music, but that it was impossible it could not be

written ; the art of music-writing was in snch a state

of perfection, and had been for several centuries past,

that no new musical forms or figures conld be inven-

ted which defied perpetuating by writing. He said :

" I will give you twenty dollars if you write me that

one piece, the Oliver Galop." Of course we agreed

to it, determined, to make a trial though we should

*ail.

Next day we called on Mr. Oliver. Tom with his

black servant was playing on the floor, kicking and

laughing. They occupied a room adjoining their

master's, with folding doors between them. Tom
was certainly very comfortably fixed and everything

betokened the kind-heartedness of his master. From
the hotel we went to the residence of a gentleman in

whose parlor there was a fine Steinway. Tom did

not want to play that morning, that is he did not

want to play what he was asked to play ; he was
peevish and fretful as a child. When asked to repeat

the Oliver Galop so that we, his amanuensis, could

write it, he said he did not want his pieces written'

" Why Tom !
" said Mr. Oliver, "you're going to

have your pieces published, they'll go over all the

world with your name on them, everybody will play

them and you'll be a great boy." " I don't want my
pieces published, and I do'nt want anybody else to

play them," Tom said. Finally by threats and

offers of candy he was induced to play it as often

and in the manner we desired it. After we had com-

pleted our copy we sat down to play it. Tom was
perfectly infuriated, tears coursed down his cheeks

and he attempted to push me off the piano-stool

;

the demon was in him then, surely. " I don't want

him to play my pieces," he said. Threats and candy

again appeased his anger and he became as gentle as

a lamb. Besides the Galop we copied what has

since been called the Virgfnia polka, but which is

more in the vein of a galop. The unity of thought

which may be observed in the Oliver Galop cannot

be found in this piece ; the four or five themes of

which it is Composed are each of a separate style and
have no coherence. No one, we are sure, will deny

that the following melody is quite pretty and good
;

bat will any one maintain that it is weird or original

;

is it not palpably the echo of remembered strains 1

;^^t=

The company which was present and heard us plav

these two pieces, pronounced them successful and
accurate copies of the archetype. In the Virginia
polka occurs the only chromatic harmony in the whole
repertoire of Tom's original compositions. It is

this chord :

While we were writing our father struck the

strings of a violoncello standing near by ; Tom
jumped from his seat, clapped his hands to bis ears,

and, his face distorted, cried ; "0 ! please do'nt !"

—

Flowers were handed him of various hues, of which

he named the color after smelling. But that a blind

idiot should have an idea of color is a thing ludi-

crously impossible.

That evening, after having plainly copied the rude

sketch, we presented it to Mr. Oliver and played it

for him. Tom again was very indignant, said he

did'nt like me at all and wanted to go away out of

this "ole town." He cried to go, and even candy and

his musical box, with the everlasting Yankee Doodle

in it, would not quiet him.

As to Tom's improvisations, we can accord to

to them no musical merit whatever ; they were gen-

erally mere echoes of remembered polkas, plantation

songs, etc. We failed to observe in them " tender

or wild, a defiant outcry, a tired sigh breaking down
into silence. Whatever wearied voice it took, the

same bitter, hopeless .soul broke through all ; Bless

me, even me, also, my Father ! ' A something

that took all the pain and pathos of the world into

its weak, pitiful cry." This is beautiful word music,

but " as false as fair."

The article in the Atlantic is not worth controvert-

ing ; in fact no one would attempt it, were it not for

the amount of mischief that is likely to ensue from its

extravagant hyperbole. Tom's touch is not " singu-

larly true and delicate" always ; he indulges in dis-

cordant harmonies to an abundant degree. He does

not play "sad minor always," we do not remember

a single instance of prolonged minor harmony ; on

the contrary he nearly always played in the major

key, and the merrier his piece the more he seemed

to relish it,—no shadow, no cloud on his soul then.

The pretensions put forward by the handbills were

not "commanded by a scrutiny ot scientific and mu-
sical sceptics," for we could not persuade Mr. Oliver

to allow Tom to reproduce a given piece, because

of alleged illness. He can not repeat long songs and

discourses without the loss of many syllables and

even entire sentences. He does not interpret severe-

ly classic composers, and we doubt if ever he heard

a piece of even ever so small a classic calibre. His

themes from operas are the Verdi airs so much in

vogue. Of " augmented chords" he is perfectly inno-

cent. His fingering is not " that of the schools ;"

chords he fingers as he best can, diatonic scales

with three or four fingers and thumb, the chro-

matic scale with first finger and thumb ; and when
he plays with his back to the piano he never plays

but the one tune : Yankee doodle. As to fugues

Tom knows much about them as his biographer.

—

The statement that there are " no false accords as

with the infant Mozart" in his secondos except, when
the music is strictly classical ("!), is a contemptible

absurdity. This is the whole stock in trade of

Tom's accompaniments :

—•-«-« - - -
etc.

-3.
-a-

AU the wasted words about " secondo" playing

are worse than foolish ; every intelligent musician

will comprehend that it is a meagre piece indeed

which will admit of an improvised secondo after the

hum-drum pattern ; and when we are told of a cob-

bler musician who plays an original fantasia of 14
pages, to all which Tom creates a secondo, and then

reproduces "intact" the thematic portion performed
by the cobbler, we are, to say the least, disgusted.—

Those variations on that "inanimate theme" should

not be hid under a bushel, the world would perhaps

find itself enriched by a new Beethoven.

We are not willing to injure Tom's urbane and

gentlemanly master, neither are we willing to dis-

parage Tom's wonderful powers as a memorist, but

we utterly deny that he is endowed with the qualities

which go to make up the sum total of a musical

genius. Extraordinary memory is not needed for

this, but a faultless ear and a poetic teinperament.

—

That Tom has not a very correct ear is a fact estab-

lished by his handbills, which proclaim that he

reproduces a once-heard piece " intact, with all the

FAULTS (!) and peculiarities of the performer "!
! In

all of Tom's performances, and we heard him at

four, his fantasy did not take him beyond the bounds

of relationship of his tonic ; to this he clung like a

ship-wrecked mariner to a spar,—it was his tower of

strength. The people,—that is the musical and even

the half musical,—have never been deceived, only

those who believe in the infallible evangel of the

Press and of every intinerant humbug-preacher have

been. The judgment of many a community

("semi-barbarous" however) has been passed on him
;

but those unariistic Southerners are as loath to ex-

pose a fraud as they are to laud an imposture to the

skies ; they have this yet to lesrn from their Northern

neighbors. We have accepted Tom as a human
phenomenon possessing the power of memorizing to

an unusual degree, possessing at the same time a

sensuous appreciation and fondness for music of a

distinctly-marked rhythmic type, for all his pieces

are of the class which have a strongly marked rhythm,

as marches, polkas, gallops, &c. We are confident

that he neither appreciates nor plays pieces contain-

ing intricate, involved, chromatic or contrapuntal

harmonies.

What proof have we that Tom is totally blind,

that he is an idiot, that he has never received a mu-
sical education, except the assertion of his master'!

If he is not totally blind, is it wondrous that he

should strike chords and melodic passages, even at

great intervals, correctly 1 If he is not idiotic, can we
wonder at his not extraordinary musical talents, with

which his race is so peculiarly gifted 1 Then if we
assume these combined circumstances, added to

bis undenied faculty of memory and tolerable ear,

what bar was there to his being musically educated,

'hat is, to a repertory of pieces being mechanically

drummed into him ? And it is an undeniable fact that

a pianist accompanied Tom in his concert tour. And
then he cannot lay claim to precocity, for when he

gave concerts in 1 859 he must have been at least

thirteen years of age.

We have dealt with Tom fairly ; if we have any

bias it i.s'in his favor. We will leave him to his fate,

and should ever genuine creative talent illuminate

the poor, blind idiot's brain, should ever time prove

him to possess the attributes of a musical genius,

none will be more eager and ready to place him
alongside the master-minds of music in the Walhalla
of fame, than

Very respectfully. Yours, &c. H. J. Wiesel.

uxtnl Correspnbenre.cs*

Philadelphia, Jan. 17, 1863.— The first week
of German Opera ended with this evening's perform-

ance of the "NacJitlayer in Granada." Thus far, the

success of the enterprise has exceeded the expecta-

tions of its most sanguine friends. Martha was play-

ed to a full house on Tuesday evening ; on Wednes-

day, we had "Der Freischiitz," on which occasion the

audienoe was rather too large for the house.

Der FreischiUz is, decidedly, the German's Opera.

Others may enjoy its flowing melodies, acknowledge

the effects of its beautiful harmonies, and even yield

themselves to the action of its plot—that curious
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mingling of tlie supernatural and the commonplace

—but it is the German alone who can take in the

whole—music, plot and associations. Tliere is some-

thing remarkable in the popular love for this work.

For forty years have the Hunter's Chorus, the

Prayer and the duet between Agatha and Aennchen

been sung and fiddled and ground and pounded in so

many different ways and to so many different listen-

ers, that one is amazed at the pleasure with which

they are received whenever the opera is performed.

Is not its association with the German's recollections

of home and childhood, perhaps, the secret of its

perennial acceptability "! Certainly no master ever

had a shrine like that of Weber ; for in every breast

that claims his fatherland for its own, is his memory

ever green.

Now as the best part of the subscriber is Teutonic,

you may well believe that I was more disposed to

admire than to criticize Wednesday's opera.

Nothing was faulty ; some parts were fine and

a few were grand. Especially pleasing was Madame
RoTTEE, and, as a dramatic effort, great was the

Agatha of Madame Johannsen. The orchestra

played admirably, giving all the accompaniments

with care, and the piano passages with -delicacy.

—

The overture would liave been perfection itself, had

not one of the horn players played as though he

were frightened.

Friday's opera was Auber's " Mason and Lock-

smith." It was given to a good house. The role

of Irna was badly damaged by a Mile. Rotter.

Kreutzer's Nachllaqer in Granada is the only nov-

elty we have thus far had. It is a charming opera,

containing several beautiful choruses and solos. It

was favorably received. A violin passage introduc-

ing a baritone air was played solo by Mr. Noll and

drew great applause. A viola solo in Der Freischiltz

wss also beautifully given by the same gentleman

on Wednesday evening.

Mr. Ansohutz is evidently addressing our love

for high art, and performs his task in such a way
that all may know the labor is one of love. The
response he recieves is as creditable to his audience

as it is remunerative to him. On Monday we
are to have Fidelio and on Tuesday the " Magic

Flute."

Mr. Haktmann's matinee of the morning was

well attended. The programme was very attractive,

and Mr, H.'s playing even better than when we last

heard him. Chanterelle.

Philadelphia, Jan. 19.—Your correspondent

writing under date of December 23, was in error re-

garding the production of Sterndale Bennett's Can-

tata of "The May Queen." The Handel and

Haydn Society has done nothing for a long time in

a musical way, publicly. It has not been heard

from this winter, and for aught that the admirers of

good music, faithfully rendered, need care, it may re-

main in its present state of retirement for a much
longer period of time. It is to be hoped that their

modesty is the explanation of this retirement ; if so,

it is not ill placed. We are indebted to the Harmo-

nia Society, no longer " Sacred," in the eyes of the

law, at least—for an introduction to the beauties of

"The May Queen." It affords me great pleasure to

chronicle the entire success of the performance.

The Germania has been lamentably feeble, of late.

The materiel of the orchestra is competent enough
;

but the disatisfaction of those who can appreciate

something better, is occasioned, chiefly, by a con-

viction that there is not enough ability displayed in

the direction.

Mr. Haktmann, a recent importation in the piano-

playing line, is giving semi-monthly matinees at

Blasius's Rooms. He is young and has talent. I

hope that my mundane musical experiences may be

sufficiently extended to enable me to speak of him,

at some future day, as one of the best of resident

artists. The second Soire'e of the Wolfsohn
series was given on the evening of January 10th. I

cannot express, as fully as I would wish, how com-

pletely I enjoyed both programme and performance.

Certainly, my delight has rarely, if ever, been greater

at any similar entertainment. Mr. Wolfsohn's play-

ing was perfection itself, and the most captious of

critics could not, with sincerity, express another

opinion. Worthy of especial commendation was his

performance of the C sharp minor Polonaise of

Chopin ; it was characterized by a rare attention to

the details of expression, and evidenced an intelligent

appreciation of the thick-crowding beauties of the

composition, th.at makes Mr. W. as an artist, second

to none among us.

Nor must Mr. Stoll, whose clarinet playing was a

prominent attraction, be overlooked in this cursory

reference to this unusually successful soirife. With
the exception of your Mr. Ryan, with whose name
happy memories are forever associated in the minds

of those of our people who were fortunate enough to

hear the Mendelssohn Club while in our city, we
have had no performer, in your correspondent's

recollection, who could claim any merit over Mr.

Stoll.

The rare sight of a crowded opera house has been

vouchsafed to the patrons of the musical drama,

during the sojourn of the New York German Opera

Troupe in this city. To-night, Fidelio—greatest of

operas—is to be produced. To-morrow the " season"

closes with the " Magic Flute." It is a matter of

regret that Formes and Stigelli are in Europe, and

that Johannsen cannot remain forever young. Were
it not for this, Der Freyschiitz, last Wednesday even-

ing, would have been a great success. As it was

—

but I will in charity forbear. Mercutio.

Jfoijjijfs .lournal of Iffiisk.
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"De Gustibus," etc.

We print to-day the first two of a series of

letters from an Anaerioan friend, who has lived

for many years in Florence, devoting himself

there to music, and who takes his own independ-

ent views of things, differing in many respects so

widely from our own, that we hardly know how

to enter into discussion with him ; and should

we once get in, we fear we never should get out,

for in certain mooted questions there is no end of

argument.

Our friend, as we said a year ago, is sceptical.

He will not believe that people, (that is to say

audiences, such as listen to Symphonies in

Boston, or even in Dresden), really enjoy classi-

cal music as much as they think they do ; thinks

it all mere deference to great names, a th:ng of

fashion, &e. Now it seems to us we find the

secret of his unbelief in the fact that he himself

looks upon classical music too much as a mere

affair of learning, science, study,—a mere thing

of the schools—and not as a matter of poetry, of

life, of beauty, which may appeal to many souls

besides those of students. The proof of this ap-

pears in what he says of the publishing of scores

in Florence, and of the number of musical stu-

dents there, who make such publication a safe

enterprise, as if this were a far better thing than

listening to Symphony concerts. We wish we

had abundance of such students ; but we still

hold to the opinion, childish though it may be,

that one may enjoy and feel and profit by a

poem or a work of music, art, or architecture,

without knowing how it is produced. Do you

tell us, we deceive ourselves in fancying we enjoy

a Beethoven Symphony, because we cannot read

a score, and get at the music through our eyes,

without the aid of hearing ? We commend to

you the maxim of a very learned musician, the

Leipsic Cantor, Hauptmann :
" The highest tri-

umphs of Art do not exist exclusively for the

arti.st, and the judge of Art, but for mankind."

" F. B." attaches a singular degree of conse-

quence to the fact that the " Twelfth Mass " (in

G), hitherto commonly ascribed to Mozart, has

been much admired in this country and in Eng-

land, whereas the weight of critical opinion in

Germany is against its recognition as a work of

Mozart's. He wishes " the counterfeit nailed to

the counter," in this Journal, and with such

" blows of the hammer " as shall be audible on

his side of the Atlantic. We should be happy to

accommodate him, if we supposed we wielded

such a potent hammer. But perhaps it will suf-

fice that we remind him, in spite of what he says

of the " little corner of fine print," that we had

already, before that, in open editorial type, and

in a leading article, alluding to a critical review

of twelve Masses by Mozart, translated by us

from the Vienna Musik-Zeilung, (nothing to do

with the "Mozart Catalogue" which he confounds

therewith), distinctly recognized the omission

which he makes such vast account of. Let him

turn to No. 548 of this Journal of Music, page

214, and there he will read :

" Many lovers of Mozart's Mass music will be

surprised not to find their favorite " Twelfth

Mass " (in G) even alluded to in this review ; in

spite of its beauties and strong Mozartean fea-

tures, we believe it is now generally conceded

among the learned ones in Germany, that Mo-

zart never wrote it ; Jahn, the very thorough

critical biographer, is said to be of this opinion."

In spite ofall its beauties and strong Mozartean

features, we still say. No one denies that it has

beauties, or very much that is suggestive of Mo-

zart. Few will doubt that the Gloria, the fugue

:

Cum Sancto Spiritu, &c., are fine, and in point

of essential inspiration, if not in all technical re-

spects, not unworthy of Mozart—at least of his

other masses, mostly written in his youth. Dr.

Kdohel's superb " Thematic Catalogue," alluded

to above, classes it among the " Unterschobene

Composiiionen" (supposititious compositions), and

these are his remarks upon it

:

"Editions: Full score: Bonn, N. Simrock. Mass

No. VII.— Voice parts and Organ: London, J. A.

Novello. Mozart's Masses, No. 12.

" Ritter von Seyfried, in the Ccecilia, 1826, vol.

17, p. 77 and following, adduces the strongest inter-

nal evidences against the genuineness- of this Mass.

N. Simrock {Ciecilia,\821,\o\. 21, p. 129) appeals to

Carl Zulehner (who arranged it), from whom he re-

ceived the manuscript, and says :
" but this is hard-

ly Mozart's handwriting." Zulehner, challenged by

the editors of the Crecilia, made no answer. 0. Jahn,

I. 672, adopts Seyfried's view, and finds the treat-

ment of the instruments, especially of the bassoons,

wholly different from Mozart's manner in the Salz-

burg Masses.—By all knowers (Kennern) this Mass

is decidedly declared to be unterschohen."

Fow, for our own part, undoubtedly we have

lost much of the enthusiasm with which we could

speak about this Mass, at a time when it was one

of the very few Masses which we knew at all.

—

But we are far from discarding it as worthless,

or as so much inferior to some of the others by
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Mozart. Seyfried's internal objections, a^ sum-

med up by " A. W. T." in the article referred to

(No. 244 of this Journal, Dec. 6, 1856), are

mostly technical and special, while to the jreneral

character of the work he only objects that it is

not sufficiently chnrch-like.

But we feel no call nor inclination to jro into

more discussion of it. We trust that " T. B.'

is now satisfied, and that Jie too will " let this be

the last we hear of Mozai-t's Twelfth Mass."

We thank " T. B.," however, for his frank

communications, and are glad to let our readers

hear both sides ; althou<ih we cannot consent to

be drawn into endless argument on every ques-

tion. A child may ask .more questions in three

minutes, than a man's whole life may answer.

—

We thank him also for the beautiful score of Mey-

erbeer's Great E.xhibition Overture and March ;

it does great credit to the Florentine publi.sher;

and we would that we had such cheap, clear,

elegant scores here, in pocket size, by which to

listen to the fine symphonies and overtures.

Harvard Musical Association.
,

The Annual Meetins; of this society, mainly com-

poses ot musical Alumni of the University at Cam-

bridge, was held at the Eevere House last Monday

evening. Business was first in order, on the princi-

ple of work before play. Flattering reports were

read by the treasurer, by the librarian (announcing

many valuable additions to the library, of which we

shall copy the list hereafter) ; new members were

welcomed, and others chosen ; the old board of offi-

cers were re-elected, viz :

H. "W. PiCKEEiNG, President.

J. S. DwiGHT, Vice President,

Dr. J. B. Upham, Corr. Sec,

Henry Ware, Rec. Sec. and Librarian.

S. L. Thorndike, Treasurer,

Dr. r. E. Oliver, I n- ,
/-, T7 c J"

directors.
C. F. Shijimin,

S

New appropriations were made for the increa.5e of

the library, and some time was spent in the discus-

sion of plans for strengthening the tie between the

Association and the College, out of which it sprang

— suggested in the report of a Committee, read by

Prof. B. A. Gould.

Then the folding doors were thrown open and dis-

closed the tables, sociably arranged, adorned with

fruits and flowers and fantastical airy fabrics full of

musical allusions, in that happy style of which mine

host of the Revere has for years past establirshed the

tradition, which the society would be quite loath to

depart from. Over forty members sat down, with the

Eev. Dr. Hill, the new President of Harvard, and

Professor Lovering, as guests. Mr. Pickering

presided, evoking music, speeches, sentiments from

almost everybody, in his irresistible and witty man-

ner. President Hill made some admirable remarks,

expressing his own cordial approval of the plans for

placing the Harvard Musical Association in a posi-

tion to influence and extend musical culture in the

University ; he wished to have not only better per-

formance, but better, more classical selections for the

music of the public days at Cambridge; to him the

artist, the mere performer, mere expression was noth"

ing ; the thought, the music itself was everything.

Whereupon the president of the evening appealed to

Mr. Otto Dresel, with us for the first time as a

member, to give us, in that inimitable way of his,

the union of the thought and the expression ; which

he did by stepping to the fine Chickering Grand and

holding the assembly spell-bound by three pieces of

Chopin exquisitely rendered. The punning presi-

dent then flew from hilt to dale, and called on one of

the Directors of the Boston Music Hall, who made

the cheering announcement that the Great Organ, sO

long expected, is now actually upon the ocean, on its

way here, slow and sure, in a Dutch bottom, named

the Presto ! It will at once be put up in its place,

and the dingy walls of the Music Hall be cleansed

and renovated with cathedral splendor, &c., &c.

Following his wayward rambles over hill ahd dale

and fields, it was no wonder that the president

brought back a fresh flower of poesy,—this little im-

promptu, which came in so apropos after the piano

pieces, that there is no need to name " the artist," to

whom the stanzas are a tribute :

When the frost is on the pane.

And the North wind roars again,

Piling up the crackling snow

On the freezing world below

—

There's a lad in our town

Who can banish winter's frown !

When the sheriff's at the door,

Frowning black because we're poor,

Looking sharp and talking sour,

In the chilly, nipping hour

—

There's a lad in our town

Who can banish penury's frown I

When our heads are aching hard.

And our eyes wont see a y.ard,

—

When our nerves with care are stung,

And we wish that we were hung^

—

There's a lad in our town

Who can banish sorrow's frown !

When the Davis stock is up.

And we smell the poisoned cup

At a friend's unfriendly board

—

While even there we're moored,

There's a lad in our town

Who can banish treachery's fi-own

Do you ask me what's his name.

And whence the creature came,

With his flying fingers rare

Bringing all things sweet and fair,

—

This lad in our town

Who can banish any frown 1

Ah ! I want tlie fitting words

To follow, follow chords

That leap without restrain

From the artist's haunted brain,

—

But he'll banish every frown

That may rise to scare the town !

Prof. LovERiNG, being toasted, described some

interesting experiments in Acoustics, theory of vibra-

tions, &c., to which branches of science he has given

so much attention , and closed with warmly claim-

ing more respect for Art, and for music as the Art of

Arts, among the liberal branches of a college educa-

tion. He thought it was time that we should have a

University of the Senses. Many more apt and witty

little speeches were made ; and from time to time the

Glee Club of the Association, greatly superior to

what it was in numbers and efficiency, refreshed our

ears with part-songs by Mendelssohn and others,

English Glees, &c., capitally sung ; and so were

songs by sweet-voiced individuals. Mr. J. K. Paine,

musical instructor at Harvard, in answering the

compliment to him as a new member, invited the

singing members to form the nucleus of a choir to

sing some classical choruses by Mendelssohn, &c., at

the approaching inauguration of Pres. Hill. And
so a long evening passed swiftly off' with that unal-

loyed hilarity and harmony which always mark this

pleasant anniversary. The only regret was the ab-

sence of some of our most valued associates,

—

some, like Dr. Upham and Dr. Derby, being on duty

at the seat of war.

The Handel and Hatdn Society, we ar^ glad

to learn, are rehearsing "Elijah."

Carl Zereahn offers a peculiar attraction for

his second Philharmonic to-night, which will he
" sure to draw." It is the little Teresa Cakeeno,
who will play for the first time with orchestra, and

so difficult a piece as Jlendelssohn's Capriccio ; also

two operatic fantasias for piano alone. Another

novelty will be the singing of Mrs. Celia Houston
Ford, a pupil of Sig. Bendelari, of which we hear

good report. The orchestral pieces will be Liszt's

"Preludes," the great " Leonora " overture (No. .3),

a transcription of Schubert's "Erl King," and

Lindpaintner's Battle Overture.

We understand that the net fesult of the " Jubilee

Concert " on New Year's day amounts to about S5.50,

which sum will he lianded over to the treasurer of

the Educational Commission for the benefit of freed

slaves.

We have already given too much space to the dis-

cussion of " Blind Tom "; but the article which we

print to-day presents just that right kind of evidence,

which it is so extremely difficult to obtain in such

cases ; and settles the question so conclusively, that

we cannot withhold it.

Our weekly " Concert I\eview"will have to lie

over till next week. There have been good concerts

by the Mendelssohn Quintette Cluh and the Orches-

tral Union ; but " wonder children" just now carry

the day ; and it is only those concerts in winch little

Miss Carreno plays, which seem to pay; and for

those there is a new name, to-wit :
" Musical Enter-

prises," of which the shining example was set by

Gdmore, with crowded Music Hall, on Saturday

afternoon and evening and Sunday evening. Even

our " Philharmonic" is assuming the character of a

musical " enterprise." Of the little magician, whose

fingers coin so many notes and dollars, we find the fol-

lowing account in the Transcript. (By the way,

another " prodigy," Master Willie Barnesmore
Pape, is coming).

The Wonderful little Pianist, who is just

now creating such a sensation in Boston, was born in

Caraccas, Venezuela, on the 22d of December, Ig.'iS,

and is consequently only nine years old. Her family
is one of the most distinguished Spanish families in

that country. Her musical talent first manifested it-

self when she was about ^yw years old, bntprcvious to

that lime, even while she was 'a mere infant, it was
observed that she took great pleasure in listening to

music. At the early age of fim years she sang with
singular correctness various operatii^ airs, anrl when
five years commenced playing upon the piano forte.

Although entirely untaught, she readily plaved sever-

al Spanish dances, performing a plain hut correct ac-

companiment with her left bond. About a year and
a half later, herfather, Don Manuel Antonio Carreno,
commenced giving her lessons upon the instrument,

and the only other instructor she had in Venezuela
was Mr. Julius Hoheni, a distinguished German Pro-
fessor. Mr. Hoheni had her under his care only four
months before she left her native country.

Her progress was very rapiil. She obtained a per-
fect mastery over Thalberg's fantasia on \orma.,
when only seven years old, and soon af'n?r learned
many otlicr compositions of the classic and modern
composers, whicli she renders with great skill and in-

telligence, as those who have heard her in this city

can testify. Shortly after her arrival in New York,
she had an interview with Gottschalk, and played a
piece with him for four hands. In sir davs she
learned by heart his " Jernsjilem " and the " Bana-
nier," and upon Gottschalk's n'turn from giving
some concerts in Boston, he gave her instrnctious for

their more finished execution. She improvises with

great facility, and her compositions arc of remirkahle
beauty. In everything else except music, she is per-

fectly childlike, though modest and unassuming.

llustc SbroaK
Munich (Dfc. 2nd. 1862).—Yesterday evening

we were present at an admirable performance of
Ferdinand Ililler's oratorio />ie Zersldrunii von .Te.ra-

snlein, under the direction of Herr von PerfnII.

—

Every one concerned—soloists, chorus and orchestra
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—was fall of enthusiasm for the work, which made
a deeper ittipression on the public than the produc-

tion of any other living composer has ever made,

—

Although our audiences are by no means fond of

indulgins: in loud applause, but, on the contrary, are

very reserved, the audience yesterday was prodigal

of its approbation. But then the choruses went re-

markably well, the mode in which they were taken

up, as for instance, that beginninj " Verrather ! er

ist ein Freund von Babylon !" being so precise and

vigorous, that they frequently produced a startling

effect. Generally speaking, a good star shone upon

the entire performance, under the sure guidance of

Herr von Perfall. The part of Jeremiah was snng

by Herr Harlander, .an excellent barytone, who gave

the recitative with breadth and grandeur, and the

whole with dignified solemnitv. The soprano part

was confided to Mad. Hefner-Vogel, who sans it ad-

mirablv ; the part of Hannah to Mdlle. Maier. an

excellent contralto ; and the tenor part, to Herr

Heinrich, of the Theatre Royal. It is true that

Chameral, and the Israelitish maiden, Zedekia and

Achikam. had to he represented by one and the same
person ; but, when the question arises which element

must principally be considered, that of the drama or

that of the music (supposing that full justice cannot

be done both), we pronounce decidedly in favor of

the latter, since, in oratorio, the comprehension of the

drama is merely subordinate to a perfect rendering of

the music, which is the principal thing. If, therefore,

the singers are able by their style of execution to

keep properly distinct, as was here the case,

the double character of the parts they have un-

dertaken, a character already marked by the compo-
sition, the plot suffers nothing in intelligibility. It

was a gratifying fact that this success achieved by

one of Ferdinand Hiller's more important works
should happen to be simultanoeus with his nomination

by our king, as a Knight of the iVlaximilian Order.

The statues of the latter are, on the whole, the same
as those of the Prussian Order of Merit for Science

and Art. The number of members is limited, and.

when a vacancy occurs, the Chapter of the Order

proposes a new member. Herr Ferdinand Hiller

has been nominated in the place of the late Heinrich

Marschner.

—

Nlederrheinische ilasik-Zeilung.

Hanover—[From a Correspondent).—The Court

Concerts—the " Hanover Philharmonic Concerts,"

as many eniitle them—gave their first performance

for the season, on the 1:3th of last month. Your
Enelish friends perhaps would like to compare the

style of our Philharmonic programme with their

own. Here then is the selection :— 1. Overture, Z?ii7/

Bias (Mendel.ssohn) ; 2. Air, Theudnra (UanAeX)
\

3. Violin Concerto (Beethoven). The orchestra

here is almost the creation of Herr .loseph Joachim,

under whoso direction it has been for the last ten

years. Some of your capital bands in London
would suffer in comparison. I may speak feelingly,

perhaps nationally, but to say the least, I never heard

a finer performance of the Pastoral Symphony on

any occasion in your 'big city, either at our name-

sake rooms, in our namesake square, or at St. James's

Hall. I need scarcely inform your readers how Jo-

achim plays Beethoven's Concerto. I almost incline

to think—you will own I don't speak nationally here

(Joachim, though German in music, is by birth a

Hungarian)—that he has caught a new fire and a

new poetic sensibility from his long series of classi-

cal performances in London, and the enthusiasm he

met with from the British public. Most certainly his

performance on this occasion struck me as grander

than ever. The new Austrian singer, Fraulein

Weiss, made a very great sensation. She has a mar-

vellously fine voice, and sings like a true artist. You
will be sure to hear her in London' next season, so

that I shall say no more of her just now, than that

she sang both'her airs splendidly. On the stage we
Hungarians regard her as a sort of Titiens. There

is a rumor afloat that Joachim has sent his resigna-

tion to the King, but as yet has received no answer.

I hear that he contemplates taking up his future re-

sidence in London, Vienna, or Berlin. I should have

told you that a brilliant and fashionable audience at-

tendeii the first Court Concert, that the King was

present, and, that, as is his usual custom, he sent for

Joachim after the performance, to express to him his

pleasure and gratification.

—

Land. Musical World.

Berlin.

The event at the Royal Opera-house, since I wrote

you last, has been the performance of Fif/aro's

'Hochzeit—Lk Nozze. Not being a Prussian official

at a salary of fifty pounds a year, with the hoMc of

having it raised—when I am about fifty myself—to

sixtv, I am not afraid of saying what I think. I ara

accustomed to call a spade a spade, and bad sin'.ring,

bad biugiug, neither more nor less. These observa-

tions are not dictated by any feeling or tendency,

but by a desire to give greater emphasis to my com-
mendation of the manner in which this immortal
clief-d'xuore, of Mozart was—with one or two draw-
backs, played the other evening. I have so frequent-

ly had occasion to dilate upon the Countess of Mme.
itoster, and the Cherubin of Mdlle. Lucca, that, at

present it would be superfluous for me to do more
than mention the fact—and even the mention of that

is, perhaps, superfluous—that both ladies gave un-
qualified satisfaction. But I must not dismiss Mad.
Harriers-Wlppern so summarily. It was the first

time of her appearing as Susanna, and her rendering
of that difiicult part requires a word or two of special

notice, if only on account of the position she holds
among the operatic singers of Berlin, or, in other
words, of Germany. As far as her singing went,
she was accordingly good. She had evidently studied

most zealously and conscientiously the music, and
was admirable throughout, but more especially in the

duet with Count Almaviva and her last ravishing

air. With the dramatic portion of her performance,
however, I was not so much pleased as with the

vocal portion. An operatic artist, if deservinir of
the title, ought to act as well as sing, and act, more-
over, with something like vivacitv and sprightliness,

if the part to be represented should happen to be

Susanne—Susanne the ^t^eill^e, Susanne the espieqle,

one of the most charming creations with which
Baumarchais' pen enriched France and the civilized

world. Mdme. Harriers-Wippern did not act so.

—

Her impersonation was, dramatically speaking, tame
and nninteresting. I need scarcely add, I presume,
that this circumstance hy no means improved the iren-

eral effect of the opera, which, otherwise, would have
been perfect. We are told that we should not look
a gift horse in the mouth, and I do not feel disponed
to quarrel with the principle laid down. Conse-
quently, if it is true, as I have been informed, that

Mdme, Harriers-Wippern only undertook the part

of Susanna to render the performance of the opei-a

po.ssible, 1 will not subject her efforts to any further

criticism, but at once conclude my remarks, merely
advising her in the kindest spirit, to eschew as soon
as she can the line of soabi-ettes, for which nature
never intended her. The orchestra, under the able

guidance of Herr Taubert, was well up to the mark.
The other operas for the week have been 11 Trovatore,

La Filledu Rerjiment, and Gluck's Armida. Accord-
ing to report, Herr Theodor Wachtel will play a

short engagement during the course of this present

month, and will be succeeded, in January, by Mdlle.
Artot.

The third Sinfonie Soiree of the Royal Chapel
opened with the overture to the opera of Dimitri

Oonskoi, by Rubenstein. This was followed by a

livelv Allegro in G minor, which did not create a

very deep impression. The other pieces in the pro-

gramme were Haydn's Symphony in B flat major,

Mendelssohn's overture to Rut/ Bias, and Beethoven's

D major Symphony.

Stern's Gesangvercin celebrated the fiftieth anni-

versary of its establishment bv a concert in the Sino:-

academie, last Saturday. Besides a number of

choral compositions, there were solos, vocal and in-

strumental, by Mad. Harriers-Wippern, Herren Hans
von Billow, Franke and Krause.

At the second of his own soirees for pianoforte

music. Her von BUlow favored us with a "Suite" by
Raff; an " Etude," and two " Arrangements," by
Liszt ; "Variations," by Kroll ; a Prelude and Fugue,
by Rubinstein (which were not quite equal to J. S.

Bach's efforts in the same line, whatever the noble

concert-giver and the musicians of the Russi.in em-
pire may think) ; and Beethoven's Sonata, Op. 106.

The room was tolerably full, and the audience much
more delighted with Herr von Billow's playing than

I was. By the way, Herr von Biilow appears ex-

tremely partial to Rubinstein's compositions, for I

see in the account of a coticert which he gave, with

Herr and Mad. Damrosch, on the ad inst., at Frank-

fort-on-the-Oder, that Rubinstein's " Barcarole," No.

4, was among the pieces selected by him on the oc-

casion. Need I say that there was, moreover, an

"Arrangement" by Liszt "?

Herren Zimmermann and Stralknecht have com-
menced their series of soirees for the winter. The
programme included a quartet in B flat major, hy

"Papa" Haydn ; Op. 74, by Beethoven ; and a new
Duet-Sonata, in G, for piano and violoncello, by W.
Taubert. Tiie last-named production gave general

satisfaction, and was exceedingly well rendered by
the composer himself and Herr Stralknecht.

A new four-part song by Meyerbeer has just been
published. It is entitled "Pas Lied von blinden

Hessen," and is written for a tenor solo and four-

part chorus. Great i-: the commotion, no doubt, ex-

cited amone all the Gcsangvereins in Fatherland.

—

Corr. London Musical World.

Sprial llfltites.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

X-. ^^ T E S T 3^/^ XJ S I C
Published by Olivev Ditsoii ic Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Sweet little cottage maid. Song and Chorus.

J. L. Gilbert. 25

A sweet, bright little song, about " sweet Nelly "

and the nice little cottage she lived in. Ought to take

its place among the most popular ballads.

Spii'it of Light. Ctivatina. Langtoii Williams. 40

For soprano. A little difficult, but of good classi-

cal style.

I love thee far more dearly. (L' amo a m'e piu

cara). Romanza from Bellini's "I Copaletti." 25

A fine song, familiar in its melody to many, as be-

ing often the subject of variations. Very sweet and

singable.

Circled round with Jasmine spray. (Standeheu),

A. Fesca. 25

A beautiful German song, by a fine composer,

whose "Wanderer" is well known. Of the style of

a serenade.

Instrnmental Music.

Diamantina Polka. G. Ciaguinto. 25

This sparkling "little diamond" polka has just

arrived from Italy, and is destined to shine among the

numerous tribe of polkas, as one of the best. Not

difficult.

Golden Robin Polka. N. Bosquet. 30

It is already familiar to the concert going public

as a favorite. Contains pretty trills, running passa-

ges in imitation of the Golden Robin's iOriole''s) song,

and is not difficult.

Japanese Polka. Charles D'Albert. 35

No composer in his style of music is more popular

than D'Albert. It is sufficient to say, that this is in

his usual pleasing style.

Feuilles D* Album. Two Impromptus. Mayer. 25

Two pleasing pieces. As impromptus, will not per-

haps, take as deep hold upon the feelings as some

more elaborate compositions, but may please for the

moment, better than they.

Books.

Bendelari's Musical Album, for 1863.—

A

collection of ten songs, a duett, &nd a trio,

with English words. Music by Auguste Bende-

kri. $3.00

This elegant book contains, composed in Bendeliri's

asterly style, the following songs :

List, lady, list. Serenade.

Do you really think he did? Ballad.

The Sea of Love. Ballad.

Thine eyes are dim with weeping. Song.

Hope, I know he will return. Song.

Birds, birds. Song.

I lo3t my way. Ballad.

I arise from dreams of thee. Serenade.

You've forgot the cottage door. Song.

The angel of the storm. Song.

Meet me there. Duettino.

Chorus of Angels. Trio for female voices.

The book is good every way, but preeminently good

I a gift book.

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being

about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Hooks can also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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JXTLITTS EICHBERG,
TEACTTT5R OF

Sinj^insr, PinnOf CompoMicion and Tiolin>
Address 4.t Ditpon & C'>''s., or at Residence 21 E. Canton Street

"ITT ANTED IMMRDTATELT: A Lady competent t^ taks

' ' chartre of the Musical Department of a first class Female

ColleG;e, tn pive Instruction on Piano. Guitar and in Vocal

Music. The higbe.st recommendations, as to compntency

for Ihe position, required. Address Box 24, Mechanicsburg;,

Cumberland Co.. Pa.

"XTT \NTED,—A situation as Teacher or as Governess. Un-
' ' derstanda thoroughly all the English branches and

Drawing. Kefer to OLIVER DIT.SON & CO. 559

XT ETTH."S" SCHBIMPF win resume his lessons

in Piano, Violin. Harmony, and Composition, the

first ot October. Address at Mes.srs. Chickerings' Warerooms,

Oliver Ditson & Co''8, or his residence 21 Dix Place. 547

jyrR, J. Q,. "WETHERBEE, pupil and associate of

the Royal Academy of Music, London, will receive his

pupils at ^ Union Park St., East. Ist door from Washington

St. Address as above, or until January 1st., at 18 Tremont

Temple. 558.

EtiIiIOTT "W. PRATT,
GIVES INSTRUCTION ON THE PIANOFORTE,

Address at Oliver Ditson & Co''s.

TTTANTED.—A situation as Governess or Assistant Teacher.
* ' Can teach the English branches, Music, French and

German to beginners. Drawing, Crayoning, &e. Refer to

OLIVER. DITSON & CO. 559

NEVC^ BOOK OP CHURCH MI7SIC.

THE SACRED STAR;
OR

XTnion Collection of Church Music.
CONSISTING OP

Psalm Tunes, Antheks, Sentences and Chants. For the
use of CHOIRS, SINGING SCHOOLS. CONVENTIONS. MUSI-
OAL ASSOCIATIONS, fee. By LEONARD MARSHALL.
The author of thi'^ new work, presents it to the public, after

twenty-five years experience with Choirs. Classes and Musical
Societies, as especially suited to the wants of those for whrm
it is designed. pHrticular care has been taken, in order that
the Melodv of each piece should be ^natural, graceful and In
itself attractive and henutiful ; and to so construct the whole
harmony, that each part'should be snfRciently distinct, and nt
the same time so blended with all the others, that together
they might produce an effect, pleasing and attractive, but not
less scientific and devotional. The elementary department Is

On the system universally approved; the proportion of tunes,
in regard to the various metres, has been carefully attended to,

a few of some of the very rarest metres have been inserted;
and the Anthems, Select Pieces and Chants, are of a character
which it ia thought cannot f;ul to be interesting and popular,
as well as appropriate for the Singing Class and the Convention,
and suitable for the sublime service of the house of God.

Price $1.00. on receipt of which it will be mailed, post-paid.
Per dozen, ft8,n0. Just Published by OLIVER DITSON
& CO., 277 Washington Street, Beaton.

Choice Musical Gifts,

:foi^ tt3:e i3:oLii:>.^^srs.

MUSTCAIi ALBUM FOR 1863. Containing ten

Pones, a duet, and a trio, by Sig A. Benrelari. Several of

these compositions hnve bpcome favorably known bv being

pune atconcprtsin tbi.=i city. The book is published in ele-

gant and attractive style. Bound in cloth, gilt, price 3F3 00

"BEETHOVETNT'S SOTSTATAS. Tn two Eletrant

Volumes With a Portr.nit. In cloth, embossed. 10.00

MOZART'S SOWATAS. Tn one Elegant Volume,

unifi^rm in stvle with the preceding. 5.00

CTTOPTIST'S -WATiTZES AWD MAZURKAS.
With portrait. In cloth. embo=Pcd. 3,00

METSTDEIjSSOHN'S SOTSrO-S "Without "Wov^s.
One volume Complete, bound in cloth. 3.00

THAIiBERG'S ART DTJ CHAISTT. 3.00

MEisrDEi:.ssoH]sr's pour-part SOISTGS.
Complete. With English and German Words, 1.25. In cloth

lettered, 1.50. Same for Male voices only, 75 cents.

DTTSOlSr & GO'S EDITTOW OP OPERAS.
Ernnni.* Don Giovanni.* Dinorah, Norma.* Trovatore.* Par-

don de Ploermel. Travintji, Sonnambula.* Lucia.* Lncrezia.*

each with English and Italian Text : Martha.* with English,

German and Italian ; Doctor of Alcant.ara. with English,

enfh, W3.00. also, all the above marked with a Stak. together

with Der Freyschntz. Fiavo Solo, each 2.00. With the ex-

ception of the " Doctor " these are bound in uniform style,

and form one of the most recherche gifts of the season.

ARTOTT. a collection of four-part Songs for male

voices: in separate parts, with sf'ore. 3.00

The Oratorios of "THE MESSIAH," and
"THE CREATION"." Bound in rich crimson cloth,

1,25. In paper, 75 cents.

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES. With Sympho-

nies and accompaniments by Sir .John Stevenson. With a

portrait of Moore, and a sketch of his life and of the bistorv o

the work. 9PT,50. In cloth, gilt side. 2.00. In cl. full gilt, 3,00

BACH'S 48 FUGUES. (The Well-Tempered Clavi

chord). Beins the celebrated 48 Preludes and Fugues, by J.

Sebastian Bach. In two volumes, each 3.00. Complete, 5,00

THE SILVER CHORD. A coll. of popular songs,

Duets, fee. In cloth 2.25, boards 2,00.

THE HOME CIRCLE. A coll. of Marches. Polkas,

Schottisches. Quadrilles, Redowas, Contra Dances, fee, ar-

ranged for the Piano-forte. In boards, 2.00. Cloth, 2.25.

Full Gilt. 3.00.

THE SHO"WER OF PEARLS. A collection of

the most beautiful Duets, arranged for the piano-forte. A

very choice and desirable volume for Social and Home Circles.

Bound in boards 2.00. Cloth 2.25.

THE OPERATIC BOUQUET. In cloth. 200.

THE PARLOR GLEE BOOK. Containing all

the principal Songs and Choruses performed by " Ordway's

.^Eolinns." Arranged for the Piano-forte. 1.00

BEAUTIES OP CALEDOTTIA. Or Gems of

Scottish Song, With a portrait of Burns. Cloth, em b. 150

109 SOT^GS OP SCOTLATSTD. 50 cents

100 SOTSTGS OP IRELAND. 50 cents

100 COMIC SONGS. 50 cents

MOORE'S ENCTTCLOPEDIA OP MUSIC.
Cloth. 4.00

HOME MELODIST. 100 Songs, words and music.
in clotli 25 cents.

fTr^In addition to theabove, upwards of .'iOO valuable Musi-
cal Works, amone which are Masses, Oratories and Collections

ofSacred Music, Cnllerfions of Ponirs. Glees, fee. and oflnstru-
mental Music, Methods of Instruction for Voice. Piano and all

other Instruments, a complete stock of Foreitm Music in sheets
and volumes, and upwards of 20,000 different publications of
Sheet Music.

Published by Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.
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VOCAL.

Lftiishine; sonjr from "Manon Lescaut" Attber. 35

0, di'lnt she seem to like it. Comic French. 25

Memory. Song A. Beickardt. 25

Blue ey'd Minnie. Ballad and Cho..ilf. Sbison. 25

With thee. Song Franz AM. 25

Picket Guard. Song and Cho. W. H. Goodwin. 25

Te Deum in B6 T. F. Tuckerman. 75

Morning service in —Unison Te Deum and

Juhilate Henri/ Wilson. 75

They oiTer rank to me. Ballad H. Glover. 25

Corn is Kin<r. Song: and Chorus E. Nason. 25

O, sing to me those dear old songs. . .F. Buckley. 25

Make your home beautiful. Ballad.

H. S. Perkins. 25

The merry month of May S. C. Foster. 25

Love me sweet, with all thy heart.£. J. Fitzhugh. 25

Westward Ho, Song T. S. Porter. 25

Marching song " Good bye, old friends good

bye," T. H. Uinton. 25

Our beautiful flag, or The bonnie Red, White

and Blue, Song and Chorus 7 C. J. 25

Maryland ! My Maryland ! Patriotic Song 25

They are coming home. Song .... Geo. X Webb. 25

I w.atch from my window J, Dussek. 25

INSTETJMEN-TAL.
Remember me. Morceau de Salon. . . .A. Held. 25

Col. Chickering's Battle March J. Eichberg. 35
Feast of Roses. Nocturne L.M. Hervey. 35
Lightfoot Schottische C. Spintler. 25
Tinney's new Lancer's Quadrille 35

Doctor of Alcantara, Quadrille Eichberg. 35

International Quadrille, Illustrated. . .D'J?6ert. 75

God save the Queen, Transcription,^. Richards. 50

Souvenir de Steinbach. Idylle J. Kafka. 35

The Bride's prayer on her wedding day. (Der

Jungfrau Gebet) T. Oesten. 35

Angeline Quadrille H. Farmer. 35

Medora Waltzes. Illustrated in colors. .Z)'.4/6er<. 60

Autumn leaves Schottische.
. .Lizzie M. Hersey. 25

Dewdrop Polka Redowa A. E. Warner. 25

Alice Waltz. Illustrated in colors D'Albert. 75

For,get me not Polka • W. Philp. 25

Child Waltz Geo. Gretton. 25

On song's bright pinions, Auf Fliigeln des

Gesanges. Transcription Stephen Heller. 75

BOOKS.
King's New Collection of Church Music.

Mostly selected from the works of the great

masters ; with a separate organ accompani-

ment. Bound in cloth, price S2,00

Per dozen S18,00

Camp Songs, a Collection of National, Patriotic

and Social Songs, for the Volunteers ; new

edition, with additions and improvements. 10

Mnaio BT M.*il, —Music is sent by mail, the expense heinfj

about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conve.vnnce a savinff of time and expense In obtaining
supplies. Books cap also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. Thl.^ applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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AEMI DRUM MD FIFE BOOR,
CONTAmiNa

Complete Instructions for Full Camp Duty.

THE REVEILLE -THE TATTOO.

Calls nud Beats used in the U> S» Sci'vice^

With Engravinys Illustrating the use of the Drum
;

AND A CHOICE COLLECTION OP

Kational, Patriotic and other Music,

TOGETHER WITH

AliL. THE BUGIiER'S CAIiL,§

Por Infantry and Skirmishers.

EDITED BY

KEACH, BURDITT AND CASSIDY.
AND

KECOMUENDED BY THE LATE EDWARD KENDALL.

The Most Thorough "Work of the Kind.

This work is already adopted throughout the country and
is universally recommended to all desiring either Instructions
or Music for the Drum and Fife. As a correct book for Camp
Service it cannot be excelled^ if^ indeed^ equalled,^ Its use inva-
riably leads to the greatest proficiency in the use of these

rumenta. Price only 50 cents. Copies will be mailed
postpaid on receipt of the price. OLIVEH DITSON & CO.,
Publishers, 277 Washington Street, Boston.

NINTH SEASON.

BIT THE OBCHESTBAL UNION".
A T THE BOSTON MUSIC HALL, commencing December

-^^ 3, continuing every WEDNESDAY until further notice.

The Orchestral Union beg to announce to their friends

and patrons that they have greatly increased their library,

and hope (the selection being entirely new) to offer at each

concert a pleasing Tariety.

Commencing at 3 o'clock.

Packages of 6 tickets $1.00—to be had at all the Music

Stores, and may be used at pleasure; single tickets 25 cts.

each, to be had at the door only, 557

THE MUSICAL REVIEW AND WORLD.
In consequence of the unprecedented rise in the cost of

paper and of the taxes to be laid upon adYerti.cements, we are
compelled to raise, from next Januart. the subscription
price of The Musical Review and Worlds from $1,00 to Si,50.
All those, however, who subscribe before this time, will
receive the paper por the usual price, one dollar per tear,
SINGLE COPT EIGHT CENTS. We take this Opportunity of saying,
that in the next volume, as well as it has been heretofore, it

will be our aim. to lay before our Readers, all such works by
eminent European authors, which are recently published and
of vast and real importance to musical culture. In this re-

spect we have always successfully tried to be the first in the
FIELD, and we hope to be so again. This involves of course
considerable expense, not only on account of the high prices
of European books, but of the musical illustrations, generally
necessitated by such republications, but we have at least the
satisfaction of knowing, that we have given our mite towards
the improvement in taste and knowledge of musical art in this
country and this is the only consideration we have, in con-
ducting this journal, THEODOKE HAGEN,
558 Proprietor and Editor of the Mus. Rev. and World.
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ORA.TORIOS.
ORIGINAL EDITION,

ARRANGED AND EDITED BY
VINCENT NOVELLO.

HANDEL. cts.

Messiah 75
Judas Maccabseus 75
Israel in Egypt 75
Samson 75
Solomon 75
Jeptha 75
Deborah '.

75
Josh ua 75
Saul 75
L- Allegro S;l,20
Dettingen—Te Deum 38
Alexander's Feast 75
Acis and Galatea 60
Ode to St. Cecelia's Day 60

HAYDN.
The Creation. . . .^ 75
Seasons 1,20MENDELSSOHN
St Paul '.75

Hymn of Praise 75
As the Hart pants 38
Come, let us sing oS
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When Israel out of Egypt came 38

MOZART, HAYDN AND BEETHOVEN.
Mozart's Twelfth Mass 75
Mozart's First Mass 60
Haydn's Third or Imperial Mass 75
Beethoven's Mass in C 75
Beethoven's Engedi, or David in the Wilderness, (Mount

of Olives) 60
ROMBERG.

Lay of the Bell 60
ROSSINI.

Stabat Mater 50
SPOHR.

God, thou art great 38
Last Judgment 75

Any Chorus, from any of the above works, may be had

separately, in score, at from 4 to 15 cents each, according to

length. At

WEBB & ALIiEJ\'IS,

ASTOK PLACE,
XTIi'W 70HK.

JOII]\ CHUKCia, Jr

Wholesale and Retail, in

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN SHEET MUSIC,
AND MUSIC BOOKS,

And every variety of Musical Instruments and
Merchandise.

Wo. 66 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati.
Special Attention paid to the prompt answering of orders

from Seminaries, Dealers and Teachers. A new and Com-
plete Catalogue furnished on application The pubUcations of
all Music Houses in the Unitad States furnished at the lowest
prices. 374

TI/TASON & HAMLIN, MANrFACTUREss op HAR-
-L»J- MONIUMS and MELODEONS. Factory in Boeton.—
Warerooms: 274 Washington Street. Boston: 5 & 7 Mercer
Street. New York. Address, " MASON & HAMLIN, Boston,"
or, "MASON BROTHERS, New York.
The ONLY Instruments of their class which have ever been

awarded a Gold Medal. Twenty-six first premiums have
been awarded them within six years, and they have never
FAILED to take the firs-t premiums wherever exhibited. Com-
paring one of these Harmoniums with " church organs of
moderate size and power,"' the judges of the Maesachusetts
Charitable Association, Boston, (composed of some of the most
eminent mujiicians of that musical city,) said : "'In volume of
sound and extent ofcombination, it More than equals them ;"
pronouncingit. also. •• Far in advance of any that have here-
tofore been manufactured of its kind."
The manufacturers have numerous written testimonials to

the great superiority of their instruments from such eminent
musicians as Thalberq. William Mason and Satter. Pianists

;Morgan and Zundel. Organii'ts ; Bradburt, Root, Lowell
Mascn, and many others.

Prices $50 to $400 each : and the same whether ordered
from Boston or New York.
Every Instrument fully warranted.

ADD TO THE INTEREST OF YOUR SAB-BATH SCHOOL.
by furnishing it an Organ to accompany its Sacred Songs. An
efficient and bfautiful one, powerful and pure in tone, may be
had for SGO, ^80, $100 and upward.

MASON & HAMLIN'S NEW HARMONIUMS.
are auch instruments, having by recent Improvements—the
result of many years' careful 'study and experiments—been
brought to a degree of excellence which warrants the manu-
facturers in the confident assurance that they will compare
favorably in all respects with pipe organs of several times their
average cost. Call and see them, or send for a Circular.

MASON & HAMIilN,
274 Washington street, Boston

;

564 5 & 7 Mercer street. New York.

REMOVAL! REMOVAL!

Have REMOVED their PIANO WAREROOMS to No. Q7S
WASHINGTON STREET, a few doors North of BEDFORD
Street, where they will be happy to see their friends and cus-
tomers. 515

SOMETHBG NEW FOK CHOIRS,
SINGING SCHOOLS AND CONVENTIONS.
THE V®ICE OF PRAISE :

A Volume of Sacred Music, with New and
Attractive Features.

RENDERING IT THE

MOST DESIRABLE WORK OF THE KIND.
FOR THE USE OF THE

CHOIR, SINGING-SCHOOL, MUSICAL
CONVENTION and the HOME-CIRCLE.

*jj* This book is not one of a series of Triennial productions
made to supply a market artificially created, but is the em-
bodiment of the best fruits of the labor of its author in selec-

tion, arrangement and composition, during a period of thirty
years, devoted to Sacred Mu.iic.

in?* Special attention is directed to the fact that this book
is printed from large, clear type, the object being not to see
how much could be crowded into it but how well it could be
done. ^Ve have, therefore, a handsome, open page, with but
one part on a statT, except in a few standard, well-known tunes
selected for congregational use.

Price, $1 single. . , $9 per dozen.
Specimen copies sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Specimen Pages sent free on application.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Publishers,

PLAIDY'S TECHNICAL STUDIES.
NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION.

Technical Studies for the Piano-forte. By LOUIS
PLAIDY. Professor of the Piano-forte at the Con serva torium
of Leipzig. Translated fiom the Second Corrected and Im-
proved German edition. Used in the Conservatorium of Leip-
sie and Munich. This work is designed to facilitate the studies
of Professors as well as Amateurs, and as such has no equal in
this counury or in Europe. Price 2,00. Mailed, post-paid,
on receipt of price. Published by OLIVER DITSON & CO,
277 Washington St., Boston.

*' Marching Along," ** Glory Hallelujah,"

*Viva r America" and ** Gay and Happy."
ARE CONTAINED IN THii

^XTJ

250th Edition of the Golden Wreath.
The sale of thi.s book baa never been equalled by any

work of the kind. Think of two hundred and fifty thousand
copies in the hands of as many families and each of these
averaging five singers each, and you have more than Twelve
Hundred Thousand Admirers of the Book ! It
coutains nearly 300 Songs I Among these are: Our Flag is
there, Revolutionary Tea, Hail Columbia, Star
Spangled Banner, Origin of Yankee Doodle,
Children of the union, Up goes the Banner,
and mauy other equally Patriotic Songs. Its brilliant collec-

tion of Home and School Songs comprises Shining Shore,
Cheer, boys. Cheer, Child's M'ish, Dearest spot
on earth, Nettie Moore, Home Again, Grave
of "Washington, May Q,ueen, Shells of Ocean,
Lulu is our Darling, Shed not a tear, Annie
Laurie, and nearly two hunared others, together with a
large variety of Sacred Pieces and Favorite Sabbath
Tunes, it is prefaced with Instruction and Exerci.ses, the
latter including several pieces with motions adaj)ted to the
various trades—a very attractive feature.

Price 35 cents, on receipt of which copies will be sent
post-paid OLIVER DITSON c& CO., Publishers, 277 Wash,
ington Street, Boston.
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excepting; that it contains only a single string bass.
This is particularly noticeable for the reason that
the same orciiestra possesses special advantages,
which maice a weakness in the fundamental part of
the string family particularly proniineni;. The three
first violins are unusually powerful, and, being equal
in strong passages to four or five ordinary first

violins, they betray more empliaticallv the compara-
tive deficiency in the bass. This, of course, would
be a point not much observed by the public at large.
Of the details of the orchestra we should say tliat

its string instruments are all well supplied ; of the
violins we have spoken, and the violoncello is one of
the finest that we have anywhere heard. The wood
wind instruments are also especially good. The
brass are not so good, in any particular. The char-
acter of the music hero given is unquestionably the
best in the city. It is always ample in variety and
excellent in quality. The conductor. Mr. Sta'pel,
has made himself a reputation (outside of his posi-

tion as a composer) by his arrangements of selec-

tions from operas, which form the leading features
of his entre-aclcs. In some respects, the perform-
ances of his orchestra are more compact and com-
plete than those of the large concert-rooms, since,

in the first place, a small body of musicians can al-

ways be wielded with more precision, and in the next,
regular and repeated performances under the same
direction give a smoothness and evenness which can-
not be attained when frequent changes are made.

Mr. Baker's orchestra, at Laura Keene's Theatre,
stands next in ijnportance. The number of musi-
cians here is sixteen—three first violins, two second,
one viola, one violoncello, one bass ; one flute (with
piccolo), one hautboy, two clarinets ; two cornets,

one trombone; and drums. The essential defect

here is the absence of horns, the consequence of
which is to leave the harmony thin and unsubstantial.
Witliout them the orchestra becomes more of a skel-

eton, since the second violins and the viola, with
only the occasional aid of the cornets and some of
the wood instrument*, are not sufficient to give the

requisite solidity and roundness. Mr. Baker's pur-
pose, however, is to offer music which shall depend
for its effect upon the brilliancy with which its melo-
dies are expressed—dance-music and the lighter

operatic trifles. Eorthis intention his orchestra an-
swers very well, especially as his musicians are clever

performers. But it would he impossible for him to

realize any more serious musical idea, for a reason
which we shall touch upon hereaftef, when speaking
of Mr. Dodworth's orchestra. Mr. Baker frequent-

ly adds to the keenness of his solo effects by intro-

ducing the flageolet, a high wind instrument of wood,
less piercing than the piccolo, or small flute (which
in theatre orchestras is played by the regular flutist

when resonance or emphasis is required) and some-
what more flexible.

Mr. Dodworth's orchestra at Niblo's Garden, is

also composed of sixteen musicians :—two first

violins, two second violins, one viola, one violoncel-

lo, one bass; one flute (with piccolo), one hautboy,
onr clarinet; two horns, two cornets, one trombone;
and drums. He, too, like Mr. Baker, gives niost

attention to light and sparkling dance music, or its

equivalent, and his performances are always popular.
The defect of his orchestra is its extreme numerical
weakness in wood instruments, as that of Mr.
Baker's is in those of brass. There are often musi-
cal occasions which demand that the sound shall

temporarily proceed from the strings, from the wood,
or from the brass alone, to secure particular, and
sometimes important effects. This is possible in the

orchestra at Wallack's, but no other. At Laura
Keene's the brass instruments are only three—two
cornets and one trombone ; and harmony, as a rule,

cannot be made complete without four parts. At
Niblo's the wood instruments are only three, and
these have no ba.ss of their own family. Certain
effects, then, are here forbidden, and the reliance is

upon vigorous ensembles, with plenty of dash and
spirit in the thentes. In certain selections from
Kichard Wagner's operas, which have recently been
presented by Mr. Dodworth, and, on the whole, very
capitally outlined, the efficiency of which we speak
is peculiarly apparent.

The chief value of Mr. Mollenhaeur's orchestra at

the Winter Garden is to supply accompaniments for

his exquisite solo violin playing. He is a " star
"

rather than a general conductor, and is sustained
much after the manner of ordinary theatrical stars.

When he does not himself play, the orchestra is

given over to the most demonstrative dance music,
in which it is vigorous and not over delicate. It is

composed of thirteen musicians ; two first violins, one
second, one viola, one violoncello and one double
bass; one flute (with piccolo), two clarinets; two
trumpets, or cornets, one trombone; and drums.
The orchestras of other theatres la New York do

not require mention. Those in the Bowery are small,
but generally pretty good. At the Stadt Theatre, it

is curious to see the usual proportion reversed by
one violin playing against two second ; but the first

holds its own, and seems a match for the unequal
odds. Of our really good theatre orchestras, we
have said that they are the best extant. They cer-

tainly merit a vast deal more consideration than is

given them. They represent in a variety of ways a
large amount af study and labor, both physical and
intellectual. The preparatory education of an or-

chestral musician is more exhausting in time and en-

ergies than that of the best actor who walks the

hoards; and the reward of his services is inferior to

that of the wcn'St.* Such violin playing as that

heard almost every night at Wallack's, or at the

Winter Garden when Mr. Mollenhauer is on duty,

proves a devoted and absorbing practice of proba-
bly ten years at le.ast. The functions of a first-class

conductor are even more universally underestimated.
Readers can form some idea of their weight when
we tell them that the composition of a good overture

requires as much forethought and invention, and far

more actual writing with the pen, than the composi-
tion of a five-act drama; and that the arrangement
of an operatic selection like those which are present-

ed at Wallack's Theatre is the work of as much time
and more labor than the translation or adaptation of

any foreign play on record. When we add to these

the tasks of controlling rehearsals and nightly per-

formances, it is evident that the conductor's chair in

a theatre orchestra is anything but the throne of roses

which the public, and even managers, may imagine
it to be.

* "Without fiUudiog too minutely to the rate at which
theatre musit^ians are paid, we mav explain that it is alto-

gether in.'Juflfioient to keep the orchestras permaDently at a
hip:h standard. It forms so insignificant a part of a good
mu.'^iciaii's income that, when more profitahle engagements
are from time to time offered elsewhere, he is bound to for-

sake his post. On such occasions he sends a " substitute.''
who. being unfamiliar with the music, and having had no ad-
vantage of rehearsals, fails to m.aintain the usual effect of
the performance. On nights of opera, or when Philharmonic
concerts .are given, the theatre orchestr.as are bereft of their
best constituents. This is mentioned merely to explain the
fluctnating characterof the music, which, while on one night
thoroughly excellent, may on the next be far below the com-
mon level.

For Dwight'a Journal of Music.

Florentine Epistles.

HI.

Flokencr, Dec. 21, 1862.

Mr. Editor :

I find in my portfolio some notes made during a

visit to Dresden. Being mostly on musical matters,

I send them, leaving it to your judgment to decide

whether they are worth a place in your columns.

* * * Dresden, Oct. 1860.

Yesterday was inaugurated the statue of C. M. von

Weber. The same commission which superintended

the removal of the composer's remains from London,
where he died, to Dresden where they now lie in the

Catholic burying ground, undertook the charge o^

raising funds for a statue in bronze. Various thea-

tres throughout Germany contributed • also artists,

actors and private individuals helped to swell the

sum. The statue stands in the public grounds be-

fore the theatre. A cloak just clings to the shoulder

and is held by the right hand in front, evidently for

no purpose but to conceal the most unclassical part

of our modern costume. It is the usual way of

treating costume in Germany—an attempt at a com-

promise between the stiflfness of our dress and the

flowing drapery of the ancients. If with us trowsers

are called unmentionables, in German they should

be invisibles. These temporizing measures are

simply ridiculous. For what possible object can

Weber, who is standing and leaning on a music

desk, be supposed to be holding that railway wrapper

about his legs ? Every one sees, at a glance, that it

is a thought, not of the subject, but of the artist.

The action of the left hand is weak and unmeaning.

The face seems like that of an old acquaintance, so

familiar has it been made by the cast taken after

death.

The day was most unpropitious for the ceremony.

But in spite of. a cold rain and strong wind, every-

thing took place according to the programme. A

procession arrived on the ground at 11 A. m., -escorted

by a band. The King and Royal family took their

places in an improvised box. A Singverein performed

some music written for the occasion, and the orator

of the day went through his task. In the course of

the address the curtain was withdrawn from the stat-

ue, and the hanil played the march in Oheron. A very

large crowd bore the beating of the pitiless storm

with true German phlegm ; but I was surprised that

no cheers greeted the uncovering of the statue.

The festivities were continued in the evening by

the production of Oberon at the theatre. This last

opera of Weber, written for Covent Garden, still

maintains its place on the stage, though not such a

favorite as the Frei/schiitz. This latter continues to be

given, without any abatement of interest, in all parts

of Germany. I saw it here and in Munich ; and

certainly, whether we consider its very German

libretto, the beautiful melodies with which it abounds,

or its stirring overture, its popularity is not to be

wondered at. It keeps its place also in the good

opinion of the critics by its fine instrumentation,

especially of the string-quartet, the great eflFects pro-

duced by small means, and this in spite of some

trivialities. For the Bridesmaids' Chorus must be

admitted to be rather namby-pamby, and the finale

of the last act by'no means raises the opera to the

necessary climax. * * *

I have had an opportunity lately of hearing an

opera of Wagner's. I must say that I have seldom

seen a fuller house or a more enthusiastic audience,

than on the occasion of the representation of Tann-

liduser. It was the first time I had heard the music

of this new Prophet ; this herald of the Future. The

outcry against him has done him good service in

enabling him to get a hearing ; for, after the unspar-

ing ridicule poured upon the "Music of the Future,"

no one would lose an opportunity of hearing what it

is like. Again he is helped by the small expectations

with which we go. If these are surpassed we

naturally think better of the composer than if fallen

short of. Withal too we feel a certain sympathy for

him as one not having had fair treatment ; to say noth-

ing of a little self satisfaction at our own discover-

ies.

Whatever causes may have combined, I am bound

to say that the opera, on the whole, gave me pleasure

and left a strong desire to hear it again. The over,

ture is imposing in the highest degree. The two

themes, worked out and repeated in different parts of

the orchestra till the ear is sufficiently familiar with

both, and then the grand union of the two—one with

all the strength of the strings and wood, the other

with that of the brass,—was a climax that carried all

before it. The musicians evidently played cort avwre,

.and the leader, at the last chord, nodded to some of

his right-hand men, as if to say :
" Well done, that

time!
"

The subject of Tannhduaer is an ungrateful one,

and seems to "offer little material for dramatic treat-

ment. But as the musician is also the poet, it is not

for us to hlame his choice. It is founded on a legend

of the middle ages, according to which there was

among the converts to Heathenism, a knight, by

name Tannhauser, who took to the worship of the

Goddess Hilda (known also as Venns), whose rites

were celebrated on the so called Venus mountain, in

the neighborhood of the Wartburg.

The 1st scene represents Tannhiiuser in the socie-

ty of the Goddess and her nymphs. He tears him-

self away, comes again among his comrades after a

year's absence, and on the occasion of a festive

gathering in the castle of the Landgrave of Thurin-

gia confesses his apostacy and is turned out in

disgrace. He goes to Rome on a pilgrimage ; comes

back looking (if the word may be allowed) very

seedy ;
again renews the forbidden worship ; and

—

dies. We take too little interest in him to shed a

tear, or even to say alas! (according to Eolhen, no
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one ever does say it), though we feel sympathy for

the heroine whom he deserts and esteem for the friend

who clings to him through good report and evil

report. But this is not enough.

Nothing, I repeat, can be more uninteresting than

the play. The composer has chosen mortally bad

verse to marry his music to, and therefore all the

more wonder if the minage turns out a tolerably

happy one. A first hearing of any opera is not

enough to base an opinion on. I can only record

the impressions that remain. There were long,

dreary tracts, unrelieved by melody—a good deal of

what would be called skip, were we free agents.

For instance, at the Landgrave's festival, the hand of

his daughter is offered as a prize to him of the min-

strel-knights who shall best sing on the subject of

Love. As in a modern debating society, one after

another rose and twanged his little harp, while he

sang his view of the case. On a first hearing there

seemed to me but little difference among them ; and

it was hard to distinguish " twixt tweedle-dum and

tweedle-dee."

On the whole, there was more melody than I was

prepared for. The .song to the evening star struck

me- as effective and highly original (for this matter

there's no lack of originality inany part) ;
though it

does seem that TannliEuser's friend showed little tact

in singing to Venus just as he was trying his best to

wean the hero fi-om her. The chorus of pilgrims is

a favorite even with anti-AVagnerists

Now and then there are fine dramatic bursts, easier

to signalize than to analyze or explain. The instru-

mentation is novel, sometimes most strange. Now
would come a tremendous unison on the highest

parts of the violins that would almost lift one's hair

and make the fiddlers themselves laugh ; then an

accompaniment would be confided to three flutes. This

introduction of a third flute into the orchestra is Wag-

ner's, and reminds one of the anecdote told of

Mozart, who, in answer to the question : What is

worse than two flutes ?—answered, "three flutes." Yet

I should like him to hear and judge of the effect. The

brass is used without stint, quite as much as by

Verdi. For all this the stringed quartet is not over-

looked, and one would not be wise to undertake the

cello or viola part without having the instrument

well in hand.

Prepared for a good deal of abrupt and unreason-

able modulation, there seemed to me little. Perhaps

had I heard nothing about it, I should have thought

some of the crude transitions yet cruder.

Wagner makes a hob'oy of the idea, (not a new

one) of heralding the approach or singing of a per-

sonage by a peculiar passage or quasi melody. This

is ridden to death. It was well enough for Weber

to announce the presence of Zamiel by a few infer-

nal chords ; but, every time that Tannhiiuser is about

to open his mouth, for an oflScious cello to run up

that often-repeated passage reminds us of the "hear,

hear" in the House of Commons from the opposi-

tion benches. It does not help his cause and often

induces disappointment ; like the Eastern fig-seller,

who invokes the name of the Prophet only to recom-

mend his fruit.

The opera had all the help possible from scene

painter and machinist. The show of costume was

beyond anything I had seen. Whether aught is due

to the author being a Saxon, I know not ; but the

audience received it with marked favor, and this new

prophet cannot be said to suffer the fate predicated

of old concerning his class.

Another novelty brought out here lately, or rather

a rechauffe of the past, is Spohr's Faust. This was

written in Vienna, in 1814 ; its object being, it is

said, to oppose a dam to Eossini-ism, then flooding

all Europe. The fact that many are ignorant even

of its name, and the reputation of Guillaume Tell,

may show how far the dam fulfilled its purpose. (A
candid speaker might say it is not worth the name).

Here, too, there is a breakdown at the outset. The

legend of Faustus has been so appropriated by Goethe

as to leave no choice to an ordinary librettist, who
might choose to treat it in a different way. This

poem is Goethe's Fausl,* minus the poetry and philos-

opliy, and with the substitution of a gross irresponsi-

ble libertine for Goethe's refined hero—a Don Jiian

without his courage—using the infernal powers for

the worst and paltriest purposes—and finally getting

his de-serts in a physical, fiery hell that might suggest

something even to the imagination of a Dante.

The music is learned, but uninteresting : savoring

more of the oratorio than the stage, and keeping

always at a low level, without ever rising to the

great. Such an occasion might have been found in

the air of Mephistopheles in the 3d act. Compare it

with Bertram's solo in Rolifrt, or even Caspar's

drinking song in Der Fret/sdiutz. The only term

one can think of to characteri.se it is, devilish bad.

The melodies of the opera are sporadic—few of them,

and weak too ; reminding one of the English ballad

style.

As I began these notes with an account of a statue

erected to a celebrated composer, an appropriate

close may be an anecdote told in Bologna of that

incorrigible wag, Rossini, which, so far as I know,

has not appeared in print.

During his residence in that town, many years

ago, some gentlemen waited on him and announced

themselves as selected to make known to him the

wishes of their townsmen, and to ask in their name
permission to erect a statue in his honor. The nec-

essary fnnds, they said, were subscribed, and they

only awaited his sanction to arrange at once with an

artist worthy of the subject. Rossini- professed him-

self highly honored by this demonstration, and, after

a short guerilla of compliments, he said :

" How much money have you raised ? " The
committee assured him that there would be no diffi-

culty on that score—that if there was not enough,

there was more ready ; and he need give the matter

not a moment's thought. "But how much have you

in hand, gentlemen'? " insisted the composer. Again

the same assurances were rej-eated ; but in vain.

Bossini was obstinate, and at last they were forced to

state the sum—about 15,000 francs—adding, as be-

fore, there was enough more where that came

from.

Rossini paid no heed to these remarks, but seemed

lost in agreeable reflections. After a long silence, he

repeated :

" Fifteen thousand francs !—fifteen thousand francs

is a great deal of money, gentlemen. Now, I'll

make a proposal. Give me the 15,000 francs. Give

thera to me. Then, erect your pedestal wherever you

think best, and I will bind myself to come once a

year, or once a month, or as often as you shall decide,

and stand upon it."

It is not reported how this offer was taken or what

became of the money. If the Swan of Pesaro got

it, I make no doubt it was eaten, as the Italians say,

and folfi lied literally the object for which it was in-

tended, viz : the defraying the expenses of the

statue.

* Not at all.—Ed.

F. B.

For Dwight's JourDa] of Music.

" Titan."

Jean Paul's " Titan " has lately bee,n transla-

ted by Mr. BuooKS, and given to the American

literary public. There is nothing which proves

to me more surely that I am approaching, if not

already on, the summit of mid-life,—than the

difference of opinion I notice between myself

and those who have grown up to man and

womanhood since iSiy youth. My old literary

faiths and loves which I accepted so trustingly,

and believe in still so firmly, I find daringly

doubted by these young heretics and, •'Titan" is

one of these facts.

"We cannot read Titan: we cannot under"

stand it; we do not know what it is all about."

Such is their (shall I say presumptuous?) ad-

mission. Alas not only my own youth is gone,

but there is no youth !

These persons, who are judging Titan so sav-

agely and unjustly, belong to that class of literary

clever folk who are more remarkable for a

natural faculty which enables them to seize

quickly the picturesque surfaces of works, than

that of searching into and feeling the soul of

these creations,—a quality the French have a

name for, in their comprehensive artist tongue

—

" Chic"

There are some works which may be judged

in this way, a Lyric, a Sonnet in poetry; an

Etude, a Nocturne, a Prelude, in instrumental

music, a soft passionate little head, like Wild'a

Maid of Grenada, in painting. But there are

other works which require pious faith, serious

examination and cai'efiil reading or hearing

—

these are the great epics of Poesy and Painting

and Music, as written by Shakspeare, and Milton

and Goethe and Jean Paul and Beethoven, and

painted and sculptured by Michel Angelo—and

" Titan " is one of these great Epics.

These critics of Titan are as startled and mys-

tified with it as Jean Paul's poblic were at the

opening of the present century when the book

first appeared, a period as stormy in Europe as

our own is now. The reading public were then

" indignant and disappointed," but as Jean

Paul's biographer says

:

" Like all really great works Titan has sur-

vived the popular disapprobation, and the more

it is read the more it will be acknowledged a

work of exalted genius, pure morality and per-

ennial beauty."

In such days as these there is so little patient

searching out, and threading together of the

precious parti-colored beads of a plot, when the

whole is enveloped in a gold dust of poetical ca-

price or strange fancy, that probably the follow-

ing outline of Titan taken from Mrs. Lee's

Biography of Jean Paul, may help many readers

to a better understanding of this curious but

deeply interesting book. Mrs. Lee says :

" The great idea of Titan is that which so

many poets and romance writers have endeav-

ored to represent, and which Goethe has so nobly

evolved in Faust—the limitations and compensa-

tions of life—that all power, as soon as it aims at

exceeding its just bounds, breaks down ; that all

who would violate the laws of eternal justice,

necessarily fail. Hence the title of the hook,

taken from the contest of the ancient Titan

against the gods.
" Every heaven-stormer finds his hell, as sure

as every mountain its valley.

" In Albano, the hero 'of the novel, Eiehter
has aceotnplished the object twice attempted
before without success (in the Invisible Lodge
and Hesperus) through birth, education, trial

and experience, to form a perfectly harmonious
character. He is not like Victor, a man seeming

and feeling only, but a man of deeds, and unites

with the highest love, the highest sphere of

action. He is not merely an esthetic example,

but a real character, in which life and action are

identified with poetic representation. And
yet he does not, I think, enlist so much the sym-

pathies of the reader as Victor in Hesperus : his

treatment of Linda is perhaps too harsh and
stern.

" The great dissonance in Titan has probably

prevented many from going beyond the first vol-
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ume. During the composition of the first half

of the first volume, the author intended to give

it the tragi-comic character of some ot his other

works, and that the comic should enter largely

into its composition. But his visit to Weimar,
aqd, in consequence, his enlarged range of char-

acters, especially his connection with Madame
von Kalb, induced him to change his plan ; to

make it a serious romance, and reserve the

satirical and comic elements for an appendix.
Through the last half of the first volume he is

apparently contending with the witty and anti-

thetic manner of liis early works.
" The outline of the story is this. Two Ger-

man principalities, Hohenflies and Haarhaar, are

in contention ifor the succession—each has a sup-

porter. Haarhaar, the German (jenileman, Von
Bouverot, as he is called, a gambler, a voluptu-

ary, but a connoisseur in art, who follows Luigi,

the pretended only son of the Hohenflies prince

to Italy, and there by every kind of e.\cess sub-

jects him to a lingering dissolution. The sup-

porter of the Uohenfliss dynasty is the knight
Don Gaspard de Cesara, who in addition to his

devotion to the old prince, the father of Luigi, is

influenced by personal revenge for having been
refused the hand of a Haarhaar princess. To
preserve Albano, the second son of the old prince

of Hohenflies, from the arts that administered a
slow and consuming poison to the life of Luigi,

his birth is concealed, and he is educated as the
son of Don Gaspard. To keep up the deception
that Albano is his son, Gaspard gives himself out

as the guardian of his daughter Linda. She is

called the Countess de Romero, and is left in

Spain with her mother, where every thing con-
spires to nurse aud increase the eccentricity and
romantic enthusiasm of her character. Her
mother soon dies : Linda is left without female
influence, and at liberty to travel wherever her
love of independence leads her. She according-
ly goes to Switzerland, and there, in the solitude

of the mountains, endeavors to establish a school

of industry and innocence. Not succeeding, she
removes to Italy, and nourishes her passion for

the beautiful by living among the monuments of

art in that exquisite climate, Albano, whose
parents were travelling at the time of his birth,

was born, together with a twin sister (Julienne)
at Isola Bella, where he remains until the death
of his mother, in his third year. He is then
taken to Germany as the son of Don Gaspard,
and placed in the family of Wehrfritz, the pro-
vincial director, as their foster son. He remains
secluded in the country until his eighteenth year
and, on account of his resemblance to his father,

the old prince, is not permitted to visit Pestitz,

the capital of Hohenflies. He grows up a pow-
erful, pure, innocent and well instructed youth,
endowed with the most brilliant and attractive

qualities and with a beautj' of person that charms
every beholder.

" While a country recluse, he has that longing
for love and fi-iendship, the intense thirst for in-

tercourse with great spirits, that Richter makes
a characteristic of all his heroes, and forms in

imagination an attachment both of love and
friendship with the son and daughter of the
court minister Froulay, through the medium of
their instructors, who give lessons at the same
time to all the young people.
" Don Gaspard, with his knowledge of the ro-

mantic character of Linda, and by the help of
his brother, an alchemist, ventriloquist, juggler
and liar, makes use of magical means, deceptive
glasses, and voices issuing apparently from the
clouds, to accomplish his object, the union of
Albano with his daughter ; and although, from
consciousness and pride, (for the same means are
practised on Albano), ihey avoid each other, yet
when they accidentally meet, a mysterious influ-

ence draws them irresistibly together.

" Before this takes place, however, the death
of the old prince and the elevation of Luigi,

although dying slowly, allows Albano to go to

Pestitz. With his fresh, beautiful, ingenuous
character, he cements his secretly formed friend-

ship with Roquairol, the son of the minister, and
his love for Liana (Roquairol's sister) is confirmed
by her beautiful feminine nature. The first love

of these young people is one of the most touch-
ing episodes in all Riehter's works. It is a Ro-
meo and Juliet, written and performed in

heaven. Liana is one of those spiritual beings,

with angelic souls, and almost transparent bodies,

that Richter loved to draw ; disinterested, relig-

ious, humble, sacrificing all to duty, and suffering

without a murmur. She lives one fleeting spring

of happiness, in which her love, hidden like the

perfume of the violet in the heart of the flower,

is breathed only in whispers; and when opposed
by her fiend-hearted father and icy mother,
though sensitive as the wind flower, she remains
true to Albano, and will only renounce her love

when informed of his royal birth. But with her
love she renounces life ; and the death of the
young, usually so sad, is here beguiled of melan-
choly by the beautiful mysticism that surrounds
it with spiritual existences, and clothes Liana
with the robes of angels, before she leaves her
mortal investment.

Albano is taken from the death bed of Liana
to Italy, where he meets Linda. Through various
influences, she has grown up a dazzling and en-
chanting being. Albano rich, in fancy and full

of love for all that is beautiful, is instantly capti-

vated. The character of Linda is said to have
been modelled from that of Mad. von Kalb. She
is bold, proud, free, with an infinite generosity and
nobility of soul. Her glowing Spanish heart and
Italian imagination have never been restrained
by the conventionalisms of courtly society. Like
Mad. von Kalb, she gives way to fits of passion-

ate jealousy ; like her, she avows the peculiar
EEsthetic philosophy upon love

—

" that love needs
not the bond of marriage, that like an iron ring
upon a delicate flower, checks and destroys its

tender bloom." She has also Mad. von Kalb's
doubts upon the immortality of the soul, and even
her occasional blindness, which in poor Linda led

to such fatal consequences.
" Albano's powerful character subdued Linda's

pride; with the most childlike love she yielded
her independence, and her haughty nature
seemed to melt away under the sun of love. In
their various journeys in Italy, to Ischia, Isola

Bella and the palace and gardens of Borromeo,
Richter has almost surpassed Mad. de Stael.

These glowing descriptions are more unique from
the circumstancu of his never having visited the
places : he was wholly indebted to the Duchess
Amelia for the perfumed Italian breath of the
whole, which cold reality would have chilled.

" We come now reluctantly to the evil genius
of the romance, Roquairol, the son of Froulay
and brother of Liana. He is a child of the times,

a victim of the vicious institutions of society, and
of an unsuitable education. Richter in this

character has furnished us with almost a prophet-
ic example of those artistic paintings, of which
we have seen so many since his death ; in France,
even in the times in which we live : an example
where the culture of the mind, without the at-

tendant culture of the heart, is carried so far as

to excite and mislead the judgment of the wisest

;

an association of intelligence and crime, of artis-

tic power of the imagination united with perver-
sity of the heart to mar and destroy all the
beauty of the painting. But Jean Paul has not,

as other authors of such characters, painted his

hero half angel, half devil ; he has made him
wholly hateful : he has not, like Lovelace, the
charm of graceful manners ; nor, like Byron's
heroes, the attraction of personal beauty ; he ex-
cites no sentiment but that of aversion, and when
he falls, pity cannot even regret his fate. At the
age of twelve he conceived a violent passion for

Linda, and attempted even then to shoot himself,

because the little girl turned her hack upon him
and expressed her aversion. Upon her return
from Italy, and when Albano's claims to her hand
were acknowledged, he determined to. add re-

venge upon Albano to the fatal resentment of
his murderous love. A slight contest arose be-
tween the lovers, occasioned by Linda's quick-
ness of resentment, and Albano absented himself
for a few days. According to a psychological
law of love, Linda is now more tender than ever,

and lier cold independence melts under the
thought of estrangement. Roquairol forges Al-

bano's handwriting, and asks for an interview.

Deceived by his counterfeiting the voice and
dress of Albano, and by her evening blindness,

seduced also by her own views of love, that it

should yield all without the bond of marriage,

the superb and proud Linda yields all to the

madness of Roquairol ! With the boldness of

despair he has the whole history of his love, and
its catastrophe, performed in a tragedy he had
already written, and at the end of the fourth act

shoots himself. ^Linda, crushed in body and soul,

retires for ever to her living tomb, and Don Gas-

pard, who had thought to make use ofmen as the

instruments to accomplish his ambitious purposes,

disappears from the scene.

But the romance does not end thus tragically

and hopelessly. Albano falling twice in love

and twice subdued—by the physical death of

Liana, and the moral death of the noble Linda
—rises again above his fate. The death of his

brother Luigi takes place at this moment. Edu-
cated as one of the people, and prepared to re-

generate the corrupt dynasty to which he be-

longs, and to pour healing streams into the

impure society of the time, he ascends the throne

and becomes a benefactor and reformer.

Idoine, a princess of Haarhaar, who had made
a voluntary vow, never to marry beneath her

rank, and in a little province of her own had

created a paradise, where pure morals, religion,

industry and happiness prevailed ; with a strong,

rational, yet tender and beautiful nature, bear e

also a striking resemblance to Liana,—and the

romance ends with her union with Albano.

"This is a rough outline of the plan and action

of Titan. Within it revolves much that is great

and beautiful and touching in life ; almost all the

errors and sorrows and pains of humanity ; love

in all its forms, from its delicate fragrance, like

that of the lily of the valley, to the volcanic

flame that burns and destroys ; Nature, in the

idyllic simplicity of German village life, in orna-

mented parks and gardens, in Alpine mountains

and in the intoxication of spring in the Italian

climate ; Art, from the breathing tones of the

flute to the noble beauty of Grecian sculpture
;

poetry, delicate irony, hidden satire and broad

humor. Throughout the whole work an elevated

poetic justice is preserved, not the common con-

ventional justice that demands vice to be punish-

ed and virtue rewarded in (his wmid,hat a deeper

philosophy, in which the mind itself, and the

affections, though crushed and disappointed, are

their own reward. Thus Albano, though twice

broken-hearted, stands at last great in himself

and in his own integrity, with the bride he had

chosen from her resemblance to his first love,

upon the elevation his experience and trials and

his own great qualities fitted him to adorn.

Liana the pure, humble, gentle being, the

victim of an unsuitable education, too tender

for the winter of this rough life, is happy in

death, because she feels that Albano will be thus

restored to his betrothed, and by a beautiful

spiritual mystification shall still be the protecting

guardian of her earthly love.

It is only against the fate of the romantic and
proud Linda that every reader rebels. Richter

received many letters entreating him to alter or

avert it. Jacobi even threatened him with the

loss of his friendship if he left her under the

sentence of this moral death. But Richter ad-

hered to his purpose, which was to give a lesson

of humility to those, who strong in self reliance,

throw aside the guard of custom, the sanction of

laws, as unnecessary to their more refined and

spiritual natures. But Linda, even in the mo-

ment of her humiliating grief, is consoled by the

momentary belief that Albano may be her bro-

ther, and that she may have been saved from a

deeper and more terrible fate.

" Many other characters revolve around these,

the principal in the drama. Schoppe, the for-

mer Leibgeiber, appears again, crazed by the

philosophy of Fichte, ever accompanying nnd

trying in vain to escape from his Ich (me)

:

Dian a Greek artist, and his simple and afl^ection-

ate Greek wife, existing in an atmosphere of

beauty ; the minister's lady, cold and ascetic ; the

princess bride of Luigi, a malicious and heartless
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coquette ; Spener, the court chaplain, proud of

his sanctity and his spiritual power, &c." .

Beauty is rare—a wise man of old said :

—

" Beauty was difficult," and some forms of Beau-

ty are veiled discreetly, that the seeker after

them may be better disciplined by the search

and better able to comprehend the form when

found. To be sure there is a double task pre-

sented to the reader in the present form of Titan,

the understandins of a curious mystical plot, and

the understandinjr of it through the cloudy, ob-

scure <;Iass of translation.

There is one kind of translation which may be

called a re-creation, such as Coleridfje made of

Schiller's " Wallenstein '" and "the Piccolomini
;"

and then another kind which is not only a mas-

terly rendering of the .'spirit of the composition,

but a representation of the fanciful coloring of

the original, not a recreation but a reproduction,

such as musical executants give of musical com-

positions when they present them to the hearing

of others ; this kind may be called a mu.sical

translation, as Schlcgel called Corregio a musical

painter—Carlyle has made such a version of the

" Wilhelm Weister " and Mrs. Lee of "Walt and

Vult." Then again there is a third style, which

is what the Oxford translators call " a close and

literal version, where the translator aims at fur-

nishing the general reader with a faithful copy

of the author's thoughts and words, although the

graces of expression must be sacrificed." To

this last Mr. Brooks's translation of Titan belongs,

and this last style, when conscientiously done, is

always preferred by the student.

The general reader demands a finished re-

creation, but to make such a version would re-

quire an English Jean-Paul,—a translator like

Coleridge, equal in poetic gifts to the original

creator. But after all a scholar likes a transla-

tion which has all, that groping literal sound an

earnest student would give it.

Speaking of translations, Mr. Leypoldt, of

Philadelphia, is about bringing out in a charming

form some little gems of foreign literature. There

is promised to us in the series, a translation of

that singular and beautiful book, Liszt's "Chopin."

If the translation applied for be obtained, it will

be one belonging to the first order—a recreation-

The style in the English is as trempe in the Bo-

hemian opal coloring as Liszt's own vaporous

brilliant hue ; the musical knowledge complete,

and the whole work as perfect as in its original

form. The chapter particularly on the Polo-

naises and Mazurkas, which reads to the ear and

sparkles to the eye in French as pdlillant as the

gay dance and superb dresses and trappings

Liszt describes, is repeated in the English under

the fantastical, spirited hand of the translator

as if created in her own mind first, the exact

accent, the exact rhythm of an original.

The American Art world may congratulate

itself on the possession of such a work, and stu-

dents and lovers of the great Chopin will thank

the translator and Mr. Leypoldt for such a gift.

It will lie on every music stand with the beauti-

ful thin volumes of Chopin music, and young

girls who love his music, but have grown discour-

aged in striving to catch the light, aerial spirit, the

delicate aroma of the Etudes, Nocturnes, Pre-

ludes, will lose themselves over the magic words
of this wonderful little book and rise up almost
inspired from the reading of it, saying with sweet
girlish enthusiasm and fervor :

" Surely we never comprehended our beloved

Master so well before." A. M. H. B.

Bridrjeton, Jan. 1863.

f (Digljfs lonrnnl of Pnsir.
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Concert Review.

Second Philharmonic.—Mr. Zerrahn's coup

d'etat, last Saturday evenine, by which he filled the

Music Hall while emptyins his programme, was one

of those successes on which we can congratulate him

in a material hut not in an artistic point of view. It

dre'w together a great public, a new public, but in so

doing ceased to be, in the established acceptation of

the word, " Philharmonic." However palatable to

the new crowd that came, and that cared least for

what was best, it was hardly the kind of thing sub-

scribed for at the outset. The accustomed Sym-
phony—about as indispensable to a Philharmonic

concert as the altar at the junction of the nave and

transept to a cathedral — was pushed out to make

room for a " wonder child " and other " attractions"

which appeal to a susceptibility not purely musical,

but more made up of curiosity and the unwillingness

to lose a nine days' (or a nine years') wonder. The

little girl no doubt plays charmingly, is charming in

herself, has a face full of genius, a touch that con-

firms the promise, executes grood music well, and

show pieces admirably. But nobody doubts that

plenty of grown up artists play at least as well : so

far as the pure love of music goes, it should be just

as interesting, and of course more satisfying, to hear

the Mendelssohn Cappriccio interpreted by one of

them. And to suppose that a true music lover would

not prefer to hear any Beethoven Symphony, even

for the hundredth time, to any conceivable perform-

ance of a " youthful prodigy," were simply insult-

ing to his taste and understanding. The little Car-

reno is delightful in her way ; there is by no means

the usual risk in praising her enthusiastically ; we

heartily advise all to hear her ; but, artistically, from

the standpoint of a true artistic morale, it is a mis-

take to make her the all-in-all, the focus of the whole

attraction, in" a professedly classical Philharmonic

concert. Could this feature alone have been inter-

polated, keeping the Symphony and all the rest in-

tact, it would not have much mattered ; indeed we

might have voted it a happy thought; but it involv-

ed a remodelling of the entire programme with ref-

erence to the tastes of the new audience which came

to see and hear the child pianist. How classical a

bill resulted, is seen at a glance :

Part I.

1. "Symphonic Poem,''—Lea Preludes Lipzt

2. Romanza— from "William Tell" Rossioi

Mrs. Cela Houston Ford,

3. Cappriccio brillante Mendelssohn

(For the Piano-forte, with the accompaniment of the

Orchestra.

)

Senorita Teresa Carreno.

pakt n.

1. Overture—from "Leonora." (No. 3) Beethoven

2. Fantasia—from "I due Foscari," Rosellen

Senorita Teresa Carreno.

3. Aria Finale—from "Lucrezia Borgia " Donizetti

Mrs. Cela Houston Ford.

4. Orchestral Transcription—The Erl-King Schubert

5. Fantasia—from "Lucia" Prudent

Senorita Teresa Carreno.

6. Grand Ouverture Guerri6re. LIndpaintnor .

Such a programme was not without interest. Far

from it ; but it lacked character as a whole ; to an

earnest musical mind it had too much of the miscel-

laneous, distracting, and therefore tedious and
" heavy " character fto use that last adjective in its

right sense), which pertains to " monster concerts,"

" musical enterprises," &c. Given by itself aside

from Mr. Zerrahn's suiiscriplion series, resting: whol-

ly on its own attractions and not at all on the " Phil-

harmonic" name, there could have been no objection

to it. As it was, the only two classical selection.s,

the Cappriccio and the Leonora Overture, offered but

an incidental stight resistance to the general way-

ward drift.^To come to the particulars :

Liszt's ingeniously rich piece of instrumentation'

relying for its poetry upon some sentences from

Lamartine, rather than open any intrinsic organic

musical inspiration of its own, is certainly fiot at all

a thing to fill the vacuum where one craves a Sym-

phony. In some respects, as we said in former sea-

sons, the work is interesting, especially as a study in

instrumentation for musicians ; it has new eifects of

euphony; you can watch them and be pleased, be

entertained ; but has it lifted you above yourself!

have you felt in contact with a great soul, as when

you read Shakspeare, or bear Beethoven ? Has it

given yon the thrill of genius ? When you w<ant

the true, the earnest, beautiful and dcep-souled friend,

is it the same thing to have a clever, fashionable,

quick-witted, entertaining creature of society intro-

duced to you ? Is there the same soul's comfort in

it? Does it go to the heart, and appease the j'eam-

ing there ? Or does it quicken a dull and weary

brain? For it is this, we maintain, and not any

pedantic matter of mere form, which constitutes the

criterion between really classical and merely curions

or entertaining music. Those are the classical works

which inspire us, and continue to inspire us ; and if

they are preeminently found in such forms as the

Symphony, &c,, it is because creative genius is in-

stinctively organic in its every process ; and it is

truer to say that the form results from the inspiration,

than that the inspiration is poured into the form.

Shakspeare, while charged with violating all " the

unities," is the most perfect of all play-wrights in

respect to the real, vital, organic unity of form in

every work.

The Leonora overture was of course refreshing ;

—

whether so to the majority of that audience we cannot

say. There is actually no overture more edifying to

one who truly feels it.—The " Erl-King " piece, be.

ing but the transcription of a song, is more in place

in an Afternoon Concert.—Lindpaintner's noisy and

clever battle overture, built upon " God save the

Queen" (which the programmes still persist in call-

ing "America," upon the authority of some catch-

penny psalm-book), also appeals chiefly to "the

groundlings " and the promenaders.

But how did charming little Miss Tebesa play

the difficult and classical "Cappriccio," and play for

the first time with orchestra ? Marvellously well for

a child, but less well than with the more familiar

tasks before her. For she is human, and with how

much soever genius, subject to the laws of child-

humanity. The full conception of such music must

be beyond her ; and in the execution she seemed to

labor more than usual, lacking sustained force for

the whole. But she kept good time, and brought

out the most of it clearly, firmly, and even gracefully.

Indeed, whether from the excitement of the new and

formidable position, or in consequence of the concert

she had already given a few hours before, there were

symptoms of fatigue in all her pieces. The presen-

tation of a medal, in the name of the Orchestra,

though well deserved, was not the least un-Philhar-

monic feature of the " enterprise."

Mrs. FoKD, the singer of the evening, hias a good,

warm, telling voice, with some skill and naturalness

of delivery, but not free from the faults so fashionable

among our young singers trained here in the (can it

be the true) Italian school ; such as excess of porta-

mento, failing to attack a note fairly and squarely,

&c.

Next Saturday it is Mr. Zerrahn's intention, we
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BAUMBAOH'S

SACRED aUARTETS;
A COLLECTION OF PIECES

FOR THE

ADOLPH BAIJMBACH.
THIS "WORK, which has been for some time in preparation,

and which has received the most careful attention of Mr.

Baumhach, is now ready. From the table of contents it will

he seen that it is a book of the highest order of merit and one

that cannot fail to be fully appreciated by those for whose use

it is specially designed, as also by all persons of cultivated

musical taste.

GOMTKaSTTS.
And be ye kind A. Baumoach.
And many people shall go and say A. Baumbach.
And thepublicanstandiog afar off A. Baumbach.
As pants the hart. From ' Spohr." A. Baumbach.
Blessed are the pure in heart. Anthem
But the Lord is mindful of his own. "Sc. Paul.". .G. A. Lohr.
Come, said Jesus' sacred voice. E. Bruce.
Father I bend to thee Himmel.
Father of mercies Bernard Schmidt.
Great God, to thee. Beethoven.
Hear my prayer, Lord Winter.
Hear us Father. Solo and Quartett A. Baumbach.
Heavenly dwelling. Quartett. Fiom Schubert. .A. Baumbach.
Heav'nly Father. From the-' Intercession." E. Bruce.
How luvely are the messengers ''St Paul."
If with all your hears. From '^ Elijah." A. Baumbach,
I heard a voice from heaveQ. (Funeral occasions. ).Baumiiiich.
Jesus, lover of my soul. Quintett. .Riery's -'Ea-ster Cantata."
Let the people praise thee. Solo and Quartett •• Eli."
Let the words of my mouth A. Baumbach.
Let us search and try Rossini.
Lift your glad voices

, Mozart.
No evil shall befall thee. From " Eli " A. Baumbach.
Not unto us, Lord. Tenor Solo and Quartett. From Halevy.

F. Howard.
Now the shades of night are gone A. Baumbach.
Now the shades of night are gone Le. Clerc.
O come, let u« worship. Quintett arranged from Mozart.

thou that hear'st. Soprano Solo and Qnartert. From Auber.
F. Darley.

rest in the Lord. From " Elijah." E. Bruce.
Our Father in heaven E. Bruce.
Praise the Lord, our God Spohr'a "Last Judgment."
Protect us through the coming night. From Curschman, as a

Quartett A. Baumbach.
Rejoice in the Lord. From Juvin A. Baumbach.
Sacred peace .' A. Baumbach.
Saviour, source of every blessing. From Freyer E. Bruce.
Search me. God. Soloand Quartett A. Baumbach.
Seek ye the Lord A. Baumbjich.
Ring unto the Lord. Short Anthem for Christmas. V. Novello.
Softly now the light of day J. E. Gould.
Teach me, Lord. Motett Wm. R. Babcock.
The heavens proclaim him. Anthem Beethoven.
The Lord is in his holy temple A. Baumbach.
The morning prayer. Solo and Quartett. From Franz. FDarley.
The saints in glory. Quartett. From Mendelssohn.. Baumbach.
Thou art our father. Solo and Quartett Hummel.
Thou whose all pervading eye Cherubini.
What holy calm. Duet and Quartett Beethoven.

PR ICES:
In Clotli, In Boards.

Sngle Copy, ®2.50. Single Copy, ffi2,25.

Pec dozen, SE24,00.
^

Per dozen, S21,00.

Copies sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.

Published by OLIVER DITSON & CO.
277 Washington Street.

is: I asr C3- ' s

CHURCH MUSIC,
liOSTLr SELECTED FROM THE WORKS OP TBfi

G REAT MASTERS,
WITH A

SEPARATE ORGAN ACCOMPANIMENT.
BY WILLIAll A. KING,

Editor of *'€!race Church Collection," etc.

*»* The popularity of Mr. King's previous works, especially

*Grace Church Collection,' will insure for this new candidate

for public favor that patronage which a single examination of

its pages will convince anyone it richly deserves. It forms

a handsome volume, long octavo, and is bound in cloth, neat-

ly embossed and lettered. Price $2,00. ^118,00 per dozen.

Copies mailed, post-paid.

OLIVER DITSON" & CO., Publishers,

77 Washington Street.

SECOND PART

Shilling Song Book.
A COLLECTION OF FAVORITE

National, Patriotic, Sentimental and Comic

BALLADS OF THE DAY.
So unprecedented has been the sale of the first part of the

Shilling Song Book—30,000 copies having been sold in a very

short time, that the publishers have been induced to issue a
Second Part contaioing the New and Highly Popular Songs
that have appeared since the publication of the first part,

together with very many that were not included in that for

want of room.

Coiitcnts of Part Second*
Abraham's daughter. May queen.
ADgels told me so. Meet me by moonlight a I.

Anna Lisle. Meet me by the running brook
Annie o' the banks o' the Dee. Minnie Moore. "

As thoy marched thro' the town Molly Bawu.
Bacon and greens. Monks of old.
Balm of Gilead. Moon behind the hill.

Banks of that lone river. Mother, I'll come home again.
Battle hymn of the republic. Mrs. Lofty and I.

Bird of beauty. Musical wife.

Blind orphan boy's lament. My pretty Jane.
Bloom is on the rye. Nearthe banksofthatloneriv'r
Blue Juniata. Negro boatman's song.
Bright-eyed little Nell. No one to love.
Captain (The). No sorrow there.
Cloe Bell Not a star from our flag.
Co-ca-che-lunk. Nothingelse to do.
Come this way, my father, Ofiicer's funeral.
Cottage of my mother Old Ironsides.
Courting in Connecticut. Old mountain tree.
Dayand night I thought of thee Old playground.
Dear old fl;ig. Old sexton.
Dermot astore. Our volunteers.
Deal with me kindly 0, would I were a boy again.
Dixie's land. Parthenia to Ingomar.
Do they think of me at home. Rainy day.
Down the burn, Davy, love. Raw recruits.
Dream of love. Rest for the weary,
Dumbarton's bonnie dell. Riding on a rail.

Ellsworth's body liesmonld'rin Rock beside the sea.
Faded flo\scr. Rock me to sleep, mother.
Fairy bell. Rosalie the prairie flower.
Fairy dell. Roseof Ailandale.
Far far upon the sea. Rover's grave.
Flee,asabird.toyourmountain Shining shore.
Gentle Hallie. Simun the cellarer.
Girl I left behind me. Singing through the forests.
Glory, glory, hallelujah. Somebody's courtingsomebody
God save the queen. Somebody's waiting for '''

Grave of Washington. Some things love me.
Graves of a household. Something to love me.
Happy be thy dreams. Song of the sexton.
Happy day. Speak gentle.
liappy land of Canaan. Sprig of shillelah.
Hark, I hear an angel sing. Switzer's farewell.
Heigh-ho for a husband. Sword of Bunker Hill.
I II paddle my own canoe. Thou art gone from my gaze.
I'm alone, all alone. Three angel visitants.
I'm not myself at all. Three fishers went sailing.
I'm standing by thy grave. Three hundred thousand more.
Jenny r^ane. To the West.
John Brown's body lies mould. Under the willow she's sleeping
Johnny was a shoemaker. Upiiee.
Joyfully, joyfully. Vacant chair.
Juanita. Viva I' America.
Josiah's courtship.

'

Way down in Maine.
Kingdom cominff. We'are coming, father Abra'am
Kissiug through the bars. What is home without a sister
Lone fish ball. What's a' the steer, Kimmer.
Lords of creation Widow Machree.
Lorena. Widow Malone.
Love me little, love me long. Will nobody marry me ?
Lulu is our darling pride. Would I were with thee!
Marching along. Young recruit.

Price 12 -cents.—On receipt of which it will be sent free

of postage to any address. The price of the First Part is the

same.

OLIVEK BITSOW & CO.. PUBLISHEKS,
277 Washington Street .

Smitli & Ditson's Hall,
cxnr c XN XX A-ri,

For CONCERTS, LECTtTRBS, FAIRS, &o.
For Terms apply to J. R. SMITH, at the Hall; OI-IVEIl

DITSON & CO., Boston; FIRTH, POND & CO., New York-
er J. E. GOni.D & CO., Philadelphia. 514

THE SILVER CHORD;
A Companion to the *'Home Circle."

A Collection of Favorite
Songs, Ballads, Duets and Quartets,

With Pianoforte Accompaniment.
"The Home Circle." known by all as a most admirable compi-

lation of pieces for the pianoforte, finds a fit companion in this
superior collection of words with piano accompaniment.
Songs that have become as household words in nearly every
community—with many new candidates for public favor, not so
well known but which when known will be appreciated, are
all here. Every one having a piano and a voice will not fail
to look at this book. One look will convince them that it is
just what they want, and having purchased it and given it a
more thorough examination, they will be fully satisEed that
'^ no piano is complete without it "

Price, in Cloth, S2.25, in Boards, $2. Mailed, postpaid.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Publishers, 277 Washington Street.

POPULAR INSTRUCTION BOOKS

FOR THE VIOLIN.
Published by Oliver Ditson and Company,

277 Washington Street, Boston.

Campagnoli's Violin Method.—A New and Progres-

sive Method on the Mechanism of Violin Playing, divided into

Four Parts, with the requisite explanatory Remarks, compris-

ing 132 Progressive Lessons for two Violins, and 118 Studies for

one Violin only 5.00

Ethiopian Violin Instructor 30

Howe's School for the Violin 30

Howe's Self-Instructor for the Violin 30

Howe's Violin without a Master 30

Jewett's National Violin Teacher.—Comprising
Instructions, with a variety of beautiful Compositions 50
Kreutzer's 40 Studies for Violin 1.50

Mazas' Violin Instructor ; to which is added PleyePa

celebrated Duets. French and English Text 2.00

May's Operatic Method for the Violin.—Contain-
ing Thorough Instructions and a large variety of Operatic and

other Music for the Violin. By D. M. H. May.

This work is intended for persons who wish to obtain a sat-

isfactory degree of proficiency in the art of Violin Playing, but
cannot devote many hours to daily practice, and is especially

recommended to such as a system that will lead to the acquire-

ment of all necessary inlormation in a short period of time.

Engravings, illustrating the mechanism of the Violin g,nd

the correct positions in playing from Spohr's celebrated Method,
accompany the work 1.00

Modern School for the Violin.—A thorough and

systematic arrangement of Easy, Progressive Studies, adapted

to the wants of Schools in every degree of advancement.

Added to which is a large Selection of Popular Songs. Waltzes,

Polkas. Dances, Marches, Quicksteps, &c. By L. G. Fessenden.

The author of this work is a teacher of the Violin, and gives

this School after a long experience in its use. For Exercises

and examples, selections are taken from Sargino, Labitzki,

Pleyel, Moriani, Czerny, and others of like celebrity as teach-

ers and composers. The second part of the book is intended

to meet the wants of those who are desirous of well arranged

Airs, Quadrilles, Waltzes, Polkas, &c 1.50

Ole Bull Violin Book of Instructions and Music. .30

Saunder's Self-Instructing Sch'l for the Violin,
on an entirely different Method from any work of the kind
heretofore offered to the public in this country ; intended for

Beginners. Amateurs, Business Players, and Teachers. In
Three Parts, complete in one volume. By George Saunders.

This work contains a large amount of valuable instruction

for all grades of violinists, and, while it furnishes the rudi-

ments of a thorough knowledge of violin playing to those just

commencing their studies in this branch of music, it also im-
parts numerous hints and facts of great practical importance
to advanced players. The music comprises nearly two hundred,
popular tunes, thirteen sets of Cotillons, and a good variety of

Contra. Spanish, and Fancy Dances, with proper figures

appended » 75
Spohr's Grand Violin School.—Newly revised, with

all the author's latest improvements. Edited by U. C. Hill.

Among the peculiar excellences of this Violin School one is

remarkable, that the elementary instructions do not precede
the practical portion of the work as in other schools, but are

combined there-with. By this union the pupil is enabled to

take the violin in hand at the first lesson ; in fact, he should

and must then commence with it 3.00

Spohr's School, Abridged.- To which is added a
selection of the most admired Operatic Airs, Waltzes and
Polkas 1.25

Violin Complete, (The.) Or. the American System
of teaching the art of playing the Violin 1.00

Violin Made Easy, (The.) 60
This work contains upwards of one hundred of the best

pieces, arranged for the Violin. The instructions are simple,

easily attained, and suited to all capacities

"Winner's Perfect Gmde for the Violin.—Con-
taining Instructions so clearly and simply treated as to make
it unnecessary to require the aid of a teacher; together with

more than 150 Operatic and Popular Airs, forming
B most complete collection of the Best Melodies of the
Day 50
Woodbury's Violin Instructor 30

*#* Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price.

New Music Sock for Sunday Schools.

lOlJTHFUL VOICES.

A Collection of Hymns and Tunes for the use of

Sunday Schools. Compiled by the " Boston Sunday School

Teachers Institute." The Music edited by B. J. Lano. Price

cloth SW.OO per doz ;
boards, iffSOO per doz ; single copies

cloth, 50 cts
;
boards, 87 cts. The object of this book is to

present a collection of Hymns and Tunes embodying liberal

and cheerful sentiment, avoiding those harsh features so unat-
tractive and unsuited to the young, but which have become
stereotyped into most collections of the kind. Copies will be
sent post-paid, on receipt of the price, by the publishers,

OLIVER DITSON & CO., 277 Washington Street, Boston.



THE POPULAR SONGS AND BALLADS
OF

TTILLI^M: R. DEISdIPSTER
OLIVER DITSON & GO. have recently published several New Songs in addition to their previous issues of the compositions of

"Wm. R. Dempster, and now present the following complete list of his works
;
prefacing it with the subjoined opinions selected from the large

number that have appeared in the columns of the American Press

:

" That -which Alexander Dumas is to literature, Mr. Dempster is to music ; and if credit be attached to the Frenchman for untirinq; energy and displays of

imagination, so, in like manner, is Mr. Dempster entitled to praise for embellishing poetry with the strains of music, each differing materially from the other, but all

partaking of beautiful and pleasing airs."

—

New York Herald.

" His compositions are full of melody and pathos, and the words of most of them evince an exquisite taste in their selection, as wedded consorts of immortal

music."

—

Aviencan Courier.

Blind Boy. Poetry by Miss Hannah F. Gould. 50 cts

" tell me the form of the soft summer air,

That to3sea so gently the curls of my hair I

It breathes on my lip. and it fans my warm cheek,

Yet gives me no answer though often I speak.

I feel it play o'er me refreshing and kind.

Yet I cannot touch it—I'm blind ! Oh. I'm blind I

Gome over the mountain to me, love. Poetry by

Charles G. Eastman. 50 cts.

" Come over the mountain to me, loTe,

Over to me. over to me
;

Mv spirit is pining for thee, love,

Pining for thee, pining for thee."

Death of "Warren. Poetry by Epes Sargent. 75 cts.

" When the war cry of liberty rang through the land,

To arms sprang our fathers the foe to withstand,

On old Bunker Hill their entrenchments they rear,

When the army is joined by a young volunteer.
* Tempt not death ! ' cried his friends ;

but he bade them
'good-bve.'

Saying, '0, it is sweet for our country to die.'

"

Do not forget me. For two Toices. 25 cts.

" Do not forget me ' though a world divides us

Hold to that memory which is of love
;

Let us obey the gentle hand that guides us,

To that blest hour when we shall meet above."

Dying Child and the Angel of Death. Poetry by

Mary Ilowitt. 75 cts.

" My heart is very faint and low

;

My thoughts like spectres come and go."

Evenins: Song. Poetry by Russell Smith. 40 eta.

" Twilight dews are weeping, silent stars are peeping

Forth from thrones of love on high ;

Meekly flowers are bending, evening songs ascending

Peaceful glides the streamlet by."

Flow down, cold rivulet. A Farewell. Poetry by Al-

fred Teun>son. 35 cts.

" Flow down, cold rivulet, to the sea

Thy tribute wave deliver;

No more by thee my steps shall be,

Forever and forever."

Footsteps ofAngels. Poetry by H. W. Longfellow. 50 cts.

*' When the hour:? of day are numbered,
And the voices of the night.

Wake the better soul that slumbered
To a holy calm delight.
* "* # * *

ft Then the forms of the departed

Enter at the open door."

Go where the Water glideth. For Tenor and Sopra-

no. -25 cts.

" Go where the water glideth gently ever,

Glideth through meadows that the greenest be,

Go, listen to your own beloved river.

And think of me."

Home of my Childhood. Poetry by Mrs. Nathan

Thompson. Jr. 40 cts.

" Home of my childhood, fere thee well."

I'm alone, all alone. Poetry by Lewis P. Thomas. 40 cts.

"I'm alone, though I rove through the city's thronged
street.

For thou art afar, I'm alone, all alone."

Imprisoned, (The). Poetry by Alfred Wheeler. 60 cts.

" A prisoner sat in a lowly cell.

Sighing for freedom he loved so well

;

No friend to gladden his heart had he.

Save a sweet little bird that sang merrily."

I see thee Sweetly Smile. Poetry by Kev. 0. W. Be-

thune. D D- 50 cts.

" I see thee sweetly smile. I hear thee gladly sing,

But T am sure the while thy heart is suffering,

Thine ere is never glad, thy smile quick fades away.
Ah, well I know that thou art sad, althongh thy songs bo

gay.

I'm with youonce again. Poetry by G. P. Morris. 50cts.

" I'm with you once again, my friends,

No more my footsteps roam."

Jeannie Morrison. Scotch Song. Poetry by Wm. Moth-

erwell. 50 cts.

"I wonder, Jeannie, aften yet,
When sitting on that bink.
Cheek touchin' cheek, loof locked in loof,

What our wee heads could think."

Let ns love one another. Poetry by Chs. Swain. 40 cts.

" Let us love one another, not long may we stay."

Lonely auld wife. Poetry by Julian Cramer. 50 cts.

" Beside the auld hearth she hath cherished for life.

Silent and sad sits the lonely auld wife."

Loved one was not there. Poetry by Eliza Caok. 60 cts.

" We gathered round the festive board,
The crackling fagot blazed.

But few would taste the wine that poured.
Or join the song we raised.

For there was now a glass unfilled,

A favored place to spare.
All eyes were dull, all hearts were chilled,

The loved one was not there."

Maid of Dee. Poetry from " Alton Locke," by Rev. C. W.
Kingsley. 50 cts.

May Queen, (The). Poetry by Alfred Tennyson.
" Ton must wake and call me early."

In Three Parts. Part First, 50 cti. Part Second, 50 cts.

Part Third, S1,00. Complete, S2,00.

May Sun sheds an amber light. Poetry byW. C
Bryant. 50 cts.

Morning Song. Poetry by Russell Smith. 50 cts.

" Daylight is breaking, maidens are waking
Rosy dreams dashing away

;

The stars are hiding, their homes abiding
Slowly opes the dawn of day."

Mother's (The) First Grief. Poetry by R. S. Chil-

ton. 60 cts

" She sits beside the cradle,

And her tears are streaming fiist."*****
" And while her soul is lifted

On the soaring wings of prayer,

Heaven's crystal gates swing inward,
And she sees her baby there."

My Father and my Mother. Poetry by Anson G.

Chester. 60 cts.

*' Years ago when rosy childhood."

My heart is like a silent Lute.
Poetry by D'lsraeli. 35 cts.

" My heart is like a silent lute
Some faithless hand has thrown aside.

Whose chords are dumb, whose tones are mute,
That once sent forth a voice of pride."

O, happy was the gloamin'. Poetry by Rev. G. W.
Bethune, D. B. 50 cts.

" 0, happy was.the gloaming when T gently wooed and won
thee,

As through the shadows of the glen the young moon
smiled upon thee."

O, why does the white man follow my track.

Poetry by Eliza Cook. 35 cts.

" 0, why does the white man follow my path,
Like a hound on the tiger's track ?

Does the flush on my dark cheek waken his wrath ?

Does he covet the bow on my back?

"

O, Promise me to Sing.
" 0, promise me to Sing, love,

My songs in after years."

Some things love me. Poetry by T. B. Read. 50 cts.

" All within and all without me
Feel a melancholy thrill.

And the darkness hangs about me,
0, how still

'

To my feet the river glideth through the shadow sullen,

dark;

On the stream the white moon rideth. like a barque.
And the Unden leans above me till I think some things there

be
In this dreary world that love me—even me."

The Rainy Day. Poetry by II. W. Longfellow. 50 cts,

" The day is cold, and dark, and dreary

;

It rains, and the wind is never wenrv ;

The vine still clings to the mouldering wall,

But at every gust the dead leaves fall.

And the day ia dark and dreary.''

There's Magic in that little Song. 15 cts.

50 cts.Those we love. Poetry by Eliza Cook.

^' We leave our own. our fatherland.

To lead the wanderer's fearful life

On stormy seas or deiert land
In pilgrim peace or busy strife

;

But there's a hope to save and cheer
Through nil of daneer. toil and pain

;

It .shines todrv the startinc tear.

And lights the pathway back again
To those we love."

'Tis sweet to love in Childhood. Poetry by Eliza

Cook. - 50 cts.

" 'Tis sweet to love in childhood when the souls that we be-

queath
Are beautiful in freshness as the coronals we wreath."

True Love. A ballad from "Lyrics of Life," by Mary

Howjtt. 35 eta.

" There are furrows on thy brow, wife.

Thy hnir Js thin and gray.

And the light that once was in thine eye
Hath sorrow stolen away.*******

But thy heart is still as warm, wife,

As when we first were wed :

As when thy merry eye wa;* bright.

And thy smooth cheek was red."

"Wert thou like me in life's low vale. Song of An-

not Lyle, in the " Legend of Montrose," by W. Scott. 35 eta.

" Wert thou like me in life*') low vale.

How blest with thee that lot I'd share

;

With thee I'd fly wherever gile

Could w.afb, or bounding billows bear

;

But parted hv pevere rlccrpe.

Far different must our fortunes prov&—
Mav thine be joy—enough for me
To weep and pray for him T love."

"What can an old man do but die. Poetry by Thomas

Hood 50 cts.

"When the Wight "Wind bewaileth. Poetry by Epes

Sargent, 40 cts.

" When the night wind beyaileth the fall of the year,

And sweeps from the forest the leaves that are sere

;

T wake from ray slumbers and list to the roar
;

And it saith to'my spirit, ' No more, never more.' "

"Wilt thou be mine ? Fir two voices. 25 cts.

" Wilt thou be mine? O. wnnlc of trentle breathing,

Ye come like mu.«ic tliat we hear in dveams.

When love that set^ks is blest bv love's bequeathing.

And Hope shines out, the warmest of life's beam.s."

A large number of the above have become universal favorites, and may be numbered among the national melodies of our cotmtry. Their circulation has been

unsurpassed by any series of songs and ballads. The peculiar x;harm and beauty of the music mny be judged of, somewhat, by the exceeding fine t.astc displayed by

Mr. Dempster in the selection of words he has made, which, in themselves alone, impart to the collection a value not found in any similar compositions.

Single copies of the above will be forwarded (postage free) by mail to any address.

OLIVER DITSON & CO.
277 "Wasliington Street, Boston.
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Stradivarius and the Violin.

By F. J. Fetis.J

Translated for this Journal by Henry W. BellowSj

(Concluded from paRe 338 ) ;

The Guarnari family, of Creaioiia, has furnish-

ed many distinguished instrument-makers,—all,

however, surpassed by Joseph, so justly celebrat-

ed for his works. The head of the family, An-
dre Guarnerius, was born at Cremona, in the

earlier part of the 1 7th century, and was one of

the first pupils of Nicolas Amati. He worked
at his art from IG50 to about 1695. His instru-

ments are recommended by a skilful workman-
ship, after the manner of the Amati, but they

are signalized by certain differences of detail.

Their tone is sweet, but not intense, and they do
not carry sound far. They arc ranked in tlie

market amon<r instruments of the second class.

Joseph Guarnerius is commonly called the eld-

est son of Andre, and the pupil of his father.

His works run from 1690 to 1730. However
much the pupil of Andre, he has not followed his

models. His first tendencies were such as to as-

similate him with Stradivarius, whoso contempo-
rary he was ; but later he imitated the style of

his cousin, also called Joseph, of whom we shall

speak presently. Although varying thus from
the true pattern, his instruments have a fine

quality and are esteemed.

Pierre Guaraeri, second son of Andre', and
brother of the preceding, worked from 1690 to

1725. His first works are dated Cremona, but
afl;erwards he established himself at Mantua,
where he produced a great number of instruments

which are not without merit, but which are found
fault with on account of their too great swell, and
because they are wanting in brilliancy. There
was another Pierre Guarnari, son of Joseph, and
grandson of Andre. Violins and basses of his

exist, dated Cremona, from 1725 to 1740. He
produced little in these fifteen years. His instru-

ments resemble those of his father, whose pupil
he was ; but they have less finish.

The great artist of this family remains to be
spoken of;—Joseph Antoine, commonly called in

Italy Guiseppe del Jesu, because most of the
violins that came from his hands bore upon the

label this sign, IHS.
No certain information was to be had until very

recently about this celebrated maker,—his life

being a collection of vague rumors, more or less

romantic. He himself had given a positive clue
to his origin in putting upon his works this in-

scription
:

" Jo.ieph Guanieriuii, Andrai; nepos ;"

but no hint was given of the date of his birth.

Thanks to the persevering researches of M. Vuil-
laume, an authentic document has turned up, re-
moving all doubts on the last point : it is now
proved that Joseph Antoine Guarnerius, legiti-

mate son of Joan-Baptiste Guarneri and Angela
Maria LocadcUa, was born at Cremona, June 8,

1683,1 mud was baptized the 11th of the same
monllile

; \ the parish of Saint Donat, chapel of
ease oi- h Cathedral.

Jean Baptiste Guarneri, father of Joseph del

Jesu, of whom -we are speaking, was the brother

of Andre. He was, doubtless, a stranger to the

art of instrument making,—for there is no one

sitrned with his name. It is even probable that

his relations with the members of his own family

were rot intimate, for it was neither with Joseph

nor with Pierre Guarnerius, that his son learsed

his trade, but with Antoine Stradivarius. Joseph

Guarnerius del Jesu worked in Cremona from

1725 to 1745. His first efforts bore no marks of

originality except, indeed, a certain indifference

in his choice of woods, as in his forms, which are

variable, and in the varnish. Some years later,

we find his instruments made with care : the

wood of the ribs and the bottom, of excellent

quality, is taken against the grain ; the fir of the

upper table is well chosen ; the varnish, of a smooth

surface and elastic quality, is of the loveliest tint

and rivals that of Stradivarius. The instruments

of the epoch now spo ken of are of small pattern
;

their outlines are happily designed ; the swells,

slightly raised, subside gently to the very borders
;

the interior parts are of good fir. One single

criticism applies to these instruments : the thick-

nesses, especially at the very middle of the lower

table, are too great,—a radical defect which in-

jures their elasticity, the freedom of their vibra-

tions, and of course, the brilliancy of their sound.

Mounted according to the mode of the time when
they were constructed, these instruments must

fail in power and in carriage. A distinctive

character is apparent in these instruments, in

spite of the variable forms in which the artist in-

dulges.

In the third epoch of his career, Joseph Guar-

nerius offers a still more surprising variety in the

forms of his instruments, while he preserves those

marked characteristics and that independence of

style, which reveal his genius. During this epoch,

he produced some admirable instruments of a

larger pattern, made of an excellent wood taken

against the grain, and obeying the best possible

conditions in respect to the swells and the thick-

nesses. A beautiful varnish, as remarkable for

softness and elasticity as for color, protects these

excellent instruments, which equal in merit the

finest productions of Antoine Stradivarius when
subjected to the alterations made necessary by

the requirements of the present period.

All at once, immediately following this glorious

season in his career, Guarnerius falls so far below

himself, that his works would be irrecognizable,

if the stamp of genuineness, which he preserved

to the last, did not assure us that these produc-

tions are really his own. Poorness, in the wood,

in the work and in the varnish,—all appear in a

certain number of his violins, the degenerate fruit

of a great talent, fallen. Such a revolution would

be inexplicable, if the unhappy end of this artist

did not give us a clue to it. The rumors, spread

through Italy as to the misfortunes of which

Guarnerius was the victim during his last years,

are vague and contradictory; but in comparino-
them, it at least appears certain, that the end of

this distinguished artist was not that of a good

man. The old Bergonzi, who died at Cremona

n 1738, at the age of eighty, and who was grand-

on of Charles, pupil of Stradivarius, reported

that Joseph Guarnerius del Jesu had lived a very

irregular life ; that, idle and negligent, he loved

wine and pleasure, and that his wife, born in the

Tyrol, had not been happy with him, although

she had often helped him in his work. Bergonzi

added that Guarnerius had, for a cause now un-

known, been many years shut up in prison, and

that he died there in 1745. Other traditions

add some details to these disclosures ; as that the

jailer's daughter procured him the woods that

were indispensable, and some miserable tools, and

that she worked with hira. It is to this unhappy

epoch, that we asci-ibe the instruments so unwor-

thy of his genius. This same girl carried about

and traded off at low prices his manufactures, to

procure him some comforts in his misery. She

also bought, now from one and now from another

shop, the varnish with which he smeared his vio-

lins,—and thus the color and other peculiarities

in the works of this disastrous period are account-

ed for.

The reputation of Joseph Guarnerius was not

established in Italy until after his death ; and only

slowly reached France. Early in this century,

while the price of a fine Stradivarius was a hun-

dred louis, that of the best Joseph Guarnerius did

not rise above-twelve hundredfrancs ; but latterly,

the qualities of grand sonority have made them

sought and their price has advanced, for choice

instruments, to six thousand francs. Among the

best violins of this great master, we may place in

the first rank that on which Paganini habitually

played in his concerts,—and which he bequeathed

to the city of Genoa, his native place; another,

which belonged to the celebrated violinist Alard,

one owned by M. Leduc, a Parisian amateur, and

those belonging to Messrs. Coding & Plowdena,

in London. Some Italian makers have imitated

Joseph Guarnerius particularly Paul-Antoine

Testore, of Milan, Charles-Ferdinand Landolfi, of

the same city, and Laurent Plononi, of Cremona >

but their works are classed only among instru-

ments in the third rank.

Here ends the history of violin-making in the

Cremona School, the phases of which have been

so brilliant for two centuries. To-day, the city

of Ciemona, whose historic place is due to the

labors of some artists of that profession, ofl^ers

nothing to recall the ancient splendor of her skill.

With the e.xcepsion of some select citizens, her

population does not even preserve the memory of

the Amati, of Stradivarius, or of Guarnerius.

Translated for this .Tournal.

Translations from Robert Schumann.
By S. A. Stern.

I.

Piano-Concerto, by T. Moscheles, op. 93.

Piano-Concerto, by P. Mendelssohn Bartholdy, op. 40.

Piano music forms an important cbapter in

modern music history, as by it the dawnint^' of
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a new stvle was first heralded. The oft-repeat-

ed remark, that the most talented musicians of

our age are pianists, applies also to previous

epochs. Bach and Handel, Mozart and Beetho-

ven grew up at the piano; and just as sculptors

first make small models of their statues in clay,

they may frequently have sketched, on the piano,

that which they afterwards elaborated for or-

chestral masses. Since their time, the instru-

ment has been greatly perfected. The steady

advances in the mechanism of piano-playing, and

the impetus given to composition by Beethoven,

have added to its compass and importance.

—

Should it yet come to pass, (as I think it will),

that pianos will be made with pedals like those o*

the organ, new opportunities will present them-

selves to the pianist, who, separating himself from

the supporting orchestra, will be able to act with

increased resources, greater freedom and fuller

harmonies.

AVe have long observed the signs of this gradu-

al separation of the piano from the orchestra.

In direct antagonism to the Symphony, modern

pianists wish to rule by and with their own re-

sources ; and in this lies the explanation of the

fact, that so few Concertos, and other original

compositions, for piano with accompaniment,

have, of late, been published. The " Zeitschrift

"

has reported on nearly all that have appeared

since it exists. The comparatively small num-

ber of sixteen, or seventeen, embraces those

printed during the last six years. So much have

times changed, that what was formerly consider-

ed a valuable addition to the stock of instru-

mental forms, is now voluntarily abandoned. It

were certainly a great loss if piano Concertos

with orchestral ace ompaniments were given up

entirely. Yet we cannot contradict pianists when

they say :
" We have no need of the assistance

of others ; our instrument is most effective when

played alone." And so we must patiently await

the advent of that genius who will combine

piano and orchestra, and interweave the varied

characters of the different instruments in such a

manner that, while he who sits at the piano can

display his skill and the resources of his instru-

ment, the orchestra will be more than mere

lookers-on. One thing we can, in fairness, ask

of modern composers : viz, that in attempting to

replace the calm and dignified Concerto, they

give us solemn and dignified solos ; not caprices,

nor variations, but prettily finished Allegro move-

ments, suitable for opening a concert. Until they

give us such, we must content ourselves with

those older works that are so well adapted to

show the depth of an artist's skill. I allude to

the excellent works of Mozart and Beethoven
;

when, in more select circles, there is a desire to

present the visage of one whose greatness is not

yet fully appreciated, those of Sebastian Bach
;

or, when the new is demanded, those modern

works in which traces of the older styles (that of

Beethoven in particular) are treated with skill

and felicity. Among the last, we include, with

certain reservations, two recent Concertos by I.

Moscheles and F. Mendelssohn Bartholdy. As

we have frequently alluded to both artists, we

dare now be brief.

Moscheles affords an instance of that rara avis,

a musician who, though advanced in years and

constantly engaged with the study of the old

masters, nevertheless observes and profits by the

occurrences of the present. Controlling, as he

does, these elements by his inborn peculiarities,

the natural result of the combination of the old,

the new and the original is just such a work as

the Concerto before us — in form, clear and dis-

tinct ; in character, bordering on the romantic
;

and like its composer, original withal. We
will not split hairs about the matter—the Concerto

betrays the master. But all things have their

day of glory ; and though this master is yet the

industrious, excellent artist, who takes great

pains to make bis works equal to the best, he is

not what he was when he wrote the G minor

Concerto.

From the very start, he shows that he does not

aim at popularity. The Concerto is so styled and

is pathetic, but what do ninety-nine out of a hun-

dred pianists care for that ? In form, there is a

striking difference from Moscheles' previous

works and those of other authors. The first

movement advances rapidly ; the tuttis shorter

than usual, and the orchestra taking part through-

out. The second movement, wiih its slow inter-

ludes, seems more labored. It introduces the

finale, in which the pathetic character of the

first part is resumed in passionate movement.

—

Compared with others, we would not call this

composition mechanically difficult. The figures

are unusual, but are such as moderate players

can master with study. It requires a thorough

acquaintance with the score and close attention

on the part of orchestra and pianist. We re-

member, with pleasure^ Moscheles' performance of

it at Leipzig
;
played as it then was, the artistic

interweaving of the different motives was, of

course, highly interesting.

To modern Concerto-writers we are exceeding-

ly grateful that they have ceased to bore ns by

ending their compositions with long trills and

flights of octaves. The cadenza, into which the

old virtuosos crammed all the difficulties th^t

they could, rested on a better idea, and might,

even yet, be used w ith a happy effect.

—

Might not the Scherzo, so familiar in Symphony

and Sonata, be effectively introduced into the

Concerto ? A battling with individual orchestral

parts might ensue, and the form of the Concerto

would undergo a slight alteration. Mendelssohn

might attempt this more successfully than all

others.

We have to review the second Concerto by the

latter. Truly, he is unchanged ; always does he

move in his own old cheerful measure ; no one

has smile-wreathed lips more beautiful than his.

AVith this Concerto, virtuosos will find it difficult

to bring immense execution into play. He gives

them but little to do that they have not already

played a hundred times. I have often heard

this complained of To some extent, the com-

plaints are just. New and brilliant passages,

affording the artist a chance to display his skill,

should not be missing in the Concerto. But

Music, after all, stands above aught else, and to

him who always bounteously gives us music our

highest praise is due. It is the outpouring of a

beautiful soul, unconcerned whether it gushes

forth in solitude or in the presence of hundreds.

Let it always be a beautiful soul that expresses

itself

It is this that makes the effect of Mendelssohn's

compositions so irresistible, when he himself

renders them. "On such occasions the fingers are

but messengers and might as well be out of sight

;

the ear receives and the heart decides. I have

often ti.ought that Mozart must have played in

the same way. Though we praise Mendelssohn

because he always gives us such musicr, we will

not, on that account, deny that in some works he

does this more forcibly than in others.

This Concerto might be classed with his fugitive

productions. If I am not misfaken, he must

have written it in a few days, perhaps hours. It

is like shaking a tree ; the sweet, ripe fruit falls

to the ground at once.

One is asked bow it compares with his first

Concerto. It is both like an! unlike it. Like it,

because it is by the same finished master ; unlike

it, because written ten years later. In the har-

monic treatment, Sebast^n Bach looks out here

and there. Melody, form and instrumentation

are Mendelssohn's own. Let us be thankful for

this cheerful, fugitive gift. It is like those works

that the great masters composed in the intervals

between their greater creations. And, surely,

our young master will not forget bow they,

oftimes, suddenly re-appeared, bringing with

them a great work, like Mozart's D minor, or

Beethoven's G major Concerto.

The Musical Year 18S2, in Paris.

The followmg- is translateij and abricJi^ed frora La
Rcmie el Gazette Musdcale, by She Ijondon Utmcal

Wm-ld.

That which will distrngnish thie past year from
others is certainly not tlie nnmher of new works.
Never have there been so few changes; while in ihe

managers of theatres devoted to musie never have
there been so many. Tliis time twelve months M.
Alphonse Koyer reignerl at the Gr.'snd Opera ; M.
Beaumont at the Opera Comique ; M. Charles
Re'ty at the Theatre Lyrique ; and M. Offenbach at

the Bouffes Parisiens. Not »>ne of these sovereigns

is left; the Kroanc) trcmliled nn(iemea>th their

thrones, and they resolved to abtJicate, Their sac-

cessors are MM. Emile Pcrrin, Adolpbe de I^uven,
Carvatho, and Vamey. M. Catzado, manager of

the Theatre Italien, is tlie only one who has retained

his sceptre ; hut he nearly lost his theatre, ami was
on tlie point of being reduced to the sad necessity of

transporting the seat of empire to some distant

quarter of the town. It is worth noting that M.
Perrin, who left tlie Opera Cot^ftique atiout the end
of 18:17, and M. Carvalho, who seceded from the

Theatre Lyriqne at the commencement of 1860, at

no distant intervals from each otiier, returned to their

respective theatres, and saved them (mm impenfling

ruin. Having revived so promptly the fortunes of

the Opera Comique, M. Perrin was considered worthy
to rule over the destinies of the Grand Opera, and is

now supreme ar-bitrator of that vast establishment, of

which an Abbe' Perrin was the first patentee. If, on

the other hand, M. Ca'-valho had gone to the Salle

Favart (which, we believe, was his earnest desire)

who wonld have replaced him at the Ctiaiaiet ? No
immediate solution of the problem being disc^>vered,

M. Carvalho remains at the Tlie'atre Lyrique. After

crossing the Boulevard from the Opera Comique to

the Grand Opera, (just the converse of M. Nestor

Roqneplan's locomotive feat), M. Emile Perrin will

have to contend with difficulties, new even to a man
of experience ; and it will require all his vigor to

surmount them. At the Opera, tlie obstacles, if less

numerous, are greater than at the Ope'ra Comiqne.
The Opera is the theatre where the influence of a

manager takes longest to be felt ; where successes to

make up for failures are rare, and failnres are the

more disastrous. The industry of M. Emile Perrin

will, however, (ind plenty of employment in the

quantity of details that belong to a management
which lias to deal with " all the arts."

But to the musical incidents of the year just ex-

pired. At the Grand Opera we have to note the

production of one solitary new work

—

La Reine de

Saba—a second effort to make music withont form,

and alas ! without melody, acceptable to Paris. M,
Richard Wagner having already failed in the at-

tempt, M. Gounod was not the first, any more than

he is likely to he the last. Condemned in Paris, La
Reine de Saba has just appealed to Brussels, as to a

court of hope. Rumors give us to undijrst^n.tj.-.jji'jit

France and Belgium, despite their bein/ igbbors,

understand each other better than wy nagined.

Sig. Mario's re-appearance at this thj^^ may be
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simply recorded as having talien place—so sliglit the
trace it left behind ! iVIore important and move omi-
nous—the first stone of the new opera-bouse was
laid on the 21st of July.
At tlie Ope'ra-Coniique, where revivals have

abounded, new worlis have lieen rare. They were
three in all—supplying only four acts—namely ; ./o-

crisse, one act ; Lalla RoukJi, two acts ; Le Cabaret
d' Ativers, one act. Le JoailUer de Saint James,
however, which Itad been played nowlicre except at

the The&tre de la Renaissance, might, strictly speak-
ing, also 1)6 counted as a novelty. The revivals of
Gtra/da, Rose et Coins, La Seruatite Afaitresse, Jean
de Paris, Deux Mots {on une Niiit dana la Fore'l), and
Zemire ^ Azov, served as advanced guard to the new
triumph, of La Dame Blanche, so happily selected for

the debvt of M. Leon Achaixl, who, young as he is,

had the honor of expediting the evergreen old lady
to her tlmxisondth representation.

The Italian Theatre has produced two pieces new
to its rppertory ; U Fiu-ioso all' hola di San Dominqo
and Cosi fan Tntle. Far this establishment, M.
Naudin's de'lmt was a piece of luclc, and that of Mile.
Adeiina Fatti a fortane.

At the The'atre Lyrique, six works, old or new,
figure in M. Charles Rc'ty's list; Joseph, three acts

;

La Chatle Merceillease, th)«e ; La Fiile ff Eifyple,

two 5 L<i Fleur dii Val Suson, one ; Le Pai/s de Co-

cadne, two ; and Sous les Charmill-es, one. The
chsingeof site, from the Boulevard du Temple to the
banks of tire Seine, and the return of M, Carvalho,
as manager, eo?istit«te the conspicuous events of a
year hrought to a prosperous conclusion by the revi-

val of M. Gounod's Fa-ast-

The concerts at the Cirque Napoleon, instituted

Isst year by M. Pasdeloup, continue to enjoy extra-

ordinary vegue—a vogue Justified alike by the pro-

gress made by the conductor an<J the players who
work under him. There has been a veritable con-
gress of pianists, at which MM. Gustave Satter and
Aiig-ust« Dupont, Mnae. Clara Schumann, and M.
Thalberg, variously presided. Let us, also, chrotsicle

the appearance of a sextet and quintet by our illus-

triotis eoHaboratmr, M. Fe'tis, in the Pleyel-Wolff
Rooms ; the execution of a mass by W«ber, at St.

Eustaehe, on St. Cecilia's day, by the Association
des Artistes Musiciens ; and, lastly—while omitti ng
Eothing, to finish with something astounding—the
gigantic Handel Festival at the Crystal Palace, Syd-
enham, eoajsling with it the hearty reception ac-

corded in London to the bands of the Zouaves and
of the Gendarmerie de la Gai-de, who v^-ent over ex-
pressly from Paris.

And ROW to the raelancholy part of our task.

Fi-oraeMtiia! Halevy has been snatched from us, pre-
maturely, to the great and general grief. "The
Grand Opera paid him the last honors by reviving
La Juive. The Emperor headed the subscription list

for a monument to his memory, and the legislature
has awarded the widow a handsome pension.
Around this name, which will not die, let us group
some others less celebrated ; A. Vaillard, Adrien de
la Fage, Cavaille'-Col, senr., Jean-Francois Sudre,
Gustave Vaez, Henrichs, Arnaud Dancia, Fre'de'ric

de Courcy, Darchenay, Etienne Bodin, Eoulanger
Kunze', Madame Berlioz, Madame Buret, Emile
van-der-Burch, and A. de Coraberousse. To the
names of these artists, musicians, poets, dramatic
authors, and journalists, all of whom France regrets,
we have to add those of others whom foreign coun-
tries have to deplore

; Charles Lipinaki.Broadwood,
Senr., Joseph Frolieh, Castelli, Consul, Leopold
Sclieffer, Charles Vogel, Joseph Klein, Belart, Col-
onel Eagai Vechi, Hans Seling, H. Lenz, Charles
Mayer, Jean Hindle, Ignace Assmayer, Anne EckofF,
Aug. Baumgartner, Joseph Fischer, B. Brouwer,
Lonis Uhland, Fiedo, and Verstowsky.

Such are the noticeable events of the past year I

Let us now prepare for new scenes, new pleasures,
and new sorrows !

John Lodge EUerton.

Translated from the NUderrlieinische Mmik-Zeitung, by J. V.
Bridgemann.

The less we find productive minds in any branch,
either of art or science, in any particular country,
the more does any individual endowed with innate
talent, improved by energetic study, stand out bril-

liantly from the obscure background. While, in

England, most extraordinary capabilities are needed
to enable any one to occupy a prominent position a
a separate portrait among the long series of states-

manlike heads, a very cursory glance will suffice for
the domain of musical art ; the latter is a sterile and
flat plain which causes anything like a prominent ob-
ject to aplpear in a more than usually strong lighf
The musicjal soil of England may well be <lesignated
sterile

; it 'is wanting even in the element of nation-
ality. To s,ay nothing of the popular songs of Ger-

many, almost every other country possesses, in this

respect, more of the national element than England.
In fact, whatever we have of this kind belongs to the

sisters of England, namely Ireland and Scotland,

which, in times of^ greater political independence,

and of national struggles, displayed, in their popular

songs, a peculiar nationally musical consciousness.

The Jacobite songs of Scotland, and the Irish Mel.o-

dies, which Thomas Moore in his poetic composi-

tions, of the same name, full of imagery, and glow-

ing with the love of freedom, furnished with an un-

dying literary basis, have no rivals upon English

soil, properly so called. In the way, too, of grander

vocal and instrumental compositions, England has,

as yet, but little to show. With regard , further, to

singers, gifted with good voices, properly trained, it

is a tolerably well-known fact that London supplies

its best theatres with foreign recruits. When, there-

fore, upon such a soil, a single individual, as we
have previously remarked, exerts himself to achieve

greatness and consideration,he is all the more remark-

able, and, at the same time, all the more worthy of

respect. John Field, an Irishman, hern in 1782,

commenced the short series of British musicians.

If we consider Litolfif as an Englishman—he was, at

any rate, born in London, where he studied under
Moscheles—we have, when we have named him, to-

gether with Balfe and Wallace, mentioned the other

most celebrated instances. No less remarkable

than the gentlemen last named, nay, in many re-

spects, viewing the matter in the light of genuine

and pure art, more interesting, although not nearly

so well-known (most of the musical manuals do not

even include his name in their nomenclature), is the

man whose name stands at the head of this article,

and to whom it is our wish to pay that tribute of

recognition which he merits—we mean John Lodge
EUerton. Older than his fellow-countrymen and
colleagues, he was born, in the County of Chester,

in 1807, while Balfe first saw the light in 1808;
Wallace, in 1815; and LitolfF, in 1830—and richer

in his productivity, as far as the number of his

works is concerned, EUerton would, from this fact

alone, have had a right to expect a priority in the

general recognition of his powers, if his own disposi-

tion, which is, really and truly, far too retiring and

delicately sensitive, "had not stood in his way. Full

of profound enthusiasm for art, full of true and no-

ble aspirations, full of warm feeling and fertile

fancy, the fundamental features of which are melody
and gentle amiability, EUerton can express al! these

qualities only through the medium of the silent

notes, jotted down by his pen. But, when he has

done thns much, the hidden treasure remains envelop-

ed in quiet obscurity. Whatever the painter has, with

the help of his pencil, confided to the canvass, is

translated into all languages and intelligible to every-

one ; bnt whatever the composer, at his silent desk,

has placed upon paper, is appreciated by the few ini-

tiated alone. For the great mass of the public, it re-

quires, before it can be understood, to be translated

by the hands of the quartet, the breath of the wind
instrumentalist, or the throat of the singer, and it is

this translation which is more than usually wanting
in the case of EUerton's works. This artist's social

position, a position not extraordinarily favorable for a

composer, does not possess that impelling power, for-

cibly clearing a way for itself, which sets in motion,

from unavoidable necessity, the necessary lever. To
this must be added the retiring sensitiveness already

mentioned— the disposition which withdraws into it-

self, and, at every rude touch, at every bleak current

of air, allows the harp to remain mute, thus not fur-

nishing wiih sufficient energy the incessant provoca-

tive, so necessary in our days, for the translation, of

which we have spoken. EUerton's most beautiful

compositions, his trios, quartets, and quintets, are to

be heard, as a rule, only in his own quiet saloon

—

executed by the best artists of the place where he at

present resides—by a few lovers of art, invited by
bim, and who understand him as a man and an artist.

It is but seldom that one of his works is heard in the

larger though still select circle of a Soire'e Musicnle,

or that a symphony or oratorio finds its way before

the more excitable public of the grand music-hall.

Although several of his works have, by publication,

been rendered more accessible to the public, still, as

we have previously remarked, for the attainment of

the principal object, there is wanting the spur of ne-

cessity.

In EUerton, we find a peculiar mixture of coloring

and style. In him, as the descendant of an old Irish

family, there exists that deeply moving poetry which
so favorably distinguishes Irishmen, and which, in

his case, has been displayed in a grand and admira-
ble poem, a national epic in six cantos : 71ie Bridal

of Salerno. His general literary as well as musical

acquirements procured for him, as far back as 1828,
at the University of Cxford, the degree of Maqister

Arlium, a degree analogous to that of our "Doctor,"

though much more rarely bestowed in England.
From Oxford, ho proceeded to Rome, in order to

study counterpoint under the celebrated Maestro di

Capella Persiani. That professor's lessons, com-
bined with Italian opinions, produced a marked
effect upon EUerton's musical ideas, and imparted to

his compositions that agreeable softness, which, far

removed from Italian effeminacy, properly so called,

bears such a striking resemblance to the German
type, of good nature and deep feeling. After com-
pleting his studies, he returned home, and, in 1837,
married the daughter of the Earl of Scarborough,
an English peer. Several long tours on the Conti-

nent, and a protracted residence in Germany, afforded

him an opportunity for enlarging his musical knowl-
edge and forming an acquaintance with the character

of foreign conceptions. By this means, and the as-

similation of ideas consequent upon it, his musical

education attained a degree of mental perfection and
variety which proved of great advantage to his talent

for composition. He now produced, at various

times, 12 Operas—7 Italian ones (Issipite, Berenice

in Armenia, Annihale in Capua, 11 Sacrijizio d'Epito,

Andromaco, II Mariio a Rista, and II Carnevale di Ve-

nezia) ; 4 English ones ( Womam's wit, Lucinda, Do-
minica, and Tlie Bridal of Triermain) ; and one Ger-

man one ( Ca/'/o Rosa); an oratorio, Paradise Tjost,

the text founded on Milton, a work full of lofty mel-

ody ; 6 Masses ; 6 Anthems ; a large number of

hymns and motets, and about three hundred detached
songs and other pieces, for three, four, and five

voices. Of greater importance are his instrumental

pieces, among which we may name; 5 Symphonies
for full band ; 42 stringed quartets ; 3 pianoforte

quartets; 18 pianoforte trios; 3 trios for violin, alt

and alto ; 8 concert overtures, &c. Several of these

have been performed in public, as, for instance, some
symphonies in Aix-la-Chapelle, a symphony in Co-
logne and Dresden, other works in Brussells and
London, some quartets in Wiesbaden, the oratorios

at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, and several operas

in Italy and England. All were everywhere well re-

ceived, both by the public and the critics. So that

it is certainly desirable they should be more gener-

ally known.
From the numerous opinions of the press we will

quote merely the opinion of one Euglishman (Ed.
Holmes, the well-known author of the Life of Mo-
zart, and A Ramble amongst the Musicians of Gei-ma-

ni/) published in the Atlas. Speaking of some of

EUerton's hymns, Mr. Holmes thus expresses him-
self: " It is seldom that amateur compositions display

such excellence in the way of diversity of style, and
such marked character as in the latter. It is impos-
sible for a musician to glance at EUerton's works
without recognizing in them that elegance of melody
that powerful accentuation, and that graceful harmo-
ny, which afford proof of a great talent for vocal

composition. At the same time, we perceive in

them a strong element of sacred earnestness, leaving

plenty of room for the play of fancy and feeling

which must impress upon a composition the charac,

ter of its epoch." The same periodical, when speak-

ing, on other occasions, of EUerton's profane compo-
sitions, praises the delicacy of his taste, which is

manifested in the mauBgement of the melody, as well

as in the natural character of the harmony, the char-

acteristic portrayal of the scene, and the romantic,

though yet solemn treatment of each work as a
whole. The same may be asserted of his orchestral

works. In the material treatment, we cannot fail to

recognize an earnest study of Mozart, Haydn, and
Beethoven. However rich our literature may be in

grand creations of the classical period, we think that

EUerton's works, by a certain unique charm, are

well worthy of meeting with a friendly reception in

the artistic world of Germany. Br.

A Letter from Timothy Trill,

The N. Y. Church Choir Union.

My dear Mr. Editor :

A new organization under the above name having

lately came into existence in our city, I have thought

that a few words regarding it and its first public

performance might not be unacceptable to your read-

ers.

A few weeks ago the editor of the Glmrcli .Tournal

caUed on the Rector of " Old Trinity " and asked

permission to use the locture-rooni of one of his

parish churches for a preliminary meeting for the

consideration of the fcasability of establishing " a

regular series of performances by the combined Epis-

copal Choirs of New York and vicinity." Permis-

sion was granted, but only "two or three" (figura-
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lively speaking) were present. A board of manage-

ment was elected Iiowever, of wiiieh Rev. Dr. Dix,

Rector of Trinity Churcti, Rev. Mr. Shacliclford

of Newark, and Mr. W. H. Walter, organist of Trini-

ty chapel, were prominent ofBcers, and the meeting

was then adjourned to the following week. At the

second meeting there was a still larger attendance,

and an order of services and a date for a public per-

formance were decided upon. Notices were shortly

after sent around to the chtirclies, and a rehearsal

took place on Tuesday, the 27th. Thursday, the 29th,

was appointed for the public performance, and a very

grand success it proved, notwithstanding the slushy

condition of the streets, which [made it anything but

agreeable to pedestrians. The service was held in

St. John's Church, Varick Street, which beautiful

edifice was filled with a congregation of a musical

predominance decidedly new to its garnished walls.

The centre of the building was reserved for the choirs

and choir-boys (for there were also many of the

latter), and the rest of the pews were thrown open to

the public.

The services were opened by a voluntai-y by Mr.

Geo. F. Bristow,- after which the hymn,

" Blessed Jesus, at thy word,"

was sung by the entire body of chorists to the music

from wliich we have derived the tune "Nuremberg,"

composed by Johann Rudolph Able, 1664. Theeflrect

was very fine. The Lord's prayer and versicles

were then intoned, with the j^mens branched out into

full harmony by the singers ; after which the Psaltet

was chanted to one of Turner's single chants. This

did not go so well, for want of sufficient rehearsals,

but nevertheless was creditably performed consider-

ing. The " Magnificat " next came in order after

the lesson, and was sung antiphonally to the Firsr

Tone, Ferial form, first ending. After the prayers

the Epiphany Hymn, Jesu dulcis memoria, was

sung to an old melody from the Salisbury Hymnal
harmonized by Mr. H. R. Schroeder, the Nestor of all

antiquarian music, and who can smell an old chorale

the distance of a couple of centuries with an invari-

able accuracy !

The sermon, or rather address, was then delivered

by Rev. Dr. Muhlenberg, of the Church of the "Holy

Communion," and a most remarkable production it

certainly was. The eminent divine (eminent in

other things doubtless, but certainly not in church

music !) took for his text " Is any merry, let him

sing Psalms." " The kinds of Psalms are various
;

for even wicked people have them of a certain des-

cription. Song is the natural outpouring of the

heart." &c, (but the learned Doctor was careful not

to say lohat kind of song, for I opine that a good

deal of these " natural outpourings " are anything

but melodious !). He then branched out into a lau-

dation of congregational singing, and eulogized

extravagantly those churches whose singing cost's

nothing ; at which I could not help wondering if he

would praise with equal intensity any congregation

whose preaching and praying were supplied on a

like economical plan ! Unmeasured abuse was

heaped upon the popular quartet system, and the

Rev. Dr. deprecated the custom of putting sacred

words into the mouths of profane persons, such as

choir singers were generally supposed to be ! At
this stage I wanted terribly to quote aloud the pas-

sage from Matthew about judging not, lest ye be

judged ; but of course refrained !

The speaker made some remarkable and bold as-

sertions, among which was this : "Melodjj in the heart

melodizes the voice !" Now I had often heard sounds

produced from living bodies who were said to have

that quality in their hearts, but on no occasion have

I yet heard it proceed from their mouths ; from which

I am constrained modestly to presume that I do not

know what melody is, or that there must be "a heap"

of it in people's hearts, before their voices can be

thus metamorphosed by its agency
; ergo that "heap"

must have been wanting in the hearts of said parties !

He related an anecdote of an English master of

a chorister school, who had asserted that among five

or ten thousands of boys, whom he has met with in

twenty-five years' experience, he had not known one

case where the boy could not be made use of as a

choralist. I do not know how others were affected

by this, but 1 found it a story too big for me to

swallow without chewing. Even granting it to be

true, the logical deduction drawn therefrom by the

venerable speaker would doubtless enlighten Whate-
ly. It was, that therefore, grown up folks, with stiff

necks, throats and voices, and stiffer notions, preju-

dices and opinions, could now sing acceptably in

church, when the chances are that none of them
ever gave tico consecutive hours to the study of music

in the whole course of their lives !

He then exclaimed that this must be so, for

" Our tongues were made to bless the Lord,

And sing his praise with one accord;"

\vhich was also a discovery in anatomy or physiolo-

gy, since tongues used to be the talkers, and tvind-

pipes the singers, when I was at the Medical College !

He said further : If congregations can not sing, " it

is because they have disqualified themselves,"

through want of inclination, I suppose! Even so,

if an elephant cannot climb a tree, it is doubtless^for

the same reason !

!

The cultivated ear of the speaker " preferred a

camp meeting's Glory Hallelujahs to the finest Quar
tet," and, yet a little after, he asserted that notwith-

standing he would not proscribe the music of the

great masters. " do ! Bring iu your Handel and

Haydn," he exclaimed, and for what? I instinc-

tively mentally inquired. To be sung by the un-

tutored congregations without rehearsals ? Surely

Handel and Haydn ought to feel happy at the

thought

!

Organists also came in for a share of the Rev.

Doctor's attention. "Interludes are frivolous im-

pertinences." Closing voluntaries are unauthor-

ized attempts to "drive sermons out of people's heads

as soon as possible and to tempt the congregations
" to dance out of church !" Yet he had just before,

been eulogizing the presence of instrumental music

in the Sanctuary, and asserting its " necessity" as a

part of praise ! Can he deny this quality to closing

voluntaries, I wonder f Or is there any good reason

for supposing that they should be of a sombre char-

acter so as to symbolize contrition, humiliation,

self-abasement or penance ? consistency ! thou

wert a virtue with the Doctor ! Regarding the in-

terludes, he said he would repeat a verse of a Psalm,

and afterwards a translated interlude, which was as

follows :

" With one consent let all the earth

To God their cheerful voices raise." &c.

and the interlude was :

" Jack and Jill went up a hill

To fetch a pail of water,

Jack fell down and broke his crown

And Jill came tumbling arter."

Tills was received with bursts of laughter, as it

well might be, nor do I deny the applicability of the

illustration in many cases ; but the able speaker was

unaccountably silent regarding the root of the organ-

ist difficulty. Why did he not complain of the

stingy meanness of church committees, who, while

their well fed Parsons are living like fighting cocks

on their five and ten thousand a year, and [a house,

growl at giving their organist his contemptible pit-

tance of 35200 to $500, to support his family upon,

and if lie grumbles, threaten him with being displac-

ed by some tape-measurer or counter-jumper, who
can play " Old Hundred" or " St. Ann's " as well

as he !

Why did he not say that this whole city docs not

possess more than -six real organists worthy the

name, because the title is almost synonymous with

But not a hit of it. The best commentary upon his

remarks, I thought, was the fact of there being a

Quartet Choir in the veri/ church he was speaking in,

and that within the dominions of "Old Trinity," the

richest church corporation in the country, and which,

while she keeps up her own choir at tlie Rector's

church, might, if she chose, at the same time be train-

ing boys for a dozen other churches, besides the

four within her own parochial limits.

But enough. If it had not been for such a long-

winded tirade by a respected and eminent divine on

a suliject with which he was lamentably unfamiliar,

I should have spent a pleasanter evening ; but it

seemed to be a singular thing to hear from him the

abuse of professors and teachers of an art, whose

wider dissemination and more extended popularity

formed the ostensible if not the sole excuse for the

entire performance !

Tlie Hymn, " How bright appears our morning

star," to a noble chorale by Heinrich Schiedemann

(1604) closed the exercises in a manner that I could

not help thinking contrasted finely with the late

sermonizcr's expressed ideal of a congregational per-

formance of the same music.

The Church Clioir Union is a praiseworthy move-

ment in a right direction ; but if the Directors wish

to drive away all " professionals " with the lea.st

amount of trouble, they had better advertise a repe-

tition of this sermon, " by particular request
!"

Respectfully yours, Timotht Trill.

The Teutons at the Philadelphia Academy.
Our stock of learning does not tell us the name

of the Celtic Muse of Harmony. She has hereto-

fore been too much of a stranger to this community,
in something more than name, and this community
has been been too busy courting the Latin Muse of

the same art, to think of seeking her acquaintance.

Thanks to IVIr. Carl Anschiitz and his energetic

lieutenant, Mr. Adolph Birgfeld, we have been form-
ally introduced to her, and she is becoming a familiar

acquaintance of the visitors to the Academy of

Music. Slie is somewhat of a Minerva in her char-

acter, having a nervous and muscular vigor that con-

trasts singularly •.vith the soft, voluptuous, Venas-
liko tenderness of the Latin lady. Strange to say,

this variable and impressible American public takes

as kindly to the German as the Italian, and German
opera has filled up completely the vacancy left iu

its musical sensibilities since the Italian opera de-

parted .

The success of the opera season now drawing to

a close, at the Academy, deserves to be recorded as

something quite remarkable. That music should so

charm us in whi(^h learning predominates over in-

spiration, [?] and harmony over melody, and in which
the tones are wedded to harsh gutterals and unpleas-

ant sibilants, is something of a phenomenon. But it

is a fact. The German company, which was scarcely

recognized as respectable by the pretentious opera-

goers of New Pork, and derived all its support there

from the German resident population, is here recog-

nized as a body of faithful interpreters of an art

which is deserving of votaries in whatever land its

shrine may be erected. With that generous, catholic

taste, which despises prejudices of nationality, the

opera-goers of Philadelpliia have welcomed the

Teutons witli the master-works of their composers,
and the fashionaltle, as well as the unfasliionable,

rally around them. The West End fraternizes with
the Northern Lilierties, and the native-born Ameri-
cans freely give their hearty musical sympathy to

their German adopted fellow-citizens, in their admir-
ation of Beetlioven, Weber, Kreutzer, Elotow, Lort-

zing, and the other Germanic composers, whose
works have been presented to us for the first time iu

superior style.

It is an achievement to have brought out this

pleasant little excitement aljout German opera
among our musical people. They have been so long
in the old Italian traces, that it was scarcely to be

expected they would at once take kindly to the Ger-
man. But rich orchestration and the elaborate har-

monies of the northern composers are found quite as

grateful as the noisier and simpler writing of tlie

soutliern. They have found that a man can be a

fine tenor singer and actor, and at the same time be
as different as possible from Brignoli, who had al-

most become a typical tenor, in the minds of some of

the unsophisticated of lioth sexes. Johannsen has

given us ideas, both in singing and acting, serious
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and comic, that the Italian ladies failed to give.

—

Eotter has taught us that more beautiful effects can

be produced by subduing the voice, than by scream-

in the Verdi style. The choristers have shown how
badly the Italians sang, by themselves singing with

spirit, precision, due regard to light and shade,

shade, earnest, visible determination to do the

composer justice. As for the orchestra, Mr. An-
schiitz has probably no better materials than the

Italian leaders have had. But he has trained them
to perfection, and under the direction of a Ger-

man, with German music to play, they have given

us such inrtrumental performances as can rarely

be heard in this country.

At the end of this week the German opera season

will come to a close, and the company will return to

New York. The success they have obtained and the

warm appreciation of their efforts by our people

must have gratified them; and, returning to

their little theatre in New York, they will be sure to

recur with pleasant, grateful feelings to their triumphs

in our spacious and splendid Academy. May they

be induced to come and make another and longer

stay, before a great while.

—

Bulletin, Jan. 12.

For Dwight's Journal of Music.

Operas in the 17th and 18th Centuries.

Nowadays the advent of a new opera is an event

of some importance in the annals of musical

Art. Our music-loving public has come to consider

the opera as an entertainment of the highest order
;

and the recent successful season of German Opera

at oar Academy of Music has proved that an Ameri-

can audience can enjoy good music when well-per-

formed, and that an Opera troupe need not be

exclusively Italian to win just appreciation. Fash-

ion has had a good deal to do with the success of

the Italian Opera hitherto. To every lover of clas-

sical music, it must therefore be a source of gratifica-

tion to find German music gradually taking a prorai

nent position in the concert-room, and on the stage.

To the Italians we must always feel grateful for the

part they have taken in originating the opera ; it is

true they have left all new ideas and innovations to

other nations, each successive Italian composer being

well content to follow in the beaten track, with little

variation.

What a contrast the production of a modern

opera affords, compared with the simple decoration

and simpler music of an opera prior to the 19th

century !

And yet the records of the opera can show equal

and greater display, in the production of occasional

operas in those days. The numerous festivities of

the Italian Courts gave occasion for frequent repre-

sentations of opera and ballet, which had in the

beginning all the charm of novelty. From being

the exclusive monopoly of the nobility, the opera

soon came to be of common use ; and the different

cities rivalled each other in the production of original

operas.—Venice, Florence, Naples, Mantua, Rome,

Ferrara, Parma, Bologna and Vienna, were then the

chief patrons of the opera. A host of composers

then arose in Italy, who enjoyed more or less reputa-

tion, but whose works, often voluminous, are long

since forgotten. To the modern taste these operas

would have little or no interest ; being for the most

part dry recitative ; and as for the airs, they were

" few and far between." However, musical taste has

changed a great deal, and what pleased the Italians

in the 17th century, could not but appear monoto-

nous to the Italians of the present day. What a

difference between the " Semiramide " of Ziani,

A.D. 1670, and the "Semiramide" of Rossini,

A.D. 182.3 !

The subjects of the early Italian operas were

selected from the well-known tales of Mythology

;

historical subjects of dramatic interest were likewise

often used. There was not much variety ; similar

subjects were composed over and over again, and

until the beginning of the present century nearly all

their operas were of a mytliological and historical

character.

The btory of Queen Dido was very frequently

treated, and has kept the stage until very recently.

One of the oldest operas was " Orpheiti and Eurid-

ice " ; it is first mentioned as a musical Drama in

the year 1475, by Angelo Politiano ; however, in the

year 1600 it was performed in Florence, and has be-

come of historical interest as the " First Opera."

This was the joint production of two promising

Florentines, Peri and Caccini, and was performed

with great eclat and gotten up " regardless of ex-

pense." These same authors had in 1594 produced

a similar piece, called " Daphne." Next we find

Andromeda, Bellerofonte, Achilles in Sciro, Demelrio,

Semiramide, Alceste ; the fine tragic subject of Medea

was first performed in 1675 and has been a favorite

theme for composers ever since. The adventures of

Alexander the Great in India seem to have been

oftenest com])osed, as there are at least seventy

operas of that name recorded.

King Artaxerxes had 44 composers. The beauti-

ful classic story of Iphigenia, and her 'adventures in

Aulis and Tauris, was composed some 40 times
;

best of all by Gluck, who thereby made his reputa-

tion, and created a new era in the dramatic Art.

Demophon was composed 38 times ; L'Olimpiade 36

times ; Armida and Uinaldo 34 times ; Orpheus and

Enridice was in much request ; and also La Clemenxa

di Tito ; Mozart, if we mistake not, was the last to

compose it. Other favorite operas were 'as follows
;

Ulysses and Circe ; Hercules ; Temistocles ; Cesare

;

Xerxes ; Scipio ; Cyras ; Zenobia ; Endimion :

Theseus ; Darius ; Psyche ; Venus and Adonis ;

Niobe ; Sophonisba ; Tamerlane ; Teleraachus ; Di-

ana ; Antigone ; Andromache ; Griselda ; Orlando
;

Lucius Verus ; Ezio ; Cleopatra ; Farnace ; Cepha-

lus and Procris ; Acis and Galatea ; Cajo Mario '

Adriano in Siria ; &c., &o.

In the eighteenth century, Goldoni and Metastasio

were celebrated as having written the best librettos :

the operas of Metastasio were composed by Hasse,

Leo, Gluck, Galuppi, Piccini, JomelU, Sacchini, Sar-

ti, Cimarosa, Paisiello, Salieri, Zingarelli, not to for-

get Mozart; indeed, by all the great composers of

the age.

Up to the beginning of the eighteenth century, the

number of Operas, Oratorios, and Ballets, composed

and produced in Italy and Germany, France and

England, (according to a chronological list, prepared

by the author of this article), amounted to at least

seven hundred. However, the fertility of the eigh-

teenth century was most surprising ; the number had

reached from four to five thousand ; a considerable

number of which did not arrive at the dignity of rep-

resentation. Few of these operas still keep posses-

sion of the stage ; at another time, we will give a

further account of them. It may be interesting to

the reader to see a list of the composers of that period,

with some of the most popular operas, and the date

of representation.

1

.

Alessandro ndl'Indie ; composed by :—Cavalli,

1651, Boretti 1667, Ziani 1679, Foertsch 1688, Man-

za 1708, Chelleri 1708 (twice), Conti 1721, Handel

1726, Vinci 1729, Porpora 1730, Hasse 1732, Bioni

1733, Schiassi 1734, Handel 1736, Pescetti 1740,

Arena 1741, Gluck 1744, Graun 1744, Lampugnani

1748, Perez 1751, Bernasconi 1755, Perez 1755 (2),

Galuppi 1756, Piccini 1758, Jomelli 1758, Scolari

1758, Holzbauer 1759, Cocchi 1761, Boroni 1762,

Majo 1767, Sacchini 1768, Nauraann 1768, Borghi

1768, Kozeluck 1774, Corri 1774, Sacchini 1774,

Bertoni 1770, Piccini 1775, Rust 1775, Mortellari

1779, Cimarosa 1781, Sarti 1782, Cherubini 1784,

Gresnick 1785, Mereanx 1785, Caruso 1787, Bianchi

1788, Tarchi 1789, Caruso 1791 (2), Tarclu 1793(2),

Perotti 1800, Generali 1816, Vaccai 1820, Pacini

1824, Araya, Asioli, Cabalone, Chiavacci, Duni,

Horzisky, Meder, Paisiello ; &c.

2. Arlaserse, composed by: Zanetti 1705, Leo

1721, Ariosti 1724, Vinci 1729, Hasse 1730, Feran-

dini 1739, Hasse 1740, Gluck 1741, Graun 1743,

Pampani 1750, Perez 1753, Lampugnani 1757, Sco-

lari 1758, Majo 1762, G:ilapfi 1762, Sacchini 1762,

Dr. Arne 1762, Bernasconi 1763, Fiorillo 1765, Pic-

cini 1766, Ponzio 1766, Vento, 1771, Giordani 1772,

Piccini 1772, Caruso 1774, Guglielmi 1776, Bertoni

1780, Cimarosa 1781, Alessandri 1784, Rust 1784,

Tarchi 1787, Anfossi 1788, Bertoni 1788, Zingarelli

1794, Isouard 1795, Niccolini 1795, Leseuer 1801.

Dnni, Paisiello, Parenti, Leo ; &c.

3. 07-feo e Euridice ; composed by: — Politiano

1475, Zarlino 1574, Peri and Caccini 1600, Monte-

verde]608, Landi 1639, SantineJli 1660, Sartorio

1672, Draghi 1683, Lully 1690, Kieser 1702,

and 1709, Blaise 1738, Graun 1752, Gluck 1764,

Bach 1770, Guglielmi 1770, Bertoni 1776, Nanmann,

Tozzi 1789, Benda 1789, Nucci 1791, Reeve 1792,

Haydn 1794, Bachmann 1798, Bosset, Cannabich,

Clerambault, Duvergne Kanne, Lamberti, Lochner,

Nanmann, Pergolesi. Felix.

wiuixl Correspnkitre.

New York, Feb. 2.—The third Philharmonic

Concert of the present season took place last

Saturday evening, before a crowded audience.

—

Taken all in all, this concert was one of the finest

we have had. The feature was, of course, Robert

Schumann's most beautiful First Symphony, which

has impressed us more and more, after repeated hear-

ings, with the deepest admiration. It is certainly

one of the finest Symphonies at present existing, and

must take its place among the—classics, we were

about to say, but that much-abused, often-misplaced,

ill-understood term is unsuited to the romantic,darkly

brooding, richly imaginative Schumann. And to

how much music may the epithet " classic " be cor-

rectly applied f Much of Beethoven's is still Music

for the Future, and it looks as if Bach, so long re-

garded as safely throned and periwigged in some

dusty niche far down

''LoBg reaching avenues of time,"

was only now beginning to be understood. So let

ns say simply that Schumann's great creation is wor-

thy to stand beside the greatest in music.

The second part of the concert opened with Ru-

binstein's Concert Overture in B flat, which it is well

enough to hear once as a novelty, and closed with

Wagner's effective, now so well known "Tannhaiiser"

Overture, the plan of which would be needless for us

to copy from the Philharmonic programmes, as every

body who understands anything, knows all about it.

The solo selections consisted of the Beethoven Con-

certo in G, and Chopin's lovely Impromptu. Fan-

tasie in E flat, played by Mr. Mills with his accus-

tomed clearness and finish, and a Tarantella of that

gentleman's own composition, pleasing but reminis-

cent. Mr. Perring was announced as singer, but in

consequence of his illness, Mr. T. H. Thomas sang,

at short notice, Schubert's " Wanderer," and a bal-

lad, "well enough in its way," (by Clapisson, if we

mistake not,) very agreeably.

On last Friday evening, a concert was given at

Irving Hall, for the benefit of the Church of the

Mediator. The solo singers were Miss Hawley, who

possesses a fine contralto voice, and sings ballads with

much expression, and Mrs. Brincherkoff. The gen-

tlemen vocalists were, we believe, am ateurs ; at any

rate, we hope they were.—It has always been our

opinion, however, in spite of the charitable silence of

that dash,—that from the moment an amateur ap-

pears on a pidAic stage, however private, ho or she

must be judged by the same standard as the profes-

sional artist. Mr. Appy, the violinist, played a fan-

tasia on themes by Bellini, and De Beriot's Tremolo.

with the elegance and purity of tone, characteristic

of the French school, to which he belongs.

Next week will be carnival time with the people

who go to display their toilets, and their " passion
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for music," at the opera house at Irving Hall.

—

" Marta," " I Vespri Siciliani," and " Don Giovan-

ni," will be the novelties. The poor Don your cor-

respondent especially pitieth ; he will»ssuredly be

murdered, and that long before the demons get hold

of him in the last act.

Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 29.—Notwithstanding

the heavy draft of the wnr upon the people, our mu-

sical Society continue their rejriilar monthly concerts

for members. The last one, on Thursday evening,

brought several new performers before the public

The orchestra, under the efficient direction of Mr.

Abel, opened the evening's entertainment with

Marschner's overture to " Hans Heiling." Being

the opening piece, it did not obtain much applause.

A new tenor (amateur) Dr. K., then appeared and

sang Grimm's " Meerfarth." The sinner received

an encore, to which be {unfortunatelv, I think) re-

sponded by repeating the piece. His friends evident-

ly appreciated his intentions, as bis execution leaves

very much to be desired. No. 3 consisted of a

violin solo (F. David's) by Prof Bach, leader of a

band, and pretty well known to our citizens as a

caterer to the taste of the dancing public. Unfor-

tunately for Mr. B., be used a common quartet

violin, which did not come up to what might be ex-

pected. He was, however, interrupted by frequent

bursts of applause, and I hope we shall soon have

the pleasure of listening to him again. Mrs. Eliza

GoESSEL, a new comer, treated the audience to a

charming surprise by her rendering of a difficult

Aria from Weber's " Freyscbutz." She was called

out, but sang nothing in response. The first part

wa,s concluded with the performance of Fischer's

MeeresstiUe, moderately well rendered. Part II.

opened with the overture to " Oberon," to which, I

believe, all listened with pleasure. A terzetto and

chorus from Haydn's " Creation," followed, in which

the tenor appeared to better advantage than in the

solo. Mrs. Goessel sang a " Song of Spring," by

Mendelssohn, in a truly artistic manner, which she

bad to repeat. A soldier's chorus from Gounod's

" Margarethe," concluded the performance, eliciting

much applause. The attendance was good.

Tenor.

Naples, Italy, Jan. 8.

—

{Extracts from a private

letter).

" TiETJENS made her debut at the grand opera

house (San Carlo), on the Hth, as Lucrezia Borgia.

It is her first appearance in Italy. She is engaged

for three months, at a salary of 42,000 francs. The

house was crowded from pit to dome, although the

prices for admission were double. She was called

before the curtain nine times." . . .
-

" I have had the honor of a presentation to Mer-

CADANTE. ... I was told by many that he was a

cross old dog, with manners more becoming a beast,

than a man, and I confess, I went to him with fear

and trembling. It was on my third visit that I was

enabled to see him ; each of the preceding times it

was a relief when the servant, having taken in our

names, returned in a few moments with the informa-

tion that the master sent his salutations, he was ill

and the gentlemen must call another day at 9, A. M.

or 7, P M. But we were determined to see him if

possible, and yesterday, a student of the Conserva-

torio brought us word that professors and students

intended giving Mercadante a pleasant surprise that

day, by a first rehearsal of his ' II Lamento del Bar-

do,' a sinfonia, the first and only music he has writ-

ten since he has been blind. He would be present,

and if we came very early we could be presented to

him. Accordingly, with a wish to hear the Sinfonia,

and a strong desire to see the celebrated man, and a

stronger dread at meeting him, we were soon on our

way. Arriving at the ' College,' or Conservatorio

(which is a mammoth building with large courts,

and airy corridors) we were obliged to wait some

half hour until all was ready. On bearing the bell

ring, we were conducted into the rehearsal room,

finding an orchestra numbering sixty, all in their

places. On a prominent place in front sat an old

man, with hair as white as snow, very plainly, but

neatly dressed. He Wris surrounded by the professors

and others belonging to the Conservatorio. This was

Mercadante. When told that an American begged

to be presented to him, he turned qn inkly in bis chair,

and, smiling, stretched forth his hand, which was

guided into mine Instead of finding him as I had

been told, viz.: ' Cro^s, crabbed and crotchety,' I

found bim one of the most plciisant men I ever met

with, so frank, yet so gentle and unassuming that it

seemed for the moment that I was conversing with

an old friend. He caused me to sit beside him, and

asked when I left America, if I was a lover of Music

&c. When I told him that I bad already been study-

ing in Europe nearly two years and a half, and was

still hard at work, he seemed much pleased and said

;

' You shall come to my house and sing for me.' He
told me that America and its people interested him

much, particularly as a musical people. 'While Italy

ofi'ered greater advantage for the study of singing
;

yet for sound musical thought, America was only

second to Germany, and we were destined to be a

great m'^j^'cal nation.'

"The rfehearsal opened with one of his old Sympho-

nies, which was followed by an overture of Weber.

He arose to go, but the conductor begged him to lis-

ten to one piece, when he took his seat, and the first

chords of his "II lamento del Bardo" were struck.

The old man was motionless during the entire piece,

no words escaping his lips but Bene! Bene .'.' hravi

Violini ! ! ! but when it was finished the applause

was almost deafening. Every one present rose to

their feet. The director of the Conservatorio went to

him, and kissed him several times. Many embraced

him. The orchestra beat upon their violins, whirled

them above their heads, cried, 'Bravo, maestro!*

'Viva Mercadante,' &c. This, with the clapping

of hands and the voices of the small but select audi-

ence made the scene quite affecting. Mercadante

arose and lifting his hat (which he had kept on dur-

ing the performance), bowed and could only say

'Thank you all, you have made me very happy.'

Tears of joy stood in his eyes. It was played again,

and the same scene was enacted, only the applause

was, if possible, more fervent than before. His

"Grazie tutti" .seemed to repay them for all the trou-

ble they had taken to give him this little surprise. It

was interesting to notice how closely the performers

watched him while any of his music was being per-

formed. He is greatly beloved by the professors and

pupils of the Conservatorio. During his illness,

which cost him the total loss of sight forever, his

house was thronged each day. This happened some

two months ago. Only a few days since he com-

menced to walk out. As no doubt you have heard,

Mercadante was knighted and permitted to wear the

legion of honor by His Majesty Victor Emanuel,

but strange to say immediately on returning from the

presence of the king, he removed the decoration from

his dress and has not worn it since.

"He allows no one to address bim with a higher

title than 'maestro.' I will close by mentioning

one of the many anecdotes which are related of him.

Incidents like the following have perhaps given rise

to a misunderstanding as to his real character.

"A professor of the Conservatorio di Musica called

at the house af Mercadante a few months ago for a

piece of music ; he was shown into the studio where

Mercadante sat writing. The profesor, making a

low bow, said, "Bon giorno, Signor Cavalier." Mer-

cadante neither spake nor looked up. The discom-

fitted professor soon left in a rage, resolving in his

heart never to trouble himself again ; but the music

must be had, so in a few days he called again, walked

immediately up to Mercadante, and said in a free

and quick manner, ' Bon Giorno, Signor Maestro ! I

have come for the terzetto." Mercadante handed it

to him immediately, with the words, 'Take it, you

dog, I am glad you have learned my name.'

"

^foigljfs IrarttHi of Sliisk.
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Concert Review.

Mendelssohn Quintette Club. — The
si.xth Chamber Concert, on Thursday evening of

last week, showed increase of audience, and was

one of the liveliest, as well as most intrinsically

interesting of the season—now, alas 1 too nearly

spent. These were the selections :

1. Quartet in E minor, op. 56. No. 2 Beethoven
Allesrn—MoHo adaerio— Allegretto— Finale presto.

2. "Ah ! Mon Fils," from the Prophet Meyerbeer
Mi-fis A S. Ryan.

3. Andante and Variatinns for two pianos. ... Schumann
Messrs. Lang and Steele.

4. "Fruehlings Lied"' Mendelssohn
Miss A. S. Ryan.

5. Rondo for Piano Hummel
Mr. B. J. Lang.

6. Quintet in B fiat. No 2 Mendelssohn
Allegro vivace—Andante scherzando—Adagio e lento

—

Aneyjro molto vivace.

There could hardly have been a more welcome

choice of a Quartet—at least for those who have

grown familiar with the earlier ones—than Beet-

hoven's in E minor, perhaps the most beautiful

of the famous " RasoumoflTsky set." There is a

sure fascination in it from the first whisper, like

a passing breath of soft night air, of the pensive

theme of the Allegro. What a wondrous train

of thought it woke in the composer's brain ! The

Allegro is perfection, and in neither of the three

following movements, so strongly, happily con-

trasted, is the listener allowed to feel the happy

moment past. There was, however, some alloy

in the performance, good as it was in many re-

spects. The instruments were not always per-

fectly in tune, particularly the viola; and in

some significant entrances and passages the bass,

commonly so excellent, did not " tell " sufficient-

ly. These are mere hints for future use. Hearti-

ly we thank the Club for the revival of so rare

a pleasure as the hearing of the E minor Quar-

tet.

The Mendelssohn Quintet in B flat is memora-

bly identified with the very origin of the Club,

and does not lose its charm. It must be heard

once at least in every season, and it ends a con-

cert well.

The selections for the Piano-forte were truly

admirable. Schumann's Andante has a charm-

ingly suggestive theme, reproduced imaginative-

ly and learnedly in the new costumes and atti-

tudes of such variations as do really add some-

what of thought. They were rendered with a

nice appreciation, and with clean and finished

execution, by Mr. B. J. Lang, and Mr. G. W.
Steele, who is his pupil we believe. Hummel
we seldom hear of late ; he scarcely belongs to

the inspired ones, great musician as he was; and

that is probably the reason. But it was really

refreshing to hear so elegant and tasteful a com-

position as that brilliant Rondo, played with such

fluent ease and finish as it was by Mr. Lang.

Miss Addib S. Ryan made a very pleasing

impression. She looks as if she loved and felt

her music; although one might wish that she

7
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had outs;rown her love for "Ah! mon jils,''

which she sang in Italian. She has a clear, rich,

sympathetic contralto voice, into which she in-

fuses not a little of expression ; and she is freer

than most of the recent debutantes from the pre-

vailing faults, which we have so often had occa-

sion to refer to. Yet both in style and method

there is much room for improvement. After the

gasping agitato o( the Meyerbeer piece, the fresh

and natural charm of Mendelssohn's " Spring

Song" was palpable enough. She sang it grace-

fully to Mr. Daum's tasteful accompaniment.

The Orphecs Musical Society invited their

friends again to Chickering's, to one of their unique

and charming Soire'es, on Friiiay evening, January

30. And this was the appetizing bill of fare :

Part I.

1. Hvmne: "Herr un8er Gott ! Erhore unser Flchen."
Schubert

2. a "In der Feme." b. '-Der weisse Hirsch.'Mi Franz
3. Sotiate Oariieteristique, op 81. fLesadieux. T/alisence.

r,e retour ) Bpethovea
4. a. Die b'oreUe. b. Barcnrole Schubert
5. a. '' Das r.ieben brinfrt gross' Freud." b.

' Ueberall bin ich zu Hause." R. Franz
6. Duet from the opera: -'Die Eatfiihrung." Mozart

P.irt II,

1. Auf dem Rhein. Soli and Chorus Kticken
2. Song- Ilerltstlied Mendelfsohn
3. Italienischer Salat. Musical jest io form of an

Italian opera tinale Gen6e
4 Song. Scheiden und Leiden Truhn
Marschlied Appel

The Hymn by Schubert is a strain of noble, solemn

harmony, worthy of the original and deep-souled

composer. The pieces by Robert Franz are four-part

songs, and are among the finest ever written, alike

for chaste simplicity of expression, fineness of con-

trapuntal harmony, and true artistic charm. They

are more diflicult to sing than they appear; but

under Mr. Kreissmann's careful training they were

well mastered and made an impression, wliich we

hope will be frequently repeated.

Beethoven's Sonata, "Les Adieiix," &c. , was beau-

tifully played by Mr. HoGO Leonhaed, and formed

such rich relief to the otherwi.'^e entirely vocal pro-

gramme as one might relish to his heart's content.

Those two exquisite songs of Schubert, " The

Trout " and the " Barcarole," with their rich illus-

trative accompaniments, are as full of picture .and of

poetry, as any of the innumerable wondrous songs

he wrote. They are also among the best known,

and yet by far too seldom heard in concerts. Beau-

tiful piano-forte " transcriptions," too, have been

made of them, which would he far more edifying

than most of the opera fantasias of the day. Mr.

Kreissmann sang them as they should be sung, with

a German's genial conception, and was genially sup-

ported by Mr. Leonhaidt's renderin? of the accom-

paniments. The humorous, delightful, thoroughly

Mozart-ish Duet from "The Seraglio" {" Herr

Bacchus ist ein braver Mann"), was sung with a great

deal of spirit by Messrs. Kreissmann and Langek-

FELDT.

Mr ScHRAtiESTAEDTER dchghtcd his audience,

as he always does, .making them ask for more, by the

unction with which he sang his song in the second

part. The selections, being of a lighter and more
familiar character, need no especial comment. Evi-

dently the " Italian Salad " gave a relish to them
all.

Orchestrat. Union.— The eighth Afternoon

Concert, last Wednesday, attracted a large audience,

the programme being made up of rather piquant

materials,—although that is scarcely the term to ap-

ply to one of father Haydn's Symphonies, sterii ng
as they are

1. Overture. "Melusine." [by request] Mendelssohn
2. Grand Potpourri, from tiie Opera of '' Faust and

Marguerite." [First time in this country,] by Gounod
3 Symphony. No. 5, in D Hnydu
4 Concert SValta, '^ Wahlstimme," [first time]. . .Strauss
5. Duetto, frpm the Opera of ^'llans Heiling"..Marschner

\ [First time in this country.]
6, Grand March, from " Athalia" Mendelssohn

The inveigling, dimpling melody of the " Fair

Melusina," losing itself and re-emerging in the

waves suggested by the romantic, watery charm of

the whole Overture, proved as irresistible as Schu-

mann says. It imparted a fine, delicate pleasure,

like few overtures that have been heard of late.

—

There is still a call for it, even if it have not been

breathed aloud. The Potpourri from Gounod's

Faust had brilliant felicities of instrumentation

enough to pique a curiosity to hear the much debated

and much celebrated opera itself. But probably it

gives no sort of satisfactory idea of it. As an or-

chestral piece it is indeed an odd medley, with not a

few points of interest. It is made up mostly of

march and riance rhythms, which are the best part of

it, varied by wild and unpleasant bursts of some

kind of demonic discord, and a strain or two of

(fortunately short) tame, .sentimental melody. But

one must know the opera before he can judge of the

Potpourri. The concert ended well, as it began,

with Mendelssohn.

Gilmore's Patriotic Concerts.—In spite of

patriotism, and in spite of the attraction of a " beau-

tiful and bewitching" singer, and a " wonder-child "

—both new to a Boston audience, Mr. Gilmore's

Concerts last Saturday and Sunday nights were not

particularly well attended. Perhaps word had al-

ready got passed about of the sudden secession of the

wonder-child. Master Willie Barnesmore Pape,

who was to -win laurels after Miss Carreno, came,

and scarcely saw, and went away again. Mr. Gil-

more's simple and honest account of the matter, and

the excellent spirit evinced in the little speech he

read, ought surely to have filled the hall the next

night. Thus it ran :

"I appear in a position to-night, from which I would
shrink; that of speaking in public : bvit circumstances com-
pel me to ask your indulgence for the non-appearance of
Willie Pape, who has refused to play, because the concert is

advertised for the benefit of Northern soldiers.

His father represents that they have a large amount of
property in Mobile, which would be liable to confiscation were
his son to appear for any such purpose in the North. I part-

ed witli him todjiy at eleven o'clock, with the promise that

he would meet me at twelve. He failed to appear, but I am
informed by telegraph that he is on his way to New York.
These are the plain facts. I regret the di.sappointment, and
under the circumstances I ask, ladies and gentlemen, for your
kind indulgence and sympathy.

I have anoonnced these concerts for the benefit of the Dos-
ton soldiers. There are six regiments interested, the I7th.
231. 24th, 43d. 44th, and 45th. Since I have undertaken this

enterprise. T intend that the result shall be a substantial one.
with your as.=istance .and with the assistance of the friends of
the soldiers generally. No matter who may desert me or de-

cline to assist I sh.all not forsake this idea until the profits

shall amount to three thousand dollars, which will be five

hundred dollars for each regiment."

But they were fortunate who listened to the Guer-

RABELLA. That indeed was singing. A fine, expres-

sive voice, trained in the true Italian method, with

such finished, facile execution as we have scarcely

heard of late,save to Bellini's Qui !a voce and Verdi's

Macbeth Briudisi almost the charm of novelty.

Whether in pure cantabile melody, or in ornate pas-

sages, trills, &c., she has mastered the true secret.

Her fine personal appearance, too,—a noble, gener-

ous style of beauty,—with her intellectual face, and

cordial ease and grace of manner, helped to complete

the charm of voice and vocal art. Mme. Guerrahella

is to sing here only in Gilmore's Concerts, and cer-

tainly must prove a strong attraction.

Music at Hand.

This evening, for his third " Philharmonic'" Mr.

Zerrahn will give us Beethoven's wonderfully beau-

tiful Symphony in B flat (No. 4) : for Overtures,

Tannhduser and William Tell : also an orchestral ar-

rangement of the Marcia funehre in Beethoven's

Sonata in A flat. For "attractions" he has engaged

one who was a "wonder-child" at least. Mile. Ca-

mille Urso, who used to play the violin so delight-

fully, and who now, after some years of retirement,

reappears for the first time at the call of our enter-

prising conductor. She will play, with orchestra,

compositions of Vieuxtemps and De Beriot. Sec-

ondly. Miss Addic S. Rtan, who will smg,"Ah!
mon Jils !

" and Mozart's " Voi che sapete."

Mr. GiLMORE gives another concert for our regi-

ments at Newbern, and another opportunity to hear

the Gderrabella, at the Music Halll, to-morrow

(Sunday] evening.

Another Concert of the Orchestral Union next

Wednesday afternoon.

The Mendelssohn Quintette Club h.ave en-

gaged Miss .Iosselys, (the young pianist just re-

turned from Leipsic, of whom we spoke last week),

for their Chamber Concert next Thursday evening.

She has cliosen excellent pieces for her debut: Schu-

mann's Quartet in E flat (piano and strings), and a

fine set of Variations s^rieuses on a theme of Bach,

by Carl Reinecke.

Julius Eichberg will give a classical Soiree next

Saturday evening, at Chickering's, with a peculiarly

and Fugue from Bach's first Sonata for violin solo,

and a Romanza and Finale from Joaclnm's Pluiiga-

rich and novel programme. Fie will play a Prelude

rian Concerto, both for the first time in this country.

Mr. Lang will play with him a Sonata Duo by Mo-

zart, and the Kreutzer Sonata by Beethoven, besides

a piano solo. Mr. Schraubstaedter will sing an

air from Tannhduser, and the "Catalogue .Song"

from Don Giovanni. That will be a concert worth

hearing, although (in the alarming scarcity no douht

of " Wunderhinder") Mr. Eichberg has chosen all

his assistance among full-grown persons.

Italian Opera is placarded for next week at the

Boston Theatre—Mr. Grau's troupe, including :

Mme. LoRiNi (Virginia Whiting),. Miss Kellogg,
Miss MoRENSi, and Brignoli, Susini, &c. "Mar-

tha" leads off on Mondav.

nsit ^boaK
Paris.

The success of Adelina Patti continues

abatement. Rather indeed, I should say, the i
'

ing young artist grows more in public favor the

er she is heard. Sounauibula., Lucia, and the B
have been alternated, and each has its special

judging from the crowded state of the theatre

ly. As far as I can make out. there is no truth ,.. -
report that Mdlle. Patti is about to become a C,. ant-

ess, like Sontag, Naldi, and Alhoni. Mdlle. Trehelli

hns made her rentre'e as Maffeo Orsir.i in Lucrezia

Borgia, and has not the less endeared herself toi the

aristocratic habitues of the'Italiens by )ier numerous
triumphs in Fatherland. Her reception was wonder-
fully flattering. Mme. Penco of course sustained

the part of Lucrezia on the occasion, and Signor
Naudin that of Gennaro. Signor Naudin's aria in

the third act was encored—an unusual result. No,
tiling new at the Grand Opera. INluch expected. La
Muelle de Portici, it is at last settled, wid he produced
with the following CMst :— Masaniello—M. Guey-
mard, Alphonse—M. Dulaurens, Pietro—M. Cezaux
(what has become of Massol I cannot tell). Elvira

—

Mme. Vandenheuvel Duprez, and Fenella—Mdlle.

Maria Vernon. Mdlle. Livry is recovering fast from
the efl'ects of her accident, and will soon he cnaMcd
to relume the st:ige of the Opera by the light of her

graces. The only novelties in prospectu are a two-

act opera of Victor Masse and a new ballet by Mme.
Taglioni and M. Boulanger. Pending these chang-es

the administration occupies itself with the production

of Guillaume Tell, tlie Huguenots, the Prophde and
the .Juive, of which Parisian audiences never .seem to

tire. On New Year's Eve nearly all the artistic nota-

bilities of Paris assembled at Rossini's house ; the

Old Year was howed out, and the New Year ushered
in bv means of musical sounds supplied bv many
eminent singers and players. Among the c(?mpany
present, the most eager to render homage to the com-
poser of 77 Barhiere, was Adelina Patti.— Corr. Lond.
ifus. World, ,/nn. 7.

Rohnt le Piiible was performed on Sunday and had
almost the effect of a imvclty. The Trov'ere ( Trnva-

torr) has been reproduced with Mme. Gu^*yniard-

Lauters as Leonora Well-used as these works have
been at the Grand Ojifera, they were acceptable in the
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absence of anything new, and received with every

mark of favor—especially Meyerbeer's chef d'uenvre.

La Muette (ilasaniello) will be produced shortly, and
great are the expectations entertained of its revival,

notwithstanding the loss of Mario, the most pictur-

esque of revolutionary fishermen. Auber, it is said,

has composed a new pas expressly for the younu
danseiise, Mdlle. Laure Poinet, a (Uhutanie, to be in-

troduced in the third act (market-scene). I Lombard

i

has been produced at the Italiens, with Mme. Frez-

zolini (alas! poor Frezzolini !), Signors Naudin and
Bartolini.—and this, notwithstanding: the protest ot

Signor Verdi, through ids agent, M. Le'on Escudier.

Sig. Verdi has had a "tiff" with Sig. Calzado ; and
Sig. Verdi is somewhat unforgiving. Mdlle. Patti

has been indisposed, and the opera of Lucia, on
Thursday, was laid aside in consequence for the /lar-

hiere, Mme. Alboni being the Rosina. In no Italian

Opera, on no occasion that I can call to mind, could

such a Rosina as Adelina Patti have been replaced,

at an emergency, by such a Rosina as Marietta Al-
boni. I was present that night, and was enchanted,
not only witli Alboni, but with Mario, who sang
transcendantly ; in f\ict, he never sang better.

At the Opera-Comique, a new opera in one .act,

entitled L'ltlustre Gaspard, the libretto by MM. Du-
vert and Lanzanne, the music by M. Eugene Prevost,

has been read and accepted. The princip.al parts

will be sustained by Mesdames Chollet-Byard and
Casimir, MM. Couderc (wlio gets younger as lie

grows older), Lemaire, Potel and i)avoust. The
manager of the Ope'ra-Comiqne has taken advantage
of Herr von Flotow's presence in the French capital,

to obtain from liim a new two-act piece, just comple-
ted, and entitled La Niiit des Dupes, the book by M.
St. Georges. Tlie parts are already given out and
the rehearsals have commenced.
The next concert of the National Society of Fine

Arts is fixed for Sunday. The programme comprises
Fe'licien David's Desert; Meyerbeer's Overture-Marche,
composed for the London Exhibition, which will be
executed for the first time in Paris ; fragments of a
Symphony by M. C. Saint-Saens (the Belgian)

;

Marche Funebre, by E. Debillemont ; and Scherzo
from oue of the Symphonies of M. Georges Bizet.

The programme of the Popular Classical Concert on

^
Sunrlay last, at the Cirque Napoleon, under the di-

rection of M. Pasdeloup, you will own was more
"Porthy. It was as follows : Mozart's Symphony in

beliflat ; Adagio of the quartet, No. 6, of Haydn, by

choru'ie stringed instruments (,/i rfoHC.'), ScAerio from

jjjg
fg^npublished Symphony by M. Bizet (M. Bizet

^the P/-« (/e ZJome in IS.iT) ; and Beethoven's
solo. A(g Eijmont. The performance of one move-
Mendelsmly of the quartet is not to be commended,

had to "^^^ ''^ e.xecution in a manner never dreamt

"Mar ''"^ composer. Mme. Czillag has returned

Barcelona, disappointed and aggrieved. She
much tsded to that city some weeks since, to fulfil an

,ement at the opera, but found the company, so

hed that she dared not venture to appear with

sy.^ associates. Having waited a month in hopes of

son.e amelioration, and finding no possible expecta-
tion of a change, she turued from the city of olives

and came back to Paris.

I merely mention now that M. Theodore Semet's
new comic opera, Ondine, in three acts—words by
MM. Lockroy and Mestepes—was produced on F]-i-

day last at the The'atre Lyrique. It has failed to re-

alize the expectations formed of the composer of the

Nuits d'Espagne and Gil Bias.—Ibid, Jan. 14.

Berlin.

The performances of the Boyal Domchor have re-

commenced at the Singacademie. The Voss Zeitunij

(quoted by the Neue Berliner Musilczeitung) gives a
description of the first concert glowing enough to

make one envious of all who enjoyed the privilege of
listening to it. As In former years, the directors, it

would seem, are exerting them-;elves to sustain the

interest of the public in these concerts by bringing to

light compositions not previously revived. The
Dorachor performances must, by their very nature,

be confined to a brief selection of pieces of a grave and
severe character, exciting no positive outward emo-
tion, and dispensing altogether with the sensuous
charm of modern orchestration. What great things,

however, have been effected within these limits is

shown in the history of more than a century of " a
capella " literature, rich in admirable mastei-works.
That, moreover, the human voice is the most perfect

of instruments, and that the sentiment of religious

exaltation and spiritual trust is attained with most
certainty when the voice is the sole medium of ex-
pression, has been often and successfully urge 1 ; and
so this literature, despite its narrow boundarias, pos-
sesses a valid title to respect. In the present c Ttury,
however, continuously busied with the masterpi.'ces

of dramatic and instrumental music, it needed along

course of exertion on the part of enthusiastic inves-

tigators to reawaken the feeling on behalf of a class

of music which at one time predominated to the ex-
clusion of all besides. It was for the Berlin Royal
Domchor first to reach the goal towards which Thi-
baut, Winterfeldt and other congenial laborers liad,

with persevering vigor and research, directed their

efforts for years, and to create a permanent abode for

the especial rearing and cultivation of this music.
From the cosmopolitan, nay, universal character of
the age in which we live, what has been once gained
will not lightly be relinquished, especially, we are
inclined to believe, in Berlin—the mission arrogated
to itself by that not unreasonably proud, if stilted,

capital appearing to be to treasure up everything
great that, in the pursuit of art, has been achieved
from the earliest times. There, music exists, not
merely as a means of superficial gratification, but
also for the cu!tui-e and improvement of the mind

;

there, whatever can be looked upon as of material

importance in the progress of the art's development
is jealously preserved, as valuable and lasting na-
tional property.

The first concert of the Domchor began, we are

informed, with Alessandro Scarlatti's renowned
" Tu es Petrus," with which the singers of the Six-
tine Chapel gained a brilliant victory over the French
love for display. For the coronation of Napoleon, a
piece had been composed, so Thibaut tells us, with
an accompaniment of eighty harps, which, it was ex-
pected, would produce an unprecedented effect. The
harps performed their task, and every one was in

ecstasies. But now Pope Pins VII. entered the

church ; the thirty singers of the Romish choir com-
menced Scarlatti's "7k es Petrus," a.ni\ so annihila-

ted the impression of what had just preceded it that

no Parisian afterwards dared to say a word about the

harps. To comprehend, at the present day. the ef-

fect produced by this composition, we must, it is

true, fancy ourselves hearing perfect "a capella" sing-

ing for the first time ; we must conjure up to the

mind's ear the bright sonority and faultless intona-

tion of the Roman voices, and the traditional style of
the Sixtine Chapel. Scarlatti's "Tu es Petrus," as

an artistic and elevated musical fabric, does not dif-

fer essentially from similar works of Palestrina and
others, but is perhaps inferior to the most important
of them in a somewhat broad and ad captandmn
working out of the themes. " Tu es PrtiWwas fol-

lowed by an **Adoramus'^ of Giov. Bottista Martini
(Milan, first half of the last century), in three part

chorus for men's voices, well adapted, by transition,

to suit modern taste. Then came Cald ara's " Cruci-

fixus"—a new arrangement in eight parts by Tesch-
ner, the original being in sixteen. A motet, "Zion-
spricht," by Hammerschmidt, a German composer
of the seventeenth century, which brought the first

section of the programme to an end, is stated to

have offered a striking contrast to the works of the

Italian school. While in the former, even in the

"Crucijjxus" of Caldara, it was intended that the

solemn magnificence of the church itself should he

typified, by the long sustained|and measured notes

and calm swelling out of the voices, in the latter the

human heart turns with childlike pious prayer to the

Redeemer. Whatever Italian and German produc-
tions of this kind may possess in common, their pur-

port has always been essentially different. Such
music as this of Hammerschmidt was never written

to impress by purely outward means. The second

part of the concert began with one of the most toush-

ing compositions of a period when Protestant church

music was at its prime, viz., a chorus for sopranos

and contraltos, by Sebastian Bach, Der Tod niemond
zwinqen Tconnf (ifrom Christ lag in Todesbanden) , to

which Herr Wilhlm Rust, editor of Bach's works,
has, upon the foundation of the original bass, con-

structed a pianoforte accompaniment. In the second

part there were also two works already known (even

to the benighted choral amateurs of England)—viz.,

J. S. Bach's motet, "Ich lasse dich nicht," and Men-
delssohn's psalm, " Warum toben die Heiden!"

Classical Music in Florence.—The new
musical journal, Boccherini, informs us that a series

of concerts has been set on foot on the plan of those

which M. Pasdeloup has organized so successfully in

Paris. At; the first concert the programme will in-

clude the Septet and a Symphony of Beethoven,
Hummel's Septet in D, and the Ouveiiure enforme de

Marche composed by Meyerbeer for the London In-

ternaiional Exhibition. Quartet soirees have already

been instituted at Florence, where good instrumental

music is assuredly looking up.

SiGNOE SivoRi, the violinist, has recently given

four concerts at Stuttgardt, nine at Munich, three at

Augsbourg, and two a't Weimar, where he is at pre-

sunt staying. From Weimar he will proceed to Vi-

enna.

'prial Sfftites.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

Xj -A. T :E1 S T 3S/1: XJ S I o
Publislicd by Oliver DitMoii &. Co*

Vocal, -with Piano Accompaniznent.

Good bye, ray love, good bye. Ballad.

Albert Dawes. 25

A simple and very pretty songf, ty Mr. Dawes, who
ig, or was, organist at the Victoria Hall, Belfast.

—

Ought to be, as it is likely to be, very popular.

I think of Home. Ballad. T. H. Binton. 25

Sweet, flowing melody, and good words.

I slept, and 0, how sweet the dream. Song.

Albert Dawes. 25

Companion to " Good bye," by Dawes, and a good

Song
J
noticed last week.

Beai* on to Victory. National Song.

E. T. Baldwin. 25

A very spirited patriotic Song, full of fire and
energy.

Sunbeam. Song. T. P. L. Magoon, 25

A sunshiny little lay about sunbeams, &c. Cheer-

ful and easy.

Instrumental Music.

La Campanella. Impromptu. Jules Egghard. 50

La Campanella, (Little Bells), by Dreyschock, is

well known as an exceedingly graceful piece ;
but it

unfortunately contains a chromatic run of such diffi-

culty, that very few amateurs are able to play it well.

Mr. Egghard's piece is equally pretty and graceful,

and not out of the reach of ordinary players.

March of the Volunteers. W. V. Wallace. 25

A very spirited March, inscribed to a very spirit-

ed general, (Rosecrans). Worthy of being extensiTely

played, both for the music and inscription.

Carol of the Mocking Bird. Schottisch.

N. P. B. Curtis. 40

A fine piece of the imitative order, quite excelling

the bird in the intricacy of its runs, arpeggios and

trills. Very pretty throughout, of medium difficul-

ty, and excellent for practice.

Consolation. Elegy in Memorium. H. Daum. 25

Book:8.

The Western Harp. A collection of Sun-

day Music, consisting of sacred words adapted

to classical and popular airs, and arranged for

the Piano-forte. Words by

Mrs. M. S. B. Dana Sliindler.

Cloth, $1,50

Boards, 1,00

Mrs. Dana's Southern Harp and Northern Harp, are

well known, as having been, perhaps,the most popular

books of sacred song in \ise. The ^yestern Harp is of

the same character, and the words by the same auth-

or, and the book when known, will be welcomed in

every family that possesses either of the other works.

Mdsio by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being

about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will And
the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand

miles; beyond that it is double.
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Stradivarius.

A POEM.

Transliiterl for this Journal from the French of

Edmond Roche,

Br Henry W. Bellows.
'

I.

Lofty and still the room.—The master old,

Just as the punctual dawn shows her pale face,

Enters, and shakes his apron's leathern fold,

And gravely on the worn stool takes his place.

Now, while in dreams indulgent youth still lies.

Pensive, he contemplates last evening's task!

Hark ! the cock crows ! And the sun's sudden rise

Sends joy aliroad. His arrowy rays unmask
The kindred gleams that in the viols dwell.

The rippling air breaks on their mottled flanks.

And inarticulate murmurs softly swell

Up to the ceiling's height fi'om their close ranks

—

Whiie mandolin and viol, tenor, bass.

Responsive to the wandering sounds that stir.

Awake a:id palpitate and interlace

Soft messages. The fibres of the fir

Into the maple's veins breathe subtle sighs,

That float and pass by mystic ways untraced.

The austere old man smiles at their cries

!

Now in broad light his }»ester's work is placed,

That he may judge how tight has been the clench

Of night upon his varnish. Next, tlie compass
spread,

A rib he measures, rings it on his bench.

Then fondly strokes a viol's curling head.

Now his eye raised—large with the inspiring view

—

With striving strengthened, pleased he notes the
cai"ves

His hand has turned, and thence derives the clue

To finer victories ;—nor from labor swerves.

Calm, and with lofty thoughts intently fixed.

The oM man strives, earnest in hand and soul.

His work begun, to end.—His name, unmixed
With weakness. Time must spare, and glory roll

Further from envy and oblivion's tide

!

T'is Stbadivaeids, Cremona's pride I

II.

Oh master, when thy cunning hand had wrought
The harmonious contour of this instrument.

When these sagacious lines with genius fraught

Had grace and power to one sweet purpose blent.

When quivering fir and resonant maple twined

In mildest curves round one impassioned zone,

And by the tool's wise edge their rancor fined.

The least, in lustre like the greatest, shone

;

When in empurpling gleams, the zebra-grain

Through the translucent varnish burnt like flame

—

A soul thou gav'st, to make perfection plain !

The wood but lived agaia ! In days long flown.

Maple and fir deep in the hoary shade

Of ancient forests one rich life had known.
Beneath their bark in vital currents played

The restless sap, while, gravely glad, they heard
The brook's complaint, the copse's whispered word.
Under their boughs, while mystic blessings fell.

Two bursting hearts had emptied into one.

Of their green leaves, when Spring resumed her spell,

The faithful birds their woven nests had spun

—

Proud though man be, the trees know more than he,

Whether of loves of birds or loves of men !

From them the tempest, howling from the sea

Of twisted boughs and riven trunks, a strain

Savage and coarsei had wrought; the storm they
sprung s

To join, and in their tops wild dreams had sung.

The breeze their cradle, as they reckless swung.

Thus when the viol to the bow's impress

Sobs wild with grief, or throbs with tenderness.

Or, swarming forth, the stormy tone-drops rain

A rushing torrent of melodious pain.

When the proud hand in noble rage sets free

Sonorous waves, and trembling tempests toss,

Then, though the Artist shapes a world to be,

The instrument remembers one that was !

in.'

O thou, for eighty years, the willing slave

To toil thy own heart fed.

Whose trembling fingers proudly spurned to crave

Rest for thy hoary head.

Master, it was not that a caitiff heart

Pursued a gilded bait

!

Thine age the foremost knew thee in thy art

;

Thou said'st :
" I will be great.

My instruments shall live ; their voices true

Shall speak their maker's name
;

My days, my nights to these are due,

Art, and their future fame

!

For countless treasures shall they then be sold.

Honored, aye reverenced be

!

Not more that chalice which in walls of gold

Holds a Divinity !"

IV.

Alas ! the temple. Master, is a prey

To impious rites. There crouching ghouls essay.

With hideous vampires, demons of the night,

To quench the tabernacle's blessed light.

The holy Muse in tears forsakes the spot

Where Matter prostitutes the place of Thought.

As sacred vessels on the altar sweat

When palms accursed touch their holy face.

Thine instruments, for hallowed usage meet,

Shudder in Folly's lecherous embrace,

Art's peaceful throne by brutal brawls is riven I

To tressels vile the ancient tripods yield
;

The nightingale, the crow her nest has given,

And to grimace the smile has left the field.

O Art ! thy downfall cries to heaven in vain !

0, Stradivarius, thy hope is slain !

V.

T'is past—that time with sacred studies fired,

When for the bow divine, the notes inspired

Flew forth, and snared within a rythmic net.

Like singing birds, in skyey nests were set

;

When to the souljtears spake, and voices pure

With magic balm the wounded heart could cure !

When minds dejected, and the spirit bound.

In song itself their burdens lifted fonnd

;

When Artists, by their mission sacred made,

A place of reverence with the people had.

Apollo's sons, that god of day, they moved.

Imparting hope, faith, light, and so were loved.

To-day, alas ! to whom is honor paid ?

To those who most Art's worship have betrayed.

Who on revered masters insults heap.

And, for the vulgarest praises, lowest creep
;

To find the public, meanly condescend.

In place of raising that, themselves to bend.

Upon that instrument, whose mystic birth

Was meant to lift us from the things of earth,

The fingers caper when the soul should soar,

The juggler draws, the Artist's day is o'er !

Diana's throne the immodest Lais keeps
;

The harlot titters, where the virgin weeps.

Her brutish hubbub raising on all sides
;

A dead Ideal, the base Actual hides I

VI.

Art, strong, simple, calm, sincere and pure.

Whither has flown thy worship ? For most sure

Thou art not really dead I T'is but a shade

That clouds and swallows up thy starry head !

They make thee undergo the worst reverse.

Thy prayer I'ead backwards to a mocking curse.

Wretches ! Alas ! this conquering instrument.

To whom the heart its noble voice has lent.

Whose resonance is born within the breast,

When its walls shake with holy transport pressed.

Which every mood doeth echo, now breathes low.

Then speaks, and now is all a-glow

With tones of tenderness, now wet with tears

!

Sublime interpreter of Passion, fears

And hopes—this brother, thinker, poet, friend.

Which charms our sorrows and our lives can mend.
This noble confidant I—oh ! what disgrace !

—

Is sunk at last to a mean servant's place !

Does Indignation carry me away 1

Ah, master ! now, thy dream, where is it, say ?

And how bear'st thou the juggler's saucy tricks ?

Ah could'st thou, justly angry, thou would'st fi.^

Our fate, and snatch, to punish our abuse,

That glorious work, thy viol, from our use.

And, reeking with vile sweat, in great disgust

Beneath thy feet the treasure grind to dust.

VIL
Were it not better that, like brittle glass,

Thy members all became a shivered mass,

That from thy chest the mystery were flown,

Than thus to renegades thy charms were thrown,,

To learned charlatans, with hems and haws, '

To swollen riches with pretentious saws ?

But be consoled, dear master, there survive

Those who thy viols, like hid treasures, hive— '

Within whose hands their voices, pure and sweet,

A steadfast protest make against deceit.

Ah chosen men ! proud hearts with lofty brows,

Servants and guardians of your sacred vows.

Ye, who know how, interpreting, to create.

As greatest actors must their authors mate,

Who the high secrets of the Masters keep,

And thus ensure them 'gainst oblivion's sleep,

Preserve, to aid your labors and our own.

These great apostles of an art now gone.

Harmonious children of Cremona's son

!

In vain a hundred years upon them weigh,

Their early sap and verdure in them stay !

Their silvery quality, their resonance proud.

They pour in gentle sobs, in joyaunce loud.

Like generous wine, in large libations drunk.

Into year ravished bosoms fondly sunk.

Your heart their being, and your life their law.

The bow, in splendors yet unknown, shall draw
Their voices,—dreaming that they soon shall wake

—

Voices alone for Art's ann Glory's sake.

Which say " God speed" and you their victors make.

Voices which nothing stifles nor impairs.

Of youth and truth the imperishable heirs

!

And up above ! reposing from your cares

In the calm heav'n of God's harmonious spheres,

Haydn, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Mozart,

Like Morven's bardie heroes set apart

—

Serenely borne on chariots of cloud.

Our homage will receive, and calling loud.

Their own interpreter, with opening ranks,

Will welcome, saying : Stradivarius, thanks I
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Causerie Musicale.

A fortnight in a large cit}', to one whose time

is spent in the comparative isolation of a country

home, is of infinite service—gives infinite pleas-

ure at least. One becomes so swiftly an courant

in all the gossip, literary and local. There is no

nicer sensation than this fast drinking in of all

that has been accumulating for months with one's

friends, and which they are so willing to pour

into an eager capacious goblet.

Living alone, chez soi, has great fascination,

and no wonder the desire of continning this mode

of life grows upon us ; but there is great danger

of dust gathering over us in such a life, a dust

which not only effaces for a time, but dulls all the

sharp cut features of mental energy and ambi-

tion ; the coming in contact with other minds

strikes out little sparkles of thought in oneself,

and gives a start forward.

I returned a week since from such a fortnight's

visit to a neighboring town,—or " city," as I

suppose it should be called—although New

Yorkers may dispute its right to such a preten-

tious title : I love best however, to call this old

birth place of mine "a town" just as I love to

say " a woman " or " a man," instead of a

gentleman and lady— but each one to their

taste.

I have been thinking over this pleasant visit

on this cold Saturday afternoon of January, and

feel like chatting about it while I sit here looking

, at the " full glances of the sunset winding its

Icrimson threads " around every delicate leaf and

Vune branch of the Kenilworth and Australian

ivy, which drape that west window more grace-

fully than any upholsterer could. The pretty

vini?s creep out of box, and shell, and swaying

ant'ique lamp, looping their frail festoons back

and forth in fantastical forms, over the chains

and strings and curtain heading of Christmas

green—T sometimes fancy they are helped by

tha<: plxitograph of Raphael, which hangs on the

wall toward which they go so industriously back

and forth, from the window,—it is that, which

gives them such a "sweet sense" of the grace-

ful arabesques they form in their pretty, capri-

cious windings.

Off in the woods beyond, whoso maple and

oak tree stems look so grey and hazy in the

distance,

A sentinel crow, guarding his comrade's pillage

From a tall oak his warning discord flings,

And ever and anon from some far village

The vesper rings.

For I can, if I please, make that factory sunset

bell sound like a vesper to my ears.

I have been looking over the " Blondschein

Senate" en begayant, until the shadows gathered

over the notes, and now I recall the sparkling bit

of talk I heard fall from a beautiful woman's

mouth, while in town, about this Sonata. I re-

member while I listened to her, I thought of

" the fairy who spoke pearls," for the words,

and the lips, and the teeth, and the tone of voice

were so delicious.

" I heard S play it once," I said to this

charming person, as we met for a moment one

morning on the wing. " I thought his execution

of it would do for me to rest upon in my memo-

ry, as probably I never should hear Liszt."

" Ah that Agitato .'

" she exclaimed. "Do you

know what Liszt told H ? The finest

sound a piano gives is just before the string

breaks ! But it is every thing in the way the

string is broken, I think. Now what a cry of

anguish or joy would the loosened Ariel give

under the Liszt stroke of release, while from a

more material blow it would be a mere dull sound

foretelling a snap, a savage destruction, no fine

spiritual resonance."

" Yes, Liszt's blows would be like those vital

ones the heart gives with it fierce throbs on 'the

iron gates guarding life' ! I can fancy his long,

slender fingers travelling up that ascent of back

stepping arpeggios, until they reach the full

grasp of the G., and then throwing off the two

thunder blows, and the keen cry of the

music sound as if it felt ' the fine human frame

work falling asunder ; '—and then after the near-

ly two hundred measures of musical time were

through, and the ?e(7a<o plaint uttered, and the

closing chords fittingly pronounced, and all had

left,—in the silent solitude of the music hall

snap ! might go the beautiful C sharp minor,

the full chord—four full strings laying down

life
!—

"

And we parted ; the brilliant, teazing current of

city life with its inconsequent wave cresfs, and

tossings to and fro, swept us apart ; but as we

parted she held up before me a pardonable theft

from a kinsman's studio,—a little head of a

Spanish girl, no larger than the palm of a man's

hand, but full of passionate, throbbing beauty.

A delicious Etude it was, as warm and glowing as

a melody of Schubert, and rich-hued as a Heller

Capriccio. A maid of Grenada, with a Grenade

in her hair, a tint on her cheek like the true

Gitanella "ricJie et vaporeuse a la fois" and cou-

pes d 'yeux de voluptueuse mollesse a travers lea

cits."

Talking of Schubert and Heller reminds me
of two of the musical treats I had while in town.

First for Schubert. How happy it makes the

music student feel to see pleasant social circles

meeting together in each other's drawing rooms

during the season, at appointed periods, to listen

to fine classical music executed by good artists. I

think I shall not be charged with transgressing

any social rules of propriety, if I describe the

music I heard in such a circle, at one of their

meetings. I will give the programme of this

Parlor Soiree I had the good luck to be at,

copied from the neatly printed paper handed me
by the agreeable hostess for the evening. This

paper contains the programmes for Six Soirees,

"Season of 1862-63,"— for they are no new
thing, having been held for two or three years,

under the direction of an accomplished lady, who
is a fine musician.

Second Soiree.—Friday Evening, Jan. 2.

1. Quartet, (strings). Op. 18, No. 6 Beethoven
1. Allejjro con brio.

2. Adagio ma non troppo.
3. Scherzo.
4. Adagio la Malinconia, Allegretto quasi

Allegro.

2. Grand Sonata, Piano. 4 hands. Op. 7 Onslow
(This was not played but in its place was given)
Sonate quasi fantasie, C sharp minor, op. 27. Beethoven

3. Quartet (strings) Andante Var Schubert
4. Concerto. Piano, op- 85, A minor Hummel

1. Allegro Moderate.
2. Larghetto. Attacca 11 Rondo.

The Beethoven Quartet and indeed both Quar-

tets, were played by Messrs. Weber, Schmidt,

Cross, aud another artist whose name I do not

know. The Moonlight Sonata was played by-

the lady who directs the Soirees for the contribu-

tors ; she has been an earnest student of and has

thought over Beethoven's music for years, and is

a graceful, conscientious, good pianist. After the

Sonata, came the gem of the evening, the string

Quartet of Schubert, the divine music of which

held the large company spell-bound. Every

silvery, dying note lay like autumn leaves, softly

on the air waves, and floated off undisturbed by

a sound : not even the rustle of a satin, or the

tinkle of a jewelled bracelet interfered: the

very breaths were held ; and I enjoyed while

listening to the music the countenance of one

whom I have venerated from childhood, a man

full of honorable years, who is adored by his

friends and respected even by those who are op-

posed to his extreme views on the great sulijfcts

of the day. Plis countenance had the same rapt

expression which his fine portrait painted of him

by his son bears, as if the spirit had indeed been

snatched up, transported.

Had sight of that immortal sea,

Which brought us hither.

Had in a moment travell'd thither

—

And saw the children sport upon the shore,

And heard the mighty waters rolling evermore.

It was a treat to listen to such music and look

at such a face—a true ca.sement of a beautiful

soul ! I thought of some fine painted window

looking down over a sanctuary, and holy music

filling the chapel I

The handsome, gifted young artist who painted

the Alaid of Grenada said to him at the close of

the quartet

:

" Dr. • how did it please you ?
"

He answered half dreamily :

" It made me think of the death of the right-

eous."

The soiree closed with the Hummel Concerto,

the piano part played by the same clever pianist

who gave the Mondsehein Sonata ; and it was

brilliantly executed—rippling, clear and just the

thing for a soiree to end upon.

And now for Stephen Heller, which brings me
to the seconil musical treat I have spoken of, for

they are only two out of the many I enjoyed

This second one was a matinee of Hartmann.

Your correspondent has already noticed this

matinde, therefore I shall only speak of the two

things I liked best. This artist, Hartmann,
looks like a boy Schiller (for he is very young ap-

parently) and plays finely. His hands are si

bien pose's! No grimacing, no caracoling and

prancing, although evidently a Liszt enthusiast,

but pure, strict, firm piano execution, as if he

had a broad metal platform under every tour de

force. One hates to find fault where there is

so much merit, but surely with a little more age

will come a little more passson and tenderness-

He executed a Chopin Polonaise(A flat) finely

;

there was nothing to ask : it was full of Pyrrhic

wildness and strange fire. And Stephen Heller's

transcription of Avf Fiiigeln des Gesanges," th3.t

wild, fantastic piano-poet ! Hartmann played this

dreamy, beautiful thing with an expression which

displayed more imagination and feeling than he

gave to the Chopin Nocturne.

Aha 1 There is my share of what the mail

brings to the town daily,—^just brought in, and

the sunset light all gone, only the wood fire light

checquering the room with fantastic gleams.

Light the gas, close in the shutters and let the

curtains fall from their looping bands, for the

night is very cold ! That crimson sunset could

not warm nor drive off those gusty clouds which

hung over the north east so gri0j'^i\yill_ the after-

noon,—now they are full a^if as to the merits
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How they make the little house tremble! But
there is a comfort in listening to their savage har-

monies when one is so snufrly and cosily sheltered

in a little nook like this. But what has the mail

brouirht ?—a jjenerous share of letters and amono;

them a piece of copied music and a letter in the

same delicate, beautiful hand as the music—the

music is the lovely little Dominant number of the

16 "Charaeterstiicke" by Schumann—the "Ein-

fack." One little week ago I was listening to

these same hands which kindly copied for me
this Etude ; they discoursed for me mosteloquent

music.

" First I am a woman and then I am an artist"

said Viardot-Garcia to Mrs. Jameson, and so can

I say of the owner of these same skilful little

hands. Passionate music lyrics such as Chopin's

Preludes, Heller's Ghazels and the like, become
almost re-creations under her fingers. I have

heard certainly more powerful exocutahtes, but

I have never heard one, not even among the fa-

mous piano artists I have listened to, who pos-

sessed her tingling, thrilling touch, which is more
like the passionate violin accent than anything

else ; that note of " linked sweetness long drawn
out," then a scintillating lightning-like stroke, a

clear, pure accentuation of chords, giving to pas-

sages new meanings, investing them with beau-

ties entirely unknown to an unimaginative per-

former. It is like listening to a fine dramatic

reader of Shakspeare or of some other great

poet. Take that little ' Warum ' for example
of Schumann and listen as she plays it ; the effect

is marvellous—there is the keen, sharp question-

ing from treble to bass, and bass to treble, with

the silent, dumb chord well marked, the unan-

swered Why ? telling all the aching speechless-

ness of anguish. To her I am indebted for the

greatest amount of musical enjoyment I have

ever had, and I would have the whole artist

world hear her, if I could, play as I have heard

her play.

Chopin's Preludes, Etudes, Nocturnes, all those

delicate, subtle music poems, speak to the very

soul under her magic touch—it is a God-gift, a

" poet born, not made."
*' She dips her hollow shell

In Thoui^ht's forlornest well,"

as Owen Meredith says of music. Any one who
has ever heard M H play, and who loves

and searches for in Music that which Spohr called

" those indescribable emotions of the soul of
which we have simply presentiments, and at
which language must content itself with merely
hinting," will not think me exaggerated—and
so good night

!

A. M. H. B.

BiuDGETON, N. J. Jan. 17, 1863.

Echoes.
"Cans't thou imagine where those spirits live.
Which make such deliriite music in the woods ?"

Who does not remeraher with a sort of half regret,
the wonder and delij^ht of his first acquaintance with
that mysterious imp, the never visible Echo 1 A
perfect harlequin of the air, the merriest and the sad-
dest mocker in the world, he laughed back your
laugh, shouted back j'our shout, and cried back your
cry.

There are commonplace echoes, just as there are
(a few) commonplace people in the world, and there
are eccentric echoes, curious, remarkable, grand and
beautiful echoes. In the vicinity ofParis there exists an
echo which not only repeats the same word six times
in rapid succession, but has the trick of charging
the letter S to V, which has given rise to a very
pleasant joke. Call out Satan ! The echo instant-
ly tfinlips ,'«;3ute,n ! (Get thee hence !) The reply un-

6. ''Hewas despjjcfrom the ghost of some old sin-

to do eternal penance in that

spot, is moved to this adjuration every time he hears
tiie name of his tormentor.

A saucy echo haunts the Rhine cliffs at Oberwesel.
Ask him who is the burgomaster of Oberwesel
and you get for an answer, Esol ! Esel is the Ger-
man for ass, and the burgomaster is highly sensible
of the implied insult. More than once he has or-
dered the echo to hold its tongue ; but the saucy
mocker is not liable to imprisonment, and laughs at

the attempted application of the gag-law.
Mountain echoes are often very grand. " The

voices of subterranean demons, calling from the bot-
tom of the world," is what the Arabs call them. One
of the very grandest exists on the Kosnings-see, a
picturesque lake in the Bavarian Highlands, at a spot
where the naked cliff rises on one side to the height
of five thousand feet while the other side is clothed
with forest. Tlie report of a pocket pistol fired

here, is first returned, faint and low, from the wooded
side, and dies away. In a second more it is heard
gathering along the cliffs on the other side, like a
gradual roll of thimder, increasing in volume until it

breaks over your head in a deafening crash, louder
than the broadside of a ship of the line.

Echoes love to haunt caverns and grottos. There
is a large cavern in Finland, in which the cries of an
animal thrown into it increase in volume and multi-
ply to such a fearful extent that men of the strong-
est nerves have turned pale to hear them. The peas-
antry believe the cavern to be one of the principal
gateways to a place not mentionable to "ears oolite."

Other grottoes are the residences of good and happy
echoes that live in harmony with the great Spirit of
Nature. One of these is the celebrated cave of Fin-
gal. The vast proportions and beautiful details of
the cavern charm the eye, while the ear is enraptured
by strains of enchanted music, which continually
fill the air. The crystal sounds of numberless
waterfalls, the breathing of the winds, mingling with
the cadence of the multitudinous waves striking

against the sonorous columns of basalt, make a
strange and ravishing harmony.
A little nonsense is now and then relished by echoes

as well as by the wisest men. A few years ago the

following incident occurred in Baltimore during the

session of a religious convention. An English cler-

gyman—a little red-haired, waspish man of God

—

got on his legs for the purpose of delivering a great
speech. Echo came to the rescue of his American
friends, and the following amusing colloquy ensued :

Clergyman.—"Mr. Chairman."
Echo.—"Mr. Chairman."
Clergym.an.—"I have the floor, sir."

Echo.—."I h.ave the floor, sir."

Clergyman .^"Do you m^an to insult me 1"

Echo.—"Do you mean to insult mel"
By this time the whole audieitce was in a roar, and

the enraged little Englishm.an flopped down into his

seat, muttering anathemas against the ill-manners of
American conventions.

The interest of the following story of an indiscreet
echo verges on the tragic. It is said to have occur-
red in the Cathedral of Girgenti, in Sicily :

There was one point in this cathedral where the
slightest whisper uttered in a certain confessional,

two hundred and fifty feet distant, could be heard as

distinctly as if it had been spoken aloud close to the
listener's ear. One morning a handsome young lady,
elegantly attired, entered the fatal confessional. At
the same instant a gentleman entered the cathedral,
nnd by 9hance took his station on the very spot
which stood in connection with the confessional.

He was the lady's husband !

She began with the common-places of confession.

She was too fond of balls, theatres, dress ; was un-
charitable towards the faiUngs of her female friends,

&c.

The husband smiled, but, over-curious, continued
to listen. The fair penitent had something more
serious on her mind. She confessed it between two
delicate sighs. The husband trembled, and mech.ani-
cally put his hand on his forehead. Leaving the

cathedral, he waited for bis wife at the door, saluting
her when she appeared with a violent blow.
The incident caused a deal of scandal in Girgenti,

and the unlucky confessional w.as removed to a place
where there was less danger of its creating domestic
discord.

There is a magnificent echo in the Baptistry at

Pisa. It requires three notes to call it out, but those
three it swells and prolongs' and varies until you
think you hear the playing of a grand organ.

German Opera in Philadelphia,

It is acknowledged generally, by the musical pub-
lic of this city, that the late season of opera at the
Academy of Music was one of the most satisfactory
ever given here. The German company possessed
no artists of very great genius or fame ; but all were

good, and all sang and acted as if with a purpose
to please. The care with which the minor parts
wer-e performed was in marked and favorable contrast
with what has usually been observed in the Italian
companies. All the performers were able to act, and
even the chorus singers, when they were employed
to take a separate part, did it witli intelligence and
knowledge of dramatic effect. With these good fea-

tures, in addition to a remarkably fine orchestra and
an excellent chorus, we do not hesitate to say that
the ensemble in all the operas produced was better

than we have ever had from Italian companies.
The German manager entirely fulfilled his promises

to the public. There were fourteen performances,
and eleven different operas were played, the repeti-

tions being only of operas that the public showed a
desire to hear. The work of the season may be
summed up as follows :

No. of
Operas, Composers, perfortnajices.

Martha Flotow 2
Stradella 1
Fidelio Beethoven 2
Der Freischiitz Weber 1
Maj^ic Flute Mozart 1
Night in Grenada Kreutzer 2
The Poacher Lortzing 1
Czar and Carpenter 1
.Tean de Pari.s Boieldieu 1
Mason and Locksmith Anber 1
Daughter of the Regiment Donizetti 1

Two of the operas in the list are by French com-
posers, and one is by an Italian. But they have
become naturalized and popular among the the Ger-
mans, and form part of the repertoire of all the

opera houses in their own country. The other operas
were strictly German, but in thus designating them,
we do not mean to intimate that they were of one
character. On the contrary, there could not be more
variety in any class of compositions than there is in

the operas of Beethoven, Mozart, Weber, Kreutzer,

Lortzing .and Flotow. This very variety contributed

greatly to the success of the season, for the same
people went night after night to the Academy, know-
ing that they were to hear something fresh. It was a

positive delight to have an opera season without a note

from Verdi, without the representation of a lorette

in consumption, without anvil choruses and gipsy
hags and seductions, stabbings, burnings and drown-^

ings. There was not a murder in the whole seasoTi.

There was scarcely any jealousy. The bad passions
do not predominate in the musical works of the
Germans. The Italians have almost a monopoly of
them, and they nut upon their lyric stage every frirm

of violence and every mode of murder. Garrotting,

the favorite London practice, has not yet been adopt-
ed, nor have tar-and-feathering, bowie-knifeing, rid-

ing-nn-a-rail, or some other of the favorite custcJms

of the dominions of Davis the First. But these will

assuredly be adopted in time.

But in the German operas love, romance, innocent
intrigue and humor predominate, and to this pecu-
liarity may we also attribute part of the pleasant
impression left by the late season. Certain it is that

the remembrance of the Germans is far more agreea-

ble than the remembrance of the blood and thunder
of the Italians of the Verdi school. The Germans
themselves carry away a grateful sense of Philadel-

phia taste and appreciation, and it is not to be doubt-

ed that they will give us another visit before a very
great while.

—

Even. Bulletin, Feb. 8.

Gothic and Eoman Churches.
(From " Reminiscences of Life in the Old World," by

Klausner, in the New Jenisalem Messenger )

It was a long time before T could associate any-
thing holy .and churchlike with the Roman* style of
church architecture, so deeply was my mind imbued
with the love of and preference for the Gothic. But
since my visit to Rome, if not a holy, I have at least

certain sacred associations with the Roman style ; a
remembrance of chanting choirs, and floating clouds

of incense, and of the rich vestments of priests at

the altar. It became to me so inseparably connected
with the Catholic religion, that when I sa\i the servi-

ces in the beautiful Gothic cathedrals of northern

Italy, they seemed almost of another faith ; and in-

deed when I arrived at Vienna, and in the magnifi-

cent old cathedral of St. Stephen, he.ard the choral

singing of the immense congregation, I could hardly

believe that this was indeed the same Roman Catho-
lic church. My preference for Gothic architecture

is however in no wise diminished. The Roman is

indeed beautiful, and it is remarkable how perfectly

the style is preserved, and what exquisite lines and
fine proportions greet the gaze on entering almost
any church in Rome or southern Italy, be it in the

city, town, or hamlet. But I have two great objec-

* The term " Romnn " is used here in the sense of the
Renai.-isaiice^—the prevailing style of architecture in modern
Rome.
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tions to it,—one as to its religious adaptation ; it

lacks that aspiring character which the Gothic, both

subjectively and objectively, possesses, and which sets

this latter apart as the truer style of church architec-

ture. The other objection is, that it admits of

almost no variety ; certainly, if we are to judge from

the churches in I?ome, which differ from each other

only in richness of decoration, and in size and con-

sequent grandeur of proportion. In all the churches

we find the same nave, aisles, transept, and apse, the

regular rows of Grecian colnmn.s, with the arches

between, dividing aisle from nave ; usually in largo

churches the dome over the intersection, the ceiling

generally arched, especially in the more modern
ones, the decorations very similar, the windows all

alike, and forming no feature in the architecture ; in

fact but little to attract the visitor, save the works

of art in which almost every church in Rome richly

abounds. How different is the Gothic style, which

seems ever to vary like the trees of the forest, like

the changing vista presented to our view as we walk
through the temples of God's creating, ever chang-

ing, yet always preserving its proper distinguishing

characteristics !

It may be, however, that I formed an unfair judg-

ment of Roman architecture, I became so sateil, so

utterly wearied with its monotonous forms ; there

being only four bits of Gothic design or style I am
acquainted with in all Rome. These afforded my
eye a pleasant relief. They are the church of "San-
ta Maria sopra Minerva," a miserable attempt indeed

at Gothic, being only a destructive mixture of two
styles, yet plea.sing me with its beautiful windows
and the pointed arches ; the faint remembrance of

Gothic which seems to linger about the stern, un-

seemly, though grand front of the old medireval

structure, the Ara Coeli, confined, I believe, to one
round window, and one with a pointed arch; the

tower and window of St. Pietro di Montorlo, and
the fine old Gothic ruin on the Appian way, opposite

the tomb of Cecilia Metella. It was from the fact

that I became so wearied with this monotonous stylo

of architecture of modern Rome, that I took but little

interest in the study of it. I am, however, willing

to admit, that a Rome built in Gothic could never be

half so grand a Rome as, with all her monotony of

Ionic pillars, and semi-circies and twisted .scrolls, she

is : that while the Gothic is alone appropriate for

structures devoted to spiritual exercises, to our com-
munion with another world, yet for producing the

effect of natural strength, vastness, and grandeur, in

a word for the handling of space, the Roman style

is in every way better adapted. I was struck with

this thought as I stood one day at the foot of the

ascent to the " Campidoglio " at Rome, and looked

up'vVard upon the imposing array of architecture

whi,ch crowns the Capitoline about the Campidoglio
Piazza. I looked first at that little relic of Gothic
which one may distinguish in the bare, desolate front

of t(he"Ara Cceli," and my imagination soon built

upojn this little suggestion a magnificent structure,

piercing the clear sky with its thousands of pinnacles

and allowing the eye to rest among its beautiful

aspiring arches, columns, and windows ; then I

looked upon the front of the Capitol, the plain Ro-
man building, and the two other structures of simi-

lar style, with their fine fronts and colonnades facing

ihe piazza,—here was nothing confusing to the sight,
' nothing which touched the feelings. All was simple,

pure symmetry, with the effect of grand extent and
massive strength. There was no longer a question

in my mind which style was better adapted to the

Eternal City—to represent to us Rome as she was

—

the city of power and glory, the mistress of the

world, the seat of the Senate, the head of the Repub-
lic, the home of learning and the arts.

Even the Religion of Rome at the present day has
become perverted so almost entirely into the ancient
mythology, that the appropriate religious element
seems rather to be present in this classic style, than
wanting.

In conclusion, with all my love and reverence for

the Gothic, I must also admit that the " Madeleine"
at Paris, the Parnese Palace, the Pantheon, " St
Pietro nel Vaticano," as well as the smaller though
hardly less perfect " San Pietro in Vinculi " at

Rome, and the " San Domenico " at Bologna, will

be ever remembered with delight as among the purest
loftiest, and most beau/iful ceeations that ever sprung
from the artist's mind.

Joseph Haydn and His Princely Patrons.

Br DocTOE L.

Translated for the N. Y. Musical Review by Fanny M. Ray-
mond.

The substance of the following paper is the result

of repeated visits to Einstadt ; visits not of days, un-
fortunately, but, from unavoidable circnmstnnces, of
hourly length only. If the result of these, in spite

of their provoking brevity, was so much more im-

portant than I had hoped, what profit must await the

man with ample time and means at his command to

collect rich biographical material during a residence

of days or weeks in this spot, become so famous
through Haydn and his distinguished protectors

;

and thus to perform a work of charity to the memory
of one of our great musical trinity—a work that

seems also commanded by duty and necessity.

Let him speed who feels impelled to fulfil this

want. Contemporaries of Haydn, members of the

once so celebrated chapel, &c., &c., from whose
mouth, as from the original source, I draw my in-

formation, are still living, but very aged, and one
after another has reached that stage of infirmity,

from which future length of life may be counted by
probable months, not years. (One, Prinster, has

just died).

The natural failures of mind and memory in such

aged, but at the same time honorable and trustwor-

thy witnesses, as well as the short time I had at my
disposal, must be my excuse for the deficiencies and
fragmentary character of this paper.

" No man is a hero to his valet-dechambre." This
detestable proverb, so thoroughly characteristic of

the nation to which it belongs, should stand thns

corrected :
" No man can be a hero, who is not a

hero to his valet-dc-chamhre." This touchstone

would incredibly reduce the number of human great-

nesses, but the veritable would remain, and among
them Joseph Haydn. These little fiicts might alone

convince us of this ; how Haydn's faithful servant

and copyist, Essler, (the father of the celebrated dan-

seuse) when fumigating his master's chamber during

his absence, wonld, believing himself unseen, stand

some time with the fumigating pan before the portrait

of the man whom he honored as a divinity, as before

an altar with sacrifice ; and I have myself judged of

the peculiar fascination which this most amiable

genius excited on all those who approached him, and
of its after effect, in spite of the lapse of half a cen-

tury, while I listened to the broken voice of my
informant while relating his recollections, and gave
him time to recover his self-possession, and to dry
his eyes.

Of the personal appearance of this distinguished

man, we have all, myself among the rest, formed an

incorrect opinion, for we only know him from the

copperplates and lithographs in which he is repre-

sented as a soulless, spiritless, haggard, fretful, old-

fashioned schoolmaster. How different is the account
of him, as given by his yet living contemporaries,

and agreeing with this, his portrait as he appears in

the life-size picture of Prince Esterhazy's in Vienna,

where one is struck, at the first glance, by the un-

common, and in spite of its plainness, interesting

and most attractive figure.

In this, Haydn sits, in a handsome dress, at a table,

the forefinger of- one hand resting on his mouth as

though he had been surprised by a musical thought

;

he seems to be rather under than over the medium
height, his head remarkably large, his forehead, in

spite of the overhanging perruque, broad and signifi-

cant ; the upper arch of the hollow of the eyes,

hounded by the temples, shows that peculiar swelling

of the bones, and tension of the muscles, which we
may observe in all great composers, and which lends

to the whole physiognomy an air of quiet inward
listening. A soulful expression in the dark grey
eyes, and a light, roguish smile about the mouth com-
plete what may be termed handsome and attractive

about this head ; while the nose, swollen to its lower
portion, and deformed by small-pock marks, which
the painter has not ventured to depict in their entire

ugliness, a coursely sensual under lip, and a broad,

massive under jaw, again disturb the pleasing im-

pression of the whole, and lead us to think Lava-
ter not so much in the wrong, when he characterized

Haydn's head as genial above, hut trivial below. If

we add to this a sickly, dark-yellow complexion, and
a nasal voice* that nearly always moved in the high

tones, we must acknowledge that Haydn had but
litlle of the Apollo in his outward appearance.

As Lord Byron with his lame foot, so sensitive

was Haydn in regard to his personal appearance
;

even in old age, he strove to modify the deficiencies

of nature by means of fine and carefully chosen
dress. "He always looked as if he had just come
ont of a bandbox," said Madame Uhl, wife of one
of the members of the former chapel ; both of them,
now very old, had known the immortal composer.—

'

From a written narrative of the latter, I give the

whole of his remarks on this subject

:

" In the year 1 808 a feast was celebrated in the

Church of the TJrsulines at Vienna, for which a mu-
* This wa.1 caused by a polypus in the nose, that was after-

wards removed by an operation in Vienna, but that again
made its appearance in a smaller form. The manner in which
the celebrated English surgeon, Hunter, wished to rid him of
it, has been already related in Dwfglu^s Journal ofMusic (Dec.

6, 1862, article :
" Haydn's Diaries.")

sical mass and vespers were appointed. The prince
allowed his chapel—then sixtj' members strong—to

execute the music at his expense. Hummel, Krent-
zer and Preindl were each invited to write a ma.ss,

between which the prince was to choose. His choice
fell on Hummel's. On this occasion the members of
the chapel paid a visit to Haydn in separate deputa-

tions, among them Hummel with the singing boys and
their chorus master. Haydn sat at a table in a fine

black dress, his perruque carefully curled, his shirt

decorated with delicate lace rufles ; on the table lay

new gloves, a gold headed stick and a bat. When
he perceived Hummel, he said : 'Now dear Hummel,
I henr that you have written a very fine mass, and
rejoice to hear it. I have often prophesied that some-
thing fine would come from you. Now go on, and
remember that everything fine and good comes from
above.' Then turning to the chorus boys, he said :

' I was also a singing boy once ; Renther took me
from Hainburg to St. Stephen's in Vienna. I was
industrious. While my comrades were playing, I

took my little spinet under my .arms, and went with

it into the garret, to work there undisturbefl. t—
Be goofl anil industrious, and never forget God."

But Haydn's personal deficiencies were far better

atoned for by a rare nnion of all the most amiafilo

qualities of the heart, than by the most elpgant dress

;

qualities that reconciled humanity with genius, which

is always looked upon rather with enmity than wel-

come. One could be more rctisonabty angry with a

child than with a man, whose whole being breathed

the most harmless and childish amiability. Nothing

better hronght out this characteristic tmitin Haydn's
character, than the fine, and for sympathetic natures,

appreciative instinct of the child world. When
Haydn went throngh the streets of Eisenstatit, the

children, whom he sincerely loved, and whose avow-

ed darling he was, nan after him in happy crowds,

crying out " Haydn Papa ! Haydn Papa !" And
this name bestowed upon him by the little ones, for

whom, like his brother in Salzburg, he always carried

sweetmeats in his pocket, has become a stereotyped

title for him among grown up people.

This nature, more thoroughly feminine than man-

ly, was preferably attracted by vromanly as well as

childish circles, among which he was always wel-

comed, both from his genial humor, that lovefJ to

jest and be jested with, and his manifold social tal-

ents, among them an exbanstless fund of amusing

anecdotes, which he could relate with great zest.

—

Even in his old days he used to p'lay at nine-pins for

a wager with the songtrcsses of the princely chapel

of the neighboring little conrt ; and Madame Uhl,

who used to set up the pins when a little girl, re-

ceived many pennies for doing so. from the cheerful

old man, with whom every one fell in love, she said,

as soon as he opened his mouth. Haydn laid great

stress upon this success of his among ladies, which

must have been quite of a spiritual nature, on account

of his remarkable personal ugliness ; and a Madame
P., the wife of a singer of the court, was pointed out

to me as oiie, with whom he held very intimate rela-

tions.

If Haydn was not entirely free from reproach, his

faults, if not wholly excused, will be at least lessen-

ed in the eyes of thinking people, when they remem-
ber the hard fate that fell to the lot of this roan, so

fond of domestic and family enjoyment, when he led

a Megasra home as his wife. All accounts agreed

in describing her to me as of disagreeable appear-

ance, heartless, rude, ill-tempered and jealous, at

once bigoted and extravagant.

(To be eontraned.)

t This indastry doe.s not seem to have prevented the lively

boy from displaying considerjible mi^chievonsness o<^easionaIly.

He would hardly have ventnred to tell himself, that by com-
mand of the Em press Maria Theresa, "a certain measure,"
that is to say, a sound whipping, was administered to him,
because, althongh repeatedly forbidden, he had indulged in

dangemns gymnastics on a scaffolding in the imperial palace.

Still more genial must Joseph's brother Michael have been,

when a chorus boy, for, being called to Vienna from Salzburg,

when an old man to direct a Mafls that had been dedicated to

the Emperor, he stood still before the convict prison, before

ga.ssing it by, and said, as though seiwd with a shndder of
recollection, to those who accompanied him : ** Up there I

used Ito receive my 'correction' almost every week I'
"

usirni Corrfspnknte.

New Yoke, Feb. 10.— The promise recorded

in my last has been faithfully complied with.

—

"Marta," "I Vespri Siciliani," and "Don Giovanni"

were given on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, the

opera nights of last week, and " Norma" and " Les

Noces de Jeanette " at the matine'e on Saturday. By

this time you have had an opportifntfy cf . heaving

" Marta" and judging for yoursi^Jf gg to the merits
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of its performance. The " Vespers " on Wednes-

day evening was not very satisfactory. The lack of

fires in the furnaces tended to chill somewhat the en-

thusiasm of the audience, who of late are prone to

stately reserve, if not stolid indifference. This bad

also a similar effect npon the artists, and everything

seemed cold and forced until the last act. Lorini^

Brignolij'Amodio and Susini, were the interpreters

of the roles. To them who have heard the opera

with Colson, Brignoli, Ferri and Junca there was a

very marked contrast. "Don Giovanni" was given

on Friday evening with Lorini, Strakosch, Kellogg,

Brignoli, Amodio and Susini. The house was one

of the most brilliant of the season. The Academy
was filled to overflowing, and such a dazzling array

of bright faces and expensive toilets is rarely seen.

—

The performance was commendable. Very few

could find fault with it. At the matine'e on Satur-

day there was a repetition of the crowd on the even-

ing previous. Bellini's "Norma" was given with

Lorini and Macaferri, and Mile. Cordier sang in

" Les Noces de Jeanette." Thus ended an eventful

season. Manager Grau withdrew his artists and ere

now they have made their debuts before a Boston

audience. Max Maretzek will be with us ere long,

with Mozzalini and Charton.

Anschiitz re-opened his German opera house with

" Der Freischntz ;" and last evening " Fidelio " was

given with great eclat. On Thursday evening Herr

Lotti takes a benefit, on which occasion the opera of

" Martha " will be given.

Manager Anschutz promises the Brooklynites a

short season of opera, and commences with Mozart's

" Die Zauberflote." The artists are rehearsing

Auber's "Fra Diavolo " and Mehul's "Moses in

Egypt."

Mason and Thomas' third soirc'e of chamber music

takes place this evening. The following is the pro-

gramme :

1. Quartet, (0 major. No. 2t Cherublni
Messrs. Thomas, Mosenthal. Matzka and Bergner-

2. Trio, (D major, Opus 70, No. 1} Beethoven
Messrs. Mason, Thomiis and Bergner.

3. Quartet, (A. major, Opus 41, No. 3) Schumann
Messrs. Thomas, Mosenthal, Matzka and Bergner.

The fourth soire'e will take place on the 3d of

March.

Mr. John P. Cooke, an artist well known in New
York as a conductor, announces a grand concert, at

which he will be assisted by Miss Maria Brainard,

Mrs. Jenny Kempton, and Messrs. Wm. Castle, S.

C. Campbell, J. K. Thomas, S. R. Mills, J N. Pat-

terson, Theodore Eisfeld, G. F. Bristow, H. C. Timm
and Jeseph Noll. The orchestra, which will be com-

posed of the best instrumentalists in the city, will be

under the alternate direction of Mr.Cooke and Messrs.

Eisfeld and Bristow. Between the two parts of the

concert Mr. Couldock will recite a poem entitled

" Little Jim," written for him by Mr. Edward Far-

mer, of Warwickshire.

Mr. Henry Sanderson, the pianist, sailed in the

last steamer for Cuba, where he is engaged at the

Tacon Theatre.

Willie Barnesmore Pape, the young pianist, (who

would not play for the benefit of Northern soldiers).

Bailed on Saturday in the Saxonia. He goes with

flattering prospects. Everything is dull at present

in the musical world. T. W. M.

E. Greenwich, R. I. Jan. 29. — We had the

pleasure of attending a Soiree on Tuesdiiy evening

Jan. 20, given by the teachers and pupils of the

musical department of the " Providence Conference

Seminary and Musical Institute."

The music "performed was mainly classical, and for

the most part finely rendered. The programme was
as follows :

1. Organ Overture, (Oberon) Von Weber
2. Chorus, "To thee, Lord," from the Oratorio of St.
Paul Mendelssohn

3. Piano-forte, "L'EficIave Du Harem," Op. 84 Croi.sez

.4. Trio, Attila, " Believe Me " Verdi
5. "He was desp'is^'" ^^°™ Oratorio of the "Messiah.

^> llandel

6. Piano-forte Duo, *'Ilevue Melodique, from "Moise in
E^itto Rossini

7. Solo and Chorus, "Et Incarnatus," from 12th M<as3.

Mozart
8. Sonata in C Sharp Minor Op. 27, No. 2 ; 1 Adagio Sos-

tehuto ; 2 Allegretto; 3 Presto Agitato Beethoven
9. Trio, "Lift thine eyes," from the Oratorio of "Elijah."

Mendelssohn
10. Organ Fugue. (E minor) Rinck
11. Reading, "Musical Wreath," a semi-monthly pub-

lication by the Music Class.
12. Piano-forte. " Invocation," Comettant
13. Chorus. " The Lord is Great" Righini

The musical department of this institution is under

the direction of Mr. Eben Touejee, assisted by

Mr. L. F. Snow, and is at present in a very flourish-

ing condition. The method of instruction pursued

is one not generally adopted, but which is believed,

nevertheless, to be the true method.

By referring to the catalogue of the institution,

it will be seen that a rigid and thorough course of

practice in the schools of the masters is required,

both in vocal and instrumental music. About a year

and a half since a fine two-rowed organ was placed

in the chapel, which affords a superior opportunity

for studying this noblest of all instruments. The
teachers seem to be thoroughly in earnest in their

work, and to be aiming to cultivate in their pupils

a love for classical music and an exalted idea of

the beautiful and divine tone-art. *

\\%\t 3,h0ab.
Berlin, Jan. 8.—The first performance of Gou-

nod's Faust, or, as it was here called. Marguerite, at

the Royal Opera House, obtained a great success.

Coldly received during the first two acts, it warmed
up the audience more and more from the appearance

of Mile. Lucca in the third act. This lady, whose

expressive and supple talent had already revealed it-

self in the roles of Alice and of Bertha [Robert and

Prophite), has now placed herself in the first rank by

the manner in which she interprets the part of

Gretchen. Among the other artists, we must particu-

larly distinguish Mlle.de AlmafAhna?), who has

undertaken the little part of Siebel, and renders it

exquisitely. Herr Woworsky (Faust), and Herr
Salomon [Mephisto], are alike very satisfactory, and

the orchestra, under the direction of Herr Dom.
leaves absolutely nothing to be desired. From the

third act. Mile. Lucca was recalled every time that

the curtain fell, and more than once at the end of

the piece. The painter of the decorations, Herr

Gropius, as well as the machinest, were recalled too,

and with justice : the scene of the church, among
other things, is a very masterpiece ; the idea of it

comes from Paris, but only the idea, for the execu-

tion is entirely different and new.

Mme. Fabbri-Miilder (well known in American
opera houses) has finished her representations with

Lucrezia Borgia. In this role, as well as in that of

Valentine, Mme. Fabbri has shone by the freshness

and beauty of her organ, as well as by the purity of

her intonation. After each act she was recalled with

Herr Theodore Formes (Gennaro).

Leipsic.—A Mass by Robert Schumann, recently

discovered, has been executed by a Singing society,

with accompaniment of organ and quartet of strings.

It met with a most sympathetic reception. This we
get through the Gazette Mmieale ; another account

says, it was performed at one of the Gewandhaus

concerts, aud failed to produce a favorable impres-

sion.

Vienna.—The second Historical Concert of Herr

Zellner has taken place in the hall of the Music
Society ; the programme was as rich and varied as

the first one. Laub, the Berlin violinist, and Alfred

Jaell, the pianist, have been giving concerts here.—At
the second soiree of the Singakademie were per-

formed pieces by J. S. Bach, Lotti, Caldara, the

Miserere of AUogri, &c.—Mile. Desire'e Artot has

made a great sensation in II Barbiere, La Figlia del

Reggimento, Sonnambula, &c. Merelli's Italian

Opera troupe were to open in the month of February,

with the now famous Adelina Patti as the prima

donna.

Paris.—We clip these paragraphs from " Spiri-

dion's" lively gossip in the Evanng Gazette :

The new manager of the Opera Comique is Mons.
de Leuven, the well-known play-wright, who is reck-

oned one of the best wrighters of opera-comique
"books" we have. He is by birth a Swedish Count
named—la !—I have forgotten his name—who being
an accomplice of Ankerstrom in the assassination of
Gustavus III., fled Sweden for Paris. Having no
capital but brains, pen ink and paper, he learned the

alchemy of transmuting them into gold, dropped the

crimsoned paternal name without, however, purging
the hereditary turns for murder. He mitigated it,

however, and took to killing our after-dinner hours

with great pecuniary success. By the way, let me
remark that it is rather singular by what a coincid-

ence of circumstances nearly all the survivors of that

sanguinary Sweedish night were present at the. first

representation of Scribe and Auber's grand opera

which was built upon that tragic event. One was
Swedish Amh.assador here; all the surviving con-

spirators were living in Paris and several persons of

the court happened to be on a visit to Paris. It is

believed Mons. de Leuven will prove an excellent

manager. Whether this opinion proceed from the

confidence everybody feels in new brooms, or in his

tact in getting back to the opera Comique Ste. Foy,
Mile. Lemercier and Mile. Lefebore, I shall tell you
in six months from now. He has oflFered a three

years' engagement to Mile. Duprez (the most per-

fect musicalbox conceiveable, unless your immagin-
ation runs riot and fancies such a machine with a

heart and a soul) at S6000 annually ; and is ready to

give $10,000 for nine month's u.se of Mme. Miolan

Carvalho's throat. He has in his company Mon-
taubry, Achard, Mocker, Mile. Marimon, Mile. Cico.

The theatre of Auber, Adam, Boieldieu, Gretry is in

his possession. What is there to stand between him
'

and fortune 1 I see nothing but ill-luck. If tha^t

obstructs the way a flight " of angels " would not
help him on. He has, however, been lucky enoui>h

so far, and as he is now in the afternoon of life, the

cliances are that fortune will not desert him. Married

men here look significantly and s.iy it is odd that old

bachelors who hang about the Opera Comique should
retain their youth so long. I believe the yoijngest

fellow of the elderly frequenters of that theatre can-

not be short of ninety, and Mons. Auber is the very

youngest man in Paris. They take life easily, and
lay on their pillows a head filled with gay melodies

sung by pretty women, a sort of vocal Champagne
proper to soothe the nerves and repair all the day's

wear and tear. Some old fellow, the head of a fami-

ly, grievedjt'other night in Mons. Auber's ear ; "Ah

!

ray dear Auber, what a terrible thing it is to grow
old !" The airy composer quickly replied :

" Eh !

eh ! my dear boy, and yet it is the only way to attain

long life."

The Theatre Lyrique is vindicating the musical
authorities which placed it on the banks of the Seine.

It has given us a wet opera. The scene is laid on
the ooze of the Rhine's bottom. The heroine is

Ondine. She wears acquatic grass. Her head-dress

is composed of submarine weeds. Atchi ! Atchi !

Atchi ! Come, we are all sneezing—a sure sign of

catching cold ! Let us drop Ondine and leave her

dark, damp caves. AVater serves well enough to

pour on one's face or hands, but when poured down
the throat or into the ears 'tis villainous. Mons.
Somet wrote the score, Messrs. 'Lockroy and Meste-

pes are guilty of the " book." All Paris is asking,

"Who is the criminal guilty of Mile. Girard's wig?"
Summon your best Yankee guessers and let us know.
May be a spirit-rapper can hit the right wretch on
the head ; a hard knock, please ! You are to know
that Mile. Girard is a brunette, who looks as if she

slept o'nights and never thought at all except upon
her daily bill of fare, and that not anxiously. As
fashion has decreed here that no woman can pretend

to beauty unless she be, in the first place, blonde.

Mile. Girard determined to be blonde at least to pl.iy

Ondine, the theory being that no black ever made
could withstand the constant trituration in water to

which marine nymphs are exposed. A black water-

nymph is as great a monstrosity as a white chimney-
sweep. Now a brunette who places a blonde wig on
her head no more becomes a blonde than Nick Bottom
becomes a [lion by getting into a lion's skin. It was
this contrast which made Mile. Girard so ludicrous

;

she looked a brunnotte underdone, her hair was brown
but all the rest was raw.

Mile. Adelina Patti continues to command great
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favor, althouKh some greybeards shake their heads

and say, " That is not the way Sontag sung, neither

did Malibran sing so." As if this was not the very

beauty of Mile. Patti's singing, just as 'twas of

Sontag und Malibran. Did they sing alike 1 Were
they undistinguishable from Pasta ? Was Giula

Grisi hut their parrot 1 Mile. Patti went to see Ros-

sini and sang to him his own immortal airs. He
said to her :

" Mademoiselle, you possess genius, and

since the days ef Malibran, Parisian ears have heard

no music like your, voice. But these same Parisians

are terrible people for giving advice, and I engage

you to distrust their taste. Costa said you were fond

of ' clap trap' ; they heard of it and they repeat the

word, although they are anything hut certain they

know what he meant, but it makes them seem as if

they know all the secrets of the art of singing.

Those "n'ho, ten years ago, reproached Alboni for

executing in the cellar the flourishes of style Persian!

sang in the garret will not fail to scold you for sing-

ing in the garret, because Alboni has accustomed

them to expect Rosine in the cellar. Don't listen to

a word they sny, and, above all, don't open a single

newspaper as long as you live. I never in my life

looked into a newspaper, and this fasting has not

shortened my life."

Since I am speaking about Mile. Adelina Patti, let

me translate for you a Frenchman's account of a

visit paid her and his reflections upon her :
" She is

a young girl of nineteen who seems to be fourteen

years old ; in fine, a young girl who has not yet

done playing with doll-babies, and who is utterly

ignorant of life. I asked her, ' Do you read the

newspapers ? ' No, I never see one. When any
newspaper contains sometliing nice aliout me, brother

reads it to me ; but when they scold me, I never hear

of it.' ' What do you reiid then 1
'

' Dickens'
novels, Wilkie Collins, nothing but English works.'
' Do you like Paris V Yes. but I like London better.

I am told the French are fickle, while the English

are constant. If they once take a fancy to you it is

forever. I was more quiet at London, and there is

nothing I like more than peace and quiet. In Paris

people talk rapidly and talk a great deal which con-

i fuses me.' ' How can you ever feel confused, for

J'ou speak English, French, Italian and Spanish with
eVaual fluency V ' I dare say because I am not accus-

tolned to it.' ' How did you amuse yourself at

LiVndon V ' I talked with Miss Alice, who never
leaves my side." ' But you have Miss Alice with you
aiur^he will go with you to Vienna.' ' Very true,

but \ •' ' You don't feel at home here, and that is

the cjiise of your anno^^ance.' ' Yes, that is it.'

Willyou sing long at Vienna V ' I don't know.'
' Wha\! you don't know your engagements?'

'Never.\ Father attends to all that. When he tells

me to nack my trunk, I pack my trunk ; when he

tells me Jo sing, I sing.' ' When are you going to

Italy ? !t is not its fanlt if you were not born there.'

'Oh ! I ! !gret I have never seen Italy. I shall see

Italy wi( 1 happiness.' 'And you, too, will you not.

Miss Al ce V Miss Alice blushed ; her blue eyes

became. Jaler, a smile dimpled her face, thirty.two

pearls appeared between her lips, and she murmured,
'O, ye^ sir.' It is really wonderful to find so much
innoce,Tice and ingenuousness in this great artist.

FortJnate and gentle nature so gifted by art and
beauty! Alas! can one without a heavy heart leave

thi^ infantine grace, this limpid glance, this angelic

pfirity, and think without bitterness of our young
theatrical girls, who

—

thoning the machinist and thou'cl

by him—bawl in a cracked voice, 'Does that gentle-

man belong to the Jockey Club V

London.

Monday Popular Concerts.—At the present

we must be oontent merely to chronicle the fact of

these admirable entertainments having been resum-

ed on Monday last, at St. James's Hall, which was
crowded by an appreciative audience. It was the

113th concert, and the programme was worthy to

consort with its 112 predecessors. Hummel's jlili-

tary Septet (in C)—given for the first time—opened

the concert brilliantly. The players were MM.
Halle' (piano), Sainton (violin), Pratten (flute),

Lazarus (clarinet), Ward (trumpet), Piatti (violon-

cello), and Severn (double bass). Miss Banks then

sang Glinka's " Lullaby " (in place of Madame
Sainton—absent on account of indisposition), and

Mr. Winn a sacred song by M. Gounod, entitled

Nazareth, the first part ending with No. 2 of Beetho-

ven's three sonatas dedicated to Haydn (Op. 2), per-

formed by Mr. Halle', who was encored in the scherzo.

The second part began splendidly with Mendels-

sohhn's Sonata for piano and violoncello (No. 1—in

B flat)—executants M. Halle and Signor Piatti ; and

terminated no less splendidly with Beethoven's fourth

quartet (Op. 18—in C minor)—executants MM.
Sainton, Watson, H. Webb, and Piatti. The inter-

mediate songs were Mr. Macfarren's "Never forget"
(Miss Banks), and -'Now Phoebus," and Arne's
Comus (Mr. Winn). Mr. Benedict conducted.

National Melodies.—The sixth concert of the
series will take place at St. James's Hall on Friday
evening January 30lh, when Signor Cuiglini and
Miss Banks will appear in conjunction with a band
of 20 Harps and choir of 400 voices. The fifth con-

cert drew together an immense audience on Thurs-
day. January 8th, and it has been stated that up-
wards of one thousand persons were uuable to ob-
tain admission.

Jfoigljfs laurnHl of Unsir.
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Concert Review.

Thikd "Philharmonic."— On Saturday

evening Mr. Zerrahn was almost as sucfes.sful

materially, and far more so artistically, than in the

precediniT concert. The Music Hall was very

nearly filled ; the return of the lady violinist.

Camille Urso, for the first time since her child

triumphs here in 1853 and 1854, proving as great

an attraction to the many, as the Beethoven

Symphony was to more than a few. But for the

exceeding purity and fineness of Camilla's play-

ing, which constituted a positive artistic pleasure

in itself, the interest of the programme would

have been mainly e.xhausted with the Symphony;

for the two overtures, to " Tannhauser " and

" Tell "), good as each is in its way, are hardly

of the kind one likes to hear continually ; and

the rest was of that unsatisfactorily miscellaneous

character almost necesssitated where solo per-

formers are made the principal " attraction."

—

But Camilla saved it ; her bow somehow oper-

ated like a charm on all the rest, enlivened the

whole programme and made all enjoyable ; and

everybody went away delighted, sa}ing " what

an admirable concert !"

But to begin with the main thing—the Fourth

Symphony of Beethoven, in B flat. There may
be those who do not feel its power in comparison

with the more Titanic and heroic stuff of which

the 3d, the 5th, the 7th and the 9th are made;

it does not so sweep all away with multitudinous

strong arms like a rushing torrent. But to the

lover of serene, deep, heavenly beauty in a tone-

poem—whether the beauty of sunshiny joy, or

of the glowing inmost soul of an absorbing, pure,

ideal passion, there is no Symphony more beau-

tiful, more fraught with exquisite delight, more

Raphael-like in the harmonious fusion of its ele-

ments and the divine atmosphere that trembles

round them, than this in B flat. Berlioz in

speaking of it hardly emphasizes enough that

glowing warmth, which, with all its sunshine

buoyancy, makes it as much a love poem as the

" Adelaide," or the Sonata " Les Adieux," &o.

—

What he says, however, is worth translating, at

least in part

:

"... The character of this score is general-

ly lively, alert, gay, or a celestial sweetness. If

we except the meditative Adagio, which serves

it for an introduction, the first movement

(Allegro vivace) is almost entirely consecrated to

joy. The motive in detached notes, with whicb

the Allegro begins, is but a canvas upon which

the author proceeds to spread other melodies

more real, thus rendering accessory what seems

at first the principal idea or theme.

" This artifice, to be sure, had been happily

employed by Haydn and Mozart. But in the

second part of the same Allegro we find a really

new idea, of which the first measures captivate

attention, and which, after carrying the listener

away in its mysterious developments, strikes him

with astonishment by its unexpected conclusion.

It consists in this : After a vigorous te(<i,' the first

violins take a morsel of the first theme, and play

with it pianissimo, dialogue-wise, with the

second violins, till it ends with holds upon the

dominant seventh chord of the key of B natural;

each of these holds is cut short by two measures of

silence, only filled by a light tremolo of the

tympani upon B flat (the enharmonic major third

of the fundamental F sharp). This is repeated,

and then the tympani are silent to let the strings

softly murmur other fragments of the theme, and

arrive, by a new enharmonic modulation, on

the 6-4 chord of B flat. Then the drums re-

enter on the same sound (which, in.stead of being

the sensible , or seventh, note as before, is now a

veritable tonic), and continue the tremolo for

twenty measures. The force of the tonality

of this B flat, scarcely perceptible at first, grows

greater and greater as the tremolo prolongs it-

self; then the other instruments, sowing their

path with little unfinished phrases, end, with the

continued rumbling of the tympani, in a general

forte, where the perfect chord o? B flat establishes

itself with full orchestra at last in all its majesty.

This astonishing crescendo is one of the best in-

vented things we know in music ; we only find

its parallel in that which ends the Scherzo of the

Symphony in C minor. But that, in spite of its

immense effect, is conceived upon a scale less

vast, setting out piano to arrive at the final ex-

plosion, without departing from the principal

key ; whereas this one, which we are describing,

sets out with mezzo forte, loses itself for an instant

in a pianissimo beneath harmonies continually

vague and undecisive; then re-appears with

chords of a more fixed tonality, and bursts forth

only at the moment when the cloud which veiled

this modulation is completely dissipated. It is

like a river, whose calm waters suddenly disap-

pear, and only emerge from their subterranean

bed to plunge down again a foaming, roaring

cascade.

" As for the Adagio, it eludes analysis. ... It

is so pure in its forms, the expression of the melo-

dy is so angelic and of such irresistible tender-

ness, that the prodigious art with which it is

wrought, disappears completely. One is seized,

from the first measures, with an emotion which at

length grows overpowering by its intensity ; and it

is only with one of the giants of poesy that we
find a point of comparison for this sublime page

of the giant of music. Nothing in fact so much

resembles the impression produced by this Adagio,

as that which one experiences in reading the

touching episode of Francesca di Rimini, in the

Divina. Commedia of Dante. . . .

" The Scherzo consists almost entirely of

rhythmical phrases in two-four time, forced to en-

ter into the combinations of threefour measure-

This means, which Beethoven has frequently

used, gives much nerve to the style ; the melodic

endings become thereby more piquant, more un-

expected ; besides, these rhythms a contretemps

have in themselves a very real charm, although

difficult to explain. You experience a pleasure

in seeing the measure, thus brokc'^f'i^pi' recover

itself whole at the end of eac'i' period, and the
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sense of the musical discourse, for a wliile sijs" '

pended, arrive nevertheless at a satisfactory con-

clusion, a complete solution. The melody of the

Trio, confided to wind instruments, is of a delic-

ious freshness ; its movement is slower than the

rest of the Scherzo, and its_ simplicity comes out

all the more elegant from the opposition of the

little phrases flung by the violins upon the har-

mony, like so many charming enticements.

" The Finale, gay and frisky, returns to ordi-

nary rhythmical forms. It eon.sists of a rustling

and crackling of scintillating notes, a continual

bubWage, now and then cut short by liarsh and

savage chords, where tliose choleric starts, which

we have often noticed in this master, manifests

themselves again."

We seldom have listened to a Symphony with

greater relish. The rendering was generally

good, although there was room for more care and

delicate precision in some passages, especially in

the Adagio ; the different instruments did not all

give just value to the pointed notes in that puls-

ing figure which commences the movement and

underlies the heavenly melody throughout, and

which found the tympani at the wrong pitch

when it came to their turn.—The overtures were

rendered with great spirit; we must protest, how-

ever, against the overpowering loudness of the

brass which brays out the theme in some parts of

the Tannhaiiser.—The Funeral March, arranged

from the A flat Sonata, with heavy reinforcement

of martial brass, was grandly affective, oniy a

little coarsely grand in some parts. We like it

better, after all, for the piano-forte. But it will

be a popular orchestral piece, and there is no rea-

son to regret it.

The triumph of Camilla Urso was complete.

Her pale, serious, intellectual face, beautiful and

childlike still when seen in front and at some dis-

tance, the melancholy dark eyes, the calm dignity

of pose and manner, the beautiful movement of

her bow arm, and the perfect truth and purity of

every tone, assured you, in the first three or four

bars, of a real, finished artist, and from that

moment to the end of her playing the whole

great audience listened with a silence that is if

self a remarkable sensation. The support be-

tween her and her hearers was complete. Both

her pieces were well selected, having matter in

them and dignity of character, while they show

the violin to full advantage. They were the

Fbntasie- Caprice by Vieuxtemps, and the An-
dante et Rondo Russe by De Beriot, both with

orchestra, and both well known here through

Vieuxtemps and others of the greatest players.

In purity, finish, delicate taste and feeling, and a

certain spiritual beauty of tone, we are not sure

that we ever heard .her execution surpassed. The
manly force and passionate intensity, the great

breadth of tone, of Joachim and others, of course

we could not expect ; it was feminine withal, and

therein was felt a peculiar charm in harmony

with her entire appearance. When recalled the

last time, Mile. Urso played, without accompani-

ment, with muted strings, a sort of Rolian harp-

like breath of harmony, pianissimo, some of it

exceedingly so, which ravished most ears by the

sweetness and delicacy of the continued flow of

sound, although as a composition it is nauglit

—

somebody's " dream," we think they called it.

But it was a great treat to hear Camille Urso

again, and a particular satisfaction to find for

once the promise r)f a "wonder-child" so finely

~^'izpd in artist womanhood. We trust she will

^main for some time with us.

Miss Addie S. Ryan pleased by her rich,

fresh voice and her enthusiastic manner. Her

style seemed better suited to the hacknied, over-

strained Ah! mon fils, of Meyerbeer than to the

smooth, unaffected melody of Mozart's Cherubi-

no : Voi cTie sapete ; although the latter was far

better suited to a Philharmonic concert and to the

tastes of real music-lovers. The young lady has

much promise, and much to do yet to fulfil it.

Orchestral Union.—On Wednesday afternoon

the Music Hall presented, for once again, the specta-

cle of old "Germania " times. Every corner of the

house was filled, thanks chiefly to Camilla TJrso.

She played precisely the same pieces as on Saturd.ay

evening, and with the same success. The orchestra

played the Freyschiitz Overture, and Mozart's "Jupi-

ter " Symphony, hoth of which were listened to, even

to the complicated fugue Finale with four themes,

with great attention and deliglit. An orchestral

trans/'ription of a German Song—an interesting one

—and a repetition of the Potpourri from Gounod's

"Faust and Marguerite" filled out the profjranime.

There was a more real feeling about this Afternoon

Concert, than we have had for a long time.

Boston Mozart Club.—This devoted Amateur

Orcliestral Society invited their friends again—

a

crammed house full—to Mercantile Hall, last Mon-

day evening, to listen to some good compositions and

to take note of their progress in the rendering of such.

The programme was a choice one :

PART I.

1. Overture.—"Tpliig:enia in Tauris," filuclc.

2. Grand Symphony in D Major. No. 5 Mozart.
Allegro con Spirito—Andante—MJDuetto

—

Finale. Presto.

3. Allegretto EcherzaDdo, from Symphony No. 8, . .Beethoven
part n.

1. Coronation March, Strau.sg. (Father.)
3. Concert Polka Stranss. (Son.)
3. Overture.—''Tancredi," Rossiui.

We can heartily congratulate the Club on the re-

sults of their practice together under Carl Zek-

rahn's direction. The instruments have grown

much more sympathetic to each other, and approach

much more nearly to perfect tune, wliich is no easy

thing. The rendering of Gluck's noble overture

was clear and spirited ; and one listened to Mozart

and Beethoven, in the great form of Symphony,

with a degree of pleasure ho could scarcely hope

from amateurs. Between the two parts Mr. Zerrahn

surprised us in the new cliaracter of a singrr. With

a powerful, clear baritone voice, of good compass,

and with carefully studied e.xpression, he sang Schu-

bert's " Wanderer," accompanied by Mr. Hamann,
in a manner that excited loud and long applause.

Patriotic.—On Friday evening of last week we
had the pleasure of listening to the larger portion of

a private concert, given in a house in Chester Park,

in aid of the " Discharged Soldiers' Home," an ex-

cellent institution which receives those whom wounds

or sickness have compelled to leave the army, and

who come back to no " home " save that which

charity and grateful patriotism may provide for Ihem.

A company of about 170 ladies .and gentlemen lis-

tened with rare delight to the following choice and

classical programme, interpreted as it was by such

artists as Mrs. H.arwood (whose fine sopriino has
been so much missed in public for a long time),

Mr. Leonhard, Mr. Kreissmann, Mr. Thomas Ball,

&c.
Part I.

1

.

Quartet ;
' 'Departure" Mendelssohn

2. Song. "The Gallant Comrade" Kreutzer
3. Piano Solo. Andante and Polonaise Chopin
4 Song. "Barcarolle" Schubert
5. Piano Duet. Polonaise Saran
6. Duet Mozart

Piirt II,

1. Duet. " Autumn Song" Mendelssohn
2 Song. "The two Grenadiers" Schumann
3. Piano Solo
4. Song. "Erl King" Schubert
5. Quartet. "Spring Song" Hauptmann

Mrs. Harwood's singing of the "Barcarole," with

Mr. Leonhard's accompaniment, was a rare treat and

greatly appreciated. The. Duet in the first part was

the bright and humorous one from Die Enlfuhruny

and gave great pleasure ; so indeed did all the vocal

pieces, especia Uy the fresh and delicate p.art-song by
Hauptmann. Mr. Leonhard's piano solos, and the

Saran Polonaise with a lady amateur, were of course
delightful. The whole thing was happily and artis-

tically planned, the pleasure great, and the [result

substantial.

Jclics EtCHBERo's Soiree at Chickering's, this

evening, must not be forgotten. He has the assist-

ance of Messrs. B. ,T. Lang, C. Schraubstaedter,
WuLE Fries and Carl Maver— good artists,

if they are no longer children. How choice and clas-

sical the projrrammc, and hovv novel, too, is some of
its best features, we have already shown. One change,
hovvever, has been made ; instead of the Sonata Dno
by Mozart, Mendelssohn's D minor Trio is to form
the openinsr piece ; it will be played by Eichberg,
Lang and Fries. Who is not eascr to hear the two
movements from the celebrated "Hungarian Con-
certo " of Joachim, the creat violinist of the day ?

Then there will be the Violin Fujjue of Bach, the

Kreutzer Sonata, and three piano pieces by Mr. Lang
to wit: a Fugue by Bach, a Fugue by Handel, and
one of Schumann's little Kinder-Scenen. Songs, too,

from Don Juan and Tannhaiiser.

It is reported, we hope truly, that the Handel and

Haydn Society are to bring out "Elijah " very soon,

and that they have secured the valuable assistance of
Mine. Guerrabelle for the principal soprano part.

Worcester, Mass.—The Mendelssohn Quin-

tette Club paid another visit here last week. "Stella,"

who shines encouagingly on all good things, saj's ;

Their friends were well repaid for attending, for
the Club did their best. In the clear, dry atmos-
phere, the strings blended with perfect unity, in
which however every tone kept a distinct individuali-

ty. The concert opened with Beethoven's grand
Quintet in C, op. 29. The moderaio movement was
played with smoothness and expression. It is tran-
quilizing and peaceful; yet inspiring thought and
feeling. The adagio is serene and cheerful, yet has
an underr'urrent oi'sadries:'?"" 'ffo'-pshadowing ^ome
of the ideas of the coming V^'J'®

"^*'' " (jreat master
The schei"o is at times, /ormerly sq^.c^^.j^jij;^.

;

then, although playful and sp' s chaj"ij]]^ j^^s a v..^
of tenderness that allies it wi.iaiiie preceding move- '

I

ments. In the finale, the .slow theme is resumed for
a time, this, in turn, bursting forth into a brilliant

oris tido, whi-h ends this beautiful qnintet, for the
performance cf which the C'lub were warmly com-
mended. They also played selections from " The
Prophet," " Linda." and " Don Pasquale." Mr.
Ryan gratified the admirers of the new saxophone by
the performance upon it of one of Halevy's over
sweetened romanzas, with flute obligato. Carl Meisel
fairly electrified the audience Isy his masterly violin-
fantasia upon themes from Masaniello. It was a
genuine bit of inspiration in its way, and one of the
few solo-poiformanccs the rememljrance of which out-
lives the hour. We nuist hear from Meisel again

;

and why not in the Tarantella for -whSch the fantfisia

was substituted? Mrs. J. M. Motte was the vocalist
of the evening ; singing Ditanti palpiti with much
skill and finished execution ; Cherubini's Ave Maria
with excellent effect ; and the pi-etty English son"-
" Ye merry birds." She has a ;nei;;o-soprano voice
of unusual purity and richness of tone, and one
worthy, it seems to us, of high cultivation. She
sings less with a view to obtaining the applause of
the audience, th.an to giving to the music that artis-

tic interpretation which it may require.

The Club announce a concert at Mechanics Hall
with the child-violinist Camilla Urso; under the
direction of Carl Zerrahn.

Feat (Feet?) cpon the Pedals.—The Bel-

fast Weekly News, concludes a description of the

inauguration of a new Organ in that place, in the

following rh.apsodical manner:

We have left to the last, what was after all the
great feature, the organ performances by Dr. Chipp.
It was in these that the audience were afforded an
opportunity of judging of the power and resources of
the instrument, and of the great ability of the per-
former, and it is not possible to overrate either. The
first was ' God preserve the Empcior,' with varia-

tions by Dr. Chipp himself The astonishing ac-

quirements of the performer as a pedalist were in

this solo exhibited to perfection. Kapid passages
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and intricate variations were playerl by the two feet

which crossed over each other, and flew from side to

side and from note to note witli an ability that often

baffled the keenest eyes, and might have been envied

by the most accomplished reel-dancer ever attached

to a Scottish clan. Nor were the hands idle. The
prasp of the instrument, if we may so say, which
Dr. Chipp took, asserted i'self from the first. He
could call any one of the three thousand pipes to his

assistance at will, and the noble instrument, a giant

amongst its brethren, was obedient to every touch of

the master. From soft and almost vocal combina-
tions it changed, under his hand, to a wild tempest of

tumultuous sounds, all answering their purpose,

indeed, and all grandly characteristic ; and then,

again, it died away in sweet and appealing harmo-
nies, until its closing notes were lost amid a burst of

genuine applause. The second composition was a
fugue of Bach's, played with wonderful skill. It

was evidently Dr. Chipp's purpose to give in the

performance an idea of the power of the instrument,

and an amazing volume of sound was poured forth

as part followed part, the trumpets and trombones
telling with triumphant effect, and ever and anon
giving out the leading theme above the general hur-

ricane of harmony.

L.\ Dame BLANCHE.^On the occasion of the
100th performance of Boieldieu's Dame Blanche, bis

son, Adrien Boieldieu, gave a dinner to a number of
eminent artists who bad at various periods distin-

guished themselves in the operas of his celebrated
father. Among the guests were MM. Ponchard and
Fereol, the original representatives of the parrs of
George Brown and Dickson (the farmer). MM.
Roger, the most famous, and Leon Achard, the
youngest ami most recent of modern George
Browns, were .il.so present, with many artists of the
Opera Comir|ue, After dinner M. Ponchard sang
an air from Le pdit Chaperon Ftourje, accompanying
himself at the piano.

How Joachim plats 'Bach.—The Saturday

Review says, speaking of the " Monday Popular"

Concerts in London :

" Herr Joachim's partiality for the old master of
Leipzig is well known, and nothing certainly could
contribute to a greater popularity of this old music
than the wonderful manner in which it has been in-

terpreted by Herr Joachim. at these concerts. Till
„,„ .--recenlly, f^^tiuni. reel England^ were innocTrtt of
the ca|fea^^-- .rour annoVjh Bach, except a.s a writer

,
^.'ligues fof !9,"g,

'I* \ They certainlv are his

Jtrong point!; but^". ^ ks to the energy of Professor

Bennett and the Bach 'Society, the great power which
Bach has displayed iti^'his Passions Mnsik has been

brought home to English musicians. Herr Joachim
has been engaged in a! similar task with respect to

Bach's compositions fpr the violin, which we cannot
call to mind as havingl been performed by any great

violinist within the lasf five and twenty years. It is

easy to see why such pieces, apart from considera-

tions as to their power of pleasing a mixed audience,

should not have been loved by solo players. They
demand great self-denial, presenting literally no op-

portunities for that dash and display so dear to all

soloists
;
yet at the same time they cannot he pre-

sented except by those who have mastered all the

difficulties of execution which may be legitimately

required from the performer. Add to this a largeness

and clearness of phrasing, an unerring precision in

intonation for the harmonic passages perpetually
occurring, and we can easily perceive how rarely the

necessary combination of qualities are likely to be
found in one player, and, even if found, how proba-
ble it is that their possessor may be disinclined to

employ them upou such music. Fortunately, all the

positive and negative qualities necessary for the in-

terpretation of these " six solos for violin wichout ac-

companiment," are united in Herr Joachim. We
have said negative qualities, because we occasional-

ly fancy a want of what we would call romantic sen-

timent in his playing. Sentiment there always is,

when required, deep and touching ; but that peculiar
expression which was so superabundant in Ernst (we
must explain our meaning by an example), and of
which his playing of his own Elegy for the violin is

a striking example, is not often found in Herr Joach-
im. The absence, however, of this quality gives
greater force to the rendering of these solos—sturdy,
solid music, with no frippery of ornament, although
not altogether without passages of brilliancy; but
then it is ornament of a day gone by, and as such,
hardly recognized now. Anything more masterly or
musicianly than Herr Joachim's delivery of these
pieces cannot be imagined. It certainly has not been
surpassed in the past, and it is diflicult to fancy it ever
can be in the future. The effect he secures from a
single instrument is marvellous, producing complete

chords as easily and clearly as ordinary players pt,"

duce single notes. How a fugue could be given 's

all on a violin might well puzzle most hearers, but
with Herr Joachim all difficulty vanishes, and the sub-
ject with its answer is brouglit outfeven more distinct-

ly and clearly than would be done by many accom-
plished players on the organ or pianoforte. It is

impossible to point out all the many beauties which
have marked his playing in the other pieces in which
he has assisted ; but had Herr Joachim appeared un-
known, and not been recognized long before the
present scries of the Monday Concerts as the great-

est performer of the day upon the violin, his per-
formance of the solos by Bach must alone have
secured for him that distinction."

Herr Richard Wagner has been giving the
Viennese a foreta.ste of the Niehelungen. 'Phree per-

formances of various detached pieces (from the first

part, we believe) have taken place at the theatre an
der Wicn. This step, so unexpected on the part of
the Zukunft agitator, and so unlike his ordinary (ex-

traordinary) proceedings, has drawn down upon his

not very malleable head some strenuous blows of
criticism. The JRecensionen, frequently (generally)

morose, is even unusually so on this subject. Wag-
ner is accused of glaring inconsistency,—"inasmuch
as he who objects to (denies) music as music, and
who represents the (pretended) consentaneou.s work-
ing of all the arts—or, as he, with pedant coxcomb-
ry, assumes, the effective dramatico-musical scenario—
now delivers up to a judgment which, according to

his own views, must be notoriously precipitate, frag-

ments of a work scarcely yet completed, and—which
is in him a still greater contradiction—the exclusivety

musical portion oi' these fragments." True, this is not
by any means the first example of gross|inconsisten-
cy on the part of one whose efforts have hitherto con-
stantly swung, with evident hesitation and uncertain-

ty, between the established system and one he affects

to have discovered.

—

Land. Mnsicol World.

Why did Mario Fail '—What was the mean-
ing of Sig. Mario's failure at the Grand Opera in

Paris ? There are failures, of course of many kinds
;

that of the vocalist who can't sing, that of the vocal-

ist who won't sing (this is very rare), and that of
the vocalist who is not allowed to sing. Signor
Mario's failure cannot be placed in the first category,
nni- -Itc^Gti.cr '.,i the second, but partly in the second
and principally in the third. In the first act of the

Hiiguowls he is said to have acted admirably. In

the second he pronounced some French word almost
as incorrectly as the French when they sing at an
Italian theatre habitually pronounces Italian. This
excited the derision of the intelligent audience.

—

The g6nie pssentiellement vaudevilliste des Francais—
of which Victor Hugo, in one of his most celebrated

prefaces, expressed a contempt which Balzac after-

wards endorsed—had been appealed to. The witty

Parisians thought it much more clever to ridicule the

Italian tenor's had pronunciation than to listen to his

beautiful singing. Then Mario lost his temper, his

nerve, and at the same time bis voice. He was ac-

tually hissed at the end of the duet with Valentine,
which he never sang in London without obtaining the

most enthusiastic applause—from an audience which
rarely applauds anything very much. Perhaps he
had pronounced the French ta like the Italian tu, or

perhaps, never have having been hissed before, and
not liking it, he felt agitated and was really unable

to sing. However that may have been, hissed he
was ; we mention it not as a disgrace to him but to

the French audience, who probably would have hiss-

ed Patti or any one else whom Italian audiences al-

ways applaud. "Aussi que diable aUait-il faire dans
cetie t/alere f"—when there is an Italian theatre in

Paris, then the public is always eager to hear every
phrase that falls from his lips " I w.as always tol-

erably calm at a success as well as at a fiasco," said

Rossini to Ferdinand Hiller one day, "and for this I

have to thank an impression I received in my earliest

youth, and which I shall never forget. Before my
first operetta was brought out, I was present at the

performance of a one act opera by Simon Mayer.

—

Mayer was then the hero of the day, and had produc-

ed at Venice perhaps twenty operas with the great-

est success, in spite of this, however, the public

treated him, on the evening to which I refer, as if he
had been some ignorant vagabond. You cannot
imagine such a piece of grossness. I was really as-

tounded. ' Is it thus you reward a man who, for so

many years, has given you enjoyment ? Can you
dare to take such a liberty because you have paid

two or three paoli for admittance? If that he the

case, it's not worth vvhile to take your judgment to

heart,' thought I, and I have always acted in con-
formity with that opinion." Mario should do the

same.

—

Barhagriggia.

Special %^\\ttz,

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OP THE

Published by Oliver DitHOii U Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompanitnent.

The Sound of Harps. (II suon dell 'arpe),

duet. 35

A duet for Soprano and Tenor, from the last act

of " I Martiri." Of easy compass, and one of the

favorite pieces of the opera, with a striking and easily

remembered melody.

The school girl's farewell. Chorus for four female

voices. F. PannelL 25

The publication of this chorus will relieve a great

many teachers who desire to choose something appro-

priate for appro.-iching exhibitions. It is just the

thing; easy to learn, and sure to please.

The Savoyard's return. Song. L, Williams. 30

Tmitative of the native lays of Tyrol; like "Blanche

Alpen," or the " Switzer's farewell," Very pretty.

Come, oh come with me. (Vieni raeco).

Guglielmo. 25

A charming song, in the style of the generally ad-

mired Serenade " La notte b bella," of the same com-

poser, but suitable for a baritone voice.

Instrumental Music.

Consolation. Elegy in Memoriam. R. Daum. 25

A composition of much pathos, and mournful

sweetness. Play it when you are in a melancholy

mood.

Ocean Shells. Romance for Piano.

Lizzie M. Hervq}. 35

Another composition by this talented young lady,

and will be favorably received by all who have made ac-

quaintance with the "Feast of the Roses'Mn nocturne

style, with a variety of rich melodies; not quite so

regular in its arrangement as compositions of older

composers, but abundantly atoning for it by youth-

ful freshness and vigor.

Gen. Hooker's March. E. Jackson. 35

A composition of great spirit and power, with a por-

trait of the distinguished leader of the Army of the

Potomac, worth, itself, the price of the song.

Moznrt's Sonatas.

embossed.

Books.

Oue elegant volume, cloth,

$5.00

Beethoven's Sonatas. Two volumes, cloth,

embossed. With a portrait. $10.00

Czerny recommended to his pupils, in a certain

stage of their progress, the practice of Mozart's Sona-

tas; and our players of medium execution cannot

do better than to become familiar with these truly

classic compositions of the great master.

Beethoven's Sonatas are more intricate than the

others, but may well succeed them in a thorough

course of study. These Sonatas have a .steady sale,

an encouraging indication of an advanced public

taste.

Mosic BY Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about oue cent on each piece. Persons at a ilistauce will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books t^an also be sent at thf^i rate of oue cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance ,-^uder three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double. ^
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Translated for this Journal.

On the Actual State of the Art of Singing

in the Lyrical Theatres of France and

Italy.

By Hector Berlioz.*

It -sYouId seem to ordinary good sense that, in

the lyrical establishments so called, they ought

to have singers for the operas ; but precisely the

contrary is the fact : they have there operas for

the singers. A score has always to be readjust-

ed, curtailed, pieced out, lengthened, shortened

naore or less to put it in a state (and what a

state !) to be executed by the artists to whom it

is entrusted. One finds his part too high, an-

other finds his too low
; that one has too many

pieces, this one has not enough : the tenor wants
the vowel i all the time, the barytone wants a

;

here one finds an irksome accompaniment, there

his rival complains of a chord which goes against

the grain with him; this is too slow for the

prima donna, that is too quick for the tenor. In
short an unfortunate composer, who should un-
dertake to write a scale of C in the middle re-

gister and in a slow movement, and without ac-

companiment, would not be sure of finding sing-

ers to render it fairly witliout changes; the great-

er part of them would still pretend that this

scale is not in their voices, because it was not
writtenfor them.

In Europe, at the present moment, with the

system of singing that prevails (one has to say it),

out of ten individuals calling themselves singers,

it is doubtful whether it would be possible to find

two or three capable of singing a simple romance
really well, that is correctly, with truth, with ex-

pression, in a good style, and with a pure and
sympathetic voice. Suppose we should take one
of them at random, and say to him : " Here is

an old air, quite simple, quite touching, whose
tender melody does not modulate and keeps
within the modest compass of an octave ; sing it

to us." It is very possible that your singer— a
famous one perhaps—exterminates the poor little

musical flower, and that in listening to it you
think with regret of some village girl by whom
you have heard the old air quavered out in for-

mer times.

No musical thought, no melodic form, no ex-
pressive accent resists the frightful mode of inter-

pretation now becoming more and more univer-
sal. If this were but the only fault ! But we have
numerous varieties of anti-melodic singing. In
the first place there is the innocently iete style

of singing, the insipid style, and then the preten-
tiously hete

; the singing that is adorned with all

the stupidities the singer pleases to introduce

;

this is already very culpable. Then comes the

vicious singing, which corrupts the public and
draws it into bad musical directions, by the at-

traction of a certain capricious execution, bril-

liant, but false in expression, at once revoltino- to

good taste and to good sense. Finally we have
the criminal singing, the chant sce'ferai, which

* " .A Trmers Chants :-^Btudes Muskates," &c., Paris, 1862.

joins to its wickedness an inexhaustible fund of

betise, which proceeds only by great mouthfulls,

delights
Aux bruyantes m£lees,

Aux longs roulements des tambours,

in sombre dramas, in throat-cuttings, in poisonings,

in malediction"!, in anathemas, in short in all the

dramatic horrors which furnish most occasion

for letting out the voice. It is this latter style that

reigns, they say, despotically in Italy just now.

But the cause, the cause? you ask. The cause,

or the causes, I reply, are easily found ; it is the

remedy that is less known ; or, to speak frankly,

it is the remedy which they never will apply,

even if it were known and its efficacy perfectly

demonstrated. The causes are at once moral

and physical, each depending on the other : and

if theatrical enterprises had not been in all times,

almost everywhere, given over to the hands of

people greedy first of all for money and ignor-

ant of the necessities of Art, these causes would

not exist. They are :

1. The inordinate size of most lyrical theatres;

2. The system of applause, whether hired or

not;

3. The preponderance, which has been allow-

ed to establish itself, of the execution over the

composition, of the larynx over the brain, of mat-

ter over mind, and in short too often the cow-

ardly submission of genius to folly.

The lyrical theatres are too vast. It is pi-oved,

it is certain that sound, to act musically on the

human organization, must not proceed from a

point too remote from the hearer. People are

always ready to reply when we speak of the so-

nority of an opera or concert hall : Every-

thing is heard very well there. But so too

I hear very well from my chamber the can-

non that is fired upon the esplanade of the

Invalids ; and yet this noise, which moreover is

outside of musical conditions, does not strike me,

does not move me, does not thrill my nervous

system in any way. "Well, it is this blow, this

emotion, this thrill, which sound ought absolutely

to give to the organ of hearing, to move it musi-

cally, but which one does not receive even from

the most powerful groups- of voices and of instru-

ments, when he hears them at too great a dis-

tance.

Some savants think that the electric fluid is

incapable of traversing a greater space than a

certain number of millions of leagues ; I know
not whether it be so, but I am sure that the mu-
sicalfluid (I ask permission thus to designate the

unknown cause of the musical emotion) is with-

out force, without warmth and without life at a

certain distance from its point of departure.

—

You hear, you do not vibrate. Now, one must

himself vibrate with the voices and the instru-

ments, and by them, to perceive real musical

sensations. Nothing is more easy to demonstrate.

Place a small number of persons, well organized

and endowed with some knowledge of music, in

a room of moderate size, without too much fur-

niture or tapistry ; execute before them in a

worthy manner sopie true chef-d'oeuvre, of a true

composer, truly inspired ; a work pure from those

insupportable conventional beauties praised as a

matter of course by pedagogues and enthusiasts
;

a simple Trio for piano, violin and bass ; the

Trio in B flat by Beethoven for instance ; what

will happen ? The hearers feel themselves

gradually filled with an unaccustomed excite-

ment ; they will experience an intense, profound

delight, now powerfully agitating them, now
plunging them into a delicious calm, a veritable

ecstacy. In the midst of the Andante, at the

third or fourth recurrence of that sublime theme,

so religiously impassioned, it may chance that

one or two of them will not be able to contain

his tears, and if he lets them flow an instant,

he will end perhaps (I have seen this phenome-

non produced) by weeping violently, with fury,

with explosion. [!] There is a musical efiect

!

There you have a hearer seized, intoxicated by

the art of sounds ; a being lifted to an immeasur-

able height above the ordinary plane of life 1

This man adores music ; he knows not how to

express what he feels ; his admiration is ineifable,

and his gratitude to the great poet composer,

who has just ravished him, is equal to his ad\'

tion.

Now suppose that in the midst of this"'

piece, rendered by tne" K'F" "'»'^uosos, the \\
, . , ,, , ..Vve been i.,„iie,'<v_-A-.m which they execute it\„,^gj.i^ ,„ ce4-ated

large, and that in conseque>'s chapel. 'W^gre^e

sive enlargement of the p n, Ha/dn j.Vidience

should gradually become remt' °' fom the per-

formers. Well ; here is our sa. ..on as large now
as an ordinary theatre; our listener, who a

moment ago felt the emotion gaining upon him,

begins to recover his tranquility ; he hears all the

time, but he scarcely vibrates any longer ; he ad-

mires the work, but it is by reasoning and no

more by sentiment, nor by an irresistible entraine-

ment. The hall continues to enlarge, the audi-

tor is more and more removed from the musical

focus. He is as far from it as he would be, if the

three performers were grouped in the middle of

the stage of the Grand Opera, and he were

seated in the balcony of the first boxes in front.

He hears still ; not a sound escapes him, but he

is no longer afi[ected by the musical fluid, which

cannot reach so far as he is ; his excitement is

dissipated, he becomes cold again, he even ex-

periences a sort of disagreeable anxiety, the more

painful as he makes more efiorts of attention so

as not to lose the thread of the musical discourse.

But his efiorts are vain ; insensibility paralyzes

them, ennui gains upon him, the great master

fatigues him, besieges him ; the chef-d'oeuvre has

become for him only a ridiculous little noise, the

giant a dwarf, the art a deception ; he is impa-

tient and no longer listens. Another proof

!

Follow a military band executing a brilliant

march in the Rue Royale, we will suppose
;
you

march gaily in its train ; its rhythm draws you

after it, its martial fan/ares animate you, and

you already dream of glory and of combats.

—
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The military band enters the Place de la Con-

corde
;

you hear it all the time, but, the reflect-

ors of sound no longer existing, its prestige is

dissipated, you no longer vibrate, and you let it

go its way, and make no more account of it than

you would the music of some mountebanks.

Now, to enter into the heart of our subject,

how many times it has happened to me, when

they have had the kindness to represent, and not

badly either, at the Opera, the works of Gluck,

to remain cold, but vexed at ray coldness, while

listening to the first act of Orphee ! Yet I knew,

I was sure that there was a perfect marvel of

expression, of poetic melody, there ; and the ex-

ecution lacked no essential quality. But the

scene representing a. sacred grove was open on

all sides, the sound lost itself in the background,

at the right and the left of the theatre ; there

were no reflectors, and of course no effect ; Or-

pheus seemed really to be singing in a Thraclan

plain : Gluck had missed it. This role of Or-

pheus, sung again by Adolph Nourrit, some days

afterwards, these same choruses executed by the

same choristers, this same pantomime air execut-

ed by the same orchestra, but in the ball of the

Conservatoire, recovered all their magic ; one

was in ecstaoies ; one became impregnated with

antique poesy : Gluck was right.

The Symphonies of Beethoven, so overwhelm-

ing in the hall of the Conservatoire, have been

executed several times at the Opera. There

they produced no effect ; Beethoven had missed

it. Mozart's Don Juan, so ardent, so impassion-

ed and impassioning at the Theatre Italien, when

it is well executed, is icy at the Opera, every one

•'"'agrees. The Marriage of Figaro would seem

jgfp'j)lder still there. _At_the,Opsra, Mozart is wrong
uxnj

.- en

!

^-uonTfeel J

-----. ^—

^

the Oiiioar si^ Vour annov j? .1 <• i e
Wr-^Ts' for" long af^ "^ ^^'^ ^""^^ ™^""^'" "^

Kossinjnt!- buV'l't i'"j the Cenereniola, and so

many othe'he Bach It the Opera their physiogno-

my so piquanf ^^u so spirituelle ; you enjoy them

still, but coldly from afar, like a garden looked

at through a telescope. This Rossini, anyhow,

has missed it ! . . .

And the Freynchiltz, see how languidly it drags

itself along at the Opera, this vivacious musical

drama, which, has such a savage energy ! Has

Weber missed it then ? . . .

I could easily multiply my citations. What
sort of a theatre is that in which Gluck, Mozart,

Weber, Beethoven and Rossini are at fault, if it

be not a theatre constructed in bad musical condi-

tions ? Yet it does not lack sonority. No, but,

like all other theatres of the same dimension, the

Opera is too large. The sound fills it easily, but

not the musical fiuid disengaged from the ordi-

nary means of execution. It will doubtless be

objected that several fine works produce efi'ect

there notwithstanding, and that a skilful singer,

when he has the talent to enchain and concen-

trate upon himself the attention of the audience,

can venture to sing sofdy with success there.

—

I will reply that this precious singer would im-

press his public ,6till more vividly in a hall less

vast, and that it would be the same with the fine

works referred to, written though they were

especially for the Grand Opera. Moreover, out

of twenty beautiful ideas contained in these ex-

ceptional scores Cscores written even now for the

theatre of the Grand Opera), it is an even

chance if four or five will swim ; all the rest is

lost. Besides, these beauties appear only veiled

and dwindled by remoteness, and never under all

their aspects, never in all the vivacity of their

ways, never in their full eclat.

Hence the necessity so often ridiculed, but real

nevertheless, of hearing a fine opera very often

in order to taste it and discover its merit. At
the first representation everything there appears

confused, vague, colorless, formless, without

nerve ; it is like a picture half effaced, the design

of which you have to follow line by line. Listen

to the judgments of the foyer during the entr'

actes of the first representations : the new work,

according to the critics, is invariably tedious or

detestable. For twenty-five years now I have

listened to them in such cases, without once hear-

ing them express a more favorable opinion. It

is much worse at general rehearsals, when the

hall is half empty ; then nothing swims, all disap-

pears ; neither melodic grace, nor harmonic

science, nor instrumental coloring, nor love, nor

anger, produce any effect ; it is a vague noise,

more or less fatiguing, which irritates you or puts

you to sleep, and you go away cursing the work

and the author.

I shall never forget the general rehearsal of

the Huguenots. Meeting M. Meyerbeer on the

stage, after the fourth act, all I could say to him

was this :
" There is a chorus in the scene before

the last which, it seems to me, ought to produce

an effect." I alluded to the chorus of the monks,

in the scene of the benediction of the poignards,

one of the most startling inspirations of the art of

any period. It seemed to me that that ought to

produce some effect. I had not been struck by

it in any other way

(Conclusion next week.)

"
- _ Wilhelmine Sehroeder-Devrient.

~.___^ A SKETCH.

By Mks. E. F. Ellet.

The following brief notice of the first tragic singer

of Germany, .condensed from a more extended
.sketch by Rellstab, himself a distinguished critic in

art, will not be deemed useless by the reader who re-

flects on the evanescent nature of the actor's fame.

The more difficult the task of preserving for posterity

a vivid recollection of one whose performance has
delighted and instructed his contemporaries, the more
incumbent is it upon the writer to do his best to paint

the picture in unfading colors, to hang a wreath
over the urn of one who has spent a life in toil, and
reaped no adequate reward.

Seldom has the life of an actress been so propi-

tiously commenced, as that of the subject of this no-

tice. Endowed by nature with every personal gift,

genius in art seemed her proper inheritance. Wil-
helmine was the daughter of the celebrated Sophia
Schroder, one of Germany's greatest tragic actresses

so far as declamation and expression are 'concerned.

Her marriage also was auspicious ; Karl Devrient,
her husband, is well known as a gifted performer;
and the name of Louis Devrient shines as a star of

the first magnitude among a cluster of lesser splen-

dor. Wilhelmine Schroder Devrient was born at

Harahurg, on the 6th of October, 1805. She was
early accustomed to the stage, appearing on it for the

first time when only five years old, to represent a
Love. Sweetly as she enacted the part, the specta-

tors could never have anticipated the perfection of

grace and majesty that was to be unfolded from this

tender germ. In her tenth year she became a regu-

lar member of a children's ballet company in Vienna,
whither her mother was called. This constant exer-

cise was beneficial, as it strengthened her fi-ame, and
tended to develope the grace for which she was after-

wards so remarkable. Her general education was
carefully attended to ; and it may be seen what pains

were bestowed to cultivate her taste as well as morals
by her choice of the more elevated parts in the

drama, as soon as she arrived at .an age to judge for

herself. At fifteen, she appeared on the stage as

Aricia, in Racine's Phadra ; and by her charming
personation and noble expression of the part,

awakened the fairest hopes in those interested in her

success. Encouraged by praise, she devoted herself

to her chosen art with increased zeal and unwearied
industry. During this first year of her theatrical

course, she gave evidence of uncommon powers ; the

highest characters, such as Louise in Schiller's Kabaie
und Llehe, Ophelia in Hamlet, and Beatrice in the
Bride of Messina,—were undertaken by her, and per-

formed in such a manner as to show something of
wliat might in future be expected from the youthful

artist. These theatrical exercises, in which she cul-

tivated her abilities as an actress, hefore venturing on
the opera,—were in the highest degree useful to her.

She thus learned early to undei^tand the spirit of

the part, and infuse sonl into her acting, instead of

depending entirely on the voice. Her first part in

the opera was Pamina in the "Magic Flnte."

It was on the 20th January, 1821, that Wilhelmine
first displayed, before an astonished audience in the

Viennese theatre, that fairest gift of the muse, her

talent as a singer. She had many advantages : her

beauty and dignity of person, rare voice, skill in

pantomime, with her practice in the most difficult

theatrical details, the counsels of her mother, and her

own diligence in musical studies,—all contributed to

her success. She herself names a certain Griinwald

as her instructor in the rudiments of music ; and the

Italian professor Mozatti, at Vienna, gave her lessons,

to which she was indebted for her attainments in the

higher branches. It was not long before she became
en I i tied to the praise of a great artist. In 1823, she

undertook a professional tour to the north of Ger-

many, and among other characters appeared as Leo-

nova, m Fidelia. She had plaj-cd this part for the

first time in Vienna, on the birth-night of the Empe-
ror, and kindled the enthusiasm of the whole music-

loving public. The same success attended her in

Berlin, though she had thereto encounter a famous
rival, so superior to her in power and sweetness of

voice, that only an artist conscious of her own inner

greatness would have dared to compete with her.

This rival was the celebrated Milder Hauptmann, for

whom Beethoven originally wrote the part of Leo-

nore. The victory was decisive in favor of our

youthful heroine ; although at that time a blind

veneration was felt for Milder in Berlin. She was

indeed distinguished for her magnificent voice, but, as

a theatrical singer and actress, had done nothing

worthy of fame. Nevertheless, it was a bold and
perilous enterprise to oppose intellectual strength in

art to material superiority, especially when the last

was sustained by greater reputation. Our young
adventuress dared the combat, however, and won a

splendid victory, although yet but in the beginning

of her career. With untried wings, timid and tremb-

ling at the first trial, she ventured to soar, her uyes

fixed on the far height she was 'destined to reach.'

While on this first visit to Berlin, she was married to

the young and gifted actor, Karl Devrient, which

name she joined to her own. Both appeared at the

theatre in Dresden ; for this theatre, then under the

direction of the celebrated Weber, was the first at

which Madame Devrient was permanently engaged.

Thence she made several professional excursions to

the other large cities of Germany. In 1828, she was
a second time at Berlin, and played in many fine

parts, among others in that of Euryanthe. Her fame
now spread into foreign countries.

She was engaged by Rockel, then director of the

German opera in Paris ; and in that city met with

such incredible success, that the theatre was over-

flowing whenever she performed in Donna Anna,
Fidelio, or similar parts. Her triumphs abroad, as

usual, caused her to be more highly appreciated at

home. Her renown became a national boast. A se-

ries of artistical triumphs were prepared for her on
her return from Paris, and during a two months' resi-

dence in Berfin, that rivalled those of a Catalan!, a

Schechner, or a Sontag. In the spring of 1831, she

visited Paris a second time, and bound herself to the

Italian Opera. She reaped, indeed, little applause

in this enterprise, but by ddigence and exertion made
great improvements thereby in her singing. Thence
she went to London, and in this great nretropolis was
received, in spite of the coldness of the English char-

acter, with an enthusiam, an astonishmerit of admi-

ration, that threw even Parisian praise into the shade.

Here opens a new era in the cultivation of the artist

;

for in these long visits to London and Paris, after

having gone through the few German operas there

represented, she felt herself under the necessity of

making trial of Rossini's parts. These she had
never sung, and believed herself unfitted for them by
her education in German music. Besides, she had
seen the great success of Italian singers—such as

Rubini, Pasta, Malibran, etc. Her attempting these

parts she knew would open a new field, and besides

work advantageously on her original style. By na-

tare she was gifted with a rem^irkably pleasing voice,

capable of the most delicate shades of expression,

—/""
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ybut not what the Germans cal! metal rich. Notwith-
jstandinf; all these difficulties, after having; made sev-

leral trials, and having advautajjes pointed out to her
\by Rubini, and other distinguished singers, she be-

came convinced that it was possible to reach the goal
of her wishes, and resolved with perseverance and
indomitable resolution to accomplish the end.

1 Schiller says somewhere, " Genius is industry :

"

and he who labors with all his strength to develope
what is within him, will feel the truth of the saying.

In no case was it more happily proved, than that of

Madame Dovrient, who, although already at the

height of renown and success, still felt herself im-

pelled by the law of genius to toil and strive after

further attainments.

The brief history of her uneventful life may here
be considered at an end ; we will endeavor to observe
her as an artist.

Among her German contemporaries Madame Dev-
rient had two rivals—Schechuer and Sontag. The
first owed her success to a rare voice, as full of pa-
thos as power, combined with a noble and feminine
naturalness in her acting. Sontag was mistress of
complete theatrical t.ict; and her loveliness of person,

flexibility and dexterity of voice, and exquisite grace
and coquetry in action—all which advantages she
possessed in the highest degree—were refined by as-

siduous industry into a harmonious whole. Betwi.xt
these two extremes of elevated nature, and a delicate,

graceful combination of artistieal talents, our heroine
must be regarded as occupying a middle pl.ace. She
both embellished nature, and ennobled art by intellec-

tual power. If she did not reach the proud destina-

tion of her rivals, her work was a great one, because
created by the mind that distilled the material into its

own element, while with the others, the material
formed the foundation on which a nobler structure
was built. It was with Schechner and Sontag as if

matter were the father—the producing or creative

—

and with Devrient the mother—the subordinate prin-
ciple—in a work of art.

The greatest parts in which our actress appeared
were as follows : Leonore, in Fidelia ; Julia in the
Vestal; Euryanthe, in Weber's noble work ; Donna
Anna, in Don Giovanni; Iphigenia, in Gluct's Iphi-
genia in Tauris : Rezia, in Weber's Oberon ; Rebec-
ca, in Marschner's Templar and Jewess, and the Rob-
ber-bride of Ries. To these, after she had completed
her studies in the Italian school, she added Desdemo-
na, in Othello

; and Romeo, in Bellini's Capulets and
Montagues. In many others she excelled, but these
were her most popular characters ; and they
besides afford an opportunity of comparing her with
the two distinguished singers above mentioned. Leo-
nore may be said to be newly created by her ; sha has
soared to a higher range of thought than Schechner

;

she conquers, not, like Achilles, by superior strength
but like Alexander, by the power of the spirit. It

would be interesting to follow her biographer in the
parallel he draws between her and Schechner in this

part, but the limits of a mere notice forbid us the in-

dulgence. In the Vestal, as in Fidelio, her great
rival was Schechner, irresistible from the power of
her voice. The part was quite another work, though
eqnally effective, in the hands of Madame Devrient.
Euryanthe and Desdemona deserve to be mentioned
with the above personations ; and in these parts a pa-
rallel can be drawn between our artiste and Henriet-
ta Sontag. Euryanthe was originally rendered popu-
lar by this singer, and Desdemona was one of her
chief parts. But Madame Devrient could not under-
take a character without rendering it a formation of
her own. The finale in the second act of Euryanthe
is made almost a drama of itself by her playing.
The heroine stands before her judges; she is guilt-
less, unembarrassed, but the strange preparations
cause a slight misgiving. The accusation begins

;

she repels it with lofty, queenlike pride. Lysiart
shows the ring, and indicates the half revealed
secret; apprehension seizes upon her ; anguish op-
presses her; her heartthrobs with dread ; she knows
herself entangled in the net. Now she is the victim
of consciousness and repentance for what she herself
has done

; she is crushed ; she is humility—submis-
sion itself. She follows Adolar in despair, resolved
to be faithful through misery to her beloved. These
successively unfolded traits, represented with plastic
art and the most expressive singing—form one of the
noblest pictures ever painted by music. The third
act is perhaps richer in effect, but the situations are
so well defined, that the most mediocre actress could
not fail in them. There the work of an artiste is not
so much to create, as to give a masterly execu-
tion.

The representation of Desdemona divides itself

into three parts ; first, that of the silent, submissive
daughter; secondly, that in which love for her hus-
band struggles witii .the anguish of the spurned and
outcast child, giving' ,rise to the passionate scenes

;

thirdly, that of the wife resigned to her fate. Son-
tag was Madame Devrient's rival in this character,
and certainly excelled her, through her great musical
talent, in the singing. In the playing, they stand in

the same relation as in Euryanthe. Indeed, Sontag
seemed fated emmently by nature for the impersonii-

tion of Desdemona ; her style of beauty correspond-
ed with the expression and feeling in her tones. The
subdued harmony of her various qualities gave a
magical effect to her acting, and rendered it more
pleasing, though really not greater, than that of our
artiste. But Devrient richly (pompensated by many
admirable traits peculiar to herself. All actresses

in the closing scene of the second act sink at the
feet of Desdemona's father ; our heroine did the
same ; hut her whole action—her every movement

—

was a work of art, worthy to be immortalized by the

pencil or the chisel. In the third act, in her white
floating dress, she seems like a Grecian muse—breath-

ing in mournful melody her presentiment of death.

Her acting could not be surpassed, were it not for

one fault. But misled by an error of the composer,
she falls into a greater one in the representation. The
last duet, when Othello torments the victim he is

about to sacrifice, is the rock on which she splits, and
that in such a manner that the effect of the whole is

spoiled. Here should be expressed the feminine and
natur.al horror of the injured wife at the idea of a

violent death. Desdemona may indeed assume an
aspect of wounded dignity, when she learns that she

is condemned on the testimony of such a villain as

lago. But the expression of rage is as foreign and
unnatural to her character as thorns to a lily. Thus
the playing of Madame Devrient in this scene, where
she so far forgets herself as to stamp her foot with
anger, must be strongly reprehended. She was prob-

ably led astray by the taste of a foreign, and particu-

larly a Parisian public. And it is remarkable, that a

person of genius, having once fallen into an error,

holds it fast with a species of obstinacy, .as a mother,
even a foster mother, will love a misshapen child,

though all the world recoil from it. We should not
however, be too severe with our artiste for a single

fault, but remember that the diamond owes its daz-

zling splendor to its hardness and the sharpness of

its points !

Desdemona was the first part in Itali.an music
undertaken by Madame Devrient, who had hitherto

played only in German operas. Her most distin-

guished person.ation in the new school was Romeo,
in Bellmi's Capulets and Montagues. In the singing

as well as action she was most admirable, and gave
to the last act a truly tragic greatness.

In the part of Donna Anna, it could not be said

that she entered into the farthest depths of Mozart's
noblest creation, surpassing all other singers ; on the

contrary, Henrietta Sontag stands unrivalled in this

character as far as song is concerned. But in the

expression throughout of all that is noble and sub-

lime—of all that shakes the soul—Madame Devrient
need not yield the palm to any of her predecessors

or contemporaries.

The purest and most elevated character in which
our singer appeared on the stage, is that of Iphige-

nia. Iphigenia—as with the Greek poet, so with the

German tragedian—as in Racine, so in Gluck's musi-
cal drama—is the noblest female form depicted by
poetry and music. In this, Devrient is, from the first

moment, worthy of the part she has undertaken
;

glorious both as maid and priestess. The recitation

of the dream is a masterpiece in mnsical expression,

aided by plastic action. The character grows before

our eyes, as the tragic circumstances multiply, and
sorrow spreads her dark wings over the sacred head,

to shadow it with eternal night. But a pure, soft

moonlight still shines, and bids us hope for the dawn
of another and brighter day. Iphigenia is the only
one of Gluck's characters in which our singer ap-

peared , till within the last years. She felt—she must
have felt, that his creations made the largest de-

mands on her strength. It was a sacred duty for

one so highly gifted, to strive after perfection in these

noblest tasks ; and Gluck furnished a field for the

exercise of her best faculties. After she had attained

the height of her fame, and been acknowledged by
her countrymen as their first tragic opera actress, she

numbered many other great parts among her master-

pieces. Among these was Bellini's greatest. Norma
;

Meyerbeer's Huguenots also furnished her, in Valen-
tine, with a character in which she could display all

her rich and varied gifts ; she fulfilled the predic-

tions of her most enthusiastic friends in Arniida, and
pressing forward continually to new achievements,

crowned all with one of her noblest personations, in

Gluck's Alcestis. A three months' engagement at

the opera in Berlin was chiefly devoted to the study

and representation of these last parts. The burning
of the opera-house, on the night of the 18th August,

1843, postponed, if not destroyed entirely, the com-

plete fulfilment of the expectations awakened by her

performances.
In the personation of Norma, she had to compete

with a great, and indeed unrivalled heroine—in Pas-
ta; who, though in the decline of her wonderful
powers, yet gave the greatest, the most powerful, the

most elevated representation of this only character
into which Bellini has breathed a deep and warm life.

Pasta's Italian extraction was in her favor ; it enabled
her to identify herself more perfectly with the com-
poser's ideal, and to give voice and deed to his con-

ception. But M.adame Devrient was also a great

Norma ; a German priestess, in whose breast the

Italian flames of passion and revenge are not kindled

so readily, perhaps, but once kindled, burn with a

more untameable power.
But on these and other triumphs of art, we have

no further space to dwell. Enough, even by transient

glimpses, has been shown, to discover that an artist

so highly gifted, was still constrained by effort and
industry to develop what nature had bestowed [upon
her; to show that the greatest endowments do not
exempt their possessor from the common doom of

labor. To the magnitude of her exertions, indeed,

was it owing, that the powers she so assiduously cul-

tivated, waned so early, and, that her youthful soft-

ness and beauty were, in time, injured by a more
harsh and rugged manner. Hers was a clear and
rosy morning ; and how briglit was her sun in its

zenith—filling the blue vault with light, and warm-
ing earth with its genial beams ! She was the pride

of her country—kindling all hearts, that could beat

for art, with a glow of the purest inspiration ! Are
we to murmur because that sun at length declines

—

or clouds obscure its splendor? Rather let a bless-

ing follow it even to the verge of the horizon ! The
laurels of a hundred victories—with which genius

has wreathed her brow, can never fade !

—

Democratic

Review, 1845.

Joseph Haydn and His Princely Patrons.

By Doctor L.

Translated for the N. Y. Musical Review by Fanny M. Kay-
mond.

Continued from page 364.

Haydn seems to have borne his cross with

patient resignation, through a long succession of

years, until he at length gathered courage to

shake it of!'. The occasion was given by the fol-

lowing incident, as I have been told by Mr.
Prinster, one of the two formerly so celebrated

horn virtuosos of the prince's chapel. With the

profits of his visit to London, Httydn had pur-

chased in Gu!V.pci.uorf, one of the Viennese

suburbs, a house that had on the first floor an
entrance-hall, with a room on the right hand side

for him, and on the left one for his wife. Two
young ladies, belonging to one of the most hon-

orable families in Vienna, visited the house, to

expi-ess their admiration and veneration for the

master. As they were passing through the en-

trance saloon towards his room, the door opened
suddenly, the old woman stretched out her head
and shrieked : "What ! are those two nice figures

here again ?" The very offensive meaning which

attaches to this local expression in Vienna, caus-

ed Haydn much annoyance, but it, at the same
time, determined him to rid himself of his wife

;

he sent her to Baden, near Vienna, to Stoll, the

schoolmaster,—the same for whom Mozart wrote

his Ave Venim,—into exile, where she lived some

time for she only died in the year 1800. But
the old man " ate his bread in peace " during his

last decennium, at least.

Far different from Haydn's standing in the

world of women and children, whose hearts fell

to his share of themselves, was his position

among those princely personages, to whom he

was subordinate, and the artists whom he was

placed over. Every one will believe _ this, who
remembers the disgraceful way, in which the so

amiable iMozart was treated by the archbishop of

Salzburg, and the by no means distinguished

part played by him at the imperial court, or who
recalls the tremendous explosion that took place

from time to time during the lives of Handel and

Beethoven, when these energetic spirits came in

collision with the intrigues and cabals of the

artistic world, only too prone to intrigue.

Two fortunate circumstances helped Haydn
throuo-h all his difficulties, and smoothed his path

of life^ The master was to his art, to his prince-

ly patrons, to the prince Nicolas Joseph, and to

\ !
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the prince Nicolas, on account of the glory that

was reflected from his name, as indispensable as

they -were to him for the sake of existence, while

the envy and intrigue of the subordinate artist

world found itself disarmed in the presence of

a man, who, in spite of his already European
fame as musician and director, was modesty and
humanity itself. While Meyerbeer, when he

studied the "Prophet" with the excellent orches-

tra of the Viennese opera house, dared so to

abuse them on account of mere trifles, that their

increasing bitterness of feeling towards him near-

ly broke out in open war,— Haydn's manner of

directing was the quietest and most noiseless in

the world, and in places in his compositions,

where any instrument came in with a solo, the

old man used to look over his immense spectacles

at the soloist concerned, with an encouraging,

yet beseeching glance, as if to say, " Now, my
dear Sir, it is again your turn to do honor to

yourself and to me." Prinster has assured me
that Haydn's kind and noble manner of direct-

ing, honoring art in artist, was a far greater spur

to his own ambition, than if all the possible

^ Sakrameniern "' and " Donnenoettern " had been

sworn at him.

On the other hand, Haydn had every reason

to be satisfied with such a chapel, selected by
prince Nicolas among excellent musicians of all

countries, and, with few exceptions, he was so.

—

For instance, Mr. Plaimschauer, then a member
of the orchestra, and father of the present ex-

cellent chorus leader, told, that when two great

Masses, in one of which peculiar organ arpeggios

at the Crucijixus, in the other a kettle-drum solo

at the Agnus occurred, used to be performed,

the organist and drummer never satisfied Haydn
;

when these places came in, he always ran, as

lively as a weasel, and greatly to the hidden
amusement of all present, to the organ and drum,
and played the difficult parts himself. Whether
these odd morceaux, whose unsuitableness the

—eomposer himself must have secretly felt, gained
anything at his hands, is very uncertain.

Only one thing could make him .angry at the

director's desk : it was' when a singer or virtuoso

tried to embellish his compositions by introduced

OPnaments. And even then, he was content to

remind artistic arrogance of its proper sphere,

by means of delicaSa-Satire. This good-natured

irony, which, because united to so much bon-

hommie, always reached, without overstepping,

its aim, was the only weapon he overused against

others in his own defence. When Johann Fuchs,

vice-cbapelmaster and Haydn's scholar, was ex-

tolling in a self-conceited manner, the probable

beauties of a Mass that he had composed, Haydn,
to whom it sounded too ridiculous, at last cried

out : "Fuchs, Fuchs ! I see already, that you are

beginning to grow over old Haydn's head ; I shall

have to look to it, and commence study afresh !"

This Fuchs was one of the few with whom, I

was told, the composer held intimate relations
;

a difficult thing to believe, in a man of Haydn's
lively and genial joviality, as Fuchs, although

an honest fellow, was, like his own compositions,

tiresome and dry in the extreme. It is far more
probable, when we take also into consideration

the ties of blood, and Haydn was much with his

brother Johann, (died in 1805,) who, although

not gifted with the genius of the remarkable
vocal powers of his two brothers, obtained,

through Joseph's influential recommendation, a

place as tenor singer in the princely chapel ; he
was a cheerful, unassuming man, who gave music

lessons, paid court to all the young girls, in spite

of the tricks they played him, and gladly sang

merry songs behind a glass of wine.

In the present Kapellen-house, once a Fran-

ciscan monastery, which prince Nicolas purchas-

ed and transformed into the "Angel" inn, and
where Beethoven, Salieri, Kreutzer, Gyrowitz,

Vogler, &c., lived durinj; their visits at the

prince's expense, they show, as a pendant to the

well known Haydn-room in Salzburg, the cham-
ber where Joseph, in company with his brother

Johann and Fuchs, used to drink a glass of wine
occasionally. Like Beethoven, he preferred red

wine, but never drank more than half a bottle

{Seidel) of it ; he used the yellow kind of tobac-

co, and that only in moderation.
But a far greater necessity to him than their

material enjoyments, was that of exercise in the

open air, and the view of nature, which hf pas-

sionately loved. It was his delight to compose
in the open air ; and the Lichtenthal garden, at

the eastern extremity of Eisenstadt, which he
rented from an officer of the court, still preserves

the wooden pavilion, in which Haydn wrote often

and much.
His manner of composing was to note down

his more or less worked out sketches on single

leaves of music paper; then, when all stood clear

and complete before him, on paper and in his

head, he used to write out the score, which never
showed many corrections. That rapidity of con-

ception and production, which we find so as-

tounding in Mozart and Schubert, was wanting
to Haydn, who was, as he said himself, a slow

workman, and who took at least a month to write

a symphony, and busied himself through three

while writing a mass. Just as little did he pos-

sess of that wondrous gift of improvisation at the

piano, almost verging on clairvoyance, which
was in the power of Mozart and Beethoven.—
Prinster only heard him improvise once, when
the prince made a company wait a little too long

for him ; but it was more a free fantasy on re-

miniscences from his own works, and those of

others ; but perhaps the cause of this may have
been that his powers as a virtuoso lay rather in

violin, than piano playing.

It is worth remarking as a curious fact, and
even more as a proof that Haydn in advanced
years, when even genius begins to long for physi-

cal and intellectual repose, then needed particu-

lar invitation to composition. When he, nearly

seventy years old, was writing " The Seasons,"

at the instigation of Van Svvieten, to put himself

in the right mood for work, he used to hold much
intercourse with the country people, farmers and
wine-dressers round Eisenstadt, visited them in

their fields and vine-yards, and, greatly to their

surprise, held long conversations with them about
their occupations, harvest prospects, &c.

And now I come to speak of one trait in the

character of the so often in our day systematical-

ly misunderstood tone-master ; a peculiarity, it

seems to me, that must be comprehended, before

we can fully judge his works. I mean his piety.

It must have been intense, sincere and pure, for

on this point, ag on that of his amiability, every
written or verbal witness, to which I had access,

gave the same opinion. This love of God was
not merely deistical, but of a very positively be-

lieving nature ; like his brother in Salzburg, he
was a devout Catholic, and to him the hearing of

the mass, the taking of the sacrament, was a

spiritual necessity ; if, while composing, his flow

of musical ideas came to a stand-still, he would
take up his rosary, and walk up and down his

room praying ; then his wandering thoughts came
back ; when he was writing " The Creation,"

he fell on his knees daily, to pray to God to give

him strength to complete the work ; after he had
finished any of his great masses, which were all,

with one or two exceptions, written in his old

age, he used to be almost drunk with joy, Prins-

ter told me, and often shed tears of delight to

think that he had once more completed a work to

the praise and glory of his Creator.

This piety was certainly not that which we so

commonly see in men of advanced years and for-

mer sensuality, who have nothing more to hope
on this, and much to fear from the other side of

the grave, but rather apart from the age, in which
he lived, when a fund of faith wasofien found to-

gether with much frivolity, as Otto Jahn has al-

ready remarked in Mozart's ease, this was closely

woven into Haydn's whole being, and peculiar to

from him youth up. An autograph, preserved in

the musical archives of Eisnstadt dated 1769,bear3
the inscription at the commencement, "/n nomine
Domini," with which the pious man was accus-

tomed to begin his greater works. And as he
was moderate in all things, so his faith never de-
generated into bigptry ; of this his will is proof.

In this he left only 30 florins for masses for the
repose of his soul, but a legacy of 1000 to the
poor.

We have intentionally dwelt some time on th\

pure and intense glow of Haydn's piety, whicjh

has been proved beyond a shadow of doubt, bo-

cause it seems to us to settle the question as'jio

which are right :— those, who can only see polite

church concerts in his masses, who, as it lateily

ran in this paper, {Df.iitsche Musik-Zeitung),

always hear in them " an honorable return to the

concert hall ;" or those, who find in the Kynie

and Gloria of these works, the Klopstock od|j-

like flight of a divinely inspired soul, in the

Gmtias the touching thanks of creature to Crea-

tor, in the Miserere and Agnus the humble re-

pentance of true contrition. But we would not

make this piety an excuse for the well-known

weak points of Haydn's masses, and the South

German church music in particular, and still less

for the degeneracy into which the great school,

no longer sustained by the sincerely religious

spirit of its founder, soon fell.

(To be continued.)

Camilla Urso.

The reappearance in onr city of this admirable

artist naturally excites inquiries about her early his-

tory anfl eilucation. We reprint therefore the fol-

lowing translation from La France Miisicale, which

first appeared in this Journal ten years ago—too-

early for the benefit of many of our present readers.

Camilla Urso belongs to an Italian family,

wliich lias rendered considerable service to art. Her
father, Salvator Ui-so.bom at Palermo, in 1810, was

the son of a distinguished musician, and himself re-

ceived a thorough musical education. He establish-

ed himself at Nantes, where he was organist of the

Church of the Holy Cross. At the age of six years,

she was one of the most charming children in the

world. Her mnsical sensibility was so exquisite,

that the slightest sound caused her to weep or to

langh according as it expressed joy or grief. Her
father, from an early period, devoted all his time to

the ecUicati(jn of this' interesting child, whom he look-

ed upon as a superior being, committed by Provi-

dence to his care. The occasion which first revealed

to Camilla her vocation, and when she made clioice

of the instrament, which was to give her, at such a

tender age, the joys and glories of the artist, deserves

to be related :

Her father had taken her to a Mass of St. Cecilia

in the Church of the Holy Cross, where he was or-

ganist. The temple had been sumptuously decorat-

ed for the solemnities of the day and the rays of the

autumn sun, shining through the windows of stained

glass, shed a grave and religious light upon tha nave.

At the moment when Camilla had taken a place at

her father's side, a well trained orchestra gave the

opening chords of the Ki/rie Eleison. Soon the

sound of the organ and of the voices of the choir

joined with the harmonies of the instruments. From
that moment, Camilla remained motionless as the

pillar against which she was leaning ; all the pomp
of the divine service had disappeared from her eyes

;

she had but one sense left—hearing ; and, while

other children of ber age were gazing with carious

eyes upon the altar blazing with tapers, and the

gilded vestments of the priests, Camilla saw nothing

but the music and the singing. Finally, the service

being finished, the music ceased, the crowd began to

retire, while she still stood, as if listening, mute and
motionless as a statue. Her father was obliged to

take her by the arm to make her conscious that they

were alone and that it was time to return home.

—

Camilla followed and confided to him, on the way,

her impressions. What she had found to be most
beautiful, most touching in the midst of the Mass of

St. Cecilia, the instrument which had most charmed
her among all those whose sounds rang among the

vaults of the church, was the violin, the king of in-

struments, the violin, whose tones weep and sing like

the human voice, that instrument which best obeys

the hand, the most efficient agent of the will and the

inspii'ation of the artist. " I wish to learn the vio-

lin," said the little Camilla, resolutely to ber father.

M. Urso, like a sensible man, did not attempt to

oppose an inclination announced in so characteristic

a manner ; he procured a teacher of the violin for his

daughter, and himself tauglit her the first elements

of music. Nature had endowed the child with those

rare qualities which are the certain indications of an
irresistible destiny. The progress of Camilla was
so rapid, that, at the end of about, a ytTr. , she ap--

peared for the first time in public, .sat a concert given

for the benefit of the widow of »;:a artist.

The debut of the young mrtMoso produced an im-

raensej sensation. TThe principal journal of Nantes

=7"
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speaks as follows of her performance on the occa-

sion :
" Never had a violinist a pose more exact,

firmer, and at the same time perfectly easy ; never
was bow guided with greater precision than by this

little Urso, whose delivery made all the mothers
smile. Listen now, to the air varl^e of the celebrat-

ed De Beriot; under these fingers, which are yet

often busied in dressing a doll, the instrument gives

out a purity and sweetness of tone, with an ex-

pression most remarkable. Every light and shade
is observed, and all the intentions of the composer
are faithfully rendered. Here come more energetic

passages ; the feeble child will find strength neces-

sary, and the voice of the instrument assumes a full-

ness which one could not look for in the diminutive
violin. Effects of double stopping, staccato, rapid

arpeggios—everythiug is executed with the same pre-

cision, the same purity, the same grace. It is impos-
sible to describe the ovation that the child received.

Repeatedly interrupted by applause and acclamations,
she was saluted at the end by salvos of bravos and a
shower of bouquets."

Shortly after the concert M. Urso, desiring to per-

fect the education of his daughter by placing her

under the greatest masters, did not hesitate to aban-
don the position which he had held at Nantes, in

order to establish himself with his whole family at

Paris, where, as soon as he arrived, he presented

himself to M. Massart, professor of the Conservatoire.

Struck by the extraordinary talent of Camilla, and
deeply interested in her by the sweetness of her dis-

position, Massart admitted her to his class, and wish-

ed beside to give her private instruction. With such
a teacher, the young pupil could not hut make the

most rapid progress. One who heard her at this period

at a private soiree, says of her : "Her attitude was at

once modest and confident ; one would say that she

had a consciousness of herself, of her talent—and
that this conviction inspired her with the boldness

which is indispensible to the success of all who would
offer themselves for the suffrages or the criticism of

the public. This strength, which springs from con-

fidence in his'' own resources, is as necessary to the

artist as superiority of talent." Success followed
the young artist everywhere. Dilettanti, artists,

everybody, overwhelmed her with praise and loaded
her xith bonbons and toys ; a kind of ovation to

which the little Camilla was not yet of an age to be

insensible.

Proud of the success of his daughter, M. Urso,
with a view to better his modest circumstances, start-

ed on a tour through the departments. It was a suc-

cession of triumphs. Then a series of concerts in

some of the German cities, Heidelberg, Baden-Baden,
Mayence ; another series of ovations. Finally, the

Urso family returned to Paris, where Massart was
awaiting his pupil with impatience. Camilla return-

ed with new ardor to her studies, under the skilful

paternal direction of her excellent professor. In a

few months she made her appearance in the public

concerts of Paris, before audiences whose verdict

decides the fate of aspiring artists ; at the Salle Hen,
Socielg Polytechnique, the Conservatoire, the Associa-

tion of Musical Artists. Everywhere her success

was the same ; and crowned with the approval of
these audiences, she now, in the words of her bio-

grapher, " is walking in the steps of the greatest

virtuosi. She plays the violin, not as any well or-

ganized child might play, after a certain period de-

voted to study, but indeed with a skill truly prodigi-

ous. Her pose, her energy, her bowing, reveal the

consummate artist. But what is most surprising, is

the sentiment of her execution ; she excels in that

essential expression which comes wholly from the

soul, and which the composer, from the lack of

means to note and write out, abandons to the discre-

tion and intelligence of the executant."

M. Gounod's " Faust " at Berlin*
Margarethe, a five-act opera, the book by MM.

Barbier and Carre, the music by M. Gounod, was
produced for the first time at the Royal Opera House,
Berlin, on the 5th inst. Our readers will recollect

that a portion of the press objected to M. Gounod's
opera because the composer had had Goethe's Faust
transformed into a libretto ; in fact no small inclina-

tion was manifested, on this account, to prevent the

entrance of the opera into Germany. Meanwhile,
it made its way on the German stage, and every-
where achieved the most honorable success. Nay
more ; in some places, such as Hamburg and Bres-
lau, it appeared a powerful magnet for attracting

money. An important element of this success turn-
ed out to be the fundamental idea of the libretto, in

which the German public found something they knew
and liked. T'^rfinderstand it, they needed no book.
The situation.p ^p^j'-jjlogues were always clear, and

* From the iVeif] Jt (sf^ . Musik-Zeitun^. Translated by J.
V. Bridgeman.
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the public were enabled to give themselves up with-

out reserve to the enjoyment of the music, and the

impression of the work as a whole. For this reason,

we will not dwell long upon the libretto. The adapt-
ers have retained the course of the plot, as it exists

in Goethe's Faust, and 'produced a very skilfully

constructed opera text. Where they deemed it ad-

advisable, they made alterations, as, for instance, in

the Kermess or Country-wake, of the second act,

where Mephisto plays off his tricks, and Gretchen's
first meeting with Faust takes place. Furthermore,
Siebel, Gretchen's unlucky lover, is a personage who
reminds us of Brakenburg in Egniont. Gretchen is

the centre of the action, and, therefore, in Germany
the opera has been very properlv rechristened Mar-
garethe.* The composer, M. Gounod, enjoys in his

own country the reputation of being a talented and
highly educated musician, particularly fond of Ger-
man music. We do not know his former works, but
his Margarethe has inspired us with deep respect for

his efforts ; it is, undoubtedly, the most important
production that France has given us for many years.

That which necessarily renders us Germans particu-

larly susceptible to M. Gounod's music is a simple,

natural train of feeling, which often vigorously re-

presses French "esprit," in order to make way for a
deeper phase of sentiment ; we feel that the French-
man experienced the want of assimilating his own
frame of mind to that of Germany; and it was from
the study of our masters that he derived the power
he now exercises over the German public. The
model that M. Gounod has principally followed
cannot be mistaken ; although we come across

touches reminding us of Weber, Franz Schubert,

Mendelssohn, Schumann, and even Wagner himself,

M. Gounod's great model is the celebrated composer
of Les Huguenots ; to him it is that M. Gounod is in-

debted for the dramatic treatment of form, and for

the brilliant orchestra with all the resources which
modern times have produced ; it is to him, too, that

he is indebted for the perfect characterization of the

librettist, and we are continually reminded, even

more musically than dramatically—by the employ-
ment of the harmonies in the bass clarinet and bas-

soon, by the marked triplets, and by the short figures

in the basses—of Robert le Diahle. The demoniacal
side ot the subject, however, appears less adapted
than some others to M. Gounod's peculiar talent,

^vhich is eminently lyrical, and most at home when
able to revel in soft and tender harmonies ; in such

instances, the composer produces what is truthful

and touching ; in such instances we follow him un-

resistingly, and enter completely into his feelings and
sentiments. The stock of melody of which he boasts

is not too large, but it is agreeable and pleasing. M.
Gounod appears far stronger in all that relates to

harmony. Here he is at his ease, and consequently
produces what is peculiar and original (as, for in-

stance, in the first part of the introduction : adagio

molto, in F minor). li is on this account that his

orchestra constitutes his first line of battle, for in

that are principally his effects. The vocal parts oc-

cupy only the second rank (although he always writes

thankfully and with spirit for them). Here he might
advantageously have studied his model, Meyerbeer,

somewhat more, and have observed how that master,

while employing the orchestra and the masses in the

most wonderful fashion, (we would remind onr
readers of the grand final duet between Raoul and
Valentine) often places the vocal parts completely

in the foreground, and by the broad flow of the pil-

lar-like cantilena, produces an overwhelming effect.

M Gounod's music, however, is rich in clever touches;

his musical delineation of Gretchen is far above the

intentions of the librettists ; every note appears to be

an inspiration of his inmost soul, and, in consequence,

wins our hearts. All Gretchen's scenes, from her

first meeting with Faust, call for unreserved praise.

The first two or three words she utters

—

"Bin weder

FrSulein weder schon," &,c., are rendered so simply

and so pleasinglj', that we at once feel confident the

composer will be able to carry out his delicate crea-

tion. The whole of the third act—that is Gretchen
at the spinning-wheel, with the masterly colored

"Konig von Thule ;" the scene with the jewels (here

the composer has made, in the brilliant waltz, a con-

cession we regret, because it infuses into the charac-

ter of Gretchen an element of coquetry foreign to

it) : the garden quartet, with the preceding cavalina

for Faust, as free from ornament as it is full of feel-

ing, and the next duet (the gem of the work) are

pieces which excite us far longer than for a single

evening—which run in our heads, and which compel
us to hear them again. Of the other pieces, we
must mention as worthy of notice, in the second act,

the peculiarly pleasing choral waltz ; in the third act,

Siebel's Serenade — a composition which will soon

* For the beoeflt of those of our readers who are unac-
quainted with German, we must state that -'Gretchen,"
"Madge, Meg, Meggy," is a diminutive of Margarethe.—Ed.

he heard upon every piano ; in the fourth act, Gret-

chen's " Lament "— reminding us, in the best sense,

of Franz Schubert's "Meine Ruh ist hin:" the vigor-

ous Soldier's Chorus, which with its penetrating
rhythm and catching melody, had to be repeated here

as everywhere else ; Valentine's death, and the deep-

ly touching church-scene ; and in the last act, the

dungeon scene, where Gretchen, who has lost her

senses, sings—in pursuance of a plan that has fre-

quently been employed, but always proves effective

—reminiscences of her former hours of love and
happiness, and the final effort she makes to recover

her courage and engage in fervent prayer. The man-
ner in which the work was received by the public,

corresponds to our description. While all the other

pieces mentioned were rewarded with every mark of

approbation, the third act, especially the concluding

duet in the moonlight, elicited absolute enthusiasm,

which found vent in recalling the artists three times.

This third act alone will cause the new Faust, one of

the most thoroughly dramatic works for the stage in

modern times, to become a stock piece in every
theatre. The opera, too, has been placed upon the

boards with a degree of magnificence and richness

that could scarcely, we think, ever be surpassed. We
have been informed that Herr von Hvilsen, the In-

tendant-General, himself superintended the arrange-

ments of Herr Wagner, the stage manager. The
scenery, machinery and dresses are frequently as sur-

prising and novel as they are marvellous and pleas-

ing to the eye. This is the case, for instance, with

the transformation of the church-portal into the in-

terior of the church itself ; the inside of the Block.s-

berg ; and the ascent of Gretchen at the conclusion.

For all this, Herren Gropius and Daubner were de-

servedly called on. A similar mark of distinction

might have been paid to Herr Dorn, the conductor

(if merely as the representative of the composer)

—

for, by the care with which he had got up so complicat-

ed a work, and the circumspection and certainty with

which he conducted it, be proved himself one of the

very best men now at the head of the orchestra.

Among the performers, Madlle. Lucca (Margarethe)

deserves the first place. Had we ever entertained

any doubts as to the talent of this popular favorite,

what she has now done would convert us. The cer-

tainty and correctness of her reading of the charac-

ter ; the truly maidenly character of her appearance

and tone ; the irresistible expression of original

bashfulness she infused into every situation, up to

the development and realization of the greatest bliss

of which love'is capable; her total annihilation sub-

sequently to her fall; her touching, silent suffering

in the dnngeon, and her madness, until she arouses

herself and flings her soul into ardent prayer—all

these form a chain of undeniable touches and proofs

of the rarest natural gifts, seconded by the finest re-

sources of every kind. That such an impersonation

should produce the most irresistible sensation is a

matter of course, and we perfectly comprehend the

enthusiasm with which the public received their fa-

vorite, and which they manifested for her during the

entire evening. We readily renounce citing peculiar

details of excellence from the rich store of beauties

she displayed, for we should be compelled to repeat

the whole part musically and dramatically ; let us

rather congratulate ourselves on the perfection of the

whole, presented to us in so uncommon a manner.

Herr Woworsky's Faust is a painstaking, estimable

effort in singing and acting ; it adheres, as far as the

French librettists permit, to the German tragedy
; it

is full of spirit and in good keeping. Herr Woworsky
is best, however, in the declamatory portions of the

character. Herr Salo is an admirable representative

of Mephisto. The sarcastic nature and quiet super-

iority of the part are perfectly brought out in tone

and expression. We must pariicularly mention the

delicacy which marks the impersonation in conse-

quence of the absence of all exaggeration. We
rank this part among the best in the esteemed artist's

repertory. Madlle. de Ahana (Siebel) sang the Ser-

enade with fire and spirit, though, perhaps, if we
consider the character to be represented, with too

much vocal power. Wo think that less vigor and

greater softness and feeling would be more appropri-

ate. Herr Betz was was very praiseworthy as Val-

entine, as was Mdlle. Gey (Martha) ;
while Herr

Bost (Brander) again proved himself to be a practis-

ed performer, who takes an active share in the plot.

The concerted pieces went blamelessly ; the chorus

and orchestra were admirable. The former had to

sine the joj'fully rendered Soldiers' Chorus in the

fourth act over again. But to the orchestra is due

the most unconditional praise for the precise and ar-

tistic execution of the music, especially of the deli-

cious and sweet passages of the third act. Mesdamos
Kitzing and Selling distinguished themselves in the

ballet of the fifth act. M. Gounod's opera will,

without doubt, have a long run here, for the second
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performance, on the 8th inst., confirmed the pood
impressions the work had previously produced. Nay,
with every succeeding performance, beauties of de-

tail, such, for instance, as the German quartet which
contains so many happy traits, Gretchen's scene in

fourth act, &c., which were at first lost in the body
of the piece, taken as a whole, will come out and be

appreciated more and more. 'Our repertory has cer-

tainly received a new and valuable contribution in

Margarpthey which is so deservinp^ of being: seen and
heard that we may safely prophecy it will draw the

public in crowds.

MXt 3^h0aK
Paris.—The correspondent of the London Musi-

cal World, January 19, writes :

The chief topic of conversation in musical circles

here—I mean operatic circles—is the engagement of
Mr. Vincent Wallace to produce operas at the " Ital-

iens." The popular English, or Irish, composer has

a host of friends in Paris who will support him. He
has also enemies, who bristle up like vexed hyenas at

the very idea of his writing an Italian opera.

The success of La Jfuette de Portici at the Opera,
is decided, thanks chiefly to its ever fresh and charm-
ing music, the representation of the principal charac-

ters being anything but first-rate. Mad. Vandcn-
heuvel Duprez sings the part of Elvira skilfully, but
with no especial charm. M. Cazaux, the new Pieiro,

has a good voice, with little else to boast of. M.
Gueymard is certainly vigorous, but something more
than vigor is demanded for such a part as Masaniello.

The Emperor and Empress attended the third repre-

sentation. The chief effects are produced by the

duet, *' Amour sacre de la patrie," and by the prayer
and revolt of the Market Place. The dances and
groupings are admirably managed. Here indeed the

French especially excel. I may praise unreservedly
the Fenella of Madlle. Vernon, the young debutante,

who was substituted for Madlle. Livry. Pergolese's

Serva Padrona has been produced at the Italiens,

with Madame Penco and Signer Zucchini in the

principal characters. This quaint musical farce hard-
ly obtained the reception it merited. It is worth hear-

ing, and is really good music. The performance
elicited much laughter, but laughter is not always
indicative of success. Dan Giovanni is announced
for the benefit of Madlle. Patti, who undertakes, for

the first time in Paris, the character of Zerlina. I

have not heard who is to personate the hero. No
doubt this will be the weak point of the performance.
M. Calzado has reason to rejoice that he possesses

such a Zerlina as Adelina Patti.

The popular Concerts of Classical Music, under
the direction of M. Pasdeloup, progress favorably,

and, were it not for the introduction of the fragments
from the quartets, &c., by the great masters—some-
times with " all the strings

"—a proceeding of which
the composers themselves had no notion whatever

—

would be entitled to unqualified praise. 1 attended

the concert on Sunday last, and heard a very excel-

lent performance of Beethoven's Symphony in T),

No. 2, and Mendelssohn's Scotch Symphony. The
Scherzo of Beethoven's symphony was enthusiasti-

cally encored. The overture to Guillaume Tell too,

was splendidly executed. Mad. Pleyel, who has not
been heard in Paris for some time, performed Weber's
ConcertstUck, one of the pieces of her predilection,

with remarkable brilliancy, and was overwhelmed
with applause.

Adelina Patti is still the reigning favorite at

the Italian Opera. The Emperor and Empress had

attended the performance for the fourth time, and the

young prima donna had been summoned to the Im-

perial box. She has been singing, too, in private

houses of the nobility, receiving 500 francs for every

song.—The sisters CLAnss, young lady violinists,

have been giving concerts ; they are said to have rare

talent, which, if rightly directed, may one day reach

a success equal to that of the sisters MilanoUo.

London.
Monday Popular Concerts.—The 115th con-

cert was a right good one. Spohr's Nonetto in F
(Op. 31), for "strings and wind," introduced for the

first time— executants MM. Sainton, H. Webb,
Piatti, C. Severn, Pratten,Barret, Lazarus, Hutchins,

E. C. Harper,—pleased so much that Mr. Arthur
Chappell will be forced to repeat it at no distant date.

Mozart's sweet song, " The violet," sung by Miss
Banks, which followed the Nonetto, was succeeded
in turn by Viotti's Nocturne in A minor, for the vio-

loncello and piano — executants, Signor Piatti

and Mr. Benedict. This was the Nocturne
which 'pleased so well at the 114th concert,

and the second hearing found it a still

larger number of admirers. Glinka's "Orphan's
song"—perhaps the most beautiful, certainly the most
plaintive, from his pen with which we have hitherto

been made acquainted—was happy in possessing for

"interpreter" Mme. Sainton-Dolby, who obtained
for it a loud encore. The solo sonata was Mozart's
in A major [air vari^e) with the Turkish alleqro, in

A minor, tia finale—pianist, Mr. Charles Halle', wh o
was called upon to repeat the last movement. The
duet forpianoforte and violin was Beethoven's early

sonata in E flat (op. 12)—executants, MM. Halle'

and Sainton ; the concluding quartet, that of Haydn
in B flat (No. 4, op. 76), one of the most evergreen
of the prolific master—players, MM. Sainton, Hies,

H. Webb and Piatti. Between the Inst mentioned
instrumental pieces, Miss Banks and Madame Saint-

on gave, in uninterrupted succession, and in the or-

der in which they were originally composed, Mr.
Macfarren's four illustrations of the story of AI&
and Shems-en-Nahar, as it appears in Lane's transla-

tion of the "Arabian Night's Entertainments." These
very picturesque songs (of which, on another occa-
sion, we shall have a good deal to say), should have
been placed in the first instead of the second part.

Mr. Benedict was, as usual, the accompanist. St.

James's Hall was crowded with an audience alike in-

telligent and attentive.

—

ilus. World.
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Concert Review.

Mendelssohn Quintette Club.—We re-

gret that we are only able to record the fine pro-

gramme and the pleasure of a large audience,

which we could not be present to share, at last

week's Chamber Concert. The playing on that

ooeasioa of the pianist, Miss Eliza Josselyn, is

the theme of general praise, as a result well jus-

tifying the determination which led her to Leip-

zig. Mr. J. MooRHOusE played the extra

'Cello in the Sextet by Spohr.

1. Quartet in G, op. 13. No. 2 Beethoven
Allegro. Adagio cantabile, ScherKO allegro, Allegro molto,

quasi Presto.
2. Batti, Batti, from Doq Giovaont Mozart

Mips Louisa Adams.
3. Quartet for Piano, Violin, Viola and 'Cello, in E flat.

op 47 Schumann
Sosteuuto assai and Allegro ma non troppo—Scherzo,

molto vivace. Andante cantabile. Finale, vivace.
Miss Eliza Josselyn and Messrs. Schultze, Meisel and

Fries.

4. Lied, ''Das hlinde Maedchen" Proch
Miss Louisa Adams.

0. Variations on a theme of Bach, for the Piano.Reinecke
Miss Eliza Josselyn.

6. Sextet in C, for two Violins, two Violas, and two Cellos.

op. 140 Spohr
Larghetto—Scherzo Moderate and Finale Presto.

Mr. Eichberg's Soiree, at Chickering's

Hall, last Saturday evening, was a success, and,

for lovers of good classical music, who filled the

hall, one of the pleasantest musical aflairs of the

season. It could hardly be otherwise with such

artists and such programme.

1. Trio in D minor Mendelssohn
Messrs. Eichberg, Lang and W. Fries

2. Aria—from "Don Giovanni" Mozart
Mr. Schraubstaedter.

3. Preludio and Fugue, from the first Sonata for violin
alone S. Baoh

Mr. J. Eichberg.
4. a. Preludes in E minor S. Bach

b. Fugue in E minor Handel
c. Mai, Lieber Mai 1 Schumann

Mr. B. J. Lang.
5. «. Romanza from Concerto, {in ungarischer M^eise).

.loachim
6, La Pavane, ancient dance Eichberg

6. Song—from "Tannhituser" Wagner
Mr. Schraubstaedter.

7. Variations and Finale, from SonatA, op. 47. .Beethoven,
Messrs. J. Eichberg and B. J. Lang.

It was truly refreshing, something like a revi-

val of the best days, to hear the Mendelssohn

Trio again. Beautiful ideas, consummate symme-
try of form and the finest critical finish in tho

working out, together with that peculiar fervor

and poetic temper which makes all seem natural

and spontaneous, the happy contrasts, and the

growing interest, mark it as Mendelssohnian in

the best sense. It was capitally executed, the only

drawback being that the instrument on which

Mr. Lang played was hardly up to the well-

known Chickering standard ; its tones less sym-

pathetic, less freely vibrating than our ears have

been accustomed to by the same makers, and

forte passages too dull in sound. This of course

was but an accident, growing out of the draught

upon their factory at present ; for, in spite of war,

good pianos are in great demand.

Of music of the violin kind Mr. Eichbekg
brought forth treasures new and old. A Prelude

and Fugue, written pnlyphonously for a single

violin, with all the contrapuntal interweaving of

several parts, is something which most persons

would regard at first as impossible ; but such

things old Bach wrote with masterly skill and

beauty, although they are not his very best

works, and Mr. Eichberg showed how clearly and

effectively they can be played. His tone was

broad and manly, but ('unless Camille Urso has

spoiled our ears) rather too rough sometimes. If

any piece in the programme deserved and re-

quired repeating, it was this, because a second

hearing would have deepened the impression

upon an audience so unused to such things.—The
Komanza from Joachim's Concerto ("in the Hun-

garian manner ") was a specimen of the newest

in the higher flights of composition for the violin,

and a very interesting, original and beautiful

one. There was a singular fascination in its

broad, dreamy melody, full of feeling, but pure

from anything like sentimental commonplace,

while the ornamentation is poetic and refined,

and the whole treatment (so far as a piano-forte

arrangement of the orchestral parts would allow

us to judge) truly artistic. We only regret that

other parts of the Concerto, which Mr. E.

would gladly have produced, are not equally pre-

sentable with mere piano accompaniment. It

was rendered con amore both by Mr. E. and Mr.

Lang. In place of the intended Finale, Mr.

Eichberg played that ever welcome quaint old

dance, La Paimne, which is a very gem for the

concert room ; of course he was called to repeat

it.

Mr. Lang's " trilogy " (to borrow a big word

from the modern antique) of piano solos, was

very happily selected and very nicely executed.

In place of the Bach Prelude, however, he took

one from the Preludes by Mendelssohn—one of

the best of them. The Fugue by Handel, full

of light and life and strength, made everybody

happy ; and the tricksy grace and delicacy of the

little May song of Schumann only refined the

mood to a more poetic temper.

Mr. Schraubstaedter sang Leporello's

" Catalogue " song : Madamina, &c., with his

u.sual richness of baritone and genialitj- of ex-

pression, and more than his usual sobriety of

countenance. The song to the " Evening Star
"

in Tannhauser is truly very beautiful and origi-

nal, both in the melody and the harmonic pro-

gressions. The accompaniment to both songs

was tastefully played by Mr. Daum.—The Va-

riations and Finale from the " Kreutzer " Sona-

ta brought all up to the right pitch tor the con-

elusion of the concert ; we havevaf a.Hom enjoyed

them more. 'S'' artist

'tnoso prf

c'pal jou'

~
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Orchestral Union.—Great was the crowd

again on Wednesday afternoon, because great

the charm of the " lady violinist ." The first

half of the programme was particularly interest-

ing ; but we give the whole

:

1. OTerture, ''Die Hebriden," Mendelssohn
2. Souvenir de Bellini. Performed by

Camilla Urso.

3. Symphony, No. 9, (in three parts) Mozart
4. Concert Waltz. "Immer heiterer," Strauss

[by reque.st.]

5. Fantasia on "Yankee Doodle" Vieuxtemps
Performed by Camilla Urso.

6. Grand March. "Der-Sieg'.der-Tugend,". . .F. Kielblock
[First time in this country.]

Mendelssohn's Overture, to which he gave the

name of " The Hebrides," or " Fingal's Cave,"

so full of wild seashore romance, is the proper

pendent to his "Schbne Melusine," and we can

scarcely hear either of them too often ; at all

events they had been so little heard from here for

a long time that it was a happy thought in Mr.

Zerrahn and his orchestra to revive them both

this season. As to the rendering, we do riot think

the motives in the first part came out quite so

clearly as in the Melusina ; but the stormy climax

near the end, making the waves run high, was

quite imposing. There is a chance to do it bet-

ter, which we hope will be soon improved

We would sugge.st to the Orchestral Union,

when they give a Symphony by Haydn or Mo-

zart, that they specify a little more clearly on the

bill which one they mean. No. 9 by Mozart

conveys no information except to musicians famil-

iar with it in a certain edition,—which edition,

by the way, includes but a small part of Mozart's

Sj'mphonies. It would be well to state not only

the number, but the key, and the titles of the

several movements ; and if the first two or three

measures of the theme could be set down in notes,

it would be still more satisfactorj'. The one

played on Wednesday was doubly interesting

;

first because new to the audience, and then be-

cause so full of beauty and bright life. Refer-

ring to the Thematic Catalogue, we find it set

down as the 39th among the 49 Symphonies

identified as Mozart's. It was composed at Paris,

in June, 1778, when he was twenty-two years

old ; some ten years earlier therefore than his

five or six great Symphonies, which are so much
better known. It is in the key of D, and con-

sists of an A llegro assai (in 4-4) , very rapid, joy-

ous and brilliant, with passages of fresh-tinted

instrumentation which make you think of the

" catalogue song " and other exquisite gay, parts

of Don Juan; a very graceful Andanlino in 6-8

measure ; and a swift, exciting Finale (4-4 again),

with a perpetual running staccato figure in the

middle strings. It goes by the name of the

Parisian, or French, Symphony, and became a

favorite from the first ; it will be so here, and
will often be in place when we want a light,

short, genial Symphony, which has had no chance

to grow hacknied. The young composer con-

cludes a letter which he wrote home to his par-

ents after the first performance thus : "I went
for joy after the Symphony to the Palais Royal,

took a good ice-cream, told over my rosary as I

had promised, and went home."

Mr. Kielblock's March, although its title

(" The Triumph of Virtue ") excites great ex-

pectations to a venturesome degree, proved
quite grandiose and stirring, with a well

contrasted Trio, and rich instrumentation.

—

The Strauss waltz ought, to justify its title, to

sound "jollier and jollier " at every hearing ; we
have not found it so

;
perhaps the young folks

- JM» ——-—

-

have ; no doubt with them the very uncalled for

burst of laughter from the musicians, as they

fiddled near the end, added much to the hilarity

oi the occasion.

Camilla Urso played most exquisitely. Her
tone is purity itself. Such finished, perfect phras-

ing ; such a singing, soul-like utterance from the

strings, so fine and feminine, yet so rich and

strong at times ; such beauty of motion in the

bow arm ; and so much music in the youthful

face, serious and sad habitually, but with plenty

of hidden humor ready to gush out upon occa-

sion ; in short so much artistic individuality in

the whole appearance, are seldom witnessed, and

the charm lasts long. We would fain hear her

in some more important music ; but she makes

music of whatsoever she touches. The string of

Bellini melodies and variations were very charm-

ing; "Yankee Doodle" itself was tolerable in

her, and might be taken as a freak of humor.

The greedy, tyrannical crowd insisted on recall-

ing her, and were delighted by a dreamy piece

on muted strings, without accompaniment, which

might have been improvised, if it was not, and

in which foolish ravished ears were never weary

of hearkening how near to inaudible a pianissimo

could come. Verily the monster's head was in

Titania's lap ! The virtuoso pieces (the best of

them) please us better in Camille, than in most

players , but she is no longer a child, and her

fine talent owes itself to serious Art. And this

suggests the feeling which her playing caused us

when she was a child, ten years ago, and which

we find we noted down as follows :

The more we think of it, the more we feel dis

posed to ask for Julliens and tJrsos, if we must have
fantastic variation solos. These things have all

their charm in the fact that they are exceptional;
the moment they become common, the moment Pa-
ganini sets all the hosts of virtuosos imitating tliis

strange freak, why, it becomes at once the emptiest,
cheapest, most common-place and irksome of all the
exhibitions of grown men. In a Wimderkind, a
child of genius, it is all right again ; again excep-
tional and again genuine. Besides, the character, the

spirit of these curious fantasias is in harmony with a
genial child's fresh, wondering imagination. Such
music has not the stuff of manhood or of woman-
hood in it; it has not actual passion, either of love
or of ambition, on the one hand, nor intellectual, log-

ical development of thought on the other; but it is

fantastic, foiry-like, belonging to the wondering in-

stincts of chilrl geniuses, to genius of the you:;g Mo-
zart sort, at an age too young for love, or stern am-
bition, or logical consistency of thought, or religious

searching of the depths of one's own soul. Your
full-grown virtuosos make most clumsy, awkward
fairies ; their noble mission is in lending their

bow and their skill in bringing out the combined
symphonies of genius, music that is full of human
and prophetic meaning, so grand as to absorb all lit-

tle solo-playing individual vanities. When we detect

the earnest and devout tones of a master violinist in

the rank and file of the orchestra, in the grand sym-
phony, our hearts acknowledge him and praise him
to a degree that he could not possibly win from us
by the most brilliant Pagauini solo, in which he
might show his virtuosity. Play Beethoven, play
Mozart, unless you can compose better, ye wonder-
working, wandering stars, and become fixed stars

;

play earnest, manly things, and leave the fairy, the

XJndine-like, soulless element to the children, to the

Julliens and TJrsos !

Carl Zeekahn's fourth "Philliarmonic Concert"

will take place in the Boston Music Hall this even-

ing. The orchestral selections are decidedly fine.

The Seventh Symphony of Beethoven needs only to

be named ; in that there is sure delight and edifica-

tion. Then there will be two Overtures : that call-

ed "The Naiads," by Sterndale Bennett, an admira-

ble work, which has not been heard here for some
years, and Weber's to " Oberon"—a wonder-horn
not likely to be exhausted very soon. Camilla
Ukso plays again :

" Souvenirs of Mozart "—they

must sound well from her ; a piece called "La Heve,"
by F. Simon, and a Capprioio on themes from La
Fille da Regiment, by Artot. Also a Herr F. Letsoh
is announced as about to blow wonderful blasts, sing,
flute, and whatnot, on the trombone, even to playing
a Concerto in three movements on the ponderous in-
strument.
Apropos of Zerrahn's Concerts, we have received

the following note

:

Mr. Dwight :—The word " Philharmonic " has
been used much in your columns, in criticisms on re-
cent concerts, with a meaning apparently quite differ-

ent from that given in ordinary lexicons.
May I inquire in what sense you use this word,

which seems to convey to you so deep a meaning ">

Be kind enough to reply in your next number.
Boston, Feb. \A:,\?,&3. A Sdescriber.

In answer we admit that we have not used the

word in any strict or dictionary sense ; but for con-

venience and for shortness h.ave availed ourselves of
a use of it quite current among musicians and con-
cert-goers, to indicate a certain class of concerts

;

namely, concerts of classical orchestral music ; con-
certs in which the main feature is commonly a Sym-
phony,—such concerts as we have become accustom-
ed to expect from the example of the two " Philhar-
monic Societies" in London, the " Philharmonic
Society " in New York, and many other cities, and
the usual practice hitherto of the "Philharmonic
Concerts" of Mr. Carl Zerrahn. To say, then, that
such or such a programme is not "Philharmonic,"
is simply to say that it does not realize the expecta-
tions commonly -created by the mere announcement
of a Philharmonic concert. It is not a strict use of
the word, but it is a somewhat conventional and a
convenient one.

Three good concerts are in preparation for next
week. First, the Afternoon Concert of the Orches-
tral Union, on Wednesday.—Second, the eighth
and last Chamber Concert of the Mendelssohn
Quintette Clue, on Thursd.ay evening, when they
will be assisted by an accomplished amateur lady
pianist, who will play compositions of Beethoven
and Chopin.—Third, on Saturday, either a Matine'e
or Soirfe by Camilla Urso, at Chickering's rooms,
when she will be assisted by Mr. Kreissmann, Mr.
Leonhard, and a lady painist, in a choice pro-
gramme.

It is said that there is an Italian Opera in this city

;

but we have had no direct notification of the fact,

and therefore cannot pretend to say whether it is

worth anybody's while to hunt it up.

Successful Swindle.—A young lady, visitino-

this city, was swindled at the Music Hall Wednesday
afternoon, under the following circumstances. She
had engaged with Mr. Zerrahn to appear at his con-
cert and pl.ay two pieces upon the violin, and
tickets were sold, admitting the public to the enter-
tainment. After the young lady had fulfilled her
contract with Mr. Zerrahn on the one part and the
public, or the party of the second part, the audience
did then and there, with sticks and stones, pedihus et

ar7nis. aud malice aforethought, compel her to play
a third piece, which piece was not nominated in the
bond. The same game has been played several
times at the Academy of Music, the victims being
Mr. P. Brignoli, Miss C. L. Kellogg et al.—Daily
Advertiser.

\mn\ Correspnknte.
New York, Feb. 16.—During the week included

between the evenings of February 2nd and 7th, the
Italian company performed Martha, Les Vespres Si-
ciUennes, Don Giovanni, Norma and Les Notes de .Tean-

nclte. No especial novelty, and nothing to signalize,
save the pretty singing of Cordier in the French
operetta. Of course the cast of Don Giovanni pro-
fessed to be " immense," and, almost as certainly of
course, it was nothing of the kind. When shall" we
have an established Italian opera season in New
York, with a company suflioiently good to spare
managers the necessity of resorting to the tricks of
humbug, so degrading to artists, and injurious to ai-t

;

with a reasonably complete chorus, &e., and variety
and reliability of repertoire ?

After a successful trip to Philadelphia, the German
company have returned to their old quarters, and re-

peated some of tlie oper.as which they performed so
well, earlier in the season. Some representations are
announced for Brooklyn. Mr. Anschuetz also
promises us further novelties.

The performances of the company of French
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artists at Niblo's saloon, are seldom of a nature to

claim notice in an exclusively musical correspond-

ence, although French vaudevilles are plentifully

sprinkled with what, by courtesy though hardly with

truth, may be styled music—the little airs and duets,

with words appropriate to the situation of the mo-

ment, set to popular melodies. But the French

company sometimes takes a deeper dip into the well

of music ; as was the case on the evening of the

I4th, when its pretty actresses bien viises, its small

and facile voices, its light gaiety, and imperfect or-

chestra, gave the burlesque, by no means original,

yet amusing music of Jacques Offenbach, in the

one-act operetta of " La Rose de St. Fleiir." Espec-

ially amusing were the imitations of the stereotyped

Italian aria and duo forms.

The third soire'e of Messrs. Mason and Thomas

took place Feb. 10th, at Dodworth's Hall. The

programme was as follows : Quartet, C major. No.

2, Cherubini : Trio, D Ma;or, opus 70, No. 1, Beet-

hoven; Quartet, A Major, Opus. 41, No, 3, Schu-

mann. The Cherubini quartet did not much please

us ; it is certainly not the creation of a master who

must write whether lie will or not, but rather the

made work of the clever musician who writes, at his

own leisure, a self-appointed task. But, after its own

coldly brilliant fashion, the quartet is in parts very

effective. The Beethoven Trio placed us at once

in another world,—but better than anything we can

say,, will some extracts from Marx's admirable analy-

sis describe it :
" This first Trio, in D Major, is

certainly free frem personal references, and, while it

gives settled ideas of life, those ideas are fast rooted

in the life of the tone-world. The spirit does not

dream amid tones,—it has built itself a body out of

tones. Here is the realization of that spiritual vitali-

ty, which leaves behind it, on one side, the phan-

tasms of a wandering spirit, and, on the other, the

prose of materiality and form-play Through-

out the first movement, the instruments are widely

apart; the piano, the fantasy instrument, often at the

distance of two octaves, and the string instruments

between. This first movevaeat. Allegro Vivace e con

brio, is no open struggle, even with destiny, (Beet-

hoven never returns to what is gone by), and, above

all, no deed of day. It is a strong forward pressure,

a dark undertaking, that cannot resolve itself in light

and yet that will not cease. It reminds us of the old

Magna volvit in aninio, (He revolves great resolutions

in his soul). . . . And now comes the second part,

Lari/o assai ed espressivo. It has won for the whole

work the title of " the bat trio " among musicians,

for in the Largo one's soul is overswept by mysteri-

ous wings Here, from the first ensemble of

the string instruments with the piano, (where we are

reminded of the thoughtful motivo of the first move-

ment), for those who have eves to see, the kingdom

of night is opened,

—

il regno di pianto eterno,—
shaken by unexpected thunders, filled with long-

trembling sobs. It is a long passage through a path-

less darkness The third movement, the Pres-

to in D Major, has manned itself for life again. But,

after such night, that does not come at once ; twice

the theme breaks off doubtfully, once on the domi-

nant of B minor, as if dissatisfied, and then closing

on the dominant chord, which does not satisfy either.

Then the broken quavers of the first movement

return, but filled with fresher courage ; a higher

strength is gained. This time the under-world could

not hold fast its prey, and, with the concluding sub-

ject, which is again in accord with the E major

subject of the first Allegro, looks boldly out into life

once more."—The Schumann quartet we can never

hear too often.

The first Philharmonic Rehearsal for the fourth

concert, took place on last Saturday afternoon. More

anon of the Schumann and Wagner works brought

out, as the first rehearsals (for the time being, we

mean ; Wagner's " Faust" has been played before)

are necessarily broken, and leave us with compara-

tively undecided impressions. Bat the Mozart Sym-

phony sounded quite an Infant Jupiter beside the

bolder instrumentation of the more modern mas-

ters.

'mssm

Philadelphia, Fee. 16. — Gael Wolfsohn's

third classical soiree had the following programme

:

PART I.

Trio (B flat major, op. 97.) Beethoven
a Allegro moderato. h Scherzo— Allegro, c An-

dante cantabile. d Allegro moderato e presto.

Messrs. Wolfsohn, Kammerer and Ahrend.

PART n.

1. Paraphrase de Concert, "Midsummer night's

dream." Liszt

C Wolfsohn.
2. Meditation sur le premier PreUide de Piano, de S.

Bach, poar Piano et deux Violoncelles Gounod
Messrs. Ahrend, Schmitz and Wolfsohn.

Fart 111.

Quintet (E flat major op. 44) Schumann
a Allegro briDante. 6 In modo d'una marcia. c

Scherzo—molto vivace, d Finale—Allegro ma non
troppo

Messrs. Wolfsohn, Kammerer, Flammer, Mueller, and
Ahrend.

The only novelty on the programme was Gounod's

Meditation ; a duet for two violoncellos, with Bach's

first Prelude for the accompaniment. Who but a

Frenchman would have thought of writing a melody

to one of Bach's preludes, and, thinking of it, would

have dared to do it 1 Bach's music may in this way

become popularized and please even in Paris. In

the opinion of some musician?, (Schumann, for in-

stance) the Preludes and Fugues are full of melodic

ideas, though of course none but a cultivated ear

can detect them. To such, the addition of Mons.

Gounod's notes seems unnecessary and objectionable.

Should the idea be improved upon (for the Medita-

tion is very pretty) we may yet hear Fidelia treated

in a similar way. If expurgated Shakspeare finds

readers, melodized Bach and Beethoven must also

command some attention.

Hoffmann, in one of his musical novels, speaks of a

music teacher who, when recommending a certain

Sonata for a pupil, assured the parent that it con-

tained not one immoral idea or motive. Would ec-

centric Johannes Kreisler have said as much of the

Meditation ?

This was Mr. Ahrend's first appearance here in a

classical concert. His advantages are fine tone, good

style, correct phrasing and beautiful expression. Mr.

Wolfsohn played Liszt's Paraphrase in his usually

fine style.

The concerted pieces were rendered as well as cir-

cumstances permitted. With all the care displayed

by the performers, it was painfully obvious that

Messrs. Ahrend, Schmitz and Wolfsohn must be

judged by a much higher standard than their assis-

tants.

" Germania " Orchestka.—This society has

been doing a most successful business. While their

audiences have improved in numbers, their playing

and thair selections have gradually deteriorated.

The performance of last Saturday was outrageously

careless. How can they do much for good music

when, in a programme of eight numbers, there are

two Waltzes, one Galop and Gungl's Carnival of

Venice 1

Apropos of Orchestras, the accommodations for

the purveyors of music at the new Chestnut St.

Theatre are so small that there is hardly room enough

to draw a bow, or propel a trombone without en-

dangering the instrument of one's neighbor. At the

same theatre, Mr. Forrest plays tragedy in the

Wampanoag style. Those who admire that manner

go to see him. The critics, generally, disapprove

of it. The world moves ; taste improves.

Jaquino.

'prial Sotites.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OP THE

Publi8lie<1 by Oliver Ditaoii At Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

were I a bird. Song. J. T. S. SuIUvan, 25

This is a song that sings itself. Both words and
melody glide along so easily and gracefully, that a

person finds himself at the end without being aware

he has been trying over a new song. Very sweet.

swallow, happy swallow. (Die Schwalben, ja

(Die Schwalben.) Duet. E. Kucken. 35

Kucken is still the most popular of the modern Ger-

man song writers. Singers will easily call to mind a

number of familiar tunes of which he is the author.

Of his duets, many of which are continually used in

the concert room in Germany, the barcarolle "I'ly my
skiff' is thus far the most favorably known here. The

above duet ranks almost as high and will become a fa

vorite.

Shadow Sonp;. (Ombre leg^re.) From Meyer-

beer's Pardon de PloermeJ. 60

This is the Song complete, as written in the original

score. It is the song for the Prima Donnas. A shorter

copy of it in a lower key has been, published for the

singing world at large. This song will soon be as fam-

iliar to musical people as Meyerbeer's " Robert, Rob-

ert" or bis Prayer and Bohemian Rondo in the

"North star, are now."

Instrumental Music.

I

Revue Melodique, No. 15.

For four hands.

Lucrezia Borgia.

Fred Beyer. 75

An excellent piece for learners and for sohool exhi-

bitions, containing some of the best-airs of the opera.

Not difficult.

Simon Boecanegra. Repertoire des Jeunes Pian-

istes. Op. 36. F. Beyer. 30

A transcription of the favorite airs in Verdi's opera

of the above name, In Beyer's usual classical and ex-

cellent style. Of medium difficulty.

Eldora Polka.

An easy and every way charming polka,

and brilliant in melody.

BODIES.

Geo. C. Wkittredge. 25

Delicate

DiNOUAH. (Le Pardon de Ploermel). Ro-

mantic Opera in Three Acts. Italian and

English words. G.Meyerbeer. $3.00

The success of an opera in public, depends a great

deal upon its brilliancy, the dramatic character of its

" story," and other similar things. There are differ-

ent opinions as to the merits of Dinorah as a perform-

ing opera, some being quite carried away with it, and

some not at all affected. But there is not the least

doubt as to its containing a vast deal of fine music.

It was most carefully elaborated, and by one of the

greatest masters of the age. This book will be a new

treasure to add to many musical libraries.

Mcsio BT Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Musical drair.atic composition is a

double art; it results from the association, the

intimate union of poetrj' and music. Melodic

accents have undoubtedly a special interest, a

charm peculiar to them, which results from music

solely ; but their force is doubled when we see

them furthermore concur in the exjiression of a

beautiful passion, of a fine sentiment, indicated

by a poem worthy of the name ; then the two
arts united reinforce each other. Now this union

is in a great measure destroyed in halls too vast,

where the hearer, despite his best attention, scarce-

ly comprehends one verse in twenty ; where he can

not even well see the features of the actors ; and

where consequently it is impossible for hira to

seize the delicate nuancea of the melody, the har-

mony, the instrumentation, and the motives of

these nuances, and their relations with the dra-

matic element determined by the words, since

these words he does not hear.

Music, I repeat it, should be heard near to ; in

the distance its principal charm disappears ; it is

at least singularly modified and enfeebled.

Would one find any pleasure in the conversation

of the wittiest people in the world, if he were

obliged to talk with them at thirty paces dis-

tance ? Sound, beyond a certain distance,

although still heard, is like a flame one sees, but

does not feel its warmth.

This advantage of small halls over large ones

is evident ; and it was because he had remarked
it, that a director of the Opera said with a pleas-

ant naivete and a little of bad humor: " Oh ! in

your hall of the Conservatoire, everything makes
effect." Yes ? Well ! try the experiment a

while of making heard there the grossnesses, the

brutal platitudes, the nonsense, the absurdities,

the discordancies, the cacophonies, which one
may manage^ to put up with in your Grand Opera
house and you will seethe kind of effect they will

produce. . . .

Now let us examine another side of the ques-

tion, that which relates to the art of singing and
to the art of the composer ; we shall very soon

find the proof of what I have advanced at the
outset, namely, that if the art of singing has

become what it now is, the art of screaming, the

too large dimensions of the theatres is the cause

of it ; we shall also find that from this have
sprung other excesses which dishonor music in

these days.

The theatre de la Scala, at Milan, is immense
;

that of the Cannobiana s also very vast ; the

theatre of San Carlo, at Naples, and many others

which I might cite, have dimensions equally enor-

mous. Now whence came the school of singing,

which is blamed so openly and so justly to-day ?

From the great musical centres of Italy. More-

over, the Italian public being in the habit of talk-

ing as loud durinc the representations as we do

here on 'change, the singers have been gradually

led, as well as the composers, to seek all means of

concentrating upon themselves the attention of

this public which pretends to love its music.

Hence they have aimed at sonority before all

things ; to obtain it, they have suppressed the

use of nuances, of the mixed voice, of the head

voice, and of the lower notes of the scale of each

voice ; they have ceased to admit for tenors any

but the high (ones called de poitrine, chest tones
;

the basses, singing only on the high degrees of

their scale, have transformed themselves into bari-

tones ; the male voices, not gaining in reality in

height all that they have lost in depth, are de-

prived of a third part of their compass ; theconi-

posers, in writing for these singers, have had to

confine themselves within one octave, thus pro-

ducing melodies desperately monotonous and vul-

gar ; as for female voices, the sharpest, the most

cutting have obtained a marked preference over

all others. These tenors, these baritones, these

sopranos, launched full swing, at random, have

been the only ones applauded ; the composers

have done their best to second them by writing

so as to humor their stentorian pretensions ; duets

in unison, trios, quartets, choruses in unison are

produced ; this mode of composition, being at the

same time more easy and more expeditious for

the maestri and more convenient for the perform-

ers, has prevailed ; and, the great drum aiding,

we have seen the system of dramatic music, which

we now enjoy, become established in a great part

of Europe.

I make this restriction, because it does not

really exist in Germany. There you see no great

gulfs of halls. That of the Grand Opera at

Berlin even is not of extraordinary dimensions.

The Germans, you say, sing badly ; that may

appear true in general. I do not wish to enter upon

the question here, whether their language be not

the cause of it, and whether Mme. Sontag,

whether Pischek, whether Titchachek, whether

Jenny Lind, almost a German, and several

others, do not constitute at least magnificent ex-

ceptions ; but as a rule the immense majority of

German vocalists sing, and do not shout ; the

screaming school is none of theirs ; they make

music. Whence comes it ? From the fact that

they have a finer musical feeling than many of

their rivals of other nations, no doubt ; but also

from the fact that, the German lyric theatres

being all of moderate dimensions, the musical

fluid reaches every point in them ; from the fact

that, the public being always silent and attentive

there, such ungracious efforts of voices and of in-

strumentation become useless and would appear

still more odious than with us.

This then, you will say, is the arraignment of

the large theatres ; it will no longer be possible

to realize receipts of 11.000 francs, nor to assem-
ble eighteen hundred persons at the Opera of

Paris, at Covent Gai'den in London, at the Scala,

at the San Carlo, nor anywhere else, under

penalty of incurring the criticism of musicians.

We do net hesitate to answer in the afijrmative.

You have ventilated that great word : the receipts !

You are speculators, we are artists, and we are

not speaking of the ai-t of coining mone}', which

s the only one in which you interest your-

selves.

True Art has its conditions of power and

beauty; speculation, which I am careful not to

confound with industry, has its conditions of suc-

cess, more or less moral, and, in the last analysis)

Art and speculation mutually execrate each

other. Their antagonism is of all places and all

epochs, it will be eternal ; it resides in the very

heart of questions. Speak to a director of the

spectacle, ask him which is the best hall for

operas ; he will answer, or at least he will think,

if he does not dare to say so, that it is the hall in

which the largest receipts may be made. Speak

to an educated musician, or to a learned archi-

tect, who is a friend of music, and they will tell

you this :
" An opera hall, if you wish the essen-

tial qualities of the art of sounds to be appreci-

able in it, ought to be a musical instrument ; now

it is not so, if there has been no regard paid in

its construction to certain physical laws, whose

nature is perfectly well known. All the other

considerations are without force and without

authority as against this. Stretch metallic cords

over a packing box, fit a keyboard to it, and for

all that you will not have a piano. Stretch

strings of catgut and silk over a wooden shoe,

and you will not have a violin. The skill of

pianists and of violinists will be impotent to

transform these ridiculous machines into real

musical instruments, even if the box should be of

rosewood, or the shoe of sandal wood. You may
blow tempests through a stove-pipe ; the very

energetic sound, perhaps, which [will come

out, will not make it an organ-pipe, nor a trom-

bone, nor a tuba, nor a horn. All imaginable

reasons, reasons of perspective, reasons of splen-

dor, pecuniary reasons, when the question is of

the construction of an opera hall, will fall before

the fact of the laws of acoustics and of the trans-

mission of the musical fluid ; for these laws exist.

This is a fact, and the obstinacy of a fact is pro-

verbial." This is what these artists will say. But

they want to make music, and you want to make

money.

As to the effect of the orchestra in too large

halls, it is defective, incomplete and false ; differ-

ent from what the composer had imagined it in

writing his score, even when the score was writ-

ten expressly for the hall in which it is heard.

As the reach of the musical fluid is unequal in

different projectors of sound, it necessarily follows

that instruments of long reach will often have

a power out of proportion to the importance

which the composer has assigned to them ; while

those of short reach will disappear or will forfeit

the employment which had been assigned to them
to attain the end of the composition. For in

order that the musical action of voices and instru-
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ments may be complete, it is necessary that all

the sounds should reach the hearer simultaneous-

ly and with the same vitality of vibrations. It is

necessary, in a word, that the sounds written in

the score (musicians will understand me) should

reach the ear in score (en partition).

Another consequence of the extreme size of

our lyrical theatres,—a consequence which I have

already hinted at in alludinir to the present use of

the bij; drum—has been the introduction of all

the violent auxiliaries of instrumentation into

ordinary orchestras. And this abuse, now pushed

to its la.=t limits, while ruining the power of the

orchestra itself, has not a little contributed to in-

troduce the system of singing, whose existence

we deplore, by exciting the singers to a violent

struggle with the orchestra in the emission of

sounds.

This is the way that the reign of the instru-

ments of percussion has established itself.

Will tny music-loving readers pardon me for

entering into such long developments ? I hope

so. As for others, I have no fear of fatiguing

them ; they will not read me.

It was, if I am not greatly mistaken, in Gluck's

Iphigenia in Aulis, that the great drum was

heard for the first time at the Grand Opera of

Paris ; but alone, without cymbals or an)' other

instrument of percussion. It figures in the last

chorus of the Greeks (a unison chorus, let us

remark by the way), of which the first words

are : Partons, volons d la victoire ! This chorus

has a march movement with repeats. It

served for the defiling of the Thessalian army.

There the great drum beats the time of every

measure strongly, as in ordinary marches. This

chorus having disappeared when the cUnoument

of the opera was changed, the great drum was

not heard again until the commencement of the

following century.

Gluok also introduced the cymbals (we know

with what admirable effect) in the chorus of

Scythians in Iphigenia in Taurix ; the cymbals

alone, without the great drum, which your routine

people of all countries think inseparable from

them. In a ballet of the same opera he em-

ployed with the most rare felicity the triangle

alone. And this was all.

In 1808, Spontini admitted the great drum and

cymbals in the triumphal march and in the dance

of gladiators in the Vestale. At a later time he

used them again in the march of Telasco's fol-

lowers in Fernando Cortez. Thus far the em-

ployment of these instruments, if not very

ingenious, had at least been with fitness and with

reservation. But Rossini came to give his Siege of

Corinth at the Opera. He had remarked, not

without chagrin, the somnolency of the public of

our great theatre during the execution of the

finest works ; a somnolency induced far more by

the physical causes contrary to musical effect,

which I have just pointed out, than by the style

of the magistral works of that period ; and Ros-

sini swore he would endure the affront no longer.

" I know how to prevent your going to sleep,"

said he. And he put the great drum in every-

where, and the cymbals, and the triangle, and

the trombones and ophioleid by bundles of chords,

and striking with main force upon headlong

rhythms, he caused such flashes of sonority, if not

of harmony, such strokes of lightning, to leap

from the orchestra, that the public, rubbing its

eyes, took pleasure in this new sort of emotions.

more vivid, if not more musical than those to

which it had been accustomed. Encouraged by

the success, he pushed this abuse yet farther in

writing Movse, where, in the famous finale of the

third act, the great drum, the cymbals and the

triangle beat the four times of the measure in

the forte passages, and consequently make as

many notes as the voices, which accommodate

themselves as one may imagine to such an accom-

paniment. Nevertheless the orchestra and chorus

of this piece are so constructed, the sonority of

voices and instruments thus arranged is so tre-

mendous, that the music swims upon the top of

all this rumpus, and the musical fluid, projected

in waves this time upon all points of the hall, in

spite of its vast dimensions, seizes the audience,

skakes them, makes them vibrate ; thus producing

one of the grandest effects ever recorded in the

history of the Grand Opera. But do the instru-

ments of percussion contribute to it V Yes, if

you consider them as a furious incitement to the

other instruments and to the voices; no. If you

regard only the real part which they take in the

musical action ; for they crush both orchestra

and voices, and substitute a violent and madden-

ing noise for a fine energetic sonority.

Be this as it may, the instrumental revolution

of our theatre orchestras dates from the arrival

of Rossini at the Grand Opera. Great noises

were employed on all occasions and in all works,

whatever style the subject might impose. After

a short time the kettle drums, the big drum, tri-

angle and cymbals were no longer sufficient

;

they added a small drum ; then two cornets came

to the aid of trumpets, trombones and ophicleid
;

the organ installed itself In the side scenes by the

side of the bells, and we saw enter upon the stage

military bands, and finally the huge instruments

of Sax, which are to the other voices of the or-

chestra like a piece of cannon to a musket.

Halevy, in his Magicienne, added to all these

violent means of instrumentation, the tamtam.

The new composers, irritated by the obstacle

opposed to them in the immense size of the hall,

thought it necessary to overcome it, under penal-

ty of death for their works. Now have they

generally kept within the conditions of worthy

and elevated Art, in employing these extreme

means to obviate the obstacle while thinking to

destroy it ? No, certainly ! The exceptions are

rare.

The judicious use of the most common instru-

ments, even the most gross, may be avowed by

Art, may serve to really increase its wealth and

power. Nothing is to be despised in the means

we have acquired to-day ; but the instrumental

horrors which we have to witness only become

the more odious ; and I think I have demonstra-

ted that they have, on their part, contributed

greatly to the vocal excesses which have promp-
ted these too long and, I fear, too useless reflec-

tions.

Add that these same excesses, gradually intro-

duced by the spirit of imitation Into the Opera
Comique, are there, considering the particular

conditions of the theatre, its orchestra, its singers

and the general tone of its repertoire, incompara-

bly more revolting.

I thought it my duty to attack in front, for the

first time, this question, on which evidently

depends the life of theatrical music ; these truths

may possibly displease great artists, excellent and
powerful minds ; but I believe that in their con-

science they will recognize that they are

truths.

I have mentioned, in the beginning, certain

moral causes of the immense disorder of which

1 have just studied the physical causes. The
influence of applau-te, and ofwhat dramatic artists

still have the astonishing na'ivetd to call success,

sliould figure in the first line. The ridiculous

importance accorded to executants who are or

who are believed to be Indispensable, the authori-

ty which they have usurped, are no longer to be

forgotten. But this is not the place to enter into

the examination of these questions; tlicre would

be a book to write about them.

"Dinorah" at the Boston Theatre.

(From the Daily Advertiser).

The profluotion of " Dinorah" has stirred up the

American musical people aniozin^ly, and an aston-

ishint^ diversity of opinion iias (jeen (IeveIo)3ed rang-

m^ from extravngant iLuifiatinn to wliolesale condem-
nation, until such of tlie puliiic as are wont to be

helped and guided in their judgment by the press are

almost stupified at tiie confliet of crities. Without
ho])ing that we have the wisdom and weight of

speech to decide the disagreement of the doctors, we
propose al this time to give somewhat in detail our
views upon this vexed question, thinking that the

consideration of some elements which have been

omitted in the discussion may simplify the matter and
help to place Meyerbeer's last great work in its true

position among operas. We believe that in estima-

ting " Dinorah," almost all persons, whether print-

ing publicly their opinions or giving them private

voice, have relied too mucli upon the effect of the

opera as now put upon the stage. We shall there-

fore divide our treatment of it under two distinct

heads,— first, remarking upon " Dinorah " as we
find it in the accepted score, and secondly as we see

and hear it in the theatre.

To begin then—we are convinced that Meyerbeer
intended ' Dinorah " to be a popular work ; and by
popularity we do not mean that airs -sh()uld be plun-

dered from it bodily to be wrenched out from the

groaning pipes of bandorgans, whistled by news-boys,
blurted in quicksteps by brass bands, tinkled upon
boarding-school pianos and fosbionai>ly distorted by
drawing-room vocalists. The composer who tills his

operas with little tunes gets popularity of that sort,

but there is another kind of popularity which means
a quiet, steady understanding and regard, such as are

given to the works that people wish to bear entire,

and to which they will always listen if they be toler-

ably executed. The former popularity is tempor.ary,

it is a /i/rore, a sensation, it is "the thing;" the

latter is deeper rooted and etidures. In the drama
the former includes the spectacular play or the adap-

tation of the notorious novel, while the latter cm braces

Shakspeare and the comedians. Meyerbeer, there-

fore,—as we took occasion to say a few days ago

—

filled his work with beautiful thoughts. He wrote
recitatives which are remarkably expressive of the

gradations of feeling, and gave them also a melodi-

ous form ; he wove in many airs of diverse lengths,

which give point and freshness to the acts, and he

elaborated the orchestration with all the wealth of

his genius, studying ever to keep it light, flowing and
interesting. The musician's eye will at once observe

the power of the overture and the graceful suggest-

iveness of the entr'actes, as well as the brilliancy of

accompaniment, when he glances over the score, as

reduced for the pianoforte, and will comprehend how
immeasurably their charm is enhanced by the variety

of instruments which receive parts that are ohbligaios

of such importance as to require solo players to ren-

der them efficiently, The character of Dinorah sup-

plies a pathetic element which runs through the en-

tire opera, and the finale of the second act gives the

plot a sombre nucleus, toward and from which all

the other situations radiate. Now bow has Meyer-
beer prevented this melancholy and gloom from
overshadowing everything else, and making the opera

a dull thing, to be borne occasionally, instead of some-
thing pleasant for frequent enjoyments ? By these

means among others. The first act is filled with

amusement caused by Correnlino, who is a very droll

although to himself he is rather a dullard. Fie be-

gins by frightening himself with the rehearsal of

ghostly fancies as the twilight falls, he makes himself

a victim to IJiixorah, whom he believes to he a sprite,

and in grotesque fear he talks with her and plays and
sings for her, increasing the amusement of the be-

holder as his own position becomes more involved.
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Hoel's entrance inteirupts this and gives u rlifferent

cast to tlie interest, for lie sings stirringly of gold
(" Del oro") to induce the av:u'icious Correntitw to

overcome his cowardice and hunt with liim for wiz-

ard treasures. In the second act the peasants and
goatherds, who gave a pastoral air to the opening
scene of the opera, again contribute some rural

strains, and when the moonlighted night has fairly

set in, a sentiment of tenderness is given to all by
Dinorah's plaintive romanza "L'incanlafcr deJId 711011-

tac/na," which is changed to graceful witchery by the

shadow song and dance. Again comes Conentino
with his grotesqueness. With /7oe/ he seeks the

hoards, and his wits, sharpened by wine, and fear

and clownish subterfuge, make him present a laugh-
able figure in contrast to the eager earnestness of his

companion. The startling episode of the breaking
bridge and the drowning girl brings the dramatic ef-

fect of the piece to its culmination, and the act ends.
In the beginning of the third act the general lone is

restored in a masierly manner. As the dawn ap-
pears, comes on the hunter, earliest riser of the vil-

lage, with his song of the chase; then follows the
reaper on his way to the cool fields with his melody
of harvest time, and as the morning brightens, the

egoatberds, with themerry riV()?e/fo, pass along; yet
ere these all leave the stage, they pause to chant to-

gether, after their friendly salutations, a matin
hymn. Hard upon their steps approach Ifoel and
Correntino, bearmg the still insensible iJinarah toward
the village. Correntino has no appreciation of deep
emotion, he dreads what is uncanny, and he runs
away, leaving the two lovers together. Hoe'l is in

affliction at his sweetheart's danger, and still more at

her lost reason when she begins to recover from her
swoon ; but when ber mind regains its balance in the
company of her gathering neighbors and friends, .and

the thankful Ave Maria rises in full chorus, the hap-
piness of the de'noument is alone thought of. Here
are surely elements which are enough in quantity
and quality and which are blended with a skill suffi-

ciently wise to make "Dinorah" continuously inter-

esting, and to give it a zest that will keep its fresh-

ness for many repetitions.*****
We are sure that the principal reason why the op-

era has not only not equalled common expectation,
but fallen far short of it, will appear to be the insuf-

ficiency and imperfection of the performance. In
saying this, we wish to be distinctly understood as
not impeaching Mr. Grau's fidelity to the undertak-
ing which he has entered upon, since it is not in bis

power to remedy the chief causes of defect. We
have only to find fault with his management for the
omission of certain passages which have really an
important hearing upon the musical effect of the
work, and whose removal, although only meaning to

many spectators a "cut" of such and such lines, de-

stroys the symmetry of the work for the musician or
the auditor who is able to follow the Italian text and
plot without book. To particularize. Mile. Cordier
is well fitted for Dinorah, as we said when the opera
was first produced, and we have been assured by au-
thority which we highly respect, that her impersona-
tion is better than thatof i\Iarie Cabel, who was the
original representative of the part in Paris, which is

certainly great praise. One delicate touch by which
the writer artistically defined the sadness which the
crazed maiden sometimes feels, is blotted out from
the picture of her which we receive, by the omission
of the soft, sighing minor melody " L'incanlalor delta

monlagna." Signor Amodio is not very successful
as Hoel ; the one great aria, "DelV oro" which is in

reality the key to his character and almost to the en-
tire story, being left out, the role loses its strongest
effect, and Signor Amodio appears to take little pains
to repair the loss. Perhaps he cannot easily make
much of the part, which is hardly in his linej but in

fact he does not. There is no possible excuse, how-
ever, for his parading himself with outstretched
arms at the footlights, when he has to sing " Set ven-
dicata assai ;

" in this aria Hoel passionately entreats
Dinorah to pardon and receive him, yet our baritone
pays as little attention to the fainting maid as to the
block on which she lies, and asks his grace of an au-
dience which ought sternly to awaken him to a sense
of his position in the scene and of the respect due to

their understanding. Signor Brignoli is perhaps as
far removed from what Correntino ought to be, as is

possible in this world of limitations and hindrances.
There is, to be sure, no tenor in the country, so far
as we know, who could reproduce in toto Meyerbeer's
ideal. A buffo of the best capacity is needed, who
eould give point to the long recitations, which Brig-
noli cuts down, to the duos which he slin-s over, and
who could give !iPj to the character and animation to

the scenes by brisk and skilful by-play. He should
be among tenors something akin to wtiat Ronconi is

among bassos, for whom it was left to make Masetto
one of the best parts in " Don Giovanni." Signor

Brignoli is almost destitute of any ability to act, and
what little skill he has is generally allowed to rust

;

he is therefore utterly out of place in a role which
should overflow with action, especially since he is too

set in bis self-consciousness to impress anything but
his own individuality upon the music. He deserves
thanks for his rather spirited singing of the reaper's

song in the last act. The two goatherds (Mile. Mo-
rensi and Jliss Stockton) are gorgeously clad, and
their impossibility is pleasant to the gaze ; they have
some nice strains of melody, a considerable part of
which they have generally succeeded in singing out-

of tune. Signor Su.sini has only to sing the bright
opening air of the third act, " li sol si leco," but he
does that with such animation as alwavs to i-eceive a
round of applause. The beautiful quartet, " Gran
Dio," which follows the vlanella and concludes the

vocal introduction of this last act, is omitted, we re-

gret to observe.

The choruses are generally quite well done, al-

though the Ave Maria needs a greater number of

voices. The band do full justice to the insirumental
score, and their performance is amply worth the cost

of more than a single sitting. Their duties are oner-

ous and their parts ditHcult, as we have intimated in

former articles, but they support Signor Muzio's in-

telligent direction faithfully, and the solo passages
for the diff'orent performers are given with a prompt-
ness and decision which our Philliarmonio orchestra

does not always equal. The introduction to the

second act. with its frequent recurrence of a phrase
very similar to a prominent one in Gottscbalk's
" Pastorellae Gavaliere," reqmres great delicacy of
treatment and is worthy of particular notice for its

finished execution.

Our conclusion, then, is briefly this : "Dinorah" is

a finer work of art than it at first appears, and it

suffers in estimation because it is not presented in its

entirety by a corps of competent artists. Our advice
however, is this : Go and see " Dinorah," not once,

but often, and you w^ill find it grow in favor with you
in spite ot the disadvantages which attend these per-

formances,—especially if you wqll take a little pains

to acquaint yourself by reading with the meaning
and relative values of its different parts

;
you will

then feel, as we do, that Mr. Grau has done a good
service by bringing out the opera, and giving to it so

much time, and care, and as many good performers
as he could command.

Les Bouflfes Parisiennes.

In the city to which good Americans are said to

be translated after death, there are, among otiier ar-

chitectural idiosyncracies, vast numbers of covered
public ways and thoroughfares, which radiate like

little veins from the broader and more open arteries,

and which are called "Passages." Excepting that

the sky, and sometimes the sunlight, are shut out,

and that vehicles do not enter them, these little ave-

nues are much the same in aspect as the fully-devel-

oped streets which they connect. They are crowded
with sliops of every description, and the visitor is

puzzled whether most to marvel at the quantity or

the variety of traffic which they represent. They
are favorite resorts at all times, and especially in

rainy weather, when their protection is sought by
the bulk of the gandins and other strollers through-

out the city. Strangers are metaphorically lost in

admiration at their convenience and comfort, and
practically so in their labyrinthine windings. What
they contain it would be impossible to recount.

What they do not contain is a question which human
inquiry long ago ceased to agitate.

Just inside the entrance to one of these curious
" passages " there gapes a little cavernous opening
which, though dim by diiy, by night is lighted with

superior gas and brilliant promise of good cheer.

Over the narrow entrance a modest inscription stands

to notify the passers-by that the theatre of the

"Bouffes Parisiennes" is within. A theatre in so snug
and cramped a spot seems utterly at variance with

probability, to be sure ; but if there be one faculty

the exei cise of which the enterprising Paris manager
enjoys above another, it is that of meeting prohabil-

ty half way and vanquishing it at a stroke. How-
soever misplaced it may appear, there certainly is a

theatre packed in among the other good things of

this most profuse "passage." And a theatre, too,

which takes no small pride in itself, and in which,

moreover, the people of Paris take no small delight.

It is the David of opera-houses, and, in an indirect

way scatters worse wounds among th.e Goliahs, its

big rivals, than they \.'onId care to acknowledge.
The "Bouffes" theatre is so little as to be almost

a joke. You laugh, when you get inside it, at its

tiny proportions. Two great muscul.ar jumps would
almost clear the stage from wing to wing, and a gen-
tleman in the orchestra stalls might converse in a
v/hisper with his friend in the gallery. There is, in

fact, hardly room enough to swing a cat in. People
do not, however, go to the " Bouffes" for the pur-
pose of swinging cats. They go to listen to the

brightest and newest music, and to witness the best
acting, of its order, that the French stage affords.

And they are never disappointed. Absolutely never.
That's a bold thing to say of any place of public
amusement, but the unfailing prosperity and the
enormous popularity of the Bouffes stand as evi-

dence of its truth. It is a little band-box, without
doubt, and its space is limited, but it costs a tolera-

ble number of francs to get into it, and it is invaria-

bly filled. The most peculi.ar thing about it is that
the entertainment is not only always of one class,

but that it is also almost always the work of one
man, Offenbach's operas have made the fortune of
the " Bouffes." Operas by other composers are oc-

casionally given, but his are the standard favorites.

Of course they require to be exquisitely represented.

His actors. Desire, Leonce, 'Tostee, and others,

whose names we ought to remember, but do not, are

unsurpassed ; and their singing is clever, if not su-

perlatively good. The librettos of his pieces are

capitally written, and his stage effects are marvellous,

considering the straightened opportunities. And how
bis operas run I Being an ambitious man, his chief

distress is, that he is not suffered to jiroduce new
works as fast as he can write them. 'The charm of
the old ones lasts too long.

One of Off'enbach's lightest and simplest operettes

was last Satiirdav evening presented at the French
Theatre, in Niblo's Saloon, " La Kose de St.

Fleur " is easv and free from complication, and
therefore does not overtask the musical resources of

Mr. .Tuignct's company. It introduces three persons

—Miss Anna Hamburg, Mr. Juignet, and Mr. Ed-
gard. The lady sang the lively little melodies with

taste and considerable effect. The gentlemen did

their best, and Mr. Juignet's best, especially, was
very satisfactory. The action was excellent, and,

as the incidents of tiie piece are funny beyond com-
pare, it is needless to say that the audience was
highly delighted. Of the music of "La Rose," we
have only to remark, that it is quite in Offenbach's

most sparkling vein. The melodies rise like the

vapors of a delicate and fragrant wine.

If a theatre could be devoted, here in New York,
to purposes somewhat similar to those of the Paris

"Bouffes," it would not only be a pleasant surprise

to the public, but also a profitable one for any mana-
ger. The operas of Offenbach and his associates

are only a refinement upon the vaudeville represen-

tations which, when good, always prove popular in

every community. Even a musical farce is better

liked than one that is not musical. Mrs. John
Wood owes a great part of ber popularity to the

fact that she is liberal in introducing music to her

audiences. Mrs. Sedley Brown is more in the mind
of the public as a graceful singer than as a charming
actress, albeit her real strength is in her acting.

Wherever a musical reputation is associated with

any theatre, it is invariably beneficial. There are

more direct proofs. Mr. Julius Eichherg's two-act

opera, " The Doctor of Alcantara," which is written

precisely according to the Offenbach model, had a
success in Boston, at the Museum, which ought to

warrant much encouragement of effort in the same
direction.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

Boieldieu's Piano.

People have always attached a great value to

objects formerly belonging to great men. It

seems as though these material mementoes kept

up some mysterious relation with the individual

who resided long with them. For instance,

wliat musician, after having sat down before

Boieldieu's piano, will not, on retiring, experi-

ence a secret emotion, as if the shade of the

master were moving invisible around him ? How
many respectful and charming thoughts will be

evoked by the sight of the ivory kej-s, worn by
the familiar touch of the fingers of him who
composed La Dame Blanche ! This sacred relic

has just been discovered—according to a French

contemporary—at La Havre, under tlie following

circumstances

:

" A short time since, there was a sale by auction

of the furniture of one of the large hotels in the

town, the proprietor retiring in consequence of hav-

ing made his fortune. Among the furniture off'ered

for sale, was an old, neglected, dirty piano, which

for years had been degraded by being employed as a

kind of sideboard. Its appearance was so wretched

that no one conld be found to give more li'.in forty

francs for it. The purchaser, fancying that if set to

rights it might once more render good service, deter-
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mined to have it repaired. What was his surprise

on discovering on the instrument, near the strings of

the highest register, a signature concealed beneath a

thick coating of dust ! When the dust had been re-

moved, the name of Boieldieu was distinctlv visible.

As soon as his first emotion was past, the new
owner of the piano reflected that the name might
have been placed where it was by some other hand
than that of the renowned composer. However, it'was

worth while to have the matter cleared up. In the

first place, the signature in question was compared
with manuscripts authenticated as Boieldieu's. The
resemblance was perfect ; no expert would have hes-

itated in declaring that the name and the manu-
scripts were all written by the same hand. Encour-

aged by this result to pursue his investigations, the

purchaser, wishing to acquire and group together ir-

refutable proofs of the origin of the instrument,

thought he could not do better than go at once to the

fountain head, and apply to the master's son, M.
Adrien Boieldieu. The statement received from

that gentleman is so precise, that there can exist no

doubt as to the authenticity and value of this 'treas-

ure trove.'
"

This piano is the last upon which Boieldieu

worked. Besidesjother productions, he. composed

upon it bis last opera ; Les deux Nuils. The
relic, however, is cnrions for several reasons ; it

Teas the first piano with " cinviers Ircnifpo.tilevr.'i"

ever manufactured. Boii-ldieu bought it of MM.
Roller and Blanchet, celebrated makers of the

piano, for whom he entertained a profound es-

teem. He wished, in purchasing their piano, to

give the merit of the innovation the support of

his name and the influence of his authority, as a

competent judije of the instruments sent out by
the firm—which, we believe, is no longer in e.x-

istence. Boieldieu's piano—according to M. V.

Blum—(the writer who contributes the informa-

tion to our French contemporary)—now belongs

to M. Santallier, editor of the Jnurnnl du Hnrre,

who would not change it for Rachel's guitar or

Marie Antoinette's harpsichord.

—

London Muii-

cdl World.

Joseph Haydn and His Princely Patrons.

By Doctor L.

Translated for the N. Y. Musical RevUw hy Fanny M. Ray-
nioDd.

Continued from page 372.

This is a good opportunity to correct some er-

rors into which Haydn's biographers, Dies and
Griesinger, have fallen. Griesinger says: "In

the so-called " Creation " mass (No. 4 of the

Breitkopf edition), Haydn, reflecting that the

great majority of human sins proceed from a
want of modesty, has written the " Agnus " in

the light and playful style of the aria in the

Creation, " Der thauendeMorgen," and the dole-

ful Miserere follows it in full chorus. Dies

gives another version ; he says, that duting the

composition of the "Agnus," the composer felt

convinced, that God would at last pardon the re-

pentant creature, and became so joyful in con-

viction, that, consoled and cheerful, he wrote the

Miserere of the " Agnus " in Allegro movement.
The best of the above is, that the slight reminis-

cence from the "Creation" occurs in the "Gloria"
and not in the "Agnus" of this mass, while Dies's

hypothesis falls to the ground, from the fact, that

you may look in vain through all Haydn's masses
to find a i-ingle Miserere in Allegro tempo ; the
above-mentioned " Agnus" proceeds, in masterly
beauty, andante, from beginning to end. We
see, that in spite of following Goethe's advice :

"In the expounding keep up your courage;
Is there naught to explain, add EOmething to it."

the expounders—the musical ones at least—have
been generally unfortunate, from Haydn's inter-

preters down to Marx, who sees in a Beethoven
Andante (Pianoforte Sonata, opus 14, No. 2,)

the work-room of a younf» girl, who wrinkles her
forehead into frowns, because her knitting does
not go as she wishes. Absurdities without end !

Haydn's love for his native land and the reign-

ing family, I pass over as universally known, and
more willingly since my vouchers had httle new
to add to what we have all heard on the subject.

It is certainly less known tiial his brother Michael
was also of the same mind. When he came back
to Austria, an old man, to direct in Vienna a

mass that he had composed, as he crossed the

boundaries, he threw himself to the ground, and
kissed, with tears, the native earth, which he
trod once more after a long absence. One par-

ticular I must mention here. I have either

heard or read, that on the taking of Vienna, Na-
poleon, whom Joseph Haydn counted among the

number of his admirers, in order to protect the

composer from possible insults, and his house
from plunder, ordered a strong guard to be
placed round the dwelling ; until he understood
Napoleon's reasons, the old man, whose patriot-

ism was universally known, was very much
alarmed at this attention. I cannot find any
mention of this anecdote, which is thoroughly

characteristic of the compieror, and to which a
pendant may be found in the protection he gave
in Milan to Leonardo da Vinci's " Last Supper,"
either in Griesinger or Dies ; neither could I ob-

tain any corroboration of it from any of my Eis-

enstadt sources.

As to those relics of the great composer,
which city and castle may yet possess, I think,

the reader will share with me my feeling of dis-

appointment, to use the mildest expression,

when he learns how few manuscripts have been
found, in comparison with the enormous number
of compositions by Joseph Haydn, and when he
reflects on what a priceless source of authentic
te.xts his manu.scripts would have been. Koche]
in his masterly catalogue of the 626 so far discov-

ered works of Mozart, speaks of no less than 440
in the original hand-writing.

There were many reasons for this unfortunate
result in Haydn's case. His carelessness was one
cause, and his modesty and excessive timidity

about collecting or preserving his manuscripts,
was another ; he did Hot lay the same value on
them, as did Mozart, who left 270 autographs,

mentioned in his will, which have since come into

the possession of Andre in Offenbach. Prinster

told me, that even in Haydn's life, while he was
still chapel leader, his manuscripts were often

found missing ; and if his arrantly prosaic wife

found any of his writings lying about at home,
she used to gather them up, and like the Vandal
she was, consumed them, in preference to any
other pa|)ers, in the kitchen ; this Plaimschauer
told Prinster as a fact. Many of his manu-
scripts were doubtless presented, after Haydn's
death, to some of bis noble admirers by prince

Nicholas, who did not love the master's music

;

many were mislaid during the sequestration,

which subsequently happened.

And so it is, that the musical archives possess

only insignificant autographs of a man, who was
once the pride and ornament of the princely

house ; the most important is the first act of the

operetta, " La pescatrice," of the year 1 769.

The fifty autographs of large compositions by
Joseph Haydn, which, as Griesinger proves, were
assured to the prince during Haydn's life by
contract, have disappeared, without leaving a
trace behind; and also the manuscripts of Mi-
chael Haydn's compositions, which, according to

his biographers, he left to the prince as a grateful

ai^knowledgement of the pension he had received

and which must have been sent to Eisenstadt, as

hardly a line of his is to be found in Salzburg,
particularly in St. Peter's. Of the numerous
compositions of Michael Haydn, St. Peter's in

Salzburg only possesses (according to a commu-
nication of my friend R. von Kochel), a Litany
of the venerable sacrament, and the two unfin-

ished Requiem Masses in the original score, be-

sides five Graduals, one Sequence, and one Veni
Sancte Spiritus, with clavier accompaniment.
In Eisenstadt I found only a little fragment ot a

church composition at Father Dominick's, profes-

sor there.

For the mass, "In tempore belli," which A.
Fuchs spoke of as being in the prince's possession,

I sought in vain. Some ten years ago, Ahl still

saw a great part of the manuscripts of the
Scotch songs, which have since disappeared from
the archives ; and a not much longer time ago,

the manuscript of a Litany, which Cherubini
composed for prince, Nicholas, was lost in conse-

quence of having been lent.

What I discovered for myself in the way of

Haydn relics in Eisenstadt, were : two letters of
unimportant contents, written by Haydn in the
years 176.3 and 180.3; and, with music director

Seltz, thirty-six of those forty-five canons, framed
under glass, with which Joseph Haydn decorated
his dwelling, and which, as he used to say with
proper pride, made such a room ornament as no
prince could boast. Apart from their musical

value, these canons seemed to me of peculiar in-

terest from their texts, which certainly had not
been cliosen at random, but had been placed to-

gether with plan and purpose, and whose relig-

ious, philosophical, intellectual, or humorous
meanings gave an admirable picture of the views

of life, and the circle of ideas of the man, whose
chambers were once ornamented by them.

Some of them touched, with half discovered

satire, upon certain ceremonies of the court,

which probably might have been sung, but not

spoken of.

Vienna is richer than Eisenstadt in Haydn
manuscripts, and the court library, the Musical

Union archives, and the Artaria private collec-

tion are the principal depositories thereof As
to the precious aiitografih collections, so rich in

Haydn relics, of Fischhof and A. Fuchs, the first

onl}' lately passed into another country ; that of

Fuclis was se|)arated ; the principal ])art of it,

quite unlijUB of its kind, came into the possession

of Thalberg ; the rest belongs to Putsch, dealer

in works of art, in Augsburg.
Joseph Haydn rests in the Berg-church of Eis-

enstadt, (Eisenstadt consists of three divisions

:

the Berg-city (the princely one), the proper

Eisenstadt, which is a royal free-city, and the

appurtenances of the castle, which form a parish

of themselves,) whither his body was conveyed
in 1819. When his tomb was opened, the body
was found without a head. It was supposed that

some raging j)hrenologist had stolen it ; and, in-

deed, this fantastic, pitiless search after the bid-

den springs of nature (to which, it is well known
that Schiller's skull also fell a sacrifice,) became
so horribly common in Vienna, that the old poet

Denis in his will invoked the authority of the

law against the desecration of his own remains.

It is just possible that some Englishman—for in

England Haydn worship ha<l reached the boiling

point just then—was the original instigator of

the deed.

The monument, which the prince did not

erect, until urged to do so by English princes in

the year 1820, is simple, not to say poor enough.

An ordinary marble tablet, bordered with com-
mon sandstone, to which they have tried to give

the appearnce of granite by speckling it with

color. The inscription has a strange effect ; in-

stead of ascribing to Haydn the authorship of

the " Seasons," the " Seven Words," the "Crea-
tion," &c., in large letters, the largest are given

to his title as an Oxford Mus. Doc. Was an
Englishman the author of the inscription ? *

It is not possible to make Joseph Haydn and
his art our subject, without repeated references

to the princely house, which he served for so

many years. Like many other things, indeed,

what this composer was, and how he became so,

is yet enigmatical ; his late development, the

contrast between the works he wrote in Esterhaz

and Eisenstadt, the visibly increasing prominence
of virtuosity, even in the church compositions of

his latter period, can only find an explanation,

both natural and satisfactory, in the circum-

stances and relations, amid which he moved dur-

ing the greater part of half a century.

Haydn officiated as chapel-master under the

following princes of the house of Esterhazy-Ga-
lantha :

Paul Antony, t 1761

Nicholas Joseph, t 1790

Antony, t 1794

Nicholas, t 1833

* Unless Dr. L. could have verified the above siippositionB,

he would have displayed better taste in suppresaing them—
especially as, judging from hia remarks, Haydn'e body, but
for the English, might have lain some time without a tablet

above it;—but the day of national pique and prejudice has

not yet passed away, and Dr. L is by do means the only per-

son who has attempted to throw ridicule on the Englitsh, be-

cause they have shown more liberal appreciation in honoring
and rewarding men of genius, than their own countrymen
have always done. Translator.
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He nras 28 years old, when he entered the

princely service in 1760, and 77, when he died

in 1809 under Nicholas.

I find this statement necessary to obviate the

mistake, into which Griesinger and Wurzbach
still more have fallen ; the former makes Haydn
enter under prince Nicholas, and the latter says

in his brochure, "Joseph Haydn and his brother

Michael," at page 10, that Haydn entered the

princely service under prince Nicholas Joseph,

and at page 22, that prince Antony was his first

patron, while in the course of the work he re-

peatedly confounds the princes Nicholas Joseph
and Nicholas.

As we see from the above statement, Haydn
only served one year under Paul Antony ; and
as he was in England durini part of Antony's
reign, we can regard the princes Nicholas Joseph
and Nicholas as those who consequently exer-

cised the greatest influence over Haydn, both as

man and artist.

I regret, that on account of the great space of

time that already divides us from that period,

during which, for nearly thirty years, the master
served prince Nicholas Joseph, that I have little

new to relate as to this most important time, and
can give but a brief glance at Havdn's develop-
ment under his most influential patron.

When the young artist, already an accomp-
lished, self-taught musician {autodidnkl) , and a

successful debutant in different branches of
composition, even operatic, entered prince Paul
Antony's service, it seemed as if his reputation

and career were to begin like Grecian tragedy,
with the simple car of Thespis ; for at the same
time that the prince became partial to Haydn's
musical talent, a marionette theatre of the most
primitive kind was taken into favor. Prinster

said, that four singers, two men and two women,
sat in front of the stage, and sang words, to which
Haydn wrote the music, while the wire-drawn
puppets on the boards above, moved about and
acted the story.

As prince Nicholas Joseph, who followed Paul
Antony a jear after Haydn's entrance, more
and more appropriated the joung man's talent

for this and other kinds of musical writing, his

employment, which had been so far confined to

writing for puppet plays, and some favorite in-

struments—baritone and violin—began to ac-

quire larger dimensions ; soon the artist found
himself overwhelmed with commissions, which he
fulfilled to his own satisfaction, and that invited

him to new musical experiments and undertak-
ings, while the increase of his material forces

equalled the increase of his occupations. The
number of the orchestra was enlarged to thirty

;

the marionette theatre was gradually made use

of in the representation of spiritual and profane
operettas, one of which delighted the empress
Slaria Theresa during a visit, until at length the

prince concluded to build a small opera house
;

for this our master wrote no less than thirteen

Italian operas, and an incredible number of
works of all kinds, especially symphonies and
quartets, whose fame soon began to spread beyond
the limits of Hungary and Austria.*

This was the result of the fortunate circum-
stances that brought together such a genius, and
the right man to develope and encourage it ; for

the prince, a valiant swordsman—the rare com
mander's cross of the order of Theresia decora-
ted his breast—was amateur enough to under-
stand what treasure be possessed in Haydn, but
too little to lead him. He supported and en-
couraged him, and allowed him to work in his

own waj'. So much and no more, does "enius
need in its development. And so we see the
beautifully harmonious reciprocity between
Haydn and his prmcely Maecenas, one trusting

in the genius of his artist, the other rising with
every fresh task nearer to the natural height of
his spirit, and how courage and pleasure contin-
ually increase between them—one setting fresh

tasks, the other striving to realiz« the ideal that
floated ever before him, and this successful pa-
tronship going on for thirty years I Esterhazy-
Haydn resembles one of those business firms of
the middle ages, that used to begin modestly by
supplying local needs, then as business flourished,

commenced exportation, and at length attaining
a wide renown, commanded the markets of the
world with their goods.

But the excellent prince only lived to see a
part of his nursling's world-wide fame ; Haydn's
principal works, those that made him immortal,
were nearly all written after the death of Nich-
olas Joseph, during the four year's reign of
prince Antony, (and whom we may aptly pass
over, as Haydn, in consequence of his stay in

England, saw very little of him), and under
prince Ni(!hola3, with whom he lived 15 }ears,

from 1794 until his death.

(To b€ continued.)

* Iq E^terhaz. where the charrh was Tery diaiinntive.
there w:ta neither room nor occa=ion for great church music.
And thus, without taking refuge in " late matoritv." we can
account in the mo=t oataral manner for Haydn's writing his
great, solemn masses in Ei=enPtadt under Nichola.'s. where he
had means and space, and only Mh^<E Brevts for Nicholas Jo-
seph in E^terhaz, with the exception of one for Mariazell.
One of these, according to Prio-ster. the St Nicholas with its

admirable Cryrijixus. he sent to Werner, then chorus director
in Eisenstadt, and a learned contrapuntist, who. forming his
notions from it. scolded Haydn as a •• dandy.'' and his work
as " frivolous sing-song." Wurzbach gires in his brochure,
page 17. a sort of catalogue of the collected works of the
master copied from the master's own dictation, for the musi-
cal archives, preserved in Eisensta>it. of which I also pos-sess

a copy, thanks to Uhl's kindness. But as the old man's mem-
ory was already beginning to fail at the time he dictated, the
catalogue, although given by himself, is neither perfect nor
undoubted: for example, only fifteen clavier sonatas are men-
tioned. Unfortunately this statement of Wurzbach "s. copied
only too literaliy from that of the painter Dies, when it speats
of Haydn's church compositions, contains so mncb that is in-
correct and incomprehensible, that some of my readers will

perhaps thank me for giving them here a summary list of
those works according to the thematic compilation by A.
Fuchs. which 1 pos.eess. According to this credible and recog-
nized authority. Haydn wrote 22 church works, of which 1.3

were Mas.ses. 4 short. 9 solemn ones, Of the solemn masses, 3
are in C. 4 in B flat, one in E. one in D minor : of the best
known short ones... one is in G. one excellent one ?n B flat.

Some of these, according to the £i.=hion of that day. were
named after a saint, like the St. Nicholas above mentioned
(the defective manuscript in the Artaria collection.) or St. O-
cilia; and someafter the occasion that called them forth, like
the Nelsonis. in honor of Nelson's victory, composed 1798.
(manuscript in the Vienna court library), one " In tempore
belli'^ (composed 1793. manuscript in Esterhaz?). a Cellensio
(of 1782. manuscript once with Fuchs. now in the Institution
Gottweih): some named after characteristics of their own,
like the earlier mentioned Creation mass, and a Hsrmony
mass, on account of its peculiar treatment: to the short
masses the composer him-self gave the title. ''Sunt bona mix-
ta malis." The list by Fuchs also contains : 2 Te Deums. .3

Salve reginas. one of the year 1771 (manu-script in the Berlin
court library i: 4 offertories ; Non nobis Domine, Haee diesi
sacra. Ejus sptemum. Ad aras convolute : 4 arranged choruses
with sacred words, three taken from Haydn's own '•Ritomo di
Tobia.'' and the fourth from a cantata that was probably
composed, for the Institution Gsttweih in 1768.

The London "Music Halls."

In the columns of The Observer, in August last,

certain severe but welWeserved strictures were made
upon the loose and irregular manner in which the
London music halls—more especially those calling
themselves of the higher class—were conducted , and
upon their gross perversion from the professed de-

signs with which they were originally started—the
improvement of the musical tastes of the masses.
In returning again to the subject, we are sorry to say
there is reason to fear that little, if any improve-
ment has since taken place ; on the contrary, in one
or two cases especially matters have become worse.
The " Music Halls " of London are now as "plenti-

ful as blackberries." There is hardly a thorough-
fare throughout the metropolis, with the slightest

pretensions to publicity, but what one or more of the

numerous public houses in its line has the words
"Music Hall" painted up over its doors, and a flaming
bill in its window announcing a list of the " talented
company" engaged ; the names of acrobats, niggers,

and "comic ladies" figure in large type, throwing
into the shade outside the house—as thev do inside

—

the names and efforts of the musical professors whose
misformnes or necessities compel them to accept en-

gagements in these places. It is not, however, on
this class of music-halls, injurious as is their exist-

ence to the morals of the yonng men and women of
the humbler classes, that the remarks in this paper
will be made—a separate article can well be devoted
to them. It is to those " mnsic halls " who profess
to give " classical and operatic music of a high
character," sustained by " vocalists of established

reputation," and who vie with each other in the

costliness and beauty of the building and its decora-
tions, that the following observations are intended
more especially to apply. The "halls," which may
he considered as belonging to this class, are five in

number, viz , the Canterhury, in the Upper Marsh,
Lambeth ; Weston's, in Holbum ; the O.xford, in

Oxford-street ; the London Pavilion, in Tichbome-
slreet, Hayinarfcet ; and the Alhambra, in Leicester-
square. Each of these halls is carried on upon one

principle— pandering to the lower tastes of their

visitors, instead of aiming to improve them. The
class of entertainments is the same in each hall, only
modified or amplified to suit the nersons who fre-

quent them, and it may not be uninteresting to

notice the latter point in connection with others.
Each of the above halls, while it has a fair sprinkling
from the general public, has its own peculiar class

of visitors by which it is mainly supported.
The Canterbury chiefly depends on the small

tradesmen and operatives of the Lambeth workshops,
and men connected with the river steamers and craft;

while there is also always a strong, nightly element
in the shape of detachments from the household of
regiments, and recruiting parties from Charles
Street, TVe«tminster. The female patrons are

chiefly the sweethearts or relatives of the male visit-

ors, though a few " unfortunates " drop in during
the evening to relieve the checrlessness and dispel the

miserv- of their vocation. It is but fair to say that,

while the Canterbury is patronized by a more hum-
ble class of visitors than any of its competitors, it

undoubtedly is now, as it has always been, the best

conducted in respect to order and decorum amongst
the audience. "The decent tradesman or mechanic
may take his wife, daughter, or sweetheart to the

Canterbury without much danger of their eyes or

ears being outraged or polluted by the conduct and
language of the vicious of both sexes, as is the case

in several of the other halls. For the last three

months the performances of "flying-men" and "dar-

ing gymnasts" have ceased at the Canterbury, and a
little more attention has been paid to its legitimate

business—music—although there is yet room for

great improvement. The worn out "nigger busi-

ness," however, still flourishes here, and the comic
singing is still as destitute of humor as ever, but as

full of slang and buffoonery. The ''comic sensation

ladies," have, happily, disappeared. The senseless

encore system is in full force, to the great annoyance
of the majority of the hearers. Weston's is largely

patronized by the fast City shopman and clerk, the

sporting publican, the small bookmaker of the Turf,

and the profession of the "noble art of self-defence."

The female visitors are few, and the majority of them
belonging to the class who " love n"t wisely hut too

well." The gymnasts have been dispensed with, and
the singing much impro%'ed, although, from the avo-

cations and pursuits of a large class of the visitors,

and the conversation indulged in by them, it is quite

evident the love of music is not the motive of their

attendance. The lobby of the hall is like the betting

room at Tattersall's in a low way, and the continu-

al discussion on the merits of a certain quadruped
or biped—often the greatest animal of the two—is a
great nuisance to those who come to "hear a song,"
a pleasure from which they are often entirely debar-

red. Ths Oxford, which may be considered the most
aristocratic of all the music halls, is supported by
the fast shopmen of West End, the counter "swells"
of Regent Street and the Haymarket, who desire to

dawdle away the hours before midnight by a little

"slow" business, that they may enter on the "fast"

with a greater zest. The general quality of the en-
tertainment is good—much too good for the atten-

tion bestowed upon it by the great hulk of the audi-

ence. The gymnastic business is here abolished;

but the abominable comic sensation lady business is

retained, as being the only portion of the entertain-

ments which can attract the attenrion of the blas€

fiahitu^ of the lobbies and stalls. The London
Pavilion is simply the Haymarket and Regent
Street under cover. Vice is here triumphant, deck-

ed out in all its meretricious attractions. The male
visitors are a medley of foreign adventurers of all

descriptions, English rakes and rou& of all ages and
classes ; while the females are exclusively composed
of the " dress ladies," who, their freshness having
faded, have been discarded from the West End in-

troductory houses. The entertainments at this

"music hall" are merely a "blind." The singing is,

however, tolerably good ; and as much order as pos-

sible is kept, considering the class of visitors the

proprietor has to deal with. The Alhambra, of all

the music-halls, is the one least entitled to use the

name. The entertainments here are almost entirely

made of acrobatic and gymnastic performances, and
those not of most pleasing character. The pro-

gramme comprises the Brothers Conrad, on the

high and low rope ; the Petite Monstres, the " dar-

inge" trapez, feats of the Brothers Talliott, and the

"astounding" performance of Olmar, "the flying

bird." The performances of the latter two are cer-

tainlv of the most extraordinary and daring charac-

ter, but are most painful to witness, as the least hitch

in the arrangements, or the failure of the performer

to execute his feat, must result in his instantaneously

being dashed to atoms. It is ridiculous to say that

an evening's entertainment, made up chiefly of per-

formances of this description, entitles the place of ex-
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hibition to style itself a "Music Hall." The com-
pany at this place are strongly impregnated with the

Leicester-Square foreign element, who mny possibly

admire these sensational exhibitions. There is one
feature connected with this place calling for comment.
The balcony is converted into a promenade for loose

women and the simpletons who run after them, and
the scenes tliat may be nightly witnessed in the open
streets of the Ilaymarket are here re-enacted, to the

great disgust and annoyance of the respectable por-

tion of tlte audience, such as they are.

There can be no doubt that music-halls, properly

conducted, would tend to the healthy recreation

and instruction of the people ; and it is matter of

regret that they should have been so perverted from
their original designs. It is only by public opinion,

influenced by the voice of the press, shat they can

be retained within their legitimate bounds; but,

should that fail, they ought to lie placed under the

same control as theatres, to which they have proved
formidable rivals. By this course their performances

would be legitimatized, their licentiousness crushed,

their respectability improved, and their usefulness

augmented.
fWe really cannot see of what use they can be,

under any circumstances. Musio and gin-and-water

(&c.). have nothing whatever in common.

—

Ed.
Mus. World.

The Orchestra.

BY C. P. CEANCH.

I.

THE VIOLIN.

The versatile, discursive violin,

Light, tender, brilliant, passionate, or calm,

Sliding with careless nonchalance within

His range of ready utterance, wins the palm

Of victory o'er his fellows for his grace

;

Fine, fluent speaker, polished gentleman.

Well may he be the leader of the race

Of blending instruments—fighting in the van

With conscious ease and fine cbivalric speed
;

A very Bayard in the field of sound,

Rallying his struggling followers in their need,

And spurring them to keep their hard-earned

ground.

So the fifth Henry fought at Azincour,

And led his followers to the breach once more.

II.

THE VIOLONCELLO.

Larger and more matured, deeper in thought,

Slower in speech and of a graver tone,

His ardor softened, as if years had wrought

Wise moods upon him, living all alone,

A calm and philosophic eremite,

—

Yet at some feeling of remembered things,

Or passion smothered, but not purged quite,

Hark ! what a depth of sorrow in those strings !

See, what a storm growls in his angry breast

!

Yet list again ; his voice no longer moans
;

The storm hath spent its rage and Is at rest.

Strong, self-possessed, the violoncello's tones
;

But yet too oft, like Hamlet, seem to me
A high soul struggling with its destiny.

III.

THE OBOE.

Now come with me, beside this sedgy brook.

Far in the fields, away from crowded street

;

Into the flowing water let us look.

While o'er our heads the whispering elm-trees

meet.

There will we listen to a simple tale

Of fireside pleasures and of shepherd's loves

;

A reedy voice sweet as the nightingale

Shall sing of Corydon and Amaryllis
;

The grasshopper shall chirp, the bee shall hum,
The stream shall murmur to the water-lilies,

And all the sounds of summer noon shall come.

And mingling in the oboe's pastoral tone.

Make them forget that man did ever sigh and

IV.

THE TRUMPETS AND TROMBONES.

A band of martial riders next I hear.

Whose sharp brass voices cut and rend the air.

The shepherd's tale is mute, and now the ear

Is filled with a wilder clang than it can bear

;

Whose arrowy trumpet notes so short and bright.

The long-drawn wailing of that loud trombone.

Tell of the bloody and tumnltuous fight,

The march of victory and the dying groan.

O'er the green fields the serried squadrons pour,

Killing and burning like the bolts of heaven
;

The sweetest flowers with cannon-smoke and gore

Are all profaned, and Innocence is driven

Forth from her cottages and wooded streams.

While over all red Battle fiercely gleams.

V.

THE IJORNS.

But who are these far in the leafy wood,

Mnrmnring sucli mellow, hesitating notes.

It seems the very breath of solitude.

Loading with dewy balm each breeze that floats 1

They are a peasant-group, 1 know them well,

The diffident, conscious horns, whose muiBed
speech

But half expresses what their souls would tell.

Aiming at strains their strength can never reach
;

An untaught rustic band ; and yet how sweet

And soothing comes their music o'er the soul

!

Dear poets of the forest, who would meet

Your melodies save where wild waters roll.

Reminding us of Him who by his plough

Walked with a laurel-wreath upon his brow

!

Boston, May, 1843.

Jfoigljfs loiirnitl of Swsk.
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Concert Eeview.

Philharmonic Concerts.— The fourth

concert fell upon a bitter cold and windy night,

a rough shock to our fair-weather sensibilities

after such a lamb-like winter
; yet the Music

Hall was almost as full of people as before. It

was a richly interesting concert, save that there

was somewhat too much of the solo-playing busi-

ness, excellent as it all was in point of virtuosity.

Yet it was precisely upon this, and this exclu-

sively, that Mr. Carl Zerrahn had dwelt in

his announcements, appearing to believe that the

i' lady violinist" and the extraordinary trombone

player would be the main attractions to the pub-

lic, while not a word was said of Symphony or

Overtures. The Symphony and Overture were

none the less there, and none the less excellent

for all that ; only we think it would be in better

taste and decidedly more dignified, to announce

these as the principal features of the entertain-

ment, and the virtuoso things as incidental and
subordinate, even though more people might go
in for the confectionery than for the solid meats.

This was the programme :

Part I.

1. Symphony—No. 7. (A major) Beethoven
2. Transcription, for Trombone. *'Die Thrane". . . .Stigelli

Herr P. Letsch.
3. Fantasia—"Souvenir de Mozart." Alard

M'Ue. Camilla Urso.

Part n.
4 Overture, "The Naiad3,'' Sterndale Bennett
5. Violin Solo, "Lo RSve," Felix Simon

[By request].

M'Ue. Camilla Urso.
6. Concerto, for the Trombone F.David

1. Allegro con fuoco.
2. Marciafunebre.

3. Finale Allegro.

Berr P. Let.''ch.

7. Capriccio, on themes from " Fille du regiment,". Artot
M'lle. Camilla Urso.

8. Overture to "Oberon"
,

"Weber

Of the Seventh Symphony, so nysterious and

profound in its slow movement, so joyous and so

grand in all the others ; reaching a height of

ecstacy in the middle of the Scherzo, which be-

comes sublime, a heavenly translation as it were
;

a Symphony which will always dispute the palm

with the C minor and the Ninth or " Choral,"

and therefore one of the three greatest that ex-

ist—we need only say that it was performed and

was enjoyed as well as usual, and that whatever

it suffered in its performance or the impression

was chiefly due to the moderate size of the or-

chestra (that is to say, the want of a great body

of strings), and to the disturbance from late-

comers incident to its being placed at the begin-

ning of the programme. Even the low, mysteri-

ous opening of the second movement suffered

from this latter cause.

Sterndale Bennett's "Naiads "is a romantic,

charming overture ; perhaps the best work of the

best of English composers. It is constructed on

the same plan with Mendelssohn's "Melusina "

and " Hebrides" Overtures, and indeed breathes

something of the same spirit, the same fairy fan-

cy, altboiigh in no sense can it be called an imi-

tation. If he followed fresh and admirable

models, he did wisely, and had none the less

chance to be original, as indeed he was. The

piece is a genuine artistic creation ; has one beau

tiful leading idea, which pervades it throughout,

and to which his orchestra is faithful to the end
;

and which you are never weary of, as much as it is

worked up, but find it still invested with new

interest. This is the characteristic of truly

classical works. It has also some delicious episodes

and side thoughts, with delicate, choice bits of

instrumental coloring. It was time that so nice

an Overture should be brought out again ; and

those Mendelssohn Overtures, whose revival has

been the most notable good feature of this win-

ter's concerts, naturally suggested it. It was

played with spirit and with delicacy. Weber's

" Oberon " formed a good counterpart, and

good close to the entertainment. Happy is any

one who can carry its mood home with him ; it is

so quickening, so full of fine life, such a spell to

banish common-place thoughts that drag you

down. And so it must be confessed that the

orchestral selections—for these three were the

only ones—were of the most satisfactory order,

although, like the best people, angel visits, &c.,

they came unannounced.

Camilla Urso, of course, played di-

vinely, so far as mere playing goes. It is an

exquisite pleasure simply to catch the pure tones

of her instrument, and to watch the harmony of

motion, face and quiet artistic pose and bearimr

with the music ; it is one perfect whole. Even
in the emptiest Variation pieces, you can look

and listen with somewhat the same kind of pleas-

ure, with which you idly watch a fountain spring-

ing in the sunshine, charmed by the perfect grace

and symmetry of each detail of form. But one

begins to be disappointed with the want of nov-

elty and want of character in the matter, al-

though never in the manner, of the exhibitions.

One wishes she would play better pieces ; her

talent is equal to the best ; the best alone is

worthy of it, and should command its service.

The title " Souvenirs of Mozart" was promising
;

how finely the Mozart melodies would sound on

those sensitively true strings of hers! But the

piece, beyond a pleasant reminiscence of the
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openiiifr theme in the G minor Symphony, of La

di darem with variations, and another air (from

Fignro, if we remomber riijhtly). was but a tame

and uninspired afFair ; it opens with a long intro-

duction which bears not the slightest affinity to

Mozart's style or spirit. That " Dream " again

— happy Simon's dream—• on muted strings, was

only a piece for that large class of listeners, who

ask not that there should be anything in their

music, but love to be "translated," as Nick

B was, by very soft sounds, dy-away p'lanis-

simnx, which seem to live on ijfter they are dead.

The Fitle du Regiment Capriccio consists of va-

riations of the ordinary mechanical pattern ; and

here again it was the execution, and not the

piece, that had any claim upon the hearer.

Hurr Lktsch forestalled favor by his pleasant

face. In his first pi'ece, Stigelli's song about

" the Tear," he certainly subdued his long, un-

wieldy instrument to a soft, rich singing quality,

and made it sing the melody with chaste and

true e.xpression, The trombone is an honest,

genuine instrument, with a character of its own,

and quite a noble one ; not a hybrid, like the

cornet and Sax-tuba family. In the orchestra it

is invaluable; it is interesting for once to hear

how obedient it may become in the hands of so

skilful a virtuoso as Herr Letseh. We can

praise the taste which he displayed in rendering

the song ; the orchestral accompaniments, too,

deserved attention. The Concerto in three

movements sounded the heights and depths of

the instrument, and brought in play its smooth-

est passages and its most startling subterranean

blasts. We confess to being tired of it before it

was over, though the skill of the performer was

extraordinary. In Herr Letsch's hands, we had

rather hear a solo on the trombone, than on a

Sax-horn or cornet ; and that is about as much

as we can say.

Orchestral Uniox. — For the Afternoon

Concert on Wednesday these indefatigable ca-

terers to the musical pleasure and education of

the many, offered an uncommonly good pro-

gramme :

1. Overture, " The Naiads," (op. 15)... .Sterndale Bennett
2. Capriccio, on themes from "La filie du regiment"

Mile. Camilla Urso. Artot
3. Symphony. No. 4, (op. 60 in B flat) Beethoven
4 Concert Waltz. "Tliermeu" Strauss
5. Andaute and Rondo Russe De Beriot

Mile. Camilla Urso.
6. Grand Finale from Tannhauser Wagner

Bennett's "Naiads" and the ever beautiful

Fourth Symphony in the same afternoon, might
be counted rare good fortune. The ear was oc-

casionallj disturbed by imperfect tune in a brass

instrument— especially in the drums, where they
play such an important part in the Adagio of the
Symphony; and there was room (in that same
movement) for more care in some instruments to

give the precise and full value to dotted notes,

whereby the figure and the passage lost much
of its life. Otherwise, the rendering of both
works was very good. Camilla Urso played
her old things, perfectly, as usual. The Music
Hall was completely filled; but it will be still

more crediable to a music-loving public when the
orchestra alone can fill it so.

Mlle. De La Motte's Soiree.—We regretted

our inability to attend, last Tuesday evening, the

private soire'e given hy this very fiiithful auci accom-

plished teacher, with her pupils. How successful her

efforts have been may be judged fi-om the Tran-

script's notice of that pleasant occasion :

Hitherto the.so purtios have taken place in hor large
school rooms, but as they proved inadequate to eon-
tain the company, recourse was had to the spacious
saloons of Messrs. Chiekering & Sons, which were

filled to repletion by the ilite of Boston society.

Mile, lie la Motte's sehoid heinir the only one nf the

kind in America, some details of its results will cer

tainly prove acceptable to our renders. Several short

pieces of Beethoven were played by young girls of

eight or nine with great expression. Chopin's waltz,

opera 64, no trifling task, was performed by an intel-

ligent girl of twelve, with genuine taste.

The last movement of Mozart's Sonata No. 2 was
rendered by another little girl with true fire and sen-

sibility. One of the grand mnrceaux of the evening,

Haydn's symphony No. 2, was pliiyeJ on four pianos

by eii^ht pupils, with perfect time, exquisite taste,

consummate expression, and a sensibility which ap
pealed directly to the heart. Here wns a mystery.
How could Mile, la Motte succeed in bringing young
girls not out of their teens to such a degree of artis-

tic perfection '!

The answer is, that almost all of them began the

study of music under her direction, and have re-

mained under her care for five, six, seven and eight

years.

This sOTre'e wBS given at three weeks' notice. A
romance bv Mozart, Weber's " Last Thought,"
Thalberg's " Home, Sweet Home," " Songs in the

Woods," by Vogel, were played in a remarkable
style, the execution fulfilling the expectations excited

by the prece'lins: performances. A quartet (overture

to William Tell) on two pianos, was finely executed
by four performers, the parts being rendered clearly

and blending agreeably in a manner to render all the

beauties of the composition salient.

It was, apparently, a hazardous experiment, to en-

trust Chopin's " Cradle Song " to a young girl of

sixteen, and yet she so acquitted herself as to reflect

the highest credit on herself anrl her teacher. The
passage wbere the child sinks to sleep was given in

charming style. " Moses," by Thalberg, was played

in a superior mannej'. A beautiful young lady of

fifteen played Beethoven's "Pathetic Sonata" very
finely. The grave movement, the allegro, the an

dante, and the gav and brilliant rondo, were most fe-

licitously rendered. Mademoiselle de la Motte finally

seated herself at the piano, and played Mendelssohn's
Trio in D minor in a style which indicated the true

and accomplished artist. The Andante was deeply

sympathetic, while the liehtness and vivacity of the

Scherzo could not be surpassed. The accompani-
ment by Messrs. Schultze and W. Fries displayed

the brilliant special talent of these two eminent per

formers. Altogether the soiree was a brilliant and

legitimate success.

Italian Opera.

It seems there is Italian Opera in Boston—at the

"Academy of Music " so-called—and Mr. Gkau is

manager—and it in on a pretty good scale of magni-

tude for these times—by no means the worst Opera

we ever had, and not the best. It has a pretty

large and effective orchestra, under Signer Mozio's

direction ; the usual chorus men and women, whose

voices for the most part are forcible, if not sweet

;

and the array of leading vocal artists is quite for-

midable : for soprani there are Mme. Whiting-

Lorini, Miss Kellogg, aud MUe. Cordier ; for con-

tralto, Miss Morensi ; for tenors, Brignoli, the well

known, and Maccaferri, whom in some respects it

will be well to know, and still another, Herr Hart-

mann, who does not let himself he known, at least

to the sense of hearing ; Sigs. Amodio and Barili .are

the baritones ; and Susini is the heavy basso prqfon-

do, and there are few heavier or more disnified.

—

They have already played three weeks. They have

plaved Martha, Norma, Ernani, Im, Sonnamhula, La
Figlia del Rw/gimento, La Favortta, &c., and for no-

velties, or next to novelties, Dinorah, by Meyerbeer,

and La Juive, by Hale'vy.

We (not the editoriid we) have had the pleasure of

hearing a portion of Miss Kellogg's performance

in the two familiar roles of Martha and Amina. She
has the same lively, charming grace as ever, and ex-

ecutes the florid music with fluency and brilliancy
;

the sentiment of the more touching situations, too,

is faithfully and naturally rendered. She of course

also was the Daughter of the Regiment, a part in

which she always delights the public. Brignoli
embellished the already sufficiently ornate music of

his part in La Sonnamhula. wdth little figures not of

the Bellini stamp precisely, and therefore not in

keeping. For the rest he is still Brignoli, singing

sometimes sweetly, richly, almost nobly, at other

times lackadaisically with a nasal and too common
quality of tone, and acting—but nobody expects

that of him. SrsiNi was almost too ponderous for

the Count Rodolfo, but it was a comfort to hoar his

round, true, well delivered tones.

We also heard the larger portion of "Dinorah" or
"Le Pardon de Ploermel." We had heard it once
before in Leipsic, and the experience was somnolent
and cheerless

; this time we did not fare much bet-

ter. We cannot feel that it is one of Meyerbeer's
best works. Touches of beauty it has ; melodies of

a somewhat peculiar beauty, .as well as others th.at

are commonplace, aud some who.se forced striving

after originality does not save them from common-
place ; novel and quaint effects of instrumentation,
of modulation, &c., which sometimes play in natu-

rally, but often seem over-calculated and cold. Of
ingenuity, skill, knowledge there is plenty ; inspira-

tion appears wanting. A pastoral and wicrd roman-
tic character is what all the music affects, and what
the strange plot dictates. The crazed senses of the

heroine, with her sad background of story, give the

key-note to the whole, making il all sombre, or else

sickly, dreamy and unreal (for skilful as are tho.sft

Hitting bits of sunshine melody over a clouded scene,

they do not enliven the impression). Nor does the

comic element in the part of Cnrrcnlino really

amount to hearty comedy ; how different the music

of his fears from Leporello's in the statue scene !

As here done hy Signer Brignoli, no one could pos-

sibly suspect that any comedy was intended. Mlle.

CoKDiER, whom we heard for the first time, was in-

deed charming. A fresh, bright, musical and flexi-

ble voice, a true soprano ; a facile, even execution,

equal to the trying passage work of the music ; and

a natural French grace of action, won decided favor

with the audience.' For the rest, we have borrowed

in another column from the Adrerlise.r, a description

of the opera, as it is, and as it !.s dona at the Acade-

mv. agreeing fully with all that is there said under

the latter head.

On Wednesday evening we sat throngh two acts

of Halevy's great work, " The .lewess," not with-

out pleasure, and not without weariness. It was put

upon the stage with considerable pomp and splendor,

and pomp and splendor for the most part character-

ize the music. There is one quiet piece in it, how-

ever, the scene of the celebration of the passover in

the Jew's house (tenor solo, with chorus), which is

without instrumental accompaniment, and really

boa-itiftd. Sig. Maccaferri, the tenor, threw great

force, vocal and dramatic, into the part of the Jew,

in the make-up of which he seemed to be completely

disguised, and we could not help imagining the voice

disguised for the same purpose, (supposing that a

tenor could be so self-sacrihcing), for certainly its

quality was most unpleasant. But he flings out the

high emphatic bursts with great energy, aud that

brings the house down. Sig. Snsi-vi moved and

sang a formidable Cardinal. Mme. Lorini has a

finely developed soprano voice, and is a very accom-

plished singer ; hut the part of the Jewess did not

appear particularly suited to her. Mlle. Cordier
was hardly sure of her music, as the Priucess, though

she looked charminirly ; and Ilerr HARTMANN,(Prince
Leopold, tenor) as we have before hinted, .sang with

scarce the shadow of a voice. The ensemble was for

the most part creditable.

Mlle. CamilL-^ TJrso has a complimentary Farewell Benefit

this evening- at Chickering's Hall, thus affording an opportu-

nity to hear her exquisite violin playing in a smaller i-oom

than heretofore. She will have the assistance of Mme. Lina

Kloss and Mr. HoQO LEONHAttn as pianists, and Mr. Kreiss-

MANN, vocalist ; and the programme includes classical and

choice things, as : the ''Hommage a Handel" by Mos-

cheles, for two pianos ; Schumann's Andante and Variations,

for two pianos ; songs hy Schubert, Schumann and Frana
;

Piano solos by Schumann and Ctiopin, &c. We expect to see

the hall quite filled.

xisxt Shoah
Amsterdam.—Jan. 19.—At the first concert of

the Society for the promotion of Music, we had

Schumann's Parodies und Perri, and a Psalm, hy
Van Bree. The solos were taken by Blad. Offer-

mann van Hove, Mad. Cuypers (an amateur), Herr
Schneider of Rotterdam, and Herr Rudolff of the

German theatre. The performance was on the

whole good, although, in certain details, much
was wanting as regards delicacy of expression.

Herr Richard Hoi conducted, and did his best to en-

sure success. The same Society gave their second

Popular Concert, under the "direction of Herr
Verhiilst, on the 28th ult. The programme com-

prised Symphony No. III., Mendelssohn ; overture

to Oli/mpia, Spontini ; do, to Egmont, Beethoven;

and choruses—Mozart, Mendelssohn, and Schumann.
The rooms were crowded, aud the success of the

orchestral pieces extraordinary. The Egmont over-

ture had to be repeated. The choruses, however,

sung by amateurs, were weak. Herr Verhiilst was
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unanimously called for at the enil of the concert.

—

The second takes place on the 25th inst., when Herr
Schneider, of Rotterdam, will sing. Herr Jean
Becker, the violinist, continues to reap laurels in

Holland. He played here for the third time at the

Students' Concert. The pieces were Mendels.«ohn's

concerto ; an "Intermezzo," with full hand, hy De
Hartog: ; and a napriccio of Herr Becker's composi-

tion. He was called on after eveiy performance.

—

The concerts of the Felix meritis have, if we except

the playing of Mad. Schumann at ihe last, presented

us with nothing rem.irkahle. This talented lady has

been as well received as on former occasions. She
is eng.aiied for the Hasrue, Rotterdam, and TJtrccht,

and will co-operate at the next concert for Chamher
Music given hy Herr Franz Coenen. Ever since

the departure of Madlle. Trehelli, a creat favorite

with the Amsterdam puhlic, the Italian opera has

hcen gradually dying out for want of support, al-

though it possesses two good singers in Mddle.
Fllippi [Adelaide Phillipps?] and M.ad. Lafont.

Italian music cannot hoast of many admirers in Hol-

land. The young composer, Richard Hoi, leaves us,

and settles in Utrecht, where he has heen appointed

conductor of the Town Concerts, in the place of

Herr KufFerath. honorahly pensioned. Herr Verhlilst

has heen elected Musical Director of the Society for

the Promotion of Music, Section " Amsterdam,"
and will take up his residence here. This is a vic-

tory for our city, and we have every reason to hope
that Herr Verhiilst's presence will exert a vivifying

influence noon musical matters.— Cor. ofthe "Nieder-

rkeinische Musik Zeitung."

Barmen.—Mendels=olin's oratorio of St. Piml
was given hy the " (>>n<'ordia" Society on the 30th

Decemher, Herr Oito from Berlin undertaking the

tenor part. The choruses had hcen well rehearsed,

and went o(f with spirit. The organ playing of

Herr Ewald contributed materially to the success of

the performance.

.MoNicH.—A new tragic opera. Die Foscari, hy
Herr Max Zenger, was lately produced here with

toleralile success, the composer being called for at its

conclusion.

Weimar. — Mad. Johanna Jachraann-Wagner,
who took part with Signer Sivori, the violinist, at a

Court Concert on the 1st inst., has appeared at the

express desire of the Grand Duke, as Iphigenia in

Goethe's famous tragedy.

London.

MosicAL Society of London.—The concert

opened the .'5th season, on Wednesday night, was a

really grand affair. We should imagine that at

least 1.500 "fellow^" and "associates," all, of course,

amateurs and professors alike, more or less critically

musical, formed part of the audience. St. James's

Hall never looked more brilliant, nor was ever con-

cert more thoroughly enjoyed. The prOLframme
was, on the whole, irrepro ichable, and hut for en-

oores awarded to two of the pieces, would not have

been a bit too long. The overtures were Spohr's

Der Alchymist, Sternd.ale Bennett's Naiades (the first

at the commencement, the last at the termination of

Part I) and Otto Nicolai's Merry Wives of IVIiidsor,

which brought the concert to "a right merry" ending.

The Symphony was Beethoven's No. 8 (in F), plac-

ed, as usual, at the beginning of Part II ; the con-

certo. Hummel, in A flat (pianoforte).

A more admirably balanced scheme could hardly

have been made out. About the execution, too, of

the various pieces we are able to speak in terms of

almost unqualified praise. The hand is, if possible,

more efficient than last year ; the conductor, Mr.

Alfred Mellon, remains in staiu quo—upon which he

may be congratulated, inasmuch as he stood in no
need of advancing.

The concerto of Hummel, one of the most elo-

quent ever written for the piano, was a genuine treat.

The finished beauty of the music was rivalled by the

no less finished beauty of the playing. Mdme. Ara-

bella Goddard, who had not appeared in London
since her benefit at the Monday Popular Concerts

(March 31, 1862), was welcomed with enthusiasm;

and her performance convinced her hearers that she

remained, as before, the peerless mistress of her in-

strument—the St. Cecilia of the keys. It was liter-

ally faultless from end to end—perfect alike in tone,

expression and manual agility.

The vocal music contained one point of genuine

interest ond novelty—viz., a scena from Mr. Henry
Smart's opera of Bertha, a composition full of dra-

matic power, sung with wonderful energy by Mdlle.

Parepa, immensely applauded. The other pieces

were "Da!la sua pace" [Don Giovanni), given with

true expression hy Signor Giuglini, and the duet for

Marguerite and Raoul (second act of the Huauenofs),
in which Madlle. Parepa was the Queen of Navarre
and Signor Giuglini the Huguenot leader.

—

Mus.
World, .Tan. 29.

JuLLiEN II.—M. Jullien, son of the unrivalled

regretted Jullien, made his first appearance as con-
ductor of an orchestra, on Monday night, at the
Argyll Rooms. For several years a member of the
late renowned musician's band, living \\ith and re-

ceiving instructions from him during that period, M.
Louis .Jullien seems to have inherited no small share
of his father's energy and talent. Indeed, his ap-
pearance, baton in band, on Tuesday evening, forci-

bly recalled (he striking, manly, and familiar fiirure

of the Prince of Puhlic Entertainers, whose " pres-

sence" in the orchestra was not less flgrccal>le and
imposing than it was a sure forerunner of a delight-
ful evening's amusement. M. Louis Jullien was re-

ceived with prolonged and enthusiastic cheers, which
kept him bowing for some minutes, and must have
proved to him the deep respect in which the memory
of his father was still held. The first essav of the

young conductor was eminently successful. He
wields the baton gracefully : has a qnick eye, a
readv ear, and abundance of vigor. The overture to

Guil/amne Tell, which opened the concert, exhibited
his abilities to singular adv.antage.

—

Ibid.

Crystal Palace.—The regular Saturday Con-
certs, after several weeks inteiTuption, necessitated

hy the Chrietmas festivities, were resumed on Satnr-
dav, when the following programme was given :

Symphony in G, Hrri/dn ; Recit. and Ronianza
{(inillanme Tell) Roaaini ; Song, "Love sounds the
alarm" [Acinand Galatea) Handel : Solo for violin,

Pollitzer; Echo song. Sir H. Bishop; Overture
{Melnsina) Afendehsohn ; Song, " The death of
Nelson," Braham ; Marche nnptiale (La JVonne
Snnqlanle) Gounod. A. Manns, conductor.

Tills was a brilliant re-inauguration. Mr. Manns
and his hand did more than justice to their share of
the programme. A better execution of Haydn's
vigorous symphony, and Mendelssohn's delicately

ethereal overture, could not have been desired.

The vocalists were Madame Louisa Vinning and
Mr. David Miranda, and the solo violinist Herr Pol-
litzer. Bishop's song was perliaps more suited to

Madame Vinning than the romance from Guillaume
Tell. It was Mr. Miranda's first appearance since

his return from America- His songs might have
been more judiciously chosen ; but that he has made
progress was shown in both.

At the second concert (to day), the symphony is

Beethoven's No. 8 ; the concerto, Wclier's in E
flat—pianoforte, Madame Arabella Goddard.—iUus.

World, Feb. 7.

National Harp Concerts.—The havp is at

present in the ascendant, and "twenty" would seem
to he the "golden number." The Vocal Associa-
tion, under the direction of Mr. Benedict, has com-
menced a series of National Concerts with a hand of
twenty harps. The first was given on Thursday, at

St. James's Hall, wtth the greatest possible success.

The singers w ere Mad. Louisa Vinning, Miss Palmer,
and Mr. Sims Reeves ; instrumentalists, Mr. Aptom-
mas ('harp), and Mr. Martin Lazare fpianoforte).

Mr. Reeves gave "The last rose of summer," "Come
into the garden, Maud," and the new patriotic song
" God bless the Prince of Wales," each of which,
we need hardly say, created enthusiam without hound.
Several popular melodies arranged for the choir were
sung by the Vocal Association, and Mr. Aptommas
played two harp solis with his accustomed effect.

A second concert is announced for the 12th, when
Mr. Sims Reeves is again to appear.

—

Ibid.

Mk. Henry Leslie's Choir.—The Second
Concert was held on Wednesday evening, when a
new kind of attraction was given to the second part,

which was devoted to a performance of Welsh Na-
tional Melodies, with harp solos. Some of the

Welsh airs and choruses were admiral)ly sung—we
may cite the chorus, "The Rising of the Sun"
(chorus), and the songs of "The Ash Grove" (Mi.ss

Julia Elton), and "Watching of the Wheat" (Miss
Edith Wynne) ; hut the success of the choir was
emphatically in the first part, and rarely have the
members distinguished themselves more credimbly
than in Mr. Henry Smart's charming " Ave Maria,"
Mr. Henry Leslie's oart song, " Ye Mariners of
England" (first time), Mendelssohn's inimitable "O
hills I O vales of pleasure !" and John Wilhye's in-

imitable "Sweet honey-sueking bees'' (madrigal).
These created a genuine sensation, and were one and
all encored. The madrigal was sung to absolute
perfection. The harp solos of Mr. Balsir Chatter-
ton and Mr. John .Thomas were very successful,

and the whole performance passed off with Mat.—
Ibid.

ipnal Satires.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

L .A. T E S T dm: TJ S I C
Publifilicd by Oliver DUnoii Si, Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accoxnpanmient.

Youn^ Volunteer's Good Bye. Mary W. Brown. 25

Our national crisis has called forth multitades of

poems and sonf^s, many of which have only the good

intentions of the writer to recommend them. But
this is a true little gem, sweet, simple and Tcry touch-

ing.

Two Evenins^ Son<?3. W. H. Dennet, each. 25
" Rock-me to sleep, mother."
*' {gentle sleep."

Two graceful songs, the first a new and good melody

for the well known words

-

Roses lie along the way. Sons:. J, S. Porter. 25

Mr. Porter takes hold of hia work like a master, and
his compositions cannot fail to rank in the first class.

Very musical and '' singable."

Hushj sweet lute. Son^. J. S. Porter, 25

This and the preceding, are alike good, and well

worth purchasing.

Instrumental Music.

Skedaddle Galop. G.Haghar. 25

A sprightly tune, which skedaddles through three

pages quite agreeably.

Alexandra Nocturne. B. Bichards. 35

Alexandra and Albert Edward are much talked

about in England at present, and no doubt A. E, has

before this presented her with a copy of this charm-
ing nocturne, with which the princess cannot fail to

be pleased. Not difiBcuU.

Albert Edward March. B. Richards. 35

An elegant and pleasing piece, not difficnlt, and
containing for an air, " The Harp of Wales."

Merry Wives of Windsor. Galop. Alherti. 25

The Merry Wives here dance to a very pretty and
taking tune, which is easy enough to be dance music
from many fingers of ''merry" girls, who have not

yet completed the second or third quarter's practice

CD the piano.

Gen. Butler*s Grand March. J. P. Hamm. 35

A spirited March, with a picture of the General on
the title page.

Books.

One Hundred Songs op Scotland.—Boards, 50

Paper, 40

A musical family cannot afford to be without a good

edition of the songs of Scotland. They unite a quaint

simplicity with such great variety and true musical

merit in such proportions, that they are and always

will be fevorites, when many of our newer produc-

tions are forgotten. Cheap enough for anybody. In

a musical library of half a dozen volumes, these songs

should be one of the six.

Music by Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find
the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this Jourual.

"Weber's "Oberon"—Its I'irst Eepresenta-

tion at the Theatre Lyrique in Paris

(1857).

From the French of Hector Rerlioz.

.... This chef-d' ceuvrc, (for it is a chef-d'

(Buvre, pure, radiant, complete) has been, in ex-

istence now (1857) for one and thirty years. It

was represented for the first time on the 12th of

April, 1826. Weber had composed it in Ger-

many to words by an Engliih hbrettist, Planchet,

at the request of the director of a lyrical theatre

in London, who believed in the genius of the

author of Der Freijs^chiilz, and who counted upon

a fine score and a good hit in the way of busi-

ness.

The principal role (Huon) was written for the

famous tenor, Braham, who sang it, it is said,

with an extraordinary verve ; which, however,

did not prevent the new work from experiencing

very nearly a complete check before the British

public. God knows what was the musical educa-

tion of the dilettanti across the Channel ! . . .

Weber had just undergone another quasi defeat

in his own country ; his Eunjanilie had been

coldly received there. Jolly fellows, who swallow

without winking frightful oratorios capable of

turning men to stone and freezing alcohol, took

it into their heads to be ennuyees at Euryanthe.

They were quite proud of being able to feel

ennui at anything, and of thus proving that their

blood circulated. It gave them a slight air of

what is frisky, light, French, Parisian ; and, to

add thereto an air of wittiness, they invented a

pun by resemblance and called the Euryanthe the

Ennnynnie, pronouncing it ennyante. The suc-

cess of this silly, stupid joke was beyond des-

cription ; it lasts to this day. For thirty-three

years the word has circulated in Germany, and

these facetious people are not yet persuaded that

itis not French ; that we say une piece ennuyeuse,

and not une piece ennuyante, and that the very

grocers' boys in France do not commit such

licenses as that.

Euryanthe fell then, for the moment, crushed

beneath this stupid witticism. Weber, sad and

discouraged when they proposed to him to write

Oberon, did not decide without hesitation to en-

gage in a new struggle with the public. Yet he

resigned himself to it, and demanded eighteen

months to write his score. He did not improvise.

Arriving in London, he had at the outset much
to suffer from the t'rferrs of some of his singers-

but he contrived to bring them to reason. The
execution of the Obernn was satisfactory. Weber
himself, one of the ablest orchestra conductors

of his time, had been asked to direct it. But the

audience remained cold, serious, very grave, to

use a play upon words which at least is English.

And Oberon did not make money, and the impre-

sario cou\d not cover h\a expenses; he had ob-

tained the fine score and made a poor hit. Who
can know what passed then in the soul of the ar-

tist, sure of the value of his work ? . . . . In

order to reanimate him by a success, which they

believed it easy for him to obtain, his friends per-

suaded him to give a concert, for which Weber

composed a grand Cantata, entitled, if I am not

mistaken, " The triumph of Peace." The con-

cert took place, the Cantata was performed be-

fore an almost empty hall, and the receipts did

not equal the expenses of the soiree. . . .

Weber, on his arrival in London, had accepted

the hospitality of Sir George Smart. I do not

know whether it was after returning from this

dreary concert, or a few days later; but one

evening, after talking for an hour with his host,

Weber, exhausted, went to bed, where, in the

morning. Sir George found him already cold, his

head supported upon one of his hands, dead from

a rupture of the heart.

Immediately they announced a solemn repre-

sentation of Oberon ; every box was rapidly en-

gaged ; the spectators all presented themselves

in mourning ; the hall was filled with a select

public, whose attitude, expressive of sincere

regrets, seemed to say : " We are inconsolable at

not having understood his work, but we know

that "he was a man ; we shall not look upon his

like again "!....
A few months afterwards the overture to Obe-

ron was published ; the theatre of the Odeon in

Paris, which had had good fortune with the Frey-

schiiiz boned and skinned, was curious to become

acquainted with at least a piece of Weber's last

work. The director ordered this symphonic

marvel to be put in rehearsal. The orchestra

saw nothing in it but a tissue of oddities, harsh-

nesses and absurdities, and I do not even know

whether the overture obtained the honors of a

public execution.

Ten or twelve years later, these same musi-

cians of the Odeon, transplanted to the monu-

mental orchestra of the Conservatoire, executed

this same overture under a true direction, under

the direction of Habeneck, and mingled their

cries of admiration with the plaudits of the pub-

lic. . . . Eight or nine years later still , the Societe

des Concerts of the Conservatoire performed a

chorus of genii and the finale of the first act of

Oberon, which the public received with enthusias-

tic acclamations, equal to those which had wel-

comed the Overture ; still later, two other

fragments had the same fortune and that

was all.

A little German troupe which had come to Paris

tolose its time and money during the summer.some

twenty-seven years ago, gave the entire Oberon

but twice at the theatre Favart ("now the Opdra

Comique). The part of Rezia was sung by the

celebrated Mrae. Schroder-Devrient. But this

troupe was very insuflicient ; the chorus was

mean, the orchestra miserable ; the decorations

shabby and worm-eaten ; the costumes pitifully

dilapidated ; the musical public who were at all

intelligent were out of town ; Oberon passed

unrecognized. A few artists and amateurs of
insight adored alone, in their secret hearts, this

divine poem, and repeated, as they thought of

Weber, Hamlet's words : " lie was a man ; we
shall not look upon his like again !

"

Meanwhile Germany had received the pearl

hatched in the British oyster, and disdained by

the Gallic cock, so dainty after grains of millet.

A German translation of Planchet's piece gradu-

ally spread through the theatres of Berlin, Dres-

den, Hamburg, Leipzig, Frankfort, Munich, and

the score of Oberon was saved. I do not know
whether it has ever been performed entire in

that witty and malicious city which had found

the preceding work of Weber Ennyante. It is

quite probable. Generations succeed, without

resembling, each other.

At last, after one and thirty years, chance hav-

ing placed at the head of one of the lyrical

theatres of Paris a man who comprehends and

feels the music of style, a man intelligent, daring,

active and devoted to the idea which he has once

adopted, the marvellous poem of Weber has at

last been revealed to us. The public has not

made any nauseating play of words upon the

master or his work ; it has not remained grave,

but has applauded with veritable transports

growing more and more ardent ; although this

music deranges, overturns, confounds, with a

prodigious contempt, all its habits which are most

dear, most rooted, most inherent in its instincts

secret or avowed.

The success of Oberon at the Theatre Lyrique

is very great, very loyal, very real. It is a suc-

cess of good company, which will attract even

the bad. All Paris will wish to hear and see

Oberon, to admire its delicious music, its beauti-

ful decorations, its rich costumes, and applaud

its new tenor. For one has revealed himself in

it ; M. Carvalho has discovered for the part of

Huon a true tenor (Michot), and at every rep-

resentation the favor of the phojnix increases.

And to complete the explanation of the vogue

this masterwork enjoys, you must know that at

the denoument people writhe with laughter and

the whole house go into convulsions.

They have not seen fit here to make a transla-

tion pure et simple of the English libretto of Mr_

Planchet, but a sort of imitation of it and of

Wieland's poem " Oberon." I know not wheth-

er this liberty was rightly or wrongly taken
;

the score at all events has been respected. They

have neither mutilated it, nor instrumented it,

nor insulted it in any of the usual ways. Some

pieces merely have been transplanted from one

scene to another, but always into a situation

similar to that for which they were composed.

Here then is the subject matter of this fairy

story

:

Oberon, the king of the genii, tenderly loves

his queen Titania. Nevertheless the couple

often quarrel. Titania obstinately upholds the

cause of guilty women (doubtless remembering

her strange amours with Bottom, the weaver).

Oberon defends the cause of men more or less

unjustly deceived. One fine summer night his

patience fails him, and he separates from Titania,

swearin" never to return to her. He will only
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pardon her on condition that two younj; lovers,

smitten with a chaste and faithful love for one

another, shall resist all the trials to which their

virtue and their constancy can be submitted. A
very odd clause, for, after all, what have any

jxood qualities of a human couple to do with the

bad qualities of her fairy majesty ? And I do

not see what the king of the genii can gain, in

taking back his wife, from the triumph of the

virtue of two strangers. But such is the nucleus

of the piece. Oberon has for a familiar genius a

gracious little sprite, gently malicious, espier/le

without wickedness, adorable, charming (such at

least is Shakspeare's hobgoblin), by the name of

Puck. Puck sees his master sad and languishing.

He wishes to reunite him to Titania ; he knows

on what conditions he will effect it. To the

work then ! He has discovered in France a

handsome knight, Huon, of Bordeaux ; at Bag-

dad, a ravishing princess, Rezia, the daughter of

the Caliph, and, by the aid of a dream which he

simultaneously sends to each of them, he makes

them fall in love with one anotlier. Already

Huon is on the march, over mountains and

through valleys, in search of the princess wliom

he adores- An old nurse, whom he meets in the

middle of a forest, informs him that Rezia lives

in Bagdad, and proposes to the knight and his

squire Cherasmin to transport them thither in a

minute, if Huon will only swear to remain faith-

ful all his life to his beloved, and not to ask of

her the slightest favor until the moment of their

union. Huon pronounces the double oath. In-

stantly the old woman changes into a gracious

sprite. It is Puck resuming his proper shape.

Oberon arrives, confirms the words of Puck, and

our travellers are instantly transported five hun-

dred leagues away, into the harem gardens of

the Caliph of Bagdad. There Rezia weeps

over the absence of her unknown knight and is

in despair about an odious marriage to which her

father seeks to compel her. Walking disconso-

late in the garden of the palace, she meets the

newly landed strangers ; in one of them she

recognizes the knight of her dream : O J03', is

it then you V—I adore you,—I will save you.

—

Return this evening. When the Imar calls the

believers to prayer, I will be there and we will

arrange all for our flight. That evening, in fact,

our lovers meet, but the guards of the palace

seize the two strangers, throw them into prison,

and the Caliph orders their death. The super-

natural power of Oberon comes to their aid;

they are free ; they carry off by main force a

light bark on which Aboukan (the husband im-

posed upon Rezia) came to seek his betrothed
;

Rezia reappears with her attendant Fatima, and

all four set sail together.

Alas ! flesh is weak, and long are the ennuis of

navigation. One may imagine that two lovers,

like these of ours, shut up in a narrow boat, may
have some difliculty to contain the ardor of their

amorous thoughts. Oberon reads the lieart of

the knight, and furious at the desires he there

discovers, be resolves to separate him from Rezia.

" Blow, tempest, stir up the Ocean, let the vessel

perish ! The winds rush in, Eurus, and Notus,

and Boreas, and twenty others, followed by

spirits of fire, meteors, &o.

Black night spreads over the waves. Rezia is

cast upon a rock alone ; another shelf receives

Fatima and Cherasmin. What becomes of the

knight we know not. The shipwrecked people

are not at the end of their troubles. Taken by

barbarous pirates, they are carried to the coast

of Africa and sold to the Bey of Tunis. Rezia

is exposed to the honors of the harem ; she has

inspired a violent passion in the Bey. The other

two lovers (for Cherasmin and Fatima, too, have

finished by a tender passion for each other^ are

more fortunate ; they have not been separated,

and their task as slaves is limited to cultivating

one of the gardens of his Highness.

The eunuch Aboullfar informs them of the

revolution about to take place in the harem, that

is to say the downfall of the old favorite and the

elevation of Rezia.

But Rezia repulses the addresses of the Bey

with contempt; she will remain faithful unto

death to her chevalier. Puck, skilfully turning

to account this noble constancy, begs Oberon that

one last and seleran proof may be accorded to

the knight. The king of the genii consents.

Immediately Puck fishes up poor Huon some-

where and transports him into the garden of the

Bey of Tunis. And we see him surrounded by

a crowd of houris, each more ravishing than the

other, who dance and sing, enfold him in their

arms, burn him with their glances, devour him

with their smiles. . . . Vain efforts ; Huon re-

sists their seductions ; he loves Rezia, he loves

but her, he will remain faithful to her. The

Bey appears, and, finding a stranger in the midst

of his women, orders his immediate impalement.

They are about to proceed to this operation. But

the proof of the lovers has been decisive : love has

triumphed ; Oberon is satisfied. He sounds his

enchanted horn, and instantly the Bey, the chief

of the eunuchs, the guards of the harem, the

whole harem yield to an irresistible impulse forc-

ing them to dance, to balance like spinning der-

vishes, to whirl round faster and faster, under the

more and more lively and imperious influence of

the unpitying horn ; till finally, at a stroke of the

tamtam,the giddy crowd fall half dead on the

ground, and Oberon, his fair Titania and their

faithful Puck ascend in a glory. And the king

of the genii addresses the lovers :
" You have

remained faithful to each other, you have resisted

all seductions ; be happy! Return to France,

Huon
;
go and present thy Rezia at court ; my

protection will follow thee there."

(Conclusion next week.)

Joseph Haydn and His Princely Patrons.

By Doctor L.

Translated for the N. Y. Musical Review by Fanny M. Ray-
mond.

(Concluded from page 381.)

It is not my fault, if in consequence of informa-
tion that has newly come to light, the character of
Haydn's last patron does not appear in so favorable

a light, as was shed on it, and the prince's connec-
tion with our master by early and familiarbi ographi-
cal notices.

The complicated nature of this remark.ible cava-

lier's character, must he a psychological riddle to

any one who does not understand the peculiar man-
ner of his education. He passed his youth with
eonnr Esterhazy, Archbishop of Eriau, one of the

noblest, most virtuous men that ever lived, whose
whole life was an unbroken chain of benefactions and
well-dolnpf, and who, after having built an immense
number of schools and poor-houses, churches, and
hospitals, while he, with true evangelical humility,

never placed his own name on a single one of these

monuments of his benevolence, at last died so poor,
that the money in his possession would not suffice

for his burial solemnities.

From such an admirable school, the prince stepped
into the great world, which, durinjj a journey throufrh

Europe, he learned toknow in all its lu.xury and prod-
ijjality, its ostentation in artistic tre.isures, &c., inher-

iting, on Antony's death, the possessious and power,

that, it is well known, made this princely house one
of the richest in the world.

Taking all this into consideration, we may ander-
and the apparently irreconcilable contrasts that mot
in the character of prince Nicholas. He was so

punctual in the ot)serviince3 of religion, that he at-

tended morning and afternoon service every day, and
so versed in die ritual, that once, at the consecration

of the Potteiidorf cnstle church, he proved to tiiD

archbishop Holienwart, who officiated, several lirtle

mistalses which that dignitary committed during the

ceremony; in society he united the polish of tlie

man of the world to the dignity of the great lord ;

while he was temperate as regards eating and drinlc-

ing. he spent immense sums on otlier indulgences
;

he was a friend of churcli music, and when he had
no visitors. Ids banquet and chamber music was al-

most exclusively selected from that; he had a mag-
nificent private cliaptd, that performed some operas

bettor than ihoy could bo brought out at tlie court

theatre ; so hnuiane was he, that he often tasted the

meals of his choir boys, to he assured that they were
good enougli ; and although benevolent enough, to

visit, undcsired, the sick and poor in their corners,

yet, when angered by ingratitude, ho could desceuil

to the meanest rancor ; * he was so good a master

of the house, that he often sat for days together, re-

vising the accoimts, and ho used to say jokingly,

that there was no bnot-pidlcr in the castle, that he

did not know
;
yet on the other hand, the splendor

of the court displayed a fabulous oriental magnifi-

cence, that graduallv devoured his immense resources.

Sometimes he had forty or fifty cavaliers in his train,

members of the noblest families in Europe, espe-

cially in the renowned autumn hunts, when they

met at Eiscnstadt. It must have been a iplendid

siglit, to see these cavaliers oti a festival day, the

prince among them in his gala dress, bestrown with

gold and precious stones, estimated at a million, rid-

ing to tlie Bcrg-church in carriages drawn by four

and six sp.ans of richly harnessed horses, while two
hundred men of the princely guard, and fifty chas-

seurs on horseback paraded beside them, and twelve

and twenty-four pounders thundered from the neigh-

boring heights.

From this sketch the reader may already foresee

the nature of the pn'nce's appreciation of art, espe-

cially in regard fo music, and the hero who was its

representative at court. He wished to shine by
means of both, and in art, as in everything else, to

be the first cavalier in Europe. His preference for

the church compositions of Michael Haydn, Reutter

and Hoffman, must not mislead us ; this was proba-

lilv nothing but a fancy (marotte) dating from his

youthful experiences at Erlau ; it could be nothing

else in a man who could neither feel nor com-
prehend ths he.art-moving speech of Palestrina,

Bach, Handel, and Joseph Haydn; and who, in art

and science, possessed nothing more than the super-

ficial cultivation of a man of the world.

It was rather the love of show (which also in-

duced him to found one of the most valuable picture

galleries), than the love of art, that originated his

famous chapel, finer than any ever possessed by a

private gentleman, and which, in its flourishing days

consisted of eighty persons, almost all celebrated

virtuosos. We need only hear the names of a few,

such as Hcnneberg, Bevilaqua, the two Tomasini,

the two Prinster, Hyrtl, Forti, Wild, the Beysteiner,

Siiss, &c., to he assured of their merits ; and music-

loving cavaliers, like prince Easnmowski, Count
Fuchs, Lamberg, &c., were accustomed to assist

them occasionally. One fact may convince us of the

excellence of this chapel, so unique in its way, in tho

year 1813, when the prince's estate came under se-

questration, every one of its members received im-

mediate and advantageous offers from court chapels,

or those of private wealthy noblemen. And that

the prince appreciated, and was proud of his corps

d'elite we know ; for the castle balls and entertain-

ments, musicians were always engaged from a dis-

tance, while the members of the chapel mingled with

the distinguished company as honored guests.

* The songstress Raysteiner. and the singer Forti could tell

something about this. The former, a shepherd girl froia the

neighborhood of Bisenstadt, had been remarked by the singer

Bevilaqua on account other .'.plendid voice, and Wiis educa-

ted at the prince's expense, as a singer. Contrary to the

terms of her contract, she accepted an engagement at a thea-

tre of the residence. The prince ordered her to be arrested

by the police, and sent off to Eisenstadt, where she had to

etitrejit pardon, and reenter the chapel. Scarcely was this

done, than he sent her to service as a cook maid, with four-

teen day.s' notice, and afterwards contemptuously drove her

away from that. The singer Forti, who also owed every-

thing to the prince, had, not contrary to contract, but agaiust

his patron's wishes, left his service for the .sake of the love of

a fair songstress. The prince treated him as a recruit who
had deserted ; he was placed as a common soldier in a regiment

of cuirassiers, then reclaimed by the prince, whose hand
reiiched far, for himself, and with him the poor fellow bad to

sing in his common soldier's uniform, until some rich noble-

men, taking pity on him, purchased a regimental substitute

for him out of their own pockets, and at length set him free.
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AVIien the prince intended to make an especial pa-
rade Avith tliem and their newest composition, .ho

used to invite, anionj; his otiier visitors, many musi-
cal celchrities to Eisenstadt ; Salieri, the Abhc
Vogler.t Gyrowetz, Kreutzer, Beethoven, all visited

him ; but the last, fancying that lie detected some
jestinp; p;oinir on between the prince and Hummel,
about his Mass in C, hurried away immediately like

a stormwind.
The directors of the clinpel were, Vice Chapel-

master Fuchs for church music, while ITummel was
concert and opera-director. Haydn held botli the

rank and title, even when a pensioner, and used to

direct his newest compositions in person : but he
certainly did not possess that influence and consider-

ation at court, which might have been expected, both

from the pride of prince Nicholas, and the world-
wide renown which tlie great master already enjoyed,

Of this surprising fact I was assured on all sides by
still living witnesses ; and the prince's conduct—for

every demonstration of favor to the artist, the addi-

tion 10 his pension, his allowance of wine from tlie

castle cellar, &c., was wrung from him by the prin-

cess Marie—the wretched tombstone, that was only
erected after the urgent and repeated entreaties of

English princes,—is a still further evidence of it, as

well as Haydn's eloquent silence regarding this

prince, while his life overflowed in expressions of
love and gratitude towards the old prince Nicholas
Joseph, and the princess Marie. The neglect which
he experienced from tlie odd saints among whom he
closed his days, seems to have troubled Haydn's con-

stantly cheerful bonhommie much less than it would
have done, had not the profits of his London visit

rendered him more independent than before of the

favor of the princely hou.se ; only once he com-
plained to the songstress Siiss, that it was an annoy-
ance and mortification, that the prince should allow
an old man like him to run about the roads on foot

—the three divisions of Eisenstadt are of a tolerable

extent—while equipages were at the service of the

gentlemen in waiting. In this respect it looks as if

Haydn held, at prince Esterhazy's court, the same
rank as that of Mozart at the servant's table of the
Archbishop of Salzburg; "after the valet, but before
the cook."
Of more consequence than the relations that ex-

isted between our master and prince Nicholas, seem
to me those that existed between liim and the glori-

ous chapel which he directed for so many years, the

members of which hung to him with enthusiasm,
who understood him,t and with whose assistance he
brought out his last compositions at Eisenstadt.

The reaction of this rare artistic union on the works
of Haydn's latest period seems to me indispensable,

and while we must recognize in them the influence of
Mozart, which he gave back with usury, and that of

the magnificent fashionable life, which he felt pulsa-

ting in England, I think that their almost loo luxuri-

ant instrumental coloring, and their partial conni-
vance at artistic virtuosity, may be attributed to the

local musical influences that surrounded him in Eis-

enstadt.

If anything conld console Haydn for the always
more or less visible indifference of his lost

patron, it must have been the enthusiastic love

and veneration, which the wife of the prince,

Marie, born princess Lichtenstein, felt towards liini.

We cannot view without sympathy and emotion the

affectionate relation that existed between this noble
woman and the cheerful and Anacreontic grey-beard.
Slie petted and caressed him as a mother does her fa-

vorite child, warded off sickness from him, saved tit-

bits for him, while he clung to his protectress with all

the inward warmth of feeling of which his poet soul
was capable. "Were it not for my good princess
Marie, and the fine wine she sends nte, the poor old

man would have been dead long ago," he used often

to say.

This love for the mnsician the princess extended
to his music; she was a great friend of string quar-
tets, giving the preference to Haydn's, and, after him,
to Mozart's, so that the executants, lor>giQg. for a
change of fiire, were sometimes sly enough to smug-
gle In a Beethoven or Onslow quartet, between two
by the above masters.*****
_t The manner in which the pretentious Abbe conducted

himself at Ei.senstadt, was characteristic of the man wliom
Mozart called a "musical joker." He brought a new Vespers
of his own with him, but requested that, when this compo-
sition sliould be performed, the horizontal orchestral
space, that had eufiiced to Josepli Haydn for the production
of bis works, might be altered to an ampbitheatrical form.
His braggadocio about the wonderful acoustic effects of this
alteration, excited the prince's imagination to such a degree,
that, scarcely able tcTwaitfor the audition of the ampbithe-
atrical music, Nicholas was constantly on the spot, hurrying
on the carpenters and workmen by Iiis presence, and even
holding and carrying about their tools

i Among others, he praised the Tomasini for executing his
string quartets in exactly ihe same spirit as that in whicii he
had composed them.

I cannot leave so interesting a subject as the great
composer seems to me in every way, without asking
a question which his life has suggested to me.

It is a common thing, and rightlj" so, for us to re-

gard his cheerful, sunny, humorous, citizen-like,

contented music, as the reflection of those fortunate
circumstances, that permitted him to pass a full half
century of of his life entirely free from material ne-
cessities, and from the self-created misery that so fre-

quently accompanies genius here below; but may we
not find, in this comfortable existence, so devoid of
care, the reason why Haydn stands behind Mozart
ami Beethoven in greatness and completeness, and
why even the best recognized of his works do not
display the depth that mocks every critical plummet,
such as we are aware of in so many works of those
incomparable masters, one of whom struggled hard
with the every day wants of life, while the other
waged eternal war with the demons of his inward
nature, and with physical infirmities 1

For Dwight's Journal of Music.

"For as much as it is worth."

I wonder if it will be called rank heresy to find a

little fiiult with the French musical Ruskin, Paul

Scudo 1 * I may be like the courtiers in Richelieu,

who noticed that the old man babbled, but just fancy

if our Atlantic MontUi/ possessed a musical critic

contributor with the reputation and ability of a

Scudo, and then this contributor should serve up in

sober earnest articles containing information which

were mere abstracts from Musical Biographical Dic-

tionaries and Histories, how would they be accepted 1

Not very amiably. The sharp co-editors of "dailies,"

who are often nice amateur musicians and habitue's of

the opera, would inform him pretty qui'kly that such

make-weight did not impose on them ; they would

rouse np old Homer from his nap rather rudely.

A short while since Scudo gravely gave his read-

ers the old story of the origin of the modern scale,

that nice old Guido Aretino one, with the Sancte

Johannes hymn ; a story which every intelligent mu-
sical teacher tells to his or her pupil in the first sing-

ing lessons to arouse interest in the dry practice of

scale forms and solfeggi. Then in the place of his

old spirited abstracts of operas, and charming Chev-

alier Sarti art stories, he publishes dry biographical

accounts of the great old sopranists.

One of these biographies, however, given last No-

vember (6.3 in the Revue des Deux Monies) possesses

more than usu.al interest. It is on Pacchiarotti, who
was so famous from 1772 to 1792,—he sang the mu-
sic of the elder Trajetta and Jomelli. Pacchiarotti

lived to a fine old age, over sixty. He died in 1821.

He lived long enough to give Pisaroni, Rubini and

Lablache valuable counsel.

One day, after singing to Rubini a pathetic air of

Trajetta, the old sopranist said to the young tenor :

" In our art there are always new difficulties to

encounter. The more we study, the more we see how

many things there are remaining to learn ; aud then

when at last we have learned how, we no longer pos-

sess the power. As for myself, even now, every day

I discover new effects. Alas, when one is young

and has a voice, the knowledge of the art is wanting

;

and then at last when one knows how to sing, the

voice is gone 1

"

M. Scudo adds, that when Rubini related this an-

ecdote he used to give his own testimony and experi-

ence to the truth of the ob-"ervation,and so we all can.

To every division of art it will apply. The painter,

the poet, the author, in youth possess le feu sacre',

without the knowledge and skill to direct the heat

;

and when that power aud skill come, the flame be-

gins to burn dimly, if not already extinguished.

And this would be discouraging if each one

worked for one's self. But we do not. We work in

Art for the accumnlation of material. Then once in

a great while comes some being, capable of seizing

on this material, and using it with a skill that is in-

spiration from the very beginning of its existence on

* In what respect is he worthy to bo named with Ruskin ?

[Ed.]

earth, and its name becomes famous, it is a Mozart,

a Beethoven !

Do we not all remember what Goethe said in his

old age ?

"My work is that of an aggregation of beings

taken from the whole of Nature—it bears the name
of Goethe."

Rossini has also his caustic characteristic anecdote

to tell of Pacchiarotti ;

" I knew him at Venice ; he was an amiable old

man, very well informed and very generous. He
talked with murh intelligence, related many pleasant

stories and sung deliciously, but," adds the sarcastic

old compo.sitor with a bored look and tone, full of

cutting humor, "he loved sonnets too well ; he wrote

them too, himself, and every day he would read new
ones to you."

It is of Pacchiarotti this well known story is told.

He was singing at Rome once in an opera of Berto-

ni, "Artaserse." In the judgment scene he was so

touching and pathetic, that, when he sang the words

" Eppur sono innocente,"

the musicians of the orchestra stopped full short.

Not hearing any uccompaniment, Pacchiarotti looked

down angrily at the leader.

"What arc you doing there 1 " he asked in a low,

quick voice.

"We are weeping," replied the orchestra leader.

Those days were very unlike ours, in many ways.

Even a Pacchiarotti, I fancy, could not touch the

heart, or disturb the aplomb of a modern orchestra

and its leader.

A Chevalier Andre' Majer, a distingui,shed Vene-

tian amateur and writer, who has left several remark-

able works on Music, said of Pacchiarotti, in a work

written the year Pacchiarotti died, 1821 :

" I defy the cleverest writer to give any idea of the

talent of this artist to those who have never heard

him. His finished, admirable style was composed of

infinite shades, broken ornaments, appoggiature^

gritpetti, riiifrisi ; that is to say, swelling sounds and

adorable half tints, the effects of which it is impossi-

ble for human language to express."

Tliere is a very nice little book by Lord Mount
Edgecumbe, full of pleasant musical reminiscences,

told in an easy, gentlemanlike style. Scudo alludes

to tills agreeable book and quotes from it Lord Mount
Edgecumbe's intelligent description of this great so-

pranist. I have loaned my copy of this clever little

book, or I would give here the passage in the nice

old-fashioned English of the author. Tke book, I

think, can be found in the Athen^um at Boston. I

know it is in the Philadelphia Library. If any of

my readers have never met with it, and hunt it up

after this allusiou to it, I am sure they will thank me
for a pleasant little reading treat, which I earnestly

commend to them.

Lord Mount Edgecumbe speaks of the fine com-

pass and sweet tone of Pacchiarotti's voice, his ex-

quisite vocalization and good taste ; he always ob-

served the intentions of the composer, and yet never

sang a fine air twice alike. His style of ornaments

abounded in trills, a vocal decoration which was con-

sidered the greatest difliculty of art at that time.

His manner of singing recitati^'c was so elevated and

exquisite, that even those who did not understand

Italian, could follow him with ease and pleasure.

Pacchiarotti went to England in 1778 and re-

mained there six years. It was during the period of

our war of the Revolution with Great Britain. Ho
had great success there, and a droll story is told of

the influence his d^but produced on the business of

Parliament. On the day of his first appearance,

during a political debate, which was very animated,

a prominent member suddenly demanded that the

final vote should be referred to the following day.

The speaker accordingly adjourned the sitting, but

not without a cunning smile under his big wig, for

he know that the motion had been prepared by the
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dilettanti members, in order tliat tliey might be pres-

ent or " assist," as the French say, at Pacchiarotti's-

debut.

This great singer retired from public life in 1792,

and settled in Padua, where he lived in handsome

style, having laid up a very nice fortune. Scudo

says he visited him when he (Scudo) was a boy, at

Pacchiarotti's pretty Paduan palazzo, where the ex-

king of Opera Tenors received and entertained ele-

gantly the most distinguished virtuosos of Europe-

The music he best loved to sing was that of the

cider Trajetta, a composer fall of sentiment ;
and

also that of Jomelli, who has been called the

Gluck of Italy.

In this fine Paduan retreat he used to have execu-

cd the Psalms of Marcello, the broad, full, solemn

style of which he understood so well. lie was an

excellent musician, read with facility at first sight,

and was familiar with all the styles of the day.

In another autumn number of the Revue des Deux

Mnndes, M. Scudo speaks of a new edition of the score

of Don Giovanni of Mozart, tlie most complete in

existence. The little history of this score is very in-

teresting. It is the copy of this Opera as Mozart

first conceived it, and it has never been ensraved he-

fore. In it are several important passages almost

unknown to the majority of singers.

The autograph copy, from which this edition has

been made, was sold by the widow of Mozart to the

well-known OflFenbach music pubIisher,Andre', gi-and-

father, we believe, of Mr G. Andre, whoso music

store in Philadelphia is the rendezvous of musicians

and amateurs.

At the death of this active OflFenbach publisher

—who was also an intelligent musician—this precious

autograph relic fell to the share of one of Andre"s

daughters, who was married and lived at Vienna.

This Ms. was off^ered to every public library of Ger-

many, but could not find a purchaser ! In 18.55 at

London, Madame Viardot bought it, for 5,000

francs. The edition just published, spoken of by

Scudo, is from this autograph MS. There has been

added to it a French translation of Lorenzo Da

Ponte's Italian text, and a piano accompaniment by

M. Vandenheuvel ; it wants but one thing, and this

could readily be added, one might think : ashort pre-

face, such as has been put at the beginning of the

little score of Pergolesi's "Servavte ilaitresse," \n

which should be given the necessary information on

the date of the first representation of Don Giovanni

;

those who first appeared in it ; the passages Mozart

afterwards introduced mentioned ; and the numerous

changes to which the stage form of this fine drama

(mise en scene) has been subjected by theatre directors,

described.

This original score contains twenty-eight pieces,

several of which have never been sung on the stage.

One important change has been made, it will be seen,

in the finale. When Don Giovanni has disappeared

in the fiery gulf into which the angry spirit of the

Commander drags him, all the characters of the

drama return to the stage, asking what has become of

the naughty fellow who has deceived tliem all so

horribly, singing :

Ah dove e il perfido,

Leporello, who has hidden himself under the table,

and is trembling in every limb from the effects of the

liorrible spectacle, at the performance of which he

has just most unwillingly " assisted," crawls out in-

gloriously, and tells them that Don Giovanni is gone

very far away, and they will never sec him again.

This na'ive dialogue between Leporello and the other

characters winds up with this couplet, which every

one repeats :

" E de' pertidi la morte

A la vita 6 sempre egual."

Meaning that " the death of the wicked always

equals their lives" ; not a very true couplet, however,

so far as the hero of the drama was concerned, for

Don Giovanni's life had been a gay, jolly one, while

his dealh, according to this account, was anything

but merry and agreeable.

This moral in the autograph copy gives place to a

Sextuor, " vivement incidente'," as Scudo says, hut

which does not rise to the height of the insgnificent

finale known to every body. This edition of the

autograph copy will be valuable to the musical

student and composer, as a peep into the mental

laboratory of a great genius and creator, showing to

them the difference between conception and com-

pletion.

Between conception and completion in everything

there is a rugged rampart which l.dinr alone can

overcome; and in a great musical work like an opera,

requiring so many things to work together for its

proper effect, the first conception, written hastily and

puton the stage hurriedly, as Don Giovanni was, must

be very far from completion. No wonder so many

alterations were suggested to him by representation.

Weber, in some fine articles which appeared year

before last in the lievne Gernianirflie, gave a great

deal of valuable information on Mozart's habits of

study, thought and labor. He loved the open air.

He snid nature and living ifi the open air favored the

development of his ideas. He wrote the greatest

part of /hn Giovanni at Prague, in the garden of a

friend, playing at nine pins ; leaving his writing when

it was his tnrn to play, and then returning to the

writing. But he returned to mritin(/, not composing ;

for, like Casimir de la Vigne, he composed every

thing in his head without touching an instrument, or

writing down anything hut a slight outline or sketch.

He hated the mechanical labor of writing, and never

put a composition on paper while it was complete in

his mind. That is why he seemed to create his

works with such ease.

" Any one is sadly mistaken," he often said, " who

supposes that my art Is easy to me."

Poor great Mozart ! He died in great poverty and

his burial was a sorrowful one. He bad brain fever
;

and after keen suffering he fell asleep peacefully at

one o'clock, on the morning of the 5th of December,

1791. On the Gth of December, at three o'clock in

the afternoon, his body was carried to the Metropol-

itan Church at Vienna, where tbe customary prayers

were said over it in a side chapel. When the little

funeral left the church, it was raining and snowing

fiercely, and the storm continued with such violence,

that on arriving at the gates of the city, the few

friends who had followed poor Mozart's remains thus

far, resolved to return,—thus the body went to the

grave unattended by a single relative or friend. No
loved or loving one stood on the edge of the grave,

as the coffin was lowered into the ground. The man
who had charge of the sad business hustled him into

a common grave with a dozen or more coflSns in it,

covered over the opening and hurried off" without

even doing so little as to mark where he had laid the

poor great Mozart

!

And Constance Weber, Mozart's patient, devoted

wife, where was she 1 111.— So ill when her husband

died, as to be blessedly unconscious of his burial.

But after awhile she recovered, and when she went

with weak, faint steps to her husband's grave, the

unhappy woman found that the gravemaker had not

the faintest recollection of where he had buried him.

And to this day nor Vienna, nor any one in tbe

world knows where the great Mozart lies buried !

A. M. H. B.

Bridgeton, 2Uh February, 1863.

Wagner in Vienna.*

(From the London Musical World).

I cannot forward you anything more interest-

insj connected with musical matters here than the

following document to serve as material towards
the History of Music in the year 18G3:

" Explanatory Programme op the Mdsic
Performance given by Kichard Wagner in

the Theater an dcr Wien, Dec. 26th, 1862.

. I.

" ' Die Meistersaenger.'
" I. Introduction.—2. a. Meetixg of the

Guild of Master Singers (orchestra only), b.

Pogser's Address to the Meeting.

IL

"The Valktrae. (First principal piece of the

grand Stage Festival Play, Der Rin'j der Niebclnng-

en).
" 1. The Ride of the Valkyrae (orchestra

alone). Tbe stage represents the peak of a rocky

moniilain. Dark cknirls seen, as thongh driven by

the wind past the edge of the precipice ; lightning

flashes ilirough them at intervals ; a Valkyrae on
horseback then liecomcs visible ; over her saddle

hangs a warrior who has been slain. More and more
of tlie Valkyraes appear in ihe same manner; with

wildly jubilant cries they greet each other from far

and near. At la.-.t, they have all reached the peak

of tbe mnunlnin, called in the Saga, ' Brunhilda's

Stone.' They put the air-steeds to pasture, anil nin

tnally boast of their booty {this booty consists of tlie

corpses of heroes who have been slain in battle, and

who have clio.sen them, upon the battle-iiehl, lo be

accompanied by tlium to Walhalla, wliere they are

awoke to eternal joy by Wotnn, the Father of Bat-

tles, and nmL'niliceutly entertained by the Walkyraes

as 'Wish-Maidens.' ' Wunschmiilchen ').

"2. Siegmun'd's Love Song. Slegmund, pur-

sued by over-powerful enemies, reaches, tired to

death, and without a weapon, Hunting's house, and

is attended to and refreshed by Hunting's young

wife, Sieglind. Presageful relations soon spring up
between the two. Slegmund was, sn his earliest

infancy, separated from his twin sister; in his wild

lonely youth, he never fonnd any one related to him
by deep, secret, and profonnd sympathy.! Sieglind,

torn at a tender age from her home, has, when scarce-

ly ripened into maturity, been given as a wife to a

gloomy malevolent man. The meeting with Sleg-

mund wakes her far-sl umbering (fernschlnmmernde)

recollections ; Sicgmund beholds in lier what has

long been desired by, and is intimately related to,

himself. To confiiin her presentiment, Sieglind ven-

tures, during the night, to arouse her guest; carried

away by her approach, the yearning one clasps her to

his bieast. The door of the spaitment files wide

open in a crack ; Sieglind tears herself away in af-

fright.—And here the song commences.

3. Wotan's Fakhwell and Fire-charm.
The Walkyrae, Brunhilde, Wotan's best loved Wish-

Maiden, has been at first charged by him, the god of

battles, to grant Siegiuund the victory over Hunting.

As lie subsequently has ordered his favorite hero to

be immolated to higher considerations, and, in con-

sequence, has withdrawn the command given to the

Walkyrae, the latter, moved by lofty sympathy, has

ventured to protect (as she fancies, in obedience to

Wotan's own sentiments) tbe man who was in the

first instance intinsied to her protection. Furious at

this, Wotan pursues the disobedient Valkyrae, for

the purpose of punishing her. On the Valkyra'e-

rock alreadv mentioned she seeks a refuge from tbe

God of Battles hastening after her ; caught np by

him here, and separated from the sisterly throng of

the other Valkyraes, she resigns herself to him to

receive her punishment. Banished to remain in soli-

tude upon the rock, she is doomed to sink into sleep,

and to become the wife of the man who shall pass by,

find, and wake her. Horrified at the disgrace which

threatens her, she endeavors to obtain from the god

at least a guarantee, that cliance shall never expose

her to belong to a cowardly braggart. He refuses all

sympathy in her future fate. She now flings herself

In despan- upon her knees ; clasping his, she be-

seeches him, with heart-breaking lamentations, not to

dishonor himself, by delivering her up to the most

abject disgrace, after she had enjoyed in so high a

degree his esteem and confidence
; f she entreats him

at least to surround her, while sleeping and helpless,

with horrors which shall scare away those who would

otherwise approach ;
' Let there burn forth at his

command, a fire,' she says .
' Let glowing flame burn

round the rock ; let its tongue lick, let its tooth eat

up tbe timorous wretch who boldly dares to approach

the fearful rock.'§ Deeply touched by these entreat-

ies, so full of despair, Wotan's heart flames forth in

full love for this most dear child ; ||
he draws her to

him and gazes, with lofty emotion, into her eyes.

—

Here commences the performance of this frag-

ment.
Ill-

'"Das Rheingold.'—Prologue (Vorspiel) of

the Ring der Nibelum/en. 1. The Robbery op the

Rhine Gold. On'the jagged and rocky bottom of

the Rhine, joyously darting, like fishes, hither and
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thither, played the three Rliine-Daiighters, who were
accustomed to assemble here to watch the costly

treasure. Tiie Nibeluntj Alberich, a dwarfish, de-

moniaciil beinsr, whose home was in the deep layers of

the earth, forced his way out of his caverns, pnzed

upon the sport of the maidens, and soon burst forth

into burnina: ^i^d amorous yearning. Turnintr from
one maiden to the other, at first encouraged and then

scornfidly left hy each, teased, ridiculed, and avoided
by all, lie stops, foaminp: with raj^e. and breathless,

after havinff in vain climbed here and there after the

madcap girls, and shakes his fist menacingly at them.
In this position he remains, with his gaze directed

upwards, and is attracted and captivated by the fol-

lowing sight

:

" Through the flood, a something growing lighter

and lighter has penetrated from above. It gr.aduall)'

settles upon a high place on the middle bank ofrocks,

and becomes a dazzling, hrightly-beaming gold-

splendor; a magically golden light breaks from it

and pierces the water.—Here begins the song.
" 2 Entrance of the Sods into WalhaUa. The

ring which Alberich has forged himself out of the

Rhine gold, has, together witii the treasure the Nbel-

ung has g.ained by the aid of this powerful hoop,
been given by Wotan, after he tore them both from
Alberich, to the giant brothers, Fasoltand Fafner, as

their payment for building the castle of the Gods
(Gottcrhurg), which is now completed. A quarrel

immediately sprang up between the brothers for the

possession of the ring. Struck down by Fafner,

Fasolt sank dead upon the ground. Th6 Gods are

a-itoundeil ; Wotan acknowledges the power of the

curse which Alberich has attached to the ring of

which he was forcibly deprived. Donner,ir dis-

pleased, points to the background enveloped in fog,

and, in virtue of his'divine ofl[ice, prepares to dissolve

the curse :—Here commences the song."

Wajrner is attemptinjr to pursue the same
course he adopted two years ago in Paris, name-
ly, by means of grand concerts, got up at a large

expense, to pave the way for one of his operas.

On this occasion, the opera is Tristan und Isolde.

As, however, the Viennese public have long been
acquainted with his Tnnnhauser and his Lohen-
grin, the majority having received these works
with favor, and some with enthusiasm, his con-

certs must be regarded simply as a manoeuvre, to

form a party wJiO shall secure the success of Tris-

tan und Isolde, which success, according to all the

reports circulated on the subject, is extremely
dubious. Whether the report, that Ander is at

present in ecstaeies with his part, be true or not,

I do not know ; but it is certain that the manage-
ment wish to give Herr Schnorr von Carolsfeld,

of Dresden, a temporary engagement, so that

Ander may devote himself exclusively to his task.

When we hear of all these marks of considera-

tion and favor, which are said to have their

source in high quarters, we should be rejoiced

that so much is done for a German operatic com-
poser, if the same were done for German Opera
generally. But such, unfortunately, is not the

case ; for instance, though we were led to hope
that we should see the production of Ferdinand
Hiller's Kalak/tmben, which musicians here, who
know it from the score, describe as being a work
of extraordinary merit, we now hear nothing

more about it. The mode of advancing art is a

very peculiar thing. Wagner might write a
book on the subject, so well does he understand
it. He has managed to surround himself with a

nimbus, which so blinds people, that they do not

notice, or, if they do, they pardon, in him, the

most glaring contradictions to his own sesthetical

principles: for what can be more opposed to his

system of the Poetry-Music and Drama of the

Future, than the plan of giving detached pieces

from operas, whereby all the connection of the

poem is destroyed, while the music can be regard-

ed only as vutsic, in direct contradiction to bis

own doctrine ? **

* The above article is translated from the Nfederrtiemische
Musilc-Zeitmi^. Should the style in the English version of
the '* Explanatory Programme " seem at times strange, and
not over-elegant or pre-eminently clear, let not a generous
reader blame the translator. That unfortunate tteing—whose
sad fate will excite pity in the hearts of all German scholars
conversant with their Richard Wagner^B literary idiosyncraeies
—is not to blame. He has, to the best of his power, given a
faithful version of the '* Programme," and the literary pecu-
liarities which miirk the production must be attributed not to
him—who writes only at the stern bidding of a despotic editor
—but to Herr Richard Vyagaer himself.— The aforesaid unfor-
tunate .T. V. Bridoeman.

t This I take to be the sense (?) of the original. The ipsis-

sima verba of the great Musician of the Future are :
" In seln-

r wild-eiusamen .Tugend, find er nie, was ihm tief innig,
heimisch verwandt gewesen ware."

t
'• Die einst ihm so innig vertraut gewesen," are the origi-

nal words.

—

The Translator.
5 How can the '"timorous" individual in question, "bold-

Iv" approach ? This is one of the many mysteries connected
with Herr Richard \Vagner, which we cauuot understand.

—

Thk Translator.
II
" Zu dem theursten Kinde." A rather precocious cliiM,

we should .say, to ride "air-steeds," with the corpses of slain

warriors flung gracefully over her saddle.

—

The Transla-
tor.

IF "Conner" means literally "Thunder."

—

The Transla-
tor.

** Accordin:; to the Viennese correspondence of the Neue
J^nllner Masik-Zeitung, persons well acquainted with operatic
matters greatly doubt whether Trixtan und Isolde will be pro-
duced at all, simply because its production is a downright im-
possibility. The .second act, for instance, is nothing more nor
less than a gigantic duet, la.sting quite an hour ! One thing
at ;my rate, is certain, and that is. that the rehearsals h.ave

been discontinued, and measures taken to revive Weber's
long-promised JHuryantlie.—The Translator.

Johann Brahms.

For some time past , a young musician, by
name Herr Johann Brahms, has excited consid-

erable notice in musical circles, and will, we
fancy, at no distant period attract still more.
Perhaps, therefore, the following notice of him

—

translated from the Recensionen, a paper often

alluded to by our correspondent at Vienna

—

may not be without interest to our readers.

Tliey must bear in mind, however, that we do
not hold ourselves responsible, either for the

opinions of our contemporary or for the style in

which they are occasionally advanced :

—

" The exercise of art has, now-a-days, become
so completely a trade, that exceptions to the rule

when they are found, merit, as such, to be doubly
appreciated, and to excite in us a feeling of lively

interest. An exception of this description is the

young artist, who, for the last few months has, in

many various ways, drawn upon himself, his efforts,

and his performances, the attention of the musical

public of Vienna, and whose name stands at the

head of these lines. The name of Johann Brahms
was first made known to the musical world through
Robert Schumann. The mode in which Schumann
introduced it on the stage of publicity still dwells

in the remembrance of every one. The letter of

recommendation wliich he openly gave to the young
disciple of art most certainly facilitated indescribably

the youth's entrance into the world, especially the

more sacred circle of the publishers and the public;
but then, on the other hand, it rendered his appreci-

ation by them proportionately difficult to be achieved
;

the former, because the eyes of all were at once
directed to him ; the latter, because people believed

themselves justified in expecting from him very great

things.

"With the majority, even of educated persons,

a celebrated name ami the authority attached to it

decide a matter at once ; nay, more than this ; any
attempt to examine the value of such a guaranty is

seldom made. Thus, probably, very few (except

such individuals as were unfavorably inclined, envi-

ous of, or inimical to the young artist) reflected that

a recommendation from Schumann, if his idiosyncra-

cy, and the then advanced stage of illness attained

by his mind and his fancy were taken into considera-

tion, had its drawbacks. It was very possible to

give way to a suspicion that the sympathy so over-

flowingly expressed by the master had been excited

by the fact that he had discovered in the youth, only
in a greater degree than in himself, those points of

his own nature, which, since our judgment, less

blinded than formerly by the extraordinarily magical
brilliancy of that nature, has become clearer, repel

us from, rather than attract us to him.
•' This suspicion, by the way, was rather corrobo-

rated than weakened by the productions which the

young composer shortly afterwards published ; for in

them—we refer more especially to the first three

Sonatas for the piano—we found the same wildness

and heated ecstiicy of sentiment which partly char-

acterized the youthful works of Schumann ; but we
found also that these qualities were combined only in a
very small degree with those that lent to the first-born

efforts of Schumann's muse so irresistible a charm
for persons of a susceptible disposition. In a still

more one-sided manner, and yet, again, with not

much less power and life, Brahms's art appeared to

aim solely and wholly at taking captive our fancy,

and it was but seldom that we felt our minds deeply
touched and moved, as we so frequently do with

Schumann, for the artist rarely exists completely
isolated from the man. Even in his wildest out-

burst, Schumann invariably pays attention to beauty
of sound {" Klangschbnheit ")—in the right accepta-

tion of the term—while Brahms appears, only too

frequently, to take an especial delight in what is

positively hateful, in disagreeable passages, in bad
doublings of intervals, etc. His material pianoforte

style was fond of what was extravagant and wildly

eccentric. Even the greatest difficulties written by
Schumann, the boldest combinations which he fan-

cies the fingers capable of executing, grow organ-
ically from the thought ; we feel their necessity as

required by the style ; we, therefore, willingly admit
them ; in the compositions of Brahms, on the other

hand, we felt, only too frequently, their capricious,

purposely defiant, and wantonly, nay, barbarously

forced character ; sentiment and the sense were op-

posed to this
; for what we found in the way of mind,

fancy and feeling, though, it is true, always keeping

us on the stretch, was not sufficiently rich, powerful,

and profound to compensate for such pretensions.

Schumann's name is too intimately connected with

that of Brahms for any one who speaks of the young
living disciple of art not to think of the decea.sed

master. The relationship between their respective

productions would not, however, point so unmistake-
ably from the first composer to the second, for it is

hardly greater than in tlie case of many other talent-

ed individuals now living and inspired principally

by Schumann—such, for instace, as Woldemar Bar-

giel, Theodor Kirchner, &c. A vein of independ-

ence, stamping him as a self-producing nature(which

by the way, Kirchner is not, though Bargiel is) ap-

pears in the very first effort of Brahms, and he has

since continued to display this more and more. The
msst mature productions of this early period, when
his creative powers were still fermenting, wildy and
chaotically, within him, are the variations on a theme
by Schumann, and on some of his songs. Whoever
is not repelled by the nervous irritation, the feverish

state of tension, which, after all, were symptoms of

the period, in this small work, will infallibly feel at-

tracted by the rich fancy displayed in it. I am in-

clined, indeed, to prefer these variations to those

published subsequently, on a theme of Handel's.

Though the latter may be richer, more polished, and
more artistically treated (a grand fugue figures as the

finale), the latter strike me as being more original,

more vigorous in invention, and, though less elegant,

freer.

" In other respects, however, as I have already

remarked, Brahms has made considerable progress

in his latei', compared to his earlier, productions. He
endeavors to extricate himself from the mystical fogs

of that somewhat dense and darkly seething cloudi-

ness of feeling, contracted, probably, from studyiug

the authors and composers of the romantic school,

and, moreover so apt to settle 'on the minds of our
northern Fatherland, and he struggles visibly, and
with cheering success, to obtain clear plastic form and
sunny joyfulness.

" The young composer (he can scarcely be more
than thirty oddj has been staying, as already remark-
ed, for some months this winter, in Vienna. He has
given public performances of several of his composi-
tions, including, for instance, a pianoforte quartet at

the first of Herr Hellmesberger's soirees ; and an or-

chestral work entitled, ' Serenade,' at one of the

Gesellschaft Concerts conducted by Herr Herbeck,
besides a second quartet for the piano, the Varia-

tions on the theme from Handel, the Sonata in F
minor, and several songs, at concerts given by him-
self, at which moreover, he appeared as the inter-

preter of the other masters, more especially Bach
and Schumann. It cannot be said that even one of

these works excited any very great interest in the

public, excepting perhaps, the Variations ; and with

the latter it was really difficult to determine how
much of the extra excitement was due to the very
fine playing of the composer. But I should never

think of seeking a standard by which to measure the

inward worth of a musical production, or of any
other work of art, in the applause or disapprobation

of an audience, whether 'mixed' or 'select.' Works
bearing a peciUiar stamp, and in which the elemental

fire appears only smothered, will, even in the case of

an educated hearer who listens to them, but rarely

cause him to do aught but find them interesting
;

they will neither attract nor repel him vividly ; he

will neither vigorously agree with nor vigorously

disagree with them. "To this must be added the

uncertainty of the public in its judgment, an un-

certainty, which, by the way, is greater among us

now than it formerly was, because people no
longer venture to he affected by mere 'impression,'

but wish to have an opinion of their own, while,

at the same time, they are afraid of compromising
themselves in the eyes "of the more intelligent. Con-
sequently, when a movement or a piece is concluded,

most persons glance furtively at those around them,

to see what the latter think, and, during this process

of mutual examination and deliberation, the moment
for expressing applause slips by. The composition,

then, appears to have produced no impression, be-
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cause, probably, people did not venture to obey their

own natural impulse. In the year 18+5, or 1846,

Schumann was treated by the public with the most
marked coldness ; at the concerts be and bis wife gave

together in Vienna ten years later, he began to be

a general favorite.

" But what ought to astonish us the most is, that

the 'Serenade* produced by Herbcck, and which was
the same that pleased so highly in Hamburgh, ex-

cited here such a lukewarm feeling of interest ; and

yet it indisjiutably contains many beauties, and, more-
over, is distinguished for its joyous character and
brilliant coloring, qualities which generally' prove at-

tractive even in works that are not so important. It

is less astonishing that Brahms's two Quartets for the

piano and his Sonata met with a dubious reception,

and the composer would have done better, if, instead

of one of the above two works, he had endeavored

to bring out a Sestet composed by him for stringed in-

struments, and which strikes me as being the most
mature and clear of all be has hitherto done, includ-

ing the 'Serenade.'

"Brahms at once turned his attention (differing

vastly from Schumann in this respect, but resembling
Eubinstein) to the grander instrumental forms, to so-

called cliambcr-music, the Sonata, the Trio, the

Quartet, and, finally, to orchestral composition, and
thus proved his desire to achieve the iiighest honors.

Whether those prophets who, for so long, have an-

nounced that, as a rule few such honors are to be

gained in this department of art are right or not, is

something we will not attempt to decide ; at any rate,

facts are the surest, nay, the only proofs of the con-

trary, and it can scarcely be denied that in such com-
positions by Brahms and Rubinstein (not to mention
others) there has blossomed an interesting and attrac-

tive after-crop. Kuhinstein's talent appears to me
more extensive and fresher, but, at the same time,

ruder, and Brahm's more concentrated.

"At his concerts, besides appearing as a composer,
Brahms came forward also as a player, that is, he
executed some compositions by our 'masters ' It

seems, however, that he attaches no particular im-
portance to this, but looks upon it as a matter of
secondary consequence. That be should feel himself
more especially attracted by Bach and Schumann,
and less by Beethoven—for otherwise be would
scarcely have selected for performance so many of
the most important pianoforte productions of the

two former, and so comparatively small a contribu-

tion as Variations on a theme from the Eroica, of

the works of the latter— is something that we per-

fectly understood, knowing, as we do, his whole
character.

•'His playing is particularly soft and delicate, al-

though, when necessary, not deficient in vigor ; it

adapts itself cleverly and feelingly to all the lights

and shadows of a composition, and keeps miles and
miles aloof, with artistic dignity, from aught resem-
bling virtnoso-like tinsel. His execution of Bach's
Chromatic Fantasia, and of Schumann's F minor
Sonata, known, also, under the title of 'Concert sans

Orchestre,' was a truly perfect and, in every sense, a
wonderful display of its kind. Depth of feeling and
vigor, gentleness and lightness, combined in produc-
ing the most beautiful eflFect, and the artist proved
himself worthy of the highest praise.

"But it is the artistic dignity, the profound and,

at the same time, unpretending seriousness, wtth
which Brahms devotes himself to all he undertakes,

that more especially raise him above the ordinary
level, and also fascinate us in his playing. Forbim
art is still a sacred mission ; may it always remain
so. We believe that be possesses sufficient strength

to carry out our wish. It is true that something de-

pends upon the favor of external circumstaRces, for

even the artist is bound down in his efforts, by cer-

tain mundane conditions. He will not covet super-

fluity, supposing him to be what he should be, but
even he cannot dispense with what is absolutely

necessary, and this he should not purchase by having
to sustain too heavy a yoke. May, therefore, a

friendly constellation illumine his path through life."

The penultimate paragraph is somewhat foggy.

We do not clearly apprehend it ; but, perchance,

our readers may.

—

London Mnsical World,

nsital Correspithnce.

Philadelphia, Makch 2.— Here is the pro-

gramme of Cross and Jarvis's Third Classical

Soire'e.

1. Grand Trio in D minor, op. 49 Mendelssolin
Piano and String Inf?trument8.

Measra. .Tarvis, Qiirtuer and Sclimitz.
2. Grand Duo, "Leg Contrastes," op. 117 Moscheles

Two Pianos, four Performers.

1. Andante con moto ma ben Accentuato.
2. ru^a. Allegro, Maestoso.
3. Andante Relipn.so.

4. Allegretto, Piciliano.

Messrs. Cross. Jarvis, Getze, and Warner.
3. Concerto for Violoncello Bern. Romberg

Quartet jiccompanimeut.
Charles M. Schmitz.

4. capriccio, op. 22 Mendelssohn
Piano, Qnartet accompaniment.

Charles IT. Jarvis.
5- Grand Qnintuor for Clarinet and String Instruments,

op. Zi Von Weber
Messrs. Stoll, Gartner, Cross, Greim and Schmitz.

In one respect the concerts of these gentlemen are

exception.al. I allude to the fact of their drawing

crowds so great, that those who do not arrive early

are obliged to remain standing all the evening
;

rather unusual when classical music is to be heard.

Of the concerted pieces, the Mendelssohn Trio

received most praise ; both as to the work itself and

the artistic rendering of it. The Weber solo Quin-

tet for Clarinet and stringed instruments, with its

lovely Adagio and fantastic Scherzo, was also much
admired. Mr. Stoll did full justice to the solo part,

diffieult as it is.

Mr. Jarvis played the Mendelssohn Capriccio in a

style that left nothing to be desired. There was but

one other solo ; a Concerto by Eomberg, which was

'oeuulifully rendered by Mr. Schmitz.

If I recollect aright, Moscheles " Les Contrastes"

was played here once last year. On this last occa-

sion of its performance it was very well received.

Messrs. Getze and Warner, who assisted at the

second piano, are professors "of credit and renown";

the former an old and the latter a young favorite

with our musical people.

Mr. Hartmann announces a concert for this even-

ing. He will have the assistance of Mr. MoUen-

hauer of New York. The proceeds are to be ilivid-

ed among various charitable institutions. When
artists perform such a work, they are engaged in

Art's noblest vocation and nothing is left for the

critic but to praise the motive, whether the perform-

ance please or not. It is pleasant, moreover, to

know that as artists, Messrs. H. and M. are so excel-

lent as to please even the severest critics. Miss

McCaflfrey is to sing Schubert's "Serenade" and a

ballad. She has a most beautiful voice and her sing-

ing will be a feature of the concert.

I have before me the programme of the approach-

ing concert of the Handel and Haydn Society, and

find it rather an amusing document, from the way in

which the names of Handel, Balfe, Haydn, Buckley,

Pergolesi and Verdi, jostle each other. If in order

to obtain an audience, it be necessary to form pro-

grammes of such incongnious materials, respect for

those who yet maintain a decent regard for

the musical proprieties, and who would then, per-

haps, attend such concerts, should induce the mana-

gers to confine the good mnsic to one, and the trash

to another part of the programme. I can hardly

believe that Mr. Gaertner, the new conductor, made

the selection. I would rather think that he has not

been long enough in his new position to make his

influence felt. If he continues at the head of the

society, we may promise ourselves much that is good,

though it is already too late to attempt any great

work in time to perform it this season. We shall,

therefore, have to wait until next fall ; before which

time, it were unjust to take the condition of the soci-

ety as a criterion of Mr. Gaertner's ability as a con-

ductor.

There is much food for pleasant retrospection in

the past music history of this city, and, to note great

changes, it is scarcely necessary to go back more

than ten years. The general improvement in taste,

the wide diffusion of a more thorough knowledge of

music, the various quartet evenings, glee clubs, and

private, as well as public, musical entertainments,

afford proofs more potent than the existence of large

societies. And though, succumbing to the fatality

that seems to attend all large art enterprises in this

city, our choral instrumental organizations of former
days have become fossilized ; there is a compensat-

ing truth in the presence of the many earnest and

intelligent students of Bach, Beethoven, Haydn,

Mozart and other old masters, and in the fact that

where, a few years ago, the names of Mendeles.s-ohn,

Schumann and Chopin were unknown, the compo-

sitions of those later masters are already well estab-

lished favorites.

But, though much has been accomplished, more

remains to be done, and the work is one that never

sufl'ers because of there being too many engaged in

it. There is one young PL|ilidelphian, who, though

longing to be among the workers, is prevented by

untoward circumstances, from joining them. I

allude to Mr. Neman Allen, who (at that lime al-

ready, an accomplished scholar and skillful musi-

cian) went to Leipzig a few years ago, in order to

profit by the instructions of the illustrious Ferdi-

nand David. Ever since his return he has been

suffering from ill health, and has, hitherto, been too

weak actively to enter on his chosen field of labor.

May he soon he with us. Caquino.

lbt(fl;fs |a«rn!tl of Ifliisit.

BOSTON, MARCH 1863.

Italian Opera.

Manager Gran's high tide holds out remarka-

bly. For four weeks the Boston Theatre (or

" the Academy ") has held large audiences four

or five times a week, and there is no immediate

prospect of abatement ; it seems to be all flfood

and no ebb. We presume the secret of it is to

be found in the attraction of so considerable a

number and variety of good singers, and so fair

an orchestra, rather than in the intrinsic charm

of the usual operas presented, or even of the

newer ones, like La Jiiive and Dinnmh. An
Italian Opera audience becomes less and less the

most musical kind of audience ; but there is al-

ways a new audience growing up to it.

On Friday evening of last week, Mme. LoRi-

Ni sang the part of Norma with her usual excel-

lence of vocalization, and not a little of dignity

and true expression both in song and action.

SnsiNi, of course, made a superb Oroveso.

This was followed by the pretty little French

operetta, full of fun and sparkle, Les Noces de

Jeannette, in which Mile. Cokdier, if not in all

respects as charming as Miss Kellogg, was very

graceful, facile, arch and natural, as a young

French woman might be ; and the fresh charm

of her voice and singing does not wear off. M.

DuBREUiL acted the part of the comical block-

head of a husband capitally, and sang not badly.

Saturday's Matinee opened with the first act

of the Traviata, in which Mile. Cordier was the

aight kind of person to make this prelude palata-

ble. Sig. Maccaferri was the tenor. Then

followed Lucrezia Borgia entire— a truly effect-

ive performance, in which Mme. LoRiNi did

herself honor ; wliile the Mafleo Orsini of Mile.

MoRENSi gave new proof of her talent for the

lyrical stage ; her contralto is certainly rich, fresh

and beautiful, and there is much iinripened

charm in her singing. It is enough to mention

that Brignoli and Susini took the characters

of Gennaro and the Duke. The house was all

but crowded.

Sunday evening was occupied by one of those

mixed and nondescript " Sacred Concerts" in

the Music Hall, by which the Italian troupes that

come- here usually " improve the shining hour."

Such a concert always means the Slahat Mater
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of Rossini, with a trotting out of each of the fa-

mous singers before a Sunday public in one of

his or her familiar famous songs.

The opera on Monday evening was I Puriiani.

Mile. CoRDiER, on account of severe hoarsi ness,

could not appear, and Mme. Lokini did her best

at short notice, to cause the audience to feel no

regret for the change, with fair success. Brig-

NOU appears to have recovered his voice ; he

sang well, with not more than his usual disregard

of stage proprieties. The " liberty duet " by

SusiNi and Amodio was rendered with so much
fire as to cause a repetition. The concerted

pieces were not well done and indicated a want

of rehearsal.

On Tuesday evening there was no opera,

Mile. Cordier still being unable to sing.

On Wednesday evening, Mozart's great work,

"Don Giovanni," was produced before an im-

mense house, the largest of the season. It is

gratifying to observe the firm hold this master-

piece has upon a Boston audience, which never

fails, when assured of a good representation, to

make it most profitable to the manager.

The cast was as follows : Donna Anna, Mme.
LoRiNi; Donna Elvira, Mme. Strakosch,
who came from New "Sork for the occasion

;

Zerlina, Miss Kellogg; Don Ottavio, Brig^o-

Li ; Don Giovanni, Amodio ; and Leporello, by

SUSINL

It was the best performance yet given, and

showed that pains had been taken to make it

rank among the best representations of former

seasons.

Lorini was excellent; Kellogg's Zerlina was

eharming, and produced a marked enthusiasm in

her favor. Strakosch's Elvira was one of her

best efforts. Brignoli was in splendid voice, and

sang -'11 mio tesnro " so finely that he barely es-

caped being obliged to repeat it. Amodio was

scarcely equal to the Don, and the serenade

"De/i vieni" was poorly done. Susini's grand

voice told splendidly, but there was perhaps a

little too much dignity for the knavish servant of

the Don, and a buffo characier is not suited to

him. The great trio: Protegga il giusto c'do was
enthusiastically encored.

Concert Review.

Our record this time must be brief. And we
regret that it already brings us among last days,

that we must commence it with a parting tribute

to a most interesting series of concerts closed.

Mendelssohn Quiktette Club.— The
Chamber Concert of Thursday evening, Feb.

26, was the eigth and, last! Of more to follow

there appears no promise. The hall this time

was overcrowded, very uncomfortably so to many,

who however could rejoice so see so many people

eager, in spite of the worst kind of weather, to

listen to such a programme

:

1. Quintet in B flat, op. 33 Mozart
Allegro, Tema con variuzioni. Minuetto, Andantr and

Allegro molto.
2. "Ye Faded Flowers" Schubert

Miss Addie S. Ryan.
3. Sonata inC minor, op. 30, No. 2, for Piano and Violin.

Beethoven
Mrs. E. A. KlossandMr. Schultze.

4. '' Three Fishers," Poetry by Charles Kingsley. .....

J. HuUah
Miss .iddieS. Ryan.

5. Ballad in G minor, op. 23 , Chopin
Mrs. A. E, Kloss.

6. Quartet in D minor Schubert
Allegro, Andante con moto, Scherzo, Allegro molto.

Presto.

We have still further to regret that the miser-

ies of a cold, aggravated by the close air of the

crowded room and the fatigue of standing, both

weakened the impression of what we did hear

and cut the hearing short. Provoking fatality

for a last night ! But as that which in a measure

caused our loss, was at the same time an encour-

agement to the Club Und to the cause of classi-

cal music, what could become us better than a

cheerful resignation ? Besides, cannot that

crowd be fairly construed into a demand for

several more concerts ?

The Quintet in B flat sounded like one of the

early works of Mozart ; facile, graceful, genial,

but with less matter in it than in the more fam-

ous ones. Miss Ryan sang the Schubert song

quite expressively and pleasingly. Mrs. Kloss,

who appeared once or twice hero in public as a

pianist of no mean ability in the " Germania "

times (as Mrs. Bandt), has for some months

resided in this city very earnestly devoted to her

art as an amateur. In the Sonata she establish-

ed her claim to fluent, brilliant execution, and

artistic interpretation of her music ; making

allowance for some exaggeration of force, per-

haps due to the nervousness of a flrst appearance.

And here /or its the concert closed.

Camilla Urso.—The Complimentary Fare-

well Benefit of this lady, at Chickering's, last

Saturday evening, was attended by an audience

so large and of such a character, as to make it

really a compliment. The programme was as

follows

:

1. Hommage a Haendel, (for two pianos.). . . .Mojicheles.

Mme. Kloss and Hu^o Leonhard.
2. Fantaisie sur Lucrezia Borgia. (Violin) Stanton.

Mile. Camille Urso.
3. Dichterliebe, (Cyclus of Songs,). Schumann.

A. Kreissmann,
. fa. TVarum,v- Schumann.

1 6. Scherzo, Chopin.
Mme Kloss.

5. Souvenir des Pyrenees (Violin solo,) Alard.
Mile. Camilla Urso.

PART II.

1. Variations pour deux pianos Schumann.
Mme. Kloss and Hugo Leonhard.

2. DiePo.st, Schubert.
A. Kreissmaun.

3. Fantasie Caprice, (Violin,) Yieuxtempe.
Mtle Camilie Urso.

4. Willkommen, mein Wald R. Franz.
A. Kreissmaun.

5. Duet from Guillnume Tell, (Piano and Violin)
Osborne and De Beriot.

Mile Camilla Urso and Mme. Kloss.

The lady has not looked more interestingly art-

ist-like, nor drawn her bow more finely, than on

this occasion. Instead of the Lucrezia Borgia Fan-

tasia, she played again the Souvenirs de Mozart

playing the last of its three Mozart themes (the

tender melody from Tito, not, as we before con-

jectured, from Figaro) most feelingly and ex-

quisitely. The Fantaisie Caprice by Vieuxtemps

is about the best piece in her not over rich

repertoire, and it was good to hear that again.—
The "Tell" Duet was a brilliant performance

on both parts.

Mme. Kloss's rendering of the little Schumann

and Chopin pieces did not appeal to us,—why
we can scarcely tell. But in the pieces with Mr.

Leonhaedt, no easy task, she bore her equal

share with firm, clear, brilliant execution. The
" Homage to Handel" is one of the most sterling

works by Moscheles ; and yet there is very little

in it, save a march in the middle, that seems to

bear any affinity to the style of Handel. The
introduction is a dignified piece, learnedly and

classically wrought ; the bright Allegro theme,

though not Handelian, is happy, and skilfully

illustrated, but for the most part decidedly in the

spirit and manner of the modern virtuoso school.

Mr. Kreissmann deserves thanks for intro-

ducing to us that cycle of truly " poet " love

songs by Schumann. He sang them with fine

feeling and discrimination ; as he also did the
songs by Franz and Schubert; and Mr. Leon-
hardt's accompaniment should not pass without
recognition.

It is said that Mile. Urso has taken up her Art
again in earnest, after long withdrawal from it

by other cares and duties, and that it is among
her first plans to go to Europe, to Germany, to

hear and learn the best. 'We earnestly hope
that it will have the effect to interest her and ab-
sorb her admirable talent in a kind of music far
more worthy of its exercise, than any which she
has thus far cultivated. Snch an interpreter
should have no time to lose until she finds what
is best worth interpreting.

Harvard College. — The exercises at the
inaniruration of President Hill, on 'Wednesday,
edifying as they were throughout, received additional
interest from the character of the music performed
on that occasion under the direction of Mr. John K.
Paine, musical instructor at the Uiuversity. For the
first time, in our recollection of academic festivals at
Harvarrl, was the music such as one misht hope to

hear on classic ground. A very effective choir of
some thii'ty m:de voices had heen maite up from the
Collefre choir and members of the Harvard Mnsicnl
Association. Fortlie short time, they had been well
drilled by Mr, Paine, and we have rarely heard so
rich, sonorous and refined an ensemble of the same
number of men's voices. The Germania Band,
resolvinfc itself into an orchestra, furnished the ac-

companiments. First came pieces bv the Band, and
then was sung Luther's Choral " A mighty fortress

is our God," with solemn effect, and apt application
(for a university, the radiating centre of ideas and
principles) to these times :

Let goods and kindred go,
This mortal life also;

The body they may kill,

God's truth abideth still,

His kingdom is forever.

After prayer, a Latin Orarion by a senior under
graduate, Gov. Andrew's admirable address of intro-

duction into office, and the new President's reply,
the Oomine, fac snhiin Prcesideni nostrum was sung, a
chaste and learned composition by IWr. Paine, for
male chorus and orchestra. The opening senfenoe
and concludinir Gloria were very stirring and trium-
phant ; the middle sentence, for soli, a piece of deli-

cate and prayerful harmony, in one of its progres-
sions reminding us of Mozart's Requiem. But one
incident could have withdrawn attention from it

(while it lent new fitness to the words), and that
was the entrance upon the stasje of the venerable
and beloved ex-Presideut QoiNCr, who was led for-

ward, amid insatiable applause, to a seat with the
other three survivinsr ex-Presidents of Harvard.
The address of the Governor and the new Presi-

dent's inaugural address, were equally full of that
enlarged and kosmical idea of educ.ition, doing just-

ice to all gifts, all faculties, which in its very state-

ment implied and justified a fuller recognition of the
Art of Music among "the humanities" of college
culture. The noble chorus from the "Antigone" of
Sophocles, therefore, the Hymn to Bacchus (the im-
personation of poetic inspiration, genius), so nobly
set to music by Mendelssohn, formed a most fitting

conclusion, and it was indeed admirably sung.

Of Concerts in prospect, in this our for some time
music-deluged city, we can descry nothing except the
usual Wednesday Afternoon of the Orcbestral
Union. The presence of the Italiaa Opera, like a
huge sea monster, seems to have frightened all the
gentler fishes from their haunts. Mr. Zerrahn
postpones his " Philharmonic" for a week or two,
when, we understand, he will present to us Miss
JossELYN (recently from Leipzig) as pianist.

But Oratorio we are to have, and that speedily.
The Handel and Hatdn Society will perfor
"Elijah" on Sunday evening, the 15th inst. Th
have been giving it careful rehearsal, and as soloists

they have been so fortunate as to engage, for soprani,
Mme. Guerrabella and Miss Houston ; for contralto,

Miss Gary ; for tenor, Mr. Castle ; and for Elijah
(bass) Mr. Kudolphsen. AVe anticipate a fine per-
formance.

German Opera.—It is reported, and we sincerely

hope it will prove true, that Mr. Carl Anschuetz will

soon bring his well-appointed troupe to Boston,
which has made so fine an impression in New York
and Philadelphia. After years of little but the cur-
rent Verdi-Donizetii repertoire, it will be like a
new life to hear Fidrlio, and Der Fyei/srlm/-, and
Nozta di Figaro, and La Dtnnc Blanche, and Mozart's
Serof/tin, &c., &c. Can they not give us also Chcru-
bini's Wasserlrager {Lesdeux Journ^es)?
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Paris.

Adelina Patti was to leave Paris on the 15tli

ult., to commence lier engagement in Vienna. Slie

played Zerlina throe nights in succession at the

Tlieatre Italien ; and, next to Mozart's music, she

appears to have been the principal attraction, for the

other singers are set down by the critics as next to

naught Delle Sedie, clever baritone, was not equal

to Don Giovanni; Frezzolini, with "but the remains

of a voice," had a hard strn<rgle to be Donna Anna
;

Mile. Guerra had "neither will nor voice;" Gardoni

and Zucchini "did what they could with parts for-

merly sung by Rubini ami L.ablache, as that of Don
Juan was by Garcia." To save the opera there was

only the young girl, Zerlina-Patti ; she drew are-

splendent audience, and the Emperor and Empress

"assisted," Our critic {Revue et Gazette Muslcale)

thinks it was not Patti's best part, because the come-

dienne appears in it to more advantage than the

singer, and because it does not give full play to her

bold and facile voice, to her m.agnificent trill, &c.,

&c. But he gives her credit for something a gre.at

deal better, when he adds, that " she comprehends

and feels the music of Mozart too well not to follow

it exactly, with tlic adoration due to the master of

m.asters."

La Dame Blanche and Lallah RonlJc have been for

some time stereotyped upon the bills of the Opera

Comique ; except that, during the indisposition of

Achard, Montanbry has twice played in the Postilion

de Lonrjjiimmu.—A new opera by Duprato, iMesse et

Berger, was in preparation ; the principal roles to he

sustained by Capoul, Crosti, Gourdin, and Mile.

Baretti.

Auber's HJasaniello has filled the Grand Opera

nearlv every night for two weeks, ll Trovatore, too,

has taken its turn ; and other nights have been occu-

pied by a new ballet, preceded by La Mule de Pedro,

an opera by Victor Masse.

At the The'atre Lyrique, Adam's opera. Si j'etnis

Roi, has been resumed. Mozart's Cosi fan tiitte

(under the new title of Peines d'amour pei'dues) was

to be given about the middle of Fehruary ; the prin-

cipal roles to be filled by Mmes. Cabel, Faure

Lefevre and Girard ; MM. Petit, Cabel, Gabriel and

Wartel.

Flotow's Slradella was to be given at the Italiens

immediately after Patti's departure. OflTenbach has

returned from Berlin to preside over the rehearsals

of his new operetta, Baoard et Baoarde, at the Buf-

fes Farisiennes.

The Popular Concert of Classical Music, at the

Cirque Napoleon, on Feb. 1st, was composed of:

—

Cherubini's Overture to Medea ; Haydn's Military

Symphony ; Polonaise from Meyerbeer's Struensee
;

and Beethoven's Septuor. The last piece w.as per-

formed entire, and appears to have produced great

enthusiasm ; one critic calls it " the elder brother of

all the symphonies, and superior to some of them."(!)

M. Pasdeloup conducted.— The programme on the

7th was as follows ; Overture to Genevieve, by Schu-

mann ; .Symphony No. 42, by Haydn ; Adagio from

Beethoven's 9th Quartet (by all the strings of the or-

chestra) ; Mendelssohn's " Midsummer Night's

Dream " Overture.

The National Society of Fine Arts gave its fourth

concert on the 8th ult. The programme was decid-

edly " national," to-wit : La Faite en Egijpte, by

Berlioz; Overture, le Carnaval Romain, also by

Berlioz ; Weher's Invitation to the Waltz, arranged

for orchestra by Berlioz (the distinguished composer

himself conducting Sthe first three pieces); an Ode-

Symphony, Vasco de Gama, by M. E. Bizet (first

time ; Versinf/elorir, a musical poem, words and
music by J. Dehillement ; and finally a Symphony
in E flat, by Folicien Di>vid.

Mme. Escudier-Kastncr, with MM. Vieuxtemps

and Batta have been giving a series of classical con-

certs, with the aid of various singers, as Trebelli,

Delle Sedie, &c. In the third concert Vieuxtemps

produced a Sonata of his own composition for the

Alto (which instrument he plays as well as the vio-

lin) and piano-forte. The other pieces were the

" Kreutzer Sonata" of Beethoven; Duo, by Men-

delssohn, for piano and 'Cello ;
Quartet in A by

Beethoven.

Mme. Clara Schumann was to give a concert at

Erard's rooms on the 18th of Fehruary. She was to

play, with MM. Armingaud and .Jacquard,[the E fiat

Trio of Beethoven ; and by herself two Canons by

Robert Schumann, for piano with pedals ; Variations

by Mendelssohn ; Nocturne in F sharp minor and

Etude in G flat by Chopin.

Vienna.—At the Court theatre, 217 operatic per-

formances were given during the year 1862. Meyer-

beer was performed 26 times ; Donizetti, 23 ; Verdi,

20 ; Mozart, 17 ; Richard Wagner, 16 ; Flotow, 11
;

&c.—The rehearsals of the Italian Opera have com-

menced at the Carl-theater ; Patti is to begin with

T-,a Sonnambula ; other artists engaged by the direc-

tor Merelli are; Mile. Trebelli, the , charming con-

tralto, and the tenors Giuglini and Carrion.—Mile.

Desire'e Artot has left for Berlin, after two success-

ful series of performances.

The Philharmonic Society has given a concert for

the restoration of the tombs of Beethoven and of

Schubert.

Gustave Satter (so reports a French paper) is the

" lion of the season." At his second concert he

played only his own compositions : a Trio, a waltz,

a piece entitled " Vienna," &c.

Berlin.—Herr Rust, the director of the Bach

Society, has [given a charity concert in the new

church. A curious feature of the programme was

an Ode to Death, by Klopstock, which Gluck often

sang, accompanying himself on the piano, but which

he never noted down. The Kapellmeister Reichardt

wrote it down after hearing it; and thus it fell into

the hands of Rust, who put to it an accompaniment

suited to the intentions of the composer. It was

sung by Mme. Jachmann-Wagner, but did not pro-

duce as mueii effect as was anticipated.

Meyerbeer's Great Exhibition Overture has been

performed at a Court Concert under his direction, he

having introduced choruses to sing the Rule Brittania

theme, which is worked up in the latter part of it.

Other pieces selected by Meyerbeer for the concert

were : a chorus from Gounod's Queen ofSheba; a scene

from Wagner's Rienzi ; Air from Rossini's Ceneren-

tola ; Bolero from Verdi's Sicilian Vespers.

Gounod and Offenbach have both been here, the

latter conducting a performance at the Friederic-

William theatre of his own Orphe'e aux enjers, for the

benefit of an artiste who was burned by her dress

catching fire at the footlights.—Another of the gr.ace-

ful little operas of Maillart, Les Pe'cheitrs de Catane,

has been produced at the same theatre. Miles.

Ungher and Haerduer distinguished themselves in

the principal roles.

Brussels.—The first concert of M. Prudent, the

French pianist, took place on the 23d January, in

the rooms of the Socie'te Lyrique.—M. Emile Pru-
dent was—says jOe Guide Afusical—born at Angou-
lerae, on the 3d April, 1827, and is the son of a

pianofoite tuner. His father, who gave him his first

musical lessons, sent him, when ten years old, to at-

tend the course of study at the Conservatory, Paris.

The boy carried off the first pianoforte prize in M.
Zimmcrmann's class. After long application, he

made his public appearance in Belgium (1841) under
the patronage of De Beriot, and speedily obtained

a position among modern virtuosos. He afterwards

gave concerts in: Paris, at Erard s. but, more especi-

ally, at the Italian theatre, where he played the duet
on Norma, with Thalberg. He was already the bead
of a school, when, in 1842, he published his " Fan-
tasie sur Lucie," one of the types of its kind. He
was summoned to visit various countries in Europe

;

played at the Courts of the Sovereigns, and was
especially well received in England, where he remain-
ed several seasons.

ipcial Satires.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

X-, -A. T E S T I^vO: XT S X O
PubliMlicd by Oiivcr Oitsoii Si. Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

The Shower of Pearls. Vocal Duet. S. Glover. 35

Really good duets are yet far from plentiful, and

Glover has contributed his full share. The present

one will probably rank among his best. The dew

drops, falling, one by one, from the trees, suggest

some very pretty diminuendo passages.

Blow, bugle, blow ! Song. W. R. Dempster. 50

A splendid song, already, no douht, well known
where Dempster has sung it, but deserving of yet a

wider fame. The echo passages, "dying, dying, dy-

ing," are capital.

Good Night, (GuteNacht). A. Beichardi. 25

A pretty cradle or lullaby song, by a well-known

and favorite composer.

Old times and old friends. Mc'Nmtghton. 25

Good to sing at the fire-side, if you have one, if

not, at the register or steam-radiator. Hasy.

Young Volunteer's Good Bye. Mart/ W. Brown. 25

Our national crisis has called forth multitudes of

poems and songs, many of which have only the good

intentions of the writer to recommend them. But

this is a true little gem, sweet, simple and very touch-

ing.

Instrumental Music.

The Angel's Harp. Khapsodie. J. K. Trekell. 50

A musician who writes a rhappodie. should be in an

ecstatic state of mind, and Mr. Trekell, thus exalted,

has composed a very fine piece, somewhat difficult,

but full of sweet, beautiful ideas.

Six Organ Pieces. Karl Merz. 40

Will be welcome to our organists, who have none

too many written voluntaries to select from.

Die Forelle. (The Trout). Transcribed by

Otto Dresd. 25

Schubert's tender and beautiful melody, tran-

scribed with Dresel's well known exquisite taste.

Gen. Hooker's Quick Step. 0. Whittles^. 35

Sprightly and pretty, and rather easy, with portrait

of Gen. Hooker oa the title page.

Books.

The Well-Tempeked Clavichord. " Le
Clavecin Bien Tempere," 48 preludes and

fugues. By J. S. Bach. Complete. S6.00

Father Bach, in this collection, has done a good

work for all time; and amateurs sufficiently ad-

vanced to practice the music, will experience a solid

satisfaction, in coming In contact with the mind of a

great master. The ancient Clavichord, Harpsichord,

&c., were different from the modern piano, and these

fugues have the pt-culiarity of being excellent, both

for the organ and piano.

Music bt Mail.—Music is sent by m ail. the expense being

about cue cent oa each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving- of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at t he nite of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand

miles; beyond that it is double.
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The death of Mrs. Booth, wife of Edwin Booth
has touched many hearts with grief. Tho5. W.
Parsons, Esq., of this city has written the following

beautiful lines :

What shall we do now, Mary being dead,

Or say or write, tliat sliall express tlie half?

What can we do, but pillow tliat fair liead.

And let the Spring-time write her epitaph.

As it will soon, in snowdrop, violet.

Wind flower, and columbine, and maiden's tear

;

Each letter of that pretty alphabet.

That spells in flowers the pageant of the year.

She was a maiden for a man to love

;

She was a woman for a husband's life
;

One that had learned to value far above

The name of Love, the sacred name of Wife.

Her little life-dream rounded so with sleep,

Had all there is of life—except gray hairs,

Hope—love—trust—passion and devotion deep—
And that mysterious tie a Mother bears.

She hath fulfilled her promise and hath past

;

Set her down gently at the iron door !

Eyes look on that loved image for the last.

Now cover it with earth—her earth no more.

Winter.

From the German.

A blue and gold-bcspatigled tent

Is spread by heaven o'er all the earth,

The glancing stars are full of mirth,

In beauty is the winter sent.

But ah ! 'tis lonesome in the fields !

No bird its plumage gaily waves,

The groves are silent as the graves,

Crisp snow a crackling music yields.

My heart hath donned black winter's dress

;

The faintly twinkling winter star

Imparts no warmth ; so cold and chaste

!

But better times now onward press
;

A vernal morn dawns from afar,

And angels tread the desert waste !

Translated for this Journal.

Weber's "Oberon"—Its First Representa-

tion at the Theatre Lyrique in Paris

(1857).

From the French of Hector Beelioz.

(Concluded from page 386.)

It would cost far too much writing to make a
worthy analysis of the score of Oberon, to exam-
ine the questions of style which this work has
raised, to explain the processes employed by the

author and to find the cause of the transport

into which this music plunges hearers who are

strangers to all notion, if not to all feeling, of

the art of sounds.

Oheron is the pendant to the FreyschUtz.

The one belongs to the sombre, violent, diaboli-

cal fantastic element ; the other to the domain
of smiling, gracious and enchanting fairies. In
Oheron the supernatural is found so skilfully

combined with the real world, that one knows
not precisely where the one leaves off and the

other begins ; the passion and the sentiment ex-

press themselves in a language and with accents,

which it seems as if one never had heard be-

fore.

This music is essentially melodious, but in a

different manner from that of the greatest melo-

dists. The melody exhales from voices and

instruments like a subtle perfume, which one in-

hales with delight, without being able to deter-

mine its character at first. A phrase, whose

commencement he has not heard, is already mis-

tress of the hearer at the precise moment when

he remarks it ; another, which he has not seen

vanish, preoccupies him still for some time after

he ha? ceased to hear it. What makes its prin-

cipal charm, is grace ; a grace that is exquisite

and somewhat strange. One might say of

Weber's inspiration in Oberon, what Laertes

says of his sister Ophelia :

Thought and affliction, passion, hell itself,

She turns to favor and to prettiness.

Hell, however, does not figure here; more-

over, under Weber's hands, it never assumed

graceful forms, but forms fearful and appalling on

the contrary.

The harmonic tissues of Weber have a color-

ing not found in any other master, and which

reflects itself more than one thinks upon the

melody. Their effect is due sometimes to the

alteration of a few notes of the chord ; some-

times to unusual inversions ; sometimes even to

the suppression of certain tones commonly sup-

posed indispensable. Such, for example, is the

final chord of the piece ofthe sea nymphs, where

the tonic is suppressed, and in which, although

the piece is in E, the author lets us hear only

the G sharp and B. Hence the vagueness of

the ending, and the reverie into which it plunges

the hearer.

Almost as much may be said of his modula-

tions ; strange as they are, they are always con-

ducted with a great art, with nothing hard, no

shock, in a manner almost always unexpected, so

as to concur in the expres.sion of a sentiment, and

not to cause the ear a puerile surpi-ise.

Weber admits absolute liberty of rhythmical

forms. No one ever so completely emancipated

himself from the tyranny of what is called la

carrure (the square form), the exclusive use of

which, limited to agglomerations of equal num-

bers, contributes so cruelly to the production,

not only of monotony, but even of platitude.

In the FreyschUtz he had already given numer-

ous examples of a new phraseology. Among
these examples, the French musicians, the squar-

est melodists after the Italians, were quite sur-

prised into applauding the drinking song of Cas-

par, which is composed, in its first half, of a

succession of phrases of three measures, and, in

its second half, of a succession of phrases of

four. In Oberon we find various passages where

the melodic tissue is made up of rhythms of five

measures. In general, each phrase of five or

three measures has its pendant, which constitutes

the symmetry, producing the even number, so

dear to common musicians, in spite of the proverb :

Numero Deus impare gaudei. But Weber does

not believe himself obliged to establish this sym-

metry at any cost and everywhere ; very fre-

quently his uneven phrase has no pendant. I

will appeal to men of letters, whether Fontaine

has used an excellent form in adding a little

isolated verse of two feet at the end of one of

his fables

:

Mais qu'en sort-il souvent ?

Du vent.

Their affirmative reply, I do not doubt, ex-

plains and justifies the analagous proceeding intro-

duced in music by many musicians, among whom
we must cite, with Weber, Gluck and Beet-

hoven. It seems to us as absurd to wish to con-

struct all music on a rhythm of four measures, as

it would be to admit only one kind of verse in

poetry. If, instead of saying so finely

:

Mais qu'en sort-il souvent 1

Du vent,

the fabulist had written :

Mais qu'en sort-il souvent ?

II n'en sort que du vent,

he would have terminated his fable with an intol-

erable platitude. The analogy of this example

with the musical question which now occupies us,

;s striking. Nothing but the obstinacy of rou-

tine can fail to recognize it, or can deny its con-

sequences.

Now if it seems evident to us that music

cannot and ought not blindly to conform to the

usage of certain schools, which wish to preserve

the squarest of carrures in everything ; if we
find in this obstinate adherence to a prejudice

the cause of the insipidity, the looseness of style,

the exasperating vulgarism of a multitude of

productions of all times and countries, we none

the less recognize that there are offensive irregu-

larities of this kind, and that they must be care-

fully avoided. Gluck (especially in his Iphigenia

in Aulis) has committed many such, we must con-

fess, which wound the sense of rhythmical har-

mony. Weber is not exempt from them ; we
even find an example much to be regretted in

one of the most delicious morceaux of Oberon, in

the song of the Naiads, of which I spoke just

now. After the first grand vocal phrase, com-

posed of four times four measures, the author has

wished to give the voices a brief repose. This

silence is filled up by the orchestra. Thinking,

no doubt, that the ear would take no account of

the instrumental fragment, he then resumes his

vocal strain, in square rhythm, as if the measure

of orchestra did not exist. But, in our opinion,

he was deceived. The ear suffers from this addi-

tion of a measure in the melody ;
one is perfectly

sensible that the oscillating movement has been

broken, that the phrase has lost the balanced

regularity which gives it so much charm. Ke-

turnin" to my comparison of melody with versifi-

cation, I will further say that, in this case, the

defect is as evident as it would be in a strophe of
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verses of ten feet, of tohich one alone should liaoe

eleven.

Of Weber's instrumentation I will only say,

tliat its richness, variety and novelty are admira-

ble. Distinction still is its dominant quality,

never any means which good taste reproves, no

brutalities, no nonsense. Over all a charminn;

colorinir; a sonority bright but harmonious; a

subdued force ; and a profound knowledge of

the nature of each instrument, of its different

characters, its sympathies or antipathies with the

other members of the orchestral family ; every-

where in short the most intimate relations are

preserved between the stage and the orchestra ;

nowhere an effect without an end, an accent with-

out a motive.

Weber is reproached with his manner of

writing for the voices ; unfortunately the reproach

is not without foundation. Frequently he im-

poses upon them successions of an extreme diffi-

culty, such as would scarcelj' suit any instrument

but the piano. But this defect, which does not

extend so far as some would have it. ceases to be

a defect when the strangeness of the vocal de-

sign has its motive in a dramatic intention. Then

on the contrary it becomes a quality ; the author

in this case is blamable only in the eyes of sing-

ers, who are obliged to take pains and give

themselves to studies which common-place music

does not impose upon them.

Such are several truly diabolical passages in

the role of Caspar in Der FreyscJiiitz : passages

which, to my mind, are evident traits of

genius.

Among the twenty pieces, which compose the

score o^Oberon, T do not see a single weak one. In-

vention, inspiration, knowledge, good sense shine

in all : and it is almost with regret that we cite

in preference to other pieces the mysterious and

sweet chorus of the introduction, sung by the

genii around the bed of flowers on which Oberon

is sleeping; — the chivalrous air of Huon, in

which is found a ravishing phrase already pre-

sented in the middle of the overture; — the

marvellous noctural march of the guards of the

seraglio, which terminates the first act ; the

energetic chorus, so rudely characterized

:

" Gloire au chef des croyants .'"—the prayer of

Huon, accompanied only by the altos, violoncel-

los and double basses;— the dramatic scene of

Ilezia on the shore of the Ocean ; the song of

the Nymphs, now confided to Puck alone in the

new version of the book (wrongly, as I think ; it

ought to be sung in the back part of the stage,

on one of the back tiers representing the sea, by

several choice voices in unison, and with exceed-

ing sweetness) ; the dancing chorus of spirits

closing the second act ; the gracefully gay air of

Fatima ;—the following duet, with its obstinate

orchestral trait returning at irregular iutervals

;

the trio, so harmonious, so admirably modulated,

accompanied pianissimo by the brass instru-

ments ; and finally the chorus of seduction, a

unique piece in its kind. Never had melody

such smiles, or rhythm more irresistible caresses.

The chevalier Huon ought to be a prodigy of

virtue to escape the blandishments of women
singing such melodies.

The audience demanded the repetition of four

pieces and the overture
; the crowd, which for

three hours had drunk in this music, of so new a
flavor, with delight, went oil in a state of verita-

ble intoxication. It is a success, I repeat it, a
noble and a great success.

The tenor Michot has a fine voice, of a rich

and sympathetic timhre, which study will soon

render supple. He is recalled every evening. . .

Mme. Kossi-Caccia, after long absence from the

stage, has reappeared tliere in the difficult rSle

of Kezia, which she sings with talent. MUe.

Girard is an excellent Fatima ; could she only

correct that trembling of the voice ! Mile.

Borghese sings and plays well the part of the

hobgoblin Puck ; only she is too large* ; but

what remedy for that ? . . . Grillon acquits

hircself very well in the part of Cherasmin, and

Fromant in that of Oberon. As to the eunuch

Girardot, he excites hilarity by his costume, his

poses, his strange voice and his mots.

Desirous of reproducing Weber's masterineee

on no mean scale, M. Carvalho has added ten

stringed instruments to the orchestra (having to

take so many seats away from the public for

them), and has enriched the chorus of genii by

twelve female voices. The mise-en-scene is ex-

tremely careful ; the effect of the apotheosis of

Titania and Oberon is one of the most poetic.

* What will be said tlien of Alboni. who is talked of for the

same part in London I

—

Ed.

Beethoven's Symphony in A.

This Symphony was written in 1813, when
Beethoven was in the zenith of his power, and
contains within itself distinctive marks of his

transcendent genius in almost every feature that

can give sublimity and beauty to instrumental

music.

It opens with an introduction of great gran-

deur, in which the melody, the modulation, and
the orchestral features successively dispute the

interest with each other. It commences with one
of those effects of instrumentation of which
Beethoven is incontestably the creator; the full

orchestra strikes a strong and sharp chord, leav-

ing suspended, during the silence which succeeds,

a single hautboy that has entered unperceiv-

ed in the preceding crash, and which goes on to

develop a sustained melody.

It is impossible to conceive a commencement
more original.- Repetitions of the sharp chords

ensue again and again ; after each of which, the

legato themr grows, by added parts, till it attains

a full harmony, when it gives place to a new
feature, namely : a series of staccato scale pas-

sages, for the stringed band, accompanied or in-

terspersed with fragments of the melody first

heard.

The Allegro has a rhythm strongly marked,
which, passing afterwards into the harmony, is

reproduced under a multitude of aspects, scarcely

ceasing its measured march until the end—a de-

termined cmjiloyment of rhythmical form which
has never been attempted on such an extensive

scale elsewhere ; although in minor pieces—as,

for example, in Schubert's songs—the idea fre-

quently appears. Thh Allegro, of which the ex-

tensive developments run constantly upon the

same idea, is treated with such incredible skill

—

the changes of key are so frequent and so inge-

nious—the harmonic and other technical features

so novel and often so bold—that the movement
finishes before the attention and lively emotion

which it excites in the audience have all abated.

The Symphony is peculiarly celebrated for its

Andante. "The principal cause of the profound

sensations excited by this extraordinarv move-
ment lies also in the rhythm—a rhythm as simple

as that of the Allegro, but of a form perfectly

diflerent. It consists merely of a dactyl followed

by a spondee and repeated incessantly ; some-
times in several parts, sometimes in one only;

sometimes serving as an accompaniment, some-
times concentrating the attention on itself, and
sometimes forming the subject of a fugue. It

appears first, after two bars of sustained harmony,
on the low strings of the violas, violoncellos, and
double basses, nuancerf by a piano and pianissimo,

full of melancholy
; thence it passes to the second

violins, while the violoncellos and violas sing a
pathetic lamentation of an inexpressibly touch-
ing character.

The rhythmical phrase, ascending continually
from one octave to another, arrives at the first

violins, which pass it, by a crescendo, to the full

force of the wind instruments of the orchestra,
while the plaintive theme still accompanying it,

but now given out with extreme energy, assumes
the character of a convulsive, heart i-ending wail.

To this succeeds an etherial melody, pure, sim-
ple, sweet and i-eslgned.

The basses alone coutinue their inexorable
rhythm under this melodious bow in the clouds;
it is, to borrow a citation from the poet,

'•One fatal reinenibranre, one sorrow that throws
Its black shade alike o'er our joys and our woes."

It is not improbable that this wonderful, pathetic
movement may have been intended by Beethoven
to portray his own feelinos under the terrible

calamity that afflicted him; the only part of this

Symphony that its unfortunate composer ever
heard, was the roll of the drams.
The Trio is one of the most remarkable and

original niorceaux which ever proceeded from
Beethoven's pen. At the close of the Scherzo,

on a unison passage, an A, occurring quite na-
turally, and without any appoarani'e of design,

is suddenly held by the wdiole hand ; transfixed,

congealed, as it were, like the Sleeping Beauty:
and is retained through the whole of the follow-

ing movement. After four bars of the single

note, a lovely melody creeps in, the time being
considerably slackened to give the change more
efl^ect : this is repeated with a slight reinforce-

ment, after which a second part is introduced

leading to a repetition of the first part /or(iS.«i-

mo.
Meanwhile the other parts make a crescendo

by a series of bold chords, and the original melo-

dy bursts out with the full band— the never ceas-

ing A being now thrown with startling effect

upon the trumpets and drums. This extjaordinary

feature never fails to command the astonishment
and delight of the audience. The theme of

the Trio, simple as it is, furnishes the striking

example of a melody whose character may be

entirely changed by the manner in which it is

taken. When first played, smoothly and softly,

it is sweet, beautiful, pastoral ; when repeated by
the full orchestra, it is grand, majestic, sublime.

The Finale is not less rich than the preceding
movements in novel features, in piquant modula-
tions or in charming fancies. Tlu commence-
ment, a sharp chord, struck by the strings, an-

swered instantanecnisly bj the wind instruments,

and followed by a dead pause, appears to be de-

signed to call attention to the unusual form of the

principal subject, commencing on the same
chord.

The rhythm here again is peculiar, consisting

of an accentuation of the second beat of the biir,

so frequent as to form the rule, in.stead of, as com-
monly, the exception.

The Finale abounds in points worthy the study

of the musician. But the greatest marvel is the

coda. After the first or preliminary ca»lence, a

few chords prepare the way for a most elaborate

working of the first phrase of the theme, repeat-

ed many times and accompanied by combinations
of the most striking originality. All the while

the violins keep up an increasing reiteration of
the subject in various keys, accompanied in cor-

responding harmonies by the wind band, and
gradually rising sempre piu forte on the grand
pedal point. Half way tlirough this point, the

violins throw off impatiently the tranunels of the

figure that had so long boun<l them, and burst off

into a series of the most brilliant ])assages ; the

bass still keep steady for some time to their E,
but at last can no longer resist sharing in the

jubilee of the rest of the orchestra; and the

whole come to a conclusion with an overpower-
ing eclat—an ending worthy of such a master-

piece of genius, imagination, feeling and techni-

cal skill.

Musical Jurors' Reports on the .Interna-

tional Exhibition.

The publication of the Juror's Reports on the past
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Exiiihition enables us to return to the Musical de-

partment, on which (as was said some time ago) it

was impossible foi' any one, not a juror, to pass any

judgment worth offering. The Report could not

have been confided to belter hands than those of Mr.

Pole, whose notes, thoiiKli wo do not agree in all'of

his opinions, add a value 10 the text, as the utteran-

ces of a cultivated man who has thought out his

subject for himself.

There was no foreign Organ exhibited; but in the

manufacture of tins nn\gnifieent instrument, England
is tbuud to have made a great stride since the year

1S51. Jlr. Willis is commended for his new me-

chanical inventions to relieve the player from the

complications caused by his having to control five

kev-boards (why arc thev lo be called c/flt;/ers'?)

Jlr. Walker gets honorable mention for the good
quality of certain stops ; Messrs. Forster and An-
drews, again, for their mechanical contrivances. On
the plan of the vast organ at St.-Sulpice, just fin-

ished by MM. Cavaille'-Coll, we may speak another

day ; that instrument having, under their hands,

assumed a place of first importance. We cannot

leave this subject of tlie Organ without a comment
on Mr. Pole's note, in which he remonstrates against

equal temperament in the tuning of the instrument;

forgettmg th.at whenever the organ is used in accom-
paniment, the old system of frightful impurity in

certain keys makes a perfect execution of much cho-

ral music impossible. Even for the composer of

.in/o.?, it is hard to be debarred by discreet choice

from many of the varieties ot effect within his reach.

Too much, we suspect, has been sacrificed in England
(and in other branches of art beside instrument mak-
ing| to richness of single tones. Fancy an orches-

tra habitually out of tune in given keys, defended

(on any ground) as preferable to that which com-
manded evei'y one with like.certainty.

Next, as to the Piano-forte. Here the house of

Broad'vood "bore away the bell"—that of Erard
having been passed without mention, if indeed it ex-

hibited. The great English house seems to go on
literally from strength to strength in the manufacture
of pianos, and Mr. Pole annotates on the necessity

of this (which involves increase of expense) caused

by the modern demands of the high pitch. This is

illogical ; seeing that orciiestral pilch has not risen at

the rate of the bean-stalk in the fairy tale, so as to

render the addition of pound after pound of metal,

season after sea.son, an indispensable thing. Some
American piano-fortes are prai.sed for their ingenious

contrivances. The only one which can be here men-
tioned—minute specification of every reward and
honor bestowed being obviously out of the question

—is the Student's pianofoi'te, of four octaves, pi-ice

eight guineas ; produced by Mr. Chappell, at Mr.
Hullali's suggestion.

The advance made in the manufacture of the Har-
monium appears to be universal, the mstrument hav-

ing become not so much a fashion as a want. There
is a New York Violin which apjicars to have excited

some attention ; another proof, liy the way, of

American ingenuity in this branch of art, not to say
manufactui-e. How strange would it he were the

Cremona of the twentieth century lo turn up in Cin-

cinnati ! Time, however, has something to say
respecting the facture of violins which no contri-

vance can altogether supply. It is suspected, if not
proved, that wood artificiaily seasoned, though yield-

ing at first a semblance of the old ripe tone which a
Stradivarius or Guarnerius instrument gives out, is

perishable accordingly. And this may bo noted, by
way of comment on the remark that many of the

violins of 1S62, which are generally " greatly in ad-

vance of those of 1851," are -wonderfully cheap,
considering the fair qualily of the instruments. For
£14 a new violin can now be produced, " which is a
near approach to the old Cremona, worth twenty or
thirty times that sum."

Generally speaking, the manufacture of wind in-

struments, whether of brass or wood, has also made
an important stride forward during the last ten years.

Besides all the manifold devices and contrivances of
M. Sox, especial mention is due to a transposing
Clarionet. Should this he found to work well with-
out deterioration of the instrnment's tone, the benefit

of such invenrion will be great and real. New South
Wales has sent a fine and beautifully made " Nichol-
son flute."

The above glances at an interesting Report give
satisfactory warrant for the hope that the materials
for the execution of Music are in progress of im-
provement, though Science may have said her last

word, and though Fantasy, if not absolutely dor-
mant, is in an exhausted and languid plight.

—

Lom^.
Alhenccum.

Music at St. Peter's.

From '-Reminipcences of Life in the Old World, by Klausner,"
in the Neiv Jermakm Messenger.

To one who has much religious sensitiveness or

a taste at all fastidious, there are many features and
occurrences in the choir of St. Peter's that will dis-

turb, if not at times quite disgnst him. The vain,

aflTected airs which two of the soprano singers who
came under my notice seemed to delight in,—their

cracked and wheezy voices reminding one strongly of

certain unfortunate indiviiluals of the female sex who
at a certain period of life become blinded to their

own wrinkles and the faded tones of their voices, and
seem doomed to remain in blissful ignorance of what
the whole world knows very well—that they are past

their prime—would almost lead one to forget the

music while he watched the pranks of these silly

men.
When they sing in duet, however, or with the

chorus, their voices lose somewhat of their peculiar

unpleasantness by blending with the others ; and the

full, rich strains, accompanied by the great organ,

fill the whole chapel with that delightful thrilling

Presence^—surrounding us, lifting us, and penetrating

us,—which we call music.

The interludes on the organ are a desecration of

the place and the service, consisting usually of the

most frivolous operatic fantasies, or rapid dance
music, turning the organ into a disagreeable, rattling,

piping machine, and disturbing most intrusively the

quiet and often elevated mood which the singing of

the Psalm produces in the listener. In fact I was
no friend of the organist of St. Peter's. He had no
taste, and played with little precision and power, be-

sides being a sensual looking man, one who appeared
to have little idea of the holiness of his office.

I remember a little instance that illustrate-i at tiie

same time a deficiency of judgment in the organist,

and the wonderful training of the choir, wiiich, al-

though defective in some voices, performed the intri-

cate chorus with great precision and studied discrim-

ination of effect. The leader was exact and ener-

getic—often lost bis temper, like all musicians—
music tending not to make the disposition had, hut

on the contrary rendering the sensibilities finer and
more liable to injury—and the whole choir perfectly

under control of his baton. The organist, however,
was sometimes unruly. On the occasion I refer to,

during a tender passage sung by a few voices in

pianissimo, the organist had seen fit to delight his

fancy with the loud, harsh hautbov stop, which near-

ly drowned the subdued voices of the singei'S. The
leader scowled and motioned, and made all manner
of pantomimic signs to the organist between the reg-

ular beats of his baton, but to no purpose. At
length, out of all patience, iie left his stand and
rushed to the organ, himself thrusting in the olfend-

ing stop, and resumed his place and heat, while the

singers continued the exquisite passage witli undis-

turbed accuracy of time.

But notwithstanding these unpleasant features, one
finds enough to enjoy in the rare musical feasts to

lead him soon to forge"; the objectionable. It is with

a feeling of gratitude that 1 remember those holy

seasons, for they were nearly always such to me.

—

One cannot however appreciate the music unless he

has a breviary in his hands, and follows the Latin

text as the choir proceed with those passages of

poetic splendor and Divine power and significance.

How vividly do I remember the deep, rolling, thun-

der tones of a strong bass voice, one of the finest

and most admirably constructed that I ever heard.

I shall never forget bow his music thrilled me, as in

a most effective solo, be sung the thirteenth verse of

the 91st Psalm—"The young lion and the dragon

shalt thou trample under feet." It was a voiced and
living picture of the mighty writhing of the dragon,

and the struggle of the lion, 3'ct leading at last to the

glorious triumph and peace of the " secret place of

the Most High." Between the Psalms that ihe choir

sung, some short office was gone through with l)y the

priests, and the boys chanted in aiitiphon another

Psalm ; and of all ttie music in the service none was
more beantifully efli'ective than the chanting in har-

mony by the choir, without the organ, the Gloria,

after the antiphonal plain-song was ended. It was

the same simple Gregorian tone, but with the har-

mony added, and sounded like a response from the

skies to the harsh chant of the boys and orders. At
length the last Amen is sung, the choristers retire

from the gallery, the " Holy Eminence" is placed in

walking order, and with candles and gleaming cruci-

fixes the procession again moves, the little boys be-

ing no doubt gladly relieved from their tedious sitting

with no support at their backs, or sleepy little heads,

which occasionally during the service I had noticcii

drooping like a flower at night in a heavy slumber.

The audience usually now retire, but the deacons sit

still in their comfortable seats, and open their bre-

viaries for their evening office. Two Cantori with

stentorian voices open a great book which lies on the

elaborately ornamented lecturn, whose pages pre-

sent a confused mass of ancient red and black letters,

and the large square notes of tones which have been
handed down perhaps from the days of David the
king, and which may have resounded through the
great portals of the temple of Solomon. They com-
mence the hymn, and the music to which those two
trumpet-toned voices, unaccompanied, sotind forth the
hurried Latin words, is entirely siil generis, some-
thing halfway between a chant and a melody, con-

taining the strangest possible intervals, changes and
measure.
At length, after listening awhile to this singular

song and the antiphony of the deacons, I too would
leave my seat and wander forth into the great church,

in which now the shades were deepening into dark-

ness—where an impressive silence reigned broken
only by the sound of footsteps near and far on the

smooth marble, and the steady chant continuing

without cessation in the dim choir, like the solemn
roar of billows on a strand. At the kneeling desks

would be seen the d.ark forms of priest, monk, or

some poor Roman, engaged in silent prayer. The
hanging lamps glimmer with a bright warm light

through the iron gates closing tlie entrance to the

chapel of the "Santi Apostoli :" and far up the nave,

beneath the great dark Baldlchino, are seen the soft-

ly beaming lights of that circle of golden lamps
wdiich surround the shrine of St. Peter, and burn
night and day before the high altar. Perhaps one
hears the rustling of robes and the sound of feet

hurrying over the pavement, and from some shadowy
recess of the church, sees a small procession, attend-

ants hearing torches before a cardinal, who is recog-

nized at once by his scarlet beretta, and a servant

following and bearing his train Before the last ray

of twilight fades, and leaves the great church to its

undisturbed night, to its solitary guests, and the soft

glimmers of its undying lamps, I wander around
beneath the lofty arches of the aisles, visiting the

Lions of Canova, and the kneeling Pope before the

Shrine, and the four colossal Saints standing at the

four angles benearb the dome, facing the High Altar;

and as I go down the n.ave lowards the entrance, I

catch an indistinct view of the great pictures I espe-

cially love—the St. Sebastian by Domeuichino, and
Baptism of Christ by Marratti. Then I pass under
the heavily curtained portal, and in a moment the

silence as well as the solemn sounds of the interior

are closed in behind me, and walking across the

vestibule, I stop in an ecstacy of admiration, surprise

and wonder at the scene before me! The clouds
that hover in fleecy piles here and there in the trans-

parent blue have not lost their tinge of pink and
gold which the sunset cast upon ihem, and, trembling

in the mellow liquid depths of the Italian sky, the

moon is risen and hangs over the distant domes and
roofs of the city, while its pale light falls in unbroken
masses on the piazza before me. Hero and there a
hurrying group of Romans, the solitary figure of a
priest, and the lofty, mystic obelisk that rises in the

centre, cast a shadow upon the pavement, while a
silence reigns undisturlied, except by the soft sound
of the silver sprayed fountain.s, and the low, distant

roar of the city.

Music m New York.

A Letter to the I^ondon Mu.=ical World.

Although the present is otherwise one of the gay-
est winters ever experienced in New York, there is a

universal dearth of musical entertainment. Mr.
Gran, who is the impresario of the New York opera
at present, after giving a brief and successful season
with Lorini, Guerrabella and others, announced a
second season, during wliich many new operas were
to be produced, while Miss Kellogg was to be the

chief star of the company ; three performances were

given, when the house was closed, owing—said the

managerial bill—to the illness of Brignoli.

This Brignoli is the enfant gate' of the American
musical public. He came here in 1855 without re-

piitalion, and s.ang for the first time in the Trovatore

—the first night tlie opera was produced iu this

country. Steflfanone, the prima donna now at St.

Carlo— Vestvali, the contralio— and Amodio, a

splendid baritone, who died of yellow fever in Ha-

vana, a year or two ago — were also in tlio cast.

—

Brignoli made a great hit, and ever since that event-

ful night has been our favorite tenor, his popularity

not being eclipsed by even such singers as Mirate and

StigcUi. Brignoli is only a singer. As to acting,

be considers it quite beneath his notice, and even

says that he is paid to sing and not to act. His

walk Is the most awkward ever seen on the stage,

but bis attiludes are good. His voice is delicious,

witli a clear, ringing, metallic tone, such as I have

heard in no other singer ; and to exquisite finish he
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aclils a felicity for muking diminuendos which is some-

thing mai-vellous. He will let off an explosive rote,

and then gradually diminish it till it dies away like

a falling star. He gets abused for his lack of action,

but, after all, he always remains the popular tenor.

Like every other singer in America, he is constantly

on the verge of leaving for Europe to fulfil marvel-

lous engagements in all the principal theatres of the

old world.

Miss Kellogg, who is announced as engaged at

Her Majesty's, is a young lady about twenty years

old, who aims to be a lyric artist in the highest walks

of tragic opera. Whether her physical forces are

sufficient for the arduous task is dubious. She is tall

and slender, with a face reminding one of Hachel's,

especially in such parts as Paolina in Donizetti's

Martiri. Charlotte Cushman discerns in Miss Kel-

logg great histrionic ability, and, as to vocal finish

and Culture, she is fully up to the requirements of the

Ivric stage. Her bes"t part is Gilda in Ritjoletto.

Brignoli's best parts are in the same opera, and in

the Trovatore and Martha.

AVhile writing about American singers let me
speak of our baritone Amodio, a young man about

twenty-two years old, and a brother of the dead

Alessandro Amodio. Frederico, the living one,

first appeared on the stage in this city four or five

years ago, with a callow voice, and a frightened air

and action. He went off to those preposterous places

in Central America, Costa Rica, and the like. In

those remote provinces he practised his art, and re-

turned to New York to take the place of his late

brother. He is gifted with a rich, musical voice, and

acts with intelligence.

Susini is our favorite bass. He first came here

with Grisi and Mario, nnder Mr. Hackett's engage-

ment, went back to Europe, and again returned.

—

Here, he married Isabella Hinckley, a young Ameri-

can singer, who had studied and snng abroad, and a

few months ago, in the fresh opening of a promising

career, the young wife died. Susini has served in

the Italian wars under Garibaldi, and is one of the

most magnificent men ever seen on the stage. His

best parts are Oroveso in Norma, and Bartolo in the

Barbiere—parts entirely different, and showing his

versatility.

We have another tenor here, Maccaferri, who sings

as if he were shot—tearing passion to tatters, and
going to one extreme while Brignoli goes to the

other. Yet in some noisy parts he is good.

Our prima donnas include Kellogg, Giierrabella

(who has succeeded very well here) and Lorini, who
was bom in New York, is the daughter of a come-

dian named Whiting, was fiivorably noticed by
Jenny Lind, went abroad for ten years, and comes
back a stout, mature lady, wiih a liquid voice, and

as purely an Italian in nicihod and pronunciation as

if she had been born and raised in Siena itself

—

Our contralto is Morensi, a young American girl,

who was formerly known as Miss Duckworth, but

with her new calling took a new name. Her voice

is a rich contralto, and she will in time take a high

rank. D'Angri, a Greek lady married to Mr. Abella,

an Italian music teacher, also sings sometimes in

opera. She is like Alboni in voice, person, and exe-

cution, and warbles Rossini's music with as great

facility. Yet with all these singers—with a fair or-

chestra and chorus—we have no opera, and will have

none, till Max Maretzek returns hither from Havana,
with Medori, Charton, Mazzolini, and the rest of his

troupe. He will open an academy of music early

in March.

A German opera company, composed of resident

singers, with Mesdames Rotter and Johannsen as

prima donnas, have given a successful season of some
seventy nights at one of our minor theatres. Among
the long list of operas they produced were two new
to our public—Lortzing's Wildschiitz and Kreutzer's

Nachtlagcr von Granada. Beethoven's Fidelia, with

Jobannscn's Leonora, was the most popular as well

as artistic success of the season. The company is

now playing in Philadelphia.

The New York Philharmonic Society has given
several good concerts, though presenting little of

special interest, The music of a new opera, The
Corsican Bride, by Edward Mollenhauer, was latelv

sung at Irving Hall. The composer is one of a pair
of brothers brought to this country years ago by
Jullien. They played violin duets with astonishing
precision. Both took up their residences here, and
Edward is now the director of music at the Winter
Garden, one of our best theatres, while Frederick
has been, unfortunately, afflicted with blindness, and
is dependent upon the charity of his friends. A
concert was given for his benefit at the German
Opera-house last week.

In the absence of musical matters, we have a dra-
matic excitement in the debut, as Shylock, of a
popular German actor, Bandmann by name, a youDg

man who speaks English better than Fechter, and
acts fully as well.

The career of Adelina Patti is followed with in-

terest by her many friends here. Her sister Carlotta,
who has, of course, been also for a long time on the
verge of going to Europe, sings equally well, and
cannot fail to make a sensation wherever she iroes as

a concert singer. Quiet folks here cannot help con-
trasting Adelina Patti, the pet of the Parisian Court
and public, with the little dark-complexioned girl

she was a few years ago, playing in the street near
her home. There are at least a dozen young ladies

in this vicinity studying for the lyric stage, and be-
fore long America will export prima donnas as well
as grain.

A little "contraband," who ran away from his

owner in Virginia and crossed over to the federal ranks
is now in this city. He is a musical prodigy, play-
ing the violin in a rude way, and whistling in two
distinct notes at once—giving the melody, accom-
panied by a dull humming bass.

Two remarkable pianists are at present giving con-
certs here. Willie Barnesmore Pape, a boy of about
thirteen yeai-s, and a native of Mobile. His memory
is most astonishing : he plays from memory over
fifty of the most difficult and elaborate )iieces of
Thalberg, Gotlschalk, Liszt, Beethoven, Weber, and
other composers. He is not unlike Arthur Napoleon
in style. Quite as remnrkable a phenomenon is

Teresa Carreno, a tiny little creature from Carraccas,
Venezuela, who, though hut eight years old, also
plays Liszt's and Thalberg's music. The little crea-
ture has given a number of successful concerts here.

With this resume of our most noted musical perform-
ers, I close this letter. Tkovatok.
New York, Jan. 26, 1863.

Plenty of Tenors.

iTo the Editor of the London Musical World.)

Sir,—I said I could name half a dozen tenors who
should be novelties at Covent Garden. Here they
are. Moreover, if Mr. Gye engages them and they
turn ont failures, I will pay their salaries for him.
What can be fairer 1

To enumerate, then :—
1. Sig. Calzolari. Mdlle. Patti, supported by this

exquisite singer in La Figlia, would draw entire

London.
2. M. Barbot—to sing in Gounod's Faust with

Mad. Carvalho.

3. M. Gueymard—always, however, without Mrs.
G.

4. Herr Niemann.—when last I heard this tenor he
was in superb voice, combining the sweetness that

was once the characteristic of Mario with the ringing
power of Tamberlik.

5. Sig. Mongini—who has improved much since
he was last heard in this conntry.

6. Mr. Sims Reeves (tremendous cheering from
the whole body of readers of The 3/usiral Wm-ld).—
Fancy the effect of Mdlle. Patti and Sims Reeves in

the Sonnamhula and Lucia.

Obediently yours, Anonymous.
Roi/al Exchange Building, Feb. 1 7.

Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
Florence, Jan. 16, 1863.

A commemorative t.ablet, of the kind so frequently
used in the cities of Italy to mark the birthplace or
the once dwelling of tlie illustrious dead whom the
nation delights to honor, has recently been let into

the fafade wall of one of the sternest and dreariest

looking of the oV\ palazzi of Florence, and marks it

henceforward for all limes as among the " holy
places " of pilgrimage to be visited reverently by the
yearly tnbe of strangers, who set up their temporary
rest in Florence.

The house in question is the last in the Via
Maggio on the right hand going from the river to-

ward the Porta Romana. It is gray and grim, of
the true old Florentine build, with deep projecting
eaves and a cavernous dark porlone or entrance door,
showing an inner courtyard and an iron gate at the

foot of the broad staircase. The front of the house
looks into a small piazzetta, sunny, irregular and
cheerful enough. JFrom this side of the building
there is a view of one corner of I he Pitfi Palace, and
of part of the area before it. On the other side of
the house, which is turned toward an adjacent nar-
row street, and faces a blank church wall, part of the
first floor projects slightly over the basement story,
as may often be seen here in the old palazzi ; and
the projecting portion is supported on a row of small
arches or machicolations, and forms a quaint stone
balcony on which the principal sitting rooms of the
house open. This sombre old mansion is the Casa
Guidi,—a name for several years past as well known

in England as in Florence, even to such as have
never crossed the channel. One of the latest depart-

ed from among tlie elect of En<;land's poets, Eliza-

beth Barrett Browning, lias consecrated the name of
the house she resided in for many years, by bestow-
ing it upon a poem which contains some of her no-
blest veins of thought and most living pictures of
vivid Southern life.

It was, in very trnth, from the queer old arch-

supported side balcony mentioned above, that the

authoress of the " Casa Gnidi Windows," looking
out from the studious seclusion imposed upon her by
yearlong suffering, ,«aw the great national festa of
1847, when Tuscany, like all Italy, was trying to

satisfy her yearTiings after national independence by
the vain promise of the ilreani that a reforming
Pope and an Austrian Arclutoke could be her pio-

neers in the march of freedom. It was here tlint the

English poetess watched the long procession of that

"feast of banners" stream upward to the Pitti

Square, filling every thoroughfare with shouts and
viras and fluttering tricolor ; and while catching op
the confused utterances of the people's aspiration

and harmonizing them into the triumphant masic of
her song, her prophetic foreboding of Grand-Ducal
treaclicry and tyranny ahead struck in with a sad
minor chord through the pauses of rejoicing.

Mrs. Browning, as all know, was a statinch and
life-long lover of Itnly ; an<l the beautiful land where
she lived so long, and where her last breath was
drawn, repaid with fervent gratitude the generous
championship of her powerful pen, displayed at a
time when hard words and taunts wore the too fre-

quent recognition of Italy's earnest, though, in some
respects, mistaken efforts towards self-deliverance.

"The Municipality of Florence has lately testified

the feehngs of the nation for the memo'ry of the

great and good woman gone to her rest, by the me-
morial tablet of white marble, the first, I believe,

through the length and breadth of Italy, erected in

honor of .any but an Italian. It bears the following

inscription, which is an unafTectetl as it is a true ex-

pression of affectionate regret, respect and admira-

tion :

"Here wrote and died Elizabeth Barrett Browning,
who in her woman's soul united the learning of a

sage to the genius of a poet, and created by her song
a golden link between Italy and England. To her

Florence in gratitnde erects this memorial.™

La Scala, at Milan.

Who has not heard of "La Scala," the great Opera
House of the world ? Though it is said by some
that the San Carlo at Naples vies with it in size and
elegance, still the majority agree that "La Scala"
bears away the palm ; and it certainly is a masjiive,

grand and impo,-^ing striictare. The interior is ar-

ranged in six tiers of boxes, besides the parqnetse.^
The boxes are built like rooms, and are in rows di-

rectly above one another. The greater part of these

are owned by private persons, it being thought one
of the best of speculations to ov/n a box at La Scala

;

and speaking of a man's wealth or social standitsg,

they sny, " Ha nn paleo alia Scala," for these

boxes are very expensive, the very lowest price for

one being ten thousand francs, ranging from this up
to the most incredible prices, according to their situ-

ation, and a person is expected to keep his style of
living in every respect up to the standard of his box
in the theatre. It is to their box, or theatrical home,
instead of their house, that a family will invite a

fiiend to call of an evening. They will ask you for

instance, "AVill yon call on ns on such and such an
evening ? Our box is such a number," and you are

obliged to bny an extra entrance on such an occasion,

even if yon have a box of your own. This custom
of visiting each other's boxes makes the theatre

seem very gay and lively, hut also very noisy, and I

do not at all admire it ; for often, while listening to

some splendid music, you are disturbed by the hearty

laugh or loud talking of some of these social parties,

who quite forget for the moment where they are, un-

til recalled to silence by the hisses of those whom
they are disturbing. Most of these boxes are fur-

nished with sofas, tables, mirrors and taffeta curtains,

and lit by candles placed at each side of the mirror.

Some are furnished with blinds as well as curtains,

and when the lights are seen to burn dimly it is said

the owner wishes to be alone, and none would then

venture to disturb his solitude. Many persons who
reside in the country or suburbs, keep their box as a

chamber in town, and the proprietor of each box car-

ries the key in his pocket, and when he does not choose

to go to the opera, he sends bis key to the theatre

and lets out his box for the evening; and in this

way, you see, a box at La Scala is quite a profitable

property. Here are reading rooms, connected with

the theatre, where they have newspapers and num-
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bers of very aristocratic attendants in the persons of
nerce-lookinj^ gens d'arincs, besides a very tall, im-
portant looking personage, dressed in the costume of
Louis 14th, hair powdered, bright colored coat, knee-
breeches, and three cornered hat—bearing in his
hand an enormous silver headed baton, which he
constaiitly beats up and down with a most significant
air, as if to say, I am quite conscious of the import-
ance of my position as "Guarda Portoni della Scala"
or Door Guard ; though of what particular use he
may be we have as yet failed to discover.
The theatre is enormous, but I do not find it as

beautiful as many smaller ones I have seen. The
boxes are massive, but wanting in the elegant air and
grace which distinguish those of some smaller thea-
tres. But the scenery is finer than I have seen else-
where

; trees, the water, every object, in fact, looking
so perfectly natural that you might imagine yourself
on the very spot where the scene is laid. Suspended
from the centre of the ceiling is a splendid chande-
lier, composed of a thousand glass globes, of im-
mense size, placed over the burners. Besides, be-
tween all these glass globes, and depending from
them are an endless number of glass prisms, most
beautifully cut, and of such elaborate workmanshp
that they are quite wonderful to behold ; and the
whole chandelier is so immense—so ponderous, that
it makes one quite nervous to sit under it. The
stage being so enormously large, makes the perspec-
tive magnificent ; indeed "the whole Opera House is

undeniably grand, but fails to impress one as being
geniutUich, as the Germans say. I know of no
word in English that expresses what the German
means by gemuthUch. It is not exactly pleasant,
nor friendly, nor comfortable, but a combination of
all these. The Swede calls it "treflight." It is, at all

events, a certain something which is wanting in the
great La Scala.

The ScnLPTOR, Stort.—The many English
admirers of the most thoughtful, and perhaps the
most original of modern sculptors, will be glad to
hear that Mr. Story's chisel has not been idle lately.
His chief finished work has been a statue of Judith.
Its conception—a remarkable deviation from the
common look of flushed exultation and vindictive
triumph which Italian artists give—is that of an
appeal to Heaven to vindicate the justice of the great
deed done. There is no faltering of purpose in the
gaze strained upward, no looseness in the grasp of
the sword, but the consciousness of an untold sacri-
fice, the sense of a gulf between the present and the
past, the dilatation of a mind that is pleading with
the invisible world, are unmistakably graven on brow
and attitude. A smaller statue of Hero looking for
Leander, torch in hand, is almost faultless in its re-

presentation of anxious, doubtful search. The timid,
beautiful girl, overmastered for the moment by one
sentiment, will probably reappear in a hundred imi-
tations, and become a household form. Mr. Story
is at present engaged on a statue of Saul, the clay
model of which has just been completed. Here
there %vas no artistic tradition—like the Moses of
Michel Angelo—to suggest or warn. The Jewish
King is seated, but sits as if he might start up in a
moment; his brows are bent as if in thought; his
hands play with a sword ; his face working with the
disquietude of the evil spirit within, or with the
thought of royalty at stake, the deathless type of
kings at feud with prophecy ; he is tyrant—Eastern
tyrant perhaps—but over all heroic.

Organs in Italy.—I remember six organs in St.

Peter's, and am not sure there are not more. There
are two very large ones in what we very incorrectly
call the choir, hut which is known there by its proper
designation of the Tribune ; two in the choir, an
immense chapel on the left hand of the nave as you
enter ; one in the Chapel of the Sacrament, and one
in the Sacristy ; those in the Tribune stand upon
large platforms, on which also the singers, the con-
ductor {Maestro di Capella), and some double-bass
players are placed. The whole is moved on immen.se
rollers according to the number of the congregation
or space intended to be occupied. The largest I
could not get access to. The smaller, or rtpieno

organ, had one row of keys, fourteen stops, among
which were metal diapasons to a large scale, snd
two octaves of pedals. In almost all large churches
in Italy there are two organs, one on each side, which
8.rid \i\'^yed in duo concertante by two players. One
perhaps wiii take the string band part of a composi-
tion, while the otiiet' plays that of the wind band,
and sometimes they will ph,/ duets on the solo stops.

The effect is extremely fine, the most !ike that of an
orchestra I ever heard and the organs .imong the
best in Europe. They play with extraordirl.ary fire

and vigor, and at the same time with great breadth
of style. The same man will play a fugue of Pale'S^.J-flrif' Beethoven's Quartet in C major, No. 3, of opus

trina's, and immediately after the last favorite motivo
of the opera equally well. However incongruous
this may appear to our ears, both are equally well
done. Organists elsewhere either seem to have their

fingers tied, or to scramble over the notet, as if play-
ing on the pianoforte. The Italians are masters of
the instrument in any style.

In the large Jesuit church at Rome there are three

organs : two, as before described ; and one over the
entrance door, raised as high as possible ; in fact,

close to the ceiling. This third organ is mainly of

large reed stops, resembling in fact trombones, and
comes in at intervals in the performance with splen-

did effect.

The most I ever saw in any church combined to-

gether, was at San Antonio at Padua. There arc

four large organs there, occupying the four sides of
the main supports of the great central dome. On
grand festivals they are played on in concert by the

four best players that can be had. The tradition is,

that St. Anthony of Padua was a great lover of
music, and an excellent org.anist himself. It is not
improbable that, from the circumstance that he is

always depicted with a hogfollowing him, the saying
about " pigs playing the organ " has arisen.

It is however, a very curious fact, that while the

Pope says mass no instrumental music whatever is

permitted. In the Sistine Chapel there is no organ
;

and at high papal masses at St. Peter's no music
accompanies the mass itself.

Pusiral Corrtspnbente.

New York, March 10.

—

Maretzek's Havana

troupe opened on Friday night with the Trovatore,

which was repeated at the matinee on Saturday.

—

This was a little too much of a novelty for us ! Last

night we heard the new singers in 11, Ballo in Mas-

chera, and found that Mr. Maretzek has brought to-

gether a better company than we have heard here for

some time. Medori, the prima donna, possesses a

rich and powerful soprano of extensive compass ;

she is a fine executant, and an impassioned actress.

SuLZER, the contralto, although pleasing, scarcely

possesses force enough to give effect to such monot-

onous music as that which belongs to the part of

Ulrica. Mme. Brignoli made an agreeable page.

Mazzolini, the new tenor, is a great acquisition
;

his voice is beautiful, powerful, and he well under-

stands how to use it. His pronunciation is distinct

and elegant, his presence noble, his acting full of

energy and fire. His fine singing and acting were

enthusiastically received. Bellini, the new bari-

tone, we did not hear last night, on account of in-

disposition ; his part (Renato) was tolerably well

filled by Signer Ippolito.

New York has lost its German opera ; so much the

better for those who now enjoy the spirited exer-

crtions of Carl Anschutz's little company. Miss

RiTCHiNGS is singing in an abbreviation and adap-

tation of Balfe's " Satanella," at Niblo's, and the

audiences who frequent that theatre are supposed to

rejoice in copious draughts of English opera.

The last three weeks have been prolific in concerts.

Mason and Thomas's fourth soiree, Mr. Noll's

benefit concert, the third of the Liederkranz, and

various others, that do not call for especial notice, be-

sides two given by Carlotta Patti. It is said

that Carlotta, fired by her younger sister's European

triumphs, is quite determined to pursue her career as

operatic singer ; and, with that aim, will proceed to

Paris after the approaching London season, with the

intention of consulting the most distinguished of

French surgeons, in order to remove her unfortu-

nate lameness as far as possible. Verdi should write

an opera for her, with La Vallifere as heroine—she

would make one to the full as interesting as Vio-

letta I

Messrs. Mason and Thomas's last concert we en-

joyed more than any of this season ; that we did not

enjoy the others so well, was perhaps our own fault

as much as that of the selection. The pieces given

on this occasion were Mozart's Quartet in F major.

No. 8 ; Schubert's Trio in B flat major, opus 99
;

.59. The last movement of the Mozart Quartet

(Allegro), sounds somewhat made, although only by

comparison with its composer's usually overflowing

vein of melody, and creative power. The Schubert

Trio is throughout a lovely lyric, presenting many
sides of a mood, at once tender, melancholy and

chivalrous,

" that Bweet mood when pleasant thoughts

Bring sad thoughts to the mind,"

very clearly expressed in beautiful music, music

that makes us forget momentarily, that we live in a

land where poets and artists are accounted good for

nothing idiots—for do not most of them go about

with their eyes fixed on some impossible ideal in the

clouds, when every sensible fellow knows, that to find

the way to make money (the only reasonable aim in

life), he must keep his looks pcrseveringly turned

downwards ? The second movement of the Beet-

hoven Quartet (Andante con moto quasi Allegretto) a

pathetic song in the upper voices, accompanied by

the dull pizzicato of the violoncello, reminded

us of a country wake in Ireland, when, during

the pauses of the " keen," one woman sings the

praises of the dead in a wild minor, interrupted now
and then by short, low sobs from the others. Yet

the whole movement seemed most to us an expres-

sion of deep homesickness. The Finale {Allegro

molto) is a spring storm— not a raw March storm,

certainly ! but sweet and strong.

Carlotta Patti gives her last concert to-night. To-

morrow " Ernani " at the Academy. The fourth

Philharmonic concert next Saturday.

mwim
New York, March 10.—The country is not

lost, nor in any very great danger of being lost,

taking the patronage extended to the opera and other

places of amusement as a criterion. The public

pulse beats wonderfully regular, the public purse

seems amazingly deep and full, and public confidence

almost inexhaustible in these days of national ca-

lamity and disaster. Verily we are a strange people.

Europe would think so were she to see an army of

soldiers half buried in mud on the Rappahannock,

and an army of men and women covered with dia-

monds and precious stones crowding the gaily lighted

auditorium of the opera and theatre ; with the public

exchequer depleted, and ruin stamped on everything.

History establishes a precedent for extravagance and

gaiety in time of war and discord. They are co-ex-

istent. A truce to moralizing. A season of opera,

most tempting and enticing has just been inaugura-

ted.

Grau gave up the ship and struck his flag. "In-

disposition," "sore throat," "certificate of inabili-

ty " were too much for him, and, as a last resort, he

closed the doors of the Academy and went to Boston.

His presence in your city, and his success there, has

already reached our ears. Grau made most brilliant

promises which were but promises, without any ful-

filment. A manager with an eye to pecuniary success

alone, without any regard to the artistic portion,

ought never to succeed, and it is well that Grau has

been more fortunate in Boston than he was here.

As I have mentioned, a new season of opera was

inaugurated on Friday evening last by that most

popular and successful of managers. Max
Maretzek. A simple notice of four or five lines,

published in one or two dailies, was the only an-

nouncement of his coming. " The Havana Opera

Troupe will open the Academy of Music early in

March." It was all. No enormous puffing of

artists ; no " swinging " of photographic prints of

Mme. This, and Mile. That, no grand promises of

managerial impossibilities, but a inoderatr||jj-'|j|,|.J|'j^

announcement of .',"";-''--' »'ii/ music will bo of a

son of opera
fiictcr.
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Max is a man of experience, a musician and one

who knows considerable of the world. He has had

many a liard-fought battle with rival managers, and

his last experience with us was at the Winter Gar-

den, when with Fahbri and Stigelli he was contesting

the ground with Ullmann's forces at the Academy.

Under his enterprising management, I,a Juive, 1

Masnadiei'i, and Nabaco were produced for the first

time in New York. His record in the past i."! good
;

for the future we will wait and see, but there can be

no question as to his ability and honesty of inten-

tion.* The Havana troupe which Maretzek now
marshals under his baton is ns follows :

Sopranos : Mme. Medoei and Mile. Brignoli ;

Contraltos: Mile. Sulzek; Tenors: Sig. Mazzo-
LiNi, MiNETTi and RuBio ; Baritone : Sig. Bel-

lini, Ippolitg ; Basso : Sig. BiAcin and Maffei
;

and CoLLETTi, Mdller, and other Secondaries.

The opening night was first announced for last

Wednesday, bnt on account of the non-arrival of the

baritone Signor Bellini from Havana and the diffi-

culty experienced in obtaining a sufficient number to

officiate in the chorus and orchestra, the occasion was

deferred until Friday night. The opening night was

an ovation. Such an array of " fair women and

brave men ;
" such rows of exquisite toilet ; such

a galaxy of beautj', and such a show of life and

enthusiasm it has rarely been the good fortune of the

oldest haUtug to witness. Max Maretzek, upon

ascending the conductor's platform, was greeted with

cheers and the loudest expression of satisfaction.

Verdi's " Trovafore " was selected for the presenta-

tation of the artists of the evening, all of whom
were debutants ! Medori, Sulzer, Mazzolini and

Bellini. Four names new to all, without anything

but their merits by which to be elevated into renown

or degraded into obscurity.

Medori hiunched out with her first aria, and the

house applauded to the very echo. A full, powerful,

rich voice, almost beyond control for its richness
;

a fine dramatic execution and a calm self-possession,

and there stood the artiste by common consent.

The sounds had not died away before there was an

enthusiastic recognition of the tenor Mazzolini,.

The success of the troupe was inevitable. The tenor

alone would have saved it. The reports that have

reached us of Mazzolini's great popularity with the

Habanese were well founded. A tenoredi robusto of

the very first class, with a voice fresh, strong, flexible,

under complete control, and added to all this a most

clear and just conception of the dramatic beaulies of

the rote, his reputation was made at the conclusion of

his first romanza, and from that time on until the

finale of the opera, Mazzolini's effijrts were greeted

with hearty applause.

The Azucena of Mile. Sclzer was a careful ren-

dition. A mezzo soprano of good quality and

power; and withal a good actress. Signor Bellini

was suffering from a very severe hoarseness resulting

from the change of climate, and, although he made
a great effort, he did not receive the hearty commen-
dation so lavishly bestowed upon the other artists of

the evening. He might, with very good cause, have

made his " indisposition " a sufficient excuse for not

appearing at all, for few would risk their artistic repu-

ation under such disadvantages. Signor Bellini has

great honors yet awaiting him and his success is a

matter of no doubt. The opera was well given, was

completely given. The arias : "Tu vedrai che amore"

and " Amor, sublime amor," have been usually omit-

ted, but on this occasion, as on all future occasions

we are promised it will be, the opera was given in all

its original force and purity. The orchestra was

large and well-balanced, and the chorus a very good

one. Max as Conductor was " the right man in the

^1- * We wonder if our correspondent ever read Max's book of

In the abseiVcr.^ :
" Crotchets and Quavers, or Revelations

matic excitement in the umiit, as'joMAEEiZEK." New
popular German actor, Bandmann by nam

right place," and it speaks volumes of a manager

that he is enough of a musician to direct his own or-

chestra. We trust Maretzek will never yield his

baton to any one. His presence in the conductor's

seat is an assurance that there will be no break, no

failure.

On Saturday, at the first matinee, "II Trovatore"

was repeated, with the cast of the previous evening,

except the substitution of Ippolito for Bellini whose

hoarseness was so excessive as to render his appear-

ance impossible. The weather was wretched, but

the Academy was well filled and the performance a

very creditable one.

Last night Verdi's Un Ballo in Maschera was

given " in an unmutilated form," as Max announces

it. The night was fine, the audience magnificent.

Such a patronage is an earnest of the good will of

the public that cannot be aught but gratifying to a

manager. The cast of " Un Ballo " was as fol-

lows : Amelia, Mme. Medori ; Oscar, Mile. Orta-
LANi Brtgnoli, the debutante of the evening and

wife of the tenor Mazzolini ; Ulrica, Mile. Sdlzer ;

Richard, Mazzolini ; Reinhart, Ippolito (Bellini

still unable to sing) ; and Colletti and Mullek,
the conspirators. Medori, Mazzolini and Sulzer won
a repetition of the honors of their first appearance,

Mazzolini especially creating a perfect furore in the

second act. His barcarole was encored and jnstlv

deserved it. Mile. Ortalani Brignoli made but a fair

Oscar. She lacks that naivete' so essential to the role.

She possesses a fresh voice of no very great power,

and, under the excitement consequent upon her debiit,

did not show it to the best advantage. The music of

the role of Oscar requires more vivacity and spright-

liness than Mile. Brignoli throws into it. The mise

en scene of the opera was very fine. Never has " Un
Ballo " been placed on the stage here in so admi-

rable a manner. In the grand duet scene in the last

act two stage bands, one of brass and one of string

instruments, participated, in addition to the orches-

tra ; and the ballet, so often a ridiculous farce at the

Academy, was worthy of the name. Mile

Gallitti and Mon. Ronzani were the principals.

Tomorrow night " Ernani " will be given, with

the debut of Biachi, the new basso. The present

prospects are very good. A fine company under an

able manager and pos.sess the good-will of the

public—such is the phase now and such it bids fair

to remain.

Mile. Carlotta Patti is giving a series of fare-

well concerts at Irving Hall under the direction of

Harrison, the manager thereof. The last comes off

this evening, when Castle, Thomas, Pattison and

Gottsehalk will participate. Gottschalk has compo.sed

a " Polka Brilliant " styled " Papillon " for Miss

Patti, which she will sing tonight.

The fourth Philharmonic Concert comes off Satur-

day night. " Look out for rainy weather "
!

T. W. M.

Jfoigljfs |fl«rnHl of Sliisit.

BOSTON, MAEOH 14, 1863.

Academy of Music.

This is " positively " (quotation marks become

a word so often used in a Pickwickian sense) the

last day of the Italian Opera, Manager Grau

having reserved for his last card Roberto il Diavolo,

which was, (or was to he,) performed last evening,

and is again announced for the Matinee of this

afternoon. But our record cannot of course

come down so far. Miss Kellogg's indisposition

(seated in the tliroat) proved more obstinate

than her friends had anticipated, and she was

obliged to return to New York to consult the.

family physician, so that her bright voice and

winsome presence have been missed in the opera

for two weeks and more ; a managerial announce-

ment of her expected return a few days since

was speedily recalled. This caused a change of

programme on Thursday evening of last week,

when for La Figlia del Reggimei^lo was substitut-

ed Lucrezia Borgia again ; followed on Friday

evening by the everlasting Trovatore, Mme.
AVhiting-Lorini, always sure and able, and a

truly artistic, finished singer, being amply suffi-

cient for the leading soprano character in both

pieces. Miss Morensi pleased as usual as

Orsini and as Azucena. Brignoli was Gennaro,

and Maccafbrri was the Trovatore; as that

opera is chieHy an affair of overstrained effects

and startling sensations, it was quite natural that

the most startling one of all, the great event of

the evening, should be Maccaferri's ut de poitrine

(or high C in chest tone, which used so to delight

the Parisians), which he twice rang out triumph-

antly, they say, but without much benefit to his

voice during the remainder of the piece. Amodio
was an acceptable Count di Luna ; that part

runs in the family.

On Saturday afternoon La Sonnamhula was

played again. In the absence of Miss Kellogg,

Mile. CordieR took the part of Amina, which

she sang and dressed and acted charmingly. Sig.

Brignoli was in excellent voice, and master of

every nuance and expressive feature of the warm,

melodious music—the only fault being the intro-

duction of hacknied ornaments, in a few places,

where none at all were needed; and Sig. SusiNi

was as grandly sonorous as he cannot help being,

and so sure and elegant withal (in his music) as

well as so telling and solid, that the whole thing

seems to revolve about him when he is present.

The choruses, especially that of the ghost story

:

A foscn cielo, so full of beauty and of mystery,

were finely sung. And of coiu'se, there is no

need to praise the orchestra. This is one of the

operas that outwears dozens of more pretentious

later productions, by its wealth of natural, genu-

ine melody, its sincerity and truth of expression
;

it appeals to your sympathies by what it is, and

does not expend most of its force in those con-

trivances of mere effect, which are virtually so

many flaming advertisements and huge posters

stamped into the work itself, in so many modern

instances. In short it is a musical creation, sim-

ple as it is compared with many deeper, richer

and more learned operas ; therefore it always

charms. And therefore, too, it almost always

goes well (when there are good artists.) The
Matinee was eked out by the last scene of the

Trovatore. It was also announced that Mile.

Cordier would dance and sing the " Shadow

Dance " in Dinorah for an entr' acte ; but that

was omitted sans explanation.

Don Giovanni, on Monday night, was Hamlet

with the part of Hamlet left out. This indeed

was no sin of the manager's, nor of Signor

Amodio, who was manifestly so ill that the only

wonder was how he could possibly appear at all,

and who yet, rather than have the audience lose

the glorious music of their favorite opera, appeal-

ed to their indulgence and resolved tijdohis best.

With scarcely the shadow o*" £ voice, the most he

could do was tlj ^^s,i^ through the part, looking

anythin|^ ij'^lj terrific or seductive, gesticulating

feebly -'^^^^ indicating the outline of the music by

^-%w faint touches here and there. This neces-
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sitated, of course, the entii'e omission of some

pieces, such as Finch' an del vino and the Sere-

nade, and drove the listener to seek satisfaction

in the orchestra in much of what was given.

—

The ^rand finale scene with the statue suffered

most of all from this cause ; the statue indeed

had it all his own way, (and Sig. Bakii.i made

a ^ood one), the heaven and hell-de(ying wenius

of the Don offering no resistance, not able to

ring out the notes : Parla, parla, ancoUandn qui

sfo, with any of that force that justifies the ap-

parition. The scene in the churchyard, before

the mounted statue, was weakened in the same

way •, but there Leporello could do more to save

it. SusiNi was in many respects a capital Lep-

orello; but it lies not in his vein, and his at-

tempts at the grotesque and comic grew alto-

gether too broad and unmeaning in the latter

part. Sig. Brignoli did particularly well ac-

cording to the commonly recei%'ed notion of Don

Ottavio, which does not give that gentleman

credit for the least pluck or passion. We have seen

more life infused into it, and did not feel that it

came amiss. But our sweet-voiced undramati-

cal tenor sang II miro tesnro very beautifully,

and indeed sang all his music well.

It was really remarkable how much the well-

trained, telling voice, the fine delivery, true con-

ception and earnest effort of Mme. Lorini

overcame her personal disadvantages for the part

of Donna Anna. Indeed that very triumph lent

a peculiar interest to her marked success in the

nobly impassioned music of that noble character.

The great recitative passage in which she points

out her father's murderer, followed by the thril-

ling aria: Or sai, was all done very effectively.

Her great aria in the last act was omitted, and

so was the great air of Elvira : Mitradi, in the

first act, and so were a great many other good

things.

Mme. Strakosch fAmalia Patti), as Elvira,

was a pleasant and surprisingly fresh revival of

old times. She looked the Spanish lady in the

riding costume finely ('and she looked herself so).

And her voice appears to have recovered much of

its roundness and freshness; the harsh edge it had

acquired a few years since is materially mitiga-

ted. Her style of singing is true and eflTective.

One excellence she has in a rare degree, that of

distinct and beautiful enunciation.

Mile. Cordif.r's Zerlina is eminently coquet-

tish and more peasant-like than Bosio's, for

instance, in which the peasant garb covered

(according to Oulibicheff''s theory of the partj a

fine, ideal nature. It was even more so than

Patti's; but it was exceedingly natural, sprightly,

piquant, full of grace. Her Batti, hatti and Ve-

drai carina failed not to delight the audience and

secure a repetition, even if not up to the stand-

ard of Bosio and Sontag. Her exec^ution is easy
;

her voice sometimes hard. M. DaBREUiL, also

French, was well mated with her, and made a sat-

isfactory Masetto to one who has not seen Ron-

coni in the part.

Of the exquisite concerted pieces (the quartet,

the trio of maskers, and the sextet), the trio was

the best rendered, and indeed very satisfac-

torily. The quartet lacked Don Giovanni, and

the Sextet very seldom does go more than passa-

bly well. The great ball room scene was, as

usual on our stage, a farce,—at least compared

with what it should be. But the orchestra

—

there indeed one could turn and lose himself de-

liciously in the warm Mozart harmonies, and

reassure himself that such music is indeed a

heavnly inspiration. How many inperfections

in performance one can bear, provided that the

music in itself is edifying !

On Tuesday evening Halevy's " Jewess " was

repeated, with the same cast as before, and to a

thin house. Verdi's "Sicilian Vespei's" was

the piece for Wednesday.

Concert Eeview.

"When the Itali.in Opera spell is on us (happily re-

moved now for .1 time), concert-giving hides its

diminishecl liead. All that we have to record is the

last two Afternoon concerts of the

Orchestral Union.—The last Concert but one

had for bait Herr Letsch, for hook, Beethoven

Symphony and Mozart overture ; this being the pro-

gramme :

1. Overture— ^' "Don .Tuan." Mozart.
2. Transcription—for the Trombone :

— "Die
Thrsiene, Stigelli.

Herr F. Letsch.

3. Symphonv. No. 1, [in C. op 21) Beethoven.
4. Concert Waltz—" Wien. tnein Sinn, Strauss.

5. Concerto—for the Trombone, P. David.
3 Fin.ile Allefjro.

6. Soldier.s- Chorus. Prayer and liarcarole. . .Meyerbeer.
From the Opera, " Star ot the North."

Last Wednesday's concert was a particularly good

one, with thi'^ pro2:ramme :

1. Overture to " Zampa.'- Herold
2. Concert Waltz—"Extravganten." Straus.s

3. Symphony. No 2. in D Beethoven
4. Scena from the Opera. *' Ma^ic Flute." Mozart

[Fir.st time in ito.ston].

5. Oerman Son^. tninscrlbed for orchestra ,

6. Gr<and Potpourri, from " Faust and Marguerite."
Gounod

The Symphony in Tt is one which our orchestra is

almost sure to play well ; and its lofty, meditative

almost sacred, introduction, out of wliich leaps the

wild joy theme of the Allegro ; the swift glorious

career of that ; the cheerfully solemn Larghetio, full

of exqui.site ideas, and with its fresh, rich instrumen-

tation ; the pastoral frolic Scherzo, with Pan and all

his Satyrs in the Trio ; the uncontainable, exuberant

life of the Finale, all seemed better than ever, and

held the audience (not so large, we are sorry to say,

as it ought to have been) in close attention.—The

scene from the Zaiiha-flote was from the ver)' open-

ing of the opera : Tamino fleeing from the serpent,

the appearance of the Three Ladies, &e. It was a

pleasant reminiscence of the delicious music, and

yon felt the spell of Mozart. The " transcription
"

of a German song was less common-place in subject

and more interesting altogether than most of these

things are. The Gounod Potpourri has a charming bit

of reedy pastor.al near the beginning, and some strik-

ing effects afterwards ; bat also much that is- senti-

mental and common, and some loud effects which

seem to follow after Wagner.

These concerts, wo are glad to say, will still go

on, we hope for many AVednesdays.

Mendelssohn's " Elijah, ' will be performed

by the Handel and Haydn Society, in the

Boston Music Hall, to-worroio evening. We were

present at the last rehearsal, with orchestra, and found

it full of excellent promise. The chorus will he very

full and has been very carefully drilled. The Society

have been uncommonly fortunate in their selection

of solo singers. All will be interesting, and not one

of the beautiful and noble airs, quartets, &c., is like-

ly to suffer in the rendering. In the first place, for

all the principal soprano solos, they have secured the

eminent and truly artistic prima donna, Mme. Guek-

RABELLA, who will also siug in the sublime ascrip-

tion :
" Holy, Holy," and in the Angel Trio, with

Miss HooSTON and Mrs. J. S. Gary :—truly a rare

combination. Of these two ladies, the former needs

no recommendation after what little even of her

noble voice was heard in the recent " Jubilee Con-

cert ;
" she will take the dramatic part of Jezebel,

the Queen, and will lead in the duet, quartets, &c.,

which are as important as the solos. Mrs. Gary
has a rich and musical contralto, and sings with fine

expression. Mr. Castle, from New York, will sing

the tenor airs, and Mr. Rudolphsen is very com-

petent to the difBeuIt .and interesting part of Elijah.

Both these gentlemen made an excellent impression

in the last performance of the " Messiah."

A Concert of "War Songs" (collected by Profes-

sor Child) will t)e given at Chickering's hall next

week, with a mixture of other and greater music,

and the aid of an orchestra. The fine choir of gen-

tlemen, who sang at tlie inauguration at Cambridge,

will repeat under Mr. Paine's direction, the chorus

from Antitjone. There is hope that Mr. Paine will

keep these fine materials of a " Mannerchor " to-

gether, and in practice, until the whole of the Anti-

gone music is learned, so that it may be publicly per-

formed, with orchestra, and reading of the connect-

ing portions of the old Greek drama in some good

translation ;—a task worthy of musical sons of Har-

vard.

Mr. Zerrahn's next Philharmonic Goncert will

probably take place next Saturday evening.

BEAnTiFUL Books.—From the Philadelphia pub-

lisher, F. Leypoldt, we have received " The Ice-

Maiden, and other tales," by Hans Christian An-
dersen, translated by FANNy Fcller. It is an ex-

quisite little volume, bound in green and gold, like

Palgrave's "Golden Treasury of Songs." The prin-

cipal tale is located in Switzerland ; and the simple

life and manners, the superstitions, and beautiful and

grand aspects of nature about the Oberland Alps,

the Gemmi pass, and the Rhone valley are wrought

into a picturesque and touching story, with all that

imaginative charm peculiar to this Danish prince

of story tellers. (Loring, in Washington St. has it

for sale).

The same publisher has in press, and nearlv readv,

translations of two notalile books sure to be interest-

ing to all musical people. (Our re.iders already

know them from our own translations). They are

Liszt's Life of Chopin, Translated from the French

by Mrs. Martha Walker Cook, 1 vol. 16 mo. Men-
delssohn's Letters from Italy and Switzerland, Trans-

lated from the German by Lady Wallace. 1 vol. 16
mo.

Mr. Friedrich Walcker, son of the famous
Org.in-builder of Ludwigsbnrg, Germany, has arriv-

ed in this city to superintend the putting up of the

great Organ in the Music Hall, which is now looked

for every day by the brig Presto from Rotterdam.

Maretzek's new Havana Opera Troupe, of

which our New York correspondents .speak so highly,

will probably commence a season at the Boston Aca-
demy about the middle of next month.
When shall we have Anschoetz, with "Fidelio"

and the " Marriage of Figaro " and the " Ma<ric
Flute" and "La Dame Blanche," ami so many
works which in themselves are more interesting than
any singers ?

Musical Cartes-de-Visite.— Messrs. Marshall

& Ordway, at their new rooms in the Studio Build-

ing, have issued some capital photograph likenesses

of Camilla Urso, and of little Teresa Carreno.

Messrs Williams & Everett, whose store is always

a rich and attractive gallery of Art, have interestini'

cartes-de-visite\>CtX\.\'A\v& of Robert Franz (our meinoiy

bears witness to the likeness) ; .also of Scluunann

Schubert, and a great many notable composers

whom a music-lover would like ni his alhum.

Mr. Julius Eiciirerg, encouraged hy the success
of the " Doctor of Alcantara," has been composing
a new light opera for the i\lusoum, in wliich Jliss

Richings is to have a principal part. The lihreito

has a Tyrolean subject, and the music will bo of a
pastoral character.
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Operatic Prospects. — The Musical World

gathers ap the following reports. Bat think of the

aerial Alboni figuring as Puck in "Oberon" ! Shades

of Shakspeare and Weber !

We are on the eve of events important to the mu-
sical se.ason. The Italian Operas are about to de-

clare themselves. Even while we write, the prospec-

tuses of both houses are in preparation. Mr. Maple-

son, so long Parmesan, has at last returned from
Parma, and, if we are to credit his professions, has

made some valuable additions to his company. One
name only, however, has transpired—that of Signor

Revere, who in his way is, or at any rate ^mls, de-

cidedly "the cheese." Mdlle. (Miss) Kellogg from

America, who fiirured in last year's programme, hut

did not "show," will fit is to be hoped) m;ike her

debut this spring. Transatlantic rumor (which is not

always to be trusted) is loud in praise of this young
lady. Mr. Mapleson points with allowable satisfac-

tion to Mdlle. Titiens, Mdlle. Trebelli and Signor

Giuglini ; and wlien it is .added that Mad. Alboni is

also engaged for a series of performances, enoutrh

has been adduced to make suspicion dumb. Mad.
Alboni is, we understand to appear on the opening
night (April 11th) as Cenerentola, in Cenerentola

.

Oheron, too, is promised, with Mdlle. Titiens and
Madame Alboni ; and propositions have been made,
we are informed, to Mr. Sims Reeves for the strenu-

ous part of Sir Hnon.
Mr. Gye, on the other hand, is said to be in treaty

witli Mdlle. Lucca, for the Royal Italian Open.
Mdlle. Lucca, we already know through our lively

correspondent "Vale," is the musical goddess of the

Berlin people. Mr. Gye has sec»rerf the services' of

Sig. Brignoli, who, a European nobody, has sprung
into an American celebrity. Sig. Brignoli has been
singing in the new world to such good purpose, that

he is at the present time the Mario of the Yankees

—

in other words, he is the spoiled child of their (^pera.

Nothing else now has come to light. Even if the

Berlin luminary should l)e ever so successful, there

is little doubt but that Adelina Patti will again he

the " bright particular star" of the Royal Italian

Opera. The always advancing reputation and al-

ways ripening talent of this youthful artist will ren-

der it expedient to widen her repertory. To suggest

at least two characters she has hitlierto not essayed,

Ninetta (La Oazza Lndra) and Desdemona (Oiello)

would suit her to perfection.

Crystal Palace Concerts.—The programme
of last Saturday was one of the most attractive ever

presented by jfr. Manns. A selection of orchestral

music without the names of Ha3'dn, Mozart, Beet-

hoven, Spohr and Mendelssohn would perhaps sur-

prise London amateurs. That the highest interest,

nevertheless, may be given to a performance without

the aid of one of these illustrious masters was indis-

putably proved :

Selection from the Opera of "Medea" Chenibini
'Overture. Scherzo and Finale," (op. 52). ..R. Sctuiniann
Grand Scena (

' Andromeda"). . . ., Mozart
Violin Solo, Fantasia-Caprice in A (op. 11). . . . Vieuxtemps
Sons
Overture ("Stratoiiice) Metiul

Conductor—Mr. Manu.s.

The selection from Medea comprised the Overture,

the Storm Symphony and grand air (or prima donna.

The Overture—made as familiar to the concert-going

public, by Dr. Wylde, as .almost Anacreon and Les

Deux Journe'es— is as masterly as either ; the Storm
Symphony and Aria, no doubt, were heard for the

first time by the majority of those who attended.

—

Such splendid specimens of the master induce one to

inquire why his greatest opera is neglected. The
Overture^ Scherzo and Finale of Robert Schumann
(played to perfection) had already been introduced at

the Phdharmonic Concerts. They do not greatly

improve with increasing familiarity.

Herr Carl Doichmann—his first appearance at the

Crystal Palace—played the violin solo well, extreme-

ly well, and was most favorably received. Mame.
Rudersdorff's singing of Mozart's magnificent Snena
was the theme of universal praise. So great, indeed,

was the effect it produced that she has been engaged
expressly to give tlie same scena at the next concert

of the Musical Society of London.

—

Musical World.

Grand Organ at Manchester.—On Sunday
last, the grand organ at St. Peter's Church, by

Messrs. Kirkland and Jardine, which has been furn-

ished with a fourth manual for the solo stop, recent-

ly added to complete the original specification, was
reopened by Mr. Best, of St. George's Hall, Liver-

pool. It was expected that the whole of the stops

would he completed, l>ut owing to some hindrances,

it was found impossible to finish the solo troraba and
the voix humaine.

The following is a list of the stops as given in Mr.
Joule's descriptioa of the organ :

—

Great Organ, 17 Stops.— Swell Organ. 14 Stops

—

CC to G in Altissimo. 56 Compas.s CC to Q in Altia.

Notes. 8injo 56 Notes.
3" Bourdon 16 ft.

1 Double open diapason. 16 ft. 38 Open diapason 8
2 Grand open diapason.
3 Open diapason.

.

4 Gamba
5 Flute 4 pavilion.

6 Stop diapason.

39 Holil-flote.

40 Stopped diapason 8
41 Principal 4
42 Ged.ackt-flote 4
43Twelftti 2 2-3

7 Quint 5 1-2 44 Fifteenth 2
8 Grand principal 4 " 45 Clear mixture 5rlc8

9 Principal 4 " 4H Contra-fagotto 16 fc.

10 Clear flute 4 " 47 Cornopean 8
11 Twelfth 2 2-3 43 Hautbov 8
12 Fifteenth 2 49 Cor Anjlaia 8
13 Full mixture 5 rks 50 Clarion 4
14 Sharp mixture 4''

15 Double trumpet 16 ft. Pedal Organ. 11 Stops.

—

16 Trnmpette harmoniqueS Compass CCC to Tenor P.

17 Clarion 4 30 Notes.

61 Pub b.ass 32 ft.

Choir Org.^n, 14 Stops.— ,^2 Open diap.ason 16
Compass CC to G in Altis- ."SS Violon 16
simo. 56 Notes. 54 Stopped diapason 16

65 Gros.ie quint 10 23
18 Bourdon 16 ft. 56 Principal 8
19 Spitzdote 8 57 Violoncello 8
20 Dulciana 8 68 Twelfth 51-3
21 Viola di Gamba 8 69 Fifteenth 4
22Gedac.kt 8 60 Posaune 16

.8 61 Trumpet.

Accessorv Stops.

62 Coupler Solo to Great.

63
64

23 Voix celeste

24 Geinsliorn 4
25 Flauto traverso (har-
monic) 4

26I!ohr fliite 4
27 Fifteenth 2
28 Mixture 4 rks 65
29 Enphone and bassoon 16 ft. 66
30Trumpet 8 67
31 Voix humaine 8 68

69
Solo Organ, 5 Stops. 70

71 Pedal Organ attachment
32 Open Diapason (harmonic ) 72 Clochette.

8 ft.
.

33 Concert flute (bar.) 4

Swell to Great, Unison
" " Octave.
" " Sub-oct.

Choir to Great,
Solo to Pedals.

Swell to fedals.

Great to Pedals.
Choir to Pedals.

34 Flageolet (harmonic).
35 Tromba
36 Oorno di basetto and

clarinet

Tremulant to Swell.
" Choir

Four Combination Pedals to

Great.
Two " " Pedals.

Two " •' Swell.

From a list of the thirty-six largest organs in exist-

ence it appears that only five organs in the United
Kingdom, and only twenty-six organs in the world,

exceed St. Peter's in number of sounding stops, and
that as a church organ it ranks in England third, be-

ing exceeded only by the instruments in York Min-
ster and Doncaster Parish Church, neither of these

organs, however, having so complete a choir or solo

organ. During the six years which have elapsed

since the first opening of the organ at St. Peter's,

nearly all the principal organists in the kingdom,
and many of the leading organ builders, have tested

the instrument, and passed upon it the highest com-
mendations ; but the recent additions and improve-
ments have much enhanced the gener.al effect of the

oriran, greatly iijcreased its resources, and imparted
still more variety to the previous remarkable abund-

ance of material for tone-coloring. The new solo

stops are exceedingly fine, tlie harmonic flutes afl^ord

a striking contrast to anything else in the organ,

and thejcorno di bassetto and clarinet is by far the

most telling stop of its class we recollect to have
heard.

In order to display the powers of the instrument

more fullv than was possible under the restrictions

imposed by a church service, Mr. Best kindly volun-

teered a performance on Monday morning, when, al-

though no public announcement had been made, the

church was filled with an audience among whom we
noticed most of our local organists and musical am.a-

teurs, in addition to many gentlemen who had come
from long distances. Mr. Best gave the following

selection :

—

Prelude and Fugue in D J. S. Bach
Adagio, op. 38 Lefebure Wely
Air with variations Best

Pastorale Beat
Fanfare, Cantabile and Finale Lemmens
Grand Organ Sonata, No. 4 Mendelssohn—Manchester Courier.

"Te-Deum Laudamcs."—A new method of

chanting the " Te Deum " has been prepared and
published in London :

" The Te Deum, &c., consists

of three parts : 1st, an act of praise ;
2d, an act of

faith ; 3d, an act of prayer. To adapt a chant tune,

which by repetition is to be the medium of expressing

these three different sentiments with proper effect, is

extremely difficult. It is, therefore, recommended
to change the tune, and even the key, to obtain the

eff 'Ct required for the 2d and 3d divisions. Three
different tunes are here used, and varied, as to unison

or harmony, as indicated : the 1st, for praise, jubilant

in the key of E ; the 2d in A, for faith, a little slow-

er and softer ; and the 3d, for prayer, in C sharp

minor, much slower- and softer. The changes of

key, being within certain harmonic relations, does

not create any difficulty or prevent the congregation

from joining with heart and voice."

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

3_. -A^ T E S T 3S^E XT S I C
Publishol by Oliver Ditsaii &, Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Come Home, Papa ! Ballad. Wm. Martin. 25

One of the " songs for the people," meaning, in

this instance, the little people, by the author of
" Rock me to sleep. Mother !

" a charming thing for

a sing at home, or a children's concert, and good for

the young pupil's first song on the piano.

Bonny Ladye Moon. Ballad. Geo. Linleij. 25

Very melodious, both in words and music. Easy,

with a chorus.

The Cumberland. Song, with chorus ad libitum.

Words by Longfellow. Music by F. Boolt. 25

An uncommonly grand song, and the music well

worthy to stand beside the great poet's graphic

description of the loss of the "Cumberland sloop of

war." A song that will haunt your memory a long

time after you have heard or sung it.

Morning Hymn. (Hymne du Matin). Chorus

and Duettino. (Les Harmoniennes). Concone. 35

For three female voices, or will do, perhaps for two

female voices and tenor. Very sweet and pretty, and
not difficult.

Instrumental Music.

The Peri Waltzes. Ch. D'Albert. 40

A collection of pretty waltzes, by the well known
composer, and easy.

Promotionen Waltzes. J. Strauss. 60

A brilliant set of waltzes by tbe well known sover-

eign of dance music.

Les Martyrs, de Donizetti. F. Beyer. 30

A collection of the favorite airs of the above named
opera, and belon^a to Beyer's Repertoire. Excellent

for learners, and for those who have heard the opera,

and wish mementos of the striking portions of it. Of

medium difficulty.

Overture to the Hibernicon. C. Mac *Evoy. 60

A lively overture, with an introduction and finale,

and between them, a number of favorite Irish airs.

Six Oreran Pieces. Karl Merz. 40

"Will be welcome to our organiBts, who have none

too many written voluntaries to select from.

Books.

Two Hundred and Fifty east Volunta-

ries AND Interludes. By Zundel. $1.50

After a person has studied Rufllciently long to be

abie to play church music accurately upon the organ,

still considerable time elapses before one has sufficient

confidence to extemporise voluntaries in public; and

pome never acquire this confidence. To such ones,

and to all amateur organists, these voluntaries are

very valuable.

Music by Mail.—Mn.'sic is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persona at a distance will find

the conveyance a .''avin^ of time and expense in obtaining

supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per

ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Translated for this Journal.

Concerts at the Conservatoire in Paris.

(From Ln Revue ec Gazette Mitslcale^ Feb. 22).

We should occupy ourselves more often with

these Pne manifestations of the musical art, if the

Societe des Concerts varied its profrramme a

Sittle more. But, with a few exceptions, the

same pieces fitrure in their turn each year. The
Society was founded thirty-five years ago, by a

decree of M. the aid-de-camp of the King,

charged with the department of the Fine Arts,

dated Feb. 15, 1828. It opened its first session

on the 7th of March following, at two o'clock in

the afternoon, with the Symphony of Beethoven
in E flat, called the Heroic Symphony. From
that day, how many times has the Symphony in

E flat been executed by the same artists, in the

same place ? Thirty-five times at least, and
probably many more times, since we find it

(generally redemanded^ at the head of the pro-

gramme of the second concert, given on Sunday
the 23d of March. How many times, since then,

has this chef-d'oeuvre been analyzed, appreciated,

commented upon in the Revue Miisicale, which
existed before the Societe des Concerts, and which
from the 1 6th of March 1828, by the pen of its

learned founder, M. Fetis, has proclaimed its ad-

miration and its lively sympathy for that precious

institution ? We know not, and have not the

least desire to examine info it. But it will be

readily imagined that we experience no irresisti-

ble desire to attest once more, upon our honor

and our conscience, before God and men, that

the first movement of this Symphony in E fiat is

a splendid and colossal work, in spite of the inex-

plicable harmonic hizarrerie which accompanies

the re-entrance of the principal theme ;—that

the second movement (funeral march) is one of

the sublimest conceptions that ever issued from

the brain of a musician, &c., &c. Our readers

know all this by heart, and do not ask us to re-

peat it.

What we say of the ' Eroiea ' applies to all

the Symphonies of Beethoven, and to those of

Mozart, and to those of Haydn, which the Socie-

ty has adopted ; and to the grand Septuor in E
flat, of which it obstinately persists, no one knows
why, in giving only the. second part ; and to the

overtures of Weber, Beethoven, Mozart, &c.

These are chef-d'oeuvres, assuredly, but chef-d'

ceuvres about which there is nothing'Ieft to say
;

and as for the execution, the superiority of the

orchestra of the Conservatoire over all orchestras

in the world is so generally recognized, [?] that

any compliment addressed to this marvellous as-

semblage of great musicians would seem trivial,

and almost flat.

But let not our observations on the immutabili-

ty of the programmes ofthe Soci^t^ des Concerts

be taken for a criticism. It got possession very

early of all that the art has produced that is most

beautiful. It gives in all ten sessions (concerts^,

including the two Concerts spiritttels. This scarce-

1/ suffices to enable the unchangeable audience

of the Rue Bergere to hear the masterworks

which it adores and to which it holds. Is it then

too much to taste the Pastoral Symphony once

in a year? Every addition to the repertoire is a

substitution. This is what must not be forgotten

and what renders the operation so difficult. This

public of the Conservatoire is exacting and ex-

clusive, because it is enthusiastic. When it is not

contented, it knows how to make it felt,—with-

out forgetting the laws of politeness either—and

we have seen it disquiet itself, sometimes far more

than was reasonable, against experiments which,

in our opinion, deserved rather to be encouraged.

Now all artists, however high they may be placed,

naturally and as if by instinct respect their pub-

lic even in its weaknesses.

A witty person said to us one day :
" In order

to succeed at the Conservatoire, it is necessary to

be dead." Doubtless this is not absolutely true,

and there have been illustrious examples to

prove the contrary ; but we could cite facts far

more numerous which seem to give an air of

reason to this charming notion.

Among these facts not the least was the execu-

tion in the first concert of this year of the chorus

of nymphs from Psyche, by M. Ambrose Thomas.

It is an extract from the comic opera played

under that title a few years ago. The nymphs
devoted to Venus, and jealous of the attractions

of Pysche, give her rather a cold and unfriendly

reception, rally her, insult her. The composer

has admirably expressed these evil feelings and

this fury scarcely disguised under an assumed

gaiety. But he has known how to avoid the

rock on which so many others would have per-

ished. He has not forgotten that these in-

solent ones, after all, were goddesses, although

goddesses ofjthe antichamber. Their gaiety keeps

within bounds, their laughter has nothing trivial,

and their song is relieved by the finest harmonies

and the most distinguished sonorous combinations.

The audience made a fete of this novelty, al-

though the author still lives and bears himself

marvellously well. They demanded a repetition

that same evening.

This fine piece was followed by the Overture

and the first air of Mozart's Idomeneo, never

performed before in Paris.

Mozart was twenty-four years old when he

gave his Idomeneo at Munich, in the month of

January 1781. He was then in his full force

for the extraordinary men, whom Providence has

marked out for great things, form themselves

rapidly, and soon arrive at their maturity. It

was at the age of twenty-four that Rossini wrote,

in the same year, the "Barber of Seville" and

"Otello." Mozart is entire in the Idomeneo.—
The overture bears a marvellous stamp of ener-

gy and grandeur. The learned arrangement of

the plan, the simple and grand character of the

motives, the richness of the developments, the

vigor of the instrumental coloring, the boldness

of the harmonies, all attest a master hand and
one of sovereign power. The air of Ilia : Padre,
germani, addio !, which follows this beautiful

symphony, has a nobleness of style and a depth

of expression which have never been surpassed.

It would be admired in Don Giovanni or in La
Clemenza di Tito. Moreover Mme. Vanden-

Heuvel-Duprez sang it like a great artist. She

penetrated into and rendered all the inten-

tions, even to the most delicate nuances; one

would have sworn that she had studied it

with the author himself, so faithfully did

she express his thought. We see no other

singer at the present time who is more worthy to

make herself heard in this privileged circle, in

this temple consecrated to the worship of the

great geniuses of all times and countries.

In the second concert M. Saint-Saens execut-

ed the Fantasia of Beethoven for piano, chorus

and orchestra, a composition very piquant and

singularly original. The entrance of the chorus,

which is wholly unexpected, produces a striking

effect. M. Saint-Saens played his part with a

masterly aplomb and perfect cleanness. He would

leave nothing to be desired if he only had a

more marrowy touch, and if one could see him now
and then warm up a little. What ! such calm-

ness, such an imperturbable sang-froid in inter-

preting Beethoven 1

They undertook, in the third concert, the

Chceur de la Charite, a charming piece, of ineffa-

ble elegance and sweetness, in which the motive is

accompanied, the second time that it presents

itself, by that descending scale, so ingenious and

so bold, which inspired Adolph Adam with so

much admiration. Perhaps it did not produce

all the efl^ect that might have been expected.

—

But it must be observed that this chorus, written

at the solicitation of M. Troupenas, was specially

designed for young ladies' schools. That it should

seem, at the Conservatoire, a little too simple, a

little too calm, is not astonishing. Besides, Ros-

sini only put a piano accompaniment to it. We
do not know what officious hand has translated

this accompaniment, has arranged it for a harp

and an orchestra ; but we wage that the author,

if they had asked him, would have known how
to add to it some ingredients in a higher taste.

To these first three concerts the Society, al-

ways alive to noble inspirations,has added a fourth

apart from the subscription, of which the pro-

ceeds were devoted to the operatives in the cot-

ton factories. The Symphony in C minor and

the Septuor of Beethoven, the overture to

Oberon, a beautiful chorus from Mendelssohn's

Paulus, and an admirable motet for double

choir by Sebastian Bach, were the musical at-

tractions. The hall proved too small to receive

all the dilettanti who came to offer their money.

Never has this admirable music been executed

with more verve more heart.

Leon Ddrocher.

Balfe's New Opera.

(From the London Musical World, Feb. 14).

On Thursday night the new opera called The
Armorer of Nantes, for which Mr. Balfe found
music and our esteemed co-laborer, Mr. J. V,
Bridgeman, the words, was produced in presence
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of an audience disposed to enthusiasm, and
crowding every part of the theatre.

Anne, Duchess of Brittany (Miss HilesJ, is

sought in marriage by the French king, Louis
XII. That monarch, actuated somewhat by a

feeling of affection and a great deal by a desire

to annex the rich Duchy of Brittany to the crown
of France, has employed every means in his

power to attain his end. But, when the opera
opens, it is far from certain he will succeed. His
fnvoy, M. de Villefranche (Mr. WeissJ, discovers

that a certain unprincipled, but gay and dashing,

adventurer, Fabio Fabiani (Mr. Santley) has

found favor in the eyes of the Duchess, and, in-

deed, so fascinated her, that she loads him with
honors and wealth. Nor Is this all. There is

reason to believe that she may bestow on him Iier

hand. At this juncture, when matters wear so

unfavorable an aspect for Louis XII., M. de Ville-

franche obtains possession of a letter, in which a

considerable number of Breton nobles have
offered their aid to place the Duchy of Brittany
in the hands of the German Emperor. Armed
with this letter he informs the nobles that their

lives are in his hands. At the same time, how-
ever, he assures them that he will not betray
them, provided they will aid him in getting rid,

by fair means or foul, of Fabio Fabiani, who
threatens to endanger so seriously the French
king's chance of gaining the Duchess's hand.
The nobles readily promise to do as M. de Ville-

franche rerpiires. Scarcely have the nobles
retired ere Marie, an orphan (Miss Louisa Pyne),
rushes from a small house at one corner of the
public place, across which the Duchess has passed.
She is quickly followed by Dame Bertha fMrs.
Aynsley Cooke), and from a conversation be-
tween the two, we learn that Dame Bertha,
forgetful of everything save the desire of gain,
has betrayed her trust, and, instead of carefully
watching over Marie's safety, has yielded to the
bribes of a young gallant, styled the Chevalier
de Coutras, and, under some pretence or other,
given him access to the house in which she and
Marie reside, and which belongs, by the way, to
Eaoul, the armorer (Mr. W. HarrisonJ. ]\l'arie,

innocent, kind, and inexperienced, has at first

seen nothing wrong in the courteous stranger's
visits,_ but at length she becomes alarmed. Her
conscience, too, smites her. She has been adopt-
ed by Raoul, who has carefully tended her
through her childhood. Raoul, however, no
longer loves her with the affection of a guardian
for his ward, but with the glowing passion of a
most devoted suitor. In a short time, he is about
to make her his wiCc. She, too. as we have
already said, is fondly attached to him. The idea
of wronging him, by deed or even thought, strikes

her with dismay, and she resolves to tell him all

that has occurred. Dame Bertha is alarmed at

this, and uses all her power to dLssuade her from
it.

_
Marie has written to the Chevalier and ap-

pointed a meeting with him alone that same
night, for the purpose of informing him she must
never see him more. Dame Bertha urges her
still to accord the interview, in consideration of
the object for which it has been granted, and also
not to speak to Raoul on the subject. The poor
girl, acting as she thinks for the best, and desirous
to screen Dame Bertha from Raoul's just censure,
promises compliance, or, at least, promises not to
.say anything to Raoul that night. This is all that
Dame Bertha wishes, for it has been arranged
between the Chevalier and herself that the form-
er shall forcibly carry Marie off, during the ab-
sence of Raoul, before the dawn. But fate wills
it otherwise. Raoul, attracted by his love, leaves
his workshop to say a few words to his betrothed
before she i-etires to rest. Before his house he
meets a Jew (Mr. II. Corri), who warns him not
to return to his work, but to remain and watch.
Struck by what the Jew tells him, Raoul conceals
himself near at hand, just as a cavalier jumps on
shore and directs his footsteps towards the armor-
er's house. The Jew stops hira and, on the
stranger's asserting himself to be the Chevalier
de Coutras, declares he is no other than Fabio
Fabiani, who, forgetful of the affection he feigns
for the Duchess, is, for some motive or other, bent
on effecting the ruin of Marie, the armorer's be-

trothed. Disregarding Fabio Fabiani's mena-
ces, the Jew proceeds to state that Marie is the

long lost daughter, supposed to be dead, of the

Count de Brissao—a loyal and devoted adherent

of the late Duke of Britanny, Francis II.—and
entitled to the Count's vast estates and wealth
which the Duchess has recently bestowed upon
Fabio. To obtain the proofs, which the Jew
possesses, of Marie's parentage and rights, Fabio
stabs the Jew. But the latter is too cunning for

his murderer. He flings the papers from him as

he falls, and they are discovered by Raoul, who
has been attracted to the spot by the cries of the

murdered man. A few words the latter utters,

moreover, e.-icite Raoul's suspicions. He is not

destined to remain long in doubt. On the return

of Fabio, who has been to seek the boatman in

whose boat he arrived to obtain his assistance in

flinging the Jew into the Loire, matters take a

strange turn. Required by Raoul to state by
what right he is about to enter the house towards

which he Is directing his course, Fabio replies

that he does so by the best of all rights. The
house is his own, or, at any rate, that of his mis-

tress. This provokes a fearful outburst on the

part of Raoul, who brands Fabio as a lying vil-

lian. Fabio contemptuously tosses over Marie's

letter, in which she makes the appointment to

receive Fabio that evening alone. At first, Raoul
is paralysed, as it were ; but recovering himself

and wrought up to the highest pitch of fury, he

rushes upon Fabio with the jiurpose of avenging
his injured honor. But he is unarmed. Fabio

dai'es him to do his worst, and, jceringly offering

him the key to his ('Raoul's) house, which key he

has of course received from Dame Bertha, leaves

the spot with the intention of getting rid of Raoul

as soon as possible. Goaded to desperation,

Raoul is ripe for any deed by which he may sat-

isfy his desire for revenge. In this mood he is

found by M. de Villefranche, who is delighted to

meet with .so apt an agent for working out Fabio's

downfivll. A compact Is instantly concluded be-

tween the two. M. de Villafranche promises to

wipe out in Fabian's blood the injury inflicted on

Raoul ; and Raoul, on his side, pledces his word
to place his life at the disposal of M. de Ville-

franche.

Such Is the substance of the first act. In Act
II. we find Fabio urging his suit with the Duch-
ess, who feigns to believe his protestations of

love. But she'has been informed by the wily De
Villefranche of what has occurred. Unwilling,

however, to condemn Fabio too rashly, she sum-
mons Marie to her presence, and questions her as

to the truth of the statement made by the envoy

of the French king. Marie owns that she has

written to say that Fabio might meet her the pre-

cedina; evening alone, during the absence of

Raoul. To her horror, the latter, who has heard
all she has said, having been previously concealed

by the Duchess behind the tapestry of the apart-

ment, comes forward. Ignorant of the truth,

he fancies that Marie has betrayed him. Life,

without the love of her to whom he is so devoted,

has lost all its charms, and he ratifies by an oath

the promise already made to M. de Villefranche.

Before this, however, he stipulates that the Duch-
ess shall reinstate the daughter of the Count de
Brissac in the estates and wealth which belonged

to her father, and which the Duchess has recently

granted to Fabio. This the Duchess swears to

do. Raoul then declares the Count's long lost

daughter is Marie. In corroboration of this as-

sertion, he gives the Duchess the papers he has

received from the Jew. Dismissing Marie, the

Duchess enquires of Raoul if he has a weapon
with him. Raoul shows her a dagger—the same
with which Fabio has committed the murder, and
which Raoul has picked up after the murder.

Seizing his arm, the Duchess calls out for help.

M. do Villefranche, accompanied by some noble-

men attached to the court, rushes In, and the

Duchess accuses Raoul of having attempted to

assassinate her. Raoul, in the greatest surprise,

is about to deny the charge, when the Duchess
reminds him of their compact, and orders him to

be kept in safe custody. Fabio, ignorant of the

danger which menances him, re-appears. He as-

sures the Duchess that the greatest misery he can

suffer is to be absent even for a moment from her
side. She replies that he ought to console him-
self with the assurance that, while he was away,
she had done nothing but think of him ; indeed,
an.xlous to please him, she has sent for an old
friend of his, and with these words confronts him
with Marie. He is petrified at the sight of the
latter, but, putting a bold face on the matter,
denies that he knows her. The Duchess orders
him to give up hi.s sword. He obeys her, but ob-

serves that he never yet knew it was a crime for

a man to woo a young girl. Unable to restrain

her rage, the Duchess accuses him, before her
assembled court, of having hired a bravo to assas-

sinate her. Fabio in<lignantly ilenieslhe charil .

The Duchess gives a signal, Raoul steps forward,
and eori-oborates her words. As proofs of Fabio's

guilt, the daguer taken from Raoul, and with
which, as we know, Fabio murdered the Jew, is

brought forward, as well as the purse he offered

Raoul for his aid in helpins to throw the Jew
into the river, and which Raoul declares he gave

him to make the attempt on the life of the Duch-
ess. Every one is convinced of Fabio's guilt, and
both he and Raoul are made prisoners, prepara-

tory to being led to death.

Three weeks are supposed to Lave elapsed be-

tw,-en Act II. and Act. HI. The Duchess's

anger has cooled down, and her love for Fabio

resumed its sway over her heart. She would
now set him free, hut M. de Villefranche has ex-

cited the nobles of Brittany acain.st Fabio, and
they determine he shall die. The Duchess, how-
ever, defies their efforts, and resolves to carry out

her intention. For this purpose she visits the

prison—the old Castle ofNantes— In which Fabio

is confined. Afraid, however, of the power of

her nobles, she dares not let it be known that she

has been instrumental in saving Fabio. At this

moment. Marie, who is now acknowledged as the

Countess de Brissac, steps forward and volunteers

to do the Duchess's bidding. She has gained ac-

cess to the prison by bribing one of the under
goalers. The Duchess, thinking Marie still loves

Fabio, unsuspectingly accepts her servlc^es, and
orders M. de Kerkouen (Mr. Lyal), the Govern-
or of the Castle, and Pascal (Mr. Aynsley
Cooke), the head gaoler, to execute all the com-
ands that Marie may give hini. Having done
this, she hastens away to frustrate the machina-
tions in which she has reason to fear BI; de Ville-

franche is engaged to stir up the people of

Nantes to a I'evolt. When the Duchess has left,

Marie details her plans for the escape of the

prisoner. She has an interview with Raoul, who
is still devotedly .attached to her. She convinces

him that she is innocent, and faithful to him,

Raoul believes her, and once more prizes life,

which, while he deemed her false, he despised.

Suddenly the noise of a conflict is heard without.

The people, moved by the intrigues of the French
Envoy, have at length risen in revolt. They
have overpowered the troops, and cry aloud for

Fabio's death. At this conjuncture, M. de Kei--

konen returns with the boalKian who is to convey
Fabio to the Castle. To his surprise he meets

not the favorite, but Raoul. He Instantly per-

ceives Marie's Intention, but promises to say noth-

ing. The fact Is, he feels but too willing to assist

her in deceiving the Duchess, for he has been
bribed by M. de Villefranche, with the promise

of the post of Governer of the Bastille in Paris,

if he will mar the Duchess's plans, and prevent

Fabio's escape. Raoul now hurries off, but not

before M. de Kerkouen, who is rather feai-ful he

may lose his he.id, should the Duchess discover

his treachery, has ordered the boatman for fear

of accident, not to be In too great a hurry, but

to delay as much as possible.

Meanwhile, the tumult before the Castle has

Increased. The Duchess rushes in, followed by

M. de Villefranche, and several Breton nobles.

She learns from M. de Kerkouen that Fabio is

still a prisoner. Dartlug a terrible glance at the

Governor, .she appeals to the noblemen present

to protect her. Her appeal Is in vain. At last,

exhausted, and totally overcome by grief, she

yields. M. de Villefranche advances to a bal-

cony, and informs the assembled people that

Fabio -will be executed within an hour. The

(
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Ductless dismisses every one except M. de Ker-
koiien. She upbraids liim with liis treaohery,

and says, that it'Fabio falls, he also shall die. M.
de KerUouen quails before the danper with which
he is menaced. Suddenly, an idea strikes him.

The victim is to be led to the sc.aflbid with a gag
of iron in his month, and his body enveloped in

a black veil from head to foot. If the people

behold a head fall, what matter whose it is ! If

he could substitute Ilaoul for Fabio ! He rushes

to the window overlooking the river. The boat-

man, mindful of the orders he has received, has

not yet left. M. de Kerkouen makes a signal.

The boatman replie.=. and turns back his boat to

the Castle. M. de Kerkouen has attained his

sbject. Fabio's life and his own are saved.

Meanwhile, IMarie is unable to leave the Cas-

tle, as all the outlets are secured by the people.

Wandering through the old building, she sees a

procession of monks and soldiers conducting the

prisoner to the scaffold. M. de Villefranche also

sees it. He fancies the man enveloped in the

black veil is too tall for Fabio. It instantly

strikes him tliat M. de Kerkouen has been playing

him false. He rushes off to ascertain whether
liis suspicions are well-founded. Marie is now
discovered by the I)m-hess. The people shout

with savage joy on beholding the victim as he is

led to the fata! block. The Duchess laughs scorn-

fully, and congratulates Marie that Fabio will

escape after all, and tells her that it is not he, but

Raoul, the armorer, who is concealed beneath the

veil. Marie is thunderstruck. She is about to

rush forward to inform the populace of the deceit

practised upon them, when the Duchess endeav-
ors to restrain her, but Marie breaks from her

grasp. She is hastening to the balcony, when
the report of a cannon is heard. It is the signal

agreed upon to announce that the prisoner is

mounting the scaffold. She gasps for breath. A
second cannon is heard, the prisoner is laying his

head upon the block. Marie staggers forward.

A third cannon now booms through the night.

The prisoner has ceased to live. A tremendous
cry rends the air. Marie is on the point of sink-

ing to the ground, when the curtains at the back
of the stage are liuug aside, and M. de Ville-

franche appears leading in Raoul, whom he has

saved. Fabio is no more, and Louis XII. has no
rival left to fear.

With regard to the performance, we must be
satisfied to record for the present that, thanks in

a great measure to Mr. Alfred Mellon, it was one
of the most sati.'^factory, in a genera! sense, that

we ever remember on a first night. Six piei'es

were encored, namely, Marie's cavatina, " Oh
would that my heart" CMiss L. Fyne) ; Raoul's

ballad, '• In the de.sert waste of life " (Mr. Har-
rison) ; Fabio's barcarole, " The flower is beau-

ty" (Mr. Saiitley^; Villefrauche's ballad,
" Truth and beauty " (Mr. Weiss^ ; Marie's bal-

lad, " There's one wlio fear'd me " ("Miss L.

Pyne^ ; the dance of gypsies (gypsiesj ; and Ra-
oul's ballad, " Oh love is like a reed " fMr Har-
risonj. Tliese, however, although on the present

occasion they are most successful, are not in

every instance the best pieces in the opera.

Although the performance occupied more than
four hours, the audience, who had already called

forward the composer, author, and principal sing-

ers at the en<l of the first act, summoned them
again with immense warmth and unanimity at

the conclusion of the third.

(From the AttieuEeum.)

"Another success proclaimed to a crowded
theatre by more encore than can be easily count-
ed !—another of those events, we are sorry to

add, which hold back our hope in national Opera,
and tempt us to aid the Continental inquiry, for-

ever sardonically put, " Are the English a musi-
cal people ?" The matter is one not to be dis-

missed briefly ; the success is too discouraging
not to claim the closest examination.
To take Victor Hugo's ferocious yet remarka-

ble tragedy of "Maria Tudor," as subject for

opera, was in itself a cardinal mistake. The
eameleon character of The Queen., with all its

lurid lights and dull shades, its passion and its

pettiness, is untranslatable in music. Then, the

instrument which gives the deadliest sting of

poison to her gloomy vengeance,—namely, the

seduction of the younger heroine by the Coiu't

adventurer who has practised on the credulity of

the Queen,—when it is modified as here, to suit

English requirements, into a more case of temp-
tation, render her position with her burgher lover

and protector without consequence or probability :

Mr.BridgeiTian havingretained her remorse in full,

while he has softened her infidelity. The story

is destroyed thereby. The long explanations in

dialogue which lead up to the most striking and
intricate situations, such as those of the first and
third acts, must engender heaviness, were they

treated by the most masterly hands. Lastly, to

lighten the oppressive gloom of so dark a trage-

dy, it has been thought necessary to introduce a

liberal allowance of ballads ; to suspend a grave

situation by thrusting in a band of gipsies, who
dance when murder is afoot ; (o sanction the

monstrosity of the final cuckoo rondo of exulta-

tion by regulation "made and provided," after

the ears have hardly been cleared of the boom of

the cannon announcing a popular riot quelled by
the execution of a royal favorite, for whom, by

one woman, so much sin had been dared—by an-

other, so much agony endured. "Titus Andron-
icus" is little more irrational as a theme for oper-

atic illustration than "Marie Tudor." The heap

of horrors and consolations, which it would be

superfluous farther to disentangle for the benefit

of those not well read in French tragedy, is not

made lighter by the scene being transferred

from the Thames to the Loire—from London to

Nantes. The words, again, of "The Armorer of

Nantes" are remarkable enouah to depress tlie

most sanguine hoper. Yet they come from the

pen of the author of "The Puritan's Daughter;"

a book, it may be recollected, which promised

better things from its writer. That such text

could be by any one or anywhere accepted is al-

most inconceivable ; its adoption by Mr. Balfe

argues an indifference to every consideration of

art or sense which amounts to a cynocism not

gratifying to contemplate. No wonder that we
have no real English Opera, so few articulate

English singers!—no wonder that persons of

taste and intelligence prefer liurlesque and
"screaming farce" to situations of passion and
moments of sentiment made ridiculous by the

language in which they are conveyed.

Even Mr. Balfe, habitually unselect as he has

been, is on this occasion overborne by the dead

weight imposed on him. His oldest and most

frivolous phrases, his best used forms, his least

skillful combinations, are here assembled, as

thoush he had been aware that labor and pains

would be thrown away. There is motion in some

of his music; but the rhythms are alfected,and

the tunes are far-fetched and faded. 'There are

many ballads ; but there is not one which will, we
think, remain. The example of the Italian com-

posers (disastrously set by Signer Rossini in the

trial-scene of his " Gazza Ladra," and followed

by Donizetti and Signor Verdi to satiety) of

making passion, surprise and despair, speak to

the most frivolous rhythms, is here followed out

to its extremest consequences. Crime and

cheatery traflic in a waltz tempo : vide the scene

which precedes the murder of the Jew. An-

guish and madness walk in a F'olonnixe : vide the

concerted piece in the second /inn/e (which, how-

ever, considered without reference to its purpo.se,

is one of the best numbers of the score). The
best mnsie in the opera, because having the most

propriety, is that of the Gipsy hatlef. Nor has

Mr. Balfe ever (and this is saying much) been so

disregardful of connexion, meaning and accent

in the setting of his words.

Robert le Diable at the Boston Theatre.

(From the Daily Advertiser.)

They who have attended operatic performances in

the great European capitals must regret in American
theatres the absence of many things which gave a

splendid perfection to what they saw abroad, and

they cannot but sigh for the orchestras of four score

musicians, the choruses of more than a hundred
voices, and the competent secondo performers that

they remember so well. Yet tliey cannot complain

that tliese are not set before them here, when they
recall the stupendous subsidies wliich foreign mana-
gers receive, either at large from the imperial hand,
or in the form of subscriptions from a rich and fash-

ionable aristocracy. Tbcy do not forget the positive-

ness of excellence implied in the various works nam-
ed in a cis-Atlantic repertoire, but they are careful

not to expect more than the money paid for the opera
will faii'Iy buy. Judging by their experience and
knowledge they may feel that an insufficient repres-

entation is given them
;
yet, considering what are the

obstacles in the way of a European performance in

America, they will modify their disappointment and
find good words forwhat has really lieen accomplish-

ed. It is obvious that some operas are almost be-

yond thorough performance in this country, since

their requirements are so great and numerous,— '.ho

revival of even one often being accounted enough to

give the character to an entire London season.

—

Among these may be placed "Robert le Diable," of

which Mr. Graubas given two performances, and
which will be repeated once more this evening, in

consequence of the srreat sensation which it has ex-

cited. We sketched briefly on Friday the elements

which enter into the composition of this massive

work, and intimated that so vast a range of emotion

and action, involving both human and supernatural

beings as participants therein, having tasked to the

fullest extent the genius of a master-mind, demanded
for proper expression the amplest resources of the

lyric stage. The liand must intone the speech of

winds and storms, and fitly accompany dire events,

blaring hollowly of subterranean terrors and ghastly

revels, and not alone aid in interpreting the simple

or the strong things of common story. The chorus

must l)ear a part with them, besides giving life to the

brichter incidents, and the stage should be peopled

with unearthly forms, gliding to weird measures, in

the glare or the Klimmer of unnatural lights. And
through all this such actors as the tale describes must

move, unerrintdv fulfilling their duty and destiny.

That Mr. Grau could not give all this in its mys-

tical impressiveness, is clear ; bat he gave much, and

that so well, that we felt he had earned the right to

sit in his box, gazing complacently now at the ad-

mirable performance of the stage, and now at the

immense audience whose interest did not flag during

the long evening. The orchestra did justly by their

music, except when those insatiate inflaters of trom-

bones would drown all otlier instruments with an

awful explosion "full of sound and fury, signifying

nothing." The best of the choruses are for male

voices, and as usual they are capitally sung; when
the females chimed in, the music went poorly, al-

though perhaps the efl'ect of the "Demotiefafali'' was

increased by the persistent evasion ot the pitch by

the sopranos. Of the principal parts, Bertram un-

doubtedly attracts most attention, as does ihphisto-

p/ieles in "Faust," and therefore fii'St claims our no-

tice. Signor Susini looked repulsive enough, but his

impersonation was not upon the whole equal to

Formes's, although it was fine and at certain mo-
ments rose to a real grandeur, as in the scene with

Alice, after the passage beginning "Trionfo bramafo;"

the preceding sentences, especially " Cara Alice,

perche mesta" and "iiia vieni quo," lack the assumed

tenderness which they should have, while the devilish

cunning which Formes constantly manifested was al-

most wholly wanting. In a word, in Susini's Bertram

the human' shape often cloaks the fiendish nature

too closely ; while on the other hand Formes some-

times obtruded the demon so palpably that it was a

wonder how anybody could have been deluded by
him. Siff. Brignoli's Robert was remarkable ; he

snntr with continuous energy and even with dramatic

expression, giving a fine finish to the favorite "Sorle

arnica ;" he almost acted, loo, and did not sufl^er his

bright attire to atone for a dull behavior ,as he some-

times does. Alice is not a good part for Madame
Lorini. to act but she sang it beautifully, and al-

though less rewarded with applause than M'Uc.

Cnrdier, she rleserved much more. She gave"I«Hnc,

rf;ssi!,n/ ,;?(7/?o" feelingly, and her artistic use of the

tremolandoin "Nel lasciar la Normandia" as \vq\\ as

in the recitative " Ah, non m'incianno," etc., was a

lesson full of profit to the fooli,sh singers who waste

this effect and spoil their style by bestowing it upon

every phrase. M'lle. Cordier was an acceptable ha-

hella; in action a triflle cool, not singing •Roberlo,tu

che adoro" so well as her first aria, and looking the

princess well. JRamhaldo is not a loug part, but it is

an excellent one ; it is good enough for a first tenor,

Herr Hartmann did his best, and improved upon bis

singing in "The Jewess," but "lieynava iin tempo"

and the duo with Bertram were not up to the mark,

although their action was spirited. The concerted

pieces '\vent smoothly, and the great trio •'I.o syiiardo

immobile" was given splendidly. M'lle. Ravel appear-

ed as the spirit Elen, and cxeculed a pas sent which

was more like the contortions of Signor Alontovcrdi
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than tlie writJiinf; movements of a flitting ghost.

However, the oudience lil<ed it, and Signor BrignoU
was made at once miserahle and ridiculous by the

ahsnrd siiare which he was forced to take in her evo-

lutions.

Palestrina.

{From " ReminisceDCes of Life in the Old "World." by
Klausner.)

It is not the sweete.st wine, nor the delicate and
delicious morsels, that are always enjoyed the most,

or that give the most wholesome and lasting nourish-

ment. The eii'ect upon the palate m.iy he agreeable

for the moment, and all the good of the food end
with this. The same rule holds with regard to our

taste and enjoyment of the arts in general, but espe-

cially of music. In tiiis, too, we learn by experience
that there are pleasures for the fancy, and satisfying

nourishment for the soul. The former naturally

attract us at first, but at length we become sated with

delicacies, and long for something refreshing and in-

vigorating.

There is a kind of music performed in Italy,

which can only properly be heard and appreciated in

Italy ; which indeed I found to be of a grade quite

beyond my powers of appreciation : something to

which my tas'.e was yet to be educated. I refer to

the music of the church, that is, what belongs pecu-
liarly to the Church of Rome, and which is perform-

ed on great festivals, principally in St. Peter's and
in the Capella Sistina. This can hardly bear the

name of Italian music, since much of it has prohji-

bly been handed down for ages, even from the ancient

Jewish church ; and that of Palestring, to which I

particularly refer, is of so remote a period as at least

to be distinguished from what we now understand
by the Italian school. In this music of Palestrina I

found myself an entire novice. How often have I

stood in the Capella Sistina, or walked about the

great aisles of St. Peter's, and listened to those

strange, solemn harmonies ! They were always un-
accompanied,—and I shall never cease to wonder at

the precision of tune and time with which the large

choirs struck upon one o( those passages and follow-

ed the labyrinthine composition, each voice as it

were taking its own way with no assistance from an-
other, and, like a great organ guided by the player's

hand, resolved finally into a long, full, beaiitiful

chord, falling upon the listening soul like a bene-
diction after an anxious, tearful prayer. I listened

to those strains in wonder. My mini'l was confused
in trying to find method and design, to distinguish

key and measure, to follow in thought the strange
composition,—an utterly useless effort. Neverthe-
less the music touches my soul with peculiar power,
and there was about it something, either in the un-
natural voices of the choristers, or in the composi-
tion itself, that gave to it a spiritual character, that

suggested to me the thought of such music in heaven
;

something indeed lifting the soul, while it ever re-

mained/ beyond the mind's comprehension : some-
thing which invested it with a singular charm, caus-
ing me to linger and listen, when I could hardly say
for what, unless it were to hear the beautiful harmo-
nious chord into which the wandering voices re-

solved.

But strange as it seemed to me then, incomprehen-
sible, often indeed unmusical as it fell upon my ear,

it yet produced its effect, and where I little expected,
revealed itself in a clearer light, in all its wonderful
power and beauty. Some months after I had left

Italy a band of musicians came from Stuttgart and
gave an instrumental concert of sacred music in the
old church of St. George at Tiibingen. The musi-
cians stood in the choir of the church among the
sculptured tombs of the ancient knights and dukes,
and in the light of the beautiful colored windows.

—

The effect of the sound in the large church could not
have been finer, and the musicians played with the
most admirable taste and accuracy. The second
piece on the programme was a prayer hy Palestrina.
As the deep, mellow-toned cornets took up their var-
ious parts, and wandered as it were through the same
old labyrinthine ways, ray soul was suffused with the
blissful feeling enkindled by that music alone. I
was again in Kome, in the great nave of St. Peter's,
and the robed choristers were singing once more their
sacred strains. No words were needed. Each note
boro a burden of meaning from those depths of the
soul which lie deeper than language. The music
was no longer confused and discordant. It was all
clear, sweet, and full of a holy Presence. It was
then that for the first time I felt the greatness of
Palestrina.

—

New Jerusalem Messenger.

The Vagaries of Musical Criticism.
(From an English Journal.)

.
. .We fear, then, it is to the want of the requisite

ability to write otherwise, that we must attribute the

continuous commonplace and iidnanseam doses of flat-

tery dispensed by certain critics to Iragedians, come-
dians and comediennes, dancers, niggers, and acro-
bats

; hut, far above all, to Italian opera artists, from
their greatest stars to every little pretentions glim-
raeref—provided only he, she, or it be foreign, and
attached to the Italian troupe. It would be easy to
prove this assertion by reference to the files of the
papers in which those notices have appeared from
year to year—one unvarying style of ever-recurring
epithets and platitudes—nothing" described clearly or
precisely. The voice is never named hut as an
" organ ;" the word song is quite below adoption by
these granililoqnent writers, but we have in its stead,
vocal morceaux

; the plain, intelligible shake is

Jiontiire ; the singing itself is made "rendering ;"

and the general effVict' is shadowed forth as the tout

ensemble. We must not be guilty of an injustice, by
the suppression of other of their pet phrases, because
by so doing we should deprive the gentlemen afore-
said of the benefit of their seeming scholarship;
therefore we adjoin the words aplomb, role, nuances,
cantatrice, empressement, i'erve,am\ denouement, though
we take leave modestly to suggest that tliese "items"
are rather liberally diffused in the notices of which
we have made mention. But it should not be for-

gotten that the application, nse, and abuse of such
terms is a much easier way of writing a critique, than
that plain English and common sense rea.mns should
be given for the opinions so oracularly propounded
and published. Should want of ability be received
as the cau.se of such indiscriminate praise, it would
be some excuse for the writer, but none at all for the
paper which allows its publication. If, on the other
hand, ability be conceded to them, how does it hap-
pen that nearly all new comers appear in their judg-
ment, equally great 1 Or, if a comparison be'insti-

tuted. it is for the purpose of still exalting the pre-
sent (for the time being) recipients of their lauda-
tions above those immediately preceding them ; they
have previously received the same nnqualified ap-
proval, supposing no comparisons had been made in
their case. In fact, that system reduces critique-
wriiing to a very simple one indeed—namely, praise,
praise, praise. What has originated such a vicious
mode of writing, should neither of our assumptions
be accepted as the true one ? Has the manager or
lessee, as the case may be, anything to do with it ?

We cannot think so ; though, to be sure, a manager
is open to praise, and is flattered occasionallv, like
other men in position. ILave the artists ? No, we
shonid hope not ; for that sunposition would com-
promise the dignity and independence of the press.
Still, from whatever cause arising, we venture to in-

sinuate that it should cease. It is circulated to im-
pede the upward, onward course of performers, who
are, after all, not so wholly blinded by vanity as to
suppose that every part they play, every song they
sing, is, in itself, perfect and complete. Again, why
need they trouble their brains as to exact readings,
and careful scholarly interpretation of the text, when
they are tolerably certain that no fault of theirs will

be pointed out for correction by those over-indulgent
critics ?

When the public is gravely assured that the sing-
ing of one ballad gives suflScient proof of an intimate
knowledge, in the singer, of the national characteris-
tics of a whole people, amongst whom the singer had
never before been, can the public rely on such an
extravagant dictum ? Is such an assertion fair, even
to the singer, who may thereby, and in consequence,
take no further pains to acquire what (for the critic

has said it) is already possessed by the artist ?

Prominent performers cannot, with any truth, com-
plain of the ill-nature of those gentlemen, whatever
private opinion they may entertain of their capacity
or sincerity ; and although we would condemn, al-

most as severely. Indiscriminate censure as universal
praise, yet it seems to us not impossible to observe a
fair medium. Where that is not acted on we should
prefer—of the two evils—that of censure, and for
this reason : indiscriminate censure may induce, on
the part of the person so censured, self examination,
under the impression that something wrong in sing-
ing, acting, or reading, called for correction, and the
result nncjiht he improvement where none had been
thought probable

; hut, in the other extreme, vanity
would set up the belief that no improvement was
possible. And we think it will be admitted that
the latter feeling invariably generates carelessness,
and consequent deterioration, whether in actor,
author, or singer.

The "puflF preliminary," is a practice that should
be, we conceive, wholly disallowed in newspapers. If
the object of the puff be clever, or, as the bills would
probably tell us, "eminent," the eminent clearly does
not require the introductory adulation. If,on the other
hand, the eminent be undeserving of the epithet,
then the puff is a "delusion, a mockery and a snare."
Yet, as a rule, the papers, in which the "preliminary"

is allowed to appear, seldom have writers sharp
enough to detect the total want of eminence in the
eminent (as the fact frecpienlly is), or, being sharp,
have firmness sufiicient to proclaim it to the public.
Now, if the press is to he regarded as a public in-

structor—and it generally is—surely its pupds should
he told of errors where they exist, and so it would
teach correctly those wlio "look upon its published
opinions on such matters as an authority. How
gratifying it must he to some admittedly great artist,

to find that he or slie is possessed of an immortality
of power, whether for song or recitation; and that
tlie voice which thirty years ago enraptured (witliout
flattery) all its hearers, has slill (with gross flat-

tery) the same "register," the same calibre, timbre
" breadth " (whatever that means), and sweet-
ness

; that it can still pom- forth the same " unim-
paired volume" of sound, whether in the caniabilf
the bravura, the Jioriture, or the ensemble ! Now, may
one seriously ask wliat is the aim of such misrepre-
sentations, as we shall mildly call them ? If the com-
pounders of adulation of that sort do it to please the
person so written of, we think they miss tlieir mark;
for the artist, now old, theatrically and operatically,
cannot but regard with suspicion that flattery which,
five-and-twenty years before, liad truth for its foun-
dation, and was no more then than well deserved
praise. In addition, to take the case of a student in

music, fully competent to judge of the merits of a
great singer, but to whom no opportunity had pre-
viously pre.sented it.iiclfof hearing iheoiice unrivalled.

Well, he goes to the theatre to hear the still "unim-
paired one," as he is told, and having heard, would
he not naturally enough, think ; "Ifyou are as great
now as you ever were, your greatness appears to me
incomprehensible." The injudiciousness of such
overstrained and untrue commendation is the more
apparent, when it shall be kno'vn that, perhaps, a

few daj's before, a youthful prima donna had been
characterized hy the same writers, as literally and
actually without parallel on the lyric stage of any
country. Truly, if those public chroniclers had bet-

ter memories, their statements would be a little less

extravagant, and their authority stand in less fear of
question.

We have purposely selected the musical depart-

ment of the drama, as that in which the greatest

quantity of undeserved hyperbolical eulogy .is most
liberally administered, and also, as the one m which
it should be more strongly reprobated than any other,

for the reason that, music, artistically considered, is

less generally understood by the many than other en-
tertainments properly connected with tlieatres ; con-
sequently, the greater the necessity of informing the

people truly and clearly upon the subject, instead of
misleading them hy wholesale commendation of
every succeeding artist; and, in addition, mystifying

them with a polyglot admixture of words and quo-
tations, enough to bewilder a professor of languages.

In commenting on ordinary theatrical entertainments,

those good natured, and, as ive think, too easily sat-

isfied critics, adopt a style something less inflafed,

not so glitteringly inlaid, and overlaid, too, with fine

foreign phrases—a sort of verbal mosaic ; still, t!ie

overdose is apparent, whether applauding a "youth-
ful but justly celebrated tragedian," or "that highly

successful and versatile comedian ;" the simple truth

being, perhaps, that the pair were of the average
ability in their separate departments.

To put implicit belief in all we are told respecting

performances, tlie marvel would appear to be the

possibility of finding a bad actor or singer; and yet,

we d.ire affirm, the public knows that such individu-

als are by no means rare birds ; although those ora-

cles of whom we write, never do see one on the stage

or, at least, seeing they forget to advert to it. In
conclusion, let ns entertain the hope that the views

we have put forward shall not he attributed to a de-

sire to find fault, nor to a disposition towards hyper-
criticism. We have endeavored, not without hesi-

tancy, to point out what, in our judgment, appear to

be serious errors and faults in the class of writers to

which attention has been chiefly directed. We have
no object to attain, that could by possibility, be

deemed personal to ourselves or others. We war
against the si/stem, and have no motive but that of
suggesting the correcting, as we hold, an abuse of

the aim and end to which all theatrical notices should
tend ; namely, public information and instruction.

—

And, as theatres may be regarded in these times as

institutions, in these kingdoms, so it is the more im-
perative that certain matters connected with them
should be treated of truly and impartially ; and,

therefore, every writer, undertaking to criticize, should

do so with proper discrimination, dispensing with

even measure praise or dispraise, as the occasion may
demand, his notice being accompanied by reasons for

his opinions. Were this done, then his readers could,

with more chance of improvement, discuss those

reasons, and agree with or reject them, than when
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merely told that "Mr. Buskin Bore, as Hamlet, was
sublime, and acted witli his usual ability," or, that

"Miss Penelope Peahen, as Ophelia, was quite up to

the mark, sang with her accustomed dnlcet tones,

and was accorded an amount of cheers never before

witnessed within the walls of a theatre !"

A Draught for the Particular History of

Phonics; or, the Doctrine of Sound
and Hearing.

(From Lord Bacon's "Sylva Sylvarum."

SECTION XX.
(Concluded from page 316).

OF THE RELATION AND DIFFERENCE BETWIXT
,

,^
LIGHT AND SOUND.

I. Visible species seem to be emission? of the

rays of light from the visible oliject, almost in the

manner of odors, only that they are more incorpo-

real ; but audible species seem to participate more of
local motion, like percussions or impressions made
upon the air. So that, as all bodies appear to oper-
ate two ways—viz., either by the communication of
their natures, or by t!ie impressions and signatures of
their motions, the diffusion of visible species seems
to partake more of the former, and audible species of
the latter. 2. The species of audibles seem to be
more manifestly carried through the air than the spe-

cies of visibles, as a contrary strong wind will not
hinder the sight, tliough it does the hearing. 3.

One difference betwixt visible and audible species is,

above all others, very remarkable, as that whereon
many smaller differences depend—viz., visibles are
carried in right lines, and audibles in curves. Whence
it is that visibles do not intermix and confound one
another, as sounds do. And hence the solidity of
bodies does not much hinder the sight, provided the
bodies he clear, and the pores in a right line, as in

glass, crystal, diamonds, water, &c., hut a thin scarf
or handerchief, though bodies nothing so near solid,

hinder vision ; whilst such porous bodies do not much
hinder the hearing, which solid bodies almost stop,

or, at the least, weaken. Hence also small glasses

suffice for the reflection of visibles, but greater spaces
are required to the reverberation of audibles. 4,

Visible objects are seen farther than sounds are
heard—that is, in proportion to their magnitude ; for

otherwise a great sound is heard farther than a small
body can be seen. 5. Visibles generally require
some distance between the object and the eye, but in

audibles the nearer the sound is to the sensory the
stronger it proves. But in this there may be a double
error, the one because vision depends upon light, and
any thing that touches the pupil of the eye all over,
excludes the light. For I had it from a very credi-

ble person who was himself cured of a cataract, that

while the silver needle removed tlie film of the catar-

act, be never saw anything more clear or perfect than
that white needle ; no doubt becase the needle was
less than the pupil of (he eye, and so eclipsed not the

light from it. The other error may be because the

object of sight strikes upon the pupil of the eye di-

rectly without any interception, whereas the cavity of
the ear keeps off the sound a little from the organ, so

that there is some distance required in both. 6. Visi-

bles are sooner carried to the sense than audibles, as

appears in thunder and lightning, the flash and re-

port of a gun, &c. I conceive also that the species

of audibles hong longer in the air than those of visi-

bles ; for although even visible species hang some
time, as when rings are twirled round, they show like

spheres ; and a fire-brand carried swiftly along leaves

a train of light behind it, &c.
;

yet sounds seem to

remain m«ch longer, because they are carried up and
down with the winds ; and because the distance of
the time is great betwixt the fl.ash of a cannon seen
and its report heard, twenty miles off. 7 There are
no objects found so odious and ungrateful to the
sense in visibles as in audibles ; for odious sights
rather displease, as they excite the memory of odi-

ous things, than by the immediase object itself.

Whence such sights in pictures are not very disagree-

able, but in audibles the filing of a saw is so offensive
as to set the teeth on edge, and the ear is presently
shocked at harsh discords in music. 8. In visibles,

if you come suddenly out of great light into the
dark, or out of the dark into a glaring light, the eye
is dazzled for a time, and the sight confused ; but
whether there is any such effect after great sounds, or
after a deep silence, should be inquired. 'Tis an old
tradition, that those who dwell near the cataracts of
the Nile are deaf ; bnt we find no such effect m engi-
neers, millers, and those that live up'on bridges. 9.

It seems the impression of color is so weak, as not
to operate but by a cone of direct rays, or right lines

whereof the basis is the object, and the vertical point
in the eye, whence there is corradiation and conjunc-

tion of beams ; and these beams so sent forth are not
sufficient to prodnce the like borrowed, or secondary
beams, without reflection ; for the beams pass and
give little tincture to the air ^adjacent, otherwise we
should see colors out of a right line. But though
this happens in colors, it is not so in the body of
light ; for when there is a screen between the candle
and the eye, yet the light passes the paper ; for ex-
ample, when a person is writing by candle-light, so
that the light is seen where the body of the flame is

not seen, and where any color would not be seen that

w.as placed where the body of the flame is. I judge
that sound is of this latter nature, for when two per-

sons converse with a wall betwixt them, the voice is

not, perhaps, only the original sound which passes in

an arch-line ; but the sound that passes above the

wall, in a right line, may produce the like motion
round about it, as the first did, though weaker.

SECTION XXI.

OF THE SYMPATHY, OR ANTIPATHY, OF SOnNDS

WITH ONE ANOTHER.

All concords and discords of music may be aptly

called the sympathies and antipathies of sounds ; so

in that music termed broken, or consort-music, some
consorts of instruments are sweeter than others—

a

thine not hitherto sufficiently observed. Thus the

Irish harp and the base viol consort well; so do the

recorder and stringed instruments ; organs and the

voice, &c. ; hut virginals and the lute, the Welch
harp and Iri.sh harp, or the voice and pipes alone,

agree not so well. Bnt for the melioration of music,
with regard to exquisite consorts, there is much mat-
ter left for trial and enquiry.

'Tis a common observation that if a lute or viol

be laid upon its hack, with a small straw upon one of

the strings, and another lute, or viol, be laid by it,

and the unison to the former string be struck in the

latter, it will make that string move, as appears both

directly to the eye, and by the effect of making the

straw fall off. And the like happens if the diapason

or eighth to that string, be struck, either in the same
lute or viol, or in others lying by ; but in none of

these is there any report of sound to be discovered,

but onlv motion. It has been advised that a viol

should have a set of wire-strings below, as close to

the belly as a lute, and then the gut-strings mounted
upon a bridge, as in ordinary viols, so that by this

means the upper strings being struck, should make
the lower resound by .sympathy, and thus meliorate
the music. If this succeed, sympathy will appear to

operate as well by the report of sound as by motion

.

But this device I conceive of no use, because the

upper strings, which are stopped in great variety,

cannot maintain a diapason with the lower, which
are never stopped ; but if it has any advantage it

must be seen in instruments that have no stops, as

virginals and harps, wherein trial may be made of
two rows of Btrinffs, distant the one from the other.

The experiments of sympathy may, perhaps, be

transferred from stringed instruments to others ; as,

if there were two bells in unison in one steeple, to

try whether striking the one would move the other,

more than if it were a different cord ; and so in pipes

of eqnal bore and sound, to try whether a light straw
or feather would move in one pipe, when the other
is blown in unison with it.

It seems both to the ear and eye that the instru-

ment of sense has a similitude or sympathy with that

which gives reflection ; thus the pupil of the eye is

like crystal, glass, or water ; and the ear, a sinous

cavity, with a hard bone, to stop and reverberate the

sound, like the places of echo.

SECTION XXII.

OP THE MEANS OF HINDERING, OR IMPROVING

THE HEARING.

When a man yawns he cannot hear so well, the

membrane of the ear being then extended, so as

rather to repel the sound than attract it. We hear
better when we hold onr breath than otherwise,

whence, in all listening, men hold their breath ; for

in all expiration the motion is outwards, and there-

fore rather drives away the voice than draws it in.

Besides, in all labor that requires strength we hold
the breath, and listening after any sound that is heard
with difficulty seems a kind of labor.

Let it be tried, for a help to hearing, to make an
Instrument like a funnel, the length of six inches or
more, the narrow part whereof may fit the hole of
the ear, and the broader end swell much larger, like

a bell. Let the narrow end of it be applied close to

the ear, and observe whether a sound will not be
heard distinctly at a greater distance than without
this instrument. I have been told that in Spain they
use an instrument which, applied to the ear, helps
those that are thick of hearing.

Though the lips be shut close, there is a murmnr

yielded by the roof of the mouth, as in dumb men
;

but if the nostrils are likewise stopped, no such mur-
can be made, unless in the bottom of the palate
towards the throat. Whence it appears that a sound
in the mouth, axcept such as that just mentioned,
passes from the palate through the nostrils, if the

mouth be stopped.

SECTION XXIII.

THE SPIRITOAL AND FINE NATORE OF SOUNDS.

The repercussion of sounds, which we call echo, is

a groat argument of their spiritual nature, for if it

were corporeal, the repercussion should be caused in

the same manner, and by the like instruments, as the
original sound ; but we see what a number of exquis-

ite instruments must concur in speaking ; whereas
there is no such thing concerned in the returning of
words, but only a plain stop and repercussion.

The requisite differences of articulate sounds car-

ried along in the air, show that they cannot be signa-

tures or impressions in the air ; for though seals make
excellent impressions, and though 'sounds in their

first generation may be conceived as impressed, yet

the propagation and continuance of them, without
any new sealing, shows them not to be impressed.

All sounds are suddenly made, and suddenly per-

ish ; but neither this, nor the exquisite differences of

them, is so wonderful, because the quaverings and
warblings in lutes and pipes are as quick ; and the

tongue, though but a gross instrument, makes no
fewer motions in speech than there are letters in all

the words it utters. But that sounds should be so

speedily generated, and carried so far every way, in

so short a time, is more surprising. For example,
if a man speak aloud in the middle of a field, he may
be heard a furlong round him, and that in articulate

sounds, entire, in every little portion of the air, and
all this shall be done in less than a minute.

The sudden generation and destruction of sounds
must proceed from hence, either that the air suffers

some force by sound, and then restores itself, as water
does, or that the air readily imbibes the sound as

grateful, but cannot maintain it ; for the air seems to

have a secret appetite of receiving sound at first, but

then other gross and more material qualities present-

ly suffocate it, like a flame, which is suddenly gener-

ated, but instantly e.xtiiiguished, by the enmity of the

air, or other ambient bodies.

Sounds in general are divided into— 1, musical

and immusical; 2, trebler and bass; 3, flat and
sharp , 4, soft and loud ; 4, external and internal ; 6,

clear, harsh, and purling ; and 7, articulate and in-

articulate.

We have taken some pains in this inquiry about
sound, not only because it is a secret and incorporeal

quality in nature, but because we were willing, in our
first attempt towards ajust natural and experimental
history, to give an example of a tolerably exact in-

quiry, intending to do the like in another article or

two ; being desirous that men should thoroughly per-

ceive what a severe and rigid thing every true inquiry

into nature must necessarily be, and hence accustom
themselves to enlarge their minds by the light of par-

ticulars to the ample measure of the universe, and
not contract the universe to the narrow measure of

their own minds.

If farther directions be wanted for the conduct of

inquirers, the reader may find them in the second

part of the " Novum Organum."

Moritz Hauptmann.

(A Memorial, written for the celebration of his seventieth
birthday, October 13, 1862, by Oscar Pedi.*)

(From the Musical Review and World.)

Tsanalated by Fanny M. Raymond.

On the 13th of October, 1792, a son was horn in

Dresden to the Oberland architect Hanptmann, and
whom they christened Moritz. In the corner house

of Frauen and Schumacher streets stood the cradle

of little Moritz, over which Polhymnia probably

sometimes kept watch, as the child's musical instinct

began to develop early ; these were in no wise op-

posed by his truly kind father, but, on the contrary,

encouraged, and further aided by instruction in vio-

lin playing. But yet his father insisted on a careful

study of classical "literature and science, well know-
ing that success in life is best attained by the help of

a liberal cultivation. And so the boy, and after-

wards the youth, zealously studied mathematics, the

natural sciences, design, and languages. But in his

19th year, his love of, and vocation for music be-

came of so decided a character, that the architect

determined to favor his son's wish to become a musi-

cian. In 1811, Moritz Hanptmann went to Spohr

* Some portions of this interesting pamphlet are intention-

ally omitted, as being less of general, than of merely local

importance.
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in Gotha (where Spohr was installed as concertmas-

ter from 1805 to 1813), and there became an excel-

lent violin player. Spohr also gave him lessons in

composition, and here the subsequent friendship of

the two composers seems to have commenced. After

a year's study, Hauptmann was entered as violinist

in the court chapel, but lie can scarcely have held

this position for a year, since he took up his resi-

dence for five months in Vienna, in 1813, as a mem-
ber of the theatrical orchestra. Here he again went
back to Dresden, from which place he was called to

Russia in 1815, as music-master in tlie house of

prince Rcpuin. A life of change in St. Petersburg,

Moscow, Pultawa, and Odessa must have had con-

siderable influence on the young man's spirit. His

residence in South Russia, especially, must have

been of the greatest consequence to his general edu-

cation ; for here, where little good music was heard,

and none talked of, he became again interested in

scientific studies ; what he had learned in childhood

helped him to mature his knowledge. His mathe-

matical skill induced him to undertake many success-

ful enterprises in the mathematical domain, and he

was very useful as a surveyor, and in demonstrating

difficult problems, while mathematics assisted him
to musical combinations. Composition was at that

time not always sleeping within him ; among other

things, he wrote, at the desire of a friend, a divertisse-

ment for violin and guitar. In the year 1820, af-

ter having breathed Ritssian air for five years, the ar-

tist returned to Dresden, and lived there for two years

as a private citizen.

In 1822, he was invited to Cassel as a violin

plaj'cr, and in that city, the friendly relations be-

tween him and Spohr became closer. Spohr recom-
mended pupils to him, who wished to perfect them-
selves in theory and composition (Buschrnann for

example) and Spohr says in his biography, that

Hiiuptmann discovered a ''remarkable ability" for

such teaching. Our master's own talent for compo-
sition here developed itself to a high degree. We
read, in Spohr's biography, that on his 50th birth-

day, the 5th of April, 1834, in the house of his son-

in-law, Rahn, a cantata by Hauptmann was pro-

duced. Hauptmann also worked at an opera, "The
Sailor," that was subsequently brought out, and
which four composers, Spohr, Hauptmann, Balde-
wein, and Grunzebach, had undertaken to write.

Already a member of the well-known Cecilia Society,

he was elected an honorary member of the society

of Holland for the promotion of music, during his

residence in Cassel Here his opera "Matilda" was
twice performed with some success. Our master
then undertook a journey to Italy and France. After

a short sttiy in Paris, to which city he made a visit of

recreatiori in the summer of 1842, with his wife (Su-

setto Hur^imel, daughter of Hummel, Director of the

Academy' in Cassel, married Hauptmann on the

27th Nov(;mber, 1841), he found, on his return to

Cassel, th;\t he had been chosen Cantor and Music
director ;bf the famous Thomas school in Lei[>sic.

Spohr, ,' returned from Carlsbad, was painfully

moved 'by the news of the approaching departure of

his friend Hauptmann. We are told in his biogra-

phy :
" Although he was heartily pleased to see his

friend exchange his place in the Cassel court chapel

for one so much more honorable and advantageous,

yet a feeling of melancholy overcame this pleasure,

in the reflection that he was about to lose one who
had stood very near to him, as friend and artist, for

twenty years." As Hauptmann had been an ener-

getic and honored member of the Cecilia Society, at

Spohr's suggestion, a parting festival was gotten up
for him, the musical portion of which consisted for

the most part of Hauptmann's own compositions.

But as Spohr wished to contribute at least one piece

with special reference to a jubilee, he selected the

lovely cantata which he had formerly composed for

the golden wedding of his parents, which, with an
appropriate text written for it, 'was listened to 'with

the deeper interest, because Spohr himself accompa-
nied theobligato violin part at the piano.

Hauptmann was now Cantor at the Thomas
school. His entrance, on the 12th of September,

1842, gave the then Rector Staulbaum an opportu-

nity to deliver an inaugural address, at the usual
party festival of the Thomas school, Decsmber 31,

1842, "On the connection between the musical edu-

cation of youth, and the general aims of the Gymna-
sium, with biographical notices of the Thomas school

in Leipzig," and which contained much valuable and
trustworthy information. What Hauptmann accom-
plished in Leipzig, not only as Cantor of the

Thomas school, but also since the foundation of the

Conservatory, in 1843, as teacher in that institution,

has already been recognized ; but a slight notice of

his services will not be out of place here, if it only

recalls to the memory of some what they heard long
ago. Above all, we should not forget the perform-

ances that took place under his directions sometimes
in the Thomas church, sometimes in the Gewand-
haus. For example, in May, 1847, he directed the

performance of Mozart's Requiem in the Gewand-
haus. In the church, his wife often appeared as a

solo singer. What he accomplished at this time as

a composer, will he found in the accompanying list of
his works, .the greatest part of which appeared at

Leipzig. Of his great Mass in G minor, with instru-

mental accompaniment (opus 30), with which he
made his public entrance into office, on the 2d Octo-
ber, 1842, theAUgemeine Mmik Zeitniig said, that

it "strengthened and widened the great respect with
which he was received, and of which many public
proofs were given him on his first arrival

; " and
further, "so thoroughly excellent a work as this

Mass, one so rich in invention, so masterly and taste-

ful in the working out, could only have been written

out by an artist of the highest rank. It is our firm
conviction that wo have gained such a one in Herr
Hauptmann, and it is our hope that he maybe an
effective coadjutor in our fresh and active musical
life."

Here he was elected an honorary member of seve-

ral distinguished societies, and after the publication

of his theoretical '\vork, " The nature of harmony
and metrics," in the .summer of 1857, the University
of Gottingen conferred on him the degrees of honor
ary doctor of philosophy and the liberal arts. May
the excellent master long continue to accomplish
what we still find him doing, as an energetic grey-
beard, who to-day celebrates his 70th birthday, and
his 5oth artist jubilee, since he was installed at Dres-
den as a musician in 1812.*****
We often find deep religious sentiment to be the

very pulse of musical creative power. A.s 'vvith Bach
and Handel, Mozart and Beethoven, religion was a
principal element of musical inspiration, so, in Mor-
itz Hanptmann, we find manly faith in God a pre-
dominating quality, and one which spurred him to

expi-ess himself in the purest and noblest style of
wdiicb he was capable.

The belief that all good men have an equal right
to the expression of their feelings, is clearly and
finely spoken out by Hauptmann in all his poly-
phonic subjects. Every voice has a life of its own,
and, regarded independently of the whole, makes, in
form and contents, a round, melodic picture of itself;

while yet assisting to perfect the harmonic whole.
No one of that day carried out , better than our

excellent master, the idea that "the melody of ii pol-

yphonic subject should not merely rest on its harmo-
nic basis, but must also move in cooperation with
other melodies of equal value with itself" Throuch
the study of the old Italians, Handel, Sebastian
Bach, and other lofty musical spirits, he attained a

perfect technical dexterity, and the power of express-
ing noble feeling in so noble a manner, that his

works will he to his contemporaries and to posterity

a source of pure pleasure, edification, and valuable
instruction.

(To be continued).
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Concert Eeview,

Handel and Haydn Society.—Mendels-

sohn's magnificent Oratorio " Elijah " is a 'work

'which grows in interest, alike with public and

with cultivated musicians, the more that it is

heard and studied. Familiar as it has become,

one always finds in it new traits of beauty, or of

grandeur, or of fine and deep significance. And
indeed it is only after a considerable acquaint-

ance that one learns to feel its consistent progress

and unfolding, its perfect unity and completeness

as a -whole. The only pity is that it, like every

oratorio, is too long, so that some of its last and

grandest portions are apt to fall upon nerves and,

senses somewhat dulled and wearied. Yet a

good performance of so great a work makes a

great occasion, and taking strong hold of our
sympathies, holds them a long spell, creating as it

were a thirst which is not quenched so long as a

drop remains. The Society have done well

therefore to select '• Elijah " for a revival of the

flagging interest in Oratorios. The splendid au-

dience, crowding the Music Hall, was -worthy of

so fine an undertaking. The artistic success, too,

was worthy of such an audience.

The selection of solo singers proved as fortu-

nate as we had anticipated. To be sure, 'we

can scarcely hope to find a man to answer

to our ideal of Elijah, one who in -weight of voice

and dignity of person shall be to us the grand

old prophet. Mr. Weiss in England, Formes, as

we have heard him here, only approach to it.

But Mr. RuDOLPHSEN, -without the ponderous

bass or the impressive presence of either of tlieij^ i

has certainly rich, solid, musical tones, well under

control, and a good conscientious and appropri-

ate delivery, never feeble nor offensive. We
count ourselves happy to have had the noble

music of so difficult a part so well filled out. He

had evidently studied it carefully and with ap-

preciation. The declamatory sentences were

good ; but the more tender, prayer-ful passages,

like : It is enough, were better. But the tough

iron energy of. Is vol His word like afire and like

a hammer that hrealceth the rock in pieces ?, de-

mands the rarest power of voice.

Next in importance to the part of Elijah are

the principal soprano airs and recitatives, which

also found worthy presentment in the highly cul-

tivated voice, the pure and noble style, and well-

conceived expression of Mme. Guekrabblla.

It is true we liked her better in Italian music ; it

is true her voice souuds somewhat worn and thin

in parts ; but for the most part it is musical and

clear and telling, capable of much dramatic e.x-

pression ; she has the art of sustaining, swelling,

diminishing and shading atone in a high degree;

her rendering is always dignified, and her con-

ception good, her feeling of the music genuine.

There was a chaste abstinence from ornament

;

at the most a few finale trills, which were exe-

cuted in a noble and impressive style. It would

be unfair to expect of her the force and splendor,

of the Lind voice in such passages as Thus sailh

the Lord fafter Hear ye, Israel), and Hnbj, holy,

in the quartet of angels ; but they were made

really eflfective ; the clear, high sentences of the

Youth (before the Rain chorus^ were decidedly

so. The whole manner and presence of Mme.

Guerrabella was interesting and in keeping with

the music, which she seemed to approach with an

unfeio-ned respect, and to enter heartily into its

spirit.

One cannot help thinking that Miss Houston -

with a proper education, might have made a very

superior, possibly a great singer. She has a great

voice in respect of power, and very musical and

pure in quality, but what is more, she seems to

have the instincts, the innate dramatic fire,

the magnetic quality of a singer that should

thrill the heart of an audience. These betray

themselves unexpectedly in here and there a

passage. We had one instance in the "Jubilee

Concert," in the bright soprano sentence : The
night is departing (in the Hymn of Praise). This

time we had another in the splendid, thrilling

manner in which she struck the high tone in the

last sentence of the Queen's denunciation of

Elijah : Do unto him as he hath done. It was

more than a bright flash of sound
;
you felt a

poetic force in it ; a talent which might perhaps

adequately render the climax of the heroine's

part in the prison scene of Fidelio, where she ex-

claims : "I am his wife !" In the recitative near

the end, in the quartets, and especially in the

lovely duet (with Contralto) : Zion spreadeth

her hands, Miss Houston's voice did excellent

service.
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Mrs. J. S. Cart, in respect of fresh, rich

•warmly colored beauty of voice (contralto),

pleased perhaps more than any. A voice of

good, evenly developed power too. Her singing

can hardly be called e.xpressive ; but it is simple

and unmarred by affectations. And the lovely

airs : Woe, woe unto them that forsake Him, and

rest hi the Lord, had only to be sung simply,

sweetly, and with such voice as hers, to make a

beautiful and deep impression. The latter piece

was encored.

The Angel Trio: Lift thine eyes, was sung by

the three above named ladies, holding the audi-

ence in breathless silence. It seemed to us to be

taken a little too slow, and we question the poli-

cy of retarding a passage in it. The dramatic

element should hardly enter at all into so etherial

and impersonal a strain.

Mr. Castle, in the principal tenor parts, fully

confirmed the good impression which he made in

the "Messiah." With a voice resembling in

quality that of Sims Reeves, though of less

power ; and of course far less refined and

strengthened and made flexible by art, and with

evident earnestness of effort, he succeeded in

bringing out much of the essential force and

beauty of the music. The holy comfort of the

air: If with all your Aeart,', was well conveyed

in his expressive rendering. It is a long time

since we have had so mu ch power and sweetness

combined in a tenor voice in our Oratorios. We
hope the early and easy success of Mr. Castle

will not, by keeping him in continual demand

before publics, deprive him of the time and will for

study, so essential to the preservation and im-

provement of his gift.

All of the principal artists took part in the

Double Quartet, and sevei-al of them in the

Quartets, which went as well as we remember to

have heard them here. The choruses, every one

of so marked a character, so individual, so full

either of seraphic sweetness, or of inspiring

grandeur, or of graphic imagery, were sung at

least well enough to produce tlie essential impres-

sion of the wonderful music; some of them admi-

rably. Of course there is the usual allowance to

be made for want of perfect balance of the parts

and for timid taking up of passages on the part,

of many of the voices, especially in the soprano.

Con.sidering tlie many obstacles which combine

against all plans of reliearsal in this country,

much had been achieved by Mr. Carl Zeeraiin

in training his forces to the point of readiness to

march, and march with unity, effectively, through

such a work. The orchestra was well up to the

mark, and Mr. Lang supplied what helping force

could come from the old organ buried in the

recess.

Eveiy music-lover will rejoice that " Elijah
"

is to be performed again to-morrow evening.

Orchestral Uniox.—Last Wednesday's was

the fourteenth Afternoon Concert, and that it

was a rich one it needs only the programme to

show

:

1. Overture to " Oberon " Weber
2. Concert Waltz—*'Controver6en.". Strauss
3. Grand SifmphonyjNo. 7, iu A Beethoven

1, Poco sostenuto—Vivace.

2. Allegretto.

3. Scherzo—Allegro.

4. Finale, Alio con Brio.

4. The Wanderer. Transciibed far Orchestra.F. Schubert
5. Introdnotioti I'rom the Opera, "Mii^ic Flute.". .Mozart
6. Le Revail du Leou—Fantasia Characteristlque, by

Kontzky
[First time in this country ].

Italian Opera.

The protracte J season of six weeks (an unpreced-

ented length for Boston, Manager Grau says in his

card of thanks to the public), clo.ses tliis afternoon.

The principal event of the past week has been the

performance of Uoheri le Diable, three times in suc-

cession, namely on Friday evening of last week, on

Saturday afternoon and on Monday evening. It is a

singular trait in our operatic public, that it will not

bear to hear an opera, however good, repeated, ex-

cept at a long interval of time. Roberto on the first

night was crowded; the most brilliant and enthusias-

tic audience of the season. On Saturday the at-

tendance dwindled ; on Monday it was played to a

thin house. Now this is poor economy in the case of

a work of such significance and sterling merit.

Robert is still the freshest, most original and imagin-

ative of Meyerbeer's operas. It is in some respects

a great work ; certainly a very elaborate one ; and

it seems mere waste and folly to get togetlier the

means for any sort of performance of it only once.

To he understood, appreciated, learned, as the public

may be said to have learned some more familiar

works, it should be heard repeatedly ; and one would

suppose the natural result of a first hearing, with its

delight and wonder and somewhat of bewilderment,

would be to make one eager for a chance to liear it

right over again until all should be clear. But not

of that mood was our public. "Would it have been

otherwise had the performance, the cast of characters,

mise en srjne, the orchestra and all been as complete

and perfect as they are in Paris ? We doubt. The

performance to be sure was far from perfect ; but it

was in many respects, nay as a whole, perhaps the

best, at least the most important representation which

this company have given here. The orchestra and

chorus were increased, and did their work effectively,

if we except the female chorus, and some braying of

brass beyond all reason. There was the usual cut-

ting up and transposing of the play, too, making the

clue of the story difficult to hold to the uninitiated.

Brignoli, who was in fine voice, and exerted him-

self as far as singing went, was more of a stick than

usual in action, and in the resurrection scene, during

ih^pasde fascination (danced by Mle. Marietta Ravel)

was so awkward as to provoke a loud and general

hilarity. SiisiNi was fiercely enough got np, in

black and red, for the fiend father, Bertram, and his

ponderous voice told well; but it was by no means a

very subtle impersonation, such as we have seen in

Formes ; nor did the voice sound out so solid and
voluminous in the incantation and other places as

one might expect. But he sings always well, and the

music did not suflf'er on account of him. Herr
IIahtmann made a feeble and indilTercnt Kimbaldo,
aliliough he appeared to more advantage iu it than

in La Jnive.

It is highly to the credit of Mme. Lorini, that in

spite of such personal disadvantages for such a part

as the beautiful and maiden-like one of Alice, she

sang its music so charmingly and conceived and act-

ed it so earnestly and truly. Alice, to our mind, is

the finest of all Meyerbeer's creations ; and all her

music is original, quaint, beautiful and maiden-like.

It was much that Mme. Lorini could give so much
pleasure in a favorite part of Jenny Lind. Mile.

CoRDiER, too, won much praise in the part of the

Princess Isabella. One thing may be said of Robert

le Diable : it is always fortunate, when a performance
is imperfect, or the singers not the best, that the

music is good enough to fall back upon, and worth

attention in itself. We wish we could s.ay as much
of Verdi's "Sicilian Vespers," part of which we sat

through a few nights before. (On another page will

be found a fuller notice of Roberto from the Adver-

tiser).

Miss Kellogg, liaving recovered her voice, de-

lighted a full house by her singing and graceful,

lively action in the "Daughter of tlie Kegimeut" on
Tuesday night.

On Wednesday evening Sig. Brignoli covered

himself with laurels. It was his favorite role, in

Donizetti's Favorita. Something has put our tenor

on his mettle lately ; he exerts himself remarkably
;

he becomes alive
; his voice has never sounded richer,

manlier, sweeter ; and there was even pith and fervor

in his action at times. Miss Morensi, also, for so

young a singer, made a decided impression in the

part of Leonora. Her voice, commonly classed as
a contralto, told to advantage in the upper register

;

and she sang the difficult music with fluent execution
and good expression. Her action was fair, if some-
what timid

; and she has no offensive affectations
or exaggerations. Wreaths and bouquets Avere

showered down upon her. Signor .Sosini
made a grand old monk, and thundered out
the excommunication most impressively. The
King's part was respectably filled by Sig. Amodin,
whose voice is not free from the tremolo that aifiicts so
many baritones. He seems a conscientious and
pains-taking artist. Orchestra and chorus were un-
commonly good, and indeed the whole performance
had life in it.

Mb. Zerraan offers us a fine programme for his

fifth Philharmonic Concert to-night (the last but
onej. First the orchestra will play a quaint old
Symphony, written iu the days of the infancy of
Symphony, but not the less interesting, by C. P.
Emanuel Bach. We heard it several times in Berlin,

always with pleasure ; Mr. Zerrahn justly says of
it

:

"This Symphony was written in 1776, by Carl
Philip Emanuel Bach, second son of the great Se-
bastian, and generally known as Bach of Berlin. He
excelled in bold modulations and instrumentation,
while his compositions were looked upon by Haydn
as models. His principal desire was, that the music
he wrote should touch the heart. The present Sym-
phony is not simply given as a novelty, but because,

even at the present day, its ideas possess a wonderful
degree of freshness, notwithstanding the long lapse

of time since it was originally written. It has re-

cently been produced at the Gewandhaus Concerts in

Leipsic, and at the Symphony Concerts in Berlin,

with sueh remarkable success that it was again de-

manded by the public at subsequent performances."
Next comes an Adagio for four violoncellos, by

Lachner ; and Mendelssohn's charming romantic
overture, " The fair Melusina," closes the first

part.

The second part opens with Beethoven's great

Concerto in E flat, to be played by Otto Dresel,
who made such effect with it in the Jubilee Coucert.
The Bridal Procession from Lohengrin, and the Over-
ture to Uriel Acosta, will conclude the entertaiu-

ment.

Prof. Child's Concert of " War Songs"—with
the Antigone chorus, &c., to be sung by the Harvard
Musical choir, under Mr. Paiiie's direction, and inter-

spersed with orchestral pieces, is postponed to next

Saturday evening, at Cliickcring's Hall. The price

of tickets is one dollar, and the object is to raise

means to circulate the songs among our soldiers.

M.4.SON & Hamlin Cabinet Organ.—The re-

cent improvements introduced by Messrs. .Mason and
Hamlin into their Harmoniums, have increased won-
derfully the popularity of instruments of this class.

Admirers of true Organ iMusic, of sustained harmo-
nies, are no longer confined to the asthmatic or iweai-

lunged Melodeon, or the noisy, ear-tearing reed organ.
All instrument is now obtainable, which is much
more under the control of the performer, is capable
of producing the softest tones, and yet possesses
many times the power of any melodeon. AS|-the
Mason and Hamlin instruments having these new
improvements, (we may specify as particularly valu-

ble the Automatic Swell) are sni generis, like those

of no other maker, and since there are other instru-

ments called Harmoniums without these excellencies,

Messrs. Mason and Hamlin have adopted and copy-
righted the name of " Cabinet Organ " as their

special trade mark.
As we have said, the great advantages possessed

by these Cabinet Organs make them very desirable

for the drawing-room, and they are rapidly becoming
a necessity for the family. The low price at which
they are alforded, brings them within the means of

almost every household, and, as lovers of music, we
welcome the popularity they have already attained.

—

N. Y. Musical Rci-icw.

New York, March 16.—The Philharmonic So-
ciety gave their fourth coii'-crt of the season, on the

14th, under the direction of Mr. Theodore Eis-
feld. The programme was as follows :

Symphony No. 4, in C. op- 3S fJupiter," Mozart
1. Allegro Vivace 2. Andaute ('iintabiio.

3. Minuetto, Allegretto. 4. Allegro .Molto.

Aria from "The Creatiou," "In native worth." sung by
Mr I'erring llaydn

Concerto lor the Piano, opus 25, iu G minor (Mr. \Vm.
Saar) Mendelssohn
1. Molto Allegro con fuoco. 2. Andaute.
3. Presto, Molto Allcpro Vivace.

Overture chanu^teristinue. "Faust" Richard Wagner
Rrverie. Solo for ViuloncoUo, composed and performed

by F. Bsrguer
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Song. ''Adelaida." sung by Mr. Perring Beethoven
Soloa for Piano, a. Impromptu, op. 36, F sharp major

Chopin
6. Tarentella d'aprea Rossini Liszt

William Saar.

Overture, Scherzo and Finale. In E. op. 52
Itobert Schumann

1. Andante con moto., .Allegro. 2. Scherzo.
3. Finale, Molto Allegro Vivace.

Mozart's Symphony, undoubtedly his finest work

in this form, and written at a time when he had pro-

bably reached the highest point of his artistic and

creative powers, is throughout an ode to joy, a glori-

ous expression of those triumphant movements that

more than recompense the artist for the sufferings

almost inseparably linlied witli genius. Yet Mozart's

inspired joy is even more general than imiividual,

—

in it he forgets himseif ; tliis quality gives one charm

to his creation, to rob it of another. It does not pas-

sionately appeal to certain natures, as do most of the

works of Beetlioven, Schumann, and Schubert ; it

speaks a language perhaps more generally under-

stood. The enthusiastic jubilance of the Allegro;

the quiet, reflective happiness of the Andante—

a

movement usually reserved for the expression of

grief, melancholy, or longing, but which here is but

softly clouded by momentary remembrances of pain
;

—the verve of the Minuet and Trio ; the melodic

charm, the contrapuntal art, the fine harmonization,

the victorious playing with difficulties of the highest

order—the rapture of a soul rejoicing in its own

strength—of the great closing fugue, the whole is

a hymn of gratitude for, and delight in, all that is

best and sweetest in poor human life, although it may
not reach the deepest and the highest in the life of

exceptional genius.

Schumann's fine woi'k, composed during a period

when he was most occupied with instrumental writ-

ing, we found clear in conception and execution, full

of elegance and original strength, and masterly in

the instrumentation. Especially beautiful is the

Scherzo ; it is as though we sat in a gondola, the

measured dip of the oars, and the soft gurgle of the

water, occasionally broken by the shooting past of

other gondolas, each filled with its singers and or

chestra. And In the ricii and efi'ective fugued finale,

music rei^ches the highest point of poetically humor-

ous jollity^

*'They would have thought, who heard the strain,

They saw, in Tempe'3 vale her native maids

Auiid the fpstal-sonnding shades

To some unwearied miustrel dancing
;

Brown Exercise rejoice to hear
;

And Sport leaped up, and .'feized his beechen spear."

We failed to discover any charm in Wagner's

"Faust" overture; the work is intended, we pre-

sume, as a musical translation of the motto from

Goethe's drama, wliich Wagner prehxes to it
— '* the

God who dwells within my breast, can deeply move

my inward soul ; he sways all my powers, yet can-

not move aught of the outward ; and thus being is

a load to me, death longed for, and life hated." The

overture sounded noisy and confused to us—not

vague, for vagueness with method in its madness is

a positively poetic quality—but unclear, and even

trivial in idea, although the instrumentation, when

not drowned in brass, is in parts fine.

In place of Mr. Saar, who was prevented from

playing by sudden illness, M'Ue Camila Urso

played, at short notice, the Andante and Rondo Russe,

from De Beriot's 2nd Concertino, and Vieuxtemps'

Faiitasie Caprice in A, with all her own feminine

grace and delicate finish. The pleasant surprise of

her appearance was greeted with enthusiastic wel-

come.

Mr. Bergnek's Violoncello "Reverie" was a very

agreeable variety in the programme.

Mr. Perring's voice and style, pleasing enough

in ballad music, are not sufficient to give effect to

oratorio recitative, or such a song as "Adelaide."

The Philharmonic Society will next rehearse, for

the last concert, under Mr. Carl Bergmann's di-

rection, Beethoven's Symphony No. 7, Gade's over-

ture "Reminiscences of Ossian," and Berlioz's Sym-
phony "Les Francs Juges."

Maretzek's Italian troupe, at present occupying the

Academy of Music, continues to gain in popularity.

The new tenor, Mazzolini, especially, is creating

quite a furore of admiration. " Ernani" and " La
Traviata " have been given since " Trovatore " and
" II Ballo" {eiwiva Verdi ! !) with Mdlle. Brignoli
as Violetta, in which part she made an agreeable im-

pression. "Norma" will be sung to-night. It is

said that Mdme. Gl'erraeella's name has been

added to the company.

On next Saturday evening, Mr. Robert Gold-
beck will produce a new Symphony of his own
composition, entitled, "Victoria," with the assistance

of the Philharmonic orchestra, and the chorus of the

German Liederkranz. ii

is^fi^^

Philadelphia, March 12.—Master Isaac Rice,

the youthful pianist, whose very successful debut last

winter was noticed in your columns, gave another

Conceit on Tuesday evening last, upon which occa-

sion he was assisted by Mad. Johannseu, Messrs.

Chas. Schmitz, Flammer, and Master Charles
ROESE.

Master Rice's playing bears evidence of careful

practice under a competent teacher,— Mr. Carl
WoLFSOHN. He has improved in many respects

since his last appearance in public ; a more powerful

touch, and greater facility of execution being partic-

ularly noticeable. It is rarely, indeed, that one hears

the exquisite " Spring Song" of Mendelssohn so

appreciatively interpreted by one of such tender

years; and in this there is an obvious improvement,

that it is pleasant to applaud. With time and ex-

perience, and the assistance of a preceptor like Mr.

Wolfsohn, Master Rice cannot but occupy, at no

distant date, a very high position among our resident

pinnslts.

To the other performers it is scarcely worth while

to refer. Mad. Johannsen and Mr. Schmitz are too

well and too favorably known to need any commen-
dation on my part ; Mad. J. does not, of course, sing

as she once sang; my wonder is, that as a woman of

five-and-forty summers, she can sing at all.

Mr. Schmltz's two solos,—a Concertina for 'Cello

by Kummer, and an Adagio by Mozart, were both

creditably rendered. Mr. Flammer essayed Prume's
" La MtflavcoJie," which revived ?fnmelancholy re-

miniscences of a better performance of this very dif-

ficult and proportionately beautiful solo, by an ama-

teur friend, whose modesty as a musician is only to

be compared to his merit in that respect ; and who,

I am sure, would never have survived the mortifica-

tion, if he had stood in Mr. Flammer's place, and

performed " La Melancolie" on\y twice as well. A
less ambitious solo is better suited to Mr. F's present

capacities.

Master Charles Roese, son of our talented German

Professor, made his first obeisance to the public, be-

fore playing his part in a very brilliant dnet, with

Master Rice, for two pianos, in the shape of a large

quantity of idea-less variations, major and minor, and

in all the tempos, on that tolerably familiar air, "

dolce concerto ;
" all by Herz, of course. Master

Roese is a pupil of our amiable friend and artist, Mr.

M. M. Warner. His performance evidenced talent

talent in the youthful debutant, and faithful attention

on the part of his preceptor. And it is not always

permitted one to say that the accompaniments were

played with discretion ; so, since my conscience coin

cides upon this occasion, a good word must be said

for Mr. Behrens, who is an artist, inasmuch as he is

a good accompanist. Mercutio.

[All very well for Master Rice, but is this all the

music that Philadelphia has to tell of? — Ed.]

'prial Botires.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

L.A.TEST Js/L XJ ^ X G

Published by Oliver DitHoii S>c Co-

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

I think of love and thee. J. L. Hatton. 2 5

A pleasing song on a good subject.

Lovely Lillie Dee. Song and Chorus. F, Wilson. 25

Hushed are the winds. H. von Benzon, 25

I tell thee, minstrel, I must weep. H. von Benzon. 25

I speak not. I trace not. H. von Benzon. 55

Good music, and nicely arranged accompaniment.

Kindly remember the loved ones. D. B. Wmiey. 25

Son<j of the Spanish Orange girl. (La Naran-

gera). Scochdopole. 3o

A fine Spanish song, with the original words, and

aa English version.

Instrumental Music.

Think of Me. , Gedenhe Mein. Polka Mazurka.

C. Faust, 25

A very winning piece of three pages, the second

page espec'ally pretty. Likely to be very popular.

Der Freyschiitz. Beyer's Repertoire. No. 57. 30

The pieces of Beyer's Repertoire constitute a Tery

complete collection of the favorite airs of the best

operas. No. 57 contains about half a dozen airs, well

selected from the Freischiitz, commencing with the

always beautiful prayer, and connected by modu-
lations, in the customary manner.

Pulaski Quadrille. Carl Faust ofBreslau. 35

An English publication says of Carl Faust: ''For

melody, ihythm, and thoroughly rfansani! qualities,

the productions of this composer excel anything that

has been known in Europe since the days of Strauss.

His compositions have accordingly met with an enthu-

siastic reception throughout Germany."

Elastic Springs Polka. J. H. Doppler. 25

An easy and very sparkling production, with a light

springy movement. To the teacher we say, give it as

a treat to your pupil who has played the last lesson

well.

Books.

Bassini's Art of Singing. Complete. $3.50
•* " " Abridged. 2.25
" " " Tenor Voice. 3.00

There are quite a number of methods for the voice

in use, and some of them have excellent exercises and

solfeggios; but Bassini's seems to excel the others in

a plain, straight forward, easily comprehended set of

directions to teachers and learners. The book is, more-

over, highly praised by those who have made a thor-

ough examination of its contents.

Mosio BY Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find

the conveyance a saving^ of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books can also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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Richard Wagner's Concert in Vienna-

Samples of his Last.

Transiated for this Journal fiom Die Presse, Dec. 30, 1862.

Oti thd second of the Christmas holidays

Riohard Wagner crave a crand " Musical Per-
formance " in the Theater an ,hr Wkn, consist-

ing of fragments* of his unfinished works-; " Die
Meislersinger" and '' Der Ring des Nibelungen."
It seems to us singular that Wagner of all men
shouW be the one to get up such a potpourri of
disconnected works, without scenic arrangement,
works with whose subject matter the public has
scarcely a superficial acquaintance. For Wagner
has declared innumerable times, that in the
Opera the music is nothing in itself, and should
i)e nothing; that it receives all its significance

from the blending together of the entire action,

words, pantomime and scenery. So, according
to his theory, a single scene cannot be separated
from the musico-dramatic organism, of which it

forms a living part. Unquestionably in this con-
cert the anthor of ''Oper und Drama " has been
guilty of an inconsistency with himself. We
have no thought of blaming him for it. An
artist soul has other needs than that of consis-

tency.

Wagner, who counts in Vienna a great many
esjthusiastic followers, might feel the need of re-

calling himself to their minds before the long
delayed appearance of his " Tristan," and of
giving as it were a brilliant musical levee to his

admirers. Could this be done by fragments
merely, and even by such as are the most diffi-

cult to understand, his success in Vienna would
be certain. The illustrious composer could count
upon the troops of his unconditional followers

forming an imposing majority ; while, with them,
alLthat has auy right to the title of musical
eonnoisseurship in "Vienna would listen with
eager attention. For what artist, though he stood
on an entirely different ground of principles,

could fail to follow with the liveliest interest the
development of a man, who strives with such a
brilliant intellect and such imposing energy after

his ideal goal ? We may thank Wagner's "musi-
cal performance," too, for the richest stimulus
and excitement, for, not indeed a pure, but yet
a greater enjoyment, than the composition of
some solid, unexceptionable mediocrity could
afford us. To exchange the listener's corner for

the tripod of the critic, does not come natural to

us in this case. The peculiar composition of the
programme imposes upon criticism a great re-

serve. It must be very careful how it judges
about complicated fragments, some of them hard
to apprehend, torn out of their connection in un-
published works.

The concert-giver Wagner has, as we began
with saying, violated his own laws ; for us these
laws still stand, and we would not willingly

offend against thera. Wagner's music is com-
pletely rooted in his dramatic intentions; it forms

* In our Journal of March 7 (page 888) will be found the
Eiplanatory Programme of thia '• Musical Performance."

one inseparable growth with the action, with the

scenic picture, with all that goes before and fol-

lows after. The descriptive, graphic tendency,

the dramatic dependency of the music seems in

Wagner's latest operas incomparably greater,

than in Tannlianser or Lohengrin. Out of these

operas our musical street robbers, known as

hand-organ grinders, have contrived at least to

get the Pilgrim Chorus, the Procession march,

and the Bridal Sons ;
'" Siegfried " and the

" Valkyrfe may rest secure from their attacks.*

The fragments presented by Wagner cannot pos-

sibly be appreciated as such, according to their

worth and signification. Even in point of pure-

ly musical effect they must appear quite differ-

ently in their connection with the whole ; they

certainly are better or worse, than they appear

to us singly in the concert. Better, if all that

goes before them in the opera prepares for them,

if they are climaxes, before and after which the

hearer's nerves find rest. Worse, if their style

is that of the whole opera, and if this tries to

make daily bread of that which only serves for a

rare stimulus. That which in the concert inter-

ested us for five or ten minutes as a clever, daz-

zling experiment, must, when extended through

a theatre evening, become an intolerable rack for

the nerves. Who could deny the brilliant thea-

trical effect of the " Ride of the Valkyrte," of

the " Fire Charm," &c. ? But who, we ask

farther, would be able to endure this crazing

storm a minute longer ? Wagner's admirers can-

not have failed to notice, how weary and exhaust-

ed even the enthusiastic public " an der Wien "

were after the last number.

As essential parts of a great, thoroughly dra-

matic organism, the fragments which were pro-

duced evade any but the most superficial judg-

ment. To view them with regard to their musi-

cal worth alone, the composer would certainly

find still less admissable. As a specific musician

we never could place Wagner high. These latest

specimens have not changed our opinion on that

point. The essential kernel of their musical in-

vention seemed to us meagre, even more meagre

than in Wagner's earlier operas. In the Niebe-

lungen pieces purely musical invention and devel-

opment is as good as given up ; what they offer

us is potentiated declamation or musical scene

painting. In the technical part of this now

masterly scene-painting Wagner has made deci-

ded progress. The effective orchestral pictures

in TannJiauser and Lohengrin grow pale before

the glowing colors of the Nibelungen scenes. The
Ride of the Valkyrse, with its lashing of whips,

its clatter of hoofs, its whistling storm, far over-

steps the bounds of characteristic beauty, but it

is done with a genial boldness that fairly brings

the listener to the ground. In " Wodan's fire

* A celebrated virtuoso and composer of several brilliant

Tannhiiuser and Lohengrin transcriptions lately complained to

us of the strait he was in: his publisher had sent him the

piano score of Wagner's " Rheingold " with the request that

he would iiluBtrate some theme from it in a piano piece. In

spite of the most laborious search he had not been able to find

a single theme.

charm," a sea of strange sounds pours around

us. Into the feverish tremolo of the violins

sounds the sweeping and pizzicato of three harps,

the roar of trombones and ophicleids, the clear,

bright tinkle of little bells.

In each of the.se Wagner fragments peculiar,

and at the same time dazzling, orchestral effects

strike upon the surprised ear of the listener. In-

deed Wagner continually employs boundless

materials for this end ; the entire orchestra

fstrengthened too) kept in incessant billowy mo-

tion ; string and wind instruments in the strangest

combinations; trombones and bombirdons, roll of

kettle drums, bass drums, cymbals, triangles,

bells. In the refinement of unusual tone-mix-

tures, as well as in weight of material noise,

Wagner seems to us to have reached the point,

beyond which he can go no further. If from

these fragments we may deduce Wagner's

present newest standpoint, then the melancholy

truth stands fixed, that this composer is no longer

able to produce effect except with the most colos-

sal means. This is most strikingly shown by the

"Prelude" to the "Minnesingers." It closes

with an instrumental noise, which really has more

relationship with the destruction of Pompeii, than

with the worshipful guild of Nuremberg singers.

The union of the three themes of the overture

may look very stately upon paper; in reality it

is a deafening confusion : thw similar artifice in

Meyerbeer's " Star of the North " is a master-

piece compared to it. The purest impression

made upon us was by " Pogner's Address" in

the Meistersdnger. There the declamatory ele-

ment is very beautifully adapted to the melodic

;

the song breathes a deep, inward feeling
;
yet the

accompaniment, while very effective, is kept

moderate. In the other pieces the melody

seldom ventures forth as prominently as in the

song of Pogner. Wagner, you know, puts it as

an " element of infinity " into the orchestra,

where, as something very finite, transient, it can

have a charming effect. Perhaps it will no

longer do to reproach Wagner with " poverty of

melody," since he has poured out such a flood of

biting mockery of the very idea of melody in the

" Meistersingers." The whole question turns on

what is meant by melod)'. In our poor simple

opinion, melody is something different from iron

filings, and our ear is no magnet.

For us the "musical performance" an der Wien

gained a higher significance from the fact, that

it gave us an insight into Wagner's present pro-

ductivity. The fragments j)resented were taken

from two still unfinished, and in form and sub-

stance very different works of Wagner: the

Tetralogy ^'^ Der Ring dex Nibelungen" and the

comic opera " Die ileistersinger von Niim-

berg."

The composer designates the 'Ring des Nibelun-

gen ' as a " stage play for three days and a pre-

ceding evening," On the preceding evening is

played " Das Rheingold ; " on the first day, the

" Valkyrfe " ; on the second, " The young Sieg-

fried "; on the third, "Z)(e Golterddmmerung "
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(Twilight of the Gods), or Siegfried's Death.

Of the contents of this theatrical people's festi-

val in grandest style we get some desirable infor-

mation from a " Study " by Franz Mtiller, which

has just appeared in Weimar. The quick

appearance of this apologetic essay has not

astonished us. The compositions of Liszt and

Wagner operate like army orders. A work of

one of these two heroes has only to appear, and

a small literature of explanatory articles, pamph-

lets, translations, &c., follows at its heels. Herr

Mii'iler's premature birth could not wait so long :

the music to Wagner's " Nihehm(]en " is not yet

finished, the libretto not yet published, and al-

ready ^ye have in our hands these 118 pages of

"Introduction to the Poem of Richard Wagner."

It occupies itself merely with the text ; the

music, so the preface says, will be elucidated in

a second volume by " an abler hand." The

book itself is lifeless and bombastical.

That is bad; but it is still worse, that the book

is necessary. One who has not the whole North-

ern mythology, with all its Saga of Gods and

heroes, all in order in his head, understands as

good as nothing of Wagner's four-days opera.

And yet this " stage play " is to be a festival for

the German people ! AVhat a serious error to

suppose, that these Saga live on in the German

ppople, because their ancestors invented them !

Wagner can easily try the experiment in the

cultivated circles of Vienna, and see how much

of the narrations of the " Edda" is known to

his admirers of both sexes. And " the people "

besides ! Suppose now that the people do obtain

a perfect knowledge of these Saga (out of books,

where else ?) still there is lacking any inner,

vital connection of the nation with those old god-

like figures. We have a high regard for those

images of a mighty, naive people's poesy—in the

Epic. But on the stage we would see men before

us, witl)/live feeling, thought and action, such as

we can understand and such as deeply moves

us. In' AVagner's Lohein/rin the mythical char-

acter of the hero is already remarkable ; his

hybrid natnre always mixes and falsifies the mo-

tives of his action in the decisive moments. In

the • Rinr/ des Nilielutirjen " the few acting men

are mere Lohengrins, neither God nor man In

the " Ehelngold " only Gods and Demigods ap-

pear. The action lies alternately in the waters

of the Rhine and in the heavenly palace of

Walhalla ; that is to say, under the water and

over the clouds. And in the following parts, the

immediate intervention of the gods in the action,

and their direct connection with the principal

persons is so predominant, that Siegfried, Brun-

hilda, Hagcn seem far more like super-earthly,

tlian like human beings.

All the modern dramatists, who have had the

courage to bring the Siegfried Saga upon the

stage, have been careful, first of all, to bring them

nearer to us by attributing to them purely human

motives; accordingly they have adhered to the

" Niebelungen-Lied," which, in comparison with

the ohler Saga and songs of heroes, puts the

characters and events chiefly in dramatic motion.

If Wagner on the contrary draws his materials

from the " Edda," it is turning the wheel back-

ward. Lingering with a fond partiality among

purely epic motives, Wagner traces the Nibelun-

gen heroes back to the deepest obscurity of their

origin. Siegfried's deeds fill the third and fourth

piece ; in the second. Siegfried's parents are the

actors ; in the first, the Gods, from whom these

sprang. We must think ourselves happy, that

Wagner has not followed the godlike family tree

still farther back to the cow Audhumbla, which

by licking the salt ice-blocks called into exist-

ence the ancestors of the divine trefoil, Odin,

Will and We. How the scenic representation of

the Nibelungen Rinr/ is to be made possible ; how

Wagner is going to represent the Ride of the

Valkyrsee, the fire charm, the conte.st with the

fire-spitting and at the same time singing and

speakinir dragon ; how he is to manage the scenes

in the Walhalla and in the depths of the Rhine :

of all tliis Herr Miiller of Weimar gives us, alas !

no information. There was some talk at one

time about building a theatre in Weimar express-

ly for the pui-pose; we fear, they will need also

a generation of singers and listeners different

from the present kind.

In conclusion, we regret, that so brilliant a dra-

matic power should confine itself to such unfruit-

ful spheres by striving after what is most enor-

mous and extraordinarj'. Fortunately at tlie

same time Wagner himself opens to us a new

prospect, which smiles upon us like a friendly

landscape after the sickening glow of the Nibel-

ungen. We mean the •' Meistersinger," a three-

act comic opera, the text of which we heard read

in the house of one of the most amiable friends

of music in Vienna by Wagner himself.

Whatever may be remarked against it in de-

tails, the whole remains an interesting, sometimes

merry, sometimes touching picture of old German

town life and manners, resting upon simple rela-

tions, moved by the joys and sorrows of mere

men. With the easily understandable and easily

representable "Minnesinger" Wagner will sure-

ly do a greater service to the German theatre

than with the " Nibelungen "; while this is wait-

ing for a dreamed of Future, a grateful, opera-

impoverished Present .waits for that.

Wagner has opened for himself simultaneously

two opposite paths. To German Art it cannot

be a matter of indifference which of the two

Wagner will choose in future, and whether he

will prefer to be a Meistersanger to his nation, or

a Nibelung.

George Alexander Macfarren.

George Alexander Macforren, eldest son of George
Macfarren, one of the most eminent musical com-
posers in this country, was born in London, March
2, 1813. He received his first instructions in music
from his father ; and at the age of fourteen (1827)
was placed under Mr. Charles Lucas, with whom he

studied harmony and composition, two years. In

September, 1829, he became a pupil of the Koyal
Academy of Music, and in the following year

(September) his first orchestral symphony was per-

formed, at one of the concerts for the exhibition of

the students, which at that period were hig;hly cred-

it.able to thR institution. His chief preceptor at the

Academy was Mr. Cipriani Potter. In 1832 Mr.
Macfarren's progress was sufficiently great to wan*ant
bis being made sub-professor. Two years later he
ceased to be a pu))il, and in June, 1834, was apjioint-

ed professor— his class for harmony and composition,

on account of his peculiarly intelligible and attrac-

tive metliod of teachins^, becoming in a short time

one of the most popular in the school. About this

time a new society was founded, under the name of

the Society of British Musicians (still existing), with
the object of advancing native art through the en-

couragement of native talent. The first great step

adopted by the committee of management was to

hold a series of six orchestral concerts, to which the

public were invited, at a much more reasonable

charge than had ever before been known at enter-

tainments of the kind. These concerts were ridi-

culed by the editor of the Harmovicon—then our
chief, if not indeed our only musical authority in the

form of a periodical newspaper—as "the three-and-

sixpenny concerts." They were, nevertheless, won-

derfully successful, notwithstanding the fact that, by

a fundamental law of the society—afterwards, as the

sequel proved, unwisely modified— the programmes
were exclusively confined to the works of British

niusinians. The honor of inaugurating the first con-

cert (October 27, 1834), devolved upon Mr. Macfar-

ren, whose fourth symphony (in F minor) was re-

ceived with an extraordinary degree of enthusiasm,

the composer himself directing its performance in the

orchestra.

Meanwhile, for several years previous, Mr. Mac-
farren, devoting himself to composition for the thea-

tre, had produced a goo(l number of nielo-dramatic

pieces, operettas, &c. , at the Queen's, the Olympic,

the English Opera House (now the Lvreum), and

the Strand. His first dramatic work of importance,

however, was The Devil's Opera, in two acts, brought

out at the English Opera House, August 13, 1838.

—

Owing to continued bad business, the theatre had

been in a languishing state ; but the success of the

new work completely turned the tide, and by replen-

ishing the treasury averted the necessity of closing

the doors. Although the composition of Tlie Devil's

Opera, words and music, did not occupy longer than

three weeks, it was unanimously bailed as a work
likely to add to the reputation of the English school,

which Bishop's Aladdin and Doom Kiss, -Mr. E. J.

Loder's Nourjahad, Mr. John Barnet's Mountain

Si/lph, and two or three operas of Jk. Balfe, had al-

ready raised to a more elevated position than it had

previously occnpiid. To name one piece—the trio

for women's voices, "Good night, good night," ob-

tained a wide popularity. Mr. Macfarren's next

opera

—

Don Quixote (libretto by Mr. Macfarren, sen.)

produced at Drury Lane Theatre, eight years later

—February 3, 1846, when Mr. Bunn was manager

—

although of considerably higher pietcnsions snl of

indisputahlv greater merit, avlis not played so fre-

quently .as the Devil's Opera. That such a work
should never since have been revived, must be at-

tributed to the want of a national theatre which

might afford our English composers a chance equiv-

alent to those presented by the Opera Comique, the

Theatre Lyriquo, and in a lesser degree, by the

Academic Impe'riale, to the musicians of France.

—

The beautiful romance of Quiteria. "Ah, why do we
love •?"—even now one of the oftenest heard and
most universally admired of concert-songs ; the air,

with chorus, of Don Quixote, " When Bacchus in-

vented the bowl ;" and the overture, are the only

pieces with which the musical public of the present

day are at all familiar. Kinij Charles U. (libretto by

Mi-. Desmond Ryan), Mr. Macfarren's third import-

ant dramatic work, was first played at the Princess's

Theatre, October 27, 1849 — Mr. Maddox being

director—and achieved a more complete success than

either of its predecessors. This was bis first genu-

ine P^nglish opera, or more strictly speaking, his

first opera built upon an English subject, anil thus

admitting a certain approximation to the English

style of melody. That style, it must be understood,

was essentially the old style ; the influence of foreign

dramatic music, German, French, and Italian, upon
our composers, during a long series of years, having

almost totally annihilated the legitimate English

school which Bishop had been the last to enrich and

the first, in his Aladdin, to repudiate. Charles 11.

was a successful exemplification of bow much could

be effected by the aid of this national element, with-

out in any way compromising the higlier requisites

of operatic form. Criticism was unanimously favor-

able to the new work, the production of which at the

Princess's Theatre was further memorable as having

been the occasion of bringing out the afterwards cele-

brated English soprano. Miss Louisa Pyne, for the

first time in an original part written expressly for her

by an English composer. Another interesting fea-

ture was the first appearance on the stage of Mad.
Macfarren, wife of the composer, to whom was
allotted the part of Julian, and who has .since aban-

doned the public exercise of this vocation. In the

interval between the proiluetion of The Devil's

Opera and that of Charles IT. Mr. ,Iohn Barnett had

added luiir Rosamond and Farinelli, and Mr. E. J.

Loder The Niciht Dancers, to the English dramatic

repertory ; while Mr. Balfe—ivho began in ISS.'j with

The Sie'i/e of Rochelle—had obtained an almost unin-

terrupted series of successes Cinclnding The Bo-

hemian Gii-l) at the Drury Lane Theatre ; and a

composer hitherto unknown (Mr. W. Vincent AVal-

lace) had already at the same establishment, proved

by his first work {Maritann) that a new and formida-

ble competitor was in the field. Under these circum-

stances the reception awarded to Charles 11. was the

more flattering.

In the winter of 1850 the so-called "National

Concerts" were held at Her Majesty's Theatre by a

I body of noblemen and gentlemen. These, though
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ani:ounce<1 as merely pi-eliniinary to some future
sclieme for a national opera, were suhstantialjy im

opposition to tlie concerts of M. Jiillien at Drnry
Lane Theatre. A large orcliestra, containin;; the

mnjority of M. Jullien's most reputed players, was
^enjia^'ed, with Mr. Balfe as conduetor ; and very lib-

eral professions being made on the part of the direc-

tors, several English musicians of repute prepared
works especially for their concerts. Among these

was Mr. Macfarren. who furnished The Sleeper

Awakened (libretto, founded upon an incident in tlie

Arabian Niij/ds, by Mr. John Oxenford), which,
thougli styled a cantata, was written iu such a man-
ner as to insure its adaptability to the stage, should
the contemplated "National Opera" ever see the

light—an eventuality, as it subsequently appeared,
the reverse of probable. Thus the Sleeper Awakened,
though one of the most essentially dramatic works
of its composer, was only made known to the public
through the medium of the concert-platform—in the

style as it were, of a comic oratorio. Its success
was not the less remarkable. In 1851 Mr. Macfar-
ren had finished a real cantata—set to an English
version by Mr. Oxenford, of Burger's celebrated

legendary poem of Leonora. This was first perform-
ed in 1852, at the Koyal Academy concerts ; next,
in 185.3, at the concert of the Harmonic Union, a

new society, since defunct, directed by Mr. Benedict;
and lately at the Birmingham Festival of 1855, Mr.
Costa being conductor. Five years later, another
cantata, entitled ihnj-Day, for which Mr. Oxenford
also furnished the poem, was produced with entire
success at the second great musical festival held at

Bradford, Yorkshire, in August, 1856. May-Day
is tlie second of Mr. Macfarren's compositions in

which the spirit of the old English melody is suc-
cessfully emulated. Its merits were at once appreci-
ated, both hy amateurs and professors ; and its sub-
sequent popularity has been on a par with its deserts.
At one of the concerts of the Musical Society of
London (1859)—Mr. Alfred Mellon conductor—it

was received with such favor that, urged to fresh
exenion, witii Mr. Oxenford again his coJIa.hnra.tenr,

Mr. Macfarren, .some months later, had completed a
third cantata, which was produced at one of the same
society's concerts, in February, 1860. Christmas,
though a more elaborate composition, is conceived in

much the same spirit as ifajf/Jai/, the ideas suggest-
ed by a poetical revival of old English games and
pastimes giving the predominant coloring to the
work.

_
It was entirely successful ; but having been

heard in pnhlic on this one occasion only, it has vet
to achieve the universal popularity enjoyed bv its

predecessor. That it will ultimately do' so is' the
general belief of connoisseurs, whop lace it higher on
the ladder of musical excellence than its hitherto
more fortunate rival. Chrislnws was shortly follow-
ed by ihe thonuigbly English opera of Rnhin Hood
(libretto bv Mr. Oxenford), brought out—October
11, I860—during Mr. E. T. Smith's brief career as
director of Her Majesty's Theatre. Opinions were
un-aniinous about the merits of this work, which,
successful almost without precedent, was performed,
through the greater part of the winter, to overflow-
ing hou.ses. The three principal characters of Maid
Marian, Kobin Hood, and the Sheriff of Notting-
ham, were sustained hy Madame Lemmens Sherring-
ton (her first appearance on the stage), Mr. Sims
Reeves and Mr. Santley. Mr. Charles Halle', the
eminent pianist, presided in the orchestra. In the
winter of 1861 Bobin Hood was produced bv Miss
Louisa Pyne and Mr. Harrison, at the Roval Enirlish
Opera, (conductor, Mr, Alfred Mellon)—Mr. Sant-
ley assuming his original part. Maid Marian heing
intrusted to Mile. Gucrrabeila, and Robin Hood to
Mr. Henry Haigh. Since then Mr. Macfarren has
nearly completed (in conjunction with Mr. Oxenford)
another work, the title of which is understood to be
Udoellt/n.

In the foregoing sketch allusion has been made
only to the compositions which, chiefly instrumental
in bringing Mr. Macfarren before the public, may on
that account be regarded as successive stepping-
stones in a career of no less industry than success.

—

His other productions, nevertheless, are very numer-
ous, and embrace almost every style. Many of them
have been heard in public, aiid a still greater num-
her have been printed. Five out of seven sympho-
nies for the orchestra have becnEperformed at various
concerts, viz—No. .•!, in A minor ; No. 4, in F minor
(published as a pianoforte duet) : No. 5, in B flat;

No. 6, in C sharp minor (introduced at the Philhar-
monic concerts—also to be had as a pianoforte duet);
and No. 7, in D (at the concerts of the since defunct
Amateur Musical Society). The concert overtures
for the orchestra are just as numerous. Of these, A
Midsummer Night's Dream ; an overture in E flat

(unintituled)
; 'The Merchant of Venice; Clieri/

Chase (composed, together with some vocal pieces,
for a drama of that name, presented at Drury Lane

theatre)
; Romeo and Juliet ; Don Carlos ; and Ham-

let, have (like the symphonies) been given at various

intervals, hy the Society of British Musicians, the

Philharmonic Society, the New Philharmonic Socie-

ty, the Musical Society of London, i&e. The most
popular of these is the overture called Clievy Chose.

which—as well as The Merchant of Venice and
Borneo and Juliet—has been published as a piano-

forte duet ; the most original and masterly, by gen-

eral consent, is Hamlet, which—with A Midsummer
Ni(/Iit's Dreitm, the overture in E flat, and Don Carlos

—remains in MS. In chamber music Mr. Macfar-
ren has been a scarcely less indefatigable producer.

A quintet in G minor for pianoforte and string in-

struments (with double-bass) and a trio in E minor
for the same, are engraved and published at Leipsic.

The quintet has been frequently heard (Miss Arabel-

la Goddard and Mr. Charles Halle' having played it

on several occasiohs); the trio more rarely. 'There

are also four quartets for two violins, viola and vio-

loncello—the first and fourth in G minor, the

vSeconri in A, and the third in F—one of which (in

F) has been engraved. Two sonatas for pianoforte,

so/i«—the first in E and the second in A, called Ma
Coiisine—both printed, and a variety of minor pieces,

swell the catalogue. A concerto in E minor for

pianoforte and orchestra also exists in MS. This
was once, and only once, performed in public hy Mr.
W. H. Holmes, at the concerts of the Society of

British Musicians. Not less prolific in the composi-
tion of vocal chamber music, Mr. Macfarren, be-

sides a whole library of fugitive pieces, has published

a number of songs, duets, and trios that are likely

to endure. Among the best are his contributions to

the British Vocal Album, his settings of Shelley,

Heine, Schiller, and other distinguished poets ;
his

Arabian Night Songs; and, perhaps more genial,

vigorous, and original than all, his Lyrics. Many
of these have attained popularity, and the major
part of them are instinct with the spirit of poetry.

—

A variety of four-part songs and glees, (among
which latter may ho specially cited a set of six,

words by Mr. Macfarren, sen.) must he added to the

catalogue of yocal-chamber music ; also, an entire

cnurch service, composed for the Cathedral church

at Abingdon, and since introduced by Dr. Monk at

York Minster, which has been iinanimoiislv praised.

The harmonization of all the airs in Mr. W. Chap-
pell's Popular M^usic of the Olden Time, and the ac-

companiments to the separate volume of Old English

Ditties (same editor), further associate Mr. Macfar-

ren's name with the national music of England.

—

The Sleeper Awakened, Lenore, Maif-Dag, Christmas,

Don Qnixot, Charles 77., and Rohin Hand h,-i\'e been

published in pianoforte score ; as likewise some por-

tions of the Devil's Opera. Three other operas,

which have never been produced upon the stage, re-

main in MS. ; their names are. The Prince of Mo-
dena, Carartacns and El Melechor. The one in

progress {Helvelh/n} is to be produced at the Royal

English Opera. ' In 1843 Mr.' Macfarren established

the Handel Society, "for the production of a super-

ior and standard edition of the works of Handel."

The council was composed of Mr. Addison, Mr. W.
S. (now Dr.) Bennett, SirH. R. Bishop, Dr. Crouch,

Mr. J. W. Davison, Mr. E. J. Hopkins, Mr. G. A.

Macfarren, Mr. Moscheles, Mr. T. M. Mudie, Mr.
(now Dr.) Eimhault, Sir George Smart, and Mr.
Henry Smart. Mr. Macfarren edited the oratorios

of Belshazsar, ,Tudas ifaccabens, and Jeptha, in full

score, with preface, comments, and independent,

organ part. It was for this society that Mendelssohn

prepared his edition of the oratorio of Israel in

Egypt ; the most valuable, not only for its cor-

rectness, hut on account of the preface and in-

dependent organ part supplied hy its illustri-

ous editor. Mr. Macfarren was Secretary to the

Handel Society— for which, within a short period,

he obtained upwards of one thousand subscribers

—

until 1847, when the scheme was abandoned and the

society dissolved. In 1860 he was appointed one of

the hoard of professors for managing the Royal
Adademy of Music.

Besides his musical compositions, Mr. Macfarren

has contributed extensively to the literature of the

art—as essayist, critic, theorist, and biographer. His

analytical descriptions of the Me.^siah, Israel in

Eggpt, Lohgesanq (Mendelssohn), and other works

for the Sacred Harmonic Society and the Birming-

ham Triennial Festival, are as interesting for their

details as they are valuahle for their accuracy. The
first of these, the Messiah, prepared for the Sacred

Harmonic Society, was published in 1853. Mr. Mac-
farren's work on harmony stands in high repute, al-

though in some particulars it diverges from the sys-

tems which have hitherto obtained acceptance. The
most important diflferenee relates to the fundamental

roots which generate the scale. Theorists have de-

rived the scale from the tonic (first note of the scale),

suhdorainant (fourth) and dominant (fifth) ; but Mr.

Macfarren rejects the subdominant and substituted

the supertonic (second note of the scale) as the

second fundamental root—whence he obtains an en-

tirely new system of notation. He was led to his

conviction on this point hy conversations with the

late Dr. Alfred Day, who is believed to have first in-

vented the theory of the supertonic, which certainly,

as Mr. Macfarren has developed it, clear up many
points that from time immemorial have puzzled

musicians, besides creating a logical defence for

much that, while admitted to be effective and even
beautiful, was nevertheless objected to as incorrect,

in the works of the great> masters. In consequence

of his uncompromising adherance to this system,

Mr. Macfarren was compelled in 1845 to resign his

professorship in the Academy ; in 1851, however, he

was invited to return, and has since taught whatever

method he considered expedient. It was in 1851

that he completed an opera called Allan of Abet-feldy

(not mentioned in the foregoing catalogue) in con-

junction with his frequent colaborer, Mr. Oxenford.
This work has never been played, and remains in

MS.—J. W. D.

The Influence of the Audience on Perform
ers.

There are many who imagine, that the only re-

quisites for a musical soiree are good singers, good
players, good accompanyists, and good instruments.

But one essential requisite is forgotten, a good audi-

ence. It is scarcely possible to overrate the influ-

ence which this circumstance exercises over the per-

formers.

Let it be remembered, that to get up a concerto for

public performance, often requires six months' study,

at the rate of twelve or fourteen hours a day ; the

mechanical part of the art requiring inconceivable

labor. No ray of inspiration lights upon the stu-

dent, until he has attained mechanical perfection
;

and when, at length, the concerto is triumphantly

mastered, it has lost for him, through this long pro-

cess of patient analysis and study, all its beauty,

freshness, and poetry. And this he must look for

and find, if he And it at all, in the sympathy of his

auditors. By the establishment between them and
himself of a sort of magnetic ciiiTcnt, his own sensi-

bilities are to be invigorated, and a fresh inspiration

conveyed.
Now let us imagine the intelligent artist casting a

glance of penetrating curiosity on the countenances

of the circle round him. This is an awful moment,
for he mav discover faces as imperturbable and color-

less as are the pages of his concerto ; he may find

the temperature of his audience to be five-and-twenty

degrees below zero. Adieu then to inspiration ! and

though be should play with perfect precision, his per-

formance will be found as tiresome as it is f^tultless.

The bearers become still colder as one performer

succeeds another, until by the time the last piece ter-

minates the concert, they sink to the temperature of

the north pole.

Stoibelt gave a lesson to hearers of this class,

which our artists would do well to bear in mind.

This great pianoforte player frequently, by the inspi-

ration of his music, banished the watches and snuff-

boxes of bis hearers. But it was not always the

case. On one occasion, during the period of his

greatest celebrity, he had promised, after repeated

applications, to attend the mansion of the Due de

B to give an extempore perform.ance. Steibelt

arrived at the appointed hour, and seated himself at

the piano. The most profound silence reigned

thronghout the apartment. Stcihelt struck his first

chord, when, as if seized with a sudden and violent

emotion, he stopped ; and turning towards the noble-

man, indicated by bis expressive countenance, and

gestures, that he conid not proceed. Everybody

cried out, entreated, insisted, till at length Steibelt

was induced to begin again ; but he had scarcely

touched two notes when he seemed again struck with

on emotion of horror, and hastily left his seat. " I

shall not play," be said, " before those two marble

blocks." Every eye was immediately fixed on two

tall women who were carelessly supporting them-

selves against the marble chimney-piece, and who

might have stood for emblems of somnolont stupid-

ity? The pianist waited not for a reply, but instantly

left the house in a state of the greatest agitation.

Gluck, the Founder of the Great School of

Dramatic Music.

Gluck, the greatest dramatic composer who ever

appeared in the French theatre, is now completely

forsaken. For who studies Gluck ? or who indeed

studies any other composer? The men of the pres-

(?nt dav imagine they liave attained the end of their

labor when they roach their majority ; they quietly
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seat themselves down, arloptinp a particular style

which they preserve to the end of their lives.

How remarkable a contrast do they present tc

Gluck, who, at upwards of sixty years of age, still

labored with the ardor of a yontliful aspirant ; who
even then effected an extraordinary revoUition in his

art, and who may be said to have changed his style

no less than three several times.

We are so accnstomed to a sort of instinctive

composition, having for its only object the expression

of the feelings of the moment, that we can scarcely

imagine to ourselves an author devoting long years

to study and meditation before entering upon his

public career, ambitious to produce a complete

work, and not to expose in the morning the lucubra-

tions of the preceding night. We have so many
young prodigies, who were men at fifteen years of

age, and are only children at thirty, that we can

scarcely estimate, or even understand, the life-long

labor of a devoted artist.

But Gluck is no less distinguished among instru-

mentalists. He was a performer on the harpsichord,

as are Cherubini and Spontini on the piano; and it

is perhaps to this circumstance that we owe the stern

and severe beauties of his works. If ,Gluck had
possessed the facility of Piccini in playing extem-

pore upon the miseralile instruments then in use, he

might possibly have been seduced into the style now-
a-days so common, that gabbling with the figures,

which alwnys seems on the point of introducing

something worth attention, but always disappoints

the listener, never bringing a single idea.

Gluck has been obliged to seek inspiration from
himself. The production of his works cost him
much time and labor. He was generally ill at the

conclusion of an opera, when he would exclaim

—

" there is a work which has given me a fever, and

the public will call it a mere collocation of songs."

But be was deceived ; never was a man better under-

stood, or one who eflTected a more complete revolu-

tion in the art. What was dramatic music before

Gluck ? Ramean bad some fair choruses, and frag-

ments buried under a huge heap of rubbish ; but he

knew well what melody was. He passed his life in

the development, both by his writings and example,
of a system of a/(/d)Taic mns^Q, which suddenly disap-

peared on the production of the Orphde Auii Ipfdgenie.

If we go further back and take Mondonvilje, Cam-
pra, or even Lully, we might say with Labruyere
that the opera was the most tiresome of entertain-

ments. The satirical author of the Characters de-

served to hear better music, since he so cordially de-

tested that of his own time.

We may fearlessly affirm that Gluck was in a spe-

cial degree a creator of melody. Look at the sincere

enthusiasm of Rousseau, and read his admirable
pamphlets upon Orphep. It was in fact a new lan-

guage that Gluck introduced. We know how far

removed these pure melodic forms, so well accented,

and strongly impressed with dramatic genius, are

from the convulsive system of the present day ; the

only object of which seems to be to decorijte the con-

vivial party, and assist digestion. Certainly compo-
sers are no longer in danger of falling into a fever

by the production - of their chefs d'ceitvres. At a pe-

riod when the orchestras are so rich in instruments
and in talent for execution, nothing can be poorer

than dramatic music. Take away the melodic
phrases which are all alike, because tlicy are all a
bad imitation of Rossini, and you will find the same
meagre skeleton under these trumpery decorations.

It is ever the same system, modulation, sequences,
the same little circle where composers practise a
thousand different grimaces.

There is a hundred times more variety and color
in the harmonic effects which Gluck produced, even
with the small resources open to him. The designs

of his airs are all different, and he has no two forms
of accompaniment resembling each other. In his

melodies there is a ripeness and richness, the effect

of long study and patient meditation.

Gretry said, when speaking of Glnck :
" In order

to compose he takes two bottles of Burgundy and a

ham, I drink nothing but lemonade and tea." Gret-

ry was very ready at a bon mot : but he uttered more
bon mots than he produced chefs d'ceuvres.

On the Words best adapted for Songs.

It is a frequent complaint that there is a great de-

ficiency of poems that are thoroughly adapted to the

purpose of the musician, and that we often see a
beautiful melody almost lost on account of the want
of meaning in the words to which it is allied. The
mutual relation between words and sound necessary

to produce a perfect result, is an interesting and not

unimportant subject to the composer of lyrical music.

The first essential of lyric poetry, nay, its very
essence, is feeling. What is song but the expression

of the heart's overflowings ? It reveals to us the in-

ward life and deep working of the poet's breast

;

and has only to do with the external world in so far

as this depicts the impression made by it on his soul.

There can be little doubt that this kind of poetry
originated in the love cherished by the one sex to-

wards the other ; feelings broke out into verse, and
spoke the language of the heart. Indeed, we are
told by Burns himself, the prince of lyrical compo-
sers, that he never had the least inclination for turn-

ing poet till he got heartily in love, and then rhyme
and song were the spontaneous language of his

heart, a heart that glowed with what he describes as

"honest, warm simplicity."

In order to rekindle in another bosom the feeling

of bis own, the poet should be careful not to step

from his own sphere into that of the philosopher.

This is a very common error, and one, at the same
time, frequently overlooked ; because the lyric form
employed by the writer is apt to lead away the

mind from the ide.as themselves , and at the first

glance, mistaking the form for the substance, we look
upon the song as a genuine lyric. It is, indeed, the

lamentable fate of art in general, that the just pro-

portion between idea and form, which is the true and
sole indication of the hand of a master, is so rarely

to be met with. Forms are retained which acquire
by time a sort of independent existence, so that at

length they represent only, instead of convey the
tiling signified. Thus manv composers are deceived
and place a set of skilfully arranged rhymes, desti-

tute of all feelinor, under their notes, and wonder af-

terwards that their composition produces no effect

forgetting that what does not issue from the heart,

can never reach it.

While we lay down, as a first principle, that the
understanding or judgment must not gain the upper
hand in a lyric, we are far from affirming that it is

to have no jurisdiction there. Instances are not
wanting, in which the feeling of the poet appears to

have run away with his common sense. "The flow
of his conceptions must be agreeable to reason,

though not deductions from it, for this is the principle
by which all emotions are brought into unison.

The imagination has its seat for ought to have it)

within the circle of reason
Of the kind of poetrj' called didactic, we will only

observe th ft it is most unfit for musical accompani-
ment. And there are songs of another class, which
are little better adapted to it ; those in which the pic-

turesque predominates, a species of descriptive rather
than 'lyrical poetry. They engross the fancy too
much, and do not leave sufficient scope for the musi-
cal ideas. The imagination too, is more occupied
with what regards the eye than the ear, and thus

unity is destroyed. In short, the words do not re-

quire music, and they gain nothing by the addition.

It may, indeed, be laid down as an axiom, that

those words are tnost appropriate to musical accom-
panimenty which most require its aid. Such poetry,

without music, exists only by halves. The genuine
lyric is formed for singing, and its meaning and
strength fully understood only when it is sung. An
intelligent person may declare he understands a
poem or this kind, because he finds nothing nonsen-
sical in it, who may yet possess nothing but the

shell without the kernel ; for when snng it is not
merely to be understood, but to penetrate his whole
being. And this impression ought to be simple, not
mixed up with truths to be learned, or pictures, how-
ever beautiful, of natural objects. Refinements of
measure, too, are to be avoided, and the repetition of
complicated rhymes, for these cramp the musical
accompaniment.
The lyric, flowing from the heart, simple in its

measure, neat in its rhymes, possessing the principle

of music in its expression before it becomes a song,

is that best adapted to the composer. Oar best po-

ets have almost all attempted song, and have too
frequently failed, while those who have been gener-

ally spoken of as second rate authors, have, without
exception, the most lyrical turn of thought and ex-

pression. People are too apt to consider a song as a
trifle, not remembering the compression, simplicity,

pathos, and music, requisite for an autiior to excel

in a very difficult department of genius. Burns has

said that those who consider a good song as a trifle

easy to be written, should set themselves down and
try.

It would be interesting to recur to some of the

best examples of lyric poetry in our own country,

and institute a comparison between that of England,
Scotland, and Ireland.

One observation may be made on the division of a

song into stanzas, which ought not to be overlooked
in the choice of words for music. An expressive

and emphatic syllable frequently occurs in one verse,

which in the correspo.nding portion of the following,

is wholly wanting. The music is altered to accom-
modate it, and the character of the song is lost. The
ideas, in a little poem of this kind, should possess a

symmetry corresponding to tlie form of the stanza,

and unity be maintained throughout. Genuine ease

and native simplicity form tiie foundation whence
melody springs. Touching ttie heart of the musi-
cian, lio will then present a reflection of the beauty
and grace of the poem derived from his own art.

It should be short, offering sufficient scope to the

fancy, and allowing the composer to repeat single

words again and aii:ain. From such elements have
arisen compositions, which, on account of their ap-

parent insignificance and narrow compass, are by
many neglected, and yet, by those who enter into

their spirit, they are vainly imitated. They will

never perish, for time will lend them fresh fervor and
flesh beauty.*

* Whether or not it bag teftn the deficiency of puitaMe
words, ttiat tias led to the introduction of a new .style of mu-
sic, need Tiot here be di.sCLis.sed. The Lietfi'r ohne Worte of

Mendelssohn, are, in every sense, the production of a master
mind.

\\i\t ^hoab.

Berlin.—"Vale," the Musical World'a corres-

pondent, writes (Feb. 28)

:

A pleasing trrfie hy Richard Gcnee, has beer? pro-

duced at Kioll's Tiieatre. It is in one act and is en-

titled Generalprobe. The "notion" of the libretto,

due to the same pen as the music, is suggested by

the difficulties which must somehov^ or other be sur-

mounted, before the curtain c-an go up upon the flret

representation of a new opera. We have an anaus-

ing skit upon the vanity of the author and that of

the composer, each of whom looks upon himself as

the most important persotiage in the whole business,

and stubbornly refuses to make the slightest conces-

sion to ensure the success of the work. At length,

however, he is obliged to lower his tone. Then we
have two fair vocalists, !x>th in love with She first

tenor, and consequently jealous of one another; the

embarrassmsent of the manager; and, though la.st

not least, the litter indifTerence and stolid apiithy of

the chorus singers. These materials have been

smartly worked up by tl>e author-composer. The
music,' too, is lively ; the result a socces.s.

A grand festival in memory of Uliland was held

on the 30th January at the Victoria Theatre. It

was a sort of artistic oUa padrida ; a pot-au-feit ; in

which scraps of all kinds of amusement vTere thrbwn.

We bad speeches ; elioral songs ; and TaUemex m-
vftnts, with musical accompitni meats. The principal

cooks engaiiefi in the preparation of this partially

instrumental, partially choral, and partially literary

broth vvere Herr Hans von Bislow ; Herr Stern

;

Herr Otto (of the Dom Chor) ; Herr BertlioW Ao-
erbaeh ; and Mari. .laehmann, assisted by the Gesang-

verein and Liebig's band. The TaUeaia lieants had

been got up under the superintendence of some of the

first painters of the day. The house was full, and

the Festival will shortly be repeated.

We have had concerts a foisun since I last wrote.

I do not pretend to give you a detailed account, as

such an account would be rnucli too long, and perad-

venture, not overwhelmingly interesting. I will

therefore content myself with forwarding a sort of

catalogue raisonn^.

No. 1. The Sixth Sinfonie-Soiree of the Chapel

Royal, a good concert. The programme included

Spohr's Overture to Jesssonda ; Mozart's Symphony
in 6 minor; an overture bv Wilhelm Taubert to

Tieck's Blauhart (Bluebeard); and Beethoven's

Symphony in B flat. Both selection and execution

afforded general satisfaction.

No. 2. Herr Lorberg gave a conaert for the pur-

pose of introducing his own compositions to the

public. Having stated the fact 1 have nothing furth-

er to add save—that is all.

No. 3. Concert given by Mile. Antonie Roland.

What she played and what she did nd play is, to my
mind, a matter of little moment. Mile. Antonie

Roland is a prodigy. A pianist aged five years and

six months. Those who have the care of her would

be acting more wisely and kindly than they appear

to be acting now, were they to allow the poor child

somewhat more leisure, during the next four years,

for the purpose of playing with her doll, instead of

obliging her—as they must oblige her—to sacrifice

her entire existence to playing on the piano. The
other performers were—Prllle. Rosalie Miiller, the

fair violinist ; Mile. Lienemann, an equally fair, or

perhaps fairer (speaking physically) vocalist ; and

Herr, or Mr. Bernhard, a yonng American, who has

just concluded his course of study under Dr. Hahm.
No. 4. Concert given by Herr Ileinrich Hofmann.

Motive similar to that which actuated Herr Lorberg

(No. 2). Result satisfactory. Herr Hofmann pos-

sesses real talent as a composer.
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No. 5. The Brothers Miiller gave a concert in the

small and so-called Cecilia Kooins, at the Singacade-
mie. Principal pieces ; Haydn's qnartet in B flat,

Op. 76 ; Beethoven's in sharp minor ; and Kubin-
stein's in C minor. There was a beggarly army of

emptv benches.

No". 6. Third Trio-Soire'e of Herren Engelhardt,

Helmich and Ziirn. Audience scantier than at No.
5. Principal attraction : A new Trio in E flat, by a

local M. D,, Dr. Kintel
;
good for an amateur.

No. 7. Third Soire'e given by Herren Zimmer-
mann and Stahlknecht. Mozart's quintet in D mi-

nor, admirably executed, was the great feature of
the programme, which also comprised a quartet in

G major, by Herr Wichmann, and Hummel's Trio
in E major. The concert givers were assisted by
Herren Rammelsberg, Richter and Kahle. General
eflTect upon the audience satisfactory.

No. 8. Successful performance of Haydn's Sea-

sons at the Singacadomie ; choruses excellent ; ditto

solos. The latter thus supported : soprano, Mile.

Decker; tenor, Herr Seipert; bass, Herr Krause.
No. 9. Performance given by the Bach Verein of

a portion of J. S. Bach's Weihnacht's Oratorium. A
great treat for all lovers of music of the highest or-

der. The Socieiy is under the direction of Herr W.
Russ, one of the sterling musicians of Berlin. It

deserves to be better supported. But it is one of the
discouraging signs of the day, that the public prefer

the superficial amusement derivable from ephemeral
works to the solid instruction and mtellectual benefit

to be gained from what is truly noble and elevating.

tempora !

No. 10. Concert of the "Melodia" Association for

Male Voices. Object : To celebrate the tenth anni-
versary of the foundation of the Society. Result :

gratifying to every one concerned. The "Melodia,"
under the direction of Herr Edwin Schultz, does not
obtrude itself on the public, as some societies I could
mention are in the habit of doing. It seldom gives

a public performance, hut those performances with
which it does favor the outer world are always worth
hearing and completely up to the mark. The feat-

ures in the programme were a double chorus : "Auf
dcr Wacht" by Herr Edwin Schulrz, and the magnif-
icent "Hymn to Bncchus," from Mendelssohn's Ati-

iqone. Gallantry forbids my omitting to state that

there is a Ladies' Branch Melodia, and that its fair

members rendered valuable service.

No. 11. Grand Court Concert, in the White Hall
of the " Schloss," under the direction of the Royal
Director General of Music, Herr Meyerbeer. As I

was not present, I cannot criticize, not even in the

most summary manner, the performance. All I can
do is to append a programme. 1. Overture to Gluck's

Iphigenia in Aulis; 2. Duet from Herr R. Wagner's
opera, Rienzi; vocalists, Mile, de Ahna and Mad.
Harriers Wippern ; 3. Concerto Polonaise for the

Violin, executant, Herr Laub ; 4, " Morgenlied und
Wechselgesang," of Sabine and Jewish Maidens
from M. Gounod's Rehie de Saba ; 5. Bolero from
Sig. Verdi's Vepres Siciliennes, \oca]]st, Mile. Lucca

;

6. Invocation (quartet with chorus) from Rossini's

Mdise ; executants. Miles. Lucca, De Ahna, Herren
Formes and Salomon ; 7. Solo for the Piano, execu-

tant, Herr von Biilow ; 8 Air from La Traviata, vo-

calists, Mile. Artot and Herr Formes; and 9. Mey-
erbeer's "Grand Overture in the form of a March,
composed far the opening of the International Exhi-
bition, London, 1863."

Mile. Artot is among ns again. She has already

appeared at the Royal Opera House in La Somiam-
bula, Lu Fille du Regiment, and Le Philtre. It is ru-

mored, moreover, that she will be the third prima
donna—Mile. Lucca and Mad. Harriers-Wippern be-

ing the other two—who will sing the part of Marga-
rothe, in M. Gounod's opera of that name. Her ad-

mirers anticipate a triumph.

Breslau.—The London Musical World, which

translates the following from the Neue Bsrliner Zei-

tung, says truly, that the musical doings of Breslau
have been " animated, stirring and of varied inter-

est." We may add that Breslau, also, has the honor
of being the city in which the works of Robert Franz,
especially his Bach arrangements, find a publisher.

The regular concerts may be divided into 'pure
'

and 'mixed,' namely, those at which the programmes
contain only compositions of an artistic nature, and
those at which the programmes, with a few pieces of
the above description, present the public principally

with so-called ' Salonstiicke,' or ' Morceaux de
Salon.' To the former, in years gone by, belonged
only the performance of the Singacademie, and a few
Sinfonie Soir&s, got up by the conductor of the

above institution. Chamber Music was represented,

on an average six times, by a very excellent quartet,

consisting either of Herren Damrosch (Dr.), Iloppe,

Valenta and Heyer, or Herr P. Lustner, his two sons,

Herr Heyer, and our excellent pianist, Herr Carl
Machtig While Chamber Music, which, by its way,was
cultivated also in a number of private societies, could
boast of only a comparatively small circle of auditors,
there was an undeniably insufficient number of or-

chestral performances. In consequence of this fact,

an association of gentlemen, with Dr. Damrosch at
their head, was established last year for the forma-
tion of a grand orchestra. In an extraordinarily
short space of time, the necessary shares were taken
up, the orchestra (comprising seventy members)
formed, and a spacions room provided. The rare
attainments and devotion of the conductor created,
with surprising rapidity, one homogeneous whole out
of the various forces at his disposal, and, by the ad-
mirable performances, evoked so lively and steady a
feeling of interest among the public, that, this winter
the Association was in a position to 'announce twelve
concerts, four of which have already come off with
great success.—The 'mixed' concerts are given in

the afternoon before audiences who desire rather to

be transiently amused, than to derive any advantage
from the isolated pieces of good music presented to

their notice. How can it be otherwise, when dances
or frivolous operatic overtures are played before and
after the symphonies 1 In addition to this, the audi-

ence smoke tobacco, and drink beer and 603*06 I—We
have often lamented, that, in acting thus, they dis-

play no consideration for Herr Hesse, the estimable
conductor, under whose direction the Symphony and
an overture, constituting the " classical " portion of
the concert, are executed. As long as a custom so
unworthy of art is continued, we cannot class these

concerts with those previously mentioned,—Up to the

present time, the members of the Singacademie have
given two public concerts this season. The pro-

gramme of the first comprised, in addition to some
motets by Sebastian, Michael, and Christopher Bach,
Chevuh'm]'s Requiem. This grand work was effec-

tively performed, the members of the chorus, espec-
ially, accomplishing their task in an admirable man-
ner, which reflected the greatest credit upon their

director, Herr Sehaffer. At the second concert,

Handel's Heraldes was the work selected. The way
in which it was executed was worthy of the reputa-
tion of the Singacademie. Among the solo-singers,

Herr Sabbath, of the Royal Cathedral Choir, and
Madame Mampe'-Bahnigg wereespeciallyapplauded.
The eight Soires of the Orchestral Union gave us the
like number of symphonies by Haydn, Mozart, Beet-
hoven, Mendelssohn, and Schumann. Of the other
orchestral compositions, we may mention as novelties
here : the overture to Genoveva, by Schumann ; Over-
ture, C major, (op. 115), by Beethoven ;

' Symphon-
ic Poem,' O/yiAras, by Liszt ; and 'Fee Mab,' from
the dramatic Symphony, Romeo et Julie, by Hector
Berlioz. With regord to the execution on the
whole, we have already spoken in laudatory terms of
the earlier concerts of the Unibn. At" the three

Symphony-Concerts also (given by Herr SchiifFer),

we heard .symphonies by Mozart, Beethoven, and
Mendelssohn. Of the other compositions for a full

band, one, a fantastic piece, entitled :
' Ein Mareh-

en,' by Richard Wuerst, was new.—Both these con-
certs, and those of the Orchestral Union, were
distinguished by solos of artists of established repu-
tation. Especially privileged was the pianoforte, for

which the services of Madame Clara Schumann,
Herren Hans von Biilow, Jael and Von Bronsart
were secured. As violin virtuosos, Herren Dam-
rosch and Zahn, and as violoncellist, Herr Popper,
were engaged. Vocal art was represented by IVIes-

daraes Louise Koster, Helene Damrosch, Agnes
Liebe, and Herr Woworsky. Of several male choral
societies, there is only one, the Breslau ' Sanger-
bund,' worth mentioning. It is under the direction

of Hen Patzoldt, and is particularly distinguished
for the good taste displayed in the selection of the

works executed. At a concert lately given by it, the

programme included four-part songs by Schumann,
R. Franz, Rebling, Diirrner, etc., sung in a fine, ani-

mated style that met with unanimous approbation.
At the same concert, Herren Machtig and Damrosch
executed Bargiel's clever and poetical F minor So-
nata ; they were warmly and deservedly applauded
for the ' virtuosity ' as well as profound feeling of
their play.—Nor is our cathedral idle. It is the aim
of the director of sacred music there, Herr Brosig, to

produce only such works as are worthy of the relig-

ious services at the same time as of art. Among
the compositions performed maybe mentioned more
especially masses by Brosig, Gottwald and Schnabel.
The second Mass (for a four-part male chorus) is,

from its treatment, one of the most important sacred
compositions of the day, in consequence of its very
simple form and the proportionately small orchestra
required, available even for those churches where the
musical resources are limited. We also recom-
mend this genial work to those choral societies who
have a serious aim in view."

S^usital Correspitbetttt.

New York, March 23.—The appearance of an

original composition for the great orchestra, is an

event of so rare an occurrence in the musical world

of New York, that we hail with satisfaction the ap-

pearance of any work of the kind, provided that it

rises even a little above the dead level of mediocrity ;

but when it displays talent and promise, we rejoice

in the name of Art, and for the sake of the musical

future of America, no matter whether the work in

question be that of a native, or adopted composer.

Such an event was the production, at Mr. Robert

Goldbeck's orchestral concert, on last Saturday

evening, of his new Symphony, "Victoria—embody-

ing the ideas of peace, struggle, and triumph." It

is diflScult to analyze, and somewhat daring tojudge

such a work after one hearing only ; our opinion,

however, has at least the merit of candor.

On one hearing, then, Mr. Goldbeck's work ap-

pears rather a "symphonic poem," than a Sym-

phony ; being free in form, consisting of but two

distinct movements. The ideas of " peace, struggle,

and triumph," are not so progressively worked out

as we naturally expect ; the first part seemed to

combine all three—and then, in the second, we found

ourselves somewhat astray
—

"fishing for ideas."

—

Neither in the handling of idea or form, has Mr.

Goldbeck sufficient plastic power as yet ; we do not

make this conclusion hecause his work was not

throughout clear to us ; that sometimes happens on

the first hearing of even the highest instrumental

works ; but because it gave us the impression that

the composer's intention was not entirely clear to

himself His polyphonic treatment of the theme is

also as yet imperfect. His melodies are tolerably

original, save accidental Wagnerian tendencies, and

a little motif in the first part, that very perseveringly

reminded us of an old and dear friend, a certain

" Pastoral Symphony ;" and yet let us give Mr.

Goldbeck credit for not having reminded us of some-

thing less agreeable. In instrumentation, Mr. Gold-

beck already displays considerable skill. Taken as

a whole, the Symphony is effective, appealing, and

suflSciently full of talent and promise to warrant its

composer in pursuing his career as an orchestral

writer to the attainment of further success.

Mr. Goldbeck also repeated his " Deux morceaux

symphoniques," for orchestra and piano, "Idylle, et

Scene du chasse," which we have already heard given

by the Philharmonic orchestra in New York and

Brooklyn. These smaller works are more complete-

ly satisfactory than the more ambitious symphony
;

the " Idylle," especially, is a charming little genre

picture. The piano part was taken by Mr. S. B.

Mills. We need hardly say that these new works

were performed by the Philharmonic Society, with

all that excellence which we expect as a matter of

course, from the best orchestra on this side of the

Atlantic.

The rest of the programme was also highly inter-

esting ; its eight numbers comprised, besides Mr.

Goldbeck's compositions, Beethoven's noble " Eg-

mont" overture ; that of Mendelssohn to " Ruy
Bias ;" Robert Schumann's lovely piano-fort« varia-

tion, admirably played on two fine Steinway grands

by Messrs. W. Mason and Mills ; Tartini's Violin

Sonata, "Le trille du diable," fresh in spite of its

age, a glorious, healthy composition, albeit abound-

ing in the difficulties of virtuosity, smacking of the

old Italian, yea, and the old English school—alas !

that about that period English music stayed its orig-

inal and contemporaneous march with that of Italy

and Holland !—why 1—The Sonata was played by

Mr. Theodore Thomas (who shared with Mr.

Goldbeck the fatigues and honors of conductorship)

in excellent taste, with good execution and expres-

sion. The German Liederkranz Society, under Mr.
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Paur's direction, gave the Tannhauser " Pilgrim's

chorus" very well ; bat not so well, with uncertain

intonation, Kreutzer's chorus for male voices, " Die

Markt." We were glad to see so fine a concert at-

tended by a very large, intelligent audience, warm

in testifying its appreciation of the good things set

before it.

The course of the Italian opera, under Maretzek's

direction, has not run smoothly during the past

week ; the indisposition among singers, incident to

a sudden change of climate, has necessitated unex-

pected changes of programme. Medori, announced

to sing in " Norma" last Monday, was unable to

appear, and consequently the theatre was closed ; on

the 19th, Mme. GnEKRAEELLA took the part of the

prima donna in 11 Ballo ; on tlie 20th Solger ap-

peared as Leonora in La Farorila, with but moder-

ate success ; Mazzolini being too ill to sing the part

of Fernando. // Ballo was given in differently at the

Matine'e on Saturday. Norma is again announced

fnr to-night. n

Philadelphia, March 18.—The season of Ger-

man Opera, ending with Monday's performance of

Nicolai's " Merry Wives of Windsor," was very

successful, and has induced Mr. Anschniz to venture

upon another series of six operas. Last night, "Fi-

delio " was given, as an extra performance, for the

benefit of Mr. Biegfeld. As on all other represen-

tations of this great work, the Academy was well

filled. The opera was very well done ; the care be-

stowed on all the parts making up for various draw-

backs ;
such, for instance, as the fact that Mr.

LoTTi's voice, as well as Mr. Hartmann's, is too

weak to be heard to advantage in a large opera

house.

Madame Johannsen surpassed herself. Both as

actress and as singer, she is a great artist. Mr.

Weinlich's Eocoo was only excelled by the Fidelio

of the evening. Between the first and second acts,

Mr. Noll played the superb Violin Concerto of

Beethoven. I regret that the adjective I use in

describing the work is inapplicable when speaking of

the performance. And then, solo performances as

entr'actes spoil the effect of the opera by destroying

the unity of scene, action and style.

Early last week. Master Rice gave his second

Concert. He played Mendelssohn's "Spring Song"

and a Mozart Sonata, and astonished his friends by

his great improvement since his first appearance in

public. Young R. is not trotted out as a juvenile

prodigy, nor does he play the pieces Wunderkinder

usually perform. For all that, he will one of these

days be a skilful, intelligent and educated musician,

and, as such, will reflect credit upon bis instructor,

Mr. WoLFSOHN, and give pleasure to his many

friends. Jaquino.

Jtoig|fs loiinml of Husk.

BOSTON, MARCH 28, 1863.

William Sterndale Bennett—What Schu-

mann said of Him.

By the revival of the Overture " The Naiads"

in our concerts, as well as by the reports of the

music of the International Exhibition and of the

London Philharmonic Society, the name of Wil-

liam Sterndale Bennett has been frequently be-

fore our readers of late. That he holds the first

place among English composers, and that he in

a composer, an imaginative producer, in the high

and classical sense of the term, is matter of com-

mon consent among musicians. AVe have often

wished that we could give a fuller account of him
;

and we know not just now how we can fill this

space better than by the following translation,

which a friend sends us, from the second volume

of Robert Schumann's " Collected Writings

about Music and Musicians." Such appreciation

is worth having. It will be observed that it was

written a quarter of a century ago, and Bennett

still composes, still conducts the Philharmonic

concerts, is still the head of classical music in

England, and still looks fresh and genial, for his

genius is of the kind, apparently, that keeps him

young and tranquil.

" Entering on the new year (1837), we de-

sired to awaken the reader's good will towards

us, and have concluded to present to him a for-

tunate genius in addition to our compliments.

He is not a Beethoven, whose life was one con-

tinual struggle ; nor is he a Berlioz, preaching

revolution with hero voice and spreading terror

and destruction in his path. His is a peaceful,

beautiful Genius, suggesting the astronomer who,

dead to the turmoil below, sits alone, on high,

watching the planets' course, and listening to

Nature's gentle whisperings. His name heads

this article. His Christian name and his Father-

land were Shakespeare's also. It were strange

indeed, and Poetry and Music would have but

little in common, if the great land that gave us

Shakespeare and Byron could not produce even

one musician. If the old prejudice against Eng-

lish musicians was shaken by such names as

Field, Onslow, Potter, Bishop, &(;., how much

more potent must have been the name of this

man who seems to have been divinely cared for

from earliest infancy. The children of great

men are rarely distinguished in the same art or

science as their parents. When they happen to

be, they are particularly fortunate in being di-

rected to their proper calling at a very early age.

Mozart, Beethoven and Haydn were, all of them,

children of good, plain musicians. Imbibing

music with their mother's milk , learning it in

chiMhood's dreams, with awakening con,scious-

ness, they felt themselves members of the great

artist family, into which others seldom enter

unless they purchase their admission with great

sacrifices. Our artist was one of these fortunates,

and must often have stood below the great organ,

listening in rapt astonishment to the playing of

his father, the organist of Sheffield, in the

county of Yorkshire. It is said that the English

are more conversant with Handel than any other

nation, and that they think it a pity that his name

is not more English than it is. At church, they

listen to his music with devout attention ; at ban-

quets, they sing it with enthusiasm ; and it is re-

lated that Lipinski once heard an English post-

boy play one of Handel's arias on his posthorn.

Under such adventitious circumstances, an or-

ganization even less fortunate could not but

attain pure and natural development.
" We cannot tell to what extent the careful

training at the Royal Academy, teachers like

Cyprian Potter and Dr. Crotch, and his own un-

remitted study may have added to this. "We
only know that from all that has flown a Psyche
so glorious, that one wishes to fly after her and
with yearning arms to embrace the beautiful

spirit that bathes in a sea of ether and flies from'

flower to flower, taking from some and giving to

others.

" A genius claiming pinions so powerful could
not long content itself on its native heath, but
yearned towards the land in which Mozart and
Beethoven, greatest of musicians, first beheld the

light of day. Thus he who is, at once, the

favorite of the London audiences and, musically

speakinn;, the pride of England, has come to live
"

amongst us.

" Were I to add a few remarks about his com-

positions, I might refer to their brother-like

resemblance to those of Mendelssohn, that strikes

every one. There is the same beauty of form,

poetic depth and clearne.ss, ideal purity, the same
heavenly effect on the audience ; and yet there is

a difference even more readily detected in their

playing than in their compositions. While the

Englishman's playing excels in delicacy, Mendels-

sohn's exceeds his in boldness and grandeur.

While Bennett seems to shade the softest passages

by still softer pencillings, Mendels,sohn, in the

most powerful passages, surprises and deluges us

with added vigor. Where, in the one, the well-

defined expression of a single figure charms us,

the other, like one of Raphael's skies, seems

crowded with laughing cherubs.

" Almost the same may be observed of their

compositions. While, in fantastic outline, Men-
delssohn shows us all the wild spirits of the Mid-

summer Night's Dream, Bennett is moved to

compose by the livelier situations of the Merry .

Wives of Windsor. And while, in one of his

overtures, the former spreads out before us the

deep, slumbering ocean, the other tarries by the

softly-whispering lake that reflects the trembling

moonbeam. This reminds us of three of Ben-
nett's loveliest pictures which, with two other.s,

have recently been published in Germany. They
are called : the Lake, the Millstream and the

Fountain, and, as regards coloring, truthfulness

and poetic conception, are life likelone-landscapcs,

veritable mu.sical Claude Lorraines. Under the

hands of the composer the last was enchanting.
" I might go on and say that these are but

short poems as compared with Bennett's greater
works ; such, for instance, as his six Symphonies,
three Piano Concertos and orchestral overtures

to Para.=iina and the Naiads. I might say tliat he
plays all of Handel out of book, and that he
plays all of Mozart's operas on the piano in

such style that one imagines seeing them per-

formed. I might say more, could I but keep him
off who looks over my shoulders and asks me. for

the second time, " Then what do you write ?

Ah ! my friand ! Would you not like to

know ?
"

Concert Eeview.

Philhakmoxic.—For his fifth concert, last

Saturday evening, Mr. Zekrahn had provided

things so choice and rare, that it is hardly credi-

table to Boston that the Music Hall was not

better filled. Still the fact must be attributed in

a great degree to accidents, to manifold distrac-

tions, especially to the exhausting presence of
Italian opera, of which there had been perform-
ances nearly every night for six weeks, and a
very long one on that very afternoon. They
who went to the opera, hoping to have strength
left for the concert in the evening, were, two out
of three, disappointed. Those wdio were present
had no reason to regret it, and can thank Mr.
Zerrahn for a very enjoyable and instructive

evening. Here is the programme

:

Part I.

1. Symphony in D major C. P. Emanuel Bach
1. Allegro (ii molto- 2 Largo. 3. Presto.

[First time in Boston].
2. Adagio for four Violoncellos V. Lachner
Messrs. Wulf Fries, C. Verron, F. Wichtendahl, J.

Moorhouse.
3. Overture—"Die schone Melusine." Mendelssohn

Part II.

1. Concerto in E flat, for Pianoforte and Orchestra

.

Beethoven
1. Allegro. 2. Adagio. 3. Finale, Allegro.

HerrOtto DrcBel.

2. Bridal Procession—from the Opera "Lohengrin."
R. Wagner

[By request].
3' Overture—"Uriel Acosta" Schindelraeisser
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The Beethoven Concerto, of course, took the

place of the customary Grand Symphony, being

a composition of sufficient magnitude, inspiration,

richness of ideas, and wonderfully beautiful and

logical development, to pass for the equivalent of

a Symphony. We have so recently spoken of

it, that we need only say that this time Mr.

Dresel played it even more exquisitely than

before, if that were possible, and that, with in-

creased delicacy and unity in the orchestral

accompaniments, it was listened to with unal-

loyed delight and made a very deep impression.

This was the great feature of the concert. Be-

ing persistently recalled, Mr. Dresel played,

without accompaniment, his owi) beautiful, poetic

little '• Slumber Song," which he has also adapt-

ed to words by Tennyson.

The novelty of the programme was the oldest

thing in it, the Symphony by Emanuel Bach, the

second son of the great Sebastian. Its interest

is chiefly historical, as showing upon what Haydn

built the more developed Symphony. In form,

in style, in spirit, it bears far more resemblance

to Haydn than to the old Bach. Indeed it has

hardly a trace of the father in it ; it is not in-

volved and coutrapuntal in the stricter sense ;

it is in the free, rather than in the fugue

form; its tendencies are all modern; and it

sounds so much like Haydn, that you might take

it for a first sketch or germ of a full-fledged

Haydn Symphouy. The instruments are fewer
;

besides the strings, only flutes, oboes and bas-

soons; and the art with which these are made to

supply interesting contrast is quite striking. As
to ideas, it cannot be said that it is particularly

rich or individual. Indeed the subject-matter is

somewhat commonplace. But it is fresh, clear,

quaint and full of healthy life, and therefore is

enjoyable, and may heard to advantage more
than once. Moreover it is very short ; it is a

little Symphony, a very good make-weight with

a fine Concerto. It was well played.

The "Melusina" overture, for some reason or

other, did not sound to us quite so clear as in

some previous renderings ; but it is a thing of

such fine romantic and poetic temper, that it can

hardly be heard too often.

You seem to breathe a pure and quickening,

as well as tranquilizing air in the richly blended,

flowing harmony of that Bridal Procession from
Lohengrin. The spirit of the music is high and

noble ; Wagner can be edifying sometimes, even

in a purely musical point of view. With what a

fine crescendo the harmony broadens and deepens

toward the end

!

The Adagio for four violoncellos was very sat-

isfactorily played, but in itself we think it proved

to most hearers but a dull and drowsy composi-

tion, The overture to Uriel Acoaia never in-

spires us much, although it is brilliantly worked
up-

Handel and Haydn Society.— " Elijah " w.ns

repeated last Sunday evening—strangre to say, to a

somewhat diminished audience— with the same
general good style of performance.

Orchestral Union.—A very rainy afternoon,

last Wednesday, caused a great dwindlinir of the

gay crowd in the Music Hall. It was a good idea to

repeat there the Emanuel Bach Symphony, of which

we have spoken above ; for the rest, the programme
was made up of familiar pieces :

1. Overture " Fidelio " Beethoven
2. Concert TTiiItz— Lumbye
3. Sympbony, in D major C. P. Emanuel Bach

[Second time in Boston .
]

4. Shadow Dance—from the Opera '"DiDOrah". Meyerbeer
5. Le Revail du Lion—Caprice Heroique, by. . , .Kontsky

ISecond time in this country.]

6. Salon Schwarmer Gallop Strauss

The next Afternoon Concert is postponed a week
(to April 8) and will be qiven at the Melodeon, as tlie

Boston Music Hall will lie closed for some months
for the setting up of the great Organ.

Boston Mozart Club.— The fourth Social

Orchestral Entertainment of the season was given

by these ardent amateurs to their also arlent friends

and associate members, last Monday eveninc:, at

Mercantile Hall, and with the following creditaljle

programme, Carl Zerrahn conducting :

^. Overture. ''Cosi fan tutte* Mozart
2. Grand Symphony. No. 19, in D major Haydn

Adagio; Allegro assai- Larg-o cantabile—Minuetto

—

Finale; Presto, ma non troppo.
3. Allegretto from 7th Symphony Beethoven
4. Concert March Kunze
5. Serenade for select Orchestra Eislodt

6. Overture. "Barber of Seville'* Rossini

Italian Opera.

Mr. Grau's Company closed their six weeks' suc-

cessful season at the Boston Theatre last Saturday

afternoon, with a very good performance of Linda di

Clmmounix, followed by tlie pretty Frencli operetta,

Les Noces de Jeaimette. The house was very full,

and almost everybody sat through three hours and a

half with seeminffly unflagging interest.

Linda is one of the most natural and pleasinfr of

Donizetti's operas, full of picturesque situations, sim-

ilar to La Sminamhnla in plot, though more complex,

with not so fine a vein of melody, yet' melodious,

running much into bravura., and with efFective con-

certed pieces. Heard too often, its melody, alike the

florid and the sentimental, becomes hacknied and

insipid ; l)ut it is a very agreeable opera, after so

long an intermission. Miss Kellogg has seldom,

if ever, sung or acted so charmingly as in the part

of Linda. There was more fire and force in some

parts than we had given her credit foi-. Musically

and dramatically, the part was made beautiful and

touching. Mile. Morensi, in the picturesque con-

tralto part of Pierotto, with his hurdy-surdy and his

sweet, sad ballad strains, seemed eminently in the

right place. Her voice is fresh and rich and musical

in its who le compass ; she sings with good express-

ion, with a heartiness that always pleases, and is be

comina; more and more mistress of the vocal .art.

Sig. Brignoli was still in his best voice, and lost

none of that fiivor at the end, which he had won

throughout the week. He introduced an air frem I

Lombard!, 'La mia letizia', (rather a different style of

music), and sung it admirably, as he did ail the rest.

By the way. Miss Kellogg also introduced a parade

piece l)efore the curtain fell, a sort of Galop with

variations, excessively florid, which she warbled with

the greatest case and evenness. Sig. Amodio, with

his tremulous baritone, and always conscientious ef-

fort, was better suited to the old father, Antonio,

than to most parts in which he has ap])eared. Sig.

ScsiNi was II Prefetfo, the village priest, and a very

imposing one ; the grand finale of the prayer, in

which he led off, before the villagers depart over the

mountains to seek their fortunes, was made a very ef-

fective ensemble piece. Sig. Barili took the buffo

part of the unprincipled old fool of a Marquis quite

acceptably.

"Jeannette's Wedding" gave another opportunity

to enjoy the tasteful singing, and the lively, natural

French action of Mile. Cordier, well supported by
her countryman, M. Durreuil, who has been a

useful, almost indispensable, member in many of our

operatic combinations for years past.

The piece on the preceding Thursday was Lucia,

with Mile. Cordier, and Sig. Ernani as Edgardo.

On Friday evening the manager had a benefit, with a

large audience, when Martha, with parts of I^otma

and Dicia. were performed, thus bringing out all the

principal artists : Kellogg, Lorini, Cordier, Morensi,

Brignoli, Susini, &c.

Last week, judge of the agreeable surprise, "the

D," the "Diarist," "Mr. Brown," by which ever of

his many names you choose to call him—in other

words, Mr. Alexander W. Thayer, hereafter to

be known as the biographer of Beethoven, suddenly

appeared before us—in bodily presence as we live,

and looking twice alive and hearty. He bad been

three or four weeks in Washington, and bad warned
none of us of his arrival, or intention to arrive, on
this side of the ocean. A purely business mission

brought him, and he returns immediately to Vienna.

Many of his old friends hereabouts have enjoyed too

short a meeting with him during the past ten days.

I'Ut who would detain him from the work now fairly

in the process of completion ? After ten years spent

in iije most indefatigable and thorough collecting and
winnowing of materials, and one year more in ar-
ranging them, he has at length got fairly under wav
in writing out the results ; in other words the book
itself is growing towards completion, ond will ere
long be hailed with eagerness by all true music-lov-
ers, not only of this country, but of Germany and
Engl.and, who will cheerfully accept the service at
the hands of such a cosmopoUtan, and therefore all

the more true, American.

Tlie Great Organ, so long time building by the MM.
Walcker of Ludwigsburg, in Wurtemherg, for our
Boston Music Hall, has at length arrived. The
Dutch brig Presto, after a somewhat Lento Continuo
movement, sailed into this harbor on Sunday, to the
great joy of the Directors, who have had a long
lesson of patience in the answering of questions,

and to the joy also of all expectant music-lovers.

Mr. Walcker, .Jr., the son of the builder, tells us that

it will cost four months to put it up—what with the

necessary alterations and entire internal renovation
of the ball, The work will commence immediately,
involving a temporary suspension of the use of the

hall for concerts. The case of the organ, an elabo-

rate and beautiful piece of carveil work, in black
walnut, from a design by Hammatt Billings, was
finished in New York some months ago, and has

been for some time stored in the lecture room under
the great hall.

The Concert for tite Army, by the Harvard
Musical Association, assisted by the Germania Or-
chestra, necessarily postponed from Tuesday, will take

place at Chickering's Hall ;/u'.s evening nt 8 o'c\ock.

The proceeds are to be devoted " to the circulation

in the Army of the little Song-Book (mode by Prof.

P. J. Child) called 'War Songs for Freemen,' a

fourth edition of which has just been printed and
may be bad at the door for 10 cents. Five thousand
copies of this hook have been printed at the expense
of patriotic gentlemen nf New York."
The programme includes, besides a dozen of the

War Songs ; Mozart's G minor Sympbony : two
movements of a Violin Quartet, by J. K, Paine

;

the Bacchus chorus from Mendelssohn's Antigone
music; and Domine ^alvam fac Patriam nostram, by

J. K. Paine ; all under the direction of Mr. Paine.

It is already clear that there will be a crowded house.

ijimivd InfcIItgrntt.

Worcester. Mass.—From "Stella's " Suburban

Letters in the Palladium (March 24), we take the

following :

There was a pleasant musical entertainment at the
Highland School on Tuesday evening of last week.
The Cadets have been, for .several months, under the
instruction of Mr. I, N. Metcaif, and on this occa-
sion were able to surprise their friends with some
very creditable musical performances. The spa-
cious new armory was well filled with invited listen-

ers. The entire school, a hundred and twenty or
thirty in number, constituted a chorus thai we should
he glad to hear in Mochanifs' Hall. Parlicularlv

good was their singing of " Night's shade no longer."

The glees, quartets and trios were well sung by
fresh young voices ; several of which were of fine

quality, and worthy of careful cultivation. The
songs were well received, and generally well sung,
especially the comic ones, which were given with a
boy's real enthusiasm. The different performers on
flute, violin, &c., improvised an orchestra, a fa Jul-

lien, and played well. There was an overture by
Bnieldieu played by Mr. Metcaif and one of his pu-
pils ; and among the good things of the programme
were a violin solo by Pleyel. and selections from
Mendelssohn's " Songs without Words," by a tal-

ented young pianist. .. .Thursday evening brought
another musical entertainment, in which the perfor-

mers were the advanced pupils of that most consci-

entious and pains-taking instructor, Mr. B. I). Allen.
Friends of the pupils were invited to the new piano-

rooms of Messrs. Brown and Haines, and a tempting
programme was laid before them. The perform-
ances were excellent : showing thorough rehearsal

and intelligent study. The programme opened with

the Battle i\farch from Atbalin, (-2 pianos, 8 hands,)

a skilful performance. The finale from Bach's Con-
certo in C, for three pianos, was played with much
technical correctness and good expression. There
was a pleasing duet for two pianos, by Berg ; the

brilliant overture to Tnncredi (si.x hands) ; Otto
Diesel's beautiful arrangement of Von Weber's
"Invitation a la Valse" (eight hands); "The Last
Rose of Summer," (Herz) played with much delica-
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cy of feeling ; and the brilliant overture to Masani-

iello, (eight hands), a fine performance. These
were agreeably interspersed with songs, &c., by iUiss

Whiting and Mrs. Munroe ; the latter singing finely

an air from St. Paul, and Donizetti's "Lute Song,"
to both of which her rich alto voice and artistic style

of singing lent a fine effect; Miss Whiting a beauti-

ful Ave Maria by Bassini. and the exquisite litde

song of Mendelssohn's, "To the Absent One." Be-

sides these were a couple of "Two-part songs,"

making, in all, a programme of unusual excellence.

A teacher does not work in vain whos ucceeds in cul-

tivating a taste for the highest in art ; and that Mr.

Alien does succeed, scores of pupils can testify, as

these did in their really excellent performances.

The same journal announces a concert by the Mo-

zart Society :

The Society will give their annual concert on the

evening of Fast day, when they -.vill perfornn Haydn's
celebrated Mass, No. 2. The work is one of much
beauty, and cannot fail to interest the audience

if well presented. Among the attractions of the

evening will be an original " Army Hymn," com-
posed by Otto Dresel, who has complimented the

Mozart Society by arranging for the hymn a chorus

and presenting it to tlie society. It is a very effec-

tive composition and comes nearer to our idea of

"the army hymn" that has so long been wanted, than

anything' that has yet appeared. Mr. B. F. Allen

has conducted the Mozart Society this season, and

has proved himself a conductor of rare ability. The
concert deserves to be a success.

Philadelphia.—Fitzgerald's City Item (March

21) gives the following notes of

The German Opera.—'The Marriage of Figa-

ro," "Der Freischiitz," "The Postilion," and "The
Merry Wives of Windsor," have been performed

since our last. They have all been rendered with

fidelity and thoroughness. Johannsen, who possesses

genuine and earnest feeling for her art, and is a care-

ful student, and a spirited and admirable singer, is

adding continually to her triumphs. Rotter does not

lack popularity and success, and in parts suited to

her vivacious and somewhat emphatic style ("often a

fault) is a favorite. Her part in the Postillion is

one of her happiest performances, and Quint's is

excellent also.

The performance of "Figaro's Marriage," with its

numerous rich and beautiful passages, and espe-

cially the delicious duet of .Johannsen and Rotter in

the third act, it will long be a delight to remember.

"Der Freischiitz," heard again with increased love

for its sound, live, and thoroughly original music,

was performed better than ever. Quint took Lotti's

part, which he did not sing so well, but rendered in

general more acceptably. Weinlich improved upon

his first performance. In the lower tones of his

voice he excels; otherwise, he is slightly unmusical.

Nicolai's "Merry Wives," given for the first time

on Monday evening, was very successful. It was

performed with great spirit and efficiency, and we
should enjoy to hear it repeated. For quarrels, dia-

ogues, vivacious soliloquies, the music is remarkably

full of original action, and throughout well sus-

tained—but does not attain the humor and Iiody of

the true story. Tbe music, which always seems to

possess vigor, is not always truly characterized, and

might do almost as well for any other subject. Fal-

staflF's music possesses considerable character, with-

out having enough of it The drinking scene is cap-

ital in its wav, though, of course, very anti-Shakes-

pearian. Not possessing the greatest originality, the

opera is full of power and animation, and is upon
the whole a very able and enjoyable work.

At this point the Evening BuUeiin takes up the

strain :

March 19. There was a very large andience at

Mr. Birgfeld's benefit last evening, and Fidelia was

played in a splendid manner. Johannsen, Rotter,

Lotti Weinlich and the other artists sang and acted

finely, and the chorus was grander than ever, while

Mr. Anschiitz's grand orchestra did full justice to

Beethoven's great work. After the first act, Mr.

Noll, the first violin-player, performed a concerto by

Beethoven in masterly style.

The announcement was made last evening by Mr.

Birgfield that the season will be continued, and six

more operas performed. To-morrow evening the

beautiful opera of Martha will be played, To in-

crease the attraction at the coming performances, en-

gagements have been made with several of the artists

connected with Miiretzek's company now playing in

New York.
21st. Last evening Lortzing's pretty and very

amusing opera, Der Wildschiltz, or "The Poacher,"

was played at the Academy of Music, before a small
audience. Mme. Johannsen is particularly good in

this opera, and sang and acted with great spirit.

Mme. Schaumberg, Weinlich, Quint and Graf ac-

quitted themselves well, and the ludicrous chorus of
schoolboys, twenty or thirty in number, in the last

act, created all the fun intended.

This evening the popular opera of Martha will be
performed, and we hear that the old favorite of the

Philadelphia public, Mme. Von Berkel, will take the

part of " Nancy."
GRiiMANiA.—Last Saturday's Rehearsal was lis-

tened to by a full house. Schubert's C Symphony
and Mendelssohn's " Hebrides "—the most remark-
able parts of the programme—were given excellently

and must have been a treat to all who heard them
with attention. There was a judicious mingling of

the popular and classic in the programme. This we
consider necessary and right. The Germania is a
popular institution and has a large public to please,

who support wliat pleases them. We should like to

hear less of the inferior and more of the best music

—

hut how many like the waltzes and pet opera music !

It is sufficient that the Germania plays nothing bad,

and that in pleasing the public it does not neglect the

high aims of music, and the education X)f the public.

The programmes have something for every mood,
and are, upon the whole, excellent. What compro-
mise is made with the popular taste is for the sake of

good and not of trivial Tunsic. A pretty waltz will

bring auditors to Mendelssohn, Schubert, or Beet-

hoven.— City Item, 2\si.

Chicago, III.—We have the prograntvmes of four

concerts of the Philharmonic Society, given during

the past season in Ryan Hall. They have, we are

assured, a finely balanced and effective orchestra of

thirty-three instruments, under the excellent leader-

.ship of Mr. Hans Balatka. Season tickets, to the

full capacity of the hall, were sold last fall, and none

can now be had at any price. There is a full house

in the worst sort of weather, and they dare to play a

Symphony in every concert. Here are the pro-

grammes :

(Nor. 25.)

1 March in the form of an Overture, composed for the
"Tnaiiffuration of the Great Exhibition of 1862. . Auber

2 Fonr-Part Song for Male Voices. "Serenade''. . . .Balatka
3 Violin Solo, '*Fanta=ie Caprice." Vieuxtemps

Mr. H. DeClerque.
4 Grand Aria, " viiago .suol-" Ilupruenots. . .Meyerbeer

Mi.s9 .Julia Ellpworth.
5 Grand Symphony in B flat major, op. 38 Schumann

II. Larghel-.to—(Romance.)
TV. Finale— AlleG:ro animato e erraziozo.

6 Second Fantasia on Themes from "The Huguenots."
Balatka

7 Song, " ye teaTs" : Abt
Miss .Julia Ellsworth.

8 Overture, "Der Freischfitz" Weber

(Dec. 22.)

1 Symphony No. 7, in A, op. 92 Beethoven
2 Aria, from "Masanietlo," "A celui que faimais". Auber

Miss .Julia Ellsworth.

3 Fantasie for Orchestra. "Sicilian Vespers" Balatka
3 Overture. "Merry Wives of Windsor" Nicolai

5 Duo for Flute and Horn. "Ij'Eclair" Haievy
Messrs. Drach and Beier.

7 March. "Tannhaiiser" Wagner

(Jan. 19.)

1 Symphony No. 2, in D major, op. 36 Beethoven
2 Scena and Aria, from " Der Freischiitz". ...... .Weber

Mi.ss Sells.

3 Duo Concertant, for two Violina Kalliwoda
Messrs. DeClerque and Louis

4 Aria, from "LaFavorita" "Leonore viens". Donizetti
Mr. Dochez.

5 Overture, "Massaniello" Auber
6 Aria, from " La Nozze di Figaro." " Porgi amor"

Mozart
Miss Sells.

7 Coneert Overture Titl

(March 2.)

Part I.

1. Grand Symphony No. 5, in C minor, Op. 67Beethoven
2. Cavatina, from "Robert Je Diable." Meyerbeer

Miss Dewey
3. Souvenir des Huguenots Balatka

Part II.

4. Schiller March Meyerbeer
5. Song. " I bless thee night and day." Abt

Miss Dewey.
6. Notturno, for Clarinet and Horn Balatka

Messrs Wiesenbach and flierwirth.

7. Trio, from "One night in Grenada." Kreutzer
Miss Dewey, Mr. Sabin and Mr. Dochez.
lAn Intermission of a few minutes),

8. Overture. "Jubilee." Weber

The Chicago Philharmonic follow the good exam-

ple of the Brooklyn (N. Y.) society, of placing an

analysis of the Symphony upon the inside of the

programme.

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF THE

L ^A. T E S T Js/L "CT S I C

Publiiahea by Oliver DitHoii & Co.

Vocal, with Piano Accompaniment.

Is that mother bending o'er me. Ballad.

J. C. Johnson. 25

One of the sweetest ballads of the war, and
deserves more than a passing notice.

A soldier hoy of Rixteen years of age has been
wounded, and lies at the point of death in a hospital

at Washington. He is hourly expecting the arrival of

his mother, but she dops not come. Finally he mis-

take.s a kind lady, who is bending over him, for the

expected one, addresses her by tbe endearing title of
'* mother " and, throwing his arms around her neck,

apparently calmed and satisfied, breathes his last.

The music is simple, and adapted to the touching

words. Sing it to your friends who have sons or

brothers in the army.

Far away, my thoughts are far away.iI/7-s. Bloede. 25

Jcannie Wilton. Scotch Ballad. McNaughton. 25

A pretty ballad, by a composer of acknowledged
merit.

Father of all, whose circling arm. T. Bissell. 25

Instrumental Music.

The Princess Alexandra's Band March.

-5. G(ovei\ 40

A pretty composition, notnoisy. but neat andsweet,
named from the fiancee, (now probably the wife), of

the Prince of Wales. Not difficult. Good for learn-

ers. Tt is illustrated with a charming vignette of the
future Queen,

La Dame Blanche. Bouquet of Melodies, No.
49- Beyer. 50

Probably no opera ever brought out was more popu-
lar, in the first days of its repTe-tjentation. than Boiel-

deau's Dame Blanche; and its wild and beautiful

melodies have been favorites from that time to this.

Beyer's Bouquet contains a number of these airs, with
the usual modulations, one air being in the unusual
5-4 time. Of medium difficulty.

Un Eallo in Maschera. Potpourri. F. Beyer. 25

A good thing to keep and play, as a memento of the

Masked Ball, which has been lately given in a number
of our cities.

Books.

CzERNY*s Studies of Velocity. In three

parts, each 50

Complete, in boards 1.50

These studies are generally regarded as the very
best for the purpose designed ; that is. to develope the
agility, the power of playing quick music, which lies

dormant in an untrained pupil's fingers. Each book
should be learned to play slowly, and then the time in-

creased, week by week, until each study is played at

tbe rate of from twelve to sixteen notes in a second,

or, finally, the whole three books in half an hour.

Mdsic bt Mail.—Music is sent by mail, the expense being
about one cent on each piece. Persons at a distance will find
the conveyance a saving of time and expense in obtaining
supplies. Books pan also be sent at the rate of one cent per
ounce. This applies to any distance under three thousand
miles; beyond that it is double.
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-8 7 y ^̂
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tidings to Zi-on, Say un - to tlie ci - ties of Ju - - - dah, be - liold,

f^=^'^ rT~rw=-^=^=c ^y^iTV V=V' ->^ ^^ i
/-

tidinffs to Zi-on, Say un - to the ci - ties of Ju dali, be hold, be-

j=-^'
. U^l^^

hold, the glo - ry of the Lord, ... of the Lord,m^^ • i'x^iLLuij^^^^ ^
hold, the glo - ry of the Lord, ... of the Lord, the

±=t=r,—r ^
bold, the glo - ry of the Lord, ... of the Lord
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$ y 1—1- ^H iH=
the glo - - ry of the Lord. is ris - - en up-

^m^m m^^^^
i;lo - ry of the Lord. IS ris en up-

P^5^^:^g^ffi==a JM -̂, .J -^=^
tlie glo - r3' of the Lord

.

13 ris - - en »ip-

7 ? r- -f-
-9 '—

the glo - ry of tiie Lord en up-

thee.

^y^-^^
§j

on thee.

i thee.

m&:
thee.

^^^^^^^
ite

t:!^
H« m-

-y

—

»- ^
*--

^ 1
I I

1 I I I I 1
I I I 1 I Tf̂

W^ TTTXX^ ^



No. 10. FOR, BEHOLD, DARKNESS SHALL COVER THE EARTH.
Isaiah, Ix. v. 2, 8.

tn :^;=:;;= 1—CC3-REGIT.
Accompanied.

Andante

J- = 80. V jzigffbiisssd is±±r
~^ — -d d J^^-J-

r~
-p—*—«

—

e-
J^ I

m^^^^^=n 5s m :H=^^: -r—

?

p=^^^tt^
and gross darkness the people

;

V=^
and gross dark-ne«8 tlie people : but the Lord shall a-

g"r-rrrinntz!to=T#EE;3=i;^E^5EJg^F^
and the Gentiles shall come to thy lit;ht, and kings to the brightness of thy ris - ing.

^^^̂ ^^̂ ^^̂ ^^1̂ =^^
m-^Ti^-iam Hi /77^^^^
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No. 11

ARIA.

THE PEOPLE THAT WALKED IN DARKNESS.

IsSiah, IX. v. 2.

Lakguktto.

\
LAEGHETTO. <,

^•=126

^± y tT

-^.
^{5

^ ^

-^ ^-— 1
"~ ^ I Crcs ff*" mf

The

^S
J*

gggj^^li^i^^Pi^

^^s^£^^teia^-^^q^^^?^N=4^^i^^-e *-

pco - pie that walk-ed ia dark - - - nesa, that walk-ed ia dark - - - - ness, The

'^^^^^m
£Efe^-^^P-N^EfeS^^

l^^g^^^^U > ^fTf77-^£;:^rrf7T^
peo - pie that walk - ed, that walked in darkness, have aeen a great light, have seen a great light,.

.

f^m^m^u=i=m^mm̂
g|¥r^^^PF^'^ rJ i r.rffr^^

P-- *
:2=e:

fe B_o /C ^^^^:=Nlr=^^ 2q^^3^

^fffi=^

The people that walk-ed, that walk-ed in darkness, have seen a great light.

S^^l^^^^^^^^
nf

g^^^^^^f
S ag^•i-j—

^

jT^ryv ^



m S^SESEEfcEEfeS:

JS If -fi-

S$^^3
The peo - pie that walk-ed, that walk - ed in Jark-uess, that walk - ed in dark-

1^
-^""W-

=^,==i=::t=:t-^S,
I

"
I I 1

1

^^z^^d^^ ^*^1^
m^^^^^^^^^^^ '=tfi*-=^

m S=^=fe^=bl=fe:^fe^^^amtz "m^^^Se p̂i—"- 2=^-=5^!i=± ^ntz^i -V

—

'ti-

neas, The peo - pie that walk-ed in dark

±:

"^^
-?-<*- g3^ES2^=^E^3gg

±=5^ ^r 1^=^=^- s
ness, have

I I-

)\^^^^^^k^^^ .̂

r^^^Jpf ff
iS^E

^^

S^^fc:

seen a great light, have seen a great light,

.

EfeiEEfe^^5EiES3EEfe

a great light, have

sq=^:S?=J

:^—HW- ^ 3^-^—r-

^e—•—s^--^fi:zfc=^ ^^^fe
seen a great light

;

And they that dwell, that

^^P^^^^^^^^
^1 * a.

fe
' '

' ' ' ^-^ ^
^?=S=^i^»—(t-

t=t i^ =S=2z

^^^^^^^^m ^s.

dwell in the laud of the aha dow of death. And

sttfe

^

—

f=*-
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i;##E^^e^^^^^fei¥^^^S^Eg=3
they that dwell, that dwell in the land, that dwell in the land of the shadow of death...

i W^^'T^
i^^^^^-^s^^^^^

-k-
=t=S-

H|E
j'-ttt ^ I

g~
=r-=^=r

i^^—M*-
iitz fi£-#-i?- 3^e£:i^

np - on them hath the light shin - ed, And

\

n -i«-*#=-e:

fm^m̂ ssfS^ t̂e=*; Si^^E^
h .eijr^i*^
e—r-»tt-

-!« *=^

:z.^r^r-4.-T

1
F f mf

ii|E
-*-•-*— I—t*-

=^P:
-ti^i^ -i—•-

i^^i^^^S-^ ^^^^=^

they that dwell, that dwell in the land of the sha - dow of death.

^g
np-

gs liti^d^fe:

it ^a 3^ -^

on them hath the light shin ed, up - on them hath the light

^^E^^^^̂ ^ m̂f^^ m̂^m
^^^=iE^^^^j^sEj^: Q̂^H^
iiit

shin - ed.

,p^E=^^^ m̂^^^^^^f^mf

§1\-
-Ik^"^ ^m ^i^ I



14

No. 12.

Soprano.

Alto.
(or 2nd Treble).

Tenoie.

41

FOR UNTO US A CHILD IS BORN.

CHORUS. Andanti! Allegro.
Isaiah ix. v. 6.

ANDANTE
ALLEGRO.

J = 138.

^
fc

PK^

9fe

K m/"

^3
^_2_

rL^:
ftttii

r=vTi? ir*^ s ri-»i* s rW^^^"^""""-

tt^XsTvws VtjJkiiri'.J"' klfivc^^fUA^ pSTrar^wl ^^Ur^

b?^EE

m^^^Ei^^i||g^B=E
For un-to lis rt cliild is born, nn-to ns

piE

r 1 7 wtiri-'n^^

^ &#£^g A
^iEf

m^^^^=^=m3E3Emmw

I

given, un-to us a son is given,

iu^
-o—a^ mMi

-'/-U-v =-

For un-to us a child is horn..

^
tE^:^fE^=fctS ^^E

W?=iA=p=^
For unto us a cliild is born, un - to

pie

i^^p^^^fctep
1^ ^=^^g^F=^̂ ^^i^g^^ii



4a IS

^-t^^^^^:^^^g^g
I iP=

For un-to

fe -
-

,^^^ ^ ^ - ; r r-M^r r

a aon is given, un - to us a eon le given,

„ ,
i r°-i

I

^ J^ I

°
I
H^ J J r

•> T f=^B-^ r

mfSt^oiiL^̂ :^^!^
and the government shall

P^=P
un-to us a son 13 given.
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^̂̂tS 2EEi ^^^m4 j^-

?—i^

and the gov-ern-meut sball be up- on liis elioul

i
fi=e^^^=^=^^^ m^

*
be np-on liis slioul der,

g=^^=E.^=^^SBe
vi^ "^5

^ =^

i ^^^^^^^^9
del*, up-ou his shoulder, and his name shall be call - ed

>f:r±-f^=P^ i J- J- j"^m.^»T—«-

"ind the government shall be up-ou his shoulder, and his name shall be call - ed

i ^B=i
^ v=y=

and his name sball be eall-ed

^^^^-^,:^̂ ^rrT=^^^^^^^̂ ^^f^^=^
and tlie gov-ermnent shall be up-on his shoulder, and his name shall be ca1l-pd

e^ ^ 5=^^* « ^
-l^—

^

i y—v-

f Won-derfiil !

m
Coun-sel-lor

!

the Mighty God ! the Ev-er - last-ing Father ! the

m 5^^^^^=^=^
:^t4^^^*

¥
-o—a—#-

-»—&-

f Won-derfal

!

^i
Coun-sel-lor

!

the Might3' God ! the

'fP=^=^ eeS^f^^^
Ev-er- last ing Father

!

_e e
the

t=f?E^=5=S^^3-t^t*- -^^-^

^l|

/ AVon-derfnl

!

Counsel lor

!

-t

the Mighty God ! the Ev-er -last-ing Father ! the

U^r^^^^ ±=Sz -&- ''i^=^

) aha Lili:aa=-!±;
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I
l=F^^
1 I X

Prince of Peace

!

M^=^=i m±-irt^ 3EE=^
W ^ -*—*—*—*—*—# r ?—tv

Prince of Pence ! uutu us a cliild is boru unto us

i
w~r ~F

4:
^t^

Prince of Peace !

g^^^^g^^^P^gj^^
For nn-to us a child is born

m3^^=p=^^eeb

S-f-^%1^^=t=^g ^^^ 3^ ^
I

P^ TP? W—»—€-,-"—

«

^^g^S^^S r 7-

..-^iz
iH^I ^^^ ^•^^PP I

* r d-=^^

*^ nn-ln ns a s*ni is triv'n.

I
uu-to U3 a son is giv'n,^ ±

j=^=j^'-i,^^^^4gp^^|5
given, and the gov-ernmeut shall be up-on bis shoul - -

^^w
m :^

^=^^E^atFi^

p
un - to us a son is giveh;^^^ ^^^^

.tJH^^^g nm r r r

^¥=?=F^ ^-

I f^^¥ Se
and his name shall be called

I
:ti=ti3^p; ^^ff^^ ¥^9^

der
;

and his name shall be called

T=r^ b I y
f;

and his name shall be called

5* :^
^f^^Ê ^E^m^^^^^^^m^^^S^^^^

and the government shall be up-ou Iiis shoul

0=^^^M^

der
;

and his name shall be called

m^^'^Wf
^^F^^=r=f=^ O-j^rr^-^
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/ Won-derful

!

^ Ti—P-

Coiiusellor

!

^^^[gE^^g^S^
te^

the Mighty God! the Ev-er- lasting Father! the

^ Eady^
-̂'rsaj^^^

/ Won-derful

!

Counsellor

!

I
^ the Mighty God ! the Ev-er- lasting Father ! the

t^=f^ T-f—»^-

/ Won-derful! Counsellor

!

Mii'h;

3=^=«^pztpr^^^^^ ^^
thelliglity God! the Ev-er- lasting Father! the

^^^ A^*-!*-

Prince of Peace

!

For un-to

g^g^T=Mfefe^t=5=

* Prince of Peace ! unto us a child is born,^ ^^r=g:^^ti:
Prince of Peace

!

For un -to us a child is born,

,r-! JTn *T . ^ _
. I I I I ^

.

^T=Tf&^^mi^mx-m^^^m
B^^^aEei;
un-to us

ispas
ns a child is born

I ^ r 7r S P=p:

PE
-4?^

un -to us a son IS

^^EEEE^^ 4^=?=

un -to US a eon is given.

^ V 1 f^
m^^

Ii^
f

7 u^ y^r '^ 1*^ ztc
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w
ĝiv - en,

^=h.^M
19

-p—^^
and the gov-emment shall

w -y

—

V-
P=^^^~.:^

^\
-F^ ^B—!•*•*

—

!;iv-en, and the gov-ernment shall be np-on his shoul - der

m

w
I

A.m ri n-
el T—^—g'-|-

r=^^==^
o*zz:jt̂ = 5̂^F

V—a—-—v-rfr——
'-=^f

r
tiz x=g-z=?± ^^ =R
© f—1>^

i
bo up - on his shoul der

;

and his

5=^i^^-fe#r?=^zr- iNl

and the gov-ern-ment shall be np-on his shoulder ; and his

w =r=^

9^t ^^^i 1?-
. f: r #^ and his

m-V—

and the gov-ernment shall be up -on his shoulders ; and hie

^g
9 t= ^ rirl Jl

^^^^^^^^ ^ zJ

f=F=

5=JziEi SP ^ -/-
-»^—/^ Ll^

name shall be oal - led / Won - der-ful

!

Conn - eel-lor

!

^^^^^^^^r a
Coun- sel-lor!name shall be cal - led / Won - der-ful

!

fei ^^f-^e—g *---?-
t=p=tz=tz

-^»-

*
name shall be cnl - )cd / Won - der-ful ! Coun - sel-lor

!

Pedals. Ij 5
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•-' (Iio M;<,-1>(-i.' rin.^ I fliA "Rv - pv - last", -in(i- Fn. . f.lip.v ! Pi-inpfi nf Ppptlie Mighty God! the Ev - er - last-ing Fa - ther ! Priuoe of Peace

!

«- a— <r tf J a— —t J-h=ir=hi^EEEEE^E^E^,
the Mighty God! the Ev - er - last - ing Fa - ther ! Prince of Peace I

It
I

It
'

-J 1 TZlA.^^ EE
E£

•—

^

tlie Mighty God

SE^^^^^^
the Ev - er - last - ing Fa - ther ! Prince of Peace !

1^ ^ ^ ^-

£ V V

the Mighty God ! the Ev - er- last -ing Fa - tlier
!

Prince ofleace! un-to

^^fll
fel^^K4=^—j

—

\\i
j=

i3!=2z
5: S

S^^^^^-^^^^^^^
For un - to ns a child is born,

.

For un - to us a child is born,

.

^̂ ^^^^^^=^^^^ ^^
For un - to us a child is born, un - to us a son 18

^^^^^ Zp^,=!p:^=^=^=zt=:^ ^=±
lis a child is born, un - to iis a child is born, un - to iis a son i-s

£^"^xrr~f'^
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te ti^ ^-^H^U^
I
1=

gov-ern-meut, the gov-ern-ment shall be up- on hia shoul

^^^M
2isfe

der
;

and the go7-em ment shall

m^^-W^^- B ^W- ^ 5^t=s.
and the gov-ern-ment shall be up-on his ahoul-der

; and the gov-em-meut shall

m^^^Ĥ ^s^̂
and the gov-ern-ment, the gov-ern-ment shall

pi^ ^E^i^i^S



22^^w -?—
f-

49

t t ^^ :t
^ ^

Prince of Peace ! tlie » - er - last - iug Fa - ther ! the Prince of Peace!

IŴ ^^^^=±i=H==^^'==^
^ S3 :t:

—a
Peace

!

Prince of Peace ! tlie Ev - er - last - ing Fa - ther ! the Prince of

^ ^ I-^—^ ^^ ^P --/-

Prince of Peace! the Ev - er - last - inj; Fa- thor! tlie Prince of Peace!

t=f^ ^^» -»

—

— '-^

i
-0—*

—

o—•-

g
*fej »

—

a—»- ?--t^i=7=^
~i—i—f!- -^-w-*-

f̂^ J*- Tl^

i
Pi

^

fe

!eJ

^^f^i'TMm^
^ #

^c^

i
i i

«

F -, - -^
I . I 1 I . I 1

' 1 I^^^^^
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No. 13.

LARGHETTO

PASTOR A.L SYMPHONY.
ir^^^^^mds

Z Q ^^^^m
8va.

fTfrF=fF^
S* I t'

^^^^^^9^ ?-^ -^——P-T
-^H^-r

-e—=^- S-^ /

iJij^SAte a^?^
PE B^ fiJ > ra*^a

:fe?;
:?=f

•^ 1^

Sf^ff^^^ li^=f^^^5=^=^

^ ^^1S—

^

^
^^-A-HJ

^^ii^ <9 =- -S>—=-

^-MjMuMhkMMhri^m^m^^^f3f±^̂f-~-%^f~-^»gfcfif

^m^m^
pp

'-i

UM^^Sd^m^EMkMk^mE^M^ms^ms m̂^^^^t^^^^r cf tns
^ - J • 7 7 1^^ ^

I ii^Efeifc^£;:j. fe^^^feia^g'^^^=^ *-;-

lei I
* • *- iS

pfef^ ^^
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No. 14. THERE WERE SHEPHERDS ABIDING IN THE FIELD.
Luks ii. T. 8.

REGIT.

ACCOMP.

i

3^ '^ J' ; r- ^ ^=f;
There were shep- herds a - bid - ing in the field,

W
iS

8vi.

m
keep -ing

watch their flocks by

i
night.

REGIT.

AND LO ! THE ANGEL OF THE LORD CAME UPON THEM.
Luke, ii. v. 9.

ANDANTE.

J"
=88.

f-^f-^ P
^^ J-T-^r—f-T-rrfg^p^

=^=^
V i^ . i^-g-

and the glo- ry of the Lord shone round about them and they were sore a - fraid

I ^^^^m

^^
No. 15.

RXCIT.

ACCOMP.

AND THE ANGEL SAID UNTO THEM.
Luke, ii. y. 9, 10.

|BEH^>^=^Tr^ff^^jq^^^'p^^^
And the an - gel said un - to them " Fear not, for be - hold I bring you good

m^ fe
8vi.
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£=j^^^i=gEii^= ^̂=FF-nr=^^^i^^
ti - dings of great joy, which shall be to all peo - pie

;
for iin - to you is born this

f^ ¥ :^5^«!;^
?f*

^^ ifc

^-r=r^-f-r^=^^^M=-F=p^^^^^ii
day, in the ci - ty of Da - vid, 'a Sa - vior, which is Christ the Lord."

: L
fffe^ 1'^ :^ 3=J=^^ff£

1 ^m-^si

ISTo. 16. AND SUDDENLY THERE WAS WITH THE ANGEL.
Lnbe ii. v. 13.

REGIT.

Treble Voice.

ACCOMP.

J = 100.

w^¥ rid
And

inf Dim. p
Cello. • .0. M. Jt- M. M. M. M. M. M. M. M-^t=^

Vim.

P^^^^^EEg^^^E|E^^Eg=.r-p I r U
f̂-

d - den-ly there was with the an - gel a mul - ti - tude of the hear'nly host,

\
m ^#. *

££F^-i5- ^jr-TTCS FT
:£^

'
'

'
' '^ I I I

I



No. 17.

Soprano.

Alto,
(or 2n(l Treble).

Tenoke.

63

GLORY TO GOD.

23

CHORUS. Allegro. Luke, ii. v. 14.

Basso.

ALLEGRO.

J =80.

is -^ ^ ;s
/ Glo - ry to God, Glo - ry to God in tho high - est.

/ Glo - ry to God, Glo - ry to God in the bigh est,

§£|e
/ Glo - ry to God, Glo - ry to God in the high -

i^ ^
/ Glo - ry to God, Glo - ry to God,

^=n^xzQ=J^?^=^
/ Glo - ry to God Glo - ry to God,

^m is^zi • » -gf

^

^
V and peace on earth,

|rf
/Glo- ry to God, Glo - ry to God,

?tt ?-

P#^ —
'

—*-" g * * -SS-g-S-— *^& ^ ^—
71. ••.•.. .... '

1m m^r^^^
-rfji • »—i—£—fi »

ŝ rrr r
Glo - ry to God in the high - - - est.

ipfe^ ^*—&-
Glo - ry to God in the high - - - est.

-Tr-rir- ^Pi^ #--S-r-

f .and peace on earth.Glo - ry to God in the high - est.
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#—i-

1
/ good will towards raeu, towards men,

i
good will.

.

^M^=nf=rp,
. ji£^ 4̂^=̂

/good will towards men, towards men, goodwill to-warde men, to - wards

m ^^
/good will., towards men, to - wards men,

al^
(rood will to-wards

^^
Ifitt

/ good will to-wards men. good will., to-wards men.

I

^s^sS
J^

^—^—'f ^^^-19-

?-^—

r

=si^

^v^ Jl: feT^££ess^^ r !
#-

^^^^r^^^rS^ ^^s is=?=?: VM/-
towai'ds men, to - wards men. Glory to God, Glo - ry to God in the

m It 3^ g^^W
-\-

t-Jt:*: <-T

nif u, good will

.

towards men. Glory to God, Glo - ry to God in the

m ^^s ^ ^=^
w :=v=?

men, good will towards men. Glory to God,

m ^ -t^^
Glo - ry to God in the

^^E4m=^m ?:^-^& fc:^
=t42

good will towards men. Glory to God,

^B^i^siEk^i^s^m^mf^f-^f-r* ^

Glo - ry to God in the

L-d

mw s^
p and peace on earth,high

m
p and i>eaoe on earth.high

i
fee:

- est, &^
high J)

and peace on earth.

i;=^ TT7g3

\

S^fffCTMtejiii
pt

FeI rli
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mw m.
f good will, good will,

wmmi
good will,^S mt *—^^ * ' a-

f good will to - wards men, to vdswards men, good will, good will, good will.

/ good will. ... to - wards men, towards men, good will, good will,

ar^Z

good will,

«_

?E
good will. good will,

I

\

S^w ^ ^
good will to - wards men, good will to

i^^^
good will towards men, good will

.

to - wards men.^^^m ^
good will towards men,. . . . . . . good will to - wards men.

i>|_,. r^q^S^r^^
good will

.

to - wards men, good will to - wards men.

r^rr

mw

s

=1^
ft — ——-«-— -i*- ^ , -fc »•• si J-*--»i^ W J 1— -y —

V P PP M
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No. 18

AIR.

SopKANo Voice

ALLEGRO.

REJOICE GREATLY, DAUGHTER OF ZION.

Zaohariali, ia v. 9.^ =P

Szck
m-m^=¥fi^m^̂^^m^MMr^

J= 96. fj^igas g -I—

|-f=^-ff

^^Mmm
^m ^^F^gPI

I
'^=^

=r^^=^\^^̂ ŝ p^Sm
Eejoioe, rejoice, rejoice.

S^ s^
^# ^^ ^^E2^^3^

=ffff^ ^T^=f=r=^ f ;>

E^'^i^;_,;_,^^-^ -^ -a-r

greatly re-joice, O daughter of Zi - on !

J_^^ U_^ ^_^

< mf p mf \ \-—

-

H-^-^^-"^^^^r=^-^7^a^^itir±

fifc^=^P^g?^^^
\

daughter of Zion ! rejoice, rejoice rejoice.

Sit :fc=n::.zJ E^i
£EE^?=^EEa^ ^ =F=f=f^—i pS ^^^ =£: ^^^

(I
J—

4

^ t-f-T
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i S^^SSl^ IP
O daughter of Zi- on ! Re-joice. . . . greatly, sliout,

P^

fejs-ggia^^i^g^^^
ms9 ^

gE^|^-?-^=b=^^=¥=gE^ =t

i
fcitritczfcztz^

^ ^3 fc^ *-
• 9 a^-

ii

daughter of Je - ru - sa- lem !

\>^m^^'-
i^=£g'^^r= ^k^^feg

Be-hold tliy king cometh un - to thee.

ri^—V-
-a'^^—a- ^

^
7)lf

f=f=f=fsrr=f=T^

t^
J 1
^^

m/"

i£^ SE5 ^^EE^

i ^^g^^^P^^^
Be - hold thy king cometh un - to thee, . . coraeth uu - to thee.

\
Eg ^ ^i^ ^m^

^^^
^^^^^

He is the

Fp^-^^iS^^EE^g

Ŝ
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^/fgg^fe ^^-^fW^terf:^^^^^!
tcous Sa - viol', and he shall speak peace unto the hea

1
Vlf I p I

« ^
J^-

i ~a-—4-i-g- ^spr Ff=7b=t^ ^fc=iv

^
- then, he sliiiU speak peace. he shall speak peace, peace, he shall speak

^^5=
'f=

ŝ^=^ ;^

^5=^=g^^^=filF7 g£ri=t^^^^^ g r 7

peace, unto the hea
^ EEStfciii

then. he is . . . the righ - teous

^^^^^^^^^^^^=^^^^
-r

^

r St_

.^^^^^
*—

^

b=»=t ^^^ -^> y 7 , -f-f- ^:Q2=Jt
V=l?=?

Sa - Tior,

^^tste

and he shall speak, he shall speak peace. peace,

i
^l3^^fc£^^f^^^B :^ZZ S •<L-^- ^

^ f^^ ^ g

Im
he shall sjieak peace uu- to the hea - then.

i-~-p—n /T\ /T\ ^ tempo.

^^r
i^
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t~^ 1 j^ '--^^^^^^^T^^
re - joioe, re - joice re - joioe greatly,

^r^^^yn^^^rt=t^f=^iiiimm^^ ^=in—r^iB3EEEEE

j/ ^ 7j-rpg^P^f^ffl^^^^^g^ggg:
re - joice

.

(pg^ ^^^-j t' I J y ^ ^^
r ^

^9^d^=^

I
fcc ^^ r 7 ^ ^t:^=^ ^^

i
great-ly,

J

O daugh - ter of Zi - on shout, O daughter of Je-

-^-4- :^^'^^^^m^^^
mf^̂ Sf^-\yn̂ i^^

^ Hq^i^=^ ^fe.^^^^^^
-^^-

T 7 r

. ru - sa - lem ! Be-hold, thy king cometh un - to thee, re - joiee

rf^Tfg^^^Sri=i:
f^

I 1^ r*^ U-j.^• ^

ip
fc^

^=7r ^^?^ ff==^

re - joice, and shout.

I

* ?* <

r T .rr ^
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^^̂ ^gggP^Pfga^
shout, shout, shout, re-joice .• greatly,

I
si f

f̂ nrnzn

M tgs^^^^^ t=f;^^S

ii

Re-joice great - ly, O daugh-ter of Zi - on, shout,

J-

O daughter of Je-

^rT?Tjt^s 3^3^

!

—fi^—f--— :ir^
jJ^ MuimniMn^ate

^ij#?.;^ ^ Jb=fcg-g-f^—

^

Sigg^^^EE

\

- ru-salem ! Behold thy king cometh un - - to thee, behold thy king com-eth nn - to

^mm^^&&n^^m
i ^^?^^^ ^^^=^ nf—y- ?—f r ^ -

V—*—

^

thee.

p^^^ m̂^^^w^^f^^mmr7
^ -^ht-f-=^

P

I

1^I^eM^
tr

3=S

r=r^^»ggMg^ TT

^ a^i^EEfe^
7^^^

*-^ ^
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-JSTo/IQ; then shall the eyes of the blind be OPEN'D.
Isaiah, xxxv. v. 5, 6.

REGIT.
BapKANO Voice.

ACCOMP.

(" 1 / ; J^
r r

t^ ^m^ ^
^

Then shall the eyes of the blind be o - pen'd, and the ears of the deaf unstopped, then

S
p"^

^E ^^
|=^"-=^^^=^^^-t=M^i r^ ^i

shall the lame man leap as a hart, and the tongue of the dumb shall sing.

TSTo. 20. HE SHALL FEED HIS FLOCK LIKE A SHEPHERD.

ARIA.

Soprano Voice.

LARGHETTO.

J'=126.

^
Isaiah xl. v. 11.

He

&mm^.

Legato throughout.
rpf»Ffi^f^

^'t!"i J1J__J grrtf-^r r
^ i'\iif=^f-M(^

m mf^fTfwm^^^^^^^
shall feed his flock like a shep - - herd, and he shall ga - tlier the lambs with his arm,

f^^fffftfir My ^-H'c-f^jV'f^=f=^f=^

sn^r ^r£?-^^J^ J ^it^^
g^3 ^^^^fri^-^r^^3=£g^^p

with .... his arm, He shall feed his flock like a shep - herd, and he shall gather the

Wfm J . iJ-^j-
-•^H«#t!
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ifeS:feEie =¥^^I^S1?^4^ -r-*-T5^ =ta= ^E^

i

Iambs with his arm, with his arm,

ii&g#i^ii
and car - ry them in his bosom, and

^ I

r=i:f=^ff

p^^^^^ M̂^ms^^mrfm^f^tmrr^M
gently lead tliose that are with young, and gent - ly lead, and gent - ly lead those that

z^

^f^
i^^^ i^S=^^=-^-?-T-

^St ^^g^^^r7r i^

are with young, Come un - to him all ye that la - bor, Come

ffS^

gig -riTi^^^^ £^^^^P
^~#-=—»-#- ^

un - to him j-e that are hea-vy la-den, and he will give you rest. Come un - to him all

^^
t

Ores.

|^^g3=gig^r-^f i

rci^g^E^^p.5U^
je that la - bor. Come iin - to him )-e that are heavy la - den, and he will give you rest.

Pu
m- nVt-*-

—i-^

—

>
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(

M¥ fc ^si!•—

Les^alo ihroughout.

m^^umMM
Take liis yoke up- oq you, and learn of him, for he is meek and

^m^ ^̂^^^^mi. t-

^AM
FnTfr^F-r=f-TfTrfT^T^r

^^^
7 r 7r 7

¥^'=^=f=r=^ ^m ^fc£SEzxrpo: =r 1=

I

low - ly of heart, and ye shall find rest, and ye shall find rest \m -to. .. your souls.

3^ fesaaU^^hh^

^ J ^J /i^^i ^^_ £ Ores.

^ t^r^T

i ^^^B i^f-=—i-

:^=^ m
Take his yoke up-on you, and learn of him, for he is meek and

m^^m^^^^m^^ J. i j. j-i^^
7 r 7r 7

gsg _^_!—a.

? ^^^^^^ f—»-i9-
:r^ ^^*

^i

low - ]y of heart, and ye shall find rest,

,

and ye shall find rest un - to . . . your souls

^J \^U
I

«-^^^^^^^^^^^ r=r=nf

\mUilIAIA^ mf

^ -i»- » fi

^

^3= 5SS «^
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No. 21. HIS YOKE IS EASY AND HIS BURTHEN IS LIGHT,
CHORUS. .—.^ -^ Matthe-w, xi. T.

Soprano

Alto,

tor 2d Treble.)

Tenoke.

BiBSO.

^tgai^gy^EgggWlffp^^&iLa^/li^

^ ™/ His yoke is ea - - - - - sy, liis burthen is light, his burthen, his

fe

i-fS

^^^^

fe^E^^
m/ His yoke is ea sy, his burthen is light, his burthen is

iSfe ^m\
mf Ilis yoke is

i
r—tr

Ljij LLg Si

i iiijat
i
'Q^̂ i

|fej
his burthen is light, his burthen is^

bur-then is light.

^^^^^^ 11

his bur- then is light,

m ^^m^-^^ffli'j-j ^-itf^-^—

^

light, his bur-then, his burthen, his bur -then is light, is light,

"m^^^f̂ ^B^^^^
¥̂^ pfe^=5 ig

sy, his bur-then, his bur - then is light,

" »-*-f-

•

a t'f: *_* . •

—

m • ? ->
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^^s^=----^\^^^^^^^$^
$

biw - tluniis light, his burthen, liis bnr - then is lii;lit.

3e
t±

HIe

f

$
i9s

his bnr- thenis liglit,

^ =^==? ±
his bnrtlien is light.

9t^—T^JE^EEfc^^EC-^^
is liglit.

3

i

his burthen, his bur - then is ligiit,

J" r

Plis yoke is

s^l
y-^^ '^ T' r -^ I

^^ g^^g
^^Sf^^^-^^^te^^^

I
yoke. . is ea sy, his bur - then is light. His

fe3E-3Ej^^g^r r T~r^^ESg^S is^itwk

his burthen is light, his burthen, his bur - then is light.

i ^^g^^^^
»teE

His Yoke . . is

- ey, liis bur - then is Jight.

fei!»d"a;

^t ^33S S F*= i^^=^i

*^ T7(.L'D to <m. ~ _ . .. _ _ ai7 liic liiii-.t-KiiTi lo liirltf.j'oke ... is ea sy, his bur-then is liglit.

r_^l^
His yoke . . is

^^ ^^=t^^^E^^^^S"^^^^!^'^^^
sy, his burthen is liglit, his burthen, his bur - then is light.

S ^^ ie:/L_^

^^^
^^i^

i^i

i :sti

S5iffl|:
his bur-then is light, His yoke is ea

^^mm
^=^^^

11=^

^ i
XTT'tZil^

^^^m
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liejlit, his bur - then is light,

^^^ H^^g^^^^^^^^m his burthen, his bur- then is light,

9^^fefe^f$E^^^^|g^^E£7X^Zgg^|^^
burthen, biB Ijr.r- then, his burthen, his bur- then is light, His yoke is ea

id̂ J^^J:^—p-S. gf^

¥ P_^IP a-
'

^y^ r r _ 7^
^S^T!?^ "T^^

ss

«—aJ-« J '
1 # ^~^

' ' M -h « 3^J=^N^ ^

-«-SlHg;"^^-4-

^^^^ ^^=0^
^ 7 r 7bS P

^
burtlien is light.

--=—tf I.

his burthen is light,

t:=^
his burthen, his

S^^^i^^^ X f-'- ^ -"ho^-d-

i <-i^-

his burthen is lic^ht, his burthen is light, his burthen is
m i* . 4 :^ > ^

-fl—

b

3—=^'' ^-r* • ^^^P ? 7'

his burthen is light,

ifi^SE^
f-a /fct

is light. his bur - then ia

^£S^^^£P^ V r -¥^-.^ 3^ r 7

jtS3
his burthen is light,

r

S3?E

;lit, 13 ugjht,

"•«=—I

—

fi—I—*-4

his bur - then is

:im ^ _? 1j^.sEg
§ ^^^^fSi^^E^^^^P^P^EE^
9^^ >.>^^ ^^^&

UJ:rc: 3£ ^^^ fet i
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^g"-^^^1^^^^ ¥ ^^^^
burthen, his bur - then, his bur then is light, His yoke ia

^^fS^ ^̂^EtLi_ir^=;^̂ m^^=m^

I

light, his burthen is light, his bur then is light. His yoke is

i ^S r^-d^i^C:^^0-f^ E^
1^,

S
light. is light, his bur

=^=^ ^^
then is light, Hie yoke is

^gfSg^e^gg.^[f I
g-

)
Mfc^lJ-^S^S
r7~F"^

sy, and his bur-then is ligl

^ ^TT"F=r#S
ght, his yoke is ea - sy, his burthen is

J- J- 7 ;' Jj J
J;^j||Ej:gizJHg^^S

ea - sy, his yoke is ea - sy, his burthen i ligEt^ his yoke is ea - sy, his bnr - then is

E±£m mk ^ -*-•- ^^^&^^ ~[
/

ea - sy, is ea

^^g^frrm^gf&^f^g^^
sy, his bui'then is light, his yoke is ea - sy, his bur - then is^m:#=#

^

?

s

r
—

r f It. ^^t-^-f^^,-f-s ^
light, his yoke is ea - sy and his bur

^=g J^ I J J J J ^
then is light.

ffir^T-7
light, his yoke is ea - sy, and his bur then is light.

i ^-»—(*-

bur
:1=t

light, his yoke is ea - sy, and his then is light.

i^ E± ^
^^=g ^^ ^z^dJrHWl

^i^#4 i 4:1

i

J
s



PART SECOND.
No- 32. BEHOLD THE LAMB OF GOD

CHORUS. Largo. John i. T 02.

SOPIUKO.

Alto.
(n Znd Treble).

Tenoke,

Bass

LARGO.

ŵ
'f i y=

^ Be-

^3E ^^
BelioM the Lamb of^

i^

fp^^-S-^
^^^^^^^^^^

r t ^g^^^a ^J
hold the L.inib of God, Be - hold the Lamb of God, that tak - cth that

w^-^^ifm^iu^^ i^
1^

God, Be' - hold the Lamb of God, the Lamb of God,

^====^=P=^=^
=^=^=J^^ k

that tak - eth a -

-^? ?-

Be - hold the Lamb of God, the Lamb of God,

-i^lSiX=^
that

^'^ ' ' Jli;^̂ ^ ^ :tt
tBe-hold the Lamb of God,

i^Eg^Lj-f^
e - hold the Lamb of God, that

^^N -^^—h-^m w f^^"7~n!

^ --i-.—

^

^ m^ Wt f ^^-*—^-^

•^ tab- _ ntli n .

m ^=?=^
7 i^ P -^

i
tak - eth a - way the sins of the world

m=k=^
Be - hold the Lamb of

^m,^ E t5Z=l5

i^NN^

I
way the sins of the world : Be-hold the Lamb of God,^ the Lamb of

^m ^ g^l ± i^ ^^=g^

tak^ etii a - way the sins of the world : Be - hold the Lamb of God Be-

^=f^ -&-
4s=^i -9—v^

tak - - eth a - way the of the world

:

1^-E^ ^ r

l=F^ ^^
)
ase;^ Q"r-=ff

ru^ iT:i —•— ^
Pedals Sua ieJom
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teifiT^-TT-T^^Ete^j'. rrj^m^^^^T^^
God, tfie Lamb of God, of God, the Lamb of God, tliat tak - eth a - way the

Im j^;^#bfe=^ mm^ It:^ zizzt-—s ?
God,

^^^^^^
Be - hold the Lamb of God, the Lamb of God, that tak - eth a - way the

rrti^-JNSEEE^*:
f

hold the Lamb of God, Be - - hold the Lamb of God, that tak - etU a-way the^ ^ ^^5^ =1^ 1f.—r^-teK ^E^-¥ 1^

Be - hold the Lamb of God,, that tak - eth a-way the

I
^^^=r?^F^ ^^^^

sins of the world, of.
iA-—ijL—

?

the world: Be - hold the Lamb of God, Be

Bins of the world, the Bins of the world : Be - hold tlie Lamb of God, the

:±zl

of the world, the sins of the world : Be - hold the Lamb of God, the

^ ^=T~^' ^-^¥^m ^^ =^=t ^^^=v^g^?=t
EE^̂^li^f

m f=f—r+^g^ ^^ f,
—<^-z^_;^ ^

I

hold the Lamb of God, that tak - eth a - way

t
the sins of the world,

.

i=jvi»MJ^^p;=j
J j^j s^

m'J Tor,

Lamb of God, that tak - eth a way the sins the

1 y \ D iJ^SE^
Lamb of God, that tak - eth a - way the

^P ^3^^^^^
i^

»-^^
J-J

i
J M:«=i=i

ss ^i»

—

ir^
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*

—

d ^—'-

9

^^mm
that tak - etli a - way

.

the ain8

E^^ ^IJg-^^T^^-?-7-

sins of the world, the sins of the world : that tak - eth a - way the

w
'^^^ETtzZ^̂ ^^ ^=^^m1sins of the world, the sius of the world

;
that tak - eth a -

iS^fe^^ :e ^3^ E^Sfe^i^—^>^

'^
v{?

g-

SXJ'L^B"?"^^"'̂
^S #F^^

=^: #̂—

o

-bg-. ^^^^ ^
^ • * n

EfczJSds^
I r-^^-JiJW1^1!t!« S P:^

of till? world. the sins of the world, that tak - - eth a •

^^m^s^ ^̂s=m^^ ^̂i^^̂ ===^m
sins. the sins of the world, the bids of the woi-ld, the sins of the world: that tak-eth a-

^fei^^^^te^^f^^^=g^m^^^^¥
m

way, the sins of the world, the sins of the world, the sins of the world ; that tak-eth a •

-^ ^
It a-iT^^-f-X:—T^—fi—ii—r^—^: 1X4-%^^=N^rE J 7 -^J ;^-h-

',<>—H:;—l^

way.
I-

tho sins of the world, the sins of the world, that tak-eth a -

A: i.=i^n=s^'^^^^^W^fW^^^^'^^W^
1^^^^ ^ - *^^^^^^w^^^ atzJSi^^^F^

^^^^
way tlie sius of the world.

J . a—F^I
ŵay tlie siua of the world.S i

-0—»-=-

>^7—?-
- way the sins of the world.

iI^S:
-^-<?-

-l>—!>—i-e-

fe! :£54jiJ^^ s^a i.a—fr
j-g a

^i^=^rra~^_jj
;̂
2rT

=^^^ ^ ^^^^PP3ii^
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No. 23, HE WAS DESPISED AND REJECTED.

ARIA,

Alto Voice.

LARGO.

J" = 72.

|fe
Isaiah, liii. v. 8.

^^^^^^^^i^^- -I^J^ s :^

ij^
^^

iWi ^^^ ^5^i£:5i^*^
He was despis-ed,

sii^gi.ii=i^ fi^t-ir-t-^-^^^^^^m-^ f?"^*

—

s~-—

»

(itt^
M^-

' 'r.r^s? ^^ttt -?—

^

s
^iji

j
>j.;^rn^'^^Mto^j^f---a^Ji^tat)i;

/+---^?^
- pised, and rejected, re -jeot - ed of men,M a man of sor - - rows a man of

^^
P^^^^^

j^^=p^y^JajiJ . i;gtijj;.j^'^jy^
rows, and ae-quainted with grief, a man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief.

I kzfc ^ :^
-^m
mp

:& ^ ^

^ ^j[J-^^g:J^^]^-^>V=i^
He was despis-ed.

A
re - jected.

Jl^^m^^^^
isfe gE^^K J Jlp[^^s;^!p1^^
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igA-^^rr^^-^-'^—^-^^'

^^^^^-JiT^^^^^ 3=^
He was des- pia - ed, and re-ject-ed of men, a man of sor-rows, and ac-quaint-ed with

rM ^^^^ iu^^_^ -<g- *
JfejiigaEa;

fe^^ajj^BM^jb4J=^^jig3^=^^^^
grief, a man of sor-rows, and ao - qnainted witli grief. He was des-pis-cd,

mP^S±5SESEi| s

^

-i^—''—4.

§^= i
? p;<

-1—p-

J "?^^s§ -*
I

pfe^E^^^^S^^B^^^igl^E^^^^^^^^
fez

re - jected,

g iEBESE^
a mail of sorrows and acquainted with grief, and acquainted with grief,

.

^m?—y-^^-i E^EiE
i-^f^'z.^^r^

T^Tj'

iiife0^ a BS£=t

suj ''^g^4-j^-j^ ^
man of sor -rows, and ac- qnainted with grief.

1 J a==fc^=fi^^^^^^^^^mI5ES53¥ «—^—•

—

0-
-» ~ * L-§ • >-&-

I

f^^ OiiuiXL-p
I ^W- =iH;j===tat:

-a^g^fe^^^^^^...^..^m
^ t££=Jto^U4
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}

^^i ' i j^ i' J:
^ â^E EjL=^^^

and his cheeks to tliem that plucked off the hair, and his checks to

i^^^^^^^s
^'--^

—

^-^T?^^^^^a^3=^^ ±=^
them that jjUick-ed of? tlie hail-, and his cheeks to them

-bH

tliat ]jluok-ed off the

eH^^^gil^^ •;«-•;*-

i^^g^^^g=^h^^=^g^
^3--^

73=^:3=

^fe^^^̂P-^"U^^ ^ £ -?—!v

hair, he hid not his face from shame and spit-ting, he hid not his

e d^ 7 ;:_ji_j»-*- ^ ^^#3

face from ehame, from shame and spit - ting.

^^^m^^^ :kz
-»—?-

=R=F
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No. 24=.

SOIRANO.

Ar.To.
(or 2nd Trelile).

Tenore.

Basso.

LARGO
I STACCATO.

SURELY HE HATH BORNE OUR GRIEFS.
CHORUS. Largo. laaiah, liii. r. 4, 5.

y-
mm
|fe

li

w=^'^^=^mi^=^^^

16W
-fcifcr:

'^

Efc

^-^^

fet^
i/

. tnnna ibb^m .^^^^

a

iS
B»-ei*-^

Se te S
p^^^g^

^^ ^^^¥s

i
Jr-aFfcg=3—^^—^:^gSe±^i ^^5^±
rlr^;

-nre-lv. snre-ly, he hath borne our griefs

i5=az
-Ott ft=2za -J' J.. I

and car - ried our sor - ro"ws,^
6ure-ly, he bath borne our griefs, and car - ried our sor - reSuro-ly,^S^^^^^^ c~rr i(.\

ISure-ly, snre-ly, he hath borne our griefs, and
J.^1 r

car - ried our sor - rows,



t5

^^^^^M^ rr^> \ r ll^
Suve-l3% snre-Iy, he hath borne our griefs and car - ried our Sor - rows.

^3 "7—

I

TK g^i=.j^4l^JEE^^^^ u ^
Sure-ly,

^fe^©
8ure-ly, he hath borne our griefs and car - ried our sor - rows,

?=^ ^ £ ^^
Snre-ly, ŝure-Ij',

=^
he hath borne

-A
our griefs and car - ried our sor - sows,

S!^^|^^.=fj^EEeTf=--^^^^^^^g|^ggiJlg=g
f5f,i ^^^:t.

fe
Nik- k^ b^iMnJ kiii ^ i r iii i

^—^— I-—

I

Im s s *—i»=5f
:ic

IS
he was woiinded for oiir transegressions ; he was

E5N>=^ib=j^sJ *
^
s

he was wound ed for our transgressions ; he was

^^^^r>^r—y
he was wounded for our transgressions ; he was

r~r-r^^=g^ ^ j._j:^
he was wounded for our transgressions ; he was

g^p-=-^^i^^ PB=r=FP=p^^f^:
^^ Ŝ -r r N ^ fe ^

Pedals 8va.

i!z=S=. gjcq^
ii

i
bruie ed, he was bruised for our

B=[J J L-^
quities ; the chas -

mm.d
_

*

%
bruis ed, he was bruised for our^^ i - quities

;

T^—^-^ ^
bruis - ed, he was bruised for our quities

;

the chas

t^ flf ^ 1^^^^ ^
bruis - ed, he was bruised for our

t=fc Hn^^^^zzt-Th^sTr^^^t
vn^
—

i

g 8
f-n

^
Si:
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^ m^
$

tiso ment,
*

the chas - tise ment^ of

5E5z
the chas - tise

^ r~tise

ment, the chas - tise meat

E^ ^
ment, the chas - tise ment

ai^'i^ fc
^

tlie chas - tise ment, the chas - tise - ment

Ped. 8va.

is
I

him.^
I

him.

a ¥^
ĥim.ŝ
him.

^^IBt^^m
I

'

l_ I m m»m I
I^ i ^^ 1^ ^S 1^ fe
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No. 25.

Soprano.

Alto,
(ir 2nd Treble).

Tenore,

Alla Brkve,

MODEKATO.
I= 88.

AND WITH HIS STRIPES WE ARE HEALED.
CHORUS. Alla Breve, Moderato.

^ aT

laaiab i'ii. v. 6
* 0-

And with his ^stripes we are heal - - - ed, And witli his

vFR^=^

Mk^-^
And with his stripes

m
s^=

:b,r-
^Af, p"

/''«/;.

^t^
1^ g) . J-

f^

I I

-« •-

§fte£

I ^W^=f^
stripes we are heal - ed, we are heal - ed.

m ^mi
^--^-

we arc heal
W^ =«ty:

ed,

^
And with his stripes we are

^
And with his ^stripes w,e are

iSi

^j-j-j-i-j^-J^ g#^m '^ m^^^fr^^^=fjTfY^^"\^^ f=^=rr
_ i» bd»Efe

ft"T7~r ri^^^ -Ug-

I*

And with his stripes we are heal ed. we are heal - - - ed.

S^
heal et

^S
ed.

^^^^S
heal And with his stripes we are

s 3=^ ^=i si o

^;^TT^-^ V^^^tJ^
And with his stripes we are

^d-^-^
I

Ta f-^ ^ r^fr^^Tr?"
» J M
^ nfr^ 3;^S5Ef



i
And with his stripes we are heal - ed,

78

And with his stripes

•p
I

|g

we ate heal

I^ ĥeal - ed, we are heal

9iij'F^'=H ^^^X^
ed,

mmmêN=5B EEEB5
heal ed, And with his stripes we are heal

feEJi^ dEii j=:ri-r4-^ I*=i,

w m ^3
f f f

9ji^=F=^ ^E ^Ŝ^Vi> r T ^ ^£ f—»-

I^^ ed,

I E^^fe 1 m *-»f

And with bis stripes we "are heal

fe Pff^^^^g^^
And with his stripes

• a , fi^^ho _(2
we are heal

isfê̂ R^^
ed.

fe3M̂-^ P^^^Efc

^^WP^^^ffff^^^rf^fP*
fc fr#=tf

r !•
1,

^^^rt^f^ffi^F^ =fe

^ m And with his stripes we are heal

r"^^ ^'^-—ta-N-^

Ife^

et

ii
fe

il'- [f

iS Bs rf=^ feto
Se

And with his stripes we are heal
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fe ^m
ed,

fe^ 3=B ^P *
And witli his stripes -we are heal

urn- ?-~^B- E IS p.

±±. ^^-'-M-t
ed, are heal

'J^-¥-9si-^5= he:

£
ed,. And with his stripes we are heal

Ft ^3i•-»-^-*-
? -^ p

Sfe
a-^-0-

,
M ' I P I P I

^ lA

tn
-^!—*--!*

^

g ^^^-^y4^p^^^-©-

And witli liis stri we are heal

u ^
- ed,

f^M-rM£E P—s-

p izt
ed. And with his stripes we are heal

W^ -^o-u t^ ed, And with his stripes .

.

we are

A—^A^=^^^^kA4^k^=^l^ ^^HSOL-

^rr^,^ J
I

T
ter^^^^tfrrfl^

i
f^^^^dt^n

I ^ ^

I
ed, And with his stripes we are heal

12=3=

And -with liis stripes we are heal - - ed,

I
\> h ^^3 g^ »- F

5-<g
' —i2.

ed, And with his stripes we are heal

^ \r
,

—
fT-H
ileal ed, And witli his

a wm.r'rr^
,; ,

/;,', ^T^Ij'rr r^r*T
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^1
ed,

^^^^^^=^=^=^^^^^ t̂r.i:ri s
And with his stripes we are heal

1»—l-f^^-^V-g-t^& ^^=s
ed, And with his stripes. .

.

npcs

s -es-

^-h-^ ^^
stripes we are heal

^1^^^g^^
r-r-f^^r^-^f^^

I

—
^1

^
^F I

I

^̂ aJ jg- ^^

^ ^S^P 1^

^^jg
And with liis stripes we are

m
ed.

I
K=^ ^=^ 1^S 1*^

s
are heal ed, And with his stripes we are

s&
ed, are heal

I
E^ S

ed.

^

=^=^

g#=^F^ :U^ ^
!r p B(a

•^ heal

ADAGIO.^S <=! g—^^

I
ed.

^T=^ ^=E ^^ w
I

And with his stripes we are heal ed.

-J J r> 1

^'

fe
heal ed.

s ^Frf^ i
-«

—

p- '— -^SI--'-Sl-H
And with his stripes we are heal ed

ADAGIO.

m^^^wwfrfr
S ^ \ a> ^
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No. 26. ALL WE LIKE SHEEP HAVE GONE ASTRAY.
CHORUS. Allkgeo MoDERATo. Isaiiih, ]iii. V. fl.

t-H m . 1 1 —
Soprano

Alto,

lor 2d Treble.)

Tenore.

ALLEGRO
MODERATo/

/= 152.

p^
Âll we like sheep,

-*:. . -* -*' -» <~- —

-

All we like sheep have gone ii-stray,

.

All we like sheep,

^pEPl
All we like alieep,

All we like sheep, All we like sheep have gone a-stiMy, . .

.

Bx-o. 9ipgF7f^^^=^ r - p^-^-^^E3 f—w-

AU we like slxeep. All we like sbeop.

^^
a «—^

—

T-o~e—0—f—r» » 1 4-

crTzirc?"r^

IM 7 J' ^-J : ^^T
all we lilie sheep.

l^^^S 3^
all we like sheep.

^=^ ^3E
^^^^Eiii^i^^^^EgjSa «l

all we like sheep.

*-^ nil i\T(i lilrp Rlieer)_ all w

all we like sheep have gone a- stray,

.

all we like slieep. all we like sheep.

^E^^^EES^^^m^^9-L r 7
i^ r^ "f—7-

all we like sheep. all we like sheep have gone a- stray



^
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"?=y^^=p^

JESsa^jE^ja^E^E^Sa^^p^
nil we lilto slieep,

eil ev'-ry one to his own way, ev'-ry one tn his own way, all we like sheep,

IT
^=?-^=^^=^"7 f-

V ^ ! I

- f^^^^^-
iii

ev'-ry one to his own way,.
3-^rrM^

all we like aheep.

i^=?=3=

all we like sheep,

*^ ^ ^ ^^j I
-^ •#• • -*

P i^^^ ^
^^^B

^
^^^^ ,̂

IP ^E^^^si H3*-^- f=g=^:g=:^^

IP
have gone a - stray

^^'
\ve -liave

^^^s^^
pSElE^^^^^̂S

have gone a-stray,

^ a
f, ytE-^

have gone a - stray, we have turn

^^^^^p
have gone a - stray,

\

^3E E^^m̂s^^^_
f5=i*-f ^^T^'^Wg'

^^i^V^iiE
^ ^

we have turned, we have

^^^^^^^ ^^« ^ &
ed ev'-ry one to his own way

;

we liave turned, ev'ry^
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^^^^EE^^̂ ^=-=^=f=^ ;^3^ ^^^

^Ilia own ^v,ly, ... to his own way ; we have turn-ed,

m
ev'-ry

we have turn - ed, ev'-rytiirncd, ev'-ry one to his own way

;

^^^^^^^^^^^m-CS-tsB-

tl«-?:

to his own way

;

we have turn-ed,
«- -»- -•

V Tl/
turned, ev'-iy one .... to his own way

#--#-#

"we have turn - ed,

^E^=S^ T 7=g^

one to his own w:iy

;

^^g All we like sheep,

la^ =y=T
^

i
one to his own way

;

=?=^
All we like sheep, have

^=^^t^=F=f=J-^ ^^^
ev*-ry one to his own way

;

All "we like sheep,

5^^ft=^^ J 7 J^

(i s ^ ^T 7 h fce=±^ f=^WyW zt-^^-^r—ir ^
-i—4- S ^^ ^

i
Ct: ^^^^^^-^^-?- ^^=7=

i ^have gone a-stray, have gone a - stray

.

m^s^
gone a - stray,

^==^^}'^'^:fn^̂ ^-
have gone a-stray,

.

^^rr-^ *-

§i
^ ^=^=^

have gone a -stray,

^#7JtN^l^ ^^^-f—

^

a^v^"*~5i-"

§i
-f-^ ^5*^^^^ ^
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^
we hn^'ft turn - eH.

^S
er'-ry one to hss own

fe mm^^^^w 3S5S
V^
we have turn ed, USMggJgrfrt*

"we Iiixve turn

iifej^JTzn^ as I I

•

=1^

i^̂ 5q»:

^ E3= i^^^^P^E "^T-TH^

i f J T rff^^j^j=j=i^j=:j-tM^

I

we have turn - ed, we have turned ev'-ry oue to his own way;^¥ fee ^ J-

way ;

^-

we have tura - ed, ev'-ry one to his own "way

;

^m T r~7=? > y
fcip:^ t*^

•we have turned, we have turned,

%^^M^^m^ r̂-^--^-^u^^=^^^̂ ==f^
ev'-ry one to his own way; we have

ed, we have turned.

I
ru

we have turned, ev'-ry one to his own way:
_ l*» ' ' ' ' -

fflS^ES^ m ^g ^^^Q=

^«^^^ S:^S lai &̂

^ ^ fe m^^F-v

^ Ave have turn, - ed, ev' - ry one to his own way

:jM^' J' J' J'H'^^ ^
we have turn-ed, ev' - ry one to hie own way ; ev'-ry

5^^=^H'^zf-

turn-ed, ev' - ry one to his ov/n way

;

we have turned, ev'y

^=b ^ .^i^-=^pa^=^^^^g ^.
we have turn-ed, ev' - ry one, ©v' - ry one to bis OTvn way ;

• /^ r-i J I I
V J ^ .

S^tJ^^^^'
ev'-ry

^
^f7 n ; . Xl^

^gt
o"^"""
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I¥
H 1 _ -^-

i> / ^ o—^
HA^=P i^ G3SaEEE3=i

. ... to his own way ; All we like sbeep,

^__^_^. =̂t^F=^=^^
I j J ^

All we like slieep,

E^ ^ J

All we like elieep.

fe^i
to Ijisown way ; All we like sheep,

^ ^^T-^^^=¥

one to hisownw.ay ; All we like sheep,

gB5ijig=^=g4^
All we like sheep, have

:tt=^^ -?—?-^ << r

P 1^1^^^^
r i-r r^^^

A g=
-I 1-

X^A-h-=j*-?^ a • 5r--^—g-^i

—

-g-

&r==l:
I

I
I

p:^^ f̂^g^ ^
:^--^-

-fi 5 :^=^
I

I

ng- «y -»
-« ai
-
gl *^^=s

!»
^'

i
#=^

l>r ^ b y=!/

I
we have turn - e<3, we have turn-ed,

i d d ^^
=f

=5=

we have turn - ed, we liave turned.

f *
I
y

^ii= :fe£
we have turn - ed, we have turn - ed,

^
turn - ed, Ave have turn - ed, •

i -r—^—r-a—z—F—z—^—I
1 r—rl»—^-^S fe^

fl ffl-
£)! r ^^m
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ev' - ly une to his own way

;

m
we have

i^=^
ijt^E^^^

ir

—

ev' - ry one to his own way

;

we have turn cd. we haye
'a *~

4j=tc:E^^
ev' - ry one to liis own way

;

^^E^^^ffiy^rSg=;;^=^^£::r

ev' - ry one to hi s own way ; we have turn ed, we have turn - ed,

^Ff-^3^^^ ^^» ^m^^
r

•? * •*L-J
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ADAGTO.

vy one to his

p=cp: V=V -*—.—

^

his own wiiv ; we liave turn-ed, ev' - ry one to

S^± ^^^
a J Ih-—j—

^

own. way

;

And the

his own way ; we have turn-ed, ev' - ry one to hia own way

;

m m ^^_2_ ^"^:bfc

Lord hath laid him, and the Lord hath laid on him, hath laid on

^^^ ^ ^
and the Lord hath laid on him, 'on

Zfe

him,

-iA-

and the Lord hath laid him, on him,

^̂ ^=^f^
|1^

^i^b̂f> si

H
laid

I

him,

.

3^ ^ :fe= W J-

the Lord hath laid on

-I-

^^f^^^.w f T-
w^^w^

'f r^ i -^
^
^-^ i ^j—

i

fe^

t% bi W^ ^^ —!»^

Ped.

-F-^^1-^ ViZi
It 4^

tef

him. him. the m - i - qui - ty of.

im. ^ all.

i
hath laid on him. the in

Se

qui - ty of all.

1=t^ izWt^

i^

hath laid on him. the in

-P-i r-

i - qui - ty of. all.

St

him. the in

:i_J_l iJ
qui - ty of. all.

f^ p±SS=
Y'

igja ear#=tti'f-fT^

C's ¥
«'=saE^i:3se*''-

\^ lar«
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JSTu, ii7. ALL THEV THAT SEE HIM, LAUGH HIM TO SCORN.
Psalm xxii. v. 7.

RECIT.

Tkkor Voice

LARGHETTO.

J' =80.

WW ±.

£
-•l ». •-!

^ESeH
mf

.-b*.-

^?

—

ft—fi^^^— '«

- v p 1^—

^S=F

I ^^=^^fflEfc r^r—r-^?^^
that see him langh him to

b;i^^^^^^^S^^
fe£=^

1—1 1 pi

-0— i^^=-^

i s -f—

r

scorn

;

they shoot out their lips,

P ^S ^
and shake their heads, say - ing.

^^ gn^ F'^pssgs*s*

s=^^ -#

—

^ y Pi
g

Mr I

* IF î
^^ ^
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No. 28. HE TRUSTED IN GOD THAT HE WOULD DELIVER HIM
Psalm xxii. 'k 8.

-fl—h> , .

SOFEANO

Alto,
for 2nd Treble).

Tenoee,

Basso.

AIXEGRO.

J= 83.

g» m
^g
^fe

i»^ p̂=?-

-^

He trusted 111 God that he would de - liv-er liim
; kt him de-liy - er liira if he de-

=r ^
i*'«// witkoiU reeds. . „„__ f*^ b--^

^
fe^,^Ef

3^^ ^Efc^^ ±=ii
t=^^=f=fL^-^ \> -t

P
He ti'UBt - ed in God that he would de - liv-er him.

Mr ' -^ -^
let him de-liv - er him,

gF^J^FM^^Eg^-r-^gEg^ =5=5: ^v=?-v=
light in him, if he de-light in him, let him de-liv-er him, if he de-ligbt in

m ^-==^^^^
Et^ Ed£A^^g^#£fez=^l^g^aafe ifcw^= 9=^-^-

r r f^

I1^
:i5i:¥ i J' J' I J"T^^?

=^=^^^
He trust - ed in God that he would de

^
if he de- light in him, if he de - light in him, let him de-if he de - light

^^̂ ^^f=^^^̂ E^^
him, if he de - light in him, if he de - light in him,

W
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EtW•^ He

let him de - liv - er him

;

if he de - hght in him,Jiv - ei- liim,

-e-rb-

^^f=rH:J-^^-^^^P
liv - er hiui : if he de - light in him. if he de - light in him, if he de

I¥ ^feH^-^^^^^^g^^ffi'=^^
trust - ed in God that lie would de-liv-er him, let him de-lir-er him, if he delight in

^^i^^^im^m^m -ffx

-a Tf T>"
if he de- light

ffi ^
fep^^^^Eafeq^^r if^^Tf^m^^

light in him,

^^^^^^^^t^^^^M &A
ES
25

God, in God, in God he trust - ed, let him de-liv-er him, if he delight in him, ifhede-

m ^^^^^^^g^T^gf^a#=^^r
I

3iEE ^^̂ F ^^ES?^-

him.

m
let him de-iiv - er him, if he de-light .... in him,

?-j"^yaj:a ^
¥ ^

him, lethimde-liv-erhim, if he de- light in him.

v^ ^~Tjr^--u^^i^^ff-t:|:ztfVf̂r
let him^ de-liv-er him

-V^fer-

if he de - light

.

in him, if he de-

^^^fe^fesgE^sSij
- light in him, let him de - liv-er him

;
He trust - ed in

P^^^^aP^^^^ f=f
'

\ f • '^S» ^n*

/s^^^^ii^ jr^f::j. ail - ŝ? ^ ^^
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55

^e ^^ T^^m -rVHV3^^°^
would de - liv - er him,He trust - ed in God tliat lie let him de-

fciH^-4i-.qr#iJ r ^^^^jat r cn^
light. in him,

j^
l

^xXXJ:

let him de - liv - er him, if he

^
de-

:r=f=^^Si :t-4-
-J jo.

God, he trust - ed in God, let him de - \iv - er him. if he de-

^s It ^^^ w^m
m *-^V—

t

?=t- 4=±
fe^ Se

n i^
-̂?-f-

?=1^^^^^^^=Ff^ -j^MJfc

-?

—

*-v=F

m let him de-liv - er him, He trusted in God that he.

^.j=^^^i^^^:2UiJ!^^^W ^—*

—

^ *—
' '^g^^ir

liv-er him if he de - light in him, if he de - light

.

in . . him,

j:;EE^^Ju':|J=^3^E=J || j.j--]
. j|J-jilji^^Jl^E

- light in him, if he de - light in him, He trust-ed in God, He trusted in God, let him de-

i§ g^^r^f=^=^B 51
- light in him, if he de - light in him.

^«
^^ «miili1 /111 _ liTr _ iii< liini lof him Hja

?—:s
« «< ^?̂=P

^fe^
would de - liv - er him. let him de - liv - er him. if he de- light in

^^^^ ^^^^^^
de - lightlet him de - liv - er him, if he

|fe
in him, if he de- light in

m J
|J J' u^ e

liv - er him. if he de - light in him, if he de - light

S ^B: m ^ J

let him de -
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t^^ ZK=h -j?»-^ ^-
'—a—r-,—fT-

-*-

him,
^

let him de-liv-er hira,

!zq7=ji
if lie de-liiilit.'^

"*'.?'g^za;

^^^ rlS

BE s sg SEEg
him, let him de-lir - er hira,

wm
let him de-liv- er him. if he de-

h=?=?=^c:^ ^SEgEE^^S^
=?=? ^^S^ _^_ca
him, let him deliv-er him. He trust-ed m God that he.

.

m^ ^ v -r •
I

* y-

E5EEG i?--i^

liv - tr him

IPfe
^ 1- iq^¥=p-^-tAj=

let him de-lir - er him,

'ti=-tt^r m ESE?
:p^^^
3a^

.4—-.

5=^^TT LJ T
^EifeE^E^ fe^Efe^ f

E^^±1 j=^=tE^^EEt =F«= "^

JVIZJS -r~?SEB^ ^^^^ ^^3^^SE^^
fc=£t

if he de
^

him, e - light in him, let him de - liv - er him,

fezzN^^^E ^ *—*^5
3=^ au

light. hira, let him ue-

-1
^. h Rg—Mv- ^^

f^ ^ ^"^^^^-a^
"would de - liv er him. let liim de - liv - er hira,

m» E^^^& ^—\h

let him de - liv - er hira.

(
S^ mm ^^EEm^m

r^. nil
aaS^^i^-lJi^ICT:X^-^J^^S^"^-r^

8va.

fr-7 r hJ' ^-f=S^^m -0 ' a—a-

-^ ''^ '^

if he de - light in him, let him de - liv - er him.

^. JU i-i=jL,JUJ_-J^-_ J- i J „J- ;,
J

. ^
liv - er him. if he de - light in him

;

He trust - ed in God, let him de -

JtrfdH^^j^^jfe ŷrir- mnjHnr~rr"n=|
Îfif he de - light in him, let him de - liv - er him ; He trust - ed in God, let him de -^^^t^

He trust- ed in God, that he.

W
F^
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let him de-

-N \'

liv - er him, if he de - Jiijlit.

^Er=^=^=t^E Ŝiw^-

fE^ :^=^E£t^ESEi^f=E^
^ - liv - er him, it he de - liglit

^^^E^;^^^;^^ î,=r=t=t^,^̂ =^ ^̂¥?^^=^̂ ;EE^
would de - liv - er him, let him de - iiv - er hiii if he delight

!?ffiH=Es^sa^^T 3==S= S-^—g^^g J g— -ji- -»-—T-

d^s ^^^^^^a-T-fa/'^—»- :t5:^
liv - er him,

pHHJi^
let him de-liv-er him, let him de-liv-er him,

^-B
W It^il*=^^

him, let him de-liv-er liira, if he de-li?ht

^^^iP ±^E?EE^rWM
him,

y-M'
W-T- yES.

let him de-liv-er him.

^=^f.
if he de - light ... in

^±^^^^.!Se
if lie dehim. let him de-liv-er him.

J^ESfeai^Eg
e-light in

i^m^ fefe ^
^^^^^"m^#^

-S5S

-^^-^73^^^^f^^^^a
H i»~^ y ~r ^I ^P I 3^^^^^^& W—^^—*-»

^=^ g-^-X
2=5z ^Be^ 9=V -^

—

V—v=^=^

He traet - ed in God that he would de - liy - er him. let him de-

^^^m
him, He tnist - ed in God, let him de - liv - -

mF^r=^=f=f': ^ =u=
him if he de - light.

=t=f=£jP-=*iC

I

him, if he de - light.

1—^ X.

in him, if he de-

n j M\

^^ ^^

g^S
g^^
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i^ v=T ^
liv - er liim, if ho de - lifflit liim,

^fe =f^ ^ ^^^EtE^ -^r-V ^
L a e -

IteE^s
in him, let him dc - liv - er him, let him de - Ht - er liim, if he de-

^^^-^==f^ -g»- ^ ff-P*=

^ t^ l^ =^
if ho de - lia:ht him, let him de - liv - er him.

t:££ -i^—*-
f=r-

V-^^>=^—Si I . ^,

fc±,

light .

.

in him, let him dc - liv - er him,

^ î -T^--W^
f^-—.r

i ^ it-
7 *•

S S^^m 3^^ =3^^

fcEE ic£ 1^ S ^fe^ESB^5=f= ^^^£
!&

if he de - light. in him, if he de - light.

^1 ^St ;U-JiJJgr^
- light.

* SEj^^—?Trn;nn ^ig gt5=ic
if he de - light in him, if he de - light.

P ^^ ^^^mS: s^He

s

eSeb
trust - ed in God tliat he

^^
would de-

J-^^^^=^=9=^^

Pedaia.

P
.4D^G/0.

de - liv - er him, if

* 1:fc:^
him, let him

,

liv - er him, if he de - light m him.

S 3=
N h ^^^S#-r-

him. let him de - liv-er him. he de - light in him.

-g

—

m *-^ ^^
him, let him, let him de - hv - er him if he de - light in him.

5= ^^ife^E f—^-

i
'—p—f- ^^ 43=1?:

^

m
liv - er him,

.

-^—n-
let him, let him e - liv - er him, if

ADAGIO.r-»._ 1^ - ^
I

r*a. ,^B_ , ajjait

de - light him.

m̂ m̂
Ped' —

1
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RE err.

Tencb Voics.

95

THY REBUKE HATH BROKEN HIS HEART.
Psalm Ixlx, T. 20.

\
LARGO. <

h-nrr^f^"^- 1 tJ
!' ^' ^

'
T^TT>^^

ŵ

Thy re - buke hath bro - ken. hia heart

;

he is full of

^ m ^ ±if

i^e

^=^77i^T-j^=^^=^=^^^yP^^^^ ^ jxan^^
hea - vi - ness ; he is full of hea - vi - ness ; Thy re - buke hath bro - ken his heart

;

.fe

^

i ^ W+J-r , } } jT-g^ >> |»

-T-T-s r"^~c~r" P=p:

he look - ed for some to have pi - ty on him, but there -was no man ; nei-ther found he

I
:t isc

^ ^

=^

m ^U-^t4^^^^ &
ny to com- fort him, He look-ed for some to have pi - ty on him,

I
7=k̂ s^ M^—^=£^ i> 7 ^

but there was no man, nei - ther found he a - ny to com - fort him.

i
p

-#==N ^^^^
m m ^
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No. 30. BEHOLD AND SEE ]F THERE BE ANY SORROW.
LairieMtatloHS, i. v 12.

AIR.

Tenor Voice.

LARGO.

J= .66

E^f=#J=^^F=gg^?.^:^fe^-J-^Jg|
Be-hold and see, be-hold and eee, if there be any sorrow like nnto Ins sorrot?

n̂iS
i

I \

*>f

~^^F

i H^r-^^^g^^^^^^^t^^^^^^^^

fe^S^^g^iEEf

^

S^^E^tj^S^̂

Be-hold and see, if there be a- ny sor-row like unto his sor-row. He-

1 JJ ., ,^^ fti^^-^ f nJ- °r N-i
±^^±=±f:

vp
^ 3E

^ -^^

^^s

19* -^p-
gj'^?^ 3=^ T^T-^gE^^^^

-**^SKi^
:t=?=

p^^ggflEpEl^^^ ^P^
hold and see, if there be a- uy sor-row like. . . . "un-to his eor-row.

tU.^ ^—rl^
=?=?^-

7
•? ^-=r

j»- f/if
^^^^=Ff=-f

^^^^^^^^^^^^^3^=^^^^^^^^g^g^gp^^^
No. 31. HE WAS CUT OFF OUT OF THE LAND OF THE LIVING.

Isaiah, liii. v. 8.

fc4REGIT.

Treble Voice

ACCOMP.

i^^ ,
,1^ j^ J- tij <j > > j^ii^==g=|^=^=^
He "Was cut off out of the land of the liv - ing

;

i ^ ^^ i^^=r f r '^
:;»=»

for the trans -gres - sions of thy peo - pie was he striek-en.

s %M-- -M--

^^ 1
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No. 32.

AIR.

Teeole Voice.

ASDANTE
LARGHETTO.

BUT THOU DID'ST NOT LEAVE HIS SOUL IN HELL.
Psalm xri. v. 10.HSe I

(^^ipi -r^-l-

0"

1 L tJ——J-

!?-?- :^U^fe^feS
^li^mW 33, ^E^S=^^ :xi--:i

;S5

#
But thou didst not leave liis soul in hell, But

I I .T '-fj-r

gi ziJsL;

Crcs.

r
EEtf^

Jsfe ^^ eS^^^ ^ -i^—g—»-

-V-+'
=J=?

-»—

^

=---i^-t^

thou didst not leave his soul in hell, nor didst thou suffer, nor didst thou siif - fer thy

J-J—jfi^^ ^-h.-j j^^ ^T^'^- I

^
1

, -rTT-'^-r^

^S^^i 3:^
=?!?= '^r^

m^ ^E^ rt'-

^gj^_,_^
i:

-y—?->
v

Ho - ly One to see corruption. But

V

ife^ ^̂e ^B^g^gga
4^- i^^^ 4= ^ -/«—

«

n ^^- EE^E^
thou didst not leave his soul in hell, thou didst not leave, thou didst not leave his

M ^ ^- ^ i
$ i itJz

^y|l=F^.^J-f I
'^"W"-^^ -*—i-<M—»-
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Mp^^^i E^EEE gES^E^Ef^ ds:-.

nor didst thoa euf-fer thy Ho - ly One

w^ SS
Boul in hell,

rM.

to see corruption,

s -^-s fi r-r-H—

1

1—*=?#--

i

#-*—F-*-*-p-—~r tf—L|G L . g-^-^ U

9^
w—

- -
—

I

I u_bSee
Hsrqi

'H i2zt^ ^-^=
3^t —•—?!—£

^ -t±

1.1=

11
i—i-

nor didst thou suf - fer, nor didst thou suf - fer thy Ho - ly One to

—4^
t- i35te

w
yzl «—ti- -^—*: =»=•-

=:£ ii I I r I !__ -Izziz ^^^^1 m+-4-4—1—1- ^^^3
-ps»>»—I-

±=:t ^^ :?=«=-^-1

—

n E^
-ii^

^
I

P
ly:

cor - rup - tion,

—p*»«»——

I

nor didst thou suffer, nor didst thou suf-fer thy

lazufz

r
I

Cres.

P3ife r=l-J-J—

^

^ »-jg-e-^-
=tl ^

n =^ ^=^-gi—#- :#=* itztt
i^—

*

lit

Ho - ly One, thy Ho - ly One to see corrup - tion.

Jt.wm. ^. ri=±=^
_l i^JlJ-J^

^^^^^^
rjtzzf^z

\

Ttr

iSl

r W'^^' rrrt^ mf

^-^^=^ i^^ffl^^^^^a^ M^^̂ mzi—tz -i—»-

%^ n^j^=T'~T
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No. 33. LIFT UP YOUR HEADS, YE GATES.

CHORUS. A Tempo Ordinabio

1st Sopbano.

2i» Soprano.

Alto.

fSNOBE.

Basso.

A TEMPO
OBDINARIO.

J= 8S.

IE

PE

fe
iiiEE

Pealm, xxiv. v. 9

^
Lift up your heads,

ea^
Lift up your heads,

^^
Lift up your heads,

^ -EH r Q-r,JiJP^^#-^^gfr^iEJ

i
•?c=f±t ^^fef^sa

;k^=h«^ ^ r-r
V M t^

-g^

O ye gates ! and be ye lift up, ye ev - er-lasting doors, and the King of Glo - ry shall come

$
-^- h f ^^ m ^^^^^^m±:± ^±

p=t|z

O ye gates ! and be ye lift up, ye ev - er-lasting doors, and the King of Glo - ry shall come

^^g-iU- lj J
'. i'J ^j l jU'JiJ'J J'J'I^^"^-^

O ye and be ye lift up, ye ev - er-lasting doors, and the King of Glo - ry shall come

^

1 m j jg i3 J i^iMi i a hi $ mr%hf ri/rTjjrLjrvnf^
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îm

^fefes^

p

100

r 7 r |i;i-~.
--W^T ^^ ^^^̂

^

.^
Who is the King of Glory 1

sa^i^gi
t.^-F

the King of Glory 1 who

-^ T^^^E^
"Who is the King of Glory ?

i

the King of Glory? who

^^^ m̂:YT^nm^^i=^T^
SE^feiifeaM ^g^PB^^g^f^^^g^̂

i ^^^ -^

The Lord strong and mighty, the

^^^m -^

—

»
#—i.^

—

\h

The Lord strong and mighty, the

i r;]r[_^ ;>. ^ h=^^i-
The Lord strong and mighty, the

^ m^ r.-r^^^^'jc

is the King of Glo - ry ? who is the King of Glo - ry ?

g^'l ^ C ^-H^h^^^^3=^T^ ^
is the King of Glo-ry? who is the King of Glo-ry?

1 riiif^
s s»—J • »

rrrrr f f r-.r r r r^
1^:,^:^^^^^ I

r 7 r f C r^^d^^^BE^E^jEj^^



iwp ^^—<>-

^/—

^

=«i=

101 45

^^^^?:r?=t
Lord strong and niiglity,strongandinigh-ty in bat-tie.

^^S fe2 ^?=F=/
Lord strong and mighty, strong and migh-ty in bat -tie.

^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^̂̂^
Lord strong and raiglity,strongandmigli-ty in bat -tie. Lift up your heads, j-e Gates ! and

Iw ^E5£^#iiE^ ^^
Lift up your heads, O ye Gates! and

-1- ^-a~^-fi- E^S-w

Lift Tip your heads, ye Gates ! and

i

I

^^ ?=^^^?j^=^i^w-tV_> te:^ ^^=^ ^
be ye lift up, ye ev - er - last-ing doors, And the King of Glory shall eome in.

%
And the

S^f=p=rr^^E^^EE^ ^ ^3^ T=¥=
p=t^=^ -V-*'—I^M.^=P

be ye lift up, ye ev - er - last-ing doors. And the King of Glory shall come in, And the

PalsgteE^ilXJg r
J-

F

l

Jli^^^yhg^^^EEif^
be ye lift up, ye ev - er - last-ing doors, And the King of Glory shall come in,

«--»^--.. a—. <L »—.. Sob:

And the

^t^

^.^^-t^r
flV--. ji-gigg^^

LJ ^
pgF^^^^rfl^
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^^^^^^^^^^Sri
Who is the King of Glory 1 who ia the King of Glorj ? who

s '^̂ ^^pT^t^:^̂ ^^^
Who is the King of Glory ? who is the King of Glory ^ who

w-=:j^^^^|j ^ y ^^^ ;' n^a&^^'^'^^f
King of Glo-ry shall come in. Who is the King of Gloiy ? who is the King of Glory ? who

^^,S=^^^
Ring of Glo-ry shall come in.

^^^^^^^3:
King of Glo-ry shall come in.

.IN J"a3E^fea^a^:^:5ai^:4PSg=a:dw^^ ^^ w-fr^

Ibigg^^gyjf^iJTT:ja,:siTq^j^

^ f?~S»-r-

^izEpE£: ^^ -?-?- S
is the King of Glo - ry ?

I
=P^

the Lord of. . Hosts

;

^^LM4^ r-f ^
F=v=

is the King of Glo - ry ? the Lord of. . Hosts

;

p-^^^^-jE^^=AS^ J J y
I

- ^ -rwi^J^^
is the King of Glo - ry ? the Lord of Hosts ;

$

the Lord of Hosts;

gg^ ^±i
the Lord of. . Hosts

;

the Lord of Hosts

;

^S^ =f=te r=^

the Lord of. . Hosts

;

the Lord of Hosts

;

& ^ jiJaM^ •'
. cinXi

J-

mj^-^^H^^mmnirTTn
}%^^^Q^i^

?
,J:i4: J i J^

iEE ^1
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P s;^=H^^^ ^^&̂ e-^-—y-J^-f^i^g-V-l;/

A LTO He is the King of Glory, He is the King of Glory, He is the King of

^=^=^^^̂ ^s=5^&^^Ê ' } 7 lU^^j:^^̂̂
Tenore. He is the King of Glory, He is the King of Glory, He is the King of Glo-ry, He

^^m-^^ 3m i± =^ g^£^^
He is tlie King of Glory, He is the King of Glory, He is the King of Glo-ry, He

:5± ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H=^ [I •f^ ^ -Bf a—1^

i
-ua*-S—r -!. y _

.

J J a—a j _«—«—fc ,^ <e—^ . —«»-«—f^ ^ S -*>.—J—*_€ z_5!Ea

Pedals Sva,

fci^ziu:,^
?=]?:& ^?=£-^—»>-

^ Glo -ry, He is the King of Glo- ry. He is the King of Glo-ry, He is

$
is the King of Glo- ry. He is the King of Glo - ry, the Lord of Hosts, He

f=^=^^fF^^> r.
r ir^̂ ^m

18 the King of Glo- ry. He is the King of Glo - ry. the Lord of Hosts, he is the

m * <» * ' [~

$ ^^^E^^^Mg=F^=gf
the Lord of Hosts, He

^^f^gtJ~r~Tj^ ^

^:j££^t;
ixr-T
»^f :^

P̂edals.

^^ f ^=f^ f?^^^ \^ ii V VV ¥ V- &
the King of Glo

M:r;i: ^̂rj=:.rrr^

ry, the Lord of Hosts, he is the King of Glo

j—V 7 J^J^^l; J . J' ; ii

is the King of Glo the Lord ofHosts, he is the King of

v—

K

m 5SEPEv=^
King of Glo IT'

ss ^ the Lord of Hosts, He is the King of

.^ _«_ P^^-+- 4
V=^^^/^^
is the King of Glo ry.

^ -J- -7-*^ ^
*—-#

f^^^?^^^rT=f ^=F^
§HŜ^s M^^ J .m J. 1 *
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pju( r j^Esap Ê^ ^.^
^^ l^gsEe^^^ESfci*r»^

Glo

IH^E^ ^S ^"^
ry, of Glo '- ry, the Lord of Hosts : hois the ICjug.

:?= '^ ^^^^
-u-«^

Glo the T>f)rcl of Hosts,

-T»—jp—^-
3: =P=--V—

^

f^J^^ ris
^'^-^^^^J «r

the Lord of Hosts he

z^qaz ^ -?-f=^ fiS-ff—^—•-

a ^ rn^iUrAA^ _l r

h
4

-?—^—

r

^E£:

S5g??^r~r f
—

^

i r' ^f^^^!- 7 J- j-:FJ=Ej
the Lord of Hosts, he is the King of Glo

^=v=

—

f—f—'—P—B-*-f-^—

is the King of Glo ry. of Glo

^^ &—=^a—^ ^—

i

fel^a
5S

•'^
- - ry, he is the King of Glo-ry, he is tlie King of Glory, the Lord of H

^ - - ry, he is the King of Glory, he is the Kin;

—'. a ^ « _•

—

*—

»

he

^ _ _ TAT lio )a +Iii3 T*"iTifr /-i-f (-i I r\t»Tr \\o io fh^i T^infir nf filrtfir

tbe Lord of

^^=5C=P

ry, he is the King of Glory, he is the King of Glory, the Lord of

^S^~Tia;^^gfc^=R=^^^$=£d^^4-r="f £-7-J-J-^

mM-ji j^M^n^ '̂ ^^v ijn
m^̂ 'r c L^ ^t^i^pm^^^E^

I

, •••f- * »-
» F—W—»—^ . ^ . , . » 1* g s r p » g

~
| g a rr r p *

r r F . it±=£:

?̂f



^^ :?cf=£ ^^^
of Glo - ^>' ^

s 3^
is the King ry, he

Hosts

;

he is the King nf Glo - - - - ry, of Glo - ry, he

Hosts
;

ho is the King of Glo

i ^k^^^^mmmi
ry, he

ib£
=g=rr^^g^^gTwr?^

t
«—f-1-

p ^ ^1^?^ B3^^ ^ ^=^=E^ =t^
Ped. 8va.

^ It * 3
is the Kinsr of Gl

it
v=p=;p

1/ \̂ 'i/-V'iTl^

i

is the King of Glo - ry, he is the King of Glory, the Lord of

^^ ^m - N-

p "> /l /'/Ŝ m E=E ^S
^

is the King of Glo - ry, he is the King of Glory, the Lord of Hosts, Sy==p
is the King of Cflo - ry, he is the King of Glory, the Lord of

M^gEr=n^=^faz^P^E^ f^^^-V-^^

^£gJiHrfi-f^-g^^^ ^ ^
t^nrj-^e^



m j=g=g=g'N^^^g ^^^^m

^-^^
^M iS ^^^^P gr=ix^

of Glo

i^ :^
-«-^ m ry, the King of Glo ry, he

:lj^n j lid-^g
Glo

^^^^^^
ry, the King of Glo - ry, he

^m̂
King of Glo Ty, the King of Glo

Glo - - . ^ - . - SJ - *°T . . . vv. the

ry, he

±£

S

Glo

i i^=Aii=:4:.4i

ry, the King of

—

&

»^=

Glo

J-^ne
ry, he

E fe^

^^^i^^ ^^^^^B
T;?^

=^

^T^=^^^ffl
=^ ^ iv-;^ ^ ^^?=^

=tc ^
is the King of Glory, he is the King of Glory, of Glo

b-i-^-±-hi^i^itrrrm^
i-y-

S ^1^
is the King of Glory, he is the King of Glory,

feEE5i;asjE^Tl7r^; SLT^
of Glo

—IS—

i
is the King of Glory, he is the King of Glory, of

Jv—U- pi—1.1—U:

Glo
i2_

ry-

iSg^^=fe=H=^=fff

Hip
^̂

=*

r=f

aiertfeirig^§ t^r-4—e-
/7 77 f

i^^^F^^^ a-
Fed. 8va.
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No. 34. UNTO WHICH OF THE ANGELS SAID HE AT ANY TIME
REGIT. Tenok Voice. Hebrews i. y. 5.

:t:^^ff^r^^MiM J' ,,
|

I

^ V J^^jlfffjMrTttJ±fa;^ll~x ^ ii

Un-to "which of the Angels said he at an-y time, Thouartmy son, This day have I begot-ten thee.

J i
W-^

^^^^ -big-

2S]"o. 35

BoPKANO.

AliTO.

Tekoee.

LET ALL THE ANGELS OF GOD WORSHIP HIM.

CHORUS. Allegro. Hebrews i. v. 6.

T 1 i' r—i ~S ^
^ Let all the an - gels of God ship^ m=s=^

Let all the an - gels of God. - ship

"te=y

—

^f m
Let all the an - gels of God wor

9%f^^^ :5zzfz
^ ship

Let all the an of God - ship

ALLEGRO.

J^=^

1^^^^
-r

I^

-il

?^^

i
iff=^ ^ ?^ rf^^ J!-»Jt.* E3

Let all the an - gels of God, let all the an

^
him.

fe=i
i ^ i 1 T}

Let all the

i
i ^=h^^- ^^m^^^^^^^^& -p^^ms

^^zjrzzJz
r
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1^^^^ 1
gels of God -wor ship him,^^ ŝ^y

ship him, Let all th..

;i33£fe
Let all the an-

-f—g"§* ^
an - gels of God ship him,

«va.
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=3=^
God wor - ship him,

i: S^^m w^-^e—i-

all the an - gels of God wov sliip him,

P^ ^^tE
wof - ship him,

ajp3sg3Egsj* -«_«

^E
,et all the an

^=^=tiJ:

3^=^
gels of God wor

^= ^— -»- —*- ^ 1-^ ^-J-o-

»i^^^ Ete
ft—»- -¥- =fe #

^^i^^
Let all the an

g ^
Let all the an of God

fe^S J-^IJ J i
:$

gels of God TTor ship him, Let all the

%
ship him,

r^^
-J-rj"^^^^^^ H<E=H5=

a B^ ^—i^ ^ fc
?^

ps^^'
F^f^^^^^^^^^^^g^^^^^^feif^feam

gels of God wor

iS ^ sq-f°1- mm^^^
ship him.

y=Uj l.QE^.Ij=^fj:^.=3 ^
a

an - gels of God ship him,

^j^^afe^^=##^pp^#^^
f5g~F^:3cK^3'-ua^^g=^ £^tf

i*^^3-j l^-jTg ;^ /T^
|

j ^-' ^
|

J . -iu
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^m. ^
m

sljip him, Let all the an ĝels of God, Let

«^ -9-' -€h -»
^m Ss w^—ff gt J I J

ship liim, Let all the an
5 _
gels ot God, Let^lE ^=^

Let all the an

^
T±J- -.-^

±£:
Xf=-

-•—r-,* ^ r^
gels of God, Let

^ ss^a^^ i?=3 ^^S
Let all the an

i ^g:^=V
r^^^^ tBfpf^rr^

:ig s rg

(

? L^ :n ^—» a~~

3* fe^^
La

^

—

a-sr-p-

Sva.
g^

fT^
?3qr=^=^=Ŝ3^.^^

^
ship him.

^I^^^j,^^
ship him.^ ^¥

m ship him.

i
ship him.^^^^^^ Szi^^^^^JL^^

gE^—^-

I I

I

'

I

•- -^r

ii
-f ^^ &

^ t P r—

S

* K 1
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No. 36.

AIR. !5^^|-?-

THOU ART GONE UP ON HIGH.

,

^fe^^g^^fc^^^^yj^^^
ALLEGED.

j=84. ^^p:^-^-
^ f^ ^ fe^

s y r «_t-a
^^^

i^r^"

Thou art gone up on high, Thou

^^FTtTr—

r

f
r ^^^i r r~j:-i^-^p—fj^§^

,^* :Ul[^ Cr—^3Eg *=?=
g -^-^^i>^

^ K K U
rkd-'ii

art gone up on high, thou hast led captiv - i - ty cap - tiv a, thou hast

^^-rfra^

^^^ -^ ^=r-T^V^-^^f^ ' ^1 r^^ ^
^^=>=

led captiv - i - ty cap-tive, and re- ceiT^ ed gifts for men, yea

^^^m^mfs&=f*—

^

r r ^ r 'f fr ¥ r

;^ ^ ^
i r J n^4^s ^^
^ ^^ ^^*==h^ ^f=?=

ven for thine en

(I
^rSimiMJV-

yea

f^= r̂if iftf-tfe^^j^aa^^

f r n 14-^s
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W-s e
ven fov thine en - e - mies.

^ ^ ^is-*--•• EEffl^"^-
f rr

^"i^^ ^ ^^^E^ Ep^=q

See
b(« , -f-

|^yf^^;jp=f:^ Se itaz -fcB-e-T-fl

^> <• rg EtSi^EEEB
that the Lord God iniglit dwell a-mong them, that the Lord God might dwell,

>^—J^^J^=^^ ^4 1

"

!

|-^|giz^=^=pipr^
*—^—3 a ' rfa M a ^&—ff a-W

r̂r

^1^ --^,j ^
rr"

^ g g

^fpt-^^f^^sE^^£^a»^ *

—

f-^i—p-

might dwell a-mong them.

^^^iM=U^^^k^¥^^, jt^J^/^

^^rr • cLf-Jx^z^r r j li ^#ssT-^'-r

lEj^rJ^ >-=-*
£=feiiE^??=^= :tz=^

Thou art gone up on high, thou art gone up on

(i4 fli^^^^
^

^^^f \f~^^^^ ^^
i^ f^n

¥-
^'\,'r r tJ=bzq:-^I^L_^

Bgf—nifegg^^^ =!?=]£ =S=?=fc' r r ^^^1 u r b, -u
high, thou hast led cap-tiv - i - ty cap - tive, thou hast led cap-tiv - i - ty cap - tive,
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§ife=UEE
r^Ezz-qn

and re - ceiv - ed gifts for men, 3'ea, ev en for tliine

P^ ^ .fcj cii|«l

^ ist
?—

^

-f—If Ti—^ ^ T=^f =L^

^^ I
F=^'^T^^irf

r r

95
£=:«= Tg

tr^

^23^^5=fi

0-raies, for tliineen-e-niies,

L-g-^O-i^-g-

»^*'^;?g:^i

^^^=?+;;^i

::&: rJ^-
0-Tti8H-«hT ^-g

i£S =j^^=^ ^s-^ G>-

:t
-^ -0- ^-^—"t-^^-

It

|#i^lgJ^^^^l3#^
that the Loi'd God might dwell a

:S:-jT-^J o-

i'^"
=J^J ^'-:i

^H^—f^^ ^
-n—p- ^ • -g-

fcp^qs^^Psg^ ^
- mong them, that the Lord God might dwell.

^ * J u

¥rj
-^—»

—

^

^•u-rzzzg; ^-|C=?^ »-
^1=^=^

E^^i^-rri^^
a - mon^ them.

^^^^^^^^ i=a^ zfe

^^i^3̂ i=tT:=X
Tf



tliat the Lord God,

M
that the Lord God might dwell a

^= m
'pf~f~f

jJq—^ME T- 3=^
IfHS^

^ .

m
i_JiS -^^

—

»-

^—

V

i;—t=J-——1—F-s»
H* 1^ :^?=tẑ £=^^^ ^

f=»- ^
" ^^^^ ±=4

a- moDg...-. .them, that the Lord God might dwell

^S -?5 i
*ifzznt

1^—rw ^^^ H« •

ifa—

i

^^
§fi .g' y

a - mong them.

—_Li j*—u 1 1 1—I— 1

"Fr J^
mf ^ y^i . i—'i 1 A^^^^^^^E^^ ^

^p
i^.^i^ i^i«^^i 53.m
-J I-

1

^^ o r"
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Ko. 37

Soprano.

AtTO.

Tenobe,

Basso.

fc.NDANTE

A.LLEGEO.

THE LORD GAVE THE WORD.
CHOh JS. Andante Allegro.
-rff-

Psalm xlviii. v. 7i.

¥ -£ ^^^^^:e§^^
^ great Avas the com - pa - ny of the

great was the com - pa - ny of the
/-> I jD — t— "J "" ""^

9i

The Lord gave the woi-d

;

great wa3 the com - pa - ny of the

* ^
tc=^=^t=£ic=4c

-Pg-rB-Q-

i^7t/^ withoiit Reeds. ^^,„^——^.^^ .

?^S
Se r 1 J' d J .*-

^ P r r - - - I 1

Org. :j: s^-L—J-^.~-Ji~s~.L I

I—
I

I l—H -• »

$ t=:=^.=t
r-rr-^r~Tr^

I 1 '
I
^ E

preachers, great was the com

U J- J- ^^i=^=r. }
;

' /-U^HH-^^

I
preachers, great was the com - pa - ny, the com - pa - ny, the com^ E r̂=g=r=g=g: ^

s
preachers, great was the com - pa - ny, the

.=-v
pa - ny. the

^^^=^^7^ 'f-f-f- -jLU ,̂

^^
g

preachers, great was the com

^ pa - ny, the com

FrR^§^S -»!-• ^ •^g-t^=Ŝ^
^^=1 ^g^^^-^fR^ ^^

3 3 3 3

g g il-»jXXB^ E6E|3*334
pany of the preachers.

^^^N^^^>^U^i'lJ J

great was the com-pa-ny of the

r j^ i' i' J^-J:^^^^
pa-ny, tl.i- com-pany of the preachers, great was the com-pa-ny of the

m^m^ I—LJ-^^^5 ^
pa-ny of the preachers great was the com-pa-ny of
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i -F ?- It ^
preachers. The Lord gave the word; great was the com^^^ 3? 3-—-at—rE^=z±=iV i/ « ^ J-—=

—

= ' ^^ preachers. The Lord gave the word : great was the com
-fl» a 0—

^
^

\} ^=^ ±=y- a fi

—
/f-

i=^
preachers ,

great was tlie com - pa - iiy, tlie

iitrS=5z==?
U '/-

-
& i^ jh -^ 9 /-

i -a a-

^ -B r- E^ M ^
-w a

a a i^
ISii^

-«• -a-
--^

-i^—^r-^.—ei— t-

^ r

g a--» 3-

-fll a tP tf—

-i S- o ^_^

i^=i^^iW- i- IJ^-l^H^h.w-r-f>-^ ^^ -^—<'—ii—«^
^f,—^-e=^

t=*
pa-ny, the com

^^^ &hJ^^-U^pa - ny, the com

(5= mi^-»i w

pa-ry, the com - pa-ny of thepa-ny, the com

m^^3^^^fe$M :^i^ 4-^f—v—=?£S =M^: -4,

pa - ny, the com pa-ny of tlie

pa-ny, the com

^^^^^^S^^^^St̂ S

I

pa-ny of the preachers

;

great was the com-pa-ny of the preachers.

^ ^=J==^ ±Z
E£* *| *-

I
preach - ers, of the preachers

;
great was the com^ ^ r=^rtf^-^^̂ ^=^=^ -

preach - ers, of the preachers

;

great was the com-pa-ny of the preachers,

9ia—-f-t^—^^ y/ U M EEE^^
pa-ny of the preachers

;

great was the com - pa-ny, the com
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[fcz^ -Lj^^=mm
ffreat fiK tlie com - pii-iiy of the preacli-ers of th.- _j)i'p:icli - ers

;

Sfe»2EE
pa-iiy of the

^fe:^J^M^^=jf^H^E^pirgfi^
pa-nj', tlie com - I'a-py. the com pa Tiv. thecompa-ny of the

pa-ny. the eom

S^
pa-ny of the

£l£f®^^
pa-ny, tlie com

rTTJ
pa-ny, the com pa-ny of the

7

^ ^ ^1^ 4: 5Fv=
preach - ers, of the preachers

i^r=r=ff^
±

preach - ers, of the preachers.

-^—

^

¥ t-^^-v-

preach - ers, of the preachers,

ti1^ 1

a-:^-^S:S=B^^L:fr « 33^ ^^S ^^^

fU" CT
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No. 38.

AIR.

Soprano Voice.

LARGEETTO. <

J"=120.

HOW BEAUTIFUL ARE THE FEET.

Komans, x. y. 16.

y-if-^

^^̂̂ £M"-^—tt:$3^^a ^

i r 7 r fci^j=d^jj=^j^S
How beau-ti - fal are the feet of them that

±^ lC^-*—«—

=

tf^J

—

[ ;^=i=^

TT~sr

^^^ =H^i^ ^-f-^- r 7 -? 1^
-V I p

i'^

I ^^m¥ -It e-
-*—

£^^ * t=r~r'^=^=g
preach the gos - pel of peace, How beau-li - ful are the feet, How

S^^^ h * -i-^ ^^ l^
'. t b JE^ P »- ^ :^==g=

"f
^ r 7 ^^

S "7~~tlr -"^^—T-f-j 7 I 7—y ^^^^

4i—I iJ 1

—

H=f-i'. rr'T1M=hgii^^S^* • T 7 y 7 r~g:
^

=E±r[: i^ U-

beau-ti - ful are the feet of them that preach the g08-pel of peace,

-J^.

How

m T-^-f-*-

:J ^i.^^^^^^^2^f:

r 7 r ^C f-^TP:;

^ a—"p-i

—

\
—

tr- "—g g—Z Z,

^ 33 ^
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ife 0_^_c_^^r r-r , ^ 7 r-=9=
f—

k

V U-J~
beau - ti - ful are the feet of them that preach the gos - pel of peace, and

3=J=i^^ I ^-ni -^ =^

r^^^r^ =f= ¥^~T~r
9e^ ^^r=^^t=p=^

r
?

f 7 ^^^ 7 '•—U

^m^^ -̂^^rgr-TE^^ 7 r V-

p

hi-ing... glad ti - dings, and bring... glad ti - dings, glad ti - dings, of good things, and

f^=^=q?^-g^^^^^^H^^
^^^^^^^^^1^^^^^^^^^^^ 7 t ^^

^^-^—^=j^^ F=—»-
f-^ y r

bring.... glad ti - dings, glad ti - dings of good things, and bring

J h m ,-^ y.
—-y.—irrr- J 7 r^ rnr 5 ii

Lf f'
f r-f^

*—=-

=^

s ^^ ^
7 r 7^ ^

M=i ^ J i' r ^ ^^J^-^-tJ!=M=3j^-
1

UlTB it
J .

'^ 7

^i

glad ti- dings, glad ti - dings of good things, glad ti - dings of.... good things.

*s=;P=P=:=PFR^
^pB ^^g 7 r 7

?^
W- -*-r-

i^ I 1̂ ^
^

^
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No. 39

SoFBANO.

Alto.

Tenoee,

120

THEIR SOUND IS GONE OUT INTO ALL LANDS.
CHORUS. A Tempo Ordinaeio. ^ Komans x. v.

^^
Their sound is gone out

¥ :EE -^^-^^^ ?^-*—^—

^

—e—

»

in -to all lands. Their sound is gone

=3=

^S
Their sound is gone ont in - to all lands,

^ ^^^^S^
Their sound is gone out,

"=&.
Thei

PÊ^

A TEMPO
ORDINARIO.

E0E ^g -?-^

^^^Sizzj^ J 7/ J n
-JF^

i ^ ^1 =^=b=^f^^^

tfeP
in- to all lands, in-to all lands, Their sound is gone out in-to all^& »—aH

^ it—
: • , ,

Their sound is s^one outin-to all lands, in-to all lands,

-^^^r=fa
IS gone^ mm ^^—p—^1

—

sound is gone out in - to all lands, their sound is gone out in-to all

s s eI£:H^ * ^

Theiir sound is gone out in-to all lands, their sound is gone out in-to all

1 U^ ^4- =^ i^iilHpjrg^^nF^-f^^he^
^—•p a—»—

$ ^ i^ :fe^St£ p5 atrzjg:

^a^e^
lands, their sound is gone out. in-to all land

g^^-J-J^ ^^r^-^^
out, their sound is gone out,

fr^=F^?
is gone out in - to all lands.

* ^^ ^P
lands, i n - to all lands,

^ ^
in - to all lands,

IS-

and their

^S ^S
lands, their sound is gone out in-to all lauds;

I

-|—

^

3^e J H -^
,^ I

J ^-AiJ^^^^
=P=i*^:

§K £ feJd
^0^^

J.
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I

8va

euds of the

&^&-^
world, their sound is gone out,

^=f- EE^
is gone out

^ 4- m ^^
]n - to
-1—r

all

to the ends of the world, their sound is gone out, is gone out in - to

-» a—
all

& 3E =p=^

^

world, of the world, their sound is gone out, in - to

^- *

all

ends of the world, their sound is gone out in - to all

M^^^^^M;^^^^ A.

i^i

f
q==t

-4-
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122

=^ g
-v'—'^

i
lands, and their words unto the ends of the world

fe
it^^^^^^^ I !

I

and their

^S
lands, and their words un - to the ends of the world,. and their

^iSSiEg i
into the ends of the world.

^
=^=^&

lands, and their words, and their words unto

zitzaj

of tlie world, and their

'^^^^^m3&
lands.

=?7^f
and their words unto the ends of the world,

n.
=1=1: ^^^n-jJU-

*^
^;b=/fe ipE^ -^-

-" «<—«!=g»—tf- ^ -^ ""rt II

.^^
I—r—^—•-

E^^^^^i
1 >aL-fL =

ESEfe^E
8va.

M f=f^- -^—t-yp-

¥fcfe
::fct V

—

g- ^ -V-t= gEB=w-W-f-jiztzi^ =1= ^V=¥^ i-J-4^

words un-to the ends of the world.

|6^fpj^ii^=^^
and their words un-to the ends of the world,

.

S
words unto the ends of the world,

.

and their words un-to the

^^^ rtf^EEIE EfEErt

is
and their words unto the ends of the world, . .

-a Ll-

ms: ?^^J=&^-•—lt

^^=£=^^s
and their words unto the ends of the world. and their words unto the ends of the

p^^a^^E^
r=^

afeg
i±=i,^54^&4

^E^ffi
8ya.

K 1=^=t
un - to the ends of the world.

J=CTl iar-tt

ûQ-to the ends of the world.S ^i
and their words unto the ends of the world, un-to the ends of the world.

Cixhjei
un-to the ends,

T^- J-

un - to the ends of the world.

-i^ i=trf¥
1(^T^f=f

P^^
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No. 4:0. WHY DO THE NATIONS SO FURIOUSLY RAGE TOGETHER.
Psalm ii. v. 2.

jniniti^^e^^
^^
f

i^
"Why do theP^

1
9^^#^ I

* »

:^ -^-^n^ ^ 5^^ ^
na - - - tioDs so fu - riously rage to - geth - er, why do the peo - pie i-

jSuM^hjMiss^^
& * -i
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i
-^H =̂^^

ma - gine a vain thing?

^_C-F^1:^^S^
Why do the sa - tions rage.

«E^Fta^^g^rf^-^m4^^^
^ -Uh-J-

b
«=:3^3E^EE^ ^^

-e—f-

-g-g-g I* * P-^P^^^&±^mT^̂ m ^ :tSSV g-
y^it

j^is
fu - rioHS - ly to-

^^S^^
I g^ T^ -1—ff*T<

ffiaT» O P «»«-
f-r-r

)

9JTq^̂ Li4-i iE^^ 1^ E
5^ * *

-

-i -i iK ^
I? lir

4^^*- » -f^ -^ -f-

wv=^
- gine a Tain thing ?

J ^ "^= ^^^^^ S^ fn r^ n -^::i

.^iM^^ S*E£ffi

^^^^^1^
;^^j^^'E^
iss^T1 'LtX



m -?

—

f- ^
why do the people, and why do the people

i\ mn -'^ —-—1 >"

^^

-^ r ozf^ ^
^r -^ ii^frg'-^^^ jCT

ma - gine a Tain thing ?

.

why do the na - tions rage

.

i ^^^ws^P^J^^SS^^Egi^^^/^—5—fi »— »—

'

-^ -^—p—1»— -&— £
"" y—» "^^—»—^—^^r"-?: F:«-PaXflL__ *_. p— I

S3

^ :,i:xj nr^-^
5 ?

* *•

trrrr-gF5ixg7]T™T £^A££Errfr^r^5f=^:at^^
BO furiously to-

t
^"^^"^^

^•i U ' ^ ^^P

ij^^^H-O-^tT-i^rr—

r

geth - er, so fu-riously to - geth - er, and why do
I"

the

* I* # MM±:
-c^ •rTT r—

c
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EiiE r if :r ^m ^
peo - pie gme a thing ?

^#f^=^=^^^^^=^=^=^=^^=^^^-^=^=^^3^ m
Cres.

mm ^^^^^^ r—.—r-^

S^^^^H 3^^
gme a

^^

vain thing ? and

I'll '

1 !

'
I ! . ! I Sl^ M—H

^EEE~
:»^ s«-

dfe g±m--^
why do the peo - pie 1 - - ma - gine a

liS^a^^^a^^^
3= ^ ! J I i^=F

thing ?

I 1

f
1 ^J^ ^=^^^^^m

Fine.

ffi SJ^
The

^g#^ EI

H^H:;^±^z^^^-^-^^^

Fine, p

J ^^
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kings of the earth rise up,

y y

^and the rul - ers take counsel to - geth - er, take

g^^^^s^
^w w

-I
I =̂x

•# -# * V

p --^
?=F-an»-Fi»-s-» -^-i»-g^^f^^^^He-f^=»: -i«—?-

COUIl se], take

J—J—^ _•— —^S-^—

a

|—a{—S/—f—

S

^^^^^

^ =t^ ^[gfeto"^£figp^ [S^jj\^
nomfc

(^^^^^^^^^^1^^^^
i^ igh

iF 1^

*M
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No. 4=1.

Soprano.

Alto,

Tenobe.

Basso.

ALLEGRO
t STACCATO.

1= 160.

m
LET US BREAK THEIR BONDS ASUNDER

CHORUS. Allegho e Staccato. Psalm u V. S.

f.—F=&-^r-^'^
Let us break their bonds a - sun - der, let us

mi SEEfeEEil
±:

[ Lj" if

Let us break their bonds a Bun - der, let ns, let iis^
^kE^^L=at=t=

Full. -z^'—C:^"-

9izz3z

% ^^^^lJIP

i
break, Let us break their bonds a-

H'
J,

I J'
J. /.i^^£:

*^ break

Let us break their bonds a - sun - der, let us br

fe: r=^
pC-—1/-—

U

their bonds a - sun - der, let us, let us break.

^^M=:E ^ S=t
let us break their

Let us break their bonds a - sun - der, let us, let us break their bonds.

|E ^TTi I Jr^^gi^^^F&=^^^t t-t Lj t—'

£:^:Q^g ^J-f^T]^

i ^^ iim
un - der. Let us break their bonds a - sun - der.

"=^1' i' J^IjS^J^ i' J^
^jl_^^^=JL^^^

a - sun - der. Let ns break their bonds a - sun - der,

fe##
Let lis break their bonds

.

J^j^ r J^ .-jtF^ =#
^—

^

bonds a - sun - der. Let us break their bonds a - sun - der.

ibl=^^^J^^i^^g^^=M=^=f=^=J=^hF^
Let us break their bonds a - sun - der

i

let us, let us break their bonds a - sun - der.

i^#^#^^
M^ W^=^^^

zu enj^^^^mT^ m
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i I

i ^'^P^^^^^^Spt
and cast a Avay

^^i^^^g!^^^E>=EBL^^^^
and Cast a - way their yokes from us, and cast a

P^ W
P ^^vj

Vr^^^-
-»—y- I i 1

-e a-

ti^~i g ^g^^ssz^ zhzrti f~r
and cast a

i
way.

-E=g

-
•y ^ ^^ E^^^E^ E^

their ^'^okes from

—

.

—

h

-

^P ^-^ i^-

their yokes from us, and cast a - -way tlieir yokes from us, and cast a -

S^ ^^^^^^ -^^^—J—

J

ziE-^—

f

—

^

^-v—ti

—

V-

way their yokes from ns, and cast a - way theii* yokes from us, and cast

^9^: ^he£
and cast

?s ^3^^^
>^ 1 A. -i S--r^ f f if '-^L^S-

#if -^

-ffl-9^
If



i
130^

way their yokes from^ Let us break their bonds, let us break their

m ^^ s^ ^
i

way their yokes from us. Let us break their bonds a

^g=^=^M^ =H^-J^^J
way their yokes from us. Let us break their bonds,

^^^-=r s
- way their yokes from us.

^f^ # ^^^ :^=^1^jz^r^ ^3=J^^^^^^ *

i
#—f—

^

> I

* 0?^^^ w a
sun - der, let us break their bonds a - sun - der, let us, let us

m it ^^ ^
let us break their bonds a - sun der.

I ^Ml-f W I* ,»^

i^ m^bonds. let us break their bonds a - sun - der.

^i=g=^ ^
i» i^ 1^

let us break their bonds a - eun der,

-i^^^":-j-^-n r^ r-3 ,
fU rn-^s^

L-T ; 1 f t^r-tj-
^ - ^ .

-^ .g? g^
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break, us break their bonds a - sun - der, thei

f=^
let us break their bonds a - sun - der, their bonds a - sun - der.

.-i~^^,ii^^^J^^&-J=T^
let \is break their bonds, let us break their bonds, .... their bonds a - sun - der,

'^^^ ^EE:S-Z?^^S-^
y k b^=p^

5^=7^
break, let us break their bonds, let us break their bonds a - sun - der.

^^^m £-T-fH^^=J=J^h J
•-

let us break their bonds a - sun - der, let us break their bonds a - sun - der,

i
-r*->

^a^ ^=fe=J^
T—T"

^^^ =5=f:
r=^ ^

i r̂~c£u" ^fig^i^^j^pLirr^g^^^^
aud oast a - way.

i
?

—

fi-r-f^te^±^^=agl r ^ L^
and cast

i—^£g^
a - way. and cast a

J J

m—r0-M > f P-^-S—»-S-»-J l-M

p-^fe-as^'p^^Wwf
^ J J

^

^ ^^ 7 J J' J I

r- 7 J' J' J-EE^
their yokes from xie, and cast a - way their yokes from

wayand cast a

^LuLr iLu^^^^̂ ^ ^ ^^ =?=^r=Pf
and cast a - way their yokes from

7 b b"T

^rr^f i fr^-T^^
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¥ -Jt=±z

nd cnst a - way their yolcf's

^^^gg^^^fe^^^
from lis,

I

their yokes from us,

?=^ ^ ^^m 33 ?^E^^ ^
and cast a - "wny their

ia—T^zĝ ^
yotea from ns, Let Tis break their bonds a-

^^1
^

and east a - way tlieir yokes from us, Let Be lireak their

P^^F^
^-^^

3^ ^
^- il—^—

^

t-^a
_S- 3^_i: r-a"—

f

i f

^^ =sIS
f- ^

i
Org. Pedals. "S - •i

£ ^^?=t.C
bzziirj '

-V—

f

+1 h * r 1-^ -*-T>- ^^

I
Lot us break tlieir bonds a - sun - der, and^^ ^
^g

Let us break tlieir bonds, and cast way their

-+- dtiz±
- sun - der. and

H«

cast, and oast way, and cast

a^=^^^^^ -' f-
-V—it-

bonds.

i
^-gj-.g

and cast a - way their yokes from us,

J

and cast a-

^
« _

—

r^p '^m f^F
t:::r-c::Ji^r

J . ^J^ n ^

^f

—

r-^

>^^^^f^^^te iP=F

I ^J ^^^^
and cast a - way their yokes

yokes, tlieir yokes from us, and cast a - way, and cast a - way their yokes.

m P ^ ^^^^^^ 3^=tc=t =t?=b
way their yokes from us, and cast a - way, and east a - way tlieir yokes.

^^ r 7 B^ ^-^-b l^ b p:

%

way tlieir j^okes from us.

4q *

and cast a - way, and cast a - way their yokes

J

—

:e

-n^
.^^^—

^

^ t s t-^H=I§^
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^
i

"way, and cast a - wa}'^ their yokes from us.

i^^^^
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No. 42. HE THAT DWELLETH IN HEAVEN.
RECJT. Tf.nor Voice. Psalm ii. V. 4.

^^:^^^̂ ^F^i-=^=f^i=-Ff ÊEmTTJff î

He that dwelleth in heaven shall Iiiugh them to scorn, the Lord shall have thera in de-ri-sion.

No. 43. THOU SHALT BREAK THEM.
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thou shalt dash them in pie - ees like a pot ter's ves - sel.
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J
=?=^ #
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No. 21.

Op. 67. No. 1.
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Cantabile.
( J = 144.)

No. 43.

Op. 67. No. 2.
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No. 44.

Op. G7. No. 3.
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(xi. M. J

= 138.) Moderate Animato.

No. 45. \!^—
Op. 67. No. 4.
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No.

Op. 68.

Chopin's Mazurkas
( J_168.) Vivace.

46.

No. 5.
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No. 47.

Op. 68. No. 6.
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No. 48.

Op. 68. No. 7.

(
J = 132.) Allegro ma non troppo.
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(1849.)*

No. 49.

Op. 68. No. 8.

( J= 126.)Andantiiio.
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* This Mazurka is the last inspiration of Chopin, written just before his death, he felt too weak already to try jt over on the piano himself.
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Allesretto.
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No. 51.

Notre Temps
Album.

No. 2.

Allegretto.
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Note. This Mazurka is not published in any collection of Chopin's works, bat was contributed by the author to an Album made up from contributions of cotem-

poraneous authors, and published in Germany. It was pointed out after this work had been stereotyped, and the publishers, desirous of having the collection com-

plete, added it to the book. Hence those three pages bear the folios of 123 a, b and c respectively, in order not to interfere with the paging of the work
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